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GENERAL PREFACE.

THS Publisher of the first complete Edition them ultimately rested, not b_ving been dis-
of BENTHAM'SWorks thinks a brief prefatory covered, their necessary connexion was not

explanation indispensable, in order that the felt--their exact import and extent was not
reader may know what he has to look for. clearly seen- and their important eonse-
The literary executor of " the master," Dr. quences were almost entirely overlooked.

Bowrmg, being abroad, and others well qua- The early rehgious reformers had deviated

lifted declining to undertake the task, it has into the error of endeavouring to substitute
devolved on the writer of the following pages, one class of dogmatic opinions, sanctioned by
who sets to work on a somewhat hasty sum- law, for another. The stubbornness of con-

mons. tending sectarians had rendered in many cases

The science of legislahon, and of morals as a rude rule-of-thumb toleration unavoidable,

bearing on legislation, was invented by Ben- but wherever a sufficient majority were of one
tham: he lind the foundations, and hitherto way of thinking, formal creeds, sanctioned

no one has carmed the superstructure tugher by legislative authority, were the order of the
than he did. In order to appreciate what day. Again, the encroachments of Charles 1.

Bcntham has accomplished--to indicate to had led men to inquire into the basis on
the reader what he may expect to find m which the kingly power rested. The Long

Bentham's wntings,--itwill be necessary to Parliament, finding the claims advanced by

glance at--first, the state in which he found the King incompatible with security of per-
legislative science and public opinion; second, son and property for the subject, overturned

the development of his opinions, the objects the throne : and the people, finding an irre-

and character of the works he produced, sponslble body of legLslators equally danger-
third, the effect his writings have already ous, overturned the Long Parliament. The

produced, and the farther effect they are in first experiment having failed, kings were
the act of producing, restored, and werc not long of driving the

I. Of the state in which Bentham found people to seek some new bulwark against

legislative science and public opimon, their attacks. To soothe the supersntmus
These two toplcs are inseparable. Abstract veneration entertained for traditmnal esta-

prlnc_ples, and that floating mass of incohe- blishments, the fiction of an original compact
rent opinions caught up and relinomshed at between the subject and sovereign was de-
random, which has hitherto formed the moral vised, and under its shelter, James IL was

creedand rule of the masses, 1e-act upon each driven from the throne, mid William Ill.
other. On the one hand, conclusions of the seated in his place. But for one clrcumstance,

philosopher are adopted by many who are in- the Bill of Rights would have transformed
capable or unwilling to apprecmte their rea- the "compact" from a fiction into a reality.
sons: on the other, the opinions of men direct That circumstance was, that the Revolution

their actions, their actions constitute the of 1688 transferred the excess of power from
events of society, and these events suggest the king, not to the people, but to the arts-
the reflections out of which the philosopher tocracy. The king dwindled to a puppet,

elaborates h_s principles, moved by the largest factmn of that privileged

The events of European history had, about caste. A widerscope was given to aristo-
the dine of Bentham's birth, established se- cratical ambitmn ; the British nobility sprit
ver_,l true and important opinions as the poll- into two hereditary parties, which assumed
tical creed of all reflecting men : although the the name of Whigs and Tories ; and the

common principle, upon which the whole of structure of the reprcscntatlve body was ad-
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mh_bly calcu_ted for enabling whichever of they are :" herein consists the strength of
them obtained the ascendency, to work its " existing establishments." The mass of
will with a House of Commons, which, seem- society in Great Britain, dm_ing the tatter half

ingly the representative of the people, wasin of last century, could learn nothing predse
re_ity the hired servant of the aristocracy, or practical in polltics from men whose views

The American revolution put an end to this were, as a whole,vague and incoherent. Men's
delusion. The sturdy fathers of the Trans- natural ws znert_ made them acquiesce in
atlantic Republic insisted upon the reality what was taught them, notwithstanding the
of what the mother country had been con- ill-concealed incongruity of its parts. And
tented to enjoy in name only -- the practical the whole fabric of British institutions was
application of the doctrine that " taxation of a nature to render them friendly to the
without representation is tyranny." Thu_ substitution of words for things. Nothing
successively did these important truths come seemed the result of pre-disposition -- every
to be recognised :-- That no religious opi- thing seemed, as it were, to have grown up.
nions, honestly entertained, can be crlminal; The constitution was a congeries of make.
that power is vested in the chief magistrate shifts. If a man remarked that the House of
by the people, and for their benefit alone, Commons did not represent the people, he
and may be resumed if abused; that the only was soothed with the phrase " virtual repre-
safeguald for the persons and property of the sentution." If he complained of the volu-
citizens consists in their retaining the power ruinous, contradictory, andinaccessible nature

of enacting laws and imposing taxes in the of the law, he was silenced by grave pane-
hands of representatives freely chosen by gyrics on the wisdom of the successive oecu-
themselves. These principles, empiricallydis- pants of the Bench, who, by virtue of legal
covered, were vaguelyenoughunderstood. To "fictions," had, as circumstances emerged,
them came in time to be added some dim built up an artificial system of law, far supe-
perception of the truths, that where men riortowhatanylegislaturecouldhavedevlsed.
were left most free to form their own rehglous Civil life was one great and continuous prac-
opinions, the intellect assumed a hardier and tlcal lesson in the art of saying one thing and
more energetic character-- and that where meaning another. The allied Church and the
industry was least trammeled, the comfort of Universities completed the doctrine of insin-
individuals, and the general wealth of the ha- cerlty. The most _wful mysteries of religion
tion, most abounded. As yet, however, no were prostituted to a ceremony, compliance
man had arisen of sufficient clearness and with which entitled to office: at the national

grasp of intellect to detect the one-pervading seats of learning, young men were made to
principle, of which all these theorems were commence what was understood to be their
only diversified manifestations, search after truth, by professing to believe,

Where the teachers were only half-learned, and promising always to believe, what they
much wisdom could not be anticipated from were incapable of understanding.
the taught. The opinions of all men are Such paltering with public opinion could

composed partly of what they have come _o not fail to re-act dangerously on public too-
know by their own exertions, partly of what rals. Men unfurnished with sound principles
they have received upon trust from the tra- ot action were tossed backwards and forwards

dition of others. With the bulk of mankind, between empty formulas of words. In books
the latter ingredient preponderates to a great they might find professions of elevated sen-
extent. Indolence makes them rest contented timent ; in active life, they found corrup-
with what they arc told. Indolence does tion everywhere. Walpole a_d Doddlngton
more; it is annoyed by contradictory informa_ systematized corruption : Gerrard Hamilton
tion startling it from its repose, and regards taught the art of veiling ugly practices with
the occasion of the disturbance with fll-vnU, fair words. Lawyers trained in the school
Thus interest is brought into play, and many of fiction-- divines, perverted from the be-
an active spirit is forced to remain torpid as ginning, by being taught to profess btlief

his neighbours, for fear of rendering them un- before they began to inqmre, and thoroughly
friendly, and incurring, at the very least, a corrupted by rich pluralities, the reward of

suspension of their good offices. This is the syeophaney and political intrigue, lent their
secret of men's attachment to " things as aid to cement the fabric. There wazited not
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counteracting instruments of good--the lofty other concurrent causes had listed my infant
sentiments of the poets,--the holy beauty of affections on the side of despotism. The
that book on which the church professed to genius of the place I dwelt in, the autho-
stand,--the sense of evils flowing from a bad rity of the State, the voice of the Church
system,--the contagious example of America. in her solemn offices: all these taught me
But these accidental influences were, to the to call Charles a martyr." But his dtspositiort
compact frame-work of the constitution, as a did not fit him for an intriguing partisan,
horde of guerillas to the organization of one and it is the nature of Toryism to favour, in
of Napoleon's armies. The better spirits felt, a_l like him, devotion to any pursuits likely
rather than saw, the evils of society. They to keep them from crltmising public affairs.
attempted to enforce their own views by the Speaking of a considerably later period of his
sophistical forms of reasoning devised by thelr life, he says--" Party, I i)elonged to none:
antagonists, and were necessarily defeated. I knew not what sort of a thing party was."
When the friends of parliamentary reform But however little calculated by his dlsposl-

sought to make good their point by arguing tions to be emmeshed in party contests, there

that their system of representation was the was that in his nature which would not al-
real established one, and the other only a low him to remain uninfluenced by the poll-
usurpation, the reason revolted against such tical questions which were then beginning to

perversion of fact. The struggle between convulse the abysses of society as with a
good principles and evil practices seemed moral earthquake.

only to have made bad worse : virtue began The predominant characteristics of Ben-
to assume the aspect of a profitless disturber tham's mind were : -- sincerity, or love of
of the peace. But, as the German proverb truth ; benevolence, or an ever active desire

says, " When the tale of bricks is doubled, to contribute to the happiness of others ; in-
Moses is near." It was indeed high t_me that vestlgation, or a reckless craving which could

our Moses should make his appearance, tufty be satisfied by thoroughly examining
whatever attracted ins attention in all its

lI. Of the development of Bentham's opt- bearings. If we add, that what phrenologists
nions, the objects and character of the works would call the faculties ot order or classifi-
he produced, cation, and of constructiveness, were in him

We are inclined to think that it was a for- peculiarly active, we have the key at once to
tunate thing for Bentham, that, connected as the origin of his opinions, and their progres-

he was with the aristocracy, his connexions sire development. Cilcumstances seem to

did not belong to the sectmn of it which has have determined the field he selected for the
affected to patromze hberal principles. If exertion of those faculties, but it was the

they had, he might, notwithstanding his almost unparalleled power and energy of his
purely intellectual cast of character, have, mind that enabled him to cultivate that field
hke so many others, commenced with being to _o much purpose.
encouraged to make a dtsplay of fine senti- The circumstance that seems to have given
ments, have proceeded to be gradually absorb- the first impulse to the inquiries which en-
ed into the vortex oflowpersonal struggles for grossed his future hfe, was the dispute be-
office, under the delusion that he was enact- t ween Great Britain and her colonies, which,

ing the part of a patriot, and ended by being during his law-studentship, was the univer-
_s hollow and heartless a prating Whig as any sal topic of conversation. His inqmrmg turn

of his compeers. Luckily for him, he was of a of mind made him anxious to form such an
right Tory stock, and nurtured in the loyal opinion of the merits of *he controversy as

and orthodox University of Oxford. His would be satisfactory to himself. His ori-
earlier studies rather inclined him to perse- ginal leanings, we have seen, were towards
vere in the famdy faith. " The writings of monarchy : the shallow arguments of the
the honest but prejudmed Earl of Clarendon," then advocates of liberal opinions for a while
he says in a note to his ' Fragment on Go- confirmed him in his error. " Conversing

vernment,' " to whose integrity nothing was with lawyers," he says, in the passage from

wanting, and to whose wisdom little but the which we have already quoted, " I found
fortune of living a httle later, and the con- them full of the virtues of their Original

tagion of a monkish atmosphere : these and Contract, as a recipe of sovereign efficacy
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for reconciling the accidental necessity of re- former inglowing language :_" From the first
sistance with the general duty of submission, morning on which I took my seat on one of
This drug of theirs they administered to me the hired boards that slid from under the of-
to calm my scruples ; but my unpractised ricers' seats in the area of the King's Bench,
stomach revolted against their opiate. I bid at the head of the gods of my idolatry had
them open to me that page of history in which sitten the Lord Chief-Justice. Days and
the solemnization of tbis important contract weeks together have I made my morning pil-
was recorded. They shrunk from this chal- grimage to the chief seat of the living idol,
lenge ; nor could they, when thus pressed, do with a devotion no less ardent and longing,
otherwise than our Author (Blackstone) has and somewhat less irrational, than if it had
done,--eonfessthewholetobeariction. This, been a dead one." Of Dunning he says

methought, looked ill. It seemed to he the " If m my style, appropriate aptitude in any
acknowledgment of a bad cause, the bringing shape or degree is diseermble, it is probably
a fiction to suppox_ it." He elsewhere says, in no small degree to Dunmng that it is due.
in reference to the same subject--" As to Precision, correctness, clearness, guardedness
the American controversy, the badness of the m expression-- closeness in argumentation J

only arguments employed against bad go- seemed to me his characteristic features: in
vernment, whether on the one side of the these, combined with force, he seemed to me
water or the other, had left me sticking to altogether without a rival.*'** At the Bar, of
it." But the equal want ot sound argument all men I had ever heard, he had been the one

on the servile side oi the question prevented whom I had heard with the greatest pleasure

him from long adhering to it. In his uncer- and attentloa,--theone, whose stylein speak-
tainty he met with Hume's Essays, and found rag, it seemed to me, that on all occasions it

in them what he sought-- an unassailable would be matter of the highest satisfaction to
central principle, from which he might sally me to be able to imitate." Mansfield was the

on his quest_ after truth, and to which he first who lent to the decisions of English
might retire to recrmt his powers by repose courts the liberal views of the man of the

whenever tie was baffled. This was the prm- world, and the graceful systematic coherence

ciple of utility, or, as he subsequently ex- of the man of literary tastes. Dunning was
pressed it with more precision, the doctrine nervous and petspmuous. They contributed
that the only test of the goodness of moral by their example to cultivate that love of sys-
precepts or legislative enactments, is their tematic arrangement, and clear unequivocal

tendency to promote the greatest possible expression, to whmh Bentham was by his no-
happiness of the greatest posstble number, ture predisposed. At the same time, more

Armed with this discovery, he applied it on minute acquaintance with the law convinced
Ifll occasions, therebyat once directing him- him, that, as he has forcibly explesssd him-
self to the truth, and estabhshing, by a mul- self in the Introduction to the Rationale of

tiphcity of experiments, the trustworthiness Judicial Evidence--" Theincomprehensibi-
of bls test. lity of the law, a circumstance which, ff the

Bentham was guided to the recognition of law were wise and rational, would be the

this all-pervading principle at an early period greatest of all abuses, is the very remedy,

of his career, by his strictly logmal turn of which, in its present state, preserves society
mind, which saw through the empty veil of from utter dissolution ; and that if rogues did

words substitutcd for things, and by his m- but know all the pains that the law has taken
stinctlve truthfulness of dlspositmn. The for their benefit, honest men would have no-
profession, to which choice or the will of his thing left they could call their own." His

guardians devoted him, the law, furnished sincerity was offended to find fiction the great
ample materials for stimulating these propen- staple of law. His benevolence was hurt by
sities, andfurtherdevelopmghisopinions. He seeingthenecessarytendcncyofthecumbrous

has told us, that while attending m the Court and unintelligible system, by delay and accu-
of King's Bench during the years of his stu- mulation of expense to destroy where it was
den?ship, the chief objects of his admiration, meant to defend. His faculty of inventimh
and in part of his em_dation, were Lord Mans- was stimulated to devise substitutes for the

field and Mr. Dunning. Even in his advanced mischmvons system of law and judicial orga-
years, he recurred to his feelings towards the mzation which he found existing. To this
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_ask he devoted his future life. This was [ Bentham's first publlcatlon was his " Frag-
thenceforth his business inthe world, and all meat upon Government,"m an examination
his investigations radiate from this as from a i of what is delivered on the subject of govern-
centre -- are subordinate and auxiliary to this ment in general, in the Introduction to Sir
end. If we keep this fact steadily in view, William Blackstone's Commentaries. It was

many shallow objections to pas_ges in his published in 1776 (ten years after the author's
works are dissipated at once : the cavillers entry at Lincoln's-inn,) and is interesting, as
have mistaken practical applications of prin- containing the germ of his whole system. He
ciple for abstract enunciations of principle, broadly avows his universal test-- his fun-

We are now in condition, starting from damental principle of utility. He shows no
this point, to trace the progressive develop- mercy to the well-rounded periods of Black-
ment of Bentham's opinions, as manifested in stone, exposing with the most ruthless logic
his writings. There is, however, one preli- their ostentatious wrapping up of no meaning
minary to be first disposed of: this seems to in sounding language. The first object of
be the most appropriate place for dissipating the treatise is to show, that correspondent
the absurd notion that he was a mere theorist, to discovery and improvement in the natural
There never was a mind less disposed to world is reformation in the moral. With an
wander in vague speculation: there never energy unsurpassed in the works of his ma-

was a more thoroughly and essentially prac- turestgenius, he vindicates adherence tostern
tical mind. Two instances may be given in simple truth on all occasmns, laying down
confirmation of our assertion, that he was the principle as apphcable to the defender of

what is conventionally termed " a man of abuses, that " every false and sophistical tea-
business," in addition to the fact of his admi- son that he contributes to circulate, he is

ruble management of his own domestic affairs, himself chargeable with." He makes wild

About the date of his first publication, having work with the figures of speech employed to
paid a visit to Paris, he there contracted an plaster up the chinks and crannies of "Match-
intimacy with a painter, who was m search less Constitution." He tosses about and dis-

of an engraver for a portrait of Lord Mans- )erses ', checks and balances," "blending of
field. Bentham was employed to draw the aristocracy, democracy, and monarchy, into a

articles of agreement between the two artists, whole, combining all their advantages, and
and this document having accidentally come free from their defects," and the like. He

into the hands of Lord Mansfield, elicited paints the social structure of Britain as it

from him expressions of unqualified approba- existed, and in a great measure still exists,

tion, which (the transaction being quite in not in the dainty phrases of legal fiction. The
the ordinary track of business) could only be work is critical, it shows the hollowness of

occasioned by the style of execution. Again : what had been hitherto taught. It leads men
the late Lord Lansdowne, a shrewd man of to look about for a better teacher, and heralds

the world, gave a pretty unetlulvocal proof his coming. It clears away the rubbish, that
of the esteem in which he held Bentham'_ the true builder may commence operations.

worldly wisdom, when he recommended him The whole tone of the work corroborates
to the dowager Lady Ashburton, for a second what we remarked above, regarding law re-

husband, on the plea that he would make an form being the starting-post of all Bentham's
excellent guardian for her son, a minor. But expeditmns of discovery. It is legal reform

indeed, the subjects of Bentham's writings, alone that he seems to contemplate: if not
and his mode of handling them, suffice to wedded to monarchy, his divorce from it is

_how the practical turn of his mmd. In order more to be inferred than seen. Further in-
to stimulate him to exertion, it was necessary vestlgations were necessary to impress upon
that something to be done be at least the his mind the filll importance of democratical

ultimate object: and m working to this end, institutions. His democratic principles were
not the slightest item that might throw an not an evanescent sentiment caught from

obstacle in the way of the practical applica- the perusal of classical authors ; they were
tion of his principles was ever overlooked; the mature conviction of his mind. After
while every new mechamcal inventmn that ranging through all possible forms of govern-

seemed to prormse additional facility, was ment, he reposed on the democratic repre-

selzed upon the moment it appeared, sentative at last as the only one that suited
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bib purpose. It is not, however, in the Frag- of its method and terminology ; including a
ment upon Government that we must look view of the origination and connexion of the
for this : there he contents himself with ex- ideas expressed by the short list of terms,
posing the nonsense written by others about the exposition of which contains all that can

the four recognised types of government, and be said with propriety to belong to the head
showing its practical inutihty, of general jurisprudence. [Such," he adds in

Benthmn's mind, we have repeatedly oh- a note, "as obligation, right, power, posses-
served, was essentially constructive: it could sion, title, exemption, immunity, franchise,
not rest satisfied with negative results. Be- privilege, nulhty, validity, and the like."]
tween 1776 and 1782, his views had become A little reflecttoa will suffice to show
so matured, that he had chalked out for him- that these heads may be made to embrace
self a series of publications, which, when every topic with which the legislator can

complete, would exhaust all that he felt he- have anything to do. In filling up a map of
cessary for the accomplishment of his pur- the territory, the outline of which is here
poses. As the enumeration of these furnishes sketched, he spent the whole of the rest of
a chart or outline, within some department his hfe. As he himself foresaw, the order
or other of which all the labours of his future in which the "parts" are arranged, although
life may find a place, we give it a place here. the " best fitted for apprehension," was not

"Part the 1st. -- Principles of Legislation that in which such of them as were pubhshed
in matters of ewd, more distinctively termed during his life ultimately made thetr appear-
private &stribntive, or for shortness sake, ance,--the succession of his works having
&str_butive law. been influenced in a great measure by " col-

" Part the 2d.- Principles of legislation lateral and temporary considerations." In

in matters of penal law. the mass of writers, the faculty of language

" Part the 3d. _ Principles of legislation overmasters everyother: they are never quite
m ma_ter_ of procedure: umting in one wew aware of the coherence or incoherence of

the croninal and ciwl branches, between their dim notions, until they see them sta-
which no line can be drawn but a very in- ring them in the face from the paper. They

distract one, and that continually liable to work up a book rapidly : and can always show

variation, in tangible manuscripts the fruits of their

" Part the 4th. u Principles of legislation hours of literary labour. With Bentham it
in matters of reward, was otherwise: language was with him a

" Part the 5th. -- Principles of legislation very subordinate concern--the mere vehicle
in matters of pubhc &str_butwe, more con- for conveying his ideas. With the class of

cisely, as well as familiarly, termed eonsutu- writers we have adverted to, arrangement
twnal law. and distribution is a mere matter of external

" Part the 6th. -- Principles of legislation form : it extsts only in the visible signs of
in matters of pohtical tactics: or the art of books, chapters, and volumes. Wtth Ben-
maintaining order in the proceedings of public tham, on the other hand, arrangement wa_

assemblies, so as to direct them to the encl of essentially a part of his subject : with him the
their institution ; viz. by a system of rules, outward symbols of arrangement flowed ne-
which are to the constitutional branch, in cessarily from his mode of thought. The whole
some respects, what the law of procedure is field of his exertions lay distinctly before him :
to the civil and the penal, when he seemed to expend himself upon the

" Part the 7th. -- Principles of legislation minutest details of one corner of it, this was

in matters betwixt nation and nation, or, to not because he overlooked the rest, or attri-

use a new, though not inexpressive appelia- buted an undue prominence to the subject of

tion, in matters of international law. the moment, but because a man can only do
" Part the 8th. -- Principles of legislation one thing at a time. He laboured incessantly

in matters of finance." : _ seeking to give the last finish to every part
" Part the 9th. -- Principles of legislation of his work: conscious that when the whole

in matters ofpohttcal econom!/, was finished, each part would stand in its due
" Part the 10th. -- Plan of a body of law, relation to the rest, and thus create harmony

complete in all its branches, considered in of proportions. When he found the stone Of
re_peet of its.form; in other words, in respect a right size and texture, he dtd not waste time
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iu having it cut, if the building was not far whole of that society. This instrument is
enough advanced to admit of its being laid. framed of:_The attribution of the elective

He knew where it was, and that he could fit power to every individual (Universal Suf-
it for use when he required it. The great frage;) the renewal of the tenure of clele-

architect, with his plans of the building as gated power, at brief and regularly recurring

distinct m his mind's eye as if it were finished, intervals (Annual Parliaments ;) and the reo
collected his materials, and arranged them so moral of every external controul of the

that each should be at hand when wanted, voter's individual opinion (secret voting, or

The details were executed by his assistants, vote by Ballot.) Itis subordinate means are
under his superintendence, he lending at times vamous. The most important are his preo
a finishing touch. To the uninstructed, the cautions for insuring the utmost poss_le

works pubhshed during his llfe may seem frag- publicity to legislative enactments, and the
mentary--hls collections may seem a chaos ; utmost possible precision and explicitness in
but he who, taking the above enumeration their expression. Next in order comes his
of pro_ected works for a guide, reads himself plan for securing cheap government, in in-
into Bentham's way of thinking, will soon sisting upon which, he draws a most imporo

come to see, that in the works pubhshed tant distraction between what is cheap and

durlnghislife, andhls MS remains nowabout what is merely low-priced. For further
to appear for the first tlmc, the task of his hfe particulars, his works themselves must be
has been sufficiently accomplished, consulted: m them will be found the most

It is impossible, in the hmlts we have pro- extraordinary manifestations of intellectual

scribed to ourselves, to recapitulate every clear-s_ghtedness, and fertility of invention,
work. we must be contented to indicate them combined with an unsurpassed power of lucid

by classes. The books which Beutham pro- exposition.
pared for the press himself, or allowed to be The most important works of the second

prepared from his MS S. by others, are of three class are the " Introduction to the Principles

kinds. All of them were published under of Morals and Legislation ;" the " Ratnmale

the impression that something in the temper of Judicial Evidence ;" and the " Ratiouales
of the public mind at the moment, or in the of Reward and Punishment." The manner
tendency of public events, was favourable in which the filst-mentioned of these was

to the design of attracting attention to that first suggested to its Author's mind, as stated
particular part of his system. This is their in the preface, explains the nature of the
common feature" the varieties are : _first, whole. It had at first, he tells us, "no other
Complete treatises on one or other of the destination than that of serving as an intro-
heads indicated in his outline ; second, Pro- duction to a plan of a penal code, tn termznt_,

liminary investigations of a metaphysical designed to follow in the same volume. The
character, intended to elucidate and defend body of the work had received completion

the doctrines of his practical or constructive according to the then present extent of the
works; thtrd, Polemicaltractsonsubjectsat- Author's views, when, in the investigation

tracting public attention, extracted by friends of some flaws he had discovered, he found

from his MS S., or hastily dictated by himself, himself unexpectedly entangled in an unsus°

To the first class belong the volume of his pected corner of the metaphysical maze."
" Constitutional Code" published in 1830 ; He was therefore obliged to dig into the sub-

his Principles of Civil and Penal Law; his soil of metaphysics, in order to lay his foun.
• ' Panopticon ;" a little tract entitled "Plan datmn secure ; but upon this task, not the

for a General Register ;" " PoliticalTactics;" most congenial to a mind less speculative
and some others. In these works, the inces- than constructive, he never spent more time
sant aim of the Author is to suggest such than was absolutely unavoidable. He never
institutions and modes of procedure as shall ventured into the dim chaos of metaphysics,
conduce to utility, i. e. to insuring " the out of sight of the illuminatcd world of prae-
greatest possible happiness of the greatest rice; and the moment his object was aocom-

number." His main instrument for obtain- plished, he winged his glad way back. His
ing this end, is the establishment of respon- constant subordination of speculative inquiry
sihility, on the part of those to whom the to the practical end he had in view in under-
power of acting for society is intrusted, to the taking it, gave occasion at times to his pre-
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senting genera] truths in a shape which has led his Defences of Economy against Burke and
•ciolists, who found it easier to cavil at forms Rose; his " Boa-Constrictor, or Helluo Cu-
than to investigate the reason why they were riarum ;" his " Chrestomathia --explanatory
adopted, to misapprehend or misinterpret his of a proposed school for the extension of
doctrines. To avoid misapprehension of Ben- the new system of instruction (Lancaster's)
thsm's metaphysical tenets, it is necessary to the higher branches of education ;" his"Ob-
to keep in view, that they are never advanced servations on Mr. Secretary PeePs Speech ;"
except for the purpose of establishing or his " Indications respecting Lord Eldon ;"
throwing light upon the doctrines of practical and many others. To this class also belong
legislation. Viewed in this manner, no safer his various tabular works, --" Springs of

guides can be found to moral speculation than Action," " Delay and Comphcation Tables,"
his " Introduction," sad the " Rationales of &c. These are valuable, as bringing under the
Reward and Punishment ;" as we will seek eye at one glance the results of his inqmries,

in vain elsewhere for a substitute to his " Re- and impressing them upon the memory. None

tionale of Judicial Evidence," as a treatise but the man who had so completely exhausted
on the art of expiscating truth, his subject, could have furnished materials for

The third class embraces an almost count- these : but who would _ priori expect that

less and miscellaneous collection of treatises, such a mind would stoop to the drudgery of

The earliest of these is his " Defence of compiling them ? In this, as much as in any
Usury." In the preface to his " Fragment," act of Bentham's life, we recognise the mten-
he had hinted at the utihty of a natural clas- sity of his benevolence. He thought no labour
sification of offences, in the character of a unworthy of him, which could produce prac-
test for distinguishing spurious from genuine tical benefit. His soul, which, as Wordsworth

ones. He had experienced insuperable dff5- has beautifully said of another great reformer,
culty in the attempt to find a place in such a " was like a star, and dwelt apart," hke him

system for the imaginary offence of n_ury, too, " the lowhest duties on itself did lay."

About the time that he was thus perplexed, These formal works are eminently useful;
the usurylaws became a subject of discussion, but the others enumerated under the present

and, by publishing his treatise on them, he at head are also interesting and amusing. In these

once did good service in a controversy lmme- minor works, the reader unacquainted with
diately at issue, and enabled himself at a later Bentham cannot fall to recognise a buoyancy

period to point to that tract as a specimen of and wgour of intellect, a closeness of ratioci-

the fruits of systematic research into the prin- natron, a play of humorous imagination, such
ciples of legislation. At a period long subse- as must lead him to wish to know more about

quent, he allowed to be published m the same the author. The student of Bentham's sys-
way a work of more varied interest,-- the tematm works will find his principles placed

selection from his MSS. entitled ', The Book m new and startling lights, their practical
of Fallacies." This manual of political logic utility corroborated by illustration ; and will

is at once an enduring proof of the valuable find what was at first a mere languid assent

results of his sincere and s)stematic habit of of the intellect, shaken into a healthy and
thought, and a practical exercise to all who pervading spring of action.

study it in honest and healthy thinking. In Here seems the appropriate place for offering

the same spirit of seeking occasion to demon- a few remarks on Bentham's style, regarding
strafe the value of his abstract researches, by which the most absurd misrepresentations

applications of them to the practical questions have been propagated. The staple of his corn-
of the day, he addressedm 1799tothe National position is the purest and most nervous Eng-
Assembly, a "Draught of a Code for the or- hsh. The occasional peculiarities which have

ganization of the Judicial Establishment in been represented as pervading it are referable

France ;" and in 1831, his "Letter to his Fel- to two different sources. First, in his sys-
low-citizens of France on Senates and Second tematic writings he has found it necessary to
Legislative Assemblies." To the sameinten- use technical terms, or terms of art. In the

tion we owe his " Petitions for Justice and language of ordinary conversation, or of writ-

Codification ;" his "Radical Reform Bill ," his ings the principal object of which is to amuse,

" Plan of Parliamentary Reform, in the form there is unavoidably a considerable degree of
ofaCatechism, with Reasons for each artlcle ;" vagueness. One man conceives, and conse-
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quently employs a word or phrase in a more places them beyond the apprehension of ave-
restricted, another inamoreextenslve sense, rage understanding and average industry.

The word or phrase passing into common use, After all, the information acquired by read-
is employed sometimes in the one and some- mg is not the most beneficial result of the

times in the other. This is one of the most employment : it is the strengthening of the

fertile sources of fallacious or false reason- inteUeetual powers by the exercise.
ing: an assertion is made, using the wold or
phrase in the restricted sense; an inference III. Of the effect which Bentham's wri-

ts drawn, using it in the more extensive. All tings ha_e already produced, and the farther
writers on scientific subjects find it necessary effect they are in the act of producing.

m consequence (for a man may unconsciously In tracing the history of the reception
play off this sleight of hand upon himself,) to _ hich Bentham's works have met with, we

use the word_ of conversational language with may pass over with a brief allusion, the cavils
a precise and predetermined meaning, or in of what a German would call the belle-lettr_s-

extreme cases to substitute others for them ten. Of this class, the Edinburgh Revieweru

ThesuperioraccuracyofBentham'smindmay may be considered as the most favourable
have made him do this more frequently than specimen. These cavils proceeded from men

lesser reasoners: but he never introduces a who had begun towrite before they began to

term of art without careful and repeated ex- think -- who brought to their task vivacity,

planations. The most unlearned reader will sentiment, wit, taste (of acertam qualit))--
find a dmtionary of all these unusual terms everything, in short, but clear and compre-

(and after all, they form a small part of his henslve views, and competent knowledge.

vocabulary) in Bentham's own wratings ; and They would not take the trouble to under-
when he has mastered them, he will find that stand Bentham, and consequently could not

the exercise has been an invaluable practical appreciate him. Their articles were amusing

lessoninaccuratehabitsofthinking. Theother at the txme ; but, fike all old jokes, have al-

source of some occasional peculiarities m Ben- ready become insipid. Their praise could not
tham's style relates more to the phraseology, have hastened the day of Bentham's accepta-
as the preceding referred more to the wolds, tmn ; their blame has not been able to retard

Many -- and these not the least valuable -- at. They are already of the things that have
of his occasional publications, are, properly been and are forgotten : to estimate their cha-
speaking, nothing more than notes or heads racter, or scrutinize their motives, would be

of discourse hastily jotted down or dictated, mere waste of time.

In these he was accustomed to give himself It is interesting to trace the coldness with
a greater latitude in abrupt and startling tran- which original views (and Bentham's in their
sitions, or m the introduction of unwonted totahty were eminently such) are at first re-

terms of expression -- in heightening the ceived, and the channels by which they insen-

grotesque representations in which he some- sibly find their way into general acceptation.
times delighted to indulge, by corresponding The power and superiority of the new

language, writer was acknowledged at once upon the

Thele is a raciness about the rough smack appearance oi his then anonymous " Frag-
of these off-hand sketches, which some pre- ment on Government." Lord Mansfield pe-
fer to the most elaborate hnish. Who, with fused it with eagerness, warmly praising all

any taste, could wish to see Bentham's letter those passages in which the verbose superfi-

to his fellow-citizens of France on senates, ciality of Blackstone was crushed and dissi-
&c. assume a smoother or more conventional pated. The Fragment became a topic of
form than that which it at present bears? discussion at Dr. Johnson's club, and the

We repeat, however, that both classes of pc- Dictator himself attributed it to Dunning,

culiarities are of comparatively rare occur- then at the height of his reputation. Other

rence in Bentham's writings. Has works are attributions of paternity, equally flattering to

not flimsy novels, but substantial hard-headed the young author, were made by others. The
pieces of reasoning--some of them of the Edinburgh Review condescended long after

lengthiest. In order to understand them, men to praise the eloquence and logic of the " De-

must pay attention to what they read : and fence of Usury." But with praise of the Au-
tins is all. There is nothing in them that thor's talents there was an end. The subject.
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many knew not what to think of the new seminating the principles of his teacher. He
doctrines ; and the ruling few knew too well published in that year a French redaction of
what to think of them. The Fragment and the Principles of Legislation, which he fol.

the Defence of Usury. were short, and in some lowed up from time to time, by the publication
measure rhetorical: they were read. But the of such compilations from the MSS. of Ben-
larger systematic treatises were "caviare to tham, as amounted in time to a pretty corn-
the multitude." The Solicitor-General Wed- plete body of our author's systematic writings,
derburne shook his head at the mention of __ the only one that, previous to the present
the principle of utility, and said it was " a publication, has been issued from the press.
dangerous one." It was indeed, for hun and It is almost exclusively through this work

his tribe, that Europe has obtained a knowledge of the
Amid this general coldness, Bentham per- principles of Bentham. Even the English

severed: he knew what he bad undertaken pubhc have hitherto possessed some of his
to perform, and the work itself was to him a most important treatises in the form oftraus-
source of happiness. Nor was he at any time lations from the French of Dumont. In 1818,
entirely devoid of sorr._ who acknowledged this model of redacteurs engaged the legisla-
the justice of his views. John Lind adopted tire committee of his parent state of Geneva
a short paper, in which Bentham had stated in a correspondence with Bentham on the

his views of the colonial question, as the subject of a penal code. So early as 1805,
nucleus of his "Remarks on the Acts of the he superintended the publication of a trans-
Thirteenth Parliament ;" and wrote in de- lation of such works of Bentham as he had

fence of the "Fragment" when it was assailed at that time published into Russian.
in the Morning Chronicle. Through Lind, By means of the publications of Dumont,
who was agent for King Stanislaus of Poland, and also of the personal exertions of many
in London, Bentham's connexion with the others of Bentham's disciples, his principles
Polish patriots seems to have commenced, were made known to the most illustrious

To this we are indebted for his correspon- jurists and legislators of Europe and Ame-
deuce with Prince Adam Czartorlski in 1815, rica. A few facts will sufSee to show how

relative to the code expected at the hands of deeply his principles have struck root. In the
the Emperor Alexander ; as also for the or- Code Napoleon, we can trace somewhat of
ders given by Alexander himself to consult his arrangement, in the division into general
Bentham, relative to a Russian code then in and special codes. In the Constitutions of

the course of preparation. Spain and Portugal, andof most of the Spanish
Not long after the conversion of John Lind, States of South America, we find still more

Bentham obtained in Romilly a convert of unequivocal traces of them. Applications for
higher qualities, both intellectual and moral, advice and assistance were made to him in

Romilly regarded Bentham " with the almost the formation of constitutional and judicial
filial reverence of a pupil for his tutor :" h_ codes, from the leading patriots of Spain,

followed out his principles to a practical up- Portugal, Greece, and, as we have seen, from
plication, in his labours for the reform of the the authorities of Poland and Russia. The

criminallaw, and in his collection of the forms Liberals of Italy have repeatedly expressed
of proceeding in the House of Commons. their admiration of his works.

Dumont was introduced to Bentham by " A prophet hath no honour in his own

Romilly. Even in the first fever heat of the land." So it seemed for a time hkely to prove

revolution, Dumont endeavoured to familia- with Bentham. But better days were at hand.
rize the Frenchlegislators withthe principles Sir Francis Burdett, in 1818, when at the
of Bentham, with which at that time he was zenith of his patriotism, applied to Bentham
acquainted chiefly through the medium of for assistance in framing a series of resolutions,
Romilly's mind. Several times he interested embracing the principles of radical reform,
Mirabeau in some of them, but that was too to be submitted to the House of Commons.

restless a period for preaching order. It This was the first time that the principles of
seems to have been Dumont who induced Bentham were avowedly and in any detail
Bentham to offer his plan of a penal code to promulgated in that House. Little was gained
the National Assembly. But in 1802, Du- in the way of votes : but the principles them-

mo_t adopted a more efficient method of dis- selves were from that time inquired after by
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many in whose eyes the circumstance of their have been trained in his school. The osteu-

ha_dng been mentioned in palliament was ne- sible honours of legislation and government
ressary to render them worthy of notice. On are worn by others, but the real working

several other occasions, both in parhament men in many public offices, and in almost all
and out of it, Sir Francis was honoured by commissions of any consequence, have been

being made the speaking-trumpet through trained in the school of Bentham. Not only
which Bentham's voice found its way to the is the pubhc mind rapidly ripening to a con-
public. Previous to the commencement of viction of the advantage of throwing off the

Sir Francis's acquaintance with Bentham, old hull of our effete restitutions- we possess

Lord (then Mr.) Brougham had been a fre- a body of men trained to pubhcbusmess, who
quent visiter. That energetic, indefatigable, sympathise entirely with the growing public
and mercurial genius --incapable of working opimon. Poets are said to be prophets. Shel-
without $clat, and too often satisfied to rest lcy at least was one, when, referring to the
contented with gclat-- was incapable by na- popular disturbances of his own day, and the

tare of adopting Bentham's views as a whole, gradual loosening of the hold of old forms of

But be was useful by frequently taking up an government upon society, he employed the
isolated point which suited his temporary pur- bold figure of speech :--" The cloud of mind

pose, and impressing it on the pubhc, w_th his is discharging its collected lightnings, and

intense and glowing energy of hnguage, and the equilibrium of institutions and opinions
variety offehcitous illustration. Many germs is restoring, or about to be restored." And
of Benthamism had in like manner been how much of this has been demonstrably ac-

quickly carried off by less prominent charac- complished by the single-handed exertions ot
ters, and deposited unnoticed in the public one individual, who, little more than half a

mind, there to strike root. He co-operated century ago, published a book, the style of

,_th the enemies of slavery in every land, which was praised by a few, and the rca-
with the humanizers of the penal code, with soning disregarded by all but one lawyer,
the advocates of universal education. In his who declared that it contained a dangerous

intellectual armoury were stored up imple- principle!

ments fitted for the purposes of them all, and Need more be said, to recommend the wri-

every man was welcometo take and use. Any ! tings of Bentham to a candid and attentive
person who reflects willbe astonished, not only perusal ?
at the immense number of Bentham's opinions The reader will entertain a natural eu-

which have insensibly obtained hold of the rioslty to know something of the personal
public mind, although, wanting the great pnn- habits and domestic hfe of this great and

eiple which binds them together, they continue good man. The materials for his biography--
fragmentary and unproductive- but also at both abundant and interesting--are in the
the certainty with which we can in so many hands of a faithful biographer, Dr. Bowrlng,
eases trace them, though by a circuitous route, whose affectionate veneration for, and inti-
to him as their author. This mass of latent mate acquaintance with Bentham, as well as

Benthamism, floating in the social atmos- his eminent accomplishments and extensive
phere, has been increased and rendered po- hterary correspondence, furnish a guarantee

sitlve by the exertions of the Westminster that the work will be well executed, and in
Review, a work set on foot by the immediate a right spirit. The Doctor's Life of Bentham

exertionsofthe philosopher himself, and little will either be printed uniformly with the pre-
else than a medium for extending and popu- sent edition, or an abridgment of it, executed

larizing his tenets. It is wonderful how, by by himself, will be prefixed to the first vo-

means of these combined influences, so many lume. No long time can now elapse before

people now-a-days write and talk Bentham- the public shall be put in a condition to form
ism without seeming to be aware of it. an accurate personal judgment of Bentham.

More efficient agents in the realizatmn of W.W.

his principles, are a number of young men, Glasgow, December 1837.
just growing up into active employment, who
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ADVERTISEhIENT.

T_E writer of the following pages, be- and in speaking ofproiect_ which have

lieving that he possesses a more inn- passed through the stringent ordeal of
mate knowledge than belongs to the being 1,raetically adopted by those who

majority of general readers, of the ha- were at first opposed to them, _ the _ame
ture of Bentham's Works, antt (,f the

subjects discussed in them, is desirous _ Among the various practical reforms sug-

of preseuting the reader with such a gested by Bentbam, the following are m-
_tame_ m wlnch his _,ews have been partially,

cursory view of their more prominent or wholly adopted by the Legislature :--Re-
features as m;_y afiBrd a general idea form m the Representative system. Mum-
of their _cope and character. In the cipal Reform m the _bolitton of Exclusive

performance of such a task, he wll] privileges Mmgatmu of the Crnnmal Code.

not be expected to support those opm- The abuhtmu of Transportatmn, and the adop-
tmn of a system of Prison dlselphne adapted

ions which coincide w_th h_s own, or to to reformatmn, example, and economy. Re-
controvert tho_e with _)hich he may moral of defects in the Jury system. Abo]i-
differ. In wishing his remarks, hoax- tmn of Arrest in Mesne process. Substltu-

ever, to be considered a., of a purely tmn of an effectual means of appropriating

expository nature, tie cannot but ex- and reahzing a Debtor's property, to the prac-
pect that the very nmnner (,f his expo- ace of Imprisonment. Abohtmn of the UsuryLaws. Abohtmn oi Oaths. Abohtmn of Law

sition will, in many casc_-, betray the Taxe% and Fees m Courts of Justice. Re-

partisan. /tie professes no clam1 to au mo_al of the exclusionary Rules m Evidence.
impartmlity which, in mattels coming Repeal of the Te_t and Corporation Acts, the
so closely in contact wltll tLe most im- Cathohc Dlsablhues Act_, and other laws

* creating rehgtous inequalmes. Abohtion or
portant interests of the human race, reduction of the Taxes on know,ledge. A
would be justly ranked a_. an attempt umform _y_tem of Poor Laws under central
to conceal thoughtlessness and in(hffer- admml_tratton, with machinery for the eradi-
ence under the nmsk of candour. The catiou of mendicancy and ldlene_s. A system

subjects which will have to be men- of training Pauper children, calculated toraise them from dependent to productive
tioned are those on winch almost every member_- of society. Savings Banks and
man has formed an opinion, and on Friendly Soc_et_e_ on a uniform and secure

which few can speak without exhibiting ¢ystem. Postage cheap, and without a _'iew

a bias. Many opinions will have to bc to revenue. Post-ofllce Money Orders. Acomplete and uniform Register of Births, Mar-
descmbed whmh, though but coldly re- rmges, and Deaths. A Register of Merchant
ceived on their first appearance, gained seamen, and a Code of Lawb for their protec-

gradual grouml in the minds of thinking tmn. Populatmn Returns, periodical, and on
men, and are now received with so near a umform system, with the names, professmns,

an approach to unanimity_that it would &c., of mdiwduals. The c_rculatlon of' Par-hamentary Papers as a means of diffusing the
be affectation to allude to them other- reformation contained in them. Protectmn to
wise than as doctrines which have re- Inventmns w_thout the cumbrous machinery

ceived the verdict of society in their fa- of the Patent Laws.

your. Even those who may dispute Bent- The following are among those of his pro-

ham's first principles and general theory posed Reforms, which have received only ai very partial_ or no legislative sanction, but
cannot deny to him the supremacy of the whmh have, each, a. considerable and respect-

practically operating minds of his age ; able class of supporters :--Free Trade. _Na-
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sceptical tone of exposition cannot be ] eral view of the conclusions which he
expected to be employed, which would I arrived at. There will be no specific
be applicable to new and untried sug- / separation of these two departments ;
gestions. The writer has no intention ] and the writer will have succeeded in
of attempting to reduce the various _his object, if it be admitted that he has
subjects treated of by Bentham into a ] afforded his readers a few useful, though
scientific logical arrangement. Part of ] loose hints, of the nature of the sub-
the space will be occupied with an ex- jects which chiefly occupied Bentham's
planation of the manner m which he attention, and of the manner in which
treated his subjects--part with a gen- he treated them.

tional Education. The Ballot. Equal Elee- tion of the public health, under the admmis-
tion Districts. Local Courts. Auniform and tratlon of competent and responsible officers.
scientific metlwd of drawing Acts of Parlia- The circulation of Laws referring to particu-
merit. Public Prosecutors. A general Regis- lar classes of society among the persons who
ter of Real Property, and of Deeds and Trans- ; are specially subject to their operation.
actions. SanatoryRegulations forthe protee_
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TO THE

STUDY OF BENTHAM'S WORKS.

NECTION I.

I3ENTHAM'S STYLE AND METIIOD OF THINKING°

TUE general reader is so accustomed Iprejudice, should be subjected to the

to find subjects cont,_.eted with politics ! rules of rigid philosophical inquiry ; and

and legislation, treated as the mere to- those who do riot come to the perusal of
pics of passing criticism, that he is not 'lns Works, with minds prepared to fol-
prepared to see them dealt with as mat- low Iron through a right and systematic
ter of elaborate reasomng and aceu_'ate train of reasoning, cannot be said to re-
analysis. Whoever reads the Works ceive him in the capacity in which he
of Bentham should, however, take the presents lnmseli to their notice. Mis-
task on hand w_th the cond_mn, not of taking the method in which the author
bestowing on them a mere casual peru- professes to teach his doctrines, cursory
sal, but ofstu@l_g them : and it isonly readers have complained of Ins reltera-
in some of his hghter works, or in occa- tion of truisms ; and they wouht flint
sional passages of his more important the same character in the axioms of
ones, tl,at those who adopt the ibrmer Euclid, if they perused them with the
alternative, will find either instruction same spirit. They have complained that
or amusement, lie addressed himself passages are obscure, intricate, and aim-
to those who were prepared to bestow less ; and they would find the same de-
on the sciences ot Government and fect in the Demonstrations of Geometry,
Legislation the same rigid intellectual it they were hurriedly to read isolated
labour, without which no man ever portions of them. The Author's aim
expects to become aproficlent m Mathe- was not to plead the cause of opinions
matics or Natural Philosophy. It was unadm_tted, or to render received doe-
his ambition to lay the foundation and trines more pleasing by ornament and
to build the superstructure of a new illustration, but to demonstrate. It is
system, by which the departments of only as a demonstrator that he can fairly
thought, which had too long been the be trpi.reciated. And those who would

ldaythings ef party spirit, passion, and i.iudge of the legitimacy of his conclu-
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sions_ must follow his chain of reasoning The characteristics of Bentham's early
link by link. In performing such a style were, power, simplicity, and clear-
task, impatient intellects will perhaps ness. There was no writer of his age
find a precision and minuteness of reason- whose style had less of mannerism ; and
ing, which they would have been content the absence of all peculiarity in that of
to dispense with, and will see conclusions his earliest work--the Fragment on
which they may think might have been Government, led those who naturally
leaped to, arrived at by systematic de- sought for the author of a work so bold
monstration. But in submitting to this and original among the names known
precision of intellectual extortion, they to fame, to attribute it to various great
only subject themselves to the mental men whose respective styles were strik-
discipline, without which none of the ingly dissimilar. It was not the least
more abstrnse sciences can be mastered, pleasing feature ia these early works,
Bentham found the whole fiehl of morals that while the matter was wonderfully
and legislation crowded with fallacies original, there was nothing in the man-
which lurked behind slovenly expres- net of communicating it to startle the
sions or incomplete arguments, tie most fastidious taste. The Author's
worl_ed in perpetual fear of any fallacy great skill, acquired by untiring study,
finding a hiding-place in his own system ; is exhibited in the facility with which
and he examined every word and every he adapts the common language of our
idea with scrupulous accuracy. It mat- literature to philosophical purposes, for
tered not how unimportant might be which it had never at any previous time
theground of deception : like a scrupu- been used. There is never any vague-
lousmerchant's book-keeper, whohunts hess in the expressmn of the most ab-
out an error about a farthing, he would strt_se propositions ; and yet they are
n_t allow tbe most trifling defect mar- framed out of a nomenclature which had
gument to escape correction, because not been intended for the elucidation of
the principle of overlooking any defect distinctions so subtle. Indeed, it would
is a dangerous one. not be possible to find in the English lan-

It must be admitted that this charac- guage a style better adapted, in every
teristic,--the keeping in view demon- respect, to describe in clear terms that
straticn in preference to elucidation, which is, ofallthings with whiehlanguage
is chiefly to be found in his later works, has to deal, the least easily made clear--
In those which he published early in The operations of themind. The reader
life_ there is more ornament and less of who is acquainted with his Introduction
the character of severe logic, tits mind to the Principles of Morals and Legis-
was at all times rich in the produce of lation, his Panopticon, his Defence of
logical inquiry; but, in his earlier years, Usury, and his other works written in
it was his practice to give the results of the 18th century, will require no con-
his reasonings, with the arguments ge- firmation of this opinion. As an illus-
nerally and popularly stated, illustrated, tration may be acceptable to some read-
and adorned by similes aml examples ; ers, the following is taken at random--
while in his more advanced years, he it is from the Defence of Usury :-

omitted no portion of the process by The business of a money-lender, though
which he arrived at his conchsions, and only among Christians and in Christian times a
indulged but slightly in rhetorical or- proscribed profession, has nowhere, nor at any
nanmnt. Of the habits of thinking, time, been a popular one. Those who have
and of composition, which accompanied the resolution to sacrifice the present to the fu-ture_ are natural objects of envy to those who
thes(_ distinct methods, some elucidation have sacrificed the future to the present. The
will be attempted farther on; but in eluldren who have eaten thmr ¢ake_ are the
the meantime it may be serviceable to natural enemies of the children who have
give a few remarks on tim peculiaritms theirs. While the money is hoped for_ and
of the two very distinct styles _ hich for a short time after it has been received, hewho lends it is a frmnd and benefactor: by
Bentham wrote at different periods of the time the money is spent, and the evil
his life. ho_r of reckoning is come, the benefactor is
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found to have changed his nature, and to have the disposition of the public judgment to
put on the tyrant and the oppressor. It is sacrifice the interest of the former to that of
an oppression for a man to reclaim his own the latter, the stage would afford a compen-
money ; it is nmm to keep it from him. dious, but a pretty conclusive proof of it. It
Among the inconsiderate, that is, among the is the business of the dramatist to study, and
great mass of mankind, selfish affections con- to conform to, the humours and passions of
spire with the social m treasuring up all fa- thase on the pleasing of whom he depends
your for the man of disslpanon, and in refusing for his success ; it is the course which reflec-
justice to the man of thrift who has supplied tion must suggest to every man, and which
him. In some shape or other, that favour a man would naturally fall rote, though lie
attends the chosen object of it through every were not to think about it. He may, and
stage of his career. But m no stage of has very frequently does, make magmficent pre-
career can the man of thrift come m for any fences of giving the law to them : but woe
share of it. It is the general interest of those be to him that attempts to give them any
with whom a man hves, that his expense other law than what they are disposed al-
should be at least as great as htscircumstances ready to receive I If he would attempt to lead
will bear ; because there are few expeuses them one nlch, it must be with great caution,
which a man can launch rote, but what the and not without suffering himself to be led
benefit of them is shared, m some proportmn by them at least a dozen. Now I question
or other, by those with whom he lives. In whether, among all the instances in which a
that circle originates a standing law, forbid- borrower and a lender of money have been
drag every man, on pain of infamy, to confine brought together upon the stage, from the
Ins expenses within what is adjudged to be days of Thespis to the present, there ever
the measure of his means, saving always the was one, in which the former was not recom-
power of exceeding that limit as much as lie mended to favour in sonic shape or other--
thinks proper ; and the means assigned him either to admiration, or to love, or to pity, or
by that law may be ever so much beyond his to all three ;--and the other, the man of thrift.
real means, but are sure ne*er to fall short consigued to infamy. _

of them. So close is the combmatmn thus ltis later works,--those written fromformed between the idea of merit and the
idea of expenditure, that a dispositmn to spend the year 1810 downwards, exhibit _
finds favour m the eyes even of those who marked change in style ; whether an ira-
know that a mall'S circumstances do not provcment or a deterioration, the pre-

entitle tnm to the means : and an upstart, sent writer, while endeavouring to ex-
whose chief recommendatmn is this dispo_l-
tion, shall find himself to have purchased a plain tile nature of the alteration, will
I,ermanent fund of respect, to the prejudice not venture to decide. The symptoms
of the *ery persons at whose expense he has of the change will be found in his works

been gratifying his appetites and his pride, and correspondence ef the early part of

The lustre whmh the dlbplay of borrowed the 19th century, and the Letters to
wealth has diffused over his character, awes Lord Grenville, on the proposed Re-men during the beason of his prosperity into
a submibsmn to his insolence, and when the form in the Court of Session in Scot-
hand of adversity has overtaken him at last, land,+ printed in 1808, may be taken
the recollection of the height from which he as a specimen of his style in its transi-

has fallen, throws the veil of compassion over tion state. The prominent feature in tl,ohis mjustme.
Tbe condition of the man of thrift is the change arose out eta dissatisfaction with

reverse. Iits lasting opulence procures hJm the ordinary terms of language_ and

a share, at least, of the same envy that at- their accepted arrangement, as a means

tends the prodigal's transmut display: but of conveying, with that certainty and
the use he makes of it procures him no part precision which the author aimed at,of the favour wllmh attends the prodigal. In
the satlsfactmns he derives from that use-- his new opinions, with their subtle suh-

the pleasure of possessmn, and the idea of ' divisions and distinctions. One of tim
enjoying dt some distant period, which may means which he had recourse to, was the
never arrive--nobody comes in tbr any share, formation of a new technical nomencla-
In the midst of his opulence he is regarded I
as a kind of insolvent, who refuses to honour i tare for his own purposes; this was a
the bills which their rapacity would draw design wl,ich he had in view from the
upon him, and who is by so much the more co,nmcncement of his career, but it was

criminal than other insolvents, as not having in afLcr life that he gave his most ex-
the plea of inability for an excuse.

Could there be any doubt of the disfavour
which attends the cause of the money-lender _ Defence of Ucury, Works, vol. iii. p. 17.
in his competition with the borrower, and ot' + Works, _,,1. v. p. 1 et s¢7,
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tensive exemplifications of it. Its na- 4.
ture, and the uses to which he employed 4. Constantly proper end of action on the
it, will be noticed farther on. But, in- part of an individual, having a share in thepower of legislation in and for an independent
dependently of neology_ the style, as commumty,termed a political state, the great-
developed in the construction of the est happiness of the greatest number of its
sentences, was novel, and avowedly so. members.*
In his minute divisions, he had perpe- Ode of his favourite, and most ser-
tual occa._ion to compare, balance, or viceable arrangements, was the employ-
contrast one propesition with another; ment of a verbal substantive with an
and, looking upon language as tile only auxiliary, instead of a verb. " I use a
means through which this could be ac- substantive," he says, " where others
complished, he judged that uniformity, use a verb. A verb slips through your
in the structure of sentences, would fingers like an eel,--it is evanescent:
make that very structure subservient to it cannot be made the subject of pre-
his purposes. Ihs arrangement was dication--for example, I say to give
such, that tl, e predicate, the copula, and motion instead of to move. The word

the subject--that distributive, limita- motion can tlms be the subject of con-
tire, or exceptional terms, if there were slderation and predication: so, the sub-
any,_were all to be foumt in precisely jeet-matters are not crowded into the
the same parts of every sentence; and by same sentence,_when so crowded they
this uniformity be was enabled, to a are lost,--tbey escape the attention as
certain extent, to manipulate his sen- if they were not there."_r
tences, as if they were Algebraic signs; 1Much outcry has been made about
a service to which he never couhl have the intricacy and obscurity of Bent-
applied the freedom and variety of locu- ham's sentences. Those who bring the
tion, sanctioned by. the ordinary rules of charge often forget that he demands
rhetoric. As an illustration of what is severe tlmught as due to his subject,
here attempted to be described, the fol- and that no form of phraseology would
lowing extracts, from a few notaada, make a golden path to that which, in
explanatory of the leading principles of its very nature, requires a continuous
his opinions, may be adduced. If there process of abstraction. That Bentham's
be a certain degree of monotony, and sentences are complex, is, however, in
even of repetition, in the sentences, it many instances, true; but that they are
will be admitted, that they are adinir- obscure or dubious, is so much the re-
ably constructed for comparison with verse of the fact, that their complexity
each other, and for enabling the eye to arises, in a great measure, from the
_sist the mind in perceiving the prin- anxiety with which he has guarded
ciple of their connexion, them against the possibility of their

1. June29,18°7. meaning being mistaken. So anxious
1. Constantlyactual end ofactmn on the part is he that the mind should not, even for

of every individual at the moment of action, [
his greatest happiness, according tohis wew of t a passing moment, adopt a different un-
it at that moment, derstandmg from that which he wishes

2. to impress on it, that he introduces into
'2..Constantly proper end of action on the the body of his sentence all the limita-

part of every individual at the moment of tions, restrictions, and exceptions which
action, his real greatest happiness from that he thinks may apply to the propositionmoment to the end of life. See Deontology
private, broadly stated, lie limits his meaning,

3. in the most precise manner, by a cir-
3. Constantly proper end of action on the cumvallation of well-weighed words. It

part of every individual consideredas trustee is difficult for the mind sometimes to
for the community, of whmh he is considered
as a member, the greatest happiness of that trace all the intricate windings of the
same community, in so far as depends upon sentence; still more difficult to have it,
the interest which folms the bond of union
between its members. * Works, vol. x. p. 560. _¢Ibld. 569.
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m all its proportions, clearly _ iewed at consultation, for the purpose or in the course
once; but. when this has been accom- of argument) would evidently be attended

plished_ it is at once clear that all the up- with some (howsoever httle) danger, and withno use. A tran_crlpt, how little soever lute-
parent perplexity arises from the sldll r_or m point ot trustworthiness to the omginal,
wlthwhichthe author has made l)rovision cau never, so long as man is falhble, be con-
that no man shallhave adoubt of what he sidered a_ exactly upon a par with it. But

means to say. Take the following spe- _the original is _.o circumstanced, that, rather
than load the cause with the vexation, ex-

cimen from the Rationale of :E_idence : l)em.e, and delay, attached to the productionI
the point under consideration is the of it. it would be better to exclude it: nay,
extent to which a transcript nlay serve e_eu although, to the prejudice of the side by
in evidence, in place of the original _hich it ..hould ha_e been produced, tmsdeel-

_lon were sure to follow. It ought therefore
deed. Ahnost every sentence is c.m- , to stand excluded : and thereby the whole of
plex ; but _hen the reader has been at _the evidence trom that .-uurce, were there no
the trouble of abstracting his mind t() other remedy.

the extent necessary for embracing its But _l,e transcript,--although, in prefer-
full meaning, lie will allow that there encc to or indiscriminately wlth the original,

can be no dubiety whatever as to what It ought not to be produeed,--yet, ratherthan the evidence from that source _hould be
that meaning is--that it is clear am[ altogether lost, and mi,decmmn take place
indubitable. The author i_ most care- m consequence, might Of ordinarily well au-

hfl, that, when tie speaks of a possessor, thenticatcd)--nught, with much less danger
than what i- frequently incurred m practice,

it is understood that he does not mean be (un,ler the condmons above proposed) re-
also a proprietor; that the circumstance ceived instead of it. Nevertheless, mlscluef
of his detention of the document being from mlsdeclsmu ought at the same time (so
intentional, or unintentional, does not far a_ _ consl_tent)wth the regard due to the

influence the q,:estion: that the extent avoidance of preponderant collateral incon-
venience m the shape of VCXatlOU_ expense,

of danger to which the original may bc and delay) to be obviated a_ effectua_lly as
exposed by inspection, is limited, &c. &c. possible Accordingly, prewously to execu-

When the original of a deed or other wmt- tio_l, obhgatmn (or at lea_t liberty) ought to
ten document is be situated that the produc- be m the_hands of the judge, for taking from
tion of it cannot be effected without a more the party thus to be restated, sufficmut se-
than ordinary degree of vcxatiou, ext)ense, ] curity fo_ the e_entual lem._tatement of the
and delay--lodged m some place between other party; m (',t_e that, within a time to
this and the antipodes, in the hands of some be lumted, the propriety of the opposite de-
posse_or, who, proprietor or not, doe_ or does cisIon should have been made appear,--the

not choose to part w_th _t or to bring _t ;-- authenticity of the tr.tn_cript, or _ts correct-
where such is the situatmn, or supposed situ- ne-s or completeness w_th relatmn to the point

atmn, of a supposed or alleged original, at m que._nom having been d_l)roved *
the t_mc that an alleged transcript, or suffi- The followln_ passages on the sub-c_ent extinct or abstract, is ready to be pro-
duccd ;--a question may ar_se as between ject of unpromulgated _laws, are given
the two document% the alleged original amt as an illustration of the diflbrence be-

alleged transcript, (both certainly not being twcen Bentham's early and his later
necessary, one perhaps sufficient,) wln(h, manner. The difference in the style

ff e_ther of them, shall be adm_tte(l. Were will pr(,bably not be more remarkableboth present, the adm_ssmn of the trans(npt
(unless _t were for momentary prowsional than the similarity of the opinions:--

WRITTEN" I.N _ THE YEAR 1700. WRrTTEN ABOUT TIlE Y_Au ]825.

Of the con&tlon of lmn whose cur,e, I had Whatsoever good effects the portmn of law
almost said whose crime, _t is to hve under m question may, in v_rtue of _ts matter, be in-
such laws, what _s to be sa_d _ It _s neither tended or calculated to produce, the produc-
more nor less than slavery. Such it _s in the tmn of those effects witl depend, in the instance
very strictest language, and according to the of each imliv_du_l on whom the law calls for
exactest definition. Law, the only power hi_ obedience, on the hold whmh it h_s hap-
that g_ves security to other% i_ the *ery thing pened to it to take upon lus mind : viz. in the
that takes it away from him. His de_tmy _s first place, upon the circumstance of the fact
to live h_s hfe long w_th a halter about his of h_s being apprized of the existence of the
neck: and his safety depends upon h_s never law; ofthegenerMmatteroffact--viz.,tbatou
meeting with that man whom wantouue_ _,r
malice can ha_e induced to m_ll at _t. B, - * Works, vol. vfi. p. 379.
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tween the tyranny of sleeping laws, and the the subject in question there exists such a
tyranny of lawless monarchy, there is this thing as a portion of law : in the next place,
difference: the latter is the tyranny of one, upon the degree of correctness and complete-
the other is the tyranny of millions. In the ness with which, asoften asany oeeasioncomes
one case, the slave has but one master ; in for acting in obedience to, or in any other way
the other, he has as many taunters as there are in pursuance or consequence of, such portion of
individuals in the party by whom the tyranny law, the matter of it is present to tus mind.
has been set up. To the production of any bad effects, no such

Tyranny and anarchy are never far asunder, notoriety is, m the instance of any porhon of
Dearly indeed must the laws pay for the mis- law, in any degree necessary.
chief of which they are thus made the mstrn- For a man to be put to death in due course
ments. The weakness they are thus struck of law, for non-compliance with this or that
with does not confine itself to the peccant portion of law, it is not by any means, in any
spot ; it spreads over their whole frame. The case necessary, that either the matter of it,
tainted parts throw suspicion upon those that or the fact of its emstenee, should ever have
are yet sound. Who can say which of them reached his mmd. On the contrary, whoso-
the disease has gained, which of them it has ever they be to whom it is matter of satlsfae-
spared _. You open the statute-book, andlook tmn that men should be put to death m due
into a clause: does it belong to the sound course of law (and these, more especially
part, or to the rotten _. How can, you say _. among English judges and other English law-
by what token are you to know_. A man is yers, are many,) the greater the extent to
not safe in trusting to his own eyes. You which tl_ey can keep from each man's mind
may have the whole statute-book by heart, the knowledge of such portmns of law to
and all the while not know what ground you which, on pare of being put to death for dis-
stand upon under the law. It pretends to obedience, they are called upon to pay obe-
fix your destiny: and after all, if you want dlence, the greater the extent to which they
to know your de_tmy, you must learn it, not can admimster this satisfaction to their minds;
from the law, but from the temper of the and if the portmns of legal matter to which
times. The temper of the times, did I say ._ this result is attached, had for their object
You must know the temper of every indlvi- the administering of this satisfaction to those
dual m the nation ; you must know, not only from whose pens they issued, they could
what it is at the present instant, but what it scarcely have been rendered in a more effec-
will be at every future one : all th_s you must tual degree subservient and conducive to that
know, before you can lay your hand upon end, than they have been rendered by the
your bosom, and say to yourself, I am sate. form into which the matter of that, and all
What, all this while, is the character and other parts of the English law have been cast.
condition of the law _. Sometimes a bugbear, True it is, that before any man can be put
at other times a snare: her threats respire to death, or otberwlse vexed for non-obedience
no efficient terror ; her promises, no confi- to any portmn of law, what is necessary Is,
dence. The canker-worm of uncertainty, that some person--nay, that divers and sundry
naturally the peculiar growth and plague of persons, should be apprized, not only of its
the unwritten law, insinuates itself thus into existence, but its contents; ibrasmuch as a man
the body, and preys upon the vitals of the of ordinary prudence, such as are all those
written, who are in the habit of taking each of them a

All this mischief shows as nothing in the part m an operatmu of this sort, will not en-
eyes of the tyrant by whom this pohcy is gage in any such operation except in the per-
upheld and pursued_ and whose blind and suasmn, well or ill-grounded,of Ins being war-
malignant passions it has for its cause. His ranted in so doing, ff not by the tenor of any
appetites receive that gratlficatmn which the real law, at any rate by the feigned tenor or
times allow of: and in comparison with that, purport of some imaginary law or rule of law,
what are laws, or those for whose sake laws which for his 3ustffication and protection will
were made i His enemies, that is, those be attended wtth this same effect.
whom _t is his dehght to treat as such, those But when the bearing a part m the putting
whose enemy he has thought fit to make him- of men thus to death, is of the number of those
self, are his footstool : their insecurity is his acts by the performance of wluch men are
comfort; their sufferings are h:s enjoyments ; called upon to manifest their obedmnce, the
their abasement is his triumph, production of an effect of this sort is not

Whence comes this pernicious and unreel- among those results which generally, openly,
ing pohcy ! It is tyranny's last shift, among and avowedly, at least by the legislator, are
a people who begin to open their eyes in the held up to view in the character of the objects
calm which has succeeded the storms of civil or ends in view ultimately aimed at: ulti-
war. lit is her last stronghold, retained by mutely and absolutely good a result of this
a sort of capitulation made with good govern- sort is not generally (for even here there are
ment and good sense. Common humanity Some exceptmns)declared to be; relative, and
would not endure such laws, were they to that alone, is the term employed m giving ex-
give signs of hfe : negligence, and the fear of pression to the point of view in which any such
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change, suffer them to exist so long as they appellative as good,is _pokenof as applicable
promise not to exist to any purpose. Sensi- to such a subject :--that A should be put to
ble images govern the bulk of men. What death is good, is maintained, WhyS. That B
the eye does not see, the heart does not rue. and C may, without being put to death, ab-
Fellow-citizens dragged in crowds, for con- stain from the commission of acts of the sort
science' sake, to prison, or to the gallows, of that, for the performance of which A is thus
though seen but for the moment, might move ordered to be dealt with.'t"
compassion. Silent anxiety and inward hu-
mihatmn do not meet the eye, and draw httle
attention, though they fill up the measure of
a whole hfe.*

But, indeI_ndently of all reference to as much of the results of it to the world,
his style, there are certain peculiarities as lie could accomplish by a life of con-
in the method of Bentham's literary la- stunt labour, temperauce, and regularity;
bour, which must be kept in view in re- and lie left it to others to shai_ and
lation to the appearance which his lat(,r adapt to use the fabric of thought which
works present. IIe who writes a book thus came out continuously from the ma-
for the purpose of influencing the public mdhctory of his brain. Layinghis sub-
mind, by, in the first place, securing the ject before him for the (lay, he thought
public attention, will in general be care- on, and set down his thoughts in page
fill to use the accepted methodsof mak- after page of 2_IS. To the sheets so
ing it attractive. If the matter he h:L_ filled, he gave titles, marginal rubrics,
to expound sh,)uhl be original, and per- and other facilities for reference, and
haps repulsive, lie will take care that then lie sct them aside in his repositories,
the form in which it is presented shall never touching or seeing them again.
have as little _q possible of the latter It was his method to divide and subdi-
qualification. There ale arts, in draw- vide his sut)icct at the outset; and after
ing the public attention to hooks, ac- having carried this _ubdivlsion to the
quired and handed down by long cxpe- utmost extent which he thought neees-
rience ; and these, so i_r as he ('an, lie / sary, he wouht bcgin lus examination of
will adopt. Above all, lie will scc that i one of the branches of the h)west sub-
a great deal of what is passing through I division, flaying exhausted the two
his mind in the course of compo,ltion, I branches ++of this ultim;_te division, he
is matter which it will do more harm wouht then go back to one of the higher
than good to his work to insert in it; branches of division, which would lead
aml he will select, prune, and arrange, him to a subdivision in another quarter;
till the whole has a passable appearance, and thus, like the anatomist who first ex-
Above all, he will present a work which plains to his pupils the general eompon-
is ex facie finished, and containing all ent parts of the human frame, and begins
that, at the beginning, the author has his dissection at one of the extremities
announced that he is to give. with the design of taking them seriatim

It will be at once understood that and working towards the heart, he took
Bentharn did not adopt thcse appliances, care that, so far as lie went, his analysis
and the cause will be percel_ed, when ishould be completely exhaustive. It
it is stated, that in later life he prepared happened, however, very frequently,
none of his works for the press. It was that his psychological dissection went
his opinion, that he would be occupied no farther than the extremities of the
more profitably for mankind in keeping subject he had laid out for anatomizing.
his mind constantly employed in that This is remarkable in the Department
occupation to which it was superemi- of Logic and )Ietaphysics. Under the
nently fitted, and in which it seemed to general head of Logic, a complete ana-
find its chief enjoyment---ratiocination, lysis of all the powers and operations of
He thought that while he ll_-ed in the
possession of this faculty, lie _hould give _ Works, vol. iii. p. 037.

_. ttis system, according to the principle of
, Bifurcate division to be afterward_ noticed, _ as

* "*Vorks,vol. iv. p. 397-:J98. always to divide by two.
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the human mind had been intended; but I rigid logic of his usual system. It is

the subject obtaining but a portion of I when his subject brings him in contact

his time in conjunction with the other I with illustrations of suffering and op-
vast' projects which he contemplated, he _pression that the man thus breaks from

was enal)led only to leave behind him I the philosopher. Among some pamph-
some fragments, of which a selection has lets which he wrote towards the ter-

been given under the titles Logic, On- mination of the reign of George III.,
tology, Language, and Grammar, in vol. when he believed the remaining liberties
viii. of the Works. They are specimens of the country to be in imminent danger,
of the most finished workmanship, but there are many such passages as the

still they are merely fragments. Per- following :--

haps the only extensive subject which Yes!--you pillage them: you oppress
the author completely investigated, ac- them : you leave them nothing that you can
cording to the rigid method latterly help leaving them : you grant them nothing,
adopted by him, was Evidence • and his not even the semblance of sympathy : you' scorn them : you result them : for the trans-
work on this subject fills two of the gresslon of scores, or dozens, or units, you
closely-printed volumes in the collected pumsh them by millions; you trample on
edition. It is a larger work than Black- the_ff, you defame them, you hbel them :
stone's Commentary on the Laws of having, by all you can do or say, wound up

England. But there is another work-- to its highest pitch of tension the springs ofprovocation and irritation, you make out of
and, perhaps, the most boldly conceived that imputed, and where Jn any degree real,
of all his projects, which Bentham lived always exaggerated irritation, a ground, and

to completemhis Constitutional Code. the only ground you can make, for the as*
The plan on which tie is described as sumption, that, supposing them treated with

kindness--all their grmvances redressed--
proceeding in his analysis is not here rehef substituted to oppres_mn, they would
applicable, for the work is synthetic, find, in the very rehef so experienced, an in-
not analytic. It is neither an examma- citement--an incitement to msvrrection, to
tion of the principles on which laws are outrage, to anarchy, to the destruction of the
made, nor of those on which they ought supposed newand never-yet-experieneedbless-
to be made, but a substantive code of rag, together with everyother which they everpossessed or fancmd.
laws. It may be safely pronounced, Levelhng !--destruction of all property.*

that in no language does any other such Whence is it they are to learn it _--what is
monument of the lezislatoria] labour of there they can get by it _.--who is there that
one mind exist. Independently altoge- ever taught it them._--whose interest is it--whose ever can it be--to teach it them _. How

ther of any question as to the principles m_ny of them are there, who would, each of
of government devcloped_ or the sagacity them, be so eager to lose his all_. The all of

of the general plan ; the completeness of a peasant--to the proprietor how much less is
the fabric--the accuracy of the proper- it, than the all of a prince--the all of himwhose means of hvehhood are m his labour,
tion of all parts to each other--the total , • _ • •i than the all of him whose meam of hvehhood
absence of any sort of incongruity in are m his land_ Who again is it, that, in
the relations to one another of such a your notion at least, they are at this moment

quantity of things, great and small, so abundantly looking to for mstrnetion] Is
which have to be fitted to each other to it not Cobbett] With all his eccentrielties,

his variations, and his inconsistencies, did he
form a homogeneous whole,--a._tonish ever attempt to teach them any such lesson
the mind of the reader with the evidence as that of equal division of property--in other

that they convey of the comprehensive- words, annihilatmn of it _ In the whole masshess andclearness of the Author's intel- of the now existing and suffering multitude_
loot. think ye that one m a score, or m a hundred,

not to say a thousand, could be found, so
The above remarks, bearing chiefly stupid, so foolish, as either of himself or from

on the precision with which Bentham others, to fancy that, if without other means

pursued his inquiries, would give an of hying, he h_d his equal share in the whole

imperfect notion of his later writings of the l_nd to-day, he would not, twenty to
without an allusion to one signal char- one, be starved upon it before the month wereout _. Oh ! if the men, in whom--truly or er-
aeteristic--the bursts of fiery eloquence roneously--they behold their friends, were not
with which he sometimes soars from the better instructors as well as better friends to
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them than you are, or than it is in your nature thing, you are forgiven. All this is very true ;
to be, long ¢re thin would the imputation you but as to your money, the king, you hear, has
are thus so eager to cast on them, have been got it; and when the king has got hold of
as substantially grounded as it now is frivo- man's money, with title or without title, such
Ions._ is hmroyal nature, he cannot bear to part with

it; for the king can do no man wrong, and the
Bentham was singularly happy in the law is the quintessence of reason. To make

employment of lively, humorous illus- all flus clear, let it be observed there is a kind
trations, lie took care that in their of'electrical virtue in royal fingers, which at-
use fancy should new,r be allowed to tracts to it hght substances, such as the move-
take the precedence of reason; the logi- ables and reputed moveables of other men ;there is, moreover, a certain glutinous or vls-
(.al proposition was formed befor(, the con., quahty, whieh detains them when they
ornament was added, and the purpose of have got there.
the latter was merely to make it more ,%oh are the grounds upon which the for-
distinct to the eye. lie made war fetture of personal estate, m cases of clergy-

against a syst(.m which is too common_ able felony, still contnmes to subsist.§
that of using a simile not a_sa mcans of In relation to oflici:fl men talking of
making clear and palpable the meaning appointments they have used every ef-
of an a_umcnt, but as a substitute for fort to obtain, as if they were innocent
tile argument itself: IIis own similes of all (lesagn in the matter, he says--
never divert the mind from the original " The,e are of the number of those gra-
reasoning--they only serve to make it ('ions designs, which, till the very too-
more vivid. Thus, the sense of hard- m(.nt of tf_(.ir taking effect, are never
ship experienced by rapacious ju(hcial known of. While the eyes of the right
officers, on being depraved of an illicit honourable person are, _ llsuat, fixed
source of gain to which they never on heaven, the grant is slipped into his
should have been allowed access, is corn- pocket ; and when, puttin_ in his hand
pared to the sense of hardship expe- by ac(.ident, he feels it there, his asto-
rienced by the shark who, having bit mshment is not inferior to his grati-
off one of Sir Brooke Watson's legs, tude'"H
was compelled to leave the other in it, The neology of Bentham--his con-

struction of new words to serve his par-place. "Under English law," lie says,
"not to speak of other systems, the sort pos(.s--has been the subject of much at-
of commodity called justice, is not only tack and ridicule. This is not the place
sold, but, being like gunpowder and for discussing the question whether he
spirits made of different degrees of has done any service to the language by
strength, is sold at different prices, suit- this system of innovation, or whether
ed to the pockets of so many different the words he has coined ought or ought
classes of customers."+ Talking of the not to have received a more general ad-
English system of pleading, and its an- mission into the current language of the
ticipated adoption in Scotland, he says age, than they have received; but it may
--" I have no more apprehension of be of service to the reader to explain the
seeing the Scotch nation submit to defile principles on which he proceeded in his
itself with any such abomination, than I fabrication of words, and the extent to
have of seeing the port of Leith opened which be has served the ends he had in
for the importation of a pack of mad view. It must be remembered that
dogs, or for a cargo of cotton impreg- Bentham took up the position of a
nated, secundum artem, with the scientific inventor and discoverer in a
plague."++ Again-- new field of human knowledge---a field

which, he maintained, had been left to
If a man comes and pleads his clergy, what- the dominion of empirical discussion, and

ever goods he had, the king has got them. which thus displayed, both in the sub-This being the case, having had your clergy,
you are innocent, or, what comes to the same stance of all the reasoning that it pro-

duced, and in the nomenclature employed

• Works, vol. iii. p. 475-476. + Ibid, vi. 134.
Ibid., v. 42. g Works, vol. i. p. 508. It Ibid.j v. 286.
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by the reasoners, the obscurity and con- tare, to the accomplishment of his own
fusion of mere popular and unscientific ends it was indispensable ; and the stu-
handling. Ile entered on the field of dent will not have dipped very deeply
Morals and Legislation_ as Linnaeus did into his works before he discovers how
on the Animal and Vegetable kingdoms, impossible it would have been to a_com-
and as Lavoisier did on the science of plish that precision of analysis, and that
Chemistry--to analyze, and to introduce uniformity in all the proposed legisla-
order and method ; an_ like these great tional reforms, of which the instances are
men, he found that the popular nomen- so many and conspicuous, without the
clature which had accompanied the construction of a nomenclature specially
vague notions of his predecessors, was adapted to the Author's own use. A
insufficient in precision, and the other few examples will illustrate this state-
scientific requisites, to represent his own ment. To maximise is a word of frequent
accurate and distinct classification. But occurrence. To maximise o_cial algti-
he had difficulties to contend with which tilde, for instance, means--to raise that
were not encountered by the pioneers of quality to the highest attainable pitch,
natural science. In their case, none --and tt:e author would have required to
trod the same path of investigation but use all these words, whenever he wished
such as were, like themselves, phil()- to express such an 1den, if he had not
sophers, who were prepared to wew coined a word for his own use. To "raise"
every improvement with scientific up- would not have done, for it expresses
preciation, and to take advantage of, no lcrminus aJ quern. " Increase,"
instead of censuring, whatever tended " improve," and " enlarge," are subject
to facilitate farther investigation, by to the _ame ol)jection--they express in-
the classification and arrangement of the crement, but not to the greatest practi-
knowledge already acquired. The difll- cable point. To "make perfect" would
culty which Bentham had to contend not express the meaning, which bears
with was, that bis subjects of imtuiry in grcmlo the understanding, that per-
were not monopolised by philosophical feetion is not attainable._He found the
investigators, but related to matters of rule of action, in matters where one
which all classes of the people--the nation was concerned with another,
learned and the unlearned--the scien- called the " Law of nations," a tern1
tifically precise, and the vaguely de- which intimated, not the purpose or use
clamatory--are almost always thinking, of the law, but its mere possession, as if
The classification of plants is left to the it were the only sort of law which nations
undisputed control of the botanist : but possessed. He called it Internatwnal
every man is a classifier of offences, and Law.--Hefound no word in the language
duties, and legal obligations ; nay, it suited to express a universal body of
generally happens, that, however little Law ; for the word Code, which is gene-
labour or thought be may have bestowed rally employed, has nothing in it to
on the subject, every man deems his own express universality, and is, indeed_ up-
classification the very best that can be plied to particular departments of the
made. Moreover, in the case of the Law--e. g. the Civil Code, the Crimi-
operations of nature, the sinister interests nal Code, &c. He therefore coined the
which, being at war with the whole of word Pannomion from the Greek.--The
Bentham's system, are inimical to every adjective "civil," as applied to law, he
branch of it, do not operate ; and who- found possessed of various meanings,
ever has sufficient skill to accomplish sometimes applying to all those portions
the end, and will undertake the labour of the law which are not ecclesiastical,
of making a serviceable nomenclature, ]sometimes to all those which are not
in any new department of Nature's I penal, and sometimes to all those which
works, is left the undisputed despot of I are not military; and he found it ueces-
his own system. I sary to discard it, and frame the dis-

Whatever view may be taken of the [ tinctive ternl _/on-penal._The word
abstract merits of Bentham's nomencla_ I " criminal" he found to be equivocally
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used. A criminal lawyer might mean a the adjectives of the same words, the
lawyer versed iu the penal department precise opposites of each other. Theword
of the law, or a lawyer guilty of crimes; "fights " was employed in Bentham's
a word so tainted with dubiety was use- earlier works in its precise meaning as a
less for the Author's purposes, and had counterpart to fixed obligations, when
to be discharged.-- The substantive he examined the objects of the civil law;
" right" he found employed, and mis- but in his later works, when he had es-
chievously employed, with an ambi- tablished his own distinct nomenclature,
guous meamng. Originally it signified it was discarded, and the whole body of
that which the law sanctions,--my the law was scientifically divided, as we
rights are those privileges of action find it in the introductory Book of the
and possession, which are fixed in my Constitutional Code.+--The verb vodify,
favour by the existing law. If I dis- and the substantive codification, have
pose of goods by bargain and sale, I encountered much ridicule; but the sub-
have a right to the stipulated price, and ject to which they refer is as legitimate
no other man has any rival right. IfI asouree of laughter as thetermsthasap-
am a member of the corporation of plied to it; for, except by means of such
London, I have a right to vote for a words, it would have been impossible
Lord Mayor of London, but not for a for the Author, without much dubious
Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, or : circumlocution, to have urged the utility
a Mayor of Manchester. So, if I be of codes of law, and to have pointed out
registered on a qualification, in terms tt,e best means of constructing them.
of the Reform act, I have a right to A code is a collective body of laws
vote for a member of Parliament, but complete so far as it goes, and sanction-
I have no such right if I be unquali- ed, as covering the whole of its particu-
fled. But, by a confusion between this lar field, by the legislative authority.
substantive, and the adjective right, To perceive the difficulty of investigat-
which is the opposite of wronq, people ing the subject with Bentham's scientific
applied the term their rights, not only scrutiny, without a verb corresponding
to those privileges of which they were to the action of creating or making a
in possession, but to those which they code, let the reader imagine how ineom-
thought they ought to possess--to those plete would be any inquiry into the
which it was riyht they should have. operation of making laws in detail, with-
Hence came declamation about "ira- out a verb corresponding to that opera-
prescriptable rights," " sacred and in- tion--viz., the verb to legislate, with
alienable rights," &c.; and the ef- its substantive Legislation.
feet of the confusion was, that when There were two distinct classes of
people demanded new privileges, they cases, in which Bentham found subjects
spoke of them as their rights---us privi- of discussion to which no one had ever
leges to which they were entitled by given names, and which, therefore, had
law, but which were denied them. The he not himself come forward as god-
confusion ended not in mere words; for father to them, would have remained
men, acting as if their legal rights were undenominated. In the one he scattered
denied to them, became filled with the his nomenclature here and there, when-
violence, invective, and turbulence, with ever, in the course of his researches, he
which an open refusal to enforce the found operations and phenomena, which,
fixed law is apt to fill every man's though already known to be at work, had
breast.* It was a singular illustration received no denominations. In the other
of the equivoqueofthe word, thatBlack- he applied new names to the new ran-
stone should have divided his Commen- chmery which, in his own constructional
taxies into Rights and Wrongs, as if the projects of legislation, he proposed to
substantives right and wrong were, like erect. The following may be adduced

•"See Works, vol. h. p. 500et seq. "l"Works, vol. ix. p. 8.
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as instances of the former division of his I tached to them which can occasion a
nomenclature--In all operations con- dubiety in their use. The other quali-
neeted with courts of law, the quality of fication is, that they should have, as
being accessible or inaccessible to the distinct as possible, an etymological re-
purpose of fulfilling the decrees of the ference to the thing they are intended
court, is sometimes a most important to express. There are two advantages
quality both in men and things. The in a good etymological nomenclature--
Author perceived, that though the ira- it not only assists the memory and aids
portance of the quality was admitted the jud_nent by the connexion between
by every one whose attention was at- the word and the thing signified, but it
tracted to it, no one had given it a name ; forms a medium through which the vari-
and as he had often to speak of it hitn- ous branches of a science or art may be
self, he found it necessary to designate seen in their connexion with each other.
it, and he called it Forthcomin:Tness. A very remarkable illustration of the
He found no term characterizing the power to create such a nomenclature is
use m one htigation of evidence which afforded by the Author's Encyclopedical
had been elicited for service in another, Table, and the accompanying treatise.t
so as to distinguish it from evidence It begin. _-with Wellbeing, or Eudmmo-
collected solely fitr the litigation in nies, and by subdivision, embraces most
which it is applied_and he called the of the subjects of human knowledge in
former Adscititious evi&'nc,'. In evi- collected groups, giving to each a new
donee as furnished hy writings, h(. found and apt name. Thus, Natural History
that the nomenclature of the law did and Natural Philosophy are respectively
not distinguish those writs winch were represented by Physiurgic Somatology,
prepared with the express end of serv- and Anthropurgic Somatology : the one
ing as evidence, from those which, not signifying the science of bodies, in so
being prepared with any such wew, iar as operated upon in the course of
came, incidentally, and from tile course nature without the intervention of matt

of events, to be articb.s of re'd evidence i _the other tl,e science of bodies, so far
_The one he called Prea/q_olnt_,d as man, by his knowledge of the con-
written evidence, the other ('ttsuallq vcrtible powers of nature, is able to
written, operate upon them. Of the unaptness

The other species of Nomenclature of the previous nomenclature the Author

applies to the new offices and new rune- i says :--
tions_ requircd for bringmg the Author's of the two words,--the first an adjechve,
system of government into full operation, the other a sub_tant_ve,--of which the corn-
Such are the Functionaries : Judiciary pound appellatmn Natttral .I]i_tory is formed,
Registrar_ Government Adcocate, Elee- --_t found, at the time of lt_ formahon_the

substantive lli_tor, already appreprmted to
mosynary Advoc_tte, and Locnl Head- tim deslgnatmn ef_ br_nch of learning, ha,v-
man ; and the functions--Judlciary- ing for its sub3eetthose ,t,ttes of persons and
p.ower controlling, Communlcation-aid- thtnq., of all sorts, and those erentsof all sorts,
*rift, and Bene_cent-medlation. "_ ttere that have been known or supposed to have
it was absolutely necessary that the had place m times past preseut time either

being altogether excluded, or its history being
Author should choose his own names; but as it were a point, in comparison with the
and the only question can be, whether time of bx_torywhich It closes. Adding the
he is successful in his choice, word natural, say IVatural H_ory, the result

To a complete scmntifie Nomencla- is, that, for the unport, designated by this ap-
pellative, _ntecedently to the estabhshment of

ture the Author found two qualities--the that usage from which it has received an ira-
one necessary, the other expedient. The port so widely different, wc have this, viz., the
former is distinctiveness, and is exem- _ataral account of those statesof persons and
plified in the use of words, which are things, and so forth, and of thoseevents,and so
restricted to the meaning assigned to forth, which had place m times past.

Now, with what propriety, to any one of
them_ and have no other meaning at- the above-mentioned so aptly denominated

See the ConstitutionalCode, Works, vol ix. t Work_-,vol. viit. p. (;3 et seq.
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divisions, of the branch of art and science system of names would be, in many
itself thus unaptly denommated,--with what cases, impossible, and that the advantage
propriety, to Mineralogy, to Botany, to would, in others, fail to compensate forZoology,---can the term -Natural Hiztory,
consideration had of its original and proper the labour of the operation.t It was,

import as thus developed, be applied ! therefore, only where the absence of any
* * * nomenclature, or the palpable defectsThe branch of art and scienee, for the de-

signation of which the compound appellation of that in existence, made it necessary
2_atura_ Philosophy is in use, is that which for him to resort to his own mint, that
has, for its _bfia, matter in general, consider- he coined his words on the above prin-
ed in respect of such modifications as it has ciples. Thus, finding no word which
been made, or may be expected to be made, indicated a professional assistant in theto undergo, by human art, under the guidance
of human science: with the a_ldition,perhaps, conduct of a law-suit, and which was
of such propertms, as, by means of changes confined to that meaning, he constructed
made in it by the apphcation of that same the term JLitiffational _Proxy, for em-
mental instrument, have been discovered to ployment in the Principles of Procedure.have been already belonging to it.

Taken by itself, Philosophy is the love of Instead of using such terms as "Action
wiedom. Adding the word natural, say Na- on the case," "Assumpsit," "Qui tam,"
tural Philosophy, and, for the import desig- "Detinue," &c., which, though use has
hated by this appellatmn, antecedently to the made their meanings determinate, are not
arbitrary usage, established in this case as in adapted to express the Author's scientificthat other,--we have the, viz. the natural love
of_isdo_.* divismn of Law-suits, he adopted such

But the Author, while showing an il- divisions as "Non-Penal and Penal,"
lustration of what may be accomplished " Simple and Complex," " Original
towards a pure and apt nomenclature, and Excretitious," " Plurilateral and
admits, that in the majority of cases, Unilateral," " Summary and Chroni-
the task of driving out the old empirical cal," &c.

SECTION II.

THE GREATEST-HAPPINESS PRINCIPLE AND ITS APPLICATION TO

MORALS AND LEGISLATION.

IT appeared to Bentham, at an early out, it could not be the means of dis-
period of his life, that the Philosophy covering it; for tim very supposal Of an
of human action was incomplete, untj_'l en__ddpredicates something, not sought
some geneDl l_inci_le should be dis- __after but redetermined. It was after
covered,_t-o_which the actions of man2 much thong]it t_decided that the
]_ind ought all=_t_ _ end in view ought to' be the creation 0t_ V /
been so far cleared by the Inductive th___egreatest possible amount of happi-
system of Philosophy. Bacon laid down nes_ to the haman ra_e. The word
the grand and general law, that experi- _' was the first shape in which
ment is the means of obtaining a know- the end presented itself; ++but this term

left the question "what constitutes uti-ledge of what is true; but aq__auestion
was left to be answered--to what end lity" an open one. The answer to--what
men_ after having _-hieved the know-- constitutes utility? and the more abstract
ledge of what is true_ should use-_t principle afterwards adopted, were one
knowledge ? It was clear th'at tho-_ and the same. That is useful which,
experimentmightteachushowtoachieve taking all times and all persons into
that end when it had once been pointed consideration, leaves abalanco of happi-

* Works, vol. viii. p. 69. _*See the Fragment onGovernment_Works_
a. Ibid., p. 107, vol. i. p. 260a scq.
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hess ; ands--the creation of the lar_'est [ could not be fixed, the simple expression

/possible balance of happiness--bee_me [ TRE C;REATEST IIAPPINESS was deter-

. /_he Author's descripi_on of the right end mined on.

of human actions, i'he manner m wh,ch The Author was quite aware that this

'he stated his axio_ w_ at first in the principle was liable to the imperfection
words, "qg he grea_st happiness of the of all axioms. It was simply like others

greates_ number," or "The greatest pos- of its kind, the closest approach to the

sible happiness of the greatest possible abstract th:tt could be made by reason-

number ;" but as there were here two ing. Logic could tender it no support;
conflicting elements of extent--the in- it must itself be the base on which rea-

tensity of the happiness and the num- soning should rest ; and unless in so far

bet of persons among whom it is dis- as he could obtain admission for it_ it

persed * the respective limits of which must remain unproductive of good. He

For instance, if the question were put, posed of those who individually possess a corn-
whether a measure which gives twelve people paratively small portmn of the good things of
happiness to the extent of 4 each, or eight hfe ; and ff anything is taken from one of
people happiness to the extent of 8 each _q the these to give to the others, it is plain that what
preferable measure, the former statement of he loses m happiues% is greater than what the
the pmneiple would leave it doubtful which of others gain. It is the mathemattcal assertion,
the two should be _tdopted, for, though the that a quantity xis greaterm comparison of
extent of four be but half of that of eight, small quantity it is taken from, than of a large
twelve is a greater number than eight. By one it is added to. It is the avowal that
the latter principle the process is simply half-a-crown is of more consequence to the
arithmetic. _ ttmeu 8 being 64, and 4 times porter who loses it, than to the Duke of Bed-
12 only 48, the happiness to the extent of 8 ford who should chance to find it ;--that a
each, distributed among eight people is to be chief portmn of the baseness of the rich man
preferred, who seized the poor's ewe lamb, consisted in

Like everything el_e in Bentham's Philoso- taking what caused so much greater pain to
phy, it is by its referencc to practice, and an ob- the sufferer, than happiness to the recelver.'--
servatmn of the extent to which it is acted on, Colonel T/_on_I,son's IVarks, vol. 1.p. 136.
thatthe direetionoftheargumentthus abstract- lu the Deontology there _s the following
ly stated,will beobserved. Incases ofdlstrlbu- statementonthe subject of the Author's abbre-
tmn, the greatest quantity of happiness is pro- wation of his axmm :--
duced where the number among which it takes " Iu the later years of Mr Bentham's hfe
place is the largest ; and almost all human laws the phrase ' Greatest happiness of the greatest
have a tendency,more or lessstrong, toprevent number' appeared, on a closer scrutiny, to be
individuals from absorbing in thelr own persons wautmg in that clearness and correctness
an exorbitant proportmn of the elements of which had originally recommended _t to his
happiness at the disposal of the eommumty, notice and adoptmn. And these are the rea-
Again, on arithmetteal principles, property in sons for lus change of opimon_ gl_ en in h_s own
the ordinary case removed from one person words'-
and given to another, adds a smaller element " ' Be the community in question what it
of happiness to the person who receives it, may, divide _t into two unequal parts; call
than that which the person depraved of it one of them the majority, the other the mino-
loses ; hence the l_ws for the protectmn of rity; layout of the account the feelinss of the
property and vested rights. But the following mmomty; include in the account no feelings
quotation from a Pupil of Beutham, equally but those of the majorlty,--you will find, that
clear m his explanutmns and happy in his illus- to the aggregate stock of the happiness of the
tratmns, will make the matter more distract : eommumty, loss, not profit, is the result of the
'"The latest improvement, therefore, of the operation. Of th_s proposition the truth will
philosopher whoee long hfe has been dedmated be the more palpable, the greater the ratio of
to the d_ffusiou of the principle,--and of which the number of the minority to that of the
the present Article has to boast of being the rnajomty ; in other words, the less the d_ffer-
announcement and the organ,--is to dismiss euce between the two unequal parts; and
the superfluous _greatest number,' and declare suppose the undivided parts equal, the quano
tbat the just object of politics and morals, is tity of the error will then be at _ts maximum.
simply '_n_ GREATESTHAPPINF_S? In th_s "' Number of the majority suppose 2001,
manner the magnificent propositmn emerges number of the minority, 2000. Suppose, in
clearly, and disentangled from its accessory, the first place, the stock of happiness in such
And the accessory proposition is, that the sort dixq_ded, that by every one of the 4001 an
greatest aggregate of happiness must always equal portmn of happiness shall be possessed.
include the happiness of the greatest number. Take now from every one of the 2000 h_s
For the greatest number must always be corn- share of happiness, and d_wde it any how
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says, in the Introduction to the Consti- I But it was not to the announcement

tutional Code. of his first principle that Bentham trust-

When I say, the greatest happiness of the ed for its adoption, but to the influence
whole community ought to be the end or it would have on the minds of his
object of pursuit, in every branch of the law readers when they studied the forms in
--of the pohtical rule of action, and of the which he brought it out in detail. And
constitutional branch in particular, what is it ibis brings us to examine the extent tothat I express _.--this and no more, namely,
that it is my wish, my desire, to see it taken which the author lays claim to the merit
for such, by those who, in the community m of originality. It was not the principle
question, are actually in possession of the itself, that constituted his discovery, but
powers of government ; taken for such, on the his rigid adherence to it in all his expo-

occasion of every arrangement made by them sitions--his never losing sight of it, inin the exercise of such their powers, so that
their endeavours shall be, to render such their what he did himself or called upon
cause of action contrlbutoryto the obtainment others to do. lie did not say that the

of that same end. Such then is the state of world had hitherto been ignorant of such

that faculty in me whmh is termed the will ; a principle • he found the theory of
such is the state of those particular acts or
modifications of that faculty, which are termed util"ty to a certain extent promulgated
wishes or desires, and which have their imme- by Hume, and references to the "great-
diate efficient causes in corresponding feelings, est happiness" in the works of Beccaria
in corresponding pleasures and paros, such as, and of Priestley ; while something like
on the occasion in question, the imagination the Utilitarian Principle is announcedbrings to view.

In making this assertion, I make a state- at the commencement of the Nicomach-
ment relative to a matter of fact, namely that can Ethics. tie found indeed that it

which, at the time in questmn, is passing in was at the root of all systems of religion
the lntermr of my own mmd;--how far this and morality ; that all cedes of law
statement is correct, is a matter on which it
belongs to the reader, if it be worth his wmle, were more or less founded upon it; and
to form his judgment.* that it was, in all places and at all times,

among the 2001: instead of augmentation, money's worth: in this state it is that you
vast is the diminution you will find to be the find them. Taking in band now your 2000,
result. The feelings of the minority being, reduce them to a state of slavery, and, no mat-
bv the supposltmn, laid entirely out of the ter in what proportions of the slaves thus con-
account, (for such, in its enlarged form, is the stltuted, divide the whole number with such,
import of the proposition,) the vacuum thus their property, among your 2001; the opera-
left may, instead of remaining a vacuum, be tmn performed, of the happiness of what hum-
filled with unhappiness, positive suffering, in ber will an augmentatmn be the result _. The
magnitude, intensity, and duration taken to- question answers itself.
gether, the greatest which it is m the power " ' Were it otherwise, note now the practi-
of human nature to endure, cal application that would be to be made of

" ' Take from your 2000, and give to your it in the British Isles. In Great Britain, take
2001 all the happiness you find your 2000 in the whole body of the Roman Cathohce, make
possessmn of: insert, in the room of the hap- slaves of them, and divide them m any pro-
piness you have taken out, unhappiness m as portion, them and their progeny, among the
large a quantity as the receptacle will contain: whole body of the Protestants. In Ireland)
to the aggregate amount of the happiness pos- take the whole body of the Protestants, and
sessed by the 4001 taken together, will the diwde them, in like manner, among the whole
result be net profit ._on the contrary, the whole body of the Roman Catholics.' "_.Deont, ology,
profit will have given place to loss. How so _ vol. i. p. 328-330.
because so it is, that such is the nature of the In connexion with this, the first reference
receptacle, the quantLty of unhappiness it is made to the Deontology, it may be well to
capable of containing, during any given per- state the reason why this work was not pub-
tmn of time, is greater than the quantity of lished in the collected edition of Bentham's
happiness, works. It was collected and published by

" ' At the outset, place your 4001 in a state Dr Bowring, so lately as the year 1834, in
of perfect equality, m respect of the means, two volumes; and as the impression is not
or say, instruments of happiness, and in pare- nearly exhausted, it was supposed that a re-
cular, power and opulence: every one of them _ print in the collected edition would be a waste
in a state of equal hberty : every one inde- I of funds, which would be better employed in

pendent of _very other: every one of them I the pubhcatianofworksfromtheauthor'sMSS,possessing an equal portion of money and * Works, vol. ix. p 4.
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an unseen and unacknowledged guide to dens, and pledges may be entered ; that
human action. But he was the first to the price paid for the use of money
bring forth this guide, to prove to the ought no more to be fixed by law than
world that it should be followed impli- the consideration g.iven for an_ other
citly, and to show that hitherto, from contract,--are all opinions admitted by
not keeping their guide in view, men a large portion of practical men, who,
had often wandered from the right path. when their attention is directed to the
" The good of the community," "the end to which all these proposals are but
interests of the public," " tbe welfare means, intimate a distaste of vague
of mankind," all expressions to be found theory, and turn their backs upon it.
in the mouths of those who talk of the There can be no doubt, then, that had
proper ends of action, were so many Bentham contented himself with an ex-
ackowledgments of the Greatest-happi- position of his leading principle, instead
ness Principle, and vague attempts to of giving the world, on so wide a scale,
embodyit. There ishereanaptparallel the details of its operation, he would
with the philosophy of Bacon. Long have had far fewer followers than he
before his day experiments were made has : and that, indeed, it has generally
and thinkers, even in their emptiest been through the influence of his prac-
theories, in some shape or other looked tical adaptation of it, that he has brought
to experience. Fact was then, as now his pupils to the adoption of his central
the source of knowledge; but for want principle.
of an acquaintancewith what their source ! It is a circumstance worthy of remark,
of knowledge really was, men wandered that the philosophy of Bentham met with
about among vague theories, and Bacon an opponent even in the extent to which
was the first to discover_ that wherever its leading principle was practically ad-
experience and the induction from it arc mitted. The quantity of utilitarianism
lost sight of, there is no check to the that was in mankind, had rooted certabl
errors of thought. In like manner does opinions so firmly in their breasts, that
Bentham show, that, when the greatest they took a suspicion of that sceptical
happiness of mankind is lost sight of, in philosophy which took them up and cxo
the pursuit of more immediateends, there amined them, though the examination
is no check to the aberration of human ended in approval. People lost patience
action, with the system, when they heard its au-

There is, perhaps, no better illustra- thor askwhether theft and falsehoodwere
tion of the operation of the utilitarian hurtful to mankind, before he condemned
principle in minds which are ignorant such acts. When it was said that murder,
of, or do not acknowledge its existence, if beneficial to society, would be a vir-
than in the appreciation which Bent- rue instead of a vice, it was indignantly
ham's works have met with by the maintained, that under no presumable
majority of his readers. IIis general circumstances could it be anything but
principle has received few adherents, in what it is---the most atrocious of crimes.
comparison with the number who have That fact was, indeed, one of the most
8_lopted his detailed applications of it. broad and clear cases in which the utili-
There is no project of change, or plan of tarianism of the world had made up its
legislative reform, iu which he has not mind from the beginning. Ahnost, in
kept the greatest-happiness principle in all ages and in all nations, men had
his eye as the end to which it has been leaped at the conclusion without a per-
adapted; yet there are many who accede ceptible interval of ratiocination. It
to his practical measures, while they re- was a startling thing to see so long
.pudlate his general principle. Thus, that decided a question called up for trial,
jurymen should not make oath, each to and to hear the evidence against it in-
vote according to his conscience, and vestigated and weighed, before judg-
then be coerced till they are unanimous; ment w_ pronounced, as if there were
that there ought to be a general register really room for any dubiety. The feel-
of real property, in which all sales_ bur- ing was somewhat akin to the popula_
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cry whlch, in the case of a public and there were in human action to be made
notorious criminal, tries to bear down conducive to this end. In examining
the calm deliberation of the judicial tri= the real state of the actions and impulses
bunal, and is scarcely content when the of mankind, and going back from patti=
proceedings end in punishment, because culars to the most general principlv of
the very weighing of evidence, in such action, the philosopher came to the con=
a case, seems to be a trifling with truth clusion, that ever_ human being, in
which frightens people into the belief every action w_ch'_l_eperforms)follows
that it is possible justice may be got _---_I_'_-_._d to deal with
the better of. Viewing them with refer- a multitude of prejudices, in his use of
ence to the question of their popularity, this term, but he would perhaps have
the prudence of some of these illustra, hardly propitiated his opponents if he
tions of the utilitarian principle might had chosen a new one. The very uni-
be questioned. Putting the ease that versality of its individual action was
murder would be justifiable if it were against it as a general term ; for every
for the benefit of tile community, was man felt so strongly that what was
hke putting the case, that if that which pleasure to his neighbour was not plea-
was bad were good, then it would not be sure to himself, that he revolted against
bad. The conclusion was so clearly the application of the same word to qua-
leaped to, both by the public and the lily motives which appeared so distinct.
philosopher, that the mere supposititious Among a large class of persons, the ex-
questioning of it by the latter, looked pression, " the pursuit of pleasure," had
hke a play on words. Yet, all who inherited the bad reputation which has
have followed tissues of abstract reason- popularly attended the doctrines of Epi-
ing, know how very necessary it is curus. It was connected in some way
to have clear views _f the simpler pro- with sensuality and mere corporeal en-
positions of a series, as a preparation joyment, and stood in opposition to those
for the proof of the more complex, objects and pursuits which the better
That the opposite sides and angles of a part of mankind hold in esteem. In the
parallelogram are equal to each other, popular discussions on this subject, there
seems too simple a statement to require is generally a want of observance of the
any proof : but, if it were not demon- distinction between pleasure as attained,
strated, a link would be lost in the chain or, in one word, happiness, and pleasure
of reasoning which shows that the square as an object sought after. The'. latter
of the hypothenuse of a right=angled tri- is an unknown quanti(_j'--the former
angle is equal to the squares of the other presents us with the arithmetical results
two sides. Though men admitted the of the experienced pains deducted from
evil effect of murder, they had not fol- the experienced pleasures. Many a man
lowed the utilitarian principle so closely makes himself unhappy; but no man
as to see much mischief in condemning pursues unhappiness, though one may
a man to death according to law, when be _err unsuccessful in his pursuit of
a smaller punishment is sufficient: and happiness. One man is seen industri-
while theft encountered condemnation ous, prosperous, surrounded by a well-
almost universal, the number of those educated moral family; his contempo-
who carried out the principle to the con- rary and class-fellow has been bring-
demnation of the wilful accumulation of ing himself gradually to the grave by
debts, which the debtor knows he has_ profligacy--has impoverished himself,
no chance of paying, was small. In both and has lost the respect of his fellow-
cases, however, the proof of the simpler men by the desperate alternatives to
proposition was an introductory step to which misery has driven him. It is not
the proof of the more complex, easy to believe that both these men are

IIaviug established the pursuit of the in their actions directed by the same
greatest happiness as the leading object motive--the pursuit of pleasure. One
which all men should hold in view, the man is seen cautiously laying up for
next step was, to find what principles himselfadepositoryoffuture enjoyment,
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at the price of pre_nt privation; an- he is not following his own pleasure ?
other, yielding to all immediate influ- A man drinks himself into a state of
ences, scatters at once the whole of the intoxication : here, whatever may be
material of enjoyment which nature the ultimate balance of happiness, people
has put at his disposM ; while a third can at least imagine present enjoyment,
is systematically depriving himself of and wilt admit that the individual is
the ordinary appurtenances of human pursuing what he calls his pleasure. A
gratification, that he may dedicate them native of Japan, when he is offended,
to heaven, or to the rehef of tho_e per- stabs himself to prove the intensity of
tions of his race who have been less his feelings. It is difficult to see enjoy-
gifted than himself. It requires that ment in this case, or what is popularly
one should have a very abstract and un- called pleasure; yet the man obeyed his
conventional notion of the term happi- impulses--he has followed the dictate
ness, to believe that it is the mowng of his will--he has done that which it
force in each one of these cases, pleased him to do, or that which, as

Perhaps it may serve the purpose of the balance appeared to him at the
farther explaining the sense in which moment, was, in the question between
Bentham used the terms happiness and stabbing and not stabbing, the alterna-
pleasure, to compare them with those _lve which gave him the more pleasure.
words which more neally ai,llroach to Those hasty acts, the result of sud-
them. In the first place, it is m,cessary den impulse, whmh one afterwards
to keep in view an essential (hfl'erence repents of having done because they
in the acceptation of the two words, militate against ultimate happiness, are

_ tlappiness is applied to the state in the operations which people can with
which the niind is t)h_ced_im:.u:_,in_ least facihty ally to the pursuit of plea-
a conti_mity of pleasure: pleasure is sure. They cannot imagine a balance
applied to each of the individual sense- struck in the mind in favour of plea-
tL'ons which_ when aggregated, _roduce sure, in cases which, by their results,
ha_!.nc_s:. It is generally, therefi_re, and the feeling which the actor after-
more convenient to use the word, plea- wards expresses regarding them, have
sure, when the immediate results of ac- evidently been so much the result of
tions are talked of, and the word, hap- want of consideration. But, unless itbe
piness, when ultimate and permanent denied altogether that will has any
eflbcts are the subject. In popular influence in such c,_es, it cannot be
language, the distinction is sometimes denied, that what the man wills to do is
drawn to tile extent of contrast, and a that which gives him, at the moment,
man is said to pursue pleasure to the greater pleasure than abstaining from
destruction of his happiness. When it. A man, iu a fit ef fury, stabs his
speaking, therefore, as we are now do- best friend. The deed followed the im-
!ng, of tile immediate impulse of acts, it pulse _ Trick as hghtning ; but was not
is convenient to use the word, pleasure : the will brought into play ._ if it was not,
when we come to the discussion of acts ask legislators why they make laws for
in their general results, the term_ hap- punishing those who give way to their
piness_ will be more apldicable, passions--ask them if the fear of pun-

The term nearest to b(qng synonymous ishment has not often been the actual
with pleasure, is volltw_ : what it sanction which restrained the assassin's
pleases a man to do, is simply what he blow, even when the deed he would
wills to do. By considering it for a me- have committed is one which he would
meat in the light of mere volition, we so- afterwards have repented of ? The ra-
parate it frmn the notion of actual enioy- pidity of the operation of the will---of
meat---that p_Tular ,_ceeptation which the action of choice--is exemplified in
is most likely to lead us astray. What every day life. It transcends, in its
a man wills to do, or what he pleases to quickness, the powerofself-discernment;
do, may be far from giving him enjoy- and thus, working undetected, its exis-
meat; yet, _hall we say that in doing it, t_n¢_ ia xqrgottca. _. rapid I)enma_
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quickly writing a letter to his friend, ceptation renders the use of the word
has his volition exercised on the choice pleasure in its philosophical sense least
of subjects, on the manner in which he commodious. He who sacrifices self for
is to treat them, on the words he is to the good of others will be said to yield
use, and on the letters which he is con- to the dictates of duty, of generosity, of
secutively to set down as the method of humanity, of benevolence, of patriotism,
spelling these words. On the choice of as the case may be; but generosity re-
subjects, and the manner of treating volts against attributing to him the selfish
them, the operation of the will may, per- motive of the pursuit of pleasure. There
haps, be distinctly perceptible. It is not is no harm--indeed there is much good
so distinctly traceable in the ctloice of --in the terms of eulogy which are ap-
words; and in the collocation of letters, plied to the motives of such actions.
succeeding each other at the rate of Bentham was not less conscious of their
several hundreds in a minute, it will be excellence than other moralists; but in
quite imperceptible. The acts which looking at their direct and immediate
are called rash--those which are the motive, he found it the same one ruling
effects of sudden volition, are notorious principle--the pursuit of pleasure--the
for their malign influence on happiness, doing that which it pleases a man to do
The imperfection generally attributable --the doing that which volition sug-
to hastyoperations is perceptible in them. gests. Tile misunderstanding of his
By too rapidly making up his mind on opinions arose from the defect already
the question what is for his pleasure, the stated--tbe inability of men to see sources
hasty man makes a wrong decision, aud of pleasure to others, in things which
does that which, in the end, brings him a were not sources of pleasure to them-
heavy balance of misery. Sudden acts selves. The sources of pleasure, both
may be fortunate, but they are not to be corporeal and mental, are almost innu-
calculated upon as the most conducive merable ; and he made them the subject
to happiness, and the suppression of of a most laborious and minute classifi-
the habit of doing them will be found cation, under the title of " A Table of
to be one of the ends of morality. A the Springs of Action." *
gambler may make himself rich by a It is probable that this list may not
lucky turn of the dice; but the best be quite complete; and from the nature
chance of permanent opulence is in ofsuchatask, iftheaccomplishmentofa
favour of the man who practises a rigid completely exhaustive list were demand-
_ystem of industry, honesty, and self- ed as a condition of the admission of
restraint, the Utihtarian doctrines, the condition

The terms_ choice and prc_c5 ar__e would probably not be fulfilled. It is
useful in_ing the meaninr of the the less difficult process, and is certainly
word pleasure_ as used by Bentham. not an unfair one, to ask the objector to
though they are not so completely equi- point out any other motive but his own
valent as will, being only employable pleasure as actuating any man when he
_vhere more than on_t n_l"s'present-'----'_d does that which he chooses to do. When
to the will, each with its own induce- Howard found himself possessed of an
rnents. Detween two courses, _ unappropriated sum of money, the first
man 'has before him, he adopts, from use ibr it that suggested itself was a
pique or disgust, that which is foolish, pleasure trip on the continent ; but on

,x_icked, detrimental to his own happi- second thoughts he devoted it to the ac-
ness, and he repents of it afterwards; complishment of his benevolent schemes.
still, at the moment, it was not less the In popular language, he was said in this
object of his choice, his preference, his instance to have made a sacrifice of his
will, his pleasure, pleasure, or of his enjoyment; and in

It is in the cases where the instruments the case o_'an ordinary man, had Howard
of palpable enjoymentaregiven upbyone possessed over him the power of appro-
human being forthe sake of the happiness
of others_ that its common popular a_- *Work_ vol. i. p,19_ _s¢_.
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priatingto the improvement ofprisendis- no satisfaction in denying himself the
eipline, the money which the owner of it luxuries of life that he may increase his
had intended to spend on travelling, and son's fortune, or that a wife cannot in
had he so exercised his power, that owner reality suffer pain from seeing her hus-
would probably feel thatItoward hadde- band pursuing a career of vice, if she
prived him of a pleasure. But the source be assured of a sufficiency of food and
of enjoyment and the will to choose it clothing to herself so long as she lives.
were fitted to each other, and placed in The self-sacrifices made in domestic life
one mind ; and who shall say that the are the cause of wonder to those who,
choice headoptedwas notthatwhichgave not having like ties, have not the same
]Ioward pleasure ? Of a kindred spirit sources of enioyment : but it is useless
were the whole of the events of Bent- to question, that between the doing and
ham's life : they were a rejection of the the not doing these acts of self-devotion,
more gross and tangible objects of hu- the balance of pleasure is felt to be on
man enjoyment : a recourse to elements the side of doing them. There is almost
of pleasure and satisfaction, for which an experimentum crucis in some cases
vulgar and truly selfish minds have no where mischief is done by yielding to
appreciation. Seclusion, temperance, the pleasures of self-sacrifice. Children
and hard labour were preferred, as the spoilt by an over-indulgence, purchased
outward and visible signs of enjoyment, by privation on the part of their parents,
to popularity, indulgence, or luxurious are a frequent illustration. To avoid
ease; and the inward source of satisfae- the pain of sympath_ya a charitable p.er-
tion was the consciousness of doing per- "ff_ parts with n_one_-{o-_ve]l; to -a
manent good to the human race. Of men_can_t_ su_=_c!,__ pr971_a-l_jy-tlm-=t-h_
his capacity for appreeiatinga character is an impostor and will make a bad use
like his own, let his opinion of Iloward o--f-_,:or l_nowing tlaat _n=_tiscrim-_n_-e
stand ._s an illustration. "My vener- aTms_l---_l_ng1-----l_'a-_t"erl_u-s and---d_-e_n--
able friend," he says, "was much better cranny-influence on society: Thus,too,
employed than in arranging words and will a jury allow aa_ous malefactor
sentences. Instead of doing what so to escape and continue his ravages
many could do if they would, what among the community, of which they
he (lid for the service of mankind was fl)rm a part, because they have not
what scarce any man could have done, firmness enough to do their duty at the
and no man would do but himself. In expense of what is called their humanity.
the scale of moral desert, the labours of IIaving found the psychological fact,
the legislator and the writer are as far that each man in all his actions pursues
bch)w his, as Earth is below tIeaven, his own pleasure, and laid down the rule
]hs was the truly Christian choice : the that the right end of action is the in-
lot in which is to be found the least of crease of the sum-total of the pleasure
that which selfish nature covets, and the or happiness of mankind, the next ques-
most of what it shrinks from. :Ills tion came to be---how the pursuit could
kingdom was of a better world! He be brought to bear upon the end? and
died a martyr after living an apest]e. '''_ he decided that, as_a general rule_ t_he

It will not increase our appreciation happiness of the community would have
of such men to endeavour to prove the greatest chance of eplar_ent, b_..y,/
that self-gratification was not their rule e_hw_-_]" member doing the ut-
of action, aml that their minds were not 'most to increase" =his_L9__. The conelu-
better suited to derive pleasure from s_on, that the pursuit of pleasure should
such acts, than those of the more ignoble thus be deliberately set down as the
_ectiou of mankind whose elements of proper end of life--the great duty of
enjoyment lie on the surface of the man--_seemed startling to those whose
earth they tread. As hopeflfl a task notions of felicity were drawn from its
wouhl it De to prove that the father has most palpable, but least potent depart-

ment, sensual gratification. But here
+ Works, vol. iv. p. 121. again, as in the other departments of his
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system, he appealed to the conduct of the same, and happiness in a future state
all men--to the views of all moralists is held out as the reward of virtue here.

_as illustrations that he was founding If people did not follow their own
no new system of morality, but merely pleasure, it might be a puzzling question
clearing up that which had, with more --what morality ought to teach them ?
or less of deviation, been acted upon and but since so it is, that every action they
taught in all ages. The first great po!nt do is done in the pursuit of their own
to be kept in view is. to distinguish be- pleasure, the moralist's task is simplified.
tween the pursuit of immediate pleasu_, He teaches them how to avoid mistakes
and the doinK that which_ pro_ and miscalculations. He shows them
.a--_n_x_Le_n----_t_reo_inn___ave how they are to obtain in its greatest
tlaee--_ _-_ecurinK.a b__ quantity that which they are in search
sure when the whole transactions of a of.
life are wound up_ People call .......the It will scarcely be denied that every man
fornler the pursuit of pleasure--4he lat- acts with a view to his own interest--not acorrect view--because that would obtain for
ter they call the practice of mo.rality, him the greatest possible portion of felicity;
_'-he gambler, the spendthrift, the drunk- and if every man, acting correctly for his own
ard, adopt the former course. Heedless Interest, obtained the maximum of obtainable
of consequences, they snatch at present happmess,mankindwouldreachthemillennium
enjoyment; but before the end of their of accessible bliss ; and the end of morality--the general happiness--be accomplished. To
days the balance of pleasure has turned prove that the 1mineral action is a miscalcula- ¢/
fearfully against them. The upright, tlon ofself_nterest--to show how' erroneous
industrious, abstemious man, has braced Kh-_eious man makes of pains
himself to resist these allurements. He and pleasures, is the purpose of the intelligent

has struck the balance accurately at the moralmt. Unless he can do this he does no-thing :--for, as has been stated above, for a
beginning, and at each passing moment man not to pursue what he deems likely to pro-
of temptation he keeps it steadily in dace to him the greatest sum of enjoyment,
view. When the opportunities of fleet- is in the very nature of things impossible._
ing enjoyment start up before him, lie In having diseovered that it is a search
says, " No; I will pay dearly for it after the greatest attainable amount of
hereafter:" it will conduce to his plea- happiness, the rule of morality is far
sure afterwards that he has avoided it ; from being developed. The difficult

and, reflexly, to avoid it is pleasure to problem, What line of conduct will be
him at the moment. When his days are most conducive to happiness ? has to be
ended, the book of life shows a balance of worked out. The Author, however,
pleasure---an increase to the stock of the believed that he had done much to faci-
happiness of society, to which he has litate this operation by laying before
been an ornament and a benefactor by people the ultimate, in place of the
the acts which have conferred felicity secondary objects of morality. He ad-
en himself. Moralists and divines may mitred that all the world--beth the moral
disguise it as they will, but the balance and the immoral part of it--were search-
of happiness is always the reward which ing for the same desideratum, but he
they hold out for good actions. Be maintainedthattheywouldbemorelikely
temperate--you will secure health and to find it, if they did not forget the objee_
respect. Make your expenditure meet of their search by having their attention
your ineome-:=_ou will _tm_e_k_d distracted by the various matters the_r
embarrassment.--Be" liberal--you will encountered on their way. tie founu,
have the good-will of mankind, their that in the search two distinct classes of
praise, and their kind offices. When mistakesweremade. Someactedhastily,
the teacher looks beyond the world and following the dictates of present en-
opens up motives on which it is not joyment without weighing the conse-
necessary here to dwell, (for Bentham quences; these were the immoral men.
did not discuss religion in itself, but Others, after a laborious investigation,
merely spoke of it as one of the influenc-
ing engines of society,) the appeal is still o Dcontology,vol. i. p. 12-13.
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divulged schemes, which being acted on, l It is one of the evils of the imperfec-

left a balance of pain greater than the ]tiou of language as an accurate vehicle of

pleasure; these were the propounders ] thought, that the full meaning of what

of false moral doctrines. The object of 1 is involved in Bentham's views regard-
morality and moral discussions is to ]ing the pursuit of happiness cannot be

show the former the folly of their ways, I comprehended by any species of simple
and to assist the latter in their attempts I exposition : the student wilt know them
to discover the right path. best by examining them, inductively as

It would be a very palpable mistake it were, in the various works in which
to presumethat it was the Author'smean- 1they are practically applied. Among the
ing that immoral practices always bring I elements of the greatest-happiness prin-

their punishment with them ill this / ciple, or of the utilitarian principle, he
world. The problem he works out is will find characteristics very different

one of chances; not of direct cause fi-om that pursuit of sensual pleasure

and effect, tie maintains only the pos- which popular prejudice attributes to the

sibility of discovering a moral rale, the one, or that hard limitation to what
pursuit of which will give the individual are called the immediately useful and
the best chance of leading a happy life. rejection of the ornamental objects of

The principle has been thus propounded life, attributed to the other. There was

by an eloquent disciple-- no one more fully endowed with the
It may not be accordant wtth experience feeling, that everything which lifts the

that m every individual case the man who soul of man above the clod he treads, and

lives m the breach of moral rules shall, in ex- purifies its elements of enjoyment, tendsterrors at least, be less happy than some other ;
--any more than it is accordant with expe- to the fulfilment of that end whichhe had
rience that every man of eighty wdl die before set before himself as the right one. The

every man of twenty-five. On the contrary it progress of a system of intellectual in-
may be allowed to be certain, that in some in- structmn, the most refined and elevated

etazlces the contrary will happen. But what in its nature which the position of the in-is urged is, that m the _,_me way as it is
proveable by experience that a man would be dividual could admit of, was one of his
a simpleton, who with all the chances before favourite schemes--one towards the

him, should choose an annuity on the hfe of practical adoption of which lie laboured

an average man of eighty m preference to one with a zeal worthy of better success. Theoftwenty-five_--so it is proveable that a man
commits an error and a folly, who, with all the gradual removal of the pupil's mind from
chances to encounter, chooses the quantity of contactwiththose objects andpracticesin
happiness which shall be consequent on a which man shows the greatest amount of
course of immorality, in preference to the his animal, andthe leastofhis intellectual

quantity he might ha_e obtained by another nature, was the peculiar moral benefit hecourse. The way in whmh each of these pro-
positions must be estabhshed,_s by indlwdual anticipated for his system. I:[e was a
a_tention to the evidence, that though nowand zealous admirer of what may be calle_I
then a man of eighty _ees the funeral of a man intellectual discipline. He conceivedthat

of twenty-five, or a man of immoral conduct is the minds of youth, in almost all grades,

(in outward appearance at least) more fortu- and under all systems of education, werehate and happy than some one of opposite
¢haracter_this does not destroy the general allowed too nmch relaxation from the

inference that rune times out of ten the event bracing influence of severe thought. If
is of a contrary descriptmn, and that the man it had been in his power, he would haveis a blockhead who makes his election the

made every man a thinker; he would
wrong way. If indeed anybody says he sees have taught nil men to meditate on thereason to behove, that men of eighty are on
the whole better lives than those of twenty- ends of their actions ; to check their pro-

five, or that immoral men do upon the whole pensity towards immediate enjoyment,
lead happier lives than moral ones, he is at to govern their passions, and to look
perfect liberty to support his own opinion. All into the futureA" It is a common errorthat is insisted on is, that there are reasons

sufficient to induce the greatest part of man- _CSee the plan of a Chrestomathic System ofkind to come to a contrary conclusion. _
Education, in the Works, vol. viii. p. 1 et seq.
See also the Rationale of Reward, in vol. li.

Col_uolTholapsoa'sWorks_ vol, i. i).231-232, p. 192 c$ _e_,: where the dlfferen_ be_eficia_
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to proclaim Bentham an opponent of others. I-Ie looked on the disinterested
the Fine Arts. The charge was artfully benefactors of their specics--men rarely
founded on his protest against taxing occurring, and highly gifted, as those
the poor for national .institutions acees- whose greatest happiness was centred in

sible only to. the rich. ._ he was friendly the consciousness of doing good to man-
to the devotion of such national funds as kind ; and he conceived it right and just
were not required for purposes more ur- that the acknowledgment of their ser-
gent, to the support of institutions for vices should be amply given. But these
improving the taste of the people. He were not the men for whom he could east
was in his own person an accomplished his scheme of morality. Greatly as they
musician, and passionately attached to raise themselves, in the unapproached
the pursuit. Towards poetryand painting grandeur of their minds, above the people
the bent of his mind did not lead him ; of the every-day world, it is for these
but, while he felt that his own intellec- latter that codes of morality must be con-
tual exertions were to be in a different structed ; it is to the size of such minds

sphere, he denied not the respect due to that they must be fitted. It is useless
these arts in the persons of their more to ask whether it would be better that
eminent professors ; and he saw in them men should find their chief enjoyment
great sources of intellectual enjoyment in something higher than the usual ob-
to those whose teastes and habits led them jects of ambition; suffice it that experi-
in the direction of such pursuits.+ encc shows these to be the ruling motives,

Those petty sacrifices of selfish incli- and therefore the instruments with which
nation, for the ptea_ure of others, which the moralist must act. He who ad-
constitute the rules of good-breeding, dresses himself only to Howards and
pohteness, and courtesy_ formed part of Washingtons, leaves several millions of
his system of morality. These are not well-intentioned men, with narrower
important acts, taken individually; but minds and lower objects of ambition,
collectively they are the materials of unguided. The economy of the world
which much of the happiness of _ocial would be different from its present con-
man is created. + He was not deaf to stitution were it otherwise. "The vir-
the greater calls for admiration made by tue of beneficence, though its objects era-
that species of disinterestedness, which brace all mankind, can be exercised to a
makes large sacrifices of what is called very limited extent, and, as applied to
personal enjoyment, for the good of any single individual, yet narrower is

its sphere of action. And this is well;
objects of encouragement are discussed. See
also vol. i p. 569 et seq.: vol. viiLp. 395 et se7. garding the happiness of others, without, at

*See Works, vol. ix. p. 451. the same time, risking happiness of our own.
"t_See Works, vol. L p. 317; vol. ii. p. '2_53 There is nopossibility of avoiding those inflic-

et seq.; vol. iv. p. 18; vol. x. p. 3'2.. tions of pain with which it is in the power of
+ The rules of pohteness are discussed in others to wsit us, except by conciliating their

"TheDeontology,"vol.ii.p. 132etsefl. Thesub- good will. Each individual is linked to his
ject is commencedwith the followingremarks : race by a tie, of all ties the strongest, the tie
--" The dependence of man uponhis fellowmen of self-regard.
is the sole source of the extra-regarding, as it " Dream not that men will move their little
is of the benevolent principle ; for, if a man finger to serve you, unless their advantage in
were wholly sufficient to himself, to himself he so doing be obwous to them. Mennever did
_ou/d be sufficient; and as the opimons and so, and never will, while human nature is
conduct of others towards him would, by the made of its present materials. But they will
supposition, be indifferent to him, no sacrffiee demre to serve you, when, by so doing, they
would he make to obtain their friendly affee- can serve themselves ; and the occasmns on
tions. In fact, such sacrificewould be but a which they can serve themselves by serving
waste, and such waste would be a folly, you are multitudinous. The intelligent will

"Happily for each, happily for all of us, the catch at opportunities which escape the eyes
human being is differently constituted. Of of the vulgar; and in these mutual services
man's pleasures, a great proportion ie depend- there is virLue, and there is httle virtue be-
ent on the will of others, and can only be pos- yond them; and happily of such virtue, there
sessed by him with their concurrenceand co- is more _hanthose who de not possess it are
ol_er_tmn. There 2_ no possibility of &are- willing to _ekaowledge or able to believe.'_
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for, if eve .rymauwere disposed to sacri- the other is virtuous; but if wicked-
rice his own enjoyments to the enjoy- ness be a yielding to the temptations of
ments of others, it is obvious the whole immediate appetite, and virtue be the
sum of enjoyment would be diminishe_ resistance of them, the virtuous man's
nay, destroyed. The result would not life must be a continual up-hill struggle.
be the general happiness, but the gene- Now we see none of this : he goes on
ral misery."* Again--" Take any two easily and naturally ; he makes no
persons, A and B, and suppose them the great effort to be virtuous--not even so
only persons in existence : call them, great an effort as that which his vicious
for example, Adam and E_e. Adam neighbour makes, and makes in vain--
has no regard for himself: the whole of to reclaim himself: it must just be the
his regard has for its object .E_e. .Eve, natural tendency of the one to be a
in like lnanner, has no regard for her- good man, and of the other to be a bad
self: the whole of her regard has for its man." It is undoubtedly the case, that
object Adam. Follow this supposition there are physiological and psychological
up : introduce the occurrences which, differences, which will make the avoid-
sooner or later, are sure to happen, and ance of a given act a matter of greater
you will see that, at the end of an as- effort on the part of one man than on
signablc length of time, greater or less, that of another ; but it does not the less
according to accident, but in no ease so follow, that there is a measure of self-
much as a twelvemonth, both will una- restraint at the command of both, and
voidably have perished.'¢ that the individual will be better and

It is not inconsistent with an appre- happier if it be exercised. The circum-
ciation of disinterestedness, to hold that stance which misleads the world, is the
mankind would not be advanced but de- ease with which self-restraint is accom-
teriorated, ifalltheshopkeepersdeserted phshed after it becomes a habit. The
their counters to revolve schemes for the drunkard must tear himself from his

public good. The produce of the selfish stimulant, with a violent effort ; but the
industry of commonplace moral men and man who has overcome the first temp-
good citizens, is the fund with which phi- tation to indulgence meets the recur-
lanthropy deals on an extensive scale, rence with quie_ ease.
Aggrandizing, money-getting Britain, In proportion as a man has acquired a corn-
gave twenty millions for the emancipa- mand over hts desires,resistance to their im-
tion of slaves: how could such an act pulse becomes less and less difficult, till, at

be accomplished by a nation of Aristi- length, m some constitutions, all difficultyvanishes. In early hie, for exampl% a man
deses and Epictetuses ? may have acquired a taste for wine, or for a

Bentham's appeal to the practice of particular specmsof food. Finding it disagree
mankind was unsuccessful in this re- with his eonstitutmu, httle by little, the un-

spect, that, in the separate course of ac- easinesses attendant on the gratffication of h_sappetite become so frequent, so constantly
tion of the virtuous and the vicious man, present to his recollection, that the antlcipa-
there were so many apparent contrasts, tion of the future certain pare gains strength
that it was very difficult to find any enough to overpower the lmpressmn of the
common element in their motives. But present pleasure. The idea of the greater
even when it was explained that the distant sufferinghas extingmshed that of thelesser contemporaneous enjoyment. And it is
former made a sacrifice of the present thus that, by the power of association, things,
to the future, it did not appear that which had been originally objects of desire,
he encountered and overcame difficul- become objects of aversion ; and, on the other
ties which the vicious man failed to de- hand, thingswhich had been originally objects

feat, in anything like the proportion in of aversion, such as medicines, for instance,become objects of desire. In the case above
which the _wo differed from each other referred to, the pleasure not being m posses-

in the quality of goodness. "The one sion,could not, of course, be sacrifived---itwas
man,' it would be said, "is wicked, and non-exmtent ; nor was there self-denial in the

case, for as the desire which had originally
been calling for its gratification was no longer

_Deontology, vol. i. p. 208. in existence, there remained no demand to
"_Works, vol. ix. p. 192. which denial could be opposed. When things
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are in this situation, the virtue, so far from t ion, very barbarously and unsatisfae-
being anmhilated, has arrived at the pinnacle I torily. If the despot presides over a
of its highest excellence, and shines forth in _docile people who will not rebel, it is aits brightest lustre. Defective, indeed, would
that definition of virtue be, which excluded ] sign that they prefer the ease of submis-
from its pale the very perfection of wrtue.* j sion to the exertion of independence_

But the main difficulty which has _and they are following their happiness
becn_a-_]-nst the Greatest-happi5 in their own way. Among such a peo-
?__prmclple, is m the allegatlon_ that pie, the temptation to play the pranks

9__wn greatest to which despotism is liable, is greatest,
happiness_ will sacrifice that of others _ and, to say the truth, does least harm.
"and t]_at to call upon a ma_ But if an autocrat were calculating what
his i)_st ha p_t_ess in th_ course would produce him, on the whole,
is'_py_t]ng him to i_ii_ the greatest happiness, itis believed that
l_eighbours of their proper fund of fe- he would not find it to be in roasting
licity. The'answcr to this'is the same his subjects before slow fires, or skin-

plea on which the captain of a ship, ning them alive, or hunting them with
which has run short of provisions, would blood-hounds ; and that the despot who
recommend all the crew, both weak and has taken the best estimate of a happy
strong, to submit to an arrangement for reign, is he who has resolved to make

his sway wise and beneficent ; to do
short allowance. To A and B alone it justice and to love mercy. But it iswould be their greatest happiness, per-
haps, to have the run of the ship's store, seldom that the embers of the spirit of

• resistance have been so completely ex-
but there are C, and D, and E, and ]_, tinguished that no gust will waken themwith the same inclinations counteracting
them ; and though A and B might re- into a blaze ; and more or less, the fear

of resistance holds the despot in awe,sist all the calls of humanity and sym- . .
pathy, and might be even able, at the prowdmg in his person an illustration,
moment, to carry their point of prefer- though certainly but a rudely developed
ence by force, theywould run the risk of a one, of the counteraction which is sup-

plied by the universality of the pursuit
final accounting with the law. All, there- of self-enioyment.
fore, see that it will be their greatest There 'can be no better illustration ofhappiness to make an average division;
and good ship-economy wilI show how the wide embracing influence of what
this is to be accomplished on such a has been denounced as "the selfish sys-
system as to make an equal distribution tern," than its extension not only to all
keeping in view the number of the crew classes of mankind, of whatever colour

and the time they are likely to be at sea. or persuasion, but to every living thing
Just so is it in the world at large. Each to which the Deity has given, along
man feels that the best security for him- with animal life, the capacity of physi-
self getting a share of happiness, is to cal pain and pleasure. Bentham was a
give way to a certain extent to his neigh- strenuous supporter of the legislative
bour. Such is the habit more or less in protection of the brute creation from
every portion of the globe ; and it is in cruelty. J" Perhaps in his own ease he
the countries where practice has settled needed no train of philosophical ded_m-
the proportion, of how much should tion to teach him the duty and pleasure
be kept and how much given away, of treating them with humanity; but he
with the greatest accuracy, that the thought their claims not the less worthy
end of morality has been best ac- of attention when he could place them
eomplished. The strongest eounter-il- on the ground of self-interest. He be-
lustration which an opponent could find, lieved that it was the interest of man-

kind at large to suppress all indulgence
is, perhaps, that of a despotism ; but in cruelty, because the habit of being cal-even here the principle is followed,
though, according to our Author's opin-

#fSee the Works, vol. i.p. 142-143, b62
_*Deontology, vol. i. p. 144-5. vol.x. p. 549-550,
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lous to animal suffering propagates itself I bourer in the cause of the proper end of
in crimes of violence and brutality--a the Physical Sanction. He discovers the
phenomenon which will have to be far- sources of disease, leaving probably to
ther noticed in its relation to the sub- others the task of observing how much
ject of Punishment. In another form happiness a man sacrifices by encounter-
he inculcated the cause of humanity ing it, and how much happiness he will
on grounds of self-interest, by display- save by avoiding it. The moral philo-
ing the high intellectual nature of the sopher is the man who deals with the
enjoyment derived from its exercise, moral sanction. _As to the legal sanc-

Bentham made a rigid analysis_of tion, there are few men, from the crape-
the various forms in which the fear of ror down to the non-elector wearing a
consequences chec]_ a man in the pur- party badge, who has not some influence
_uit o)"_'17_:_n]a_--l_n 1---_]- in its operation ; and a right influence is
dual pleasure ; and having ranged and developed in the making of good laws,
grouped them, he divided them into four a wrong in the making of bad. The
classes and called them sanctions--the influence of tim religious sanction is
chains___ it were_ which bind a man from also, more or less, in all men's hands,
fo_ his own wild will.' These but chiefly in that of the clergy. It
are, lstb The Physical Sanction, viz., is, under some circumstances, the most
the bodilyph-enomena, w--h']-c,, m the potent, either for good or evil. Of
course of human conduct, arise from its operation in tile former shape, no
certain classes of acts, and punish the illustration will be needed in a Chris-
individual by the painful sensation ere- tian land. For the latter, we can
ated, or reward him by the pleasurable, look at all the crimes which have been
Disease produced by dissipation--health produced by religious infiuences,--the
nourished by temperance and exercise, _eat tragedy from which Christianity
are tim most common and the broadest dates, the Massacre of St Bartholomew,
developments of this sanction. 2d, the Inquisition, the murder of Arch-
The Political Sanction, which is in other bishop Sharp, the persecution of the
wg]:cls-_h_land, created for Irish Cathohcs.+ Of the operation of
the punishment of ofl'ences and the pro- the sanctions, the following is an illus-
tection of the virtuous. 8d, The Moral tration from the Deontology--it is a sort
Sanctio_n which is the operation of the of narrative adaptation of Hogarth's In-

habits of the state of society lie is dustry and Idleness. It will be ob-
in, so far as it aflbcts the individual_ served that it admits of a fifth sanction
the difference between this and the legal --the social--whictl the author seemed
sanction wdl be afterwards particularly to consider migt_k__ei_er be viewed
explained, because the two together separately.Lot as a branch of the moral.
occupy the greater part of Bentham's Timothy Thoughtless and Walter Wise are
labours. Tile fourth is the Religious . fellow apprentices. Thoughtless gave into the
Sanction, actingthrough the Anticipative vice of drunkenness ; Wise abstained from it.

_'5_ra_n of future rewards and punish- Mark the consequence.1. Physical sanction. For every debauch,
raents. * The proper direction of these Thoughtless was rewarded by s_ckaess m the
sanctions constitutes the field of labour head; to recruit himself he lay in bed the next
of a man who would do good to his spe- morning,andh_swhole frame becameenervated
cies. The medical man--not he who by relaxation ; and when he returned to his

work, his work ceased to be a source of satis-
merely cures diseases individually as factmn to him.
they are presented to him--but he who

investigates them iu the direction of + " Fanaticism never sleeps : it is never
cause amt effect, and gives the world glutted. It is never stopped by philanthropy,
the benefit of his discoveries, is a la- tbr it makes a merit of trampling on philan-

thropy. It is never stopped by conscience,
for it has pressed conscience into its service.

For the Exposition of the Sanctions, see Avarice,lust, andvengeance, have piety, bene-
Deontotogy, vol. i.; Work% vol. i. p. 14 et seq.; voleaee,honour--fanatmism has notlnng to op-
ifi. 290 ; vl. 18 ct seT, 260 et._eq, pose It. --I_ ork,.,re1. i. p. 75, note.
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Walter Wise refusedtoaccompanyhim io whiehhedrewfromhisexistenee,andgreatwas
the drinkingtable. His healthhad notbeen thesum ofhappinesstowhichhe gavebirth._

originallystrong,but itwas invigoratedby There are two main objectsin view,
temperance. Increasingstrengthof body in thoseof Bentham's works which are
gave increasingzestto everysatlsfactionhe intended to influencehuman actionotho
enjoyed:his restat mght was tranquil,his
rlsmgsin the morning cheefful_Ins labour directionoftheMoral,and thedime-
pleasurable, tion of the Lvgal Sanction. The one
2. Socialsanction.Timothyhad a sister,isto instructtheindividualas towhat

deeplyinterestedin hishappiness.She re- lleought to do--the other isto instruct

proved him at first,then neglected,then thelegislatorwhathe oughttoenforceabandonedhim. Shehad beentohim asource

ofgreatpleasure--itwas allsweptaway. and restrict. _Vhere the former has
Walterhad a brother,who had shown in- been the end in view, the science has

dlfferencetohim. That brotherhad watched been denominated Morals or Ethics--

overhis conduct,and began to show an m- by Bentham itwas calledDeontology,terestinhiswellbeing--theinterestincreased
from day to day. At lasthe became a con- from the Greek _ A_.,,That which
stantvislter,and a more thancommon friend,should be,or whichisright.Where
and dida thousandservicesforhis brother,the latterend is held in view, the sci-
_vhichno otherman in theworldwould have ence iscalledPoliticsorPoliticalPhi-
done.
3. Popularsanction.Timothywasmember losophy, and embraces within it the

of a club,which had money and reputation,art and scienceof Legislation. To this
He wentthitheronedayinastateofinebriety;department of his general system for

lleabusedthesecretary,and was expelledby the regulationof human actions,by far

an unanimousvote. the greater part of Bentham's works
The regularhabitsof Walterhad excited have been devoted. Although thetheattentionofhismaster. He saidoue day

tohlsbanker--Theyoung man isfittedfora Greatest-happinessprinciplebe the end
higherstation.The banker boreitin mind, in view of all the author's writings,

and on thefirstopportunity,tookhim intohis whether they instructmen how todirect
service.He rosefrom one distinctiontoan- their own individual actions,or teach
other,and was frequentlyconsultedon busi-
nessof the highestimportanceby men of them how to make rulesfor the action
wealthand influence, of others,yet thereis a broad demar-

4. Legal sanction. Timothy rushed out cation between these two subjects, be-
from the club whence he had been so igno- ginning at the v.cly root of both of
miniously expelled. He insulted a man m them. That which it may be eachthe streets, and walked pcnnyless rote the
open country. Reckless of everything, he man's duty to do, it may not be right
robbed the first traveller he met; he was ap- for each legislator to enforce upon his
prehended, prosecuted, and sentenced to trans- subjects, because the very act of en-
portatmn, forcement may have in it elements of

Walter had been an object of approbation mischief to the community, prepon-to his fellow-citizens. He was called, by their

good opinion to the magistracy. He reached derant over the good accomplished b_its highest honours, and even sat in judgment the enforcement. In other words,

on his fellow apprentice, whom time and may tend to the greatest happiness of
misery had so changed, that he was not re- society, that a man should voluntarilycognised by him.

5. Religious sanction. In prison, and in follow a certain rule of action ; but it
the ship which conveyed Timothy to Botany may be injurious to the happiness of
Bay, his mind was alarmed and afflicted wlth the community in general, to compel
the apprehension of future pumshment---an him to follow such a rule if his in-

angry and avenging Deity was constantly pre- clination be against it. For instance,
sent to his thoughts, and every day of his ex-
istence was embittered by the dread of the in the Defence of Usury, the lending
Divine Being. and borrowing of money at high inter-

To Walter the contemplation of futurity est, for the purpose of improvidently

w_s peaceful and pleasureable. He dwelt ministering to extravagance, is con-
with constant delight on the bemgn attributes demned ; but, on the other hand, it is
of the Deity, and the conviction was ever
present to him that it must be well, that all found that the laws for suppressing
ultimately must be well, to the virtuous, usurious transactions are so misehiev-

Great,indeed,was the balanceof pleasure * Deontology,_oI.i.p. I18-121.
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ous in their effect, that they too are to make mistakes and erroneous dedue-
condemned for precisely the same tea- tions, increases the chances against his
son--their malign influence on human being right.*
happiness. Thus it is, that the rule of In pointing legislation towards the
action for the individual, and that for distribution of the greatest possible
the legislator, are kept distinct from amount of happiness among mankind,
each other; and it is shown by Bent- the chief difficulty was found to consist
ham, that much of the mischievous in the adjustment of the proper proper-
legislation which he attacks has its tions in which certain objects of the law,
origin in this distinction being over- to some extent conflicting, should be
looked. Legislators forget that they respectively aimed at. These objects
have to __a]_t_ Bentham classified as,
one only, before thc_ act. The first ,Security,
_arls_'esouSt-or the- questl_on="w-'_ether--'--a Subsistence,
_given ci)urse o_'-actl-_o'n-]s'-b-ene--fi-cia]to Abundance,
t-]ie_human race; and when this-is--an -_ Equality.

-sweredin t_e-a-ffi_r_na_tl_;e_--t-_erecome_-_ These have all to make, _o a certain
'tIi_ secb_I "an}l _e_verlook----_l extent, sacrifices to each other, and the
_t;o_ _v_r-the enforccm-en(o_f- source of difficulty is in the adjustment
j'-@p_y--1-aw-J "wlt_-h_'_th'--'e-_ of these sacrifices. There can be little
the governinz authority to _ut in prac- happiness in a state where there is no
tme_ wfl-_V_wlse shqw .a_abala.__n.ce of security for property ; but, on the other
_ene_t. -]_oreover, as legislators often hand, if the right of property were so

_t to strike the second balance_ they absolute, that one portion of the popula-
also often come to a general conclusion tion should be permitted to starve to
without taking the two seriatim, and, death ere the property of those who
either omit altogether, or fail in taking happen to be richer can be touched, it is
a due estimate of the first. But it is clear that there will be much misery in
clear that the law which is made with- such a country, and that a feeling of
out the first balance being struck, as unhappiness, most vividly experienced
well as the second, must be unapt, by those who are subjected to actual
Unless it be first settled that the thing want, will spread upwards, in the form
proposed to be done would be good if of apprehension, among those who have
done voluntarily, there is no room tot more or less chance of being involved
propounding the question, whether it by the revolutions of the wheel of for-
can be advantageously enforced. It tune in such a calamity. Hence comes
thus occurs, that the field of Deonto- the necessity for aprovision for the poor,
logy embraces within it the field of that the unfortunate may be preserved
leglslation, and that the two are not from death by starvation. But the prin-
ce-extensive, the latter being smaller eiple of security to property and in-
than the former. From this want of co- dustry, on the other hand_ demands that
extensiveness there arise mistal¢es in this provision be so regulated, that it
arguing from the latter to the former, shall never become an inducement to

The Law is a choice of evils, because able-bodied men to live upon the pro-
coercion is itself an evil. This element of perty of others instead of resorting to
evil is not inherent in a man's voluntary honest industry. As the Author hal>-
acts, and, therefore, in them, no allow- pily says, "The treasure of the compa-
ante can be made for it. If_ therefore, a ratively rich is an insurance office to the
man square his voluntary morals by the comparatively indigent ;" but care must
law, he may act on a totally erroneous be taken that the Insurer be not bound
estimate of what they should be. This
he is liable to do, even in the ease of " The best exposition of the Greatest-hap-
the law being deduced from a moral piness principle is, perhaps, in the Introduc-

tion to the Constitutmnal Code, in vol. ix. of
system abstractly accurate; and the cir- the Works. See also_ol. iv. p. 537 et seq.,and
cumstance, that legislators am liable see the Index to the Worksj roc_Happiness.
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to pay till the calamity he insures against ] disappointment, and the pain with whichhas occurred. The law supplies this in- it is always accompanied.
suranee office to the public by favouring I -_+_mong the cases in which he found
abundance--allowing means for the ac- that legislation, in its hasty and empi-
cumulation of capital, and protecting it rical course, had neglected to strike
when it is accumulated. The various ad- the balance between good and evil
vantages accruing from the existence of with sufficient minuteness, was that in
capital are for consideration under the which small clusters of individuals

head of Political Economy. calae to be affected by general legisla,-
The principle of equality has a rival- tire measures. He kept ia view, that

ship, to a certain extent, with that of individual interests are the units by the
abundance. The more extensively pro- aggregation of which the collective
perry is distributed, the more happi- term, " the public interest," is created,
ness does it produce ; for the amount and that there is no living being whoso
of felicity which each person enjoys is certain or probable welfare, in relation
not increased with the relative proper- to any proposed measure, should not be
tion of his riches. A may have nine thrown into the scale when its disad-
times the riches of B without having vantages are weighed against its advan-
twice as many sources of enjoyment, tages.t The principle, that private in-
It would thus conduce to general l_a_- terests should yield to the public good,
piness if there wereman¥ small fortun(_ he thus so far modified, that from the

_: ; but here security and amount of any public good done, he de-
me in for their claims, ducted whatever private interest might

Unless men be assured in t hT_enjoyment be injured. In estimating the evils

./of their wealth,t|)_eywill not exert them- done to individuals, he examined mi-
Y

so beneflcml to the community, will meent; and found it to be; on arithm-eZ-
,"i'a-_I-'_-_e_te_.:_r tical prin_s_ater in the average

+* han'cl, t[i'e-l'awTproduces distinct mischief case than the pleasure ,,fac-'-:-'----_luis]tion,
by favouring Or compelling the accumu- a--n"d'Thanthe pain (if it Can be so ca_lcd) :
lation of property in the person of in- of non-acq_siti0n. The income of A
dividuals. The former it does in the Ts taken from him and given to B--
hereditary system--tim latter in the law A loses his all, but B gets merely an _,
of Entail. The law, besides its direct addition to what he had before. The "
effect, has its bearing on tim habits and whole pleasure in the possession of a
opinions of society, and the malign in- source of livehhood is removed from the
fluence of the hereditary principle has one ; the other only receives the second-
spread itself beyond the sphere of its arypleasure of an increase. Let A's in-
mere legal enforcement. Legislation, in- come be dispersed among "the public--
stead of favouring the accumulation of he loses all, and is eminently unhappy ;
a family property in favour of one mem- while that which constituted the source
her, should have directed an equal dis- of his former content is distributed
tribution within certain bounds; and in portions so minute, that the amount
thus, both in law and in national habits, of happiness produced by it may be
equality wonld have been the rule, and scarcely perceptible. On the other hand,
the hereditary principle the exception.'* so long as A is left in the enjoyment of his

The Greatest-happiness principle may income, according to tile prospects held
perhaps receive elucidationfrom some ae- out to himself and to society at large,
count of the most important of the subsi- from the first,--as no man expected to
diaryprincipleswhich itsAuthordedueed obtain any of it, no one is disappointed
from it,_ viz., The Non-disapp2ip_tment by its not being distributed, and he him-
or Disappointment_preveating_Drineiple, self is content. That
developed inmeasures tend_ pb_yia_, princi_le_e_t_e

* See Works,vol. i. p. 301 d seq.; ix. ll et serf. T Winks, vol. ii. p. "252.
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._acredness_ty. More iniurg will accrue on their speedy abolition.
illan good is done, b_y :a_ But this is an evil as much to be guarded

_infiividuals, or the public _t large, tQ against on true utilitarian principles, as
interfere with that which a _ the other; and it has to be remembered,
under the-sanction of Th_ "laws_ that a people who take upon themselves
_[owed to call his ow_T_f the burden of compensation, are the more

'dis'ai)pSm'-fiYm-e-li_'-_)_eh-g-proprietor is the likelyto criticise theproprietyofthe insti-
primary evil of attacks on property, tution created. The countries most liable
The secondary evil is the alarm to so- togovernmentabusesofeverydeseription
eiety at large,--the dread which each --despotic and disorganized states---are,
individual has, that he too may be the at the same time, those where the interest
victim of spoliation, of individuals is most ruthlessly over-

Like the other great principles ex- whelmed in national changes.
pounded by our Author, the non-disap- Bentham extended this principle to
pointment principle pervades society in Finance, holding that, apart from other
all its acts ; but it was his task, by a mi- elements of good or evil, it made indi-
nute analysis of its principle and opera- rect preferable to direct taxation. It is
tion, to discover cases in which its appli- better that a deduction should accrue
cation had been neglected and misunder- to a sum of money before it reaches the
,stood. He applied it to the principle of possession of him for whom it is des-
compensation for office_ abolished, or for tined, than that, after being in his
any other injury caused to individuals hands, a portion of it should be with-
by the march of improvement. He was drawn. The operation of the principle
in favour of allowances to those whose in this department he found to be limit-
official emoluments were affected by law ed. There were but few eases, such as
reforms, :_and to the owners of slaves on that of the legacy duties, in which the
emancipation ;+ and he even hints at deduction could be truly said to be prac-
such a concession to the owners of pro- ticable before the money was in posses-
prietary scats in parliament, in the case sion--in the ease of an annual salary,
of their disfranchisement by parliament- the mere knowledge of the amount is
ary reform. _ In the estimate of the nearly equivalent to possession, and a
incidence of good and evil on society at deduction before payment differs little
large, be saw that there was a clear from a charge after payment. A tax
gain in a government following out the on consumption is another method in
principle, that when a man steadily and which the principle may be brought to
honestly follows his calling, and makes bear. The tax is paid, in the first place,
his livelihood by it, he should feel the by the dealer, to whom it is, in reality,
assurance, that no act of the government not a tax, but a portion of capital ex-
of his country shall remove it from ponded in the form of duty which other-
him. But he ibund a secondary advan- wise he would have to expend on com-
tage in the principle of compensation: modities. The purchaser pays dearer
it has a tendency to remove the opposi- for the commodity ; but it is maintained
tion perpetually operating against im- that, in doing so, he does not experience
provement, in the sinister interests of the same feeling of hardship which
those who benefit by abuses. Pay off would arise if the sum charged as duty
the incumbents, is thus a liberal policy, were separately taken from him after
by which those @ho are most conversant his purchase has been made. In the
with the operation of any institution, general case, a direct tax is a thing oh-
are relieved of a temptation to overlook lig_tory ; a tax on consumption, at, less
or defeud its defects. § The system is it be on the absolute necessaries of life,
capable of abuse. Offices might be calculates on its voluntary adoption by
created for the compensatiol_which the purchaser.ll This species of tax

has, it is true, its defects, in as far as it
See Works, vol. iii. p. 325; v. 505. ! may impede or disturb commerce and5"Ibid. vol. i. p. 346. .+Ibid. vol.m. p. 533.

§ Ibid. _'ol.v. p. 277. II 3ee Works, vol. ii. p. 573, 580.
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|auufaetures; but these are objections meuts which he can have to make and
_longing to Political Economy. to save property--the one an increase of
A plan was proposed by Bentham the general capital of the community,

r raising a revenue by the application the other a preservation of the increaser
• this principle to the law of succession, capital from dispersal. Were it not for
ld in arranging his plan he inquired the wife and children he will leave be-
to the principles of succession, and the hind him, there are many men taxing
;tent to which the existing systems in their heads and hands to great efforts
ritain are founded on reason. What- who would be idle and worthless ; there

rer theorists may prmnulgate on the are many founders of great manufactur-
mmaly of a man dictating for his pro- ing and commercial proieets who, but
brty after death, or on the principle for such a motive, would never have
at when the man is done with the use thus distributed the means of industrial

his goods they should go to the state, wealth around them.
e practice of mankind in all places and But it comes to be a question whether
nes has supported a law of succession; the law has not carried the operation of
Ld an examination, on the principles succession beyond the bounds within
the utilitarian philosophy, vindicates which it is useful. Between the chil-

e practice as a right one. He who dren who have shared in their parents'
s brought children into the world is fortune, and the distant relation who
o person against whom there is _ never heard of the wealth thrown at his
-ongest claim to support them, and feet, till some scrutinising lawyer made
e I_w _tifies "this claim b__ the discovery of his relationship, there

_T -_n-hFs dga th. If is the greatest possible difference: there
-Yi-d-re-n_aave been brought up in the are strong reasons for the law of suc-

atifieation of certain tastes and hx- cession operating in the one case--none
ies; in short, in a particular rank of for it in the other. On this principle
e and with acertain expenditure--it is Bentham founded his plan that sueces-
tier, so long as no one is injured by sion should open only to near relations,
that they should continue in the same and not to distant. If the law were
Llrse. The most simple and the least once so established and known, there
urious method of giving them the could be no disappointment among dis-
,'ans of doing so, is by continuing in taut relations, (excepting those to whom
_ir possession the wealth by which the law was exloostfacto; ) but even in-

luxury and rank are purchased, on dependently of a knowledge of the law,
death of its previous holder. _ Let there are multitudes of cases where the
daughter of a labourer be left without distance of the relationship precludes

y pecuniary provision_it is nothing expectation. It is true that a man may
L what she expecte_ she suffers no adopt a distant relation_the same who,
rdship or disappointment, and goes in the present course of succession, would
_h to her labour with a glad heart, be his heir--as a member of his family,
¢ the daughter of a wealthy land- partaking in his luxuries_ and acquiring
_er or merchant be left in the same habits, a sudden check on which would
_ition_a fearful calamity has fallen be a hardship. This is true ; but in the
_n her_a calamity undeserved, and same manner may a man adopt a stran-
_vier than the punishment of many a get; and in either ease there is proposed
midable crime. So much for the case to be open to him the right of bequest.
the individuals; but the benefit of The line which Bentham proposed to

draw, is that of the forbidden degrees.cession operates also on the public at
ge. The providing for a family, or, He suggested that_ where the nearest
m if a man have no family, the faculty relation to the deceased is beyond those
_lestining his money to what purposes degrees_ there should be no succession_
pleases, is one of the greatest induce- except through bequest. He found in
, this plan two secondary advantages; it

Sea Works_vol. ix. pp. 16, 17. would cut off a great source of expen-
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slve litigation_ .(°f which, the country, dence; and it would afford an induce-
in providing judicial establishments_ rnent to men having property to leave
bears partoftheexpense,) in the enforce- behind them, to marry. The plan is
ment of distant claims to relationship developed in the tract called Escheat
through obscure and coatticting evi- vice Taxation. *

SECTION llI.

THEPURSUITOF TRUTII._FALLACIES.--PRINCIPLES OF EVlDI:._CE.

BELIEVI._'Othat falsehood was one of been sent out, but did not state that
the main instruments of evil to mankind the 5, had not arrived. Almost every
--that a regard for perfect truth was! species of commercial deception is car-
one of the greatest safeguards against ried on in words that are in themselves

r '(vthe various means by which sinister true. _ hen emlvrants are enticed to
interest could operate to the evil of so- embark with their little property for a
ciety, Bcntham mrule war against men- colony where they are ruined, the iu-
dacity in every form in which it could ducement is, in general, some perfectly
raise its head. IIe found that the in- correct description of luxuriant vegeta-
,genuity of sinisLcr interest bad here co- tion and salubrious climate, which is all
vered society with a net-work of evil, deceptions, because it is not stated that
through the meshes of which it required there is no means of r_aking the natural
the most v_gorous efforts of the under- profusion available--that there is n_
standing to clear a way. He found a commerce with the place_no system of
popular notion, that it was in certain inland conveyance, and no harbour.
words used, and not in the act of de- An auctioneer lately advertised an es-
celving, that the offence of falsehood con- tate for sale in Canada, "containing a
sisted. The shepherd in the fable, who quantity of fine old timber," in the hope
promised to the stag not to give infer- that sonm one who did not know that
marion of his hiding-plaee_ did not tell timber in Canada is worth less than
the hunters where it was, but pointed nothing, might act on the advertisement.
with his finger to the spot. It was the A common method of deceiving without
interest of persons who had done such words is, for a man to act with a political
dee_ls to remove the odium from the act party, in its arrangements preparatory to
of betrayal to that employment of false some great conflict, for the purpose of be-
words called a lie ; but in Bentham's ing counted too good a friend to be ClUeS-
view, men m]gbt stumble among the in- tioned_ and then desert it, on the plea
geniousintricaciesofwords, andhe found that he never promised to support it.
no criterion of criminality but in the All these acts have m them whatever
thing done through their means. Words, there is of evil in a lie. It has become
the simple purport of which would con- the practice to refer to them as the
vey a falsehood, may be uttered in a "speaking the truth, but not the whole
manner and with a purpose to put the truth," an unsatisfactory expressie:_,
party right, and keep him from deccp- which seems to intimate that they have
tion. On the othcr hand, words signi- in them at least a portion of the virtue
lying the truth are often made a mere of truth. Let them be looked at simply
effectual cover to the falsehood they are in the result intended to be accomplished,
intended to convey. A newspaper, the and so judged, and then they will be
other day, wishing to show that certain seen clearly to be in every respect eclui-
operations abroad had been carried on valent to lies.
in consecluence of instructions from As the effects of falsehood are of the
home_ stated that such instructions had most varied character, ranging from the

highest crimes td the most l_altry aud
. Work._,vol. ti. p.585, unt,uni_hahlc _ocial frauds_ there cannot
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be any measure of punishment for it, by rash words, should not be equally
(of punishment whether as administered responsible.+

by the Law, or by the opinion of so- On an examination of tlm various

c_ety,) but in taking the measure of the processes through which the truth, ia

offence which it is made the instrument l_gard to the merits of human actions, is
of perpetrating. _ A lie producing death obscured, the common practice of giving

is the offence of murder ; a lle giving an a good or bad character to motives, ac-

undeserved character of excellence to an cordin_ to the feelings of the person who
article of commerce for the purpose of is speaking of them, presented itself as

making it saleable, is but a petty fraud, one of the most common devices of false-
Can it be said that these offence_ are hood. Results are open and susceptible

eTml in magnitude ? Yet if the offence of examination--motives are hidden in
be in the lie, and not in the effect pro- the bosom of the actor ; hence those who

duced by it, the criminali W of the two love darkness rather than light willmore
cases is precisely co-extensive, t\Jr the readily exercise their ingenuity in giving
verbal falsehoodis as distinct in theone as a character where its truth or falsehood

it is in the other. On this point Bcntham cannot be detected, than in examining
fuund the laws fur tile punishment ()f that which is spread befi)re the worht.

judicial perjury defective. The criml- " It is the act, and not the motive, v, lth

nality was thrown on the ceremony, whictl we have to do ; and when the act isbefore u% and the motive concealed from us,
with which the falsehood is decked, and _t is the idlest of idling to be inquiring into
not on the effect produced by it. To that _hiclt has no influence, and forgetting

tell a falsehood in a court of justice can- that which has all the real influence upon our
not be, under anv circumstances, other condition. What acts, however outrageously

th_n a crime of_hi_h magnitude : but and extensively nusctuevous, but may be ex-
cused and justified, ff the motives of the actor,

between tile ca_e (,f a man swearing instead of the consequences of the act, become
away the life of another, a_d that of a the test of right and wrong _. Perhaps there

man swearing five pounds away from it:: never was a group of more conscientious and
rigbt owner, there is surely a _reatcr well-intending men than the early inquisitors;

difference than between the saying the they verily believed they were doing God ser-_ce ; they were under the influence of motives
lie with, and saying it without certain most rehgmusand pious, while they were pour-
formahties. ]_entham made an accurate mg out blood iu rl_ers, and sacrificing, amidst

analysis of judieml f:dsehood-:, for the horrid tortnres, rite wisest and be_t of their
purpose of measuring the extent of thclr race. Motive, indeed ! as if all motives were

not the samc,--to obtain for the actor some
criminality by that of their re_pectlve recompense for his act, m the shape of pare
evll effects, and he introduced the new averted, or pleasnre secured. The motive, as
distinction between temerarlous and far a_ that goes, of the vilest, is the same as

mendacious falsehood. Among those the motive of the noblcst,--to increase his

who looked merely at the words spoken stock of happiness. The man who murders,the man who robs another, believes that the
as the offence, when it turned out that mnrder and the robbery will be advantageous
the speaker did not anticipate the mean- to hlm,--will leave to him more happiness
ing that would be attached to tbem, or than if he had not committed the crime. In
would not have uttered them if he had ] the field of motive, however, he may make out

a case as recommendatory of his conduct, as
known them to be false, he was con- ! ff he were the most accomplished of moralists.
sidered innocent. But Bentham, on Tosay that hlsmotlveswere ill-directed to his• . • ]

the principles on which he who fires a I object, is to reason wisely with him ; to say

pistol into a church, or drives furions- I that his motives had not the object of obtam-

ly through a crowded street, is held iing for himself some advantage, is to deny the
responsible for the mischief he may i °perati°n°fcause°neifect" There is,--andtheexistence of the disposition is • striking evi-
occasion, did not see any reason why ; deuce oft he tendeney ofmeutowardsdespotic
the individual who maims or slaughters assertion,--there is by far too great _ willing-

the person or reputation of another nc_s to turn away from the consequences of
conduct in order to inquire into its sources.
The inquiry is a fruitless one, and were it not

• See "Swear not at all," in Work% wl. v.
p. 187 ct s_., vol. vi. p. 297. "i".See Work_, vol. vi. pp. °-80, 292 et Se_l.
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fruitless it would be useless. For were me- hearer. Your sophistry will but irritate, for
tires other than they are,---were they fit and sophistry is not only uncandid, bat dishonest.
proper evidence of the vice or virtue of any It Is an attempt to cheat, not the purse of an-
given action,--it would not be the less true other, but his senses and his judgment. His
that opinion could ultimately have no other aversion to you will be awakened by your of-
test for judgment than the consequences of fort to shine at his expense ; and his contempt
that action. A man's motives affect nobody will be roused for the folly that supposed ig
until they give birth to action ; and it is with was able so to shine. In all argument be
the action and not with the motive, that indi- candid, for the sake of your comrade and for
_iduals or societies have any concern, ttencc, your own sake. The triumph of an argument
in discourse, let all indicatmns of motives be which is known and felt to be unfair and an-
avoided. This will remove one spring of error founded, is a wretched exhibition of perver-
and false judgment from the mind of the mty. If successful, it can serve no interests
speaker, and item the minds of the hearers one but those of fraud : if unsuccessful, it brings
_ource of m_sunderstandmg.* with it the consequences of blundering and

In a minute analysis of the subject detected dishonesty. Constituted as society
of motives, in another part of his is, with its errors and prejudmes, itsnarrowinterests and interested passmns, the pursuit
works,+ he showed that the system o: of truth makes demands enough upon coura-
appreciating motives as good or bad geous virtue; for hewho goes one stepbeyond
even if their goodness or badness could the line whmh the world's poor conventions
be discovered, proceeded on a false have drawn around moral and political ques-
idea of what nmtives really are. It tmns, must expect to meet with the thunder-mg anathemas and obloqmes of all who wish
is to intention with relation to acts, to stand well with the arbiters of opinion. Leg
that merit and demerit are applicable ; no searcher after truth be led into the lu-
rer motL'cs in themselves are neither byrinths of sophistry. He will have enough
good nor bad. There is no motive that to do in order to make good his ground one
may not lead to the best or to the worst step beyond that trodden by those who dog-matize about decorum, and propriety, and
of actions. A desire to preserve bis right and wrong.++
family from starving is called a praise- In many established institutions Bent-
worthy ruutivc, so long as it prompts a ham fontal principles tending to the corn-
man to work honestly for his bread; but mission of falsehood, and to the designed
who ,_hall say that it is a praiseworthy obliteration of the distinction between
motive_ when it directs him to the high- the truth and alic. Of these the most
way with a pistol ? The mischievous- prominent were Oaths, in their two
ness of his act we can clearly calculate classes, Promissory and Assertory. A
--the mischievousness of his intention Promissory. oath, such as an oath of
we may estimate, even if he has been allegiance, is an obligation taken not to
unsuccessful in his attempt to put it in know the truth; or, if it should be
practice; but we shall m vain search for known, not to act upon it. It is gene-
s just attribute to his motive, rally imposed under the influence of brib-

The petty insincerities evolved in the cry and intimldation--at the time when a
course of casual disputes, for the par- man has the inducement of some benefit,
pose generally of obtaining a temporary such as the appointment to office--to
intellectual victory, were occasionally harden his conscience against the ini-
the subject of Bentham's reprehension, cluity. It binds the individual down to
JIe did not consider that this habit could a certain line of conduct, however clearly
be compared in point of evil with many his conscience, aided by ex])erieuce and
of the other sources of untruth to befound reflection, should afterwards be opened
in the practice of society: but it had its to the evil of the course. To some it

sphere of mischief, and was, consequent- is a drag, preventing them i_rom doing
ly, worthy of exposure, lie says :-- what is right ; for they fee] that they

Avoid all arguments that you know to be have already registered a vow in hen-
sophistical. Thmk not, by shutting your own yen to do what is wrong. To others it
eyes against the weakness of your statements, is a ready excuse for the wrong they
that _ou have thereby shut the eyes of your are inchued to : they have sworn to do

* Deontology, vol. ii. p. ]55-156. it, and it is useless to tell them it is not
¢ Princlple_ of MQral_and Le_i_lati_ in'

_-_1.i, _. D¢on_ology,vel, ii, p, 1t5-146,
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right. George III. laid the responsi- I they do know them. With the same nu-
bility of the American war, and of his consciousness with which other youths
resistance to the Catholic claims, on his have acted, and will act, he signed his
Coronation oath: he had sworn to pro- adherence to the Thirty-nine Articles
serve his dominions entire : he had sworn on entering himself at Oxford ; and the
to preserve the Church. He was the act was one to which he could not refer
interpreter of the meaning of these down to the last days of his life without
oaths, and the two questions were re- a feeling of bitter remorse.+
moved from the operation of the in- The evil effects of assertory or judicial
quiry--what is right and what wrong ? oaths he did not find so flagrant, lie
The claims of mercy and justice might held that some formality was necessary
cry aioud,--hundreds of thousands of as a sanction for truth--necessary to
his own subjects might suffer the fright- this extent, that the witness might, by
ful death that is caused by the hardships its use, be put upon his guard that he
of unsuccessfulwar_in the vain attempt to shall be made judicially responsible if he
inflict the same calamity on hundreds tell a falsehood. But the effect of mak-
er thousands of unoffending foreigners ing this ceremony a sacred invocatlou
--it mattered not : the cause was pre- he maintained to be, that the criminality
judged, a vow had been registered in of falsehood was removed to the wrong
heaven_ and it must be fulfilled. _ place. Instead of being centered ill

But the most pernicious of all pro- the mischief occasioned by the lie, it
missory oaths are subscriptions to de- was attached to the profanation of tlm
clarations of faith--to religious tests, ceremony. Thus, judicial falsehood, in-
They are a direct bribe to perjury-- stead of being like theft or forgery, :t
perjury which is daily committed, crime between man and man, was con-
Whether, having serious differences of verted into an offence against God.
opinion on the subject, the candidate Hence it resulted, that the real ingredi-
for office deliberately sets his hand to ent in the offence was lost sight of, and
that which he disbelieves, or, purposely that men behoved that if they could
closing his eyes to the genuine meaning stand right on the subject of the profa-
of the words, be, at the same time, nation_ the injury committed was no
shuts his ears to the voice of conscience, wrong. Multitudinous are the devices
by carelessly signing as a "matter of that were fallen upon to evade the oath;
course," the effect is equally pernicious for wherever a man could persuade
in poisoning the stream of public me- himself that he was not pledged to the
rality--poisoning it at its very foun- Deity, (and in many a case the conclu-
tain, the institutions where learning, and sion has been easily come to) he was free;
morality, and religion are promulgated for neither law nor morality said it was
--poisoning it through the very hands a crime to accomplish any object by a
of those who are under the most sacred testimonial fraud, if it were not accom-
of real obligations to keep it pure panied bya false oath.++ The danger of
and uncontaminated. Bentham could the fallacy is iu this, that, as the sane-
never refer_ without the mosg lively in- tion for truth is hidden _-ith his other
dignation, to that most flagitious of religious opinions in the breast of the
shapes in which this vice is practised, witness_ no one can tell whether it is in
when the adherence to a certain array operation or not. It is a simple dec-
of complex doctrines is extracted from trine, the practical application of which
youth, purposely and avowedly before can be easily calculated on, that if a
they are capable of comprehending them; witness_ by the nature of his evidence,

the thing which is done when they are + See Works, vol. x. p. 37.
required, before they know the doe- ++In the trial of an election petition some
triues of the Church of England, to years ago, it came out in evidence, that young
declare what side they will take after lads put pieces of paper, with the number 21

marked oa them, in their shoes, that they
See Works: vol. it. p. 408 ct seq.; v. 207, might he able to _wea_ they were "ab_v,_

_14 at_c_. twent}--oae,"
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]cads twelve men to convict another of nor feax--neither reason, nor the trea-
murder unjustly_ he is himself guilty of sures of experience, can operate upon
murder : but you must have found your them to make them revoke their laws.
way to the bottom of his soul, and must Thus, every man who is possessed of
know his whole system of religion, be- wealth, by judiciously founding with it
fore you are assured that he holds any some institution properly calculated to
given ceremony a sacred obligation made the end in view, may place a perpetual
between the Deity and himself. _ barrier in the way of free inquiry, and

The oath applied to jurymen in Eng- tie down a portion of posterity to the
land_ was one which Bentham held as amount of knowledge and the class of
su$ generis in its absurdity and self- opinions possessed by the men of his
contradiction. Twelve men are corn- own generation. II In public national
l)elled solemnly to swear that they will matters, legislation in some measure
come to a decision according to their adapts the increased facilities to the ca-
conscience, and theyare then starved till larged wants of the age ; systems of
they declare themselves all ofonemind._f management make some approach to

Since the earlier works of Bentham the improved habits of the time ; of[i-
against oaths were published, Legisl_ cial salaries are brought to something
tion has made rapid strides in the abo- like a proportion, according to the state
litlon both of the promissory and asser- of the labour-market, with the work per-
tory class.++ formed for them. But centuries pass,

Bentham considered the support and with their train of changes and improve-
perpetuation of Foundations, or Insti- meuts, and leave the foundation unal-
tutions for the inculcation of partieu- tered and unalterable. The legislature
lar doctrines, to be most dangerous to dare not pry into its operations, or ask
the cause of truth;§ and he likened whatitsoiiicialsarepald,orwhattheydo;
them to funds for paying judges to de- while the daily routine of the establish-
cidc, not according to justice, but in meat, and the very costume of its in-
fawmr of a specified class of clients. So mates, proclaim it at war with improve-
long as the system shall continue, of ment_a cluster of human beings, at
keeping foundations " sacred," as it is whose gate the march of civilisation and
called, from the interference of the enlightemnent is arrested. The whole
legislature acting upon them for the principle of the sacredness of founda-
common good, they become so many tions proceeds on a false analogy with
centres of absolutism in the midst of free the stability of property. Because it is
institutions-of absolutism, where there good for all members of society, that a
is not even that chance of improvement man should keep, and use for all lawful
which may be afibrded in the probability purposes while he lives, and should give
of occasional good mcn appearing in a to wlmm he pleases at his death, that
succession of despots ; for the despots which he has made, or which he is
who have thus transmitted their will to otherwise allowed to call his own,--it
future ages, are gone, and neither hope does not follow that it is good for the

See "Swear not at all." Also, Works_ already reached by the more civilized. Apart
_ol. v. p. 454 et seq.; vi. 318 et scq. from questions as to the superiority of one

•_"See Works, vol. v. p. 8_ et seq. sect of Christians over another, the religmus
•* See Editor's noteto Works_vol. v. p. 188. opinions of civilized Europe cannot well be
§ Estabhshments for the support and mflu- propagated in barbarous Africa, without con-

cace of a dominant sect m a civihzed country, veymg some portions of whatever_ in the char-
are not to be confounded with funds for up- acter of the pcople of Europe, is superior
pointing propagandist missions to barbarous to that of the people of Africa. But it by no
countries, or to the destitute or uncivilized means follows, that, in the same civilized so-
portion of a community. The former have a ciety, good will be done by giving one sect
tendency to stop inquiry, and keep back the power and money to bear down another. The
commumty in the pursuit of truth ; the latter subject of Christian missions was not investl-
have for their object the raising less iutelli- gated in any of Bentham's pubhshed works.
gent classes to the _tandald which lm_ been I] See Works_vol. ix. pp. 35, 303.
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community that be should be allowed to ied juribdiction accordingly. The origin
employ it in building a barrier to stop the of this class of fictious was of the most
stream of civilisation and improvement, souiid character--fire judges and other
and to keep a certain class of his fellow- officers of court being paid by fees, a
men just as enlightened on a certain set trade competition for jurisdictions took
of doctrines as he is himself, and no more place ; each court trying to offer better
so. The sinister interests which sup- terms to litigants, than the others, and
port the permanence and inviolability adopting the fictions as a means of ac-
of such institutions, are founded in the complishing this object. Of another
wealth they give to individuals and the class are the Fictions as to Commou
power of domination they confer on Bail, Fines and Recoveries, Docking
classes of thinkers. When they are Entails, &c. Where the object to be ac-
overwhelmed by any great revolution complished by the fiction is a right one,
of opinion--such as the Reformation-- it should have been accomplished all-
those portions _f them which escape in- rectly, and without falsehood or ambi-
dividual rapacity are seized upon by the guity, by the Legislature ; where the
strongest sect, appropriated by them to end is a wrong one, it should not have
the promulgation of doctrines the reverse been accomplished at all. But whether
of those for which the property was ori- used to a good or a bad purpose, it is
ginally destined, and are then surrouuded an assumption of arbitrary power. "A
by tile same mlpregnable walls of sa- fiction of law may be defined a wilful
credness and immutability, as if they falsehood, having for its object the steal-
were still held in terms of the original ing legislative power, by and for bands
founder's destination, and had never been which durst not, or could not, openly
wrenched from the hands of those for claim it; and, but for the delusion thus
whom he intended them. produced, could not exercise it. ''_

The "Fictions of Law," of which the It is true that new fictions are not
English practice is so full, were repeat- now invented--at least on any eonsi-
edly and earnestly attacked by Bent- derable scale; and that those tbrmerly
ham, both collectively and in detail. The created have become a fixed part of the
example shown to the world, of false- law, and are uniform in their operation.
hoods deliberately, and on a fixed sys- It is still the case, however, that from
tern, told in the very workshops of .lus- the nominal repetition of the fraud nn-
tice, and by these who are employed der which they were originally perpe-
to support truth mid honesty, he looked trated, they are a cumbrous and costly
upon as holding out a pernicious example method of transacting judicial business.
to the public. Without any sarcastic But they have a much worse influence
or reprehensory qualification, a fiction than this. By the obscurity and corn-
of law may be defined in general as the plexity with which they surround ope-
saying something exists which does not rations which might be simple and open,
exist, and acting as if it existed ; or theyafford concealment to fraud and pro-
vice versd. Thus, by the system of fessional chicanery; they exclude the un-
pleading anterior to the late Uniformity professional manfrom the meansofknow-
Act, the defendant over whom the Court ing what the lawyer is doing among the
of King's Bench extended its juris- windings of the professional labyrinth,
diction, was said in the writ to have and they show him that the law coun-
been in the custody of the Marshal of tenanees palpable falsehoods. " When
the King's Bench Prison for an of- an action, for example, is brought against
fence, though no such circumstance had a man, how do you think tl,ey contrive
taken place. The court had originally to give him notice to defend himself ?
no jurisdiction over any one who was Sometimes he is told that he is in jail ;
not so in custody; the lie was told sometimes that he is lurking up and
that the court might have an excuse for down the country, in company with a
interfering ; the court would not allow
the lie to be contradicted, and it assum- _ Work_ vol. i. p. 243.
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vagabond of the name of Doe ; though are called modern having it overtimes that are
all the while he is sitting quietly by his called ancient. There are more : for decrepi-
own fireside : and this my Lord Chief tude as applied to persons is real : as appliedto times it is imaginary. Men, as they acquire
Justice sets his hand to. At other times, experience, lose the faculties that might enable
they write to a man who lives in Cum- them to turn it to account : it is not so with
berland or Cornwall, and tell him that times : the stock of wisdom acquired by ages
if he does not appear in Westminster is a stock transmitted through a vast number

of generations, from men in the perfectxonof
Hall on a certain day he forfeits an hun- their faculties to others also in the perfection
dred pounds. When he comes, so far of their faculties : the stock of knowledge
from having anything to say to him, transmitted from one period of a man's hfe to
they won't hear him : for all they want another period of the same man's life, is _.

ir n "* stock from which, after a certain period, large
him for, is to grease the fi gers. defalcatmns are every minute making by the

A class of chronic falsehoods had scythe of Time.+
found their way into the minds of poli-
tical thinkers, which Bentham, in imi- That the end justifies the means, is
tationofthelogicians, termed Fallacies.+ another of these fallacies. He held
Of these he undertook a laborious and that both the end and the means should

minute investigation and exposure; and be weighed in the balance of good and
there were none of his extensive labours evil. When, taken together, they af-
to which he looked with more satisfac- ford a balance of good, then are both
tion than this rooting out, from the field transactions justified ; but, if more mis-
er political thought, of the tares which chief be done by the means than the
the enemies of truth had sown in it. good produced by the end, no abstract

lie found that they consisted, to a great amount of goodness can justify that end
extent, in an ingenious perversion of the being followed.§ As a familiar example:
language of praise or blame, to make it if a man is drowning, the rescuing him
comprehend that which did not properly is a good end in itself; but, if the me-
come within the quality expressed : and thod of rescuing him should involve the
the permanent evil to truth lie found to sacrifice of two other lives, the balance
consist in the circumstance, that by habi- of the whole act is evil, and the end
tual use and reiteration, men came to does not justify the means. " Argt_e
associate the good or bad quality with not from the abuse of a thing against
the thing so spoken of, without examin- its use," is another fallacy. The liabi-
ing it. Thus the term "old," which, as lity to be abused is a quality which mnst
applied to men, implies the probability detract from the value of anything that
of superior experience and sedateness, can be made use of. Between two in-
he found used in characterizing early stitutions, equal in value in other re-
times, or those states of society which spects, that which has preservatives
had not the benefit of so long a lesson against the means of turning it to abuse,
of experience as later times have had. is better than that which has none. In-

It is singular that the persons who are most deed, it is in the preservatives against
loud in magnifying the pretended advantage abus% that whatever is valuable in poll-
in point of wisdom of ancient over modern tical institutions has its value. The
times, are the very same who are the most sacrifices to this principle arc enormous
loud in proclaiming the superiority in the same in a constitutional country. When the
respect of old men above young ones. What business could be transacted in the Go-
has governed them in both cases seems to have
been the prejudice of names : it is certain vernment office at a hundredth part of
that, if there be some reasons why the old the expense, and in, perhaps, a fiftieth
should have advantage over the young, there part of the time, who would have it
are at least the same reasons for times that managed in Parliament, were it not for

the protection afforded by the represen-
* Works, vol. v. p. 234. See generally on tative system against abuse ? If we

Fictions of Law, vol. i. p. 243; v. 13; vi. 100;
vii. 283 et seq.; 415 et secl.; ix. 77 et seq.

See the Book of F_llaciesj vol. ii. p. 375 .+Works, vol. x. p. 69.
¢$se_. _ Ibid, vQl, ii, p, 470,
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were bound to put the abuses out of view, inference of vague generalities, was not
despotism would be found to be the best heeded. It is true that this was but a cri-
form of government, ticismon the meaning of words; and the

Fallacies lurk in abundance under time was not one for theorising but for
imputations and laudatory personalities, acting. Words, however, are the expres-
They are to be found, also, in certain sion of opinions, and opinions are the
fixed party expressions : such as "Or- source of acts. The same opinions may
der," " Establishment," " Matchless again gain ground more or less, and be
Constitution," " Balance of Power," expressed in like words, and amenable
"Glorious Revolution." Fallacies of no to the same criticism ; and if to the mere

small influence on society, pervade the lover of narrative, or the partisan peli-
employment of words designative of tician raking out from the embers of the
principles, as a means of indicating in- Revolution materials for modern contro-
dividuals ; as where the opponents of a versy, the philosopher's logical comment
dominant party are called the enemies will have little interest, it will weigh
of government; and those who find fault much with those who have the peace
with the doings of lawyers, are said to and wellbeing of society really.at heart.
be in opposition to the law; terms used "In a play or a novel, an improper
when there is a wish to class those they word is but a word : and the impro-
are levelled at as enemies to the preser- priory, whether noticed or not, is at-
ration of property, or to the enforcement tended with no consequences. In a
of.justice. With a hke object are those body of laws--especially of laws given
who attack churchmen and priestcraft as constitutional and fundamental ones
called the enemies of the church, and, --an improper word would be a national
by inference, the enemies of religion. _ calamity : and civil war may be the

The Book of Fallacies is chiefly di- consequcnce of it. Out of one foolish
rected against the devices made use of word may start a thuusand daggers. "+
on the side of corruption or arbitrary One of the expressions attacked in
power. In a separate tract, called connexion with anarchical fallacies has
Anarchical Fallacies,q there is an ex- already been noticed, in reference to
position of the false logic with which Bentham's abandonment of technical
demagogues, and other enemies of wcll- terms which had been vitiated by their
ordered society, vindicate their misdeeds, bad use--(see p. 14.)
His Text-Book, on this occasion, was Bentham considered that the Legisla-
"the declaration of the rights of man and ture, in dealing with the subject of
thecitizen, decreedbytheConstituentAs- Evidence, had in its power the means
sembly in France ;" and it was while the of creating and applying to practical
philosopher, in his retirement, was ex- use a store of facts, covering the whole
pounding the sanguinary and anti-social field of human action, and forming an
reasoning of this production, that the experimental foundation, bywhieh every
wildest flames of the Revolution burst description of operation, from the pro-
forth, and confirmed his prophecies ere ceedings of the Legislature and the ju-
the ink had dried on the page. In the dicial tribunals, to the acts of the private
storm of that eventful period, the small citizen, might be beneficially regulated.
still voice of one weighing the meanings As the great means of separating what
of words used, and drawing the practical is true from what is false he thought the

code of judicial evidence should proceed
on the most searching examination of

references*See WorkS,ma_leVOl.aboveii.p. on448the;iX.subject76.Theof]principles, and should be most cautiously
fallacies are casual and unmethodical. A land scientifically organized. To an
mere analytical view of the fallacies exposed examination of the principles on which
by Bentham, would not be satisfactory, with. ] that code should be based, and of the
out embodying the exposure itself; and to
_omplish that task more briefly than he has l aberrations of the existing law, he de-
,resell done it, would be a vain ttttempt,

t Works, vol. ii. p. 489 f_ _e7, [ $ Works_voL ii. p. 497,
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voted two of the volumes now before I battel aud the ordeal of the hot ploush-
the public; * and there is, perhaps, shares ; and it so far held sway when
scarcely any other of his expositions Bentham wrote his Rationale of Evi-
which has been so generally adopted deuce, that there was no exemption in
by all who have examined it, or which criminal cases : and if a witness, from
the Legislature has so decidedly conscientious motives, or obstinacy, or
(though certainlyvery cautiously)shown evil design, refused to swear, a curtain
itself disposed to admit into the law was drawn before the light which his
of the land. The subject is divided in- evidence might throw on the charge, and
to two great heads. The first is that the accused was let loose on society, or
which is ordinarily called Evidence--- unjustly punished, according to the side
the succession of facts, from the con- on which the deficiency might act.
sideration of which a belief is come to When large bodies of men arose with
on one side or other of a statement ; as conscientious objections to oaths, the
in the case of a civil or criminal trial, principle underwent a practical reduct_o
when, from the testimony of witnesses, ad absurdum, and society ran the risk
the conduct of persons, or the position of being dissolved; for there were thou-
of things, a decision is come to by those sands upon thousands of men with broad-
who are appointed to judge. This is brimmed hats, whose presence, when
calledUnpreappointedevidence, beeause crimes were committed, exempted the
the dispute arises out of the very f'tct perpetrators from punishment,--and so
that arrangements have not been, or the Legislature had to give way succes-
could not have been, made sufficient to sively in the case of the Quakers, the Me-
obviate it ; and the circumstances out ravians, and the Separatists. On a kin-
of which the truth is finally reached dred ground, a witness was rejected on
were not prearranged for the purpose accountofhis religiouscreed;andjustice
of exhibiting it. The other species of was injured that he might be punished
Evidence is called Preappointed, and by the reproach thrown upon him. A
consists_ in general_ of what are corn- man being a_ked in the witness box if
inertly called Records : authenticated he believes in a God, and a future state
statements of facts, such as are conveyed of rewards and punishments, and an-
in recorded contracts, registers of births swering "no," is immediately rejected;
marriages and deaths, &c., reduced into his candour in admitting so very unpo-
a state of evidence to be applied to sub- pular a fact, being a foundation for the
seqnent use, whether at the instance of inference that he cannot be depended
the legal tribunals, or of the legislators on for speaking the truth. If he tell a
or others, who may wish to make the falsehood, beginning his evidence by a
facts so proved the foundation of their deliberate statement of a belief in that
public or private acts. which he does not belier% he is held au

Bringing his ruling principle to bear unexceptionable witness.
on the first of these great classes, he Another of the principles of exclu-
found that no species of evidence sion attacked in the Rationale of Evi-
should be hidden from those who had deuce is that which is founded on _n-

to judge in a disputed question, nn- terest. It is admitted that preponder-
less it could be made to appear that ant interest in favour of falsehood may
more mischief would be done by the ad- sway the testimony era witness; but the
mission than by the exclusion. The law, question comes to be, who shall predi-

instead of weighing the matter by this cate of the extent to which it will swaysimple rule, has given effect to barbarous him or whether it will sway him at all.
usages and prejudices, and to feelings of Shall those be the judges in this matter
antipath_r and vengeance. The cere- who have the living and speaking mau
mony of art oath was invented as au before them, with a statement of the
ordeal_ at the same time with trial by circumstance liable to sway him, the

power of cross-questioning him, and the
• Works_ vols. vi. and vii. means of punishing him for falsehood
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or prevarication ? or shall the matter duct, without legally disqualifying him.
be prejudged by those who have never It is sowhere be pursues the ends ofjus-
seen him, but who know human nature tico from a feeling of resentment, and
so much better than the judge and incurs expense to gratify it. If he had
jury who are to see him, that they can that interest in the conviction which is
predict precisely whether he is going expressed by the money he has spent to
to tell the truth or a lie ? English procure it, he would be disqualified; but
practice has decided in favour of the the existence of an interest so incontro-
latter alternative, and has declared that vertibly proved to be stronger does not
the evidence of a witness who has an in- affect him.
retest in the question at issue must be Another improper ground for exclud-
rejected, ing a witness is his being a criminal--

But the limitation of the exclusion is a ground much narrowed by the later
itself a proof of its absurdity. Interest practice of all parts of the empire. It
may grow out of the whole range of is where the crime imputed is that of
human passions and feelings. Revenge, perjury, that it founds the greatest
ttatred, Love, Affection, Party Spirit, doubt of the probable veracity of the
may all bear strongly on the human witness; and on this ground Bentham
mind, and prepare it for any description meets it. A man has assuredly told one
of iniquity. In vain, however, could the falsehood--does it necessarily follow that
law attempt to measure these sources he will tell another ? If the truth could
of interest, or fix a general criterion for be had without appealing to him, it
ascertaining their existence. One spe- might be well not to run the risk ; but
eies of interest only could it measure-- the case supposes the impracticability
the pecuniary ; and therefore it narrow- of getting at the truth without hearing
ed the operatmn of exclusion to that him,--for that which makes a man a wit-
ground. It thus happens that, accord- ness is the necessity of having his state-
ing to the principles of English law, ment to make up a full view of the facts.
Damon and Pythias would not be pre- Is, then, the certain deception arising
sumed to have any such community of from defective evidence, to be incurred in
feeling as would endanger the strictest preference to the risk of deception from
impartiality if one were called on to his telling a falsehood--a risk indefi-
testify against the other ; while, on the nitely reduced by the chance that his
other hand, if Aristides could gain a falsehood, if uttered, will be disbelieved,
farthing by swearing away an innocent and that his character will make his evi-
man's life, he would so undoubtedly per- deuce be scrutinizingly examined ? The
jure himself for the sake of the farthing, law in this case stultifies itself by a
that he need not be listened to. counter-exclusion limiting the means by

In favour of truth there are a multitude which the perjury can be proved. This
of tutelary motives, acting independent- must be by production of the record
ly of the operation of the law in punish- of conviction, and no otherwise : and if
ingmendacity. Indolence alone is a mo- this record is kept out of the way,
tire in favour of truth : to support a lie though there may be a thousand persons
through a circumstantial history, under (the judge included) ready to testify
a battery of cross-questions, is a difficult that the witness was convicted of per-
task which a man will not enter on for jury, his testimony is unexceptionable.
nothing. Religion, morality, the respect But the most mischievous of all the
of the world, are all in favour of truth; exclusions is that by which a man is
and why should it be presumed that privileged to decline giving testimony
the slightest--the very slightest---pecu- which may injure him. It is not that
niary interest will at once break down I the injury may not in some eases be a
all these barriers ? In reality there are I justifiable protection : a merchant should
many cases in which the inferiority of I not have the secrets of his trade drag-
the pecuniary to some other interest is ged to light by any interested person
_hibited lathe nature of;twitue_'_coa- who can ingeniously plant a petty liti-
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gation in his vicinity. But to justify is quite true that there may be means
the privilege, the evil to be suffered by of coming at the truth which ought to
disclosure should be clearly predominant be avoided from their mischievous effects
over the advantage of the evidence. It on society; but these mischievous effects
is in those cases where the right to this can only occur in the unjust punishment
privilege is held most indisputable, that of the innoeent,--the just punishment of
it is most pernicious in its effect---viz, the guilty cannot be an evil. TorLure
where the harm which the witness may is a means of coming at the truth; but
bring on himself, is punishment for an the objection to it is, that the innocent
offence. The law says, that no man is as well as the guilty mawrsuffer from the
bound to criminate himself; and thus, operation of the test. In the case of a
by unjust leniency founded upon a false man criminating himself, it is the guilty,
analogy, the evidence of two crimes is and none other, that can be affected ;
purposely concealed ; that of a crime and society at large gains an undoubted
which a witness may have himself corn- advantage by the proof of a crime and
mitted, and that of another crime which the consequent punishment of the de-
he may have witnessed in the course of linquent. The leading principle laid
his own iniquities. If the laws which down by Bentham regarding the inves-
condemn a man be just laws, let them tigation of crimes, is of the clearest and
be enforced--if they be unjust, let them most effective character ; it is simply
be amended. The various impediments this : adopt every measure for the ex-
which still stand in the way of the con- posure of the guilty, which will not in-
viction of a criminal are the re]ics of a volvo the innocent. This principle does
barbarous age, when might made right, not admit of confidential communica-
--when one classofmen made cruel laws, tions by criminals to their law advisers
and others tried to protect themselves being kept invio!ate, any more than
from their operation by frauds and tic- their revelations to their accomplices.
tions. When society was in such a Confidential communications, the object
state, that an innocent man was as likely of which is to defeat the law, have no
to be hanged as a guilty, there was some better claim to secrecy than those which
reason on the side of those who thought have in view _he commission of a crime.
that every legal quibble which saved a A change of system in this respect
victim from the fangs of the law was a would probably make criminals less
virtuous act : but in an age when nine- confidential with their agents; but it is
tenths of society are in favour of the difficult to see what harm society could
pure administration of justice, those who suffer by an alteration which would only
encourage such impediments to their ope- compromise the safety of the guilty.
ration cast an imputation on the institu- The above remarks bear only on a
tions of their country. -_ small portion of the Rationale of Evi-

It would seem, to those unaccustomed dence. An analysis of the whole work,
to its operation, to be an absurdity too within the compass of the present notice,
perverse to have entered into the brain would be little more than a table of
of man, to award a punishment for an contents, and could give the reader no
offence, and then, on the plea of hu- satisfaction. On a subject which occu-
manity, to take measures to prevent the pies a considerable proportion of the
criminal from betraying his guilt. It work--that of Records, some remarks

will be made further on. (See p. 72.)
From The Globe of 7th December, 1842.

" Surrey Sessions, 6th December, 1842.-- ceived in evidence, would surely have led to
Charge of Stealing a Banker's Check. a very different result from that which the

" The jury, after a short deliberation, ac- trial had taken. The prisoner then bowed
quitted the prisoner ; upon which and left the dock."

" The chairman, addressing him, said that The questionnaturally suggested by the per-
he was very fortunate to have escaped con- usal of this statement is, Whether the Surrey
vietion ; for the court was in possession of a magistrates sit for the punishment of criminals_
document of which there was little doubt he or for the purpose of conniving at their crimes
was the writer_and which_had it been re- by concealingthe evidence t
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SECTION IV.

SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT.

To find out the best means by which the happiness of the people being the
mankind could be governed, was the object of government, the means of ob-
chief object of all Bentham's exertions ; taining that object would thus be in the
and there is scarcely a work which he power of those who have the chief in-
has written in which he has not some terest in realizing it. The happiness of
allusion to this subject. IIis exposi- crecy individualin the communitywould
tions in reference to politics are divided be best secured by giving every indivi-
into two distinct classes. In the one he dual the species of government he would
lays down those principles and rules of like best. But as confliction of interests
action which ought to guide a people, renders this impossible, the nearest ap-
supposed to have thrown off all tram- preach to such universal freedom of
reels of prejudice and established custom, choice is, to put the power into the hands
and to be in search of the very best form of the majority, whose use of it will not
of government which a practical philoso- only be that which is most conducive to
pher would dictate to persons readyim- their own liking, but will likewise be
plicitly to adopt his arrangements. In such as cannot be very detrimental to a
tile other class of cases, in which he minority, which, in the case of such per-
had immediate practical ends m view, fect freedom, must have too many in-
his endeavour was to mould the existing terests in common with the majority" to
machinery of established institutions and be in any ease much injured by these
opinions to the production of the best proceedings which may appear to the
practical results. The reader, therefore, latter the most fitting. But all the peo-
must not take it for granted that the ple of a state large enough to enjoy
principles and institutions which are de- separate government profitably, cannot
ycleped in the former class of works, are collectively transact the business of go-
such as their Author would recommend vernment; and therefore it is necessary
a practical statesman, connected with that some artificial arrangement should
an established government, to put into be adopted, by which the closest practi-
immediate operation, however much he cable approach may be made towards
might wish to establish in the states- acting in accordance with their opinions:
man's mind a leaning to such opinions hence comes the Representative system.
as an ultimate end of gradual change. Bentham was of opinion that no male
There are projects of practical reform adult should be excluded from voting
in the minor works of Bentham, adapted for a representative, except those who
to all grades of government, from de- are unable to read. IIis criterion of a
mocratic republicanism in the United right to the franchise was therefore equi-
States, '_ to l_Iahommedan despotism in valent to that which Mr Adam has aptly
Tripoli.+ It will not be expected that called The Knowledge qualification.
any development should be here attempt- Bentham termed it "virtually universal
ed of the different projects of reform suffrage," because it excluded no one who
which he thus applied to such distinct chose to take the trouble of learning to
circumstances; but some explanation of read; and it might fairly be estimated
the more conspicuous features of his opin- that those who refused to make this exer-
ions on government will be attempted, tion were as unfit to exercise the right to

He held that the ruling power should advantage, as they were careless of its
be in the hands of the people, because possession. ++ There were other persons

�SeeWorks, vol. iv. p. 451 et seq. ._See Works, vol. iii. pp. 464, 470, 560, 565.--
+ Ibid. vol, _-iii. p. 555 et _e7. "Now a_ to the qualification by reading_At
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besides "non-readers" who might be ceed on a raised platform in presence
excluded, were it not for the complexity of the public and of certain officials,
that would be so created---e.g, people who all see that the elector votes for
of unsound intellect, and criminals, some one, without knowing for whom.
Their influence, however, would be al- In a glass-covered counter, cards, are
most imperceptible--they would not deposited bearing each the name of a
exist in any one place in sufficient hum- candidate, a separate compartment being
hers to be made serviceable tools of; and provided for the cards of each eandi-
their votes, presuming them to be given date. These cards have each a joint or
without thought, or with a bad inten- hinge in the middl% admitting of their
tion, would be likely to tell on either being folded double_ with the name in-
side of a contest with tolerably equal side. At the moment of voting, no one
effect. Arrangements for excluding sees these cards but the voter, who takes
them would be complex and uncertain ; one of them up folded, and holding it
whereas the criterion of ability to read between his finger and thumb in the
is easily adjusted on a simple practicable presence of the public, hands it to an
arrangement, which is described in the official, who, without seeing the name
Draft of a Reform Bill. _ ]Ie was within, files it in the presence of the
of opinion that the questions whether public. + It is a necessary preliminary
females should be admitted to the fran- of such a system, that all questions as
ehise, and how the political privileges to the right of voting are prejudged,
they ought to hold should be bounded, and that no scrutiny can supervene.
could not be satisfactorily discussed Annual Parliaments, and equality of
while prejudices on the subject are so Election Districts, are farther arrange-
strong as they were when he wrote. + meats of the representative system, the

Another of the essentials of represen- reasons for which are also noticed in con-
tative government, is Secrecy in Suffrage nexion with responsibility. To obviate
--the system of the Ballot. The tea- the inconvenience apt to be created by
sons will be briefly explained further on the annual separation of the legislature,
in connexion with the principle of re- a plan is devised for the appointment of
sponsibility. In the Draft of a Reform a" Continuation committee," to keep on
Bill, arrangements are made for con- through a succeeding sessi_n the thread
ducting an election on the Ballot system, of the legislation commenced in a pre-
well worthy of the attention of practi- ceding ; § an arrangement which, in
cal reformers. The operation is to pro- conjunction with others for keeping

first blush, it seems to involve exclusion :--it Qualification by reading involves no exclu-
does no such thing in effect. From two to sion : for every man who chose could give it
three months' social pastime_ at the hours of to himself. He could do so, before a bill such
repose from work, would give it to all adults as this could go through the forms, even snp-
in whose eyes the priwlege were worth that posing Honourable House ever so well dis-
price : and he_m whose eyes it were not posed to it."--P. 560.
worth that price, could not, with much justice, _ Works_ vol. ifi. p. 565.
complain at the not having it. Qualification + See Works, vol. ix. pp. 3,108. Perhaps the
by householdership does revolve exclusion : following would be the just utilitarian method
for it is not in every man's power to pay of treating this question. At the present too-
rent and taxes for a house. Householderslup meat there is, perhaps, not above one female
is evidence of property ; it is for tins cause in a hundred who wmhes to possess the fran-
that it is required by those who stipulate for chise. The extension of it to the sex would
it. Qualification by payment of taxes--that be a sacrifice of the peace and happiness of the
too involvesexelusion : ifbypayment oftaxes ninety-nine to the ambitmn of the one_ and
be meant that which is anything to the put- even the agitation of the question would be a
pose, Qualification by payment to indirect modified annoyance to the former. It will per-
taxes_ if those be the taxes meant_is univer- haps be time for seriously eonsidering the ques-
sality of suffrage, for where is the human tion, when the majority of the sex show an
being that pays not to taxes on consumption _ inclination to have a voice in Parliamentary
to the taxes called indirect taxes _. Payment Polities.
to direct taxes--to assessed taxes for exam- _+See Works, vo]. iii. p. 571.
ple--is householdcrship under another name. _ Work% vol. ix. p. 170,
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projects of law once brought before the tares. § The arrangements of such lo-
legislature from dropping out of notice, cal legislatures_ in subordination to the
would prevent the public time from supreme body_ are provided for in the
being unprofitably wasted, by being de- Constitutional Code. II
voted_ as that of the British Parliament A hereditary legislative body is an
frequently is, to the furtherance of men- institution utterly at variance with the
sates which are afterwards lost sight of. first principles of that republican sys-

The arrangements for the strict at- tern, which Bentham considered to be
tendance of the members of the legisla_ the best form of Government in the ab-
ture, and for economically adjustingthe straet--the best form that could be
time at their disposal to their duties adopted, if circumstances should give
form the subject of many stringent pro- an unlimited variety of choice. But
visions in the Constitutional Code. * It he was decidedly of opinion, that any
is provided that the executive ministers second chamber, whether elective or
of the state shall be present ex o_cio, hereditary, can operate to no good. It
in order that they may be questioned, occasions delay. It makes rivalry and
may afford instruction and explanation, conflicts between house and house, which
and may even originate measures and tend to the public detriment. It pre-
join in the debate--but they are not to vents decisions from coming clearly
have the privilege of voting, t That out, as between majority and minority,
the superior experience and knowledge very often making a small minority of
whlch the judgesmust possess, of the state the collective members of the Legisla-
of the law, and of the amendments from ture triumphant over a majority. The
from time to time necessary to improve pra_:tical result of such a system, in the
it, may be applied to practical use, an end, generally is, that the one house
official communication with the legis- becomes the originating and working,
lature is kept constantly open to them; and truly legislating body, while the
and to prevent their suggestions from other, finding itself incapable for good_
being neglected, provision is made for has nothing to boast of but its capacity
these being incorporated in the body of for mischief; the extent of which is the
the law, if the legislature, after the pro- more palpably shown tbe more useful
per formal intimations, do not interpose are the measures it resists. The ser-
a veto. ++ vices presumed to be performed by a

In the British Parliament much of the second legislative body, in the shape of
time that should be devoted to the gen- inquiry, and the deliberate and accurate
eral legislation of the country is wasted inspection of measures before they are,
on local and private projects. Of these sanctioned, are all capable of being
there are some that sho,fld be appro- adapted to the legislation of a single
printed to the Courts of Law--others chamber, through the instrumentality
should be managed by Local Legisla- of eommittees._l

• Works, vol. ix. p. 163-170. benefit of which is confined within the limits
"1"Ibid. p. 316. .++Ibid. pp. 431, 504-508. of particular portions of territory : say of pe-
§" Of eases in which, for want of due dis- cuhar districts. In this case a more apt au-

crimination between the duties peeuhar to it- thorlty would be, that of the sub-legislature
self, and those not peculiar to itself, the Su- of the district.
preme Legislature stands exposed to the dan- "So, if forany loealpurpose, eommontosome
get of wasteful application of its time, ex- district.
amples are the following :-- "So, a transfer fora merely private purpose :

"Inqu,ry and decismn as to a ease in which the arrangement being clearly conducive t_
property belonging to anindividual is required the mutual benefit of all parties ; and the
to be transferred to Government, for some transfer capable of being made without de-
supposed preponderantly beneficial national triment to the general sense of security and
purpose : and thence as to the quality and respect of property. Here the appropriate
quantity of the compensation due. In this authority would be the judicial authority of
case the appropriate authority would be, not the distrlct."--Works, vol. ix. p. 118.
the Supreme Legislative, but the Judicial. }lWorks, vol. ix. p. 640 et seq.

"Taxation, for the expense of works, the ¶ See Letter to Fellow Citizens of France
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In considering the proper arrange- Assembly of France;+ but_in that mob-
meats for the conduct of business by a arena, its rational views, and the prac-
supreme legislature, it was found, that tical application of them, were alike an-
very little improvement could be made heeded.
on the practice of Parliament ; which, in This loose sketch of the leading prin-
Bentham's opinion, made the nearest ap- ciples of the system of government_ de-
preach to abstract perfection, which has veloped by Bentham in his Constitu-
been exhibited by any human institu- tional Code and other works, would be
tion. To those who are accustomed to incomplete without the statement, that,
expect in his works nothing but censure according to his plan, the head of the
of existing institutions, the chapter, government is the Prime Minister,
" on the mode of proceeding in a P_li- chosen by the Legislature.++ Of the
tical Assembly in the formation of its methods by which checks are kept upon
decisions," in the Essay on :Political the power of this official; of his rela-
Tactics, _ will be a remarkable excep- tion to the heads of departments, and
tion. The chief elements of this excel- the machinery hy which their duties and
lence were found in the perfection of the powers are limited and connected with
machinery for preventing anything from each other, it would be impossible to give
going forth as a vote of the body, which anything hke a satisfactory view in this
had not been verbatim subjected to the sketch; and reference must be made to
inspection of its members; the arrange- the substance of the Code.
ments, which rendered it impossible i An important feature in all the poll-
that a subject of debate could drop tical writings of Bentham, consists in
without being disposed of in some shape elucidations of the means by which iaen
or other; the accurate line of distinc- intrusted with power may be prevented
tion between debating and voting; and from abusing it to the public prejudice.
that scientifically arranged system for Considering all the transactions of the
cnnsidering propositions in conjunction Political authorities, including the admi-
with their amendments, which admits nistration of the law, as subject to two
of a vote being separately taken, upon checks--the direction of superordinate
every modification of a proposition political authorities, and the control of
which may happen to be before the public opinion--he searched for the best
house. He was of opinion, that the means of enforcing these securities, and
preservation of the liberties of the found it in the principle of individual
country was, in a great measure, owing responsibility. To this end, he desired
to a firm adherence to the forms of Par- that every judicial or administrative act
liamentarytactics; and he attributed the should be so done, that it might be seen
contrast which they afforded, with the by whom it was done, and under what
tedious, complex, and perverse forms of circumstances. With this view he pre-
judicial practice in England, to the cir- ferred individual management to board
cumstance, that while the legislature management. Where there are several
bad the distinct and rapid despatch of )ersons concerned in giving effect to an
business honestly at heart, the proceed- operation, responsibiliVy rests with no
ings in the Courts of Law were tortured individual, and cannot be accurately
and twisted to suit the sinister ends of partitioned among all. The relief from
the various parties--the suitors, the responsibility releasing each individual
lawyers, the witnesses, and even the from the anxiety to do right, renders the
judges themselves. The work on Poll- appropriate industry and skill unneces-
tical Tactics was written with the de- sary. If one head and one pair of hands
sign of doing a service to the National can transact the business, it will not be

better done if half-a-dozen heads and a

on Houses of Peers and Senates. Works, vol. dozen pair of hands of the same skill and
iv. p. 419. See also, ii. 307 etseq.; ix. 114
et seq. _¢See Works. vol. ii. p. 299.

* Vol. ii. p. 330 e.tseq. + Works, vol. ix. p. 208.
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ability join in it. If one person cannot the person which his designation an-
do the whole, or if a man be found nounces him to be the representative of
eminently skilful in respect to one part theopinionsofthosewhohavechosenhim.
of the transaction, mad unskilful as to It is not possible that, on every question
others, let the operation be divided ac- which may come before the legislature,
eordingly; keeping this in view, that his own opinion will be precisely that
whatever a man is expected to do, or of tbe majority who voted for him. It
does, it be known and seen whether he is not, as a point of morality, recom-
does it, and how. On the same principle, mended to him to adopt measures which
there areobjeetions to the administration his conscience repels, because his con-
ofjusticebymorethanonejudgeatatime; stitucnts approve of them. But iris his
and in this case there istheadditional argu- duty, if such a difference of opinion arise
men_ that a difference of opinion known between him and his constituents, that,
toexistamongjudgesofequalrank,power, had it been anticipated before the elee-
and means of information, unsettles the tion, lie would not have been electedby
law, and encourages litigation. _ them, to resign his seat. On the re-

But the principle of individual action presentative committing such an act of
does not extend to the legislature. The self-sacrifice, however, no dependence is
object in this case is, nottbe transaction of placed; and a system of arrangements is
the official business of thecountry, butthe expounded in the Constitutional Code,
directionandthecontrolofitstransaction, and the Election Code or Retbrm Bill,
for the benefit of the people by whom calculated to have the effect of removing,
the legislature is constituted. It might with the least practicable inconvenience
be practicable to take the votes of the and delay, any. representative whose
whole people for one ruler to be elected opinion is at variance with that of the
by tile majority ; but besides many other majority of his constituents. The most
risks and inconveniences attending on important and comprehensive of these
it, such a system would leave totally arrangements is the annum election of
unrepresented some class of political representatives; by which, not only is
thinkers, which might be nearly as large the period during which a representative
as that by which the ruler was elected, can be acting at variance with his con-
The greater the number of representa- stituents reduced to a comparatively
tires, the greater will be the number of short one, but a periodical intercom-
persons represented, and the nearer will munication has place between electors
be the approach made to that point of ab- and elected, conducive to the interchange
stract perfection, which would result in of information regarding each other's
everybody being represented. At the sentiments.+
amount, however, beyond which legisla- The principle of personal responsibi-
tire business cannot be easily or advanta- lity, carried through all other depart-
geously transacted, the number of legis- meats of the state, ceases with the con-
laters must be limited ; and thus the pro- stitutive or the elective constituency--
blem of representation cannot be worked the source of all poli;ieal power. The
out without a certain number remaining interest of the individuals constituting
unrepresented. But though there is a he- the greatest number of the people is,
eessitated community of action in a legis- that the government should be conducted
lature, individuality of responsibilitymay favourably to the interests of that great-
be preserved--preserved in the proper est number. Thus the general interest
quarter--between representatives and is each man's personal interest. When
represented. It is held that the represen- any one is transacting that in which his
tative should, so long as he is in that Pc- personal interest v]one is at stake, he
sition, be actually, so far as is practicable, need be responsible to no other person;

*See Works, vol. iii. p. 571 note ; iv. 125; _¢See Works, vol. iii. pp. 512 et 8eq.,588,
v. 17; vi. 557. 600; ix. 191.
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and the interference of another will be I public at large, and in favour of good
more likely to lead him astray than to [ government ; and that the candidate,
put him right. The elector, if uninflu- ] knowing this to be the case, will not
enced, gaining nothing by his choice but_ throw away his money.*
hisshareintheresultsofgoodgovernment] But it is essential to the efficacy of
to all, votes accordingly for the man who, _ this arrangement, as well as to the se-
as a legislator, will act to that end. But | curing the majority in the legislature
if his vote for a person who will not act, to the actual majority of the voters, that
as a legislator, for the general good, be the electoral districts should be equal.
made more valuable to him than his Where one voter, by reason of his being
chance of a share in the results of good in a small constituency, has as great a
government, he will, in the general case, voice in the choice era representative
vote in compliance with that stronger ias ten have in a large constituency, then
interest. Hence the operation of bribery there is the temptation to bring against
and intimidation at elections. Secrecy each elector in that small body ten times
of suffrage, or as it is commonly termed the amount of eorruptive influence that
the ballot, is the remedy held out for will be brought against each constituent
this disease. As the candidate cannot in the larger, or to single the former out
know whether or not the service has for a concentrated attack. Thus, even
been performed, it is held that he will were secrecy of suffrage conceded, with-
not give the wages. It is held that, out equalization of election districts, so
since there is no means of detecting the great might be the corruptive power
nonfulfilment of his bargain, the bribed brought to bear against the small con-
elector is in the same position, as to in-i stituencies, that all practical barriers
terests, with the unbribed--i, e., his in favour of secrecy might be broken
interest is identical with that of the through.t

SECTION IV.

LAW REFORM.

THE promulgation of the Laws is a the neglect of the utilitarian principle--
prominent subject in a great proportion the neglect, in the preparation and exc-
el Bentham's works. He held that a cution of the law, of the very object for
rule of action which the person whom it which those who make it would admit
was to affect could not make himself that it should be made---the good of the
acquainted with the purport of, was community. The nltimate object, for
worse than no rule--a despotic arrange- instance, of the criminal law, is to do
rnent for enabling one man to be cruel good to mankind by the prevention of
to another--a project for catching people crimes. The immediate object is the
in traps, for the advantage, or it might punishment of individuals committing
be the amusement, of those who set crime. In the discharge of this latter
them. Speaking of the common law object, the former and ultimate one has
of England, he says, "Do you know been frequently forgotten. A man com-
how they make it ? Just as a man mits a breach of the law--he is punished,
makes laws for his dog. When your and all concerned consider they ha_'e
dog does _ny_hing you want to break done their duty, and trouble themselves
him of, you wait till he does it, and no further. The criminal says, that if
then you beat him for it."++ The de- he had been aware of the existence of
fects which the English system exhibits such a law he would not have broken it;
in this respect, have had their origin in but he is answered by the old adage,

I

See Works, vol. ii. I). 368; iii. 487, et seq., + See Works, vol. iii. p. 569; ix. 109.
547. $ Ibid. eel. v. p. 235.
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iynoratlo jarls neminem excusat. Pre- The other department of the law--
suminghim to speakthe truth, is it notan the statute law--is indeed the corn-
immediate inference, that it would have mand of the authorized legislature : but
been bettor had the offence never been it is a command perplexed by unintolli-
committed at all, than that, having been gible language, confused, gigantic in its
committed, the perpetrator is punished? proportions, and deficient in internal

It is a feature, too, of unknown laws, facilities for reference and discovery.
that they have to fight society by detail. When a law is to be altered, there is an
When it is known to the public at large act passed, " to amend an act," &c.;
that the commission of a given act will when there is another alteration, there
be met by a specific punishment, they, is an act passed, " to amend an act--
in general, take the alarm collectively to amend an act," &c., &c.* There is
and abstain from it. They know, per- a popular method of referring to acts of
hops, that if they all break the law in a Parliament as being such a chapter of
mass, they could not all be punished ; such a session (e. g. the act 57 Gee. III.
but, like Fielding's mob confronting a c. 101); but when reference is made in
man with a cocked pistol, no one of them the amending statute to that which is
is assured that he may not be the victim, amended, there is no such abbreviated
But a hidden law is a Peignaxd--none mode adopted,--the act is described by
know of the presence of the deadly its title, so that it can only be found by
weapon but those who are stabbed by it, a search among all the acts of the ses-
and their immediate neighbours. Such sion. In populax language too, the acts
a law will often exhaust the power of are divided into sections, which are
its administrators before it produces any numbered consecutively : but this faci-
palpable effect. There are abundance litation is unknown in law, and eonse-
of victims, but there is httle proportional quently the section of an act, when an
amendment, alteration of it is made by any subse-

There are two means by which the quent act, is only referred to by vague
laws may be brought within the reach description. In one session of Paxlia_
of those whom they bind. The one is ment there are frequently upwards of a
by making them in themselves simple, hundred acts passed, and many of these
concise, and uniform : the other byadopt- will be found to contain upwards of a
ing adventitious means of promulgating hundred sections ; yet when, in a future
them. In both respects there are many session, there is an alteration made on
defects in the law of England. The corn- one of these sections, it is only singled
men law, which is the result of the tradi- out from the mass in the vague manner
tionary lore of ages, is in the position of above described. It will generally hap-
the books of the Roman law before they _en, that some members of tile official
were digested under tile superintendence establishment chiefly connected with the
of Tribonian,--a mass which defies the operationofanyseriesofstatuteswillhave
industry of any ordinary lifetime to mas- mastered their eontents; while the pub-
ter its contents. Its bearing upon any lie in general axe profoundly ignorant of
given point, instead of being contained in

an enunciated command by the legisla- _ Specimen of the title of a statute,--The
ture, is robe solved bythe interpretation 57 Gee. IILc. 101:-
of multitudes of unauthorized comments, An act to continue an act intituled, 2/n a_t
or conflicting decisions. It possesses the farther to extend and rendermore effectual,cer-

tain provis_onsof an avt passed in the twelfth
additional evil, that, even when its tenor year of the reign of His Majesty King George
seems to be comprehended, no man can the First, intituled, .tin act toprevent frivolous
tell whether what he has so come to the and vexatiousarrests, and of an act passed in
understanding of be in reality the law ; the fifth year of the reign ofHis Majesty King
for it has received no authoritative sanc- Georget'heSevond, to explain, amend, and ren-

der more effectual the sabt former .4et; and
tion from any legislative power, and is of two arts passed in theNineteenth and Forty-
only the opinion of certain unauthorized third years of the reign of H_spresent Majesty,
commentators, extendingtheprov_sionsof the sa_dformer _as.
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the whole subject, or know it only in so should have been admitted, in some
far as they may have sufferedby mak- attempt to prepare a code under other
ing mistakes. Yet there are collections auspices. A code, drawn up by Bent-
of statutes so extensive, that it may be ham, must have not only received the
questioned if even those officialpersons advantages of his clear arrangement
whose peculiar duty it should be to en- and accurate legislative style, but must,
force them are well acquainted with in substance, have conformed with all
their contents. There are at this me- his opinions of what the law ought
ment (1842) upwards of 130 statutes, to be. It would not have been the
more or less in force, in relation to the laws of England consolidated or era-
Stamp Laws. bodied in a code, but a new code of

The main remedy proposed by Bent- laws, prepared on the utilitarian sys-
ham for the evils arising out of the tern. It was one thing to admit his
confusion and bulkiness of the laws, is reasoning in favour of a code, but
in eodification,--in a general revision another and a totally different thing
of the existing laws, the rejection of the to admit that the code ought to em-
antiguated and useless portions, (for body in it the principles of the utili-
there are many acts, still part of the tarian philosophy. The Constitutional
law, which are not enforced, solely be- Code is, for instance, a system of go-
causeour civilized age affords no machi- vernment arrangements adapted to a
nery for executing them, or because republic. Of the many who might be
public opinion would set too strongly favourable to codification, few might
against any man who would have the be republicans, and still fewer would
barbarity to put them in force,) and the be ready to attempt to achieve a repub-
reduction of those parts which should lie in this country. The Code Nape-
be preserved, to a clear order, and to leon was the adoption of Bentham's
precise and intelligible language. The opinion in favour of codification; but
objections to this project are not in the the great patron of that measure, while
form of argument, but in the simply acknowledging the advantage of having
negative shape of the neglect to perform the laws simplified, would have been
that of which the utihty is so clearly among the last men in the world to
proved. The good to be accomplished permit Bentham to prepare the sub-
would be great ; but the labour too stance of the laws which were to be so
would be great : and no Atlas has been reduced to order.
found among ministers of state to put It is true, that Bentham would not
his shoulders to the task. Nor does have been deterred by restrictions and
there seem, indeed, to be any individual limitations from devoting his time to the
on whom the responsibility of the non- service of the public as a legal drafts-
performance of this mighty task can man. If he had been directed, by those
be specially thrown--it is simply a in power, to simplify any branch of
great and difficult project, for the public the law, reserving our feudal institu-
benefit, unperformed. It is true, that tions, and reserving, likewise, any other
Bentham did himself offer to undertake peculiarities in the laws, which the
this task: that he left behind him frag- government had come to the resolution
merits of its execution in almost every to leave unchanged,--while regretting
branch of the law, and that he corn- the "barbarism which adhered to ma-
l_leted the constitutional branch in a chinery, in his eyes antiquated and
shape rendering it fit for use, whenever cumbersome, he would have been ready
those who have the power shall have to devote his time and talents to the
the inclination to adopt it. But it was, task of fitting them for such good uses
perhaps, still less to be expected, that as they were capable of accomplishing.
any code of his own fabrication should He exemplified this disposition in his
have been accepted of, than that the Project of a General Register of Real
justice of his earnest pleadings, in fa- Property, communicated to the Real
your of a simplification of the law, Property Commissioners. In his cot-
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respondence with foreign countries, in- The ground being thus cleared, a Cos-
deed, he showed how ready he was to tom House Code was created, in ten
turn the least promising institutions to statutes, each embracing some distinct
use; and, in the case of the Tripoli department of the Customs and Navlga-
papers, we find him suggesting a series tion Law. The cumbrous form of our
of arrangements, by whmh the protec- statutes, and their incapacity to provide
tion of personal liberty may be made any system of division and arrangement,
consistent with an Eastern despotism, prevented this code from approaching
and a limited toleration with the prin- t_, the state of order and intelligibility
ciples of Mahommedanism. * which its author, Mr Hume, seems to

But the principle of codification has have been anxious to achieve for it ; but
not been without some practical conces- he endeavoured to compensate as far as
sions to its utility by our legislature, possil)le_ by marginal headings and an
The statute penal law of England has indicative rubric_ for the necessarily un-
been brought into a state far more arranged substance of his acts ; and theso
nearly resembling a code than it was Customs acts are the only statutes which
when the author wrote the greater part are divided into compartments bearing a
of his attacks on it. Improvement and resemblance to the division of a literary
codlficatioiL have here gone hand in work into chapters. In the interval down
hand; and the system, perhaps_ only to the year 1833, many additions had
waits for the removal of some of its been made to the Customs laws; and, to
relics of barbarism, to be finally con- prevent confusion, all these 'additional
densed into a code, as concise and in- laws, alongwiththeconsolidatedStatutes
telligible as the plan on which our of 1827_ were repealed, and new consoli-
Acts of Parliament are drawn will
admit of. A further concession to the title of the act 23Geo. III. c. 26: "An act to

continue several Laws for the better regular-
principle is to be found in the conseli- lug of pilots, for the conducting of ships and
dation of the Customs and Excise laws, vessels from Dover, Deal, and isle of Thanet,
and the laws regarding shipping_ which up the rivers of Thames and Medway; and for
are intimately associated with them. pernutting rum orspirits, of the British sugar
The plan taken, with regard to the far plantations, to be landed before the duties ofExcise are paid thereon; and to continue and
more complicated department--the Cus- amend an act for preventing frauds in the
tom House Laws_ was this. In 1825, admeasuremeut of coals within the city and
search was made in the Statute-book liberty of Westminster, and several parishes

for all existing acts relating to the cus- near thercuuto; and to continue several lawsfor preventing exactions of occupiers of locks
toms_ and they were repealed in the and wears upon the river Thames, westward;
mass. It would appear that the duty and for ascertaining the rates of water-car-
of deciding what statutes did, and what I riage upon the said river; and for the better
did not bear on the subject of the cus-, regulation and government of seamen in the
toms_ was too onerous to be under- merchant service ; and also to amend somuch

of an act made during the reign of King
token even by those who had all the George I., as relates to the better preserva-
appliances and ends of the government tion of salmon in the River Ribble; and to
in their favour ; for when the Customs regulate fees m trials at _slzes and nisi prlus,
laws were again reviewed in 1833, it upon records issuing out of the officeof Pleas

of the Court of Exchequer; and for the ap-
was found necessary to pass a general prehendmg of persons in any county or place
repealing clause as to_ " All acts and upon warrants granted by Justices of the
parts of acts relating to the Customs," Peace in any other county nr place; and to
without any farther attempt to enume- repeal so muchof an act_ made in the twelfth
rate them,_ (3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 50.) year of the reign of King Charles II., as re-lates to the time during which the office of

Excise is to be kept open each day, and to
Works, vol. viii. p. 555 et seq. appoint for how long time the same shall be

•_ The number, and the heterogeneous no- kept open each day for the future; and to
ture, of the subjects frequently embraced in prevent the stealing or destroying of turnips;
one act, render it extremely difficult to trace and to amend an act made in the second year
the whole legislation of the Statute Book on of his present Majesty, for better regulation of
any onegiven subject. The following is the attorneys and sohcitors."
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datedstatuteswereconstruetedfromtheir able to this source, that when the
fragments; thus rendering it unnecessary same thing is thus mentioned more than
for the searcher among the customs laws, once, the collection of words by which
to go farther back than the year 1833. * it is referred to does not happen to be

While urging the utility of a general precisely the same on each occasion, and
code, and the importance of a complete thus dubiety is created in the mind of
or partial reconstruction of the law, the reader.
Bentham did not lose sight of the im- It was found that clauses of acts, in-
mediate practical advantages of an ira- stead of consisting of sepaxate enactive
provement in the system of drawing the propositions each with its own verb, con-
statutes so as to make them more in- stituted each of them, aseriesofsentenees
telligible to the public, and consequently heaped together, thesameverb servingfor
more serviceable as rules of action. In a variety of propositions. The bad effects
an examination of the vices of the ex* of this system are two--it makes the sen-
isting method of drawing acts of parlia- tence too long for full and clear appre-
ment, he found that there was a depar- hension by ordinary intellects ; and it
tare from the common colloquial and renders it liable, from its complexity, to
literary language of the country, which, dubiety and ambiguity of interpretation.

instead of diverging from it in the In an English act of Parliament, in each
direction of precision and conciseness, section the connexion given to the matter is
led to vagueness and verbosity. The commonly such, that when once the mind has
departure from the ordinary forms of entered upon it, no repose is to be had till it
expression was thus an evil, not corn- has reachedthe end of it : no,nor then neither,
peusated by any advantage in the shape unless such be the strength of its grasp as togive assurance of its retaining, in a full and
of a more scientific style. He found distract point of view, the whole mass of the
that there was unsteadiness in respect matter which, parcel after parcel, it had in the
of expression, occasioned by a want of course of its progress through the section been
fixed words having definite ideas con- taking up.

So much worse than absolute redundancy
nected with them. The draftsman, not is Iongwindedness, that if in any instance, an-
having in his mind any distinct nomen- der the oppression produced by longwinded-
cloture, overloads his work byemploying I hess, it were deemed necessary to seek relief,
a number of words to mean the same --relief would in many, and indeed in must
_- • . ._ . . ._ . • _ _. _ t instances, scarcely be tube found on any con-mmg, lest, lI Be snonl(1 restrict nlmsel! ............. _......... _ninon omer man cna_ oI aunmg ¢o_ne hum-
to one, he might choose one which dxd [...... her of words.....
not tully embrace the meamng intended. I Another imperfection of the first order, to
In this manner, that which could have ] wlnch this imperfection of the second order

i _ will, whether constantly or not, be naturallybeen well accomul shed bv the u.e of]
•_. • _ . . _ . t and frequently conducive, is bulkiness. As the

one wor(l wnsn a aetermmace meanm_',...... entanglement runs on, the obscurity thickens
is nnperfectly a_comphshed by the use --as the obscurity thickens, it attracts more
of several words without any fixed slgni- and more the attention of the penman :--fear-
fieation. Thus, there frequently occur ing lest the mass should grow too involved,
such pleonasms as "all the powers, autho- and through much entanglement too obscure

for use, he sets himself to disentangle it--to
titles, methods, rules, directions, penal- point out this or that distinction in the provi-
ties, clauses, matters, and things," "use, stun meant to be made respecting the subjects
exercise, apply and put in execution,"+ thus involved. But as by words it was that
&c., M1 referring to the same thing, but the matter was entangled, so it is only by words
by their number rendering what they that the disentanglement ca_ be effected, or
refer to more vague instead of more so mueh asaimedat: and thus it _s,thatwh_le
clear. It is an additional defect refer- I increase is given to obsvurity, so is it to bulki-D.ess,+ +

See on the subject of Codification, vol. iii. p. 155 et seq._ 205 et seq.; iv. 451 et se_, 503
et seq., v. 439, 546 et seq.

+ Quoted from the limome Tax act, 5 & 6 Vic. c. 35.
+*Works, vol. iii. p. 248-251. See on the subject generally--Nomograph), or The Art of

inditing Laws, vol. iii. p. 231 et seq. No better examples could be given of statutes drawn on
the principles recommended by Bentham, than the Illustrations of his own system given by
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So much with regard to those internal ] means of accomplishing the same end,

qualities in the construction of the laws, I is, in the Promulgation of the laws when

which might serve to make them acees- t they are enacted, among those whosesible as a rule of action. An external obedience theydemand. Bentham looked

Mr Symouds, in his communication on the " Drawing of Acts of Parliament," presented
among the Parliamentary papers in 1838. The following is a portion of the act 4 & 5
Will. IV. c. 31, for the reduction of the 4 per cents, given along with Mr Symonds' improved
draft, It has to be noticed that in his original there is a clause for explaining the abbreviated
expressions used by Mr Symouds.

EXISTING ACT. IMPROVED DRAFT.

I. Be it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, II. CONVERSIONOFFouRPm_ CEI_rs.
by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual
and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parhament 1. ConeerNon.
assembled, and by the authority of the same, that all and £3_ per c_nts.] AND BE IT EN-
every person and persons, bodies politic or corporate, who ACTED,That the said four per cents
now is or are or hereafter may be interested in or entitled shall be converted into three-and-
unto any part of the National Debt redeemable by law a-half per cents.
which now carries an interest after the rate of four pounds
per centum per annum, and is usually known by the name 2. I_de_pt_on.

of" Four per centum annuitms one thousand eight hun- Period of Rodemptlon.] And
dred and twenty-slx,"payable at the Bank of England_ suchnewthree-and-a-halfpereents
and who shall not signify his, her, or their dissent in man- shall not become redeemable until
ner hereinafter mentioned, shall, in hen of every one hun- the fifth day of January one thou-
dred pounds of such four pounds per centum annuities, sand eight hundred and forty.
respectively receive and be entitled to the sum of one And thenceforward they shall be
hundred pounds in "The new three pounds and ten shil- redeemable.
hugs per centum annuities," and to carry an interest after
the rate of three pounds and tea shillings per centum per 3. Consolidation.
annum, and so in proportion for any greater or less amount __'ewthree-and-a-half per cents.]
than one hundred pounds of such four pounds per centum And the several annuities of three-
annuities respectively ; and that the dividends thereof and-a-half per cents created by
shall be payable half-yearly, at the Bank of England, this act shall be consolidated with
upon the fifth day of January and the fifth day of July m the annuities bearing interest at
each and every year ; and the first dividend, namely, one the rate of three-and-a-half per
quarter of a year's dividend, on the said new three pounds cent existing at the time of the
and tea shillings per centare annuities shall be payable at passing ofthisact, calledthe "New
the Bank of England on the fifth day of January one thou- three-and-a-half per cent annul-
sand eight hundred and thirty-five ; and that the said ties." And these annuities shall
new three pounds and ten shilhngs per ecntum annuities be one capital or joint stock.
shall be subject and hable to redemption at any time after
the fifth day of January one thousand eight hundred and DISSE.'_TS.
forty, and not before that permd ; and that the said new
three pounds and ten slnllings per eentum annnitms shall 1. Rights of.Dissentients.

be free from all taxes, charges, and impositions, in the t)ayment of])isse,t_ents.] AND
hke manner as the said four pounds per eentum annuities, nE 1T SNACTED,That every person

II. And be it further enacted, That the interest and who dissents from accepting the
dividends payable in respect of the said new three pounds new three-and-a-half per cents in
and ten shilhngs per centum annuities shall be charged lieu of the said four per cents shall
and chargeable upon, and shall be issued and paid out of, be paid off.
the Consolidated Fund of the United Kingdom of Great Periods of Dissenting.] But all
Britain and Ireland, in the same manner as the interest persons so dissenting shall signify
and dividends of the said tbur pounds per centum annul- their dissent to the Bank of Eng-
ties respectively now stand charged on the said Fund. land, within the time specified m

III. And be it further enacted, That all and every per- the schedule of dissentients, con-
son and persons, bodies politic or corporate, who shall not, rained in the Appendix of Sche-
on or before the twenty-eighth day of May one thousand dales.
eight hundred and thirty-four, signify his, her, or their
dissent from accepting and receiving a share m the said 2. zlbsent Disser_ents.
new three pounds and ten shillings per centum annmties, Proof of .,4bsence.] And in or-
in lieu of his, her_ or their respective shares in the said der to entitle a dissentient pro-
respective four pounds per centum annuitms, or for any prietor, absent from the United
part of such respective shares in such last-mentioned an- Kingdom, or from Europe, to the
nuities, in the manner hereinafter directed, shall be extended periods given in the said
deemed and taken to have consented to accept and re- schedule, he shall prove to the sa-
ceive the same : Provided always_ That if any proprie- tisfaetion of the Governor and Di-
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upon this service as one of the most An individual conducting a trade sub-
unexceptionable in which the public ject to the operation of the Revenue
money could be employed. He consider- laws, should, on the same principle,
ed that every practicable means should have a copy of The Revenue Code.
be adopted for bringing before the eyes lie proposed that each separate de-
of the citizen the laws he is called on scription of contract should have a spe-
to obey, and that, in their distribu- cies of paper set apart to be used in em-
tion, profusion is the safer error. He bodying its terms; and it was one of
thought that so much of instruction in the services to be accomplished by this
the laws as could be conveyed to the arrangement, that the paper should con-
mind in youth should be taught in tain on its margin, an abridgment of the
schools, and that the books in which tile law relating to the contract. In mar-
laws are printed, if not given gratui- kets and other places of public resort,
tously, should be purchaseable at a the peculiar regulations of which might
merely nominal price, tte proposed be of sufficient brevity for being so pro-
that the portions of the law which affect- mulgated, the old Roman system should
ed particular classes of persons should, be adopted, of having them legibly set
separately from the general body of the forth on tables adapted to public inspec-
law, be distributed among those whom tion. In Courts of justice, the forms of
they particularly affected. Thus, each Procedure, and the respective duties of
soldier on enlistment should receive a the Judges, the Officers of Court, the
copy. of The Soldier's Code, "_and each Lawyers, Parties, Jurors, andWitnesses,
mariner on joining his profession should should be exhibited in tile same manner.+ +
receive a copy of The Seaman's Code. t To enable the public the better to

tor or proprietorsof the said respective four pounds per rectors of the Bank of England, or
centum annmties shall not have been within the limits any two of them, (1.) The fact of
of the United Kingdom at any time between the eighth absence, within the times limited
day of May and the twenty-eighth day of May one thou- in the schedule ; and, (2.) That,
sand eight hundred and thirty-four, both days melustve, his share of such four per cents
hut shall have been in any other part of Europe, it shall stood in his name, or m the name
be lawful for such proprietoror proprietors to signify such of a trustee on his behalf, on the
dissent at any time before the sixth day of July one eighth day of May eighteen hun-
thousand eight hundred and thirty-four : and if any such dred and thirty-four, in the Bank
proprietor or proprietors shall not, at any time between books.
the eighth day of May and the fifthday of July one thou-
sand eight hundred and thirty-four, both days inclusive,
have been within any part of Europe, it shall be lawful for
him, or her, or them to signify such dissent at any time
before the first day of March one thousand eight hun-
dred and thirty-five ; suchproprietoror proprietorsprov-
ing to the satisfaction of the Governorand Directors of
the Bank of England, or any two or more of them, his,
her, or their absence from the United Kingdom, or out of
Europe, as the case shall happen, and that his, her, or
their share or shares of such four pounds per centare an-
nuities stood in his, her, or their name or names respec-
tively, or in the name or name_ of any one or more trus-
tee or trustees on his, her, or thmr behalf, on the eighth
day of May one thousandeight hundred and thirty-four,
in the books of the Governorand Companyof the Bank of
England ; and providedalso, That suchproprietoror pro-
prietors so absent from the United Kingdom, or out of
Europe,shall signify his, her, or their dissent within ten
daysafter his, her,or their return to the United Kingdom.

* See Works, vol. ix. p. 355.
T Ibld. p. 412. This arrangement is proposed in conjunction with a Plan for registering

_aerchantseamen, and for defining their duties and the power of their officers. The principle
of these suggestions has beenrealized in the Merchant Seaman's Act, 5 &6 Will. IV., c. 19.

+*See, generally, as to the Promulgation of the Laws, Works, vol. i. p. 157et teq. ; iv. 455;
vi. 6.5,522_578.
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comprehend the full tenor and object of seat in one da.y. In both works, and in
the laws when promulgated, he propos- almost all his numerous works on Law
ed that they should be accompanied by Reform, he desired that just_ should
a Rationale or series of reasons. The be administered in each court by a single
necessity of adopting such a course judge, for the reasons of which a sketch
would, he maintained, make the laws has been given in the preceding Section
themselves more rational; for legisla- in connexion with responsibility (see
tots, being bound to give reasons to the 50-51.) He thought that the habits oPf
public, must have reasons to give, and a practising lawyer, keeping the mind in
would not be likely to frame laws on the a constant state of active partisanship,
dictate of caprice or tyranny. An ac- did not form a suitable school for judges,
knowledgment of the principle is to be whose duty it is to hold the scales of
found in the Preambles of Acts of Par- justice with a steady hand. On the
liament; but as in this case there is only other hand, he considered, that permit-
one general reason given for the tone, ting any class of men, not trained to
as it were, of the whole statute, and not the study of law and the weighing of
a reason for each individual enactment, evidence, (e. g. justices of peace and
the cheek is, necessarily, very imperfect, muuieipal magistrates,) to administer
Having the reasons along with the laws, justice, was nothing better than a per-
the public, it is believed, would not only mission to one section of the commu-
have more confidence in the justice of nity to sport with the property and
the enactments, but, seeing their use, liberties of all others. His own plan
would have a guide to honest and sin- contemplated the education of a class
cere obedience, which the simple terms of lawyers for the bench. He sug-
of the command conveyed in the law it- gested the appointment of deputes to the
self might fail to provide them with. regular judges; and, through the instru-
There have been many breaches of law mentality of this arrangement, he would
that would never have occurred, if those provide for those who have been induced
who had committed them had been tea- to fix upon the bench as their profession,
soned into the opinion that the laws were getting an introduction, and the oppor-
just.* tunity of practice and experience, as

The principles on which the judicial assistants in the lowest grade, rising
establishment of a country should be thence according to their abilities and
founded, occupied Bentham's mind from exertions.§ He held that the judgment-
an early period of his life to the end of seat should be accessible at all hours of
his days. In ] 790, he published the the day and night--that justice should
draught of a Code for the organization sleep only when injustice slept. To
of the Judicial establishment inFrance;+ provide this accessibility at the smallest
and the arrangements there suggested cost, is the object of many minute pro-
only differ in their being less fully de- visions in the Constitutional Code. [I
ycleped, from those which he embodied The delays occasioned in England by
in the Constitutional Code, ++at different the system of circuits and vacations, are
times subsequently to the year 1820. In the object of repeated and severe denun-
both, there is a system of Local courts, ciation.¶
for the purpose of bringing justice as A common feature of both his earlier
near as it can practicably be brought to and later works on judicial reform is,
every man's door ; the general principle the appointment of Public Prosecutors,
of admeasurement being such as will and of Advocates for the Poor.** The
allow every inhabitant of a district to latter proposition is conneeted with the
go to and return from the Judgment

§See Works,vol. ii. p. 22; iv. 357, 368; ix.
544 et seq., 592.

* See Works, vol. iv. pp. 45 t, 491,538; viii. II Ibid. vol. ix. p. 515 et seq.; iv. 356.
517; ix. 1. ¶ Ibid. vol. iv. p. 336; vfi. 243, 371 etse¢fi

i"Ibid. vol. iv. p. 285. *_'Ibid. vol. iv. p. 354 et seq.,384 etseq.; Ix.
+ Ibid. vol. ix. p. 454 et sec1. 516 et ._e_t._570 e_seq., 577 et se_l.
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view, that justice, instead of being sold not administer the whole law, what
to the highest bidder, should be pro- chance has any private citizen of know-
sented gratis, whenever this can be ing enough of it to keep him from truns-
done without preponderant mischief, gression? It does not follow that the
The evil that might occur from offer- division of the law into two systems
ing the assistance of the law to every makes any approach to a division of la-
one who might desire it, without cost boar. The effect generally is--and it
or personal exertion, would undoubt- is strikingly developed in England--to
edly be the entailment on the corn- make each portion more complicated
munity of ceaseless lawsuits, carried on and extensive than the whole would be
by all its litigious members. On the under a uniform system. The very pre-
other hand, there is the consideration, servation of the boundaries between two
that it is not he who gains it only who such systems creates a science by itself.
profits by a lawsuit, but that the public He thought, however, that while the in-
have an advantage, in the establishment risdiction of the courts of ordinary law
of a precedent, and the exhibition of ought to be partitioned according to gee-
justice vindicated. The expense of em- graphical principles solely, that there

loying lawyers in the vindication of a was still room, in the case of persons
ust claim, is of itself sufficiently op- separated from the position of the ordi-

pressive : the addition of taxes on law nary citizen, for tribunals having in view
proceedings, and fees to the court and the administration of their rights and
its officers, is simply the taking advan- obligations among each other. On this
tage of an opportunity for pillaging the principle he contemplated courts-mar-
oppressed. The opinions of Bentham tial, and ecclesiastical courts, as tribu-
have been so far conceded to, that taxes nals of exception.+
on law proceedings have been abolished, With regard to trial by jury, on
and that fees have been, in almost all which Bentham has written much,-
the courts of the empire, much reduced, partly in relation to the best method of
Still the nation does not provide suffi- reforming it, and partly for the purpose
ciently for justice being clone to the of rationally limiting its operation,--
helpless. When a man, because he can- he was of opinion that, in the case of
not afford to pay for it, is denied the criminal charges, it was a necessary
service of the law to procure justice, it protectmn ; but that the existing sys-
is proclaimed that the nation is still only tern demanded many reforms, and among
on its way from that state of things others the discontinuance of unanimity,
" where he should take who has the and the abolition of the Grand jury.
power, and he should keep who can."* In civil actions, he thought the operation

He considered the system of having of the system should be much restricted.
different courts for the adjudication of He objected to the unbending rule which
different classes of causes, to be most forces the case before a jury, when both
perniciously productive of complexity parties might prefer the decision of a
and expense. Tbedivision of the Eng- judge. He considered that the part
lish s stem-- a division happily an- which a iury has to act--that of a corn-Y. . ,

known m Scotland and an the rest of mittee of the citizens at large to watch
Europe--into common law and equity, the operations of the benchwneed not
afforded him a flagrant exemplification be so palpably exhibited, and that it
of the evil. The law by which each might be presumed that the judges have
man's rights and duties are defined honesty and public spirit enough to do
should he homogeneous,--cach portion right, without the constant presence of
connected with the others, and the whole so imperative a check. In a country
capable of being brought within the where there is publicity for .justice, and
grasp of one mind. If one judge can- a high tone of public opinion, he be-

See Works, vol. ft. pp. 211, 431, 573 et + See Works, _ol. iv. p. 334; v. 473, .525;
se_l., vii. 199 _l. 134; vii. 291 etseq.
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lieved that supervisanee, especially if other words, of litigants. To this end
added to the influence of the appeal it is aleading principle of judicial proce-
system, would make judges cautious, dure, that litigants should be confronted
and would secure a nearer approach to with their judges and with each other,
clear substantial justice, than can be that they should be questioned as to the
found in tile oscillations of the jury sys- statements on which they found, and
tern. He proposed then, that in ordi- that they should be made responsible for
nary civil cases, the jury should be had falsehood, whether it be uttered with the
recourse to only in the way of appeal,* deliberate design of deceiving, or be
--a plan by which, while no one who rashly stated without that amount of
wished to have his case judged " by his consideration which a man gives to his
country," as it is termed, could corn- words when the consequences of a mis-
plain that the boon was refused him, take fall upon himself. The litigant is
the number of jury trials, and, conse- to be entitled to employ a professional
quently, the expense of the system, assistant; but gradesofprofessionallaw-
would be much diminished. In the yers transacting different departments in
Constitutional Code, the juries, under lawsuits--asrepresentedbybarristerand
the republican system there promul- attorneyin English practice--are object-
gated, are merely to be assessors to the ed to. In an ordinary lawsuit, the coun-
judge, under the title of Quasi-jurors.+ try attorney receives his client's com-

The method of so conducting the munication, and transfers it to the town
proceedings of the courts of Law, that attorney, who communicates it to the
they might administer justice accom- barrister. From the variety of the
paniedwith the smallest possible amount channels through which the history is
of delay, vexation, and expense to the thus communicated to the indicatory,
litigant, is a subject referred to in impediments are created tothediscovery
ahnost all the works of Bentham, of the party who maybe the author of
which bear on law reform. One work, any falsehood that may have been ut-
" the Principles of Judicial Proee- tered; and there is a general frittering
dure,"++ is devoted to the organization away of responsibility for the proper
of such a system. The various faci- conduct of the cause. Let the party
lities for coming rapidly at the know- himself be accessible when wanted, and
ledge of the question at issue, keeping let him have but one adviser between
up a communication between all the him and the judge : falsehoods will then
parties concerned in the discussion, se- be easily traced to their source, and
curing obedience to the decision pro- being so traceable, will not be so readily
nouuced, &c., cannot be here ChUrner- committed. H
ated ; § and it will be impossible to go The privilege possessed by counsel, of
into detail beyond a slight glance at stating facts which they do not believe
that principle of personal responsibility, to be true--whether in civil or in crimi-
which peculiarly characterizes the whole nal cases--is denounced as tending to
system. As the public interest requires the perversion of justice, and to the con-
personal responsibility on the part of all fusion, in those quarters where bad
public officers, so does it on the part of example is most dangerous, of the dis-
those who, by an appeal to the law, tinetion between right and wrong_
exercise the privilege which every one between truth and falsehood. The false
should be possessed of, of demanding morality of the profession, on this point_
the performance of judicial services--in [I IntheoperationsofProcedure_various

incidentsarefoundwhichtendtofritteraway
SeeWorks_vol.ii.p.122. personalresponsibility.Thus_witnessesex-

+ Ibid. vol. ix. p. 554 et seq. amined on affidavit are _presented in the
$ Beginningofvol.il.oftheWorks. minutesofevidenceinthethirdperson;and
§ In connexionwiththesubjects_fEvi- thereisthusanarticleofconfusionintroduced

deuceand ofPunishment,someoftheviews whichpreventsthemfromdeterminiugwhethcr
inrelationtoprocedureareelsewhereinci-theirevidenceisaccuratelyminutedornot._
dentallynoticed. SeeWorks,vohvi.p.439.
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is repeatedly and severely attacked by a document in answer, or to appear
Bentham ; and his animadversions have before a court, possesses a power of per-
in view the alternative of either produc_ securing his fellow citizens, which no
ing a legislative remedy, or, by the force one should possess uncontrolled. If
of reasoning on the public and the pro- there were no punishment, by the inflic-
fessiou of the law, of raising the standard tion of costs or otherwise, on the mald
of morality in relation to this practice, fide suitor, his power of annoyance would
To see the full extent of the hardships be nearly absolute ; and it is precisely
that may be occasioned by fraudulently to the extent to which there is a check
false, or laxstatementsinrelationtelaw- on his privilege of telling falsehoods,
suits, it must be remembered, that the that the public are protected from tho
very fact of requiring to be a party to machinations of the judicial persecutor.
a litigation is itself a hardship, which, Where there are great inequalities in
if it cannot be saved to the party who is point of wealth, the extent of hardship
in the right, should at least be so ar- which may be thus committed is enlarg-
ranged that its pressure may be as light ed ; and thus the rigorous enforcement
upon him as it can be made. The per- of veracity, in legal pleadings, is the poor
sou who, by a certain document called man's protection against the tyranny of
a writ, can compel another man to lodge the rich.*

SECTION VI.

PRINCIPLES OF PUNISHMENT.

TH_ end of punishment is the pre- will say it ought not to be so punished
ventiou of crime ; and all punishments --wishing to protect their friends from
inflicted under any other impulse, are evil. When a riot takes place at an
wasted, or run the risk of being so. election, the party injured says the con-
There is no other criterion of punish- duct of the mob was "dastardly brutal
ment which can be a fixed one. There and ruffianly, and a parcel of them
may be mistakes and disputes as to should be hanged :" those on the other
what description of punishment is in side "are far from vindicating the con-
reality best calculated to prevent crime; duct of the rioters ; but it was a mere
but with this principle in view, reason- petty ebullition of party spirit, and a

ers have a common field of argument ; few clays imprisonment will be a severe
and the course of experience, enriched enough retribution.'
by the collection of statistical facts, will I But it is not only in offences of a
check aberrations, and bring the dispu- political character that the divergencies
rants more closely to each other in their of the popular principle of punishment
mutual approach to accuracy. Those are exhibited. Each man, with his
principles of punishment, if they can mind concentrated on his own interest
be called principles, which are involved and pleasure, holds all offences that
in popular dicta, are as vague and in- militate against them as the most atro-
definable as the human mind is vari- cious with which society can be visited;
ous in its passions and prejudices. The and when he has the power, he acts the
simple word " ought," sometimes in- Nero and Domitian, and exterminates
volves the whole of the principle ex- those who give him trouble. Thus is it
pounded. Murder oua,_t to be punished that the landholders of England, being
with death. Forgery ou_Tht to be pun- resolved, at all hazards, to preserve to
ished with death, &c. The supporters themselves the sports of the field, and
of a ministry will say, ,_' sedition ought having the power, through their pre-

to be punished with transportation," * See, besides the Principles of Procedure,
because they wish to humble and perse- Works, vol. ii. pp. 58, 73, 577; iv. 818; vi.
cute their opponents. The opposition 136, 297, _37; wi. 202, 280, 262, 873.
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ponderant representation in parliament, between pumshments and offences ? For
of making what laws on the subject the very small number of cases which
they think fit, have enacted a code of occur, exactly in terms of the instance
game laws, which renders the preserva- of assault above cited, it would be easy
tion of the lives and morals of the people to fix the rule of retaliation, by making
secondary to securing the monopoly in the punishment identical with the of_
the destruction of hares and pheasants; fence. But who is to make a rule of
and makes provision that the country retaliation for the banker robbed of his
should become depopulated by the trans- notes ? The legislator has the whole
portation of criminals, rather than that field of inflictions out of which he may
the squire's preserves should be thinned, choose one which shall be a retaliation,

When an attempt is made to involve and it is needless to say that his view of
the popular feeling on the subject of retaliation will be whatever his passions
punishment, inaproposition or principle, dictate. If the legislature should con-
it does not in general become more sist entirely of bankers, when he who
reasonable. It is said that the punish- has been robbed joins his peers with an
ment "should be equivalent to the of- empty pocket and inflamed passions,
fence ;" or "should be of tim same char- whmh sympathy and common interest
acter as the offence ;" or "should be like propagate through the assembly, the re-
the offence." There are no two things taliation, it is easy to believe, will be
which less admit of real parallelism fierce and crushing. If the legislature
(howe_'ermuchtheymayofimaginative) should consist entirely of spendthrifts
than punishments and offences. Of two and pennyless younger sons, the sym-
persons, precisely in the same rank of pathetic excitement wouhl not be so m-
lift,, and of the same bodily frame, the tense, and the punishment would be
one gets the other held down by accom- more reasonable. If the legislature
plices, and inflicts on him certain blows should consist ofblacklegsand pickpock-
with a stwk. In this case it would not Iets, the worthy banker would be laughed
be difficult to assign a punishment pre- at, and sent about his business. This last
cisely the parallel of the offence. But result, intended to exemplify the fal-
take another case. A thief puts his lacy of any appeal to parties interested
hand in a banker's pocket as he is re- in an injustice, is not without a modified
turning home from business, and ex- exemplification in this country. Bent-
tracts therefrom a bundle of bank notes, ham repeatedly refers to the exemption
Where are the elements of similarity in ! of real property from simple contract
the position of the two parties, out of debts--the power of landed proprietors
which a punishment similar to the to undertake pecuniary engagements
offence can be created ? Nor, if the and protect their property from being
problem of finding a parallel could be seized m fulfilment of them. It was not
solved, does it appear very distinctly until after his death, that this anomaly
how the public could be benefited by was partly rectified. _
the elaboration of such a specimen of It has to be noticed, that the retalia-
curious uniformity, tory and other barbarous principles of

But another principle of punishment, punishment have produced counter-
and by far the most common, (for it has fallacies among those who have been
existence in many a bosom which is un- groping about for the sound principles
conscious of its presence,) is retaliation of punishment, and have been unable to
_in other words, revenge, or obedience [ find them. Thus, those who have an
to the impulse of wrath. The case of indistinct view of the defects of the pun-
an election mob cited above, may serve ishment of death, say, "You are not
as an illustration. The principle of re- entitled to deprive any man of the life
taliation is frequently vindicated, as if which God has given him;" or, perhaps,
it could be reduced to a fixed rule : but "you are not permitted to take life, but
how can it be so, since, as has been al-

ready shown, there can be no parallelism *See Works_ vol. v. p. 533 ; vi. 85.
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for the crime of murder." There is a human intellect, as to keep it steady in
text in Scripture which, referring to the a course of which it had previously but
effect of violence in rousing the retalia- a slight and vague knowledge, and from
tory propensities of mankind, says, which it was every now andthenstray-
"Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man ing. There is perhaps no department
shall his blood be shed "--meaning, that of the subject in which this is better de-
while men are beings of passion as they ycleped, than the philosophy of punish-
are, one violent death will naturally ment. On appealing to a moderately
follow another. It is under the shadow educated man in any civilized country,
of what is apparently a misinterpreta- he would probably be found to admit,
tion of this text that the exception to in some vague or general terms, that
the rule as to tbe title to punish with the oh ieet of punishment is the repres-
death is generally ensconced. It is to sion of crime. Yet so far have men, in
capital punishment that the question the pursuit of their secondary ends, lost
of title is usually restricted, but some- sight of this, the main one, that in Eng-
times it is extended to others--thus, land it became a general feeling, that it
" you are not entitled to make a slave mattered not how many murders were
for life, of a man born free," &e.--the committed, provided some one were
term, for life, being generally inserted, hanged for each. Of the legitimate re-
because, if the punishment of slavery suits of a scientific inquiry into the sub-
or the restriction of liberty were abe- ject on the utilitarian principle, such as
lished, it would be difficult to find a that carried on by Bentham and his dis-
means of inflicting any punishment on ciples, the improvements which, for se-
any one who has not palpable pro- veral years past_ the legislature has
perty capable of being seized. In the beenmaking in the administration ofcri-
utilitarian system, the question of title minaljustice, are so many illustratmns.
is very simply disposed of, by striking In calculating the proper weight of
the balance of good and evil to society punishment, the first element that comes
at large. If there are cases in which into consideration is the offence. When
the infliction of the punishment of it is scientifically examined, an offence
death leaves a balance of good--that is is found to consist of more elements of
to say, if more evil would be done to evil than those which directly meet the
society through the inducement to crime senses. Bentham found a simple method
that would exist were the punishment of classifying the evils of a mischievous
mere lenient, than the evil occasioned act, by dividing them into the primary
by the infliction of the punishment-- and the secondary. _ A man is murdered
then let death be the allotted penalty, on the high-way: the death of the in-
It will be for every man who has any- dividual is the primary evil. The se-
thing to say in the legislation of his condary evils arise out of the danger
country, to examine the question accord- there exists of other people being mur-
ing to his abilities, to strike the balance, dered either by the same man, or by
and to act accordingly. The conclusion others following his example, and the
come to by a member of the legislature alarm so occasioned in the neighbour-
will bear strongly on the result : that of hood. But it depends on a number of
an elector will have less effect, and minute circmnstances, what will be the
that of a non-elector whose influence on extent of this danger and alarm, and,
the legislature is merely that of rea- as a consequence, what will be the best
soning, will have still less : but it be- legislative measures for protecting the
hoves them all, as members of society, people against them,--and hence arises
to take the same method of coming to Bentham's scientific analysis of crimes
a right judgment, and their results, and his rules for adapt-

It has been already remarked, that the ing the punishment to the exigencies oI
Utilitarian Philosophy, like the Bacon- each occasion.

Jan, has not tended so much to point _SeeWorks, vol. i.p. 69etseq.,215etse_.;
out any perfectly new direction to the vi. 535.
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To this end, in looking at the conse- tastes and habits are more fastidious, and
quences era mischievousact, among other should be protected from wantonoutragc.
circumstances, the following are kept in They possess a greater proportion of ob-
view: 1st, The state of the actor's mind jeers in which there is a" value in affec-
as to voluntariness or involuntariness, tion,"--such as heir-looms, old pleasure.
Thus, deliberate murder shows a disposi- grounds, &c. ; and the law ought to look
tion at war with mankind, from which on these as having avahe beyond their
anyone may suffer who is in the position mere intrinsic worth.":
of supplying the assassin with a sufficient When the extent of the evil to se-
motive; while death, occasioned by care- ciety occasioned by each offence, has
lessness, shows a want of respect for life, been as accurately estimated as hu-
which the publicmust protect itself from ; man knowledge and reason admit of
and uncontrollable accident is a source its being, the counteracting power,
of mischief which punishment cannot in the shape of punishment, has then
protect from, and as to which its inflic- to be graduated accordingly. And
tionwouldbethrewnaway. 2d, Themo- here it has to be kept in view, that
tive of the offender. Thus, the motive the infliction of punishment is itself
of acquisition being in continual action, an evil an evil not only to him on
is foun3 to be the most dangerous, whom it is inflicted, but to the com-
When a man slays for vengeance, he munity by which the trouble and ex-
only strikes his enemy ; if he he allow- pease of inflicting it have been incurred.
ed to go unpunished he wilt be prepared Every item, therefore, of punishment,
to slay some one else, but not till there 1beyond what is necessary to the pro-
has been a cause of enmity. The ex- i duction of preponderant good, is punish-
ample of his impunity will encourage meat wasted--is a wanton act of mis-
others to slay also, but only their enc- chief--is a crime. If it can be proved
mies. But when a man nmrders for that a crime can be suppressed by the
the sake of robbery, he acts on a motive infliction of a year's imprisonment, and
which all men feel more or less towards tt'at the extension of imprisonment to
all others ; amt ti_ose whom impunity two years will not make the suppression
encourages to follow his example, see of it more complete, or tend more to
victims in all of their fellow-beings who the benefit of the public,--then is the
have anything to be deprived of. Other imposition of an imprisonment for two
circumstances to be held in view are, years, instead of for one year, a wan-
the situation of the perpetrator in regard ton act of injury. It is seldom that the
to the means of repeating the act, his superfluous punishment is designedly ad-
means of concealing such acts, his means ded to the necessary: the whole is gen-
of escape, the obstacles he has overcome, erally awarded in rashness and igno-
the extent of temptation which was ne- rance, and thus resolves itself into the
eessary to induce him to combat with minor offcnee of a want of due care for
them, &c. The position of the party the welfare of the public. Who shall
injured must also be taken into view. justify the infliction of a year's impris-
Females, children, and invalids, require onment, wantonly inflicted upon a man,
protection from acts against which able- though he be a criminal ? If a jastifi-
bodied men need none. The poor re- cation be offered, let the following case,
quire protection from injuries to which for the sake of distinctness, be taken.
the rich are not liable,--sueh as oppres- A man is tried for an offence, and the
sire litigation. The rich, on the other adequate punishment awarded against
hand, havetheirpeculiardemands, chiefly him is a yeaFs imprisonment. When
arising from the superior amount of their he leaves the prison, he is again seized,
property, on the protection of the law. and subjected to another year's impris-
There are, besides, many other eircum- onm_nt ; not because he has committed
stances in which the richer and higher any fresh offence--not because his pre-
classes of society are subjected to evils wous punishment was ina_lequate--but

which do not fall on the lower. Their * See Works_ vol. i. p. 302.
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lrecause he has been a criminal ; and that file punishment cannot he too so=
such a person m_y be punished, just as yore for such a purpose ; but a little con=
the prejudices and passions of those who sideration will show, that it is its adap-
administer the law may dictate, tation to this end that makes it chiefly

The penal code being an institution of importance that the punishment, if
intended for the benefit of the public brought up to the point which will be
at large, and the public consisting of sufficient to deter by example, should not
individuals, there are two classes of exceed it. Where punishments are not
persons prominently interested in its meted to offences, the criminal classes of
administration, whose claims have been the population see that the law hits at
overlooked ill empirical systems of crimi- random ; and, with the characteristic ira-
hal law--the criminals themselves, and providence of their order, they gamble
the individual against whom the crimes on its chances. Moreover, where punish-
are committed. The principle of yen- ments are unpopularly severe, the people
seance is at the root of the omission in I will not give their assistance to the on-
both cases--the laws retaliate on the cri- ] forcement of the laws. The annals of
minal, and the act of retaliation is con- ] English jurisprudence present oven the
sidered a sufficient compensation to the / official guardians of the law, the judges,
injured. The utilitarian system views joining with prosecutors, juries, andwit-
the matter differently--conceives that nesses, in saving the criminal. The pun-
the person who has been robbed is not ishment of death for forgery has strik-
a savage, who is to be satiated with ingly illustrated this truth. At the pro-
the blood of his adversary--and en- sent moment the duellist is confounded
joins the criminal to labour to the end of with the assassin who steps behind his
making compensation, so far as it may enemy and secretly stabs him. The
be practicable, to the injured party, public feel that the duellist injures so-
With regard to the criminal himself, the ciety and should be punished ; but they
punishment, on the principles above laid revolt at such a barbarous confusion of
down, must not be more than what is names and punishments : and the man-
necessary to serve the legitimate pur- slayer escapes by the connivance of the
poses of punishment. If, while he is witnesses, the jury, the prosecutor, and
undergoing it, the convict can be re- the judge himself.
formed, there is not only a positive good To deter others by the force of ex-
done to himself, but a benefit is con- ample, the punishment must, as nearly
fcrred on society, by restoring to its as human means can make it, follow the
bosom a nsehfl and moral man, at the crime with the same regularity with
expiry of the period of imprisonment, which natural effects follow their causes.
lf, along with the accomplishment of The certa_ty of imprisonment with hard
this object, and of compensation to the labour will do far more in the way of
injured party, the criminal can be corn- prevention than the c]_ance of suffering
polled or induced to work, so as wholly death. A proper allotment of punish-
or partly to defray the cost of his im- ment is one of the main ingredients in
prisomucnt, there is a still farther gain this certainty--others have been de-
to society, by the reduction of a heavy vised by Bentham, in his projects for
burdeu--a burden which has a tendency the reform of criminal procedure.
to weigh against the zeal of the public It is necessary to the efficiency of
in the enforcement of the laws. the penal law, in the way of example,

Looking beyond the individual him- that the offence and the transactions
self, to the effects of his punishment on concerning the trial and punishment,
society at large, reason will be found should not be encumbered with a bar-
for deciding that it should be exemplary, barous technical nomenclature, which
As this is the element from which it de- may shroud the real nature of the
rives its quality of awing the public into connexion between the crime and its
obedience to the laws, there might at punishment from the public eye. It
first sight seem reason for concluding is further necessary that the innocent
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should not he involved with the guilty relation to punishment, that Bentham
--a result produced by the forfeitures, devised the principles of prison disci-
and corruption of blood, of the English pline, expounded in his work on the
law. The punishment should be award- Panoptieon. The plan of the building,
ed in virtue of a fixed law, and should wluch was to admit of an inspection of
neither actually be, nor appear to be, in- all parts from a central point, was sug-
fluenced either in increase or diminution gested by the architectural ingenuity
by the will of an in&vidual. Thus, laws of his brother, Sir Samuel Bentham.
awarding extravagantpunishments, with In this institution the prisoners were,
a power of pardon or &minution, areun- without being subjected to the enervat-
serviceable in the wayof example. The ing and uncivihzing influence of solitary
punishment fixed by the law is either confinement, to be kept from comnmni-
too high or not too high. If it be too cation with each other. They were to
klgh, it should be reduced : if it be not, be kept at hard labour. As uuproduc-
the exercise of the pardon power, popu* tire COlnpulsory labour for the mere
larl.y called the prerogative of mercy, is sake of punishment is in itself uneeono-
an injury to SOclety. Thus, wherever mical, has no influence in improving
the pardon power is rightly exercised the criminal, and tends to sour and
thcre is tyranny in the law--where it is harden his mind by the daily recur-
wrongly exercised it is itself tyranny, rence of inflictions, u hich have no other

It is of the highest moment, for the end but his personal vexation, the con-
sake of example, that the punishment victs were to be taught useful trades, as
should proceed, as far as may be practi- an encouragement to work; and, that
cable, before the eyes of the public. This they might have some opportunity of
ol!ject, as well as that of the reforma- knowing how pleasing are the fruits of
tion of the convict, is defeated by the honest industry, they were to receive
plan of transportation to distant colonies, a. portion of the results of tlmir merito-
The criminal is removed from the sight rmus and successful exertion. They
and knowledge of those companions were to receive the ministrations of
in iniquity to whom it is essential religion, and, to a certain extent, to be
that his punishment, coupled with its educated. Provision was made to sup-
cause, should be present as a perpetual ply them with a sufficiency of whole-
warning ; and instead of a lively con- some food, to ventilate all their apart-
sciousness of the sufferings and priva- ments, and to keep them clean. Va-
tion he is undergoing: experience too rious methods were I)ropounded for
truly shows that they often envy his keeping their intellects from being
imagined lot, and raise day-dreanls of stagnant, or viciously employed, when
independence and a wandering hfe in their hands were idle. And, finally, to
distant and fruitful lands, which serve prevent their being thrown upon the

a very different purpose from that of a world with a tainted character, which
solemn warning to depart from their might,.b.y depriving them of the means
evil ways. Another main object to be of gaming their livelihood honestly,
kept in view in punishment, is the avoid- drive them back upon their old courses,
ance of contamination. This is an evil arrangements were proposed for pro-
which needs no further explanation. At riding them with employment after
the time when Bentham wrote, the jails their period of imprisonment had ex-
were academies for instructing the youth, pired.*
whom a petty indiscretion or a small But the founder of the Utilitarian
offence had driven to them, in the high-
er and more complex walks of crime. * On the subject of Punishment generally,
Many reforms have been made in this see the Rationale of Punishment, Works, voL
department of prison discipline: but the i. p. 388 et se_t. See _lso the Principles of
repeated complaints of the press show Morals and Legislation, at the commencementofvol, i.; iv. p. 1 ¢t seq.; ix. 22et seq. Ontho
how much remains still to be done. subject of the Panoptieon, see vol. L p. 498;

It waste accomplish these objects, in iv.39 a seq.; xi. 96 et_q.
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system, looking upon punishment of sanctifies all the worldly desires, and bad
every description as the application of passions of"theelect." As anillustration
medicine to a moral disease, goes back of the extent to which the operation of the
into the operations of the mind, that he sanctions may be ramified, the service-
may discover the causes in which the able employment of the moral sanction
disease has its origin, and prescribe a in the prevention of violent crimes, may
regimen conducive to the preservation be found in the practice of inculcating
of the moral health of the public. In humanity to animals in children. Minds
a system of punishment, he sees the callous to one description of animal suf-

olitical sanction only put in motion ; fering will not sympathize with another ;
ut he finds that the Religious, and the and the murderer is nursed in the tor-

Moral or Popular sanction, have each turer of l:ittens. The knowledge of
their respective spheres of action, in this truth is evinced in IIogarth's stages
which they may be employed to re- of cruelty, and in the popular belief
strain the mind from vicious inclina- that butchers are incapacitated to serve
tions. It is not by its restrictive ac- as jurymen. As already stated, Bent-
tion, in regard to this or that indivi- ham was desirous that the legal sanction
dual offence, that either of these sane- should be brought to the aid of the
tions will operate in its largest shape; popular in this department, and that
but, by superinducing on the mind cruelty to animals should be restrained
habits of thought so much opposed to by strict penal laws.':"
crime, that when an opportunity of com- Ills works abound with the promul-
mittingitoccurs, the principle of restraint gation of secondary operative measures
being an established fc'_ture in the mind, for keeping the population pure from
there is no actual struggle to resist the criminal propensities, the majority of
seeming temptation. In ordinary ac- which, to a greater or less degree, have
quisitive crimes, the operation of the been, and still are, the subject of public
sanctions is strongly marked. To the discussion. Among the most prominent
greater portion of the well-educated of them is National educatmn. The
and well-trained part of the population system for the management of the poor,
of Britain, an opportunity of commit- having for its end the drying up the
ting a lucrative theft can scarcely be sources of poverty, would, "by the same
said to hold out any temptation; and operation, dry up the main sources of
the question, whether detection and crime--(see.t]_e _ext section.) The ar-
punishment would be likely to follow-- rangements for training pauper children
i.e. whether the political sanction would --foundliI.lgs and the outcasts of society
be called into ,)pcratmn, is not consi- --would have the effect of subjecting a
dered, for the religious and moral sane- class, whose world of public opinion is
tion have long ago fixed the course of the professional emulation of felons, to
action. Of the beneficial effects of the the restraints and superintendence of
religious sanction, it is needless to ad- the better portion of society; and of
duee illustrations in a country where its giving to those, whose fate seemed to
influence is so strongly felt. As its place them at war with honesty and the
good influences, however, are powerful, laws, an industrial interest in the well-
so are its evil, when it is directed to being of their country, and in the admi-
bad purposes. Its evil effects arc_reli- nistration of its justice. Calamity and
gious wars, persecutions, and assassina- disease are looked upon, independently
tions ; polemical disputation carried to of their own distinctive evils, as gene-
the extent of rousing the bad passions; raters of crime; and it is in this view
priestcraft; superstition; spiritualpride; that their prevention appeals to the in-
and that chronic hypocrisy, so vividly terests and self-preservation of those
exhibited in the character of Tartuffe, who are, or may think themselves_ ex-
which, without directly assuming re-

ligion as a cloal¢ to crime, arrogates a * See Deontology, Principles of Morals and
special familiarity with the Deity, which Legislatmn.
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eluded from their influence. The offi- I to the senses, are both dangerous to the
cers nominated in the Constitutional I health and demoralising in their imme-
Code, for preserving the public against / diate operation on the habits,--are thus
accidents and calamities, for guarding / so many active agents clearing the moral
the public health, and for removing / atmosphere from the malaria which pro-
objects which, from their being noxious I duces mental disease. _

SECTION VII.

POOR LAWS, EDUCATION, AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS FOR NATIONAL AMELIORATION.

AT the time when Bentham devoted the supervisance of all, by their lees-
his attention to thepoor law, (1797-8,)t tion ill buildings under the inspection
the then existing system had proceeded of the officials and the public. IIe
for some years in that course of de- was able to foresee the evils of the
generacy from the strict principles of strictly parochial system,--the comps-
the statute of Elizabeth, which com- rativc costliness, and propensity to job-
menced with Gilbert's Act in 1782, and bing in small local establishments,--the
was consummated by East's Act in 1815. restrictions on the freedom, and conse-
Long before he could get others to join quently on the productiveness of labour
in the opinion, he saw that any system by the settlement laws,--the abu,,,cs of
fonnded on the pri1_ciple of merely re- all sorts that in rem(_te districts might be
lieving sui_bring, and not containing preying on the vitals of society unob-
within itself restrictions calculated to served,--andthecruclhard_hipstowhich
stem the growth ,)f pauperism, would those whose position entitled them to
gradually undermine the industrial sta- relief might be subjected, from their not
mina of the country, by creating more being on the right spot when misfortune
pauperism than it relieved. Subsistence overtakes them; and he contemplated
being, asalready stated, (see p. 31,)one tim bold design of a uniform national
of the main objects of the law, accord- system under central authority.
ing to his division, he thought it the lie did not propose that the central au-
duty of the legislature to provide a thority should be in the hands of official
system which should obviate, as far as persons appointed by the Govermnent.
human foresight could, the chance of In all national institutions which in-
any human being suffering from starva- ' volvo receipt and expenditure of money,
tion. In accomplishing this, however, varying according to the success of the
it was necessary to keep in view the management, he ad¢ocatcd the contract
counter-error oi giving a boon to indo- system in preference to the stipendiary,
lence, by allowing the idle pauper to as more economical and efficacious, ttis
consume the wealth of the industrious system of prison discipline, under the
and enterprising producer. Panopticon plan, (see above, p. 67,) was

The method by which he proposed to have been conducted nnder contract
to adjust the proper medium, was the management, he himself being the con-
same in its leading principles with that tractor. + In the present case, his con-
which was lately sanctioned by the tractors were to be a joint-stock corn-
legislature, as the result of the search-
ing investigation of the Commission of $ The lnstory of his vexations and &sap-
Inquiry,--the rigid application of the pointments in regard to this project, will befound detailed m the Appendix to the Me-
Labour test to the able-bodied, and moirs, (vol. xi. p. 96 et seq.,) and in other parts

of the Works. The chmi objection which ofll-
* These subjects will be more particularly cial persons appeared to find in the scheme

considered m the next section, was, that the terms were too favourable to the
_- See the Tracts on the Poor Law, Works, public to be practmable,--a feature for whmh

vol. rift p. 358 ct seq. _ce al;o vol. i. p. 314; either its Author's s_nguine temper, or hi_
ill. 72 ; ix. 18. _practtcal sagacity must stand responsible.
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pany, whose directors were to be the measurewa_ to provide cows to respect-
central board of management. Their able paupers,likely to convert the benefit
funds were to consist in such poor-rates into a means of eking out a liveli-
as it should be found necessary to levy, hood. On this proposal it is remarked :
and the produce of the industry of the "The cow dies or is stolen, or (what
able-bodied paupers, with other contin- is much more likely) is supposed to be
geneies. Their profits were to be so stolen, being clandestinely sold to an
far limited, that while they might have obliging purchaser at a distance. What
sufficient encouragement for economical is to be done ? ' Want of relief' war-
and energetic management, they should ranted the first cow ; the same cause
not be put in possession of the power of will necessitate a second---limit who can
levying a poor-rate to provide extrava- the succeeding series of cows : The dis-
gant profits to themselves. The Plan of appearance of the first cow (it may be
Pauper Management--it is to be re- said) will excite suspicion ; the disap-
gretted that hitherto only a skeleton of pearance of a second cowwill strengthen
it has seen the light--contains a multi- suspicion ; true, but upon a mere sus-
tude of minute arrangements for obvi- pieion without proof will a family be
ating mismanagement, preserving order, left to starve ? The utmost security
regularity, and good habits, educating then amounts to this, that to a certain
the paupers, and geneially elevating number of successive pensions thus
their moral standard,--which cannot be bought out will succeed a pension which
here enumerated, will not be bought out."t

In 1797, a Bill for making alterations Bentham contemplated a system of
on the poor law was brought in by Pitt. poor laws as a means of removing out
It is difficult to estimate the disastrous of the way the damaged part of the
consequences which must have followed population, and of improving the ira-
this measure had it been passed. A proveable; and not as a mere provision
critical examination of it was written by for existing destitution. In his eyes,
Bentham, and sent in MS. to Pitt; _ and therefore, it was a great moral engine
the fortunate consequence of this lucid which might be applied to various useful
demonstration was, the abandonment of purposes. The most important of these
the measure. The general aim of this was the suppression of vagrancy and
measure was simply an enlargement-- mendicancy. His officials, holding out
and that a sudden one--of the pernicious relief with the one band, were to be en-
principles which had been gaining ground titled to treat all mendicants who refused
for some years--that there was only one to accept of it, not as persons who sup-
thing to be kept in view m a poor law, plicated charity to relieve their wants,
the satisfaction of all demands made but as professors of the criminal trade of
upon the wealth of tile community by begging, and soamenable to punishment.
its poverty, without asking questions ; It was part of his plan, that, until some
and that whatever deficiency appeared responsible person should be prepared
in the operation of the existing system, to answer for hi_sh,llowing an honest
was to be simply remedied by con- calling, no beggar should be removed
veying more of the money of those who from the workhouse. The suppression
had it to those who ha_l it not. One of of mendicancy would, it was believe,t,
the provisions of the act was, an allow- have a _eat influence in reducing the
ance, in the c_se of a large family, to number of graver crimes. A disposal
each child unable to support itself ; and of all the vagrants of a country within
it was very distinctly shown in the cri- workhouses, unless they find security to
ticism, that the parentage of a large fatal- work elsewhere, would, undoubtedly, if
ly would thus become a far surer road to it came into actual and satisfactory
wealth than ordinary honest industry, practical operation, have that effect
Another of the proposals in this singular which the Author anticipated from it,--

_' SeeWor"_ vol. viii.p.440. _"Works,vol.vhi. p. 447.
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of destroying the nests in which crimi- gularity only will supply them. A por-
nals am reared, tion of intellectual instruction should,

The great subject of National Eduea- of course, accompany this traiuing ; for,
tion, for which Brougham has obtained of all inducements which the man who
a place iu the public mind worthy of its labours with his hands can have to keep
eminence, may appear to some to be him from degrading habits, intellectual
treated with indignity, when discussed resources are the most potent. It is only,
as subsidiary to a poor law. Bcntham, however, as accompanying the means of
however, was of opinion that the educa- making a livelihood, and in connexion
tion of the in,l,.gent is fitr more impor- with well-regulated habits, that intet-
rant, in tile eye ,,f the public, than that lectual instruction can be calculated
of the rich: more important, because it upon as serviceable to beings in the
serves as an instrument of social organi- position of pauper children. *
zation, which the opulent wilt supply to The remarks which Bentham left
themselves, on the voluntary principle ; behind him, on a proper system of edu-
while the means of procuring a supply for cation for the richer classes, are to be
the poorer classes, becomes a matter of found in certain fragmentary essays,
pul,lic I_olicy. In this view, as a system bro,ght together under thetide of Chres-
which mu_t be provided for by an elee- tomathia.+ The work consists partly
mosvnarv fund, he considered that Na- in an exposition of tbe benefits of in-
tn,n_d education was connected with the tellectual instruction, partly in the de-
po(,r law. scription of a project for establishing a

The svstem proposed in the Plan of national school for the middle classes,
Pauper _lanagement, unites both train- and partlyin an analytical examination
in:z and education. The Author had the of some of the departments of instruc-
,-agacity to see, what has heen in later tion suited to such an institution. He
times too often excmplificd, thatthe seeds adopted, in a great measure, the system
of the higher branches of knowledge II of divismn of labour suggested by Lan-
cu_t into minds unprepared for their caster and Bell. There are several
re('_,pti,,n, may produce bad or worth- principles of tuition laid down, the main
less fruit. Hi_ great object was to feature of which is, the establishing a
redeem pauper children front a position rigid mental disciphne in the minds of
in which, as outcasts from society, they youth--preventing their thoughts front
were likely to remain during thelrliw:s straying, and taking measures ibr as-
e,ther a burden on the charity of the certaimng, with respect to the several
community or enemies to its property; steps of the progress, that nothing is
and to (,]evate them into the position of lef_ in a crude and undigested state,
prc,ductive members. In a community but that whatever is learnt is welllearnt.
_here there are no unproductive mere- It is generally as a &scipline to the
hers there can be no permanent paupers; mind, that the devotion of so nluch of
and the very best form, in point of eco- the time of youth to the acquisition _)f
nomy, wluch a provision to the poor can classical syntax, prosody, and etymo-
assume, is that in which it converts any logy, is wndicated. There is no doubt
class of persons from consuming to pro- that the operation of mastering tan-
ductive members of society. With this guages, so philosopbmal in their struc-
view, the principal end in the educa- ture, and so little capable of being made

tion of pauper children, after they have _ See Works, vol. vm. p. 395 et seq. The
been taught the principles and practice Report on the traimng of pauper children,
of morality and religion, is to fit them presented by the Poor Law Commissioners in
for some trade by which they can make 1841, is a practical adaptation and illustration
their bread, to train them in those regu- of Bentham's opinion. It is to be regretted
lar habits which a respectable man finds that the cormmssmnershave not been enabled

to carry out their practical apphcatmn of the
necessary to his happiness, and to ac- system to the extent which appcam to have
custom them to value those comforts and been contemplated by them.
:Tplial,ces with which industry and re- + See the commencement ofvol, wit.
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u_e of without a scientific acquaintance since Bentham wrote, tie had to sug-
with them, as the Greek and Latin gest the system of a uniform Register of
tongues, is in itself a powerful mental births, marriages, and deaths, so arrang-
tonic. But if the same discipline can be ed, that the making entry in the register
accomplished by instruction in subjects should not depend on the choice of in-
more likely tobe afterwards made practi- dividuals, but should be imperatively
eally available by the pupil, there would enforced. He viewed such a general
be undoubted economy in the change, register as a grand stere-house of facts,
Neither his own personal inclinations, applicable not only as evidence for legal
nor his judgment, would have prompted purposes in relation to the persons ap-
Bentham to deny their due weight to _earing on the register, but as providing
classical studies. " He was a scholar, a fund of vital statistics, upon which
and a ripe and good one," in the ordi- political economists might reason, and
nary sense of the term. He was par- the legislature act. To make the vital
tial to the Greek language, which he statistics serviceable, in relation to the
maintained to be, in its structure, the influence of trades, habits of life, places
best suited for a scientific nomenclature, of residence, &c., on health, he suggested
His partiality towards it has hetrayed that the professions of the parties should
itself in many of the titles of his works be entered, and, in the entry of each

witness the ChrestomaLhia itself, death, the disease or other occasion of
(Nz¢_,,,_o,,®the study of usefill things,) it. Those who are acquainted with the

omography, Deontology, Pannomial general Registration act for England,
Fragments, &c. To his case, therefore, (6 & 7 Will. IV. c. 86,) will recognise it
the common remark, that none attack as founded on the principles laid down by
the so generally conceded supremacy of Bentham, as they appear in the Consti-
ancient learning, but those who have tutional Code. '¢ The part of the code
not had the good fortune to receive a in which tlaey appear, was not pub-
cla_ssical education, does not apply, lished until after that act had passed,

To those who take much interest in but they had been for ten years promul-
the teaching of the higher branches of gated in the Rationale of Evi_nce._"
knowledge, the Chrestomathia, though At the time when the Bill for England
only a collection of fragments, must was under discussion, a similar measure
convey many useful hints, from the clear was brought in for Scotland ; but it was
manner in which every branch of in- opposed by the clergy, was dropped, and
straction is separated from all others, has not been revived.
and each is presented in its turn as a The Registration system in the Con-
topic to be separately exhausted, stitutional Code embraces other ele-

The subject of the education of the meats, which have not been yet experi-
higher classes of society, has, from a mented on_a Record of arrivals at the
natural analogy, been here treated in age of majority, and of lapses from, and
juxtaposition with the means of training restorations to sanity.++ The proposal
and instructing the children of the poor. of a General Register, applicable to
The main object of the present section, Realproperty, andto contracts and other
however, is to glance at the subsidiary transactions, did not originate with
legislative measures for internal organi- Bentham. The system has been illus-
zation and improvement contemplated trated in Scotland and in France, and
by Bentham ; and to these it is now he- partially even in England ; and efforts
cessary to return, have been made by practical statesmen,

The concluding chapters of the Con- of whom Oliver Cromwell was, perhaps,
stitutional Code, contain a multitude of the first, and Lord Campbell has been
minor arrangements for purposes of the last, to put the system in practice
public utility, of which the general

Registration system is, perhaps, the * Works, voh Lx.p. 6'2.5et _?.
most conspicuous. Legislation has made + Ibid. vol. vi. p. 5_6 et seq.
a great stride in relation to this subject _ Ibid. voh ix. p. 630-632.
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on a wider basis. The importance of Indigence-relief minister, he has control
such a system, and the best arrangements over the medical officers of all eleemo-
for its operation, are fully examined synary institutions. He exercises the
in more than one of Bentham's works. "_ appropriate functions in hospitals for

In the Constitutional Code, provision the sick, lunatic asylums, and prisons.
is made for a public officer, whose duty The object in view, in the appointment
it is to perform those remedial functions of such an officer, is to have, in the shape
for the public, of which the want is so of instruction, direction, and control, the
often felt in a thickly-peopled country, application to the operations of inferior
and which magistrates and police autho- officers, of that skill which can be put-
titles cannot easily fiflfil. Among the chased by high pay and official distinc-
multifarious duties assigned to him, is tion. This officer is to have other
the settlement of momentary disputes powers for protecting the public health.
with coachmen, innkeepers, porters, &c. He has to see that there is a proper sup-
The traveller is much at the mercy of ply of water for the public use ; to tako
these classes, who, in respect to judicial cognizance of all means by which the
control, readily distinguish, for their public health may be injured, by over-
victims, those who will not have time crowded buildings, undrained lands,
or opportunity to follow up an inquiry, places of interment, and noxious manu-
The principle of interference in such factnres ; he is to exercise, indeed, in ge-
cases is no infringement on freedom of neral, the functions of a central officer for
trade and labour. The object of all the enforcement ofsanatoryregulations.+ +
just regulation on the subject, is, not to In the tracts on the Poor Law there
compel the hirer to employ for, or the are various minor suggestions for in-
hired to work for an arbitrary price, but creasing the comforts, and raising the
to settle, by regulation, terms which tone of character, of the working classes.
parties are presumed to accept of when The extent to which those who are
they make no _pecific stipulation. The better informed, and have larger influ-
Local headman has many other, perhaps once in society, may aid them in coun-
more important spheres of action. He teracting their besotting sin, improvi-
is to give information to parties wishing deuce, is strongly urged, in the Pau-
to be acquainted with the wages of per Management, a plan is suggested for
labour and the means of living, &e. in the estabhshment of Frugality Banks,§
his district, to give friendly advice in the main features of which have beon
dispu[es, explaimng the probable results adopted in the legislative establishment
of an appeal to the Law, &e._" of Savings Banks.II At the time when

The Health-minister has important he wrote, Friendly Societies had re-
functions assigned to him in the Consti- celve(t but slight aid from the legisla-
tutmnal Code. In conjunction with the

r_tative form, were quoted by Bentham as
See Works, vol. v. p. 417 ; ix. 634 ; x. 350. illustrative matter/br the Constitutional Code.

_" Ibid. vo]. ix. p. 612 et seq. See Works, vol. Ix. p. 648.
.+ Ibid. voh ix. p. 443 et s,'(1. It would be § See Works, vol. viii. p 407 et seq.

an injustice to that friend of Bentham who [l It is a singular illustration of the smallness
has so thoroughly laid before the pubhe the of the extent to which the very valuable tracts
grounds on which Sanatory Legislation ought oa Pauper Management have been perused,
to be based, to allow it to be presumed that --probably from their having been published
the Constitutmnal Code contains on this sub- o_flyin a periodical work, (vlz., " The Annals
ject anything beyond simple suggestions as to of Agriculture,") that the first suggestion of
the general subjects to which the regulations Savings Banks is almost universally attributed
should apply. The suggestions m_ght have to the Proposals circulated by Mr Smith of
remained unnoticed hke many of their author's Wendover, two years after the pubhcatmn of
other valuable hints. The pubhc owe the full the Fauper Management. ]n that work, in-
inductive sifting which th_ssubject has recelv- stead of the few crude suggestions with which
ed solely to Mr Chadwick, some of whose re- such projects generally commence, the whole
marks on sanatory regulations, written long system, with it, deferred annuities, and other
belore he could have anticipated an opportu- characteristics, will be found to be distinctly
nity of bringing fer_ ard his vicw_il_an autho- explaiued.
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ture, and were subject to all the risks, in- tues, and the facilitation of trade. He
conveniences, and miscalculations, which thought it ought to meet with encourage-
the operations of small bodies of unin- ment from the legislature, and that it
strueted men would naturally entail on ought not to be a source of revenue.++
them. Their vital calculations, founded On the enlightening and civilizing in-
on imperfect data, were generally erro- fluence of the press, he wrote at more
neous; and it frequently occurred, that length.§ He considered the editor of a
a society which, at first, appeared to be newspaper as the admitted president of
prosperous, became exhausted before it a department of the public-opinion tri-
met the claims of those who, having : bunal_ viz.--that portion of the public
longest contributed to its funds, had the who support, or are directed by, the
best equitable claim to its benefits. The opinions of the newspaper. He was a
meetings could be held nowhere but in i friend of the perfect freedom of the press
public-houses; and thus the practice of i --thatisto say, of the principle, that those
frugality was attempted to be corn- who write in it should be permitted to
menced in the midst of those induce- do precisely what they plea_e, subject to
ments to excess which are its greatest punishment for every offence against
enemies.* These evils received no cot- person, reputation, or property, which
rection till they were prominently ex- they may commit through a newspaper,
.posed by the select committee appointed just as if they had committed the same
m 1825. offence through any other means. The

The facilitation of the transfer of English law of Libel he considered des-
small sums of money from place to potic and capricious. Its principle is,
place, is urged, in the Pauper Manage- that every man who finds anything in
ment, as an important adjunct to fru- print which offends him, and who has
gality and commercial integrity.+ The money enough to raise an action, may
plan has been practically adopted in the inflict a heavy punishment on the writer.
system of Post-office money-orders. He sarcastically characterized the for-

Though he could not be said to have mality of a trial as a mockery, when
made any approach to the vahmble dis- founded on such doctrines; as, the very
covery of Mr IIill, Bentham so far anti- fact of a man being at the expense of pro-
cipated the modern opinion of the func- secuting is of itself the best evidence
tions of a Post-office, that he viewed it, of his feelings being hurt.II All taxes on
when established on proper principles, as knowledge, he considered injuries to the
an institution fraught with internal ira- welfare of a state, as an impediment
provement---with the progress of ]=now- thrown--generally designedly--in the
ledge, the nourishment of the social vir- way of national improvement.¶

SECTION VIII.

I_T_R_'XTIO_AL LAW.

Ass that Bentham wrote on this sub- received a proper distinctive name. _*o
jeer, is comprised within a comparatively work, bearing separately on this sub-
small compass ;** but it would be un-ject, written by Bentham, was publish-
pardonable to omit all mention of a ed during his lifetime, and his "Prin-
science which he was the means of ciples of International Law" made their
revolutionizing, and which, previously firstappearance in the collected edition.
to his taking it in hand, had not even From observations here and there scat-

* See Works, vol. viii p. 410 et ._cq. II Works, vol. i. p. 574 et seq.; v. 97 et seq.
Ibid. vol. rift. p. 417. ¶ Ibid. vol. ix. p. 451.

_+Ibid. vol. viii. p. 583. ** Ibid. voh it. p. 535-560. See the subject
§ Ibid. vol. it. p. 275 et seq.; v. 97 et scq., casually introduced vol. iii. pp. 200_611 ; ix.

viii. 580 et se_.; ix. 53 et 8eq. 58, 382.
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tered through his works, his opinions law, there is a power bearing with more
on the subject might be gathered; but it or less influence on the conduct of all
was almost solely in the great article by nations, as of all individuals, however
Mr Mill on the "Law of Nations" in transcendently potent they may be--
the Encyclopedia Britannica, that the this is the power of public opinion ; and
public could find a distinct account of it is to the end of directing this power
the utilitarian theory of International rigbtly, that rules of International law
law. should be framed.

It was necessary to establish a distinc- The power in question has, it is true,
tion between International laws, and various degrees of influence. The strong
laws calculated for internal government, are better able to put it at defiance than
which had not been distinctly drawn in the weak. Countries which, being the
the previous works on the subject. The most populous, are likely also to be the
internal laws of a countrv have always strongest, carrya certain support ofpub-
a superordinate authority [o enforce them lic opinion with all their acts, whatever
when any dispute regarding them takes they may be. But still it is the only
place among the inhabitants; but when power that can be moved to good pur-
nations fall into disputes there is no such )oses in this case ; and, however high
superordinate impartial authority to bind some may appear to be above it, there
them to conformity with any fixed rules are, in reality, none who are not more
--whether the community of civilized or less subject to its influence. The
nations may hereafter be able to estab- conquerors who have nearly annihilated
lish such a tribunal is a separate cluestion, their enemies, are far from being exempt
It hence arises that, in the internal laws from the judgment of the public-opinion
of a state, there is always an approach tribunal, regarding the extent to which,
more or less near to a uniformity of de- while victormus, they have exercised the
cision in disputed cases, and that the de- virtues of generosity and humanity.
cisions may be referred to as precedents Bentham was opposed to war, as be
for future action. In disputes between was to every practice that brought with
nations, however, the decisions, if they it destruction and misery; but he hehl
may be called so, are more properly the that there were circumstances which
victories of the stronger party, and are might justify it as a choice of evils, tie
precedents to be followed by those who thought there were occasions on which
are able to imitate them, and to be sub- a display of energy was essential to
mitred to by those who must submit, peace and security ; and that those
tIence, a reference to precedent, as tim theorists who eschewed war as "unlaw-
foundation of International law, mustbe tiff," were frequently only saved from a
fallacious, and no principles founded on series of oppressions which would folln
it can be just. a dangerous precedent against all peace-

What had been done, being quite use- ably-inclined communities, by the exer-
less as a guide in this department, it tionsoftheboldersplritswithwhomthey
was maintained that the way to serve were mingled. * Thewars commonlycaU-
mankind in any view that could be ed "glorlous"--the wholesale murder of
taken of the subject was, by showing human beings, on no better impulse than
what ought to be done. The question the lust of power and the gratification
intervenes--what is the use of showing of vanity_ he denounced with all the in-
what ought to be done, when it is ad- dignation of his ardent nature. His
mitted that there is no authority capable views of the right principles on which
of doing it, and that we must leave it
in the hands which we charge with hay- *"Indefensireforce the principle is,no doubt,
ing already abused it--those of the involved, that attack may be remotely neees-
stronger party in each dispute ? The sary to defence. 1)efe_e is a fair ground forwar. The Quaker's objection cannot stand.
answer is, that though there be no dis- What u fine thing it would have been for
tinct official authority capable of enfor- Buonaparte to have had to do with Quaker
cing right principles of International natioas!"--Yol, x. p. 581.
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the sword should be drawn, involved a There are none against whom the flame
self-sacrifice, founded on a conscientious of human passion burns more fiercely
and serious calculation of results. His and enduringly than those who, fbrget-
just national wars were a deliberate and ting the humanity of the man, and the
well-weighed resignation of present hx- heroism of the soldier, have marked
uries and advantages, to obtain some end their progress through a hostile territory,
good for the community, and good for by smoking hamlets, devaztated fields,
mankind; to obtain relief from the de- and homeless orphans.
moralising and degrading influence of As there are mischiefs to be abstained
servitude ; or to help a weak nation from in war, there are selTices for n_
struggling with a powerful, tions to perform to each other in time of

Thus, judging that there were cireum- peace. They should afford all facilities
stances which would justify declarations for commercial intercourse between their
of war, he appealed to the tribunal of own and other nations, and between
public opinion regarding the method of those foreign states which may have
conducting hostilities towards the desired occasion to use their territory as a high-
end, with the smallest infringement of way. The civilized part of tile world
the Greatest-happiness principle. On is coming, day by day, nearer to just
this principle, no evil act shuuld be done principles of international intercourse.
to an enemy, unless it will produce a France affording a highway for our corn-
proportional amount of benefit to the munication with our great oriental em-
side effecting it. The vicissitudes of war pire, and conveying through its govern-
afford many opportunities for a choice meat telegraph the earliest news of our
of operations, in which a benevolent operations in the east, is a symptom of
mind will be able to accomplish as much progress which it would have afforded
for his own country as a malevolent, Bentham the llveliest gratification to
without the same sacrifice of hfe and witness. _qations should afford each
property. It will be a ruling principle other every reasonable assistance in the
to strike at tt,e government instead of enforcement of the law of private rights
the people. The disablement of the for- belonging to each. A community of
met is sure to produce the end aimed at, nat.donsbound to give assistance to each
and may occasion a comparatively small other's lool_tical laws, would be a most
amount of misery. When a government dangerous alliance ; it would be too apt
is weakened through attacks onthe peo- to become a combination of monarchs
ple, the operation is performed in the for the support of despotism. In agree-
most cruel manner in which it can be ing, however, to make parties who seek
accomplished. There can seldom be refuge within its territory amenable to
much good done by destroying the the private laws of the country they have
food and clothing of the people, or by fled from, whether they have attempted
appropriating such necessaries, unless to escape from a civil obligation, or from
they are wanted for the invading army: the punishment of a crime, each nation
and the effect to be produced on a confers a benefit on every other, and,
contest by such heartless acts, can sel- by the reciprocity, a benefit on itself.
dora enter into comparison with the When nations are better accustomed to
efficacy of a seizure of warlike stores, the performance of these services to
The one must always be productive of each other, and when free trade has
cruelty; the other may, in tideend, serve brought them within the circumference
the purposes of humanity, by tenni- of common interests, they will daily find
hating the contest. Here, as in pri- more inducements to preserve the bless-
rate ethics, self-regarding prudence goes ings of peace, and fewer causes of irrita-
hand in hand with effective benevoleuce, tion urging them to war.
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SECTION IX.

POLITICALECO_O_IY.

LIKE all the later writers on the sub- to the funds of the dishonest or obstinate

ject of Political Economy, Bentham ac- debtor. The debtor might be deprived
knowledged Adam Smith as his master; of his liberty on the oath of any ruffian,
and he professed only to analyze some and his creditor might make him a slave
of those departments which the founder for life ; but there was no middle course
of the science had not examined, or in where justice could meet humanity--
relation to which he had adopted views where the unfortunate might be spared
inconsistent with the great principles of the punishment due only to a felon, and
his own system, the fraudulent might be deprived of

The chief service which Bentham has the means of defying the law. This
done to this scmnce, has been in the ap- state of matters has beennmch improved
plication of his exhaustive system to the in tim course of modern Legislation. It
carrying out, to their full extent_ the cannot be denied that these improve-
doctrines of FREE TnADE. Asia ever)- ments are in a great measure owing to
other subject, he applied to this the cri- the writings ofBentham, t and they are
teflon of the Greatest-happiness prin- respectively additions to that security
ciple_ and its bearing on legislation, which, in his opinion, was all that Poli-
PoliticalEconomy, if itwere to be looked tical Economy demanded of the Law.
upon as an art, he conceived to be the Though it cannot, however, frame laws
art of supplying mankind at large with for directly increasing or preserving the
the greatest possible quantity of the pro- wealth of the community, legislation
duce of industry, and of distributing it may do nmeh to enable the individual
in tim manner most conducive to the members to do these things rightly for
wellbeing of humanity. When he asked themselves. Its chief means of accom-
what legislation ought to do towards plishing this is Education. On the
the accomplishment of these ends, the effect of intelligence in increasing indi-
answer was--Let it leave each man to vidual, and thence national production,
do what seems best to himself. The it is quite unnecessary to enlarge. It
wealth of individuals is the wealth of gives the engineer the means of invent-
the community; and each man is the ing, and properly applying machinery.
best architect of his own fortunes. The It gives the merchant the means of
preservation of security is all that Po- knowing the most profitable markets.
litical Economy looks to from the le- It givesthe labourer the means of know-
gislature--security for wealth created ing where his labour is most valued, and
--security for the exercise of ingenuity enables him, when he finds the trade he
and industry in creating more--security is occupied in, falling, or becoming over-
for enforcing the performance of con- stocked, to turn his hand to another. In
tracts. "_ short, in all circumstances, skill, the

This, its essential and simple duty, the fruit of education, gives the producer
legislature was found to be neglecting, the means of increasing the value of his
while it was occupied in making abor- produce to his own benefit, and to that
tire attempts to perform the unperfor- of the community. (See above, p. 71.)
rouble task of increasing productiveness Rewards, for exhibitions of skill or
or decreasing consumption. It denied to genius in arts and manuf_ctures_ are
the creditor, what it might so easily have aids to the operation of education: they
givenhim--facilitiesforimmediateaccess serve to create emulation, and to open

See Works_ vol. ii. p. 1-103. See _.]so _'See Works_ vol. i. p. 546; iii. 428; v.
vol. i. p. 302 ; ii. 269 ; ix. 11. 533 ; vi. 135, 176, 180 ; _ii. 381.
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and improve the faculties. On the ment, in relation to which Adam Smith
most judicious means of adapting these had lost hold of the pure principles of
rewards to their ends, he wrote a con- free trade. The father of political eeo-
siderable quantity of remarks and eluci- nomy had not succeeded in so eom-
dations. He thought the most ingcni- pletely clearing the nature of money
ously devised source of reward, was that of its adventitious and popular accepta_
of giving a monopoly, in the use of an tions, as to be able to treat it like an
invention, to the inventor, for some ordinary commodity, subject to the
limited time--the Patent system. The common rules of trade. Hence he
great value of this arrangement he found supported the Usury laws, which are
to be in its power of adjusting the essentially a restriction of free trade in
amount of the reward to the extent to money. As an exposition of this fal-
which society found itself benefited, lacy, Bentham wrote his " Defence of
He did not adopt the view, that the Usury."+ It has often been remarked
produce of intellectual labour, or of that this title is not a descriptive one--
skill, should be declared by the law to the work is no more a defence of usury
be like the physical subjects of appro- than it is a defence of high prices. ]t
priation, something which must be for merely proves the folly and mischievous-
ever the property of t6m who brought ness of any attempt to fix the price that
it into existence, or of those deriving should be paid for the use of money.
right from him. If such a principle It will be unnecessary to make any
had been opened up at the time when analysis of arguments which have now
be wrote, he would probably have found, been seconded by the almost entire abe-
on a comparison of the end proposed to lition of tile Usury laws.
be accomplished, with the means of per- Bentham's otber works on Political
forming it, that human legislation could Economy are chiefly occupied in the ex-
not accomplish sodifficult a task as that posure of the fallacy of those artificial
of keeping all subjects of invention, and efforts which legislation makes to in-
all productions of intellect, the perpetual crease the country's wealth. One of the
propertyofsome person orother, as itdoes most prominent and extravagant of these
in tl,e case of physical objects--even had he found to be colonies.*+ The expense
such a result been desirable. Accord- which they occasion, not only in the way
ingly, the foundation onwhich the Patent of continuous support, but as the cause
and Copyright laws are placed, is that of wars, is enornlous. They give no-
of Privilege, granted as a reward for ser- thing to the mother country ; for they
vices. The imI,ediments thrown in the will never consent tobe taxed. Atrade
way of the acquisition of tile reward, with them is not more advantageous than
by the costly and cumbrous machinery a trade with any other people ;--they
of the Patent laws, is much deplored, will not give more than the market price
Bentham's suggestions as to a simpler for our goods, or sell their own to us at
system of Patent laws, have been taken less. They can make no addition to our
advantage of in a series of statutes, trade ; for _t is limited by our capital--
which have been remodelled and con- by that amount of the proceeds of in-
stdidated by the 5 & 6 Vic. c. 100. dustry which we have saved up from
This act adopts a practical facility for consumption. If we can double our
its operation, which was likewise sug- capital, we may double our trade; but
gested by Bentham--viz. a register of we can never increase it by wasting our
the inventions or patterns as to which capital in compelling people to buy from
tile privilege is held, with a series of us. We may give our colonies the me-
marks for separating and individualiz- nopoly of a certain trade with the mother
ing them. * country--this is just going to a narrow,

Bentham found one important ele-

+ Commencementof vol.iii. of the Works.
SeeWorks_vol.ii. p. 212; iii. 71; v. 373; + SeeWorks,voh ii. p. 547et seq.; iii. 52

_i. 584. et seq.; Iv. 408et se_t.
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and consequently disadvantageous mar- the date of Bentham's writings on the
ket, instead of a wide, and consequently subject, that it will hardly be of service

good one. We may compel them to to analyze his arguments against Mono-
consume our manufactures--we must polies, Prohibitions, Restrictions, and

first contrive to give them the money to Bounties.+ Perhaps no other writer on

buy tl,em with ; and thus we hire pur- Political Economy has given so clear an
chasers, to keep up a trade which can- account of the incidence of bounties on

not support itself, exportation, tie describes them as tri-
Colonization is, however, not without bute paid to the foreign consumer. If

its advantages, though few of these fall we can produce the article cheaper than
to theshare of the mother country. It other nations can, the foreigner buys
may be the means of removing the de- from us of course. If we reduce it

mated part of a population, through a below its proper remunerating price, he

system of emigration. It is only, how- is not the less ready to buy from us--
ever, in peculiar circumstances that it but the only way in which we can so

will not be a very extravagant means of reduce it, isby paying part of the price
accomplishing this end. If there is an- for him.

other country which will absorb our In the ease of bounties _po_ exportation, the
damaged* population, the support of errorls not so palpable as in that of bounties

colonies for the purpose, is .just paying upon production, but the evil is greater. In

for what may be got for nothing. Co- both cases, the money is equally lost : thedifference is m the persons who receive it.
Ionization may be the means of spread- Wh_t you pay for production, is received by
ing the blessings of civilisation among your countrymen--what you pay for expor-
savage tribes : _mre there is a palpable rattan, you bestow upon strangers. It is an

advantage to those tribes themselves, and ingemous scheme for inducing a foreign na-

to the world at large ; but it is obtained
at a sacrifice on the part of the mother + Probably the only subject in relation to

country. It will sometimes occur, that which Bentham is behind the knowledge of

the possession of fortified places abroad is the present age, (his works on Political Eco-nomy were almost all written in the 18th
serviceable for the protection of the free century,) is m his views of the Incidence of
commerce of a nation ; but this is abene- machinery on the wages of labour. Taking the

fit of rare occurrence, and is very often direct advantages of machinery on the one side
supposed to be obtained when it is not. --cheapness of' productmn, and the command

The science of Political Economy of foreign markets arising out of that cheap-hess--he deducted from these the loss to labour,
has made so much progress, especially (vol. m. pp. 39, 67-68.) He had forgotten to
in tbe department of free trade, since keep in view, that of the capital exhausted on

hand-made, and that on machme-made pro-
The term "surplus population" is generally duce, it is not a necessary fact that a less pro-

employed m relatmn to emigration ; but thts portion of the latter should go in the form of
imphes an apphcation of the system too wide wages of labour than of the former. In the
to be practicable. Population never can be case, for instance, of u certain capital spent
too great when there is employment for all ; on the production of stockings, If they are
and no natron could afford to carry off the hand-knit, the wages go to the knitter ; while,
numbers annuallyadded to a populatmnwhlch, if they be machine-made, the wages go to the
by such removals, has free room to grow. All miner, the smelter, the machine-maker, &e.
who can be removed by any practicable system The elements of the prices of commodities are,
are immediately replaced ; and, before any rent of land, oa which the raw material is
advantage can be had by the removal, it must produced--wages of labour_and profits of
be shown that, by some improvement in the stock. These elements will vary in their pro-
institutions and habits of the country, the un- portions, accordingtoincidentalcircumstances;
productive individuals removed are to be re- but it does not follow that they will be neeessa-
placed by productive. The committee of the rily different in the case of hand-produce, from
House'of Commons,of 1841,on emigraUon from what they are in tim case of machine-produce.
the Highlands, with great caution, reeommend- Another discovery of modem science in this
edthat no money for the purpose should be ad- department, which seems not to have been
vanced by Government until there was some anticipated by Bentham, is, the fallacy as to
secunty, inanamendmentoftheScottishPoor theinfiuence oftheSmkmg Fund, so clearly
Law, that a similar unproductive population exposed by Dr Robert Hamilton in his work
should not succeed to those so removed, on the National Debt.
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tion to receive tribute from you without being other nation in consequence _. Alarmed at the
aware of it ; a little like that of the Irishman sight of this danger, it takes all possible me-
who passed his light guinea, by cleverly slip- thods for its prevention. When it has yen-
ping it between two halfpence. . tured to prohibit the article, everything is

The Irishman who passed his "light guinea done. It has refused the six-franc pieces for
was very cunning ; but there have been French twelve sons. When it has not dared to pro-
and English more cunning than he, who have hihit it, it has balanced this bounty by a coun-
taken care not to be imposed upon by his ter-bounty upon some article that it exports.
trick. When a cunning individual perceives Not daring to refuse the crown of six francs
you have gained some point with him,his ima- for twelve sous, it has cleverly slipped some
gination mechanically begins to endeavour to little diamond between the two pieces of
get the advantage of you, without examining money--and thus the cheat is cheated.--Vol.
whether he would not do better were he to iii. p. 62-63.
leave you alone. Do you appear to believe The reader who takes an interest in

that the matter in question is advantageous financial projects will find much to en-to you _ He is convinced by this circumstance
that it is proportionally disadvantageous to gage his attention in the plan for con-
him, and that the safest line of conduct for vetting stock into Annuity notes. _ The
him to adopt, is to be guided by your judg- project is an improvement on the Ex-
ment. Well acquainted with this disposition chequer Bill system. It invites Govern-
of the human mind, an Enghshman laid a ment to come into the field in oppositionwager, and placed himself upon the Pont-
neuf, the most public thoroughfare in Paris, to the private banks, with the advan-
otfering to the passengers a crown of six francs tage in its favour of allowing interest on
for a piece of twelve sons. During half a day its paper securities. The notes are to
he only sold two or three, be of various amounts. They are to

Since individuals in general are such dupes
to their self-mistrust, is it strange that go- carry interest daily from the day of issue,
vernments, having to manage interests which and are each to have a table by which
they so little understand, and of which they its value in interest added to capital

are so jealous, should have fallen into the may be ascertained on any given day.
same errors _ A government, believing itself The Author was of opinion that theseclever, has given a bounty upon the exporta-
tion of an article, in order to force the sale of notes would be used as cash, as of their
it among a foreign nation : what does this value on each day accordingto the table.

SECTION X.

LOGIC AND I_IETAPtIYSICS.'_

BF_TH_,_ did not draw a line of dis- p. 10,) afullandsearching inquiryinto all

tinction between these sciences; and he the qualities and operations of the human
seems to have considered the terms al- mind, including an investigation not only

most convertible. It follows that he ofthelawsofthought, butofthematerials

did not treat the subject of Logic, as it on which they work. To this end, he more
has generally been done, particularly than once set bimseff down to examine

by late writers, as a formal science,+ + and classify the powers of the mind.
teaching the laws of thought, as distinct He exhibited an intention of pursuing
from those sciences which treat of the the examination of mental operations

matter of thought. How far he would with a comprehensive, and, at the same
have continued his mixture of the two time, most minute anatomy. To this

subjects, after he had made some up- purpose, be divided and subdivided the
preach to completeness in his examina- materials of thought ; and being brought
tionofthe various departmentsofmental by his subdivisions into an analysis of

lohilosophy, it isdifliculttosay. Heseems the matter of language and grammar_

to have projected, as already stated, (see left_ in his fragments on these two sub-

_Works, eel. iii. p. 105 et seq. $ The single word science is here used, for
_"The Works referred to in this Section are the sake of brevity, though Bentham, like

those in eel. viii. down to p. 357. See also Whately, considered that Logic was both a
eel. iii. p. 285 et seq. Science and an Art.
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jects, Sl_cimeus of the minuteness with tinction which he follows out with hi_
which he intended to go over the whole usual clearness and consistency, and of
field, which he never, in any of his works, loses

His notion of Logic was, that it was sight. If this classification in some men-
the means of getting at the truth, in sure resemble Aristotle's division into
relation to all departments of human Primary and Secondary substances, it
knowledge ;* and that it thus was, to use will be found, on examination, to have a
his own expression, the schoolmistress muchmore comprehensive influence, and,
of all the other arts and sciences.+ It from the manner in which its author era-

would seem, then, to be included in his ploys it, to have a much more important
view of the subject, that any system of application to the arrangement of the
Logic, which left the student ignorant elements of thought. Nouns expressing
of the means of ascertaining the truth real entities are names of things of
in regard to any one element of human which we predicate the actual exis-
knowledge, was an imperfect system, tenee---sueh as a ball, a wheel, an ira-
If Logic be considered as divided into pression on the mind, &c. Nouns
the Analytic and Dialectic branches, the expressive of fictitious entities, are, all
latter half of the subject was entirely those nouns which do not express such
rejected by Bentham ; for, viewing dia- actual existences. The distinction seems
lectics in its original signification of the to be a pretty obvious one; but the uses
art of debating, he considered it as an which its Author makes of it are novel
instrument of deception rather than of and important. In our phraseology as to
truth--as a system of rules for enabling fictitious entities, we borrow the forms
the more adroit disputant to defeat the of words which have been invented for
less able. If, however, Logic be di- explaining the phenomena of real en-
vided into the Analytic branch and the titles ; and we cannot speak of the for-
Synthetic, + he has leftbehmd him traces mer without the actual use, or think of
of his labours in both departments: in them without the mental use, of these
the former examining she phenomena forms of words. Thus motion is a fieti-
which the mind exhibits in the process of tious entity. We talk of motion being
acquiring truth ; in the latter, construct- I in a thing, or of a thing being in toe-
ing instruments to facilitate itsdiseovery, l tion ; and in using the preposition in, we

Perhaps the most remarkable and ' borrow a word which was invented to
original feature of the analytic portion be used upon physical matter. Relation
of the fragments, is the division of all is a fictitious entity--one thing is said
nouns substantive into names of Real, to have a relation to another, and in this
and names of Fictitious entities ; a dis- word have we are obliged to borrow a

word constructed for the purpose of in-
Works, vol. viii. pp. 220, 222. timating corporal possession. The me-

_¢Ibid. p. 76.:
$ Beutham would not himself have admitted thod in which I have my pen, and the me-

the use of the terms Analysis and Synthesis thod in which logic may have a relation
with this popular acceptation. ]In a very to metaphysics, are two very different
curious note, (vol. viii. p. 75,) he has shown ideas ; but we cannot express the latter
that the same elements separated in analysis without borrowing the use of those words
are never the same that are put together m which were constructed to represent thesynthesis. The pieces, if they may be so call-
ed, with which the process of synthesis is per- former. Hence, fictitious entities can-
formed, are not the same which result from not appear in language, our instrument
the process of analysis. " The subject ann- of thought, except through the use of
lysed is an aggregate or genus, which is di- borrowed words. They have no phraseo-vided into s_evies, those into sub-species,and
so on. The only ease in which synthesis is logy of their own, and can have none.
exactly opposite and correspondent to, and no Whether they have separate existence
more thanco-extensivewithana.lysis, is_when or not is a question we have not data
between the ideas put together there is that for determining : to our minds they aresort of conformity from which the act of pun
ting them together receives the name of ten- So unreal, that we cannot think of them
eraliz_ion.'" without clothing them for the time-being
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in the words which are invented for I It is only by a division into two parts
thinking of real entities.* How far!that logical definition per genus et d_f-
a pursuit of this subject would throw ferentlam can be accomplished. The
light ou the old dispute of the Realists species is marked off by its possessing
and Materialists--how fax misapprehen- the quality of the genus, and some dif-
sion as to the actual subject of diseus- ferential quality which separates it from
sion may have arisen from this necessity the other species of that genus. It is
of borrowing the phraseology of real en- only by the expression of a difference as
titles for the purpose of discussing ficti- between two, that thought and language
tious entities, is an inquiry on which the enable us to say whether the elements
present writer cannot venture, of the thing divided are exhausted in the

The next feature prominently de- condividends. We can only compare
manding attention in the logical tracts, two things together--we cannot eom-
isthe instrumentwhich their Author used pare three or more at one time. In corn-
for analyzing and laying out his subjects mon language we do speak of compar-
--his exhaustive method of division, on ing together more things than two ; but
the Dichotomous or Bifurcate plan. He the operation by which we accomplish
took the hint of this system from the this end is compound, consisting of de-
old. editions, of the. Isagoge of Porphyry, dactions drawn from a series of com-
m which there Is a diagram exhibiting parisons, each relating to only two things
an exemplification of it, commonly at- at a time. Comparison is the estimate
tributed to the inventive genius of Por- of differences ; and language, by giving
phyry himself, but probably the work of us the word " between," as that by
an editor. The dichotomous mode of which we take the estimate_ shows that
division is frequently alluded to in the we can only operate on two things at a
writings of the Aristotelian logicians, time. Thus, if we have a division of an
and it received considerable attention aggregate into three, we cannot give
from Ramus ; but it was, like many such a nomenclature to these three ele-
other instruments of discovery, a mere ments as will show that they exhaust
plaything for the intellect, until it fell the aggregate. If we say law is divided
into the hands of a man who was able into penal and non-penal, we feel cer-
to adapt it to practical service. The tain, in the very form of the statement,
Porphyrian tree represents as the centre that we include every sort of law under
or trunk a genus generalissimum, from one or other of these designations ; but
which successive branches issuing carry if we say that law is divided into real,
off some separable quality, until it has personal, and penal, we cannot be, in the
gone through as many processes of divi- same manner, sure that we include every
sion as can be applied to it, and leaves kind of law. If we wish to proceed far-
in the two last condividends the two ther in the division, and, after dividing
most concrete entities which can be com- the law into penal and non-penal, say
prehended within the general term. the non-penal is divided into that which

The service which Bentham derived affects persons and that which does i,ot
from the study of this diagram, was in affect persons, we are sure still to be ex-
its leading him to the conclusion that haustive; and this system we can con-
the only species of division which in its tinue with the same certainty ad infi-
very terms bears to be exhaustive, is a nitum.
division into two. It may happen that The system is undoubtedly a labori-
any other division--such as that of the ous and a tedious one, when the subject
works of nature into the animal, vege- is large, and the examination minute.
table, and mineral kingdoms, may turn The exemplifications which the Author
out to be exhaustive : but the object is has given in his tables are the produce of
to find a formula the use of which of great labour, and cover but a limited ex-
itself secures exhaustiveness, tent of subject. It was more as a test

of the accuracy of the analysis made by
SeeWorks,vol. viii.pp. 119, 126_195 et the mind when proceeding with its ordi-sr_.,263.
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nary abbreviated operations, than as an } there would be an end to all freedom
instrument to be actually used on all land variety in style. But it is highly
occasions, that the Author,adopted the t useful, to take the statement to pieces,
bifurcate system. As a means of using 1and try whether its various propositions
- • _ , lit with the more clearne s and certainty, , contain within them the esseuce of the

. "] I

he recommended the adaptation to it of I bifurcate system and tile formula ; in
the Contradictory formala--vlz, the use other words, to see that when differences
ofapositive affirmationofaqualltyin one are explained, or contrasts made, they
of the condiwdends, and the employ- be clearly applied to only two things at
ment of the correspondent negative in a time, and that the phraseology, in-
the other. The value of th_s test, as stead of implying vague elements of dif-
applicable to any description of argu- ference, explains distinctly what theone
mentative statement, is, in its brlngmg thing has, and what the other has not. _
out intended contrasts with clearness

and certainty. It is not necessary that _ _ For an account of the B_furcate system,
the Differential formula should be ac- see Works, vol.vfii. pp. 95, 103,107, 110, 114,
tually employed. In its constant use o.53.

THE E_D.
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PREFACE.

THE following sheets were, as the title-page ] doomed to oblivion. In the course of eight
expresses, printed so long ago as the year] years, materials for various works, corre-
1780. The design, in pursuance of which] spondang to the different branches of the
they were written, was not so extensive as l subject of legislation, had been produced, and
that announced by the present title. Theft__[ some nearly reduced to shape : and, in every
had at that time no other destination _ one of those works, the principles exhibited

_t-'O_sc_-VllTg'_n intr_-_o_ I in the present pubhcation had been found so
"o-________le._ necessary, that, either to transcribe them
t_e samevoTume, piecemeal, or to exhibit them somewhere,

-Tli_-lY_y_f- _,e _ had received his where they could be referred to in the lump,
completion according to the then present ex- was found unavoidable. The former course
tent of the author's views, when, in the in- would have occasioned repetitions too bulky
vestigation of some flaws he had discovered to be employed without necessity in the exe-
he found himseff unexpectedly entangled in cution of a plan unavoidably so voluminous :
an unsuspected corner of the metaphysical the latter was therefore indisputably the pre-
maze. A suspension, at first not apprehended ferable one.
to be more than a temporary one, necessarily To publish the materials in the form in
ensued : suspension brought on coolness, and which they were already printed, or to work
coolness, aided by other concurrent causes, them up into a new one, was therefore the
ripened into ¢hsgust. only alternative: the latter had all along

Imperfections pervading the whole mass been his wish; and, had time and the requi-
had already been pointed out by the sincerity site degree of alacrity been at command, it
of severe and discerning friends ; and con- would as certainly have been realized. Co*
science had certified the justness of their gent cousiderations, however, concur with the
censure. The inordinate length of some of irksomeness of the task, in placing the ac-
the chapters, the apparent inutility of others, complishment of it at present at an unfa-
and the dry and metaphysical turn of the thomable distance.
whole, suggested an apprehension, that, if Another consideration is, that the suppre_
published in its present form, the work would sion of the present work, had it been ever so
contend under great disadvantages for any decidedly wished, is no longer altogether in
chance, it might on other accounts possess, his power. In the course of so long an in-
of being read, and consequently of being of terval, various incidents have introduced co-
use. pies into various hands, from some of which

But, though in this manner the idea of they have been transferred, by deaths and
completing the present work slid insensibly other accidents, into others that are unknown
aside, that was not by any means the case to him. Detached, but considerable extracts,
with the considerations which had led him have even been published, without any dis-
to engage in it. Every opening, which pro- honourable views (for the name of the author
raised to afford the lights he stood in need was very honestly subjoined to them), but
of, was still pursued : as occasion arose, the without his privity, and in publications un-
several departments connected with that in dertaken without his knowledge.
which he had at first engaged, were succes- It may perhaps be necessary to add, to
sively explored; insomuch that, in one branch complete his excuse for offering to the public
or other of the pursuit, his researches have a work pervaded by blemishes, which have
nearly embraced the whole field of legislation, not escaped even the author's partial eye,

Several causes have conspired at present to that the censure, so justly bestowed upon
bring to light, under this new title, a work the form, did not extend itself to the matter.
which under its original one had been imper- In sending it thus abroad into the world
eeptibly, but as it had seemed irrevocably, with all its imperfections upon its head, he
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thinks it may be of assistance to the few The consideration of the division of offences,
readers he can expect, to receive a short in- and every thing else that belongs to offences,
timation of the chief particulars, in respect ought, besides, to have preceded the con-
of which it fails of corresponding with his sideration of punishment: for the idea of
maturer views. It will thence be obser*ed pumshment presupposes the idea of offence:
how in some respects it fails of quadrating punishment, as such, not being inflicted but
with the design announced by its original in consideration of offence.
title, as in others it does with that announced Ia_tly, the analytical discussions relative
by the one it bears at present, to the classification of offences would, ac-

An introduction to a work which takes cording to his present views, he transferred to
for its subject the totality of any science, a separate treatise, in which the system of
ought to contain all such matters, and such legislation is considered solely in respect of
matters only, as belong in common to every its form: in other words, in respect of its
particular branch of that science, or at least method and terminology.
to more branches of it than one. Compared In these respects, the performance fails of
with its present tltle, the present work fails coming up to the author's own ideas of what
in both ways of being conformable to that tale. should have been exhibited in a work, bearing

As an introduction to the principles of the title he has now given it, viz. that of an
morals, in addition to the analysis it contains Introduction to the Principles of Morals and
of the extensive ideas signified by the terms Legislation. He knows however of no other

pleasure, pain, motive, and disposition, it that would be less unsuitable: nor, in par-
ought to have given a similar analysis of the titular, would so adequate an intimation of
not less extensive, though much less deter- its actual contents have been given, by a title
minate, ideas annexed to the terms emotion, corresponding to the more limited design,
passion, appetite, wrtue, vice, and some with which it was written; viz. that of serv-
others, including the names of the particular nag as an _ntroductwn to a penal code.
virtues and vices. But as the true, and, if Yet more. Dry and tedious as a great
he conceives right, the only true ground- part of the discussions it contains must un-
work for the development of the latter set avoidably be found by the bulk of readers,
of terms, has been laid by the explanation of he knows not how to regret the having
the former, the completion of such a die- written them, nor even the having made them
tionary, so to style it, would, in comparison public. Under every head, the practical uses,
of the commencement, be little more than _ to which the discussions contained under that
mechanical operatlun, head appeared applicable, are indicated: nor

Again, as an introduction to the principles is there, he believes, a single proposition that
of legislation in general, it ought rather to he has not found occasion to build upon m
have included matters belonging exclusively the penning of some article or other of those
to the civil branch, than matters more par- provisions of detail, of which a body of law,
tieularly applicable to the penal: the latter authoritative or unauthoritative, must be
being but a means of compassing the ends composed. He will venture to specify par-
proposed by the former. In preference, there- tieularly, in this view, the several chapters
fore, or at least in priority, to the several shortly charaetenzedbythe words Sens_bdity,
chapters which will be found relative to pn- Actions, fntent_onality, Conscwusness, Mo-
nishment, it ought to have exhibited a set of twes, Dzspositions, Consequences. Even in
propositions whichhavesincepresentedthem- the enormous chapter on the division of of.
selves to him as affording a standard for the fences, which, notwithstanding the forced
operations performed by government, in the compression the plan has undergone in sere-
creation and distribution of proprietary and ral of its parts, in manner there mentioned,
other civil rights. He means certain axioms occupies no fewer than one hundred and four
of what may be termed mental pathology, ex- closely printed quarto pages,_ the ten con-
pressive of the connexion betwixt the feel- cluding ones are employed in a statement of
ings of the parties concerned, and the several the practical advantages that may be reaped
classes of incidents, which either can for, or from the plan of classification which it ex-
are produced by, operations of the nature hibits. Those in whose sight the Defence
above mentioned.* of Usury has been fortunate enough to find

favour, may reckon, as one instance of those

• For example: It is _vqrseto lose than simply advantages, the discovery of the principles
not to gai_. .4 loss falls the lighter by being
d_vlded. The sufferinf , of a person hurt'in gra. since, referring to umversal experience as their
tij2eation o.1'enmity, is greater than the #rat_. immediate basts, they are incapable of demon-
catiOn lrrodueed _.'the same cause. These, and stration, and require only to be developed and
a few others which he wttl have occasion to ex- illustrated_ in order to be recognised as incon-

testable.hibit at the head of another puhlicauon, have
the same claim to the appellation of axioms, as T The first edition was published in 1789, in
those given bymathematicians under that name; quarto.
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developed in that little treatise. In the pre- ] _Part the lst.--Principles of legislation in
face to an anonymous tract pubhshed so long I matters of civil, more distinctively termed
ago as in 1776,* he had hinted at the utility ] private distributive, or for shortness, distri-
of a natural classification of offences, in the butlve, law._
character of a test for distinguishing genuine ! __Part the 2d.--Principles of legislation in
from spurious ones. The case of usury is one Lmatters of penal law._
among a number of instances of the truth of _-'Part the 3d.- Principles of legislation in
that observation. A note at the end of Sect. matters of procedure : uniting in one view the
xxxv. Chap. xvI. of the present publication, crzminal and civil branches, between which
may serve to show how the opinions deve- no line can be drawn, but a very indistinct
loped in that tract owed their origin to the one, and that continually liable to variationj
difficulty experienced in the attempt to find a L Part the 4th. -- Principles of legislation in
place in his system for that imaginary offence, matters of reward.
To some readers, as a means of helping them LPart the 5th.--Principles of legislation in
to support the fatigue of wading through an matters of pubhc dtstrlb_twe, more concisely
analysis of such enormous length , he would as well as familiarly _ermed constztutional,
almost recommend the beginning with those law.[_
ten concluding pages. __Part the 6th.--Principles of legislation in

One good at least may result from the matters of political tactics : or of the art of
present publication; viz. that the more he has maintaining order in the proceedings of poll-
trespassed on the patience of the reader on tical assemblies, so as to direct them to the
this occasion, the less need he will have so end of their institution ; viz. by a system of
to do on future ones: so that this may do to rules, which are to the constituuoual branch,
those_ the office which is done by books of in some respects, what the law of procedure
pure mathematics to books of mixed mathe- is to the civil and the penal_}
maties and natural philosophy. The narrower LPart the 7th. -- Principles of legislation in
the circle of readers is, within which the matters betwixt nation and nation, or, to use
present work may be condemned to confine a new though not mexprassive appellation, in
itself, the less limited may be the number of matters of international law._
those to whom the fi'uits of his succeeding _ Part the 8th. -- Principles of legislation in
labours may be found accessible. He may matters offinance.__
therefore, in this respect, find himself in the LPart the 9th. _ Principles of legislation in
condition of those philosophers of antiquity, matters ofpohtical economy.
who are represented as having held two bodies _Part the 10th. --Plan of a body of law,
of doctrine, a popular and an occult one : but complete in all its branches, considered in re-
with this difference, that in his instance the spect of its form ; in other words, in respect
occult and the popular will, he hopes, be of its method and terminology; including a
found as consistent as in those they were view of the origination and connexion of the
contradictory; and that., in his production, ideas expressed by the short list of terms, the
whatever there is of occultness has been the exposition of which contains all that can be

said with propriety to belong to the head of
ofpUrechoice.resultof sad necessity, and in no respect unwersal jurlsprudenee.t I

Having, in the course of this advertisement, T_kgu_scpf.t.h_Ao._wn under
had such frequent occasion to allude to dif- the above several heads is to prepare the way_
ferent arrangements, as having been suggested f_ _-bo_-of"l_v-ii_'ff- _'x_h'Tgi_'f_n_
by more extensive and maturer views, it may m_/n_p: an_ w_aiCh, to be compIete _-]_]i'refe-
perhaps contribute to the satisfaction of the rencetb_a_) p-olitlckTsta_e, n/u_t cdn_qt/tnffy
reader, to receive a short intimatmn of their be_'[cu_Ta_h]t for the ffle_i_arr, and adapted
nature : the rather, as without such explana- to the clrcumstances, of some one such state
tmn, references made here and there to un- _euhg,r ....
published works might be productive of per- Had-'h'_ an unlimited power of drawing
plexity and mistake. The following, then, upon time, and every other condition neces-
are the titles of the works by the publication sary, it would be his wish to postpone the
of which his present designs would be com- publication of each part to the completion of
pleted. They are exhibited in the order which the whole. In particular, the use of the ten
seemed to him best fitted for apprehension, _arts, which exhibit what appear to him the
and in which they would stand disposed, were dictates of utility in every line, being no
the whole assemblage ready to come oat at other than to furnish reasons for the several
once. but the order in which they will even- corresponding provisions contained in the
tually appear, may probably enough be ihflu- ] body of law itself, the exact truth of the for-
enced in some degree by collateral and tern- ] met can never be precisely ascertained, till

porary considerations. ...... |] -]-Such as obligation, right, power_possession_
A Fragment o_Govemment_ &¢. reprinted J title, exemption, immunity_iranehis¢_ l_'ivilcge_

18'22, [ nullity, validity, and the like.
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the provisions, to which they are destined to these questions, it is but too evident that
apply, are themselves ascertained, and that the relations and dependencies of every part
in term/n/s. But as the infirmity of human of the legislative system, with respect to
nature renders all plans precarious in the ex- every other, must have been comprehended
ecution, in proportion as they are extensive and ascertained. But it is onlyupon a view
in the design, and as he has already made of these parts themselves, that such an ope-
considerable advances in several branches of ration could have been performed. To the
the theory, without having made correspon- accuracy of such a survey one necessary con-
dent advances in the practical applications, dition would therefore be, the complete ex-
he deems it more than probable, that the istenee of the fabric to be surveyed. Of the
eventual order of pubheation will not corre- performance of this condition no example is
spond exactly with that which, had it been as yet to be met with any where. Common
equally practicable, would have appeared law, as it styles itself in England, judiciary
most eligible. Of this irregularity the un- law, as it might more aptly be styled every
avoidable result will be, a multxtude of ira- where, that fictitious compositiun which has
perfections, which, if the execution of the no known person for its author, no known
body of law in terminis had kept pace with assemblage of words for its substance, forms
the development of the principles, so that every where the main body of the legal fabric:
each part had been adjusted and corrected like that fancied ether, which, in default of
by the other, might have been avoided. His sensible matter, fills up the measure of the
conduct, however, will be the less swayed by universe. Shreds and scraps of real law,
this inconvenience, from his suspecting it to stuck on upon that imaginary ground, com-
be of the number of those in which the per- pose the furniture of every national code.
sonal vanity of _he s_thor is much mGre con- What follows ? That he who, for the pur-
cerned, than the instruction of the public: pose just mentioned, or for any other, wants
since whatever amendments may be suggested an example of a complete body of law to refer
in the detail of the principles, by the literal to, must begin with making one.
fixation of the pro;'isior.s to which _hey are There is, or rather there ought to be, a
relative, may easily be made in a corrected logic of the unll, as well as of the understand-
edition of the former, succeeding upon the mg : the operations of the former faculty are
publication of the latter, neither less susceptible, nor less worthy, than

In the com'se of the ensuing pages, refe- those of the latter, of being dehneated by
re'nces-T'_'IV_oTfouna, as a_i_, rules. Of these two branches of that re-
some to the plan of a pehal _Sd_, _5w---_-'_h condite art, Aristotle saw only the latter :
this work was meant as an "introductiSn i some succeeding logicians, treading in the steps
to other _br_nches of the a'wve-m_n_mned of their great founder, have concurred in
general plan, under titles somewhat different seeing with no other eyes. Yet so far as a
from those by which_they have been men- difference can be assigned between branches
tioued here. The givhlg t-his wanting is all so intimately connected, whatever difference
which-_ is in the author's power to do, to there is, in point of importance, is in favour
save the reader from the perplexity of look- of the logic of the will ; since it is only by
ing out for what has not as yet any existence, their capacity of directing the operations of
The recollection cf the change of plan will this faculty, that the operations of the under-
in like manner account fcr several similar standing are of any consequence.
incongruities not worth particularizing. Of this logic of the will, the science of law,

Allusion was made, at the outset of this considered in respect of its form, is the most
advertisement, to some unspe_fied difficul- considerable branch,--the most important
ties as the causes of the origina_ suspension, application. It is, to the art of legislation,
and unfinished complexion, of the present what the science of anatomy is to the art of
work. Ashamed of his defeat, and unable to medicine : with this difference, that the sub-
dissemble it, he knows not bow to refuse ject of it is what the artist has to work with,
himself the benefit of such an apology as a instead of being what he has to operate upon.
slight sketch of the nature of those diflicul- Nor is the body politic less in danger from a
ties may afford, want of acquaintance with the one science,

The discovery of them was produced by than the body natural from ignorance in the
the attempt to solve the questions that will other. One example, amongst a thousand
be found at the conclusion of the volume : that might be adduced in proof of this asser-
Wherein consisted the tdentity and complete- tion, may be seen in the note which termi-
hess of a law _ What the dtsttaction, and nares this volume.
where the separation, between a penal and a Such, then, were the difficulties : such the
civil law _ What the dlstmct_on, and where )reliminaries :--an unexampled work to a-
the separation, between the penal and other chieve, and then a new science to create : a
branches of the law ? new branch to add to one of the most ab-

To give a complete and correct answer to struse of sciences
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Yet more : a body of proposed law, how [ would either appear useless, or feel intohr-
complete soever, would be comparatively able. He will repeat it boldly (for it has
useless and uniustructive, unless explained ] been said before him), truths that form the
and justified, and that in every tittle, by a I basis of political and moral science are not
continued accompaniment, a perpetual corn- to be discovered but by investigations as se-
mentary of reasons :* which reasons, that the vere as mathematical ones, and beyond all
comparative value of such as point in opposite comparison more intricate and extensive.
directions may be estimated, and the conjunet The famillarity of the terms is a presumption,
force of such as point in the same direction but it is a most fallacious one, of the facility
may be felt, must be marshalled, and put un- of the matter. Truths in general have been
der subordination to such extensive and called stubborn things : the truths just men-
leading ones as are termed principles. There tioned are so in their own way. They are
must be therefore, not one system only, but not to be forced into detached and general
two parallel and connected systems, running propositions, unincumbered with explanations
on together; the one of legislative prowsions, and exceptions. They will not compress
the other of political reasons ; each affording themselves into epigrams. They recoil from
to the other correction and support, the tongue and the pen of the declaimer.

Are enterprises like these achievable ? He They flourish not in the same soil with sen-
knows not. This only he knows, that they timent. They grow among thorns ; and are
have been undertaken, proceeded in, and not to be plucked, like daisies, by infants as
that some progress has been made in all of they run. Labour, the inevitable lot of hu-
them. He will venture to add, if at all inanity, is in no tract more inevitable than
achievable, never at least by one, to whom here. In vain would an Alexander bespeak
the fatigue of attending to discussions, as a peculiar road for royal vanity, or a Ptolemy
arid as those which occupy the ensuing pages, a smoother one for royal indolence. There

is no King's Road, no Stadtholder's Gate,
to legislative, any more than to mathematic* To the aggregate of them a common deno-

mination has since been assigned--the rationale, science.
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AN

INTRODUCTION

TO THE

PRINCIPLES OF MORALSAND LEGISLATION.

CHAPTER I. the object of which is to rear the fabric of

OF THE PRINCIPLEO1"UTILITY. felicity by the hands of reason and of law.
Systems which attempt to question it, deal

NXTtrRE has placed mankind under the go- in sounds instead of sense, in caprice instead
vernance of two sovereign masters, pare and of reason, in darkness instead of light.
ptea_are. It is for them alone to point out But enough of metaphor and declamation :
what we ought to do, as well as to determine it is not by such means that moral science is
what we shall do. On the one hand the to be improved.
standard of right and wrong, on the other IL
the chain of causes and effects, are fastened The principle of utility is the foundation
to their throne. They govern us in all we of the pre_ent work : it will be proper there-
do, in all we say, in all we think' every fore at the outset to give an explicit and de-
effort we can make to throw off our subjec- terminate account of what is meant by it. B_._
tion, will serve but to demonstrate and con- _the prmcip.le_ of utility i_neahLthat prlB:
firm it. In words a man may pretend to ciple w_hic_happroves or disap_p_roves_
abjure their empire: but in reality he wall actiqn whatspeyer_.gccordjng __
remain subject to it all the while. The przn- _vl)lqh it aopea.rs to haye t9 augment or dimi-
c_ple of utzhty* recognises this subjection, and rash the happiness of tl_e party whose interes$
assumes it for the foundation of that system, i__rL_what is the same thlng..yl

other wolds,, to _rpm.gte, orto_
* Note by the Author, July 182'2-- ha1I_.!j_._,I say of every action whatsoever;
To this denomination has of late been added -a'nd therefore not only of every action of

or substituted, the _'rcatest happlncss or greatest private individual, but of every measure of
feScity principle : this for shortness, instead of
saying at length that princlple which states the govermnent.
greatest happiness of all those whose interest is III.
in question, as being the right and proper, and B2_ u_tilit:_ojs meant that PrPDerty in and
only right and proper and universally desirable, objeet_ whereb_ it tends to p.Lqduee benefit_
end of human action : of human action in every ....................
situation, and in particular in that of a func- "l"[Prineiple.] The word principle is derived
tionary or set of functionaries cxercis;ng the from the Latin prineiplum: whlela seems to be
powers of Government. The word ntdity does eompounded of the two words primus, first_ or
not so clearly point to the ideas of plca._ure and chief, and ciFium , a termination which seems to
pain as the words happiness and fi,hc_ty do: nor be derived from caplo, to take_ as in _nanclpinm,
does it lead us to the eonsiderat_,n of the num- municip_am ; to which are analogous aucep_,
her, of the interests affected ; to the number_ as ]brceps, and others. It is a term of very vague
being the circumstance, which eontribute_ in and very extensive sigmfieation: it is apphed to
the largest proportion, m the folanation of the any thing which is conceived to serve as a tbun-
standard here in question; the standard of ri£,h datmn or beginning to any series of operataons :
and raron_, by which alone the propriety o In some cases_ of ph'csleal operations: but of

human conduct,1 m every sltuation_ can witl mental operations in the present ease.
proplaety be trie_.. This want of a suflqcientb The ptane_le here in questmn may he taken
manifest connexion between the ideas of happ_- for an act otthe mind ; a sentiment; a senU-
nvss and pleasure on the one band, and the idea ment of approbatmn; a sentiment whieh_, when
of utility on the other_ I have every now and applied to an actlon_ approves of its utillty_ as
then found operating, and with but too much that quality of it by which the measure of appro-
e_ieieney, as a bar to the acceptance, that might bation or d_sapprobation bestowed upon it ought
otherwise have b_en given, to this principle, to be governed.
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_flyan_ le_. _oqC_L__jl_a_ to any measure, is determined, by and pro-
this in the present caste c_qmes._tp3,b3__ portioned to the tendency which he con-
thingS, or (what comes again to the s,'mne ceives it to have to augment or to diminish

that e__e_f the happiness of the community: or in other
_a_n, evil_incss to the art whose words, to its conformity or unconformity to
interest is considcred: if that _artv be the,. the laws or dictates of utility.
commumt_ in general, then the happiness o x.
thec'----o_mlmlflitv:_"_-_rTa_vldual"-w"*" Of an action that is conformable to the
then the t_.._piness o'f'that]_aL principle of utihty, one may always say

Iv. either that it is one that ought to be done,
The interest of the community is one of or at least that it is not one that ought not

the most general expressions that can occur to be done. One may say also, that it is
in the phraseology of morals : no wonder that right it should be done ; at least that it is not
the meaning of it is often lost. When it has wrong it should be done : that it is a right
a meaning, it is this. The community is a action ; at least that it is not a wrong action.
fictitious body, composed of the individual When thus interpreted, the words ought, and
persons who are considered as constituting riqht and wrong, and others of that stamp,
as tt were its members. The interest of the have a meaning : when otherwase, they have
community then is, what?--the sum of the none.
interests of the several members who corn- xI.
pose it. Has the rectitude of this principle been

v. ever formally contested? It should seem
It is in vain to talk of the interest of the that tt had, by those who have not known

.- community, without understanding, what is what they have been meaning. Is it suscep-
( the Interest of the individual.* ,A thing is tible of any direct proof? It should seem

said to promote the interest, or to be,for the not : for that which is used to prove everyinterest, of an individual, when it tends to thing else, cannot itself be proved : a chain
", add to the sum total of his pleasures: or of proofs must have their commencement

what comes to the same thing, to diminish somewhere. To give such proof is as ira.
,' the sum total of his pains.-7 possible as it is needless.

An action flien may be said to be con- Not that there is or ever has been that
formable to the principle of utility, or, for human creature breathing, however stupid or
shortness sake, to utility (meaning with re- perverse, who has not on many, perhaps on
spect to the community at large), when the most occasions of his life, deferred to it. By
tendency it has to augment the happiness of the nal]ural constitution of the human frame,
the community is greater than any it has to on most occasions of their lives men in gene_
diminish it. ral embrace this principle, without thinking

vii. of it : if not for the ordering of their own
A measure of government (which is but a actions, yet for the trying of their own ae-

particular kind of action, pelformed by a par- tlons, as well as of those of other men. There
tieular person or persons) may be said to be have been, at the same time, not many, per-
conformable to or dictated by the principle haps, even of the most intelligent, who have
of utility, when in like manner the tendency been disposed to embrace it purely and with-
which it has to augment the happiness of the out reserve. There are even few who have
community is greater than any which it has not taken some occasion or other to quarrel
to diminish it. with it, either on account of their not m_der-

viii. standing always how to apply it, or on ae-
When an action, or in particular a measure count of some prejudice or other which they

of government, is supposed by a man to be were afrmd to examine into, or could not
conformable to the principle of utility, it may bear to part with. For such is the stuff that
be convenient, for the purposes of discourse, mail is made of: in principle and in prae-
to imagine a kind of law or dictate, called a tiee, in a right track and in a wrong one, the
law or dictate of utility : and to speak of the rarest of .all human qu_hUes is consistency.
action in question, as being conformable to xIII.
such law or dictate. When a man attempts to combat the prin-

zx. ciple of utihty, it is with reasons drawn,
A man may be said to be a partizan of the without his being aware of it, from that very

principle of utility, when the approbation or prineaple itself._ His arguments, if they prove
disapprobation he annexes to any action, or

•EI.teres Interestisoneofthee
words_ which not having any superior gem_s_ on certain occasions to consult it." This is as
cannot in the ordinary way be defined, much as to say_ what ? that it is not consonant
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any thing, prove not that the principle is xIv.
wrong, but that, according to the apphcations To disprove the propriety of it by argu-
he supposes to be made of it, it is misapphed, ments is impossible ; but, from the causes
Is it possible for a man to move the earth _ that have been mentioned, or from some
Yes ; but he must first find out another earth confused or partial view of it, a man may
to stand upon. happen tobe ¢hsposed not to relish it. Where

this is the case, if he thinks the settling of

to utility_ to consult utihty; in short, that it is his opinions on such a subject worth the
not consulting it, to consult it. trouble, let him take the following steps, and

at length, perhaps, he may come to reconcile
Addition by the Author, July 1822-- himself to it.
Not long after the publication of the Frag. I. Let him settle with himself, whether

meat on Government_ anno 1776, in which, m
the eharaotcr of an all-comprehensive and all. he would wish to discord this principle alto-

gether; if so, let him consider what it is thateomnlanding prmeiple, the principle of utility
was brought to view, one person by whom ob- all his reasonings (in matters of pohtics espc-
servation to the above effect was made was Alex- cially) can amount to ?
a*uler Wedderburn, at that time Attorney or 2. If he would, let him settle with himself,
Sohcitor General, afterwards successively (_hmt whether he would judge and act without any
Justice of the Common Pleas_ and Chancellor
of England, under the successive titles of Lord prlnciple, or whether there is any other he
Lougbborough and Earl of Rosslyn. It wa_ would judge and act by
made--not indeed in my hcormg, but in the 3. If there be, let him examine and satisfy
hearing of a person by whom it was almost lm- himself whether the principle he thipks he
mediately eommumcated to me. So far from has found is really any separate intelligible
being self-contradictory, it was a shrewd and principle ; or whct'her it be not a mere prln-
peri_tly true one. By that distinguished elple in words, a kind of phrase, which atfunctionary_ the state of the Government was
thoroughly understood : by the obscure ind_vl- bottom expresses neither more nor less than
dual, at that t,me not so much as supposed to be the mere averment of his own unfounded
so : his disquisitions had not been as yet apphed, scntiment_ ; that i% what in another person
with any thing hke a comprehensive wew to the he might be apt to call caprice ?
field of Constitutional Law, nor therefore to 4. If he is inclined to think that his own

those features of the Enghsh Government, by approbation or disapprobation, annexed to thewhich the greatest happiness of the ruling one
with or without that of a favoured few, are now idea of an act, without any regard to its con-
so plainly seen to be the only ends to which the sequences, is a sufficient foundation for him
course ofxt has at anytime been directed. The to judge and act upon, let him ask himself

rlneiple of zetzl_ty was an appellatlve_ at that whether his sentiment is to be a standard of
me emplOyed--employed by me, as it had been right and wrong. _fith respect to every other

by others, to designate that which, in a more man, or whether every man's sentiment has
perspicuous and instructive manner_ may_ as
above, be designated by the name of tne._,ealest the same privilege of being a standard to
ha_vpiness principle. '_ This principle (said itself'_

edderbum) is a dangerous oene_' Saying so, 5. In the first case, let him ask himselfhe saad that which, to a certain e "ent, is strictly whether his principle is not despotieal, and
true : a principle, which lays down, as the only hostile to all the rest of human race ?
right and justifiable end of Government, the 6. In the second case, whether it is not
greatest happiness of the greatest number--how
can it be denied to be a dangerous one ? danger- anarehial, and whether at this rate there aie
ous it unquestionably is, to every government not a_ many different standards of right and
which has for its actual end or object, the great- wrong as there are men ? and whether even
est happiness of a certain one, with or w_thout to the same man, the same thing, which is
the addxtion of some comparatively small num- right to-day, may not (without the least
ber of others, whom it is matter of pleasure or change in its nature) be wrong to-morrow ?
accommodation to him to adm_t_ each of them, to
a share in the concern, on the footing of so many and whether the same thing is not right and
junior partners. Danf;erou_ it therefore really wrong in the same place at the same time ?
was_ to the interest--the sinister Interest--of all and in e_ther case, whether all argument is
those funetionarms, himself ineiuded, whose in- not at an end ? and whether, when two men
retest it was, to maximize delay, vexation, and have said, " I like this," and " I don't like
expensedn judleialandothermodes ofproeedure, it," they can (upon such a principle) have any
for the sake of the profit, extraettble out of the
expense. In a Government which had for its thing more to say ?
end in view the greatest happiness of the .greatest 7. If he should have said to himself, No :
number, Alexander Wedderburn migbt have for that the sentiment which he proposes as
been Attorney General and then Chaneellor: but a standard must be grounded on reflection,
he would not have been Attorney General with let him say on what particulars the reflection
£15_000 a-year, nor Chancellor with a peerage, is to turn ? If on particulars having relation
with a veto upon all justice, with £25_0fl(Ja-year,
and with /)00 sinecures at his thsposal, under to the utility of the act, then let him say
the name of Ecclesiastical Benefices, beside_ whether this is not deserting his own pri_
et caeteras, eiple, and borrowing assistance from that
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very one in opposition to which he sets it to it, and sometimes not, as it may happen :
up : or if not on those particulars, on what this is the case _ith another, which may be
other particulars ? termed the principle of sympathy and anti-

8. If he should be for compounding the pathy.
matter, and adopting his own principle in m.
part, and the principle of utility m part, let By the principle of asceticism I mean that
him say how far he will adopt it ? principle, which, like the principle of utility,

9. When he has settled with himself where approves or disapproves of any action, ac-
he will stop, then let him ask himself how he cording to the tendency which it appears to
justifies to himself the adopting it so far? and have to augment or diminish the happiness of
why he will not adopt it any farther? the party whose interest is in question ; but

10. Admitting any other princaple than the in an inversive manner: approving of actions
principle of utility to be a right principle, a in as far as they tend to diminish his happi-
principle that it is right for a man to pursue ; ness; disapproving of them in as far as they
a_lmitting (what is not true) that the word tend to augment it.
mght can have a meaning w_thout reference iv.
to utility, let him say whether there is any It is evident that any one who reprobates
such thing as a motwe that a man can have any the least particle of pleasure, as such,
to pursue the dictates of it : ff there is, let from whatever source derived, is pro tanto a
him say what that motive is, and how it is partizan of the principle of ascetmlsm. It is
to be distinguished from those which enforce only upon that pnnciple, and not from the
the dictates of utility : if not, then lastly let principle of utility, that the most abominable
him say what it is this other principle can be pleasure which the vilest of malefactors ever
good for ? reaped from his crime would be to be repro-

bated, if it stood alone. The case is, that it
never does stand alone ; but is necessarily

CHAPTER II. followed by such a quantity of pain (or, what
comes to the same thing, such a chance for a

OF PI'tlNCIPLESADVEI_S:ETOTHAT OF UTILITY. certmn quantity of pain) that the pleasure in
comparison of it, is as nothing: and this is

L

IF the principle of utility he a right principle the true and sole, but perfectly sufficient,
to be governed by, and that m all cases, it reason for making it a ground for punish-
follows from what has been just observed, ment.

V.

that whatever principle differs from it in any There are two classes of men of very dif-
case must necessarily be a wrong one. To fercnt complexions, by whom the principle
prove any other principle, therefore, to be a of asceticism appears to have been embraced ;
wrong one, there needs no more than just to the one a set of moralists, the other a set of
show it to be what it is, a principle of which rehgionists. Different accordingly have been

the dictates are in some point or other differ- the motives which appear to have recom-
ent from those of the principle of utility: to mended it to the notmc of these different

state it is to confute it. parties. Hope, that is, the prospect of plea-
II,

sure, seems to have animated the former:
A principle may be different from that of hope, the aliment of philosophm pride : the

utility in two ways : 1. By being constantly hope of honour and reputation at the hands
opposed to it : this is the case with a prin- of men. Fear, that is, the prospect of pain,
ciple which may be termed the principle of the latter : fear, the offsprmg of superstitious
asceticism.* 2. By being sometimes opposed fancy : the fear of future punishment at the

hands of a splenetic and revengeful Deity.

*[Asceticism.]Asceticisatermthathasbeen I sayinthis case fear: for-of the invisible
sometimes applied to Monks. It comes from a future, fear is more powerful than hope.
Greek word which stgnifies exercise. The prac-
tices by which Monks sought to dlstingmsh know very well what we are about. You are to
themselve_ from other men were called their Ex- know, that for every gram of pain it costs us

now, we are to have a hundredgrains of plea-
sure by and by. The case is, that God loves to

creases. These exercises consisted in so many
contrivances they had for tormenting themselves.
By this they thought to ingratiate themselves see us torment ourselves at present: indeed he
with the Deity. For the Deity_ said they_ is a has as good as told us so. But this is done only
Being of infinite benevolence: now a Being of to try us, in order just to see how we should
the most ordinary benevolence is pleased to see behave: which it is plain he could not know_
others make themselves as happy as they can : without makang the experiment. Now then,
therefore to make ourselves as unhappy as we from the satisfaction it gives him to see us make
can i._the way to pl_ase the Deity. If any body ourselves as unhappy as we can make ourselves
ask them, what motive they could find for doing in this present hfe, we have a sure proof of the
all this ? Oh ! said they, you are not to imagine satisfaction it will give him to see us as happy
that we are punishing ourselves for nothing: we as he can make us in a lif2 to come.
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These circumstances characterize the two Though then, perhaps, it may be considered
different parties among the partlzans of the as having been a measure of security: and
principle of ascctIclsm : the parties and their an application, though a precipitate and per-
motives different, the principle the same. verse application, of the principle of utihty.

vI. Scarcely in any instances, to any consider-
The religious party, however, appear to able length, by the rcligioas: for the various

have carried it farther than the philosophical: monastic orders, and thc societies of the
they have acted more consistently and less Quakers, Dumplers, Moravians, .and other
wisely. The philosophical partyhavc scarcely rellglonists, have been free societies, whose
gone farther than to reprobate pleasure : the regimen no man has been astricted to with-
lehgious party have frequently gone so far as out the intervention of his own consent.
to make it a matter of merit and of duty to Whatever merit a man may have thought
court pain. The philosophical party have there would be in makin # tamself miserable,
hardly gone farther than the making pain a no such notion seems ever to have occurred
matter of indifference. It is no evil, they to any of them, that it may be a merit, much
have stud: they have not sa:d, it is a good. less a duty, to make others miserable: al-
Thcy haw not so much as reprobated all though it should seem, that if a certain quan-
pleasure in the lump. They have discarded tity of misery were a thing so desirable, it
only what they have called the gross; that would not matter much whether it were
is, such as are organical, or of wh:ch the brought by each man upon himself, or by one
origin is easily traced up to such as are or- man upon another. It is true, that from the
ganical : they have even cherished and mug- same source from whence, among the relig_ion-
m,qed the refined. Yet this, however, not ists, the attachment to the principle of asceti-
under the name of plc_ure : to cleanse itself cism took its rise, flowed other doctrines and
f_o,'n the sordes of its impure original, it was practices, from which misery in abundance
)_ece_ary it should rhange :ts nmne : the was produced in one man by the instrumen-
houourable, the glorious, the reputable, the tality of another : witness the holy wars, and
becomlu<, the honestum, the decorum, it was the persecutions for religion. But the pas-
to be called : in short, any thing but pleasure, sion for producing misery in these cases pro-

vii. ceeded upon some special ground: the exer-
From these two sources have flowed the cise of it was confined to persons of particular

doctrines from which the sentiments of the descriptions: they were tormented, not as
balk of mankind have all along received a men, but as heretics and infidels. To have
tincture of this principle ; some from the phi- inflicted the same miseries on their fellow-
lo_ophical, some flora tile religions, some believers and fellow-sectaries, would have
from both. Men of educatmn more fre- been as blameable in the eyes even of these
quently from the philosophical, as more rehgionists, as in those of a partizan of the
stated to the elevation of their sentiments : principle of utility. For a man to give him-
the vulgar more frequently from the super- self a certain number of stripes was indeed
StltlOUS, as more suited to the narrowness of meritorious : but to give the same number of
their intellect, undilatcd by knowledge' and stripes to another man, not consenting, would
to the abjectness of their condition, eontl- have been a sin. We read of saints, who for
nually open to the attacks of fear. The tmc- the good of their souls, and the mortification
tures, however, derived from the two sources, of their bodies, have voluntarily yielded them-
would naturally intermingle, insomuch that selves a prey to vermin: but though many
a man would not always know by which of persons of this class have wielded the reins
them he was most influenced : and they would of empire, we read of none who have set
often serve to corroborate and enliven one themselves to work, and made laws on pur-
another. It was this conformity that made pose, with a view of stocking the body politic
a kind of alhance between parties of a corn- withthebreedofhighwaymen, housebreakers,
plexion otherwise so dissimilar: and disposed or incendiaries. If at any time they have
them to unite upon various occasions against suffered the nation to be preyed upon by
the common enemy, the partizan of the prin- swarms of idle pensioners, or useless place-
c:ple of utility, whom they joined in brand- men, it has rather been from neghgence and
lug with the odious name of Epicurean. imbecility, than from any settled plan for

viii. oppressing and plundering of the people.*
The principle of asceticism, however, with If at any time they have sapped the sources

whatever warmth it may have been embraced of national wealth, by cramping commerce,
by its partizans as a rule of private con- and driving the inhabitants into emigration,
duet, seems not to have been carried to any it has been with other views, and in pursuit
considerablelcngth, whcn applied to the busl- ofotherends. If they havc declaimed against
ness of government. In a few instances it
],as been carried a little way by the philoso- * So thought Auno 1780 and 1789--Not s(_
phical party : witness the Spartan regimen. Amm 1814.--J. B_clilA_.l,
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the pursuit of pleasure, and the use of wealth, lity, that which at this day seems to ]nave
they have commonly stopped at declamation: most influence in matters of government,
they have not, like Lycurgus, made express is what may be called the principle of sym-
ordinances for the purpose of banishing the
precious metals. If they have established where the actions prohibited and allowed, the
idleness by slaw, it has been not because idle- obligations and fights being already fixed, the
ness, the mother of vice and misery, is itself only question is, under what circumstances a

man is to be invested with tSe one or subjected
a virtue, but because idleness (say they) is to the other ? from what incidents occasion is to
the road to holiness. If under the notion of be taken to invest a man, or to refuse to invest
fasting, they have joined in the plan of con- him, wlth the one, or to subject him to the
fining theft subjects to a diet. thought by other? In this latter case it may more appo.
some to be of the most nourishing and pro- sitely be characterized by the name of the p/&_-
lific nature, it has been not for the sake of tast_c p, inciple. Sympathy and antipatfiy are

affections of the sensible faculty. But the choice
making them tributaries to the nations by of titles with respect to rights, especially with re-
whom that diet was to be supplied, but for spect to proprietaryrlghts, upon grounds uneon-
the sake of manifesting their own power, and neeted with utihty, has been in many instances
exercising the obedience of the people. If the work, not of the affections but of the imagi-
they have established, or suffered to be esta- nation.
blished, punishments for the breach of cell- When, in justification of an article of EnglishConmmn Law, calling uncles to succeed in cer-
haey, they have done no more than comply rain eases m preference to fathers, Lord Coke
with the petitions of those deluded rlgorists, produced a sort of ponderosity he had discovered
who, dupes to the ambitious and deep-lald in rights, disqualifying them from ascending in
policy of their rulers, tin'st laid themselves a straight line, it was not that he loved uncles
under that idle obligation by a vow. particularly, or hated fathers, but b_cause the

analogy, such as it was, was what his nnagma-
IX. tmn presented him with, instead of a reason,

The principle of asceticism seems origi- and because, to a judgment unobservant of the
nally to have been the reverie of certain hasty standard of utility_ or unacquainted with the
speculators, who having perceived, or fancied, art of consulting it, where affection is out of the
that certain pleasures, when reaped in certain way, imagination is the only guide.
circumstances, have, at the long run, been When I know not what mgemous grammarian
attended wtth pains more than equivalent to invented the proposition Ddegatus non potest

dclegare, to serve as a rule of law_ it was not
them, took occasion to quarrel with every surely that he had any antipathy to delegates of
thing that offered itself under the name of the second order, or that It was any pleasure to
pleasure. Having then got thus far, and him to think of the rmn which, for want of a
having forgot the point which they set out manager at home_ may befal the aft'airs of a
from, they pu_-hed on, and went so much fur- travellerz whom an unforeseen aceideut has de-
ther as to think it meritorious to tall in love prived ot the object of his choice : it was, that

the mcongrmty, of giving the same law to ob-
with pain. Even this, we see, is at bottom jects so contrasted as active and passive are, was
but the principle of utility misapplied, not to be surmounted, and that -ntis ehnne_, as

x. well as it contrasts, with .are.
The principle of utihty i_ capable of When that inexorable maxim (of which the

being consistently pursued, and it is but dommmn _s no more to be defined, than the date
tautology to say, that the more consistently of its birth, or the name of its father, is to be
it is pursued, the bettcr it must ever be for found) was imported from England for the go-

vcrument of Bengal_ anti the whole fabric of
human-kind. The pnnciplc of asceticism judicature was crushed by the thunders of ex
never was, nor ever can be, consistently put- post facto justice, it was not surely that the
sued by any living creature. Let but one prosl_ect of a blameless magistracy perishing in
tenth part of the inhabitants of this earth prison afforded any enjoyment to the unofi_nded
pursue it consistently, and in a day's time authors of their misery ; but that the music of
they will have turned it into a hell. the maxim, absorbing the whole lmagmatmn,

had drowned the crms of humanity along with
XL the dictates of common sense, a F_at Jusl_tia,

Among principles adverse* to that of uti- ruat

Additional Note by the Author, July 1822--
* The following Note was first printed in Ja- Add, andthatthebadsystem, of Mahometanand

nuary 1789 :-- ! other native law, was to be put downat allevents,
It ought rather to have been styled, more to make way for the ina_pphcable and sttll more

extensively, the prineiple of capmce. Where it mischievous system, of English Judge.made
applies to the choice of actions to be marked law, and, by the hand of his accompheeHastmgs,
out for injunction or prohibition, for reward or was to be put into thepocket of Impey--lmporter
punishment, {to stand, in a word, as subjects of this instrument ofsubversion--£8000 a-year
ibr obligations to be imposed), it may indeed contrary to law, in addition to the £8000 a.year
with propriety be termea, as "in the text, the lavished upon him, with the customaryprofnsion,
principle of sympathy and antipathy. But this by the hand of law.--See the Account of this
appellative does not so well apply'to it, when transaction in Mall's British India.
occupied in the choice of the cve_ts which are to To this Governor a statue is erecting by a vote
serve as sources of title with respect to rights : of East India Directors and Proprietors : on it

_ould
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pathy and antipathy. By the principle of actions, not on account of their tending to
sympathy and antipathy, I mean that prin- augment the happiness, nor yet on account
ciple which approves or disapproves of certain of their tending to diminish the happiness of

ruat ccelum, says another maxim, as full of ex- was she who first collected the sons of men be-
travagance as xt is of harmony : Go heaven to neath the shadow of the sceptre : yet, in the
wreck--so justice be but done :--and what is the midst of continual experienee_ men seem yet to
ruin of kingdoms, in comparison of the wreck of learn, with what successful diligence she has
heaven ? laboured to guide it in its course. Every one

So again, when the Prussian chaneellor_ in- knows, that-measured numbers were the Inn-
spired vath the wisdom of 1 know not what Ro- guage of the infancy of law: none seem to have
man sage, proclaimed in good Latin, for the observed, with what imperious sway they have
edification of German ears, Serv[tus servltutls governed her maturer age. In English juris-
_on datur [ Cod. Fred. torm iL par. 2. hv. 2, tit. x. prudence in particular, the connexion betwixt
§ 6, p. 308], it was not that he had conceived law and music, however less perceived than in
any aversion to the lifeholder who, during the Spartan lega_lation, is not perhaps less real nor
continuance of his term, should wish to gra- less close. The music of the Office, though not
tify a neighbour with a right of way or water, or of the same kind_ ISnot less musical in its kind,
to the neighbour who should wash to accept of than the music of the Theatre ; that which
the indulgence ; but that, to a jurisprudentzal hardens the heart, than that which softens it :-
ear,-tus-tutis sound httle less melodious than sostenutos as long, cadences as sonorous ; and
.atus -are. Whether the melody of the maxim those governed by rules, though not yet pro-
was the real reason of the rule, is not left open mulgated, not less determinate. Search indict-
to dispute : for at is ushered in by the conjunction ments, pleadings, proceedings in chancery, con-
qu_a, rcason's appointed harbinger: 9u[a servl, veyances: whatever trespasses you may find
tas serv*tut_s non dahtr, agamst truth and common sense, you will find

Neither would equal melody have been pro- none against the laws of harmony. The English
duced, nor indeed could similar melody have Liturgy, justly as this quality has been extolled
been called for, in e_ther of these instances, by in that sacred office, possesses not a greater inca-
the opposite provision : it is only when they are sure of it_ than is commonly to be fbund in an
opposed to general rules, and not when by their : English Act of Parhament. Dignity, slmplici-
conformity theyaxe absorbed m them, that more ty, brevity, precision, inteUigibihty," possibility
specific ones can obtain a separate existence, of being retained or so much as apprehended,
Delegatus pote,t delegare, and Servztus serve- every thing yields to Harmony. Volumes might
furls datur, provisions already included under be filled, shelves loaded, with the sacrifices that
the general adoption of contracts, would have are made to this insatmte power. Expletives,
been as unnecessary to the apprehension and the her ministers m Greclat_ poetry, are not less
memory, as_ in comparison of their energetic busy. though in ¢hfferent shape and bulk, m
negative_, they are insipid to the ear. Eng]_lsh legislation ; in the former, they are

_rere the inquiry diligently made, it would monosyllables; a in the latter, they are whole
be found that the goddess of halmony has ex- lines, b
ercised more influence, however latent, over the To return to the principle of sympathy and
dispensations of Themis, than her most diligent antzpathy : a term preferred at first, on account
historiographers_ or even her most passionate of its impartiality, to the prlnczple of cap, ice.
panegyrists, seem to have been aware of. Every The choice of an appellati_ve, in the above re-
one t_nows_how, by the nfim_try of Orpheus, _t spects too narrow, was owing to my not having,

at that time, extended my views over the civil
should be inscribed-- Let it bptt put money into branch of law, any otherwise than as I had found
our pockets, no tyranny taofla_twus to be war- it inseparably involved in the penal. But when
shipped by us. " we come to the former branch, we shall see the

To this statue of the Arch-malefactor should phantastic principle making at least as great a
be added, for a companion, that of the long-robed figure there, as the principle of sympathy and
accomplice: the one lodging the bribe in the antipathy in the latter.
hand of the other. The hundred millions of In the days of Lord Coke, the light of utility
plundered and oppressed Hmdoos and Mahome- can scarcely be said to have as yet shone upon
tans I_ay for the one : a Westnnnster-Hall sub- the face of Common Law. If a faint ray of
scriptlon might pay for the other, it, under the name of the argumentum ab in-

What they have done for Ireland with her convenienti, is to be found in a list of about
seven milhons of souls, the authorised deniers twenty topics exhibited by that great lawyer as
and perverters of justice have done for Hlndo_tan the co-ordinate leaders of that all-perfect system,
with her hundred millions. In this there is no- the admlssion_ so circumstanced, is as sure a
thing wonderful. The wonder is_that, under proof of neglect, as, to the statues of Brutus and
such institutions, men, though in ever such sinai] Cassius, exclusion was a cause of notice. It
number_ should be found_ whom the view of the stands_ neither in the front, nor in the rear, nor
injustices which, by English Judge-made /a_, in any post of honour ; but huddled in towards
they axe compelled to commit, andthe miseries the middle, without the smallest nmrk of pre-
they are thus compelled to produce, deprive of terence. [Coke Littleton. 11. a.] Nor is this
health and rest. Witness the Letter of an Latin inconvenSence by any means the same
English Hindostan Judge, Sept. 1,1819, which thing
lies before me. I will not make so cruel a re- a Mtv,¢_, _. _w.&c.
quital for his honesty, as to put his name in b And be it further enacted by the authority
print : indeed the House of Commons' Doeu. aforesaid, that_ Provided always, and it is here-
ments already published leave little need of it. by further enacted and declared that--&c. &c.
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the party whose interest is in question, but the harsh and rugged dictates of political
merely because a man finds himself disposed utility.
to approve or disapprove of them: holding xlv.
up that approbation or disapprobation as a The various systems that have been formed
sufficient reason for itself, and disclaiming concerning the standard of right and wrong,
the necessity of looking out for any extrinsic may all be reduced to the principle of sym-
ground. Thus far in the general department pathy and antipathy. One account may
of morals : and in the particular department serve for all of them. They consist all of
of politics, measuring out the quantum (as them in so many contrivances for avoiding
well as determining the ground) of punish- the obligation of appealing to any external
ment, by the degree of the dlsapprobation, standard, and for prevailing upon the reader

xH. to accept of the author's sentiment or opinion
It is manifest, that this is rather a prin- as a reason, and that a sufficient one, for itself.

ciple in name than in reality : it is not a The phrases different, but the principle the
positive principle of itself, so much as a same.*
term employed to signify the negation of all

principle. What one expects to find in a * It is curious enough to observe the va-
principle is something that points out some riety of inventions men have hit upon, and the
external consideration, as a means of war- variety of phrases they have brought forward, in
ranting and guiding the internal sentiments order to conceal from the world, and, ff possible,
of approbation and disapprobation : this ex- from themselves, this very general and therefore
pectation is but ill fulfilled by a proposition, very pardonable self-sufficiency.

1. One man [Lord Shaftesbury, Hutehin.
which does neither more nor less than hold son, Hume, &c.] says, he has a thing made on
up each of those sentiments as a ground and purpose to tell him what is right and what is
standard for itself. wrong; and that it is called a moral sense : and

xIII. then he goes to work at his ease, and says, such
In looking over the catalogue of human a thing'_s right, and such _ thing is wrong--

actions (says a partizan of this principle) why ? '_ because my moral sense tells me at is."
in order to determine which of them are 2. Another man [Dr. ]_eattie] comes and

alters the phrase : leaving out moral, and put-
to be marked with the seal of disappro- ting in common, in the room of it. He then
bation, you need but to take counsel of your tells you, that his common sense teaches him
own feelings : whatever you find in yourself what is right and wrong, as surely as the other's
a propensity to condemn, is wrong for that moral sense did : meamng by common sense, a
very reason. For the same reason it is also sense of some kind or other, which, he Says, is
meet for punishment : in what proportion it possessed by all mankind : the sense of those,

whose sense is not the same as the author's, be-
is adverse to utility, or whether it be adverse ing struck out of the account as not worth taking.
to utility at all, is a matter that makes no This contrivance does better than the other ; for
difference. In that same proportion also is a moral sense, being a new thing, a man may
it meet for punishment : if you hate much, feel about him a good while without being able
punish much : if you hate little, pumsh little : to find it out : bu't common sense is as old as the
punish as you hate. If you hate not at all, ereatmn ; and there is no man but would be

ashamed to be thought not to have as much of
pumsh not at all : the fine feelings of the soul it as his neighbours. It has another great ad-
are not to be overborne and tyranmzed by vantage : by appearing to share power, at lessens

envy : for when a man gets up upon this ground,.
in order to anathematize those who differ fromthin_ with the Enghsh one. It stands distin.

guisned from mischief: and because by the vul- him, it is not by a sic volo sic jubeo, but by a
gar it is taken for something less bad, it is given vel_tls jubeatis.
by the learned as something worse. The larc 3. Another man [ Dr. Price] comes, and says,
prefers a mischief to an inconvenience, says an that as to a moral sense indeed, he dannot find
adinired maxim, and the more admired, because that he has any such thing: that however he has
as nothing is expressed by it, the more is sup- an understanding, which will do qmte as well.
posed to be understood. This understanding, he says, is the standard of

Not that there is any avowed, much less a right and wrong : it tells him so and so. All
constant opposition, between the prescriptions of good and wise men understand as he does : if
utility and the operations of the common law : other men's understandings differ in any pemt
sueh constancy we have seen to be tco mueh even from his, so much theworse for them: itis a
for ascetic fervor. [Supra, par. x.] From time sure sign they are either defective or corrupt.
to time, instinct would unavoidably betray them 4. Another man says, that here is an eter-
into the paths of reason: instinct which_ however hal and immutable Rule of Right : that that
it may be cramped, can never be killed by edu. rule of right dictates so and so : and then he
cation. The cobwebs spun out of the materials begins giving you his sentiments upon any thing
brought together by _' t]ae competition of oppo- that comes uppermost : and these sentiments (you
site analogies_" can never have ceased being are to take for granted) are so many branches
warped by the silent attraction of the rational of the eternal ru_e of right.
principle : though It should have been, as the 5. Another man [Dr. Clark], or perhaps the
needle is to the magnet, without the privity of same man(it'sno matter)says_that there are cer-
conscience, tainpraetiees conformable, and others repugnant,
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xv. of utihty, though perhaps without intend-
It is manifest, that the dictates of this ing any such thing. Probably more frequently

principle wall frequently coincide with those :hail not : and hence it is that the business

to the Fitness of Things ; and then he tells you it. It is therefore repugnant to what ought to
at his leisure, what practices are conformable be the nature of every body else.

The mischief common to all these ways of
and what repugnant : just as he happens to hke thinking and arguing {.which, in truth, as wea practice or dislike it.

6. A great multitude of people are continually have seen, are but one and the same method.
talking of the Law of Nature ; and then they go couched in different forms of words) is their
on giving you their sentiments about what is serving as a eloke, and preteuce, ann aliment,
right and what is wrong : and these sentiments, to despotism : if not a despotism in practlce_ a
you are to understand, are so many chapters, and despotasm however in disposition : which is hut
sections of the Law of Nature. too apt_ when pretence and power offer_ to show

7. Instead of the phrase, Law of Nature, you itself m practice. The conse(tuence is, that with
have sometimes Law of Reason, Right Reason, intentions very commonly ot the purest kind, a
Natural Justice. Natural Equity_ Good Order. man becomes a torment either tohimself or his
Any of them will do equally well. This latter fellow-creatures. If he be of the melancholy
is most used in pohties. The three last are cast [Dr. Price,] he sits in silent grief_ bewail-
much more tolerable than the other, because ing ttleir blindness and depravity: If of the
they do not very explieJtly claim to be any irascible [Dr. Beattie,] he declaims with fury

and vxrulence against all who differ from him;thmg more than phrases: they insist but feebly
upon the being looked upon as so many positive blowin_ up the coals of fanatlclsm_ and brand-
stundards of tlaemselves, and seem content to be ing with the charge of corruption and insince-
t_ken_ upon occasion, for phrases expressive of rlty, every man who does not think, or profess
the conformity of the thing in questmn to the to think as he does.
proper standard, whatever that amy be. On If such a ma,a happens to possess the advan-
most oceasmns_ however, it will be better to say tages of style, his book may do a considerable
_;[dtty : zttil2ty is clearer_ as referring more deal of nnschlef before the nothingness of it is
cxphcltly to pare and pleasure, understood.

8. We have one philosopher [Woolaston], These principles, if such they can be called,
who says, there is no harm m any thing m the it is more frequent to see apphed to morals than
world but m telhng a hc : an'd that if, for ex- to politics : but their influence extends itself to
ample, you were to murder your own father, both. In politics, as well as morals, a man will
this would only be a partmular way of saying, he be at least equally glad of apretence for deciding
was not your lather. Of course, when this phi- any questton in the manner that best pleases
losopher sees any thing that tie does not hke, he hxm, without the trouble of inqmr_/. If a man is
says, it is a parucular was of telhng a lie. It an rafalhble judge of what is rigtlt and wrong
is saying, that the act ouglat to be done, or may in the actions of private mdividuals_ why not in
be done, when_ in truth_ it ought not to be the measures to be observed by pubhc men in
done. the d_reetton of those actmns ? Accordingly (not

9. The fairest and openest of them all is that to mention other chmaeras) I have more than
sort of man who speaks out, and says_ I am of once known the pretended law of nature set up
the number of the Elect : now God himself takes in legislative debates, in opposition to arguments
care to mforua the Elect what is rtght: and that derived from the principle of utihty.
w_th so good effect, that let them strtve ever so_ '_ But is it never_ then, from any other con-
they cannot help not only knowing it but prac- sideratlons than those of utility, that we derive
tismg it. If therefore a man wants to know what "our notaons of right and wrong ?" I do not
as right and what is wrong, he has nothing to do : know : I do not care. Whether a moral senti-
but come to me. [ment can be originally conceived from any other

It is upon the principle of antipathy that such source than a view of utihty, is one question :
and such acts are often reprobated on the score whether upon examination and reflection it ean_
of their being unnatural : the practice of expos- irt pomt of fact_ be actually persisted in andjus-
mg children, established among the Greeks and tiffed on any other ground, by a person reflecting
Romans, was an unnatural practice. Unnatural, within h_mself, is another : whether in point of
when it means any thing, means unfrequent : right it can properly be justified on any other
and there _t means somethmg; although nothing [ ground, by a person a_tdressing himself to the
to the present purpose. But here it means no eommunity_ _s a third. The two first are ques-
such thing: for the frequency of such acts is tionsofspee_dation:_t matters not, comparatively
perhaps the great complaint. It there[ore means speaking, how they are decided. The last is a
nothing ; nothmg_ I mean, which there is in the question of practice : the decision of it is of as
gct itself. All _t can serve to express _s, the dis- much importance as that of any "canbe.
position of the person who is talking of it : the " I feel in myself_" say you_ "a disposition
d_spos_tion he is in to be angry at tl_e thoughts to approve of.such or such an action in a.moral
of it. Does _t merit his anger ? Very hkely it view : but tials _s not owang to any notaons
may : but whether it does or no is a questmn, have of its being a useful one to the community.
which, to be answered rightly, can only be an- I do not pretend to know whether it be an use-
swered upon the principle of utality, tul one or not: it may be_ for aught I know_ a

Unnatural, is _s good a word as moral sense_ mischievous one." ' But is it then_' say I,
or common sense; arSdwould be as good a toun- ' a mischievous one? Examine ; and if you'ean
datlon for a system. Such an act is unnatural ; make yourself sensible that it is so, then, if duty
tl-at is, repugnant to nature : for I do not like means any thing, that is_ moral dut_ it is your
to prattise it ; and, consequently_ do not practise duty at least to abstain from it : ann more than
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of penal justice is carried on upon that to- one of the circumstances by which the bu-
lecable sort of footing upon which we see it man race is distinguished (not much indeed
carried on in common at this day. For what to its advantage) from the brute creation.
more natural or more general ground of hatred xviI.
to a practice can there be, than the mis- It is not, however, by any means unex-
ehievousness of such practice ? What all men ampled for this principle to err on the side
are exposed to suffer by, all men will be ¢hs- of lenity. A near and perceptible mischief
posed to hate. It is i:ar yet, however, from moves antipathy. A remote and impercep-
being a constant ground : for when a man tible mischief, though not less real, has no
suffers, it is not always that he knows what effect. Instances in proof of this will occur
it is he suffers by. A man may suffer griev- in numbers in the course of the work.* It
ously, for instance, by a new tax, without would be breaking in upon the order of it to
being able to trace up the cause of his suffer- give them here.
ings to the injustice of some neighbour, who XVllI.
has eluded the payment of an old one. It may be wondered, perhaps, that in all

xvi. this while no mention has been made of the

The principle of sympathy and antipathy theological principle ; meaning that principle
is most apt to err on the side of severity, which professes to recur for the standard of
It is for applying punishment in many eases right and wrong to the will of God. But
which deserve none : m many eases which the case is, this is not in fact a distinct prin-
deserve some, it is for applying more than ciplc. It is never any thing more or less
they deserve. There is no incident imagl- than one or other of the three before-men-
nable, be it ever so trivial, and so remote tioned principles presenting itself under an-
from mischief, from which this principle may !
not extract a ground of punishment. Any ceived a violent antipathy against Arians: two
difference in taste : any ¢lifference in opinion, of whom he burnt, a This gratification he pro-
upon one subject as well as upon another, cured himself without much difficulty : the no-
No disagreement so trifling which persever- tions of the times were favourable to it. He

wrote a furious book against Vorstius, for being
ance and altercation _411 not render serious, what was called an Armiman : for Vorstius was
Each becomes in the other's eyes an enemy, at a distance. He also wrote a furious book,
and, ff laws permit, a criminal.* This is called " A Counterblast to Tobacco," against

the use of that drug, which Sir Walter Raleigh
had then lately introduced. Had the notions ofthat, ff it is what lies in your power, and can be

done without too great a sacrlfice_ to endeavour the times co-operated with him_ he would have
to prevent it. It is not your cherishing the no- burnt the Anabaptist and the smoker of tobacco
tion of it in your bosom, and giving it the name in the same fire. However_ he had the satasfae-
of virtue, that will excuse you.' tion of jmtting Raleigh to death afterwards,

" I feel in myself," say you again, " a dis- though mr another crime.
posltlon to detest such or such an actlon in a Disputes concerning the comparative excel.

lence of French and -Italian music have oeca-moral mew ; but this is not owing to any notions
I have of its being a mischievous one m the sioned very serious bickermgs at Paris. One
community. I do not pretend to know whether of the parties would not have been sorry (says
it be a mischievous one or not : it may be not a Mr. D'Alembert b) to have brought govern-
mischievous one: it may be, for aught I know_ ment into the quarrel. Pretences were sought
an useful one."--_ )Iay it indeed,' say I_ " an after and urgeff. Long before that, a dispute
useful one ? but let me tell you then, that unless of like nature, and of at least equal warmth,
duty, and right and wrong, be just what you had been kindled at London upon the compara-
please to make them, if it really be not a mis- tive merits of two composers at London; where
ehievous one, and any body has a mind to do it, riots between the approvers and disapprovers of
it is no duty of your's_ but, on the contrary_ it a new play are, at this day, not unfrequent.
would be very wrong in you, to take upon you to The ground of quarrel between the Big-endians
prevent him : detest it within yourseff as much and the Little-endians in the fable_ was not

more frivolous than many an one which has laid
empires desolate. In Russia, it 1_ said, there
was a time when some thousands of persons lost

as you please ; that may be a very good reason
(unless it be also a useful one) for your not
doing it yourseff : but if you go about, by word
or deed, to do any thing to hinder him, or make their lives in a quarrel, in which the government
him suffer for it, it is you, and not he, that bare had taken part, about the number of fingers to
done wrong : it is not your setting yourself to be used in making the sign of the cross. This
blame his conduct, or branding it with the name was in days of yore : the _ILinistersof Catherine
of vice, that will make him culpable, or you II. are better iustrueted: than to take any other
blameless. Therefore, if you can make your- part in such disputes, than that of preventing
self content that he shall be of one mind, and the parties concerned from doing one another a
you of another_ about that matter, and so con- mischief.
tinue, it is well : but if nothing will serve you, -_ See ch. xviii. [D_vision], par. 42, 44.
but that you and he must needs be of the same

mind, I'll tell you what you have to do : it is _ Hume's Hist. vol. 6.for you to get the better of your antipathy, not
for him to truckle to it.' b Melanges Essai sur la Libert6 de la 5Iusique.

a King James the First of England had con- c Instruct. art. 474, 475_ 476.
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other shape. The will of God here meant ! an individual, is productive of any act. and
cannot be his revealed will, as contained m the ground or reason which warrants a legls-
the sacred wlitings : for that is a system lator, or other by-stander, in regarding that
which nobody ever thinks of recurring to at act with an eye of approbation. When the
this time of day, for the details of pohtical act happens, in the particular instance in
administration : and even before it can be question, to be productive of effects which
applied to the detmls of private conduct, it we approve of, much more if we happen to
is universally allowed, by the most eminent observe that the same motive may frequently
divines of all persuasions, to stand in need be productive, in other instances, of the like
of pretty ample interpretations : else to what effects, we are apt to transfer our approba-
use are the works of those divines ? And tion to the motive itself, and to assume, as
for the guidance of these interpretations, it the just ground for the approbation we be-
is also allowed, that some other standard stow on the act, the circumstance of its oH-
must be assumed. The wdi then which is gin_ting from that motive. It is in this way
meant on this occasion, is that which may be that the sentiment of antipathy has often
called the presumptive will : that is to say, been considered as a just ground of action.
that which is presumed to be bib will on ac- Antipathy, for instance, in such or such a
count of the conformity of its dictates to case, is the cause of an action which is at-
those of some other principle. What then tended with good effects : but this does not
may be this other principle ? it must be one make it a right ground of action in that case,
or other of the three mentioned above : for any more than in any other. Still farther.
there cannot, as we have seen, be any more. Not only the effects are good, but the agei,t
It is plain, therefore, that, setting revelation sees beforehand that they will be so. This
out of the question, no ]i._ht can ever be may make the action indeed a perfectly right
thrown upon the standard of right and wrong, action : but it does not make antipathy a
by any thing that can be said upon the ques- right ground of action. For the same senti-
tion, what is God's will. We may be per- ment of antipathy, ff implicitly deferred to,
fectly sure, indeed, that whatever is right is may be, and very frequently is, productive
conformable to the will of God : but so far of the very worst effects. Antipathy, there-
is that from answering the purpose of show- fore, can nevcr be a right ground of action.
ing us what is right, that it is necessary to No more, therefore, can resentment, which,
know first whether a thing is right, in order as will be seen more particularly hereafter, is
to know from thence whether it be conform- but a modification of antipathy. The only
able to the will of God.* right ground of action, that can possibly sub-

xIx. sist, is, after all, the consideration of uuhty,
There are two things which are very apt wlnch, if it is a right principle of action, and

to be confounded, but which it imports us of approbation, in any one case, is so in
carefully to distinguish : -- the motive or every other. Other principles in abundance,
cause, which, by operating on the mind of that is, other motives, may be the reasons

why such and such an act has been done:
* The principle of theology refers every thing that is, the reasons or causes of its being

to God's pleasure. But what is God's pleasure ? done : but it is this alone that can be the
God does not, he confessedly does not now_ rather
speak or write to us. How then are we to know reason why it might or ought to have been
what is his pleasure ? By observing what is our done. Antipathy or resentment requires
own pleasure, and pronouncing it to be his. Ac- always to be regulated, to prevent its doing
cordmgly, what is called the pleasure of God mischief: to be regulated by what ? always
is and must necessardy be {revelation apart) by the principle of udlity The principle of
neither more nor less than the good pleasure of utility neither reqmres nor admits of any
the person, whoever he be, who is pronouncing other regulator than itself.
what he believes, or pretends_ to be God's ple_-
sure. How know you it to be God's pleasure
that such or such an act should be abstained
from? whence come you even to suppose as OBJECTIONS TO THE PRINCIPLE
much ? " Because the engaging in it would, OF UTILITY ANSWERED._
I lmagin% be prejudicial upon the whole to the
happiness of mankind;" says the partizan of Trtn_LIN_ scruples and "trifling verbal diffi-
the principle of utdity : " Because the eommis- eulties may be raised in opposition to the
slon of it is attended with a gross and sensual, principle of utility, but no leal and distinct
or at least with a trifling and transient satisfac, objeetaon can be opposed to it. Indeed, how
faction ;" says the partizan of the principle of
aseeticasm : " Because I detest the thoughts of can it be combated, if not by reasons drawn

from the principle itseff? To say that it isit ; and I cannot, neither ought I to be called
upon to tell why;" says he who proceeds upon
the principle of antipathy. In the words of one "1"The following paragraphs are inserted here
or other of these must that person necessarily from Dumc, nt's " Traxtts de Legislation," in
answer {revelation apart) who professes to take order to complete the exhibition of Bentham'a
for his standard the will of God. principles, as published in his hfetime._[Ev.]
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dangerous, is to say that to consult utility a decided opposition between utility and jus-
zs contrary to utility, tice ; but they deceive themselves : there is

The difficulty in this question arises from only a comparison of good and evil. Injas-
the perversity of language. Virtue has been tree is a term which presents to the mind the
represented as opposed to utility. Virtue, collection of all the evils resulting from a
it has been said, consists in the sacrifice of situation in which men can no longer trust
our interests to our duties. In order to ex- one another. Aristides should have said,
press these ideas clearly; it is necessary to " The project of Themistocles would be
observe, that there are interests of different useful for a moment, and hurtful for ages :
orders, and that different interests are in what it would bestow is nothing in compari-
certain circumstances incompatible. Virtue son with what it would take away."*
is the sacrifice of a smaller to a greater in- This principle of utility, it is said, is only
retest- of a momentary to a permanent the renewal of epieurism, and it is known
interest--of a doubtful to a certain interest, what ravages this doctrine made in manners:
Every idea of virtue, which is not derived it was always the doctrine of the most cor-
from this notion, is as obscure as the motive rupt men.
to it is precarious. Epmurus, it is true, is the only one among

• Those who, for the sake of peace, seeking the ancients who has the merit of having
to distinguish pohtics and morals, assign known the true source of morality ; hilt to
utility as the principle of the first, and jus- suppose that his doctrine leads to the conse-
rice of the second, only exhibit the confusion quences imputed to it, is to suppose that
of their ideas. The whole difference be- happiness can be the enemy of happiness
tween politics and morals is this: the one ltsel£ " Sac prasentibus utarzs vob_ptatibus
directs the operations of governments, the ut futuris non noceas." Seneca is here in
other directs the proceedings of individuals ; accordance with Epicurus : and what more
their common object is happiness. That can be desired in morals than the cutting
which is politically good cannot be morally off of every pleasure hurtful to one's self or
bad ; unless the rules of arithmetic, which to others. But is not this the princ2ple of
are true for great numbers, are false as re- utzltty
spects those which are small. " But it may be said, every one will be

• Evil may be done, whilst it is believed constituting himself judge of this utility :
that the pmnc_ple of utlhty is followed. A every obligation will cease when he no longer
feeble and limited mind may deceive itself, thinks he perceives in if his own interest.
by considering only a part of the good and Every one will constitu_ Mmselfjufl_g_.pf_
evil. A man under the influence of passion his o_l utility ; this is and this
may deceive himself, by setting an extreme -o_erwl--_se maff'wo_-d _ _ a reasonable
value upon one advantage whmh hides frmn b_i'g.-_.-']_e'- w-_hb-]_'not a_l ge o _W_ at is
him the inconveniences attending upon it. si__lT_-__m'-_nt_s "
What constitutes a wicked man, is the habit a foo !. The _blj_iop._i_
of seeking pleasures hurttul to others ; and [ their engagements, is no t__
even this supposes the absence of many kinds o-£an]nterest_o-_up_n-*or class_which out.
of pleasures. But we ought not to charge weighs an inferior interc_. Men are not

upon this principle the faults which are op- ___--_r-
posed to it, and which it alone can serve to _u-_fi;_d_m_zit_ _-ut-lh__c'h
remove. If a man calculate badly, it is not the engagement becgmesburthep___

arithmetic which is in l_ault, it is himsem t of__-r stiilheldg_bV th ec.gCa_
If the reproaches which are heaped upon ral utilit_ofengagements=-_-.bytbec_0_a_lC,_ce
Machiavel are well founded, his errors do not tat_h -enlight_ne,d man wi_he_ to have
arise from his having made use of the prin- placed in his word, that he maybe considered
c, ple of utility; but from his having made as_trus_t',&_t____,

fals_ applications of it. The author of Anti-- t__deste_m. It is not the
Mach_avel has well understood this. He has -engagement which constitutes the obligation
refuted "The Prince," by shewing that its by _tself; for there are some void engage-
maxims are mischievous, and that bad faith ments; there are some unlawful. Why?
is bad policy. Because they arc considered as hurtful. It

Those who, after reading the Offices of is the utihtv of the contract Which g_ves _t
Cicero and the platonic moralists, have a force:
eonfitsed notion of utility as opposed to
honesty, often quote the saying of Aristides * This anecdote is not worth quoting, except
with regard to the project which Themis- for thepurposeofex_laining the mcan!n_ of the

words, since its falsenood is demonstrated. (See
tocles had unfolded to him alone : " The pro- 51itford's Histo of Greece ) Plutarch, who
jeet of Themistocles is very advantageous," desired to hono_rrYtheAthenians, has been greatly
said Aristides to the assembled people, "but embarrassed in reconciling th_s noble scnt_raent
it _s very unjust." They think they see here of justice with _he greater part of their hi_tory
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The most exalted acts of virtue may be sented under another aspect. What is called
ea_l_r'_ff_uee'_t to a ealculat_ the wall of God, can only be presumed to be
e_l. Thxs is nexther to degrade nor to his will, except where God has explained

_en-th_-_.'b-ut tq re_e_s¢ut tham.h_Abg himself to us by immediate and peculiar re-
effects of reason, and to exvlaia them in relations. But how shall a man presume
a siml_l_e and _te_gLb}e m_.._.._p._, upon the will of God ? According to his

Let us observe the circle in which we are own will ? Now his own will is always
compelled to move when the principle of directed by one of the three before-men-
utility is not recognized. I ought to keep tioned principles. How do you know that
my promise. Why ? Because my conscience God has willed a certmn thing ? "Because
prescribes it. How do you know that your it would be prejudicial to the happiness of
conscience prescribes it ? Because I have men," replies the partisan of utility. " Be-
an internal feeling of it. Why ought you to cause it includes a gross and sensual pleasure
obey your conscience ? Because God is the that God disapproves," replies the ascetic.
author of my nature ; mad to obey my con- "Because it wounds my conscience, because
science, is to obey God. Why ought you to it is contrary to my natural feelings, and
obey God ? Because it is my first duty. ought to be detested without examination,"
How do you know this ? Because my con- is the language of antipathy.
science tells me so---&c. Such is the eter- But revelation, it may be said, is the direct
nal round from which there is no exit : s_ch expression of the will of God. In it there is
is the source of obstinate and invincible er- nothing arbitrary. It is a guide which ought
rors ; for if there is no where any judge but to govern all human reasoning.
feeling, there is no method of dxstinguishing I shall not in(hrectly reply, that revelation
between the injunctions of an enhghtened is not universal; that among Christian nations
and a blind conscience. All persecutors have there are many individuals who do not admit
had the same title, and all fanatics possess it, and that some common principle of reason-
the same right, ing is required for all men

If you would reject the principle of utility, But I say that revelation is not a system
because it may be ill applied, what would of politics or of morals ; that its precepts re-
you substitute in its stead ? What rule have quire to be explained, modified, limited the
you ibund which cannot be abused ?_what one by the other; that taken in a literal sense,
infallible guide do you possess? they would overturn the world, annihilate

Would you substitute some despotic prin- self-defence, industry, commerce, reciprocal
cipte, which directs men to act in a certain attachments. Ecclesiastical history is one in-
manner, without knowing why, from pure ob- contestible proof of the frightful e_ils which
seqniousness ? result from religious maxams fll understood.

Would you substitute some anarchical and How great the &fferences between Protes-
capricious principle, founded solely upon m- taut and Catholic theologians I between the
ternal and peculiar feelings ? moderns and the ancients I The evangelical

In these cases, what are the motives_ morality of Paley is not the evangelical mo-
which you would de_e_mipe men to"_ rallty of St. Nicholas ; that of the Jansenists
you ? 'Would t h.eX be inde endent _3Jaedr is not the same as that of the Jesuits. The
int_s-t .'_'-'T_-they_ agree with yo_ interpreters of the sacred writings divide them

_12fou'_eason 'with thegn ?--h_ selves into three classes: one class is guided by
.2¢otta_t0__ ? Where criticism; the principle of utihty; another fol-

would you cite all the sects, all the opinions, lows ascetism; the other follows the confused
all the contradictions, which overspread the impressions of sy_npathy and antipathy. The
earth, if not to the tribunal of their common first, far from excludang pleasures, offer them
interest, as a proof of the goodness of God. The

The most obstinate adveisaries of the ascetics are the mortal enemies of pleasures.

principle of utility are those who fix them- if they allow them, it is never for their own
selves upon what they call the religwus prin- sake, but as a means to a certain necessary
ciple. They profess to take the will of God end. The last approve or condemn them
for the sole rule of good and evil. It is the according to their fancy, without being de-
only rule, they say, which possesses all the termined by the consideration of their eonse-
requisite characters, being infalhble, unive,'- quences. Revelationisnotthereforeaseparate
sal, supreme, &c. principle : this title can only be given to what

I reply, tha v.the religious principle is not a does not require proof, and which may be
distinct principle ; that it is one or other of employed to prove every thing else.
those of which we have already spoken, pre-
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III.

CHAPTER III. If it be in the present life, and from the
or(hnary course of nature, not purposely mo-

oF THE VOUI_* SANCTIONSOR SOUaCES OF (lifted by the interposition of the will of any
PAIN ANDPLEASURE. human being, nor by any extraordinary in-

I. terposition of any superior invisible being,
IT has been shown that the happiness of the that the pleasure or the pain takes place or
individuals, of whom a community is como is expected, it may be stud to issue from, or
posed, that is, their pleasures and their secu- to belong to, the physwal sanctwn.
rity, is the end and the sole end which the IV.
legislator ought to have in view : the sole If at the hands of a particular person or
standard, in confbrmity to which each indi- set of persons m the community, who under
vidual ought, as far as depends upon the names correspondent to that of judge, are
legislator, to be made to fashion his beha. chosen for the particular purpose of dispens-
viour. But whether it be this or any thing ing it, according to the will of the sovereign
else that is to be done, there is nothing by or supreme ruling power in the state, it may
which a man can ultimately be made to do it, be said to issue from the polztzcal sanctwn.
but either pain or pleasure. Having taken a v.
general view of these two grand objects (wz. If at the hands of such chance persons in
pleasure, and what comes to the same thing, the community, as the party in question may
immunity from pain) in the character offinal happen in the course of his life to have con-
causes ; it will be necessary to take a view cerns with, accorchng to each man's spon-
of pleasure and pain itself, in the character taneous disposition, and not according to any
of el_iczent causes or means, settled or concerted rule, it may be said to

IL issue from the moral or popular sanctwn.$
There are four distinguishable sources from vI.

which pleasure and pain are in use to flow : If from the immediate hand of a superior
considered separately, they may be termed invisible bem_, either in the present hie, or
the physzcal, the polttzcal, the moral, and the in a future, it m_y be said to issue from the
religious : and inasmuch as the pleasures and rel_gwus sanctzon.
pains belonging to each of them are capable vii.
of giving a binding force to any law or rule Pleasures or pains which may be expected
of conduct, they may all of them be termed to issue from thephyszcal, polztical, or moral
sanctions._ sanctions, must all of them be expected to be

experienced, if ever, in the present life : those
" The following is an extract from a letter of which may be expected to issue from the reh-

Bentham's to Dumont, dated Oct. 28, 1821 :-- giou* sanction, may be expected to be expe-
" Sal_ct$ons. Since the Traites, others have rienced either in thepresent life or in a future.been discovered. There are now, I. Human :

six, viz. 1. Physical; 2. Retributive; 3. Sym- viii.
pathetm ; 4. Antipathetic ; 5. Popular, or Those which can be experienced in the
Moral ; 6. Political, including Legal and Ad- present life, can of course be no others than
ministratxve.

" IL Superhuman vice Religious : all exem- such a mode of conduct would be rendered obh-
_atory upon a man by the force of what I call

plifiable in the case of drunkenness ; viz. the the religious sanction (that is_ that he would bepunitory class.
'_&rote--Sanctions in ge_ere duEe, punitoriee et made to suffer by the extraordinary interposition

remuneratoriee ; in seric, septem ut super ; seven of some superior being, if he failed to observe
multiplied by two, equal fourteen, the mode ))f conduct in question) certain cere-

" The Judmatory of the popular or moral monies were contrived by the priests: in the
sanction has two Sections : that of the few, and course of which ceremonies the blood of victims
that of the many : Aristoeratical and Demo- was made use of.
cratical: their laws, their decisions, are to a vast A Sanction then is a source of obligatory
extent opposite." powers or vqotives : that is, of pains an_ 2lea-

r Sanctio, in Latin, was used to signify the sures ; which, according as they are connected
act ofbindin_, and, by a common grammatical with such or such modes of conduct, operate,
transitlon, any thinT." which serves to blud a and are indeed the only thlngswhich can operate,
_mn : to wit, to the observance of such or such as motives. See Chap. x. [Motives.]
a mode of conduct. According to a Latin gram- _ Better termed poTular , as more directly in-
marian,_ the import of the word is derived by dicative of its constituent cause ; as likewise of its
rather a far-fetched process (such as those corn- relation to the more common phrase Tnblic opi-
monly are, and in a great measure indeed must nion, in French opinion publique_ the name there
be, by which intellectual ideas are derived from given to that tutelary power_ of which of late so
sensible ones) from the word sanguis, blood : much is said, and by which so much is done.
because among the Romans, with a view to in- The latter appellation is however unhappy and
culcate into the people a persuasion that such or inexpressive ; since if opinion is material, it is

only_n virtue of the influence it exercises over
a Servius. See Ainsworth's Dict. ad verbum actmn, through the medium of the affectmns

Sanctio. and the will
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such as human nature in the course of the which lie open to our observation, is what
present life is susceptible of: and from each we can have no idea of. The best ideas we
of these sources may flow all the pleasures or can obtain of such paros and pleasures are
pains of which, in the course of the present altogether unliquidated in point of quahty.
life, human nature is susceptible. With re- In what other respects our ideas of them may
gard to these, then (with which alone we be liqmdated, will be considered in another
have in this place any concern), those of them place.T
which belong to any one oi those sanctions, XL
differ not ultimately in kind from those which Of these four sanctions, the physical is al-
belong to any one of the other three : the together, we may observe, the ground-work
only difference there is among them lies in of the pohtical and the moral : so is it also
the circumstances that accompany their pro- of the religious, in as far as the latter bears
duetion. A suffering which befals a man in relation to the present life• It is included in
the natural and spontaneous course of things, each of those other three. This may operate

shall be styled, for instance, a calamity ; in in any case (that is, any of the pains or plea-
which case, if it be supposed to befal him sures belonging to it may operate) mdepend-
through any imprudence of his, it may be ently of them : none of them can operate but
styled a pumshment issuing from the physical by means of this. In a word, the powers of
sanction. Now this same suffering, if in- nature may operate of themselves; but nei-
flicted by the law, vnll be what is commonly ther the magistrate, nor men at large, can
called a punzshment; if incurred for want of : operate, nor is God in the case in question
any friendly assistance, which the misconduct, supposed to operate, but through the powers
or supposed misconduct, of the sufferer has of nature.
occasioned to be wlthholden, a pumshment XlI.
issuing from the moral sanction ; if through For these four objects, which in their na-
the immediate interposition of a particular ture have so much in common, it seemed of
providence, a punishment issuing fi'om the use to find a common name. It seemed of
religious sanction, use, in the first place, for the convenience

Ix. of giving a name to certain pleasures and
A man's goods, or his person, are consumed pains, for which a name equally characteristic

by fire. It this happened to him by what is could hardly otherwise have been found : in
called an accident, it was a calamity : if by the second place, for the sake of holding up
reason of ins own imprudence (for instance, the efficacy of certain moral forces, the in-
from his neglectingto put his candle out), it fluence of which is apt not to be sufficiently
may be styled a pumshment of the physical attended to. Does the political sanction
sanction : if it happened to him by the sen- exert an influence over the conduct of man-
tence of the political magistrate, a punishment kind ? The moral, the religious sanctions, do
belonging to the political sanction--that is, so too. In every inch of his career are the
what is commonly called a punishment: if for operations of the political magistrate liable
want of any assistance which his nezghbour to be aided or impeded by these two foreign
withheld from him out of some dislike to his powers: who, one or other of them, or both,
moral character, a punishment of the moral are sure to be either his rivals or his allies.
sanction : if by an immediate act of God's Does it happen to him to leave them out in
displeasure, manifested on account of some his calculations ? he will be sure almost to
sin committed by him, or through any dis- find himself mistaken in the result. Of all
traction of mind, occasioned by the dread of this we shall find abundant proofs in the se-
such displeasure, a punishment of the relzgwus quelofthiswork. It behoves him, therefore.
sanction.* to have them continually before his eyes; and

x. that under such a name as exhibits the rela-
As to such of the pleasures and pains be- tion theybear to his own purposes and designs.

longing to the religious sanction, as regard a
future life, of what kind these may be, we
cannot know. These lie not open to our CHAPTER IV.
observation. During the prcsent life they
are matter only of expectation: and, whether VALU_OF A LOT OF PLEASURE OR PAIN,

that expectation be derived from natural or HOWTO BE _ASU_tED.
revealed religion, the partwular kind of plea- I.
sure or pain, ff it be different from all those PLEASUaES then, arid the avoidance of pains

are the ends which the legislator has in view.
* A suffering conceived to befal a man by [ it behoves him therefore to understand thelr

the immediate act of God, as above, is often, for ] ,.alue Pleasures and nains are the instru-
shortness sake, called a judgment: instead o ...... "h" i" behoves him

" " _' _ _ " S ! men_s 12e has to work Wlt , tsaymg_ a sunerlng mmcteu on nun m con e- I
quence of a special judgment formed, and reso- [ ......
lhtion thereupon taken_ by the Deity. [ -_ See ch. xv. [Cases _mmeet]_ par. 2_ Note.
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therefore to understand their force, which is 6. Its purity.
again, in another point of view, their value. And one other ; to wit :

II. 7. Its extent ; that is, the number of per-
To a person considered by himself, the sons to_vhom it extends; or (in otherword_)

value of a pleasure or pain considered by it- who are affected by it.
self, will be greater or less, according to the v.
four following circumstances :* To take an exact account, then, of the ge-

l. Its intensity, neral tendency of any act, by which the in-
2. Its duration terests of a community are affected, proceed
3. Its certainty or uncertainty, as follows. Begin with any one person of
4. Its propinquity or remoteness, those whose interests seem most imme-

IH. diately to be affected by it : and take an ac-
These are the circumstances which are to count,

be considered in estimating a pleasure or a 1. Of the value of each distinguishable
pain considered each of them by itself. But oleasure which appears to be produced by it
when the value of any pleasure or pain is in thefirst instance.
considered for the purpose of estmaating the 2. Of the value of each pain which appears
tendency of any act by which it is produced, to be produced by it m the first instance.
there are two other circumstances tobe taken 3. Of the value of each pleasure which

into the account ; these are, appears to be produced by it after the first.
5. Its fecun&ty, or the chance it has of This constitutes the fecundity of the first

being followed by sensations of the sarae l_nd: pleasure and the zmpur*ty of the first pain.
that is, pleasures, ff it be a pleasure : pains, 4. Of the value of each pain which appears
if it be a pain. to be produced by it after the first. This

6. Its purity, or the chance it has of not constitutes the fecundity of the first pain, and
being followed by sensations of the opposite the _mpur_ty of the first pleasure.
kind : that is, pmns, ff it be a pleasure : 5. Sum up all the values of all the plea-
pleasures, ff it be a pain. sures on the one side, and those of all the

These two last, however, are in strictness )ains on the other. The balance, if it be
scarcely to be deemed properties of the plea- on the side of pleasure, will give the good
sure or the pain itself; they are not, there- tendency of the act upon the whole, with
fore, in strictness to be taken into the ac- respect to the interests of that ,ndivzdual
count of the value of that pleasure or that person, if on the side of pain, the bad ten-
pain. They are in strictness to be deemed dency of it upon the whole.
properties only of the act, or other event, by 6. Take an account of the number of per-
which such pleasure or pain has been pro- sons whose interests appear to be concerned;
duced ; and accordingly are only to be taken and repeat the above process with respect to
into the account of the tendency of such act each. Sum up the numbers expressive of the
or such event, degrees of good tendency, which the act has,

Iv. with respect to each individual, in regard to

To a number of persons, with reference to whom the tendency.of it is good upon the
each of whom the value of a pleasure or a whole : do this agam with respect to each
pain is considered, it will be greater or less, individual, in regard to whom the tendency
according to seven circumstances : to wit, the of it is good upon the whole : do this agam
six preceding ones ; viz. with respect to each individual, in regard to

1. Its intensity, whom the tendency of it is bad upon the
2. Its duration, whole. Take the balance ; which, if on the

3. Its certainty or uneerta_nty, side of pleasure, will give the general good
4. Its propinquity or remoteness, tendency of the act, with respect to the total
5. Its fecundity, number or community of individuals con-

corned; if on the side of pazn, the general
These circmnstanees have since been de- evil tendency, with respect to the same corn-

nominated elements or d_wnsions of value in a munity.
pleast, re or a palm VL

Not long actor the pubhcation of the first It is not to be expected that this process
edition, the following memomter verses were should be strictly pursued previously to everyframed, in the view of lodging more effectually,
in the memory, these points, on which the whole moral judgment, or to every legislative or
fabric of morals and legislation may be seen to iudicaal operation. It may, however, be
rest. always kept in view: and as near as the

Jntensd, long_ certain, speedy, fruitful, pure--- _rocess actually pursued on these occasions
Such marks m pleasures and _n pains endure, approaches to it, so near will such process
Such pleasures seek, if private be thy end : approach to the character of an exact one.
If it bepublle, w_de let them extend.
Such pains avoid, whichever be thy vtew: vii.
If pains must come, let them extcud to few. The same ])rocess is alike applicable to
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pleasure and pain, in whatever shape the:f sure or pleasures, and a pain or pains togc-
app_ear ; and by whatever denomination the_ ther. What determines a lot of ple_ure,
are __to pleasure, whether it be for example, to be regarded as one complex
calleit _ddtt_(_a_c_i'_6p_ pleasure, rather thap as divers simple ones,

-y instrun_ent of pleasure_ is-the nature of the exciting cause. What-
" di___e_or-'Y'd_ cause or instrument ever pleasures are excited all at once by

of_ls_n'_ p--_a_r co--_nv--gnzen--'--ce,or adv- the action of the same cause, are apt to be
tage, benefit, emolu_enT_ happiness, and so looked upon as constituting all together but
ghrrJi-:"torCh--h ether it be called evz:l one pleasure.

_which c_responds to ood or mischze or II.
"z_dnv_atage, or toss, or an- The several simple pleasures of which
/ii_ness, air so oft . - human nature is susceptible, seem to be as

viii. follows : 1. The pleasures of sense. 2. The
Nor is this a novel and unwarranted, any .pleasures of wealth. 8. The pleasures of

more thmi it is a useless theory. In all this skill 4. The pleasures of amity. 5. The
there is nothing but what the practice of pleasures of a good name. 6. The pleasures
mankind, wheresoever they have a clear view of uower. 7. The pleasures of piety. 8. The
of their own interest, is perfectly conformable pleasures of benevolence. 9. The pleasures
to. An article of property, an estate in land, of malevolence. 10. The pleasures of me-
for instance, is valuable: on what account? mory. 11. The pleasures of imagination.
0ngccpuntqf'theA?!easurEsofallkindswhich 12. The pleasures of expectation. 13. The
it enables a man to oroduce, and, what comes pleasures depcndent on association. 14. The
to-th-'-esa-methlng,'_'-_'-_te_e p__ pleasures of rebel.
it enables him to avert. But the value of IIL

such m* article of property is universally un- The several simple pains seem to be as
derstood to rise or fall according to the length follows : 1. The pains of privation. 2. The
or shortness of the time which a man has in pains of the senses. 3. The paros of awk-
it- the certainty or uncer "taanty of its coming wardness. 4. The pains of enmity. 5. The
into possession : and the nearness or remote- pains of an iU name. 6. The pains of piety.
hess of the time at which, if at all, it is to ! 7. The pains of benevolence. 8. The pains
eome into possession. As to the tntensity of l of malevolence. 9. The pains of the me-
the pleasures which a man may derive from mory. 10. The pains of the imagination.
it, this is never thought of, because it de- 11. The pains of expectation. 12. The pains
pends upon the use which each particular dependent on association.*
person may come to make of it; wlnch cannot IV.
be estimated till the particular pleasures he 1. The pleasures of sense seem to be as
may come to derive from it, or the particular follows : 1. The pleasures of the taste or
pains he may come to exclude by means of palate ; including whatever pleasures are
it, are broughttoview. For the same reason, experienced in satisfying the appetites of
neither does he think of the fecundttg or hunger and thirst. 2. The pleasure of in-
purity of those pleasures, toxlcation. 3. The pleasures of the organ

Thus much ior pleasure and pain, happl- of smelling. 4. The pleasures of the touch.
ness and unhappiness, in general. We come 5. The simple pleasures of the ear ; lade-
now to consider the several particular kinds pendent of association. 6. The simple plea-
of pmn and pleasure, sures of the eye ; independent of association.

7. The pleasure of the sexlial sense. 8. The
pleasure of health: or, the internal pica-

CHAPTER V. surable feeling or flow of spirits (as it is

pLI_ASURESAND PAINS, THEIR KINDS. * The catalogue here g_ven, is what seemed
to be a complete hst of the several simple plea-

t. sures and pains of which haman nature is SUS-
HAVING represented what belongs to all sorts ceptlble : insomuch, that if, upon any occasion
of pleasures and pains alike, we come now to whatsoever, a man feels pleasure or pain. it is
exhibit, each by itself, the several sorts of either referable at once to some one or other of
pmns and pleasures. Pains and pleasures these kinds, or resolvable into such as are. It

might perhaps have been a satisfaeuon to the
may be calletI by one general word, interest- rea,'ler, to have seen an analytical view of the
ing perceptions. Interesting perceptions are sitbject, taken upon an exhaustive plan, for the
eittler simple or complex. _ purpose of demonstrating the catalogue to be
are those which cannot any 0_no of them be what it purports to be, a complete one. tithe
resolved into mo'_e : complex are those which catalogue is in f_ct the result of such an ana-

divers simple ones. A lysis ; which, howe_er, I thought it better todiscard at present_ as being of too metaphysical
complex interesting perception may accord- a east, and not strictly within the limits of this
ingly be composed either, 1. Of pleasures design. See ch. xv. [Cases unmeet] par. 2.
alone : 2. Of pains alone ; or, 3. Of a plea- Note.
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called) which accompanies a state of full [ him the benefit of thei_ services : that i_, by
health and vigour ; especially at times of I the hope of some service, or by the fear of
moderate bodily exertion. 9. The pleasures [ some disservice, that he may be in the w_y

of novelty : or, the pleasures derived from [ to render them. IXthe gratification of the appetite of curiosity, [
by the application of new objects to any of [ 7. The pleasures of piety are the pleasures
the senses.* that accompany the belief of a man's being in

v. the acquisition or in possession of the good-
2. By the pleasures of wealth may be will or favour of the Supreme Being : and as

m_an-tt--_o_-e_)_e_--_'w_hich a'm"an is al_t to a fruit of it, of his being in a way of enjoy-
derive from _e consciousness ofp_ ing pleasures to be received by God's special
_mv_tlcie or _t[cie-s'w---__th-h-e-_t appointment, either in this life, or in a life to
_n_o_en_gx.__----'-------_untv_.'_'-'_ come. These may also be called the plea-
q_re partieu|arlylat the _eof his first _ sures of religion, the pleasures of a religious

n_ tl_em ; at which time the lep._A_ disposition, or the pleasures of the religious
may t)e styled a pleasure of__ sanction.
of acquisitibn : at other times a pleasure of x.
pos_ssion. 8. The pleasures of benevolence are the
"JF'T_e pleasures of skill, as exercised pleasures resulting from the view of any pleao
upon particular objects, are those which ac- sures supposed to be possessed by the beings
company the application of such particular who may be the objects of benevolence ; to
instruments of enjoyment to their uses, as wit, the sensitive beings we are acquainted
cannot be so applied without a greater or less with; under which are commonly included,
share of difficulty or exerdon._ 1. The Supreme Being. 2. Human beings.

w. i 3. Other animals. These may also be called
4. The pleasures of amity, or self-recom- the pleasures of good-will, the pleasures of

mendation, are the pleasures that may ac- sympathy, or the pleasures of the benevolent
company the persuasion of a man's being in or social affections.
the acquisition or the possession of the good- XL
will of such or such assignable person or 9. The pleasures of malevolence are the
persons in particular : or, as the phrase is, of pleasures resulting from the vmw of auy pain
being upon good terms with hnn or them. supposed to be suffered by the beings who
and as a fruit of it, of l_s being in a way to may become the objects of malevolence ; to
have the benefit of their spontaneous and wit, 1. Human beings. 2. Other animals.
gratuitous services. These may also be styled the pleasures of

WL ill-will, the pleasures of the irascible appetite,
5. The pleasures of a good name are the the pleasures of antipathy, or the pleasures of

pleasures that accompany the persuasion of a the malevolent or dissocial affections.
man's being in the acquisition or the posses- xxl.
sion of the good-will of the world about him ; 10. The pleasures of the memory are the
that is, of such members of society as he is pleasures which, after having enjoyed such
likely to have concerns with ; and as a means and such pleasures, or even in some cases af-
of it, either their love or their esteem, or terhaving suffered such and such pains, a man
both : and as a fruit of it, of his being in will now and then experience, at recollecting
the way to have the benefit of their sponta- them exactly in the order and in the circum-
neons and gratuitous services. These may stances m which they were actually enjoyed
likewise be called the pleasures of good re- or suffered. These derivative pleasures may
pute, the pleasures of honour, or the plea- of course be distinguished into as many species
sures of the moral sanction.:_ as there are of original perceptions, from

vHI. whence they may be copied. They may also
6. The pleasures of power are the plea- be styled pleasures of simple recollection.

sures that accompany the persuasion of a XHI.
man's being in a condition to dispose people, ll. The pleasures of the imagination are
by means of their hopes and fears, to give the pleasures which may be derived from the

contemplation of any such pleasures as may
There are also pleasures of novelty, excited happen to be suggested by the memory, but

by the appearance of new ideas : these axe plea- in a different order, and accompanied by dif-
sates of the imagination. See infra, xiii.

For instance, the pleasure of being able to ferent groups of circumstances. These may
gratify the sense of heating, by singing, or per- accordingly be reihrred to any one of the three
forming upon any musical instrument. The cardinal points of time, present, past, or fu-
pleasure thus obtained, is a thing superadded to, ture. It is evident they may admit of as many
and perfectly distinguishable from, that which ¢hstinctions as those of the former class.
a man enjoys from hearing another person per-
f_n_ in the same nanner.

. See Ch. iii. [Sanctions.] ]] See oh. hi. [Sanctions.]



CH. V.] PLEASURES AND PAINS, THEIR KINDS. 1_

XIF. XIX.

12. The pleasures of expectation are the Where the enjoyment happens to have been
pleasures that result from the contemplation looked for with a degree of expectation up-
of any sort of pleasure, referred to time fu- preaching to assurance, and that expectation
ture, and accompanied with the sentiment of is made suddenly to cease, it is called a pain
belief. These also may admit of the same of disappointment.
distinctions.* xx.

xv. A pain of privation takes the name of a
13. The pleasures of association are the pain of regret in two cases, l. Where it is

pleasures which certain objects or incidents grounded on the memory of a pleasure, which
may happen to afford, not of themselves, but having been once enjoyed, appears not likely
merely in virtue of some association they to be enjoyed again: 2. Where it is grounded
have contracted in the mind with certain ob- on the idea of a pleasure, which was never
jeets or incidents which are in themselves i actually enjoyed, nor perhaps so much as ex-
pleasurable. Such is the case, for instance, meted, but winch might have been enjoyed
with the pleasure of skill, when afforded by (it is supposed) had such or such a contin-
such a set of incidents as compose a game of gency happened, which, in 'fact, did not
chess. This derives its pleasurable quality happen.
from its association partly w_th the pleasures XXL
of skill, as exercised in the production of 2. The several pains of the senses seem
incidents pleasurable of themselves : partly to be as follows: 1. The pains of hunger and
from its association with the pleasures of thirst, or, the disagreeable sensations pro-
power. Such is the case also with the plea- dueed by the want of suitable substances
sure of good luck, when afforded by such which need at times to be applied to the all-
incidents as compose the game of hazard, or mentary canal. 2. The pains of the taste :
any other game of chance, when played at or, the disagreeable sensaUons produced by
for nothing. This derives its pleasurable the application of various substances to the
quality from its association _th one of the palate, and other superior parts of the same
pleasures of wealth ; to wit, with the plea- canal. 3. The pains of the organ of smell :
sure of acqmring it. or, the disagreeable sensations produced by

xvL the effluvia of various substances when up-
14. Farther on we shall see pains grounded plied to that organ. 4. The pains of the

upon pleasures ; in like manner may we now touch: or,the disagreeable sensations produced
see pleasures grounded upon pains. To the by the application of various substances to
catalogue of pleasures may accordingly be the skin. 5. The simple pains of the hear-
added the pleasures of rehe.[: or, the plea- ing: or, the disagreeable sensations excited in
sures which a man experiences when, after the organ of that sense by various kinds of
he has been enduring a pain of any kind for sounds ; independently (as before) of associa-
a certean time, it comes to cease, orto abate, tion. 6. The simple pains of thesight: or, the
These may of course be distinguished into a_ disagreeable sensations, ff any'such there be,
many species as there are of paans : and may that may be excited in the organ of that sense
give rise to so many pleasures of memory, of by visible images, independent of the prm-
imagination, and of expectation, c_ple of assoeaation. 7.t The pains resulting

xvH. from excessive heat or cold, unless these he
1. Pains of privation are the pains that may referable to the touch. 8. The pains of dis-

result from the thought of not possessing in ease : or, the acute and uneasy sensations
the time present any of the several kinds of resulting from the several diseases and indis-
pleasures. Pains of prlvatmn may aeeordingly positions to which human nature is liable.
be resolved into as many kinds as there are 9. The pain of exertion, whether bodily or
of pleasures to which they may correspond, mental: or, the uneasy sensation which is apt
and from the absence whereof they may be to accompany any intense effort, whether of
derive_l, mind or body.

XYIII. XXII.

There are three sorts of pains which are 3.:_ The pains of awkwardness are the pains
only so many modifications of the several
pains of privation. _5_aen the enjoyment of T The pleasure of the sexual sense seem__to
any particular pleasure happens to be partl- h_ve no poslti_e p_.[a to c._rres_ond to it ; it h_

onlarly desired, but without any expectation only a pare of privation, or pain of tbe mental
approachingto assurance, the pain of privation class, the pain of unsatisfie_i desire. If anyposiuve pain of body result from the want of
which thereupon results takes a particular such indulgence, it belongs to the head of pains
name, and is called the pain of desire, or of of &sense.
unsatisfied desire. _+The pleasures of novelty have no positive

paros corresponding to them. The pain which
*. In con_radlstmctmn to these, all other plea- a man experiences when he is in the condition

_u_es may be/ermed pleasures of en3oyment.
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which sometimes result from the tmsucee_- [ to be _cted by his especi_ appointment,
ful endeavour to apply any particular iustru- [ either in this llfe or in a life to come. These
meats of enjoyment or security to their uses, I may also be called the pmns of religion; the
or t_om the difficulty a man experiences in [ pains of &religious disposition ; or the pains
applying them.* [ of the religious sanction. When the belief

xxm. I is looked upon as well-grounded, these pains
4. The pains of enmity are the pains that are commonly called religious terrors ; when

may accompany the persuasion of a man's be- looked upon as ill-grounded, superstitious
ing obnoxious to the ill-will of such or such terrors. M
an asGdgnable person or persons in particular: XXVL
or, as the phrase is, of being upon ill terms 7. The pain_ of benevolence are the pains
with him or them : and, in consequence, of resulting from the view of any pains supposed
being obnoxious to certain pains of some sort to be endured by other beings. These may
or other, of which he may be the cause, also be called the pains of good-will, of sym-

XXlV. pathy, or the pains of the benevolent or secial
5. The pains of an ill-name are the pains affections.

that accompany the persuasion of a man's be- xXVlL
ing obnoxious, or in a way to be obnoxious 8. The pains of malevolence are the pains
to the ill-will of the world about him. These resulting from the view of any pleasures sup-
may likewise be called the pains of ill-repute, posed to be enjoyed by any beings who hal>
the pains of dishonour, or the pains of the pen to be the objects of a man's displeasure.
moral sanction, t These may also be styled the pains of ill-will,

xxv. of antipathy, or the pains of the malevolent
6._ The pains of piety are the pains that or dissomal affections.

accompany the belief of a man's being oh- xxvm.
noxious to the displeasure of the Supreme 9. The pains of the memory maybe ground-
Being: and, in consequence, to certain pains ed on every one of the above kinds, as well

of pains of privation as of positive pains.of not knowing what to do with himself, that These correspond exactly to the pleasures of
pain, which in French is expressed by a single
word ennui, is apmn of privation : a pain re- the memory.
suiting from the absence, not only of all the xxxx.
pleasures of novelty, but of all kinds of plea- 10. The pains of the imagination may also
sure whatsoever, be grounded on any one of the above kinds,

The pleasures of wealth have also no positive as well of pains of privation as of positive
pains corresponding to them : the only pmns pains : in other respects they correspond ex-
opposed to them are pains of privation. It' any
positive pains result from the want of wealth, actiy to the pleasures of the imagination.
they are referable to some other class of positive xxx.
pains; principally to those of the senses. From l]. The pains of expectation may be
the want of food_ for instance, result the pams grounded on each one of the above kinds, as
of hunger; from the want of clothing, the pains well of pains of privation as of positive pains.
of cold; and so forth. These may be also termed pains of appre-

" It may be a question, perhaps, whether this hension.§he a positive pare of itself, or whether it be
nothing more than apmn of privation, resulting xxxI.
from the consezousness of a want of skall. It 12. The pains of association correspond cx-
is, however, but a question of words, nor does actly to the pleasures of association.
it matter which way it be determined, xxxlI.

"_In as far as a man's fellow-creatures are sup- Of the above list, there are certain plea-
Posed to be determhled by any event not to regard
him with any degree of esteem or good will, or sores and pains which suppose the existence
to regard him with a less degree of esteem or of some pleasure or pain of some other per-
_Tod will than they would otherwise ; not to do son, to which the pleasure or pain of the
him any sorts of good offices, or not to do him so person in question has regard : such pleasures
many good offices as they would otherwise ; the and pains may be termed extra-regarding.
paln resulting from such consideration may be
reckoned a pain of privation : as fax as they are II The positive pams of piety_ and the pains
supposed to regard him with sueh a degree of of privation, opposed to the pleasures of piety,
aversion or disesteem as to be disposed to do him run one into"another m the same manner as the
positive illoffiees, it may be reckoned a Positive positive pains of enmity, or of an dl name, do
pain. The pain of privation, and the pomtive I w_th respect to the pains of privation, opposed
paln, in thxs ease ran one into another indlstm- I to the pleasures of amity, and those of a good
guishably, name. If what is apprehended at the hands of

_. There seem to be no ]?ositive pains to cot- God is barely the not reeeiwng pleasure, the
respond to the pleasures ot power. The pains pain is of the privative class : if, moreover, actual
that a man may feel from the want or the loss of Pare he appre_aended_it is of the class of positive
power, in as fax as power is distanguished from pains.
all other sources of pleasure, seem to be nothing § In contradistinction to these, all other pains
more than pains of privation, m_y be termed pains of sufferance.
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Others do not suppose any such thing: these
may be termed self-regarding.* The only CHAPTER VI.

pleasures and pains of the extra-regarding oF CIRCUMSTANCESINFLUENCING
class are those of benevolence, and those of
malevolence: all the rest areself-regarding.T SENSIBILITY.

XXXIII • I.

Of all these several sorts of pleasures and PAIN and pleasure are produced in men's
pains, there is scarce any one which is not nnnds by the action of certain causes. But
liable, on more accounts than one, to come the quantity of pleasure and pain runs not
under the consideration of the law. Is an uniformly in proportion to the cause; in other
offence committed? It is the tendency which words, to the quantity of force exerted by
it has to destroy, in such or such persons, such cause. The truth of this observation
some of these pleasures, or to produce some rests not upon any metaphysacal nicety in the
of these pains, that constitutes the mischief import given to the terms cause, quantity,
of it, and the ground for punishing it. It is and force : it will be equally true in whatso-
the prospect of some of these pleasures, or ever manner such force be measured.
of security from some of these pains, that IL
constitutes the motive or temptation: it is The disposition which any one has to feel
the attainment of them that constitutes the such or such a quantity of pleasure or pain,
profit of the offence. Is the offender to be upon the application of a cause of given force,
pumshed? It can be only bythe production is what we term the degree or quantum of
of one or more of these pains, that the punish- his sensibility. This may be either general,
meat can be iuflicted.:_ referring to the sum of the causes that act

upon him during a given period : or particu-
• See chap. x. [Motives.] lar, referring to the action of any one patti-
"t"By this means the pleasures and pains of eular cause, or sort of cause.

amity may be the more clearly distinguished
from those of benevolence : and on the other IIL
hand, t_oseofenmityfromthoseofmalevolence. But in the same mind such and such
The pleasures and paros of amity and enmity causes of pain or pleasure wall produce more
are of the self-regarding cast: those of bencvo- pain or pleasure than such or such other
lenee and malevolence of the extra-regarding, causes of pare or pleasure : and this propor-

It would be a matter not only ot curiosaty, tion will in different minds be different. The
bat of some use, to exhibit a catalogue of the
several complex pleasures and pains, analyzing disposition wlnch any one has to have the
them at the same time into the several simple proportion in which he is affected by two
ones. of which they are resneetively composed, such causes, different from that in winch an-
But'such a disqmsitmn woul_dtake up too much other man is affected by the same two causes,
room to be admitted here. A short speclmen_ may be termed the quahty or bins of his sen-
however_ for the purpose of illustratmn, can sibility. One man, for instance, may be most
hardly be dispensed with.

The pleasures taken in at the eye and ear are affected by the pleasures of the taste ; another
generally very complex. The pleasures of a by those of tim ear. So also, if there be a
country scene, for instance, consist commonly, difference in the nature or proportaon of two
amongst others_ of the following pleasures: pains or pleasures which they respectively

L Pleasures of the senses. " experience from the same cause ; a ease no_
1. The simple pleasure of sight, excited by so frequent as the former. From the same

the perception of agreeable colours and figures, injury, for instance, one man may feel the
green fields, waving fohagc, glistening water, same quantity of grief and resentment toge-and the hke.

2. The sample pleasures of the ear, excited by thor as another man : hut one of them shall
the perceptaons of the chirping or' birds, the feel a greater share of grief than of resent-
munnunng of waters, the rustling of the wind ment: the other, a greater share of resent-
amongthe trees.

3. The pleasures of the smell, excited by the ment than of grief.
perceptions of the fragrance of flowers, of new-
mown hay, or other vegetable substances_ in the 3. The _deaof the constant flow of health_ sup-
first stages of fermentation, posed to he enjoyed by all these creatures: a no-

4. The agreeable inward sensation, produced tion which is apt to result from the occasional
bya brisk circulation of the blood_ and the yen. flow of health enjoyed by the supposed spectator.
tilatiou of it in the lungs by a ]pure mr, such as 4. The 1den of gratitude, excited by the con-
that in the country frequently is in comparison templatmn of the all-powerful and beneficent
of that which is breathed in towns. Being, who is looked up to as the author of these

II. Pleasures of the imagination produced by blessings.
assoclatmn. These four last are all of them, in some mea-

l. The idea of the plenty, resulting from the sure at least, pleasures of sympathy.
possession of the objects that are in view, and of The depriwng a man of this group of plea-
the happiness arisang from it. sures is one of the evils apt to result from im-

2. The idea of the innocence and happiness of prisonment; whetherproducedbyiUegalviolence,
the birds, sheep2 cattle_ dogs, and other gentle or or in the way of lmniahment_ by appointment oF
domestic animals. ' the laws.
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iv. 80. Lineage. 81. Government. 82. Reli-
Any incident which Nrves as a cause, _ profession._

either of pleasure pr of pain, may be _rmed vlx.
all exciting cause : if of pleasure, a pleasur. 1. Health is the absence of disease, ami
able cause : if of pain, a painful, afflictive, consequently of all those kinds of pain which
or dolorific cause.* are among the symptoms of disease. A man

v. may be said to be in a state of health, when
Now the quantity of pleem_e, or of pain, he is not conscious of any uneasy senmtions,

which • man is lhble to experience upon the the primary seat of which can be perceived
application of an exciting cause, since the3 to be any where in his body. u In point ot
will not depend altogether upon that cause general sensibility, a man who is under the
will depend in some measure upon some pressure of any bodily indisposition, or, as the
other circumstance or circumstances : these
circumstances, whatsoever they be, may be _Ananalyticalviewofallthesecireumstanceg
termed circumstances influencing sensibilz_, t will be given at the conclusion of the chapter:

vz. to which place it was necessary to refer it, a8 it
These circumstances will apply differently could not well have been understood, till someof them had been prewously explained.

to different exciting causes; insomuch that To search out the vast variety of exerting or
to a certain exciting cause, a certain circum- moderating causes, by which the degree or bias
stance shall not apply at all, which shall apply of a man's sensibility may be influenced, to de-
with great force to another exciting cause, fine the boundaries of each, to extricate them
But without entering for the present into from the entanglements in wl_ch they are in-

volved, to lay the effect of each article distinctly
these distinctions, it may be of use to sum before the reader's eye, is, perhaps, if not ab-
up all the circumstances which can be found sohtely the molt difficult task, at least one of
to influence the effect of any exciting cause, the most difficult tasks, within the compass of
These, as on a former occasmn, it may be as moral physiology. Disquisition_ on this head
_,vell first to sum up together in the concisest can never be completely satisfactory without ex-
manner possible, and afterwards to allot a amples. To provide a suf_cient collection of
few words to the separate explanation of each such examples, would be a work of great labour
article. They seem to be as follows : 1. as well as nicety: history and biography wouldneed to be ransacked: a vast course of reading
Health. 2. Strength. 3. Hardiness. 4. Bo- would need to be travelled through on purpose.
dily imperfection. 5. Quantity and quality By such _ process the present work would doubt-
of knowledge. 6. Strength of intellectual less have been rendered more amusing; but in
powers. 7. Firmness of mind. 8. Steadi- point of bulk so enormous, that this single chap-
hess of mind. 9. Bent of inclination. 10. ter would have been swelled into a considerable

Moral sensibility. 11. Moral biases. 12. volume. Feigned cases, although they mayupon occasion serve to render the general matter
Religious sensibility. 13. Religious biases, tolerably intelligible, can never be sufficient to
14. Sympathetic sensibility. 15. Sympa- render it palatable. On this therefore, as on so
thetie biases. 16. Antipathetic sensibility, many other occasions, I must confine myself to
IT. Antipathetic biases. 18. Insanity. 19. [ dryand general-instruction: discarding illustra-
Habitual occupations. 20. Pecuniary cir- tion, although sensible that without it instructzoncannot manifest half its e_cacy The subject,
cumstances. 2]. Connexions in the way of however, is so difficult, and so new, that I shall
sympathy. `2"2. Connexions in the way of I think I have not ill succeeded, if_ without pre-
antipathy. '23. Radical frame of body. 24. tending to exhaust it, I shall have been able ta
Radical frame of mind. 25. Sex. `26. Age. mark out the principal points of view, andtoput
27. Rank. 28. Education. `29. Climate. the matter in such a method as may facilitate

the researches of happier inquirers.
The great dit_culty lies z_nthe nature of the

* The exciting cause, the pleasure or paln pro- words; which are not, like pain and pleasure,
duced by at, and the intention produced by such names of homogeneous real entitzes, but names
pleasure or _painin the character of a motive, are of various fictittous entities, for which no corn-
objects so intimately connected, that, in what mon genus is to be found: and which therefore,
follows, I fear I have not, on every occaszon, without a vast and roundabout chain of investl-
been able to keep them sufficiently distinct. I ation, can never be brought under any exhaus.
thought it necessary to give the reader this warn- ve plan of arrangement, but must he picked
ing ; after whzch, should there be found any such p here and there as they happen to occur.
mistakes, it is to be hoped they w_l not be pro- J]It may be thought, that m a certain degree
ductive of much confomon. £ health, this negative account of the matter

t Thu% in physical bodies, the momentum of ardly comes up to the case. In a certain d_
a ball put in motion by impulse, will be in- ree of health, there is oiten such a kind of
fluenced by the circumstance of gravity : being _,eling diffused over the whole frame, such
in _me directions increased, in others diminished amfortable feel, or flow of spirits, as it is called,
by it. So in a ship, put in motion by the wind, as may with propriety come nnder the head of
the momentum and direction will be influenced posztive pleasure. But without experiencing any
not only by the attraction of gravity, but by the such plea._urable feeling, if a man experience no
motion and resistance of the water_ and several p,dnful one, he m_y be well enough said to be i_
other circumstances, health.
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phrase is, is in an ill state of health, is less application of damp air : or to experience ira-
sensible to the influence of any pleasurable mediate uneasiness, as in the case of relaxa-
cause, and more so to that of any afflictive tion or chilliness produced by an over or under
one, than if he were well. proportion of the matter of heat.

viii. Hardiness, even in the sense in which it is
2. The circumstance of strength, though in opposed to the action of mechanical causes, is

point of cattsality closely connected with that distinguishable from strength. The external
of health, is perfectly distinguishable from indications of strength are the abundance and
it. The same man will indeed generally be firmness of the muscular fibres : those of har-
stronger in a good state of health than in a diness, in this sense, are the firmness of the
bad one. But one man, even in a bad state muscular fibres, and the callosity of the skin.
of health, may be stronger than another even Strength is more peculiarly the gift of nature :
in a good one. Weakness is a common con- hardiness, of education. Of two persons who
comitant of disease : but in consequence of have had, the one the education of a gentle-
his radical frame of body, a man may be weak man, the other that of a common sailor, the
all his hfe long, Without experiencing any first may be the stronger, at the same time
disease. Health, as we have observed, is that the other is the hardier.
principally a negatave circumstance : strength x.
a positive one. The degree of a man's 4. By bodily imperfection may be under-
strength can be measured with tolerable ac- stood that condition which a person is in,
curacy.* who either stands distinguished by any re-

Ix. markable deformity, or wants any of those
3. Hardiness is a circumstance which, parts or faculties, which the ordinary run of

thoughclosely connectedwlththat of strength, persons of the same sex and age are furnished
is distingmshable from it. Hardiness is the with : who, for instance, has a hare-lip, is
absence of irritability. Irritability respects deaf, or has lost a hand. This circumstance,
either pain, resulting from the action of me- llke that of ill health, tends in general to
chanical causes ; or disease, resulting from diminish more or less the effect of any plea-
the action of causes purely physmlogical, surable circumstance, and to increase that of
Irritablhty, in the former sense, is the dis- any affimtlve one. The effect of this cir-
position to undergo a greater or les_ degree eumstance, however, admits of great variety:
of pain upon the application of a mechamcal inasmuch as there are a great variety of ways
cause ; such as are most of those applications m which a man may suffer in his personal

by which simple afflictive pumshments are appealance, and in his bodily organs and fa-
inflicted, as whipping, beating, and the llke. cultles : all which difference will be taken
In the latter sense, it is the disposition to notice of in their proper places._
contract disease with greater or less facility, XL
upon the apphcation of any instrument act- 5. So much for circumstances belonging to
ing on the body by its physiological propel- the conditmn of the body : we come now to
ties ; as in the case of fevers, or of colds, or those which concern the condition of the
other inflammatory disease% produced by the mind : the use of mentiomng these will be

seen hereafter. In the first place may be
• The most accurate measure that can be gaven reckoned the quantity and quahty of the

of a man's strength, seems to be that which is
taken from the weight or number of pounds knowledge the person m question happens to
and ounces he can hit with his hands in a gqven possess : that is, of the 1dens which he has
attttude. This indeed relates immediately only actually in store, ready upon occasion to call
to his arms : but these are the organs of strengtt_ to mind : meaning such ideas as are in some
which are most employed; of which the strength way or other of an interesting nature: that is,
corresponds with most exactness to the general
state of the body with regard to strength; and m of a nature m some way or other to influence
which the quantum of strength is easmst mea- his happiness, or that of other men. When
sured. Strengthmayaccordmglybedistmguished these ideas are many, and of importance, a
into _eneral and particular, man is said to be a man of knowledge ; when

Weakness is a negative term_ anti imports the few, or not of importance, ignorant.
absence of strength. It is, besides_ a relative xII.
term_ and accordingly imports the absence of 6. By strength of intellectual powers may
such a quantity of strength as makes the share_

possessed by the person in question, less tl[_n be understood the degree of facility which athat of some person he is compared to. wen - man experiences in his endeavours to call to
ne_, when it Is at such a degree as to make it mind as well such ideas as have been already
painful for a man to perform the motions he- aggregated to his stock of knowlcdge, as any
cessary to the going through the ordinary rune- others, which, upon any oeca_ton that may
tions of hfe_ such as to get up_ to walk, to dress happen, he may conceive a desire to place
one's self_ and so forth, brings the circumstance
ot health into question, and putS a man into that there. It seems to be on some such oeca-
sort of condition in which he is said to be m ill
tlcalth. ,_- See B. 1. tit. [Irrep. Corp. Inj,tries.]
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sion as this that the words parts and talents to expect, or not to expect,an objectof such or such a
are commonly employed. To th_ head.may so also with regard to pains. _ _r-
be referred the several qulmties ol rea_es_ eumstance, thoughintimately ._..,.ected. w_
of apprehension, accuracy ana _enaclty
memory, strength of attention, clearness ox that of the bias of a man's sensibility, Is no_
discernment, amplitude of comprehension, undistinguishable from it. The quantity of
vividltyandrapidityofimagination. Strength pleasure or pare, which on any given, oc.caaion
of intellectual powers, in general, ._ems to a man may experience from an applicatton or
correspond pretty exactly to general streng_u any sort, may be greatly influenced by the
of body : as any of these qualities in patti- expectations he has been used to entertainof pleasure or pain from that quarter ; but
cular does to particular strength, it will not be absolutely determined by them:

XIll.

7. Firmness of mind on the one hand, and for pleasure or pain may come upon him from
irritability on the other, regard the propor- a quarter from which he was not accustomed
tion between the degrees of efficacy with to expect it. xw.
which a man is acted upon by an exciting
cause, of which the value lles chiefly in mag- 10. The circumstances of moral, religious,
nitude, and one of which the value lies chiefly sympathetic _md antipathetw senslbdity, when
in propinquity. ° A man may be said to be closely considered, will appear to be included
of a firm mind, when small pleasures or pains, in some sort under that of bent of lnchnation.
which are present or near, do not affect him, On account of their particular importance
in a greater proportion to their value, than they may, however, be worth mentioning
greater pleasures or pains, which are uncer- apart. A man's moral sensibility may be
rain or remote ;T of an irritable mind, when sa_d to be strong, when the pains and plea-
the contrary is the case. sures of the moral sanction It show greater inhis eyes, in comparison with other pleasuresXIV.

8. Steadiness regards the time during and pains (and consequently exert a stronger
which a given exciting cause of a given value influence), than in the eyes of the persons he
continues to affect a man m nearly the same is compared with ; in other words, when he
manner and degree as at first, no assignable is acted on with more than ordinaly efficacy
external event or change of circumstances in- by the sense of honour : it may be said to be
tervening to make an alteration in its force.$ weak, when the contrary is the case.XYlI.

XV.

9. By the bent of a man's inclinations may 11. Moral sensibility seems to regard the
be understood the propensity he has to ex- average effect or influence of the pains and

nect pleasure or pain from certain objects, pleasures of the moral sanction, upon all
rather than from others. A man's inclina- sorts of occasions to which it is applicable,
tions may be said to have such or such a or happens to be applied. It regards the
bent, when, amongst the several sorts of oh- average force or quantity of the impulses the
jects which afford pleasure in some degree to mind receives from that source during a given
all men, he is apt to expect more pleasure period. Moral bias regards the particular acts
from one particular sort, than from another on which, upon so many particular occasions,
particular sort, o1' more from any given parti- the force of that sanction is looked upon as
cular sort, than another man would expect attaching. It regards the quality or direction
from that sort ; or when, amongst the several of those impulses. It admits of as many varie-
sorts of objects, which to one man afford ties, therefore, asthere are dictates whichthe
pleasure, whilst _o another they afford none, moral sanctionmaybeconceivedtoissueforth.A man may be said to have such or such a moral

* See chap. iv. [Value.] ...... _ter b/as, orto have a morai hiasin favour of such
_- Vv'hen, for instance, navmg w:n ?_nce: or such an action, when he looks upon it as be-

mined, by the prospect of some lnconveme ' ing of the number of those of which the per-
not to disclose a fact, although he should be put
to the rack;he perseveres in such resolution after formance is dictated by the moral sanction.
the rack is brought into his presence, and even xvIII.12. What has been said with regard to
applied to him.

.+ The faciht}" with which children grow _raedn moral sensibility, may be appned, mutatls
of their play-things, and throw tl_em away, mutandis, to religious.
instance of unsteadiness : the perseverance with x_x
which a merchant applies himself to his traffic, 13. What has been said with regard to
or an author to his book_ may be taken for an moral biases, may also be applied, mutates
instance of the contrary. It is difficult to juuge
of the quantity of pleasure or ]_alnm these cases, matand_s, to religious biases.
but from the effects which it produces in the xx.
character of a motive ; and even then it is difll- 14. By sympathetic sensibility is to be
cult to pronounce, whether the change of conduct ....
happens by the extinction of the old pleasure or * _ee ch v [Pleasures and Pains.]
pam_ or by the intervention of a new one.
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understood the propensity that a man has to though intimately connected in point of cau-
derive pleasure from the happiness, and pain sality with the bent of h_s inclinations, are
from the unhappiness, of other sensitive not to be looked upon as precisely the same
beings. It is the stronger, the greater the circumstance. An amusement, or channel
ratm of the pleasure or pain he feels on their of profit, may be the object of a man's incli-
account is to that of the pleasure or pain natzons, whmh has never been the subject of
which (according to what appears to him) his habitual occupatwns : for it may be, that
they feel for themselves, though he wished to betake himself to it, he

xxL never did, it not being in his power: a cir-
15. Sympathetic bias regards the descrip- cumstance which may make a good deal of

tion of the parties who are the objects eta difference m the effect of any incident by
man's sympathy: and of the acts or other cir- which he happens to be debarred from it.
cumstances of or belonging to those persons, xxv.
by which the sympathy is excited. These 20. Under the head of pecuniary circum-
parties may be, 1. Certain individuals. 2. Any stances, I mean to bring to view the proper-
subordinate class of individuals. 3.The whole tion which a man's means bear to his wants :

nation. 4. Human kand in general. 5. The the sum total of his means of every kind, to
whole sensitive creation. According as these the sum total of his wants of every kind.
objects of sympathy are more numerous, the A man's means depend upon three circum-
affectwn, by which the man is biased, may be stances : 1. His property. 2. The profit of
said to be the more enlarged, his labour. 3. His connexions in the way of

xxH. support. His wants seem to depend upon
16, 17. Antipathetic sensibility and anti- four circumstances: 1. His habits of expense.

pathetic biases are just the reverse of sym- 2. His connexions in the way of burthen.
pathetic sensibdity and sympathetic biases. 3. Any present casual demand he may have.
By antipathetic sensibility is to be understood 4. The strength of his expectation. By a
the propensity that a man has to derive pain man's property is to be understood, whatever
from the happiness, and pleasure from the he has in store independent of his labour.
unhappiness, of other sensitive beings. By the profit of his labour as to be under-

xxm. stood the growing profit. As to labour, it
18. The circumstance of insanity of mind may be either of the body principally, or of

corresponds to that of bodily imperfectmn, the mind principally, or ot both indifferently:
It admits, however, of much less variety, in- nor does it matter in what manner, nor on
asmuch as the soul is (for aught we can per- what subject, it be applied, so it produce a
eelve) one indivisible thing, not distingmsh- profit. By a man's connexions in the way
able, hke the body, into parts. What lesser of support, are to be understood the pecum-
degrees of imperfection the mind maybe sus- ary assistances, of whatever kind, which he
ceptible of, seem to be comprisable under the is in a way of receiving from any persons
already-mentioned heads of ignorance, weak- who, on whatever account, and in whatever
hess of mind, xrritability, or unsteadiness ; or proportion, he has reason to expect shmdd
under such others as are reducible to them. contribute g_atzs to his maintenance : such
Those which are here in view are those ex- as his parents, patrons, and relations. It
traordinary species and degrees of mental in1- seems manifest, that a man can have no
perfection, which, wherever they take place, other means than these. What he uses, he
are as conspicuous and as unquestionable as must have either of his own, or from other
lameness or bhndness in the body : operating people : if from other people, either grat_s or
partly, it should seem, by inducing an extra- for a prate. As to habits of expense, it is
ordinary degree of the maperfectmns above wellknown, that a man's desires are governed
mentioned, partly by giving an extraordinary in a great degree by his habits. Many are
and preposterous bent to the inclinations, the cases in which desire (and consequently

xxxv. the pare of prlvatmn connected with it*)
19. Under the head of a man's habitual would not even subsist at all, but for pre-

occupations, are to be understood, on this .vious enjoyment. By a man's cmmexions m
occasion, as well those which he pursues for the way of burthen, are to be understood
the sake of profit, as those which he pursues whatever expense he has reason to look
for the sake of present pleasure. The con- upon himself as bound to be at in the sup-
sideration of the profit itself belongs to the port of those who by law, or the customs of
head of a man's pecuniary circumstances. It the world, are warranted in looking up to
is evident, that if by any means a punish- him for assistance ; such as children, poor
ment, or any other exciting cause, has the relations, superannuated servants, and any
effect of putting it out of his power to con- other dependents whatsoever. As to present
tmue in the pursuit of any such occupation, casual demand, it is manifest, that there are
it must on that account be so much the more

dlstressing. A man's habitual occupations, mSee eh. v. [Pleasures and Pains.]
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occasions on which a given sum will be worth your's a new pleasure of sympathy, grounded
infinitely, more to a m_a than the same sum upon his. The first pleasure issuing from
would, at another time : where, for exam- your own bosom, as it were from a radiant
pie, in a case of extremity, a man stands point, illuminates the bosom of your friend:
in need of extraordinary medical assistance : reverberated from thence, it is reflected with
or wants money to carry on a law-suit, on i augmented warmth to the point from whence
which his all depends : or has got a hveli- it first proceeded : and so it is with pains.*
hood waiting for him in a distant country, Nor does this effect depend wholly upon
and wants money for the charges of convey- affection. Among near relations, although
ance. In such cases, any piece of good or there should be no kindness, the pleasures
ill fortune, in the pecuniary way, might have and pains of the moral sanction are quickly
a very different effect from what it would propagated by a peculiar kii:d of sympathy :
have at any other time. With regard to no article, either of honour or disgrace, can
strength of expectation ; when one man ex- well fall upon a man, without extending to
peats to gain or to keep a thing which an- a certain distance within the circle of his fa-
other does not, it is plato the circumstance rally. What reflects honour upon the father,
of not having it will affect the former very reflects honour upon the son: what reflects
differently from the latter ; who, indeed, disgrace, disgrace. The cause of this smgu-
commonly will not be affected by it at all. lar and seemingly unreasonable c_rcumstance

xxvI. (that is, its analogy to the rest of the phe-
21. Under the head of a man's connexions nomena of the human mind), belongs not to

in the way of sympathy, I would bring to the present purpose. It is sufficient if the
view the number and description of the per- effect be beyond dispute.
sons in whose welfare he takes such a concern, xxvIt.
as that the idea of their happiness should be 22. Of a man's connexions in the way of
productive of pleasure, and that of their un- antipathy, there needs not any tlnng very
happiness of pain to him : for instance, a particular to be observed. Happily there is
man's wife, his children, his parents, his near no primmval and constant source of anti-
relations, and intimate friends. This class pathy in human nature, as there is of sym-
of persons, it is obvious, wall for the most pathy. There are no permanent sets of per-
part include the two classes by which his sons who are naturally and of course the
pecuniary circumstances are affected : those, objects of antipathy to a man, as there are
to wit, from whose means he may expect who are the objects of the contrary affection.
support, and those whose wants operate on Sources, however, but too many, of anti-
him as a burthen. But it is obvious, that pathy, are apt to spring up upon various
besides these, it may very well include others, occasions during the course of a man's life:
wi*,h whom he has no such pecuniary con- and whenever they do, this circumstance may
nexion: and even with regard to these, it is have a very considerable influence on the
evident that the pecuniary dependence, and effects of various exciting causes. As on the
the union of affections, are circumstances one hand a punishment, for instance, which
perfectly distinguishable. Accordingly, the tends to separate a man from those wath
counexions here in question, independently whom he is connected in the way of sym-
of any influence they may have on a man's pathy, so on the other hand, one which tends
pecuniary circumstances, have an influence to force him into the company of chose with
on the effect of may exciting causes whatso- whom he is connected in the way of antipathy,
ever. The tendency of them is to increase will, on that account, be so much the more
a man's general sensibility ; to increase, on distressing. It is to he observed, that sym-
the one hand, the pleasure produced by all pathy itself multiplies the sourges of anti-
pleasurable causes ; on the other, the pain pathy. Sympathy for your friend gives birth
produced by all afflictive ones. When any to antipathy on your part against all those
pleasurable incident happens to a man, he who are objects of antipathy, as well as to
naturally, in the first moment, thinks of the sympathy for those who are objects of sym-
pleasure it will afford immediately to him- pathy to him. In the same manner does
self: presently afterwards, however (except antipathy multiply the sources of sympathy;
in a few cases, which it is not worth while though commonly perhaps with rather a less
here to insist on), he begins to think of the
pleasure which his friends will feel upon their • This is one reason why legislators in general
coming to know of it : and this secondary like better to have msrried people to deal with
pleasure is commonly no mean addition to the than single ; and people that have children than
primary one. First comes the self-regarding such as are childless. It is manifest that the
pleasure : then comes the idea of the pleasure stronger and more numerous a man's connexionsin the way of sympathy are, the stronger is the
of sympathy, which you suppose that plea- hold which the law has upon him. A wife and
sure of your's will give birth to in the bosom children are so many pledges a man gives to the
of your friend : mid this idea excites again in _vodd for his good behaviour.
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degree of efficacy. Antipathy against your xxxI.
enemy is apt to give birth to sympathy on It seems indisputable also, that the diife-
your part towards those who are objects of rent sets of external occurrences that may
antipathy, as well as to antipathy against befal a man in the course of his life, will
those who are objects of sympathy, to h_m. make great differences in the subsequent

xxvm. texture of his mind at any given period: yet
23. Thus much for the circumstances by still those differences are not solely to be

which the effect of any exciting c,tuse may attributed to such occurrences. Equally far
be influenced, when apphed upon any given from the truth seems that opinion to be (if
occasion, at any given period. But besides any such be maintained) which attributes
these supervemng incidents, there are other all to nature, and that which attributes all
circumstances relative to a man, that may to education. The two circumstances will
have their influence, and which are co-eval therefore still remain distinct, as well from
to his birth. In the first place, it seems to one another, as from all others.
be universally agreed, that in the original xxxIL
frame or texture of every man's body, there Distinct however as they are, it is maul
is a something which, independently of all fest, that at no period in the active part of
subsequently intervening circumstances, ten- a man's llfe can they either of them make
ders him liable to be affected by causes pro- their appearance by themselves. All they
ducmg bodily pleasme or pain, m a manner do is to constitute the latent ground-work
(hffercnt from that m which another man which the other supervening circumstances
would be affected by the same causes. To have to work upon: and whatever infltienee
the catalogue of circumstances influencing a those original prmclples may have, is so
man's sensthl]ity, we may therefore add his changed and modified, and t_vered over, as
original or rathcA frame, texture, eonstltu- it were, by those other circumstazlces, a*
tmn, or temperament of body. never to be separately discernible. The

xxIx. effects of the one influence are indistingmsh-
24. In the next place, it seems to be pretty ably blended with those of the other.

well agreed, that there is something also in XXXnL
the ongmal frame or texture of every man's The emotions of the body are received,
mind, which, independently of all exterior and with reason, as probable inchcations of
mid subsequently intervening circumstances, the temperature of the mind. But they are
and even of his radical frame of body, makes far enough from conchislve. A man may
him liable to be differently affected by the exhihit, for instance, the extermr appear-
_ame exciting causes, from what another man ances of grief, without really griewng at all,
would be. To the catalogue of circumstances or at least in any thing near the proportion
influencing a man's sensthihty, we may there- in which he appears to grieve. Oliver Crom-
fore further add his original or radical frame, well, whose conduct indicated a heart more
texture, constltutmn, or temperament of than ordinarily callous, was as remarkably
mind.* profuse in tears.$ Many men can command

xxx. the external appearances of senslbihty with
It seems pretty eertmn, all this while, that very little real feeling.II The female sex

a man's sensiblhty to causes producing plea- upon that supposltmn the distinction between
sure or pain. even of mind, may depend in a frame of mindand frame of body is but nominal,
con_lderable degree upon his original and ae- and that accordingly there is no such thing as a
qutred frame of body. But we have no tea- frame of mind dlstanet from the frame of body.
_on to tktak that it can depend altogether But granting, for argument-sake, theantecedent,
upon that frame : since, on the one hand, we may dispute the consequence. For ,f the
we see persons whose frame of body is as mind be but a part of the body, it is at any rate
much alike as can be conceived, differing of a nature very different from the other parts ofthe body.
very considerably m respect of their mental A man's frame of body cannot in any part of
frame : mid, on the other hand, persons whose it undergo any'considerable alteration without
fi'ame of mind is as much alike as can be con- its being _mmediately indicated by ph_enomena

discernible by the senses. A man's frame of
celved, d_rmg very conspicuously in regard mind may undergo very considerable alterations,to their bodily frame

his frame of body remaining the same to all ap-
pcaranoe; that is, for any thing that is indicated

The characteristic circumstances whereby to the contrary by phenomena cognizable to the
one man's frame of body or mmd_ considered senses : meaning tho_e of other mere
at any given period, stands distinguished from ,+ Hume's Hist.
that of another, have been composed by recta- ]] The quantity of th_ sort of pain, which is
]._hyslcians and pyh siologists .under the name called grief_ is indeed hardly to be measured by
zdw_yncra_y, from _,o_ peculiar_ and _,_:_,_ any external indications. It is neither to be
composition. measured, for instance, by the quantity of the

t Those who mamtain, that the mind and the tears, nor by the number o_ moments spent in
body are one substance, may here object, that crying. Indications rather le_ equivocal may,
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commonly with greater facility than the of strength of intellectual powers, and firm°
male : hence the proverbial expression of a ness of mind, she is commonly inferior :
woman's tears. To have this kind of com- moral, religious, sympathetic, and antipa-
mand over one's self, was the characteristic thetic sensibility are commonly stronger in
excellence of the orator of ancient times, and her than in the male. The quality of her
is still that of the player in our own. knowledge, and the bent of her inclinations,

xxxIv, are commonly in many respects different.
The remaining circumstances may, _th Her moral biases are also, in certain respects,

reference to those already mentioned, be remarkably different : chastity, modesty, and
termed secondary influencing circumstances, delicacy, for instance, are prized more than
These have an influence, it is true, on the courage in a woman: courage, more than any
quantum or bias of a man's sensibility, but it of those qualities, in a man. The religious
is only by means of the other primary ones. biases in the two sexes are not apt to be re-
The manner in which these two sets of cir- markably different : except that the female
cumstances are concerned, is such that the is rather more inclined than the male to
primary ones do the business, while the superstition: that is, to observances not dlc-
secondary ones lie most open to observation, toted by the principle of utdity ; a diffe* enee
The secondary ones, therefore, are those that may be pretty well accounted for by
which are most heard of; on which account some of the before-mentioned circumstances.
it will be necessary to take notice of them : Her sympathetic biases are in many respects
at the same time that it is only by means of different" for her own offspring all their
the primary ones that their influence can be hves long, and for children in general while
explained ; whereas the influence of the pri- young, her affection is commonly stronger
mary ones will be apparent enough, without than that of the male. Her affections are
any mention of the secondary ones. apt to be less enlarged : seldom expanding

xxxv. themselves so much as to take in the welfare
25. Among such of the primitive modifi- of her country in general, much less that of

cations of the corporeal frame as may appear mankind, or the whole sensitive creation :
to influence the quantum and bias of sensi- seldom embracing any extensive class or dJ-
bflity, the most obvious and conspicuous are vision, even of her own countrymen, unless
those which constitute the sex. In point of it be in virtue of her sympathy for some par-
quantity, the sensibility of the female sex ticular individuals that belong to it. In
appears in general to be greater than that of general, her antipathetic, as well as sympa-
the male. The health of the female is more thetm biases, are apt to be less contormahle
delicate than that of the male : m point of to the principle of utility than those of the
strength and hardiness of body, in point of male ; owing chiefly to some deficiency in
quantity and quality of knowledge, in point point of knowledge, discernment, and com-

prehension. Her habitual occupatmns of the
perhaps , be afforded by the pulse. A man has amusing kind are apt to be in many respects
not the motaons of hm heart at command as he different from those of the male. With re-

has those of the muscles of his face. But the gard to her connexmns in the way of sympa-
particular significancy of these indications is still thy, there can be no difference. In point otvery uncertain. All they can express is, that
the man is affected; they cannot express in what pecuniary circumstances, according to the
manner, nor from what cause. To an affection customs of perhaps all countries, she is m
resulting in realit[ from such or such a cause, general less independent.
he may give an artaiicial colouring, and attribute xxxvL
it to such or such ano*,her cause. To an aifee- 26. Age is of course divided into divers
tion directed in reality m such or such a person periods, of which the number and hmits are
as its object, he may give an artificial bias, and

by no means muformlv ascertained. Onerepresent it as if directed m such or such another
object, Tears of rage he may attribute to con- might chstinguish it, forthe present purpose,
tritiou. The concern he feels at the thoughts of into, l. Infancy. 2. Adolescence. 3. Youth.
a punishment that awaits him, he may *repute 4. Matunty. 5. Decline. 6. Decrepitude.
to a sympathetic concern for the nnsehief pro- It were lost time to stop on the present occa-
duced by his offence.

A very tolerablejudgment, however, may corn- sion to examine it at each period, and to
monly be formed by a discernmg mind, upon observe the indications it gives, with respect
laying all the externalindications exhibited by a to the several primary circumstances just
man tol_ether_ and at the same time companng reviewed. Infancy and decrepitude are corn-
themwithhlsaction_, monly inferiortothe otherperiods,in point
A rcmarkableiastanceofthepowerofthewiU,of health,strength,hardiness,and soforth.

overtheexternalindicationsofsensibility_isto In infancyon the partofthe female,theira-
befoundinTacitus'sstoryoftheRoman soldier,perfectionsofthatsexareenhanced: on the
who raiseda mutinyin thecamp, pretending
to havelosta brotherby thelawlesscrueltyof partof the male,imperfectionstake place
the General. The truth wss, he never had had a mostly similar in quality, but greater in
bro*her, quantity, to those attending the states of
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adolescence, youth, and maturity in the fe- To the physical part of his education, belong
male. In the stage of decrepitude both sexes the circumstances of health, strength, and
relapse into many of the imperfections of in- hardiness : sometimes, by accident, that of
fancy. The generality of these observations bodily imperfection ; as where by iutemper-
may. easily be corrected upon a partmular ance or negligence an irreparable mischief
review, happens to his person. To the intellectual

xXXVli, parts, those of quantity and quahty of know-
27. Station, or rank in life, is a eireum- ledge, and in some measure perhaps those of

stance, that, among a civilized people, will firmness of mind and steadiness. To the
commonlyundergoamulUphcityofvariatlons, moral part, the bent of his inclinations, the
Caeteris par_bas, the quantum of sensibility quantity and quality of his moral, religious,
appears to be greater in the higher ranks sympathetic, and antipathetic sensibility : to
of men than in the lower. The primary all three branches indiscriminately, but under
circumstances in respect of whmh this se- the superior control of external occurrences,
condary circumstance is apt to reduce or in- his habitual recreations, his property, his
dieate a difference, seem principally to be as means of livehhood, his eonnexions in the
follows: 1. Quantity and quality of know- way of profit and of burthen, and his habits
ledge. 2. Strength of mind. 3. Bent of of expense. With respect, indeed, to all these
iuchnation. 4. Moral sensibility. 5. Moral points, the influence of education is modified,
biases. 6. Religious senstblhty. 7. Rehgious m a manner more or less apparent, by that of
bmses. 8. Sympathetic sensibihty. 9. Sym- exterior occurrences ; and in a manner scarce-
pathetic biases. 10. Antipathetic senslbihty, ly at all apparent, and altogether out of the
11. Antipathetic biases. 12. Habitual oc- reach of calculation, by the original texture
cupations. 13. Nature and productiveness and constitution as well of his body as of his
of a man's means of livelihood. 14. Connex- mind.
ions importing profit. 15. Habit of expense, xxxm.
16. Connexions mlporting burthen. A man 29. Among the external circumstances by
of a certain rank will frequently have a which the influence of education is modified,
number of dependents beside, those whose the principal are those which come under the
dependency is the result of natural te]atmn- head of climate.* This circumstance places
ship. As tahealth, strength, and hardiness,
if rank has any influence on these eircnm- * Upon reflection, I seem to have overlooked,
stances, it is but in a remote way, chiefly by in the chapter on circumstances influencing sen.
the influence it may have on his habitual oc- s_bfilty, the circumstance of the face, or rather
cupations, texture of the country = that being a eireumostance which the purpose for which I was thenXXXVIIL

28. The influence of education is still considering the subject did not necessarily bringto view : had I strictly pursued the exhaustive
more extensive. Education stands upon a plan, this oversight would probably not have
footing somewhat different from that of the happened. The arucle which comes nearest is
circumstances of age, sex, and rank. These that of climate; but the word climate will scarce-
words, though the influence of the circum- ly wth propriety serve to bnng to wew that of
stances they respectively denote exerts itself the texture of tl_e country. The word climate- - denotes primarily the situation or inchnation of
principally, if not entirely, through the me- the part of the earth in questmn, witb reference
chum of certain of the primary circumstances m the part marked out by that planet m its orbit
before mentioned, present, however, each of round the sun : and thence derwatlvely the de-
them a circumstance which has a separate gree of heat which, during a given period, is ex-
emsteuce of itself. This is not the case with cited in that part. It may thence agam serve
the word education : which means nothing to bring to wew the state of the air in respect to

density, purity, and dryness or moisture. But
any farther than as it serves to call up to the evenness or unevenness of the surface of the
view some one or more of"those pnmm'y clr- earth, with its elevatmn or depressmn, the pro-
cumstances. Education may be distinguished portmn between earth and water in any given
into physical and mental ; the education of spot, and the quahty of each ; these are patti-
the body and that of the mind: mental, again, culars which can not properly be referable_ any
into intellectual and moral ; the culture of of them, to the head of climate.

the understanding, and the culture of the It is evident that the circumstances compre-hended under the head of texture of the earth,
affections. The education a man receives, may have an influence on those which, in a se-
is given to him partly by others, partly by condary manner, are included under the head of
himself. By education, then, nothing more climate. The density of the air, its dryness and
can be expressed than the conditmn a man is moistness, and the temperature of the atmosphere
in in respect of those primary circumstances and the earth together, in respect of beat and
as resulting partly from the management and cold, depend for the most part on the elevationor depression of the earth's surface, the proper-
contrivance of others, principally of those tion between earth and water, and quality of
who, in the early periods of his life, have both thee elements. But the textureofthe earth
had dominion over him, partly from his own. does not, except in as far as it influenc_ the
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itself in front, and demands a separate de- or Peruvian race. This circumstance, as far
nomination, not merely on account of the as it Is distinct from climate, rank, and edu-
magnitude of its influence, but also on ac- cation, and from the two just mentioned,
count of its being conspicuous to every body, operates chiefly through the medium of
and of its applying indiscriminately to great moral, religious, sympathetic, and antipa-
numbers at a time. This circumstance de- thetic biases.
pends for its essence upon the situation of that XLI.
part of the earth which is in question, with 31. The Iast circumstance but one, is that
respect to the course taken by the whole of government:the government a man lives
planet in its revolution round the sun : but under at the time in question ; or rather that
for its i_qnence it depends upon the condition under which he has been accustomed most
of the bodies which compose the earth's to live. This circumstance operates princi-
surface at that part, principally upon the pally through the medium of education: the
quantities of sensible heat at different periods, magistrate operating in the character of a
_nd upon the density, and purity, and dry- tutor upon all the members of the state, by
ness or moisture of the circumambient mr. the direction he gives to their hopes and to
Of the so often mentioned primary eircum- their fears. Indeed, under a sohcitous and
stances, there are few of which the produe- attentive government, the ordinary preceptor,
tion is not influenced by this secondary one ; nay even the parent himself, is but a deputy,
partly by its manifest effects upon the body; as it were, to the magistrate : whose con-
partly by its less perceptible effects upon the trolling influence, different in flus respect
mind. In hot climates, men's health is apt from that of the ordinary preceptor, dwells
to be more precazious than in cold : their with a man to his hfe's end. The effects of
strength and hardiness less: their vigour, the pecuhar power of the magistrate arc
firmness, and steadiness of mind less : and seen more particularly in the influence it
thence indirectly their quantity of know- exerts over the quantum and bias of men's
ledge : the bent of their inclinations differ- moral, religious, sympathetic, and antipa-
ent : most remarkably so in respect of their pathetic sensibilities. Under a well-eousti-
superior propensity to sexual enjoyments, tuted, or even under a weU-admimstered
and in respect of the earliness of the period though ill-constituted government, men'_
at which that propensity begins to manifest moral sensibility is commonly stronger, and
itself: their sensibilities of all kinds more their moral biases more conformable to the

intense : their habitual occupations savouring dictates of utility : their rehgmus sensibility
more of sloth than of activity : their radical frequently weaker, but their religious biase_
frame of body less strong, probably, and less less unconformable to the dictates of utility :
hardy : their radical frame of mind less vigo- their sympathetic affections more enlarged,
rous, less firm, less steady, directed to the magistrate more than to small

XL. parties or to individuals, and more to the

30. Another article in the catalogue of whole community than to either: their anti-
secondary circumstances, is that of race or pathetm seusiblhties less violent, as beiDg
lineaye : the national race or lineage a man more obsequious to the influence of we]j-
issues from. This circumstance, indepen- directed moral biases, and less apt to be ex-
dently of that of climate, _ commonly cited by that of i]j-dtrected rehgious ones:
make some difference in point of radical frame their antipathetic biases more conformable to
of mind and body. A man of negro race, we]J-directed moral ones, more apt (in pro-
born in France or England, is _ very differ- portion) to be grounded on enlarged and
ent being, in many respects, from a man of sympathetic than on narrow and serf-regard-
French or English race. A man of Spanish ing affectlous, and accordingly, upon the
race, born in Mexico or Peru, is at the hour whole, more conformable to the dictates o_
c§ his birth a different sort of being, in many utihty.
respects, from a man of the original Mexican XLIL

32. The last circumstance is that of reli-
gious profession: the religious profession

climate, exert any direct influence on the state man is of: the religious fraternity of which
and condition of the men themselves who are its he is a member. This circumstance operatesinhabitants. It exerts, indeed, partly through the
medium of climate, and partly by its own lmme. principally through the medium of religions
diate efficacy, an influence over the vegetables senuibillty and religious biases. It operates,
and animals, which are of a nature to he either however, as an indication more or less con-
oi"use or detriment to man; and thence again, elusive, with respect to several other cir-
by another channel, over the state and condition cumstances. With respect to some, scarcely
of man himself. It was the remoteness of this but through the me(hum of the two just.ohft_rinfluence which is exerted by the texture

the earth upon man, that was the reason of mentioned: this is the case with regard to the
its being overlooked on the occasion before me_- quantum and bias of a man's moral, sympa-
tioned, thetic, and antipotheti_ sensibility: perhaps
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in some cases with regard to quantity and these may be directly and pretty fully pro-
quality of knowledge, strength of intellectual vided for by the legislator. This is the case,
powers, and bent of inclination. W_th re- for instance, with the primary circumstances
spect to others, it may operate immediately of bodily imperfection, and insamty : with
of itself: this seems to be the ease with re- the secondary circumstance of sex : perhaps
gard to a man's habitual occupations, pecu- with that of age : at any rate, with those of
niary circumstances, and connemons in the rank, of climate, of lineage, and of religious
way of sympathy and antipathy. A man who profession. Others, however they may ap-
pays very httle inward regard to the dictates ply to whole classes of persons, yet in their
of the rehgion which he finds it necessary to application to different individuals are sus-
profess, may find it difficult to avoid joining ceptible of perhaps an indefinite variety of
in the ceremomes of it, and bearmg a part m degrees. These cannot be fully provided
the pecuniary burthens it imposes.* By the for by the legislator ; but, as the existence of
force of habit and example he may even be them, in every sort of case, is capable of
led to entertain a partiality for persons of being a_certmned, and the degree in which
the same profession, and a proportionable they take place is capable of being measured,
antipathy against those of a rival one. In _rovision may be made for them by the judge,
particular, the antipathy against persons of or other executive magistrate, to whom the
different persuasmns is one of the last points _everal individuals that happen to be con-
of rehglon which men part with. Lastly, it cerned may be made known. This is the
is obvious, that the rell_ous profession a case, 1. With the circumstance of health.
man is of cannot but have a considerable in- 2. In some sort with that of strength.
fluenee on his education. But, considering 3. Scarcely with that of hardiness: still less
the import of the term education, to say tins with those of quantity and quality of know-
is perhaps no more than saying m other ledge, stlength of intellectual powers, firm-
words what has been said already, ness or steadiness of mind ; except in as far

xLm. as a man's eonditmn, in respect of those eir-
These circumstances, all or many of them, cumstances, may be indicated by the secon-

will need to be ettended to as oftenas upon dary circumstances of sex, age, or rank:
any occasion any account is taken of any hardly with that of bent of inclination, ex-
quantity of pain or pleasure, as resulting cept in as far as that latent circumstance is
from any cause. Has any person sustained indacated by the more manifest one of habi-
an injury ? they will need to be considered tual occupations: hardly with that of a man's
in estimating the mlscinef of the offence. Is moral senslinlity or biases, except in as far
satisfactmn to be made to him _ they will as they may be indicated by his sex, age,
need to be attended to in adjusting the rank, and education: not at all with his re-
quantug_ of that satlsfactmn. Is the injurer bgmus sensibility and religious blase% excep_
to be punished v they will need to be at- in as far as they may be indicated by the
tended to in estimating the force of the ira- religious profession he belongs to: not at all
pressrun that will be made on him by any with the quantity or quality of his sympa-
given punishment, thctlc or antipathetic sensibilities, except in

xHv. as far as they may be presumed from his sex,
It is to be observed, that though they seem age, rank, education, lineage, or religious

all of them, on some account or other, to profession. It is the case, however, with
merit a place in the catalogue, they are not his haintual occupations, with his pecuniary
all of equal use m practice. Different articles circumstances, and with his connexions in the
among them are applicable to different cx- way of sympathy. Of others, again, either
c tint causes. Of rhone that may influence the existence cannot be ascertained, or the
the effect of the same exciting cause, some degree cannot be measured. These, there-
apply indiscriminately to whole classes of fore, cannot be taken into account, either
persons together ; being applicable to all, by the legislator or the executive magistrate.
without any remarkable difference in degree : Accordingly, they would have no claim to be

taken notice of, were it not for those secon-
dary circumstances by which they are incH-

* The ways in which a religmn may lessen a cated, and whose influence could not welt be
man's means, oraugment his wants, are vanoas, understood without them. What these are,
Sometimes It will prevent him from malun_ a
profit of his money: sometimes from setting ills has been already mentioned.
hand to labour. Sometimes it will obhge him XLV.
to buy dearer food instead of cheaper : some- It has already been observed, that differ-
times to purchase useless labour." sometimes to ent articles in this list of circumstancesapply
pay men for not labouring : sometimes to pur- to different exciting causes : the circumstance
chase trinkets_ on winch imagination alone has of bodily strength, for instance, has scarcely
set a value : sometimes to purchase exemptmns
from punishment_ or rifles tofellcity in the world any influence of itself (whatever it may have
to come. in a roundabout way, and by accident) on the
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effect of an incident which should increase or the influencing circumstance exists indepen-
diminish the quantum of a man's property, dently of him, and is what it is whether he
It remains to be considered, what the exclt- will or no. What he has occasion to do is
iPg causes are with which the legislator has to establish a certain species and degree of
to do. These may, by some accident or other, punishment : and it is only with reference to
be any whatsoever : but those with which that punishment that he has occasion to
he has principally to do, are those of the make any inquiry concerning any of the cir-
painful or afflictive kind. With pleasurable cumstanees here in question. The latter of
ones he has little to do, except now and then i the two plans therefore is that winch appears
by accident: the reasons of which may be by far the most useful and commodious.
easily enough perceived, at the same time But neither upon the one or the other plan
that it would take up too much room to can any such estimate be delivered here.*
unfold them here. The exciting c_uses with XLVL
which he has principally to do, are, on the Of the several circumstances contained in
one hand, the mischievous acts, which it is this catalogue, it may be of use to give some
his business to prevent ; on the other hand, sort of analytic view ; in order that it may
the punishments, by the terror of which it be the more easily discovered if any which
is his endeavour to prevent them. Now of ought to have been inserted are omitted; and
these two sets of exciting causes, the latter that, with regardto those which are inserted,
only is of his production : being produced it may be seen how they differ and agree.
partly by his own special appointment, partly In the first place, they may be distmgmshed
in conformity to his general appointment, by into przmary and secondary : those may be
the special appointment of the judge. For termed primary, which operate immediately
the legislator, therefore, as well as for the of themselves: those secondary, which operate
judge, it is necessary (if they would know not but by the medium of the former. To
what it is they are doing when they are up- tins latter head belong the circumstances of
pointing punishment) to have an eye to all sex, age, statmn in life, educatmn, climate,
these circumstances. For the legislator, lest, lineage, government, and religious profession:
meaningto apply a certain quantity of punish- the rest are primary. These again are either
ment to all persons who shall put themselves eonnate or adventztious : those which are
in a given predicament, he should unawares eonnate, are radical frame of body and radical
apply to some of those persons much more frame of mind. Those which are adventi-
or much less than he himself intended: for tious, are either personal, or exterior. The
the judge, lest, in applying to a particular personal, again, concern either a man's dis-
person a particular measure of punishment, ]9os_tzons, or his actzons. Those which concern
he should apply much more or much less than his dispositions, concern either his body or ins
was intended, perhaps by himself, and at any mznd. Those which concern his body are
rate by the legislator. They ought each of health, strength, haldiness, and bodily ira-
them, therefore, to have before him, on the perfection. Those which concern his mind,
one hand, a list of the several circumstances again, concern either ins understanding or
by which sensibility may be influenced ; on his affectzons. To the former head belong
the other hand, a list of the several species the circumstances of quantity and quality of
and degrees of punishment which they put- knowledge, strength of understanding, and
pose to make use of: and then, by making a insanity. To the latter belong the circum-
comparison between the two, to form a de- stances of firmness of mind, steadiness, bent
tailed estimate of the influence of each of the

circumstances in question, upon the effect of * This is far from being a visionary proposal,
each species and degree of punishment, not reducible to practice I speak from expe-

There are two plans or orders of chstribu- rience, having actually drawn up such an esta-mate, though upon the least commoehous of the
tion, either of'which might be pursued in the two plans, andbefore the several circumstances
drawing up this estimate. The one is to make m question had been reduced to the precise hum-
the name of the circumstance take the lead, bet and order in which they are here enumerated.
and under it to represent the different in- This is a part of the matter destined for another
fluences it exerts over the effects of the se- work. See ch. xv. [Cases unmeet] par. 2. Note.

veral modes of punishment : the other is to There are some of these circumstances that be-stow particular denominations on the persons
make the name of the punishment take the they relate to : thus, from the circumstance of
lead, and under it to represent the different bodily imperfections, persons are denominated
influences which are exerted over the effects deaf, dumb, bhnd, and so forth : from the cir-
of it by the several circumstances above men- eumstance of insanity, idiots, and mamacs : from
tioned. Now of these two sorts of objects, the circumstance of age, infants : for all which

classes of persons particular provision is made
the punishment is that to which the inten- in the Code. See B, L tit. [Exemptions,] Per-
tion of the legislator is directed in the first sons thus distinguished will tbrm so manyarticles
instance, This is of his own creation, and in the catalagus personarum prlv_legiataruln.
will be whatsoever he thinks fit to make it: See Appendix, tit. [Composition.]
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of inclination, moral sensibility, moral biases, satisfaction for an affront may be agreeable
religious senslbihty, rchgious biases, sympa- or offensive, acemding to the rank, the for-
thetic sensibility, sympathetic biases, anti- tune, or the prejudices of a person. Am I
pathetic sensibility, and antipathetic biases, insulted _ A pardon publicly asked would
Those which rczard his actions, are his ha- be a sufficient satisfaction on the part of my
bitual occupations. Those which are exterior superior or my equal, but not on that of my
to him, regard either the things or the persons inferior.
which he i_ concerned with : under the for- 3. In estimating the .force and impression
mer head come his pecuniary circumstances ;* of punishment upon delinquents. The same
under the latter, his connexions in the way nominal punishment is not the same real
of sympathy and antipathy, punishment, when the sensibtlity is essen-

tially different. Banishment would be a very
unequable punishment in the case of a young

USES OF THE PRECEDING and an old man; of a bachelor andthe father

OBSERVATIONS/f of a family; for a workman who has not the

As it is not possible to calculate the move- means of subsistence out of his own country,
ment of a vessel, without knowing the cir- and a rich man who need only change the
eumstances which influence its speed ; such scene of his pleasures. Imprisonment would
as the force of the winds, the resistance of be an unequablc punishment for a man and a
the water, the shape of the vessel, the weight woman ; for a sick person and a person in
of its burden, &c. ; in the same manner, one health ; for a rich man, whose family would
cannot work with certainty in matters of not suffer by his absence ; and fi)r a man who
legislation, wlthout considering all the eir- lives by his labour, and who would leave his
eumstances which influence sensibility, family in poverty.

I shall limit myself here, to what concerns 4. In transplantzng a law from one country
the penal code : it reqtures in all its parts a to another The same law verbally would
scrupulous attention to this diversity, not be the same law really, when the sensi-

1. In estzmatmg the ewl of an offence. In bility of the two people is essentially differ-
effect, the same nominal offence is not the ent. A certain law m Europe produces the
same real offence, when the sensibility of the happiness of families ; transported into Asia,
individual injured is not the same. A cer- it would become the scourge of society : wo-
tain action, for example, would be a serious men in Europe are accustomed to enjoy their
insult to a woman, whilst it is indifferent to liberty, and even to govern the house: wo-
n man. A certain corporal injury, if done men in Asia are prepared, by their education,
to a sick person, would endanger his life, but for the seclusion of the seraglio, and even
would be of no consequence to a person in for slavery. Marriage in Europe and the
good health. An imputation whmh would East is not a contract of the same kmd" if it
ruin the fortune or the honour of a certain were sought to subject it to the same rules,

it would evidently cause unhappiness to all
individual, would do no injury to another in- the parties interested.dawidual.

The same punishments for the same offences,
2. In giving a statable satisfaction to an in- is often said. This adage has an appearancejured person. The same nominal satisfaction

is not the same real satisfaction, when the of justice and impartiality, which seduces
sensibihty materially differs. A pecuniary superficial minds. To give it a reasonable

meamng, it would be necessary to determine
As to a man's pecuniary circumstances, the beforehand what Is meant by the same pu-

causes on which those circumstances depend, do nishments and the same offences. An in-
not come all of them under thesame class. _l'he flexible law--a law which should regard
absolute quantum of a man's property does in- neither sex, nor age, nor fortune, nor rank,deed come under the same class with his pe-
eunmry circumstances in general: so does the nor education, nor the moral nor religious
profit he makes from the occupation which fur- prejudices of individuals--would be doubly
nishes him with the means of livehhood. But vicious, as inefficacious, or as tyrannical. Too
the occupation itself concerns hm own person_ severe for some, too lenient for others ; al-
and comes under the same head as his habitual ways sinning by excess or defect ; under an
amusements : as likewise his habits of expense : appearance of equality, it would hide the
his eonnexions in the ways of profit and of bur-
then, under the same head as his connexions in most monstrous inequality.

When a man of large fortune, and a manthe way of sympathy : and the circumstances of
his present demand for money_ and strength of of moderate fortune, are condemned to the
expectation_ come under the head of those cir- same fine, is the punishment the same? do
eumstances relative to his person which regard they suffer the same evil ? The manifest
his affections, inequality of such treatment, is it not ren-

_- The following palagrapbs are inserted here
'on " dered more hateful by the derisory equality?from Dumont's " Trmtes de Leg-islau , m

_)rder to complete the exhibttion of Bentham's Is not the design of the law missed, since the
principles as published m hls lifeume.--ED, one may lose the means of his existence,
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whilst the other escapes with triumph? greater sensibility of the individual, or on
When a strong young man and a feeble old account of his steadiness, strength of mind,
man are both condemned to be loaded with or knowledge, but on account of his sex or
fetters for the same number of years, a sophist age.
skilful in darkening the most evident truths, It is true, that presumptions drawn from
might contend for the equality of the punish- these circumstances are liable to be defective.
ment; but the unsophisticated populace, It may happen that a youth of fifteen years
faithful to nature and just feeling, would old is more enlightened than a man of thirty :
murmur internally at beholding suchinjustice; it may happen that a certain woman has more
and their indignation changing its object, courage and less modesty than a certain man;
would pass from the criminal to the judge, but these presumptions will have in general
and from the judge to the legislature, all the justice necessary to prevent the laws

I am aware that specious objections may being tyrannical; and, above all, to conci-
be urge& It may be asked, " How is it hate to the legislator the suffrages of public
possible to take an account of all the circum- opinion.
stances which influence sensibility ? How 2. These secondary circumstances are not
can internal and hidden dispositions be ap- only easily seized : they are few in number ;
preciated; such as strength of mind, degree they form general classes. Grounds ofjus-
of knowledge, inclinations, sympathies? How tification, of extenuation or of aggravation,
can the different qualitms of all beings be with regard to the different offences, may be
measured? A father of a family may con- drawn from them. Thus complexaty dis-
sult these internal dispositions, these diver- appears, and simplicity is easily restored
sitms of character, in the treatment of his throughout.
children; but a public instructor, charged 3. There is nothing arbitrary. It is not
with a limited number of pupils, could not the judge, it is the law itself, which modifies
The legislator, who has in view a whole a certain punishment, according to the sex,
people, is by much stronger reason obliged the age, the religious profession, &c, As to
to confine himself to general laws, and must other circumstances, which must absolutely
tear lest he should render them complicated be left to the examination of the judge, as
by descending to particular cases. If he leave the greater or less derangement in the mind,
to the judge the right of varying the appli- the greater or less in point of strength, the
cation of the laws according to this infinite greater or less in point of fortune; the legis-
diversity of circumstances and characters, later who can pronounce nothing as to indi-
there will be no limits to the arbitrariness vidual eases, directs the tribunals by general
of his judgments : under pretence of seizing rules, and leaves them a certmn latitude, that
the true spirit of the legislator, the judges they may proportion their judgment to the
will make the laws the instruments of their particular nature of the circumstance.
whims and fancies. Sed ahter leges ahter What is recommended here is not an Uto-
phdosophi tollunt astutias : leges quatenus plan idea. There never was a legislator so
mann tenere possunt phdosophi, quatenus ra- barbarous or so stupid as to neglect all the
tione et iatclligentia--(De. Off. 3. 17.)" circumstances influencing sensibility. They

It is not necessary to answer, but to ex- have had a regard to them more or less con-
plain: all such observations exhibit a difll, fused, which has guided them in the esta-
culty, rather than anobjection. The principle hlishment of civil and political rights : they
is not denied : it is only its application which have shown more or less regard to circum-
is deemed impossible, stances in the institution of punishments:

1. It is allowed that the greater part of hence arises the admitted differences with
these differences of sensibility are inappre- regard to women, children, freemen, slaves,
ciable : that it is impossible to prove their soldiers, ecclesiastics, &e.
existence in individual cases, or to measure Draco appears alone to have rejected all
their force or degree ; hut fortunately these these considerations, at least in penal mat-
interior and hidden dispositions, if it may be ters. All offences appeared to him equal.
so said, have external and manifest indica- because they were all violations of the law.
finns. These are the circumstances which He condemned all offenders to death, with-
have been called secondary: sex, age, rank, out distinction. He confounded, he over-
race, chmate, government, education, religious turned all the principles of human sensibility.
profession ; circumstances evident and pal- His horrid work did not long endure ; and it
pable, which represent the interior disposi- is doubtful ff his laws were ever literally
tions. Here then the legislator is relieved obeyed.
from a part of his difficulty. He does not Without failing into this extreme, how
stop at metaphysical and moral qualities: he many faults have not been committed of the
lays hold only of ostensible circumstances, same kind I There would be no end of citing
He directs, for example, the modification of examples. There have been sovereigns who
a certain punishment ; not on account of the have chosen to lose whole provinces, and t9
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shed floods of human blood, rather than to have already seen • enjoyment of pleasures,
respect a particular sensibility of a people, or security from pains.
tolerate a custom indifferent m itself, or re- II.
speet an ancient prejudice, a certain dress, The general tendency of an act is more or
a certain form of prayers, less pernicious, according to the sum total of

A pnnce of our own times, active, enlight- its consequences, that is, according to the
ened, animated by the desire of glory aad the difference between the sum of such as are
happiness of his subjects, undertook to re- good, and the sum of such as are evil.
form every thing in his states ; and caused In.
them all to revolt against him.* At the ap- It is to be observed, that here, as well as
proach of death, recollecting all the vexations henceforward, wherever consequences are
of his 1Lfe, he desired that there should be spoken oi, such only are meant as are mater&l.
engraven upon his tomb, that he had been Of the consequences of any act, the multl-
unhappy in all his enterprises. He ought tude and variety must needs be infinite : but
also to have had engraved there, for the m- such of them only as are material are worth
structinn of posterity, that he had always regarding. Now among the consequences of
been ignorant of the art of managing the an act, be they what they may, such only,
desires, the mchnatlons, and the senslblhtles by one who views them in the capacity of a
of men. legislator, can be stud to be material,_ as

When legislators shall study the humml either consist of pain or pleasure, or have an
heart ; when they shall show tl_elr attention influence in the production of pain or plea-
to the different degrees and different kinds sure.:_
of sensibility, by limitations and modrfica- IV.
tions ; these condescensions on the part of It is also to be observed, that into the ac-
power will charm hke paternal endearments, count of the consequences of the act, are to
Conduct of this kind is the foundation of the be taken not such only as might have en-
approbation, which is sometimes bestowed sued, were retention out of the questmn, but
upon the laws, under the vague terms of such also as depend upon the connexion there
humanity, eqmty, suitableness, moderatmn, may be between these first-mentioned con-
and wisdom, sequences and the intention. The connexion

In this rcspect, there is a striking analogy i there is between the retention and certain
between the art of the legislator and that consequences m, as we shall see hereafter, [[
of the physician. The catalogue of circum- a means of producing other consequences.
stances influencing sensibility is necessary in In this lies the difference between rational
both their sciences. What distinguishes the agency and irratmnal.
physician from the empiric is the attentmn v.
which the first pays to every thing which Now the intention, with regard to the
constitutes the particular state of the mdi- consequences of an act, will depend upon
vidual. But it is especially in diseases which two things : 1. The state of the will or in-
affect the mind ; in tho_e which concern mo- tention, w_th respect to the act itself. And,

rality ; when hurtful habits are to be sur- 2. The state of the understanding, or percep-
mounted, and new ones formed, that it is tire faculties, with regard to the carcum-

necessary to study every thing which affects stances which it is, or may appear to be,
the dispositions of the invalid ; since a single accompanied with. Now with respect to
error in this respect may change all the re- these circumstances, the perceptive faculty
sults, and increase the evil, instead of reme- is susceptible of three states : consciousness,
dying it. unconsciousness, and false consciousness.

Consciousness, when the party believes pre-
cisely those circumstances, and no others,

CHAPTER VII. to subsist, which really do subsist: uncon-

OF HUMAN ACTIONSIN GENERAL. "I"Or of importance.
t. _ In certain cases the consequences of an act

TH_ business of government is to promote ma_ be material by serving as evidences indi-cating the existence of some other material fact_
the happiness of the society, by punishing which is even antecedent to the act of whmh
and rewarding. That part of its business they are the consequences: but even here_ they
which consists in punishing, is more particu- are material only.because, in virtue of such their
larly the subject of penal law. In proper- evidentiary quality_ they have an influence_ at a
tion as an act tends to disturb that happi- subsequent pemod of tame, in the production of
hess, in proportion as the tendency of it is pain and pleasure : for example, by serving as

grounds for conviction, and thence for punish-
pernicious, will be the demand it creates for ment- See tit. [Simple Falsehoods], verbo [Ma-
punishment. _rhat happiness consists ot, we terial.]

I] See E. I. tit. [Exemptions]_ and tit. [Ex-
• Joseph II. tenuations.]
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sciousness, when he fails of perceiving certain :x.
circumstances to subsist, which, however, Such acts, again, as are negative, may
do subsist: false consciousness, whcu he be- i either be absolutely so, or relatively: abso-
lieves or imagines certain circumstances to lutely, when they import the negation of all
subsist, which in truth do not subsist, positive agency whatsoever ; for instance,

VL not to strike at all: relatively, when they
In every transaction, therefore, which is import the negation of such or such a par-

examined with a view to punishment, there ticular mode of agency ; for instance, not to
are four articles to be considered : 1. The act strike such a person or such a thing, or in
itself, which is done. 2. The etrcumstanees such a direction.
in which it is done. 3. The intentwnahty that x.
may have accompanied it. 4. The eouscwus- It is to be observed, that the nature of
hess, unconsciousness, or false consciousness, the act, whether posttive or negative, is not
that may have accompanied it. to be determined immediately by the form of

What regards the act and the circum- the discourse made use of to express it. An
stances will be the subject of the present act which is positive in its nature may be
chapter : what regards intention and con- characterized by a negative expression: thus,
seiousness, that of the two succeeding, not to be at test, is as much as to say to

VtL move. So also an act, which is negative in
There are also two other articles on which its nature, may be characterized by a positive

the general tendency of an act depends : and expression : thus, to forbear or omit to bring
on that, as well as on other accounts, the iood to a person m certain circumstances, is
demand which it creates for pumshment, signified by the single and positive term to
These are, 1. The partmular motwe or mo- starve.
tires which gave birth to it. 2. The general xI.
&sposawn which it indicates. These articles In the second place, acts may be distin-
will be the subject of two other chapters, guished into external and znter_al. By ex-

vm. ternal, are meant corporal acts ; acts of the

Acts may be distinguished in several ways, body : by internal, mental acts ; acts of the
for several purposes, mind. Thus, to strike is an external or

They may be distinguished, in the first exterior t act: to intend to strike, an internal
place, into positive and negatwe. By positive or interior one.
are meant such as consist in motion or exer- xII.

tion : by negative, such as consist in keeping Acts of discourse are a sort of mixture of
at rest ; that is, in forbearing to move or the two : external acts, which are no ways
exert one's self in such and such circum- material, nor attended with any consequen-
stances. Thus, to strike is a positive act : ces, any farther than as they serve to express
not to strike on a certain occasion, a nega- the existence of internal ones. To speak to
tire one. Positive acts are styled also acts another to strike, to write to him to strike.
of commission; negative, acts of omission or to make signs to him fo strike, are all so
forbearance.* many acts of discourse.

XIII.

• The distinction between positive and nega- Third, Acts that are external may be dis-
rive acts runs through the whole system of of" tinguished into transzttve and intransitive.
fences, and sometimes makes a material differ- Acts may be called transitive, when th_ too-
ence with regard to their consequences. To tion is communicated from the person of the
reconcile us the better to the extensive, and, as agent to some foreign body : that is, to such
it may appear on some occasions, the incon-
sistent signification here given to the word act, a foreign body on which the effects of it are
it may be considered, 1. That in many cases, considered as being material ; as where a
where no exterior or overt act is exercised, the man runs against you, or throws water in
state which the Imnd is in at the ume when the your face. Acts may be called intransitive,
supposed act is said to happen, is as truly and when the motion is communicated to no
directly the result of the will, as any exterior act, other body, on which the effects of it are
how plain and conspicuous soever. The not regarded as material, than some part of the
revealing a conspiracy, for instance, may be as
perfectly the act of the will, as the joining in it. same person in whom it originated ; as where
In the next place, that even though the mind a man runs, or washes himself._:
should never have had the incident in question
in contemplation (insomuch that the event of its Thus, when a tax is imposed, your not paying it
not happening should not have been so much as is an act whmh at any rate must be punished m
oblique|y intentional), still the state the person's a certain manner, whether you happened to think
mind was in at the time when, if he had so wLlled, of paying it or not.
the incident might have happened, is in many __[Exterior.] An exterior act is also called
cases productive of as material conse_u_ces ; by lawyers overt.
and not only as likely, but as fit to call mr the _ The dislanetion is well known to the later
interlx_ition of other agente_ as the opposite one. grammarians : it is with them indeed that it took
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XIV. XVII.

An act of the transitive kind may be said In strictness of speech there is a differ-
to be in its commencement, or in the first ence between a continued act and a repet_tiou
stage of its progress, while the motion is of acts. It is a repetition of acts, when there
confined to the person of the agent, and has are intervals filled up by acts of diffcrent
not yet been communicated to any foreign natures : a continued act, when there are no
body, on which the effects of it can be ms- such intervals. Thus, to lean, i_ one con-
terial. It may be stud to be m its term_natzon, tinued act : to keep striking, a repetition of
or to be m the last stage of its progress, as acts.
soon as the motion or impulse has been eom- xvIII.
m_micated to some such foreign body. It may There is a difference, again, between a
be said to be in the m_ddle or intermediate rel)ct_twn of acts, and a habit or practice.
stage or stages of its progress, while the mo- The term repetition of acts may be employed,
tion, having passed from the person of the let the acts in question be separated by ever
agent, has not yet been communicated to any such short intervals, and let the sum total of
such foreign body. Thus, as soon as a man them occupy ever so short a space of time.
has lifted up his hand to strike, the act he The term habit is not employed but when
performs in striking you is in its commence- the acts in question are supposed to be sepa-
ment: as soon as his hand has reached you, rated by long-continued intervals, and thesum
it is in its termination. If the act be the total of them to occupy a considerable space
motion of a body which is separated from the of time. It is not (ibr instance) the drink-
person of the agent before it reaches the ob- mg ever so many times, nor ever so much at
jeer, it may be said, during that interval, to a time, in the course of the same sitting,
he in its intermediate progress,* or in qradu that will constitute a habit of drunkenness :
_ne&ativo : as in the case where a man throws it is necessary that such sittings themselves
a stone or fires a bullet at you. be frequently repeated. Every habit is a

xv. repetition of acts ; or, to speak more strictly,
An act of the intransitive kind may be said when a man has frequently repeated such

to be in its commencement, when the motion and such acts after considerable intervals, he
or impulse is as yet confined to the member is said to have persevered in or contracted
or organ in which it originated ; and has not a habit : but every repetition of acts is not
yet been communicated to any member or a habit.$
organ that is distingmshable from the former, xIx.
It may be said to be in its termination, as Fourth, acts may be distinguished into
soon as it has been applied to any other part indwis_ble and &wsible. hldivlsible acts are
of the same person. Thus, where a man merely imaginary, they may be casdy con-
poisons himself: while he is lifting up the ceived, but can never be known to be exem-
poison to his mouth, the act is in its com- )hficd. Such as are divisible may be so,
mencemcnt ; as soon as it has reached his with regard either to mattcr or to motion.
lips, it is m its termmation._ An act indivisible with regard to matter, is

XVL the motion or rest of one single atom of
In the third place, acts may be dlstin- matter. An act indlvislble, with regard to

guished into transient and continued. Thus motion, is the motion of any body, from one
to strike is a transient act. to lean, a conti- single atom of space to the next to it.
nued one. To buy, a transient act : to keep Fifth, acts may he dlstingmshed into sire-
in one's possession, a continued one. ple and complex : simple, such as the act of

striking, the act of lea]ring, or the act of

its rise ; though by them it has been applied drinking, above instanced: complex, con-
rathertothenamesthantothethingsthemselves, sisting each of a multitude of simple acts,
To verbs, signifying trausitive acts, as here de- which, though numerous and heterogeneous,
scribed, they have given the name of tranmtive derive a sort of unity from the relation they
verbs : those significative of intransltive acts they bear to some common design or end; such
have termed intransitive. These last are sail as the act of giving a dinner, the act of
more frequently called neuter ; that is, nelt.her maintaimng a child, the act of exhibiting a
active nor posstve. The appe.llatmn seems lm- triumph, the act of bearing arms, the act of
proper: since, instead of their being neither, holding a court, and so forth.they are both in one.

• o the class of acts that are here termed xx.
intransitive, belong those which constitute the It has been every now and then made a
third class in the system of offences. See ch.
[Division], and B. 1. tit. [Self-regarding Of- _ [Habit. ] A habit, it should seem, can hard-
fences.] lym strictness be termed an aggregate of acts:

• Or in its m_gratlon, or in trartsltu, acts being a sort of real archet3_al entitie% and
_- These distinctions will be referred to in the habits a kind of fictitious entitles or imaginary

next chapter : ch. viii. [Intentionahty] : and ap- beings, supposed to be constituted by, or to re.
plied to practice in B. I. ilk[Extenuations. ] sult as it were out of, the former.
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question, what it is in such a case that con- xxm.
stitutes one act: where one act has ended, We have already had occasion to make
and another act has begun : whether what mention for a moment of the consequences of
has happened has been one act or many.* an act: these were distinguished into ma-
These questions, it is now evident, may terial and immaterial. In like manner may
frequently be answered, with equal pro- the circumstances of it be distinguished.
priety, in opposite ways : and if there be any Now materzahty is a relative term : applied
occasions on which they can be answered to the consequences of an act, it bore rela-
only in one way, the answer will depend tion to pain and pleasure: applied to the
upon the nature of the occasion, and the circumstances, it bears relation to the con-
purpose for which the question is proposed, sequences. A circumstance may be said to
A man is wounded in two fingers at one be material, when it bears a visible relation
stroke- Is it one wound or several _ A in point of causality to the consequences:
man is beaten at 12 o'clock, and agmn at 8 immaterial, when itbears no such visible re-
minutes after 12- Is it one beating or lation.
several ? You beat one man, and instantly xxIv.
in the same breath you beat another-- Is The consequences of an act are events.It
this one beating or several 9 In any of these A circumstance may be related to an event
cases it may be one, perhaps, as to some in point of cansahty in any one of four ways :
purposes, and several as to others. These 1. In the way of causation or production.
examples are given, that men may be aware 2. In the way of derivauon. 3. In the way
of the ambiguity of language : and neither of collateral connexion. 4. In the way of
harass themselves with unsolvable doubts, conjunct influence. It may be said to be re-
nor one another with interminable disputes, luted to the event in the way of causation,

XXL when it is of the number of those that con-

So much with regard to acts considered in tribute to the production of such event : in
themselves: we come now to speak of the the way of derivation, when it is of the
czreumstances with which they may have number of the events to the production of
been accompanied. These must necessarily which that in question has been contributory:
be taken into the account before any thing in the way of collateral connexion, where
can be determined relative to the eonse- the circumstance m question, and the event
quenees. What the consequences of an act in question, without being either of them
may be upon the whole can never otherwise instrumental m the production of the other,
be ascertained : it can never be known w'he- are related, each of them, to some common
ther it is beneficial, or indifferent, or mls- object, which has been concerned in the
chievous. In some circumstances, even to production of them both: in the way of con-
kill a man may be a beneficial act : in others, junct influence, when, whether related in
to set food before hhn may be a pernicious any other way or not, they have both of
one. them concurred in the production of some

xxII, common consequence.
Now the circumstances of an act, are, xxv.

what ? Any objectCf whatsoever. Take any An example may be of use. In the year
act whatsoever, there is nothing in the nature 1628, Vfiliers, Duke of Buckingham, favour-
of things that excludes any imaginable object ire and minister of Charles I. of England,
from being a circumstance to it. Any given received a wound and died. The man who
object may be a circumstance to any other._ gave it him was one Felton, who, exas-

perated at the mal-administration of which

Distinctions like these come frequently in that minister was accused, went down from
question m the course of Procedure. London to Portsmouth, where Buckingham

.'t"Or entities. See B. II. tit. [Evidence], happened then to be, made his way into his
§ [Facts.] anti-chamber, and finding him busty engaged

**The etymology of the word e_rcumstanee in conversation with a number of people
is i_erfecfly characteristic of its import : circum round him, got close to him, drew a knife,
stantia, things standing round : objects standing
round a given object. I forget what mathema- and stabbed him. In the effort, the assas-
tacian it was that defined God to be a elrele, of fin's hat fell off; which was found soon a_er,
which the centre is every where, but the cireagn- and, upon searching him, the bloody knife.
ference no where. In like manner, the field of In the crown of the hat were found scraps of
circumstances bdonging to any act may be de- paper, with sentences expressive of the par.
fined a circle, of which the circumference is no- pose he was come upon. Here then, suppose
where, but of which the act in question is the the event in question is the wound reeeivedcentre. Now then, as may act may, for the pur-

of discourse, be considered as a centre,'any by Buckangham : Felton's drawing out his
other act or object whatsoever may be considered knife, Ires making his way into the chamber,
_s of the riumber of those that are standing
round it. USee B. II. tit. _Evidence], § [Facts.]
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his going down to Portsmouth, his conceiving in proportion to the strength, partly of his
an indignation at the idea of Buckingham's intellectual powers, partly of his inclination.J"
administration, that administration itself, It appears therefore that the multitude and
Charles's appointing such a minister, and so description of such of the circumstances
on, higher and higher without end, are so belonging to an act, as may appear to be
many circumstances, related to the event of material, will be deterlmned by two con-
Buckingham's receiving the wound, in the sideratlons. 1. By the nature of things them-
way of causation or production : the blood1- selves. 2. By the strength or weakness of
ness of the knife, a circumstance related to the facultms of those who happen to con-
the same event in the way of derivation sider them.
the finding of the hat upon the ground, the xxvII.
finding the sentences in the hat, and the Thus much it seemed necessary to premise
writing them, so many circumstances related in general, concerning acts and their eireum-
to it in the way of collateral connexion : and stances, prevmusly to the consideration of"
the situation and conversations of the people j the particular sorts of acts with their parti-
about Buclungham, were circumstances re- eular circumstances, with which we shall
lated tothe elrcumstaneesof Feltou's making have to do in the body of the work. An
his way into the room, going down to Ports- act of some sort or other is necessarily in-
mouth, and so forth, in the way of conjunct cluded m the notmn of every offence. To-
influence ; inasmuch as they contributed in gether _lth this act, under the notion of the
common to the event of Buckingham's re- same offence, are included certain circum-
eeiving the wound, by preventing lure from stances: which elrcum_tance_ enter into the
putting himself upon his guard upon the first essence of the offence, contribute by their
appearance of the intruder.* conjunct _nfluence to the production of its

xxw. consequences, and in conjunction with the
Ttmse several relation_ do not all of them act are brought into view by the name by

attach upon an event with equal certaanty, which it stands distinguished. These we
In the first place, it is piton, indeed, that shall have occasion to distinguish hereafter
every event must have some circumstance or by the name of crtminatwe circumstances.:[:
other, and in truth, an indefimte multitude Other circumstances again entering into corn-
of circmnstances, related to it m the way of bination with the act and the former set of
production: it must of course have a still circumstances, are productive of still farther
greater multitude of circumstances related to consequences. These additional consequences
it in the way of collateral connexion. But if they are of the beneficial kind bestow, ae-
it does not appear necessary that every event cording to the value they bear in that capa-
should have circumstances reh ted to it in city, upon the circumstances to which they
the way of derivation, nor therefore that it
should have any related to it in the way of "1"The more remote a connexion of this sort
conjunct influence. But of the circumstances is, of course the more obscure. It will often
of all kands which actually do attach upon happen that a connexion, theideaof which would
an event, it is only a very small number that at first sight appear extravagant and absurd,
can be discovered by the utmost exertion of shall be rendered highly probable, and indeed

indisputable, merely by the sugg_tmn of a few
the human faculties: it is a still smaller intermediate circumstances.
number that ever actually do attract our At Rome, 390 years before the Christian tara,
notice : when occasion happens, more or a goose sets up a cackling: two thousand years
fewer of them will be discovered by a man afterwards a lung of France is murdered. To

consider these two events, and nothing more,
• The division may be farther illustrated and what can appear more extravagant than the no-

confirmed by the more simple and particular case tion that the former of them should have had
of ammal generation. Toproduction corresponds any influence on the production of the latt_ ?
paternity: to derivation, filiation: to collateral Fill up the gap, bring to mind a few inter-
connexion, collateral consanguinity: to cordunet mediate c_rcumstanceS, and nothing can appear
influence, marriage and copulation, more probable. It was the cackling of s parcelof

If necessary, it might be again illustrated by geese_ at the time the Gauls had surprised the
the material image of a chain, such as that which, Capitol_ that saved the Roman commonwealth :
according to the ingenious fictmn of the ancients, hadit not been for the ascendancy that common-
is attached to the throne of Jupiter. A section wealth acquired afterwards over most of the nao
of this chain should then be exhibited by way of I tions of Europe, amongst others over France,
specimen, in the manner of the diagram of a [ the Christian rehgion, humanly speaking, could
pedigree. Such a figure I should accordingly [ not have established itself in the manner it did
have exhibited_ had it not been for the appre- [ in that country. Grant then_ that such a man as
hension that an exhibition of this sort, while it ] Henry IV. would have exiated_ no man, how-
made the subject a small matter clearer to one _ ever_ wo_d have had those motives b7 which
man out of a hundred, might_ like the mathe- [ Ravailhc, misled by a mischievous nouon con-
matical formularies we see sometimes employed [ cerning the dictateaof thatreligion, wasprompted
for the iikepurp0se, make it more obscure and [ to assassinate him.
formidable for the other ninety-nine, l _ See B, I. tit. [Crim. CircumstanceL ]
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owe their birth, the appellation of excul- the act may be said to be intentional .¶ if
pative* or extenuative circumstances :t if of the consequences, so also then may the con-
the mischievous kind, they bestow on them sequences. If it regards both the act and the
theappellation ofnqyravativecircumstanccs._ consequences, the whole action may be r_id
Of all these chfferent sets of circumstances, to be intenUonal. Whichever of those arti-
the criminative are connected with the con- cles is not the object of the intenhon, may
sequences of the original offence, in the way of course be said to be unintentional.
of production ; with the act, and with one m.
another, in the way of conjunct influence : The act may very easily be intentional
the consequenses of the original offence with without the consequences ; and often is so.
them, and with the act respectively, in the Thus, you may intend to touch a man, _ath-
way of derivation : the consequences of the out intending to hurt him : and yet, as the
modified offence, with the crimmative, excul- consequences turn out, you may chance to
pative, and extenuative circumstances respec- hurt him.
tively, in the way also of derivation : these Jv.
different sets of circumstances, with the con- The consequences of an act may also be
sequences of the modflied act or offence, in intentional, without the act's being inten-
the way of production : and with one another tional throughout ; that is, without its being
(in respect of the consequences of the ran- intentional in every stage of it : bnt this is
dified act or offence) in the way of conjunct not so t_equent a case as the former. You
influence. Lastly, whatever circumstances intend to hurt a man, suppose, by running
can be seen to be connected with the con- against him, and pushing him down; and you
sequences of the offence, whether directly run towards him accordingly: but a second
in the way of derivation, or obliquely in the man coming in on a sudden between you and
way of collateral affinity (to wit, in virtue the first man, before you can stop yourself,
of its being connected, in the way of deriva- ,ou run against the second man, and by him
tion, with some of the circumstances with rash down the first.
which they stand connected in the same v.
manner) bear a materialrelation to the offence But the consequences of an act cannot be
in the way of evidence, they may accordingly intentional, without the act's being itself in-
be styled ewdent_ary circumstances, and may tentional in at least the first stage. If the
become of use, by being held torth upon oe- act be not intentmnal in the first stage, it
casion as so many proofs, indications, or evi- is no act of your's : there is accordingly no
dences of its having been committed. [I§ intention on your part to produce the conse-

quences : that is to say, the individual con-
sequences. All there can have been on your

CHAPTER VIII. part is a distant intention to produce other
consequences, of the same nature, by some

OF INTI_NTI ONALITY. act of your's, at a future time : or else, with-
I. out any intention, a bare wtsh to see such

So much with regard to the two first of the event take place. The second man, suppose,
articles upon which the evil tendency of an

action may depend : viz. the act itself, and ¶ On this occasion the words voluntary/and
the general assemblage of the circumstances _nvoluntar_.! are commonly employed. These,
with which it may have been accompanied, however, Ipurpesely abstain from, on account
We come now to consider the ways in which of the extreme ambiguity of their signification.
the particular circumstance of intention may By a valun_ry act is meant, sometimes_ any act
be concerned in it. in the performance of which the will has had

II. any concern at all ; in this sense it is synony-
mous to intentlmzal: sometimes such acts only,

First, then, the intention or will may re- in the produc_ou of which the will has been de-
gaxd either of two objects : I. The act itself: termined by motives not of a painful nature ;
or, 2. Its consequences. Of these objects, in this sense it is synonymous to unconstrained,
that which the intention regards may be or unco_rced : sometimes such acts only, m
styled intentional. If it regards the act, then the production of which the will has been de-

termined by motives, which, whether of the
i See B, I. tit. [Justifications.] pleasurable or painful kind, occurred to a man
"1"See B. I. tit. [Extenuations.] himself_ without bein_ suggested by any body

See B. I. tit. [Aggravations.] else ; in this sense it is synonymous to sponta.
II See B. I. tit. [Acee_ory Offences], and B. neous. The sense of the word involuntary does

II. tit. [Evide_nce._ not correspond completely to that of the word
§ It is evident that this analysis is equally up- voluntary. Involuntary is used in opposition to

pIi_able to incidents of a purely physical nature, intentional, and to unconstrained ;_but not to
as to those in which moral agency is concerned, spontaneous. It might he of use to confine the
If therefore it be just and useful here, it might signification of the words voluntary and involun-

beusefoundfogit nOtinnaturedimp°ssible'philosophy.perhal_to find some tarwl_lbeto OnementionedSmgleinandtheVerYnextnarr°Wnote,case, which
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runs of his own accord against the first, and to be obliquely or collaterally intentionM,
pushes him down. You had intentions of when, although the consequence was in con-
doing a thing of the same nature : viz. To temptation, and appeared hkcly to ensue in
run against him, and push him down your- case of the act's being performed, yet the
self; but you had done nothing in pursuance prospect of producing such consequence did
of those intentions: the individual conse- not constitute a link in the afore.c_id chain.

quences therefore of the act, which the vxL
second man performed in pushing down the Third. An incident, which is directly in-
first, cannot be said to have been on your tentzonal, may elthcr be u[tlmatety so, or only
part intentional.* medzately. It may be said to be ultimately

vI. intentional, when it stands last of all exterior
Second. A consequence, when it is in- events in the aforesaid chain of motives ; in-

tentlonal, may either be directly so, or only somuch that the prospect of the production
obhquely. It may be said to be directly or of such incident, could there be a certainty
hneally intentional, when the prospect of of its taking place, would be sufficient to
producing it constituted one of the links in determine the will, without the prospect of
the chain of _auses by which the person was its producing any other. It may be said to
determined to do the act. It may be stud be mediately intentional, and no more. wlmn

........ there is some other incident, the prospect of
" To render the analysis here given of the pos- producing which forms a subsequent link m

siblc states of the mmdin point of mtentzonality the same chain : insomuch that the prospect
absolutely complete, it must be pushed to such of producing the former would not have
a farther degree of minuteness, as m some eyes operated as a motive, bat for the tendency
will be apt m appear trifling. On this account which it seemed to have towards the produc-it seemed advisable to discard what follows,
from the text to a place where any one who tion of the latter.
thmks proper may pass by it. An act of the vm.
body, when of the positive kmd_ is a motion : Fourth. When ml incident is directly in-
now in motion there are always taree articles to tentional, it may either be exclusb_ely so, or
be considered : I. The quantity of matter that inexcluswell/. It may be said to be exclu-
moves: '2. The direction in whmh it moves: sivcly intentional, when no otber but thatand_ 3. The velocity with which it moves. Cor-
respondent to these three arictles, are so many veryindividualincident would have answered
modes of mtentionallty, with regard to an act, the purpose, insomuch that no other incident
considered as bemg only in its first stage. To had any share in detcrmmmg the will to the
be completely unintentional, it must be unin- act in question. It may be said to have been
tentmnal with respect to every one of the_ three mexelusively _ intentional, when there was
particulars. This is the case with those acts
wlueh alone are properly termed involuntary: some other incident, the prospect of whmh
acts, in the performance of which the will has was acting upon the will at the same time.
no sort of share; such as the contraction of the Ix.
heart and arteries. Fifth. When an incident is inexclusivelv

Upon this principle, acts that are unintentional intentional, it may be either eonjunetivel'y
in their first stage, may be dlstingmsbed into so, &sjunctlvely, or ind_scrzminately. It may
such as are completely unintentmnal, and such be said to be conjunctively intentional with
as are incompletely unintentional: and these
again may be unintentional, either in point of regard to such other incident, when the in-
quantity' of matter alone, in point of direction tcntmn is to produce both : disjunctively,
alone, m point of velocity alone_ or in any two when the intention is to produce either the
of these points together, one or the other indifferently, but not both:

The example given further on may easily be indiscriminately, when the intentmn is in-
extended to this part of the analysis, by any one differently to produce either the one or thewho thinks it worth the while.

There seem to be occasions in which even other, or both, as it may happen.
these disqu_itions, minute as they may appear, x.
may not be without their use in practice. In Sixth. When two incidents are disjtme-
the case of homicide, for exampIe, and other tively intentional, they may be so with or
corporal injuries, all the distinctions here spe- without preference. 2hey may be said to
cified may occur, and in the course of trial may, be so with preference, when the intention is,
for some purpose or other, require to be brought
to mind, and made the subject of discourse, that one of them in particular should happen

rather than the other: without pleference,What may contribute to render the mentmn of
them pardonable, is the use that might possibly when the intention is equally fulfilled, which-
he made of them in natural philosophy. In the ever of them happeas._
hands of an expert metaphysmtan, these, to-

gether with the foregoing chapter on human _ Or concurrently.
actions, and the section on facts in general_ in ._ There is a difference between the case where
title, Evidence of the Book of Procedure, might, an incident is altogether unintentional, and that
perhaps, be made m contribute something to- in wbach, it being disjunctively intentaonal with
wards an exhaustive analysis of the possible reference to another, the preference is in favour
vaneUes of mechanical inventions, of that other. In the tint case, it is not the in-
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Xl. with regard to the other incident, and that
One example will make all this clear, with preference.

William II. king of England, being out a stag- 8. His intention was to shoot the king
htmting, received from Sir Walter Tyrrel a either in the leg or the hand, whichever might
wound, of which he died.* Let us take this happen, but not in both. In this case, the
case, and diversify it with a variety of sup- intention was inexclusive, but chsjunetively
positions, correspondent to the distinctions so : yet that, however, without preference.
justlaiddown. 9. His intentionwas to shoot the king

I. First,then,Tyrreldidnot somuch as eitherintheleg or thehand, orin both,as
entertaina thoughtof theking'sdeath;or, itmighthappen. In thiscase,the intention
if he did,looked upon it as an event of was indiscriminatelyconcurrent,withrespect
which there was no danger. In eitherof to thetwo incidents.
these cases,the incidentof hiskilhngthe xn.
king was altogetherunintentional. It isto be observed,thatan actmay be

2.He saw a stagrunningthatway, and unintentionalin any stageor stagesof it,
he saw thekingridingthatway atthe same though intentionalin the precechng: and,
time:what heaimed atwas to killthestag: on the otherhand, itmay be intentionalin
he didnot wishtokillthe king:atthesame any stageorstagesofit,andyetunintentional
time he saw,thatifhe shot,itwas aslikely in the succeechng,t But whether it be
he should killthe kingasthe stag: yetfor intentionalorno m any precedingstage,is
allthat,he shot,and k111edthe kingaccord- immaterial,wathrespecttothe consequences,
ingly.In thiscase,theincidentofhiskillingso itbe unintentionalinthelast. The only
the kingwas intentional,but obliquelyso. point,withrespecttowhich itismaterial,is
3. He killedthe king on accountof the the proof. The more stagestheactisunin-

hatredhe borehim, and forno otherreason tenuonalin,the more apparentitwillcorn-
thanthe pleasureofdestroyinghim.In this monly be, that it was unintentionalwith
case,the incidentoftheking'sdeathwas not respectto the last. Ifa man, intendangto
onlydirectlybut ultimatelyintentional, strikeyou on the cheek,strikesyou in the

4.He killedthe king,intendingfullyso eye,and putsitout,Itwillprobablybe rill-
to do ; not forany hatredbe borehim, but ficultforhlm to provethatit was not his
for the sake of plunderinghim when dead. intentionto strikeyou in the eye. Itwill
In thiscase,theincidentofthe king'sdeath probablybe easier,ifInsintentionwas resqy
was directlyintentmnal,but not ultimately:notto strikeyou,orevennotto strikeatall.
itWas mediatelyintentional, xlIi.

5. He intended neither more nor less than It is frequent to hear men speak of a good
to kill the king. He had no other aim nor intention, of a bad intention; of the goodness
wish. In this case, it was exclusively as well and badness of a man's intention: a eircum-
as directly intentional : exclusively, to wit, stance on which gTeat stress is generally lald.
with regard to every other material incident. It is indeed of no small importance, when

6. Sir Walter shot the king in the right leg, properly understood : but the import of it is
ashe was pluckinga thornoutofitwithhis to the lastdegreeambiguousaud obscure.
lefthand. His intentionwas, by shooting Strictlyspeaking,nothingcan be saidtobe
the arrowintohis legthroughhishand,to good or bad, but eitherin itself;which is
cripplehim inboththoselimbsat thesame the caseonlywith pmn or pleasure: or on
tame. In thiscase,theincidentofthe king's accountofitseffects; whichisthecaseonly
being shotinthe leg was intentional: and withthingsthatarethe causesorpreventives
thatconjunctivelywathanotherwhichdidnot ofpainand pleasure.But ina figurativeand
happen; viz.hisbeingshotinthe hand. lessproperway of speech,a thingmay also

7. The intentionof Tyrrelwas to shoot be styledgood orbad,inconsiderationofits
the kingeitherinthehand orintheleg,but cause. Now theeffectsof an intentiontodo
not inboth; and ratherin the hand thanin such or such an act,are the same objects
theleg. In thiscase,theintentionofshoot- which we have been speakingof under the
ing in the hand was disjunctively concurrent, appellation of its consequences: and the causes

of intention are called motives. A man's in-

tention of the party that the incident in question tention, then, on any occasion may be styled
should happen at all: in the latter case, the in- good or bad, with reference either to the
tention is rather that the other should hapl_.n : consequences of the act, or with reference
but if that cannot bet then that this in quesuon to his motives. If it be deemed good or bad
should happen, rather than that neither should_ in any sense, it must be either because it is
and that both, at an_ rate, should not happen, deemed to be productive of good or of badAll these are distznetinns to be attended to in
the use of the particle or: a particle of very consequences, or because it is deemed to ori-
ambiguous import, and of grit importance in ginate from a good or from a bad motive.
legislation. See .Append. tit. [Composition.]

mHume's Hist. ._-See ch. vii. [Actions], par. 14.
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But the goodness or badness of the conse- [ IV.
quencesdepend upon the cireumstances. Now It is manifest, that with reference to the
the circumstances are no objects of the inten- time of the act, such circumstance may have
tion. A man intends the act; and by his been either present, past, or future.
intention produces the act: but as to the dr- v.
cumstances, he does not intend them: he does An act which is unadvised, is either heed-
not, inasmuch as they are circumstances of less, or not heedless. It is termed heedless,
it, produce them. If by accident there be a when the case is thought to be such, that a
few which he has been instrumental in pro- person of ordinary prudence, t ff prompted by
ducing, it has been by former intentions, an ordinary share of benevolence, would
directed to former acts, productive of those have been likely to have bestowed such and
circumstances as the consequences: at the so much attention and reflection upon the
time in question, he takes them as he finds material circumstances, as would have effec-
them. Acts, with their consequences, are tuaUy disposed him to prevent the mis-
objects of the will as well as of the under- chievous incident from taking place : not
standing: circumstances, as such, are objects heedless, when the case is not thought to be
of the understanding only. All he can do such as above mentioned._
with these, as such, is to know or not to Vl.
know them : in other words, to be conscious Again. Whether a man did or did not
of them, or not conscious. To the title of suppose the existence or materiality of a
Consciousness belongs what is to be said of given circumstance, it may be that he did
the goodness or badness of a man's intention, suppose the existence and materiality of some
as resulting from the consequences of the act: circumstance, which either did not exist, or
and to the head of Motives, what is to be which, though existing, was not material.
said of his intention, as resulting from the In such case the act may be said to be misad-
motive, vised, with respect to succ imagined circum-

stance: and it may be stud, that there has been
an erroneous supposition, or a mis-supposal

CHAPTER IX. in the case.
vii.

OF CONSCIOUSNESS. Now a circumstance, the existence of which
I. is thus crrdneously supposed, may be material

So far with regard to the ways in which the ether, 1. In the way of prevention : or, 2. In
will or intention may be concerned ill the that of compensauon. It may be said to be
production of any incident : we come now material in the way of prevention, when its
to consider the part which the understanding effect or tendency, had it existed, would have
or perceptive facuflty may have borne, with been to prevent the obnoxious consequences :
relation to such Incident. in the way of compensation, when that effect

IL or tendency would have been to produce
A certain act has been done, and that in- other consequences, the beneficiahess of

tentionaUy : that act was attended with cer- which would have out-weighed the mischiev-
tain circumstances : upon these circumstances ousness of the others.
depended certain of its consequences ; and viii.
amongst the rest, all those which were of a It is manifest, that, with reference to the
nature purely physical. Now then, take any time of the act, such imaginary circumstance
one of these circumstances, it is plain, that may in either case have been supposed either
a man, at the time of doing the act from to be present, past, orfuture.
whence such consequences ensued, may have IX.
been either conscious, with respect to this To return to the example exhibited in the
circumstance, or unconscious. In other preceding chapter.
words, he may either have been aware of the 10. Tyrrel intended to shoot in the direc-
circumstance, or not aware : it may either tion in which he shot : but he did not know
have been present to his mind, or not pre- that the king was riding so near that way.
sent. In the first case, the act may be said In this case, the act he performed in shoo.t-
to have been an ndvzsed act, with respect to ing, the act of shooting, was unadvised, with
that circumstance : in the other case, an un- respect to the existence of the carcumstance
advised one. of the king's being so near riding that way.

III. 11. He knew that the king was riding that
There are two points, with regard to way : but at the distance at which the king

which an act may have been advised or un- was, he knew not of the probability there
advised: 1. The existence of the circum- was that the arrow would reach him. In
stance itself. 2. The materiality of it.*

Sse oh. vL [Senaibility]z par. 12.* See ch. vii. [Actions], par. 3. See B. L tit. [Extemmuons.]
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this case, the act was unadvised, with respect the erroneous supposition of a circumstance
to the materiahty of the circumstance, by which the shot would have been prevented

12. Somebody had dipped the arrow in from taking place, or any such other preven-
poison, without Tyrrel's knowing of it. In tive circumstance, it is plain he could not but
this case, the act was unadvised, with respect have intended the king's death. Perhaps he
to the exxstence of a past circumstance, did not pomtively wish it; but for all that,

13. At the very instant that Tyrrel drew in a certain sense he intended it.
the bow, the king, being screened from his XIL
view bythe foliage of some bushes, was riding What heedlessness is in the case of an
furiously, in such manner as to meet the arrow unadvised act, rashness is in the case of a
in a direct line: which circumstance was also misadvised one. A misadvised act, then, may
more than Tyrrel knew of. In this case, the be either rash or not rash. It may be termed
act was unadvised, with respect to the exist- rash, when the case is thought to be such,
ence of a present circumstance, that a person of ordinary prudence, if prompted

14. The king being at a distance from court, by an "ordinary share of benevolence, would
could get nobody to dress his wound till the have employed such and so much attention
next day; of which circumstance Tyrrel was and reflection to the imagined circumstance,
not aware. In this case, the act was unad- as, by discovering to him the non-existence,
vised, with respect to what was then a future Improbability, or immateriality of it, would
circumstance, have effectually disposed him to prevent the

15. Tyrrel knew of the king's being riding mischievous incident from taking place.
that way, of his being so near, and so forth ; xm.
but being deceived by the foliage of the In ordinary discourse, when a man does an
bushes, he thought he saw a bank between act of which the consequences prove mls-
the spot from which he shot, and that to chievous, it is a common thing to speak of
which the king was riding. In this case the him as hawng acted with a good intention or
act was mlsadvzsed, proceeding on the mis- with a bad intention; of his intention being
supposal of a preventzve circumstance, a good one or a bad one. The epithets good

16. Tyrrel knew that every thing was as mid bad are all this while applied, we see, to
above, nor was he deceived by the supposl- the intention: but the application of them
tion of any preventive circumstance. But is most commonly governed by a supposition
he believed the king to be an usurper: and formed with regard to the nature of the mo-
supposed he was coming up to attack a per- rive. The act, though eventually it prove
son whom Tyrrel beheved to be the rightful mischmvous, is said to be done with a good
king, and who was riding by Tyrrel's side. intention, when it is supposed to issue trom
In this case, the act was also misadvised, but a motive whmh is looked upon as a good
proceeded on the mls-supposal of a compen, motive : _uth a bad intention, when it is
satire circumstance, supposed to be the result of a motive which

x. is looked upon as a bad motive. But the
Let us observe the connexion there is be- nature of the consequences intended, and the

tweenintentionality and consciousness. When nature of the motive which gave b_rth to the
the act itself is intentional, and with respect intention, are objects which, though intl-
to the existence of all the circumstances ad- mutely connected, are pelfectly distinguish-
vised, as also with respect to the materiality able. The intention might therefore with
of those circumstances, in relation to a given perfect propriety be styled a good one, what-
consequence, and there is no mis-supposal ever were the motive. It might be styled
with regard to any preventtve circumstance, a good one, when not only the consequences
that consequence must also be intentional, of the act prove mischievous, but the motive
in other words, advisedness, with respect to whmh gave birth to it was what is called a
the circumstances, if clear from the mis-sup- bad one. To warrant the speaking of the in-
posal of any preventive circumstance, extends tention as being a good one, it is sufflcient if
the intentionahty from the act to the conse- the consequences of the act, had they proved
quenees. Those consequences may be either what to the agent they seemed likely to be,
directly intentional, or only obliquely so : but would have been of a beneficial nature. And
at any rate they cannot but be intentional, in the same manner the intention may be bad,

XL when not only the consequences of the act
To go on with the example. If Tyrrel prove beneficial, but the motave which gave

intended to shoot in the direction in which birth to it wa_ a good one.
the king was riding up, and knew that the xIV.
king was coming to meet the arrow, and knew Now, when a man has a mind to speak of
the probability there was of his being shot in your intentzon as being good or bad, with re-
that same part in which he was shot, or in an- terence to the consequences, if he speaks of
other as dangerous, and with that same degree it at all he must use the word intention, for
of force, and so forth, and u-as not misled by there is no other. But ff a man means to
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speak of the motive from which your inten- intentionality, and innocence of intention,
_ion originated, as being a good or a bad one, seem both to be included in the case of mfor-
he is certainly not obhgcd to use the word tunium, where there is neither dolus nor cnlpa.
intention: it is at least as well to use the Unadvisedness coupled with heedlessness,
word motive. By the-supposition he means and mis-advisedness coupled with rashness,
the motive ; and very likely he may not mean correspond to the culpa sine dolo. Direct
the intention. For what is true of the one lntentionality corresponds to dolus. Oblique
is very often not true of the other. The intentionality seems hardly to have been dis-
motive may be good when the intention is tinguished from direct : were it to occur, it
bad : the intention may be good when the i would probably be deemed also to correspondi .....

motive is bad : whether they are both good I to dolus. The division into culpa lata, levzs,
or both bad, or the one good and the other and levisslma, is such as nothing certain can
bad, makes, as we shall see hereafter, a very correspond to. What is it that it expresses ;
essential difference with regard to the con- A distinction, not in the case itself, but only
sequences.* It is therefore much better, in the sentiments which any person (a judge,
when motive Is meant, never to say mten- for instance) may find himself disposed to
tion. entertain with relation to it ; supposing it

xv. already distinguished into three subordinate
An example will make this cleal'. Out of cases by other means.

malice a man prosecutes you for a crime of Theworddolasseemsillenoughcontrived:
which he believes you to be guilty, but of the word culpa as indifferently. I)olus, upon
which in fact you are not guilty. Here the any other occasion, would be understood to
consequences of his conduct are mischievous' imply deceit, concealment, t clandestinity ::_
for they are mischievous to you at any rate, but here it is extended to open force. Culpa,
in virtue of the shame and anxiety which upon any other occasion, would be under-
you are made to suffer while the prosecution stood to extend to blame of every kind : it
is depending: to which is to be added, in would therefore include dolus.[]
ease of your being convicted, the evil of the XVllI.
punishment. To you therefore they are mis- The above-mentioned definitions and dis-

chievous ; nor is there any one to whom they _ See B. I. tit. [Theft], verbo [amenable.]
are beneficial. The man's motzve was also _. Dolus, an virtus, quis in host* reqmrat ?
what is called a bad one. for malice wil_ be v_amL

allowed by every body to be a bad motive. --_ _s=_, _e,. HoMes.
However, the consequences of his conduct, ]1 I pretend not here to give any determinate
had they proved such as he believed them explanation of a set of words, of which the greatmisfortune is, that the import of them is con-
likely to be, would have been good : for ia fused and indeterminate. I speak only by ap-
them would have been included the punish- proximation. To attempt to determine me
meet of a criminal, which is a benefit to all precise import that has been given them by a
who are exposed to suffer by a crime of the hundredth part of the authors that have used
llke nature The intention, therefore, in this them, would be an endless task. Would any

ease, though not, in a common way of speak- one talk intelligibly on this subject in Latin ?let him throw out dolus altogether : let him keep
ing, the motive, might be styled a good one. eulpa, for the purpose of expressing not the case
But of motives more particularly in the next itself, but the sentiment that is entertained con-
chapter, cerning a case described by other means. For

XVL intentlonality_ let him coin a word boldly, and
In the same sense, the intention, whether say intentlo_al_tas : for unintentmnahty_ non-

it be positively good or no, so long as it is intentional$ta#. For unadvisedness, he has al-
not bad, may be termed innocent. Accord- ready the word insclt_a ; though the wordsimprudentia, inobservant_a, were it not for the
ingly, let the consequences have proved mis- other senses they are used in, would do better :
ehievous, and let the motive have been what for unadwsedness coupled with heedlessness, let
it will, the intention may be termed innocent him say _nscit*a eutpabil$s : for unadvisedness
in either of two eases : ]. In the ease of un- without heedlessness, in_c_tia ineulpabilis : for
advisedness with respect to any of the circum- mis-advisedness coupled with rashness_ error
stances on which the mischievousness of the cnlpabilis, error temerarlus, or error cure teme-rState : for mis-advisedness without rashness,
consequences depended : 2. In the ease of error inculpabill*_ error non-temerarius, or e*-
mzs-advisedness with respect to any circum- ror sine temer'_tate.
stance, which, had it been what it appeared It is not unfrequent likewise to meet with the
to be, would have served either to prevent phrase, malo an2mo = a phrase still more inde-
or to outweigh the mischief, terminate, af possible, /ban any of the former.It seems to have reference either to intentml_-

XVII.
ality, or to consciousness, or to the motive, or to

A few words for the purpose of applying the disposition, or to any two or more of these
what has been stud to the Roman law. Un- taken together ; nobody can tell which : these

being objects which seem to have never hitherto
* See ch. xii. [Consequences.] been properly distinguished _nd defined.
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tinctlons are far from being mere matters of mind is an act either of the intellectual fa-
speculation. They are capable of the most culty, or of the will. Acts of the intellectual
extensive and constant application, as well faculty will sometimes rest in the under-
to moral discourse as to legislative practice, standing merely, without exerting any in-
Upon the degree and bias of a man's inten- fluence in the production of any acts of the
tion, upon the absence or presence of con- will. Motives, which are not of a nature to
scionsness or mis-supposal, depend a great influence any other acts than those, may be
part of the good and bad, more especially of styled purely speculative motives, or motives
the bad consequences of an act ; and on this, resting in speculation. But as to these acts,
as well as other grounds, a great part of the neither do they exercise any influence over
demand for punishment.* The presence of external acts, or over their consequences, nor
intention with regard to such or such a con- consequently over any pmn or any pleasure
sequence, and of consciousness with regard to that may be in the number of such conse-
such or such a circumstance, of the act, will quences. Now it is only on acount of their
form so many criminative circumstances,T or tendency to produce either pain or pleasure.
essential ingredients in the composition of that any acts can be material. With acts,
this or that offence: applied to other circum- therefore, that rest purely in the understand-
stances, consciousness will form a ground of ing, we have not here any concern : nor there-
aggravation, annexable to the like offence. _ fore with any object, if any such there be,
In almost all cases, the absence of intention which, in the character of a motive, can have
with regard to certain consequences, and the no influence on any other acts than those.
absence of consciousness, or the presence of III.
mis-supposal, with regard to certain clrcum- The motives with which alone we have any
stances, will constitute so many grounds of concern, are such as are of a nature to act
extenuation. § upon the wiU. B__a motive then, in Lh.his

sense of the word, is tobe understood any

_vill ofa sens_ii_vebd_suu_oLed to ser'_e
CHAPTER X. a_a meaps qi_determininK him t'o'_

o_" MOTIVES. vpl_untarily_o forbear to act_pon any oc=
casion. Motives of this sort, in contradis-

§ 1. Different Senses of the word, Motive. ]1 _n to the former, may be styledpraetical
L motives, or motives applying to practice.

Iv is an acknowledged truth, that every kind _v.
of act whatever, and consequently every kind Owing to the poverty and unsettled state
of offence, is apt to assume a different cha- of language, the word
racter, and be attended with different effects, indiscriminately to denote two kinds of oh-
according to the nature of the motive which iects, wlnch, for the better understanding of
gives birth to it. This makes it requisite to the subject, it is necessary should be distin-
take a view of the several motives by which guished. 0a some occasions it is employed
human conduct is liable to be influenced, to denote _nv o-_'_h_allv exist_g :in_-

II. dents from whence
By a motive, in the most extensive sense s_s l_se.--Th__s

in which the word is ever used with reference on these occasions may be styled its literal
to a thinking being, is meant any thing that or unfiguratwe sense. On other occasions it
can contribute to give birth to, or even to is employed to denote a certain fictitious
prevent, any kind of action. Now the action entity, a passion, an affection of the mind, an
of a thinking being is the act either of the ideal being, which upon the happening of any
body, or only of the mind: and an act of the such incident is considered as operating upon

• See eh. xv. [Cases unmeet,] ¶ When the effect or tendency of a mouve is
-I- See B. I. tit. [ Circumstances influenclng.] to determine a man to forbear to act, it may seem
_+See B. I. tit. [Aggravations.] improper to make use of the term motive: since
§ See B. L fit. [Extenuations.] motive, properly speaking, means that which

Note by the Author_ July 18_2'2_ disposes an object to move. We must, however,
For a tabular simultaneous view of the whole use that improper term, or a term which, though

list of raOTIVES, in conjunction with the cor. proper enough, is scarce in use, the word deter-
responding 131easures and 2alns, inter¢sts and mlnative. By way of justification, or at least
deslres, see, by the same author_ Table of the apology, for the popular usage in this behalf, it
S1__i_Z_ of,4ction_ &c. with Explanatory Notes may be observed, that even forbearance to act, or
and Observattons. London, t817, Hunter, St. I the negation of motion (that is, of bodily too-
Paul's Church Yard, 8vo, pp. 32. { tion)_ supposes an act done, when such forbear-

The word inducement h'_s of late presented _ance is voluntary. It supposes, towit, an act of
itself, as being in its signification more eompre- ] the will, which is as much a positive ac%as much
hensive than the word motive, mid on some ocea- ] a motion, as any other act of the thinking sub-
$1ons more apposate. _stance.
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the mind, and prompting it to take that external motive, and that in esse : the idea
course, towards which it is impelled by the or belief of the probability of the fire's ex-
influence of such incident. Motives of this tending to your own house, that of your be-
class are Avarice, Indolence, Benevolence ing burnt if you continue, and the pain you
and so forth; as we shall see more patti- feel at the thought of such a catastrophe,
cularly farther on. This latter may be styled are all so many internal events, but still in
the figurative sense of the term motive, esse: the event of the fire's actually extend-

v. ing to your own house, and that of your be-
As to the real incidents to which the name ing actually burnt by it, external motives in

of motive is also given, these too are of two prospect : the pain you would feel at seeing
very different kinds. They may be either, your house a-burning, and the pain you would
1. The tnternal perception of any individual feel while you yourself were burning, inter-
1-ot_f_-_ure o6 pain_ the exnect_tion' of nal motives in prospect: which events, ae-
whic2a,is looked• upoi_as cal.culated...... to deter- cording as the matter turns out, may come
mme you to act in such or such a manner : to be in esse : but then of course they will
as the pleasure of acquiring such...a sum of cease to act as motives.

-_ _n_ney_he_xerting'yourself on such vii.
an occasioni and 'so-'fo_h: Or I 2. Any exter- Of all these motives, which stand nearest
hal event, the happening whereof is regarded to the act to the production of which they
as having a tendency to bring about the per- all contribute, is that internal motive in esse
eeptimt of such pleasure or such pain: for which consists in the expectation of the in:
instance, the coming up of a lottery ticket, ternal motive in prospect : the pain or un-
by which the possession of the money de- easiness you feel at the thoughts of being
volves to you ; or the breaking out of a fire burnt.* All other motives are more or less
in the house you are in, which makes it neces- remote : the motives in prospect, in propor-
sary for you to qmt it. The former kind of tion as the period at which they are expected
motives may be termed inteiior, or internal: to happen is more distant from the period at
the latter exterior, or external, which the act takes place, and consequently

vL later in point of time : the motives in esse,
Two other senses of the term motive need in proportion as they also are more distant

also to be distinguished. Motive refers he- from that period, and consequently earlier in
cessarlly to action. It isa pleasure_ pain, or point of time._
other event_ that.tFompts toaction. Motive, viii.
then, in one sense of the word, must be pre- It has already been observed, that with
vious to such event• Butx for a man to be motives of which the influence terminates
governed by. any. raptly% he must in ev_ altogether in the understanding, we have
ease Iook'l_ey[9_cl tfi{_ event which 1_ caJJ_ nothing here to do. If, then, amongst objects
h_s a_ctlon- he must look _ that are spoken of as motives with reference

.fo_it : and it i_oon_isway that the idea to the understanding, there be any which
v __ any other eYen_t concern us here, it is only in as far as such

ear--must look, there- objects may, through the medium of the un-
fore, in every eas_, to some event posterior [• - • whether it be the expectation ot oeing ourntto the act m contemplation : an event which [ .......

• _ . - . , . ! or me pain toat accompanies t_at expectation_
yet exist.s n.ot, out sta]m_, only m prospect. [ that is the immediate internal motive spoken o_

x_ow, as it Is m au cases mmeult, anti in most / may be difficult to determine. It nmv even be
eases unnecessary, to distingoish between ob- [ qu&tioned, perhaps, whether they are distinct
jects so intimately connected, as the poste- | entitles. Both questions, however, seem to be
riot possible object which is thus looked ior- i mere questaons of words, and the solution of

• • , • them altogether immaterml Even the otherward to. and the present exlstme ohlect or | ...... •
;. _ . _ ", _ " _ . ! Kmas oI motaves, though tor some purposes they

event wmcn sakes place upon a man's lOOK- dem nd -- _ -" "• a a separa_ eonslueraLlon_ are_ hOWeVer s

g forward to the other, they are both of so intimately allied_ that it will often be scarce
hem spoken of under the same appellation, practicable, and not always material, to avoid

mot/re. To distinguish them, the one first confounding them, as they have always hitherto
been confoundedmentioned may be termed a motive in pro-

spect, the other a motive m esse : and under "]"Under the term esse must be included as
well _oa,t existence, with reference to a given

each of these denominations will come as well perioo, as IJresent. They are equally real, in
exterior as internal motives. A fire breaks comparison with what is as yet but future. Lan-
out in your neighbour's house : you are un- guage is materially deficient, in not enabling us
der apprehension of its extending to your ! to distinguish with precision between existence
own : you are apprehensive, that if you stay i as opposed to ul_reality, and present existence
in it, you will be burnt : you accordingly run as opposed to past. The word existence in Eng-
out of it. This then is the act : the others lish, and esse, adopted by Lawyers from the

Latin, have the inconvenience of appearing to
_re all motives to it. The event of the fire's confine the existence in question to some single
breaking out in your neighbour's house is an period considered as being present.
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derstanding, exercise an influence over the ] XL
will. It is in this way, and in this way only, I It is common, however, to speak of actions
that any objects, in virtue of any tendency I as proceeding from good or bad motives : in
they may have to influence the sentiment of I which case the motives meant are such as
belief, may in a practical sense act in the I are internal. The expression is far from be-
character of motives. Any objects, by tend- ]ing an accurate one ; and as it is apt to occur
ing to induce a belief concerning the exis- in the consideration of almost every kind of
tenee, actual, or probable, of a practical offence, it _all be requisite to settle the pre-
motive ; that is, concerning the probability else meaning of it, and observe how far it
of a motive in prospect, or the existence of quadrates wxth the truth of things.
a motive in esse ; may exercise an influence xII.
on the will, and rank with those other mo- With respect to goodness and badness, as
tires that have been placed under the name it is with every thing else that is not itself
of practical. The pomti_g out of motives either pain or pleasure, so is it with motives.
such as these is what we fr__ If they are good or bad, it is only on account
when we talk of _ivingr aso.a._. Your neigh- of their effects : good, on account of their
hour's hou_ is on iire as before. I observe tendencyto produce pleasure, or avert pain:
to you, that at the lower part of your neigh- bad, on account of their tendency to produce
bour's house is some wood-work, which joins pain or avert pleasure. Now the ca_e is,
on to your's ; that the flames have caught that from one and the same motive, and from
this wood-work, and so forth ; which I do every kind of motive, may proceed actions
in order to dispose you to believe as I be- that ale good, others that are bad, and others
tleve, that if you stay in ymtr house much that are indifferent. This we shall proceed
longer you will be burnt. In doing thus, then, to shew wlth respect to all the different
I suggest motives to your understanding; kinds of motives, as determined by the va-
which motives, by the tendency they have rious kinds of pleasures and pains.
to give birth to or strengthen a pain, which xm.
operates upon you in the character of an in- Such an analysis, useful as it is, will be
ternal motive m esse, join their force, and found to be a matter of no small difficulty ;
act as motives upon the will. owing, in great measure, to a certain perver-

sity of structure which prevails more or less
§ 2. No Motives either constantly good, throughout all languages. To speak of mo-

or constantly bad. tires, as of any thing else, one must call them
Ix. by their names. But the misfortune is, that

In all this chain of motives, the principal it is rare to lneet with a motive of whmh the
or original link seems to be the last internal name expresses that and nothing more. Corn-
motive in prospect ; it is to this that all the monly along with the very name of the motive,
other motives In prospect owe their mate- is tacitly involved a proposition imputing to
riality : and the immediately acting motive it a certain quality ; a quahty wbmh, in many
its existence. Tbas motive m prospect, we cases, will appear to include that very good-
see, is always some pleasure, or some pain. hess or badness, concerning which we are
some pleasure, which the act m question is here inquiring whether, properly speaking, it
expected to be a means of continuing or be or be not imputable to motives. To use
producing : some pain which it is expected the common phrase, in mo_t cases, the name
to be a means of discontinuing or prevent- of the motiveis a word which _s employed
ing. A motive is substantially nothing more either only m a good sense, or else only m a
than pleasure or pain, operating m a certain bad sense. Now, when a wold is spoken of
manner, as being used in a good sense, all that is ne-

x. cessarily meant is this: that in con3unction
Now, pleasure is m itselfa good; nay, with the idea of the object it is put to slguify,

even setting aside immunity from pain, the it conveys an idea of approbation ; that is, of
only good : pain is in itself an evil ; and, a pleasure or satisfaction, entertained by the
indeed, without exception, the onl_ evil ; or person who employs the term, at the thoughts
else the words good and evil have no mean- of such object. In llke manner, when a word
ing. And this is ahke true of every sol t of is spoken of as being used in a bad sense, all
pain, and of every sort of pleasure. It fol- that is necessarily meant is this : that, in con-
lows, therefore, immediately and mcontes- junction with the idea of the object it is put
tibly, that there is no such th_ng as any sort to signify, it conveys an idea of dLsappro-
of motive that is in itself a bad one.*

wretched pleasure, taken by itself, is good : it
* Let a man's moUve be ill-wl_ ; call it even may be faint ; It may be short ; it mu,t at any

malice, envy, cruelty ; it is still a kind of plea- rate be impure : yet while it las_, and before
sure that is his motlve : the pleasu re he takes at any bad eonseauenees arrive_ it is as good as any. %

the thought of the pain which he sees, or expects other that is not more intense, _ce ch. iv°
to see, his adversary undergo. ]Now even this [Value,]
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batwa : that is, of a displeasure entertmned is never the 'oetter : and he himself is much
by the person who employs the term at the the worse. To obviate this inconvenience
thoughts of such object. Now, the circum- completely, he has bat this one unpleasant
stance on which such approbation is grounded remedy ; to lay aside the old phraseology and
will, as naturally as any other, be the opinion invent a new one. Happy the man whose
of the goodness of the object in question, as language is ductile enough to permit him
above explained : such, at least, it must be, this resource. To palliate the inconvenience,
upon the principle of utlhty : so, on the other where that method of obviating it, is imprac-
hand, the circumstance on which any such tlcable, he has nothing left fbr it but to enter
disapprobation is grounded, will, as naturally into a long discussion, to state the whole
as any other, be the opinion of the badness matter at large, to confess, that for the sake
of the obJect : such, at least, it must be, in of promoting the purposes, he has violated the
as far as the principle of utility is taken for established laws of language, and to throw
the standard, h_mself upon the mercy of his rcaders.:_

Now there are certain motives which, un-

less in a few particular cases, have scarcely § 3. Catalogue of Motives corre,¢pondtng to
any other name to be expressed by but such that of Pleasures and Pains.
a word as is used only in a good sense. This xIv.
is the case, for example, with the motives of From the pleasures of the senses, con-
piety and honour. The consequence of this sidered in the gross, results the motive which,
is, that if, in speaking of such a motive, a man in a neutral sense, may be termed physical
should have occasion to apply the epithet bad desire : m a bad sense, it is termed sensuality.
to any acdons which he mentions as apt to Name used m a good sense it has none. Of
result from i_ he must appear to be guilty of this, nothing can be determined, till it be
a contradiction in terms. But the names of considered separately, with reference to the
motives which have scarcely any other name several species of pleasures to which it cot-
to be expressed by, but such a word as is responds.
used only m a bad sense, are many more.* xv.
This is the case, for example, w_th the too- In particular, then, to the pleasures of the
tires of lust and avarice. And accordingly, taste or palate conesponds a motive, which
if, in speaking of any such motive, a man in a neutral sense having received no name
should have occasion to apply the epithets that can serve to express it m all cascs, can
good oI indifferent to any actmns which he only be termed, by circumlocution, the love
mentiono_ as apt to result from it, he must of the pleasures of the palate. In particular
here also appear to be guilty of a similar cases it is styled hunger: in others, thirst.I]
contra(hetion.?

This perverse association of ideas cannot, t Happily, language is not always so intract-
abfe_ but that by making use of two words

it is evident, but throw great dlflleultles m instead of one_ a man may avoid the ineonve-
the way of the inquiry now before u_. Con- mence of fabricating words that are absolutely
fining tumself to the language most in use, a new. Thus instead of the word lust, by putting
man can scarce avoid runnmff, in appearance, together two words in common use_ he may
into perpetual contradaction_. I-hs proposi- frame the neutral expression, sexual desire: in-
tmns w_ll appear, on the one hand, repug- stead of the word avarice_ by putting together
nant to truth; and on the other hand, adverse two other words also in common use, he may

to utlhty. As paradoxes, they will excite con- frameTh_s,theaccordingly,neutralexpre_smn,lsthe coursePeeumarYwhichinterest.Ihave
tempt: as mlsclnevousparadoxe%indlbmatton, taken. In these instances, indeed, even the
For the truths he labours to convey, however combination Is not novel: the only novelty there
important, and however salutary, his reader is consists in the steady adherence to the one

neutral expression_ rejecting altogether the
* For the reason_ see chap. xl. [Dispositlons]: terms_ of which the import Is infected by ad-

ventitmus and unsuitable _deas.par. 17, note.
To this imperfection of language_ and In the catalogue of motives, corresponding to

nothm_ more_ are to be attributed, in great the several sorts of pains and pleasures_ I have
measure, the violent clamours that have from inserted such as have occurred to me. I ca,moO
time to time been raised against those ingemous pretend to warrant it complete. To make sure
moralists_ who_ travelling out of the beaten tract of rendering it so_ the only way would be, to
of speculation, have found more or less difficulty turn over the dictionary from beginning to end :
in disentangling themselves from the shackles an operation which_ iu a wew to perfection_
of ordinary language: such as Rochefoueault, would be necessary for more purposes than this.
3Iandewll% and Helvetiu_. To the unsoundness See B. I. tit. _[Defamation], and Append. tit.
of their opmions_ and_ with still greater mjustic% [Composmon.J
to the corruption of their hearts_ was olten im- [[ Hunger and thirst_ considered in the light
puted, what was most commonly owing e_ther to of motives _mport not so much the desire of a
a want of skill in matters of language on the partmular _md of pleasure, as the desire of re-
part of the author, or a want of discernment, moving a positive kind of pain. They do not
possibly now and then in some mctances a want extend to the desire of that kind of pleasure
of proh,ty_ on the part of the commentator, which depeads on thechoiceof_bods and hquors.
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Tile love of good cheer expresses this motive, the motive known by the same name : and
but seems to go beyond : intimating, that the which may be otherwise called the love of
pleasure is to be partaken of in company, novelty, or the love of experiment; and, on
and involving a kind of sympathy. In a bad particular occasions, sport, and sometimes
sense, it is styled in some eases greediness, play.
vor_wiousness, gluttony : in others, princi- 1. A boy, in order to divert himself, reads
pally when apphed to children, hckerishness animproving book: the motive is accounted,
It may m some cases also be represented by perhaps, a good one : at any rate, not a bad
the word daintiness. Name used in a good one. 2. He sets his top a-spinning : the mo-
sense it has none. I. A boy, who does not tive is deemed, at any rate, not a bad one.
want for victuals, steals a cake out of a 3. He sets loose a mad ox among a crowd :
pastry-cook's shop, and eats it. In this case his motive is now, perhaps, termed an abomi-
his motive will be universally deemed a bad nable one. Yet in all three cases the too-
one : and if it be asked what it is, it may be tire may be the very same : it may be neither
answered, perhaps, liekerishness. 2. A boy more nor less than curiosity.
buys a cake out of a pastry-cook's shop, and xv1II.
eats it. In this ease his motive can scarcely As to the other pleasures of sense, they
be looked upon as either good or bad, unless are of too little cousequenee to have given
his master should be out of humour with any separate denominations to the correspond-
him ; and then perhaps he may call it licker- ing motives.
i_hness, as before. In both cases, however, xtx.
his moUve is the same. It is neither more To the pleasures ofwealtli corresponds the
nor less than the motive corresponding to sort of motive which, in a neutral sense, may
the pleasures of the palate.* be termed pecuniary interest. In a bad sense,

xvL it is termed, in some cases, avarice, covetous-
To the pleasures of the sexual sense eor- ness, rapacity, or lucre : in other cases, mg-

rc_ponds the mouve which, in a neutral gardhness: in a good sense, but only in
sense, may be termed sexual desire. In a particular cases, economy and frugahty; and
bad sense, it is spoken of under the name of m some cases the word industry may be ap-
lasciviousness, and a variety of other names plied to it : in a sense nearly indifferent, but
of reprobation. Name usedin a good sense, rather bad than otherwise, itisstyled, though
it has nonc._ only in particular cases, parsimony.

1. A man ravishes a virgin. In this case _L_l?pX__on_y_,you _a'atifv a man's hatred,
the motive is, without scruple, termed by the b_A_t!tting his adversary to death. 2. For
name ot lust, lasciviousness, and so forth ; money you 01_el'd-_r_t_e
and is universally looked upon as a bad one. ,_st 9ase your mohve Is term_
2. The same man, at another time, exercises accounted corrupt and abominable : and in
the rights of marriage with his _it'e. In this the seeond_._r _vant qfa_r_2_,
case the motive is accounted, perhaps, a ]t is ss_/led industry; and is loo_ked ul_on aa
good one, or at least indifferent: and here ipn_ "" m r _R:_. Yet
people wmfld s(.ruple to call it by any of the motive is in both cases precisely the
those names. In both cases, however, the same, it _s neither more not' less than pc-
motive may be precisely the same. In both cunmry interest.
cases it may be neither more nor less than xx.
sexual desire. The pleasures of skill are neither distinct

XVII enough, nor of consequence enough, to have
To the pleasures of curiosity corresponds gaven any name to the corresponding motive.

XXI.

* It will not be worth while, in every case, to To the pleasures of amity corresponds a
give an instance in whmh the acuon may be in-
different : if good as well as bad actions may motive which, in a neutral sense, may be
result from the same motive, it as easy to con- termed the desire of ingratiating one's self.
ceive, that also may be lndxfferent. In a bad sense, it is in certain cases styled

Love indeed includes sometimes this idea: servility: in a good sense it has no name that
but then it can never answer the purpose of ex- is peenliar to it : in the cases in which it has
hibiting it separately : since there are three too- been looked on with a favourable eye, it has
tives_ at least, that may all of them be included
in it, besides this: the love of beauty correspond- seldom been distinguished from the mohve
ing to the pleasures of the eye, and the motives of sympathy or benevolence, with which, m
corresponding to those of amity and benevolence, such cases, it is commonly associated.
We speak of the love of children, of the love of I. To acquire the affections of a woman
parents, of the love of God. These pious uses before marriage, to preserve them afterwards,
protect the appellation_ and preserve it from the
ignominy paured forth upon its profane asso- you do every thing, that is consistent with
eiates. Even sensual love would not answer the other duties, to make her happy: in this ctLqe
purpt_e_ since thatwould include the love of your motive is looked upon as laudable,
I,emty. though there is no name for it. 2. For the
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_me purpose, you poison a woman with reputation of cour,_e; you challenge him to
whom she is at enmity" in this case, your fight _ tth mortal weapons. In this case your
motive is looked upon as abominable, though motive will by come people be accounted
still there is no name for it. 3. To acquire landable, and styled honmlr : by others it
or preserve the favour of a man who is richer _dll be accounted blameable, and these, if
or more powerful than yourself, you make they call it honour, will prefix an epithet of
yourself subservient to his pleasures. Let improbation to it, and call it false honour.
them even be lawful pleasures, if people 2. In order to obtain a pe_t of rank and ¢hg-
choose to attribute your behaviour to this nity, and thereby to increase the respect
motive, you will not get them to find any paid you by the public, :_ou bribe the elec
othername for it than servlfity. Yet in all torswhoaretoeonferlt, or the judge before
three cases the motive is the same : it is nei- whom the title to it is in dispute. In this
ther more nor less than the desire of ingra- case your motive is commonly accounted cor-
tinting yourself, rupt and abominable, and is styled, perhaps,

xxm by some such name as d_shonest or corrupt
To the pleasures of the moral sanction, or, ambition, as there is no single name for it.

as they may otherwise be called, the pleasures 3. In order to obtain the good:will of the
of a good name, corresponds a motive which, public, you bestow a large sum in works of
in a neutral sense, has scarcely yet obtained private charity or public utility. In this case
any adequate appellative. It may be styled people will be apt not to agree about ymu
the love of reputation. It is nearly related motive. Your enemies will put a bad colour
to the motive last preceding : being neither
more nor less than the desire of ingratiating
one's self with, or, as in this case we should pains It is thought would not fail to inspire.

True it is, that there are divers other motives,
rather say, of recommending one's self to, by any of which the same conduct might equally
the world at large. In a good sense, it is be produced: the motives correspon_iing to the
termed honour, or the sense of honour; or rehgious sanctmn, and the motlves that come
rather, the word honour is introduced some- under the head of benevolence. Piety towards
how or other upon the occasion of its being God, the practice in question being generally
brought to wow : for in strictness the word looked upon as repugnant to the dictates of the
honour is put rather to sigmfy that imaginary rehgmus sanction - sympathy for your antagonisthimself, whose life would be put to hazard at
object, which a man is spoken of as possess- the same tame with your own : sympathy for his
ing upon the occasion of his obtmning a con- connexions; the persons who are dependent on
spicuous share of the pleasures that are in him in the way of support_ or connected with
question. In particular cases, it is styled hun in the way of sympathy: sympathy for your
the love of glory. In a bad sense, it is styled, own eonnexions : and even sympathy for the

!public, in cases where the man is such that the
in some cases, false honour ; in others, pride ; pubhc appears to have a material interest in his
in others, vanity. In a sense not decldedl: hfe. But in comparison with the love of life,
bad, but rather bad than otherwise, ambition, the influence of the rehgious sanction is known
In an indifferent sense, in some cases, the to be in general but weak; especially among
love of fame ; in others, the sense of shame, people of those classes who are here in question:
And, as the pleasures belonging to the moral a sure proof of which is the prevalence of this
sanction run undistingulshably into the pains very custom. Where it is so strong as to pre-ponderate_ it is so rare_ that_ perhaps_ it gtves a
derived from the same source,* it may also be man a place in the calendar: and, at any rate,
styled, in some cases, the fear of dishonour, exalts him to the rank of martyr. Moreover, the
the fear of disgrace, the fear of infamy, the instances in which either private benevolence or
fear of ignominy, or the fear of shame, public spirit predominate over the love of fife,

1. You have received an affront from a will also natural!y be but rare.: and, owing to the
man : according to the custom of the country, general propensity to detractmn., it will also be. . _. . . _ _ mucn rarer mr mere to ne tlaouglat to do so.
_n oruer, on _ne one n.ano, to save yourse_ Now, when three or more motives, any one of
Item the shame of being thought to bear it them capable of producing a given mode of con-

patiently ;J" on the other hand, to obtain the thedUetmost_apppowerfullYat once,is,thatthatwhlchWYaleh'w_e_a,rScourseto be
• See chap. vi. [Pleasures and Pains], par. 24_ be deemedto have actually done the mosf: and,

note. as the bulk of mankind, on this &s on other
"I".A man's bearing an affront patiently_ that I oeeasmus, are disposed to decide peremptorily

is, wimaut taking this method of doing what is I upon superlieial estimates, it will generally be
called wiping it off_ is thought to import one I looked upOn as having done the whole.
or other of two things: either that he does not J The eonsequenee xs, that when a man of a
possess that sensibihty to the pleasures and pains I certain rank _brbears to take this chance of re-
of the moral sanetion_ whieh_ m order to render I ven_in_ an affront, his conduct wdl by most
himself a respectable member of soe_ety_ a man I people, be _mputed to the love of liie: wh_eb,
ought to possess: or, that he does not _, esess I when it predominates over the love of repo-
courage enough to stake his life for the enanee I talaon_ is_ by a not unsaiutary association or
of gratifying that resentment which a _proper ] ideas, stigmatized with the reproachful name of
sense of the value of those pleasures and tlmse { cowardice.
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upon it, and call it o_t_ntation: your friends, or an assemblage of acts, supposed to be die-
to save you from this reproach, will choose tated by that personage : nor does it seem to
to impute your conduct not to this motive but be completely settled into a neutral sense.
to some other ; such as that of charity (the In the same sense it is also, in some cases,
denomination in this case given to private styled religious zeal: in other cases, the f_ar
sympathy), or that of pubhc spirit. 4. A of God. The love of God, though corn-
king, for the sake of gaining the admiration monly contrasted with the fear of God, does
annexed to the name of conqueror (we will not come strictly under this head. It coin-
suppose power and resentment out of the rides properly with a motive of a different
question), engages his kingdom in a bloody denomination ; viz. a kind of sympathy or
war His motive, by the multitude (whose good-will, winch has the Deity for Its object.
sympathy for millions is easily overborne by In a good sense, it is styled devotion, pmty,
the pleasure which their Imagination finds and pious zeal. In a bad sense, it is styled,
in gaping at any novelty they observe in the in some cases, supers_Mon, or superstitious
conduct of a single person), is deemed an zeal; in other cases, fanaticism, or fanatic
admirable one. Men of fcehng and reflec- zeal in a sense not decidedly bad, because
tmn, who disapprove of the dommmn exer- not approprmted to this motive, enthusiasm,
vised by this motive ou this occasion, without or enthusiastic zeal.
always percel¢ing that it is the same motive 1. In order to obtain the favour of the
which in other instances meets wi_h their Supleme Being, a man assassinates his law-
approbation, deem it an abora_nable one ; and ful sovereign. In this case the motive is
because the multitude, who are the manu- now almost universally looked upon as abo-
tkcturers of language, have not given them mhiable, and is termed fanaticism : formerly
a simple name to call it by, they will call it it was by great numbers accounted laudable,
by some such compound name as the love of and was by them called pious zeal. 2. In the
false glory or false ambition. Yet in all four same view, a man lashes himself with thongs.
cases the motive is the same: it is neither In this case, m yonder house, the motive is
more nor less than the love of reputation, accounted laudable, and is called pmus zeal :

xxnI. in the next house it is deemed contemptible,
To the pleasures of power corresponds the and eMled superstition. 3. In the same view,

motive which, in a neutral sense, may be a man eats a pmce of bread (or at least what
termed the love of power. People, who are to external appearance is a piece of bread)
out of humour _th it, sometimes call it the with certain ceremonies. In this ca_e, in

lust of power. In a good sense, it is scarcely yonder house, hl_ mohve is looked upon as
provided with a name. In certain cases this landable, and is styled piety and devotion: in
motive, as well as the love of reputation, are the next house it is deemed abominable, and
confounded under the same name, ambition styled superstition, as before : perhaps even
This is not to he wondered at, considering it is absurdly styled impiety. 4. In the same
the intimate connexion there is between the view, a man holds a cow by the tml while
two motives in many cases: since it corn- he is dying. On the Thames the motive
monly happens, that the same object which would in this case be deemed contemptible,
affords the one sort of pleasure, affords the and called superstltmu : on the Ganges it is
other sort at the same time ; for instance, deemed me_torious, and called piety. 5. In
offices, which are at once posts of honour the same view, a man bestows a large sum
and places of trust : and since at any rate in works of chanty, or public utility. In this
reputation is the road to power, case the motive is st_led laudable, by those

1. If, in order to gain a place in adminis- at least to whom the works in question _p-
tration, you poison the man who occupies it. pear to colne under this description; and by
2. If, in the same view, you propose a salu- these at least it would be styled piety. Yet
tary plan for the advancement of the public in all these cases the motive is precisely the
welfare; your motive is in both cases the same. it is neither more nor less than the
same. Yet in the first case it is accounted motive belonging to the rehgious sanction.*
criminal and abominable : in the second case xxv.
allowable, and even laudable. To the pleasures of sympathy corresponds

XXIV.
* I am aware, or at least I hope, that people

To the pleasures as well as to the pains in general, when they see the matter thus stated,
of the religious sanctiotL corresponds a motive will be ready to acknowledge, that the motive m
whmh has, strictly speaking, no perfectly these cases, whatever be the tendency of the acts
neutral name applicable to all cases, unless which it produces, is not a bad one: but this
the word religion be admitted in this charac- will not render it the less true, that hitherto, in
ter : though the word religion, strictly speak- popular discourse, it has been common for men

to speak of acts_ which they could not but ac-
ing, seems to mean not so much the motive knowledge to have originated from this source_
itself, as a kind of fictitious personage, by as proceeding from a bad motive. The same ob-
whom the motive is supposed to be created, servatmn will apply to many of the other eases.
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the motive which, in a neutral sense, is by every body deemed abominable, and is
termed good-will. The word s_mpathy may termed injustice mid parhahty. 4. You de-
also be used on this occasion ; though the teeta statesman in receiving bribes : out oi
sense of it seems to be rather more extensive, regard to the public interest, )ou give in-
In a good sense, it is styled benevolence, formation of It, and proscrutc lmn. Iu thi<
and in certain cases, philanthropy, and, in cabe, by all who ackimwlcdgc your conduc_
a figurative way, brotherly love; in others, to have originated from this motive, )our
humanity ; in others, charity ; in others, pity motive will be deemed a laudable one, and
and compassion, in others, mercy ; in others, st)led public splrlt. But his friends _:nd
gratitude; in others, tenderness; in others, adhercllts will not choose to account, ior
patriotism ; in others, pubhc spirit. Love is your conduct m any such manner : they w_il
also employed in this as m so many other rather athlbute it to party enmity. 5. X,ou
senses. In a bad sense, it has no name ap- find a man on the pmnt of star_ing: you
phcable to it in all cases : in particular eases relieve hi,u ; and save his hfe. Iu this ease
it is sty0.ed partiality. The word zeal, with ",our motive x, ill by every body be accounted
certain epithets prefixed to it, might also be laudable, and it will be termcd compa_smn,
employed sometimes on this occasion, though pity, charity, benevolence. Yet in all these
the sense of _t be more extensive ; applying cases the motive is the _me : it is neither
sometimes to ill as well as to good will. It more nor less than the motive of good-will.
is thus we speak of party zeal, national zeal, xxvl.
and pubhe zeal. The word attachment i_ To the pleasures of malevolence, or anti-
also used with the like epltbets : we also say pathy, corresponds the motive which, in a
family-attachment. The French expression, neutral sense, is termed antipathy or d_-
esprit de corps, for which as yet there seems pleasure : and, m particular cases, dislike,
to be scarcely any name in Enghsh, might be avelsion, abhorrence, and indignation : in a
rendered, in some case% though rather in- neutral sense, or perhaps a sense leaning a
adequately, by the terms corporation-spirit, little to the bad side, ill-will : and, in pa,-
corporation-attachment, or corporatlon-zeal, tieular cases, anger, wrath, and enmity. In

1. A man who has set a town on fire is a bad sense, it is styled, in different cases,

apprehended and committed : out of regard wrath, spleen, ill-humour, animosity, hatred,
or compassion for hnn, ) ou help him to break malice, rancour, rage, fury, cruelty, tyranny,
prison. In this case the generality of people envy, jealousy, revenge, misanthropy, arid by
w_ll probably scarcely know whether to con- other names, which it is hardly worth while
demn your motive or to applaud it : those to endeavour to collect, t Like good-will,
who condemn your conduct, will be disposed it is used with epithets expressl_e of the
rather to impute it to some other motive : persons who are the objects of the affection.
if they style it benevolence or compassion, Hence we hear of party enmity, party rage,
¢hey will be for prefLxmg an epithet, and and so forth. In a good sense, there seems
calling it false benevolence ol false corn- to be no single name for it. In compound
passion.* 2. The man is taken again, and expressions it may be spoken of in such a
is put upon his trial ; to save him, yon swear sense, by epithets, such as just and laudable,
falsely in his favour. People, who would prefixed to words that are used m a neutlal
not call your motive a bad one before, will or nearly neutral sense.
perhaps call it so now. 3. A man is at law 1. You rob a man. he prosecutes you, and
with you about an estate : he has no right gets you pumshed: out of resentment volt
to it : the judge knows this, yet., having an set upon him, and hang him with your own
esteem or affecuon for }our adversary, ad- hands. In this case your motive will urn-
judges it to him. In this case the motive is versally be deemed detestable, mid will be

called malice, cruelty, revenge, and so torth.

* Amonz the Greeks, perhaps the motive, and 2. A man has stolen a little money fi'om you :
the eondu_t it gave inrth to, would, m such out of resentment you prosecute him, and
a case, have been rather approved than dis- get him hanged by course of law. In this
approved of. It seems to have been deemed an case people will probably be a little divided
act of heroism on the part of Hercules, to have
delivered his friend Theseus from hell : though t Here, as elsewhere, it may be observed, that
divine justice, which held him there, should na- the same words which are mentioned as names
turall_, have been regarded as being at lcast upon of moUves, are also many of them names of
a fooUng with human justice. But to drone jus- passwns_ appetites, and affections: fictitious
rice, even when acknowledged under that cha- entities, winch are framed only by considering
racier, the respect paid at that time of day does pleasures or pains in some parucular point of
not seem to have been very profound, or well- view. Some of them are also names of moral
settled : at present, the respect paid to it is pro- qualities. This branch of nomenclature is re-
found and settled enough, though the name of markably entangled : to unravel it completely
it is but too often applied to dictates which could would take up a whole volume; not a syllable
have had no other ovgin than the worst sort of of which wouId belong propotly to the present
human caprice, dcblgn.
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in their opinions about your motive: your either are already in use, or might be de-
friends will deem it a laudable one, and call vised, to distinguish the specific branches of
it a just or laudable resentment: your ene- the motive of serf-preservation from those
mies will perhaps be disposed to deem it several motives of a pleasurable origin : such
blameable, and call it cruelty, malice, re- as the fear of poverty, the fear of losing such
venge, and so forth : to obviate which, your or such a man's regard, the fear of shame,
friends will try perhaps to change the motive, and the fear of God. Moreover, to the
and call it public spirit. 3. A man has evil of death corresponds, in a neutral sense,
murdered your father: out of resentment you the love of life ; in a bad sense, cowardice :
prosecute him, and get him put to death in which corresponds also to the pains of the
course of law. In this case your motive will senses, at least when considered as subsisting
be universally deemed a laudable one, and in an acute degree. There seems to he no
styled, as before, a j ust or laudable resent- name for the love of life that has a good sense;
ment : and your friends, in order to bring unless it be the vague and general name of
forward the more amiable principle from prudence.
which the malevolent one, which was your 1. To save yourself from being hanged,
immediate motive, took it srise, will be for pilloried, impmsoned, or fined, you poison
keeping the latter out of sight, speaking of the only person who can give evidence against
_he former only, under some such name as you. In this case your motive will univer-
fiUal piety. Yet in all these cases the motive sally be styled abominable : but as the term
is the same : it is neither more nor less than self:preservation has no bad sense, people
the motive of ill-w_tl, will not care to make this use of it : they

xxvII, will be apt rather to change the motive, and
To the several sorts of pains, or at least call it mahcc. 2. A woman, having been

to all such of them as arc conceived to sub. just delivered of an illegitimate child, in
sist in an intense degree, and to death, which, order to save herself from shame, destroys
as far as we can perceive, is the termination the child, or abandons it. In this case, also,
of all the pleasures, as well as all the pains people will call the motive a bad one ; and,
we are acquaznted with, corresponds the not caring to speak of it under a neutral
motive which, in a neutral sense, is styled, name, they will be apt to change the mo-
in general, self-preservation; the desire of rive, and to call it by some such name as
preserving one's self from the pain or evil in cruelty. 3. To save thc expense of a half-
question. Now in many instances the de- penny, you suffer a man, whom you could
sire of pleasure, and the sense of pain, run preserve at that expense, to perish with
into one another undistingnishably. Self- want, before your eyes. In this case your
preservation, therefore, where the degree of motive wilt be universally deemed an abo-
the pain which it corresponds to is but slight, minable one ; and, to avoid calling it by so
will scarcely be distinguishable, by any pre- indulgent a name as self-preservation, peo-
cise line, from the motives corresponding to plc _all be apt to call it avarice and niggard-
*he several sorts of pleasures. Thus in the tiness, with which indeed in this case it
case of the paros of hunger and thirst : physi- inchstmguishably coincides : fur the sake of
cal want will in many cases be scarcely dis- finding a more reproachful appellation, they
tingnishable from physical desire. In some will be apt likewise to change the motive,
cases it is styled, still in a neutral sense, and term it cruelty. 4. To put an end to
self-defence. Between the pleasures and the the pain of hunger, you steal a loaf of bread.
pains of the moral and religious sanctions, and In this case your motive will scarcely, per-
consequently of the motives that correspond haps, be deemed a very bad one ; and, in
to them, as likewise between the pleasures to order express more indulgence for it, pod-
of amity, and the pains of enmity, this want ple will be apt to find a stronger name for it
of boundaries has already been taken notice than serf-preservation, terming it necessity.
of.* The case is the same between the 5. To save yourself from drowning, you beat
pleasures of wealth, and the paros of priva- off an innocent man who has got hold of the
tion corresponding to those pleasures. There same plank. In this case your motive will in
are many cases, therefore, in which it will general be deemed neither good nor bad ; and
be difficult to distinguish the motive of self- it will be termed serf-preservation, or neces-
preservation from pecuniary interest, from sity, or the love of life. 6. To save your hfe
the desire of ingratiating one's self, from the from a gang of robbers, you kill them in the
love of reputation, and from religious hope : conflict. In this case the motive may, per-
in which cases, those more specific and ex- haps, be deemed rather laudable than other-
plicit names will naturally be preferred to wise; and, besides serf-preservation, is styled
_his general and inexphcit one. There are also serf-defence. 7. A soldier is sent out
also a multitude of compound names, which upon a party against a weaker party of the

enemy: before he gets up with them, to save
" See oh. v. [ Pleasures and Pains], par, 24, 25. his life, he runs away. In this cane the rod-
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tire will universally be deemed a contemp- cxuelty, avarice, bad motives? Is there so
tible one, and wall be called cowardice. Yet much as any one individual occasion, in which
in all these various cases, the motive is still motives like these canbeotherwise than bad?
the same : it is neither more nor less than No, certainly : and yet the proposition, that
self-preservation, there is no one solt of motive but what will

XXVIII. on many occasIons be a _ood one, is he-

In particular, to the pains of exertion cor- vcrtheless true. The fact is, that these are
responds the motive which, in a neutral names which, if properly applied, are never
sense, may be termed the love of ease, or by applied but in the cases where the motives
a longer circumlocution, the desire of avoid- they signify happen to be bad. The names
ing trouble. In a bad sense, it is termed of these motives, considered apart from their
indolence.* It seems to have no name that effects, are sexual desire, displeasure, and
carries with it a good sense, peeumary interest. To sexual desire, when

1. To save the trouble of taking care of it, the effects of it are looked upon as bad, is
a parent leaves his child to perish. In this given the name of lost. Now lust is always
case the motive will be deemed an abomin- a bad motive. Why? Because if the case be
able one, and because indolence will seem such that the effects of the motive are not
too mild a name for it, the motive will, per- bad, it does not go, or at least ought not to
haps, be changed, and spoken of under some go, by the name of lust. The case is, then,
such term as cruelty. 2. To save yourself .that when I say, "Lust is a bad motive," it
from an illegal slavery, you make your escape, is a proposition that merely concerns the ira-
In ths case the motive will be deemed eer- port of the word lust; and which would bc
tainly not a bad one ; and, because redolence, false if transferred to the other word used
or even the love of ease, will be thought too for the same motive, sexual desire. Hence
unfavourable a name for it, it will, perhaps, we see the emptiness of all those rhapsodies
be styled the love of hberty. 3. A mechanic, of common-place morality, which consist in
in order to save his labour, makes an im- the taking of such names as lust, cruelty, and
provement in his machinery. In this case, avarice, and branding them with marks of
people will look upon his motive as a good reprobation : applied to the th_ng, they are
one ; and finding no name for it that carmes a fiflse ; applied to the name, they are true, in-
good sense, they will be disposed to keep the deed, but nugatory. Would you do a real
motive out of sight : they will speak rather service to mankind, show them the eases in
of his ingenuity, than of the motive which which sexual desire merzts the name of lust;
was the means of his manifesting that qua- displeasure, that of cruelty ; and pecumary
lity. Yet in all these cases the motive is the interest, that of avarice.
same: it is neither more nor less than the XXXL
love of ease. If it were necessary to apply such denomi-

xxIx. nations as good, bad, and indifferent, to too-

It appears, then, that there is no such rives, they might be classed in the following
thing as any sort of motive which is a bad manner, in consideration of the most frequent
one in itself: nor, consequently, any such complexion of their effects, In the class of
thing as a sort of motive, which in itself is good motives might be placed the articles ot;
exclusively a good one. And as to their I. Goodwill. 2. Loveofreputation. 3. De-
effects, it appears too that these are some- sire of amity. And, 4. Religion. In the
times bad, at other times either indifferent class of bad motives, 5. Displeasure. In
or good: and this appears to be the case with the class of neutral or indifferent mohvcs,
every sort of motive. If any sort of motive, 6. Physical desire. 7. Pecuniary interest.
then, is either good or bad on the score of zts 8. Love of power. 9. Self-preservation ; as
effects, this zs the case only on individual oc- includmg the fear of the pains of the senses,
casions, and wtth zndtvidual motwes; and this the love of ease, and the love of life.
is the case with one sort of motive as well as xxxu.

with another. If any sort of motive, then, can, This method of arrangement, however,
in eonszderatwn of _ts effects, be termed wzth cannot but be imperfect ; and the nomencla-
any propriety a bad one, it can only be with ture belonging to it is in danger of being faI-
reference to the balance of all the effects it lacious. For by what method of investigation

may have had of both kinds within a given pe- can a man be assured, that with regard to
riod, that is, of its most usual tendency, the motlvas ranked under the name of good,

xxx. the good effects they have had, from the be-
What then ? (it wiU be said) a_e not lust, ginning of the world, have, in each of the

four species comprised under this name, been
• It may seem odd at first sight to speak of the superior to the bad ? Still more difficulty

love of ease as giving birth m action, but ex- would a man find in assuring himself, thatertion is as natural an effect of the love of ease
as inat_ion is, when a smaller degree of exertion with regard to those which are ranked under
proimses to exempt a man from a greater, the name of neutral or indifferent, the effects
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they have had have exactlybalancedeach amity,and the motiveofreligion,may toge-
other,the valueof the good beingneither therbe comprisedunderthedidsionofsemi-
greaternorlessthanthatof the bad, Itis soczal:the socialtendencybeingmuch more
to be considered,that the interestsof the constantand unequivocalinthe formerthou
personhimselfcan no more be leftout ofthe inany ofthethreelatter.Indeedtheselast,
estimate,thanthoseof therestof the corn- socialastheymay be termed,areserf-regard-
reunify. For what would become of the ing atthe same time.*
species,ifitwere notforthemotivesofhun-
gerand thirst, sexual desire, the fear of pain, § 4. Order of PI e-eminence amon 9 Motives.
and the love of life ? Nor in the actual con- XXXVL

stitution of human nature is the motive of dis- Of all these sorts of motives, good-will is
pleasure less necessary, perhaps, than any of that of which the dictates,_ taken in a general
the others : although a system, in which the view, are surest of coinciding ,vlth those of
business of life might be carried on without it, the principle of utility. For the thctates of
might possibly be conceived. It seems, there- utility are neither more nor less than the &c-
fore, that they could scarcely, without great tares of the most extensive:_ and enhghtened
danger of mistakes, be distinguished in this ('that is weIl-adv,sed)t I benevolence. The
manner, even with reference to each other, dictates of the other motives may be con-

XXXrIL formable 'co those of utihty, or repugnant, as
The only way, it should seem, in which a it may happen.

motive can with safety and propriety be styled xxxvir.
good or bad, is with reference to its effects In this, however, it is taken for granted,
in each individual instance ; and principally that in the case m question the dwtatcs of
from the intention it gives birth to : from benevolence are not contra&cted by those of
which arise, as will be shown hereafter, the a more extensive, that is enlarged, benevo-
most material part of its effects. A motive Ience. Now when the dJctates of benevo-
is good, when the retention it gives birth to lence, as respecting the interests of a certain
is a good one ; bad, when the intention is a set of persons, are repug_mnt to the dictates
bad one : and an intention is good or bad, of the same motive, as respecting the more
according to the material consequences that important§ interests of another set of per-
are the objects of it. So l_ar is it from the sons, the former dictates, it is evident, are
goodness oftheintention's being to be known repealed, as it were, by the latter: and a
only from the species of the motive. But man, were he to be governed by the former,
from one and the same motive, as we have could scarcely, with propriety, be stud to be
seen, may result intentions of every sort of governed by the dictates of benevolence. On
complexmn whatsoever. This circumstance, this account, were the motives on both sides
therefore, can afford no clue for the arrange- sure to be alike present to a man's mind, the
ment of the several sorts of motives, case of such a repugnancy wouht hardly be

xxxtv, worth distinguishing, since the partml bene-
A more commodious method, therefore, it volence might be considered as swallowed

should seem, would be to distribute them up in the more extensive: if the former pre-
according to the influence which they appear vailed, and governed the action, it must be
to have on the interests of the other members considered as not owing its hlrth to benevo-

of. the community, laving, those of. the party lenee, but to some other motive : ff the lat-
hlmserf out of the question ; to wit, accord- ter prevailed, the tormer might be considered
ing to the tendency which they appear to as having no effect. But the case is, that a
have to unite, or dlsumte, his interests and partial benevolence may govern the actmn,
theirs. On this plan they may be distin- without entering into any direct cmnpeti-
guished into social, d_ssocial, and self-regard- tmn with the more extensive benevolence
ing. In the social class may be reckoned, which would forbid it ; because the interests
I. Good-will. 2. Love of reputation. 3. De- of the less numerous assemblage of persons
sire of amity. 4. Religion. In the dissocial

• ¢_ ,,
may be placed, 5. Displeasure. In the self- Rehgion, says the pmns Addlson_ some-
regarding class, 6 Physical desire. 7. Pecu- where in the Spectator, "is the highest sc-c'zsof self-love."
niary interest. 8. Love of power. 9. Serf- "1"Wimn a man is supposed to be prou pt._l
preservation ; as including the fear of the by any motive to engage_ or not to enga_e_ in
pains of the senses, the love of ease, and the such or such an action, it may be of use, for the
love of life. convenience of dxscourse_ to speak of _ach mo-

xxxv. tive as giving birth to an lma_anary kind of
With resoect to the motives that have /a_vor d$ctate, enjoining hm_ to engage, or not

been termed social, if any farther distinction ] toengage,.m ._t. (S_ cb. 1.)......
should be f ......... I .¢ S_ eri. iv. tvamej_ anu cn. vL [_ensl-O use, to tna¢ or go(m-win atone ! hil.-- 1 __ o_.... _yj_ imp. _l.
may be apphed the epithet of purely_soclat; I See ch ix [Con_cmusncs_ ]
while the love of leputation, the desire of I _ Or valuable. See ch. _v._[Value.]
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may be present to a man's mind, at a time the objections he may have against engaging
when those of the more numerous are either in it. Though the act in question should
not present, or, if present, make no impres- remain secret, it will go towards forming a
sion. It is in this way that the dictates of habit, which may give birth to other acts,
this motive may be repugnant to utility, yet that may not meet with the same good for.
still be the dictates of benevolence. What tune. There is no human being, perhaps,
makes those of private benevolence confor- who is at years of discretion, on whom con-
mable upon the whole to the principle of sideratlons oft his sort have not some weight:
utility, is, that in general they stand unop- and they have the more weight upon a man,
posed by those of public : if they are repug- in proportion to the strength of his intelleeo
nant to them, it is only by accident. What tual powers, and the firmness of his mind._
makes them the more conformable, is, that Add to this, the influence which habit itself,
io a civilized society, in most of the cases in when once formed, has in restraining a man
which they would of themselves be apt to from acts towards which, from the view of
run counter to those of public benevolence, the disrepute annexed to them, as well as
they find themselves opposed by stronger from any other cause, he has contracted an
motives of the self-regarding class, which are aversion. The influence of habit, in such
played off against them by the laws; and that ease% is a matter of fact, which, though not
it is only in cases where they stand unop- readily accounted for, is acknowledged and
posed by the other more salutary dictates, indubitable._
that they are left free. An act of injustice xxxlx.
or cruelty, committed by a man for the sake After the dictates of the love of reputation
of his father or his son, is punished, and with come, as it should seem, those of the desire
reason, as much as if xt were committed for of amity. The ibrmer are disposed to coin-
his own. cide with those of utility, inasmuch as they

xxxvnL are disposed to coincide with those of bene-
After good-will, the motive of which the volence. Now those of the desire of amity

dictates seem to have the next best chance are apt also to coincide, in a certain sort,
for coinciding with those of utility, is that with those of benevolence. But the sort of
of the love of reputation. There is but one benevolence, with the dictates of which the
circumstance which prevents the dictates of love of reputation coincides, is the more ex-
this motive from coinciding in all cases with tensive ; that with which those of the de-
those of the former. This is, that men in sire of amity coincide, the less extensive.
their likings and &slikings, in the disposi- Those of the love of amity have still, how-
tions they manifest to annex to any mode of! ever, the advantage of those of the self.re-
conduct their approbation or their disappro- gardlng motives. The former, at one period
bation, and in consequence to the person or other of his life, dispose a man to contri-
who appears to practise it, their good or their bute to the happiness of a considerable num-
ill will, do not govern themselves exclusively ber of persons : the latter, fi'om the begin-
by the principle of utility. Sometimes it is ning of life to the end of it, confine themselves
the principle of asceticism they are guided to the care of that single individual. The
by: sometimes the principle of sympathy and dictates of the desire of amity, it is plain,
antipathy. There is another circumstance, will approach nearer to a coincidence with
which chminishes, not their conformity to the those of the love of reputation, and thence
principle of utility, but only their efficacy in with those of utility, m proportion, c_teris
comparison with the dictates of the motive paribus, to the number of the persons whose
of benevolence. The dictates of this motive amity a man has occasmn to desire : and
will operate as strongly in secret as in public: hence it is, for example, that an English
whether it appears likely that the conduct member of parlmment, with all his own
which they recommend will be known or not: weaknesses, and all the follies of the people
those of the love of reputation will coincide whose amity he has to cultivate, is probably,
with those of benevolence only in proportion in general, a better character than the se-
as a man's conduct seems likely to be known, cretary of a vizier at Constantinople, or of a
'I_is circumstance, however, does not make na'lb in Indostan.
so much difference as at first sight might

appear. Acts, in proportion as they are ma- "1-See oh. vi. [Sensibility], par. 12, 13.
zerial, are apt to become known :* and in _ Strmtly spsaking_ habit, being but a flctio
point of reputation, the slightest suspicion tious enttty, and not really any thing distinct
often serves for proof. Besides, if an act be from the acts or perceptions by which it is said
a disreputable one, it is not any assurance a to be formed, cannot be the cause of any thing.
man can have of the secrecy of the particular The enigma, however, may be satisfactorilysolved upon the principle of association, ef the
act in question, that will of course surmount nature and force of which a very satisfactory

ac:'ount may be seen in Dr. Priesdey's editioQ
* See B. II. tit. [Evidence.] of Hartl_y on Man.
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x_ dictates of religion, in short, are no other
The dictates of religion are, under the in- _han the dictates of that principle which has

finite diversity of religions, so extremely been already mentioned under the name of
variable, that it is difficult to know what the theolngieal principle._ These, as has
general aeewJnt to give of them, or in what been observed, are just as it may happen,
rank to place the motive theybelong to. aeeording to the biases of the personin qoes-
Upon the mention of religion, people's first tion, copies of the dictates of one or other of
thoughts turn naturally to the religion they the three original principles : somet_nes, in-
themselves profess. This isagreat source deed, ofthedietatesofutility; butfrequently
of miscalculation, and has a tendency to place of those of asceticism, or those of sympathy
this sort of motive in a higher rank than it and antipathy. In this respect they are only
deserves. The dictates of religion would on a par with the dictates of the love of re-
coincide, in all cases, with those of utility, putation : in another they. are below it. The
were the Being, who is the object of religion, dictates of religion are m all places inter-
u_niverully supposed to be as benevolent as mixed more or less with dictates unconform-
he is supposed to be wise and powerful; and able to those of utility, deduced from texts,
were the notions entertained of his benevo- we]] or ill interpreted, of the writings held
lence, at the same time, as correct as those for sacred by each sect : unconformable, by
which are entertained of his wisdom and his imposing practices sometimes inconvenient
power. Unhappily, however, neither of these to a man's self, sometimes pernicious to the
is the case, He is universally supposed to rest of the community. The sufferings of
be all-powerful: for by the Deity, what else uncalled martyrs, the calamities of holy wars
does any man mean than the Being, what- and religious persecutions, the mischiefs of
ever he be, by whom every thing is done? intolerant laws, (objects which canbere only
And as to knowledge, by the same rule that be glanced at, not detailed), are so many ad-
he should know one thing, he should know ditional mischiefs over and above the number
another. These notions seem to be as cor- of those which were ever brought into the
rect, for all material purposes, as they are ,world by the love of reputation. On the
universal. But among the votaries of reli- other hand, it is manifest, that with respect
gion (of which number the multifarious fra- to the power of operating in secret, the dic-
ternity of Christians is but a small part) there tates of religion have the same advantage
seem to be but few (I will not say howfew) over those of the love of reputation and the
who are real believers tn his benevolence, desire of amity, as is possessed by the dic-
They call him benevolent in words, but they tates of benevolence.
do not mean that he is so in reality. They XLL
do not mean that he is benevolent as man Happily, the dictates of religion seem to
is conceived to be benevolent : they do not approach nearer and nearer to a coincidence
mean that he is benevolent in the only sense with these of utility every day. But why ?
m which benevolence has a meaning. For Because the dictates of the moral sanction do
_f they did, they would recognise that the so_ and those coincide with or are influenced
dictates of religion could be neither more by these. Men of the worst religions, influ-
nor less than the dictates of utility : not a enced by the voice and practice of the sur-
tittle different : not a tittle less or more. rounding world, borrow continuallya new and
But the case is, that on a thousand occa_ a new leaf out of the book of utility : and
sions they turn their backs on the principle with these, in order not to break with their
of utility. They go astray after the strange religion, they endeavour, sometimes with rio-
principles its antagonists : sometimes it is the lence enough, to patch together and adorn
principle of asceticism : sometimes the prin- the repositories of their faith.
ciple of sympathy and antipathy.* Accord- XLH.
ingly, the idea they bear in their nduds, on As to the self-regarding and dissocial too-
such occasions, is but too ol%en the idea of rives, the order that takes place among these,
malevolence ; to which idea, stripping it of and the preceding one, in point of extra-
it_ own proper name, they bestow the ape- regarding influence, is too evident to need
cious appellation of the social motive.t The insisting on. As to the order that takes place

among the motives of the aelf-regarding class,
• Ch. iL [Principles Adverse], par. 18.

_es_ in drder the _ toaonceal the
ch_ _frmn tl___ own cycs doubtl¢_ u well ms caae_ Ju_ce_ then, is n_q mc_e than an
from others) they set up a phantom of their own, inm_al T instrument, employer to forward, on
which they call Justice: whose dictates are to certam eecasions_ and by_..cer_." mean_ the
modify (which being exp." ed_ rams to op- purlms__of benevolence. The dictates ofjustice
pese_ the dictates of_benevolence. But justice, are nothing mote than a part of the dictates a_
m the only s_r_e in which it has a m eaning_ benevolence, which, on certain occasions, are
is an ima_ua_ personage, xe_goea mr me am- applied to certain subject; to wit, to certain
vemenee-of _ _whose d_-'_tel are the actions.
dictatu of utility, alqflied to certain particular _ See ch. iL [Pfincipt_ Ad_se_ &c.]
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cousidered in comparison with m_e another, xLv.
there seems to be no difference which on this An example my be of use, to show the
oeeaslon would be worth mentioning. With variety of contending motives, by which a
respect to the dissoeial motive, it makes a man may be acted upon at the same time.
difference (with regard to its extra-regarding I Cr_ou, a Catholic (at a time when it was
effects) from which of two sources it origL generally thought meritorious among Carbo-
nates ; whether from self-regarding or from lies to extirpate Protestants), was ordered by
social considerations. The displeasure you his king, Charles IX. of France, to fall pri-
conceive against a man may be founded either vataly upon Coligny, a Protestant, and as-
on some act w]fich offends you in the first sassinate him : his answer was, "Excuse me,
instance, or on an act which offends you no Sire : but I_l fight him with all my heart." i
otherwise than because you look upon it as Here, then, were all the three forces above
being prejudicial to some other party on mentioned, including that of the political
whose behalf you interest yourself; which sanction, acting upon him at once. By the
other party may be, of course, either a deter- political sanction, or at least so much of the
minate individual, or any assemblage of indi- force of it as such a mandate, from such a
viduals, determinate or indeterminate.* It sovereign, issued on such an occasion, might
is obvious enough, that a motive, though in be supposed to carry with it, he was enjoined
itself dissocial, may, by issuing froma social to put Coligny to death in the way of assas-
origin, possess a social tendency; and that sination: by the religious sanction, that is,
its tendency_ in this case, is likely to be the by the dictates of religious seal, he was en-
more social, the more enlarged the cleseription ioined to put ldm to death in any way : by
is of the persons whose interests you espouse, the moral sanction, or in other words, by the
Displeasure, venting itself against a man, on dictates of honour, that is, of the love of
account of a mischief supposed to be done by reputation, he was permitted (which permis-
him to the public, may be more social in its sion, when coupled with the mandates of his
effects than any good-will, the exertions of sovereign, operated, he conceived, as an in.
which are confined to an indivldual/f junction) to fight the adversary upon equal

terms : by the dictates of enlarged henevo-
§ 5. Conflict amen 9 Motives. lence (supposing the mandate to be unjusti-

XLIII. fiable) he was enjoined not to attempt his
When a man has it in contemplation to life in any way, but to remain at peace with

engage in any action, he is frequently acted him : supposing the mandate to be unjustifi-
upon at the same time by the force of divers able, by the dictates of private benevolence
motives : one motive, or set of motives, act- he was enjoined not to meddle with him at
ing in one direction ; another motive, or set any rate. Among this confusion of repug-
of motives, acting as it were in an opposite nant dictates, Cril]ou, it seems, gave the pre-
direction : the motives on one side dispos- ference, in the first place, to those of honour:
ing him to engage in the action; those on in the next place, to those of benevolence.
the other, disposing him not to engage in it. He would have fought, had his offer been as-
Now, any motive the influence of which tends eepted: as it was not, he remained at peace.
to dispose him to engage in the action in Here a multitude of questions might arise.
question, may be termed an impel/in 9 motive: Supposing the dictates of the political sane-
any motive, the influence of which tends to tion to follow the mandate of the sovereign,
dispose him not to engage in it, a restrainin 9 of what kind were the motives which they
motive. But these appellations mayof course afforded him for compliance ? The answer
be interchanged, according as the act is of is, of the self-regarding kind at any rate:
the positive kind, or the negative._ inasmuch as, by the supposition, it was in the

XLIV. power of the sovereign to punish him for
It has been shown, that there is no sort non-cempliance, or reward him for compli-

of motive but may give birth to any sort of ante. Did they afford him the motive of
action. It follows, therefore, that there are religion? (I mean independently of the sir-
no two motives but mav come to be op- cumstance of heresy above mentioned.) The

posed to one another. V_here the tendency answer is, Yes, if his notion was, that it was
of the act is bad, the most common ease m God's pleasure he should comply with them:
for it to have been dictated by a motive No, if it was not. Did they afford him the
either of the self-resardirtg , or of the _ motive of the love of reputation ? Yes, if it
class. In such case the motive of benevo- was his notion that the world would expect
lence has commonly been acting, though in- and require that he should comply with them.
effectually, in the character of a restraining No, if it was not. Did they afford him that
motive, of benevolence? Yes, if it was his notion

* See ch. vi. [Sensibility], par. 21. It The idea of the case here SUplmsed.ia .re,ken
-I- See :upr_ par. 37. from an aneedoue in real history, but vadm nero

See ch. vii. [Actions], pax. 8. it in several particulars. "
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that the community would, upon the whole with any propriety, be predicated of motives.
be the better for his complying with them. Is there nothing, then, about a man that can
No, if it was not. But did the dictates of properly be termed good or bad, when, on
the political sanction, in the case in question, such or such an occasion, he suffers himself
actuallyfollowthemandatesofthesovereign; to be governed by such or such a motive?
in other words, was such a mandate legal? Yes, certainly: his disposition. Now dis-
This, we see, is a mere question of local ju- portion is a kind of fictitious entity, feigned
risprudence, altogether foreign to the present for the convenience of discourse, in order to
purpose, express what there is supposed to be perma.

XLVL nent in aman's frame of mind, where, on such
What is here said about the goodness and or such an occasion, he has been influenced

badness of motives, is far from being a mere by such or such a motive, to engage in all
matter of words. There will be occasion to act, which, as it appeared to him, was of such
make use of it hereafter for various important or such a tendency.
purposes. I shall have need of it for the sake IL
of dissipating various prejudices, which are It is with disposition as with every thing
of disservice to the community, sometimes else: it will be good or bad according to its
by cherishing the flame of civil dissensions,* effects; according to the effects it has in aug-
at other times by obstructing the course of menting or diminishing the happiness of the
justice. It will be shown, that in the case community. A man's disposition may accord-
of many offences,t the consideration of the ingly be considered in two points of view:
motive is a most material one: for that, in according to the influence it has, either, 1.
the first place, it makes a very material dif- On his own happiness: or, 2. On the happi-
ference in the magnitude of the mischief._ hess of others. Viewed in both these lights
in the next place, that it is easy to be ascer- together, orin either of them indiscriminate-
rained; and thence may be made a ground ly, it may be termed, on the one hand, good ;
for a difference hi the demand for punish- on the other, bad; or, in flagrant cases, de-
ment: but that in other cases it is altogether prayed.§ Viewed in the former of these
incapable of being ascertained; and that, lights, it has scarcely any peculiar name which
were it capable of being ever so we]! ascer- has as yet been appropriated to it. It might
_dned, good or bad, it could make no differ- be termed, though but inexpressively, frml or
ence in the demand for punishment: that in infirm, on the one hand: sound or firm, on
all cases, the motive that may happen to the other. Viewed in the other ]ight, it
govern a prosecutor is a consideration totally might be termed beneficent or meritorious,
immaterial : whence may be seen the n_s- on the one hand: pernicious or mischievous,
ehievousness of the prejudice that is so apt on the other. Now of that branch of a man's
to be entertained against Lr_formers; and the disposition, the effects of which regard in the
consequence it is of that the judge, in par- first instance only himself, there needs not
ticular, should be proof against the influence much to be said here. To reform it when
of such delusions, bad, is the business rather of the moralist

Lastly, the subject of motives is one with than the legislator: nor is it susceptible of
which it is necessary to be acquainted, in those various modifications which make so
order to pass a judgment on any means that material a difference in the effeetsofthe other.
may be proposed for combating offences in Again, with respect to that part of it, the
their som'ce._ effects whereof regard others in the first in-

But before the theoretical foundatlop for stance, it is only in as far as it is of a mis-
these practical observations can be completely chievons nature that the penal branch of law
laid, it is necessary we should say something has any immediate concern with it: in as far
on the subject of disposition: which, accord-
ingly, will furnish matter for the ensuing § It might also be termed virtuous, or vicious.
chapter, THe only objection to the use of those terms on

the present occasion is, the great quantity of good
I and bad repute that respectively stand annexed

CHAPTER XL to them.The inconvenience of this is, their
l_,jg apt to annex an fll-Ftoportioned measure

O1_HUM&NDISPOSITIONSIN QENERaL. of _te to dispositions which are in-consti-
tuted oifly with _spect to the party himself:

L involving them in encll, a deg_e.of ignominy as
Is the foregoing chapter it has been shown should be appropriated to such dispositions only

at large, that goodness or badness cannot, is are misch_us with regard to o_erL To
exalt weaknesses to a level with crimes, is away
to diminish the abhorrence which ought to be
reserved for crimes. To exa_t small evils to s• See B. L tit, [ltebdlion.] . ..

"I"Ib. tit. [Simp.-Corp. Injuries], [Homidde.j
See oh. xi. [_i'sl_tlo__ ] " level with great ones, is the way to diminish the

share of attentien which ought to be paid to
U See Euay on Irg_irect Methods of Prevent. great ones.ing Offences,
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as it may be of a beneficent nature, it belongs though by some unlucky accident he may
to a hitherto but little cultivated, and as yet chance to sell acse_tic in the room of it.
unnamed branch of law, which might be styled vii.
the remtmeratory. The other is, that a man who entertains

HI. intentionsof doing mischief at one time isapt
A man, then, is said to be of a mischiev- to entertain the like intentions at another._

ous disposition, when, by the influence of no vm.
matter what motives, he is presumed to be There are two circumstances upon which
more apt to engage, or form intentions of the nature of the disposition, as indicated by
engaging, in acts which are apparently of a any act, is liable to depend : 1. The apparent
pernicious tendency, than in such as are ap- tendency of the act: 2. The nature of the
parently of a beneficial tendency: of a me- motive which gave birth to it. This depen-
ritorious or beneficent disposition, in the dency is subject to different rules, according
opposite case. to the nature of the motive. In stating them,

Iv. I suppose all along the apparent tendency of
I say presumed: for, by the supposition, the act to be, as it commonly is, the same

all that appears is one single action, attended as the real.
with one single train of circumstances: but xx.
from that degree of consistency and unifor- I. Where the tendency of the act is good,
mity which experience has shown to be ob- and the motive is of the self-reoarding kind.
servablein the differentactionsof the same In thiscase,the motiveaffordsno inference
person,thep_obableexistence(pastorfuture) on eitherside. Itaffordsno indicationof a
of a number of actsof a similarnatureis good disposition:but neitherdoesitafford
naturallyand justlyinferredfromthe obser- any indicationofa bad one.
rationof one singleone. Under suchcir- A bakersellshisbread to a hungryman
cumstances,suchas themotiveprovesto be who asksforit.This,we see,isone ofthose
inone instance,suchisthe dispositionto be actsofwhich,inordinarycases,thetendency
presumedto be in others, isunquestionablygood. The baker'smotive

v. isthe ordinaryCommercialmotive of peeu-
I say apparelttb/mischievous; thatis,ap- niaryinterest.Itisplain,thatthereisno.

parentlywithregardtohim ; suchas tohim thinginthe transaction,thusstated,thatcan
appearto possessthattendency: for from affordtheleastgroundforpresumingthatthe
the mere event,independentofwhat tohim bakerisa betteror a worseman thananyof
itappearsbeforehandlikelyto be, nothing hisneighbours.
can be inferredon eitherside. If to him it x.

appears likelyto be mischievous,in such 2. Where the tendencyof theactisbad,
case,though in the upshotitshouldprove and the motive,asbefore,is of the self.re-
innocent,orevenbenefidal,itmakes no dif- gardingkind. In thiscase,thedisposition
lerence; thereisnotthe lessreasonforpre- indicatedisa mischievousone.
suming hisdispositionto be a bad one :ifto A man stealsbreadout ofa baker'sshop"
him it appearslikelyto be beneficialor in- thisis one of thoseactsof which the ten-
nocent,insuch case,though in the upshot dency willreadilybe acknowledged to be
itshouldprovepernicious,thereisnot the bad. Why, and in what respectsitisso,
more reason on that account for presuming will be stated farther on.[[ His motive, we
his disposition to be a good one. And here will say, is that of pecuniary interest ; the
we see the importance of the circumstances desire of getting the value of the bread for
of intentionality, * consciousness, t uncoil- nothing. His disposition,accordingly, appears
sciousness,t and mis-supposaL_ to be a bad one: for every one will allow a

vL thievishdisposition to be a bad one.

The truth of these positions depends upon _ To suppose a man to be of a good disp_
two others,bothofthem sufficientlyverifiedsition,an_.atthesame timelikely,-Invirtueof
by experience: The one is,thatin the or- thatverydisposition_toengageinan habitual
dinarycourseof thingsthe consequencesof trainof mischievousactions,isa contradiotian
actionscommonly turnout conformableto ,interms:no_couldsucha propositionev_ be
intentions. A man who sets up a butcher's i advanced, but from the giving, p me th'mg

whichtheword _tion isp_utlot,a reality
shop,and dealsinbeef,when he intendsto whichdoes,wtbelon_toit. If,then,forex-
knock down an ox, commonly doesknock ample_a man ofreli_'onsdisposition_Id, in
down an ox ; though by some unluckyacei- virtueofthatverydispositlorbbe inthe habit
dent he may chance to miss his blow and ofdoingmiscbief,forinstanceby persecuting
knock down a man : he who sets up a gro- his neighbours, the case mtmt be, either that his
cer's shop, end deals in sugar, when he in- dislmsitioo, thigh good in certain respecm, is
tandstosellsugar,commonlydonssellsugar; not good upon the whole; or that a religibus

disp_tion is not in general a good one.

•
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XL ] decide than either. Rava;l!ac Lssas_ated one
3. Where the tendency of the act is good, [ of the best and wisest of sovereigns, at a time

and the motive is the purely social one of ] when a good and wise sovereign, a blessing
good-wdL In this case the disposition indi- [ at all times so valuable to a state, was patti.
cared is a beneficent one. ] cularly precious ; and that to the inhabitants

A baker gives a poor man a loaf of bread. _of a populous and extensive empire. He is
His motive is compassion; a name given to [ taken, and doomed to the most excruciating
the motive of benevolence, in particular cases tortures. His son, well persuaded of his
of its operation. The disposition indicated being a sincere penitent, and that mankind,
by the baker, in this ease, is such as every in case of his being at large, would have no-
man will be ready enough to acknowledge to thing more to fear from him, effectuates his
be a good one. escape : Is this, then, a sign of a good dis-

xn. position in the son, or of a bad one ? Per-
4. Where the tendency of the act is bad, haps some will answer, of a bad one; for,

and the motive is the purely social one of besides the interest which the nation has in
good-will. Even in this case, the disposition the sufferings of such a criminal, on the score
which the motive indicates is dubious: it of the example, the future good behaviour
may be a mischievous or a meritorious one, of such a criminal is more than any one can
as it happens ; according as the mischievous- have sufficient ground to be persuaded of.
hess of the act is more or less apparent. XVL

xm. Well, then, let Ravalnac, the son, not fa-
It may be thought, that u case of this sort cilitate his father's escape ; but content him-

cannot exist; and that to suppose it, is a self with conveying poison to him, that at
contradiction in terms. For the act is one the price of an easier death he may escape
which, by the supposition, the agent knows his torments. The decision will now, per-
to be a mischievous one. How, then, can it ]laps, be more difficult. The act is a wrong
be, that good-will, that is, the desire of doing one, let it be allowed, and such as ought by
good, could have been the motive that led all means to be punished: but is the d_s-
him into it? To reconcile this, we must _ositlon manifested by it a bad one ? Be-
advert to the distinction between enlarged cause the young man breaks the laws in this
benevolence and confined.* The motive that one instance, is it probable, that if let alone,
led him into it, was that of confined benevo- he would break the laws in ordinaryinstances,
lence. Had he followed the dictates of en- for the satisfaction of any inordidate desires
larged benevolence, he would not have done of his own ? The answer of most men would
what he did. Now, although he followed probably be in the negative.
the dictates of that branch of benevolence, XVZL
which in any single instance of its exertion 5. Where the tendency of the act is good,
is mischievous, when opposed to the other, and the motive is a semi-social one, the love
yet, as the c,mes which call for the exertion of reputation. In this case, the disposition
of the former are. beyond comparison, more indicated is a good one.
numerous than those which call for the ex_ In a time of scarcity, a baker, for the sake
ertion of the latter, the disposition indicated of gaining the esteem of the neighbourhood,
by him, in following the impulse of the for- distributes bread gratis among the industri-
mer, will often be such as in a man, of the ous poor. Let this be taken for granted :
common run of men, may be allowed to be a and let it be allowed to be a matter of uncer-
good one upon the whole, tainty, whether he had any real feeling for

xzv. the sufferings of those whom he has relieved,
A man with a numerous family of children, or no. His disposition, for all that, cannot,

on the point of starving, goes into a baker's with any pretence of reason, be termed other-
shop, steals a loaf, divides it all among the wise than a good and beneficent one. It
children, reserving none of it for himself. It can only be in consequence of some very idle
will be hard to infer that that man's dispo- prejudice, if it receives a diirerent name. t
sition is a mischievous one upon the whole.
Alter the case: give him but one child, and -I- The bulk of mankind, ever ready to de-
that hungry perhaps, but in no imminent dan. preciate the character of their neighbours, in
ger of starving: andnowlet the man setfire order indirectly to exalt theirpwn_ will takeoccasio_ to refer 4 motive to the Class of bad
to a house full of people, for the sake of ones as often as they can find one still better, to
stealing money out of it to buy the bread which the act might have owed its birth. Con.
with. The dispodtion here indicated will scio_ that his own motives are not of the best
lmrdly be looked upon as a good one. clam, or persuaded that if they be, they will not

xv. be referred to that class by others_ afraid of
Anofl_ case will appear more difficult to being taken for a duI_e, and an=dous to show the

reach of his penetrauon; each man takes care,
in the first plac_ to L-nlmte the conduct of every

" See oh. x. [Motives.] othcr lnan to the least laudable of the motives
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xvrrL not so bad as if he had paid neither. The
6. Where the tendency of the act is bad, principle of love of reputation, or (as it is

and the motive, as before, is a semi-social called in the case of this partial application
one, the love of reputation. In this case, of it) honour, is here opposed to the worthier
the disposition which it indicates is more or principle of benevolence, and gets the better
less good or bad: in the first place, accord- of it. But it gets the better also of the self-
ing as the tendency of the act is more or less regarding principle of pecuniary interest. The
mischievous : in the next place, according as disposition, therefore, which it indicates, al-
the dictates of the moral sanction, in the so- though not so good a one as that in which
ciety in question, approach more or less to a the principle of benevolence predominates, is
coincidence with those of utility. It does better than one in which the principle of
not seem probable, that in any nation, which self-interest predominates. He would be the
is in a state of tolerable civilization, in short, better for having more benevolence : but
in any nation in which such rnles as these would he be the betterfor having no honour?
can come to be consulted, the dictates of the This seems to admit of great dispute.*
moral sanction will so far recede from a coin- xXL
cidence with those of utility (that is, of en- 7. Where the tendency of the act isgood,
lightened benevolence) that the disposition and the motive is the semi-social one of reli-
indicated in this case can be otherwise than glon. In this case, the disposition indicated
a good one upon the whole, by it (considered with respect to the influ-

xxx. ence of it on the man's conduct towards

An Indian'receives an injury, real or ima- others) is manifestly a beneficent and meri-
ginary, from an Indian of another tribe. He torious one.
revenges it upon the person of his antagonist A baker distributes bread gratis among the
with the most excruciating torments : the industrious poor. It is not that he feels for
case being, that cruelties inflicted on such an their distresses : nor is it for the sake of gain-
occasion gain him reputation in his own tribe, ing reputation among his neighbours. It is
The disposition manifested in such a case can for the sake of gaining the favour of the

never be deemed a good one, among a people Deity ; to whom, he takes for granted, such
ever so few degrees advanced, in point of ci- condnct will be acceptable. The disposition
vilization, above the Indians. manifested by such conduct is plainly what

xx. every man would call a good one.
A nobleman (to come back to Europe) xxIL

contractsa debtwithapoortradesman. The 8. Where the tendencyof the actisbad,
same nobleman,presentlyafterwards,con- and themotive isthatof religion,as before.
tractsa debt,tothesame amount,toanother In thiscasethe dispositionisdubious. It
nobleman,atplay.He isunabletopayboth: isgoodorbad,and more orlessgood or bad,
he paysthewhole _ebtto thecompanionof inthe firstplace,as the tendencyof the act
his mnusements, and no partof it to the is more or lessmischievous; in the next
tradesman. The dispositionmanifestedin place,accordingas the religioustenetsof
thiscasecan scarcelybe termed otherwise the personin questionapproachmore orless
than a bad one. It iscertainly,however, to a coincidencewiththe dictatesofutility.

xxiii°

thatcanaccountforit:inthenextplace,when Itshouldseem fromhistory,thateven in
he hasgoneasfarthatway ashe can,and can-
not drivedown the individualmotiveto any nationsina tolerablestateof civilizationin
lowerclass_he ebauge__hisbattery,and attacksotherrespects,the dictatesof religionhave
thevery_ itself.To the loveofreputationbeenfoundsofartorecedefroma coincidence
he willaccordinglygivea bad name uponevery withthoseof utility; inotherwords, from
occasion, calling it ostentation, vanity, or vain- those of enlightened benevolence ; that the
glory. [ disposition indicated in this ease may even be

Partly to the same spirit of detractlon, the
natural consequence of the sensibUity of men to a bad one upon the whole. This, however,
the force of the moral sanction, partly to the in- is no objection to the inference which it af-
fluence of the principle of asceticism, may, per- i fords of a good disposition in those countries
haps, be imputed the great abundance of bad (such as perhaps are most of the couotries of
names of motives, in c_nparisan of such as are ! Europe at present) in which its dictates re-
geodorneutrsl: and, in partict_, the total want specting the conduct of aman towards other
_e neutral names for the motives of sexual de- I

physi ._ desire in b,eneyal, and pecunia_ [ men approach very nearly to a eohu_lence
interest. "the superior atmnaance, even oI Ko_.. I with those of utility. The dictates of relk
namest in eempaxison of neutral ones, would,.if [ gion, in their application to the conduct of
ew_Lmined_be found rather to confirm than dis- [ a man in what concerns himself alone, seem
prove the above _-mark. The language of a I in most European nations to savour a good

on these peint, may, perhaps, serve in ]
some measure as a key to t_eir moral senti- [ ......
ments. But such speculative disqui_tions are J _'See the es_ of Duels discussed in ]3. L tlt.
foreign to the purpose of the Inesent wor_. 1 [Homicide.]
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deal of the ascetic principle: but the obe- xxlv.
dience to such mistaken dictates indicates not 9. Where the tendency of the act is good,
any such disposition as is likely to break out and the motive (as before) is the dlssocial
into acts of pernicious tendency with respect oneof ill-will. In thiscase, the motive seems
to others. Instances in which the dictates not to afford any indication on either side:
of religion lead a man into acts which are it is no indication of a good disposition ; but
pernicious in this latter view, seem at present neither is it any indication of a bad one.
to be but rare: unless it be acts of persecution, You have detected a baker in selling short
or impolitic measures on the part of govern- weight : you prosecute him for the cheat.
ment, where the law itself is either the prin- It is not for the sake of gain that you en-
cipal actor, or an accomplice in the mischief, gaged in the prosecution ; for there is nothing
RavalUac, instigated by no other motive than to be got by it : it is not from public spirit :
this, gave his country one of the most fatal it is not for the sake of reputation ; for there
stabs that a country ever received from a is no reputation to be got by it : it is not in
single hand: but happily the Ravaillacs are the view of pleasing the Deity: it is merely
but rare. They have been more frequent, on account of a quarrel you have with the
however, in France, than in any other country man you prosecute. From the transaction,
during the same period: and it is remarkable, i as thus stated, there does not seem to be any
that in every instance it is this motive that I thing to be said either in favour of your dis-
has produced them. When they do appear, position or a_ainst it. The tendency of the
however, nobody, I suppose, but such as act is good : but yon would not have engaged
themselves, will be for terming a disposition, in it, had it not been from a motive which
such as they manifest, a good one. It seems there seems no particular reason to conclude
hardly to be denied, but that they are just so will ever prompt you to engage in an act of
much the worse for their notions of religion; the same kind again. Your motive is of
and that had they been left to the sole guidance that sort which may, with least impropriety,
of benevolence, and the love of reputation, be termed a bad one : but the act is of that
without anyreligionat all, it wouldhavebeen sort, which, were it engaged in e_'er so
but so much the better for mankind. One often, could never have any evil tendency ;
may say nearly the same thing, perhaps, of nor indeed any other tendency than a good
those persons who, without any particular one. By the supposition, the motive it hap-
obligation, have taken an active part in the pened to be dictated by was that of ill-will :
execution of laws made for the punishment but the act itself is of such a nature as to
of those who have the misfortune to differ have wanted nothing but sufficient discern-
with the magistrate in matters of religion, ment on your part in order to have been
much more of the legislator himself, who has dictated by the most enlarged benevolence.
put it in their power. If Louis XIV. had Now, from a man's having suffered himself
had no religion, France would not have lost to be induced to gratify his resentment by
800,000 of its most valuable subjects. The means of an act of which the tendency is
same thing may be said of the authors of the good, it by no means follows that he would
wars called holy ones ; whether waged against be ready on another occasion, through the
persons called Infidels, or persons branded influence of the same solt of motive, to on-
with the still more odious name of Heretics. [ gage in any act of which the tendency is a
In Denmark, not a great many years ago, a bad one. The motive that impelled you
a sect is said to have arisen, who by a strange was a dissocial one : but what social motive
perversion of reason took it into their heads, could there have been to restrain you ? None,
that, by leading to repentance, murder, or but what might have been outweighed by a
any other horrid crime, might be made the more enlarged motive of the same kind.
road to heaven. It should all along, however, Now, because the dissocial motive prevailed
be observed, that instances of this latter kind when it stood alone, it by no means follows
were always rare ; and that, in almost all the that it would prevail when it had a social
countries of Europe, instances of the former one to combat it.
kind, though once abundantly frequent, have xxv.
for some time ceased. In certain countries, 10. Where the tendency of the act is bad,
however, persecution at home (or what pro- and the motive is the dissoclal one of male-
duces a degree of restraint, which is one part volence. In this case, the disposition it indio
ot the mischiefs of persecution ; I mean the cotes is of course a mischievous one.
di_osition to persecute whensoever occasion The man who stole the bread from the
]_appens) is not yet at an end : insomuch that baker, as before, did it with no other view
if there is no ac_a/persecution, it is only than merely to impoverish and afflict him :
because there are no heretics; and if there accordingly, when he had got the bread, he
are no heretics, it is o_ly because there are did not eat, or _ell it; but destroyed it.
no thinkers.* That the disposition, evidenced by such a

transaction, is a bad one, is what every body
See 13. L tit. [Oifence8 against Religion.] must perceive immediately.
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XXVL nature of the act, and of the particular oces-
Thus much with respect to the circum, sion nn which the engaging in it is brought

_ances from which the mischievousness or into coutempla_on.
meritoriousness of a man's disposition is to XXXL
be inferred in the gross : we come now to Now it has been shown, that there is no
the measure of that mischievousness or meri- sort of motive by which a man may not be
toriousness, as resulting from those c/rcom- prompted to engage in acts that are of a
stances. Now with meritorious acts and mischievous nature; that is, which may not
dispositions we have no direct concern in come to act in the capacity of a seducing
the present work. All that penal law is motive. It has been shown, on the other
concerned to do, is to measure the depravity hand, that there are some motives whichare
of the disposition where the act is mischie- remarkably less likely to operate in this way
vous. To this object, therefore, we shall than others. It has also been shown, that
here confine ourselves, the least likely of all is that of benevolence

XXVXL or good.wiU: the most common tendency of
It is evident, that the nature of a man's which, it has been shown, is to act in the

disposition must depend upon the nature of character of a tutelary motive. It has also
the motiveshe is apt to be influenced by; in been shown, that even when by accident it
other words, upon the degree of his send- acts in one way in the character of a seducing
bility to the force of such and such motives, motive, still in another way it acts in the
For his disposition is, as it were, the sum of opposite character of a tutelary one. The
his intentions : the disposition he is of during motive of good-will, in as far as it respects
n certain period, the sum or result of his in- the interests of one set of persons, may
tentious during that pericgL If, of the acts prompt a man to engage in acts which are
he has been intending to engage in during productive of mischief to another and more
the mlpposed period, those which are ap- extensive set : but this is only because his
patently of a mischievous tendency bear a good-will is imperfect and confined; not
large proportion to those which appear to taking into contemplation the interests of all
him to be of the contrary tendency, his dis- the persons whose interests arc at stake.
position will be of the mischievous cast: if The same motive, were the affection it
but a small proportion, of the innocent or issued from more enlarged, would operate
upright, effectually, in the character of a constrain'rag

xxvm. motive, against that very act to which, by
Now intentions, like every thing else, are the supposition, it gives birth. This same

produced by the things that are their causes : sort of motive may therefore, without any
and the causes of intentions are motives. If, real contradiction or deviation from truth,
on any occasion, a man forms either a good he ranked in the number of standing ruts-
or a bad intention, it must be by the influ- lary motives, notwithstanding the occasions
ence of some motive, in which it may act at the same time in the

xxxx. character of a seducing one.
When the act, which a motive prompts a xxxyL

man to engage in, is of a mischievous nature, The same observation, nearly, may be
it may, for distinction's sake, be termed a applied to the semi.soclal motive of love of
seducin 9 or corrupting motive : in which reputation. The force of this, like that of
ease also any motive which, in opposition to the former, is liable to be divided against
the former, acts in the character of a re- itself. As in the case of good.will, the
straining motive, may be styled a tutelary, interests of some of the persons, who may
conservatory, preservatory, or preserving mo- be the objects of that sentiment, are liable
tire. to be at variance with those of others: so

xxx. in the case of love of reputation, the senti-
Tutelary motives may again be distin- ments of some of the persons, whose good

guished into standin 9 or constant, and ocea- opinion is desired, may be at variance with
sioaa/. By standing tutelary motives, I the sentiments of other persons of that
mean such as act with more or less force in number. Now in the ease of an act, which
all, or at least in most eases, tending to re- is really of a mischievous nature, it can
stxain a men from any mischievous acts he scarcely happen that there shall be no per-
may be prompted to engage in; and that sons whatever who will look upon it with
with a force which depends upon the gene- an eye of disapprobation. It can scarcely
rul nature of the act, rather than upon any ever happen, therefore, that an act really
accidental circumstance with which any in- mischievous shall not have soma part at
dividual act of that sort may happen to be least, if not the whole, of the force of this
accompanied. By occasional tutelary too- motive to oppose it; nor, therefore, that
tires, I mean such motives as may chance to this motive should not act with some degree
net in this direction or not, according to the of force in the character of a tutelary motive.
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This. therefore, may be set down as another force, in whatsoever e_dmstances it may be
m_ielelntbe estaloS_ofstandlngtutelaryproposodtobeco_,-_ted. T_s, therefore,
motives, may also be added to the cetalague of m_ul-

xxxm. tugtutelarymotives.
The stone observation may be applL_l to xxxv.

the desire of amity, though not in altoge_r As to the motives which amy opemto
equal measure. For, notwithstanding the _y in the _r of tutelary mo-
mischievoum_s of an act, it may happen, fives, these, it has been already intimated,
without mush diffenlty, that -11 the persons are of various sorts, and various degrees of
for whose mnity a man mltertaius any par- strength in various offences: depending not
ticular present dedre which is accompanied only upon the nature of the offence, but up-
with expectation, may eonenr in regarding on the accidental circumstances in which the
it with an eye rather of approbation than idea of engaging in it may come in eontem-
the contrary. This is but too apt to'be the platiun. Nor is there any sort of motive
ease among such fraternities as those of which may not come to operate in this cha-
thieves, smugglers, and many other denomi- seter; as may be easily conceived. A thief,
nations of. offenders, This, however, is not for instance, may be prevented from engaging
ecmstantly, nor indeed most commonly the in a projeeted scheme of house-breaking, by
ease; insomuch that the desire of amity may sit/ing too long over his bottle,* by a visit
still be regarded, upon the whole, as a tote- from his doxy, by the oecesion he may have
lary motive, were it only from the elosmmss to go elsewhere, in order to receive his divi-
of its connexion with the love of reputation, dend of a former booty ;t and so on.
And it may be ranked among standing tute- xxxvI.
]ary motives, since, where it does apply, the There are some mot;yes, however, which
fores with which it acts depends not upon seem more apt to act in this character thaxl
the oeessional circumstances of the set which others; especially as thin_ are now con-
it opposes, but upon principles as general as stituted, now that the law has every where
those upon which depend the action of the opposed to the force of the principal as-
other semi-social motives, ducing motives, artificial tutelary motives of

xxxxv, its own creation. Of the motives here meant
The motive of religion is not altogether it will be necessary to take a general view.

in the same case with the three former. The They seem to be reducible to two heads.,
force of it is not, like theirs, liable to be di- viz. 1. The love of ease ; a motive put into
vided against itself; I mean in the civilized action by the prospect of the trouble of the
nations of modern times, among whom the attempt ; that is, the trouble which it may
notion of the unity of the Godhead is uni- be necessary to bestow in overcoming the
versa]. In times of classical antiquity it physical diflleuities that may accompany it.
was otherwise. If a man got Venus on his 2. Self-praservation, as opposed to the dan-
side, Pallas was on the other : if _Eolus was i gers to which a man may be exposed in the
for him, Neptune was against him. 2Eneas, prosecution of it.
with all his piety, had but a partial interest xxxv_.
at the court of heaven. That matter stands These dangers may be either, I. Of a
uponadiffereutfootingunw-a-days. Inany purely physical nature: or, 2. Dangers re-
given person, the force of religion, whatever suiting from moral agency; in other words,
it be, is now all of it on one side. It may from the conduct of any such persons to
balance, indeed, on which side it shall declare whom the act, if known, may be expected
itself: and it may declare itse]_ as we have to prove obnoxious. But moral agency sup.
seen already in but too many instances, on poses knowledge with respect to the cireum-
the wrong as well as on the right. It has stances that are to have the effect of exter_
been, at least till lately, perhaps is still se- nal motives in giving birth to it. Now the
customed so much to declare itself on the obtaining such knowledge, with respect to
wrong side, and that in such material instan- the commission of any obnoxious act, on the
ces, that on that account it seemed not pro- part of any persons who may be disposed to
per to place it, in point of social tendency, make the agent suffer for it, is called detec.
on a level altogether with the motive of tion, and the agent concerning whom such
benevolence Where it does act, however, [ knowledge is obta_ed, is said to be detected.
as it does in by far the greatest number of The dangers, therefore, which may threaten
eases, in opposition to the ordinary seducing an offender from this quarter, depend, what-
motives, it acts, like the motive of benevo- ever they be, on the event of his detection;
lence, in an uniform manner, not depending and may, therefore, be all of them comprised
upon the pa_ieular eircumstancos that may under the article of the danger of detest/on.
attendthe commission oftbe act; but tend-

ing to oppme it, merely on seenunt of its " Love of the pleasures of the _L_e_.
miseldevouanesa, and therefore with eqmd + Pecunia_ interest.
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xxxvm, only tutekry motive, that an rem/n are
The &mgerdepondingupondeteetlonmay those which have been termed st_ oneL

be divided again into two bnmchea: I. That But those which have been termed the
which may result from any opposition that ing tutelary motives, are the same that we
may be made to the enterprise by perseus have been styli_ soc_L It follows, there-
on the spot; that is, at the very time the fore, that the strength of the temptation, in
enterprise is currying on: 2. That which any ease, after deducting the force of the
respects the legal punishment, or other suf- social motives, is as the sum of the forces of
feting, that may await at a distance upon the the seducing, to the sum of the forces of the
issue of the e_terprise, uecasionat tutelary motives.

xxxIX. XLI.

It may be worth _ning to mind on this It remains to be inquired, what indi'cafier_
oecadon, that among the tutelary motives, concerning the mischievousness or depravity
which have been styled constant ones, there of a man's disposition is afforded by the
are two, of which the force depends (though strength of the temptation, in the ease where
not so entirely as the force of the occasional any offence happens to have been committed.
ones which have been just mentioned, yet in It appears, then, that the weaker the tempts-
a great measure) upon the dreumstence of tion is, by which a man has been overcome,
detection. These, it may be remembered, the more depraved and _vous it shows
are, the love of reputation, and the desire of his disposition to have been. For the good-
amity. In proportion, therefore, as the ness of his disposition is measured by the
chance of-being detected appears greater, degree of his sensibility to the action of the
these motives will apply with the greater social motives:* in other words, by the
force : with the less force, as it appears less. strength of the influence which those motives
This is not the case with the two other have over him. Now, the less condderable
standing tutelary motives, that of benevo- the force is by which their influence on him
]ence, and that of religion, has been overcome, the more convincing is

XL. the proof that has been given of the weak-
We ere now in a condition to determine, hess of that influence.

with some degree of precision, what is to be Again, the degree of a man's sensibility
understood by the streluyth of a temptation, to the force of the socialmotives being given,
and what indication it may give of the degree it is plain that the force with which those
of mischievousness in a man's disposition in motives tend to restrain him from engeging
the ease of any offence. When a man is in any mischievous enterprise will be as the
prompted to engage in any mischievous act, apparent mischievousness of such enterprise,
we will say, for shortness, in an offence, the that is, as the degree of mischief with which
strength of the temptation depends upon the it appears to him likely to be attended. In
ratio between the force of the seducing too- other words, the less mischievous the offence
/ires on the one hand, and such of the occa- appears to him to be, the less averse he w;Al
sional tutelary ones, as the circumstances of be, as far as he is guided by social comddera-
the ease call forth into action, on the other, tious, to engsge in it : the more mischievous,
The temptation, then, may be said to be the more averse. If, then, the nature of the
strong, when the pleasure or advantage to be offence is such as must appear to him highly
got from the crime is such as in the eyes of mischievous, and yet be engages in it not-
the offender must appear great in comperison withstanding, it shows, that the degree of
of the trouble and danger that appear to him his sensibility to the force of the social too-
to accompany the enterprise: slight or weak, tives is but slight; and consequently that his
when that pleasure or advantage is such as disposition is proport/onably depraved. More-
must appear small in comparison of such over, the less the strength of the temptation
trouble and such danger. It is plain, the was, the more pernicious a_d depraved does
strength of the temptation depends not upon it show his disposition to have been. For
the force of the impeKing (that is, of the the less the strength of the temptation was,
seducing) motives altogether: for let the the less was the force which the influoneeof
opportunity be more favourable, that is, let those motives had to overcome: the elcerer,
the trouble, or any branch of the danger, be therefore, is the proof that has been given of
made less than before, it will be acknow- the weakne_ of that influe_tee.
ledge], that the temptation is made so much x_H.
the stronger : and on the other hand, let the From what has been said, it seems that,
opportanity become less favourable, or, in for jud_." g of the indication that is al_ded
other words, let the trouble, or any branch concermv4g the depravity of a man_s dispmi-
of the danger, be made greater than before, tion by the strength of the temptation, com-
the temptation will be so much the weaker, pared with the mischievousness of the enter.

Now, after,_in_ account of such tutelary prise, the following rules may be laid down:

motives as have been styled occadona], the "3_pr_ Imr. _7, _8.
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Rule I. _ stre_tk of the tem_at_m be/z_ ter, regulate and determine the general tenor
_, the mi_/_ommm of the dispa_/ou of his life. If the dissocial motives are put
ztmu_ee_ed _ the enterpr/_e, is as the appe- inaction, itisonlyinparticolarcircomstanees,
rent _.¢h_vo_u of the act, an_ on particular _s; the gentle but

Thus, it would show a more depraved dis- constant force of the secdal motives being for
position, to murder a man for a reward of a a while subdued. The general and standing
guinea, or falsely to eharge him with a rob- bias of every man's nature is, therefore, to-
bery for the same reward, than to obtain the wards that side to which the force of the so-
same sum from him by simple theft : the cial motives would determine him to adhere.
_)uble he would have to take, and the risk This being the case, the force of the sochd
he would have to run, being supposed to motives tends continually to put an end to
stand on the same footing in the one case as that of the dissocial ones; as, in natm_l be-
in the other, dies, the force of friction tends to put an end

Rule 2. The apparent mischievousness of to that which is generated by impulse. Time,
the act bein 9 9iven, a man's disposition is the then, which wears away the force of the di_
more depraved, the slighter the temptation is soc_d motives, adds to that of the social.
by which he has been overcome. The longer, therefore, a man continues, on

Thus, it shows a more depraved and dan- a given occasion, under the dominion of the
gerous disposition, if a man kill another out dissocial motives, the more convincing is the
of mere sport, as the Emperor of Morocco proof that has been given of his insensibility
Muley Mahomet, is said to have done great to the force of the social ones.
numbers; than out of revenge, as SyUa and Thus, it shows a worse disposition, where
Hariusdid thousands; orin the view of self- a man lays a deliberate plan for beating his
preservation, as Augustus ldUed many; or antagonist, and beats him accordingly, than
even for lucre, as the same Emperor is said if he were to beat him upon the spot, in
to have killed some. And the effects of such consequence of a sudden quarrel: and worse
a depravity, on that part of the public which again, if, after having had him a long while
is apprized of it, run in the same proportion, together in his power, he heats him at inter-
From Augustus, some persons only had to vals, and at his leisure.*
fear, under some particular circumstances: XLm.
from Muley Mahomet, every man had to The depravity of disposition indicated by
fear at all times, an act is a material consideration in several

Rule 3. The apparent mischievousness of respects. Any mark of extraordinary de-'
the act being 9iven, the evidence which it pravity, by adding to the terror already in.
affords of the depravi_ of a man's disposition spired by the crime, and by holding up the
is the less conclusive, the stronger the tempts, offender as a person from whom there may
tion is by which he has been overcome, be more mischief to be apprehended in future,

Thus, if a poor man, who is ready to die adds in that way to the demand for punish-
with hunger, steal a loaf of bread, it is a less ment. By indicating a general want of sen-
explicit sign of depravity, than if a rich man sibility on the part of the offender, it may
were to commit a theft to the same amount, add in another way also to the demand for
It will be observed, that in this rule all that punishment. The article of disposition is of
is said is, that the evidence of depravity is the more importance, inasmuch as, in mca-
in this case the less conclusive: it isnot said suring out the quantum of punishment, the
that the depravity is positively the less. For principle of sympathy and antipathy is apt to
in th_ case it is possible, for any thing that look at nothing else. A man who punishes
appears to the contrary, that the theft might because he hates, and only because he hates,
have been committed, even had the tempta- such a man, when he does not find any thing
tion been not so strong. In this case, the odious in the disposition, is not for punlshtn_
alleviating circumstance is only a matter of at all ; and when he does, he is not for ear-
presumption ; in the former, the agg_vating tying the punishment further than his hatred
circumstance is a matter of certainty, carries hi_ Hence the aversion we find so

Rule 4. Where the motive is of the dis- frequently expressed against the maxim, that
_ocial hiz_l, the apparent mischievousness of the punishment must rise with the strength
the act, .and the strength of the temptation, of the temptation; a maxim, the contrary of
being given, the depravity/s as the degree of which, as we shall see, would be as cruel to
deliberation with whicll it is accompanied, offenders themselves, as it would be subver-

Forln every man, be his disposition ever so sire of the purposes of punishment.
depraved, the sor_l motives are those which,

wherever the self-regarding ones stand neu- • See B. L tit. [C4mfineme_]
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no otherwise. These pertain must, ofeour_
CHAPTER XII. be pemms who, in some wayor other_ere con-

nected with him. Now, the ways in which
OF THXCONSEqUSNeESOF A MISCHIEVOUS one person may be conneeted with another,

aCT. have been ulrcady seen: they nmy.be

'§ 1. Shapes in which the M_schkf of an Act nect_l in the way of ince_ _memfing _-
may show itself, regarding interest) or merely m the way of

sy_y. And a_in, persons eonnee_
L with a given person, in the way of interest,

HITHZRTO we have been speaking of the va- may be connected with him either by afford-
rions articles or objects on which the conse- ing sapport to him, or by deriving it f_om
quences or tendency of an act may depend: him.*
of the bare act itself: of the circumstances it v.
may have been, or may have been su.pposed The secondary mischief, again, may fre-
to be, accompanied with: of the conscwusacss quently be seen to consist of two other shm._s.
a man may have had with respect to any such or parcels: the first con._sting of pa/n_ the
circumstances: of the /ntent/ons that may other of danger. Thepamwmenl_pronuces
have preceded the act: of the motives that is It pain of apprehension ; It pain grounded
may have given birth to those intentions: on the apprehension of suffering such mis-
and of the d/spos/t/on that may have been chiefs or inconveniences, whatever they may
indicated by the connexion between such be, as it is the nature of the primary mischief
intentions and such motives. We now come to produce. It may be styled, in one word,
_o speak of consequences or tendency: an at- the a/arm. The dangeris the chance, whatever
ticle w_JtJ_e concluding link in all it may be, which the multitude it concerns
this chain of causes and effects, involving in may, in consequence of the primary nfi'sc_."f,
it the msteriality of the whole. Now, such stand exposed to, of suffering such mmchlefs
part of this tendency as is of a miscldevous or inconveniences. For danger is nothing
nature, is all that we have any direct concern but the chance of pain, or, what comes to
with; to that, therefore, we shall here con- the same thing, of loss of pleasure.
fine ourselves, vI.

xx. An example may serve to make this clear.
The tendency of an act is mischievous A man attacks you on the road, and robs you.

when the consequences of it are mischievous; You suffer It pain on the occasion of losing
that is to say, either the certain consequences so much money :_ you also suffered a pain at
or the probable. The consequences, how the thoughts of the personal ill-treatment
many and whatsoever they may be, of an you apprehended he might give you, in ease
act, of which the tendency is mischievous, of your not happening to satisfy his demands._:
may, such of them as are mischievous, be These together constitute the original branch
conceived to constitute one aggregate body, of the primary mischief, resulting from the
which may be termed the mischief of the act. act of robbery.- A creditor of your's, who

IIL

This mischief may frequently be distin- expected you to pay him with part of thatmoney, and a son of your's, who expected
guished, as it were, into two shares or par- you to have given him another part, _ in
cels: the one containing what may be called consequence disappointed. You are obliged
the primary mischief; the other, what may to have recourse to the bouuty of your father,
be called the secondary. That share may be to make good part of the deficiency. These
termed the pr/nm_y, which is sustained by mischiefs together make up the derivative
an assignable individual, or a multitude of branch. The report of this robbery _ren-
assignable individuals. That share may be lstes from hand to hand, and spreads itself
termed the secondary, which, taking its origin in the neighbourhood. It finds its way into
from the former, extends itself either over the newspapers, and is propagated over the
the whole community, or over some other whole eonntry. Various people, on.this oe-
multitude of unassignable individuals, easion, call to mind the danger which they

xv. and their friends, as it appears from this ex-
The primary mischief of an act may again ample, stand exposed to in travelling; es-

be distinguished into two branches: l. The peehdly such as may have oceamon to travel
o_inal: and, 2. The derivative. By the the same road. On this occasion they n_-

branch, I mean that which alights turallyfcelacertaindebn_ ofpain: slighter
upon and is confined to any person who is a
sufferer in the first instmu_e, and on his own e Ses oh"vi" [_S_msi'bili_'7"] - " _Plea-• _ Vi_ a _atn _ prim_ow. _ee er_ v. t
account; the person, for instance, who xs sores md Pains], per. 17. ,_en
beaten, robbed, or murdered. By the de- _:Viz. a pai_ of a_r. e_, jgmunam ,en
rivative branch, I mean any share of mistier the mespect ot organiml paln_ or wm_.tev..eromer
which may befal any other assignable persons mis_iefs might ]mve _ the dl treat
in consequence of his being a sufferer, ano ment. lb. par, 30.
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or beerier, aee_ to the degree of in- provided by the politlcel sanction. 3. The
treatment they rosy _ you to have fear of shame; a motive belonging to the
received; the fcequaney of the oeemoa each moral sanction. 4. The fear of the divine
person may have to travel in that same road, displeasure ; a motive belonging to the tell-
or its neighbourhood ; the virhdty of each gious aanctio_ On the first and last of these
person to the spot; his personal eo_rege; forces it has, perhaps, no influence worth
the quantity of money he may have oceasien insisting on ; but it has on the other two.
to carry about with him; and a variety of Ix.
other circumstances. TI_ constitutes the The way in .which a past robbery may

part of the secondary miscldef, resulting weaken the force with which the po//t/ca/
from the a_0 of robbery; viz. the alarm, esnctiontends to prevent afuture robbery,
But people of one deseripfion or other, not may be thus conceived. The way in which
only are disposed to conceive themselves to this mnction tends to prevent a robbery, is
incor a chance of being robbed, in eonse- by denouncing some usrtieular kind of pu-
quonce of the robbery committed upon you, ulshment against any _vho Rh2U be guilty of
but (as will be shown presently)they do it: tberea/value of whlch punishment will
really incur such a eh_ce. And it is this of course be dimi_|_bed by the real uneer-
chance which constitutes the _nln S part talnty: as also, if there be any difference,
of the secondary mischief of the act of rob- the apparent value by the apparent oneer-
bery ; viz. the danger, tainty. Now this uncertainty is proportion-

vu. ably increased by every instance in which a
Let us see what this chance amounts to; man is known to commit the offence, with-

and whence it comes. How is it, for in- out undergoing the punishment. This, of
stance, that one robbery can contribute to course, will be the case with every offence
produce another ? In the first place, it is for a certain time; in short, until the pu-
certain that it cannot crea_e any direct mo- nlshment allotted to it takes place. If pu-
five. A motive must be the prospect of nlshment takes place at last, this branch of
some pleasure, or other advantage, to be en- the mischief of the offence is then at last, hut
j.oyed in future : but the robbery in question not till then, put a stop to.
Is past: nor would it furni_ any such pros- x.
pect were it to come ; for it is not one rob- The way in which a past robbery may
bery that win furnish pleasure to him who weaken the force with which the moral sane-
may be about to commit another robbery, tion tends to prevent a future robbery, may
The ennsideration that is to operate upon be thus conceived. The way in which the
a man, as a motive or inducement to commit moral sanction tends to prevent a robbery
a robbery, must be the idea of the pleasure is by holding forth the indignation Qf man-
he expects to derive from the fruits of that kind as ready to fall upon him who shall be
very robbery : but this pleasure exists inde- guilty of it. Now this indignation win be
pendently of any other robbery, the more formidable, according to the number

vm. of those who join in it: it will be the less
The means, then, by which one robbery so, the fewer they are who join in it. But

tends, as it should seem, to produce another there cannot be a stronger way of showing
robbery, are two: 1. By suggesting to a that a man does not join in whatever indig.
person exposed to the temptation, the idea nation may be entertained against a practice,
of committing such another robbery _aceom- than the engaging in it himself. It show_
penied, perhaps, with the belief of its faci- not only that he himself feels no indignation
lity.) In this ease the influence it exerts against it, but that it seems to him there
applies itself, in the first place, to the under- is no sufficient reason for apprehending what
standing. 2. By weakening the fores of the indignation may be felt against it by others.
tutelary motives which tend to restrain him Accordingly, where robberies are t_equent,
from such an action, and thereby nddi_g to and unplmlshed, robberies are committed
the strength of the temptation* In this ease without shame. It was thus amongst the
the influence applies itself to the wiU. These Grecians formerly._ It is thus among the
forces ere, 1. The motive of benevolence, Arabs stiN.
which acts as a branch of the physical mac- xI.
tion._ 2. The motive of self-preserwtiou, In whichever way, then, a past oifenee
as against the punishment that may stand tonds to pave the way for the commi_on of

a future offence, whether by suggesting the

• See eh. xi. [Diq_dtima], pa_.. 40. _' idea of committing it, or by adding to the
To wit, in virtue of the iron it may give a strength of the temptation, in both eases it

man to be a wlmes to, or otherwise con_ious
of, the s__ednpetafetlow-¢reature:espedally[ _SesHem. Ody_L. xix. L39_ Ib.I_iiL
whsuhets_tbeenu_e£them:inawerd, I 1. 71. Plato de Rep. L. Lp. 576, edit. Ficin.

[ Thueyc L I_ i. And _ B. I, tit, [/)ffe_¢e_
the_aaiim],Par.pai_ne_ sympathy._m._ ch_v. [Plea_ and | ag&inst F_xtermd Security. 1
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maybe md to oper_ by theforeeor /_- all be e_npri_ bythe fonowlngabrldged

x_ Mi_hief mayadmitof s divisionin any
The two branchesof the 6eeondarymi_ one of three pointsof view: I. According

chiofofanaet, the alarm and the _, must to its own mmere. 2. Aeeordi_toitacam_.
not be confounded: though intimately con- & According to the person, or other party,
netted, they are perfectly distinct : either who _s the oSje_ d it._ With regard to its
may rubs/st without the other. The neigh, nature, it may be either s/mp_e or eomple_v:$
bonrhood may be alarmed with the report of when _n?le, it may eitber be F_s/6ve or
a robbery, when, in fact, no robbery either z_gw_ive: positive, consisting ofactoal pmn:
has been committed, or is in a way to be negative, consisting of the loss of plemmre_
committed : a neighbourhood may be on the Whether simple or comldeX, and whether
point of being disturbed by robberies, without positive or negative, it may be either ¢e_m_
knowing any thlng of the matter. Accord- or eo_/z_ent. ' When it is negstive, it con-
ingly, we shall soon perceive, that some acts sists of the loss of some benefit or sdvan-
produce alarm without d_nt,er : others, dan- rage: this b_nefit may be material in both or
ger without alarm, either of two ways: 1. By atfo.r_ actual

Ym_ pleasure: or, 2. By averting pmn or da_

As wen the danger as the slarm may e_tn get, which is the chance of pain ; that is,
be divided, each of them, into two branches: by affording seeer_. In as far, then, as the
the first, consisting of so much of the alarm benefit which a mischief tends to avert is
or dan_er as may be apt to result from the productive of security, the tendency of such
future behaviour of the same agent : the mischief is to produce inseeer_. 2. With
second, consisting of so much as may be apt regard to its cause, mischief may be produced
to resul_ from the behaviour of other per- either by one sing/e action, or riot without
sons : such others, to wit, as may come to the concurrence of other setions: if not with-
engage in acts of the same sort and ten- out the concurrence of other actions, these
dency." others may be the actions either of the same

xrv. person, or of other persons: in either case,
The distinction between the primary and they may be either acts of the same k/nd as

the secondary consequences of an act, must that in question, or of otlter kinds. 3. Lastly,
be carefully attended to. It is so just, that with regard to the party who is the object of
the latter may often be of a directly opposite the mischief, or, in other words, who is in
nature to the former. In some cases, where way to be affected by it, such party may be
the primary consequences of the act are at- either an ass/gnab/e ]] individual, or assem-
tended with a mischief, the secondary con- blage of individmds, or else a multitude of
sequences may be beneficial, and that to such unassig_ble individuals. When the object
a degree, as even greatly to outweigh the is an assignable individual, this individmd
mischief of the primary. This is the ease, may either be the person himse/f, who is the
for instance, with all acts of punishment, author of the mischief, or some other person.
when properly applied. Of these, the primary When the individuals, who are the objects
mischief being never intended to fall but of it, are an uns_ignsble multitude, this
upon such persons as may happen to have multitude may be either the w/_/e political
committed some act which it is expedient to community or state, or some subord/nate

prevent; the secondary mise]dof, that is, the division ofit_ Now, when the object of the
alarm andtheAanger, extends no fartber than mischief is the author himself, it may be
to such persons as are under temptation to styled sdf-regardimy: when any other party
commit it: in which case, in as far as it tends is the object, extra.regarding: wben such
to restrain them from committing such acts, other partyis an individual, it may be styled
it is of a beneficial nature, pr/vate: when a subordinste branch of the

xv. community, wzd-pub//e: when the whole
Thus much with regard to acts that pro- community,/mb//c. Here, for the present,

duce positive pain, and that immed_tely, we must stop. To pursue the subject through
This case, by reason of its simplicity, seemed its inferior _ons, wnl be the business
the fittest to take the lead. But acts may
preducemischiofinvariousotherwsys, wldch, t There may be other " wof view aeee,d.
together with those already specified, may I _ to which zhi_'_ _m_e divkled_ .b_Idss

Ith_: bet thla dess net lneyent me emma
I hereOvenf_m b_ng an _,e eye: _

* To tbe former of thsse bmnehss is oppmed [ line may be divid.e!l,in troy one of an mnmw e_
so much of the force of any puniahment, as is ] ways, _ yet with_t leaving_ in an_,one_
sald to operate in tbe way ef reformat/on: .te ] throe essm any remahtder. _e cn. xVitl- t_-
the la_, so .nellss ts _ to _te in me | vi_on],ptr. Lrote.

[ _ C% v. [Pleasures and Pains], par. L.
way of examp/c. Seeeh. xv. [_unmeetj,] _Seech. xvifi. [Division], par. 4, note.
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of the chapter which exhibits the divi_m of xv_
edrenees.* Again. A =an emits paying hisd_sfetQ

The eases which have been already _ a public tar. This, we see, is an act of the
are those in whh,h the primary rms- negative kind._ Is this, then, to be pltced

is not neeesm_y otherwise than a upou the list of mischievous acts? Yes, ee¢.
simple one, and that positive: present, and taiuly. Upon what grounds? Upon the fol-
therefore eerta_: producible by a single lowing. To defend the community ageh_
action, without any necessity of the concur- its external as well as its internal advers_es,
fence of any other action, either on the part are tasks, not to mention others of a leas in-
of the stone agorot, or of others; and having dispensable nature, which cannot be fnlfi!led
for its object an assignable individual, or, by but at a considerable expense, But whence
accident, an assemblage of assignable indi- is the money for defraying this expense to
viduals: extra-regarding, therefore, and pri- come ? It can be obtained in no other man-
rate. This primary mischief is accompanied her than by contributiona to be collected from
by a secondary; the first branch of which is individuals: in a word, by taxes. The pro-
sometimes contingent and sometimes certain, duce, then, of these taxes is to be looked
the other never otherwise than contingent : upon as a kind of benefit which it is necessary
both extra-regarding and semi-public : in the governing part of the community should
other respects, pretty much upon a par with receive for the use of the whole. This pro-
the prirnnry.mischief; except that the first dace, before it can he applied to its destina-
branch, viz. the alarm, though inferior in _ion, requires that there should be certain
magnitude to the primary, is, in point of persons commissioned to receive and to apply
extent, and therefore, upon the whole, in i it. Now, if these persons, had they received
point of magnitude, much superior, it, would have applied it to its proper desti-

XVL nation, it would have been a benefit: the not
Two instances more wnl he sufficient, to putting them in a way to receive it, is then

illustrate the most material of the modifiva- a mischief. But it is possible, that if received,
tions above exhibited, it might not have been applied to its proper.

A man drinks a eertein quantity of liquor, destination; or that the services, in eonsi-
and intoxicates himself. The intz_rAcation in deration of which it was bestowed, might not
this particular instance does him no sort of have been performed. It is possible, that the
harm : or, what comes to the same thing, under-officer, who collected the produce of
none that is perceptible. But it is probable, thetax, mightnothavepaidit over to hisprin-
and, indeed, next to certain, that a given cipal: it is possible that the principal might
number of acts of the same kind would do not have forwarded it on according to its
him a very considerable degree of harm; more farther destination; to the judge, for instance,
or less according to his constitution and other who is to protect the community against its
circumstances; for this is no more than what clandestine enemies from within, or the sol-
experience manifests every day. It is also dier, who is to protect it ag_dnst its open
certain, that one act of this sort, by one enemies from without: it is possible that the
means or other, tends considerably to in- judge, or the soldier, had they received it,
erease the disposition a man may be in to would not, however, been induced by it to
practise other acts of the same sort; tbr this fulfil their respective duties: it is possible

is verified by experience. This. there- "_at the judge would not have sat for the
fore, is one instance where the mischief pro- )unishment of criminals, and the decision of
dacible by the act is contingent; in other controversies: it is possible that the soldier
words, in which the tendency of the act is would not have drawn his sword in the de-
no otherwise mischievous th_n in virtue of fence of the community. These, together
its producing a chance of mischief. This with an infinity of other intermediate acts,
chance depends upon the concurrence of other which for the sake of brevity I pass over,
acts of the same kind; and those such as form a connected chain of duties, the dis-
must be practised by the same person. The charge of which is necessary to the presarva-
object of the mischief is that very person tion of the _ommnnity. They must every
himself who is the author of it, and he only, one of them be discharged, ere the benefit to
unless by accident. The mischief is, there- which they are contributory can be produced.
fore, private and self-regarding. If they are all discharged, in that case the

As to its secondary mischief, alarm, it benefit subsists, and any act, by tending to
produces.none: it produces, indeed, a cer- intercept that benefit, may produce a
tadn quantity of danger by the influence of chief. But if any of them are not, the bene-
example; but it is not often that this danger fit fails: it fails of itself: it would not have
will amount to a quantity worth regarding, subsisted, although the act in question (the

act of non-payment) had not been committed.

" Ch. xviii. " See eh vii. [Actions], l_r. _.
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The benefit is therefore contingent; and, an- nobody whvse _ you eansee, there is
cordingly, upon a certain supposition_ the act nobody whose sufferings you can be alarmed
which cousists in the averting of it is not a at. No alarm, for instance, is produced by
mischievous one. But this supposition, in non-payment to a tax. If, at any distant
any tolerably-ordered government, will rarely and uncertain period of time, such offence
indeed be verified. In the very worst-ordered should chance to be pu)ductlve of any kind
government that exists, the greatest part of of alarm, it would appear to proceed, as in.
the duties that are levied are paid over ac- deed immediately it would proceed, from a
cording to their destination: and, with regard very different cause. It might be immediately
to any particular sum that is attempted to referable, for example, to the act of a legis-
be levied upon any particular person upon any lator, who should deem it neeessery to lay
particular occasion, it is therefore manifest, on a new tax, in order to make up for the
that, unless it be eerta_ that it will not be deficiency occasioned in the produce of the
so disposed of, the act of withholding it is a old one : or it might be referable to the
mischievous one. act of an enemy, who, under favour of a de-

The act of payment, when referable to ficiency thus created in the fund allotted for
any particular sum, espeeiany if it be a small defence, might invade the cotmtry, and exac_
one, might also have failed of proving hens- from it much heavier contributions than those
ficiaI on another ground: and, consequently, which had been thus withholden l_om the
the act of non-payment, of proving mischiev- sovereign.*
ous. It is j3ussible that the same services, As to any alarm which such an offence
precisely, might have been rendered without might raise among the few who might chance
the money as with it. If, then, speaking of to regard the matter with the eyes of states_
any small limited sum, such as the greatest men, it is of too slight and uncertain a nature
which any one person is called upon to pay to be worth taking into the account.
at a time, a man were to say, that the non-
payment of it would be attended with ntis- § 2. How Intentionally/, 8fc. _l influence the
chievous consequences; this would be far Mischief of an Act.
from certain: but what comes to the same xxx.
thing as if it were, it is perfectly certain We have seen the nature of the secondary
when applied to the whole. It is certain, mischief, which is apt to be reflected, as it
that if all of a sudden the payment of all were, from the primary, in the cases where
taxes was to cease, there would no longer be the individuals who are the objects of the
any thing effectual done, either for the main- mischief are assignable. It is now time t_
tenanee of justice, or for the defence of the examine into the circumstances upon which
community against its foreign adversaries: the production of such secondary mischief
that therefore the weak would presently be depends. These circumstances are no others
oppressed and injured in all manner of ways, than the four articles which have formed the
by the strong at home, and both together subjects of th_four last preceding chapters.
overwhelmed by oppressors from abroad, viz. 1. The intentionality. 2. The conscious-
Upon the whole, therefore, it is manifest, hess. 3. The motive. 4. The disposition.
that in this case, though the mischief is re- It is to be observed all along, that it is only
mote and contingent, though in its first ap- the danger that is immediately governed by
pearence it consists of nothing more than the the real state of the mind in respect to those
interception of a benefit, and though the indi- articles: it is by the apparent state of it that
vidtuds, in whose favour that benefit would
have been reduced into the explicit form of m The investigation might, by a p_e_. -
pleasure or security, are altogether unassign- dered obvious by analogy, be extended to mecoasequences of an act of a beneficial natu_
able, yet the mischievous tendency of the act In both iustauee__ a th/rd order of eomequenees
is not on all these accounts the less indis- may be _koned to have taken place, when_the
putable. The mischief, in point of inte_/ty iniinence of the act, through the medium of_tbe
and duration, is indeed !mkuown: it is uncer- pmdre faculty of the patient, has come to affect
tam: it is remote. But in point of extent it is his active fitculty, rn this way, 1. Evil may_
immense: and in point of fecundity, pregnant flow out of evl/---in_tan_e; the exerdens or

industry put a stop to by the extinction of in.
to a degree that ba_es calculation, aueement, mmlting from a _tinued chain ofXVIII.

R may now be time to observe, that it is acts of robbery or exto_d?n.. 2. Good out oj_d:--imtance; habit_ ef depredatke puts
only in the ease where the mischief is extra- stop to by a steady ¢oume of punishment, a.
regarding, and has an assignable person or Ev//o_ of good:--in_mce; habits of "_mdu_
persons for its object, that so much of the try put a stop to by an eaceeaive ¢oume of gin-
secondary branch of it as consists in alarm tuitotnbounty. 4. Goodoutofgood:-_imtance;a cen_tant and incoming eoene of imiumT,
can have place. When the individuals it excited and kept up by tlie s_vards _ by
affects are uncertain, and altogether out of a regular and ]ner_ manet for the tYuim
sight, no alarm can be produced: as there is of it.
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the _ is governed. It is governed by l xxrv.
the real only in as far as the apparent hap- Case 5. Where the act is misadvised with
pens, as in most esees it my be expected to respect to a circumstance which, had it ex-
do, to quadrstewith the real. The different isted, wouldhaveexcludedorconnterbalanced
innuenees of the articles of intentionality theprimary mischief entirely, orinpart, and
and consciousness may be represented in the there is a degree of rashness in the supposal.
several cases following. In this case the act is also attended with a

XX. farther degree of secondary mischief, in pro-
Case 1. Where the act is so completely portion to the degree of rashness.

unintentional, as to be altogether i_voluntary, xxv.
In this ease it is attended with no secondary Case 6. Where the consequences are corn-
mischief at all. pleteh/intentional, and there is no missop-

A bricklayer is at work upon a house : a posed in the case. In this case the second.
passenger is walking in the street below. A ary mischief is at the highest.
fellow-workman comes and gives the brick- xxw.
layer a violent push, in consequence of which Thus much with regard to inte_tiouality
he titus upon the passenger, and hurts him. and consciousness. We now come to con-
It is plain there is nothing in this event that sider in what manner the secondary mischief
can give other people, who may happen to is affected by the nature of the motive.
be in the street, the least reason to appre- Where an act is pernicious in its primary
bend any thing in future on the part of the consequences, the secondary mischief is not
man who fell, whatever there may be with obliterated by the 9oodness of the motive ;
regard to the man who pushed him. though the motive be of the best kind. For,

XXL notwithstanding the goodness of the motive,
Case 2. Where the act, though not uuin- an act, of which the primary consequences

tentinnal, is uBadvissd, insomuch that the are pernicious, is produced by it in the in-
mischievous part of the consequences is un- stance in question, by the supposition. It_
intentional, but the unadvisedness is attend- may, therefore, in other instances : although
ed with heedlessness. In this case the act is this is not so likely to happen from a good
attended with some small degree of seeon- motive as from a bad one.*
dary mischief, in proportion to the degree of xxvm
heedlessness. An act which, though pernicious in its

A groom being on horseback, and riding primary consequences, is rendered in other
through a frequented street, turns a corner respects beneficial upon the whole, by virtue
at full pace, and rides over a passenger, who of its secondary consequences, is not changed
happens to be going by. It is plain, by this back again, and rendered pernicious upon the
behaviour of the groom, some degree of alarm whole by the badness of the motive : although
may be produced, less or gre&ter, according the motive be of the worst kind. t
to the degree of heedlessness betrayed by
him : according to the quickness of his pace, "An act of homicide, for instance, is not ten-
the fulness of the street, and so forth. He dored innocent, much less beneficial, merely by

its proceedln_ from a principle of religion, of
has done mischief, it may be said, by his honour (that is, of love of reputation), or even of
carelessness, already : who knows but that benevolence. WhenRavaillac assass_natadHen-
on other oeeasious the like cause may pro- ry IV. it was from a principle of religion. But
dace the like effect ? tb_kdid not so much as abate from the mischief

xxlL of the act: it even rendered the act still more
Case 3. Where the act is misadvised with mischievous, for a reason that we shall see pre-

sently, than if it had originated from a principle
respect to a circumstance which, had it ex- of revenge. When the conspirators against the
isted, would fully have excluded or (what late kln_ of Portugal atten_pted to assassir_te
comes to the same thing) outweighed the him, it xssaid to have been from a principle of
primary mischief: and there is no rashness honour. Rut this_ whether it abated or no, will
in the ease. In this case the act is attended certainly not be thought to have outweighed, the
with no secondary mischief at all. mischief of the act. Had a son of Ravaillac's,

ss in the case before SUpL_, a merely on the
It is needless to multiply examples any score of filial affection, an_i not in consequence

farther, of any participation in his crime, put liim to
xxttL death in order to re_cue him from the severer

Case 4. Where the set is mimutvlsedwith hands of justice, the motive, although it should
respect to a circumstance which would have not be thought to afford any proof of a mis-
excluded or counterbalanced the primary mis- chievous disposition, and should, even in case
chief /_ part, but not entirely : and still there ] of punishment, have made such rescuer an ob-Ijeer of pity, would hardly have made the act of
is no rashness. In thisease the act is attended ] rescue a beneficial one.
with some degree of secondary mischief, in ] _- The prmecutien of offence_ for instance,
proportion to that part of the primary which I
remains unexcluded or uncotmterbahmced. I • Ch, xi. [Dispeeitiom], par. 1_.
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xxvm. them self-regarding motives. The motive of
But when not only the primary conse- displeasure, whatever it may be in point of

quences of an act are pernicious, but, in strength and extensiveness, is not near so
other respects, the secondary likewise, the constant in its influence (the case of mere
secondary mischief may be a99ravated by the antipathy excepted) as any of the other three.
nature of the motive : so much of that mis- A pernicious act, therefore, when committed
chief, to wit, as respects the future behaviour through vengeance, or otherwise through dis.
of the same person, pleasure, is no, nearly so mischievous as the

xxrx. same pernicious act, when committed by
It is not from the worst kind of motive, force of any one of those other motives, t

however, that the secondary mischief of an xxxxv.
act receives its greatest aggravation. As to the motive of religion, whatever it

xxx. may sometimes prove to be in point of strength
The aggravation which the secondary mis- and constancy, it is not in point of extent m

chief of an act, in as far as it respects the universal, especially in its application to acts
future behaviour of the same person, receives of a mischievous nature, as any of the three
from the nature of a motive in an individual preceding motives. It may, however, be as
case, is as the tendency of the motive to universal in a particular state, or in a par-
produce, on the part of the same person, acts tieular district of a particular state. It is
of the like bad tendency with that of the act liable indeed to be very irregular in its ope-
in quostiom rations. It is apt, however, to be frequently

xxxr. as powerful as the motive of vengeance, or
The tendency of a motive to produce acts indeed any other motive whatsoever. It will

of the like kind, on the part of any given smnetimes even be more powerful than any
person, is as the strength and constancy of other motive. It is at any rate much more
its influence on that person, as applied to the constant.:_ A pernicious act, therefore, when
production of such effects.

xxxlI. _- It is for this reason that a threat, or othe_

The tendency of a species of motive to personal outluge2 when committed on a stranger,
_v_ birth _n _s nf a_v lrlnd ............ m pursuance or a seneme of robbery, is pro.
° ............. : --" ' ..... _ _ ...... ductive of more mischief in society, and accord-
in general, is as the strength , constant/, and inul= _- _rhaos ever= where more severel-• , • • • _ / 1"_ Jf-_ J Jr
extensweness of its miiuence, as applied to pumsh'_, than an outrage of the same kind
the production of such effects, offered to an acquaintance, in prosecution of a

XXXlXI. scheme of vengeance. No man is always in a
Now the motives, whereof the influence is rage. But, at all times, every man, more or less,

at one_ mort nnw_rt_d most e_n_f_,t o_d loves money. _ccommgly, although a man
..... : r ..... _, . _'%'--;" ."'_ by his quarrelsomeness should for once have

most extenslve, are the motives or pnyslcm h_ _-_ed in _ _sd acti-- l,_ m..._..
desire, the love of wealth, the love of ease, the'_ess_"_em-baina long while_'_ even-_[s_v'hole
the love of life, and the fear of pain : all of lifetime, without engaging in anotherbad action

of the same kind: roche may very well remain
procce_ mOst commonty from one or omer, or ] his whole lifetime without engaging in so violent
both together, of two motives, the one of which | a quarrel: nor at any rate will he quarrel with
is of the self-regarding, the other of the dissocial [ more than one, or a few neoule at a time. But
kind:.viz, peenniaxT in.ter_t, and ill:wilh frown _if a man, by his love of_m(_ney, has once been

]_.cum.ary rote rest, for lnslt_orCe_ wnene_ the { engaged in a had action, such as a scheme ofobtammgp_mmary amenas, or am .ages erect _robbery , he may at any time, by the influenc_
m one end. of the prosecuUon. It _ common ] of the same motive, be engaged in acts of the
enougu lnde._l to near men Sl_._ ot _._Cu. [ same degree of enormity. Fortakementhrougho
tions unaertaken _om puolic a.piri_; .wmc_. _ a [ out, if a man loves money to a certain degree
branch, as we have .seen_*of tim prn_c_pie ot [ to.day, it is probable that he will love it, at
benevolence. Far be xt lrom me to _eny uut | in equal degree_ to-morrow. And if a man is
that such a p".nnciplen_y v.ery fre.quentl.ybe an [ disposed to acquire it in that way, he will find
ingredient in _e sum or m .o.tives,_y w.mea men | inducement to rob, wheresoever and whensoev_
are engaged m a proceeding, of. this nature. ] there are people to be robb_t.
But whenever such a proceeding _ engagen m ] ++If a man happen to ta_e it into his head to
from the sole influence of public spm_ uncom- ] assk_ina_ with his own hands, o_ with the
hined with the least tincture ot .se_-m.terest o_ ] sword of justice, those whom he ca_ hm_ic_
ill-will, it must be acknowledge_ to be a pro- | that is, ueuole who think, erI_rhapa only
cceding of the heroic kind. Now acts of he_sm [ differently hpen a subject which neitl_ party
are, in the very essonce of them, but rare: tot_] understands_ he will be as much inclined_o do
if they were common, they would not be acts of] this at one m_e as at another. Fam_tic/sm never
heroism. But prosecutiorm for crml_. _e very ] sleeps: it is never glutted:, it is nev_stopped
frequent, an_ yet, unless in very part_cu_ cir. | byplii]_thro_y; f_zit make_am_dt of_mp.
eumstancos indeed, they are never otherwise | ling (m philantrophy: it is neve_ stopped_by
than beneficial ] ennscieace; for it has pressed_ conscienoe into

" Ch. iv. [Value.] ] its service. Avarice, last, and v_,. have
..... | _ety, benevolence, honour; fam_d_m has ne-

See ch. x. [Motives], par. 26. | _ to oppose it.
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committed through the motive of religion, manner upon other classes of offences, such
is more mischievous than when committed as seduotion_ adultery, &c. The first woman
through the motive of ill-will, who is met cannot be seduced in the same

xxxv. manner as she may be robbed. Such an en-
Lastly, The secondary mischief, to wit, terprise requires a continued acquaintance, a

so much of it as hath respect to the future certain association of rank and fortune ; in a
behaviour of the same person, is aggravated word, the advantages of a particular position.
or lessened by the apparent depravity or be- Of two murders, the one committed in
neficence of his disposition : and that in the order to succeed to an estate, the other in
proportion of such apparent depravity or be- a course of robbery : the first exhibits the
neficence, most atrocious character, but the second

xxxvL excites the most alarm. The man who be-
The consequences we have hitherto been lieves himself secure from the evil designs

speaking of are the natural consequences of of his heirs, experiences no sensible alarm
which the act, and the other articles we from the first event; but what security can
have been considering, are the causes : con- he have against robbers ? Add to this, that
sequences that result from the behaviour of the miscreant who would commit murder
the individual, who is the offending agent, that he might succeed to an inheritance, will
without the interference of political antho- not transform himself into a murderer on the
rity. We now come to speak of punishment: highway. He would risk much for an estate,
which, in the sense in which it is here con. which he would not risk for a few shillings.
sidered, is an artzfieial consequence, annexed This observation extends to all offences
by political authority to an offensive act, in implying violation of trust, and abuse of con-
one instance; in the view of putting a stop tidence or power, public or private. Such
to the production of events similar to the offences cause so much the less alarm, inns-
obnoxious part of its natural consequences, much as the situation of the offender is the
in other instances, more particular; that there are a smaller

! number of persons in a similar situation ; and
hence, that the sphere of the offence is more

CHAPTER XHI.* restricted.
An important exception is found in those

oF CIB.CUMSTANCESINFLUENCINGTHEDEGtgEI¢ cases in which the individual is clothed with
oF ALARM. great powers; when he can extend the

I. The ,_ituatioa of the O_eader. sphere of his actions over a great number of
persons. Though his situation be particular,

THRItE are some offences which all the it increases the alarm, instead of restricting
world can commit: there are others, the corn- it. When the object of a judge is to pillage,
mission of which depends upon a particular to murder, to tyrannize ; when the object of
situation ; that is to say, it is this particular a military officer is to steal, to vex, to shed
situation which gives the individual the op- blood ; the alarm which they excite is propor-
portunity of offending, tioned to the extent of their powers, and may

What is the effect of this circnmstance surpass that of the most atrocious robberies.
upon alarm ? It tends generally to diminish In these elevated situations it is not neces-
it, by restricting its sphere, sary to be criminal : a simple fault, free from

A theft produces a general alarm : an act evil intention, may cause a lively alarm. Is
of peculation by a guardian against his ward an innocent person sentenced to death by an
produces hardly any. upright but ignorant judge ? As soon as the

Some alarm is inspired by an act of ex- fault is known, public confidence iswounded,
tortion on the part of an officer of police : the shock makes itself felt, and the alarm pro-
a contribution levied by robbers upon the duced rises to a high degree.
highway would inspire much more. Why is Happily, this species of alarm may be at
this ? It is because it is well known, that once arrested by dJsplacing the incapable sub-
the most determined extortioner in office has ject of it.

some bridle and some restraint. He requires II. The Ease or Di_iculty of preveatin 9 tl_e
opportunities and pretexts for abusing his Crime.
power ; whilst the highway robbers menace
all the world at all times, and are not at all The mind at once is led to compare the
restrained by public opinion, means of attack and defence; and accordingly,

This circumstance operates in the same as the crime is considered more or less easy
of commission, the alarm is more or less

• The chapter here numbered xiii. is inserted lively. This is one of the reasons whichfrom Dumont's Trait_ de Legislation. Vol. IL
chapters vii. ix. x. xL xiL and xhi., in order to raise the mischief of an act of robbery so lhr
omnpl_e the exhibition of Bentham's principles above the mischief of a simple theft. Force
as Imblhhed in his lifetimc._E_, can accomplish many things which _ould be
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beyond the reach of cunning. With respect personal injuries, resulting from a momentary
to robbery, that which attacks the dwelling- transport of passion excited by the presence
house is more alarndng than that which of an adversary, inspire less alarm than a
takes place upon the highway: that which theft which affects concealment; although the
is committed at night, than that which is exe- evil of the first class may be greater, or may
euted in open day : that which is combined chauce to be so, in the first case.
with incendiarism, than that which is limited
to the ordinary methods. IV. The Character of the Offender.

On the other hand, the greater the appa- The character of an offender is judged of
rent ease of opposing a crime, the less alarm- from the nature of his offence, and especially
ingit appears. The alarm will not be so lively from the extent of its mischief: from the evil
when the offence cannot be completed with- of the first class ; which is the part most up-
out the consent of the party suffering. It is parent in it. But his character may be also
easy to apply this principle to fraudulent ac- judged of from circumstances ; from the par.
quisition, seduction, duels, self-regarding of- ticulars of his conduct whilst committing the
fences, and particularly to suicide, crime itself. Thus, the character of a man

The rigour of the laws against domestic will appear more or less dangerous, according
theft has been founded, without doubt, upon as the tutelary motives appear to have more
the difficulty of opposing this offence. But or less influence over him, when compared
the aggravation which results from this cir- with the force of the seductive motives.
eumstance is not equal to the effect of an- Character ought on two accounts to be re-
other circumstance which tends to diminish garded, in the choice of, and the quantity of a
the alarm; namely, the peculiarity of the situ- punishment : first, because it either increases
ation which furnishes the opportunity for the or diminishes the alarm ; secondly, because it
theft. The domestic thief, once discovered, furnishes an indication of the sensibility of
is no longer dangerous. He requires my the subject. It is not necessary to employ
consent, inorder to rob me : I must introduce such strong measures to repre_ a weak, but
him into my house, and give him my confi- naturally good character, as are required for
dence. With so much facility for securing an opposite temperament.
myself, he can only inspire me with a very Let us examine the grounds of a99ravation
feeble alarm.* which may he drawn from this source.

I. The less the party injured was in a
III. The 9rearer or less Facili_j with which condition to defend himself, the more strong-

the O_render can be concealed, ly the sentiment of natural compassion ought
The alarm is greater, when, by the nature to act. The laws of honour come to the

or the circumstances of the crime, it is more support of this instinct of pity, and make it
difficult to discover or to recognise its author, an imperious duty to succour the weak, and
If the delinquent remain unknown, the sac- to spare him who is no longer able to resist.
cess of his crime is an encouragement to him First indication of a dangerous character
and to others: no limits can be discovered Weakness oppressed.
to those crimes which remain unknown, 2. If weakness alone ought to awaken corn-
whilst the party injured loses all hope of passion, the appearance of a suffering indl.
indemnification, vidual ought to act in this direction with a

There are some crimes which admit of double force. The simple refusal of relief to
precautions particularly adapted for conceal- the distressed, raises a presumption little f_
ment: such as the disguising of the person ; vourable to the character of an individual :
the choice of night for the period of action; but what must his character be, who seizes
the sending of anonymous threatening letters the moment of calamity for the purpose of
for the purpose of extorting undue conces- increasing the anxiety of an aflficted mind ;
sions, the moment of disgrace, in order to render it

There are also separate crimes, to which more bitter by a new affront; the moment
recourse may be had, in order to render the of indigence, for the purpose of entirely
discovery of other offences more difficult, i stripping its victims ? Second indication of a
An individual may be confined or conveyed dangerous character--D/sb'ess apgravated.
away, or destroyed, in order that the criminal 3. It is an essential branch of moral policy,
may free himself from the danger to he ap- that those who have been accustomed to re-
prehended from his testimony, fleetion, and who may be presumed to posseu

In those cases where, from the nature of wisdom and experience, should be treated
the crime, the criminal is necessarily known, with respect by those who have not acquired
the alarm is considerably diminished. Hence the same habits, or possessed the same ed.

vantages of education. This species of su-
* The principal reason against the severity of periority is generally received by the more

pu__ me_t in this case is, that,, renders mas-
ters dufinclined to prosecute me ottence, ana con- elevated ranks from those below them ; by
Jeque_tly favours impunity, old persons from younger persons of the same
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rank; and by certain professions set apart for a few that _n pass under our own observa-
the public instruction. There exists among tion. Hence there follows the most abso-
the mass of the people certain sentiments of lute necessity for our trusting to the reports
deference and respect, in relation to these of others. If falsehood is mingled with these
distinctions ; and this respect, greatly useful reports, our judgments become erroneous,
in repressing without effort the seductive our progress faulty, our hopes deceived: we
passions, is one of the best foundations for live in a state of unquiet distrust, and know
manners and laws. Third indication of a not where to seek for security. In a word,
dangerous character--P_espect towards su- falsehood includes the principle of every evil,
periors disregarded.* since it would bring in its train the dissolu-

4. When the motives which have led to tion of human society.
the commission of an offence have been The importance of truth is so great, that
comparatively light and frivolous, the senti- the least violation of its laws, even in trifling
ments of honour and benevolence must have matters, always draws after it a certain dan-
had but little force. If the man who is ger: the slightest wandering is an attack upon
urged by an imperious desire of vengeance the respect due to it : the first transgression
totransgress the lawsofhumanityisesteemed facilitates the second, by familiarizing the
dangerous, what should be thought of him odious idea of a lie. If the evil of falsehood
who gives way to acts of ferocity, from a is so great in things which are unimportant
simple motive of curiosity, of imitation, or in themselves, what will it be in those greater
of amusement? Fourth indication of a dan- occasions when it serves as an instrument of
gerous character -- Gratuitous e_uelty crime ?

5. Time is particularly favourable to the Falsehood is sometimes an essential eir-
development of the tutelarymotivos. During eumstance in a crime; sometimes simply an
the first assault of passion, as under a thun- accessory. It is necessarily comprised in
der-stroke, the sentiments of virtue may yield perjury, in frandulent acquisition, and all its
for a moment : but if the heart is not per- modifications. In other offences, it is only
verted, reflection wilt soon restore them to collateral and accidental. It is only by rda-
their first force, and establish their triumph, tion to these last, that it can furnish a sepa-
If a sufficiently long time elapse between the rate cause of aggravation.
conception of a crime and its accomplish- Violationofconfidencereferstoapar_ieular
meat, it is an unequivocal proof of matured position ; to a power confided, which imposes
and consolidated wickedness. Fifth indication on the delinquent an obligation which he has
of a dangerous character -- Preraeditation. violated. It may sometimes be considered as

6. The number of accomplices is another the principal offence, sometimes only as an
mark of depravity : concert supposes rettec- accessory offence. It is not necessary here to
tion. ,The union of many persons against a consider the details.
single innocent person also displays a cruel We may here make one general observation
cowardice. Sixth indication of a dangerous with respect to all these sources of aggrava-.
character-- Con_iracy. tion. Although they all furnish unfavourable

To these causes of aggravation may be indications as to the character of the offender,
added two other causes, not so easily classed : this is not a reason for proportionably aug-

falsehood, and violation of confidence, menting his punishment. It is sufficient if a
Falsehood stamps a character with a deep certain modification be given to it, which shall

and degrading stain, which even the most have some analogy with this accessory offence,
brilliant qualities cannot efface. Public opi- and which shall serve to waken in the minds
nion is right in this respect. Truth is one of the citizens a salutary antipathy against
of the first wants of man ; it is one of the this aggravating circumstance. This will be-
elements of our existence; necessary as the come more ciear, whenwetreatofthemetheds
light of the day to us. At every moment of of rendering punishments characteristic, t
our lives, we are obliged to build our judg-
ments, and to direct our conduct, upon the _- An interesting question in morals and legis-
knowledge of facts, of which there are only lation arises here --

If an individual perform actions which the
• It was from not having known the utility, public ot_inion condemns, and which, according

_ot to say the uecssslty_ of'-this subordination, to the pnnclples of utility, it ought not to con.
that the French feU, during the revolution, into demn, can an unfavourable indication b_ drawn
that excess of folly which _elivered them up to from hence with respect to the character of that
unheard-of evils, and which has carried desola- individual
tion to the four quarters of the world: it was I reply, that a good man, though he sub.
because they had no superiors in France, that mit in general to the tribunal of public opiniou_
there was no security. The principle of equality may resea'veto himself the right of l_rivste judg-
includes within itself that of anarchy: it is the meat in particular cases, when the judgment of

of the small manses of particular influence this tribunal appears to him opposed to his reason
w._chsustainsthegnmdbarrlerofthelawssg_inat and his happines_b or when it-exacts from him
the tot_mt of the paeaion_ al_inftd sacriflce_ without any real utility LOany
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We proceed, however, to the extenuations fever, of the senses, and prepare the mind for
which may be dravra from this same source, the influence of the tutelary motives. This
and which have the effect of more or less natural period might serve, in the case of
diminishing the demand for punishment_ I homicide, to separate that which is preme-
call those circumstances which tend to di- ditated, from that which is not.
mlnish alarm, Extenuations, because they In the case of intoxication, it is necessary
furnish a favourable indication with regard to examine whether the intention to commi_
to the character of the individual. They may the offence did not exist beforehand: whether
be reduced to nine :-- the intoxication has not been feigned: whe.

1. Absence of evil intention, ther it had not for its object to embolden the
2. Self-preservation. individual in the commission of the crime.
3. Previous provocation. A relapse ought perhaps to destroy the ex-
4. Preservation of dear connections, cuse which might he drawn from this source.
5. Overstepping the bounds of necessary He who knows, by experience, that wine

defence, renders him dangerous, does not deserve any
6. Submission to threats, indulgence for those excesses into which it
7. Submission to authority, may lead him.
8. Intoxication. The English law does not admit intoxica.
9. Infancy. tion as a ground of excuse. This would be,
One point common to these circumstances, it is said, to excuse one crime by another.

except the two last, is, that the offence has This morality appears hard and unthinking:
not had its source in the will of the offender, it is derived from the principle of asceticism.
The first cause is the act of another ; a Whilst, as to infancy, this does not refer
foreign will, or some physical accident. Apart to that age at which the offender does not
from this event, he woeld have remained as know that he is responsible for what he does,
innocent to the end of his Hie, as he had and where punishments would be inefiica-
been till then; and even should he not be emus. To what good purpose punish judi.
punished, his future conduct would be as eially, for the crime of incendiarism, an infant
good as if he had not committed the offence of four years old ?
in question. Within what limits ought this source of

Eachofthese circumstances requires details extenuation to be confined? It seems that
and explanations. I confine myself here to a reasonable limit is the period when a man
observing, that it will be necessary to leave is considered to have arrived at such matu-
great latitude to the judge for appreciating rity as no longer to require a guardian ; and
these different sources of extenuation, their he becomes his own master. Before this
validity and extent, period, it is not expected that he has suffi-

With respect to a provocation received, cient reason for the management of his own
for example, this provocation should have affairs.
been recently given, in order to merit indul- It is not said that, with respect to every
gence : it ought to have been received in the crime committed before mature age, the or.
course of the same quarrel. But what con- dinary punishment ought necessarily to be
stitutes the same quarrel? what ought to diminished. This diminution ought to de-
be considered a recent injury? It is neces- pend upon the whole circumstances. But
sary to trace these lines of demarcation, what is intended to be said is, that this period
"' Let not the sun go down upon your wrath," being passed, punishment ought no longer to
is the precept of the Scriptures. Sleep ought be diminished on this account.
to calm the transport of the passions, the On account of minority in age, infamous

,unishments are principally remitted. He
who has no hope of reviving honour, is with

person. Take a Jew m Lisbon, for example: he difficulty again incited to virtue."
dissimulates_ he violates the laws, he braves an
opinion which has in its favour all the force of When I speak of majority, I do not mean
the popular sanction: is he, therefore, the most the Roman majority, fixed at twenty-five
wicked of men ? Do you believe him capable of years ; because there is injustme and folly in
every c_ime ? Will he he a slanderer, a thief, a restraining the liberty of the man for so lor_

urer, if he could hope not to be discovered ? a time, and keeping him in the bonds of
: a Jew in Portugal is not more addicted to infancy after the full development of his fa-_ese crimes than others. A monk allows him-

self in secret to violate some of the absurd and culties. The period which I have in view
iwnful observances of his convent: does it fol- is the English period of twenty-one years.

, that he would be a.deceitful and dan .gerous Before this age, Pompey had conquered pro-
man, ready to violate his word upon a point, m vinces; and Pllny the younger had sustained
which probity was concerned ? Such a condusmn with honour the interests of his fellow-citi-
would be ver_ ill founded. Good sense_ en-
lightened by interest, is sufficient to detect a zens at the bar. Great Britain was governed
general error, and does not on that account lead by a minister, who managed the complicated
w the contempt of essential laws. system of her _nanees with eclat, before the
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age at which,in the otherpartsofEurope, nature. She isdevoted to infmny,because
he would have been allowed to sell an acre she too deeply dreaded shame; and the ex-
of land. istenee of her friends, who survive her, is

Case in which there is no Alarm. poisoned by opprobrium and ignominy! But
if the legislator himself has been the first

The alarm is absolutely null in the case cause of the evil; if he can be considered as
in which the only persons exposed to the the truemurdereroftheseinnocent creatures,
danger, if there are any, are unsusceptible of how much more odious would this rigour
fear. appear l It is, however, he alone, who by

Thiscircumstanceexplainsthe insensibility acting harshly against her frailty has excited
of many nations with respect to infimticide ; this direful combat in the heart of a mother,
that is to say, homicide committed upon a between tenderness and shame.

new-born child, with the consent of its father Of the Cases in which the Danger is 9reater
and mother. I say their consent; for without
this, the alarm would he nearly the same as tl_an the Alarm.
if it respected an adult. The less infants are Althongb alarm in general corresponds
susceptible of fear for themselves, the more with danger, there are some cases in which
the tenderness of parents is apt to be alarmed this proportion is not exact : the danger may
forthem. be greaterthanthe alarm.
I pretend not to justifythese nations. This happens in those mixed offences

They areso much the more barbarous,inas- which includea privateevil,and a danger
much astheyhavegiventothe fathertheright which isproperto them intheircharacterof
ofdisposingof the new born babe,without publicoffences.
the consent of the mother, who, after all the It might happen in a state, that a prince
dangers of maternity, finds herself deprived should be robbed by unfaithful officers, and
of its reward, and reduced, bythis unworthy the public oppressed by the vexations of his
slavery, to the same condition with those in- subordinates. The accomplices in these dis-
ferior creatures whose fecundity is a burthen orders might compose a threatening phalanx,
to us. Infanticide, such as I have defined allowing nothing to approach the throne but
it to be, cannot be punished as a principal mercenary eulogiums; insomuch that truth
offence, since it produces no evil of the first should become the greatest of all crimes.
6rsecondclass; but it ought to be punished Timidity, under the mask of prudence, would
as a step towards other crimes, furnishing soon form the national character. If, daring
an indication against the characters of its this universal abasement of courage, a vir-
authors. The sentiments of respect for hu- tuous citizen should venture to denounce the
inanity cannot be too strongly fortified; nor offenders, and should become the victim of
can too great a repugnance be inspired against his zeal, his loss would excite but little
every thing which leads to habits of cruelty, alarm : his magnanimity would only be con-
Infanticide ought therefore to be punished, sidered as an act of folly ; and each one, pro-
by attaching to it some disgrace. The fear raising to himself that he would not act like
of shame is commonly its cause : it requires, him, would behold, without emotion, a mis-
therefore, a greater stigma to repress it. But, fortune which he would see that he had the
at the same time, the occasions for punish- means of avoiding. But the alarm, in thus
meat should be rendered rare, by requiring subsiding, would make way for a more con-
clear proof of its commission, siderable mischief: this mischief consists in

The laws against this offence, upon pre- the danger of impunity for all public offences,
fence of humanity, have been most manifest in the cessation of all voluntary services to
violations of it. Compare the crime and the justice, in the profound indifference of indi-
punishment. What is the crime ? The death viduals to every thing which does not per-
of an infant, which has ceased to exist before sonaliy affect them.
it has known existence; an event which It is said, that in certain of the Italian
cannot excite the slightest uneasiness in the states, those who have given evidence against
imagination of the most fearful, and which thieves and robbers have been exposed to
can leave no regrets but with those who, the vengeance of their accomplices, and ob-
from a feeling of shame and of pity, have liged to seek in flight that security which the
refused to prolong its days, commenced under laws could not give them ; it being more dan-
such unhappy auspices. And what is the gerous for individuals to lend their services
punishment ? A barbarous punishment, an to justice, than to arm themselves against
ignominious death, indicted upon an unhappy it : a witness running more danger than an
mother, whose crime itself proves her execs- assassin. The alarm which results from this
sire sensibility: on a woman led astray by state of things isweak; because no one need
despair, who has injured herself alone, by expose himself to this mischief, but the dan-
refusing to yield to the sweetest instinct of ger is increased in the same proportion.
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The operation, which at first appears so
CHAPTER XIV. complicated, becomes easy, by means of the

distinction which we have made between the
REASON8 I_OE CONSIDERING CERTAIN ACTIONS

As CRIMES.* evil of the first, the second, and the thirdorder.
WE have made an analysis of evil. This Have I to examine an act attacking the
analysis shows, that there are certain actions security of an individual ? I compare all the
from which there results more evil than good: pleasure, or, in other terms, all the profit
it is actions of this kind, or, at least, those which arises from this act to its author, with
which have been reputed such, that legisla- all the evil, or all the loss, which results from
tors have prohibited. A prohibited action is it to the party injured. I see at once that
what is called a crime: to make these pro- the evil of the first order surpasses the good
hibitions respected, it has been necessary to of the first order. But I do not stop there.
institute punishments. This action is followed by danger and alarm

But is it proper to consider certain actions to society : the evil which was confined at
as crimes _ or, m other terms, is it proper to first to a single person, spreads itself over all m
subject them to legal punishments ? the shape of fear. The pleasure resultingfrom

What a queshon ! Is not all the world the action is only for one : the pain is for a
agreed upon it ? Is it necessary to prove a thousand, for ten thousand, for all. The dis-
recognised truth, a truth so well established proportion, already prodigious, appears almost
in the minds of men ? infinite, if I pass on to the evil of the third

All the world may be agreed ; but upon order, by considering, that ff the act in qnes-
what is this agreement founded? Ask each tion were not repressed, there would result
one his reasons. You wiU find a strange from it an universal and durable discourage-
diversity of sentiments and principles : you ment, a cessation of labour, and at last the
will find it not only among the people, but dissolution of society.
among the philosophers. Is it lost time to I shall consider the strongest desires, those
seek _or an uniform base of agreement upon the satisfaction of which is accompanied with
so essential an object? the greatest pleasures; and it will be seen

The agreement which exists is only founded that their satisfaction, when it is obtained at
upon prejudices ; and those prejudices vary the expense of security, is much more fruitful
according to times and places, according to of evil than of good.
opinions and customs. I have always been 1. Let us first take enmity : it is the mo_
told that such an action was a crime, and I fruitful cause of attacks upon honour and the
think that it is a crime. Such is the guide person. I have conceived, it matters not on
of the people, and even of the legislator. But what account, enmity against you. Passion
if custom has considered innocent actions as leads me astray : I insult you, I degrade you,
t_imes ; if it have considered small offences I wound you. The spectacle of your suffering
as great ones, and great offences as small gives me, at least for a time, a feeling of
ones ; if it vary every where, it is clear that pleasure. But even for this time, can it be
it ought to be subjected to a rule, and not believed that the pleasure I feel is equal to
be taken as the rule itself. We appeal, then, the pain you suffer ? If even each atom of
here to the principle of utility: it confirms the your pain could be painted in my mind, is it
decisions of prejudice wherever they are just; probable that each atom of pleasure which
it annuls them wherever they are pernicious, corresponds to it, would appear to me to have

I suppose myself a stranger to all our pro- the same intensity? and yet there are only
sent denominations of vice or virtue : I am some scattered atoms of your sufferings which
called to consider human actions only with present themselves to my distracted and
relation to their good or evil effects. I open troubled imagination : as to you, not one of
_wo accounts ; I place on the side of pure them can be lost ; as to me, the greater part
profit all pleasures ; I place on the side of is always dissipated in pure loss. But this
loss all pains: I faithfully weigh the interests pIeasure, such as it is, is not slow in letting
of all parties; theman whom prejudice brands its natural impurity break out. Humanity,
as vicious; he who is accounted virtuous, a principle which nothing perhaps can stifle
are, for the moment, equal before me. I wish in the most atrocious minds, awakens a se-
to judge the prejudice itself, and to weigh cret remorse in mine: fears of all kinds ; fear
in this new balance all actions, with the in- of vengeance, either on your part, or on the
tention of forming a catalogue of those which part of those connected with you ; fear of
ought to be permitted, and of those which the public voice ; religious fears, if there re-
ought to be prohibited, main any spark of religion in me: all these

fears will soon arise to trouble my security
• This chapter is inserted from Dumont's and corrupt my triumph. The passion has

"' Trait& de Legislation," Vol. L oh. it., in order faded; the pleasure is destroyed; internalto complete the exhibition of Bentham's prin.
eiples as published in his lif_time.--Ev, reproach succeeds it. But on your side the
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suffering still endures, and may have a long to their soils. It seems that the severe con-
duration. It is thus with slight wounds that finement of the Greek women, unknown in
time can heat : what will it be in those cases the time of Homer, owed its origin to a
in which, from the r_ture of the injury, the period of trouble and revolution, in which
wound is incurable, when the limbs have the feebleness of the laws had multiplied
been cut off, the features disfigured, or the disorders of this kind, and disseminated a
faculties destroyed ? Weigh these evils, their general terror.
intensity, their duration, their consequences; 3. With regard to the motive of cupidity.
measure all their dimensions, and see how in If we compare the pleasure of acquiring by
all senses the pleasure is inferior to the pain. usurpation, with the pain of losing, the one

Let us pass on to the effects of the second will not he found an equivalent for the other.
order. The news of your misfortune spreads But there are cases in which, if it were pos-
over all minds the poison of fear. Every sible to restrain their effects to evils of the
man who has an enemy, or who may have first older, the good would have an incontes-
an enemy, thinks with dread on every thing tible preponderance over the evil. In con-
which can inspire the passion of hatred: sidering such crimes in this point of view
among feeble beings, who have so many things only, no good reason can be assigned for the
for which to envy one another, about which rigour of the laws. Every thing turns upon
to dispute ; whom a thousand little rivalries the evils of the second order : it is these
place without ceasing, in opposition to one which give to the action the character of a
another; the spirit of revenge announces a crime ; it is these which render punishment
train of endless evils, necessary. Suppose, for example, the phy-

Hence, every act of cruelty produced by a sical desire has forits object the satisfying of
passion, of which the principle is in all hearts, hunger ; that a poor man, pressed with want,
and by which every body may suffer, causes steals a loaf in the house of a rich man, which
an alarm, which will continue until the pu- i perhaps may save his life : can the good which
nishment of the guilty has removed the he has done to himself, and the evil he has
danger to the side of injustice and enmity, done to the rich man, be considered equal ?
This is a suffering common to all ; and we The same observation may be applied to less
ought not to forget another pain, which re- strikmgexamples. SupposethatamanpiUages
sults from it, that pain of sympathy which is the public funds : he enriches himself, and
felt by generous minds on beholding crimes impoverishes nobody : the wrong he does to
of this nature, individuals reduces itself to impalpable por-

2. If we, secondly, examine those actions tions. It is not, therefore, on account of the
which may arise from that imperious motive, evil of the first order that it is necessary to
from that desire to which nature has con- consider these actions as crimes : it is on ac-

tided the perpetuity of the species, and so count of the evils of the second order.
large a portion of man's happiness ; we shall If the pleasures attached to the satisfac-
see, that when it injures personal security, tion of desires, so powerful as enmity, lust,
or the domestic condition, the good which and hunger, in opposition to the will of the
results from its satisfaction bears no corn- parties interested, is far from equalling the
tmrison with the evil to which it gives rise. evils which arise from such satisfaction, the

I speak here only of that attack which disproportion will appear much greater with
manifestly compromises the security of the regard to less active and powerful motives.
person--Rape. It is not proper, by a gross The desire of self-preservation is the only
and puerile joke, to deny the existence of one which still demands a separate conside-
this crime, and to diminish the horror of it. ration.
Notwithstanding all that may be said in this Suppose this desire regards an evil which
respect, even those women who are most the laws themselves would impose upon an
prodigal of their favours, would not like that individual, it is necessary that this should be
a brutal fury should ravish them. But here i ibr some very pressing reason, such as the
the magnitude of the alarm renders useless necessity of l_utting in execution the punish-
all discussion respecting the primitive evil: mentsdirected by the tribunals; punishments,
whatever may be the case with the actual without which there would be no security,
clime, the possibility of its perpetration will no government. Now, if the desire to escape
always be an object of dread. The more from this punishment is satisfied, the law is
universal the desire which gives birth to this found m this respect struck with impotence.
crime, the greaterits alarm and its force. In The evil which results from this satisfaction
those times when the laws had l_ot sufficient is, then, that which results from tha impo-

power to repress it, or manners were not tence of the laws, or (which amounts to the
sufficiently regulated to disgrace it, it gave same thing) the non-existence of alllaw. But
rise to revenges, of which history has pre- the evil which results from the non-existence
served some recollection. Whole nations of laws is in effect the assemblage of the
have interested themselves in the qnarrel, different evils which laws are _stablished to
and hatred has been transmitted from fathers prevent ; that is to say, of all the evils that
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men are liable to experience from men. A m.
single triumph of this kind on the part of an It is plahl, therefore, that in tile following
individual over the laws, is not sufficient to cases, punishment ought not to be inflicted.
strike the whole system with impotence. 1. Where it is groundless ; where there is
Nevertheless, every example of this kind is no mischief for it to prevent; the act not
a symptom of weakness, a step towards de- being mischievous upon the whole.
struction. There results from it an evil of 2. Where it must be ine.lffeaeious ; where
the second order : an alarm, a dan get at least ; it cannot act so as to prevent the mischief.
and if the laws connive at this evasion, they 3. W_here it is unprofitable, or too expen-
are in contradiction with their proper ends : for rive; where the mischief it would produce
the purpose of avoiding a small evil, they ad- would be greater than what it would pre-
mit another much more than its equivalent, vent.

There remains the case in which an indi-
vidual repels an evil to which the laws do not punishment, ought regularly to be preceded by a

distinct chapter on the ends of pumshment. But
wish to expose him. But since they do not having little to say on that particular branch of
wish that he should submit to this evil, they the subject, which has not been said before, it
wish that he should not submit to it. To seemed better, in a work, which will at any rate
avert this evll is in itself a good. It is pos- be but too volumnious, to omit this title, re-
sxble that, in endeavouring to preserve him- serving it for another, hereafter to be published,
self, the individual may cause an evil more entitled, Rationale of Punishnwnt. a To the
than equivalent to this good. The evil which same work I must re_'er the analysis of the seve-

ral possxble modes of punishment, a particular
he has caused in his self-defence, is it confined and minute examination of the nature of each,
to what was necessary for this object, or has and of its advantages and disadvantages, and
it exceeded it ? What relation does the evil various other disqmsitions, which did not seem
done bear to the evil averted ? Is it equal ? absolutelynecessary to be inserted here. A very
Is it greater ? Is it less ? Would the evll few words, however, concerning the en& of pu-
averted have been susceptible of indemnifi- nishment, can scarcely be dispensed with.

The immedhtte prlneipal end of punishment
cation, if, instead of being prevented by such is to controul action. Tt_m action is either that
costly proceedings, the party had temporarily of the offender, or of others: that of the often-
submitted to it ? These are so many ques- der it controuls by its influence, either on his
tions of fact, which the law ought to take will, in which case it is said to operate in the
into consideration in estabhshing regulations way of reformatlon; or on his physical power,
in detail, with regard to self-defence. It is a in which case it is said to operate by disable-
subject which belongs to the penal code ; in ment: that of others it can influence no other-
the examination of the means of justification wise than by its influence over their wills; inwhich case it is said to operate in the way of
or extenuation with regard to offences. It example. A kind of collateral end, which it has
is enough to observe here, that in all cases, a natural tendency to answer, is that of afford-
whatever may be the evll of the first order, all ing a pleasure or satisfaction to the party in-
the evil that an individual can do in self-de- jured, where there is one, and_ in general, to

parues whose ill-will_ whether on a self-regard-
fence, does not produce anyalarm, anydanger. Img account, or on the account of sympathy or
If the individual be not attacked, and his se- antipathy, has been excited by the offence. This
curity compromised, other persons have no- purpose, as far as it can be answered gratis, is a
thing to fear from him. beneficial one. But no punishment ought to be

allotted merely to this purpose, because (setting
aside its effects in the way of contronl) no such

CHAPTER XV. pleasure is ever produced by pumshment as can
be equivalent to the pain. The punishment,

§ I. General View of Cases unmeet for however, which is allotted to the outer purpose_
Punishment. ought, as far as it can be done without expense,

to be accommodated to this. Satisfaction thus
L adnunistered to a party injured, m the shape of

THE general object which all laws have, or a dissocial pleasure, b may be styled a vindictive
satisfaction or compensatton: as a compensauon,

ought to have, in common, is to augment the administered in the shape of a self-regardlng
total happiness of the community; and there- profit, or stock ofplsasure, may be styled a lu-
fore, in the first place, to exclude, as far as crative one. See B. I. tit. vi. [Com_pensacion.]
may be, every thing that tends to subtract i Example is the most important endof all, in

[ proportion as the number of the persons under
from that happiness : in other words, to ex- [ temptation to offend is to one.clude mischief.

II.

But all punishment is mischief: all pu- ffiThis is the work which,from the Author's
nishment in itself is evil. Upon the principle papers_ has since been published by Mr. I)u.

mont, m French, in company with The Rat[_ak
of utility, if it ought at all to be admitted, it of Re,yard added to it, for the purpo_ of mu-
ought only to be admitted in as far as it pro- 6zal illustration. Both of these have since been
raises to exclude some greater evil.* pubhshed in English from the Author's MSS.,

and are reprlnted_in this edition.
* What follows, relative to the subject of b See oh. x. [Motives.]
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4. Where it is needless; where the mischief § 3. Cases in which Punishment must be
may be prevented, or cease of itself, without me.fwac_ous.
it; that is, at a cheaper rate. vii.

These are, 1. Where the penal provision is
§ 2. Cases in which Punishment is groundless, not established until after the act is done.

Iv. Such are the eases, 1. Of an ex-postfaeto law,
These are, 1. Where there has never been where the legislator himself appoints not a

any mischief; where no mischief has been punishment tiU after the act is done. 2. Of
produced to any body by the act in question, a sentence beyond the law ; where the judge,
Of this number are those in which the act was of his own authority, appoints a punishmen_
such as might, on some occasions, be mis- which the legislator had not appointed.
chievous or disagreeable, but the person whose vnL
interest it concerns gave his consent to the 2._here the penal provision, though esta_
performance of it.* This consent, provided it blished, is not conveyed to the notice of the
be free, and fairly obtained,* is the best proof person on whom it seems intended that it
that can be produced, that, to the person should operate. Such is the case where the
who gives it, no mischief, at least no imme- law has omitted to employ any of the expe-
diate mischief, upon the whole, is done. dients which are necessary, to make sure
For no man can be so good a judge as the that every person whatsoever, who is within
man himself, what it is gives him pleasure the reach of the law, be apprized of all the
or displeasure, cases whatsoever, in which (being in the

v. station of life he is in) he can be subjected
2. Where the mischief was outweighed: to the penalties of the law.II

although a mischief was produced by that Ix.
act, yet the same act was necessary to the 3. Where the penal provision, though it
production of a benefit which was of greater were conveyed to a man's notice, could pro-
value t than the mischief. This may be the dace no effect on him, with respect to the
case with any thing that is done in the way preventing him i_om engaging in any act of
of precaution against instant calamity, as also the sort in question. Such is the case, 1. tn
with any thing that is done in the exercise extreme infancy; where a man has not yet
of the several sorts of powers necessary to be attained that state or disposition of mind in
established in every community, to wit, do. which the prospect of evils so distant as those
mestic, judicial, mditary, and supreme.* which are held forth by the law, has the effect

VL of influencing his conduct. 2. In insanity,
3. Where there is a certainty of an adequate where the person, if he has attained to that

compensation; and that in all cases where disposition, has since been deprived of it
the offence can be committed. This supposes through the influence of some permanent
two things: I. That the offence is such as though unseen cause. 3. In intoxication ;
admits of an adequate compensation: 2. That where he has been deprived of it by the tran-
such a compensation is sure to be forthcom- sieur influence of a visible cause: such as
ing. Of these suppositions, the latter will be the use of wine, or opium, or other drugs,
found to be a merely ideal one : a supposi- that act in this manner on the nervous system:
tion that cannot, in the universality here which condition is indeed neither more nor
given toit, beverified byfact. It cannot, lessthanatemporaryinsanityproducedbyan
therefore, in practice, be numbered amongst assignable cause.§
the grounds of absolute impunity. It may,

however, be admitted as a ground for an llSeeB.ILAppendix, tit.ill. [Promulgation.]
abatement of that punishment, which other § Notwithstanding what is here said, the easee
considerations, standingbythemselves, would _t_infaney and intoxication (as we shall see

lersafter) cannot he looked upon in practice as
seem to dictate. :_ Lffording sufficient grounds for absolute impu,

* See B. I. tit. [Justlficauon_] dty. But this exception in point of Irra_tice
"_See supra, oh. iv. [Value.] s no objection to the propriety of the rule in

This, for example_ seems to have been one mint of theory. The ground of the exeel_tion is
ground, at lcast_ of the favour shown by perhaps wither more nor less i]aan the difficulty there is
all systems of laws, to such offenders as stand of ascertaining the matter of fact: _is. whether
upon a footing of respouaibiliw: shown, not di- at the requisite point of time the party was ac-
7e_dy indeed to the persons t_emselvee; but to tually in the state in question; that is, whether
such offences as none but responsible lmrsuns a given case comes really under the nile. Sup-
are likely to have the opportunity of enaging in. pose the matter of fact capable of being
in particular, this seems to be the reason why ly ascertained, without danger or misi_ke_ the
embe_lement_ in certain, eases, has not ca)re, impropriety of punishment would be as indubit-
mwaly been punished upon the footing of theft: abIe in these cases as in any other.a
nor mercantile frauds upon that of common The reason that is commonly auigned for the
_haq_ing..

a See B. I. tit. iv. [Exemption], and tit. vii.
• See tit. fSimple l_lera Deftaudment`] [Extenuations.]
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X. XIL

4. Where the penal provision (although, 6. Where, though the penal clause may
being conveyed to the party's notice, it nnght exert a full and prevailing influence over the
very well prevent his engaging in acts of the will of the party, yet his physical faculties
sort in question, provided he knew that it (owing to the predominant influence of some
related to those acts) could not have this physical cause) are not in a condition to follow
effect with regard to the individual act he is the determination of the will : insomuch that
about to engage in: to wit, because he knows the act is absolutely involuntary. Such is
not that it is of the number of those to which the case of physical eorapuls_on or restraint,
the penal provision relates. This may happen, by whatever means brought about ; where
1. In the case of nnintentionality; where he the man's hand, for instance, is pushed against
intends not to engage, and thereby knows some object which his will disposes him not
not that he is about to engage, in the act in to touch ; or tied down from touching some
which eventually he is about to engage.* object which his will disposes him to touch.
2. In the case of unconsciousness; where,
although he may know that he is about to § 4, Cases where Punishment is unprofitable.
engage in the act itself, yet, from not knowing XHL
all the material circumstances attending it, These m-e, 1. Where, on the one hand, the
he knows not of the tendency it has to pro- nature of the offence; on the other hand, that
duce that mischief, in contemplation of which of the punishment, are, in the ordinary state
it has been made penal in most instances, of things, such, that when compared together,
3. In the case of mls-supposal; where, al- the evl] of the latter willturn out to be greater

though he may know of the tendency the act than that of the former.
has to produce that degree of mischief, he sup- xIv.
poses it, though mistakenly, to be attended Now the evil of the punishment divides
with some circumstance, or set of circumstan- itself into four branches, by which so many
ces, which, if it had been attended with, it different sets of persons are affected. 1. The
would either not have been productive of that evil of coercion or restraint; or the pain

mischief, or have been productive of such a which it gives a man not to be able to do the
greater degree of good, as has determined the act, whatever it be, which by the apprehension
legislator in such a case not to make it penal.t of the punishment he is deterred from doing.

XL This xs felt by those by whom the law is ob-

5. Where, though the penal clause might served. 2.The evd of apprehension; or the
exercise a full and prevailing influence, were pain which a man, who has exposed himself
it to act alone, yet by the predominant in- to punishment, feels at the thoughts of'un-
fluence of some opposite cause upon the will, dergoing it. This is felt by those by whom
it must necessarily be ineffectual : because the the law has been broken, and who feel them-
evil which he sets himself about to undergo, selves in danger of its being executed upon
in the case of his not engaging in the act, is _hem. 3. The evil of sufferance :U or the
so great, that the evil denounced by the penal pain which a man feels, in virtue of the
clause, in case of his engaging in it, cannot punishment itself, from the time when he
appear greater. This may happen, 1. In the begins to undergo it. This is felt by those
case of physical danger ; where the evil is by whom the law is broken, and upon whom
such as appears likely to be brought about it comes actually to he executed. 4. The
by the unassisted powers of nature. 2. In pain of sympathy, and the other derivative
the case of a threatened mischief; where it evils resulting to the persons who are in con-
is such as appears likely to be brought about nection with the several classes of original
through the intentional and conscious agency sufferers just mentioned.§ Now of these four
of man.$ lots of evil, the first will be greater or less,

establishin_ an exemption from pumshment in stuns, come to be greater than thatof anypunish-
favour of mfant_ insane pe___ons, ana persons ment which the ]egislater is able, or at least
under intoxication, is either false.re.face.or con: which he will thinkpraper, to.apply. These,
tusedly expressed. The phrase ._, mat me wm therefore, it will be proper mr nun _ nave ms
of these persons concurs not wlth tile act; mat eye upon. But the force of these influences isvarla_le and different in different limes and
they have no vicious will; or, that they have not
the free use of their will_ But suppose all this places: the force of the foregoing influences is
to be true; what is it to the purpos_e? No- constant and the same, at all timss _ every
thing: except in as far as it implies the reason where. These, therefore, it can never Depro.
given in the text. per to look upon as safe grounds for _tablish.

i See ell viii. [Intentlonallty.] mg absolute impunity: owing l,.asm me .avove.
"l"See eh. ix. [l_onseiousness.] ..... mentioned cases of infancy ann mtoxJcataon) to

The influences of the moral ann ret?g_ou_ the impracticability of ascertaining the matter
slnefions, or, in other w.or&., of the.rao_ves oz of fact.

love of reFatatlon and ,d/g/on, are ___causes, _ See oh. v. [Pleasures and Pains.]the (orcc of which may, upon psracum_ _- See ch. xiL [Consequences]_ par. 4.
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according to the nature of the act from which beneficial. I say, even without: for though
the party is restrained : the second and third in such a case it is not instruction that can
according to the nature of the punishment prevent the writer from endeavouring to in-
which stands annexed to that offence, culeate his principles, yet it may the readers

xv. from adopting them ; without which, his en-
On the other hand, as to the evil of the deavouring to inculcate them will do no harm.

offence, this will also, of course, be greater In such a case, the sovereign will commonly
or less, according to the nature of each offence, have little need to take an active part: if it
The proportion between the one evll and the be the interest of one individual to inculcate
other will therefore be different in the case principles that are pernicious, it will as surely
of each particular offence. The cases, there- be the interest of other individuals to expose
fore, where punishment is unprofitable on this them. But if the sovereign must needs take
ground, can by no other means be discovered, a part in the controversy, the pen is the
than by an examination of each particular proper weapon to combat error with, not the
offence ; which is what will be the business sword.
of the body of the work.

XVI.

2. Where, although in the ordinary state CHAPTER XVI.
of things, the evil resulting from the punish-
ment is not greater than the benefit which oF THE PROPORTIONBETWEENPUNISHMENTS
is likely to result from the force with which AND OFFENCES.
it operates, during the same space of time, I.
towards the excluding the evil of the offence, WE have seen that the general object of all
yet it may have been rendered so by the in- laws is to prevent mischief; that is to say,
fluence of some occasional circumstances. In when it is worth while; but that, where
the number of these circumstances may be, there are no other means of doing this than
1. The multitude of delinquents at a patti- punishment, there are four cases m which it
eularjuncture ; being such as would increase, is not worth while.
beyond the ordinary measure, the quantum of II.
the second and third lots, and thereby also When it is worth while, there are four
of a part of the fourth lot, in the evil of the subordinate designs or objects, which, in the
punishment. 2. The extraordinary value of course of his endeavours to compass, as far as
the services of some one delinquent ; in the may be, that one general object, a legislator,
ease where the effect of the punishment would whose views are governed by the principle of
be to deprive the community of the benefit utility, comes naturally to propose to himself.
of those services. 3. The displeasure of the m.
people ; that is, of an indefinite number of 1. His first, most extensive, and most eli-
the members of the same community, in gible object, is to prevent, in as far as it is
cases where (owing to the influence of some possible, and worth while, all sorts of offences
occasional incident) they happen to conceive whatsoever :* in other words, so to manage,
that the offence or the offender ought not to that no offence whatsoever may be committed.
be punished at all, or at least ought not to IV.
be punished in the way in question, 4. The 2. But if a man must needs commit an

displeasure of foreign powers ; that is, of the offence of some kind or other, the next object
governing body, or a considerable number of is to induce him to commit an offence less mis-
the members of some .foreign community or chievous, rather than one more mischievous :
communities, with which the community in in other words, to choose always the least
question is connected, mischievous of two offences that will either

of them suit his purpose.
§ 5. Cases where Punishment is needless, v.

XVII. 3. When a man has resolved upon a par-
These are, I. Where the purpose of putting ticular offence, the next object is to dispose

an end to the practice may be attained as him to do no more mischief than is necessary
effectually at a cheaper rate : by instruction, to his purposa: in other words, to do as little
for instance, as well as by terror: by inform- mischief as is consistent with the benefit he
ing the understanding, as well as by exercising has in view.
an immediate influence on the will. This w.
seems to be the case with respect to all those 4. The last object is, whatever the mis-
offences which consist in the disseminating chief be which it is proposed to prevent, to
pernicious principles in matters of duty; of prevent it at as cheap a rate as possible.
whatever kind the duty be; whether poli-
tical, or moral, or religious. And this, whether * By o2FencesI mean_ at present, acts which
such principles be disseminated under, or even apJ_r to him to have a tendency to produce
witheut_ a sincere pe_uasion of their being _ier,
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vii. thrown away : it will be altogether/ae_ca-
Subservient to these four objects, or pur- c/ous.*

poses, must be the rules or canons by which Ix.
the proportion of punishments* to offences is The above rule has been often objected to,
to be governed, on account of its seeming harshness: but

viii. this can only have happened for want of its
Rule ].-- 1. The first object, it has been being properly understood. The strength of

seen, is to prevent, in as far as it is worth the temptation, c_eteris paribus, is as the
while, all sorts of offences: therefore, )rofit of the offence: the quantum of' the

The value of the punishment must not be )unishment must rise with the profit of the
less in any case than what is sua_ieient to out- offence : c_eteris parlbus, it must therefore
weigh that of the profit t of the offence._, rise with the strength of the temptation.

If it be, the offence (unless some other This there is no disputing. True it is, that the
considerations, independent of the punish- stronger the temptation, the less conclusive
ment, should intervene and operate effiea- is the indication which the act of delinquency
ciously in the character of tutelary motives ][) affords of the depravity of the offender's dis-
will be sure to be eommitted notwithstand- position, t So far, then, as the absence of any
ing : § the whole lot of punishment will be aggravation, arising from extraordinary de-

• [Punishments.] The same rules (it is to be pravity of disposition, may operate, or at the
observed) may be applied, with little variation, utmost, so far as the presence of a ground of
to reward_as well as punishment- in short, to extenuation, resulting from the innocence or• ° •
motaves m general, which, aceording as they are beneficence of the offender's disposition, can
of the pleasurable or painful kind, are of the operate, the strength of the temptation may
nature of reward or punishmenz : and, accord- operate in abatement of the demand for pu-
ing as the act they are apphed to produee xs of nishment. But it can never operate so far as
the positive or negative kind, are styled impelmag
or restraining. See ch. x. [Motives],par. 43. to indicate the propriety of making the pu-

"I"[Preft.] By the profit of an off,nee, is to nishment ineffectual, which it is sure to be
be understood, not merely the pecuniary pro- when brought below the level of the appa-
fit, but the pleasure or advantage, of whatever rent profit of the offence.
kind it be, which a man reaps, or expects to The partial benevolence whieh should pre-
reap, from the gratification of the desire which vail for the reduction of it below this level,
prompted him to engage in the offence, a

It is the profit (that is, the expeetatiou of the wouldcounteract as well those purposes which
profit) of the offenee that constitutes the im- such a motive would actually have in view,

as those more extensive purposes which bene-pellin_ motive, or, where there are several, the
sum of the impelling motives, by which a man volence ought to have in view: it would be
is prompted to engage in the offence. It is cruelty not only to the public, but to the very
the pumshment, that is, the expectation of the personsinwhosebeha]fitpleads: initseffeets,
punishment, that constitutes the restraining too- I mean, however opposite in its intention.five, which, either by itself, or in conjunction
with others, is to act upon him in a contrary di- Cruelty to the public, that is, cruelty to the
rection_ so as to induce him to abstain from en.
gaging in the offence. Accidental circumstances • king. A king in those days was worth exactly
apart, the strength of the temptation is as the [ 7200 shillings. If, then, the heir to the throne_
force of the seducing, that is, of the impelling [ for example, grew weary of waiting tbr it, he
motive or motives. To say then, as authors [ hedaseeureandlegaiwayofgmfifyinghisim-
of great merit and great name have said, that ] patience: he had but to kill the king with one
the punishment ought not to increase with the hand, and pay himself with the other, and all
strength of the temptation, is as much as to say was right. An Earl Gedwin_ or a Duke Streon,
in mechanics, that the moving force or mornen- could have bought the lives of a whole dynasty.
turn of the po_er need not inca,ease in propor- It is plain, that ]f ever a king in those days died
tion to the momentum of the burthen, in his bed_ he must have had something else,

besides thin law, to thank for it. This beingre_eBeCearla, dei diletti_ § 6, id. trad. par. Mo-
t, § 23. the production of a remote and barbarous age,

1] See ch. xi. [I_ispmitlens],par. 29. the absurdity of it is presently recogni_d: but,
§ It is a well-known adage, though it is to be upon examination, it would be found, that the

ho-_I not a true one, that every man has his freshest laws of the most civilized nations are
pace. It is commonly meant of a man's virtue, continually falling into the same orror._ This,
This saying, though in a very different sense, in short, is the ease wheresoever the punishment
was strictly verified by some of the Anglo-Saxou is fixed while the profit of delinquency is inde-
laws: by which a fixed price was _ not upon finite: or, to speak more precisely, where _e
a man's virtue indeed, _but upon his life: t_at punishment is limited to _ach a mark, that tile

of the sovereign himself among the rest. For pro.fitof delinquency may reach beyond it.200 shillings you might have killed a peasant :b See ch. xv. [Cases unmeet], § 1.
for six times as much, a nobleman: for six-and- + See ch. xi. [Dispositions], par. 42.
thirty times as much you might have killed the

c See in particular the Engl_h Statc_e Laws
a See ch. x. [Motives], § 1. throughout, Bonaparte's Penal Code, and the
b Wllkin's Leg. Ang'lo_Sax. p. 71, 72. See recently enacted or not enacted Spanish Peo_l

Hume, Vol. I. App. I. p. 219. Code. -- Note by th_ Author, J_Ig 1822.
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innocent, by suffering them, for want of an xm.
adequate protection, to lie exposed to the mis- Rule 5. The last object is', whatever mis-
chief of the offence: cruelty even to the often- chief is guarded against, to guard against it at
der himself, by punishing him to no purpose, as cheap a rate as possible: therefore
and without the chance of compassing that The punishment ought in no case to be more
beneficial end, bywhiehalunetheintroduction than what is necessary to bring it into con.for-
of the evil of punishment is to be justified, mity with the _les here given.

X. XIV.

Rule 2. But whether a given offence shall Rule 6. It is further to be observed, that
ve prevented in a given degree by a given owing to the different manners and degree_
quantity of punishment, is never any thing inwhichpersonsunderdifferentcircumstances
better than a chance; for the purchasing of are affected by the same exciting cause, a pu-
which, whatever pumshment is employed, is nishment which is the same in name will not
so much expended in advance. However, for always either really produce, or even so much
the sake of giving it the better chance of out- as appear to others to produce, in two diner-
weighing the profit of the offence, cut persons the same degree of pain: therefore,

The greater the mischzef of the offence, the That the quantity actually tnflicted on eacte
greater is the expense, which it may be worth individual o_nder may correspond to the quan-
while to be at, zn the wag of punishment.* tity intended for similar offenders in general,

XL the several circumstances influencing sensibihtlj
Rule3. Tbenextobjeetis, toinduceaman ought always to be taken into account._

to choose always the least mischievous of two xv.
offences: therefore, Of the above rules of proportion, the four

Where two offences come in competition, the first, we may perceive, serve to mark out the
punishment for the greater offence must be suf. limits on the side of diminution ; the limits
ficient to induce a man to prefer the less.t below which a punishment ought not to be dl-

xII. minished, the fifth, the limits on the side of
Rule 4. When a man has resolved upon a increase; the limits above which it ought not

particular offence, the next object is, toinduce to be increased. The five first are calculated
him to do no more mischief than what is ne- to serve as guides to the legislator: the sixth
ceseary for his purpose: therefore is calculated, in some measure, indeed, for the

The punishment should be adjusted in such same purpose; but principally for guiding the
manncrtoeachpart_eularoffence, that for every judge in his endeavours to conform, on both
part of the mischief there may be a motwe to sides, to the intentions of the legislator.
restrain the offender from giving birth to it._ xvI.

Let us look back a little. The first rule,
• For example, if it can ever be worth while to in order to render it more conveniently appli-

be at the expense of so horrible a punishment cable to practice, may need, perhaps, to be a
as that of burning alive, it will be more so in
the view of preventing such a crime as that of little more particularly unfolded. It is to be
murder or incendiarism, than in the view of pre- observed, then, that for the sake of accuracy
venting the uttering of a piece of bad money, it was necessary, instead of the word quantity,
See B. I. tit. [Defraudment touching the Coin] to make use of the less perspicuous term value.
and [Incendiarism. ] For the word quantity will not properly in.

-_ Espr. des Loix, L. vi. c. 16.
_: If any one have any doubt of this, let him dude the circumstances either of certainty or

conceive the offence to be divided into as many proximity: circumstances which, in estimating
separate offences as there are distinguishable ! the value of a lot of pain or pleasure, must
parcels of mischief that result from it. let it always be taken into the account.§ Now, on
consist, for example, in a man's giving you ten i the one hand, a lot of punishment is a lot of
blows, or stealing from you ten shillings. If, pain; on the other hand, the profit of an
then, for giving you ten blows, he is punished offence is a lot of pleasure, or what is eqniva-
Ro more than for giving you five, the givingTou
five of these ten blows is an offence for which lent to it. But the profit of the offence is
there is no punishment at all: which being un- commonly more certain than the punishment.
dersto_l_, as often as a man gives you five blows, or, what comes to the same thing, appears so
he will be sure to give you five more, since he at least to the offender. It is, at any rate,
mayhavethepleasureofgivingyoutbesefivefor commonly more immed_ate. Itfollows, there-
nothing. In like manner, if for stealing from fore, that, in order to maintain its superiorityyou ten shillings, he is pmdshed no more than
for stealing five, the stealing of the remaining over the profit of the offence, the punishment
five of those ten shillings is an offence for which must have its valu_ made up in some other
there is no punishment at all This rule is vlo- way, in proportion to that whereby it falls
luted in almost every page of every body of laws short in the two points of certainty and proxi-
I have ever seen.

The profit, it is to be observed, though fre- no use to him. This may happen through wan-
quentin., is not constantly, _ionod to the tonnsss, indolence_ precipitation, &c. &c.
mischief: for example, where a thief, along with II See oh. vi. _Sensibihty.]
the thin_ he covets, ste_s others which are of § See oh. iv. [Value.]
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m/ty. Now, there is no other way in which the application of them not sO determinate,
it can receive any addition to its value, but as that of the foregoing, it may be doubted
by receiving an addition in point of magnitude, whether they be worth puttang on a level
Wherever, then, the value of the punishment with the others.
falls short, either in point of certainty, or of xxII.
proximi_l, of that of the profit of the offence, Rule 10. When a punishment, which in
it must receive a proportionable addition in point of quality is particularly well calculated
point of magnitude.* to answer its intentmn, cannot exist in less

xvII. than a certain quantity, it moy somet/mes be
Yet farther. To make sure of giving the of use, for the sake of employin 9 it, to stretch

value of the punishment the superiority over a httle b_T/ond that quantity which, on other
that of the offence, it may be necessary, in accounts, would be strictly necessary.
some cases, to take intothe account the pro- xxm.
fit not only of the individualoffence to which Rule 1l. In particular, this mog sometimes
the pumshment is to be annexed, but also of be the case, where the puntshment proposed is
such other offences of the sane sort as the of such a nature as to be particularly well
offender is likely to have already committed calculated to answer the purpose of a moral
without detecUon. This random mode of lesson.t
calculation, severe as it is, it will be impos- xxIv.
sible to avoid having recourse to, ill certain Rule 12. The tendency of the above con.
cases : in sach, to wit, in which the profit is siderations is to dictate an augmentation in
pecuniary, the chance of detection very small, the punishment : the following rule operates
and the obnoxious act of such a nature as in- in the way of diminution. There are cer-
dicates a habit : for example, in the case of rain cases (it has been seen):_ in which, by
frauds against the com. If it be not recurred the influence of accidental circumstances,
to, the pracUce of committing the offence punishment may be rendered unprofitable in
will be sure to be, upon the balance of the the whole: in the same cases it may chance
account, a gainful practice. That being the to be rendered unprofitable as to a part only.
case, the legislator will be absolutely sure of Accordingly,
_ot being able to suppress it, and the whole In adjusting the quantum qfpunishmeat, the
punishment that is bestowed upon it will be circumstances, by which all punishment may be
thrown away. In a word (to keep to the rendered unprofitable, ought to be attended to.
same expressions we set out with) that whole xxv.
quantity of punishment will be _ne_cacwus. Rule 13. It is to be observed, that the more

xvxH. various and minute any set of provisions are,
Rule 7. These things being considered, the greater the chance is that any given

the three following rules may be laid down article in them will not be berne in mind:
by way of supplement and explanation to without which, no benefit can ensue from it.
Rule 1. Distinctions, which are more complex than

To enable the value of the punishment to what the conceptions of those whose conduct
outweigh that of the profit of the offence, it it is designed to influence can take in, will
must be increased, in point of magnitude, zn even be worse than useless. The whole sy_-
proportwn as it falls short in point of certainty, tern will present a confused appearance : and

xlx. thus the effect, not only of the proportions
Rule 8. Punishment must be further zn- established by the articles in question, but of

creased _n poznt of magnztude, in ploportwn whatever is connected with them, will be
as it falls short in point of proximzty.

xx. _"A punishment may be said to be calculated
Rule 9. Where the act is concluslvely indi- to answer the purpose 5f a moral lesson, when,

by reason of the ignominy it stamps upon the
cative of a habit, such an incTease must be offence, it is calculated to inspire the public
given to the punishment as ma._lenable it to with sentiments of aversion towards those per-
outweigh the profit not only of the indw_dual nieious habits and dispositions with which the
offence, but of such other hhe q_knces as a_e oflLmeeappeals to be connected ; and thereby to
likely to have been committed wtth impunity by inculcate the opposite beneficial habits and di_
the same o_ender, positions.

XXL It is this, for example, if any thing, that must
There may be a few other circumstances justify the application of so severe a punishmentas the infamy of a public exhibition, hereinafter

or considerations which may influence, in proposed, for him who lifts up his hand against
some small degree, the demand for punish- a woman, or against his father. See B. L fit.
merit : but as the propriety of these is either [Simp. Corporal Injuries.]

It is partly on this principle, I suppose, that
not so demonstrable, or not so constant, or mihtary legislators have justified to_tbemselvea

" It is ibr this reason, tbr example, that simple the inflicting death on the soldier who lift_ up
compensation is never looked upon1 as sufficient his hand against his superior officer.
punishment for theft or robbery. ._ See ch. xv. [Cases unmeet], § 4.
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destroyed,* To draw a precise line of direc- 4. The profit and mischief of other offences,
tion in such case seems impossible. How- of the ._ame sort, which the same oil
ever, by way of memento, it may be of some fender may probably have been guilty
use to subjoin the following rule. of already.

Among provtswns designed to perfect the II. On the part of the Pt_nishment :
proportion between punishments and o/']L'uees, 5. The magnitude of the pumsbment : corn-
if any occur, whteh, b,j their own partic_alar posed of its intensity and duration ;
good effects, would not make up for the harm 6. The deficiency of the pmiishment in point
they would do lnj adding to the intricac_d of of certainty ;
the Code, the!l should be omitted.t 7. The deficiency of the punishment hi point

XXVL of proximity ;
It may be remembered, that the political g. The quality of the punishment ;

_nction, being that to which the sort of 9. The accidental advmltage in point of qua-
punishment belongs, which in this chapter is hty of a punishment, not strictly needed
all along in view, is but one of four sanctions, in point of quantity ;
which may all of them contribute their share 10. The use of a pumshment of a particular
towards producing the same effects. It may quahty, in the character of a moral
be expected, therefore, that m adjusting the lesson.

quantity of political punishment, allowance IlL On the part of the Q1Tcmler :
should be made for the assistance it may meet 11. The re,ponsibihty of tile class of pmson_
with from those other eontrouling powers, m a way to offend ;
True it is, that fiom each of these several 12. The _en_ibility of each pa_icular offender,
sources a very powerful assistance may some- 13. The partiealar merits or n_cfid qu,thtie_
times be derived. But the case is, that (set- of any particular otfen,ter, in ca_e of a
ting a._ide the moral smwtion, in tbe case punishment which aught deprive the
where tile torce of it is exptessly adopted in- eomnnmity of the beneht of them ;
fro and modified by the polltic.d):_ the tbrcc 14. The multitude of offender_ on any patti-
of those other powers is never determinate cular occasion.
enough to be depended upon. It eml never

IV. On the part qf the Pubhc, at anybe reduced, like political pum_.hment, into
exact lots, nor lneted out lit number, quan- partwalar co,juneture :
tity, and value. The legisl,ttor i_ thctetote 15. The inclinations of tile people, for or
obliged to provide the tu|l complement of against any quantity or mode ot punish-
punishment, a_ if he were st,re ot not receiv- nwnt ;
ing any asslstauce whatever trom ally of those l(;. Tltc im,lina_ions of foreign powers.
quarters. If he doe% so much the better V. On the pro'; qfthe Law : that is, of
but lest he shotdd not, it is neces_try he the public tot a eontmn;uwe.
should, at all event% make that provision 17. The nece_tty ot making small eacrilice%
which depends upon him_clt, m point of l)roportionality, for tlle _ake

xxvu. oi simplicity.

It may be of u_, in thi_ placc, to reeapi- xxvm.
ttdate the several eiremnstance_, which, in There are some, pelhaps, who, at firs_
establishing the proportion betwixt, lnnusll- sight, amy look upon the nicety employed in
ments and offences, are to be attended to. the adju%meut of such rule% as so much
These seem to be a_ tollow_ : -- labour lo_t : iol gross igmoranee, they will

1. On the lmrt of the Oflbnce. say, never trouble_ itself _d_out laws, and
1. The profit of the otfi.nce; passion does not calculate, l_ut the evil of
2. The nfisehief of the offence ; lgnm anee ,tdmit_ of cure :11and as to the pro-
3. The profit and mi.cehlef of other greater position that passion does not calculate, this,

or lesser offences, of" diffc,.nt _rts, like mo_t of these very general and oraenlar
which the offender may have to choose propositions, is not true. When matters of
oat of; such importance as p_fin and pleasure are al,

shake, and the_e in the highest degree (.tbe
• See B. 1I, tit. [Purposes.| Apl)end. tit. only matters, in short, that can be of lm-

[Composition.] portanee) who is there that does not calcu-
t Notwithstanding this rule, my fear is, that late ? Men tadeulate, some with less exact-

in the ensuing model, I may be thought to have
carded my maleavours at proporuunality too ncss, indeed, some with more: but all men
far. ltitherto scarce any attention h_s been calculate. I wouhl not say, that even a mad-

to it. J_lonte_quien seems to have been al- man does not _deulate.§ Passion caleu-
nu_t the first whohas had the least idea of any lates, more or less, ill every man : in different
such thing. In such a matter, therefore, excess men, according to the warmth or coolness of
seemed moreeligible thandefeet, Thedifftculty
Ls _ invent: that done, if any thing seems .su- iiSee Append. tit. [Prmuulgation. ]
pernuous, it is easy to retrench. § "/'here are few madmen but what are ob-

•* See B. l. tit. [ Punishment_. ] _crved to be at'mid of the strait waistcoat,
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their dispositions: according to the firmness be given to a lot of punishment, is that of be-
or irritability of their minds: according to ingvariableinpointofquantity, in conformity
the nature of the motives by which they are to every variation which can take place in
acted upon. Happily, of all passions, that is either the profit or mischief of the offence,
the most given to calculation, from the ex- This property might, perhaps, be termed, in
cesses of which, by reason of its strength, a single word, variability.
constancy, and universality, society has most nL
toapprehend:* Imeanthatwhicheorresponds A second property, intimately connected
to the motive of pecuniary interest : so that with the former, may be styled equability. It
these niceties, if such they are to be called, will avail but little, that a mode of punish-
have the best chance of being efficacious, ment (proper in all other respects) has been
where efficacy is of the most importance, established by the legislator; and that capa-

ble of being screwed up or let down to any
degree that can be required; if, after all, what-

CHAPTER XVII. ever degree of it be pitched upon, that same

OF THE PROPERTIES TO BE GIVEN TO A LOT degree shall be liable, according to circum-
stances, to produce a very heavy degree of

OF PUNISHMENT. pain, or a very slight one, or even none at all.
I. In this case, as in the former, if circumstances

IT has been shown what the rules are, which happen one way, there will be a great deal of
ought to be observed in adjusting the propor- pain produced which will be needless: if the
tion between the punishment and the offence, other way, there will be no pain at all applied,
The properties to be given to a lot of punish- or none that will be e_cacious. A punish-
ment, in everyinstance, will, of course, be such ment, when liable to this irregularity, may be
as it stands in need of, in order to be capable styled an unequable one: when free from it
of being applied, in conformity to those rules: an equable one. The quantity of pain pro-
the quality will be regulated by the quantzty, dueed by the punishment will, itistrue, depend

n. ina considerabledegreeupon circumstances
The firstof thoserules,we may remember, distinctfrom the natureof the punishment

was,thatthequantityofpunishmentmustnot itself:upon theconditionwhich the offender
be less,in any case,thanwhat issufficientisin,with respectto the circumstancesby
to outweigh the profitof the offence: since, which a man's sensibilityisliableto be in-
as oftenas itisless,the whole lot(unlessby flueneed.But theinfluenceof theseverycir-
accidentthe deficiencyshouldbe supplied cumstanceswillinmany casesbereciprocally
from some ofthe othersanctions)isthrown influencedby the natureofthe punishment:
away; itisine_icacnous.The fifthwas,that in otherwords, the painwhich isproduced
the punishmentought inno casetobe more by any mode of punishment,willbe the joint
than what is requiredby the severalother effectof the punishmentwhich isappliedto
rules:since,if itbe, allthatisabove that him, and thecircumstancesinwhichhe isex-
quantityis needless.The fourthwas, that posedtoit.Nowtherearesomepunishments,
the punishment should be adjustedinsuch of which the effectmay be liableto undergo
manner to eachindividualoffence,thatevery a greateralterationby the influenceof such
partofthemischiefofthatoffencemay have foreigncircumstances,thantheeffectofother
a penalty(thatis,a tutelarymotive) to en- punishmentsis liableto undergo. So far,
counterit:otherwise,withrespecttosomuch then,asthisisthecase,equabilityorunequa-
of the offence as has not a penalty to corre- bility may be regardedas properties belonging
spond toit, it is as if there were no punishment to the punishment itself.
in the case. Now, to none of those rules can IV.
a lot of punishment be conformable, unless, An example of a mode of punishment which
for every variation in point of quantity, in the is apt to be tmequable, is that of banishment,
mischief of the species of offence to which it when the locus a quo (or place the party is
is annexed, such lot of punishment admits of banished from) is some determinate place
a correspondent variation. To prove this, appointedbythelaw, whichperhapsthaoffen-
let the profit of the offence admit of a multi- der cares not whether he ever see or no. This
rude of degrees. Suppose it, then, at any one is alsothe case with pecuniary, orquasi.pecu.
of these degrees : if the punishment be less nlary punishment, when it respects some par°
than what is suitable to that degree, it will ticular species of property, which the offender
be ine_caclous; it will be so much thrown may have been possessed of, ornot, asit may
away: if it be more, as far as the difference happen. All these punishments may be split
extends, it will be needless; it will therefore down into parcels, and measured out with the
be thrown away also in that case. utmost nicety: being divisible by time, at

The first property, therefore, that ought to least, if by nothing else. They are not, there-
fore, any of them defective in point of varia-

• " Seeeh. xii. [Conseqncnccs],par. 33. bility: and yet, in many eases, this defeet in
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point of equab'flity may make them as unfit mind. The idea of it, if not present, cannot
for use as if they were.* act at all; and then the punishment itself must

v. be ine_eacious. Now, to be present, it must
The third rule ofproportion was, that where be remembered, and to be remembered it must

two offenceseomein competition, the punish- have been learnt. • But of all punishments
meat for the greater offence must be sufficient that can be imagined, there are none of which
to induce a man to prefer the less. Now, to the connection with the offence is either so
be sufficient for this purpose, it must be evi- easily learnt, or so efficaciously remembered,
dearly and uniformly greater : greater, not in as those of which the idea is already in part
the eyes of some men only, but of all men associated with some part of the idea of the
who are liable to be in a situation to take their offence ; which is the case when the one and
choice between the two offences; that is, in the other have some circumstance that belongs
effect, of all mankind. In other words, the to them in cmnmon. When this is the case
two punishments must be perfectly commen- with a punishment and an offence, the punish-
surable. Hence arises athird property, which ment is said to bear an analogy to, or to be
maybe termedcommensurablhty: towit, with characterzst_e of, the offence._ Characteris-
reference to other punishments, t ticalness is, therefore, a fourth property, which

Vl. on this account ou_ht to be given, whenever
But punishments of different kinds are in it can convemently be given, to a lot of pu-

very few instances uniformly greater one than nishment.
another ; especially when the lowest degrees vnI.
of that which is ordinarily the greater, are It i_ obviou% that the effect of this con-
compared with the highest degrees of that trivance will be the greater, as the analogy.
which is ordinarily the less : in other words, is the closer. The analogy will be the closer,
punishments of different kinds are in few in- the more materialll that circumstance is, which
stances uniformly commensurable. The only is in common. Now, the most malcnal cir-
certmn and tmiversal means of making two cumstance that can belong to an offence and
lots of punishment perfectly commensurable, a punishment in common, is the hurt or
is by making the lesser an ingredient in the dmnagc which they produce. The closest
composition of the greater. This maybe done analogT, therefore, that can subsist betwecn
in either of two ways. 1. By adding to the an offence and the puni,hment aunexed to it,
lesser punishment another quantity of punish- is that which subsists between them when
meat of the same kind. 2. By adding to it the hint or damage they produce is of the
another quantity of a different kind. The same nature: in other words, that which is
latter mode is not less certain than the tor- constituted by the circumstance of identity
mer ; for though one cannot always be abso- in point of damage.§ Accordingly, the mode
lutely sure, that to the same person a given of punishment, which of all others bears the
punishment will appear greater than another closest analogy to the offence, is that which
given punishment; yet one may be always in the proper and exact sense of the word is
absolutely sure, that any given punishment, termed retallatzon. Retaliation, theretme, in
so as it does but come into contemplation, the few cases in which it is practicable, and
will appear greater than none at all. imt too expensive, will have one great advan-

ViL rage over every other mode of punishment.
Again : Punishment cannot act any farther xx.

than in as far as the idea of it, and of its con- Again : It is the idea only of the punish-
nection with the offence, is present in the meat (or, in other words, the apparent punish-

ment) that really acts upon the mind ; the
• By the English law_ there are several often- punishment itself (the real pumshment) acts

cos which are punished by a total forfeiture of not any farther than as giving rise to that
moveables, not extending toimmoveables. This idea. It is the apparent punishment, there-i_ the case with suicide, and with certain species
of theft and homicide. In some cases, this is fore, that does all the service ; I mean in the
the pnncipal punishment: in others, even the way of example, which is the principal oh-
only one. The consequence is, that if a man's jeeL¶ It is the real punishment that does all
fortune happens to consist in moveables, he i
_minod; ff in immovcables, he suffers nothing.

-_ See View of thv Hard.Labour Bill. Lond •* See Mentesq. Esp. des Loix. L. xii. eh. iv.
1778, p. li}0. . He seems to have the property of characteristi-

For the idea of this property, I must acknow, calness in view: but that the idea he had of it
ledge myself indebte_ to an anonymous letter was very indistinct, appears from the extrava°
in the St. James's Chronicle, of the L27th of gant advantages he attributes to it.
September 1777; the author of which is totally II See ch. vii. [Actions], par. 3.
unknown to me. If any one should be disposed _ Besides thi% there are a variety of other
to think lightly of the instruction, on account ways in which the punishment may bear an ana-
of the channeI by which it was first commurd, logy to the offence. This will be seen by look-
cared, let him tell me where I can find an ide_ ing over the table of punishments.
n_re ingenious or original. _ See oh. xv. [Cases unme_tl, § I, 2, note.
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tbemischief.* Now the ordir_ry and obvious of such a species of possession as is tranf_-
way of increasing the magnitude of the ap- able from one party to another. The plea-
parent punishment, is by increasing the mag- sure, indeed, produced by such an operation,
nitude of the real. The apparent magnitude, is not in general equal to the pain:§ it may,
however, may to a certain degree be increased however, be so in particular circumstances,
by other less expensive means : whenever, as where he, from whom the thing is taken,
therefore, at the same time that these less is very rich, and he, to whom it is given,
expensive means would have answered that verypoor ; and, be it what it will, it is always
purpose, an additional real punishment is so much more than can be produced by any
employed, this additional real punishment is other mode of punishment.
needless. As to these less expensive means, xn_.
they consist, 1. In the choice of a particular The properties of exempl_ity and fruga-
mode of punishment; a punishment of a par- lity seem to pursue the same immediate end,
tieular quality, independent of the quantity, t though by different courses. Both are occu-
2. In a particular set of solemnities distinct pied in diminishing the ratioofthe realsuffer-
from the punishment itself, and accompanying ing to the apparent : but exemplarity tends
the execution of it._ to increase the apparent: frugality to reduce

x. the real.
A mode of punishment, according as the xzv.

appearance of it bears a greater proportion Thus much concerning the properties to
to the reality, may be said to be the more be given to punishments in general, to what-
exemplary. Now, as to what concerns the soever offences they are to be applied. Those
choice of the punishment itself, there is not which follow are of less importance, either as
any means by which a given quantity of pu- referring only to certain offences in particular,
nishment can be rendered more exemplary, or depending upon the influence of transitory
than by choosing it of such a sort as shall and local circumstances.
bear an analogy to the offence. Hence, an- In tbefirst place, the four distinct ends into
other reason for rendering the punishment which the main and general end of punish-
analogous to, or in other words characteristic ment is divisible,§ may give rise to so many
of, the offence, distinct properties, according asany particular

XL mode of punishment appears to be more par-
Punishment, it is still to be remembered, tieularly adapted to the compassing of one

is in itself an expense: it is in itself an evil.l[ i or of another of those ends. To that of ex-
Accordingly, the fifth rule of proportion is, ample, as being the principal one, a particular
not to produce more of it than what is de- property has already been adapted. There
manded by the other rules. ]_ut this is the remain the three inferior ones of reformat/on,
ease as often as any particle of pain is pro- disablement, and compensation.
duced, which contributes nothing to the effect xv.
proposed. Now, if any mode of punishment A seventh property, therefore, to be wished
is more apt than another to produce any such for in a mode of punishment, is that of sub-
superfluous and needless pain, it may be styled serviency to reformation, or ref_r_/ng tea-
unfrugal; ff less, it may be styled fi ugaL dency. Now any punishment is subservient
Frugality, therefore, is a sixth property to be to reformation, in proportion to ks quant/ty:
wished for in a mode of punishment, since the greater the punishment a man has

xm experienced, the stronger is the tendency it
The perfection of frugality, in a mode of has to create in him an aversion towards the

punishment, is where not only no superfluous offence which was the cause of it ; and tha_
pain is produced on the part of the person with respect to all offences alike. But there
punished, but even that same operation, by are certain punishments which, with regard
which he is subjected to pain, is made to to certain offences, have a particular tendency
answer the purpose of producing pleasure on to produce that effect by reason of their
the part of some other person. Understand quality: and where this is the case, the
a profit or stock of pleasure of the self-re- punishments in question, as applied to the
garding kind ; for a pleasure of the dissocial offences in question, will pro tantu have the
kind is produced almost, of course, on the advantage over all others. This influence will
part of all persons in whose breasts the offence depend upon the nature of the motive which
has excited the sentiment of ill-will. Now, is the cause of the offence: the punishment,
this is the case with pecuniary punishment, most subservient to reformation, will be the
as also with such punishments of the quasi- sort of punishment that is best calculated to
pecuniary kind as consist in the subtraction invalidate the force of that motive.

XvL

* See ch. xv. [Cases unmeet], § 4, par, 3. Thus, in agenees originating from the too-
See B. I. tit [Punishments.J

$See B. I1. tit. [Execution.]
llCh. xv. [Ca_ unmeet], par. 2. § See ch. xv. [Cases uraneet], 1_- 2, note.
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five of ill-will,* that punishment has the dent, is in an eminent degree u_fr_gal; which
strongest reforming tendency, which is best forms one among the many objections there
calculated to weaken the force of the irascible are aff_inst the use of it, in any but very ex.
affections ; andmore particularly, in thatsort traordmary cases.$
of offence which consists in an obstinate re- xx.

fusal, on the part of the offender, to do some- In ordinary eases the purpose may be suffi-
thing which is lawfully required of him,_ and eiently answered by one or other of the va-
in which the obstinacy is in great measure rious kinds of confinement and banishment :
kept up by his resentment against those who of which, imprisonment is the most strict and
have an hiterest in forcinghim to compliance, efficacious. For when an offence is so eir-
the most efficacious punishment seems to be cumstanced that it cannot be committed but
that of confinement to spare diet. in a certain place, as is the case, for the most

xvn. part, with offences against the person, all the
Thus. also, in offencea which owe their law has to do, m order to disable the offender

birth to the joint influence of redolence and from committing it, is to prevent his being
peeuniary interest, that punishment seems to in that place. In any of the offences which
possess the strongest reforming tendency, consist in the breach or the abuse of any kind
which is best calculated to weaken the force of trust, the purpose may be compassed at a
of the former of those dispositions. And still cheaper rate, merely by forfeiture of the
more particularly, in the cases of theft, era. trust: and in general, in any of those offences
bczzlement, and every species of defraud, which carl only be committed under favour
ment, the mode of punishment best adapted of some relation in which the off,ender stands
to lh_s purpose seems, in most cases, to be with reference to any person, or sets of per-
that of pen',d labour, sons, merely by fbrieiture of that relation :

xvIII, that is, of the right of continuing to reap the
An eighth property to be given to a lot o_t advantages belonging to it. This is the ca_e,

pumshment in certain cases, is that of ed_- for instance, with any of those offences which
cacy wtth respect to disablement, or, as it consist in an abuse oi the privileges of mar-
might be styled more briefly, &sabhng c_i- rinse, or of the liberty of carrying on any lu-
ency. This is a property which may be givcn crative or other occupation.
in pelfcetion to a lot of punishment ; and xxL
that with much greater celgaJnty than the The ninth property is that of subserviency
property of subserviency to reformation. The to eompen_atton. _I'his property of" punish-
inconvenience is, that this property is apt, in ment, if it be vlndicttve compensation that is
general, to run counter to that of frugality : in view, xr_ll, with little variation, he in
there being, m most cases, no certain way of proportion to' the quantity : ff lucratwe, it _s
disabhng a matt from doing mischieL without, the peculiar and characteristic property of"
at the same time, disabling him, in a great pecumary punishment.
measure, from doing good, e_ther to himself xxm
or others. The misclfief, therefore, of the In the rear of all these properties may be
offence must be so great as to demand a very introduced that of populartty; a very fleeting
considerable lot of punishment, for the pur- and indeterminate kind of propclty, which
poseofexample, beforeit eanwarranttheap- may belong to a lot of punishment one mo-
plication of a punishment equal to that which ment, and be lost by it the next. By poptda-
is necessary for the purpose of disablement. Hty is meant the p_operty of being acceptable,

XIX. or rather not unacceptable, to the bulk of
The punishment, of which the efficacy in the people, among whom it _s proposed to be

this way is the greatest, is evidently that of established. In strictness of speech, it should
death. In this case the efficacy of it is cer- rather be called absence of unpopularity; fol
tain. Tiffs accordingly is the punishment it cannot be expected, in regard to such a
peculiarly adapted to those cases in which matter as punishment, that any species or lot
the name of the offender, so long as he lives, of it shotdd be positively aeeepuLblc and
may be sufficient to keep a whole nation in a grateful to the people : it is sufficient, for the
flame. This will now and then be the case most part, if they have no dec_ded aversion
with competitors for the ,overeignty, and to the thoughts of it. _Now the property ot
leaders of the factions in civil wars: though, characteristicalness, above noticed, seems to
when applied to offences of so questionable go as far towards conciLiating the approbation
a nature, in which the question concerning of the people to a mode of punishment, as
criminality turns more upon success than any any ; insomuch that popularity may be re-
thing else; an infliction of this sort mac seem garded as a kind of secondary qaality, de-
to _vour more of hostility than punisfiment, pending upon that of charactetisticalness.lJ
At. the same time this punishment, it is evi-

See B. I tit. [PunLshments.]
* See eh. x. [Motives.] II The property of eharacteristlcalness_ there.

-1-See B. L tit. [Offences a¢,mlnst Justice. | tbre, is usefal in ,_mode of pumshment in thre_
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The use of inserting this property in the ca- _ eye to it, as much as if it were ever so well
talogue, is chiefly to make it serve by way of _ grounded. Every nation is liable to have its
memento to the legislator, not to introduce, _ prejudices and its caprices, which it is the
without a cogent necessity, any mode or lot [ business of the legislator to look out for, to
of punishment, towards which he happens to [ study, and to cure. t
perceive any violent aversion entertained by [ xxv.
the body of the people. ' The eleventh and last of all the properties

xxm. that seem to be requisite in a lot of punish-
The effects of unpopularity in a mode of ment, is that of reraissibdity._ The general

punishment are analogous to those of unfru- presumption is, that when punishment is
gality. The unnecessary pain which deno- applied, punishment is needfifl : that it ought
minates a punishment unfrug_l, is most apt to be applied, and therefore cannot want to
to be that which is produced on the part of be remitted. But in very particular, and
the offender. A portion of superfluous pain those always very deplorable cases, it may
is in like manner produced when the punish- by accident happen otherwise. It may hap-
ment is unpopular : but in this case it is pro- pen that punishment shall have been inflicted,
duced on the part of persons altogether inno- where, according to the intention of the law
cent, the people at large. This is already itselt, it ought not to have been inflicted:
one mischief; and another is, the weakness that is, where the sufferer is innocent of the
which it is apt to introduce into the law. offence. At the time of the sentence passed
When the people arc satisfied _th the law, he appeared guilty : but since then, accident
they voluntarily lend their assistance in the has brought hs innocence to light. This
execution : when they are dissatisfied, they being the case, so much of the destined pu-
will naturally withhold that assistance; xt nishment as he has_ suffered already, there
is well if they do not take a positive part in is no help for. The business is then to free
raising impediments. This contributes great- him from as much as is yet to come. But zs
ly to the uncertainty of the punishment ; by there any yet to come ? There is very little
which, in the first instance, the frequency of chance of their being any, unless it be so
the offence receives an increase. In process much as consists of chronlcal punishment :
of time, that deficiency, as usual, is apt to such as imprisonment, banishment, penal la.
draw on an increase in magnitude : an addi- bour, and the like. So much as consists in
tion of a certMn quantity which otherwfse acute punishment, to wit, where the penal
would be needless.* process itself is over presently, however per-

xxIv. manent the punishment may be in its effects,
This property, it is to be observed, neccs- may be considered as irremissible. This is

sarily supposes, on the part of the people, the case, for example, with whipping, brand-
some prejudice or other, which it is the busi- ing, mutilation, and capital punishment. The
hess of the legislator to endeavour to correct, most perfectly irremissible of any is capital
For if the aversion to the punishment in punishment. For though other punishments
question were grounded on the principle of cannot, when they are over, be remitted, they
utility, the punishment would be such as, on may be compensated for ; and although the
other accounts, ought not to be employed: untortunate victim cannot be put into the

in which case its popularity or unpopularity same condition, yet possibly means may be
would never be worth drawing into question, found of putting him into as good a condition
It is properly, therefore, a property not so as he would have been in if he had never
much of the punishment as of the people : suffered. This may in general be done very
a disposition to entertain an unreasonable effectually where the punishment has been no
dislike against an object which merits their other than pecuniary.
approbation. It is the sign also of another There is another case in which the pro-
property; to wit, indolence or weakness, on perty ofremissibilitymay appear to be of use:
the part of the legislator : in suffering the this is, where, although the offender has been
people, for the want of some instruction, justly punished, yet on account of some good
which ought to be and might be given them, behaviour of his, displayed at a time subse-
to quarrel with their own interest. Be this quent to that of the commencement of the
as it may, so long as any such dissatisfaction punishment, it may seem expedient to remit
subsists, it behoves the le_slator to have an a part of it. But tl_ it can scarcely be, if

the proportion of the punishment is, in other
different ways: 1. It renders a mode of punish- respects, what it ought to he. The purpose
ment, before infliction, more easy to be borne in of example is the more important object, in
mind: 2. It enables it, especially after innic- comparison of that of reformation._ It is not
tion, to make the s_onger ".nvpressiorbwhen it is

there; that is, renders it ttle more exf.rnp_a_t_: _ See oh. xv. [Cases unmeet], § iv.. par. 41.ft93. It tends to render it more acceptable to t e
people, that is, it renders it the more pop,tar. ± See View of the Hard Labour Bill, p. _.

"See oh. xv. [Ca_es unme_J, _ v. 1_See oh. xv. [Cases unmeet], l_r. 2, no_
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very likely, that le_s punishment should be base,owing on it the two farther properties of
required for the former purpose than for the exempiarity and popularity ; vlz.
latter. For it must be rather an extranrdi- 4. Characteristiealness.
nary case, if a punishment, which is sufficient Two others are concerned in excluding all
to deter a man who has only thought of it for useless punishment ; the one indirectly, by
a few moments, should not be sufficient to heightening the efficacy of what is useful ;, the
deter a man who has been feeling it all the other in a direct way ; viz.
time. Whatever, then, is required for the 5. Exemplarity.
purpose of example, must abide at all events: 6. Frugality.
it is not any reformation on the part of the Three others contribute severally to the
offender that can warrant the remitting of three inferior ends of punishment ; viz.
any part of it: if it could, a man would have 7. Subserviency to reformation.
nothing to do but to reform immediately, 8. Efficacy in disabling.
and so free himself from the greatest part of 9. Subserviency to compensation.
that punishment which was deemed necessary. Another property tends to exclude a col-
In order, then, to warrant the remitting of lateral mischief, which a pm'ticular mode of
any part of a punishment upon this ground, punishment is liable accidentally to produce ;
it must first be supposed that the punishment viz.
at first appointed was more than was neces- 10. Popularity.
sary for the purpose of example, and conse- The remaining property tends to palliate
quently that a part of it was needless upon a mischief, which all punishment, as such, is
the whole. This, indeed, is apt enough to liable accidentally to produce ; viz.
be the case, under the imperfect systems that 11. Remisslbility.
are as yet on foot : and therefore, during the The properties of commensurability, cha-
continuance of those systems, the property of racteristicalness, exemplarity, subserviency
remissibility may, on this second ground like- to reformation, and efficacy in disabling, are
wise, as well as on the former, be deemed a more particularly calculated to augment the
useful one. But this would not be the case profit which is to be made by punishment :
in any new-constructed system, in which the frugality, subserviency to compensation, po-
rules of proportion above laid down should pulm-ity, and remissibility, to diminish the
be observed. In such a system, therefore expense : variability and equability are alike
the utility of this property would rest solely subservient to both those purposes.
ou the former ground, xxvlxi.

xxvI. We now come to take a general survey of
Upon taking a survey of the various pos- the system of offences ; that is, of such acts

sible modes of punishment, it will appear to which, on account of the mischievous con-
evidently, that there is not any one o£ them sequences they have a natural tendency to
that possesses all the above properties in per- produce, and in the view of putting a stop to
fectinn. To do the best that can be done those consequences, it may be proper to ammx
in the way of punishment, it will therefore a certain art_ficzal consequence, consisting of
be necessary, upon most occasions, to corn- punishment, to be inflmted on the authors of
pound them, and make them into complex such acts, according to the principles just
lots, each consisting of a number of ddferenl established.
modes of punishment put together: the natur_
and proportions of the constituent parts of
each lot being different, according to the ha- CHAPTER XVIII.
tare of the offence which it is designed to
combat. § 1. Classes of O_ences.

XXVIL I.

It may not be amiss to bring toge_er, and *IT is necessary, at the outset, to make a dis-
exhibit in one view, the eleven properties tinetion between such acts as are or ma9 be,
above established. They are as follows : -- and such as ought to be offences. Any act

Two of them are concerned in establishing
a proper proportion between a single offence t This chapter is an attempt to put our ideas
and its punishmeut ; viz. of offences into an exact method. The particu-

1. Variability. lar uses of method are various: but the generalone is_ to enable men to understand the things
2. Equability. that are the subjects of it. To understand a

One, in establishing a proportion between thing, is to he acquainted with its qualities or
more offences than one, and more punish- properties. Of these properties, some are com.
ments than one; viz. mon to it with other things; the rest, peculiar.

3. Commensurability. But the quaht]ea which are peculiar to any one
A fourth contributes to place the punish- sort of thing are few indeed, m comparison withthose which are common to xtwith other things.

me_t in that situation in which alone it can To make it known in respect of its difference,
be eflieacioas ; and at the same time to be would therefore be doing little, unless it were
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may be an offence, which they whom the corn- III.
anunity are in the habit of obeying shall be But if the whole assemblage of any number
pleased to make one : that is, any act which of individuals be considered as constituting
they shall be pleased to prohibit or to punish, an imaginary compound body, a community or
But, upon the principle of utility, such sets political state ; any set that is detrimental to
alone ought to be made offences, as the good any one _r more of those members is, as to so
of the community requires should be made so. much of its effects, detrimental to the state.

II. IV.

The good ofthe community cannot require, An act cannot be detrimental to a state, but
that any act should be made an offence, which by being detrimental to some one or more of
is not liable, in some way or other, to be de- the iwhviduals that compose it. But these
trimental to the community. For in the case individuals may either be assignable t or un-
of such an act, all punishment is groundless.* assignable.

made known also by its genus. To understand v
it perfectly, a man must therefore be informed When there is any assignable individual to
of the points in which it agrees, as wen as of whom an offence is detrimental, that person
those in which it disagrees, with all other things, may either be a person otl_er than the often°
When a number of objects, composing s logical der, or the offender himself.
whole, are to be considered together, all of these vI.
possessing with respect to one another a certain Offences that are detrimental, in the first
congruency or agreement denoted by a certain
name, there is but one way of giving a perfect instance, to assignable persons other than the
knowledge of their nature; and that is, by dis- offender, may be termed by one common
trihuting them into a system of parcels, each of name, oj_nees against indiwduals. And of
them a part, either of some other parcel, or, at these may be composed the ]st class of of-
any rate, of the common whole. This can only fences. To contrast them with offences of
be done in the way of bipartition, dividing each the 2d and 4th classes, it may also sometimes
superior branch into _wo, and but two, imme-
diately subordinate ones; beginning with the be convenient to style them private offences.
logical whole, dividing that into two parts, then To contrast them at the same time with of°
each of those parts into two others; and so on. fences of the 3d class, they may be styled
These first-disunguished parts agree in respect private extra-regarding offences.
of those propcrtaes which belong to the whole: . vn.
they differ in respect of those preperties which When it appears, in general, that there are
are peculiar to each. To divide the whole into persons to whom the act in question may be
more than two parcels at once, for example into
three, would not ar_wer the purpose; for, in detrimental, but such persons c_nnot be in-
tact, it is but two objects that the mind can com. dividually assigned, the circle within which
pare together exactly at the same time. Thus, it appears that they may be found, is either
then, let us endeavour to deal w_th offences; or of less extent than that which comprises the
rather, strictly speaking, with acts which pos- whole commtmity, or not. If of less, the
seas such properties as seem to indicate them fit persons comprised within this lesser eircleto he constituted offences. The task is arduous;
and, as yet at least, perhaps .for ever, above our may be considered for this purpose as com-
tbrce. There is no speaking of objects but by posing a body of themselves; comprised with-
their names: but the business of giving them in, but distinguishable from, the greater body
names has always been prior to the true and per- "f the whole community. The circumstance
feet knowledge of theft natures. Objects the that constitutes the union between the mem-

most dissimilar have been spoken of and treated hers of this lesser body, may be either their
as if their properties were the same. Objects the r_sidence within a particular place, or, in
most similar have been spoken of and treated as
if they had scarce any thing in common. Vc'hst- short, any other less explicit principle of
ever discoveries may be made concerning them, union, which may serve to distinguish them
how ditferent soever their real congruencies and from the remaining members of the commu-
disagreements may be found to be from those nity. In the first case, the act may be styled
which are indicated by their names, it is not an offence against a nelghbour_: in the
without the utmost dii_ieulty that any means can
be found out of expressing those discoveries by second, an offence against a partienhr class
other more apposite denominations. Change the of persons in the community. Offences, then,
import of the old names, and you arc in perpe- against a class or neighbourhood, may, toge-
tual danger of being misunderstood: introduce ther, constitute the 2d class of offences.* To
an entire new set of names_ and you aresure not
to be understood at all. Complete success, ther_ -_ [Assignable.] That is, either by name, or
i_ as yet at least, unattainable. But an attempt_ at least by description, in such manner as to be
though imperfect, may have its use: and_at t_e sufficiently distinguished from all others; for in-
worst_ it may accelerate the arrival of that per. stance, by the circumstance of being the owner
feet s_stem, the possession of which will be the or occupier of such and such goods. See B. I.
happiness of some maturer age. Gross ignorance tit. [Personation.] Supra, ch. xii. [Consequen-
descriesnodifficulties; imper_cctknowledgeflnds ces] par. 15.
them out, and struggles with them: it must be ± W'ith regard to oiFences against a class or
perfect knowledge that overcomes tttem, nel_hbourheed, it is evident, t_t the fewer the

* See ch. xv.[Cases unmeet] § 2, par. 1. individuals are, of which such _ is composed,
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contrast them with private offences on the case may be reduced to two great heads •
one hand, ,_d public on the other, they may 1. Offences by falsehood : and, 2. Offences
also be styled senu-public offences, against trust.

VIII.

Offences, which in the first instance are by such means, as amndification of the di_,;_io_
detrimental to tile offender himself, and to of offences entitled Offences throuKh Jhl_ehood.By this means, the circumstances of the inter.
no one else, unless it be by their being detri- vention of falsehood as an instrument, and of
mental to hhnself, may serve to compose a the existence of a particular obligation of the
third elasg. To contrast them the better nature of a trust, will be reduced to a par with
with offences of the first, second, and fourth various other classes of circumstances capable of
classy, all which are of a transitive nature, affording grounds of modification, co.mmonly of
they might be styled mtransltive* offences ; aggravation or extenuation, to various genera
but still better, se[f-regardtn!/, of ofl_nces: instance s premeditation and con.spiracy,, on the one hand; provocation rereh,ed,

ix. and intoxication, on the other. This class will
The fourth class may be composed of such appear, but too plainly, as a kind of botch in

acts as ought to be made offences, on account comparison of the rest. But such is the fate
of the distant mischief which they threaten of science, and more particularly of the moral
to bring upon an unassignable indefinite mul- branch; the distribution of things must in a
titude of the whole nmnber of individuals, of great measure be dependent on their names:arrangement, the work of mature reflection,
which the community is composed; although must be ruled by nomenclature, the work of
no particular individual should appear more popular caprice.
likely to be a sufferer by them than another. In the book of the laws, offences must there-
These may be calledpublw offences, or offences fore be treated of, as much as possible, under
against the state, their accustomed names. Generical tenns_ which

are in continual use, and which express teens for
x. which there are no other terms in use, cvamot

A fifth class, or appendix, may be corn- safely be discarded. When any such occur,
posed of such acts as, sceording to the dr- which cannot be brought to quadrate with such
cumstances in which they are committed, a plan of classification as appears to be most con-
and more particularly according to the pur- venient upon the whole, what then is to be
poses to which they are applied, may be detri- done ? Tliere seems to be but one thing, which

is, to retain them, and annex them to the regular
mental in any one of the ways in which the part of the system in the form of an appendix.
act of one man can be detrimental to another. Though they cannot, when entire, be made to
These may be termed multiform, or hetero- rank under any of the classes established in the

9eneous ofl'ences._ Offences that are in this rest of the system, the divisions to which they
give title may be broken down into lesser diet-

and the narrower that neighbourhood is, the sions, which may not be alike intractable. By
more likely are the persons, to whom the offence this means, how discordant soever with the rest
is detrimental, to become assignable: insomuch of the system the_, may appear to be at first
that, in some case.s, it may be difficult to deter- sight, on a closer inspection they may be found
mine concerning a given offence, whether it be conformable.
an offence against individuals, or against a class This must inewtably be the case with the
or neighbourhood. It is evidenh also, that the names of offences, which are so various and uni-
larger the class or neigh .bqflrhood is, the more versal in their nature, as to be capabl% each of
it approaches to a comcklence with the great them, of doing whatever mischief can be done
body of the state. The three classes, there- by any other kind or kinds of offences whatso-
fore, are liable, to a certain degree, to run into ever. Offences of this description may well be
one another, and be confounded. But this is no called anomalous.
more than what is the case, more or less, with
all those ideal compartments under which men

Such offences, it is plain, cannot but shaw
themselves equally intractable under every kind

are wont to distribute objects for the convenience of system. Upon whatever principle the system
of discourse, be constructed, they cannot, any of them, wtth

• See ch. vii. [Actions] par. 13. anydegree of propriety, be confined to any one
+ 1. Offences by falsehood: 9 Offences against division. If, therefore, they constitute a blemish

truer. See also par. 20 to 30, arA 66. Maturer in the present systen% it is such a blemish as
views have suggested the t_k_ibility, and the could not be avoided but at the expense of a
means, of riddm"g the system of this anomalous greater. The class they are here thrown into
excrescence. Instead of considering these as so will traverse, in its subordinate ramifications, the
many divislmu of offences, divided 1"_nto ge_era_ other classes and divisions of the present sys-
correspondent and collateral to the several _,e- tern: true, but so would they of any other. An
hera distinguished by other appellat:ons, they irregularity, and that but a superiidai one, is a
may be considered as so may specific differences, less evil than continual error and contradiction.
respectively applicable to those genera. Thus, Bat even this shght deviation, which the fashion
in the case of a simple personal injury_ in the of language seemed torender unavoidable at the
operation_of which a plan of falsehood has been outset, we shall soon find occasion to correct as
employed , it _eems more simple and morenatu- weadvance. Forthough tbefirstgreatparceLa
_l to _lsider the offence thus committea as a into which the offences of this class are divided
particular rpecie_or modification of the _enusof are not referable, any of them, to any of the
offence termed a .imple personal i_#ury, than to ibnner classe% yet the subsequent lesser snbdl-
emmidertheshnplepcrsonalinjury, whe_x:ted _isions arc.
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§ 2. Divls_ons and Sub-&w_io_s. as far as a man is in a way to derive either
XL happiness or security from any object which

Let us see by what method these classes belongs to the class of things, such thing is
may be farther subdivided_ First, then, with said to be his property, or at least he is said
regard to offences against individuals, to have a property or an interest therein : an

In the present period of existence, a man's offence, therefore, which tends to lessen the
being and well being, his happiness and his facility he might otherwise have of deriving
security, in a word, his pleasures and his happiness or security from an object which
immunity from pains, are all dependant, more belongs to the class of things, may be styled
or less, in the first place, upon his ownperson; an offence against his property. With regard
in the next place, upon the exterior objects to persons, in as lax'as, from objects of this
that surround him. These objects are either class, a man is in a way to derive happiness
things, or other persons. Under one or other or security, it is in virtue of their services.
of these classes must evidently be comprised in virtue of some services, which, by one
every sort of exterior object, by means of sort of inducement or another, they may be
which his interest can be affected. If, then, disposed to render him._ Now, than, takeany
by means of any offence, a man should on any man, by way of example, and the disposition,
occasion become asufferer, it must be in one whatever it may be, which he may be in to
or other of two ways : 1. absolutely, to wit, render you service, either has no other con-
immediately in his own person ; in which nection to give birth or support to it, than
case the offence may be said to be an offence the general one which binds him to the whole
against his person: or, 2. re_tivelg, by reason species, or it has some other connection more
of some material relation t which the before- partic_ar. In the latter case, such a con-
mentioned exterior objects may happen to nection may be spoken of as constituting, in
bear, in the way of causality (See ch. VXL your favour, a kind of fictitious or incorporeal
Actions, par. 24), to his happiness. Now in object of property, which is styled your con-

&tion. An offence, therefore, the tendency
* See ch. vii. [Actions] par. 3 and 24. of which is to lessen the facility you mightIf, by reason of the word relation, thls part

of the division should al_-J_r obscure, the un- otherwise have of deriving happiness from
known term may be got nd of in the following the services of a person thus specially con-
manner. Our ideas are derived, all of them. netted with you, may be styled an offence
from the senses; pleasurable and painful onss_ a_inst your condition in life, or simply against
therefore, among the rest: consequently, from your condition, Conditions in life must evi-
the operation of sensible objects upon our senses, dently be as various as the relations by which
A man's happiness, then, may be said to depend they are constituted. This will be seen moremore or less upon the relation he bears to any
sensible object, when such subject is in a way particularly farther on. In the mean time,
that stands a chance, greater or less, of pro- those of husband, wife, parent, child, muster,
ducing to him, or averting from him, pain or servant, citizen of such or such a city, natural-
pleasure. Now this, if at all, it must do in born subject of such or such a country, may
one or other of two ways: 1. In an active way, answer the purpose of examples.
properly so called; vlz. by motion : or, 2. In a Where there is no such particular connee-
passlv¢ or quiescent way, by being moved to, or tion, or (what comes to the same thing) whereacted upon: and in elmer case, either, 1. in an
immediate way, by acting upon, or being acted the disposition, whatever it may be, which a
on by, the organs of sense, without the inter- man is in to render you service, is not consi-
vention of any other external object: or, 2. in deredas depending upon such connection, but
a more or less remote way, by acting upon_ or simply upon the gond-wili he bears to you;
being acted on by, some other external object, in such case, in order to express what chance
which (with the intervention of a greater or less , youhave ofderivin_abenefit fromhisservices,number of such objectS, and at the end of more
or less considerable intervals of time) will come _a kindof fictitious object of property is spoken
at length to act upon, or be acted upon by_ those ] of, as being constituted in your favour, and
organs. And this is equally true, whether the [ is called your reputation. An offence, there-
external objects in question be things or persons. ] fore, the tendency of which is to lessen the

• It is also equally t_ue of pains and pleasures of ] facility you might otherwise have had of de-
the mind, as of thoso of the body: all the differ- [ riving happiness or security from the servicesence is, t_t in the production o_ these, the plea-
sure or pain may result immediately from the of persons at large, whether connected with
percepfionwhichitaccomlmnies: in the i_roduc, youornotbyanyspecialtie, may be styled an
tion of those of the mind, it cannot result trom offence against your reputat/on. It appears,
the action of an object of sense, any otherwise therefore, that if by an)" offence an individual
tha, b_ auocia_ion; to wit, by .means of some becomes a sufferer, it must be in one or other
cormemon which the perception has contracted
with certain prior ones, lodged already in the of the four points above mentioned; viz. his
memory._ person, his property, his condition in life, or

his reputation. These sources of distinction,

• See oh. v. [Pleasures and Pains] par, lSj $1.
Ch. _. [Mofive, J par. 39, no_. .* See ch. r, [Motivea]
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then, may serve to form so many subordinate ] xm.
divisions. If any offences should be found to I With regard to any farther sub-divisions,
affect apersonin morethan one of these points J offences against calamity will depend upon
at the same time, such offences may respec- J the nature of the several calamities to which
tivelybeputundersomanyseparate divisions ,I man, and the several things that are of use
and suchcompound divisions may be subjoined to him, stand exposed. These will be con-
to the preceding simple ones. The several sidered in another place.§
divisions (simple and compound together) XlV.
which are hereinafter established, stand as Semi-public offences of mere delinquency
follows: I. Offences against person. 2. Of- will follow the method of division applied to
fences against reputation. 3. Offences against offences against individuals. It will easily
property. 4. Offences against condition, be conceived, that whatever pain or incon-
5. Offences against person and property to- venience any given individnal may be made
gerber. 6. Offences against person and repu- to suffer, to the danger of that pain or incon-
tation together.* venience may any number of individuals, as-

xu. signable or not assignable, be exposed. Now
Next with regard to semi-public offences, there are four points or m_icles, as we have

Pain, considered with reference to the time seen, in respect to which an individual may
of the act from which it is liabletoissue, must, be made to suffer pain or inconvenience. If,
it is evident, be either present, past, or future, then, with respect to any one of them, the
In as far as it is either present or past, it can- connection of causes and effects is such, that
not be the result of any act which comes under to the danger of suffering in that article a
the description of a semi-public offence: for number of persons, who individually are not
if it be present or past, the individuals who assignable, may, by the delinquency of one
experience, or who have experienced, it are person, be exposed, such article will form a
a_signable.T There remains that sort of was- ground of distinction, on which a particular
chief, which, ifitever cometoexistat all, is as sub-davision of semi-public offences may be
vet but future : mischief, thus circumstanced, established, if, with raspec_ to any such
takes the name ofdanger._ Now, then, when article, no such effect can take place, that
by means of the act of any person a whole ground of distinction _ll lie for the present
neighbourhood, or other class of persons, are unoccupied: ready, however, upon any change
exposed to danger, this danger must either be of circumstances, or in the manner of viewing
zntentional on his part, or unintentlonal.]l If the subject, to receive a correspondent sub-
nulntentional, such danger, whenitisconvert- division ot offences, if ever it should seem
ed into actual mischief, takes the name of a necessary that any such offences should be
calamztg: offences, productive of such danger, created.
Inay be styled sem_-pubhc o_rences operating xv.
through calamity ; or, more briefly, o_enees We come next to self-regarding offences;
ehroughcalumi_. Ifthedangerbeintentional or, more ploperly, to acts productive in tbe
insom_mh that it mightbe produced, andmight first instance of no other than a self-regard-
convert itself into actual mischief, wxthout ing mischief: acts which, if in any instance i_
the eoncnrrence of any calamity, it may be be thought fit to constitute them offences,
said to ori_nate m mere delinq_tency: offences, will come under the denomination of offences
then, which, without the concm'rence of any against one's sel£ This class will not for the
calaniity, tend to produce such danger as dis- present give us much trouble. For it is evi-
turbs the secnrity of a local, or other subor- dent, that in whatever points a man is vul-
dinate class of persens, may be styled semt- nerable by the hand of another, in the same
pubhc ojf_nces operatingmerelybydelsnquency, points may he be conceived to be vulnerable
or, more briefly, ojf_nces of mere dehnq_eney, by his own. Whatever divisions, therefore,

will serve for the first class, the same will

* Subsequent consideration has here suggested serve fbr this. As to the questions, What acts
several alteratmns. The necessity of adding, to are productive of a mischief of this stamp?
2rojerty, power, m the character of a distin- and, among such as are, which it may, and
guisbahle as well as valuable object or subject which it may not, be worth while¶ to treat
matter of possession, has presented itself to view:
and in regard to the fietitiou_ entity here termed §See B. I. tit. [Semi-public Offenees.] In
condition (for shortness instead of saying condi, the mean time, that of pestilence may serve as an
t/on/n//J_), it has been observed to be a sort of example. A man, wxthout any intention of giving
composite object, compounded of property, re- birth to such a calamity, may expose a neigh-
putation, po_er, and r_ght to services. For this bourhood to the danger of it, by breaking qua.
composite object the more proper place was there- rantine, or violating any of those other preventive
fore at the tail of the several _mple ones._ regulations which governments, at certain con-
2Cute by the Editor, July 1822. junctures, may find it expedient to have recourse

4t S_pra, par. 4. note. to, t'or the purpose of guarding against such
$ See oh. xh. [(!onsequences. ] danger.
I[See eh. viii. _Intentional_ty.] • See ch. xv. [Cases unmeet] _ 4.
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upon the footing of offences ? these are points government, or by other means, without the
(the latter of which at least is) too unsettled, exertion of such influence, t To begin with
and too open to controversy, to be laid down the latter case: mischief, be it what it will,
with that degree of confidence which is im- and let it happen to whom it will, must be
plied in the exhibition of properties which produced either by the unassisted powers of
are nmde use of as the groundwork of an the agent in question, or by the instrumen-
arrangement. Properties for this purpose tality of some other agents. In the latter
ought to be such as show themselves at first case, these agents will be either persons or
glance, and appear to belong to the subject things. Persons, again, must be either not
beyond dispute, members of the community in question, or

XVL members. Mischief produced by the instru-
Public offences may be distributed under mentality of persons, may accordingly be pro-

eleven divisions.* l. Offences against exter- duced by the instrumentality either ofe.zter-
hal security. 2. Offences agmnst justice, nal or of znternal adversaries. Now when it
3. Offences against the preventive branch of is produced by the agent's own unassisted
the police. 4. Offences against the public powers, or by the instrumentality of internal

force. 5.0ffencesagfftusttheposltlveincrease adversaries, or only by the instrumentality of
of the national felicity. 6. Offences against things, it is seldom that it can show itself in
the public wealth. 7. Offences against popula- any other shape (setting as:de any influence
tlo=. 8. Offences against the national wealth, it may exert on the operations of government)
9. Offences _alnst the sovereignty. 10. Of- than either that of an offence against assign-
fences against religion. 11. Offences against able individuals, _)r that of an offence against
the national interest in general. The way in a local or other subordinate class of persons.
which these several sorts of offences connect If there should be a way in which mischief
with one another, and with the interest of can be produced, by any of these means, to
the public, that is, of an unassignable mul- individuals altogether unassignable, it will
titude of the individuals of which that body scarcely be found conspicuous or important
is composed, may be thus conceived, enough to occupy a title by itself: it may

xvH. accordingly be referred to the miscellaneous
Mischief, by which the interest of the pub- head of o_renees against the national tnterest

]ic, as above defined, may be alfected, must, if in general._ The only mischief, of any con-
produced at all, be produced either by means sidorable account, which can be made to ira-
of an influence exerted on the operations of pend indiscriminately over the whole number

of members in the community, is that com-
• In this part of the analysis_ I have found it plex kind of mischief which results from a

necessary to deviate in some degree from the state of war, and is produced by the instru-
rigid rules of the exhaustive method I set out mentality of external adversaries : by theirwith. By me, or by some one else, this method
may, perhaps, be more strictly pursued at some being provoked, for instance, or invited, or
maturer period of the science. At present, the encouraged to invasion. In this way may a
benefit that might result from the unrelaxed ob- man very well bring down a mischief, and
servance of it, seemed so precarious, that I could that a very heavy one, upon the whole corn-
not help doubting whether it_ould pay for the munity in general, and that without takingdelay and txouble, Doubtless such a method is
eminently instructive: but the fatigue of follow, a part in any of the injuries which came in
ing it out is so great, not onlyto the author, but corisequence to be offered to particular indi-
probably also to the reader, that if carried to its viduals.
utmost length at the first attempt, it might per- Next with regard to the mischief which
haps do more disservice in the way of disgust_
than service in the way of information. For _ The idea of government, it may be observed,
knowledge, like physic, how salutary soever in is introduced here without any preparation. The
itself, becomes nolonger of anyuse, when made fact of its being established, I assume as noto-
too unpalatable to be swallowed. Meantime, rioas, and the necessity of it as alike obvious
it cannot but be a mortifying circumstance to a and incontestible. Observat_ns indicating that
writer, who is sensible of the importance of his necessity, if any such should be thought _vorth
subject, and anxious to do it justice, to find him- looking at in this view, may be found by turn-
self obliged to exhibit what he _rceives to be ing to a passage in a former ehapter_ where they
faulty, with any view, how indistinct soever, of were incidentally adduced for the purpese of il-
something more perfect before his eyes. Iftbere ]ustration. Seech. xii. {Consequen-ces] 1__. 17.
be any thing new and original in this work it -I. See in.fra2par. 54, note. Eventhis]l_d_sm-
is to the exhaustive method_ so often aimed at, pleasitis, andvagueasitmaysoemtobe, willnot,
that I am indebted for it.It will, therefore, be when examined by the principle of utility,
no great wonder if I should not be able to quit any more than .anoth.er, to secrete any olt_mce
it without reluctance. On the other hand_ the which has no title to be placed there. To show
marks of stiffness which will doubtless be per- the pain or loss of pl_ which is likely m
ceivedinamultitude of pl_t, are chiefly owing ensue, is aprobl.em_ which beforealagis_.torean
to a solicitous, and not I_rfectly successful, put- justify hlmself m ad.din_ the act _ tl_ecauu_, ae
suit of this same method. New inst_umeuts are i)foffences, hemaymthmcasejasmeveryomer_
_dem handled at first with perfect ease, be called upon to solve.
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an offence may bring upon the public by its government, whether in the averting of evil
influence on the operations of the government, or in the producing of positive good, can have
This it may occasion either, I. In a more to work with, these must be either persons
immediate way, by its influence on those or things. Those which are destined to the
operations themselves : 2. In a more remote particular function of guarding against
way, by its influence onthe instruments by, or chief from adversaries in general, but more
by the help of which those operations should particularly from external adversaries,:_ may
be performed : or, 3. In a more remote way be distinguished from the rest under the col-
stall, by its influence on the sources from lectiveappetlationofthepublicrailitaryforee,
whence such instruments are to be derived, and, for conciseness sake, the railitaryforce.
First, then, as to the operations of govern- The rest may be characterised by the coliec-
meat, the tendency of these, ill as far as it is live appellation of the publicwealth. Thirdly.
conformable towhatonthe principle oi utility With regard to the sources or funds from
it ought to be, is in every case either to avert whence theseinstruments, howsoever apphed,
mischief from the community, or to make an must be derived, such of them as come under
addition to the sum of positive good.* Now the denomination of persons must be taken
mischief, we have seen, must come either out of the whole number of persons that are
fi'om external adversaries, from internal ad- in the community, that i% out of the total
versaries, or from calamities. With regard populatwn of the state ; so that the greater
to mischief from external adversaries, there the population, the greater may, caeteris purl-
requires no filrther division. As to mischief bus, be this branch of the public wealth; and
from internal adversaries, the expedients era- the less, the less. Inlike manner, such as come
ployed for averting it may be distinglfished under the denomination of things may be, and
into such as may be applied before the dis- most of them commonly are, taken out of the
coveryofanymisehievoasdcs_gnin particular, s_m total of those things which are the sepa-
_nd such as can not be employed but in con- rate properties of the several members of the
sequence ofthediscoveryofsomesueh design, community: the sum of which properties may
the former of these are commonly referred to be termed the national wealth:[I so that the
a branch which may be styled the preventive
branch of the pohce : the latter to that of have endured_ in this place, to have seen two such
justiee._ Second. As to the instruments which words as the phthano-paranomic or crime.pre-

venting and the phthaTw-sym2horle or calamity.
* For examples, see infra_ par. 54, note. This prevenfing_ branches of the police ? The ineon-

branch of thebusiness of government_ a sort of venienee of uniting the two branches under the
work of supererogation, as it may be called, in same denomination2 are, however, the less, inns-
the calendar of political duty, is comparatively much as the operations requisite to be performed
but of recent date. It is not for this that the for the two purposes will in many eases be the
untutored many could have originally submitted same. Other functions, commonly referred to
themselves to the dominion of the few. It was the head of police, may be referred either to the
the dread of evil, not the hope of good, that first head vf that power which occupies itself in pro-
cemented societies together. Necessaries come meting, in a positive way, the increase of the
always before luxuries. The state of language natmnal felietty, or of that which employs itself
maxks the progre_ of ideas. Time outof mind, in the management of the pubhe wealth. See
the military deparunent has had a name: so has infra, par. 54, n6te.
that of justice: thepower which oeeupiesitself m '$ It is from abroad that those pernicious enter-
preventing mischief, not till lately, and that but prises aremost apt to originate, whmh come backed
a loose one, the police: for the power which tal_e_ with a greater quantity of physical force than the
for its object the introduetmn of positive good, no persons who are, in a more particular sense, the
peeullar name, however inadequate_ seems yet to oflieers of justice_ are wont to have at their corn-
have been devised, mand. Mischief, the perpetration of whlch is

J¢The functions of jnsttce, and those of the po- ensured by a force of such magmtude, may there-
lice, must be apt, m many points_ m ran one into fore be looked upon in general as the work of
another: especlally as the business would be very externaladversaries. Accordingly, when the per-
badly managed if the same person% who_e more sons by whom it is perpetrated, are in such ibree
laartacular duty it is to act as officers of the police, as to bid defiance to the ordinary efforts of justice,
were not upon occasion to act in the capacity oi_ they loosen themselves from their original deno-
officers of justice. The ideas, however_ of the mination, in proportion as they increase m force,
two functions may still be kept distinct: and I till at length they are looked upon as being no
see not where the line of separation can be drawn longer me'abets of the state, but as standing al-
unless it be as above, together upon a footing with externaladversades.

Give force enough to robbery, and it swells intoAs tothe word police, though of Greek extmc-
traction, it seems to be of French growth: it is rebellion: gave permanence enough to rebellion,
from France, at least, that it has been imported and it settles into hostility.
into Great Britain, wbereitstill retains its foreign }]It must be confessed, thatin common speech

: in Germany_ if it did not originate there, the distinction here established between the p_b-
it has at least been naturalized. Taken all tote- lie wealth and the national wealthis but indlffer-
the_ the idea belougingto it seems to be too mul- early settled: nor is this to be wondered at; the
tifarious to be mtscel_i'ble of any single definition, ideas themselves, though here necessary to be dis-
_/Irant of words obliged me to reduce the two tinguished, being so frequently convertible. But
branches here specified into one. _rho would I am lrfistaken ff the language will furnish any
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greater the national wealth, the greater, cw- offences against the preve1_ive Irf_mch of the
terlsporibns, may be this rpm_i_ing branch of police, such offences whereof the tendency is
the public wealth; and the less, the less. It to impede or misdirect the operations of that
is here to be observed, that if the influence power, whichis employe_in guarding against
exerted on any occasion by an individual over mischiefs resulting from the delinquency of
the operations of the government be perni- internal adversaries, by expedients that come
cions, it must be in one or other of two ways: to be applied before-hand; or of that which
1. By causing, or tonding to cause, operations is employed in guarding against the mischiefs
not to be performed which ought to be per- that might be occasioned by physical calami-
formed; in other words, by impeding the ties. By offences against the pubHc force,
operations of government : or, 2. By causing such offences whereof the tendency is to ira-
operations to be performed which ought not pede or misdirect the operations of that power
to be performed; in other words, by mis- which is destined to guard the public from
directing them. Last, to the total assemblage the mischiefs which may result from the hos-
of the persons by whom the several political tility of foreign adversaries, and, in case of as-
operations above mentioned come to be per- cessity, in the capacity of mlnlsters of justice,
formed, we set out with applying the collec- from mischiefs of the number of those which
tire appellation of the 9overnment. Among result from the delinquency ofinternaladver-
these persons there commonly* is some one saries. By offences against the increase of the
person, or body of persons, whose office it is national felicity, such offences whereof the
to assign an_ddistribute tothe rest their several tendency is to impede or misapply the opera-
departments, to determine the conduct to be tions of those powers thatare employed in the
pursued by each in the performance of the conducting of various establishments, which
particular set of operations that belongs to are calculated to make, in so many different
him, and even upon occasion to exercise his ways, a positive addition to the stock of pub-
function in his stead. Where there is any lie happiness. By offences against the public
such person, or body of persons, he or it may, wealth, such offences whereof the tendency
according as the turn of the phrase requires, is to diminish the amount, or misdirect the
be termed the sovereign, or the sovereignty, application, of the money and other articles
Now it is evident, that to impede or misdirect of wealth, which the government reserves as
the operations of the sovereign, as here de- a fund, out of which the stock ofiustruments
scribed, may be to impede or misdirect the employed in the service above mentioned may
ope_tions of the several departments of go- be kept up. By o_ences against population,
vernment, as described above, such offences whereof the tendency is to

From this analysis, by which the connec- diminish the numbers, or impair the political
tion between the several above-mentioned value, of the sum total of the members of the
heads of offences is exhibited, we may now community. By offences against the national
collect a defiultion for caeh art_cie. By o_bVences wealth, such offences whereof tbe tendency is
against ezternal security, we may understand to diminish the quantity, or impair the value,
such offences whereof the tenden eyis to bring of the thiugs which compose the separate pro-
upon the public a mischief resulting from the perties or estates of the severs] members of
hostilities of foreign adversaries. By offences the community.
against justices, such offences whereof the xvIIt.
tendency is to impede or misdirect the ope- In this deduction, it may be asked, what
rations of that power, which is employed in place is lei_ for reliylon ._ This we shall see
the business of guarding the public against the presently. For combating the various kinds
mischiefs resulting from the delinquency of of offences above enumerated, that is, for
internal adversaries, as far as it is to be done combating all the offences (those not ex-
by expedients, which do not come to be ap- cepted which we are now about considering)
plied in any case till after the discovery of which it is in man's nature to commit, the
some particular design of the sort of those state has two great engines, pnnistmtent and
which they are calculated to prevent. By reward: punishment, to be applied to all,

and upon all ordinary occasions : reward, to
other two words that would express the distinction be applied to a few, for particular purposes,
better. Those in question _ I imagine, be al- and upon extraordinary occasions. But whe-lowed to be thus far well cbesen_ that ff they were
made to change their places, the import given to ther or no a man has done the act which
themwouldnotappeartobequitempror_esthat renders him an object meet for punishment
which is given tothem as they sum_ a{pre_mt, or reward, the eyes of those, whosoever they

• Ishould have bean afrald to have sald _eee*- be, to whom the mmmgement of these an-
saril#, In the United Provinces, in the Hdvetlc , gines is entrusted, cannot always see, nor,
or even in the Germanic body, where is that one where-it is punishment that is to be admi-assembly in which an absolute power over the
whole resides? where was there in the Roman nistered, can their hands be always, sure to
Commonwealth ? I would not undertake for cer- reach him. To supply these deficiencies in
taht to find an answer to all these questions, point of power, it is thought necessary, or at
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least useful (without which the truth of the national wealth ; of the sovereignty ; or of
doctrine would be nothing to the purpose), to religion ; at the same time that it is not clear
inculcate into the minds of the people the in which of all these ways they will affect it
belief of the existence of a power applicable most nor but that, according to contingen-
to the same purposes, and not liable to the cies, they may affect it in one of these ways
same deficmncies : the power of a supreme only, or in another ; such acts may be co_-
invigible bring, to whom a disposition of con- lectedtogether under a miseelhncous division
tributing to the same ends to which the by themselves, and styled offences against the
several institutions already mentioned are national interest in general. Of these, then,
calculated to contribute, must for this pur- may be composed the eleventh and last divi-
pose be ascribed. It is of course expected sion of the class of offences ag_finst the state.
that this power will, at one time or other xx.
be employed in the promoting of those ends : We come now to class the fifth : consisting
and to keep up and strengthen this expeeta- of multiform offences. These, as has been
tion among men, is spoken of as being the already intimated, are eitheroffeneesby.false-
employment of a kind o£ allegorical person- hood, or offences concerning trust. Under the
age, feigned, as before,* for convenience of! head of offences by falsehood, may be com-
discoarse, and styled religion. To diminish, prehended, ]. Simple falsehoods. 2. Forgel y.
then, or misapply the influence of religion, is 3. Personation. 4. Perjury._ Let us observe

pro twnto to diminish or misapply what power in what particulars these four kinds of false_
the state has of combating with effect any of hood agree, and m what they differ.
the before enumerated kinds of offences; that xxI.
is, all kinds of offences whatsoever. Acts Offences by falsehood, however diversified
that appear to have this tendency may be in other particulars, have this in common,
styled o,ffenees aqainst religion. Of these, that they consist in some abuse of the faculty
then, may be composed the tenth division of of discourse, or rather, as we shall see here-
the class of offences against the state, t after, of the faculty of influencing the senti-

xlx. merit of belief in other men,H whether by
If there be any acts which appear liable ¢o discourse or otherwise. The use of discourse

affect the state in any one or more of the is to influence belief, andthatin suchmanner
above ways, by operating in prejudice of the as to give other men to understand that things
external security of the state, or of its in- are as they are really. Falsehoods, of what-
ternal security ; ot the public force ; of the ever kind they be, agree in this : that they
increase of the national felicity; of the public give men to understand that things are other-
wealth ; of the national population ; of the wise than as in reality they are.

XXlI.

o See par. 27, with regard to justice. Personation, forgery, and perjury, arc each
-_It may be observed, that upon this occasion of them distinguished from other modes of

I consider religion in no other light, than in re- uttering falsehood by certain special cireum-
alaect of the influence it may have on the hap-
piness of the present life. As to the effects it _ This division of falsehoods, it is to be ob-
may have in assuring us of and preparing us for served, is not regularly drawn out: that being
a better life to come, this m a matter which what the nature of the case will not here admit
comes not within the cognizance of the legisla- of. Fahehood may be infinitely diversified in
tar. See tit. [ Offences against Religion.] other ways than these. In a particular case, for

I say offences aga'mst rcligion_ the fictitious mstanc% sunple falsehood, when uttered by wri-
entity : not offences agmast God_ tim real being, tmg, is distinguished from the same fa]sehood
For, what sort of pain should the act of a feeble when uttered by word of mouth ; and has had a
mortaloccasion to a being unsusceptible of pain ? partmular name given to it accordingly : I mean,
How should an offence affect him ? Should it be where it stokes against reputatmn ; in which
an offence against his person, his property, his case, the instrument it has been uttered by has
reput_.tion_ or his vonffltion ? been called a llbd. Now it is obvious, that in

It has commonly been the way to put offences the same manner it might have receivcd a dis-
against religion foremost. The idea of prcee- tinct name in all other cases where it is uttered
deuce is naturally enough connected with that by writing. But there has not happened to Le
of reverence. Ex A,_ a¢x_' But for ex- any thing m particular that has disposed man-
presvlng reverceee, there are other methods kind in those case_ to give it sueh a aame. The
enough that are less equivocal And in point of ease is_ that ameng the infinity of circumstances
method and perspicuity_ it is evident, that with by which it might bave been diverslfied_ tho_e
_egard to oi_nces against religion_ neither the which constitute it a libel_ happen to have eu-
nature of the mischief which it is their tendency gaged a peculiar share of attention on the part
to produce_ nor the reason there may be tbr pu- of the institutors of language; either in virtue
nlshing them, can be unde_stood_ but ftom the of the influence which these circumstances have
consideration of the several mischiefs which re- on the tendency of the act, or in virtue of any
ault from the several other sorts of offences. In particular degree of force with which on any
a political view_ it is only because thase others other account they may have di_p(med it t_
are mischievo1_ that offences against reEgiou strike upon the imagination.

SOtOO. _[See B. I. tit. [Fal_ehneds._
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stances. When a falsehood is not accom- When this circumstance, then; the c[reumo
panied by any of*.hose cirenmstances, it may stance of falsehood, intervenes, in some eases
be styled simple falsehood. These eirenm- the name which takes the lead, is that which
stances are, 1. The fQrm in which the false- indicates the offenea by its effect; in other
hood is uttered. 2. The circumstance of its eases, it is that which indicates the expedient
relating or not to the identity of the person or instrument, as it were, by the help of which
of him who utters'it. 3. The solemnity of the offence is com_nitted. Falsehood, take it
the occaswn on which it is uttered.* The by itself, consider it as not being aceompanied
particularapplicationofthesedistinctivecha_ by any other material ch_umstan_s, nor
racters may more eommediously be reserved therefore productive of any material effects,
for another place, t can never, upon the principle of utility, eon-

XXIII. stitute any offence at ull. Combined with
We come now to the sub-divisions of of- other circumstances, there is sc_ce any sort

fences by falsehood. These will bring us of pernicious effect which it may not be in-
back into the regular track of analysis, pur- strumental in producing. It is therefore ra-
sued, without deviation, through the four ther in compliance with the laws of language,
preceding classes, then in consideration of the nature of the

By whatever means a mischief is brought things themselves, that 'falsehoods are made
about, whether falsehood be or be not of the sepa_te mention of under the =Ame and in
number, the individuals liable to be affected the character of distinct offences. All this
by it must either be assignable or unassign- would appear plain enough, if it were now a
able. If assignable, there are but four ms- time for entering into particulars : but that is
terial articles in respect to which they can be what cannot be done, consistently with any
affected ; to wit, their persons, their proper- principle of order or convenience, until the
ties, their reputations, and their conditions inferior divisions of those other classes shall
in life. The case is the same, if, though have been previously exhibited.
unassignable, they are comprisable in any xxv.
class subordinate to that which is composed We come now to offences against trust. A
of the whole number of members of the state, trust is, where there is any particular act
If the falsehood tend to the detriment of the which one party, in the exercise of some
whole state, it can only be by operating in Jower, or some right,_ which is conferred on

one or other of the characters, which every _ Powers, though not a species of rights (for
act that is an offence against the state must thetwo sorts of fictitious entities, termed a power
assume ; viz. that of an offence against ex- and a right, are altogether disparate), are yet
ternal security, agsinst justice, against the so far included under rights, that wherever the
preventive branch of the police, against the werd foyer may be employed_ the word fight
public force, afainst the increase of the na- may _ be employed: The reason is, that
tional felicity, against the public wealth, whereve: you may speak of a person as havinga power, you may also/q_esk of-him as having a
against the national population, agv.inst the right to such power: but the converse of this
national wealth, against the sovereignty of proposition does not hold good: there are cases
the state, or against its religion, m which, though you may speak of a man as

xxxv. having a right, you can not speak of him as
It is the common 13roperty, then, of the having a power, or in any other way make any

offences that belong to this division, to run meationof thstword. On various oucasiensyou
over the same ground that is o_eupied by have a r/ght,fer insmace, to the services of themagistrate: but if you are a private person_ you
those of the preceding hlasses. But some of have no power over him: all the power is ou his
them, as we shall see, are apt, on various oc- [ side. This being the _se, se the word right
casions, to drop or change the names which I was employed, the word po_r might, per_ps,
briug them under this division: this is chiefly I without any deficiency in the seuse_ have been
the case with regard to simple falsehoods, I omitted. On the presentoecasi_, however, as

I in speaking of trusts this word is .aanmoul_
Others retain their names unchanged ; and l made more use of than the word right, it seemed
even thereby supersede the names which most eligible, for the sake of perspicuity3 to in.
would otherwise belong to the offences which serf them both.
they denondnate: this is chiefly the case with It may be expected thgt,_ since the word trot
regard to personation, forger)', and perjury, has been here expounded, the words f_wer and

right, upon the meaning of which tile expoei?
tion of tlie word trs_t is made to _ choukl

* There are two other circumstances still mere be expounded _: and certe_n _'_ t_t no two
words can stand more in need of it than thesematerial; oil 1. The parties whose interest is

affected by the falsehebd. "2.The point or ar- do. Such exp_d'tion I accordingly set about
ticle in which that interest is affected. These to give, and indeed have actually drown up: I_ut'
cireamstances, however, eater not into the com. the detal]s into which I found it _ to
position of the generics] character. Their use is_ enter for this pozim_ were of such leith.as to
aswe shallsee_ to characterizetheseveralsp_ies take up more romn _ could eansistenUy Be
of each genus. See B. I. tit. [Falmehsods.] allotted to them in this _ With _ to

Ibid, these words, thet_fo_ aud a number of b_ers,
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him, is bound to perform for the benefit of vested with a power, or with a riyht , there is
another. Or, more fully, thus: A party is said a certain behaviour which, in the exercise of
to be invested with a trust, when, being in- that power, or of that right, he is bound to

maintain for the benefit of some other party.
such as posses_oJ_,title, and the like, which in In such case, the party first mentioned is
point of import are inseparably connected with
them, instead of exhibiting the exposition itself, styled a trustee: for the other party, no name
I must content myself with giving a general has ever yet been found: for want of a name,
idea of the plan which I have pursued in framing there seems to be no other resource than to
it: and as to every thing else, I must leave the give a new and more extensive sense to the
import of them to rest upon whatever footing [ word beneficiary, or to say at length the party
it may happen to stand upon in the apprehen- [
sion of each reader. Power and right, and the [ to be benefited.*
whole tribe of fictitious entities of this stamp, ]
_tre all of them, in the sense which belongs to [ imagined, seemed too voluminous and minute
them in a book of jurisprudence, the result_ of | to be exhibited in an outline like the present.
some manifestation or other of the legislator's Happily it is not neeea_ary, except ouly for the
will with respect to such or such an act. Now scientific purpose of arrangement, to the under.
every such manifestation is either a prohibition, standing of any thing that need be said on the
a command, or their respective negations; vlz. penal branch of the art of legislation. In a work
a permission, and the declaration which the le- which should treat of the civil branch of that
gislator makes of his will when on any occasion art, it would find its proper place: and in such a
he leaves an act uncommanded. Now, to render work, if conducted upon the plan of the present

one, it would be indispensable. Of the limits
which seem to separate the one of these branches

the expression of the rule more concise_ the corn-
trending of a positive act may be represented by
the prohibition of the negative act which is ?p- from the other, a pretty ample description will
posed to it. To know, then, how to expound a be found in the next chapter: from which some
right, carry your eye to the act which, in the cir- further lights respecting the course to be taken
eumvtanecs in question, would be a violation of for developing tile notions to be annexed to the
that right: the law creates the right by prohibit- words right and po_er, may incidentally be col-
ing that act. Power, whether over a man's own leeted. See in particular, § 3 and 4. See also
person, or over other persons, or over things, is par. 55 of the present chapter.
constituted in the first instance by permiSSion : I might have cut this matter very short, by
butin asfar as the law takes an active part in cor- proceeding in the usual strain, and saymg_ that
ruborating it, it is created by prohibitton, and by a power was a faculty, and that a right was a
command: by prohibition of such acts (on the pn'vilege, and so on, foUowng the beaten track
part of other persons) as are judged incom- of definition. But the inanity of such a methcd,
patible with the exercise of it; and upon oeca- in cases like the present, has been already pointe_
aion_ by command of such acts as are judged to out:_ a power is not a_anything: neither is a
be necessary for the removaI of such or such right a--any thing: the case is, they have neither
obstacles of the number of those which may oc- of them any superior genus: these, together with
cur to impede the exercise of it. For every right duty, obligation, and a multitude of others of the
which the law confers on one party, whether that same stamp, being of the number of those ficti-
party be an individtud, a subordinate class of tious entities, of which the import can by no other
individuals_ or the public, it thereby imposes means be illustrated than by showing the relation
on some ottter party a duty or obligation. But which they bear to real ones.
there may be laws which command or prohibit _ The first of these parties is styled, inthelaw
acts, that is, imp_me duties_ without any other language, as well as in common speech_ by the
viewthanthebcuefitoftheagent: these generate name here given to him. The other is styled,
no fights: duties, therefore, may be either extra- in the technical language of the English law, a
regarding or self.regarding- extra-regarding ] ce#tuy q_w trust: in common speech, aswe have
.have rights to correspond to them: self.regard- [ observed, there is, unfortunately, no name for
rag, none. | him. As to the law phrase, it is antiquated

That the expc_tion of the words power and [ French, and though complex, it is still ellipti-
right murb in order to be correct, enter into a I ca], and to the highest degree obscure. The
great variety of details, may be presontly made ] phrase in full length would run in some such
appear. One branch of the system of rights I manner as this: ccstuy al use de qui ]e trust eat
ana powers, and but one, are those of which [ er(_: he to whose use the trust or benefit is ere-
property is composed: to be correct, then, it [ ated. In a particular case, a ccstuy que trust is
must, among other ._ing_ be applicable to the I called by the Roman law, f_4-commlasariuc.
whole tribe Of modifications Of which _y ] In imitation of this, I have seen him somewhere
izsuseeptlhle. But the enmmands and prohibl, or other ealled in English a._de-committee. This
tlomb by which the pon_a and right, that com- 1 term, however, seems not very expressive. A
pose thc_ savend modifications are created, are fide-comm!t_tee_ or, as it should i_ave been_ a
of many_erent form.:too_pr_e theexposIf._ittee, _en_ titera_yspe_"_
eltion in _questionwithin the com]_m Of a single i mean one who is commntoa m me gOOdtaim ot
paragrzp_ would therefore be impo_:ble: to! another. Good faith seems to consist in the
iake-ss many_fo_ritaswouldbone.! keeping Of a promise. But a mtst may be ere-
cesasryinorderto_x]_'bittheseditferentfcrms, atedwithmttanypmmise inthecase, It tsin.
w e_Idbewmgageinadetailmample, thatthe _ deed .common enongh to exact a promise, in
analysis _.me _veral .possi_de apo/:ios of _ omer me more enecmatty to oblige a man to cto
perry would oorapme only a part of it. This that which he is made to pronnse he will do:
labour, uninviting as it was, Ihave accordingly
undergone: but the result of it_ as may well be • See Fragmen on Govemment_ ch, v, § 6,note.
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The trustee is also ssJd to have a trust these offences every sort of condition will be
n.firred or imposed upon him, to be invested found exposed : at the same time that parti-
th a trust, to have had a trust given him eular species of the offences against trust will,

to execute, to perform, to discharge, or to i upon their applieation to particular condi-
fulfil. The party to be benefited, is said to tions, receive different particular denomlnL
have a trust established or created in his fit- tions. It will appear also, that of the two
roar ; and so on through a variety of other groups of offences into which the list of those
phrases, against trust will be found naturally to divide

XXVL itself, there is one, and but one_ to which

Now it may occur, that a trust is often- property, taken in its proper and more con-
times spoken of as a species of condition : * fined sense, stands exposed : and that these,
that a trust is also spoken of as a species of in their application to the subject of property,
proper_: and that a condition itself is also will be fotmd susceptible of distinct modifi-
spoken of in the same light. It may be cations, to which the usage of language, and
thought, therefore, that in the first class, the the occasion there is for disting_!iRhlng them
division of offences against condition should in point of treatment, make it necessary to
have been included under that of the offences find names.
against property: and that at any rate, so In the first place, as there are, or at least
much of the fifth class now before us as con- may be (as we shall see) conditions which are
rains offences against trust, shou]d have been not trusts,* so there are trusts of which the
included under one or other of those two di- idea would not be readilyand naturally under-
visions of the first class. But upon exami- stood to be included underthe word condition..
nation it will appear, that no one of these add to which, that of those conditions which
divisions could with convenience, nor even do include a trust, the greater number include
perhaps with propriety, have been included other ingredients along with it: so that the
under either of the other two. It will appear idea of a condition, if, on the one hand, it
at the same time, that there is an intimate stretches beyond the idea of a trust, does, on
connection subsisting amongst them all : in- the other hand, fall short ofif_ Of the several
somuch that of the lists of the offences to sorts of trusts, by far the most important are
which they are respectively exposed, any one those in which it is the public that stands in
may serve in great measure as a model for the relation of beaefw/ary. Now these trnsts,
any other. There are certain offences to it should seem, would hardly present them-
which all trusts as such are exposed: to all selves at first view upon the mention of the

word condition. At any rate, what is more
but this is merely au accidental circumstance; material, the most important of the offences
a trust may be created without any such thin_, agsmst these kinds of trust would not seem
What is it that constitutes a legal obligation m to be included under the denomination of of..
any case ? A command, express or virtual, to. fences against'condition. The offences whichgether with punishment appemted _cr the breach
of it. By the same means may an obligation be by this latter appellation would be brought to
constituted in this case as well as any other. In- view, would be such only as seemed to affect
stead of the word bcne_ciary, which I found it the interests of an individual: of him, for
necessary to adopt, the sense would be better ex- example, who is considered as being invested
pressed by some such word as b_fwiendary (a with that condition. But in offences against
word analogous in its formation to r_ferenda4T) , public trust, it is the influence they have onwere it such an one as the ear could bring itself
to endure. This would put it more effectually the interests of the public that constitutes by
out of doubt, that the party meant was the party much the most material part of their perni.
who ought to receive the benefit, whether he a_- cious tendency: the influence they have on
tually receives it or no: whereas the word be_- the interests of any individual, the only part
fw/ary might be understood to intimate that me of their influence which would be readily

"benefit was actually received: while in offences brought to view by the appellation of offences
against _ the mischief commonly is, that
such benefit ts reaped, not by the pfrson it was against condition, is comparatively as nothing.
designed for, but by some other: for instance, The word trust directs the attention at once
the trustee, to the interests of that party for whom the

• Iris forshortnesemke that the prepmitlon person in question is trustee: which party,
is stated as it stands in the text. If ¢_tically upon the addition of the epithet public, is im-
examiusd_ it might be found, pethsl_ to be
scarcely justiHable by the lawsof_ For mediately understood tobe the body composed
the fictitious entifie_ chamctedsect by the two of the whole assemblage, or an indefinite pot-
abstract terms, tru:t and eonditio_ _ not sub. tion of the whole assemblage of the members
altereate but disparate. To _spe_.wlth perfect of theaters. The idea presented by the words
prec_fion, we shonld uy that be whois., invested pub//c trust, is clear and unambiguous: it is
with a trust, is, en th_ aceount' Spoken m'-as but an obscure and ambiguous garb that that
being invested with a condition; via the coudi- idea could be expressed in by the words pub//c
tien of a trustee. We speak of the cendition o_ :
a tnmtee_ as we speak of the condition e£ a hus*
band or a fittber. -_ lqfr_ par, f_,
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eond/Hon. It al_pears, therefore, that the prin- invested with, a condition: it is the master
cipal part of the offences, included, under the alone that is considered as possessing a pro-
denomination of offences against trust, could petty, of which the servant, in virtue of the
not, eommndiously at least, have beenincluded services he is bound to render, is the object;
under the head of offences agmnst condition, hut the servant, not less than the master, is

It is evident enough, that for the same res- spoken of as possessing or being invested with
sons, neither could they have been included a-condition.
under the head of offences against property. It The case is, that ifa man's condition is ever
would hav_appearedpreposter9us,an_would ispokenofasconstitutingan articleofhispro-
have arg_ledatotalinattentiontotheleading perry,itisin the same looseand indefinite
principleof thewhole work, the principleof senseofthe word inwhichalmosteveryother
utility,to havetaken themost mischievous offencethatcouldbe imaginedmight be rec-
and alarmingpartofthe offencesto whichthe konedintothelistofoffencesag'_nstproperty.
publicstandsexposed,and forcedthem into Ifthelanguage,indeed,wereineveryinstance,
the listof offencesagainstthepropertyofan in wl_ch it made use of the phrase,object
individual;ofthat.bsdividual,to wit,who in of property,*perspicuousenough to point
thatcasewould be consideredas havi_g ill out under thatappellationthe materialtold
him the propertyof thatpublictrust,which reallyexistentbody, the personor thething
by the offencesin questionisaffected, in which those actsterminate,by the per-
Nor would ithave been lessimproperto formanceof which the propertyissaidtobe

have includedconditions,allof them, under enjoyed;if,in short,in the importgivento
the headofproperty:and therebythe whole thephrase,objectofproperty,itmade noother
catalogueofoffencesagainstcondition,under use of itthanthe puttingitto signifywhat
the catalogueof offencesa_aJnstproperty, isnow calleda corporealobject,thisdifficulty
True it is,thatthere are olrencesagainst and thisconfusionwould not have occurred.
condition,which perhapswithequalproprie. But the importof the phrase,objectofpro-
ty, and withoutany changem theirnature petty,and in consequencethe importofthe
might be consideredin the lightof offences word property,hasbeenmade to takea much
againstproperty: so extensiveand so vague widerrange. In almosteverycaseinwhlch
arethe ideasthatarewont'tobe annexedto the law doesany thingfora man's benefitor
both these objects. But thereare other advantage,menareapttospeakofit,onsome
offences,which though with unquestionableoccasionor other,as conferringon him a sort
proprietythey might be referredto the head ofproperty.At the same time,forone rea-
ofoffendesagainstcondition,couldnot,with- son or other,ithas inseveralcasesbeen not
out the utmost violencedonetolanguage,be practicable,ornotagreeable,tobringtovie_;
forcedundertheappellationofoffencesagainst under the appellationof the objectof his
property.Property,consideredwithrespect property,thethinginwhich the acts,by the
totheproprietor,impliesinvariablya bcnent, performanceofwhich the propertyissaidto
and nothingelse:whateverobligationsorbur- be enjoyed,havetheirtermination,ortheper-
thensmay, by accident,standannexed to it, son inwhom theyhavetheircommencement.
yet in itselfitcan neverbe otherwisethan Yet somethingwhich couldbe spoken ofun-
beneficial.Onthe partofthe proprietor,it derthatappellatlon,wasabsolutelyrequisite.Jf
iscreatednot by any commands thatare laid * For object of property, say now, 1827, sub-
on him, but by his being left free to do with jeer-matter.
such or such an article as he likes. The obli- "l"It is to be observed, that in common speech,
gations it is created by, are in every instance in the phrase, the object of a man's p_opert.q, the
lald upon other people. On the other hand, words, the object of, are _bmmonly leit out; and
as to conditions, there are several which are by an ellipsts, wl_ich, violent as it is, is now be.
ofamixed nature, importingaswell.aburtben come more familiar than the phrase at length,

they have made that part of it which consists of
to him who stands invested with them as a the words, a man's property, perform the office
benefit: which indeed is the case with those of the whole. In some cases, then, it was only
conditions which we hear most of under that on a part of the object that the acts in question
name, and which make the greatest figure, might be performed: and to say, on this account,

There are even conditions which import that the object was a man's property, was as
nothing but burthen, without any spark of much as to intimate that they might be per-

formed on any pan. In other cases, it was only
benefit. Accordingly, when between two par- certain particular acts that might be exercised
ties there is such a relation, that one of them on the object: and to my of the object that it
stands in the place of an object of property was his property_ was as much as to intimate
with respect to the other, the word property that any acts whatever might be exercised on it.
is applied only on one side; but the word con- 8ometimes the acts in question wore not to be

is applied alike to both: it is but one exercised butatafuturetime, nor then, perhaps,
but in the case of the happening of a Imrticutar

of them that is said on that account to be event, of which the happening was _ncertai_-
possessed of a property; but both of them are and to say of an object mat it was his property,
alike spoken of as beingpossessed of, or being was as much as to intimate that the acts in ques-
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The expedient, then, has been to create, as your property; viz. by being made to render
it were, on every occasion, an ideal being, and you that sort.of negative servic_ which cun-
to assign to a man this ideal being for the slats in the forbearing to do those acts which
object of his property: and these are the sort would lessen the profits of your trade. But
of objects to which men of science, in taking the ordinary right of exorcising any such trade
a view of the operations of the law -in this or profession, as is not the object of a mono-
behalf, came, in process of time, to give the poly, imports no such thing; and yet, by pos-
name of incorporeal. Now of these incorpo- sessing t_xis right, a man is said to possess a
real objects of property, the variety is pro- condition:* and by foffeitingit, toforfeit his
diglous. Fictitious entities of this kind have condition.
been fabricated almost out of every thing: After all, it will be seen, that there must
notconditlonsonly (thatofatrustee included) be cases in which, according to the usage of
butevenreputation, have been of the number, language, the same offence may, withmore
Even liberty has been considered in this same or less appearance of propriety, be referred
point of view: and though on so many occa- to the head of offences against condition, pr
sions it is contrasted with property, yet on that of offences against property indifferently.
other occasions, being reckoned into the ca- In such cases, the following rule may serve
talogue of possessions, it seems to have been for drawing the line. VTherever, in virtue of
considered as a branch of property. Some of your possessing a property, or being the oh-
these applications of the words property, oh- 3ect of a property possessed by another, you

ject of property (the last, for instance), are are characterized, according to the usage of
Iooked upon, indeed, as more figurative, and language, by a particular name, such as mas-
less proper than the rest: but since the truth ter, servant, husband, wiib, steward, agent,
is, that where the immediate object is incor- attorney, or the llke, there the word condition
poreal, they are all of them improper, it is may be employed in exclusion of the word
scarce practicable any where to draw the line. property; and an offence in which, in virtue

Notwithstandingallthislatitude,yet, among of your bearing such relation, you are con-
the relations in virtue of which you are said cerned, either in the capacity of an offender,
to be possessed of a condition, there is one, at or in that of a party injured, may be re.
least, which can scarcely, by the most forced ferred to the head of offences against con.
construction, be said to render any other man, dition, and not to that of offences egainst
or any other thing, the object of your p.ro- property. To give an example: Beingbound
perty. This is the right of persevering m a in the capacity of land-steward to a certain
certain course of action ; for instance, in the person, to oversee the repairing of a certain

exercising of a certain trade. Now, to confer bi_dge, you forbear to do so : in this case, as
on you this right, in a certain degree at least, the serwces you are bound to render are of
the law has nothing more to do than barely the number of those which give occasion to
to abstain from forbidding you to exercise it. the party, f_dm whom they are due, to be
Were it to go farther, and, for the sake of spoken nfunder a certain genericalname, viz.
enabling you to exercise your trade to the that of landsteward, the offence of withhold-
greater advantage, prohibit others from exer- ing them may be referred to the class of
eising the like, then, indeed, persons might offences against condition. But suppose that,
be found, who in a certain sense, and by a without, being engaged in that general and
construction rather forced than otherivise, miscellaneous course of service, which with

might be spoken of as being the objects of reference to a particular person would deno-
minate you his land-steward, you were bound,

tion might be exercised on it at any _ Some- whether by usage or by contract, to render
times &e object on which the acts m question him that single sort of service which consists
were to have their termination, or their corn- in the providing, by yourself or by others, for
mencement, was ahumancrsatur.e: andtospeak the repairing of that bridge : in this case, asof one human creature as being the property er
another, is what would shock the ear every where there is Rot any such current denomination
but where slavery is established, and even _ere, to which, in virtue of your being bound to
when applied to persons in any other condition render this service, you stand aggregated (for
than that of slaves. Among the first Romans, that of architect, mason, or the like, is not
indeed, the wife herself was the property of her here in question), the offence you commit byhusband; the child, of his father; the servant_
of his master. In the civilized nations of too- withholding such service cannot with pro-

priety be referred to the class of offencesdern times, the two first kinds of prope_..y are
altogether at an end; and the tast_ unh.appilynot against condition : it can only, therefore, be
yet at an end, but howeververgmg: it _ to be referred to the class of offences against pro-
hoped, towards extinction. The nusoanu-s pro- perty.
vert3", is nowthe comva_y a of hiswife; the fa.
_her_the _gu _a_rdiansln_pa_d service of his child ; Byway of further distraction, it maybe

the master's, the service of his servant. • To e_nditim_, in this case_ should be added

• The consortium, says the English Law. the words,/_ lift.
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remarked, that where a man, in virtue of his then, with regard to such as relate to its ex-
being bound to render, or of others being istence. An offence of this description, like
bound to render him, certain services, is one of any other description, if an offence it
spoken of as possessing a condition, the as- ought to be, must to some person or other
semblage of services is generally so consider- import a prejudice. This prejudice may be dis-
able, in point of duration, as to constitute tiv_uished into two branches: 1. That which
a course of considerable length, so as on a may fall on such persons as are or should be
variety of occasions to come to be varied and invested with the trust : 2. That which may
repeated: and in most cases, when the con- fall on the persons for whose sake it is or
dition is not of a domestic nature, sometimes should be instituted, or on other persons at
for the benefit of one person, sometimes for large. To begin with the former of theso
that of another. Services which come to be branches. Let any trust be conceived. The
rendered to a particular person on a particular consequences which it is in the nature of it
occasion, especially if they be of short dura- to be productive of to the possessor must, in
tlon, have seldom the effect of occasioning in as far as they are nuzterial, T be either ofun
either party to be spoken of as being invested advantageous or of a disadvantageous nature:
with a condition. The particular occasional in as far as they are advantageous, the trust
services which one man may come, by con- may be considered as a benefit or privilege :
tract or otherwise, to be bound to render to in as far as they are disadvantageous, it may
another, are innumerably various ; but the be considered as a burthen._ To consider it,
number of conditions winch have names may then, upon the footing of a benefit. The
be counted, and are, comparatively, hut few. trust either is of the number of those which

If after all, notwithstanding the rule here ought by law to subsist ; I1that is, which the

given for separating conditions from articles equally tediou_ and indlspe.nsable. Striving to
of property, any object should present itself cut a new road through the wilds of jurlspm-
which should appear to be referable, with deuce, I find myself continually distresse_for
equal propriety, to either head, the incenve- want of tools that are fit to work with. To
nienee would not be material ; since in such frame a complete set of new ones, is impossible.
cases, as will be seen a little farther on, which- All that can be done is, to make here and there
ever appellation were adopted, the list of the a new one in cases of absolute necessity, and forthe rest, to patch up from time to time the ira-
offences, to which the object stands exposed, perfections of the old,
would be substantially the same. As to the bipartition which this paragraph sets

These difficulties being cleared up, we now out with, it must be acknowledged not to be of
proceed to exhibit an analytical view of the the nature of those which to a first glance afford
several possible offences against trust, a sort of intuitive proof of their being exhaus-

XxvH. tire. There is not that marked connection and
Offences against trust may be distinguished, opposition between the terms of it, which subsistsbetween contradictory terms, and between terms

in the first place, into such as concern the that have the same common genus. I imagine,
existence of the trust in the hands of such or however, that upon examination it would be
such a person, and such as concern the exer. found to be exhaustive notwithstanding: and
else of the functions that belong to it.* First, that it might even be demonstrated so to be.But the demonstration would lead us too far out

• We shall have occasion, a little farther on, of the ordinary track of language.

to speak of the person in whose hands the trust _ See ch. vii. [Actions] par 3.
exists, under the description of the person who �Ifadvantageous, it will naturally be on ac-
possesses, or is in possession of it, and thence of count of the _owers or right_ that are annexed
the .posso_ion of the trust abstracted from the to the trust: if disadvantageous, on account of
¢onslderatlon of the possessor. However dif- the duties.
ferent the expression, the impo_ is in both cases I] It may seem a sort of anachronism to speak
the same. So i_regular and imperfect is the on the present occasion of a trust, condition, or
structure of language on this head, that no one other poss_ion, as one of which it may happen
phrase can be made to suit the idea on all the that a man ought or ought not to have had pos.
occasions on which it is requisite it should be session given him by the law; for the plan here
brought to view: the phrase must be continually set out upon is to give such a view all along of
shift_ or new modified: so likewise in regard the laws that are proposed, as shall be taken from
to conditiom b and in regard to property. The the reasons which there are for making them:
being invested witlb or _I_esessing a condition; the reason, then, it would seem, should subsist
the beln_ in possession of an article of proper- before the law, not the law before the reason.
ty, that is, if the object of the property be eor- Nor is this to be denied; for, unquestionably,
poreal; the having a legal title (defensible or upon the principle ofutifity, it may be said with
indefeasible) to _e physical jmes_ysion of it, equal truth of these operations by which a trust,
answers to the being in poss_mn of a trust, or or any other article of p_erty, is instituted, as
the being the person in whose hands a trust of any other operations of the law, that it never
exists. In like manne_, to the expertise of the can be expedient they should be performed, un-

functto_ belonging to a trust, or to a condition, less some reason for performing them, deduced
¢x_re_onds the enjo_nwnt of an article of pro-- from that principle, can be assigned. To _,ive
.peTty; t_t is, if thee object of it be corporeal, property to one man, you must impose obhga-
the occupation. There verbal discussions are tion on another: you must oblige him to do
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legislator meant should be established; oris whereby you are deprived of it, you were
not. If it is, the possession which at any already in possession of it, the offence may
time you may be deprived of, with respect to be styled wrongfid d/vestme_ of trust. In
it, must at that time be either present or to any of these cases, the effect of the offence is
come ; if to come (in which case it may be either to put somebody eise into the trust, or
regarded either as certain or as contingent), not : if not, it is wrongful divestment, wrong-
the investitive event, or event from whence ful interception, or wrongful divestment, and
your possession of it should have taken its nothing more: if it be, the person put in
commencement, was either an event in the possession is either the wrong doer himsel_
production of which the will of the offender in which case it may be styled, uhoTnt/on of
should have been instrumental, or any other trust; or some other person, m which case
event at large : in the former case, the offence it may be styled wron_ investment, or at-
m_y be termed wrongful non-investment of tribution, of trust. If the trust in question
trust: in the latter case, wrongful interception is not of the number of those which ought to
of trust.* If at the time of the offence subsist, it depends upon the manner in which

one man deprives anotherof it, whether such
something which he may have a mind not to do, deprivation shall or shall not be an offence ;or to abstain from doing something which he
may have a mind to do: in a word, you must in and, accordingly, whether non-investment, in-
some way or other expose him to inconvenience, terception, or divestment, shall or shall not
Every such law, therefore, must at any rate be be wrongful But the putting any body into
mischievous in the first instance; and if no good it, must at any rate be an offence : and this
effects can be produced to set against the bad, it offence may be either usurpation or wrongful
must be mischievous upon the whole. Some investment, as before.
reasons, therefore, in this case, as in every other,
there ought to be. The truth is, that in the case In the next place, to consider it upon the
before us the reasons are of too various and corn- footing of a burthen. In this point of view,
plicated a nature to be brought to view in an if no other interest than that of the persons
analytical outline like thepresont. Where the liable to be invested with it were considered,
offence is of the number o£ those by which per- it is what ought not, upon the principle of

or reputation are affected, the reasons for utility, to subsist: if it ought, it can only beprohibiting it lie on the surface, and apply to
every man alike. But property, before it can for the sake of the persons m whose favour
be offended against, must be created, and at the it is established. If, then, it ought not on any
instant of its creation distrthuted, as it were, into account to subsist, neither non-investment,
parcels of different sorts and sizes, which require interception, nor divestment, can be wrongful
to be assigned, some to one man and some to with relation to the persons first mentioned,
another, fbr reasons, of which many lie a little whatever they may be on any other account,out of sight, and which being different in diife-
rent cases, would take up more room than could in respect of the manner in which they happen
consistently be allotted to them here. For the to be performed : for usurpation, though not

rssent purpose, it is sufficient if it appear that, likely to be .committed, there is the same
r the canting on of the several purposes of room as before : so likewise is there for

life, there are trusts, and conditions, and other wrongful investment ; which, in as far as the
articles of property, which must be possessed by trust is considered as a burthen, may be styled
somebody: and that it is not every article that wronfffu/i_posltlon of trust. If the trust,can, nor every article that ougllt, to be possessed
by everybody. What articles ought to be created, being still of the burthensome kind, is of the
and to what persons, and in what cas_ they ought number of those wk_ch ought to subsist, any
to be respectively assigned, are questions which offence that can be committed, with relation
cannot be settledhere. Nor is there any reason to the existence of it, must consist either in
for wishing that they could, since the settling causing a person to be in possession of it, who
them one way or another is what would make no ought not to be, or in causing a person notdifference in the nature of _ny offence whereby
any party ma_ybe exposed, on the occasion of to be in possession of it, who ought to be : in
any such inmtution, to sustain a detriment. . the former case, it must be either usurpationIn the former case, it may be observed, the or wrongful divestment, as before : in the
act is of the negative kin.d; in. the latter, it will latter case, the person who is caused to be
commonly be of the positive kind. _ not in possession, is either the wrong doer

As to the expression, no_inv_t_t of trust, himself, or some other : if the wrong doer
I am sensible fhat it is not pen ecuy consonant himself, either, at the time of the offence, heto the idiom of the language: the usage is to
spe_. of a person as be_g invested _that" is, was in possession of it, or he was not: if he
do_ed) with a Crust,not oz a Uust as ot a mmg, was, it may be termed zoron_l abd/cut/on
tbst is itself _s_d, or put on. The phrase at of trust; if not, u_ongfu/detrectation_ or no_.
length would be, the non.investment _a person
withatrast: butthisphmseisb](muc_too.long- sises without Scruple. See above, 25, note... It
winded m answer the purpose ot sn appenauve, is already the usage to spe__ of a trust as a uung
I row, therefore, noother resource than_to v.ent:ure that ve_, and as a thing that may be dive, tea.
upon the e_sis here e_nplo_ed. The.an.clcot -_ [Detreeta_on.] I do not find that this word
lawyers_intheconsuuceono_tne_appeusuves,hasyetbeenreceivedintotheEngUshh_._an_
haveimiulged themselves in much hatshea ellip. In the Latinz however, it is veryexpremve_ an
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assumption: if the person, whom the offence which you ought to do, in which case it may
causes not to be in the trust, is any other be styled negative breach of trust; or in your
person, the offence must be either wrong- doing something which you ought _tot to do :
ful divestment, wrongful non-investment, or if in the doing something which you ought
wrongful interception, as before : in any of not to do, the party to whom the prejudice
which cases, to consider the trust in the light has accrued is either the same for whose be-
of a burthen, it might also be styled wrongful ! nefit the trust was instituted, or some other
exemption from trust, party at large: in the former of these eases,

Lastly, with regard to the prejudice which the offence may be styled positwe breach of
the persons for whose benefit the trust is trust; in the other, abuse of trust." In as far
instituted, or any other persons whose inte- as the fault lies in another person, the offence
rests may come to be affected by its existing on his paxt maybe styled disturbance of true!.
or not existing in such or such hands, are Supposiug the time for your acting in the trust
liable to sustain. Upon examination it will to be yet to come, the effect of any act which
appear, that by every sort of offence whereby tends to render your conduct unconformable
the persons who are, or should be in posses- to the purposes of the trust, may be either to
sion of it, are liable, in that respect, to sustain render it actually and eventually unconform-
a prejudice, the persons now in question are able, or to produce a chance of its being so
also liable to sustain a prejudice. The pre- In the former of these cases, it can do no other-
judiee, in this case, is evidently of a very wise than take one or other of the shapes that
different nature from what it was of in the have just been mentioned. In the latter ease,
other : but the same general names will be the blame must lie either in yourself alone,
applicable in this case as in that. If the be- or in some other person, or in both together,
neficiaries, or persons whose interests are at as before. If in another person, the acts
stake upon the exercise of the trust, or any whereby he may tend to render your conduc;
of them, are liable to sustain a prejudice, re- unconformable, must be exercised either on
suiting from the quality of the person by yourself, or on other objects at large. If ex-
whom it maybe filled, such prejudice must re- ercised on yourself, the influence they pos-
suit from the one or the other of two causes : sess must either be such as operates hnme-
1. From a person's having the possession of diately on your body, or such as operates
it, who ought not to have it : or 2. From a immediately on your mind. In the latter
person's not having it, who ought : whether case, again, the tendency of them must be
it be abenefit or burthen to the possessor, is to deprive you either of the knowledge, or
a circumstance that to this purpose makes of the power, or of the inclination,T which
no difference. In the first of these cases, the would be necessary to your maintaining such
offences from which the prejudice takes its a conduct as shall be conformable to the pur-
rise are those of usurpation of trust, wrongful poses in question. If they be such, of which
attribution of trust, and wrongful imposition the tendency is to deprive you of the inclio
of trust : in the latter, wrongthl non-invest- nation in question, it must be by applying to
ment of trust, wrongful interception of trust your will the force of some seducing motive._
wrongful divestment of trust, wrongful ab-

dication of trust, and wrongful detrectation * _Vhat is here meant b_ abuse of trust_ is theof trust.
exercise of a power usurped over strangers, under

So much for the offences which concern favour of the powers properly belonging to the
the existence or possession of a trust: those trust. The distinction between what ishere meant
which concern the exercise of the functions by breach of trust, and what is here meant by
that belong to it, may be thus conceived, abuse of trusb is not very steadily observed m
You are in possession of a trust : the tithe, common speech ; and in regard to public trusts,
then, for your acting in it must, on any given it will even in many cases be imperceptible. The

two offences are, however, in themselvesperfectly
occasion (neglecting, for simplieity's sake, the distinct: since the persons, by whom the preju-
then present instant), be either past, or yet dice is suffered, are_n many cases altogether dif-
to come. If past, your conduct on that ooca- ferent. It may be observe_t, perhaps, that ruth
stun mus_ have been either conformable to the regard to abuse of trust_ there is but one species
purposes for which the trust was instituted, here mentioned, viz. that which corresponds to

positive breach of trust: none being mentioned
or unconformable : if conformable, there has as corresponding to negative breach of trust, The
been no mischief in the case : if unconfor- reason of this distincuon will presently appear.
rouble, the fault has been either in yourself Iu favour of the parties, for whose benefit the
alone, or in some other person, or in both: trust was created, the trustee is bound to act; and
in as far as it has lain in yourself, it has con- therefore, merely by his doing nothing, they may
sisted either in your aot doing something receive a prejudice: but in favour of other per-

sons at large_ he is not bound to act; and there.
is used m a sense exactly suitable to the sense fore it is only from some positive act on his part
here given to it. Mililia,n d_trectare, to endes- that any prejudice can ensue to them.
your to avoid serving in the snrty, _ a phrase not -_Seeinfra;andch.xx.[IndirectLegislat_on.]
unfrequently met with in the Rmnan writers. + See clh xi. [DisI.os_tions ] par. 29.
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Lc.stly, this motive must be either of the ever they may be, as dispose the trustee to
coercive, or of the alluring kind ; in other be acted upon by a given bribe _'ith greater
word_, it must present itself either in the effect than any s_th which he could uther-
shape of a mischief or of an advantage. Now wise be acted upon ; or in other words, which
ial none of all the eases that have been men- place him in such circumstances as have a
tioned, except the last, does the offence re- tendency to increase the quantum of Iris sen-
ceive any new denomination: according to sibility to the action of any motive of the
the event, it is either a disturbance of trust, sort in question, t Of these acts, there seem
or an abortive attempt to be gLfilty of that to be no others, that will admit of a deserip-
offence. In this last, it is termed briber_ ; tion appli_ble to all places and times alike,
and it is that particular specie_ of it which than acts of pro&gahty on the part of the
may be termed active bribery, or bribe-girth 9. trustee. But in acts of this nature, the pre-
In this ease, to consider the matter on your judice to the benefic_ar 9 is contingent only
part, either yon aeeel_t of the bribe, or you and unliquida_d; while the prejudice tothe
do not: if not, and you do not afterwards trustee himself is certain and liquidated. If
commit, or go about to commit, rather a therefore, on any occasion, it should be fmmd
br_ch or an abuse of trust, there is no offence, advisable to treat it on the footing of an oi_
on your part, in the ease : if you do accept fence, it will find its place more naturally h_
it, whether you eventually do or do nut coin- the class of selgregarding ones.
mit the breach or the abuse which it i_ the xxzx.

bribe-giver's intention you should commit, A_ to _he sub-divisions of offences against
you at any rate commit an offence which is trust, these are perfectly analogous to those
also termed bribery; and which, tbr dlstinc- of olfhnees by tMsehood. The trust may be
tion sake, may be termed pass*re bribely, or private, semi-public, or puhhc : tt may con-
brtbe-taktny/.* As to any farther distmctmns, cern property, person, reputation, or condi-
they wall depend upon the nature of the par- tion ; or any two or more of those articles at
t_cular sort of trust in question, arid there- a time, as will be more partic_flarly explained
fi_re belong not to lhe prc_cnt place. And m mmther place. Here, too, the offence, in
thus we have thirteen sub-divisions of otfeu- running over the ground occupied by the
ces against trust ; vzz. 1. Wrongfid non-in- three prior classes, will in some instances
vestment of trnst. 2. Wron_rfid interception change its name, while in others it will not.
of trust. 3. Wron_'ul divestment of trust, xxx.
4. Usurpation of trust. 5. Wron/,neul invest- Lastly, if it be asked, What _ort of rela-
ment or attribution of trust. (_. Wrongfid tion there subsists between tklsehoods on one

abdic_tion of trust. 7. Wrongfid detrectation band, and offences concerning trust on the
of trt,st. 8. Wrongfid imposition of trust, other hand ; the answer is, they are altoge-
9. Negative brea_ h of trust. 10. Positive ther disparate. Falsehood is a circumstance
breach of trust. 11. Abuse of trust. 12. Dis- that may enter into the composition of any
turbance of trust, l& Bribery. _ort of offence, those concerning trust, as

xxvm. well as any other : in some as an accidental,
From what has been said, ]t appearq that in others as an essential instrument. Breada

there cannot be any other offences, on the or aimse of trust are circumstances which, in
part of a trustee, by which a beneficiary can the charat_er of accidental eencomitants,
receive on any particular oee_L_ionany assign- may enter into the composition of any other
able specific prejudice. One sort of acts offences (those against tklsehood included)
however, there are, by which a trustee may besides those to which they respectively give
be put in sonic danger of receiving a preju- name.

dice, although neither the nature of the pre- Genera of Class Zjudice, nor the oceasiou on which he is in
d_tnger of receiving it, should be assignable, xxx_.

These can be no other than such acts, what- Returning now to el_ss the first, let us
pursue the distribution a step t_rther, mid

* To bribe a trustee, as such, is in fact neither branch out the several divisiol:s of that class,
more nor less than to suborn him to be/,milty of
a breach or an abuse of trust. Now subornation as above exhibited, into their respective
isofthenumberofthoseaceessmT/offeneeswhiC h genera; that is, into such minuter division_
every principal offence, one as w 11as another, is as are capable of being characterized by de-
liable to be attended wath. See infra, and B. L nominations of which a great part are already
tit. [AeessseryOfi'ences.] Thispa_tieularspeeies current among the people._. In this place
of subornation, however, being one that, besides
its having a specific name framed to express it, 4- See d_. vi. [Sensibility] par. 2.
is apt to engage a p._rtieular share of attention, _ In the enumeration of t_ese _enera, it is all
and to present itself to view in c_mpany with all'along to be observed, that offences of an ae-
other offences ag,tinst trust, it would have seem_t ees_ry nature are not mentim_ed; except nnlcs4
an omission not to lmvc included it in that eata- it be here and there_ where they have obts.inetl
I%,ue. current names which eeemed too much in vogue
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the analysis must stop. To apply it in the presently. Moreover, the conduct which a
stone regular form to any of the other classes man, by means of the coercion, is forced to
seems scarcely practicable : to semi-public, maintain, will be determined, either specifi-
as also to public offences, an account of the eally and originally, by the determination of
interference of local circumstances : to self- the particular acts themselves, which he is
regarding ones, on account of the necessity it forced to perform or to abstain from, or gene-
would create of deciding prematurely upon rally and incidentally, by means of his being
points which may appear liable to contro- forced to be or not to be in such or such a
versy: to offences by falsehood, and offences phce. But if he is prevented t_om being in
against trust, on account of the dependence one place, he is confined thereby to another.
there is between this class and the three for- For the whole surtkee of the earth, like the
mer. What remains to be done in this way, surface of any greater or lesser body, may be
with reference to these four classes, will re- conceived to be divided into two, as well as
quire discussion, and wall therefore be intro- into any other number of parts or spots. If
duced with more propriety in the body of the the spot, then, which he is confined to, be
work, than in a preliminary part, ofwhichthe smaller than the spot which he is excluded
business is only to draw outlines, from, his condition may be called confinemen_ :

XXXlL if larger, bamshment.T Whether an act, the
An act, by which the happiness of _n in- effect of which is to exert a permcious influ-

dividmd is disturbed, is either simple in its euce on the person of him who suffers by it,
effects, or complex. It maybe styled simple operates with or _4thout the intervention of
in its effects, when it affects him in one only an act of his will, the mischief it produces
of the articles or points in which his interest, will either be mortal or not mortal If not
as we have seen, is liable to be affected: mortal, it will either be reparable, that i%
complex, when it affects him in several of temporary ; or irreparable, that is, perpetu_d.
those points at once. Such as are simple in If rep_able, the mischievous act may be
theireifeetsmustofcoursebefirstcousidered, termed a szmple corporal znjury; if irrepar-

XXXIII. able, an irreparable corporal anjury. Lastly, a
In a simple way, that is, in one way at a pain that a man experiences in his mind will

time, a man's happiness is liable to be dis- either be a pain of actmd sufferance, or a pain
turbed, either, 1. By actions referring to his of apprehenston. If a pain of apprehension,
own person itself; or 2. By actions referring either the offender himself is represented as
to such external objects on which his happi- intending to bear a part in the production of
hess is more or less dependent. As to his it, or he is not. In the former ease, the of-
own person, it is composed of two different fence may be styled menaeement: in thelatter
parts, or reputed parts, his body and his ease, as also where the painis a pain of actual
mind. Acts which exert a pernicious latin- sufferance, a simple mental injury. And thus
enee on his person, whether it be on the cor- we have nine genera or kinds of personal in-
poresl or on the mental part of it, will operate juries ; which, when ranged in the order most
thereon either immediately, and without af- emnmodious for examination, will stand as
leering his will, or mediately, through the follows; viz. 1. Simple corporal injurms.
hLtervention of that faculty ; viz. by means 2. Irreparable corporal injuries. 3. Simple
of the influence which they cause his will to injurious restrainment. 4. Simple injurious
exercise over his body. If with the ilJter- compulsion._ 5. Wrongful confinement. 6.
vention of his will, it must be by mmttal Wrongful banishment. 7. Wrongful bomi-
coerc/on ; that is, by causing him to will to

maintain, mad thence actually to maintain, a "1"Of these, and the several other leading ex-
certain conduct which it is disagreeable, or }rressions which there is occasion to bring to view
in may other way pernicious, to him to main- m the remaining part of this analysis, ample de-
tain. This conduct may either be positive fimtions will be found in the body of the work,
or negative :* when positive, the coercion is conceived in termlnis legb. To give particular
styled eompaL_ioa or constraint : when neg,t- references to these definitions, would be incum.bering the page to little purlmse.
tire, restraint. Now the way in whmh the _ Injurious restrainmentatlarge, and inju.rious
coercion is disagreeable to him, may be by compulsion at large, are here styled simpw, in
prcalucing either pain of body, or ouly pain of order to distinguish them from confinement, ba-
mind. If pain of body is produced by it, the nisbment, robbery, and extortion; all which are,
offence will come as well under this as under in many cases, but so many modifications of one
other denominations, which we shall come to or other of the two first-mentioned offences.To constitute an offence an act of simple in.
to be omitted. Accessory offences are those jurioas restrainment, or simple injurious com-
which, without being the very acts from which vulsien, it is sufficient if the influence it exerts
the mischief in question takes it_ immediate rise, [ be, in the first plac% pernicious; in the next
are_ in the way of esusalityj connected with those I place, exerted on the person .by the mediturt

of the will: it is not necessary that that part ot
acts. 8eech.vii. [Actions]par. 24, and B. !. tit. I the person on which it is exerted be the p_rt toIA ..c_oV. O_enc_.l

Ch. wi. [Aetlon,] par. 1;. I which It is pernicious: it is not even necessary
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eide. 8. Wrongful menacem_*l,t.* 9 bm_- xxxlv.
pie mental injuries, t We come now to offences _inst reputa-

tion merely. These require but tbw distine-
that it should immediately be pernicious to either tions. In point of reputation there is but one
of these parts, though to one or other of them it way of suffering, which is by lo_ng a portion
must beperniciousinthelonerun,ifitbe per-
niciousatall.An actinw_icb thebody,for ofthegood-willof others. Now, inrespect
example,isconcerned,may beverydisagrecable,ofthe good-willwhich othersbearyou, you
and therebypernicious,tohim who pcrtbrmsit, may be a loserineitheroftwo wzys: I.By
thoughneitherdisagreeablenorpernicioustohis the manner in which you are thoughttobe-
body: forinstance,tostandorsitinpublicwith haveyourself;and.2.By the mannerinwhich
a labelonhisback,orunderany othercircum- cl/_ersbehave,or arethoughtto behave,to-
stancesofignominy.

Itmay be observed,thatwrongfulmenace- wards you. To causepeopletothink that
mentisincludedaswellinsimpleinjuriousre- you yourselfhavesobehaved,astohavebeen
attainment,and simpleinjuriouscompulslon,guiltyofany ofthoseactswhich causea man
exceptin the rarecasewhere themotiv_ by topossesslessthanhe didbeforeofthegood-
which one man ispreventedby anotherfrom willofthecommunity,iswhat may be styled
doinga thingthatwouldhave beenmateriallydefamation.But suchisthe constitutionof
tohisadvantage,orinducedtodo a thingthat human nature,and suchthe forceof preju-
iskind.materiallytohisprejudice,arcof thealluring dice,thata man, merelyby manifestinghis
-[-Although,forreasonsthathavebeenalready own want of good-willtowards you,thoug]t

given(supra,par.31),no colr,pletecatalogue,everso unjustinitself,and everso unlaw-
northereforeanyexhaustiveview,ofeithersemi- fullyexpressed,may ina manner forceothers
publicor self.regardingoffences,can be exhi- towithdrawfromyou • partoftheirs.When
hitedin thischapter,itmay be a satisfaction,
however,tothereader,toseesomesortoflistof he doesthisby words,or by such actionsas
them,ifitwereonlyforthesakeofhavingcx- have no othereffectthan in as faras they
amplesbeforehiseyes. Such listscannotany standinthe placeof words,the offencemay
wherebe placedtomore advantagethanunder
theheadsoftheseveraldivisionsofprivateextra- quency. A wholeneighbourhoodmay be made
regardingoffences,towhichthesemi-publicand tosuffer,L _implecorporalinjuries:in other
self-regardingoffencesin questionrespectivelywords,theymay be made to suIFer.mpointof
correspond.Concerningthetwolatter,however, health,byoffensiveordangeroustra_esormanu-
and thelastmoreparticularly,itmustbeunder- facturos:by sellingor falselypuffingoffun-
stood_thatallI mean by insertingthem hereis whoisomemedicinesorprovisions.,by poisoning
toexhibitthemischlef_ifany,whichitisofthe ordryingup ofsprings,destroyingofaqueducts,
natureofthem respectivelytoproduce,without destroyingwoods,walls_orotherfencesagairmt
decidinguponthequestion,whetheritwduldbe windandrain:byanykindsofartificialscarcity;
_orth_hiI_[Seech.xv.Casesunmeet]inevery or by any othercalamitiesintentionallypro-
instance,forthesakeofcombatingthatmischief,duced. 2and 3.Simpleinjuriousrestralnment,
to introducethe evilof punishment. In the and simpleinjuriouscompulsion: forinstance,
courseof thisdetail,itwillbe observed,that by obliginga wholeneighbourhood,by dintof
there are several heads of extra-regarding pri- threatening handbills, or threatening discourses,
rate offences, to which the correspondent heads, pubhely delivered, to join, or forbear to join, in
either of semi-public or self-regarding offences, iliuminatiomb acclamations, outcries, invectives,
or of both, are wanting. The reasons of these subscriptions, undertakings, processions, or any
deficiencies will probal_ly, in most instances, be other mode of expressing joy or grief, displeasure
evident enough upon the face of them. Lest or approbation ; or in short, in any other course of
they should not, they are, however, specified in conduct whatsoever. 4 and & Confinement and
the body of the work. They would take up too banishment: by the spoiling of roads, bridges,
much room were they to be mserted here. or ferry-boats: by destroying or unwarrantably

I. SEMI-PUBLIC OFFENCES through cain- pre-oceupymg public carriages, or houses o_
ratty. Calamities, by which the persons or pro- accommodatiou. 6. By menacement: as by in-
perties of men, or both. are liable to be affected, y letters, and tumultuous assomblies: by
seem to be as follows: [. Pestilence or contagion, pets or handbills, denouncin_g vengeance
2. Famine, and other kinds of scarcity. 3. Mis- persons of particular de_onnnatious : for
chiefs producible by persons deficient in point of e_ against Jews, Catholics, Protestants,
understanding, such as infants, idiots, .ann ms- ns_ Gascomb Cataloniarts, &c. 7. Simple
niaes, for want of their being properly tagen _ injuries : as by distressful, terrifying
of. 4. Mischief producible by the ray.ages of _,or irreligious exhibitions: such as ex-
noxiousanimals,suchasbeastsotprey,locusts_ of seresby beggars,exposureof dead
&c. _ 5. Collapsion_ or fall of large masses of exhibitior_ or reportsofcounterfeitwltch-
solid matter, such as decaye_l buildings:or roczs, exhibition of obscene or
or masses of snow. 6. Inundation or suomersion. obsceneor blasphemous
7.Tompest.8.Blight.9.Conflagration.10.Ex- :spreadingfalsenewsof
plosiou.In asfarasa man may contributeby public orofothermisfortunes.
any imprudent act of hiss to give birth to any of III. SELF.REG, dkRDII_'O.OFFENK_Esggai_$t

theahovecalamlties, sueh act may be an offence, person, l. Fasting. Ab.stineace fi_n ven_,In as far as a man may fail to do what is incum- self-flagellation, self-mtttilatiou, sun Other _ -
bent on him to do towards preventing them, such denying and selfotormm_ting practices, z; Oiut-
f_ilurc may be an offence, tony, drunkenness, exccs_ve venery, ann omer

IL S]_II.pU_LIcOFFEIqCEsofmeredclin- _pecies of intemperance. 3.._uicide.
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be styled vilification. When it is done by Iact of his own, expressing it as his will, that
such actions as, besides their having this ei_ i you should be considered by the law as the
feet, are injm.ies to the person, the offence i person who is legally in possession of it, or
may be styled a personal insult : if it has got it is arty other event at large : in the former
the len_,th of reaching the body, a corporal case, if the thing, of which you should have
iu_ult : if it stopt short before it reached that been put into possession, is a sum of money
length, it may be styled insultlwj menaeeraent, to a certain amount, the offence is that which
And thus we have two genera or kinds of has received the name of insolvency; which
offences against reputation merely ; to wit, i branch ofdellnqueney, in consideration of the
1. Defamation : and, 2. Vilification, or Re- importance and extent of it, may be treated
vilement.* As to corporal insults, and insult- on the iboting of a distinct genus of itself.l_

ing menaeement, they belong to the compound I[The light in which the offence of insolvency is
title of offences against person and reputation here exhibited, rrmyperhaps at first consideratann
both together, be apt to appear not only novel but improper.

xxxv. It may naturally enough appear, that when a
If the property of one man suffers by the man owes you a sum of money, for instance, the

delinquency of another, such property either right.to the money is your's already, and that
was in trust with the offender, or it was not: wllat lie withholds from you by not paying you,
if it was in trust, the offence is a breach of is not the legal title to it, possession of it, or

power over it, but the physical possession of it,
trust, and of whatever nature it may be in or power over it, only. But upon a more aecu-
other respects, may be styled d_ss_patwn u_ rate examination, this will be found not to be the
brcaclt of trust, or d_ssipatzon of property in case. What is meant by paymeut_ is always an
trust. This is a particular ease : the opposite act of investitive power, as above explained; an
one is the more common : in such ease the expression of an aet of the wtll, and not _ phy-
several ways in which pxoperty may, by pos- sical act: it is an act exercised _vith relaiwtt m-

deed to the thing said to be paid, but not in a
sibility, become the object of an offence, physical sense exercised upon it. A man who
may be thus conceived. Offences agmnst owes you ten pounds, takes up a handf\d of all-
property, of whatever kind it be, may be dis- ver to that amount 7 and lays it down on a table
tinguished, as hath been already intimated,_ at which you are rotting. If then, by words or
into such as concern the legal possession of gestures, or any means whatever, addressing
it, or right to it, and such as concern only himself to you, he mttmates it to he hm wdi

that you should take up the money, and do with
the enjoyment of it, or, what is the same it as you please, he is said tohave paid you: but
thing, the exercise of that right. Under the if the case was, that he laid it down not for that
former of these heads come, as hath been purpose, but for some other, tbr instance to
already intimated,t the several offences of count it and examine it, meaning to take it un
wrongful non- collation or non- investment, _again himself, or leave it _br somebody else, he
wron!Ifnl interception, wrongful ablation or has not paid you : yet the physical acts, exer-

cised upon the pieces of money in question, are
divestment, usurpation, and wrongful attri- in both eases the same. Till he does express
bution. When in the commission of any of a will to that purport, what you have is _tot,
these offences a falsehood has served as an properly speaking,-the legal possession of the
instrument, and that, as it is commonly money, or a right to the money, but only a fight
celled, a wilful, or as it might more properly to have him, or in his default perhaps ammister
be termed, an advlsed_ one, the epithet of justice, compelled to render you that sort of
fraudulent may be prefixed to the name of service, by the rendering of which he is said topav you : that is, to express such will as above
the offence, or substituted in the room of m6ntioned, with regarff to some corporeal at-
the word wrongful. The circumstance of tide or other of a certain species, and of value
fraudulency then may serve to characterize a I equal to the amount of what he owes you: or,
particular species, comprisable under each of in other words, to exercise in your favour an act
those generic heads: in like manner, the eir- of investitive power with relation to some such
cumstance of force, of which more a little article.
farther on, may serve to characterize another. True it is, that in certain cases a man mayperhaps not be deemed, according to common
With respect to wrongful interception, in acceptation, to have paid you, without rendering
Imrtieular, the collative event, by which the you a further set of services, and those of anotber
title to the thing in question should have sort: a set of services, which are rendered by the
accrued to you, and for want of which such exercising of certain acts of a physical nature

title is, through the delinquency of the of- upon the very thing with which he is said topay you; to wit, by transferring the thing to a
fender, as it were, intercepted, is either an certain place where you may be sure to find it,

and where it may be convenient for you to
" L SEMI-PU]aLIC OFrz_rc_s. I. Calum- receive it. But these services, although the

niation and vilification of particular denomina_ obligation of rendering them should he annexed
tlons of persons; such as Jews, Cathohes, &c. by law to the obligation of rendering those other

IL SELF-R_aU_I_rG OFFE_ICVS. I. In- services, in the performance of which the opera-
continence in females. 2. Incmt, tion of payment properly consists, are #ainly

•fiT.-• acts of a distinct nature_ nor are they essential
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Next with regard to such of the offences that thing, although on a given occasion no
against property, as concern only the enjoys perceptible damage should ensue, the exercise
ment of the object in question. This object of rely such act is commonly treated on the
must be either a service, or set of services," tboting of an offence, which may be termed
which should have been rendered by some per- wrongful using or occupation.
son, or else an article belonging to the class If the cause of the thing's failing in its
of things. In the formerease, the offence may capacity of being of use to you, lies in the
he styled wrongful w_thholding of services :t exterior situation of it with relation to yon,
in the latter _se it may admit of farther mo- the offence may be styled wron.ofutdetainment
difieations, which may be thus conceived : or detention._ Wrongful detainment, during
When any object which you have had the any given period of time, may either be ac-
physical occupation or enjoyment of, ceases, eompanied with the intention of detaining
m any degree, in consequence of the act of the thing for ever (that is, for an hulefinite
another man, and without any change made time) or not: if it be, and if it be accompanied
in so much of that power as depends upon at the same time with the intcntiou of not
the intrinsie physie.d condition of your person, being amenable to law for what is done, it
to be subject to that power; this cessation seems to answer to the idea commonly an-
i_ either owing to change in the intrinsie con- nexed to the word embezzlement, an offence
dition of the thing itself, or in its exterior which is commonly accompanied with breach
situation'with respect to you; that is, to its of trust.I[ In the ease of wrongful occupation,
hemg situated out of your re_ch. In the the physical faculty of occupying may have
tormer case, the nature of the change is either been obtained with or without the asststance
s_wh as to put it out of your power to make or consent of the proprietor, or other person
eny use of it at all, in which ease the thing is appearing to have a right to afford such assist-
s_d to be destroyed, and the offence whereby ance or consent. Ii without such assistance
it is so treated may be termed wronqful de- or consent, and the occupation be aeeompa-
struetwn : or such only as to render the uses tried with the intentmn of detaining the thing
it is capable of being put to of less value for ever, together with the intention ot no_
than betbre, in which case it is said to be da- being amenable to law for what is done, the
T,_eged, or to have sustained damage, and the offence seems to answer to the idea commonly
offence may be termed wrongful endumaqe- annexed to the word theft or steahng. If in
ment. Moreover, in as fitr as the value which the same circumstances a three is put upon
a thing is oftoyouis considered asbeinghable the body of any person who uses, or appears
to be in some degree impaired by any act on to be disposed to use, any endeavours to pre-
the part of any other person exercised upon vent the act, this seems to be one of the

cases in w_ch the old,nee is generally under-
stitute it, and it may be performed without them. stood to cm_e under the name of robbery.It must be performed without them wherever
the thing to be transferred happens to be already If the physical tkeulty in question was
as much within the reach, physically speaking, obtained with the assistance or consent of a
of the creditor, as by any act of the debtor it
can be made to be. _+In the English law, dell/nne and deta{ner:

This matter would have appeared in a dearer deUnue applied chiefly to moveables; detainer,
light, had it been practicable to enter here into a to immoveables. Under detinue and det.ainer,
iull examination of the nature of property, and eases are also comprised, in which the ofl_nce
the several medifieatiens of which it is suseep- consists in tbrbearing to transfer the legal pos-
tible: but every thing cannot be done at once. session of the thing: such eases may be coast-

Supra,par. 26. dered as coming under the head of wrongful
"I"Under wrongful withholding of services is non-investment. The distinction between mere

included breach of contract : the obligation to physical possession and legal possession, where
render services may be grounded either on con- :he latter is short-lived and defeasible, seems
tract, or upon other titles ; in other words, the
event of a man's engaging in a contract is one
out of many other investitive events trom which

searcely hitherto to have been attended to. In
a multatude of instances they are confounded
under the same expresstons. The cause is, that

the right of receiving them may take its corn- probably under all laws, and frequently for very
meneement. See ell. xix. [Limits] § 4. good reasons, the legal possession, with whatever

Were the word services to be taken in its at- certainty defeasible upon the event of a trial, is_
most latitude (negative included as well as post- down to the time of that event, in many eases
five), this one head would be enough to cover annexed to the api:carance of the physical.
the whole law. To this place, then, are to be II In attemptingto exhibit the '_amImrtbelong.
referred such services only, the withholding of ing to this and other names of offences in corn-
which does not coincide with any of the other monnse, I must be understood to speak all along

with the utrecht diffaflenc_ The tmah is, the
offences, for which separate denominations have import given to them is commonly neither de-been provided.

There are some services, we may observe, the terminate nor uniform: so that, in the nature of
withholding of which n_y affect tile person, and things, no definition that can be given of them
by that me,us come under the negative branches by a private person can be altogether an exact
of the several genera of corporal injuries; such one. To fix the sense of them belong_ only to
as serviee_ due from a surgeon, an innkeeper, &e. the legislator.
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proprietor, or other person above spoken of, diously treated of Imder the bead of offences
and still the occupation of the thing is an against trust._: After these exceptions, we
offence, it may have been either because the have eighteen genera or principal kinds of
assistance or consent was not fairly, or be- offences sgah_t property, which, when ranged
cause it was not freely obtained. If not in the order most commodious for examilm-

fairly obtained, it was obtained by falsehood, tion, may stand as follows, viz. 1. Wrongful
which, if advised, is in such a case termed non-investment of property. .'2. Wrongful

fraud; and the offence, if accompanied with interception of property. 3. Wrongful divest-
the intention of not being amenable to law, ment of property. 4. Usurpation of property.
may be termed fraudulent obtainment or de- 5.Wrongfulinvestmentofproperty. 6.Wrong-

fraudment.* If not freely obtained, it was fill withholding of services. 7. Wrongful de-
obtained by force; to wit, either by a force struction or endamagement. S. Insolvency.
put upon the body, which has been already 9. Wrongful obtainment of services. 10.
mentioned, or by a force put upon the mind. Wrongful imposition of expense. 11. Wrong-
If by a force put upon the mind, or in other fnl imposition of services. 12. Wrongful oecu-
words, by the application of coercive motives,t pation. 13. Wrongful detention. 14. Wrong-
it must be by producing the apprehension of fuldisturhanceofproprietaryrights. 15.Theft.
some evil : which evil, if the act is an offence 16. Embezzlement. 17. Det_andment. 18. Ex-
must be some evil to which, on the occasion tortion.II
in question, the one person has no right to We proceed now to consider offences which
expose the other. This is one case, in which, are complex in their effects. Regularly, in-
if the offence be accompanied with the inten- deed, we should come to offences against
tion of detaining the thing for ever, whether condition ; but it will be more convenient
it be or be not aceompalded with the inten- to speak first of offences by which a man's
tion of not being amenable to law, it seems interest is affected in two of the preceding
to-agree with the idea of what is commonly points at once.
meant by extortion. Now the part a man XXXVL
takes in exposing another to the evil in ques- First, then, with regard to offences which
tion, must be either a positive or a negative affect person and reputation together. When
part. In the former case, again, the evil must any man, by a mode oftrcatmcut which affects
either be present or distant. In the case, then, the person, injures the reputation of another,
where the assistance or consent is obtained his end and purpose must have been either
by a force put upon the body, or where, if by his own immediate pleasure, or that sort of
a force put upon the mind, the part taken in reflected pleasure, which in certain citcum-
the exposing a man to the apprehension of stances may be reaped from the suffering of
the evil is positive, the evil present, and the another. Now the only immediate pleasure
object of it his person, and if at any rate the worth regarding, which any one can reap from
extortion, thus applied, be accompanied with the person of another, and which at the same
the intention of not being amenable to law, time is capable of affecting the reputation of
it seems to agree with the remaining case of the latter, is the pleasure of the sexual ap-
what goes under the name of robbery, petite.§ This pleasure, then, if reaped at all,

As to dissipation in breach of trust, this, • __Usury, which,if it must be an offence, isan
when productive of a pecuniary profit to the oifence committed with consent, that is, With the
trustee, seems to be one species of what is consent of the party supposed to be injured, can-
commonly meant by peculatlon. Another, and not merit a place in the catalogue of offences,
the only remaining one, seems to consist in unless the consent were either unfairly obtained
acts of occupation exercised by the trustee or unfreely: in the first case, it coincides With
upon the things which are the objects of the defraudme_it; in the other, with extortion.

_[ L SE]KI-PUBLIC OFFEI_CESo I. Wrong-
fiduciary property, for his own benefit, and to ful divestment? interception, asurpation, &c. of
the damage of the beneficiary. As to rob- valuables, which ace (he pro]_rty of a corpo-
bery, this offence, by the manner in which rate body, or which are in the indiscriminate
the assistance or consent is obtained, becomes occupation of a nei_.hbourhood ; such as parish
an offence against property and person at the churches, altars, relics, and other articles appro-
same time. Dissipation in breach of trust, priated to the purpo_., of religion: or things

which are in the indiserimin_te occupation of
and peculation, may perhaps be more commo- the public at large; such as milestones, market-

hotmes, exchanges, Imblic gaxdcos_ and cathe-
* The remaining ¢_es come under the head drals. 2. Setting on foot what have been called

of nsurp_tien, or wrongful investment of pro- bubblea, or fraudulent partnerships, or .g_nin-g
]_rty. The distinction seems hardly hitherto to adventures; propagating false news, to rmseor
have be_ attended to: it turns, llke another sink the value of stocks, or of any other deno-
mentioned above_ upotl the distinction between ruination of property.
legal possession and physical. The same obser- II. SELF-REGASw_6OrrE_CZS. L Idle-
vatien may be applied to the case of extortion ne_. 2. Gaming. 3. Other species of prodiga_
h_eatt_ following. _ hty.

V_de s_l.r_ , p_r. 27, ,_ _c oh. v. [Pleasures and Paine.]
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must have been reaped either against the con- endamagement ; as also with wrongful occu-
sent of the party, or with consent. If with pation and wrongful detainment. As to the
consent, the consent must havebcen obtained offence of wrongful occupation, it is only in
either freely and fairly both, or freely, but the case where the thing occupied belongs to
not fairly, or else not even freely ; in which the class of immovcables, that, when accom-
case, the fairness is out of the question. If panied by the kind of force in question, has
the consent be altogether wanting, the offence obtained a particular name, which is in corn-
is called rape: if not fairly obtained, seduc- mon use : in this case it is called forcible
tion simply : if not freely, it may be called entry : forcible detainment, as applied also to

.forcible seduction. In any case, either the immovenbles, but only to immoveables, has
offence has gone the length of consummation, obtained, among lawyers at least, the name
or has stopt short of that period; if it has of forcible detainer.II And thus we may dis-
gone that length, it takes one or other of the tinguishtengenera, orkindsofoffencesagainst
names just mentioned: ff not, it may be in- person and property together, which, omitting
eluded alike in all cases under the denomina- for conciseness sake the epithet wrongfu/, will
tion of a simple lascivious injury. Lastly, to stand thus : 1. Forcible interception of pro-
take the case, where a man injuring you in perry. 2. Forcible divestment of property.
your reputation, by proceedings that regard 3. Forcible usurpation. 4. Forcible invest-
your person, does it for the sake of that sort meet. 5. Forcible destruction or endamage-
of pleasure which will sometimes result from meet. 6. Forcable occupation of movcables.
the contemplation of another's pain. Under 7. Forcible entry. 8. Forcible detainment of
these circumstances, either the offence has moveables. 9. Forcible detainment of ira-
actually gone the length of a corporal injury, moveables. 10. Robbery.§
or it has rested in menacement : in the first XXXVHI.

case, it may be styled a corporal insult ; in We come now to offences ag_lst condition.
the uther, it may come under the name of A man's condition or station in lii_ is con-
insulting menacement. And thus we have six stituted by the legal relation he bears to the
genera, or kinds of offences, against person persons who are about him ; that _s, as we
and reputation together; which, when ranged have alreadyhad occasion toshow,¶ by duties,
in the order most commodious for considera- which, by being imposed on one side, give
tion, will stand thus : 1. Corporal insults, birth to rights orpowers on the other. These
2. Insulting menacement. 3. Seduction. relations, it is evident, may be almost in-
4. Rape. 5. Forcible seduction. 6. Simple finitely diversified. Some means, however,
lascivious injuries.* may be found of circumscribing the field

xxxvu, within which the varieties of them are dis-
Secondly, with respect to those which played. In the first place, they must either

affect person and property together. That a be such as. are capable of displaying them-
force put upon the person of a man may be selves within the circle of a private family,
among the means by which the title to pro- or such as require a larger space. The con-
petty may be unlawfully taken away or ac- ditions constituted by the former sort of re-
quired, has been alreadystated._ A force of lations may be styled domestic: those con-
this sort, then, is a circumstance which may stituted by the latter, civil.
accompany the offences of wrongful intercep- xxxIx.
tion, wrongful divestment, usurpation, and As to domestic conditions, the legal rein-
wrongful investment. But in these cases the tions by which they are constituted may be
intervention of this circumstance does not distinguished into, 1. Such as are superadded
happen to have given anynew denomination to relations purely natural: and, 2. Such as,
to the offence._: In all or any of these cases,

however, by prefixing the epithet forcible, we ][Applied to moveables, the circumstance of
may have so many names of offences, which force has never, at least by the technical part of
may either be considered as constituting so the language, been taken into acvount: no such
many species of the genera belonging to the combination of terms as forcible azcupation is in
division of offences against property, or as so current use. The word detinue is applied to
many genera belonging to the division now moveables only ; and (in the language of thelaw) the word forcible has never been combined
before us. Among the offences that concern with it. The word applied to immovcablm is
the enjoyment of the thing, the case is the detai_wr: this is combined with the wca_lfor-
same with wrongfuldestruction and wrongful c/b/c; and what is singular_ it is s_cely in use

without that word. It was impossible to steer
• I. SEXI°FUELIC OFFENCEs--none. altogether dear of this technical nomenclature,
II. SELF-REGAI_DI_*G OFFENCES. 1. Sa- on account of the influence which it has on1the

crifice of virginity. 2. Indecencies not public, body of the language.

Su_rao ._L SEMI-eUELIC OFFENCES, 1. Incen,
�Inthe technical language of the English diarism. 2. Criminal inundation.

law, property so acquired is _aid to be ac_ltur_! II. SELF-ItEGAnDINe OFFJ_NCE_-,.noIt_
by d_rcss. _ Sep_o,. par. 25_ nc_.
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without any such natural basis, subsist purely Uncontiguous natural rehtions may be dis.
by institution. By relations purely natural, tinguished into immediate and remote. Such
I mean those which may be said to subsist as are immediate, are what one person bears
between certain persons in virtue of the con- to another in consequence of their beating
cern which they themselves, or certain other each of them one simple relation to some third
persons, have had in the process which is person. Thus the paternal grandfather is re-
necessary to the continuance of the species, lated to the paternal grandson by means of
These relations may be distingulshed, in the the two different relations, of different kinds,
first place, into contiguous and uncontiguous, which together they bear to the father: the
The uncontiguons subsist through the inter- brother on the father's side, to the brother
vention of such as are contiguous. The con- by means of the two relations of the same
tiguousmay be distinguished, inthetirstplace, kind, which together they bear to the father.
into connubial, and post-connubial." Those In the same manner we might proceed to find
which may be termed connubial, are two: places in the system for the infinitely-diversi-
I. That which the male bears towards the fled relations which restflt from the combina-
female: '2. That which the female bears to tions that may be formed by mixing together
the male. t The post-ennnubial arc either the several sorts of relationships by ascent,
productive or derivative. The productive is relationships by descent, collateral relation-
that which the male and female above men- ships, and relationships by affinity: which
tioned bear each of them towards the children latter, when the union between the two par-
who are the immediate fruit of their union: ties through whom the affinity takes place is
this is termed the relation of parentality, sanctioned by matrimonial solemnities, are
Now, as the parents must be, so the children termed relationships by marriage. But this,
may be, of different sexes. Accordingly, the as it would be a most intricate and tedious
relation of parentalJty may be distinguished task, so happily is it, for the present purpose,
into four species: 1. That which a father an unnecessary one. The only natural rein-
bears to his son : this is termed paternity, titus to which it will be necessary to pay any
2. That which a father bears to his daughter: are those which, when
this, also, is termed paternity. 3. Thatwhich sanctioned by law, give birth to the condi-
a mother bears to her son : this is called ms- titus of husband and wife, the two relations
ternlty. 4. That which a mother bears to her comprised umler the head of parentallty, and
daughter: this, also, is termed matermty, the corresponding relations comprised under

the head of filiality or filiation.
* By the terms eonn_b_al and post-connubial, What, then, arc the relations of alegal kind

all 1 mean at present to bring to view is, the which can be superinduced upon the above-
mere physica_ union, apart from the ceremonies mentiol_ed natmal relations ? They must beand legal engagements that will afterwards be
considered as accompanying it. such as it is the nature of law to g_ve birth

The vague and undetermined nature rf the to and establish. Bat the rel,ttmns which
t_ctitious entity, called a relation, is on occur,ions subsist purely by institution, exhaust, as we
hke the present, apt to be productive of a good shall see, the whole stock of relationships
deal of confusion. A relation is either said to which it is in the nature of the law to give
be bo_nc _1 one of the objects which are parties birth to and establish. The relations, then,
to it, to tl_e other, or to subsist tetTvcen them.
The latter mode of phraseology is, perh,_ps, whn.h ,'au be superinduced upon those which
_ther the more common. In such ease the idea arc purely natural, cannot be in themselves
seems to be, that f_om the consideration of the any other than what are of the number of
two objects there results but one relation, which those which snbsist purely by institution:
belongs as it were in common to them both. In so that all the difference there can be between

some case% this perhaps may answer the purpose a legal relation of the one sort, and a legal
very well : it will not, however, in the present relation of the other sort, is, that in the for-
case. For the present purpose it will be neces-
sary we should conceive two relations as result- met case the circumstance which gave birth
ing from the two objects, and borne, since such to the natural relation serves as a mark to
is tile plrrase, by the one of them, to or towards indicate where the legal relation is to fix: in
the other.- one relation borne by the first object the latter case, the place where the legal rela-
to the second : another relation borne by the t]onistoattach is determined, notbythatcir-
secomi object to the first. This is necessary cumstancebutbysomeother. From these con-on two accounts : 1. Because for the relations
themselves there are in many instances separate siderations it will appear manifestly enough,
names; for example_ the relations of guardian- that for treating of the several sorts of con-
ship and wardship: m which case, the speaking ditions, as weU natural as purely conventional,
of them as if they were but one, may be pro- in the most commodious order, it will be ne-
ductive of much confusion. 2. Because the two cessary to give the precedence to the latter.
different relationships g_ve birth to so many con- Proceedillg throughout upon the same pril_-ditions: which conditions are _ far dlfi_erent,
that what is predicated and will hold good of ciple, we shall all along give the priority, not
the one, will, I_nvarious particuhr,, as we _all to those which are first by nature, but to those
_e, not hohl good of the other. _hich are most simple in point of descliptiort.
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There is no other way of avoiding perpetual not seem expedient: and in point of face,
anticipations and repetitions, probably owing to the invariable perception

XL. which men must have had of the inexpe-
We come now to consider the domestic or diency, no such conditions seem ever to have

family relations, which are purely of legal been constituted by such feeble bands. Oft he
institution. It is to these, ineffect, thatboth legal relationships, then, which are capable
kinds of domestic conditions, considered as of being made to subsist within the circle of a
the work of law, are indebted for their origin, family, there remain those only in which the
When the law, no matter for what purpose, obligation is enforced by power Now then,
takes upon itself to operate in a matter in wherever any such power is conferred, the
which it has not operated before, it can only end or purpose for which it was conferred
hc by imposing obligatzon.* Now when a (unless the legislator can be supposed to act
legal obligation is imposed on any man, there without a motive) must have been the pro-
are but two ways in which it can, in the first ducing of a benefit to somebody; in other
instance, be enforced. The one is by giving words, it must have been conferred for the
the power of enforcing it to the party in sake of somebody. The person, then, for
whose favour it is imposed, the other is by whose sake it is conferred, must either be one
reserving that power to certain third per- of the two parties just mentioned, or a third
sons, who, in virtue of their possessing it, are party : if one of these two, it must be either
styled ministers of justice. In the first case, the superior or the inferior. If the superior,
the party favoured is said to possess not only such superior is commonly called a master;
a right as against the party obliged, but also and the inferior is termed his servant: and the

a power over him : in the second case, a mqht tween man and wife, that necessity does not
only, uncorroborated by power. In the first subsist. The onlyrcason thatapplies to this case,
case, the party f_voured may be styled a su- is, the necessity of putting an end to compotio
perzor, and as they arc both members of the tion. The man would have the meat roasted ;
same family, a domestw superzor, with refer- the woman boiled: shall they both fast till the
once to the party obliged; who, in the same judge comes m to dress it for them? The wo-
case, may be styled a domestic inferior, with man would have the child dressed in green; the

man, in blue : shall the child be nailed fill the
l cference to the party favoured. Now, in judge comes in to clothe it? This affords a tea-
point of possibility, it is evident, that domes- son for giving a power to one or other of the
tic conditions, or a kind of fictitious possession parties: but it affords none for giving the power to
analogous to domestic conditions, might have the one rather than to the other. How then shall
been looked upon as coustitutcd, as well by the legislator determine ? Supposing it equally
rights alone, without powers on either side, easy to give it to either, let him look ever so

long for a reason why he should give it to the
as by powers. But in point of utility_ it does one rather than to the other_ and he may look in

* See ch. xix. [Limits] § 3. vain. But how does the matter stand already ?
"1-Two persons, who by any means stand on- for there were men and wives (or_ what comes to

gaged to live together, can never hoe together the same thing, male and female living together
long, but one of them will choose that some act as man and wife} before there were legislators.
or other should be done, which the other will Looking round hm_, then, he finds almost every
choose should not be done. When this is the where the male the stronger of the two; and
casc_ how lS the competition to be decided ? I_y- :herefore possessing already_ by purely physical
m_z aside generoslt]¢ and good-breeding, which neans, that power which he is thinking of be-
are the tally and _ncerta_n fruits of long-esta- _towing on orie of them by means of law. How,
blished laws, it is evident that there can be no hen_ can he do _ well as by placing the legal
certain means of deciding it but physical power: _ower in the same hands which are beyond com.
which indeed is the very means by which ta"mlly, parison the more likely to be in possession of
as well as other competitions_ must have been the physical ? In this way, few transgressions,
Aec_0cd, long before any such office as that of and few calls for punishment: in the other way,
legislator had existence. This, then_ being the perpetual transgressions, and perpetual calls for
order of things which the legislator finds estao punishment. Solon is said to h£ve transferred
blished by nature, how should he do better than the same idea to the distribution of state powers.
to acquiesce in it? The persons who, by the Here, then_wasgeaeral_zatlon: herewasthewo_k
influence of causes that prevml every where, of genius. But in thedispesal of domestic power,
stand engaged to live together, are, I. Parent every legislator, without any effort of _us,
and chil_ _iuring the infane._ of the latter: 2. has been a Solon. So much for reaaon :a add to
Man and wJfe: 3. Children of the same parent_, whicb_ in point of motives,b that legislators s_ern
Parent and child, by necessity: since, if the all to have been of the male sex, down to _e nays
cbtld did not bye with the parent (or with some- i of Catherine. I speak here of those who frmme
bady standing in the place of the parent) it could I ]aws_ not of those who touch them with a sceptre.
not hoe a*.all : husband and wife_ by a choice
approachmg to necessity: children of the same a Social motives : sympathy for the public:
parents, by the necessity of their living each love of reputation, &c.
of them withtheparents.As betweenparent[ b Self-regardingmotives: or _ m_iv¢_
_nd cbi]d, the necessity there is of a power on which are social 1_ a less ex .t_.t- sympathy
tl_e jmrt of the parent for the preservation o_ me I versons of a pamcutar dcsenpUon : _ o[
childsnpexscdesallfaxtherreP.soning.As be-[thesame sex.
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power may be termed a benfficial one. If it instance, that of affording maintenance, or
be for the sake of the inferior that the power giving wages, to the servant, or paying money
is c_tablisbed, the superior is termed a gnat- to any body else, it is evident, that in virtue
diwl; and the inferior his ward: mldthe power of such obligation the condition may become
being thereby coupled with a trust, may be a burthen. In this case, however, the con-
termed afiduciaryone. If for the sake of a dition possessed by the master will not,
third party, the superior may be termed a su- properly speaking, be the pure and simple
perintendant; andtbeinferiorhissubordinate, condition of a master: it will be a kind of
This third party will either be an assignable complex object, resolvable into the beneficial
individual or set of individuals, or a set of condition of a master, and the burthensome
nlm._signable individuals. In this latter case, obligation which is annexed to it. Still, how-
the trust is either a public or a semi-public ever, if the nature of the obligation lies with-
one: and the condition which it constitutes in a narrow compass, and does not, in the
is not of the domestic, but of the civil kind. manner of that which constitutes a trust, in-
In the former case, this third party, or pnn- terfere with the exercise of those powers by
cipal, as he may be termed, either has a be- which the condition of the superior is constL
neficial power over the superintendant, or he tuted, the latter, notwithstanding this foreign
has not: if he has, the superintendant is his _mixture, will still retain the name of master-
servant, andconsequentlyso also isthe subor- ship.$ In this case, therefore, but not other-
dinate: if not, the supermtendant is the mas- wise, the condition of a master may stand
ter of the subordinate; and all the advantage exposed to the offences of wrongful abdica-
which the principal has over his superintend- tion, wrongful detrectation, and wron_l ira-
ant, is that of possessing a set of rights, un- position. Next as to the behaviour of persons,
corroborated by power; and therefore, as we with reference to this condition, while con-
have seen,* not fit to constitute a condition sidered as subsisting. In virtue of its being
of the domestic kind. But be the condition a benefit, it is exposed to dzsturbance. This
what it may, which is constituted by these disturbance will either be the offence of a
rights, of what nature can the obligations be, stranger, or the offence of the servant him-
to which the superintendant is capable of be- self. Where it is the offence of a stranger,
ing subjected by means of them? Theyare and is committed by taking the person of
neither more nor less than those which a man the servant, in circumstances in which the
is capable of being subjected to by powers, i taking of an object belonging to the class of
It follows, therefore, that the functions of a things, would be an act of theft, or (what is
wincipal and his superintendant coincide with scarcely worth distinguishing fromtheft) an
those of a master and his servant; and con- act of embezzlement, it may be termed ser-
scquently that the offences relative to the two rant-stealing. Where it is the offence of the
former conditions will coincide with the often- servant himself, it is styled breach of duty.
ces relative to the two latter. Now the most flagrant species of breach of

XLI. duty, and that which includes indeed every
Offences to which the condition of amas- other, is that which consists in the servant's

ter, like any other kind of condition, is ex- withdrawing himself from the place in which
posed, may, ashath been already intimated,_ the duty should be performed. This species
be distinguished into such as concern the ofbreachofdutyistermedelopement. Again,
existence of the condition itself, and such as in virtue of the power belonging to this con-
concern the performance of the functions of dition, it is liable, on the part of the master,
it, while subsisting. First, then, with regard to abuse. But this poweris not coupled with
to such as affect its existence. It is obvious a trust. The condition of a master is there-

enough, that the services of one meal may be a fore not exposed to any offence which is ann-
benefit to another : the condition of a master logons to breach of trust. Lastly, on account
may therefore be a beneficial one. It stands of its being exposed to abuse, it may be con-
exposed, therefore, tothe offences of wrongful ceived to stand, in point of possibility, ex-
non-investment, wromdfulinterception , usnrpa, posed to bribery. But considering how few,
tion, wrongfuliavestment, and wrongJkl divest- and how insignificant, the persons are who
n_ent. But how should it stand exposed tothe are liable to be subject to the power here in
offences of wrongful abdication, wrongful de- question, this is an offence which, on account
trectation, and wrongfalimposition ? Certain- of the want of temptation, there will seldom

tv it _mnot of itself; for services, when a man PcIn most civilized nations there is a sort of
l_as the power of exacting them or not, as he domestic eondition_ in which the superior is
thinks fit, cau never be a bin%hen. But if to termed a master_ while the inferior is termed
the powers, by which the condition of amas- aoraetimesindeed aservant, but more particularly
ter is constituted, the law thinks fit to annex and more frequenflyan apprentice. In this case,
any obligation on the part of the master ; for though the superior is, in point of usage_ known

by no other name than that of a master, the rela.
* ,_upra, note, page 43. tionship ism pointof fact amixedone_ compoulxl-
"1"Vide _t,lrot, par. 27. cd of that af rn,wlc_ and that of guardian.
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be any example of in practice. We may kind could not have a spark of benefit belong-
therefore reckon thirteen sorts of offences to ing to it : that it could not be attended with
which the condition of a master is exposed ; any other consequences than such as rendered
viz. 1. Wrongful non-investment of master- it a mere burthen. But a burthen itself may
ship. 2. Wrongful interception of master- be a benefit, in comparison of a greater bur-
ship. 3. Wrongful divestment of mastership, then. Conceive a man's situation, then, to be
4. Usurpation of mastership. 5. Wrongful such, that he must, at any rate, be in a state
investment of mastership. 6. Wrongful ab- of pure slavery. Still may it be material to
dication of mastership. 7. Wrongful de- him, and highly material, who the'person is
treetafion of mastership. 8. Wrongful imposi- whom he has for his master. A state of sla-
tion of mastership. 9. Abuse of mastership, very, then, under one master, may be a bene-
]0. Disturbance of mastership, ll. Breach ficial state to him, in comparison with a state
of duty in servants. 12. Elopement of ser- of slavery under another master. The con-
vants. 13. Servant-stealing. dition of a servant, then, is exposed to the

XLII. several offences to which a condition, in vir-
As to the power by which the condition of tue of its being a beneficial one, is exposed.*

a master is constituted, this may be either More than this, where the power of the mas-
limited or mdimited. When it is altogether ter is limited, and the limitations annexed to
unlimited, the condition of the servant is it, and thence the liberties of the servant,
styled pur_ slavery. But as the rules of lan- are considerable, the servitude may even be
guage are as far as can be conceived from positively eligible. For amongst those find-
being steady on this head, the term slavery tations may be such as are sufficient to enable
is commonly made use of wherever the limi- the servant to possess property of his own :
rations prescribed to the power of the master being capable, then, of possessing property
are looked upon as inconsiderable. Whenever of his own, he may be capable of receiving
any such limitatmn is prescribed, a kind of it from his master : in short, he may receive
fictitious entity is thereby created, and, in woyes , or other emoluments, from his master;
quality of an incorporeal object of possession, and the benefit resulting from these wages
is bestowed upon the servant : this object is may be so considerable as to outweigh the
of the class of those which are eaUed riyhts: burthen of the servitude, and by that means
and in the present case is termed, in a more render that condition morebeneficial upon the
particular manner, a liberty : and sometimes whole, and more eligible, than that of one
a prwdege , an immunity, or an exemptzon, who is not in any respect under the controttl
Now those limitations on the one hand, and of any such person as a master. Accordingly,
these liberties on the other, may. it is evident, by these means the condition of the servant
be as various as the acts (positive or negative) may be so eligible, that his entrance into it,
which the master may or may not have the and his continuance in it, may have been 81-
power of obliging the servant to submit to together the result of his own choice. That
or to perform. Correspondent, then, to the the nature of the two conditions may be the
infinitude of these liberties, is the infinitude more clearly understood, it may be of use to
of the modifications which the condition of shew the sort of correspondency there is be-
mastership (or, as it is more common to say twean the offences which affect the existence
in such a case, that of servitude) admits of. of the one, and those which affect the exist-
These modifications, it is evident, may, in ence of the other. That this correspondency
diiferent countries, be infinitely diversified, cannot but be very intimate, is obvious at
In different countries, therefore, the offences first sight. It is not, however, that a given
characterized by the above names win, if offence in the former catalogue coincides with
specificaUyconsidered, admit of very different an offence of the same name in the latter
descriptions. If there be a spot upon the catalogue: usurpation of servantship with
earth so wretched as to exhibit the spectacle usurpation of mastership, for example. But
of pure and absolutely unlimited slavery, on
that spot there will be no such thing as any * It may seem at first, that a _ who is i_
abuse of mastership ; which means neither the conditmn of a slave, could not have it in his
more nor less than that no abuse of master- power to engage in such course o_ proceeding as
ship will there be treated on the footing of would be necessary, in order to give him an ap-parent rifle to be reckoned among the slaves of
an offence. As to the question, Whether another master. But though a slave in point of
any, and what, modes of servitude ought to, ri_-ht, it may happen that he has elo_, for in.
be established or kept on foot ? this is a ques- stance, and is not a slave in point of f.s_t: or,
tion, the solution of which belongs to the suppese him a slave in point of fact, mid ever so
civil branch of the art of legislation, vlgdantly gua_ed, mill-a person connected with

him by the ties of symlmthy, might do tha_ i_r
XLIII. h_n which, though willing mad assenting, be

Ncxt with regard to the offences dmt may might not be able to do for himself.: might forge
concern the condition of a _cr_'ant It might a deed of donation, for example, from the o_
_cem at, ik'.t sight, that n ctm¢lition of thl_ m_tster to the other.
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the case is, that an offence of one denomina_ trectation of servantship. 8. Wrongful ira.
fion in the one catalogue coincides with an position of servantship. 9. Abuse of master-
offence of a different denomination in the ship. 10. Disturbance of mastership. 11.
other catalogue. Nor is the coincidence con- Breach of duty in servants. 12. Elopement
_tant and certain; ]>ut liable to contingencies, of servants. 13. Servant-stealing.
as we shall see. First, then, wrongful non- XLIV.
collation of the condition of a servant, if it We now come to the offences to which the
be the offence of one who should have been condition of a guardian is exposed. A guar-
_he master, coincides with wrongful detrec- dian is one who is invested with power over
ration of mastership : ff it be the offence of a another, living within the compass of the
third person, it involves in it non-collation same family, and called a ward ; the power
of mastership, which, provided the master- being to be exercised for the benefit of the
ship be, in the eyes of him who should have ward. Now, then, what are the cases in which
been master, a beneficial thing, but not other- it can be for the benefit of one man, that an-
wise, is wrongful. 2. Wrongful interception other, living within the compass of the same
of the conchtion of a servant, if it be the of- family, should exercise power over him ? Con-
fence of him who should have been master sider either of the parties by himself, and
coincides with wrongful detrectation of mas- suppose him, in point of understanding, to
tership: ff it be the offence of a third person, be on a level with the other; it seems evident
and the mastership be a beneficial thing, it enough that no such cases can ever exist.*
involves in it wrongflfl interception of mas- To the production of happiness on the pal_
tership. 3. Wrongful ablation of servantship, of any given person (in hke manner as to the
if it be the offence of the master, but not production of any other effect which is the
otherwise, coincideswithwrongfulabdieation result of htwaan agency), three things it is
of mastership : if it be the offence of a stran, necessary should concur : knowledge, incli-
ger, it involves in it ablation of mastership, nation, and physical power. ]Now as there
which, in as far as the mastership is a bene- is no man who is so sure of being inchned, on
ficial thing, is wrongful. 4. Usurpation of all occasions, to promote your happiness, as
servantship coincides necessarily with wrong- you yourself are, so neither is there any man
ful imposition of mastership : it will be apt who, upon the whole, can have had so good
to involve in it wrongful divestment of mas- opportumties as you must have had, of know-
tership ; but this only in the case where the ing what is most conducive to that purpose.
usurper, previously to the usurpation, _ as in For who should know so well as you do
a state of servitude under some other mas- what it is that gives you pain or pleasure ?_
ter. 5. Wrongful collation of servantship (the Moreover, as to power, it is manifest that no
servantship being considered as a beneficial supermrity in this respect, on the part of a
thing) coincides with imposition of master- strauger, could, for a constancy, make up for
ship; which, if in the eyes of the pretended so great a deficiency as he must lie under m
master, the mastership should chance to be a respect of two such material points as know-
burthen, will be wrongful. 6. Wrongful ab- ledge and inclination. If, then, there be a
dication of servantship coincides with wrong- case where it can be for the advantage of one
ful ablation of mastership. 7. Wrongful man to be under the power of another, it
detrectation of servantship, with wrongful must be on account of some palpable and
non-collation of mastership. 8. Wrongful very considerable deficiency, on the part of
imposition of servantship, if it be the offence the former, in point of intellects, or (which
of the pretended master, coincides with nsur- is the same thing in other words) in point of
patton of mastership : if it be the offence of knowledge or understanding. Now there are
a stranger, it involves in it imposition of mas- two cases in which such palpable deficiency is
tership, winch, ifinthe eyes of the pretended known to take place. These are, 1. Where a
master the mastership should be a burthen, man's intellect is not yet arrived at that state
will be wrongful. As to abuse of master- in which it is capable of directing his own
ship, disturbance of mastership, breach of inclination in the pursuit of happiness : this
duty in servants, elopement of servants, and is the case of infancy. :_ 2. Where, by some
servant-stealing, these are offences which, particular known or unknown circumstance,
without any change of denomination, bear his intellect has either never arrived at that

equal relation to both conditions. And thus * Consider them together indeed, take the sum
we may reckon thirteen sorts of offences to of the two interests, and the case, as we have
which the condition of a servant stands ex- i _en (su2ra , par. 40), is then the reverse. That
posed; viz. 1. Wrongful non-investment of case,it is to be .r_nembered, tm_eeds only upon
servantship. 2. Wrongful interception of set- the.supposition that the two parties are obliged
vantship. 3. Wrongful divestment of servant- to live together _ for suppose it to be at their
ship. 4. Usurpation of servantship. 5. Wrong- option to part, the neee_sity of establishing the
ftd investment of servantship. 6. Wrongful power ceases.
abdication of servantship. 7. Wrongful de- , See ch. xv. [('ase_ _nmeet] ._3.
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state, or having arrived at it, has fallen from w|th safety to himself, be left in his own
it : which is the case og.i_saniOj, power, that he should be pheed in the power

By what means, then, is it to be aster- of another. How long, then, should he re-
_ined whether a man's intellect is in that main so ? Just so long as his inability is sup-
state or no ? For exhibiting the quantity of posed to continue : that is, in the case of in-
sensible heat in a human body, we have a fancy, till he arrives at that period at which
very tolerable sort of instrument, the ther- the law deems him to be of full age : in the
mometer ; but for exhibiting the quantity of case of insanity, till he be of sound mind and
intelligence, we have no such instrument. It understanding. Now it is evident, that this
is evident, therefore, that the line which period, in the case of infancy, may not a_rive
separates the quantity of intelligence which for a considerable time ; and in the case of
is sufficient for the purposes of self-govern- insanity, perhaps never. The duration of the
ment from that which is not sufficient, must power belonging to this trust must therefore,
be, in a great measure, arbitrary. Where the in the one case, be very considerable; in the
insufficiency is the result of want of age, the other case, indefinite.
sufficient quantity of intelligence, be it what XLVI.
it may, does not accrue to all at the same The next point to consider is, what rna,!
period of their lives. It becomes, therefore, be the extent of it ? for as to what it o,tght
necessary for legislators to cut the gordian to be, that is a matter to be settled, not in a
knot, and-fix upon a particular period, at general analytical sketch, but in a particular
which, and not before, truly or not, every and circumstantial dissertation. By possi-
person whatever shall be deemed, as far as bility, then, this power may possess any ex-
depends upon age, to be in possession of this tent that can be imagined : it may extend to
sufficient quantity.* In this case, then, a line any acts which, physically speaking, it may
is drawn, which may be the same for every be in the power of the ward to perform him-
man, and in the description of which, such as self, or be the object of, if' exercised by the
it is, whatever persons are concerned may be guardian. Conceive the power, for a moment,
certain of agreeing: the circumstance of time to stand upon this footing: the condition of
affording a mark by which the line in ques- the ward stands now exactly upon a touting
tion may be traced with the utmost degree with pure slavery. Add the obligation by
of nicety. On the other hand, where the which the power is turned into a trust : the
insufficiency is the result of insamty, there hmits of the power are now very considerably
is not even'this resource : so that here the narrowed. What, then, is the purport ofthi's
legislator has no other expedient than to ap- obligation ? Of what nature is the course of
point some particular person or persons to give conduct it prescribes ? It is such a course of
a particular determination of the question, in conduct as shall be best calculated for pro-
every instance m which it occurs, according curing to the ward the greatest quantity of
to his or their particular and arbitrary discre- happiness which his faculties, and the circum-
tion. Arbitrary enough it must be at any rate, stances he is in, will admit of.: saving always,
since the only way in which it can be exer- in thc first place, the regard which the guar-
cised is by considering whether the share of dian is permitted to show to his own happi-
intelligence possessed by the individual in ness; and, in the second place, that which he
question does or does not come up to the loose is obliged, as well as permitted, to show to
and indeterminate idea which persons so ap- that of other men. This is, in fact, no other
pointed may chance to entertain with respect than that course of conduct which the ward,
to the quantity which is deemed sufficient, did he but know how, ought, in point of pru-

XLV. deace, to maintain of himself: so that the
The line, then, being drawn, or supposed _usiness of the former is to govern the latter

to be so, it is expedient for a man who cannot, precisely in the manner in which this latter
ought to govern himself. Now to instruct

In certain nations, women, whether married each individual in what manner to govern his
or not, have been placed in a state of perpetual
wardship : this has been evidently founded on own conduct in the details of life, is the par-
the notion of a decided inferiority in point of ticular business of private ethics: to instruct
intellects on the part of the female sex, analo- individuals in what manner to govern the
gous to that whicbis the result of infancy or in- conduct of those whose happiness, during
sanity on the t_art of the male. This is not the non-age, is committed to their charge, is the
only instance m which tyranny has taken ad- business of the art of private education. The
vantage of its own wrong, alleging as a reason details, therefore, of the rules to be given forfor the domination it exercises_ an imbecility,
which, as far as it has been tea4 has been pro- that purpose, any more than the acts which
duced by the abuse of that very power which it are capable of being committed in violation
is brought to justify. Aristofl_ fascinated by of those rules, belong not to the art of lefts-
the prejudice of the times, divides mankind into lation : since, as will be seen more partita-
two distinct species: that of freemen_ and that of larly herea_er,T _uch details could not, with
slaves.Certainmen wereborntobe slaves_and
oughttobeslaves.Why ? Becausetheyareso. -I-Seech.xlx.[Limits]._I.
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any chance of advantage, he provided for by may happen to possess a benefidal right.
the legislator. Some general outlines might, Now when property of any kind, which is in
indeed, be drawn by his authority ; and, in trust, suffers by the delinquency of him with
point of tact, some are, in every civilized state, whom it is in trust, such offence, of whatever
But such regulations, it is evident, must be nature it is in other respects, may be styled
liable to great variation: in the first place, dis*ipation in breach of trust: and if it be
according to the infinite diversity of civil attemled with a profit to the trustee, it may
conditions which a man may stand invested be styled peculation.* Fourth, for one per-
with in any given state : in the next place, son to exercise a power of any kind over an-
according to the diversity of local circum- other, it is necessary that the latter should
stances that may influence the nature of the either perform certain acts, upon being corn-
conditions which may chance tobe established rounded so to do by the former, or at least
in different states. On this account, the of- should suffer certain acts to be exercised upon
fences which would be constituted by such himself. In this respect, a ward must stand
regulations coLdd not be comprised under any upon the footing of a servant: and the con-
concise and settled denominations, capable of thtion of a ward must, in this respect, stand
a permanent and extensive application. No exposed to the same offences to which that
place, therefore, can be allotted to them here. of a servant stands exposed: that is, on the

XLVII. part of a stranger, to &sturbance, which, in
By what has been said, we are the better particulardrcumstances, willamounttothefl:

prepared for taking an account of the offences on the part of the ward, to breact_ of duty:
to which the condition in question stands ex- which, in particular circumstances, may be
posed. Guardianship being a private trust, effected by elopement. Fifth, there does not
is of course exposed to those offences, and seem to be any offence concerning guardian-
no others, by which a private trust is liable ship, that corresponds to abuse of trust : I
to be affected. Some of them, however, on mean in the sense to which the last-mentioned
account of the special quality of the trust, denomination has been here confined, t The
will admit of some further particularity of reason is, that guardianship, being a trust of
description. In the first place, breach of this a private nature, does not, as such, confer
species of trust may be termed mismanage- upon the trustee any power, either over the
meat of guardianship. In the second place, person, or over the property, of any party,
of whatever nature the duties are, which are other than the benefiaary himself. If by ac-
capable of being annexed to this condition, it cldent it confers on the trustee a power over
must often happen, that in order to fulfil any persons whose services constitute a part
them, it is necessary the guardian should be of the property of the beneficiary, the trustee
at a certain particular place. Mismanagement becomes thereby, in certain respects, the runs-
of guardianship, when it consists in the not ter of such servants.$ Sixth, bribery also is
being, on the occasion in question, at the a sort of offence to which, in this case, there
place in qnes_ion, may be termed desertion of is not commonly much temptation. It is
guardianship. Third, it is manliest enough, an offence, however, which by possibility is
that the object which the guardian ought to capable of taking this direction: and must
propose to himself, in the exercise of the there forebe aggregated to the number of the
powers to which those duties are annexed, is offences to which the condition of a guardian
to procure for the ward the greatest quantity stands exposed. And thus we have in all
of happiness which can be procured for him, seventeen of these offences; viz. 1. Wrongful
consistently with the regard which is due to non-investment of guardianship. 2.Wrongful
the otherinterests that have been mentioned: interception of guardianship. 3. Wrongful
for this is the object which the ward would divestment of guardianship. 4. Usurpation
have proposed to himself, and might and of guardianship. 5. Wrongful investment of
ought to have been allowed to propose to guardianship. 6. Wrongfulabdicationofguar-
himself, had he been capable of governing his dianship. 7. Detrectation of guardianship.
own conduct. Now, in order to procure this 8. Wrongful imposition of guardianship. 9.
happiness, it is necessary that he should pos- Mismanagement of guardianship. 10. Deser-
sess a certain power over the objects on the tionofguardianship, ll. Dissipation in preju-
use of which such happiness depends. These dice of wardship. 12. Peculation in prejudice
objects are either the person of the ward him- of wardship. 13. Disturbance of guardianship.
self, or other objects that are extraneous to 14. Breach of duty to guardians. 15. Elope-
him. These other objects are either things ment from guardians. 16. Ward-stealing.
or persons. As to things, then, objects of this 17. Bribery in prejudice of wardship.
class, in as far as a man's happiness depends XLVIII.
upon the use of them, are styled his property. Next, with regard to offences to which the
The case is the same with the services of any condition of wardship is exposed. Those

persons over whom he may happen to possess
a beneficial power, or to whose services he * Vide s,¢pra_par. 35. +, par. 25. ._par. 40.
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which first affect the existence of the eondi- reckon seventeen sorts of offences relative to
tion itself are as follows: 1. Wrongful non- the condition of a ward: 1. Wrongful non-
investment of the condition of award. This, investment of wardship. 2. Wrongful inter-
if it be the offence of one who should have eeption of wardship. 3. Wrongful divest-
been guardian, coincides with wrongful de- ment of wardship. 4.U'surpationofwardship.
trectation of guardianslnp: if it be the offence 5. Wrongfulinvestment of wards]rip. 6.Wrong-
of a third person, it involves in it non-invest- ful abdication of wardship. 7. Wrongful de-
ment of guardianship, which, provided the trectation of wardship. 8. Wrongi_d ira-
guardianship is, in the eyes of him who should position of wardship. 9. Mismanagement of
havebeenguardian,adesirablething, is wrong- guardianship. 10. Desertion of guardian-
ful. 2. Wrongful interception of wardship, ship. 11. Dissipation in prejudice of wards]rip.
This, if it be the offence of him who should 12. Peculation in prejudice of wardship.
have been guardian, coincides with wrongful 13. Disturbance of guardianship. 14. Breach
detrectation of guardianship: it it be the of- of duty to guardians. 15. Elopement from
fence of a third person, it involves in it inter- guardians. 16. Ward-stealing. 17. Bribery
ception of guardianship, which, provided the m prejudice of wardship.
guardianship is, in the eyes of him who should XLIX.
have been guardian,a desirable thing, is wrong- We come now to the offences to which fhe
ful. 3. Wrongful divestment of wardship, condition of a parent stands exposed: and
This, if it be the offence of the guardian, but first, with regard to those by which the very
not otherwise, coincides with wrongful abdi- existence of the condition is affected. On
cation of guardianship: if it be the offence of this occasion, in order to see the more clearly
a third person, it involves in it divestment into the subject, it will be necessary to dis-
of guardianship, which, if the gualxlianship is, tinguish between the nat ural relationship, and
in the eyes of the guardian, a desirable thing, the legal relationship, which is superinduced,
is wrongful. 4. Usurpation of the condition as it were, upon the natural one. The natural
of a ward: an offence not very likely to be one being constituted by a particular event,
committed. This coincides at any rate with which, either on account of its being already
wrongful imposition of guardianship ; and if past, or on some other account, is equally out
the usurper were already under the guardian- of the power of the law, neither is, nor can
ship of another guardian, it will involve in it be made, the subject of an offence. Is a man
wrongful divestment of such guardianship.* your father? It is not any offence of mine
5. Wrongful investment of wardship, (the that can make you not his son. Is he not
wardship being considered as a beneficial your father? It is not any offence of mine
thing.) This coincides withimpositlon ofguar- that can render him so. But although he does
dianship, which, if in the eyes ofthepretended in fact bear that relation to you, I, by an of-
guardian the guardianship should be a bur- fence of mine, may perhaps so manage mat-
then, will be wrongful. 6. Wrongful abdica, ters, that he shall not be thought to bear it:
tion of wardship. Thiseoincides withwrong- which, with respect to any legal advantages
ful divestment of guardianship. 7. Wrongful which either he qr you could derive from such
detrectation of wardship. This coincides with relationship, will be the same thing as if he
wrongful interception of guardianship. 8. did not. In the capacity of a witness, I may
Wrongful imposition of wardship. This, if the cause the judges to believe that he is not your
offender be the pretended guardian, coincides father, and to decree accordingly: or, in the
withusurpation of guardianship : ifa stranger, capacity of a judge, I may myself decree him
it involves in it wrongful imposition of gust- not to be your father. Leaving, then, the
dianship. As to such of the offences relative purelynatural relationshipasanobjecteqnally
to this condition, as concernthe consequences out of the reach of justice and injustice, the
of it while subsisting, they are of such a ha- legal condition, it is evident, will stand ex-
turethat,withoutanychangeofdenomination, posed to the same offences, neither more nor
they belong eqnally to tbe condition of a guar- less, as every other condition, that is capable
dian, and that of a ward. We may therefore of being either beneficial or burthensome,

stands exposed to. Next with regard to the
This effect, it may be thought, will not no- exercise of the functions belonging to this

ces_rily take place : since a ward may have two
guardians. One man, then, is guardian by right: condition, considered as still subsisting. In
another man comes and makes himself so by parentality there must be two persons con-
usurpation. This may very welt be, and yet cerned, the father and the mother. The con-
the former may continueguardiau notwithstand, dition of a parent includes, therefore, two
lug. How then (itmaybeasked) is hedlvested conditions; that of a father, and that of a
of his guardianship? The answer is, Cer- mother, with respect to _ttch or such a child.tainly not of the whole of it: but, however, of
a part of it; of such part as is occupied, if one Now it is evident, that between these two
may so say, that is, of such part of the powers parties, whatever beneficiary powers, and
andrights belonging to it as are exercised, by other rights, as also whatever obligations, are
the userper, annexed to the condition of a parent, may be
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sharedinanyproportionstlmtcanbein_mglned, of parentality. 8. Wrongful imposition of
But if in these several objects of legal crea- parentality. 9. Mismanagement of parcntM
tiou, each of these two parties have sere- guardianship. 10. Desertion ofparentalguar-
rally a share, and ff the interests of all these dianship. 11. Dissipation in prejudice of hliaI
partie_ are in any degree provided for, it is wardship. 12. Pecalationin prejudice of filial
evident that each of the parents will stand, wardship. 13. Abuse of parental powers.
with relation to the child, in two several 14. Disturbance of parental guardianship.
capacities: that of a master, and that of a 15. Breachofdutytoparents. 16. Elopement
guardian. The condition of a parent, then, from parents. 17. Child-stealing. 18. Bri-
in as far as lt is the workoflaw, may be con- bery in prejudice of filial wardship.
sidered a_ a complex condition, compounded L.
of that of a guardian, and that of a master. Next with regard to the offences to which
To the parent, then, in quality of guardian, the filial condition,* the condition of a son
results a set of duties, involving, as neces_ or daughter, stands exposed. The principles

sary to the discharge of them, certain powers: to be pursued in the investigation of o_enc_s
to the child, in the character of a ward, a set of this description, have already been suffi-
of rights corresponding to the parent's du- ciently developed. It willbe sufficmnt, there-
ties, and a set of duties corresponding to his fore, to enumerate them without further
powers. To the parent, again, in quality of discussion. The only peculiarities by which
master, a set of beneficiary powers, without offences relative to the condition in question
any other necessary limitation (so long as stand distinguished from the offences relative
they last) than what is annexed to them by to all the preceding conditions, depend upon
the duties incumbent on him in qnality of a this one circumstance ; viz. that it is cer-
guardian: to the child, in the character of a tain every one must have had a father and a
servant, a set of duties corresponding to the mother: at the same time that it is not cer-
parent's beneficmry powers, and without any tain that every one must have had a master,
otberneeessarylimitation(solongastheylast) a servant, a guardian, or a ward. It will be
than what is annexed to them by the rights observed all along, that where a person, fi'oxn
which belong to the child in his capacity of whom, if alive, the benefit would be taken,
ward. The condition of a parent will there- or on whom the burthen would be imposed,
fore he exposed to all the offences to which be dead, so much of the mischief is extinct,
either that of a guardian or that of a master along with the object of the offence. There
are exposed : and, as each of the palents will still, however, remains so much of the mis-
partake, more or tess, of both those charac, chief as depends upon the advantage or dls-
ters, the offences to which the two condi- advantage which might accrue to persons
tions are exposed may be nominally, as they related, or supposed to be related in the
will be substantially, the same. TeJAng them several remoter degrees, to him in question.
then all together, the offences to which *he The catalogue, then, of these ofibnces stands
condition of a parent is exposed will stand as as ibllows: 1. Wrongful non-investment of
follows : 1. Wrongful non-investment of pa- dilation. This, if it be the offence of him
rentality.* 2.Wrongful interception of paten- or her who should have been recogmsed as
tality. 3. Wrongful divestment ofparentality, the parent, coinc'des with wrongful detrec-
4. Usurpationofparentality. 5.Wrongful in- ration of parentality: if it be the offence of
vestment of parentatity. 6. Wrongful abdi- a third person, it involves in it non-invest-
cationofparentality. 7.Wrongfuldetrectatiou ment of parentality, which, provided the pa-

• At first view it may seem a solecism to speak rentality is, in the eyes of him or her who
of the condition of parentality a_ one which a man should have been recognised as the parent,
can have need to be invested with. The reason a desirable thing is wrongful. 2. Wrongful
is, that it is not common for any ceremony to be interception of filiation. This if it be the
required as necessary to a man's bein_, deemed offence of him or her who should have been
in3_aw the father of such or such a child. But recognised as the parent, coincides with
the institution of such a ceremony, whether ad-
visable or not_ is at least perfectly conceivable. _- In English we have no word that will serve
Nor are these wantin_ cases in which it has ae- to express with propriety the person who bears
tually been exemplified..By an article in the the relation opposed to that of parent. The
Roman law, adopted by many modern nations, word child is ambiguous, being employed in au-
an illegltimate child is rendered legitimate b_ other sense, perhaps more frequently than in
the subsequent marriage of l'is parents. If_ this: more frequently in opposition to a l_ersou
then_ a pnest_ or other person w]mse office it offull age, an a&dt_ than in correlation to a pa-
was_ were to refuse to join a man and woman in ve_tt. For the condition itself we have no other
matrimony_ such refusal, besides being a wrong- word than flliallon: an ill-contrived term, noc
fill non.investment with respect to the two ms- analogous to patcrldty and maternity: the 1)ro-
trimonial conditions, would _oe a wrol_.giul non- per term would h_ve [e_n fll$ality: the word
investment of l_rentality and filiationj to the filiation is as frequently_ pcrilaps, and more con-
prejudice of any children who shouhl have been sLtently, put for the act of e....blJshing a person
segitimated, m the pa_.'_smu ef t_c corn _tmn of _hahty.
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wrongful detrectation of pareutality : if it be condition, or condition of a husband, stands
the offence of a third person, it revolves in expose& A husband is a man, between whom
it interception of parentality, which, provided and a certain woman, who in this case is
the parentality is, in the eyes of him or her called his wife, there subsists a legal obliga-
who should have been recognised as parent, tion for the purpose of their living together,
a de._irable thing, is wrongful. 3. Wrongful and in particular for the purpose of a sexual
divestment of filiation. This, if it be the intercourse to he carried on between them.
offence of him or her who should be recog- This obligation will naturally be considered
rased as parent, coincides with wrongful ab- in four points of view : I. In respect of its
dication of parentality: if it be the offence commencement. 2. In respect of the placing
of a third person, it involves in it divestment it. 3. In respect of the nature of it. 4. In
of parentality; to wit, of paternity, or of respect of its duration. First, then, itis eel-
maternity, or of both; which, if the parenta- dent, _hat in point of possibility, one method
lity is, in the eyes of him or her who should of commencement is as conceivable as an-
be recognised as parent, a desirable thing, other: the time of its commencement might
are respectively wrongful. 4. Usurpation of have been marked by one sort of event (by
ffliation. This coincides with wrongful ira- one sort of signal , as it may here be called)
position of parentality; to wit, either of pa- as well as by another. But in practice the
ternity, or of maternity, or of both ; and signal has usually been, as in point of utility
necessarily involves in it divestment of pa- it ought constantly to be, a contract entered
rentality," which, if the parentaHty thus di- into by the parties; that is, a set of signs,
vested were, in the eyes of him or her who pitched upon by the law, as expressive of
are thus divested of it, a desirable thiug_ is their mutual consent to take upon them this
wrongful. 5. Wrongful investment of filia- condition. Second, and third, with regard
tiou, (the filiation being considered as a be- to the placing of the obligations which are
neficial thing.) This eoinddes with impo- the result of the contlact, it is evident that
sition of parentality, which, if in the eyes they must rest solely on one side, or mutually
of the pretended f_ther or mother the paten- on both. On the first supposition, the con-
tality should be an undesirable thing, wall be dition is not to be distinguished £-om pure
wrongful. 6. Wrongfulabdication offiliatiou, slavery. Ill this case, either the wife must
This necessarily coincides with wrongful be the slave of the husband, or the husband
divestment of parentality; it also is apt to of the wife. The first of these suppositions
involve in it wrongful imposition of parent- has perhaps never been exemplified; tim
ality; though not necessardy either to the opposing', influence of physical causes being
advantage or to the prejudice of any certain too umversal to have ever been surmounted :
person. For if a man, supposed at first to the latter seems to have been exemplified
be your son, appears afterwards not to be but too often; perhaps among the first lto-
yours, it is certain indeed that he is the son roans ; at any rate, in many barbarous nations.
of some other man, but it may not appear Thirdly, with regard to the nature of the
who that ether man is. 7. Wronged detrec- obligations. If they are not suffered to rest
tationoffiliatlon. Thlscoineideswithwrong- all on one s_de, certain rights are thereby
ful non-investment or wrongful interception given to the other. There must, therefore,
of parentahty. S. Wrongftd imposition of be rights on both sides. Now, where there
filiation. This, if it be the offence of the are mutual rights possessed by two persons,
pretended parent, coincides necessarily with as against each other, either there are powers
usurpation of parentahty: if it be the offence annexed to those rights, or not. But the
of a third person, it necessarily involves ira- persons in question are, by the supposition,
position ofparentMity; as also divestment of to live together: in which case we have
parentallty: either or both of which, accord- ! shown,* that it is not ouly expedient, but in
ing to the circumstance above mentioned, may a manner necessary, that on one side there
or may not be wrongful. 9. Mis-management _should be powers. Now it is only on one
of parental guardianship. 10. Desertion of side that powers can be: for suppose them
parental guardianship. 11. Dissipation in on both sides, and they destroy one another.
prejudice of filial wardship. 12. Peculation The question is, then, In which of the parties
in prejudiee of filial wardship. 13. Abuse thesepowersshallbelodged? We have shown,
of parental power. 14. Disturbance of pa- that on the principle of utility they ought
rental guardianship. 15. Breach of duty to be lodged in the husband. The powers,
to parents. 16. Elopement from parents, then, which subsist, being lodged in the hus-
17. Child-stealing. 18. Bribery in prejudice band, the next question is, Shall the interest
of l_rental _uardianship. of one party only, ur of both, be consulted

LI. in the exercise of them? It is evident, that
We shall now be able to apply ourselves on the principle of utility the interests of

with some advantage to the examinat:on of
the several offences to which the marital • SiLpra.
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both ought alike to be consulted: since in any such contract is made to exclude the so-
two persons, taken together, more happiness lemnlzation of any subsequent one duringthe
is producible than in one. This being the continuance of a former : and the sulenmiza-
case, it is manifest, that the legal relation tion of any such subsequent contract is ac-
which the hushed willbearto thewifewill cordinglytreatedas an offence,under the
be a complex one,compounded of thatof name of Polygamy. Polygamy, then,isat
master m_d that of guardian, any rate, on the part of the man, a particu-

LXL laxmodificationof thatoffencewhichmay be
The offences,then,to whichthe conditionstyledusurpationof the conditionof a hus-

ofa husbandwillbe exposed,willbethe sum band. As to itsothereffects,theywillbe
ofthosetowhichthetwo conditionsofmas- different,accordingas itwas the man on]y,

terand guardianare exposed. Thus farthe or the woman only,or both,thatwere ina
conditionof a husband,withrespecttothe stateof matrimonyatthe time of the corn-
generaloutlinesof it,standsupon the same missionoftheoffence.Ifthe man only,then
footingas thatof a parent. But thereare his offenceinvolvesin it,pro tanto,thatof
certainreciprocalservices,which beingthe wrongful divestmentof the conditionof a
mainsubjectoftbematrimonialcontract,con- wife,inprejudiceofhispriorWife.t Ifthe
stitutetheessenceofthetwo matrimonialre- woman only,thenitinvolvesinit,pro tanto,
latious,and which neithera masternorguar- thatof wrongfuldivestmentof thecondition
dian,assuch,nor a parent,atany rate,have of a husband,in prejudiceof her priorbus-
usuallybeen permittedto receive. These band. If both were alreadymarried,itof
must,ofcourse,havebeendistinguishedfrom courseinvolvesboththewrongfuldivestments
the indiscriminatetrainof servicesat large whichhavejustbeenmentioned.And on the
which thehusband inhischaracterofmaster otherhand also,the converseof allthismay

is empowered to exact,and of thosewhich be observedwithregardto polygamy on the
in hischaracterof guardianhe isbound to partofthewoman. Second,astheengaging
render.Beingthusdistingnished,theoffencesnot toenterintoanysubsequentengagement
relativeto the two conditionshave,inmany of the likekind duringthe continuanceof
instances,inasfaras theyhavereferenceto the first,isone of the conditionson which
these peculiarservices,acquiredparticularthe law lendsitssanctionto the first;so
denominations.Inthefirstplace,withregard anotheris,theinserting,asoneof thearticles
tothecontract,fromthecelebrationofwhich iof thisengagement,an undertakingnot to
the legalconditiondatesitsexistence.Itisirenderto,oracceptfrom, any otherperson
obvious,thatinpointofpossibilitythiscon- the serviceswhich form the characteristic
tractmight,on thepartofeithersex,subsist objectof it: therenderingor acceptanceof
wlthrespectto severalpersonsof the other anysuchservicesisaccordinglytreatedasan• I

sex at the same time: the husband might [offence,underthename of adultery: under
have any number of wives; the wife might which name isalsocomprisedthe offenceof
have any number of husbands-the husband thestranger,who, inthe commissionof the
might enterintothecontractwithanumber above offence,is the necessaryaccomplice.
ofwivesatthe same time; or,ifwith only Third,disturbingeitherofthepartiestothis
one ata time,he mightreserveto himselfa engagement,inthe possessionof thesecha-
rightof engagingina similarcontractwith racteristicservices,may in likemanner be
any number, or with only such or such a distinguishedfrom the offenceof disturbing
number of otherwomen afterwards,during them in theenjoymentof the miscellaneous
the continuance of each former contract. This advantages derivable from the same condi-
latter, accordingly, is the footing upon which, tion ; and on whichever side the blame rests,
as is well known, marriage is and has been whether that of the party, or that of a third
established in many extensive countries ; par- person, may be termed wrongful wltkholding
ticularly in all those which profess the Maho- of connubial services. And thus we have
metan religion. In point of possibility, it is one-and-twenty sorts of offences to which, as
evident that the like liberty might be reserved the law stands at present in Christian coun-
on the part of the wife: though in point of tries, the condition of a husband stands exo
practice no examples of such an arrangement posed :viz. 1. Wrongful non-investment of
seem ever to have occurred. Which of all the condition of a husband. 2. Wrongful
these arrangements is, in point of utility, the interception of the condition of a husband.
most expedient, is a question which would 3. Wrongful divestment of the condition of
require too much discussion to answerin the a husband. 4. Usurpation of the condition
course of an analytical process like the pre-
sent, and which belongs indeed to the civil
_,_i, of leaislati_,, _,1,or.1,o- to the ._nal * I _- In this case also, if the woman knew not of
_..._v:_, i_._,_--; • _.Y "_Ithepriormarriage,itisbesidesaspeciesof se-
in t;hnstum counmes, me solemmzanon o_ ! duetion • and in as far as it affectsher, belongs

- -- I to another division of the offences of _ ¢]_.__
• See oh. xi_ [Li,,i_] S 4. I Vide ,upr_, par. 36.
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of a husband. 5. Polygamy. 6. Wrongful capable of importing either benefit or bur-
investment of the condition of a husband, then: they theretore stand exposed to the
7. Wrongful abdication of the condition of a several offences whereby those or any other
husband. 8. Wrongful detrectation of the relations are liable to be affected in point of
condition of a husband. 9. Wrongful impo- existence. It might be expected, therefore,
sitionofthecondltionofahnslmnd. 10. Mis- that in virtue of these offences, they should
manaLTementofmaritalgusrdianshi p. 11. De- be added to the list of the relations which
sertion of marital guardianship. 12. Dissi- are liable to be objects of delinquency. But
patton in prejudice of matrimonial wardship, the t_¢ is, that they alreoxly stand included
13. Peculation in prejudice of matrimonial in it: and although not expressly named, yet
wardship. 14. Abuse of marital power, a.q effectually as if they were. On the one
15. Disturbance of marital guardianship, hand, it is only by affecting such or such a
16. Wrongful withholding of connubial ser- corltiguons relation that any offence, affecting
vices. 17. Adultery. 18. Breach of duty uncontiguous relations, can take place. On
to husbands. 19. Elopement from husbands, the other hand, neither can any offence, af-
20. Wife-stealing. 21. Bribery in prejudice fecting the existence of the contiguous rela-
of marital guardianship.* tions, be committed, without affecting the

LIII. e_stence of an indefinite multitude of such
Next with regard to the offences to which as are uncontiguous. A false witness comes,

the condition of a wife stands exposed. From and causes it to be believed that you are the
the patterns that have been exhibited already, son of a woman, who, in truth, is not your
the coincidences and associations that take mother. What follows ? An endless tribe

place between the ofl'ences that concern the of other fidse persuasions: that you are the
existence of this condition and those which grandson of the i_ather and of the mother of
concern the existence of the condition of a this supposed mother : that you are the son
husband, may easily enough he apprehended of some husband of her's, or, at least, of some
without farther repetitions. The catalogue man with whom she has cohabited: the
of those now under consideration will be grandson of his tkther and his mother ; and
precisely the same in every article as the so on : the blother of their other children, if
catalogue last exhibited, they have any: the brother-in-law of the

Hr. husbands and wives of those children, if mar-
Thus much for the several sorts of offences ried: the uncle of the children of those chii-

relative to the several sorts of domestic con- dren; and so on. On the other hand, that
ditions : those which are constituted by such you are not the son of your real mother, nor
natural relations as are contiguous, being in- of your re_d fitther: that you are not the
eluded. There remain those which m'e un- grandson of either of your real grandfathers
contiguous: of which, after so much as has or grandmothers ; and ._o on without end :
been said of the others, it will naturally be all which persu_ions result from, and are
expected that some notice should be taken, included in, the one original fal_ persuasion
These, however, do not afford any of that of your being the son of this your pretended
matter which is necessary to constitute a mother.
condition. In point of _tct, no power seems It should seem, therefore, at first sighL
ever to be annexed to any of them. A that none of the offences against these un-
grandfather, perhaps, may be called by the contiguousrelationscouldevereomeexpressly
law to take upon him the guardianship of his into question : for by the same rule that one
orphan grandson: but then the power he has ought, so it might seem ought a thousand
belongs to him not as grandfather, but as others: the offences against the uncontiguous
guardian. In point of possibility, indeed, being merged, as it were, in those which af-
power might be annexed to these relations, fect the coutiguous relations. So far, how-
just as it might to any other. But still no ever, is this from being the ease, that in
new sort of domestic condition wmdd result speaking of an offence of this stamp, it is not
from it : since it has been shown that there uncommon to heat a great deal said of this
can be no others, that, being constituted by or that uncontiguons relationship which it
power, shall be distinct from those which affects, at the same time that no notice at all
have been already mentioned. Such as they shall be taken of any of those which are con-
are, however, they have this in common with tiguous. How happens this ? Because to the
the before-mentloned relations, that they are uncontiguous relation are annexed pethaps

certain remarkable advante_ges or disadva_
• L Sv-HI-rUSLIC OX_FE_CES. Falsehoods tages, while to all the intermediate relations

¢ontestinjg, or oifences against justice destroying, none shall be annexed which are in comparison
the validity of the marriages of people of certain
descriptions; suchasJows, QuAke/s, Hugono_, worth noticing. Suppose Antonyor Lepidus

to have contested the relationship of Octavilts&c. &c.
lI. SET F-R_OAnDINe OFFENCES. Ira- (afterwards Angustus) to Caius Julius _esar.

provident rrmrriagvon the part of minors, How could it have been dolle ? It could only
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have been by contesting, either Octavins's sanguinlty or affinity lies within the prohi-
being the son of Aria, or Atla's being the bited degrees.*
daughter of Julia, or Julia's being the daugh-
ter of Lucius Julius C_sar, or Lucius Julius • In pursuance of the plan adopted with rela-
Caesar's being the father of Caius. But to tion to semi.public and self-regardmg offences, it

may here be proper to exhthit such a catalogue,
have been the son of Aria, or the grandson as the nature of the design will admit, of the
of Julia, or the great grandson of Lucius several genera or inferior _tivLsiousof public of.
Julius C_sar, was, in comparison, of small fences.
importance. Those intervening relationships I. OFFENCES against the EXTERNAL SE-
were, comparatively speaking, of no other CUaITY of the State. I. Treason (in favour of

foreign enemies.) It may be posittve or nega-
use to him than in virtue of their being so tire {.negative consisting, for examp]e, in the not
many necessary links in the genealogical chain opposing the commission ¢_fpositive.) 2. E_plw_-
which connected him with the sovereign of age (m favour of foreign rivals not yet enemies.)
the empire. 3. Injuries to foreigners at large (including pi-

As to the advantages and disadvantages racy.) 4. Injuries to privileged foreigners (such
which may happen to be annexed to any of as ambassadors.)
those unconti_mous relationships, we have II. OFFENCES against JUSTICE. ]. Of_

fences against judicial trust: viz. _vVrongfu[
seen already that no powers over the corre- non-investment of judicial trust, wrongful inter-
lative person, nor any corresponding obliga- ception of judicial trust, wrongful divestment
tions, are of the number. Of what nature, of judicial trust, usurpation of judicial trust,
then, can they be ? They are, in truth, no wrongful investment of judicial trust, wrongful
other than what are the result either of local abdication of judicial trust, wrongfhl detrocta-
and accidental institutions, or of some spon- tion of judicial trust, wrongful lmpositmn of

judicial trust, breach of judicial trust, abuse of
taneons bins that has been taken by the moral judicial trust, disturbance of judicial trust, and
sanction. It would, therefore, be to little bribery in prejudice of judicial trust.
purpose to attempt tracing them out a przorl Breach and abuse of judicial trust may b_
by any exhaustive process : all that can be either intentional or unintentional. Intentional
done is, to pick up and lay together some of is culpable at any rate. Unintentional will pre-
the principal articles in each catalogue by ceed either from inadvertence, or from mis-sop-
way of specimen. The advantages which a posal: if the inadvertence be coupled with heed-- tessness, or the mis-supposal with rashness, it is
given relationship is apt to impart, seem to culpable: if not, blame]ass. For the particular
be referable chiefly to the following heads : acts by which the exercise of judicial trust may
1. Chance of succession to the property, or be disturbed, see B. ][.tit. [Offences against Jus-
a pm_ of the property, of the correlative per- tice.] They are too multifarious, and too ill
son. 2. Chance of pecuniary support, to be provided with names, to be examined here.
yielded by the correlative person, either by If a man fails in fulfillingthe duties of thistrust, and thereby comes either to break or to
appointment of law, or by spontaneous dona- abuse it, it must be through some deficiency in
tion. 3. Accession of legal rank ; including the three requisite and only requisite endow-
any legal privileges which may happen to be ments, of knowledge, inclination, and power.
annexed to it : such as capacity of holding [See supra, par. 27.] A deficiency in any of
such and such beneficial offices ; exemption those points, if any person be in fanlt_ may pro-
from such and such barthensome obligations ; ceed el_her f_om his own fault, or from the fault
for instance, paying taxes, serving burthen- of those who should act with or under him. Ifpersons who are in fault are persons invested
some offices, &c. &c. 4. Accession of ran] with judicial trust, the offence comes under the
by courtesy ; including the sort of reputa- head of breach or abuse of trust : if other per-
Zion which is customarily and spontaneously sons, under that of disturbance of trust.
annexed to distinguished birth and family The ill effects of any breach, abuse, or distur.
alliance : whereon may depend the chance of bance of judicial trust, will consist in the pro-
advancement in the way of marriage, or in a duction of some article or articles in the list ofthe mischiefs which it ought to be the original
thonsand other ways less obvious. The dis- purpose of judicial procedure to remedy or avert,
advantages which a given relation is liable to and of those which it ought to be the incidental
impart, seem to be referable chiefly to the purpose of it to avoid producing. These are
following heads : 1. Chance of being obliged, either primary (that is, xmmedlate) or remote:
either by law, or by force of the moral sane- remote are of the 2d, 3d, or 4th order, and so on.
zion, to yield pecuniary support to the corre- The primary are those which import actual pain

to persons assignable, and are therefore misehie-
lative party. 2. Loss of legal rank; including vous in themselves : the secondary are mischie-
the legal disabilities, as well as the burthen- vous on account of the tendency they have to
some obligations, which the law is apt to produce some article or articles in the catalogue
annex, sometimes with injustice enough, to of those of the first order ; and are therefore
the lower stations. 3. Loss of rank by cour- mischievous in their effects. Those of the 3d
tesy ; including the loss of the advantages order are mischievous only on account of theconnection they have in the way of productive
annexed by custom to such rank. 4. Inca- tendency, as before, with these of the 2d order:
pacity of contracting matrimony with the and so om
_orrelative person, where the supposed con- l'rhnary inconveniences, which it ought to be
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LV. various ; as various _s the acts which a laan
We come now to cqvil conditions: these, may be either commanded orallowed, whether

it may well be imagined, may be infinitely for his own benefit, or that of others, to ab-

the object of procedure to provide against, are, termed polcmotumientic: from _r,_l_, war: and
1. The continuance of the individual offence _,_mt,_,a steward._
itself, and thereby the increase as well as conti- V. OFFENCES against the POsiTIvE Ii_-
nnance_Fthemischiefofit. 2. Thecontinnance CREASE of the NATIONAL FELICITy. l. Ot'-

'the whole mischief of the individual offence, fences against eplsturo-threl_ic trust: (1_¢_._,
;. The continuance of a part of the mischief of knowledge; anti _o_, to nourish or promote.)

memdividualoffence. 4. Total want of amends 2.0ffencesagalnsteu_wdag, oguetrust: 0v, well;
on the part of persons injured by the offence, and r_,_, to educate.) 3. Offences against
5. Partial want of amends on the part of persons noao.com_al trust: (,,F_. a disease; and z,_w,
injured by the offence. 6. Superfluous punish- to take care of.) 4. Offences against moro-cwnial
ment of delinquents. 7. Unjust punishment of trust: (_g,¢, an insane person.) 5. Offences
persons accused. 8. Unnecessary labour, ex- against ptocho-ctm_ial trust: (_v#zo_, the poor.)
pense_ or other suffering or danger, on the part 6. Offences against antembletlc trust: (_,_.-
of superior judicial officers. 9. Unnecessary ia- ¢,_x_, to bestow in reparation of a loss.) 7. Of-
bour_ expense, or other suffering or danger, on fences against /wdonarchic trust: (_a,,,u, .plea-
the ]_artof ministerial or other subordinate ju- sures; and _¢z,_,, to preside over.) The above
dicial officers. 10. Unnecessary labour, expense, are examples of the-principal establishments
or other suffering or dangcr_ on the part of whichshould or mightbe seton foot for the put-
persons whose co-operation is reqmsite/_ro re pose of making_ in so many different ways, a po-
nard, in order to make up the necessary comple- sitive addition to the stock of national felioty.
ment of knowledge and power on the part of To exhibit an exhaustive analysis of the possible
judicial officers, who are such by protession, total of these establishments, would notbeavery
II. Unnecessary labour, expense, or other suffer- easy task: nor on the present occasion is it a
ing or dan_er_ on the part of person_ at large, necessary one; for be tl_ey of what nature and
coming unuer the sl_here of the operations of the in what number they may, the offences to which
persons above mentmncd, they stand exposed will, in as far as they are of.

Secondary inconveniences are, ]n _e purely fences against trust, be in point of denomination
civil branch of procedure, 1. Misinterpretatioh the same: and as to what turus upon the particu-or mis-adjud_eation. In the penal branch, 2.
Total impunity of delinquents (as favourin_ the lax nature of each trust, they will be of too local
production of other nflbnc:s of the like nature ) a nature to come within the present plan.All these trusts might be comprised under some
3. Partial impunity of dehnquents. 4. Applica- suchgeneralname as-thatofagatho.poieutictrust:
tion of punishment improper in specie, though (ffir=ao_oa_.to do good to any one.)
perhaps not in degree (th_s lessening the benefi- VI. OFFENCES againstthePunL]c_VE_LTH.
cial efficacy of the quantity employed.) 5. Un- 1. Nan-payment of forfeiturw. 2. Nan-payment
economical apphcation of pumshment, though ef tax_, including smuggling. 3. Breach of the
proper, perhaps_ as well in specie as in degree. [ several regulations made to prevent the evasion
6. Unnecessary pecuniary expense on the part ef of taxes. 4.- Offences agains-t fiscal trust: the
the state, same as offences against judicial and military

Inconveniences of the 3d order are, 1. Unne- trusts. Offences against the original revenue,
ceseary delay. 2. Unnecessary intricacy, not accruing either irom taxes or forfeitures, such

Inconveniences of the 4th order are, 1. Breach, as that arising from the public demesnes, stand
.'2.Abuse, 3. D_sturbance, of judicial trust, as upon the same footing as offences against private
above; wz. in as far as these offences are pre- property. 5. Offences against dvrao_io-tamientic
liminary to and distinct from those of the 2d and trust: (_._,_, things belonging to the public;
3d orders, and _,_, a steward); viz against that trust of

Inconveniences of t_e 5tl_ order are, Breach which the ()bjeet _s to apply to their several _-
of the several regulations of procedure, or other tinatiens such articles of the public wealth as
regulations, made in the view of obviating the I are provided for the indiscriminate accommoda-
ioconvemences above enumerated; viz. if pre- tlon of individuals: such as public roads and
liminary and distinct as before, waters_ public harbours, post-office_ and packet-

III. OFfEnCES against the PREVENTIVE boats, and the stock belongingtothem; market-
branch of the PoucE. I. Off'races against places, and other such public buildings; race-
phthano.paranomic trust: (_0_, to prevent; grounds, public walks, and so forth. Offences
_¢_"m_, an offence.) 2.Offences against phtha, of this description will be apt to coincide with
_w-_.yraplwric trust: (_u_,_, a calamity.) The offences aga2nst agatho-poieutlc trust as above,
two trusts may be termed by the common appel- orwith offences against eihao._lutistictmst here-
lation nf prophylactic: (re,, before.hand, and
¢_, to guard against.) after mentioned, according as the benefit in ques-

IV. OFFENCES against the PUBLIC FORCE. ti0n is considered in itseif, or as resulting fi'om
l. Offences against military trust_ corresponding
to those against judicial trust. Military deser- a A number of different branches of public
tion is a breach of military duty, or of military trust, none of which have yet been provided
trust. Favouring desertion is a disturbance of with aplaellatives, have here been b_ought to
it. 2. Offences against that branch of public view: which, then, were best? to coin newname_
trust which consists in the management of the for them out of the Greek; or_ instead of a wo_,
several sorts of things appropriated tothe put- to make use of a whole_ntonea_ In English,
poses of war: such as arsenals_ fortifigatlons, and in _nch, there is no oth_ ultra'native;
dock-yards, ships of war, artillery, ammunition, no more than in any of the other southern bin-
military magaz_ne_ and so forth. It might be guages. It rests with the reader to determine°
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stain from or to perform. As many different gnished with a view to such commands and
denominmions as there are of persons distin- allowances (those denominations only except-

ed which relate to the conditions above spoken
the application of such or such a branch or par- of under the name of domestic one_) so manytion of the public wealth.

VII. OrFENCES .a_.'nst POPULATION. L civiiconditions one might enumerate. Means,
Emigration. 2. Suicide. 3. Procurement of however, more or less explicit, may be found
impotenceorbarrenness.4.Abortion._.Un- out ofcircumscribingtheirinfinitude.
prolific coition. 6. Celibacy. What the materials are, if so they may

VIII. OFFENCES against the NATZONAL be called, of which conditions, or any otherWEALTH. 1. Idleness. 2. Breach of the re.
u_tions made in the view of preventing the kind of legal possession, can be made up, we

ication of industry to purposes less profit- have already seen: beneficial powers, fiduciary
, in pre_ndice of purposes more profitable, powers, beneficial rights, fiduciary rights, re-

3. Offences against ethno.plutixtle trust (_, lative duties, absolute duties. But as many
the nation at large; _r_,_, to enrich.) conditions as import a power or right of the

IX. OFFENCES 8gullet the SOVEREIGrNTV.
1. Ofl'encesagainst sovereign ttust: corresponding fiduciary kind, as possessed by the person
to ttmee against judicial, propbylactic, military, !whose condition is in question, belong to the
and fiscal trusts. Offensive rebellion includes head of trusts. The catalogue of the offences
wrongful interception, wrongful divestment, us- to which these conditions are exposed, coin-
urpation,.an.d w_ongful investment of sov_e_reign eides therefore exactly with the catalogme ot
_est, wztIathe onenees accessary tuer_; Where offences ag._inst trust : under which head thev

At zsin a sm_m person,wrengzm inter,ha -- n ..... in- ;f.......... ve oeen co moerea m a generatpo _ ocelmon , Wrong'nil oivestment, usurpatlen_ ano, • _ ._ , a ,. _ . + +.. _,• wew unuer gne nean ol onences ns_ _tu_:wrongful mveetment, cannot any of them be agm
committed without reim_zon; alxl_cation and de- and such of them as are of a domestic nature,
trectation can never be deemed wrongful; breach in a more particular manner in the character
and abuse of sovereign trust can scarcely be of offences against the several domestic con-
punished: nomore can bribe-taking; wrongful ditions. Conditions constituted by such du-
zmpoaition .of it .is scarce practicable. W_nen ties of the relative kind, as have for their
me sovereigntym snareaamong a numver_ ........ . . o. -
--- - ._ __-e. • _:. ___.. couurerparts trusts constJtutea oy nuuciary
wt-on_vf_lutere_tn b WLT_ll_tttl_UVC_t_mCUt_U_- .........
urpation_&ndwro_ investmenLmay be eom- powers, as well as rights on the S1Qe oi tne
inftted without rel_ellion: none M the otfences correlative party, and those of a private ha-
against this trust are impracticable: nor is there ture, have also been already discussed under
any?fth_b, mightb_pu#heq _fe_sive the appellation of domestic conditions. The
reDeul0n is msturoance OZtins trUSt. _OL1Ocai saxn_ nH_ot;n mo k_ o _1; A �_1_n....... _ _o_...._n ._y _. _e_ _o _.e c_n-tumults.,political defamation, and politisal viii .... Pv^w............... t. a: .... _ ditaons constztuted by such vowers of the be-

ance nelicialkindoverpersonsasareof a private
Sovereignpower (which,upon the principlenature:asalsoto thesubordinatecorrelative

ofutility,can neverbe otherthanfiduciary_isconditionsconstitutedby the dutiescorrc-
exercisedeitherby ruleorwithoutrule:inthe

lattercaseitmay be termedautocratic:inthe I.Where he is punishable: 2.Where he is
formercaseitisdividedintotwo bmnthes,the made removable:3.When hisordersaremade
legis_aveand theexecutive.sIn eithercase, reversible: 4.When thegoodorevil,whichhe
where the designationof thepersonby whom hasitinhispowertoproduce,on thepartofthe
thepoweristoheposeessed,dependsnotsolelycommon subordinate,islessinvaluethanthe
uponmerephysicalevents,suchasthatofnatu. good or evilwhichthe superiorhas itin his
nilsucceesion_but in any sortupon thewillof _o.wertoproduceon thepartofthesame subor-
another person_ the latter possesses an investitive dlnato.
power, or right of investiture, with regard to the X. OrFEZ¢CES against RELiOION. l. Of-
power in question: in likemanner mayanyper- fences tending to weaken the force of the Fell-
son also possess a dlvestitlve power. The powers gious sanction : including blasphemy and pro-
anove enumerated, such as judicialpower, mili. fanenese. 2. Offences tending to misapply the
tary power, and so forth_ may therefore be exer- force of the religious sanction: including false
cisablebyaman, either directly, propri_anu; prophecies, and other pretended revelations;
or inr_vrectly, man_ alien, b Power to be exer. also heresy, where the doctrine broached is per-
clsed mann a//ena is investitive_ which may or nicious to the temporal interests of the commu-
maynot be accompanied bydivestitive. -Of so. nity. 3. Offences against religious tzast_ where
reign power, whether autocratic, legislative_ or anysoch is thought fit to be established.
executive, the several public trusts above men- XI. OFFENCES against the NATIONAL IN-
tioned form so many subordinate branches. Any TEREST in general. 1. Immoral publications.
of these pewersma),be placed, either, 1. inan 2.Offencesagainstthetrustofanambassador;or,
individUalb. ; or,_2. m a body.politic., who may as it might be termed, presbeat/* trust. 3. or-e either suvreme or subordinate. Subordina- fences against the trust of a privy counsellor; or,
tion _z the fmrt o# a magistrate is established, as it might be termed, symbo_utie trust. 4. In

...... pure or mixed monarchies, prodi_lity on the
See ch. x|x. |Limits] § 3. part of persons who are about the person of tile

t In the former case, the power might be termed sovereign, though without being invested with
in one word, autochi_eu_: in the latter, haero- any tq_iiic trust. & Excessive gaming on the
rhirous: _m,_, a man's own ; zt_o a hand _ part of the same persons. 6. T_king I_resents
i_, snother's._ from rival powers without leave.
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sponding to those rights and powers. Asto hcad of rank, ertha_ofprofessinn;thela_er
absolute duties, there is no instance of a con. word being taken in its most extensive sense.
dition thus created, of which the institution so as to incIude not only what are called the
is upon the principle of utility to be justified; liberal professions, but those also which are
unless the several religious conditions of the exercised by the several sorts of traders,
monastic kind should be allowed of as exam- artists, manufacturers, and other persons of
plea. There remain, as the only materials whatsoever station, who are in the way of
out of which the conditions which yet remain making a profit by their labour. Among
to be considered can be composed, conditions ranks, then, as well as professions, let us, for
constituted by beneficial powers over things; the sake of perspicuity, take for examples
conditions constituted by beneficial rights to such articles as stand the clearest from any
things (that is, rights to powers over things), mixture of either fiduciary or beneficial power.
or by rights to those rights, and so on ; con- The rank of knighthood is constituted, how ?
ditions constituted by rights to services ; and by prohibiting all other persons from per-
conditions constituted by the duties corres- forming certain acts, the performance of
ponding to those respective rights. Out of which is the symbol of the order, at the same
these are to be taken those of which the ms- time that the knight in question, and his
terials are the ingredients of the several too- [ companions, are permitted: for instance, to
dificatinus " "of property, the several conditions wear a ribbon of a certain colour in a certain
of proprietorship. These are the conditions manner ; to call himself by a certain title; to
if such for a moment they may be styled, use an armorial seal with a certain mark on
which having but here and there any specific it. By laying all persons but the knight
names, are not commonly considered on the under this prohibition, the law subjects them
footing of conditions : so that the acts which, to a set of duties : and since from the dis-
if such conditions were recognised, might be charge of these duties a benefit results to the
considered as offences against those conditious, person in whose f_tvour they are created, to
are not wont to be considered in any other wit, the benefit of enjoying such a share of
light than that of offences against property, extraordinary reputation and respect as men

Now the case is, as hath been already inti- are wont to yield to a person thus dlstin-
mated,* that of these civil conditions, those guished, to discharge them is to render him
which are wont to be considered under that a service : and the duty being a duty of the
name, are not distin_sbed by any uniform negative class, a duty consisting in the per-
and explicit llne from those of which the ms- formance of certain acts of the negative
terials are wont to be carried to the head of kind,t the service is what may be called a
property: a set of rights shall, in one instance, service of forbearance. It appears, then, that
be considered as constituting an article of to generate this condition there must be two
property rather than a condition ; while, in sorts of services : that which is the immediate
another instance, a set of rights of the same cause of it, a service of the negative kind, to
stamp is considered as constituting rather a be rendered by the community at large : that
condition than an article of property. This whichisthe ca_seagainofthisservice, aser-
will probably be found to be the case in all vice of the positive kind, to he rendered by
languages: and the usage is different, again, the law.
in one language from what it is in another. The condition of a professional man stands
From these causes it seems to be impractio upon a narrower footing. To constitute this
cable to subject the class of civil conditions to condition, there needs nothing more than a
any exhaustive method: so that for making permission given him on the part of the legis-
a complete collection of them there seems to later to perform those acts, in the perform-
be no other expedient than that of searching ance of which consists the exercise of his
the language through for them, and taking )rofession: to give or sell his advice or
them as they come. To exemplify this ob- assistance in matters of law or physic: to
servation, it may be of use to lay open the i give or sell his services as employed in the
structure, as it were, of two or three of the executing or overseeing of a manufacture or
principal sorts or classes of conditions, corn- piece of work of such or such a kind: to sell
paring them with two or three articles of pro- a commodity of such or such a sort. Here,
petty which appear to be nearly of the same then, we see there is but one sort of service
complexion: by this means the nature and requisite; a service which may be merely of
generation, ff one may so call it, ofboth these the negative kind, to be rendered by the law :
classes of idealobjects, may be the more clear- the service of permitting him to exercise bib
ly understood, profession: a service which, if therehas been

The several sorts of civil conditions that are no prohibition laid on before, is rendered by
not fiduciary, may all, or at least the greater simply forbearing to prohibit him.
part of them, be comprehended under the Now the ideal objects, which in the cases

" b'_,pra_ par. 17. _- See ch. vii. [Actions] par. 8.
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above specified are said to be conferred upon two advantageous conditions here exemplified
a man by the services that are respectively are both of them, as it were, composed, have
in question, are in both cases not articles of for their counterpart a sort of services of
property, but conditions. By such a behaviour forbearance, rendered, as we have seen, not
on the part of the law, as shall be the reverse by priw_te individuals, hut by the law itself.
of that whereby they were respectively pro- As to the duties which it creates in rendering
duced, a man may be made to forfeit them : you these services, they are to be considered
and what he is then said to forfeit is in net- as duties imposed by the legislator on the
ther ease his property; but in one case, his ministers of justice.
rank or dignity ; in the other case, his trade It may be observed, with regard to the
or his profession; and in both cases, his con- greater part of the conditions here comprised
dition, under the general appelhtion of civil, that

Other eases there are again, in which the the relations corresponding to those by which
law, by a process of the same sort with that they are respectively constituted, are not
by which it constituted the former of the provided with appellatives. The relation
two above-mentioned conditions, confers on which has a name, is that which is borne by
him an ideal object, which tile laws of lan- the party favoured to the party bound: that
guage have placed under the head of pro- which is borne by the party bound to the
perty. The law permits a man to sell books; party favoured, has not any. This is a cir-
that is, all sorts of books in general. Thus cumstance that may help to distinguish them
far, all that it has done is to invest him with from those conditions which we have termed
a condition : and this condition he would domestic. In the domestic conditions, ff on
equally possess, although every body etse in the one side the party to whom the power is
the world were to sell books likewise. Let given is called a master ; on the other side,
the lawnow take an active part in his favour, the party over whom that power is given, the
and prohibit all other persons from selling party who is the object of that power, is
books of a certain description, he remaining termed a servant. In the civil conditions.
at liberty to sell them as before. It thereby this is not the case. On the one side, a man,
confers on him a sort of exclusive privilege in virtue of certain services of forbearance,
or monopoly, which is called a copy-right, which the rest of the community are bound
But by investing him with this right, it is to render him, is denominated a knight of
not said to invest him with any new sort of such or such an order: but on the other side,
condition ; and what it invests him with is these services do not bestow any particular
spoken of as an article of property ; to wit, denomination on the persons from whom such
of that sort of property which is termed services are due. Another man, in virtue of
incorporeal :* and so on in the ease of an en- the legislator's rendering that sort of negative
graving, a mechanical engine, a medicine ; service which consists in the not prohibiting
or, in short, of a saleable article of any other him from exercising a trade, invests him a_
sort. Yet when it gave him an exclusive his option with the condition of a tr'_ler, it
right of wearing a particular sort of ribbon, accordingly denominates him a farmer, a
the object which it was then considered as baker, a weaver, and so on: but the ministers
conferring on him was not an article of pro- of the law do not, in virtue of their ren-
perty, but a condition, dering the man this sort of negative service,

By forbearing to subject you to certain acquire for themselves any particular name.
disadvantages, to which it subjects an alien, Suppose even that the trade you have the
the law confers on you the condition of a right of exercising happens to be the object
natural-born subject ; by subjecting him to of a monopoly, and that the legislator, besides
them, it imposes on him the condition of an rendering you himself those services which
alien : by conferring on you certain privileges you derive from the permission he bestows
or rights, which it denies to a rotur/er, the on you, obliges other persons to render yott
law confers on you the condition of a 9entil- those farther services which you receive from
homme; by forbearing to confer on him those their forbearing to follow the same trade ;
priv"deges, it imposes on him the condition of yet neither do they, in virtue of their being
a rotgrier._ The rights, out of which the thus bound, acquire any particular name.

After what has been said of the nature of
• i the several sorts of civil conditions that haveThe reason, probably, why an object of the

sort here in question is referred to the head of names, the offences to which they are exposed
property; is, t_t tbechief value of it arises from may, without much difficulty, be imagined.
its being capable of being made a souree of pro- Taken by itself, every condition which is
pe_ in the more ordinary acceptations of the thus constituted by a permission granted to
word; that is, of rummy, consumable commo- the possessor, is of course of a beneficial na_difias, and so lbrth.
• conditions themselves having nothing ture : it is, therefore, exposed to all those

ttmt corresponds to them in England, it was he. offences to which the possession of a benefit
¢ea_ry to make use of tbreign terms, is exposed. But either on account of a man's
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being obliged to persevere when once engaged der the third class: objects which have never
in it, or on account 04"such other obligations hitherto been brought into any sort of order.
as may stand aunexed to the possession of it, With regard to the fourth class, in settling
or on account of the comparative degree the precedence between its several subordi-
of disrepute which may stand annexed to it hate divisions, it seemed most natural and
by the moral sanction, it may by accident satisfactory to place those first, the connec-
be a burthen : it is on this account liable to tion whereof with the welfare of individuals
stand exposed to the offences to which, as seemed most obvious and immediate. The
hath been seen, every thing that partakes of mischievous effects of those offences, which
the nature 04 s burthen stands exposed. As tend in an immediate way to deprive indivi-
to any offences which may concern the ex- duals of the protection provided for them
crcise of the fimctions belonging to it, if it against the attacks of one another, and of
happens to have any duties aunexed to it, those which tend to bring down upon them
such as those, for instance, which arc con- the attacks of foreign assailants, seem alike
stituted by regulations touching the exerose obviousand palpable. The mischievous qua-
of a trade, it will stand exposed to so many hty of such as tend to weaken the ibrce that
breaches of ditty ; and lastly, whatsoever are is provided to combat those attacks, but par-
the functions belonging to it, it will stand tieul_ly the latter, though evident enough.
exposed at any rate to disturbance, is one link farther off in the chain of causes

In the forming, however, of the catalogam and effects. The ill effects of such offences
of thesc offences, exactness is of the less con- as are of disservice only by diminishing the
sequence, inasmuch as an act, if it should particular fund from whence that force is to
happen not to be comprised in this catalogue, be extracted, such effects, I say, though in-
and yet is in any respect of a pernicious zia- disputablc, are still more distant and out of
ture, will be sure to bc found in some other sight. The _me thing may be observed with
divi._ion of the system of offences : if a baker regard to such as are misehievous only by at-
sells bad bread ibr the pricc of good, it is a tccting the universal fmul. Offences against
kind of fraud upon the buyer, _md perhaps the sovereignty in general would not be ntis-
an injury of the simple corporal kind done to ehmvous, if offcnce_ of the severed descrip-
the hearth of an individual, or a neighbour- tlons preceding wele not mischievous. Nor
hood : if a clothicl sells bad cloth ior good in a temporal view are offences against reli-
at home, it is a fiaud ; if to toreigncrs abroad, gion mischievous, except m as iitr as, by re-
it may, over and abo_e the fraud put upon moving, or weakening, or misapplying one of
the foreign purchascr, have pcrmcious effects, the three great incentives to virtue, and
perhaps, in the prosperity of the trade at checks to vice, they tend to open the door
home, and become thereby all Offcm'e against to the several mischiefs, which it is the natur[,
the national wealth. So again with reg_trd to ot all those other offcnces to produce. As to
&sturbance : if a man bc distm bed m the the fifth class, this, as hath already been ob-
exercise of his tlade, the offence _all pro- served, exhibits, at first view, an irreguhu'ity,
h_dfly bc a wrongful *nterceptwn of the profit wtuch, however, _cms to be nnavoidable.
he might be presumed to have been in a way But this irrdgmlarity is presently corrected,
to make by it : and were It even to appear in when the almlysis returns back, as it does
any case that a man cxerci.,ed a trade, or what utter a step or two, into the path from which
is less unhkely, a liberal protb.-_ion, without the t) runny of language laid tbreed it a while
having profit in his view, the oflbnce will to deviate.
still be rcducible to the head of simple ,nju- It was necessary that it should have two
rmus restlatnment, or simple t_jurwus corn- purposes in view: the one, to exhibit, upon
pulston, a scale more or less minute, a systematical

enmneration of the several possible modifi-

§ 4. Advantages of the present 3lethod. catious of delinquency, denominated or un-
LVI. denominated; the other, to find places in

A few wordq, for the purpose of giving a the hst for such names of offences as were in
general view oi the method of division here current use : for the first purpose, nature
pursued, and of the advantages which _t pos- was to set the law; for the other, custom.
sesses, may have their use. The whole sys- Had the nature of the things themselves been
tern of offences, we may observe, is branched the only gtdde, every such difference in the
out into five classes. In the three first, the manner of perpetration, and such only, should
subordinate divisions are taken from the _¢_xne have served as a grouml for a different deno-
source ; viz. from the consideration of the dig ruination, as waq attended with a differen_
fcrcnt points, in respect whereof the intorest in point of effect. This, however, of itselt"
of an individual is exposed to suffer. By this would never have been sufficient ; tbr as m_
uniformity, a considerable deglee ot light one hand the new langu_, whieh it would
seem_ to be thrown upon the whole .,)stem. have been necessary to invent, would ha_'c
particulm'ly upon the offence_- th,_t ('Ohm mr- bccu uncouth, and in a n_mner unintelli_ble,
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so on the other hand the names, which were !countries agree, and in what it is that they
before in current use, and which, in spite of are liable to differ : how i_ar a rule that is
all systems, good or bad, must have remained proper for one, will serve, and how fi_rit will
in current use, would have continued unex- not serve, for another. That the legal in-
plained. To have adhered exclusively to the terests of different ages and countries have
current language, would have been as bad on nothing in common, and that they have every
the other side ; for in that ease the catalogue thing, are suppositions equally distant from
of offeswes, when compared to that of the the truth.*
mischiefs that arc capable of being produced, LYre
would have been altogether broken and un- A natural method, such as it hath bccu
complete, here attempted to exhibit, secms/o possess

To ree_aneile these two objects, in as far four capital advantages; not to mention
as they seemed to be reconcileablc, the fol- others of inferior note. In the first place,
lowing course has therefore been pursued, it affords such assistance to the apprehension
The logical whole, constituted by the sum and to the memory, as tho_ faculties would
total of possihle offenccs, has been bisected in vain look for in any technical arrangement.t
in as many different directions as were he- That arrangement of the objects of any
ces._ry, mul the proccss in each direction science may, it should seem, be termed ,'L
carried down to that stage at which the par- natural one, which takes such properties to
ticular ideas thus divided fouml names in characterize them by, as men in general mc,
current use in readiness to recelvc them. by the common constitution of man's nature,
At that period I have stopped ; lcaving any indepcndcntly of any accidental impresslom,
minuter distinctions to be enumcrated in the thcy may have rcccivcd flora the influence
body of the work, a_ so m_my species of the of mty local or other partn.ular causes, accus-
genus char.'wterizcd by such or such a name. tomed to attend to : such, in a word, as ha-
if in the course of any such process 1 came tttrally, that is, readily, and at first sight,

to a mode of conduct which, though it, re- engage, and firndy fix, the attentmn of any
quired to be taken notice of, aml perhaps had one to whom they have once been pointed
actually been taken notice of, under all laws, out.. Now by what other meanu shouhl an
in the character of art offence, h.ul hitherto ot@ct cngagv n, fix a matt's attcntmn, unless
been cxpre_sed under different laws, by dig by interesting him ? and what circumstance
fi,rent circumlocutions, without ever having belonging to mty action can be more inte-
received mty name cap_dfle of occupying the testing, or lather, what other circumstance
pluz.e_._._ suhstantive in a sentence, I have belon_ng to it c.m be at all interesting to
frequently ventmed so fitr as to fabric_tte a him, than that of the influence it promises
new name for it ; such an one a_ the idiom of to have on h_s own happlnes% and the hap-
the hmguage, and the. acquaintance I h,tp- piness of thoCe who me about him ? By
pened to have with it, wmdt 'Fadmit of. These what othm mark. then, should he more cagily
names consisting in most inst_mcc% and that find the place which any offence occupies in
mmvoidably, of two or three words brought tim system, or by what other due skould he
together, in a language too wlfich mlmits not, more readily recall it ?
like the Gertmm and the Greek, of their being LVI[I.
melted into one, _,m never be ulmn a par, in In the next place, it not only gives at first
point of commodiousness, with those univo- #alice a general intimation of the nature of
cM appelhttives which make part oftheesta- each divi6on of offences, in as filr as that
blished stock, nature is determined by some one characte-

In the choice of names in current use, care ristic property, but it gives room for a num-
has been taken to avoid all such a.s have been her of general propositions to be tbrmed
grmmded mt local distinctions ; ill founded, concerning the particular offences that come
perhaps, in the nation in which they received under that division, in such manner as to ex-
their birth, and at any rate not applicable to hibit a variety of other properties that may
/he circumstances of other countries, belong to them in common. It gives romn,

The analysis, at fitr as it goes, is as appli- therefore, for the framing of a number of
eatde to the leg_d concerns of one country as propositions concerning them, which, though
of another : and where, if it had descended very general, because predicated of a great
into further details, it would have ceased to

be so, there I have taken care always to stop: s The above hints are offered to the vonsidera-
and thence it is that it has come to he so tion of the few who may be dis .p_d to bend
much more imrticalar in the cl&qs of offences their minds to disquisitions of this uninviting
a/,miust individuals, than in any of the other nature: to sift the matter to the bottom, and
elapses. One, use, then of this arrangement, engage in the details of illustration, would reo

quire more room than could in this place be
if it should he foumi to have lmea properly consistently allowed.
conducted, will be its serving to point out -[-See Fragment onGovernmont, Pref. p. xh'.
iu what it is teat the ie_d interc_sts of adl edit. 1776,--Pref. p. xlvii, edit. 1823.
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nmn!_r of articles, shall be as generally which the legislator as well as the subject
true: may derive from it. Abide by it, and every

LIX thing that is arbitrary in legislation, vanishes.
In the third place, it is so contrived, that An evil-intentioued or prejudiced legislator

the very place which any offence 1, made to durst not look it in the face. He would
occupy, suggests the reason of its being put proscribe it, and with reason : it would be a
there. It serves to indicate not only that satire on his laws.
such and such acts are made offences, but LX.
why they ought to be. By this means, while In the fourth place, a natural arrangement,
it addresses itself to the understanding, it governad as it is by a principle which is re-
recommends itself, in some measure, to the cogni_ by all men, will serve alike for the
affections. By the intimatiou it gives of the jurisprudence of allnations. In a system of
nature and tendency of each obnoxious act, proposed law, frmned in pursuance of such
it accounts for, and in some measure vindi- a method, the language will serve as a glos-
cates, the treatment which it may be thought sary by which all systems of positive law
proper to bestow upon that act in the way might be explained, while the matter serves
of punishment. To the subject, then, it is a as a standard by which they might be tried.
kind of perpettml apology ; showing the ne- Thus illustrated, the practice of every nation
cessity of every defidcation, which, for the might be a lesson to every other : and man-
security and prosperity of each individual, it -kind might carry on a mutual interchange of
is rEquisitE to make from the liberty of every experiences mid improvements, as easily in
other. To the legislator it is a kind of per- this as in every other walk of science. If
petual lesson ; serving at once as a eorrec- any one of these ohjects should in any de-
tire to his prejudices, and as a cheek upon tree be attained, the labour of this analysis,
his passions, ls there a mischief which has severe as it has been, will not have been
escaped him ? in a naturM artmtgement, if at thrown away.
the same time mi cxhaustivc one, he _umot
fail to tlnd it. Is hc tempted ever to force § 5. Characters of the Fzve Classes.
innocence wifllin the pale of guilt ? the diflL LXL
culty of finding a place for it advertises Mm It has been mentioned as an advantage pos-
of his error. Such are the uses of a map of sesscd by this method, and not possessed by
universal delinquency, laid dowat upon the any other, that the objects comprised under
principle of utility :sueh the advanhagcs, _t are cast into groups, to which a variety

of propositions may be applied in common.
* Imagine what a condition a science must be A collection of these propositions, as applied

in, when as yet there shall be no such thing as to the several classes, may be considered _
tbrming any extensive propomtion relative to it, exhibiting the distinctive characters of each
that shall be at the same time a true one: where, class. So many of these propositions as can l_.
if the proposition shall be true of some of the applied to the offences belonging to any givenparticulars contained under it, it shall be false
with regard to others. What a state would bo- class, so many properties are they found to
tany_ for cxample_ be in, if the classes were so have in con_mon : so many of these common
contrived, that no common characters could be properties as may respectively he attributed
ibundforthem? Yet in this state, and no better, tothem, so many properties may be set down
seems every system of penal law to be, au'.hori, to serve as characters of the class. A collec-
tative or unauthoritative, that has ever yet up- tion of these characters it may here be proper
peared. Try if it be otherwise, for instance, with
the dvlleta privata et publlea, and with the pub- to exhibit. The more of them we can bring
lieu ordinaria, and laublica extra..ordlnarm of together, the more clearly and fully will the
the Roman law._ All this for want of method: nature of the several classes, and of the of.
and hence the necessity of endeavouring to strikc fences they are composed of, be understood.
out a new One. LXII,

Nor is this want of method to be wondered
at. A science so new as that of penal legis/a- Characters of Class 1; composed of P_tlVATE
tlon, could hardly have been in any better state. Offences, or Offences against assignable
Till objects are distinguished, they cannot be Individuals.
arranged. It is thus that truth and order go on 1. When arrived at their last stage (the
hand in hand : it is only in proportion as the stage of eonsummatlon)_ they produce, aI1 of
former is discovered, that the latter can be ira- them, a primary mischief, as well as a seeon-
proved. Before a _rtain order is established, dary.$truth can be but imperfectly announced: but
until a certain proportion of truth has been de- 2. The individuals whom they affect in the
veloped and brought to light, that order cannot first instance, II are constantly a_ipnable
be established. The discovery of truth leads to This extends to "all; to attempts and pre/m-
the establishment of order and. the establish-

ment of order fixes and propagates the discovery + Ch. vii. [Actions ] par. 14.
of truth. +__%eeoh. xfi. [C.onseqaences] par. 3.

a See Itcitxcet'. Btcm, p. vi_. § 79, I_0. IIThat is_ by their prnnary mlscldef.
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ralion_, as'weU as to such as have arrived at mischief may be cured by componsation. In
_be stage of eor_ummation.* this also they differ from semi-public offences.

3. Consequently they admit of corapensa- and from public ones.
tlon :_ in which they differ from the offences LXm.
of all the other classes, as such. Characters of Class 9_ ; composed of SEMI-

4. They admit s also of retaliation:ll in I'USLm Offences, or Offences affecting a
which also they differ from the offences of whole subordinate Class of persons.
all the other c|_ses. 1. As such, they produce no primary mis-

S. There is always some person who has chief. The mischief they produce consists
a natural and peculiar interest to prosecute of one or other or both branches of the se-
them. In this they differ from self-regarding condary mischief produced by offences against
offences: also from semi-public and pubhc individuals, without the primary.
ones ; except in as Far as the two latter may 2. In as far as they are to be considered
chance to involve a private mischief, as belonging to this class, the persons whom

6. The mischief they produce is obvious : they affect in the first instance are not inch-
more so than that of seml-public offences : vidually assignable.
and still more so thau that of selforegarding 3. They are apt, however, to involve or
ones, or even public, terminate in some primary mischief of the

7. They are every where, and must ever first order, which when they do, they ad-
be, obnoxious to the censure of the world : vance into the first chess, and become private
more so than semi-public offences as such ; offences.
ami still more so than public ones. 4. They adInit not, as such, of eompensa-

8. They arc more con_/a_tly obnoxnous to tion.
the censure of the world than self-regarding 5. Nor of retaliation.
offences: and would be so universally, were 6. As such, there is never any one par-
it not for the nlflucncc of the tWO false titular individual whose exclusive interest

principles ; the principle of asceticism, and it is to prosecute them : a circle of persons
the principle of antipathy.§ may, however, always be marked out, within

9. They are less apt than semi-public and which may be found some who have a greater
public offences to require different descnp- interest to prosecute, than any who are ou_
tions ¶ in different states and countries : in of that circle have.
which respect they are much upon a par with 7. The mischief they produce is in general
self-regarding ones. pretty obvious ; not so much so indeed as that

10. By certain circumstances of aggrava- of tnivate offences, but more so, upon the
tlon, they are lmhle to be transformed into whole, than that of self-regarding and public
semi-public offences : gild by certain otl_ers, ones.
into puhlic. 8. They are rather less obnoxious to the

11. There can be no _ground for punishing censure of the world than private offences ;
them, until they can he proved to have oc- but they are more so than public ones : they
casioned, or to lie about to occasion, some would also be more so than self-regarding
particular mischmf to some particular indi- ones, were it not for the influence of the two
viduaL hi this they differ from semi-public false principles, the principle of sympathy aud
offences, and from pubfic, antipa*,hy, and that of asceticism.

12. In slight cases, cornpensatwn given to the 9. They are more apt than private mid _clf-
individual affected hy them, may be a suffi- regarding offences to require different de-
eient ground for remitting punishment : for scriptions in different countries : but less so
if the primary mischief has not been suffi- than public ones.
dent to produce any alarm, the whole of the 10. There may be ground for punishing

* See supra, and B. I. tit. [Accessory Of- them before they have been proved to have
fences.] occasioned, or to be about to occasion, mis-

se6 ch. xv. [Cases unmeet] par. 2, note. chief to any particular individual ; which is
+*[Admit. ]I mean, that retalia_""on is capable' not the case with private offences.

of being apphed in the cases in question; not 11. In no cases can satisfaction given to
that it ougfd always to be employed. Nor is it any particular individtml affected by them.
capable of being apphed in every individual be a sufficient ground for remitting pinfish-instance of each offence, but only in some indi-
vidual instance of each species of'offence, ment: for by such satisfaction it is but a part

II See ch xvii. [Properti_] par. 8. of the mischief of them that is cured. In
Ch. iL [Principles Adverse.] this they differ from private offences ; but

¶ [DLfferent Descriptiao_s.] It seems to be from agree with public.
their possessing these three last properties, that LXIV.
the custom has arisen of speaking of them, or Characters of Class 3 ; consisting of S_LF-
at least of many of them, under the name of
offences against the/a_ of nature: a vague ex- _ErARWNO Offences : Offences against
vression, and productive of a multitude ofhmon- one's self.
vcnienci_ See eh. it. [Prineiple_ Adverse.] t. In individual instances it will often he
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questionable, whether they are productive of Offences, or Offences agxinst the State in
any primary* mischief at nil: secondary, they generaL
produce none. 1. As such, they produce not any winmry

2. They affect not any otber individua]s, es. mischief; andthe secondary mischief they
signable or not assignable, except in as far as produce, which consists frequently of danger
they affect the offender himself ; unless by without alarm, though great in va/ae, is in
possibility in particular cases; and in a very spec/e very indeterminate.
slight and distant manner the whole state. 2. The individuals whom they affect, in the

3. They admit not, therefore, of compen- firstinstence, are constantly_le; ex-
sa_zon, cept in as faroas by accident they happen to

4. Nor of retaliation, involve or terminate in such or such offences
5. No person has naturally any peculiar in- against individuals.

terest to prosecute them ; except in as fitr as 3. ConsequenOythey admit x_otof compen-
in virtue of some connection he may have with sation.
the offender, either in point of sympathy or 4. Nor of retaliation.
of interest,_ a mischief of the derivative 5. Nor is there any person who has. na-
kind_ may happen to devolve upon him.§ tura_y any particular interest to prosecute

6. The mischief they produce is apt to be i them ; except in as far as they appear to at"
unobvious, and in genera] more questionable feet the power, or in any other manner the
than that of any of the other classes.* private interest, of some person in authority.

7. They are, however, apt, muny of them. 6. The mischief they produce, as such,
to be more obnoxious to the censure of the is comparatively nnobvious ; much more su
world than public offences ; owing to the than that of private offences, and more so
influence of the two fidse principles; the likewise _ that of semi-public ones.
principle of asceticism, and the principle of 7. They are, as such, much less obnoxious
antipathy. Some of them more even than to the censure of the world, than private of.
semi-public, or even than private offences, fences ; less even than send-public, or even

8. They are less apt than offences of any than self-regarding offences ; unless in par-
other class to require different descriptions ticular cases, through sympathy to certain
in different states and countrles.l[ persons in authority, whose private interests

9. Among the inducements¶ to punish they may appear to affect.
them, antipathy against the offender is apt to S.. They are more apt than any of the
have a greater share than sympathy for the other classes to admit of different deserip-
pubhc, tions, in different states and countries.

I0. The best pleafor punisl_ngthem is 9.They areconstituted,inmany cases,by
founded on a faintprobabilitytheremay be somecircumstaucesofaggravationsuperadded
of theirbeing productiveof a mischief, toa privateoffence: and therefore,inthese
which, ifreal,willplacethem in the class c_ses,involvethe mischief,and exhibitthe
of publicones: chieflyin thosedivisionsof othercharactersbelongingto both classes.
it which are composed of offencesagainst They are,however, even in such cases.
popnlatxon,and offencesagainstthe national properly_enoughranked inthe 4th class,in-
wealth, asmuch as the mischief they produce in vir-

LXV. tue of the properties which aggregate them
Characters of Class 4 ; consisting of PUBLIC to that class, eclipses and swallows up that

which they produce in virtue of those pro-
* Because the person, who in general is mOst perties which aggregate them to the 1st.

likely to be sensible to the mischief (if there is 10. There may be sufficient ground for pu-
any) of any offence, viz. the person whom it most nishing them, without their being proved to
affects, shows by his conduct that he is not sen. have occasioned, or to be about to occasion,sible of it.

See oh. vi. [Sensibility] par. 25, 26. any particular mischief to any particular in- .xii.[Consequences]par. 4. dividua]. In this theydiffer from private
_Amongthe offences, however, which belong offences, but agree with semi-public ones.

to this class, there are some which, in certain Here, as in semi-public offences, the extent of
countries, it is not uncommon for persons to be the mischief makes up for the uncertainty of it.
disposed to prosecute without any artificial in. 11. In no case can satisfaction, given to
ducement, and merely on account of an anti-
path.y, which such acts are apt to excite. See any particular individmd affected by them,
ch. iL [Principles advex_e] par. 11. be a sufficient ground for remitting punish-

I] Accordingly, mOst of them are apt to be merit. In this they differ from private of.
ranked among offences against the law of ha- fences; but agree with semi-public.
ture. V/d_ supra, Characters of the 1st class, LXVL
par. 62, note.

q[ [Inducements.] I mean the considera- Characters of Class 5, or Appendix: com-
tions, right or wrong, which induce or dispose posed of MUL_X*ORMor ANO_tALOUSOf-
the legis_ter to treat them on the footing of fences; andcon_ning Offences by rALSr_-
Offe_rw_f',. HOOD,and Offences concerning trust.
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I. Taken collectively, in the parcels marked these two branches, then, it is evident enough
out by their popular appellations, they are in- there cannot but be a very intimate connec-
capable of being aggregated to any systema- tion ; so intimate is it indeed, thatthe limits
tical method of distribution, grounded upon between them are by no means easy to mark
the mischief of the offence, out. The case is the same in some degree

2. They may, however, be thrown into between the whole business of legislation
sub-divisions, which may be aggregated to such : (civil and penal branches taken together) and
a method of dis"tribution, that of private ethics. Of these several 1i-

3. These sub.divisions will naturally and mits, however, it wall be in a manner neces-
readily rank under the divisions of the sere- sary to exhibit some idea: lest, on the one
rat preceding classes of this system, hand, we should seem to leave any part of

4. Each of the two great divisions of this the subject that does belong to us untouched,
class spreads itself in that manner over all or, on the other hand, to deviate on any side
the preceding classes, into a track which does not belong to us.

5. In some acts of this class, the distin- In the course of this inquiry, that par_ of
guishiug eircumst_mce which constitutes the it I mean which concerns the limits between
essential character of the offence, will in the civil and the penal branch of lay L it will
some instances enter necessarily, in the cha- be necessary to settle a number of points, of
ratter of a criminative circumstance, into the which the connection with the main question
constitution of the offence; insomuch that, might not at first sight be suspected. To
withouttheinterventionofthiscircumstance, ascertain what sort ofa thinga lawis; what
no offence at all, of that denomination, can be the parts are, that are to be found in at; what
committed.* In other instanceq, the offence it must contain in order to be complete ; what
may subsist without it; and where it inter- the connection is between that palt of a body
fetes, it comes in as an accidental indepen- of laws which belongs to the subject of pro-
dent circumstance, capable of constituting a cedure, and the rest of the law at large :-
ground of aggravation.t All the_e, it will be seen, are so many pro-

blems, which mu_t be solved before any sa-
tisfactory answer can be given to the main

CHAPTER XIX. question above mentioned.

§ 1. Limits between Private Ethics and the Nor is this their only use : for it is evident
Art of Leyislation. enough, that the notion of a complete law

must first be fixed, before the legaslator can
I. in may case know what it is he has to do, or

So much for the division of offences in ge- when his work is done.
neral. Now an offence is an act prohibited, It.
or (what comes to the same thing) an act of Ethics at large may be defined, the art of
which the contrary is commanded by the directing men's actious to the production cf
law : and what is it that the law can be em- the greatest possible quantity of happiness, on
ployed in doing, besides prohibiting mid corn- the part of those whose interest is in view.
manding? It should seem, then, according to iIr.
this view of the matter, that were we to What, then, are the actions which it can
have settled what may be proper to be done be in a man's power to direct ? They must
with relation to offences, we should thereby be either his own actions, or those of other
have settled every thing that may be proper agents. Ethics, in as far as it is the art of
to be done in the way of law. Yet that directing a man's own actions, may be styled
branch which concerns the method of dealing the art of self-government, or private ethzes.
_vith offences, and which is termed sometimes xv.
the criminal, sometimes the penal, branch, is What other agents, then, are there, which,
universally understood to be but one out of at the same time that they are under the
two branches which compose the whole sub- influence of man's direction, are suseepti-
ject of the art of legislation; that which is ble of happiness? Theyare of two sorts: 1.
termed the dv//being the other._ Between Other human beings, who are styled per-

sons. 2. Other animals, which on account
t Instance ; offences by falsehood, in the ease of their interests having been neglected by

of defraudment, the insensibdity of the ancient jmists, stand
"I"Instance ; offences b_rfalsehood, in the case degraded into the class of things. § As to

of simple corporal injunes_ and other offences
ag_a+nat person. I its capacity of being lodged sel_rately from the

And the constitutional branch, what is be- [ other matter_ had at that time scarcely presented
come of it? Such is the question which many a I itsdf to my view in the eharaeter of a distinct
reader will be apt to put. An answer that might [ one : the thread of my inquiries had not as yet
be given is, that the matter of it might with- | reached it. But in the concluding note of this
out much violence be distributed under the two [ same chapter, in paragraphs 2"2to the end, the
other heads. But, as far as recollection serves, ] omission may be seen in some measure supplied.
that braneh_ notwithstanding its impertanee, and [ § Under the Gentoo and Mahometan reli-
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other human beings, the art ofdlrecting their either in an adu/t, or in a aon.adult state.
actions to the above end is what we mean, i The art of government, in as far as it con-
or at least the only thing which, upon the cerns the direction of the actions of persons
principle of utility, we ought to mean, by the in a non-adult state, may be termed the art
art of government : which, in as fax as the of education. In as far as this business is
measures it displays itself in are of a perma- entrusted with those who, in virtue of some
neat nature, is generally distinguished by the private relationship, are in the main the best
name of legislation : as it is by that of ad- disposed to take upon them, and the best
_nznistration, when they are of a temporary able to discharge, this office, it may be termed
nature, determined by the occurrences of the the art of pr/vate education : in as far as it
day. is exercised by those whose province it is to

v. superintend the conduct of the whole corn-
Now human creatures, considered with re- munlty, it may be termed the a_ of pablie

speet to the maturity of their faculties, are education.
VL

gions, the interests of the rest of the animal As to ethics in genera], a man's happiness
creation seem to have met with some attention, will depend, in the first place, upon suchWhy have they not, universallyt, with as much
as those of human creatures, allowance made parts of his behaviour as none but himself are
for the difference in point of sensibility ? Be- interested in ; in the next place, upon such
cause the laws that are, have been the work of parts of it as may affect the happiness of those
mutual fear; a sentiment which the less rational about him. In as far as his happiness depends
animals have not had the same means as man has upon the first-mentioned part of his beha.
of turning to account. Why ought thoy nat? viour, it is se_d to depend upon his duty to
No reason can be given. If the being eaten ld_elf. Ethics, then, in as far as it is thewere all, there is very good reason why we
should be sufrered to cat such of them as we art of directing a man's actions in this re-
like to eat: we are the better for it, and theyare spect, may be termed the art of discharging
never the worse. They have none Of those long- one's duty to one's self: and the quality which
protracted anticipations of future misery which a man manifests by the discharge of this
we have. The death they suffer in our hands branch of duty (if duty it is to be called), iscommonly is, and always may be, a speedier,
and by that means a less palnihl one, than that that of prudence. In as fax as his happiness,
which would await them in the inevitable course and that of any other person or persons whose
of nature. If the being killed were all, there _ interests are considered, depends upon such
very good reason why we should be suffered u parts of his behaviour as may affect the in-
kill such as molest us : we should be the worse terests of those about him, it may be se_d to
for their living, and they are never the worse of depend upon his duty to otl_ers ; or, to use abeing dead. But is there any reason why we
should be suffered to torment them ? Not any phrase now somewhat antiquated, his duty to
that I can see. Are there any why we should his neighbour. Ethics, then, in as far as it
_wt be suffered to torment them ? Yes, several, is the art of directing a man's actions in this
See B. I. tit. [Cruelty to Animals.] The day respect, may be termed the art of discharging
has been, I grieve to say in many places it is one's duty to one's neighbour. Nowthe hap-
not yet past, in which the greater part of the piness of one's neighbour may be consulted
species, under the denomination of slaves, have in two ways : l. In a negative way, by for-been treated by the law exactly upon the same
footing, as, in England for example, the inferior bearing to diminish it. 2. Ina positive way,
races of animals are still The day ma3/come, by studying to increase it. A man's duty to
when the rest of the animal creation may acquire his neighbour is accordingly partly negative
those rights which never could have been with- and partly positive: to discharge the negative
holden from them but by the hand of tyranny, branch of it, is probity: to diseharge the po-
The French have already discovered that the sitive branch, benffwence,blackness of the skin is no reason why a human
being should be abandoned without redress to vii,
the caprice of a tormentor. I It may come one It may here be asked, how it is that upon
day to be recognised, that the number of the the principle of private et]fics, legislation and
legs, the viliosity of the skin, or the termination religion out of the question, a man's happi-
of the os sacrum, are reasons equally ins ufllcient ness depends upon such parts of his conduct
for abandoning a sensitive being to tae same as affect, immediately at least, the happine_
fate ? What else is it that should trace the in- of no one but himself: this is as much as to
superable line ? Is it the faculty of re,on, or,
perhaps, the faculty of discourse? But a full- ask, What motives (independent of such as
grown horse or dog is beyond comparison a legislation and religion may chance to fur*
more rational, as well as a more conversabla nlsh) can one man have to consult the hap-
anima_ than an infant of a day, or a week, or pinessofanother? bywhat mbtives, or (which
even a month old. But sup ll_e the case were comes to the same thing) by what obligations,
otherwise, what would it avail, the question is can he be bound to obey the dictates of pro-
not, Can they reawn _t nor, Can they ta/k ._ but, /_/ty and beneficence _ In answer to this, itCan they suffer

. cannot but be admitted, that the only inte.
a See Iz_wis XIVth's Code Noir. rests which a man at all times and upon all
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occasions is sure tofind adequate motivesfor ought not (in a direct manner at least) to
consulting, are his own. Notwithstanding interfere. If legislation interferes in a direct
this, there are no occasions in which a man manner, it must be by punishment, t Now
has not some motives for consulting the hap- the cases in which punishment, meaning the
piness of other men. In the first place, he punishment of the political _sanction, ought
has, on all occasions, the purely social motive not to be inilicted, have been already stated._
of sympathy or benevolence : in the next If, then, there be any ofthe_'e cases in which,
place, he has, on most occasions, the semi- although legislation ought _ot, private ethics
social motives of love of amity and love of does or ought to interfere/, these cases will
reputation. The motive of sympathy will serve to point out the limits between the
act upon him with more or less effect, ac- two arts or branches of science. These cases,
cording to the b/as of his sensibility :* the it may be remembered, are of four sorts :
two other motives, according to a variety of I. W_nere punishment would be groundless.
circumstances, principally according to the 2. Where it would be inefficacious. 3. Where
strength of his intellectual powers, the firm- it would be unprofitable. 4. Where it would
hess and steadiness of his mind, the quantum be needless. Let us look over all these cases,
of his moral sensibility, and the characters of and see whether in any of them there is room
the people he has to deal with. for the interference of private ethics, at the

YIIL same time that there is none for the direct

Now private ethics has happiness for its interference of legislation.
end: and legislation can have no other. Pri- x.
rate ethics concerns every member ; that is, 1. First, then, as to the cases where punish-
the happiness and the actions of every mere- ment would be groundless. In these cases it
her of any community that can be proposed : is evident, that the restrictive interference of
and legislation can concern no more. Thus ethics would be groundless too. It is be-
far, then, private ethics and the art of legis- cause, upon the whole, there is no evil in the
lation go hand in hand. The end they have, acL that legislation ought not to ende_tvour
or ought to have, in view, is of the same to prevent it. No more, for the same reason,
nature. The persons whose happiness they ought private ethics.
ought to have in view, as also the persons XL
whose conduct they ought to be occupied in 2. As to the cases in which pur.ishment
directing, are precasely the same. The very would be ine_icacious. These, we may ob-
acts they ought to be conversant about, are serve, may be divided into two sets or classes.
even in a great _neasure the same. Where, The first do not depend at "all upon the ha-
then, lies the difference ? In that the acts ture of the act : they turn only upon a defect
which they ought to be conversant about, in the timing of the punishment. The punish-
though in a great measure, are not perfectly ment in question is no more than what, for
and throughout the same. There is no case any thing that appears, ought to have been
in which a private man ought not to direct applied to the act in question. It ought,
his own conduct to the productioll of his own however, to have been applied at a different
happiness, and of that of his fellow-creatures : time ; viz. not till after it had been properly
but there are cases in which the legislator denmmced. These are the cases of an ex-post-
ought not (in a direct way at least, and by facto law ; of a judicial sentence beyond the
means of punishment applied immediately to "law ; and of a law not sufficiently promul-
particular individual acts) to attempt to di- gated. The acts here in question than might,
rect the conduct of the sevecal other mere- for mJy thing that appears, come properly
bers of the community. Every act which under the department even of coercive legis-
promises to be beneficial upon the whole to lation : of course do they under that of pri-
the commlmity (himself included), each in- vate ethics. As to the other set of cases, in
dividual ought to perform of himself: but it which punishment would be inefficacious;
is not every such act that the legislator ought neither do these depend upon the nature of
to compel him to perform. Every act which the act, that is, of the sort of act : they turn
promises to be pernicious upon the whole to only upon some extraneous circumstances,
the community (himself included), each in- with which an act of any sort may chance to
dividual ought to abstain from of himself; be accompanied. These, however, are of such
but it is not every such act that the legislator a nature as not only to exclude the applica-
ought to compel him to abstain from. tion of legal punishment, but in general to

ix_

Where, then, is the line to be drawn ?-- t I say nothing in this place of reward: be-
We shall not have far to seek for it. The cause it is only in a few extraordinary cases that

business is to give an idea of the cases in it can be applied, and because even where it is
which ethics ought, and in which legislation applied, it may be doubted, perhaps, whetherthe application of it can, properly speaidng, be

termed an act of legislation. See iuf_ a, § 3.
• Ch. vl. [Sensibility] par. 3. _. Ch. xv. [Cases uarncet, l
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[cave lit61e room for the influence of private xnL
ethical. These are the cases where the will Punishment, then, asvppliedtodelinqueney,
could not be deterred from any act, even by amy be unprofitable in both or either of two
_he extraordinary farce of artificial ptmlsh- ways: 1. By the expense it would amount
meat ; as in the cases of extreme infancy, to, even supposing the application of it to
insanity, and perfect intoxication : of course, be confined altogether to delinquency : 2. By
therefore, it could not by such slender and the danger there may be of its involving the
precarious force as could be applied by prl- innocent in the fate designed only for the
rate ethics. The ease is in this respect the guilty. First, then, with regard to the cases
same, under the cwcumstanees of uninten- in which the expense of the punishment, as
tionality with respect to the event of the applied to the guilty, would outweigh the
action, unconsciousness with re_rd to the profit to be made by it. These cases, it is
circumstances, and mis-supposal with regard evident, depend upon a cer_n proportion
to the existence of circumstances which have between the evil of the punishment and the
not existed; as also where the force, even evll of the offencm. Now were the offence
of extraordinary punishment, is rendered in- of such a nature, that a pmdshment which.
operative by the superior force of a physical in point of nmgmtude, should but just exc/_ed
danger or threatened mischief. It is evident, the profit of it, would be sufficient to prevent
that in these eases, ii the thunders of the law it, it might be rather difficult perhaps to find
prove impotent, the whispers of simple morn- an instance in which such pumsbment would
hty c.m have but little influence clearly appear to be unprofitable. But the

xH. fact is, there are many eases in which a pu-
3.-As to the cases where punishment wmdd nishment, in order to have any chance of be-

be unprofitable. These are the eases which ing efficacious, must, in point of magnitude,
conshtute the great fiehl for the exclusive be raised a great deal above that level. Thus
interference of private ethics. When a pu- it is wherever the danger of detection is, or
nishment is lmprofitable, or in other words (what comes to the same thing,) is likely to
too expenswe, it is because the evil of the appear to be, so small, as to make the pu-
punishment exceeds that of the offence, mshment appear in a high degree uncertain.
Now the evil of the pmfishment, we may [ In this ease it is neeessary, ashasbeensho_m,t
remembel," is distingai_hable into fonr if ptmishment be at all applied, to raise it in
branches : 1. The evil of coercion, including point of magnitude as much as it falls shore
constraint or restraint, according as the act in point of certainty. It is evident, however,
commanded is of the positive kind or the he- that all this can be but guess-work: and that
gative. 2. Theevil of apprehension. 3. The the effect of such a proportion will be ten-
evil of sufferance. 4. The derivative evils dered precarious, by a variety of eircumstan-
resulting to persons m connectwn with those ees : by the want of sufficient promulgation on
by whom the three above-mentioned original the part of the law:_ by the paxtieular eir-
evds are sustained. Now with respect to cumstanees of the temptation:ll and by the
those original evils, the persons who he ex- eiremnstmlees influencil_g the sensibility of
posed to them may be two very different the several individtmls who are exposed to
sets of persons. In the first place, persons it.§ Let the seduc_n 9 motives be strong, the
who may have actually committed, or been offence then will at any rate be fi'equently
prompted to conmfit, the acts really meant committed. Now and then indeed, owing to
to be prohibited. In the next place, persons a coincidence of circumstances more or less
who may have pel_brmed, or been prompted extraordinary, it will be detected mad by that
to perform, stwh other acts as they fear may means punished. But forthe purpo_ of ex-
be in d_nger of being involved in the punish- ample, which is the principal one, an act of
ment designed only for the former. But of punishment, considered in itself, is of no use:
these two sets of acts, it is the former only what use it can be of, depends altogether
that are perxficious : it is, thereibre, the for- upon the expectation it raises of sinfil_x pu-
mer only that it can be the business of pri- nishment in future cases of sirnilar delin-
vate ethics to endeavour to prevent. The queney. But this fitture purtishment, it is
latter being by the supposition not misehie- evident, must always depend upon detection.
vous, to prevent them is what it can no more If then the want of detection is sueh as must
be the business of ethics to endeavour at, in general (especially to eyes fascinated by
than of legislation. It remains to show how the three of the seducing motives) appear too
it may happen, that there should be acts improbable to be reckoned upon, the punish-
really pernicious, which, although they may i meat, though it should be inflicted, may come

very properly come under the censure of pri- _ Cb. xvi. [Proportion] par. 18, rule 7.rate ethics, may yet be no fit objects for the
legislator to eontroul. �Ch.xv. [Ca_es unmeet] § 8. Append. tit.[ Promulgation. ]

II Ch. xi. [Diiq_itlon_ par. 35, &c.
* See eh, xv. [Cases unmeet] § 4. § Ch. vi. [Sensibility.]
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to be of no u_. Here, then, will be two op- xv.
pos_te evils rumting on at the same time, yet For the sake of obtaining the clearer idc,_
neither of them reducing the quantum of the of the limits between the art of legishtion
other: the evil of the disease and the evil of and private ethics, it may now be time to call
the painful and inefficacious remedy. It seems to mind the distinctions above established
to be partly owing to some such consider- with regard to ethics in general. The degree
ations, that fornication for example, or the in which private ethics stands in need of the
illicit commerce between the sexes, has corn- assistance of legislation, is different in the
mouly either gone altogether unpunished, or three branches of duty above distinguished.
been punished in a degree inferior to that in Of the rules of moral duty, those which seem
which, on other accounts, legislators might to stand least in need of the assistance of
have been disposed to punish it. legislation, _re the rules of prudence. It can

xIv. only be through some defect on the part of
Second, with regard to the cases in which the understanding, ff a man be ever deficient

political punishment, as appfied to delin- in point of duty to himself. If he does wrong,
quency, may be unprofitable, in virtue of th_ there is nothing else that it can he owing to,
danger there may be of its involving the in- but either some inadvertence t or some m/s-
nocent in the fate designed only for the guilty, supposal, t v_th regard to the circumstances
Whence should this danger, then, arise?Fro_ on which his happiness depends. It is a stand-
the difficulty there may be of fixing the idea ing topic of complaint, that a man knows too
of the guilty action; that is, of subjecting little of himself. Be it so: but is it so cer-
it to such a definition as shall be clear mid tain that the legislator must know more?_l I
precise enough to guard effectually against It is plain, that of individuals the legislator
misapplication. This difficulty may arise from can know nothing: concerning those points
either of two sources: the one permanent, to of' conduct which depend upon the particular
wit, the nature of the actions themselves: the circumstances of each individual, it is plain,
other occasional, I mean the qualities of the therefore, that he can determine nothing to
men who may have to deal with those actions advantage. It is only with respect to those
in the way of government. In as far as it broad lines of conduct in which all persons,
arises from the latter of these sources, it may or very large and permanent descriptions of
depend partly upon the use which the tegis, persons, may be in a way to engage, that he
lator may be able to make of language; partly can have any pretence for interfbring; and
upon the use which, according to the appre, even here the propriety of his interference
hension of the legislator, the judge may be will, in most instances, lie very open to dis-
disposed to make of it. As far as lcgislatmn pute. At any rate, he must never expect to
is concerned, it will depend upon the degree produce a perfect compliance by the mere force
of perfection to which the arts of language of the sanction of which he is himself the an-
mayhave been carried; in the first place, in thor. Allbecanhopetodo, isto increase the
the nation in general; m the next place, by efficacy of private ethics, by giving strength
the legislator in Particular. It is to a sens_ and direction to the influence of the moral
of this difficulty, as it should seem, that we sanction. With what chance of success, for
may attribute the caution with which most example, would a legislator go about to ex-
legislators have abstained from subjecting to tirpate drunkenness and fornication, by dmt
censure, on the part of the law, such actions of legal punishment? Not all the tortures
as come under the notion of rudeness, for which ingenuity could invent would compass
example, or treachery, or ingratitude. The it: and, before he had made any progress
attempt to bring acts of so vague and ques- worth regarding, such a mass of evil would
tionable a nature under the controul of law, be produced by the punishment, as would ex-
willargue either a very immature age, in which ceed, a thousand-fold, the utmost possible
the difficulties which give birth to that dan_ mischief of the offence. The great difficulty
ger are not descricd ; or a very enlightened would be in the procuring evidence ; an object
age, in which they 'are overcome.* which could not be attempted, with any pro-

* In cortmn countries, in which the voice of _"See ch. ix. [Consciousness.]
the people has a more especial controul over the _ On occasions like this, the legislator should
hand of the legislator, nothing can exceed the never lose sight of the well-known story of the
dread which they arc under of seeing any eifec- oculist and the sot. A countryman who had hurt
tual provision made a_ainst the offences which his eyes by drinking, went to a celebrated oculist
come under the head of defamatlon, particularly for advice. He found him at table with a glass
that branch of it which may be styled the poll. of wine before him. "You mast leave off"drink-
lival. This dread seems to depend partly upon ]ing," said the oculist. _' How so ?" says the
the apprehension they may thmk it prudent to ] countryman; "you don't, and yet methinks your
entertain of a defect in point of abiliw or inte. I ow_ eyes are none of the best."__" That's very
grity on the part of the legislator, partly upon a ] true friend," replied the oculist: "but you are to
_imdar apprehension of a defect in point of in. _ know, I love my bottle better than my eyes."
tegrity on the part of the judge, l _]Ch. xviii. [Divisiou] par. 2.
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balfility of success, without spreading dismay xvm.
through every family,* tearing the bonds of Tile rules of probity are those, which ill
sympathy asunder,t and rooting out the in- point of expediency stand most in need of as-
fluence of allthe social motives. Allthathe sistance on the part of the legislator, and in
can do, then, against offences of this nature, which, in point of fact, his interference has
with any prospect of advantage, in the way of been most extensive. There are f_w cases
direct legislation, is to subject them, in eases in which it would be expedient to punish a
af notoriety, to a slight censure, so as thereby man for hurting himself: but there are few
to cover them with a shght shade of artificial cases, if any, in which it would not be expe-
disrepute, i dient to punish a man for injming his neigh-

xvt. i bour. With regard to that branch of probity
It may be observed, that with regard to this which is opposed to offences agaihst property,

branch of duty, legislators have, in general, private ethics depends, in a manner, for its
been disposed to carry their interference full very existence upon legislation. Legislation
as far as is expedient. The great difficulty must first determine what things are to be
here is, to persuade them to confine them- regarded as each man's property, before the
selves within bounds. A thousand little pas- general rules of ethics, on this head, can have
sions and prejudices have led them to narrow i any particular application. The case is the
_he liberty of the subject in this hne, in cases same with regard to offences against the state.
in which the punishment is either attended Without legislation there would be no such
with no profit at all, or with none that will thing as a state : no particular persons invested
make up for the expense, with powers to be exercised for the benefit

xvii. of the rest. It is plain, therefore, that in this
The mischief of this sort of interference is branch the interference of the legislator can-

more particularly conspicuous in the article not any where be dispensed with. We must
af religion. The reasoning, in this case, is of first know what are the dictates of legislation,
the following stamp. There are certain errors, before we can know what are the dictates of"
in matters of belief, to which all mankind are private ethics.§
prone: and for these errors in judgment, it is xIx.
the determination of a Being of infinite be- As to the rules of beneficence, these, as
nevolence, to punish them with an infinity of _ar as concerns matters of detail, must neces-
torments. But from these errors the legis- sarily be abandoned in great measure to the
lator himself is necessarily free: for the men jurisdiction of private ethics. In many cases
who happen to be at hand for him to consult the beneficial qualityofthe actdepends essen-
with, being men perfectly enlightened, unfet- tially upon the disposition of the agent; that
tared, and unbiassed, have such advantages is, upon the motives by which he appears to
aver all the rest of the world, that when they
sit down to inquire out the truth relative to to. If any others interfere, their interference,
points so plain and so familiar as those in how natural socver_ may be looked upon as an
question, they cannot fail to find it. This accidental _nd inessential circumstance, not ne-
being the case, when the sovereign sees his cossary to the production of the effect. Sympa-

thy, a concern for the danger the_ appear to be
people ready to plunge headlong into an abyss exposed to, gives birth to the wish of freeing
af fire, shall he not stretch out a hand to save them from it- that wish shews itself in the shape
them ? Such, for example, seems tohave been of a command: this command produces disobe-
the train of reasmting, and such the motives, dience: disobedience on the one part, produe_
which led Lewis the XIVth into those coer- disappointment on the other: the pain of dis-

appointment produces ill-will towards those who
clve measures which he took for the conver- are the authors of it. The affections will often
sion of heretics, and the confirmation of true make this progress in less time than it would
believers. The ground-work, pure sympathy take to describe it. The sentiment of wounded

and loving-kindness : the superstructure, all pride_ and other modifications of thelove of re-
the miseries which the most determined ma- putatmn and the love of power, add fuel to the
evolcnce could have devised.$ But of this flame. A kind of revenge exasperates the sc-

mo_e fully in another place.It verities of coercivepohey.I] See B. 1. tit. [Self-regarding Offences. [
• Evil of apprehension : third branch of the § But suppose the dictates of legislation are

evil of a pun_liment. Ch. xv. § 4. not what they ought to be; what are then, or
(what in this case comes to the same thing) what

"7"Derivative evils: fourth branch of the evil ought to be, the dictates,of private ethics ? Doof a punishment. Ib.
_+I do not mean but that other motives of they coincide with the dictates of legLslation, or

a less social nature might have introduced them- do they oppose them) or do _ey remain neuter.,
selves, and p_obablv) in point of fac% did intm- A very interesting question thi% but one that
duco theresa.Ires) ih the progress of the enter- belongs not to the prescnt subject. It belongn
])rise: But in point of vosslbility_ the motive exclusively to that o_ private ethies. Principles
a"bove mentioned, when _,_ompanied with such which may lead to the _lution of it may be seen
a threadof reasoning, is sutflcient_ withoutany in a Fragment on Govemmen%p. 1._0. lmml.
_ther) to account foraU the effects above alluded edit. 1776: and p. ll4) cd)t. lg23.
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have been prompted to perform it: upon their
belonging to the head of sympathv, love of § 2. Jurisprudence, its Branches.

"" XXI.

amity, or love of reputation; and not to any Jurisprudencoisafictitiousentity: nor can
head of self-regarding motives, brought into any meaning be found for the word, but by
play by the force of political constraint: in placing it in company with some word that
a word, upon their being such as denominate shall be significative of a real entity. To
his conduct free and volunta_j, according to know what is meant by jurisprudence, we
one of the many senses given to those ambi- must know, for example, what is meant by aguous expressions.* The limits of the law

book of jurisprudence. A book of jurispru-
on this head seem, however, to be capable of dence can have but one or the other of two
being extended a good deal farther than they objects: i. To ascertain what the /aw_ is:
seem ever to have been extended hitherto. 2. To asce_ what it ought to be. In the
In particular, in cases where the person is in former case, it may be styled a book of expo-
danger, why should it not be made the duty sitory jurisprudence: in the latter, a book ofof every man to save another from mischief,
whenit can be done without prejudicin 8 him- censorial jurisprudence; or, in other words,

a book on the ar_ oflegis[atlon.
self, as well as to abstain from bringing it on XXIL
him ? This, accordingly, is the idea pursued
in the body of the work. t A book of expository jurisprudence iseither aut/writative or unauthoritative. It is

xx. styled authoritative, when it is composed by
To conclude this section, let us recapitu- him who, by representing the state of the law

lateandbringtoapointthediiferencebetween to be so and so, causeth it so to be; that
private ethics, considered as an art or science, is, of the legislator himself: unauthoritative,
on the one hand, and that branch of jarls- when it is the work of any other person atprudence which contains the art or scaence
of legislation, on the other. Private ethics large.

XXI_.

teaches how each man may dispose himself to Now/aw, or d/e law, taken indefinitely, is
pursue the course most conducive to his own an abstract and collective term; which, when
happiness, by means of such motives as offer it means any thing, can mean neither more
of themselves: the art of legislation (which nor less than the sum total of a number of
may be considered as one branch of the science individual laws taken together. H It follows,
of jurisprudence)teaches how amultitude of that of whatever other modifications the
men, composing a community, may be dis-

subject of a book of jurisprudence is suseep-
posed to pursue that course which upon the tible, they must all of them be taken fromwhole is the most conducive to the happiness some circumstance or other of which such in-of the whole community, by means of motives
to be applied by the legislator, dividual laws, or the assemblages into which

We come now to exhibit the limits between they may be sorted, are susceptible. The
penal and civil jurisprudence. For this par- circumstances that have given rise to the
pose it may be of use togive a distinct though principal branches of jurisprudence we arewont to hear of, seem to be as follow: I. The
summary view of the principal branches into extent of the laws in question in point of do-which Jurisprudence, considered in its utmost
extent, is wont to be divided, minion. 2.The pofitical quahty of the persons

If we may believe M Voltair__* _ho_ _ _ _ The word/aw itself, which stands so much
....... mn " " ".... _ _ . . _¢. . 7 . -_ - eed of a deflmtmn, must walt for it awhile

t3me when tile J_rencfl laules WhOtllought tlaem. _s _ "." _ "" ' - ....
selvesneglectedbytheirh.s_ds, usedtope- _see_ o.j mrthereis noaomgevery._hmgat
tition _ur etre _9"f8]h°_,q__Pp¢ • I.h_ 4._hn;oa] =._.A UllUt_. xn me mean ume, everyreaoer wut unoer-

- -- _ ....... t_-_.. .......... stand it accord/ng to the notion he has been ac-
_hich_ he says, was appropriated to this purpe_, m_t,,mo,_ *.... o_ to it
These sort of'law-proceedings seem not very -"_,_i'_'_st'%"_'_ _" , ..• , oz tne J,are can langua es mere
well ca2tculated to answer the design- accord- ar tw _ _ _ _ .... _" -- _ - -. _, _- _. i e o ultrerent worus tor mstmgulsmng _e
mg:y we near nothing ox mere now-a-says. Tne I abstract - a .__ __ - _ . -- .Frevch ladies of the ............... __._ t anu me concrete senses or ttm wora

ptr.ecttL _ _,uutu t.U ut_ tilt* l_Z • "
der no snob a;i_-,.1--o ] _o. which words are so wide asunder as not

, _ • - o / yen to have any etymologacal afl{mty In"1"A woman s head-chess catches nre: water _ *atin ......... ":- -, ko.a ----- ;-o._a -_ ---, .: _. _ _ ! J, , tor example, there is _ex tor the concrete
•_ _* _-. • a may b atetr.waox a_asung to quench / . . .: _ - "....... . sense, jus for the abstract: m Itahan, le_e and

nudge is _ d -r ........... icy and dereeho: in German, gesetz amf reeht
ange oi sunocauon: tRttng his .... •

_ead a _ittle _ _;d .la _ hiT, _,,_h_, The English _s at present destxtute of this _l-
011_ _ ewo ....... : ...... Yantuo _

man sees this, and lets him lle. A quantity of In'_h'_ -- lo-.% ......g'un_owder lies mmttorml alm, t a _m. _ rn_. e -Aug o-,._axon, Deslaes _age,ana several
r_ ___."-_. ........ ---;,_- ;7-_" - ";( .... A_-" other words, tbr the concrete sen_, there was the
m gmng mm lg wlm a Hgn_ canine: anotncr_ word r" z ...... • _ ._ _ -_...... t_'n¢, _m_wenng ¢o g[_e,Jennan fecal, mr
knowing tb_h lets him go m w_thout warnm . tWho ;- ,h_ ._._. ;..... ¢ ,_........ _.{ he abstract; as may be seen m the compound

............. _ ..... *" fok ri-- t "i ......
mink pumsnment mtsappne_ - r" /_ " " "...... " *g # baying long ago lost this sense, the modern

a Qaest.surl'Et_._elol,,tom.7, art. Impui_anee. English no longer p_sseeses this advantage.
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whose conduct they undertake to regulate, in this line, what regards the substance of the
3. The time of their being in force. 4, The laws in question is as susceptible of an uni-
manner in which they are expressed. 5. The versal application, as what regards the words.
concern which they have with the article of That the laws of all nations, or even of any
punishment, two nations, should coincide in all points,

xxlv. would be as ineligible as it is impossible:
In the first place, in point of extent, what some leading points, however, there seem to

is delivered concerning the laws in question, be, in respect of which the laws of all civi-
may have reference either to the laws of such lized nations might, without inconvenience,
or such a nation or nations in particular, or be the same. To mark out some of these
to the laws of all nations whatsoever: in points will, as far as it goes, be the business
the first case, the book may be said to relate of the body of this work.
to local; in the other, to universal, jurispru- xxv.
dunce. In the second place, with regard to the

Now of the infinite variety of nations there political quahty of the persons whose conduct
are upon the earth, there are no two which is the object of the law. These may, on
agree exactly in their laws : certainly not in any given occasion, be considered either as
the whole ; perhaps not even in any single members of the same state, or a_ members
article : and let them agree to-day, they of different states : in the first case, the law
would disagree to-morrow. This is evident may be referred to the head of internal;" in
enough with regard to the substance of the the second case, to that of international* ju-
laws" and it would be still more extraordi- risprudence.
naryif they agreed in point of form; that is, Now as to any transactions which may
if they were conceived in precisely the same take place between individuals who are sub-
strings of words. What is more, as the lan- jects of different states, these are regulated
guages of nations are commonly different, as by the internal laws, and decided upon _"
well as their laws, it is seldom that, strictly the internal tribunals, of the one or the
speaking, they have so much as a single word other of those states : the case is the same
in common. However, among the words that where the sovereign of the one has any ira-
are appropriated to the subject of law, there mediate transactions with a private member
are some that in all languages are pretty ex- of the other : the sovereign reducing bim-
actly correspondent to one another : which self, pro re nat,, to the condition of a private
comes to the same thing nearly as if they were person, as often as he submits his cause to
the same. Of this stamp, for example, are either tribunal; whether by claiming a bene-
those which correspond to the words power, fit, or defending himself against a burthen.
riyht , obligation , liberty, and many others. There remain, then, the mutual transactions

It follows, that if there are any books between sovereigns as such, for the subject
which can, properly speaking, be styled books of that branch of jurisprudence which may
of universal jurisprudence, they must be be properly and exclusively termed interna.
looked for within very narrow lir_ts. Among twnaL t
such as are expository, there can be none that

....... _-- - th- suz mThe word _nternatlonal, it must be aclmow-
are au_nonmuve: nor even, as mr a_ ue o- led _ _ ....... "_^u_h it _o ho_ -ufll

...... that _' _ _ "_ ..... ; .... ' ..... '° "stance oI me rows as concerneu, any • are " " halo us an" ' _" "'" "_ " --.... _ cxenuy a go u totem(grow. It is calcu.
unauthoritativ.e.. To be suseephD_ o_.au luted to express, in a more mgnificant way, the
mnversal applicauun, all that a oooK oi me branch of law which goes commonly under the
expository kind can have to treat of, is the name of the/aw of nations: an ap_U_tion so
im_rt of words" to be strictly sneaking, ] uncharacteristic, t]iat, were it not tot the three
_m_r_r_l _+.... +"_J _t_lf t_nt_ " ° I of custom, it would seem rather to refer to inter-
" -- " .......... hi h th re i nat junsprauenee. "xne cnanceuor x_ Augues-logy 2kccorommv _ne uenmuons w e _ e _ .......... -. " o a . ] Sean has a_eady _e_ l nnu_ a _ l_marK -
has been occasion here and there to rater- t k..... __. t ......... "

i ll_ mty_, ma_ wna_ lS con3Eaonly ca&teo arOtt cte_

_perse in the course of the present work, and ]_en_,° ouuht rather m be termed dro_t"entr_e_lr
particularly the definition hereafter given of [ gens.*
_be word/aw, may be considered as matter ] _ In the times of James I. of England, and
_1_.,-_ t_ +_._ho_a _,¢ ,m;versal _arisnru- I Philip IIL of Spain, certain marchanta at Ixm-
a.... ,r_.. _.. __ o,._,.t. .... f s,_ech . ] don lmppaned to have a elmm upon Philip, whieh
..... u. .u .... _,.......... _ _ t-_ ." I his ambassador Gondemar di_ not think fit to
though in point of usage, where a man, m I _mti_ q"hmzarmllpdfr,_orm_,l tn._,_]dm__h,
laying down what he apprehends to be the [_d--_'._tth-e?m-'t_su_'e_e"_paaisb------mo_h-]_h'_
law, extends his views to afew of the nations ] court of King's Bench, and-- _te him to an
with which his own is most connected, it is [ outlawry. Theydid so: andtbe shen.'i_.of Lon-
............ h older what he writes [ don were accordingly commanded, xn me usuat
_'_e_[in='_>_ver_"_ris_rudence I form, to take the body of the defendant Plfllip,

j. t,' . .. • is "he I whereever it was to be found within their haiti.It is in the censorial line tna_ tnere • Iwiek. AstothesheriflkPhili_.wemavbelieve,
greatest room for disquisitions that apply to ] ..... - - " "

the circumstances of all nations alike : and [ * (Eu_es, tom. ii. p. 337, edit. 1773, 12mo.
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With what degree of propriety, rn_les for to be those which are in force, no such epi-
the conduct of persons of this description thet as that of present or living commonly
can come under the appellation of/aws, is a appears.
question that must rest till the nature of the Where a book is so circumstanced, that
thing called a/aw shall have been more par- the laws which form the subject of it, though
ticularly unfolded, in force at the time of its being written, are

It is evident enough, that international in force no longer, that book is neither a
jurisprudence may-, as well as internal, be book of living jurisprudence, nor a book on
censorial as well as expository; unauthorita- the history of jurisprudence : it is no longer
t_ve as well as authoritative, the former, and it never was the latter. It

XXVL is evident that, owing to the changes which
Internal jurisprudence, again, may either fromtime totime must take place, inagreater

concern all the members of a state indiscri- or less degree, in every body of laws, every
minately, or such of them only as are con- book of jurisprudence, which is of an expo-
nected in the way of residence, or otherwise, sitory nature, must, in the course of a few
with a particular district. Jurisprudence is years, come to partake more or less of this
accordingly sometimes distmguishad into na- condition.
tional and provincial. But as the epithet The most common and most useful object
prown_al is hardly apphcable to districts so of a history of jurisprudence, is to exhthlt
small as many of those which have laws of the circumstances that have attended the
their own are wont to be, such as towns, establishment of taws actually in force. But
parishes, and manors ; the term local (where the exposition of the dead laws which have
universal jurisprudence is plainly out of the been superseded, is inseparably interwoven
question) or the term particular, though this with that of the hying ones whmh have su-
latter is not very characteristic, might either perseded them. The great use of both these
of them be more commodious.* branches of science, is to furnish examples

xxwL for the art of legislation, t
Third. w_th respect to tzme. In a work xxwn.

of the expository kind, the laws that are in Fourthly, in point of expresston, the laws
question may either be such as are stall in m question may subsist either in the form of
force at the time when the book is writing, statute, or in that of customary law.
or such as have ceased to be in force. In As to the difference between these two
the latter case, the subject of it might be branches (which respects only the article of
termed ancient ; in the former, present or form or expression) it cannot properly be
living jurisprudence : that is, if the substan- made appear till some progress has been made
tire jurisprudence, and no other, must at any in the definition of a law.
rate be employed, and that with an epithet xxix.
in both cases. But the truth is, that a book Last, the most intricate distinction of all.
of the former kind is rather a book of his- and that which comes most frequently on
tory than a hook of jurisprudence; and, if the carpet, is that which is made between
the word jurisprudence be expressive of the the cwil branch of jurisprudence and the pc-
subject, it is only with some such words as nal; which latter is wont, in certain circum-
history or antiquities prefixed. And as the stances, to receive the name of criminal
laws which are any where in question are What is a penal code of laws ? What a
supposed, if nothing appears to the contrary, civil code ? Of what nature are their con-

was in no grcat fear of them: but, what answered T_Of what stamp are the works of Grotius,
the seme purpose, ho happened on his part to have Putfendorf, and Burlamaqui? Are thevvoli-
demands upon some other merchants, whom, so tical or ethical, historical oijuridlcal, exl_tory
long as the outlawry remained in force, there or censorial ? Sometimes one thing, sometimes
was no proceeding against. Gondemar paid the another: they seem hardly to have settled the
money, a This was internal jurisprudence : if matter with themselves. A defect this to which
the dispute had been betwixt Philip and James all books must almost unavoidably be liable,
himself, it would have been international, which take for their subject the pretended/am

As _ the word _nternatloual, from this work, of nature; an obscure phantom, which, in the
or tile ltrst of the works edited in French by Mr. imaginations of throe who go in chase of it,
Dument, it has taken mot in the langue_ge. Wit- points sometimes to manners, sometimes to/aws;
ness Reviews and Newspapers. sometimes to what law _, sometimes to what it

* The term muni_pal seemed to answer the ought to be.b Mentesquien sets out upon the
purpose very well,_ till it was taken by an End- censorial plan: but long before the conclusion,
lish author of the first eminence, to signify as if he had forgot his first design, he throws
internal law in general, in contradistinction to off"the censor, and puts on the antiquarian.
international law, and the imaginary law of The Marquis Beccaria's book, the first of any
nature. It might still be used in this sense, account that is uniformly censorial, concludes as
_.itl:out scraple, in any other lenguage, it sets out with penal jurisprudence.

e S_ldc._'s Table-Talk, tit. L,_w, i, See eh. it. [Principles adverse] par. 14,
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t_nts ? Is it that there are two sorts of laws, An unce_rcive, or rather a dlscoercive law, is
the one penal the other civil, so that the the revocation in who!e or in part_of a ccerdve
laws in a penal code are all penal laws, while law.4. _t_'hat has been termed a declaratory law,
the laws in a civil code axe all civil laws ? so far as it stands distinguished from either a
Or is it, that in every law there is some mat- coersive or a discoercive law, is not_ properly
ter which is of a penal nature, and which speaking, a law. It is not the expression of an
therefore belongs to the penal code ; and at act of the will exercised at the time: it is a mere
"_he same time other matter which is of a notification of the existence of a law, either of
civil nature, and which therefore belongs to the coercive or the discoereive kind, as already
the civil code ? Or is it, that some laws be- subsisting: of the existence of some documee'texpressive of some ac_ of the will, exercised, not
long to one code or the other exclusively, at the time, but at some former period. If 1I
while others are divided between the two ? does any thing more than give inibrmation of this
To answer these questions in any manner fact, viz. of the prior existence of a law of either
that shall be tolerably satisfactory,'it will be the coercive or the diseoercive kind, it ceases pro
necessary to ascertain what a law is ; mean- tanto to be what is meant by a declaratory law,
ing one entire but single law : and what are and assuming either the coercive or the discoer-cive quality.
the parts into which a law, as such, is capa- 5. Every coercive law creates an offence; that
ble of being distingldsbed: or, m other words, is_converts an act of some sort or other into an
to ascertain what the properties are that are off, nee. It is only by so doing that it can ira-
to be found in every object which can with pose obligation, that it can produce coercion.
propriety receive the appellation of a law. 6. A law confining itseff to the creation of an
This, then, will be the business of the third offence, and a law commanding a punishment tobe administered in case of the commission of
and fOurth sections : what concerns the ira- such an offence, are two distinct laws: not parts
port of the word erlm_tal, as applied to law, (as they seem to have been generally accounted
will be discussed separately in the fifth.* hitherto) of one and the same law. The acts

they command are altogether different; the per-
sons they are addressed to are altogether dif-
ferenL Instance, Let no man Meal; and, La

Here ends the original work, in the state into
which it was brought in November 1780. What
follows is now added m January 1789. the judge cause _hoever is convwted of aealiag

1. The third_ fourth, and fifth sections, in- to be han_ed.
tended, as expressed in the text, to have been They vaight be styled, the former_ a slmgle
added tothis chapter, will not here, nor now, be imperative taw ; the other, a punitory; hut the
given; because to give them in a manner tole- punitory_ if it commandsthgpunishment to be
rably complete and satisfaetory_ might require a mflicted_ and does not merel_permit it_ is as
considerable volume. This volume will form a truly imperative as the other: only it is puni-
work of itself, dosing the series of works men- tory besides, which the other is not.
tinned in the preface. 7. A law of the discoercwe kind, considered

What follows here may serve to give a slight
intimation of the nature of the task, which such

in itself, can have no ]mnitory law belonging to
It: to receive the assistance and support of a

a work will have to atchieve: it will at the same punitory law, it must first receive that of a sire-
time furmsh, not any thing like a satisfactory ply imperative or coercive law, and it is to this
answer to the questions mentioned in the text, latter tliat the punitory law wilIattach itself, and
but a slight and general indication of the course not to th_ diseoercave one. Example; diseoer-
to be taken for giving them such an answer, cive law. The sheriff has po_er to ltang all such

2. What is a law ? what the parts of a law ? as the judge, proceeding in due course of tam,
The subject of these questions, it is to be oh- shall or-der him to hang. Example of a coercive
served, is the lo_ieal, the ideal, the intellectual law, made in support of the above discoereive
whole, not the physical one: the la_v, and not the one: Let no man hinder the ,heriff.from hang-
statute. An inquiry, directed to the latter sort log such as tlw ]udge, 1proceeding in due course
of object, could neither admit of difficulty nor of law, shall order trim to hang. Example of a
afford instruction. In this sense, whatever is punltory law, made in support of the above co-
given forlaw by the pcrsonorper_ons recognised erciveone: Let the judge eausetobe imprlaam'd
as possessing the power of making laws, is law. whosoever attctnpts to hinder the sheriff from
The Metamorphosesof Ovid, if thus given, would hanging one mhom the judge_ proceeding in due
be law. So much as was embraced by one and course of la_ has ordered him to hang.
the same act of authentication, so much as re- 8. But though a simply imperative law, and
ceivcd the touch of the sceptre at one stroke, is I the punitory law attached to it, are so far distinct
one law: a whole law, anti nothing more. A ] law_ that the former contains nothing of the
_tatute of George IL made to substitute an or ] latter, and the latter, in its direct tenor, contains
instead of an and in a former statute, is a corn- ] nothing of the former; yet by iraplicalion, and
plete law; a statute containing an entire body ] that a necessary one, the punitory does involve
of laws, perfect in all its parts_ would not be [ and include ttte import of the simple imperative
more so. By the word la_, then, as often as it ] law to which it is appended. To say to the
occurs in the succeeding pages, is meant that I judge, Cause w be ha_ed Tvhoever in due forth
ideal object, of which the part, the whole, or the [ of/a_ is convicted of steali_, i_ tlmugh not a
multiple, or an assemblage of tmrta, whole% and [ direct, yet as intelligible a way of intimating to
multiples mixed together, is exhibited by asta- | men in general that they must ont t_ml, as to
tute_ not the statute which exhibits them. | say to them direc_dy, Do _tot Me*d: and one ekes,

3. Every law, when complete, is either of a | how nmch more likely to be efficacious.
cocrcirc or unc_wre/ve nature. I 9. It shoukl seem, then. that wherever a simply

A coercive law is a command. [ ;mpcrative la_ is to have a punitory one _pl,endc_l
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to it, the former might be spared altoge_er: in note), will belong in common to all or most of
which ease, saving the exception (which, natu- the laws constitutive of the various offences
rally should seem not likely to be a frequent against property. Thus, in mathematical din..
one) of a law capable of answering its purpose grams, one and the same base shall serve for a
without such an appendage, there should be no whole cluster of triangles.
occasion in the whole body of the law for any 13. Such expository matter, being of a corn-
other than punitory_ or, in other words, than plexion so different from the imperalave, it would
/rena/_laws. And this, perhaps, would be the be no wonder if the conneetion of the former with
case, were it not for the necessity of a large the latter should escape the observation: which,
quantity of matter of the expository kind, of indeed, is perhaps pretty generally the case.
which we come now to steak. And so long as any mass of legislative matter

10. It will happen in the instance of many, presents itself, which is not itself imperative, or
probably of most, possibly of all, commands en- the contrary, or of which the connection with
dued with the force of a public law, that, in the matter of one of those two descriptions is not
expression given to such a command, it shall be apprehended, so long and so far the truth of the
necessary to have recourse to terms too complex proposition, That every law is a command or
in their signification, to exhibit the requisite its otTposite_ may remain unsuspected, or appear
ideas, without the a_slstanco of a greater or questionable; so long also may the incomplete-
less quantity of matter of an expository nature, ness of the greater part of those masses of lefts-
Such terms, like the symbols used in algchraieal lative matter, which wear the complexion of
notation, are rather substitutes and indexes to complete laws upon the face of them, aiso the

method to be taken for rendering them reallythe terms capable of them_lves of exhibiting
the ideas in question, than the real and imme- complete, remain undiscovered.
diate representatives of those ides. 14. A circumstance, that will naturally con-

Take for instance the law, Thou shalt not tribute to mcrease the difficulty of the discovery,
steal: Such a command, were it to rest there, is the great variety of ways in which the trope-
could never sufficiently answer the purpose of a ration of a hw may be conveyed--the great va-

5ety of forms which the imperative part of alaw. A word of so vague and unexplieit a
meaning can no otherwise perform this office, aw may mdisertminately assume: some more
than by giving a general in,area,ion of a variety tirectly, some less directly, expressive of the
of propositions, each requiring, to convey it to amFeratlve quality. Tlwa shalt _wt steal Let no
the apprehension, a more particular and aml_le malt steal. Whoso stealeth, shall be punished so
assemblage of terms. Stealing, for exampte, and so. I.f any man steal, he shall be l_unished
/according to a definition not accurate enough so and so." Stdalln/., is rohere a _zaa does so and
for use, but sufficiently so for the present pur- so; the punlshment for stealing is so and so.
pose) is the taking of a thbt_ 7vhich i* at,other's, To jud_,es, so and _o'named, and so and so eon-
b_] on2 who has no TITLE so to do} and is cm_- sututed, belong the co¢n_za_we of such and such

s_ons ofhls havhtg none. Even after this ex. offences; viz. stealit_; and so on. These are
posit,on, supposing it a correct one, can the law but part of a multitude of forms of words, in
be rcgardedas completely expressed ? Certainly any of which the command, by which stealing
not. For what is meant by a man's having a is prohibited, might equally be couched: and at
"I'IT LE tO take a thing._ To be complete, the law is manifest to what a degree, in some of them,
must have exhibited, amongst a multitude of the imperatwe quality is clouded and concealed
other things, two catalogues; the one of events from ordinary apprehension.
to which it has given the quality of conferring l& After th_s explanation, a general propo-
t2t/e in such a case; the other of the e'_ents to st,ion, or two, that may be la_d down, may help
which it has given the quality of taking it away to afford some little insight into the structure
"What follows ? That _or a man to have stoldn and contents of a complete body of laws.-- So
for a man to have had no title to what he took many different sorts of offences created, so many
either no one of the articles contained in the firs different laws of the coercive kind: so many ex-
of those lists must have happened in his favour, ceptions taken out of the descriptions of those
or if there has, some one o_ _e number of those nit%noes, so many laws of the dlseoercive kind.
contained in the second, must have happened to To class offowes, as hath been attempted to

be done in the preceding chapter, is therefore to
class laws: to exhibit a complete catalogue of
all the offences created by law, induding the

his vrejudiee.
ll. Such, then, is the nature of a _eneral law,

that while the imperauve part of it, tile puncture
salicas as it may be termed, of this artificial whole mass of expository matter necessary for
body, shall not take up above two or three words, fixing and exhibiting the import of the terms
its expository append_e, without which that ira- contained in the several laws, by which those
perative part could not r|ghtlyperform its office, offences are respectively created, would be to
may occupy a considerable volume. " exhibit a complete collection of the laws in force:

But this may equally be the case with a pri- in a word, a complete body of law, a pannomlon,
rate order given in u famil_y. Take for instance if so it might be termed.
One from a bookseller to has foreman : Remove, 16. From the obscurity in which the limits of

from this shop to my _tew one, my who_ stock, a law, and the distinction betwixt a law of the
accordir.g to this printed catalogue. Remove, I civil or simply imperative kind and a punitory

from this shop to my new one, my whale stock, is ] law, are naturally revolved, results the obscurity
the imperative matter of this order; the catalogue [ of the limits betwixt a civil and a penal code, be-
referred to contains the expository appendage. I twixt the civil branch of the law and the penal.

12. The same mass of expository matter may [ The question, What parts of the total mass of
_rve in common for, may appertain in common [ legislative matter belong to the civil branch, and
to, many commands, manyma_es of imperative [ _hat to the peaal._ supposes that divers political
matter. Thus, amongst other things, the cars- I states, or at least that some one such state, are
logue of colin,lye and ablative events, with re- I to be found, having as well a civil code as a penal
specs to tilles above sl_ken of (see No. 9 of this I rode, each of them complete in its kind, and
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marked oaz by certain limits. But no one such The constitutional branch is chiefly employed
state has ever yet existed, in conferring, on particular dassos Of perwns,

To imt a question to which a true answer can powere, to be exereised for the good c_"the whole
be given, we must substitute to the foregoing society, or of considerable parts of it, and pre-
question some such one as that which follows : scribing dutie: to the permns invested with throe

Suppose two masses of legislative matter to be powers.
drawn up at this time of day, the one under the _ The powers are ptincipa]ly constituted, in the
name of a civil code, the other of a penal code, m-st instance, by discoercive or permissive laws,
each meant to be complete in its kind: in what operating as exceptions to certain laws of the
_eneral way is it natural to suppose that the dif- coercive or imperative kind. Instance: _4tax-
lerent sorts of matter, as above distinguished, gatherer, as such, fnay, on such and such an
would be distributed between them ? occ_ion, lake ,uch and such thins without an_/

Ot_f TITLE.To this question the following answer seems
llke]y to come _ near as any other to the truth. The duties are created by imperative laws,

The c_v/l cede would not consistof a coilec- addressed to the persons on whom the powers
lion of civil laws each complete in itself, as weU are conferred. Instance: On such and such an
as clear of all penal ones. occazlon, such and such a tax.gatherer shall take

Neither would the pe_zal code (since we have such and such things. Such _znd such a judge
seen that it could not) consist of a collection of Mtsll, in such and such a ea*et cauae pcrson_ so
pdnmve laws_ each not only complete in itself, and so offemting to be hanged.
but clear of all civil ones. But The parts which perform the function ofin-

17. The civil code would consist chiefly of mere dicating who the individuals are, who in every
case shall be considered as belonging to thosemasses of expository matter. The imperative

matter, to which those masses of expository mat- classes, have neither a permissive complexion,
ter respectively appertained, would be inund_ nor an imperative.
not in.that same code_not in the civil code-- Theyare so many masses of expository matter,
nor in a pure state, free from all admixture of appertaining in common to all laws, into the
punitory laws; but m the penal cede_in a state texture of which, the names of those classes of
of eombmatiou_lnvolved, in manner as above persons have occasion to be inserted. Instance;
explained, in so may eorrespondent punitorylaws, imperative matter : _ Let the judge cause _ho-

18. The pens] cede then would consist princi, ever, in due course of law, ia convicted of ztealo
pallv of ]_unitive laws, involving the imperative ing, to be hanged. Nature of the ex_tory
matter of the whole number of civil laws: along matter : _ Who is the person meant by the
with which would probably also be found various word judge ._ He who has been invested with
masses of expository matter_ appertaining, not that o_llce in such a manner, and in respect of
to the civil, but to the punitory laws. The body, whom no event has happened, of the number of
of penal law, enacted by the Empress-.Quceu .tl_ose to which the effect is given, of reducing
Maria Theresa, agrees pretty well with thin ac- t_im to the condition of one dive_ttd of that
counL office.

19. The mass of legislative matter published in 23. Thus itis, that one and the same law_ one
French as well as German, under the auspices of and the same command, will have its matter
Frederic II. of Prussia, by the name of Code divided, not only between two great codes, or
_'rederic, but never established with force of main branches of the whole bony of the laws,
law, _ appears, for example, to be almost wholly the civil and the penal ; but amongst three such
composed of masses of expository matter, the re- branches, the civil, the penal, and the comtfi-
lationofwhichtoanyimperativematterappears tutional.
tohavebeenbutveryimperfectlyapprehended.
20.Inthatenormousmassofconfusionandin.

24. In_ountrieswherea greatpartOfthelaw
exists in no other shape, _an that of what in

consistency, the ancientRoman, or, asitis termed _ngiand is called common law, but might be
by way of eminence, the civil law, the impera- more expressively termedjudiciar!i, there must
tlve matter, and even all traces of the imperative be a gre_t multitude of laws, the importof which
character, seem at last to have been smothered cannot be sufficiently made out for practice,
in the expository. Esto had been the language without referring to this common law, for more
of primmval simplicity: esto had been the ]an. or less of the expository matter belonging to
guage of the twelve tables. By the time of them. Thus, in.En_ts_d, the exposition of the
Justinian (so thick was the darkness raised by word tit/e, that basis of the whole fabric of the
clouds of commentators), the penal law had been laws of property, is no where else to be fountL
crammed into an odd comer of the civil_the And, as uncertainty is the very essence of every

p_de of law so denominated (for the instant
it is clothed in a certain authoritative form of

whole catalogue of offences, and even of crimes,
_y buried under a heap of obligation._l was
hid in opinion _and the original e:to had teaus- words it changes its nature, and _ over to
formed itself into v_L_tur, in the mouths even of the other denomination), hence it m that a great

paxt of the laws in being in such cotmtr_ w_.
mains uncer, ain and incomplete. What are these

the most despotic sovereigns.
21. Among the barbarous nations that grew

up out of the ruins Of the Roman empire,law, countries ? To this hour, every one on the mxr-
emcr_.ng from under the mountain of expository face of the globe.
rubbish, reassumed for a while the langua_ge of 2_. Had the science of architecture no fixed
command: and then she had simplicity at least, nomenclature by_lon_g to it_ were there no
if nothing else, to recommend her. settled names for d_stingulshing the different

2"2. Besides the civil and thepenal, eyery corn- sorte of buildings, nor the different parts of the
plete body of law must contain a third branch, same building from each othor_what would it
the con#titutional, be ? It would be what the science of legist., lion,

considered with respect to its form, rema_ at
Mirabeau sur h Monarchic Prussienne, tom. present.

v. liv. 8, p. 215. Were there no a_.itects who could distin.
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guish a dwellin..g-bense from a barn_ .or a side Therefore, as against the persons thus pro-
wall from a ceiling, what .w_d architects be ? tectod, every order, for examples to pay money
They would be what all leghdato.rs are at p_mnt, on the score of taxation, or of debt from indl-

26. From this very slight and Imp_eet sk.e_ vidual to individual, or otherwise, is void : for
may be co]lected, not an answer to me questions the effect of it_ if complied with, is "to deprive
in the text, but an intimation, and that but an and diw_ him," .)_ro tanto, of the enjoyment of
imperfect ones of the course to be taken for liberty, viz. the hberty of paying or not paying
_.'vmg such an answer ; and, at any rate, some as he thinks proper : not to mention the speci'es

opposed to imprisonment, in the event of such a
idea of the difficulty, as well as of the necessity, mode of coercmn being resorted to : likewise ofof the task.

If it were thought necessary to recur to ex.- property, which isitse]_f a "meansofacquiring,
perience for proofs of this difficulty, anti tins possessing, ondproteet_ngproperty, andof, pur-
necessity, they need not be long wanting, suing and obtaining hap_iuess andsaf_ty.

Take, for instance, so many wen-meant en. Therefore also, as agmnst such persons, every
deavou_ on the part of popular bodies, and so order to attack an armed enemy, in time of war,
many well.meant recommendatmns m m_emous is also void : for, the necessary effect of such an
books, to restrain supreme representatave as- order is, "to deprive some of them of the enjoy-
semblies from making laws in such and such _tent of life."
cases, or to such and such an effect. Such laws, The above-mentioned consequences may suf-
to answer the intended purpose, require a perfect rice for examples, amongst an endless train of
mastery in the science of Iaw, considered in re- similar ones. b
spect of its form---in the sort of anatomy spoken Leaning on his elbow, in an attitude of pro-
of in the preface to this work : but a perfect, or found and solemn meditation, " What a ¢nultl-
even a moderate insight into that science, would tude of things there are," exclaimed the dancing.
vrevent their belnjg couched in those loose and master Marcel, "in a minuet !"--May we now
_nadequate terms, m which they may be observed add ? -- and in a la_v !
so frequently to be conceived ; as a perfect ac-
quaintnnce with the dictates of utility on that b The Virginian Declaration of Rights, "said,
head would, in many, if not in most, of those in the French work abovequoted, to have beeu
instances, discounselthe attempt. Keep to the enacted the 1st of June 1776, is not inserted in
letter, and in attempting toprevent the making the publication entitled " The Constitutions of
of bad laws, you will find them prohibiting the the several independent States ofAmerlca, _fc.;
making of the most necessarylaws, perhaps even Pabli:hed _/order of Congress : Philadelphia
of all laws : quit the letter, and they express no printed ." Reprinted for Stockdale and Walker,
more than if each man were to say, Your laws London, 1782: though thatpublieation contains
shall becwne ipso facto void, as often as they theformofgovemmentenaetedinthesamecon-

vention, between the 6th of May and the 6th ofcontain any thing which is not to my ¢nind.
Of such unhappy attempts, examples may be July in the same year.

met with in the iegtslation of many nations : but But in that same publication is contained a
in none more frequently than in that newly- Declaration of Rights of the province of Mas-
created nation, one of the most enlightened, if sachusett:, dgted m the years 1779 and 1780,
not the most enlightened, at this day on the which in its first article is a little similar : also
globe, one of the province of Penn:ylvanias dated be-

27. Take for instance, the Declaration o.i tweco July 15th and September 2Bth, in which
Rights, enacted by the state of North-Caroling the similarity is rather more considerable.
in convention, in or about the month of Sep. Moreover, the famous Declaration of Inde-
tember 1788, and said to be copied, with a smal pendenee, published by Congress July 5th, 1776,
exception, from one in like manner enacted by after a preambular opening, goes on in these
the state of Virginia. _ words : "We hold these truths to be s¢lf-evldent:

The following, to go no farther, is the first that all men are created equal ; that they are
and fundamental article :-- endued b_ the Creator _vlth certain unalienable

" That there are certain natural fights, of rights ; ttlat amongst those are life, liberty, and
which men, when they form a social vompac h the pursuit of happlness."
cannot deprive or divest their _ty, among The Virganiafi Declaration of Rights is that,
which are the enjoy_n,ent of life and liberty, with it seems, which claims the honour of having
the means of acqmring, posse_, g, and protect- served as a model to those of the other Provinces;
ing property, and pursuing and obtaining lisp. and in respect of the above leading article, at
piness and safety." . _ ]esst_ to the above-mentioned generalDcelaration

Not to dwell on the oversight ot connning to of Independency. See Reeherches, &c. I. 197.
t_terity the benefit of the rights thus declared, Who can help lamenting, that so rational a
what follows ? That _ as against those whom cause should be rested upon reasons, so much
the protection, thus meant to be afforded, in. fitter to beget objections, than to remove them ?
dudes_ every law, or other order_ divesting a ]But with men who are unanimous and hearty
man of the enjoyment ofllfe or liberty, is void. about measures, nothing so weak but may pass

Thex_fore -this is the case, amongst others, in the character of a reason : nor is this the first
with every coercive law. instance in the world, where the conclusionhas

supported the premises, instead of the premises
Rechecches sur Lea Etats Uni_ 8vo. 1788, the conclusion.

vol. L p.158.
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OF

PROMULGATIONOF THE LAWS,

AND

PROMULGATION OF THE REASONS THEREOF.*

I. PROMULGATION OF THE LAWS. ostrich is among the most stupid of birds,
inasmuch as it leaves its eggs in the sand,

LET u_ suppose the general code completed, unmindful that the passing foot may crush
and that the seal of the sovereign has been them. If this were true, Bacon, who has
set to it. What remains to be done ? converted into sources of wisdom so many of

That a law may be obeyed, it is necessary the ancient fables, might have turned it into
that it should be known: that it may be an apologue; and the legislator who, after
known, it is necessary that it be promulgated, having framed his laws, abandons their pro-
But to promulgate a law, it is not only he- mulgation to chance, and thinks that his task
cessary that it should be published with the is finished when the most important of his
sound of trumpet in the streets; not only that duties has only begun, would have been re-
it should be read to the people ; not only even presented by the ostrich.
that it should be printed : all these means It is true, that before laws can be promul-
may be good, but they may be all employed gated, they must exist. That which is called
without accomplishing the essential object, unwritten law, which consists of rules ofju-
They may possess more of the appearance risprudence, is a law which governs without
than the reality of promulgation. To pro- existing. The learned may exercise their in-
mulgate a law, is to present it to the minds genuity in guessing at it ; but the unlearned
of those who are to be governed by it in such citizen can never know it. Were these rules
manner as that they may have it habitually to receive an authentic form, and to be pro-
in their memories, and may possess every mulgated,' they would no longer be mere
facility for consulting it, if they have any rules, but would b_ome real laws. To ten-
doubts respecting what it prescribes, der them such, has been one of the greal;

There are many methods of attaining this objects of my plan ; and the facility of pro-
end : none of them ought to be neglected ; mulgation has been one of the principal oh-
but it has been too common to neglect them jeers which I have had in view. It is with
all. The forgetfulness of legislators in this this view that I have divided the general code
respect has exceeded every thing which could into particular codes, that they may be sepa-
have been imagined. I speak more particu- rated or collected together, according to the
laxly of modern legislators. We shall find powers and wants of the individuals whom
models deserving of imitation in antiquity; they respectively concern.
and it is astonishing that the example which To promulgate the English laws as theJ
should have had the greatest weight among exist at present ; to pile the decisions of the
Christian nations, should have had scarcely judges upon the top of the statutes of par-
any influence in this respect. They have liament, would be chimerical : it would be to
borrowed from Moses, laws which possessed present the sea ¢o those that thirst: it would
only a relative and local utility; but they do nothing for the mass of the people, who
have not imitated him in that which bears would not be able to comprehend them. A
the noblest character of wisdom, and which point, say the mathematicians, has no parts:
is suited to all times and all places, i so neither are there any parts in chaos.

It is said by some naturalists, that the I If the laws be good, it is desirable that
......... Ithey should be known; if otherwise, the
• Edited from the French _¢ Dumont- and _ knowledge of them may be mischievous: for

the original MSS. 'mid printe_l"works o}"Ben- [ e.xample, if you leave in your code bad coer-
tham. clvelaws,persecutinglaws,itiswellthat
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they remain undiscovered by informers. If The most important parts of it might be
your laws of procedure favour the impunity committed to memory, and repeated as a
of crimes; if they afford means of eluding catechism : that, for example, which contains
justice, of evading taxes, of cheating credi- the definition of offences, and the reasons for
tots, it is well that they remain unknowm their being ranged into classes.
But what other system of legislation besides In this manner, before sixteen years of
this will gain by being unknown ? age, without hindrance to any other studies,

There are some laws which seem to have the pupils in public schools would become
a natural notoriety: such are those which more conversant with the laws of their coun-
concern crimes against individuals; as theft, try, than those lawyers at present are, whose
personalinjuries, fraud, murder, &c. But this hair has grown grey in the contentions of the
notoriety does not extend to the punishment, bar. The change would arise out of the ha-
which, however, is the motive upon which ture of the laws themselves.
the legislature relies for procuring obedience The pupils might translate the national
to the law. It does not extend even to those code into the dead languages ; they might
circumstances, often so delicate, which must translate them into the living languages ;
be noticed before the line of demarcation can they might turn them into verse, the mother
be traced among so many crimes differently tongue of the laws.
punished, nor even to those actions which are "' Teach your children," said an ancient
either innocent or meritorious, philosopher, "what they ought to know when

The dissemination of the laws ought to be they are men, and not what they ought to
regulatedbytbenumberofpersonswhomthey forget." This philosopher would not have
concern. The universal code ought to be pro- condemned the new study I propose.
mulgated to all. The particular codes ought
to be set before the classes to which they re- Churches.
spectively refer. A road-book is useful, but it Why should not the reading of the laws
is of most use to those who are to be guided form, as it did among the Jews, a part of
by its regulations, and who wish to travel, divine service ? Would not the association

The universal code of alt secular books of ideas be beneficial ? Would it not be well
would be the most valuable, and almost the to represent the supreme Being as the pro-
only one necessary for all; if not as a book tector of the laws of property and security?
of law, at least as a book of morals. Would it not add dignity to the ceremony, if

The sacred books command men to be the laws respecting parents and children were
honest : a good code would explain in what read upon the performance of baptism ? and
justice consists, and would exhibit in what the laws respecting husbands and wives at
manner it was possible to be unjust, the time of marriage ?

Probity, prudence, benevolence ; these are This public reading in places of worship
the subjects of morality. The law ought, would be, as respects the most ignorant
however, to include all that relates to pro- classes, a means of instruction, as little costly
bity ; all that teaches men to live together as it would be interesting ; and the code
without injuring each other, would be unnecessarily voluminous, if it

There will then remain for morality, pru- would not be possible to read it through
denee and benevolence : but secure probity, many times in the year.
and prudence will have fewer snares to es-
cape, and will walk more securely : prevent yDi_erent Places.
men from injuring one another, and benevo- The laws which only concern certain places;
lence will have fewer sufferings to relieve, as markets, theatres, highways; ought to be

fixed up in the places themselves, where it
METHODS OF PROMULGATINGTHE is desirable that they should be present to the

UNIVERSAL CODE. minds of those who have to observe them.
There are few men who would dare to violate

Schools. a law, speaking as it were to all eyes, and
It ought to be made the chief book; one of addressing itself to all as to so many wit-

the first objects of instruction in all schools: nesses upon whom it would call to bear tes-
it formed the foundation of instruction among timony against the evil doer.
the Hebrews ; and tradition relates, that the

Translations.Jewish kings were required to make a copy
of the whole law with their own hands. If the nation which ought to obey the same

In those cases in which a certain degree of laws is composed of different peoples, speak-
education is required as a pre-reqnisite to the ing different languages, it is proper that an
enjoyment of a certain employment, the as- authentic translation of the code should be
pirant might be required to produce an exact made into each of these languages. It is also
copy of the code, written with his own hand, proper that it should be translated into the
or _ranshted into a foreign language, languages of the principal nations of Europe.
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The interests of these nations are so mingled, consists in establishinggood laws. Now good
that they have all occasion to understand the laws are those for which good reasons are
laws of the others. Besides, it would prevent assignable: but it is one thing to have esta-
a stranger from falling into those faults which bllshed good laws justifiable by good reasons;
he might otherwise commit through ignorance another thing to have discovered those rea-
of the law, and also guard him from the snares sons, mad to have presented them to view in
which otherwise might be laid for him by the most advantageouslight. A third problem,
abusing his ignorance. Hence would arise yet more difficult of solution, is to find a cam-
security for commerce, and confidence in monbaseforallthelaws;oneuniqueandclear
transactions among foreign nations. It is a principle : to shaw their harmony with it ; to
proceeding called for by candour and honesty, dispose them in the best order; to give them

Have you any thing contrary to the ordi- the greatest simplicity and the greatest clear-
nances of the king ? is the foolish and insi- ness of which they are susceptible: to find
dious question asked at many custom-houses an isolated reason for a law, is to do nothing.
of the stranger, who, perhaps for the first A comparative balance for and agabist is de-
time, enters the kingdom. How should he sirable, since we cannot rely with confidence
know those ordinances ? He might reply, upon a reason, mfless we can be assured that
Does the king himself know them ? My there is nothing stronger to oppose to it in a
reply may constitute either a snare or an contrary direction.
offence. Show me your ordinances in my To the present time, reasons have been ran
own language, and then, if I decexve you, garded as works ofsupererng_ation. * We need
punish nge. not be astonished at this. Legislators have

been hitherto directed upon the most impor-
Particular Codes. :t ant points by a species of instinct: they

In taking up a condition, every citizen should have felt an eval; they have confusedly sought
lie obfiged to provide himself with the code for a remedy. Laws have been made nearly
which relates to that condition. The code, il_ the same manner as the first towns were
according to its extant, should be printed as built. To look for a plan among these heaps
a book, or on a sheet. In those cases in which of ordinances, would be like searching for an
the whole code cannot be printed on a sheet, order of architecture amidst the huts of a

an abridgement or index to it ought so to be. village. Will it be believed, that it has been
This sheet should be required to be stuck up laid down as a principle that a law ought only
in a fixed place, and its exhibition in this man- to bear a character of absolute authority ?
ner should be made a matter of pohce, as it Lord Chancellor Bacon, the great restorer of
respectsshops, places of amusement, theatres, learning, will not allow that reasons should
&c. The rogues would doubtless be disposed be assigned, because it might lead to disputes
to throw a veil over so unwelcome a witness concerning the law._ He might, perhaps,
against them ; in the same manner as certain have felt that the best reasons he could have
devotees are reported to have done, when they given would have been found imperfect: he
wished not to be seen by their saints, h'_l no desire to satisfy the people; no inclina-

tion to take the pains necessary for satisfying
Laws concerning Contracts. them. Besides this, in his time the wisdom

There is one species of promulgation spe- of kings scarcely differed from the divine :
cially adapted to agreements among hldivi- stet pro ratione voluntas, was their motto.
duals and to wills. W_th regard to things of It must be acknowledged, that at the period
sufficient value, it might be required that they at which Bacon lived, the notions respecting
should be written upon stamped paper, which the principles of law were too imperfect to
should bear upon its margin a notice of the serve as the foundationofa reasonable system.
laws concerning the transaction to which it He was more qualified than any one to expose
referred. This plan is borrowed from English the fallacy of the best reasons which cmdd
jurisprudence: but the instances in which it have been assigned for the greater part of the
has been employed are very few, in compari- then existing laws; and therefore he might
son with those in which it has been neglected, fear to expose them to a trial which they couhl
and in which it would have been equally use- not sustain. But this is no ground for fear,
ful. I have gathered with carefulness this thatlawsfoundeduponrcasonsbasedinutility
precious seed, that its cultivation may be ex- will be liable to be thus overthrown : when
tended, such a code shall have been accomplished,

• There are, however, honourable exceptions.
IL PROMULGATION OF REASONS. ._ Lege_ decet euejubente_ non d_aputantes.

Bac. de augm. scient. _ . •
The maxim of Bacon is perfectly just, when

Fort xtTiting laws, it is enough to _now how applied to the law itself,--which ought only to
to write: for establishing them, it is only present a pure and simple expression of the will
neeessm'y to possess power. The difficulty of the legislator.
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should all the lawyers in the world attack it The veneration for great talents is increased
with keenest appetites, what would be the re- when the foibles of the individual are forgot-
salt? They woaldbelike vipers biting at a file. ten, and when the dread of rivalry no longer

There would have been many more codes exists. The veneration which thus attaches to
supported by reasons, if those who have made the man of genius who is dead, will serve to
the laws had believed themselves to be as protect his labours against precipitate change.
superior in information to their fellow-men, We proceed to consider, in greater detail,
as they felt themselves to be in power. Those the different advantages which would result
who had felt themselves furnished with from a constant and sustained application of
strength to enter upon the career, would not this method. An innovation always requires
have renounced this more flattering part of to be justified: an innovation which extends
their employment. If there had been no on- to the entire system of the laws, reqalres the
cusion to satisfythe people, they would have strongest reasons for its justification.
been desirous of satisfying themselves: they We may observe, then, in general, that if
woaldhavefeltthat it was not right to assume the laws were constantly accompanied with
infallibility at the same moment that they re- a commentary of reasons, they would better
nounced the guidance of reason. Those who fulfil the design of thelegislator in all respects:
are able to convince men, will treat them like they would be more pleasantly studied, more
men; those who only command, avow their easily known, more constantly retained, and
inability to convince, more cordially approved. All these desirable

It is difficult, ff not impossible, that the effects are intimately connected among them-
composition and sanction of a code of laws selves, and the attainment of either is one step
should proceed from the same hand. The towards obtaining the others.
situation in which a sovercign is placed, the If the study of the law is dry, it arises much
kind of life to which he is accustomed, the less from the natureofthe subject, than from
duties he has to fulfil, absolutely exclude him the manner in which it has been treated. That

from the knowledge of the details which such which renders books of jurisprudence so dry
a work demands. Engaged in the labyrinths and wearisome, is the confusion, the want of
ofjurisprndence, a C_esar, a Charlemagne, a connection, the appearance of caprice, the
Frederick, would appear no more than an or- difficulty of discovering any reason, and the
dinary man. It is therefore impossible that barbarous nomenclature of the mass of in-
sucl_a work should be the result of the per- coherent and contradictory laws. Compilers
sonal knowledge of a sovereign. Suppose a have made their works an exercise of patience,
perfect code flamed, the sovereign who should and have addressed them only to the memory.
recognise its merit, and give it his support, The laws presented under this austere form
would rank above all other sovereigns. He appear only to require obedience, and never
would not, however, be considered the author lay aside their severity. Let the laws be ac-
of the reasonsby which the code was attended: companied by justificatory reasons: this will
these would have proceeded from the hand shed a portion of interest over the laws them-
which penned them. The compiler of the selves, and make thc study of them agreeable.
code and the sovereign would each have their In reading the laws, we shall then learn to
parts to act beforethe public. "Youtell, me," think, and shall discover the sohtion of many
might the latter say, "that the laws you have enigmas which had previously been inexpli-
framed are only good and wise, and it is well: cable to us: by this means we shall enlarge
subject them to the proof." "Sire," might and strengthen our minds; we shallbe admit-
the compiler reply, "the laws which I have ted into the counsels, as it were, of the philo-
proposed are not the product of caprice; there sophers and sages who have framed the laws,
is not a syllable which I have put there, for and shall find, in their works, a manual of
which there did not appear to me a good and philosophy and morals. The truths developed
conclusive reason; not a single regulation in the laws are interesting: and when they
which did not appear to me the best that could shallthus have been clearly arranged, and theh"
be adopted under the present circumstances connection exhibited, this study will become
of your people. Permit me, then, to add my interesting to the young, instead of repulsive
reasons throughout the whole of your code: even to those who are compelled to engage
by no other means can you be so completely in it. When it shall be shown to be connected
assured of their merit, or I who have adopted with reason and philosophy, and shall have
orinvented them, or the people who willhave : been rendered easy of acquisition, it will even
to obey them." become a disgrace notto be acquainted with it.

Besides, if the name of the sovereign has This exposition of reasons will render the
most influence upon the present generation, laws more easily understood. A rule, the
that of the compiler will have most with reason of which is unknown, takes no hold
the generations to come. Power, whilst upon the understanding: those things are
living, may ally itself with the reputation of best comprehended, of which we know the
wi_lom; but this union is dissolved by d_tb. why and the wherefore. The terms of law
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may be clear and _m_ili_ : add to them the tend their influence over their moral nature:
reasonof the law, _d the light is increased; the code of public opinion would be formed
no doubt rests upon the real intention of the by analogy upon the code of the laws, and
legislator ; the mind of the reader holds ira- by the agreement between the man and the
mediate communion with the mind of the citizen: obedience to thelaws would come to
author, be hardly distinguishable from the feeling of

The more dearly the laws are understood, liberty.
the more easily will they be retained. The The commentary of reasons would be of
reasons annexed will serve as a kind of tevh- great utility in the application of the laws:
nical memory: they will serve as a species it would be a compass for the judges and all
of cement, by which to unite all those regu- government functionaries. The reason as-
lations which would otherwise appear as frag- signed would unceasingly direct back to the
ments and dispersed ruins, intention of the legislator, all those who wan-

The reasons themselves would serve as a dered from it. A false interpretation would
kind of guide in those cases in which the law not square with this reason: unintentional
was unknown : it would be possible to judge errors would become almost impossible : pre-
beforehand what its regulations would be; varieatlons could not be hidden: the whole
and by knowing the principles of the legis- course of the law would be enlightened, and
lator, to place oneself by imagination in his the citizens would judge the judges.
situation; to divine or conjecture his will in .In a point of view stin more enlarged, the
the same manneras we conjecture what would adoption of this plan is recommended by its
be the_determination of a reasonable being influence upon the perfection ofthelaw. The
with whom we had long lived, and with whose necessity of furnishing a sufficient reason for
maxims we were well acquainted, every law, would be a preservative against a

But the greatest advantage is that which blind routine on the onehand, and arestraint
results from conciliating the approbation of to every thing arbitrary on the other. If you
all minds, by satisfying the public judgment, are required to state your reason for each
and obtainingobedience to the laws; not from proposition, it will be necessary to think, in-
a passive principle of blind fear alone, bat steadofto copy; to possess clear ideas, andto
with the concurrence of the will also. admit nothing without proof. There will no

When the people are dreaded, reasons are longer be any opportunity for preserving in
sometimes offered to them. But this extra- the laws fantastic distinctions, useless regula-
ordinary method rarely succeeds, because it tions, unnecessary restraints: inconsistencies
is extraordinary : the people suspect there is will become too prominent : the disproportion
some intention to deceive ; they are put upon between good and evil will become too of-
their guard, and yield rather to their mistrust feusive. The most defective parts will con-
than to their judgment, tinually tend towards amelioration upon the

Without reasons, all laws may be con- planofthe most perfect. Those parts which
demned or defended with equal blindness. If have attained the highest possible degree of
we listen to innovators, the most salutary perfection will never lose it : a good reason
law will be designated as tyrannical: if we for their existence will always prove a safe-
listen to a crowd of lawyers, the most absurd guard, which will defend them against pre-
law, if its origin be unknown, will pass for cipitate and capricious changes : a phalanx so
wisdom itself, strong will daunt the most audacious imm-

Exhibit the reasons of the laws, and you vator. The strength of the reason will be-
disarm all cheats and fanatics; because thus come the strength of the law: it will act as

you will give to all discussions respecting the an anchor to prevent the vessel from being
laws a clear and determinate object. There driven about by the forceofthe winds, orbe-
is the law : there is the reason assigned for ing insensibly drawn aside by the eurrent_
that law. Is it a good reason? is it bad? It may be ssid that the laws, and especially
The question is reduced to this simple issue, the most essential laws, are founded on such
But those who have studied the progress of palpable truths, that it is unnecessm_toprove
political quarrels, know that the object of the them. The end of reasoning is conviction;
heads of parties especially is to avoid this but if complete conviction already exist, for
fatal shoal, this examination of utility: per- what purpose employ reasoning to produce it?
sonalities, antiquity, law of nature, laws of There are truths which it is necessary to
nations, and a thousand other terms of this prove; not for their own sakes, because they
kind, have been invented as a means of pre- are acknowledged, but that an opening may
venting recourse to this short method of be made for the reception of other truths
shortening and resolving controversies. ] which depend upon them. It is necessary to

If the laws were founded upon reason, they I demonstrate certain palpable truths, in order
would infuse themselves, so to speak, into the [ that others, which may depend upon them,
minds of the people : they would form part [ may be adopted. It is in this manner we pro-
of the logic of the people; they would ex. 1 vide for the receptionoffirstprindples, wlficb,
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once received, prepare the way for the ed- principle, tending towards the same object,
mission of all other truths. All the world would no longer present systems more in-
acknowledges that assassination is an evll genious than solid, in which we have to seek
action: its punishment ought to be severe: to find any reason at all; and in which, when
every body is agraed again. If it is necessary any one fancies he finds a reason for a law,
to analyze the mischievous effects of assas- he thinks the law is justified.
dnstiou, it will be necessary as a step towards Montesqulen has often misled his readers:
bringing men to acknowledge the fitness of he employs all his mind, that is to say, s
the law which distinguishes between different mind of the first order, in discovering, mnid
species of assassination, that it may only pu- the chaos of laws, the reasons which may
nish them according to their respective de- have influenced the legislators. He has been
green of malignity ; that those actions which desirous of lending them a wisdom of inten-
bear the exterior characters of assassination, tion in institutions the most coutradictory and
but do not produce its bitter fruits, may either the most extravagant. But when we agree
not be punished, or only punished in a less with him that he has discovered their true
degree : for example, suicide, duelling, infan- motives, at what conclusion do we arrive ?
ticide, murder after violent provocation, &c. They acted upon a reason ; but was this n

In the same manner it is necessary to ex- good reason ? If it were good in some re-
pose the evil of theft ; not that men may be spects, was it the best reason ? If they had
led to agree that theft is an evil, but that made a law directly opposed toit, would they
they may be led to acknowledge a multitude not have done better ? Such is the examina-
of other truths which, without this demon- tion which always remains to be made: such
stratien, would still be neglected. It is neces- is the examination to which he scarcely ever
sary that a variety of actions may be collected descends.
together under this head of crime, which have The science of legislation, though it has
been hitherto neglected, and foe detaching made but little progress, is much more simple
others which have no sufficient relation with than one would be led to believe, after read-
crimes of this class : in a word, it is neces- ing Montesqnieu. The principle of utility
sary for the purpose of collecting all thetrue directs all reasons to a single centre : the
and genuine species, and rejecting all the reasons which apply to the detail of arrange-
spurious, in order to establish the grounds for ments arc only subordinate views of utility.
appointing different degrees of punishment. In the civil law, reasons should be drawn

Why should the laws of one state be un- from four sources; that is to say, from the
known in every other ? They have been four objects, according to which the legislator
thrown together at hazard, without connec- ought to regulate his conduct in the distribu-
tion, and without arrangement. There is tion of private laws : subsistence, abundance,
no common measure among them. Without equality, security.
doubt, there are cases in which diversity of In penal laws, the reasons should be drawn
situation may demand diversity of legislation; from the nature of the evil of offences, and
but these cases can only exist in a few in- from that of the remedies of which they are
stances, and those much fewer than is usually susceptible. These remedies are of four kinds:
inmglned. In this respect, it will be proper preventwe remedies, suppressive remedies,
to distinguish between an absolute and a satisfactive remedies, penal remedies.
temporary necessity: an absolute necessity In the law of procedure, the reasons should
is founded upon circumstances that cannot equally derive thetr source from the different
change; a temporary necessity is foundedupon ends which ought to be kept in view : correct-
accidental circumstances, which may change, hess of judgment, quickness, and economy.

If there be one method better calculated In financaal law, the reasons should be
than another to bring nations more nearly drawn from two principal objects : saving in
together, this which I propose, of a system of expense, in order to avoid the eval of con-
laws founded upon reasons elearlyannannced, straint; chozce of the tax, in order to avoid
is one. The free eommurtieatinn of know- its accessory inconveniencies.
ledge will propagate this system in all diree- There are some parts of the law in Which
tions the instant it is created: such a system the custom of assigning reasons has been fol-
of legislation will prepare for itself a universal lowed to a certain point; in matters ofpohce,
dominion, of finance, and political economy. Their ob-

Since philosophers have begun to compare jeers axe modern : it has been necessary to
the laws of different nations; when they have create every thing, nothing relating to them
been able to divine any reason, to observe being found in the ancient laws. What has
any relation of resemblance or of contrast, it f been done, has been not only an invention,
has been a species of discovery. If legislators I but a positive opposition to ancient usages
had been guided by the principle of utility, t and prejudices. Hence it has been necessary
these researches would have been without t to combat them ; it has been necessary that
an object : the laws derived from the same I anthority should justify itself. Such was the
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origin of those preambles to their laws, which ' law authorising its performance. Such a law
procured so much credit to M. Turgot and would be only founded upon the principle of
M. Neckar. sympathy.

But there are much _ore important branches The principal business of the laws, the only
of legislation, in which it has not been cus- business which is evidently and incontestibly
tomary to assign any reasons: the civil code, necessary, is the preventing of individuals
the penal code, the code of procedure. If from pursuing their own happiness, by the
it has not been done, it is not that they have destruction of a greater portion of the happi-
not dared to do it, but because they knew hess of others. To impose restraints upon
not how. Lawyers have among themselves the individual for his own welfare, is the
a peculiar language, technical reasons, con- business of education ; the duty of the old
ventional fictions, a logic current at the bar: towards the young ; of the keeper towards
but they have an indistinct perception that the madman : it is rarely the duty of the
the public will not receive it with the same legislator towards the people.
complacency as themselves ; that they will It is not a merely speculative idea which
not be satisfied with the same jargon, is thus recommended : a system of penal laws

If the chancellors of kings had been such has been thus sketched out, and accompanied
men as Turgot and Neckar, they, like them, with a commentary of reasons, by which eve_l
would have felt more pride in giving their the least important regulations are justified.
reasons than in making their edicts. In I am so convinced of the necessity of this
making laws, it is only necessary to occupy exposition of reasons, that I would not dis-
a certain position, in order to make a rea- pense with one of them at any price. To
sonable law, and to give reasons tbr it, it is confide in what is called a feeling ofjustwe,
requisite that the party be worthy of that a feeling qf truth, is a source of error. I have
position, seen, upon a thousand occasions, that the

But an isolated reason is a mere trifle: the greatest mistakes are concealed in all those
reasons for the laws, if they are good, are so feelings which are not brought to the touch-
connected, that unless they have been pre- stone of examination. If this feeling, this
pared for the whole body, they cannot with first guide, the avant courier of the mind, be
certainty be given for any part. Hence, in Icorrect, it will always be possible to translate
order to present in the most advantageous it into the language of reason. Pains and
manner the reason fm a single law, it is neces- pleasures, as I have repeatedly shol_rn, are the
sary that the plan of a system of reasons for only clear sources of ideas in morals. These
all the laws should have been formed. It is ] ideas may be rendered familiar to all the
necessary previously to have laid the founda- world. The catechism of reasons is worth-
tion of a reasonable system of morality, to less, if it cannot be made the catechism of
have analyzed the principle of utility, and to the people.
have separated it from the two thlse prin- 1 add here, as an example of this theory,
ciples of sympathy and antipathy, the first chapter of the Penal Code. I have

To give a reason for a law, is to show that not, however, given the whole of it, nor in.
it is conformable to the principle of utihty, serted all the tbrms and references which it

In accordance with this principle, the re- ought to have, if it formed a part of the code
pugnance which a certain action inspires is itself. This species of precision would be
not a sufficient ground for its prohibition, superfluous here. This example may also
Such a prohibition would only be founded serve as a recapitulation of this essay, by
upon the principle of antipathy, sho_ug bow its principles may be put in

The satisfaction which another action af- execution, and in what manner its theories

fords to us, is not a sufficient ground for a may be carried into practice.
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m_t, affords no reason agamst making continual approaches to it, on each of d_hnTtency, and eonstatuted o,_ences,--the several arrangemenU, and otherwise than m so far as by ties, legal or m_ral, in the event of his fall- or spot of ground, or some particular quality in the s_tualion of the edifice or
occasion, as uear as possible, enactments thereto belon_mg, are grounded, all of them, on conslderatmns in_ rote indigence, they would find themselves bound for h_s maintenance, spot of orou_d _tself.

Condemners of Codification ! think of this_ and exhibit apposite reasons derived from the contemplatmn of the more _Ozero_proposttions, contamed _0. Common to all seif-reg'ardmg offences is this hi_'hly material dr- _9)--:'[_lorblfwat_o_, _'c.']- These might be considered as constitutingagainst it, if you can.

Offences affecting Coztdil_n _ Life ; Offences affecting the Revenz_ ; in the several chapters of Part I.; reference to w|lxch will all along be cumstanee and quahty :--by no offence of this deserlptmn is e,al of the nothmg mare than so many u,._ ruvahons of the one offence first mentioned,
gqven; as also, per ctm_ro, m Part I.. will reference be made to the see'era| seceded order,---danger or alarm an any shape to uther persons at large----ever --namely, shapb_ corporal "_a_mn : m whmh case they would fall under

Ofencesaffecting2"rade. Of the aggregate of the several portions of mat- oceasmns, onwh_eh, in Part II., applicatmn is made of them respeetn-ely, produced. Noryet, intheopimonofh_mwh,),generallyspeakmg, isthe the head of that offcnce, constm_tmg so many aggravatio_,s of it, insteadof
ter belonging to these several heads, walt be composed the principal portion (5)--[Offences severalh/.]--In the work will be seen a definmon of each hest qualified judge, any preponderant and netg quantity of evil, evcu of the const_tutmg, as here, so many _enera of offences, a_d as such, occupying so
of the aggregat_ of the matter of the assemblage, or say eoilectmn of Par- gem, s of offence, as designated by the name by whmh it is designated here; first order. At the same time, from evil, done lo the offender h_mself_ many places m the hst of those rome qenera.
tz_tdar Codas : herein n_y be seen the relation between these same Par- and, where the genus _s divided rote .yoevws, a definition of each spemes, though by himself, results commonly (it must be acknowledged) a derwa- (10)--[]nventorslnp.]--In the eas_ of o_suces a_ecting propertsj in ge_-
$_dar Code_ on the one part, and this Gemeral Code_ on the other part_ (6)--[Private.i--In the method here pursued, commencement _s made , t_ve evil to other individuals : to wit, to those connected with h_m by the ral, the subject matters of the acts prohibited are tndlvid_a/thln_s : [n the

The several act_ which, in the several enactments of whmh the Penal with those offences the eoneeptmn of which as more sample and clear; and tm of interest--of the one sort or the ether--self-regacding or sympathetic, case of offences affeCtmg reputation of, and exclusive title to, in_orship,
Cede is COmpoSed, are taken for the _-ubjcot matter of its prohibition, may from these it proceeds on w_th those of which the conceptwu is more and or both. On this ground, therefore,--prmcipally, :f not exclus_vely,--wfli they are specws of things.
be considered as so many acts of co-delinquency with relation to the so more complex and obscure, be found to stand, any reason, b_ which the legislatme can be called upon (ll)--[CoTMd_ons m /_.]--These are--l, Domestic--2. Profit-seeking
widely comprehensive genera of offence, designated by the heram-above- On this occasxcn, why 0t may be asked) does no such class appear as to make, or be Jm_tified in nmking, any arrangements, the effect of whmh _3. Power_conferring---4. P_nk or Dignity-¢onferrlng,
mentioned aenominatiens; of co-delinquency, namely, by contributing, in that of sel_re_ar&mj offences ? especially as m the author's former works, would be---to produce in a Table of this sort, a dem,,.nd for the insertion of Dome stao Con.dittons a_e---!. Husbandship---'2: Wifeshlp---3. Fatberthip
•omo way or other, to the production of an evil effect of the sort of those this class mal_es its appearance along with the others, any such. cl_s a_that composed of sel/:regardm_Tpr.vate o2Tenees. --4. b_otherslnp--& Sonsh_p--_6. l_nghtershtp--_7, th_--dia_shiF--8,
which, by the denomination in question, are designs_l. A_su_r.-- t_')--L _ro_!Jf. ut.J--P-_xeeptions excepted, in tht case of every one of Wardship----9. Relatlonslup.

Corresponding em_m_ts, suppose--" Do not anbq]d_gfrom wMcl_ de/r/- I. Needle_s, with relation to the present purpose, would have been any the several sorts of acts ranked in this Table under the denomination of (12)--[Deserhon.]--Correspondent wrong will commonl_ in this ca_
m_mt may tmsue to _l_ Revenue;" "Do _tot a_rthi_ ]e_,_ whic_ detrimt_t such arldltionM matter, l_rom the names of the several acts, which cor- O_e_es--to the name of the act this word _trromjf_d Ot will be observed) have been done to child, ward, servant, wife,--hy 6zfercet_zo_z of the sot-ms, ensue _o the Trade of t/w country."

respond to them m the hst here gi_ en of e_r_reqar&ng offences, the stands prefixed. The case is--that, on the present occasion, an addition to vices they would otberwme We respectively received trom their _speetive
o help conception_ take the observation following. In _ commonwealth, names of the several self-regarding offences may, wi;;_out d_f_cul_y, be m- th/s effect to the denomi_atgo% and thereby a corresnondent limitatlon.ap- correlatives.

etroncons enectmenf_ if performed in rela_iouto either of these topics, may letted, plied to the _/ea, could not (it will be seen) be refu._ad. The reason is--
be considered as an act OF de.hnque_ on the _ of the Lep_slature: of 2. Burthev_ome would the addition have been, in proportion to the space that, of all these several instances, no one is there ia which, to the act inde_nque_, for remedyto yhiy_ th_ membersthereinconcurring,will, o_upiedhy it.
ceneetively or _everally, be hsble to suffer dislocation, at the hands and by & Discussion occupy_g additional sFtce , would have been necessitated
the votes of the members of the Constitutive authority.

(l 3y---[Pers._steali_q.]_Species axe--l. Child (from father) _tea]ir_--
2; W_dLsteahng--3. Wile-stealing---4. Stealing for enS]avemeuk_See

question, as designated by its name in the Table, it _ay not happen to be wasp. 1. _ectiou 15.

by it. made lawful : made lswf_--that is to say, on the con _ideration that, in the ( 14)7_,[ Catam_/._Wbere it is to per_ms in sma/l numbers, and those
instance in question, whatever be the _ produce_ by the maleficent act, asstgUaote, or to thmr property, or to both, that the mischief thus applies,

4. To the p.,.r.a_,ieal purpose of taking the acts _n question for sUbJect- it isba]amced or outweighed by some equivalent, or more than equivalent, it _s styled a on,malty ; where to persons in large numbers, arsignable or
'- matter m pronmmon, uaeiteu by appropriate punishment--no more than a good : made lawful--nameb/, by the establishment of some power or fight unasslgnsble, it zs styled a ralamity.---Calamitle_, or their efficient cause_,

Fffirt of the wholelist of ext.raTregardmg offences, would have furnished --private, semi-public or public, aa the case may be. are--l. Co_Japsiou---'2. Iuundation---_3. Drmaght----4. Stn_a---5. Shivwroek
NOTES TO PART L corresponumg ar_eaes to toe nst of self-regarding offeeces. . As _ t_e e_. cb:_.,--these are constituted by the sover_t de_omina- _-6. _xplosinn_7. F-_rthquake--8. Combnstion_9. Unwholesome air-.-

5. Of these articles scarcely would there have been any others than those twos, m _e s_fic_mn of which an assertion of the unlawfulness of the 10. Pest]lenee---I l: Contefion_ 12, Famine--I _. Destnu_on by iase_ or_ (2)'--[A "a'/_.ns.]7-4?orre_vondent are these to the severs1 acts of ms/e- . a_fecti_ proper_% and those a_ecting co_M_io_ i_ t9¢_: in the first case,

.fie_e, to which, m consideration of such their quality, it is thought fit to o. ltape. 4. Thefk. 5. ]_mbezzlement. 6. Peeulatl.m, 7. Robbery. 8. C.od_, Book IL Ch. xi. Mi_rsT_ns sgv_aALL,r, Section _ /_._ t_ _ of _ of_._l_ _o_o. of o_,_, _-_-. '_?@; in the n_h_r_a,, _l-.s_,n_ ,_,.-_, _d i_-_vidsutly _n _._on ,smvo_v.r E_mpl. ase: L _J_tio.. _. Seductinn. _]d _ts.--Se_, mChap.Vtt, S_t_. __,n_,_. S_e_o C_.z_,d
[ .contrsc.u_eng_emen_o_: snd in neither easo would any demand .Rioting. 9. ReheUion. 10. Tse_on. ll. Centmba_dism. 12. Mietr_d- ,.g_v_Mi_/_er, andSeetlnn lO, tlmhl_Mh_er.cermpom_ut _ for-the -purpoee ef _emed_r, m _ Chap. • mr pnmsnmen_ nave pm_e.

rag. l& International maleficence.
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SPECIMEN 0Y A PENAL CODE."

Ot_ StaPLE PESSONAL I_usIEs. s Abstains flora helping him. Every man
is bound to assist those who have need of

Siraple_ Corporal Injury is either positive or assistance, if he can do it without exposing
negative. There is positive simple corporal himself to sensible inconvenience. Thlsobfi-
injury, when, with°ut lawfid cause,ffian indi" gation is stronger, in proportion as the danger
vidual has caused, b or contributed ¢ to cause, is the greater for the one, and the trouble of
to another, a corporal pain, either fight or !preserving him the less for the other. Such
weighty, d which is not followed by any ulte- would be the case of a man sleeping near the
rior corporal evil. e There is simple corporal fire, and an individual seeing the clothes of
injury, r when, without lawful cause, an indi_ the first catch fire, and doing nothing towards
vidual, seeing anotherin danger, abstains fro_v extinguishingthem: the crime would be great-
helping him,s and the evil happens in conse, er if he refrained frmn acting not simply from
quence, idleness, but from malice or some pecuniary

EXPLANATIONS. interest.

I l_Tthout lawful cause. Refer to the gene- PUNISHMENTS.
ral head, "Grounds of Justification." 1. Fine. At the discretion of the tribunal.

b Caused. It is of no consequence, neither 2. Imprisonment. At the option and di_-
in what manner, nor by what means, the mis- cretion of the tribunal.
chiefhasbeen done: whether the person have 3. Sec_tr_ty.forgood Conduct. This also at
been beaten or wounded; whether air, water, option and discretion.
fight, or fire, have been employed; whether 4. In very grave cases, Banlshmentfrora tl_e
some hideous and disagreeable object have presence of the party injured,.for a time or for
been presented to the sight, to the touch, or ever. This also at option and discretion.
to the tasc ; whether, by force or otherwise, 5. Costs. At option and discretion.
a mischievous drug have been admi[tlstcred ; N.B. Each of these articles requires refer-
whether a dog, or some other animal, have ences to the different sections of the general
been employed to gratify the offender's ms- head of "Punishments;" there, the phrases
lice, or an innocent person; whether it have at option and discretion should be_explained.
been done by the sufferer himself, as by in- At option, is a concise method of expressing
ducinghim to walk into a snare or into a ditch; that it will be hwfid for the judge either to
whether the necessary means of rebel have employ this punishment or not.
been removed from his reach, the bread from At discretion, signifies that the judge ought
the hungry man, the medicine from thesiek: toemp]oyaeertainportionofthispunishment,
these means, and all others which have mis- with this limitation, that he should employ so
chief for their object, are included in the de- much or so fittle, as shall be conformable to
tinition of a simple personal injury, the general rules prescribed to him under the

Contributed. Refer to the general title general head of "Punishments."_
of "Co-delinquents."

aLightorweighty. Everything which takes aGGaAVATIONS.

placeagaiustthewiUofthepartyinjured, even 1. Superlority of Age. When the offended
the slightest touch: hence the mischief of this person is older than the offender.
offence may vary, from the slightest uneasi- 2. Sex. When the party injured is a female,
hess to the most painful tortures, and the delinquent a male.

• Ulterior. If any ulterior mischief happen, The extra-portion of the punishment ought
the offence no longer belongs to this head; it to consist of a characteristic penance, at the
becomes an irreparable corporal injury, or an choice of the tribunal, with greater or less
imprisonment, &c. publicity, at its discretion.

f _Vega:ive. Refer to the general head of : 3. Weahaess. When the party injured is the
"Negative offences." inferior, either as respects natural strength

or difference of weapons, so that he had no
• Edited from the French of Dumont, and chance of defending himself with success.

the original MSS. and printed works of Ben-
tham. s. +¢It is impossible to give all these explanations

¢ See Introduction to Morals and Legislation, at once: that every di_iculty might be removed,
chap. xvili. [Division of OffencesJ Stmple Cor- it would be necessary to publish the whole Penal
imral Injuries, in order to distinguish them from Code. The reader is requested to observe_ that
Irreparable Corporal Injuries, sad from i_lental this example is intended principally to show the
Injuries, &c. use of a commentary of reasons,
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4. Numbers. When, on account of the num- 14. _/ary. When the delinquent has been
ber of aggressors, resistance was unequal or hired to commit the crime.
impossible. A chamcted_c ptmishment would be a

5. Pareatal Relatlon. When the party In- more or less public exhibition of the delin.
jured stands in the relation of father or quent, with the wages ofhis iniquity snspend.
mother, grandfitther or grandmother, to the ed about his neck.
delinquent. There are some cases in which this punish-

The delinquent in such case should always, ment ought not to be inflicted, unless the
in addition to the ordinary punishment, un- offence is a very grave one. The first is, when
dergo a penance, more or less public, upon the it has not been premeditated, and when the
stool of repentance, with his hands tied above suborner can shew some provoeationreceived:
his head, and an inscription stating his offence, the second is, when the suborner, thus pro-

6. Quasi.paternzty. When the delinquent yoked, is the weaker, or of a superior rank
is a minor, and the party injured his guardian, to the party injured.
his preceptor, or his master.* He who brings 15. Project of Coercion. When the object
us up is a second parent. This circumstance of the offence is to compel the party injured
will still have some force; but it will be less ! to do or not to do a certain thing; the offence
when thedellnquenthasattainedhismajority. :nevertheless not being a theft or an act of

If there be no ground of extenuation, an clandestine or violent destruction.
extra portion of characteristic punishment Extra punishment, characteristic punish-
should be awarded, as for a like injury done ment, the extortion press, the cap of repent-
to a parent, ance: these at option of the tribunal.

7. Premeditation. The longer an offence Fine, even to the whole of his property;
ispremeditnted, thegreateristheaggravation, confinement, banishment, £orced labour, li-
It is written, "Let not the sun go down upon mired or perpetual: these at discretion.
_our wrath." EXTENUATIONS.

8. IVocturnal Irruption. This is the case When the delinquent has really received,
when the premeditated offence is committed or sincerely believes himself to have received,
at night, after being concealed on the premises a provocation from the party injured, this
to wait a fitvoarable opportunity, or when the may be a source of extenuation. That which
offender has broken in, or has attempted to constitutes the provocation is a wrong: this
break into the dwelling of the party injured, wrong may be of a legal or moral kind.

The extra portion of punishment should be EXPLANATIONS.

characteristical at the option of the tribunal, The sincere persuasion of even an ima_uary
and attended with more or less publicity at wrong, furnishes some degree of extenuation.
discretion. It is of no consequence whether the erroneous

9. Ambuscade. As when an offender makes supposition in this case rest upon a point of
a sudden attack upon his adversary when un- fact or a point of law. It turns upon a point
prepared; as if, for example, he hide himself of fact, when you believe that you have re-behind a wall, a hedge, or in a hollow way,
or spreads his snare by night, eeived a certain damage from your adversary,

10. Violation of Asylum. and he has really not done it to you: it turnsupon a point of law, when you believe that he
11. Violation of Sleep. has no right to do you a certain damage, and
12. Clandestinity. As when the delinquent he really has the right to do it.

endeavours to hide himself, or to evade, by It is of no consequence to whom the wrong
other means, the pursuit of justice, in question immediately refers: whether to

13. Disguise. As when the delinquent, el- the party himself provoked, or to any person
ther by wearing a mask, or other clothes than particularly dear to him; or to the public in
his own, seeks to render himself unknown, general, for the interests of the public ought

As an extra-punishment, he may be exposed to be dear to every one; or to the person him-
to a penance, more or less public, in an iron self who gave the provocation, for each indi-
mask, or in a dress similar to that in which vidual should be dear to ever_ man: couse-
he had disguised himself.t quently, if you think you see any one plunging

into vice, and the vexation with which you
• This would only refer to those ponums who resent his evil conduct lead you to strike him,lmve the chief care of the minor, being entn_ed

by the parent or guardian. It should not be it is a less crime than if you had struck him
extendea to persons who are only charged with in the course of a quarrel arimg out of your
certain details of his instruction, and who have own interests.
only an occasional charge of _ as a _ The wrong done may be either moral or
or dancing-master, un]essbyaclausehavingthis legal. A legal wrong is one which is punish-
special object. See further, upon this subject,
the laws respecting masters and Na'vants, day- Insults, ].mscivious Attacks, Offmem against
la_r_ apprentices, and slaves. J_'_. O_encm agahmt the I_w ef N_,

"t"Other a_nvafions will be found under Oll_..ez_m_ _m;nm_t_ it..M_ a_nm_
the different t_fles, Theft, Degraction, Personal r_mgt_
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able by the laws: a moral wrong may be any adversary than was neces_u T for its defence,
act, whether punishable by the laws or not, the surplus is an injury ; but an injury sue-
which being hurtful to the party injured, is ceptlble of excuse, in consequence of the pro.
liable to be punished by the censure of the vocation. This is even the most favoureble
world: for example, an act of violence, of case, since it is not only recent, but imme-
perfidy, or of ingratitude, diate.

In judging whether an attack could be re,
GENER&LOBSERVATION. pulsed with less evll to the aggressor, it is

The extenuation furnished by provocation, necessary to place oneself in the place of the
is greatest in proportion to the following eir- attacked, and to recollect, that in the agita-
¢umstances: 1. The gravity of the wrong, tion of his mind he could not coolly consider
2. The recentness of its date. 3. The difii- all his means of defence, and choose precisely
culty which the injured pasty might have in that which should accomplish his purpose
obtaining legal redress, w3th the least possible evil to his adversary.

There is a great difference in this respect be-
EXPLANATIONS. tween the quiet Of the closet and the bustle

The gravity of the wrong, upon this occa- of action.
sion, ought not to be estimated simply accord- Suppose that a man suddenly assail you
ing to the evil of such an offence to society with a stick, and that there is at your door
in general, but with a view to its tendency a stick and a bar of iron : you seize the bar
particularly to excite resentment : conse- of iron and strike the man a dangerous blow,
quently, a personal insnlt, or an act of defa- or kill him. This ought to be deemed jus-
mation, constitutes a strongerprovocation than tifiable self-defence, unless it could be proved
a theft, that you had dehberately taken the bar of

The date of a" provocation requires some iron in preference to the stick, with the in-
particular remarks. At the same distance of tention of killing him, or wotmding him more
time, a provocation may be more or less than was necessary for your security.
lively, according to its magnitude: that which
weighs down the heart may be yet recent; COMMENTARYOF REASONSUPON THIS LAW,
whilstanother, which islighterincomparison, First Question. Why are the slightest in-
may be forgotten. However, as a boundary juries of this kind rendered punishable ?
is requisite, a provocation ought not to be Answer. Because there is always a reason
esteemed recent_ if more than a month have for punishing it. There is no sensation, how
elapsed between the time of its receipt, and indifferent soever it may appear, which may
the occurrence of the fact to which it is al- not become an intolerable torment from its
leged to have given rise. duration or its repetition. Let any one be

A provocation should be dated, not from allowed to touch your person in any manner
the time when it occurred, but from the time whatsoever without being called to account
when it came to the knowledge of the party for it : be may abuse this liberty so much as
injured; and even every circumstance adding to render your life a burthen to you : you
much to the malignity of the action, and only become in effect his slave : you will live in
becoming known after the other parts had a state of perpetual ihar, and the feeling of
been known, should be deemed a renewal of your inferiority will never quit you.
the provocation: thus, if after having learned On the other hand, if the offence is slight,
that a man had beaten your son;--amouth the punishment may be so also; and how
afterwards you should learn that your son small soever the injury may be, the punish-
had lost an arm in consequence of the blows; ment may be diminished in proportion ; be-
or that a man with arms had fallen upon your cause the judge may exercise his powers of
son, who was disarmed, andthat he had struck discretion in this respect on the side of ten-
him afterhe asked for quarter: if you should tleness.
attack this man in consequence, and beat Second Question. Why are negative offences
him, the provocation in this case ought to be of this class rendered punishable, as welt as
deemed recent, positive offences ?

Thus a train of distinct provocations, which Answer. Because in the one case, as well
are all recent with respect one to another, as the other, the punishment is well grounded,
and of which the last is recent with relation is efficacious, is necessary.
to the fact in question, ought all to be es- Third Question. Why is an ulterior punish-
teemed recent in relation to this fact. This ment added to that which is included in the
succession is what properly constitutes the obligation to render compensation for the evil
unity of the quarrel, done "_

Answer. Without this additional panish-
S_CO_D _XTEN_ATmN. ment, it will not, in every c_e, be certain

If a man, in defending his person or his that the amount of punishment exceeds the
property fi'om attack, docs more injury to his _rofit of the offence How can it be ascer-
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rained that the compensation directed by the Amm_er. A moral object is again in view :
judge entirely accomplished its purpose? If itispropertoinspirethemwithamostdelieate
it be not complete, the offended pac_, .so to sense of honour ; and this object is attained
speak, loses ; and the offender gains. Besides, by increasing the guilt of every injury done
there are differences in fortune, with regard towards them. Besides, the law ought to in.
to which a proportion is with difficulty esta- spire men with a disposition of peculiar regard
bushed. It is much for one to receive a for females, because they are not all bcauti-
certain sum: it is very little for another to ful, and beauty does not last for ever; whilst
pay it. The rich would be led to persuade the men have a constant superiority over the
themselves, that for a certain price they might women, on account of their superior strength.
satisfy their resentment towards those of an There may also, perhaps, be a superiority of
inferior rank. mental strength, either derived from nature

Fourth Question. Whyisafmefound among or acquired by exercise.
the articles of punishment ? Teath Question. Why should an injury of

Answer. Because money levied by way of this class done to a parent be punished with
fine produces a double advantage: as punish- greater severity ?
ment, by its effect on the delinquent; as a Answer. For a moral end. An habitual
tax, which tends to diminish by its amount disposition in children and minors to respect
the taxes imposed upon the honest citizens, their parents, is useful even to themselves;

t_flh Question. Why employ imprison- that they may the more readily submit them-
ment ? selves to the guidance of those who know

Answer. To provide for the case in which best what is most suitable for them, and who
the delinquent shall not have wherewith to desire their welfare: it is useful tothe parents,
pay a fine. Also to provide for the case of to whom it serves as a recompense for their
a delinquent secretly supported by a party : expenses, their fears, and the cares of educa-
a punishment purely peeuuiary would not at tion : it is also useful to the state; because
all affect him. it encourages men to marry, and form fatal-

Sixth Question. Why require security ? lies, which constitute the wealth and strength
Answer. In order to prevent or stifle all of a state.

design which the offender may have of aven- Some of these reasons, independently of
ging himself upon his adversary for having the consideration of age, apply to guardians,
brought him to justice, and delivered him up teachers, and masters.
to punishment. Eleventh Question. Why is premeditation

Seventh Question. Whyemploybauishment a source of aggravation?
from the presence of the injured party ? Answer. The grcater the pertina_ty a man

Answer. Because there are some cases in displays in his resentments, the more d_ger
which this punishment would be necessary, is to be apprehended from him : the longer
still farther to humble the offender; and there his desire of vengeance continues, the more
are other eases in which the offended party probable is it that it will be gratified. If a
ought to be spared further suffering. Offences man who i_ irritated against you, throw about
of this class are very various. There is no fireandflame;.ifhisirritatieneent_nueforene
degree of torment so frightful, which may not day only, you will be secure if you are pro-
belong to them. It may therefore happen tected tbr a day : but if he persevere in his
that the sight of the offender may prove a intentionsofavenginghimseifduringtendays,
source of suffering to the offended person for the danger to which you are exposed from
a long period, and even for ever. If one of him is ten times as great as in the former ease.
the two must avoid the other, it is more Those who hear of your quarrel with him
fitting the inconveniences of the removal understand this, and experience a secret un-
should fall upon the guilty, rather than upon easiness, when they recollect that they have
his innocent antagonist whom he has already so dangerous a eharacter among them. They
injured, may not understand the precise reason of what

Eig_h Question. Why is age a circum- they feel ; but this is the cause of the differ-
stance of aggravation ? ence in the public feeling towards persons

Answer. In order that the text of the law who entertain projects of revenge for a longer
itself may be a lesson of morality ; insomuch or a shorter time.
that young persons, seeing that the law itself 2. Besides, the longer a man is governed
shows a particular regard to their superiors by hostile feelings upon a given occasion, the
in age, may contract a disposition always to stronger proof he gives of perverse anti-social
treat them with particular respect. It is dispositions. The punishment must be more
by age that men acquire experience; and severe which is to operate upon a hardened
by experience, wisdom. The respect of the character : that which would be suffudent to
youngest for the eldest wilt therefore prove soften and correct a naturally benevolent
reciprocally profitable, mind, would have no effect upon an Impla-

Ninth Question. Why is a particular pro- cable and barbarous heart. Such ehuraeters
tectien extended to females ? must be restrained by greater terrors.
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T_h Q_z_ioL Why are the di_t _. First, Be_mse it incr_ses the
eireamstances of sttsck by night, lying in alarmzmddanger: whena man beatsanothel-
ambash, and violation of domicile, when ac- in his own quarrel, this violence inspires fears
_y premaditati_a, considered as only in those who quarrel with /din; bu_

? when a man, for the sake of money, engages
Az_wer. These di_erent circumstances all in the quarrel of another, all who may chine

tend to increase the danger and terror of the to have a dispute with any one may dread the
individual attacked; but espe_d]y when the bravo by profession. Many persons who now
domicile is violated; when a man sees himself believe themselves secure, because those with
forced in his last entrenchment, in his in- whom they have quarrelled are weak and
terior asylum, which holds all that is most timid, will live in a state of continual alarm,
dear to him, and in which he retires to sleep when they learn that there are men who
with confidence. If your adversary await their strength and courage to those who will
you out of doors, you can take precautions buy them; and that their enemies may be

him : you are safe while you remain able to do, by means of these strangers, what
at home; l_ut _ doors and walls do not stop _they could not do of themselves. The danger
him, you have sceuritynowhere. Suchis will appear the greater, in proportion as their
the reflection which arises in every mind, and enemies are rich, and are able to offer great
produces general alarm, rewards for such cervices; a circumstance

But if a quarrel begin at night, noctura/ty which would tend to redouble the inevitable
is not a circumetance of aggravation. Even inconveniences of the unequal distribution of
nocturnal irruption into the house would ne_- wealth, and which would add to the facility
ther he so dangerous nor so alarralng, when with which the rich might humble and op-
the individual, warned by threats, was able press the poor.
to take measures for escape or defence. Secondly : One such action indicates the

Thirteenth Question. Why is clandestinity vilest and most depraved character : the ran-
made a source of aggravation ? five of pecuniary interest has clearly over-

Answer. Because it augments the mischief powered all the social motives, and it is only
of the offence : it adds terror to suirering, the dread of an extraordinary degree of pu-
and may render a man the most miserable of nlshment which can restrain so atrocious a
beings, by making him dread a succession of fool.
similar injuries, to which he could see no end, Sixteenth Question. Why is provocation a
as he could possess no defence agsmst an in- source of extenuation ?
visible enemy. In ordinary cases, where we Answer. This circumstance diminishes the
know the author of an offence, we may have mischief of the crime, as respects the evil of
the protection of the laws : we may be sure, the second order. When a man, provoked
that if the evil is not repaired, at least that to a certain degree, does mischief, he may be
it shall not be augmented, it will not remain dangerous; but it is only when thus pro-
unpunished. But if the delinquent can hide yoked. As long as we conduct ourselves
himself behind a curtain, so as neither to be towards him, as every body ought to behave
known nor suspected, he has all the profit of to such persons, we have nothing to fear from
the crime: he laughs at the laws, and makes him : we must have secretly formed the de-
s jest of the terrors they ought to inspire. It sign of offending him, if we are alarmed at
is necessary, therefore, to take from him the the vengeance which such provocation would
desire to have recourse to inventions of this call down.

kind, by presenting to him _e fr_htful pro- Even an imaginary provocation, provided
epee_ of an extraordinary degree of punish- that the error has been real, is a source of
ment, incasehissubtletiesshould bedetected, extenuation, for the same reasons as a real
His artifices will appear less seductive, when provocation : the extent of the extenuation,
accompanied with _uch fears, however, is less in this case ; but only from

Fourteenth Question. Why is disguise dis- the difficulty of ascertaining the point of fact,
tingulshed, as respects its punisihnent, from namely, the sineerity of him whohas believed
other means of clandestini_y ._ himself to be provoked, without having been

Az_wer. Disguise may increase terror to so.
an extreme degree: a deformed mask, along ,Seventeenth Quest/on. Why is excess in
e_pe, a white ve'fl which dresses up a phan- self-defence a source of extenuation ?
tom, may have the strongest efl_eet upon the Azmoer. This circumstance operates in the
inmglnat_'on; particakrly upon weak and su- same manner as the preceding but with more
perstltiouspersousorinvalids; upouwomen force. The man who in his own defence
and children. This circumstance also fur- does greater mischief than his own defence
nishea a favourable opportunity fur the use of required, need only be dreaded by those who
a characte_tic and _riking punishment, attack him.

F_flamth Questiom. Why is the circum-
_Jmce of wages an aggravation ?
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OF THE

INFLUENCE OF TIME AND PLACE

IN
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INTRODUCTION. ture as any other cauntry may receive with-
out prejudice, fromEngiish laws? Itake my

" THus far, then," I think I hear a reader own country for the standard, partly because
say, " you have proceeded in your inquiries : to that country, if to any, I owe a preference;
thus far you have determined, or endeavoured but chiefly because it is that, with the eir-
to determine, what is expedient to be done in cumstances of which I have the best oppor-
the way of law. But where, and when, to be tunity to be informed.
performed ? for some country and some pe- This, then, is the hypothesis :M The laws
rind of time you must necessarily have had which I would propose are established in this
in view. If expedient in any country and at my country ; and they are, of course, accord-
any time, it must be expedient in some indi- ing to my conception of them, the best that
vidual country, at some individual period of can be devised. In this magnificent and
time, that shall be assigned. Suppose, then, presumptuous dream I indulge myself with-
that country, suppose that period to have out controul ; and in it, for the purpose of
been assigned: let it have been your own, the argument, I must be allowed to indulge
or not your own ; let it have been this, or myself. This, then, is one term in the corn-
that, or any other. Will the laws, then, parison: but there wants another. The
which you propose for the given country problem, as it stands at present, is: the best
(what concerns the article of time need not possible laws for England being established
any longer be repeated) would they be equally in England; required, the variations which
good for every other ? If not, what is the in- it would be necessary to make in those of
fluenee of place and time on the expediency any other given country, in order to render
of what you propose ? To give the question them the best laws possible with reference
at once a universal form : What is the influ- to that other country. But the problem, it
enee of the circumstances of place and time is evident, must in strictness admit of as
in matters of legislation ? what are the co- many solutions as there are countries which,
incidences, and what the diversities, which in the point in question, are different from
ought to subsist between the laws established England and from each other. To make the
in different countries and at different periods, tour of the globe in this manner, would evi-
supposing them in each instance the best that dently be an endless task. All that can be
can be established ?" done here, is to pitch upon some one country

I will reduce the question at once to that inpartieular for anexample: wemight choose
form in which the solution of it has the Russia, since, forasingieempire, thatincindes
most immediate relation to practice, and if the most ample tract, over which any s_..m
just, will be productive of the most imme- of laws could, according to...t._e present divi-
diate benefit. I take England, then, for astan* eions of territory, by posdbility be extended_.
dard ; and referring every thing to this start- But what likellhoc_ is there that laws_wa_m_dpas.
dard, Iinquire, Whatarethedeviationswhich in England should be received in ]b_tssla?
it would be requisite to make from this stan- We might choose Canada; for to that eoun-
dard, in giving to another country such a tint- try, conquered by the arms of _ laws

framed in England have been in eontempla-
The substance of this ]_may hal appeared in

Dumont's Trait&. It is now first published in tion to be transferred. But the difl_enees
English fremtheodginsl MSS, Of Bentham. of all kinds that am influeaco the inquiry
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are too inconsiderable between England and to be different from those which are for Eng-
Canada to furnish that instruction which an- laud, would form a part only of the matter
other e_ample may afford. That it may belonging to the present head.
be as instructive as possible, this second The impracticability of this plan is such, as
country should, in regard to the circumstan- need not be insisted upon. On this plan I
cos in question, form as strong a contrast would, however, wish the reader to fix his
with England as possible. Such an ex- eye; for though it would be impossible to
ample we seem to have in the province of travel over the whole extent of it upon paper,
Bengal : diversity of climate, mixture of he may upon occasion travel over any or every
inhabitants, natural productions, face of the part of it with what degree of attention he
country, present laws, manners, customs, re- thinks proper, in his own mind.
Hgion of the inhabitants; every circumstance,
on which a difference in the point in ques-
tion can be grounded, as different as can CHAPTER L
be : add to which, that between these two
countries, a transfer of the kind in question PRINCIPLESTO BE FOLLOWEDIN TRAN$
has actually been made, or attempted to be PLANTINGLAWS.
made, in reality. In regard to almost any THE laws which would be the best for Eng-
two other examples that could have been land, the country from which the laws are to
chosen, the question would have been amere be transferred, being given, the next object of
question of speculation: in regard to this, consideration is, By what principles are the
whatever just remark may happen to be variations necessary to be made in these laws,
made, is of immediate use, and applies imme- in order to accommodate them to the circum-
diately to practice. To Bengal, then, let us stances of Bengal, the country into which
direct the principal measure of our attention; they are to be transferred, to be determined.
not precluding ourselves from casting, every It has already been shown, that the end
now and then, for the sake of variety, a and business of every good law may, for
transient glance towards other countries, ac- shortness' sake, be reduced to this universal
cording as chance may present them to our expression: the prevention of mischief. Now
view. To a lawgiver, who having been bred mischief, of whatever kind, is ultimately re-
up with English notions, shall have learnt ducible to pain, or, what maybe deemedequi-
how to accommodate his laws to the circum- valent to it, loss of pleasure. What, then ?
stances of Bengal, no other part of the globe have different countries different catalogues
can present a difficulty, of pleasures and of pains ? The affirmative, I

These being the two countries between think, will hardly be maintained : thus far at
which the comparison is to be drawn, let us least, human nature may be pronounced to be
see upon what principles it is to be made. every where the same. If the difference lles

It is our destiny, as soon as ever we have not in the pains and pleasures themselves, it
got a glimpse of perfection, to leave it by the must lie, if any where, in the things that are,
way. Complete perfection requires universal or are hable to be, their causes, In this point,
accuracy: universal accuracy requires infinite in effect, we shall find it to lie, upon a little
detail. It would be something, however, to examination. The same event, an event of
trace, though it were ever so general an out- the same description, nay, even the same in-
line. of the modelofperfection; andlike Moses, dividual event, which would produce pain or
the Jewish lawgiver, to point out, though we pleasure in one country, would not produce
enter not, the Promised land. To draw up an effect of the same sort, or if of the same
in a perfect manner a statement of the differ- sort, not in equal degree, in another.
ence between the laws that would be the The pathological powers of any exciting
best for England, and the laws that would be cause depend upon two particulars : 1. Upon
best for Bengal, would require three things: the state and condition of the person himself,
First, the laws which it is supposed would whose interests are in question. 2. Upon
be the best for England, must be exhibited the state and condition of the external object,
in termiJds: next, the leading principles upon the action of which is the exciting cause.
which the differences between those and the Now the circumstances the union of which
laws for Bengal appear to turn, must be dis- constitutes the state and condition of a man,
played: lastly, those principles must be ap- in as far as he is liable to be affected by an
plied to practice, by travelling methodically exciting cause, as well as those which con-
over the several laws which would requi_e stitute the state and condition of any object
to be altered from what they are in the one which is exterior to him, in as far as the ac-
ease, in order to accommodate them to the tion of such object is _ble to become, with
other. Aecordiv_ to this plan, were it ri- reference to him, an exciting cause, are the
gorondy pursued_ a complete code of laws same circumstances of which the detail has
for England, accompanied with a collection of been given under the title of Circumttances
all the law1 for Bengal which would require , in.fltteTeci_9 Seadbil_ W. In the catalogue, then,
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of these circumstances,we shall find the sum 1. Simple Corporal Isjuries.--Tbese would
total of the principles of which we sre in not admit of many modificasions, on account
search: the principles which, in our inquiry of difference of place. Merecorporalsenai.
concerning the influence of place and time bility, of whatever differences it may admit
on matters of legislation, are to serve as s in degree, is in kind much the same all the
guide.* world over. Yet a wound in a hot and an-

The plan upon which this inquiry is to be healthy e|imate maybe much mere dangerous
conducted is already, then, completely drawn: than the same wound would be in a temperate
the great task of invention has been per- and healthy climate, u Stripping a man stark
formed : what remains is little more than naked, might cause death in Siberia, in elf-
manual labour. To assist him in the execu- cumstances in which it would be only play in
tion of it, the legislator should be provided the East Indies.
with two sets of tables. Those of the first 2. Irreparable Corporal Injuries.--Under
set would exhibit a number of particulars this head it would be necessary to consider
relative to the body of laws which has been whether any, and what, indalgence should be
pitched upon for a standard, as contemplated given to the practice of emasculation. There
in different points of view: for example, a would be more reason, it should seem, for
table of offences; tables of justifications, such indulgence, where the services of per-
aggravations, extenuations, and exemptions ; sons thus mutilated are looked upon as a
a table of punishments ; a table of the titles necessary guard to conjugal fidelity, than
of the civil code ; a table of the titles of the where the only use of them is to afford a
constitutional code, and so on. Those of the somewhat higher gratification than co_d,
other set will be : a general table of the cir- perhaps, otherwise be procured to the ear of
cumstances influencing sensibility ; tables or a musical dilettante.
short accounts of the moral, religious, sym- 3. Wrongful Confinement and Wron_fal
pathetic and antipathetic biases of the people Banishment.--The effects of these two in-
for whose use the alterations are to be made; jurious acts are liable to great diversity, from
a set of maps, as particular as possible; a table differences in point of climate, manners, or
of the productions of the country, natural religion. A night's eonfinment in the prison
and artificial; tables of the weights, measures called the Black-bole, in the hot climate of
and coins in use; tables of its population, and Calcutta, after producing the most excrucia-
the like._ These tables, if a man would work ring torments, proved fatal to nearly aH the
with accuracy, he should have, not metapho- persons who were confined in it. In a winter's
rically only, but literally and materially, before
h. .._o tion- then again for estimating the force of a lotis e3_o. • . .

r of pumshment: m all these cases, the countryUpon the plan thus chalked out, I p oceed of *h.... tv in;u_ tho ,o_ _h. _ t_ k.
to exhibit the alterations above spoken of, . "._ ": _ "_'_ _- _._ _'_ _.... umshe_ on whom pums_m_t .....
following the order of the matters in the ]ticted, being given. _Montesouieu had already
original code which is supposed to be the taken _e principal part of thegn into conside_
standard. In this com'se it cannot, for the [ non, with a v.lew, more orleesexplicit, of _iylng
......... sio_ed already be exnected that I I a di_erent adjustment to me rows, in constants-
shoed " _ravel Ion _" nor even _n it that I [ tionof the differe_texigenclesof the inhabitants

..... ,$" . ....... [ of different countries: piacin_ in the front ofsnoum gtean up _ne WhOm oI the matrer as i _:_ • _ ,___ ._ _ _ .• [HS Inqturlcs mose leco_aa_'_/ClrCums_nce_ as Jt
go All that can conmstently be done, Is to ] have styled them, which only _ te throu-_• . . Vi_._p gu

give a set of examples, which m point of order ] the medium of those others which I haw termed
shall exemplify the method that has been ] prlmary.. Before Monteululea,... a man who had
oh,_on _d;n nolnt of multitude andofvarietv ] a instant country given hun to make laws for,
....... , ...... r • . • " would have made s_ort work of it. "Name tome
shah afford a tolerably satisfactory llinstratmn ] the _le " he would have said- "reach me

.... ih t_t. ,of the nnnemles under the dtrectmn of wh e ..............
r r . , uown my _IOle. _la toe onslneu is none at once.

they have been brought to light. I proceed, [ The laws they _ave been used to no matter what
then, according to the order of the offences._ they are, mme shall supersede them: manners,

they shall have mi_ Which a_e the beet in no-
See Introduction to Merals and I_egisletion, turn; religion, they. _ have mine too, which is

chap. vi. [ all of it true, an_ toe omy one toot is so.-. Since
For a list of artlcles or heads, comprising a [ Mo.ntesquieu,.the number, of do_.uments which a

statement of the wealth and commerce of any [ legislator woutd req,uxrexs.consmet_my enmrgea.
country, see the Abb_ Morellet's Prospectus ["Send the .people, he will say,. to me, or me
d'tm Nouveau Dictionaire de Commerce, p. 4,5. I to the people; ray.open.to mettle w_o_
Paris 1769. 8vo. [ ofthei_lffeandeonventat_on; paint to me me _aee

The table of the circumstances influ ._clng I and _. _phy .of the court.try.; _ve me as c]me
sensibility is of continual use. It is applicable ] and _.te a _ as ]_. bin m _ present
to a variety of the most important purlmse_ ot I ia.w._ metr manne_ ann melt I_._.glon.-- . •
which this nowbefore us is but one. Itwsa first ] _ln a not coun__, tt_e sngntest scn_n ss

mating the mischiof of an offeuco: thanfe_, reel wntcngen_m_prove_..nu_u_ _ex_...unas
purpe_ of _djustlng the quantam of safiffac. [ Emy _ the _ ineideut to hot camat_
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night in Siberia, the _me number of persons Among the higher classes of Mahometans
might perhaps h_ve undergone a confinement and Gentoos, for a man to intrude himself
of the same length in a similar space, with- into the presence of a married woman, would
out any very remarkable inconvenience, to the husband be an unpardonable injury ;

ConfinementinflieteduponaGentoo, might a bar_ request to see her, an affront. Such
under certain ci_'cumstances be attended with injuries, to which the European would be
theforfeitureofhisceste; a possession to him insensible, might in Asia, with perfect pro-
much dearer than life : even banishment, if priety be referred to the denomination now
the effects of it were to seclude him from the before us. More than this, the idea which it
necessary means of observing his religious would be proper to annex to these several
ceremonies, might be attended with a simi- offences will vary much in different countries,
lax effect. Either species of coercion might, in virtue of the various circumstances to
at any rate, wound his conscience, inflict- which it will be respectively proper to give
ing thereby a simple mental injury of the se- the effect of justification, exemption, extenu-
retest kind. The Gentoos seem to stand at ation, or aggravation.
the summit of the scale of sensibility on this The differences of castes in Hindostan fur-
line. Descending, we find the Mahometan nish a copious stock of extenuations and
the Jew, the Greek Christian, the Catholic aggravations to different classes of offences.
Christian, all exposed to suffer from similar The extraordinary extent, if one may so
causes, according to their respective notions say, of the surface of their moral a_ well as
of religious duty : the Mahometan, by being religious sensibility, exposes them to u pro-
hindered from performing his ablutions, or )ortinnal variety of injuries: hence so many
forced upon a diet inconsistent with his fasts ; peculiar grounds of defence and provocation.
the Jew, in like manner, by being forced at We are told, that "on the Malabar side of the
any time into a forbidden diet; the Greek, coast, if a Haliachore chance to touch a man
by being put under a coercion of the same of a superior tribe, he draws his sabre and
kind during any of his times of fasting ; the cuts him down on the spot, without any check
Catholic, from a similar cause, or from the from his own conscience, or from the laws of
being prevented from hearing mass ; even the his country."*
pious Protestant might suffer in some degree, A prejudice so strong, though altogether
by fivding himself deprived, for a length of unjust and ferocious, would require great for-
time, ofthecomfortsofaspiritualcommunion: bearaneeonthepartofthelegislator: itwould
these being so many circumstances demand- require art to soften and to combat it. But
ing particular attention in the choice of pu- it would be better to yield to it altogether
nishments to be inflicted on such individuals, for a time, than uselessly to compromise his

4. Simple Mental Injuries. --Those sights, authority, and expose his laws to hatred.
those discourses, which would give pain to 5. ScuLl-public O_ences.--Different coun-
the inhabitant of one country, would not, tries are subject to di_erent calamities, ac-
in every instance, be productive of a similar eordingtotheirsitnation,climate, productions,
sensation to the inhabitant of another. This means of defence, &c. : hence results a great
difference, too, like so many others, turns variety in the laws of police.
upon the point of religion. The sectary of In those countries which are nurseries of
every religion, at least the vulgar, that is, the the plague, many precautions may be requisite,
great bulk of every sect, is exposed to the which would be needlesa against that horrible
dread of invisible agents : but the names and ! distemper in other countries. Such precau-
attributes of those agent_ are different : the tions would give rise to a correspondent train
mind of a Gentoo may be filled with un- of offences. It might become an offence, for
speakable terror from the apprehension of a example, to pass from one town to another;
visit from Peshnsh ; while an ignorant Chris- to enter a port; to leave a vessel before the
tian is afraid of witches, devils, ghosts, and prescribed time; or to disembark a bale of
vampires, goods, &e.

The votary of every sect may receive a In Great Britain, it could scarcely be in the
cruel wound from any discourse or exhibition power of any authority, short of the supreme,
which tends to reflect contempt on any of to do any thing in the way of engrossing or
the objects of his veneration. Protestants otherwise, towards producing or enhancing
feel little in comparison but for Christ Jesus, the calamity of famine. In islands of less
and for that Blessed Spirit which is often extent and fertility, or under governments
figured as a dove. The Catholic, to the list more liable to abuse, the danger might not
of Divine Persons adds the Virgin Mary; and be so ideal. In Bengal, the famine by which
every martyr and every saint who is added to so many millions were swept off in the year
the calendar, makes an a/most equal addition
to the sphere of his sensibility. The Maho- _ _'s Reflections on the Government ofIndostan. _Verelst's View of the Engl/#h Go-
metan has his apostles besides Mahomet; and vernment in Bengal. See Verelst, p. 72. _E_t
the Gentco his deifies besides Brama, India Reports of the House of Commons, 1772.
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1769, was owing, let us hope, to no other East are occasionally afflicted with a wind
cause than the inclemency of the seasons, or called Samiet, the influence of which is said
the insuperable difficulties attending a new to be almost instantaneously fatal If, in any
system of government: but without legisla- of those countries, there was a wood, or abili,
rive precautions, a similar effect might per- or even a wall, which could in any degree an-
lips be produced by the abuse of delegated swer the purpose of screening the neighheur-
power in that distant member of the British hood from the lflast, the removal of such a
Empire. fence might be guarded against by penalties

In mountainous countries, great mischief which, in our temperate regions, would have
is sometimes done by fulls of snow, which, in i no such utility to justify them.
the neighbourhood of the .kips, are called ava- In Arabia, and other countries where water
lanehes, and by which whole villages are some- is scarce, the exposing _ dissipating the water
times overwhelmed. A sudden concussion of a single spring might expose thousands to
given to the air, by means so inconsiderable perish with thirst, and render the communi-
as the discharge of a pistol, will sometimes, cation between one districtandanotheralmost
it is said, be sufficient to give rise to a cats- impracticable.
strophe of this sort. Iforget what traveller it In Russia, the destroying or putting down
iswho says, that outhisaeeount the discharge a few inns might be productive of effects al-
of fire-arms is made penal in some parts of most equally mischievous. In England, hun-
that mountainous region, dre_s of much better houses of the llke sort

In maritime countries, the coasts of which are put down every year, without occasioning
consist of a loose sand, there are often found the least sensation.
different sorts of plants, chiefly of the rush 6. 8elf-regardin 9 0_ffenees agaiast the Per.
kind, which, by the matted contexture of son._ In the northern climates, drunkenness
their roots, communicate to the soil a degree makes men stupid: in the southern, mad: in
of tenacity, by means of which it is enabled the one, it is folly; in the other, wickedness.
to afford a more effectual resistance to the i To speak at random, in the one situation, pe-
encroachments of the water. By the laws i nalties against drunkenness should be slight;
of various countries in Europe, tl_ destruc- in the other, they should be severe. In
tion of such plants is prohibited, under pc- Mahometan countries, the strict prohibition
nalties which would be altogether useless in supposed to be laid by the Koran against
different situations, the use of intoxicating liquors, makes some

In the Dutch and Flemish provinces, the amends perhaps, for the mischievous effect
extreme vigilance with which it is necessary of that barbarous religion.
to guard against the incursions of the sea, will 7. O_ces against Retmtation. These of-
naturally give occasion to various regulations, fences vary according to the state of opinions
for which there would be no use in a more and manners. Among other traits which dis-
elevated situation, cover the manners of the ancient Greeks, we

In towns where the coldness of the climate learn, from what Xenophon relates regarding

reqtfires that the houses should be substantial, himself, that crimes against nature could be
and the dearness of ground-rent renders the esteemed but a joke.* Even now, wherever
style of building lofty, the danger that may the Mahometan religion prevails, such prac-
attend the fall of such as happen to be ruinous, tices seem to be attended with but little di_
gives occasion to regulations which would be repute. In England, not ouly theletter of the
unnecessary in those sultry regions where an law makes them capital, as in other parts ot
ordinary house is little more than a large Europe, but the law is carried into execution
umbrella, with a degree of zeal which no other species

In some parts of Spanish America, the fear of crlmlnality is sut_cient to inspire. But
of earthquakes prevents the inhabitant, it is were it even altogether unpunlshable by law,
said, from giving to their buildings that degree a groundless imputation of this nature would
of solidity which, on other accounts, they be an injury scarcely less atrocious than at
would deem eligible. In such hazardous si- present, since the consequence of being re-

'tuntions, the superintending care of the legis- puted guilty would be attended with a degree
lator might, perhaps not improperly, second of infamy which can be compared to nothing
the prudence of the individual, so properly as that which attends forfeiture

In hot rl;mates, the letting into a country a of caste among the Hindous.
mass of stagnant water might, in certain situ- In England, to say of a farmer that he had
ations, he productive of an injury to public sown rye-grass and clover in the sa_ne field,
]w.alth, fromwhichtheinhabitautsofmoretem- would be of as l_ttie prejudice to ram, as _o
perate regions are in a great measure secure, say that he lid sown either of those plants

Sicily and other parts of Italy are exposed alone. In Judea, while the Mosaic institu-
to a wind called the Sirocco, which, by the tions were in vigour, such an imputation would
excessive heat and languor it occasions, is ex-
tremely troublesome. Certain parts of the • Anabssis--and see the Meme_Ilis._
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have been s very serious injury: Levit. xix. fearrid lest their food should be charmed
19; Dent, xxi. 9, 10, I 1. A Spanish gr_ier whilst they are eating it.
would as soon hear of his having bred a mule, 9. 0_c_s against Property.--It is evident
as of his having bred a horse: the purity of that these are liable to infinite diversity, in
a Jewish grazier wouldhave been shocked at as far as the events, which it is expedient
the _pu_tion. should be admitted into the list of those con-

Universally, the degree of damage which a stitutive of title, are liable to differ. Other
man sustains by an act of defmn_tion, depends differences _ necessarily arise, from a thou-
not at all upon the aspect borne by the dic- sand sources, too tedious to particularize: to
tares of UtiErty to the practice he is charged enlarge upon this head would be impossible,
with, but to the aspect which is borne to the without prematurely engaging in the intri-
practice by the political, moral, and religious cacies of the civil branch of jurisprudence.
sanctions: by the moral, principally and ira- The name of usury Hill in different eoun-
mediately; and by the other two, chiefly in tries, according to the greater or less plenty
virtue of the degree in which tile moral is sub- of money, be given to contracts of very diffe-
ject to their influence, rent descriptions : in England, six per cent.

8. Offences myaiust thePerson and Reputa- is deemed excessive; in Bengal, twelve per
tion together.--It is evident enough, that the cent. is deemed moderate ; it is the usual
idea annexed to the denomination of a lasci- interest, just as it was among the ancient
vious injury must be liable to considerable Romans.
variation, according as the manners of the The offence of extortion will require to be
people, in this respect, are more or less re- differently defined in different political situa-
served. Different parts of the female body tions. If a clerk in a merchant's counting-
are veiled in different countries with different house were to present his compliments, and
degrees of care. In Asia, the whole person state to the prime minister of England, that
is invisible. In Sparta, the young women a present of money would not be unaccept-
appeared in public with an open and flowing able, the statement would be laughed at. But
robe. Among ourselves, propriety as to dress such has not always been the case in Bengal:
changes with the fashions, an equally civil and cautiously worded rues-

The idea of obscenity, how strange soever sage, directcdtoMahomedRezaPawn,appears
it may appear, seems not to be invariably an- not have been altogether unattended to._
hexed to the same parts and the same func- The kind of government occasions a great
tions. Amongletterednatiens, indeed, men's variety in the definition of this kind of of.
notions in this respect seem to be pretty fence. Greater precautions are requisite to
uniform : but among unlettered nations, how- protect the subjects in a conquered country,
ever civilized in other respects, the case is or under an absolute government, than among
different. In Otaheite, the few notions of the citizens of a free state. On the other
modesty which are discoverable, seem to be hand, a conquering republic is more oppres-
transferred from the functions by which the siva to the conquered country than a con-
species is continued, to those by which the quering monarch : a monarch may be rapa-
individual is preserved. Atklus the traveller cious ; but he is interested in preventing the
observed an instance of this among a tribe of exactions of his officers : in a republic, on the
negroes :* as often as the king drank, two of other hand--in the Senate of Rome, for ex-
his attendants "held up a cloth before his ample--there existed a tacit collusion among
face, that he might not be seen." Wine, how- those that possessed authority.
ever, is no leriend to modesty : when his ma- Some religious professions expose their fol-
jesty had "got drunk, this respect was laid lowers to pecuniary extortion : those of the
aside." The same notions of delicacy have Mahometans and Hindoos are particularly
been established in other African tribes, if subject to this abuse; but they have not
we may give credit to several more ancient equalled the Catholic church in this partlcu-
travellers, who are quoted by Barbeyrac in lar, which, whilst preaching poverty, nearly
his Notes on Puffendurif: t " The inhahi- succeeded in becoming the sole proprietor of
rants of Senegal," they tell us, "are as much all property. In Protestant countries, this
ashamed of their mouth, as of any other part field of extortion has been shut up : if the
of the body : and therefore they ordinarily priest assists his flock in the way to heaven,
go witha cover upon it, which they only take it is well ; but he is not believed to possess
off for the purpose of eating." This custom the power of preventing them going thither
may perhaps derive its origin from some su- without him.
perstition. The inhabitants of the Maldives lO.OffencesagalnstCondition_Thepowers
carefully hide themselves during their repasts, annexed to conditions of the domestic kind,

are constituted by the justifications annexed

Voyage to Guinea. 8vo., 2d edit. 1737 ; to various offences ; or, to speak more plainly,
p. 199.

t 1_ VI. chap. i. § $1. **F_mt India Reports, Ho. Com. 1172.
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by exesptive clauses subjoined to the laws
establishing the circumstances constttutive of CIIAPTER II.
the parties' title to the condition in question, aF.6anv To BE _ArV TO SU_SISTX_O
as circumstances justiflcatlve of such acts as, INSTITUTIONS
were it not for such exceptions, would be un-
lawful : these differ in different countries. LoomNe over the examples above given,

In most Christian countries, it must be some we shall find reason for dividing them into
very extraordinary behaviour on the part of two classes: thefirst class, consisting of those
a wife, that can render it allowable in a hus- i which are physical, in whichthe influence of
band to keep her under confinement: to a the circumstance operating as a ground of
Mahometan (I speak always of those who are variation is insurmountable : the other, con°
rich enough to live in this style) not to be sisting of those whichare moral, in which that
allowed to keep his wives in confinement, influence is not necessarily and absolutely in-
would be intolerable, surmountable, however di_cult, inexpedient,

The matrimonial condition is not the same or unsafe, it may be to act in opposition to it.
in reality in Mahometan and Christian coun- To the first class belong the circumstances
tries. Here, the woman contracts with her of climate and the texture of the earth, in as
husband nearly upon a principle of equality ; far as the condition of things exterior to man
there, marliage is impressed with a character is determined by them.
of serx_itude : here, the woman preserves her To the other class belong the circum-
liberty ; there, at least among the more opu- stances of government, religion, and manners.
lent,.she is kept in a state of seclusion, including the several primary circumstances.
Among Christians, polygamy consists in hay- through the intervention of which these se-
ing more than one wife; among Mahomc- condary ones display their efficacy.
tans, in having more than four wives : among But it may be said, that the articles of ch-
Asiatics, the husband is more the master mate and texture of the earth, but particu-
than the guardian of his wife ; in Europe, larly the former, have a certain influence over
the husband is as much the guardian as the the articles of government, manners, and rail-
master, gion : and since it will be impossible to change

After the death of her husband, the wife the one, it will be impossible to alter the other.
does not regain her liberty as among us : in Hence, these physical circumstances may be
Hindustan, among the Mahometans at least, found opposing insurmountable obstacles to
the next heir of the deceased husband be- a certain kind of legislation.
comes the guardian of the widow; and, with- The influence of these physical circum-
out the privileges of the husband, he succeeds stances is incontestible : but are they neces-
to his authority as her jailor.* sarily pernicious? are they not subject to

Ihave said, amongmost European nations : the art of the legislator? The whole ofhis-
m Spain, we find a slight tincture of Asiatic tory proves, that there is no circumstance
mannel_, left by foreign conquerors, after the connected with climate or texture of the
i eliglon that seems to have introduced them earth incompatible _th the happiness of man;
had been extirpated ; a tincture originally and that, wherever men can live, there they
foreign, and now almost worn out : in Russia, may possess a government, a religion, and
we find manners originally Asiatic, softening manners, that will render them happy. The
by culture into European. world has been a field of change: Egypt no

The examples thus given will suffice to longer worships the goddess Isis, and India
show the manner in which the principles may cast off its devotion to Bramah: Italy
ought to be applied; with what care it is has nourished the most warlike of people;
necessary toproceed, that established opinions and the effeminacy of the modern Italians
may not be violently shocked; and in what cannot therefore be considered, the effect of
manner the laws may be adapted to the ira- their climate : Greece has been once covered
parlous, and oftentimes unchangeable circum- with republics, and there is therefore no ran-
stances of the people to be governed, son to believe it doomed to be for ever the

The subjects of public offences, of con- habitation of slaves.
stitutional law and procedure, have not yet Mahomet impressed upon the peace£ul
been glanced at ; nor will it be necessary at tribes of Arabia a warlike enthusiasm, over°
present to pursue them. The influence of turning, with a handful of fanatics, the laws,
local circumstances is generally recognised the religion, the customs, the inveterate pre-
as to the two former; and with regard toall indices o£ a multitude of people. Could we
of them, it would not be easy to bring the suppose this extraordinary man possessing
points of difference to view in so striking a the same power of will, endowed with more

knowledge and more genius, would it be too
manner, much to say, that he might have bestowed on

• House of Commons Reports on East India these nations, laws moreconsonant with their
Affairs, 1731. happiness, and less hostile to the human race ?
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If this example be not deemed conclusive, due weight: it will enable us to unravel the
we may turn to the example of Peter the web of sophistry, and to humble the pride of
Great. What he has not done in point of le- declamation : it will he of service, in as far
gls]atlon, is not to be attributed to the effects as the caution that accompanies a salutary
of climate : this did not set the bounds to his doubt, is preferable to the rashness that may
success; he accompiisbedallthatbed_, ! be the result of misconception. Such sort
and if his mind had been embued with a per- of instruction, indeed, brings little thanks to
feet system of legislation, he would have him who gives it : to be in doubt is to be
found greater facility in its establishment, unsatisfied; to be unsatisfied is to be uneasy.
than in eetabHsldng an imperfect one. The People in general had rather be decided, and
greatest obstacles with which he met, arose ! in the wrong, than in the right and undecided.
from his own faults. Declamation has here, then, as on many other

But there are yet more delicate and more topics, the advantage over argument ; and a
important questions, which turn upon the man's chance of persuasion will be in propor-
sultab'dity of the changes, and the manner of tion, rather to the energy of his expressions
their accomplishment, than to the justness of his views.

Take the form of government in the coun- That even in regard to forms of govern-
try to be regulated, and compare it with that ment, there should be many points that are
of the standard country in any point what- indifferent, may easily be conceived. The
soever : that of the former is, in the point in same may happen with respect to religion, as
question, either exactly upon a par with the with respect to every thing that concerns the
latter, or superior to it, or inferior. That temporal interests of society.
it should be superior, is scarce consistent with It is still more evident, that the case may
the supposition; for then the law of the easily be the same with regard to manners.
_andard country is not in that point what it It may even happen, that the law which pre-
is supposed to be, the best imaginable. If vails in the country to be regulated, shall be
the former be inferior, then comes in the better for that country than it would be in
question, Which is likely to be the greater the standard country : while the law that
evil ? the evil depending upon such inferi- obtains with relation to the same point in
onty, or the evil, if any, which might be pro- the standard country, is better for that coun_
duced by the measures requisite to remove try than it would be in the country to be
the other? the evil of the disease, or the regulated.
evil of the remedy ? This question is corn- Thus, suppose that in the standard code
plicated, and includes many others ; the evil it were found advisable that, in such part as
of the remedy is, perhaps, likely to be but relates to procedure, an institution somewhat
temporary ; while the evil of the disease, and similar to that at present in force in England,
thence the benefit of the remedy, is likely to with relation to juries, should have place: it
be perpetual Here, then, comes in another might happen, that in Bengal, such a plan
question: What portion of present comfort is could not in any part of it be adopted with
it worth while to sacrifice for the sake of any advantage, or that, if it could, yet, in
any, and what, chance of future benefit ? and several points, a variety of additions, defalca-
the magnitnde of each being given, for what tions, oralterationa, wouldrequiretobemade.
length of time is it worth while to sacrifice i Why ? Because in England, in certain causes,
a present comfort Of the given magnitude, to the requisite degree of impartiality and m-
a given chance of succeeding benefit ? trepidity taken together, might with better

That, in many instances, it must be ex- reason be expected from juries than in a
tremely difficult to ascertain, to which of judge: whereasin Bengal, in the same causes,
these cases the expediency of a given law the same degree of those qualities taken to-
belongs, and that to arrive at entire certainty gether, might with better reason be expected
may be absolutely impossible, is not to be de. from a judge than from a jury, at least if
nied : but the use of breaking down the ques_ constituted in precisely the same way as in
tion into these subordinate questions, is not the former case. This difference, however
the less undeniable. It is always something would depend in good measure upon a cer-
to see where the difficulty lies, although it tuin infariority which at present there appears
should be insuperable ; and to point out the to be in Bengal, with respect to the form of
only means by which the best solution can government on the one hand, and the natinna.
_e given, although that solution should not manners on the other: insomuch, that were
be so satisfactory as could be wished. It is the time ever to come, when such inferiority
something to get certain principles, leaving shoulddisappear, the reasons for the differ-
facts in the uncertainty that belongs to them. ence between the institutions would become
By showing the real uncertainty of the most less forcible, and perhaps vanish altogether.
conclusive arguments that can be offered on At present, it has been said, the passion of
the subject, it will prevent us from giving to avarice has implanted among the inhabitants
tess conclusive arguments, more than their of English race in Bengal, two evil propen-
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s]tles : a propensity to practise extortion, to treacheries, assassinations, poisonings, and
the prejudice of the subjected Asiatics; and all sorts of enormities, which the liberty of
a propensity to practice peculation, to the i the female sex is the occasion of at Gea. and
prejudice of the public revenue. Hence arises in the other settlements of the Portuguese in
a sort of tacit convention and combination the Indies, where religion allows but of one
on the part of every man, to support, assist, wife, comparing them at the same time with
and protect every other in the practice of the the innocence and purity of manners that
like enormities. A jury, then, if taken at characterize the same sexin Turkey, Persia,
hazard from the body of English inlmbitants, the Mogul Empire, China, and Japan, will be
would never convict a man of either of those satisfied that it is oRentimes as necessary to
offences, how manifest soever were his guilt, separate wuraem from men, when a man has
But a judge not having any such concerns but one of them, as when he has a number."
with the natives, as could lead to the practice How the cese may have stood among the
of extortion, nor being invested with any Portuguese, I cannot say: but the English
such trust as could give room to peculation ; have also their settlements in that country ;
having the eyes of mankind fixed upon every and English wives have at least as much li-
part of his conduct, and being raised by his berry as could possibly have been enjoyed
rank and fortune above the level of urdi- by Portuguese ; yet who ever heard of a_.y
nary society, would have strong motives to such abominations, as Montesquien has been
restrain him from engaging, and no adequate speaking of, among the former ? If this ex-
motives to induce him to engage, in any such ample had occurred to Montesquieu, hewould
combination. So long, then, as such a state not have attributed these things to the in-
of manners continues, you must either have fluence of climate ; and a more general view
no laws against extortion or peculation, or no of his subject would perhaps have rendered
juries, or juries de mediet_te, composed partly him less dogmatic.
of English and partly of Asiatics, ifa mixture Thus much must be allowed at any rate,
of that sort can by any set of expedients be that, in order to judge of the regard that
made practicable, and eligible upon the whole, ought to be paid to subsisting institutxons
Whether the facts be as here suggested, I these institutions must be examined. In
pretend not to inquire. I state them merely making such an examination, there are two
m the way of supposition, to answer the pur- questions which are constantly to be kept hi
pose of a feigned case, for which purpose their view : what are the present institutions re.
truth is altogether immaterlal: it is sufficient lative to the point in question ? and how far
if they have such a colour of truth as not to the expediency of giving them continuance,
appear absolutely improbable, follows from their existence? These two

If this be allowed, it is then not a case questions, distinct as they are, are very otten
utterly improbable that the standard of per- confounded. But the more these points are
fection in matters of law may with regard to in danger of being confounded, the greater m
certain points be different in different coun- the care that ought to be taken to keep them
tries, for a time at least, even where the in- distinct : in the first place, in one's own
fluenee of physical grounds of variation is mind; in the next place, in the language
out of the question. The case may be the made use of to express them. Unfortu-
same with regard to religion politically con- nately, nothing has been more common among
mdered; but is more particularly apt to be writels than to confound them. Indeed, it
so with regard to those ordinary and conti- is almost next to impossible so to turn the
nually repeated points of behawour, which phrase in each case as to keep them sops-
come under the head of manners and way of rate : all that one can do, is to give warning
life. It may be better, that in Bengal at ofthe distinction onee for alL This souree of
least, among people of Asiatic race, the hns- misapprehension could not but occur in the

bands should be disposed to expect that their course of the examples given in the last pro-
wives should keep confined, and that the ceding chapter ; but being now noticed, 1¢m
women should be disposed to submit to such to be hoped it will be removed. I there gave
confinement: while, in England, it may be them as circumstances, the influenee of which
better that the husband should not he dis- required to be attended to; without motoring
posed to entertain any such expectation, nor todetermine, whetheritwereadvisabletogive
the wife to comply with it. If that be the way to it without reserve. There being such
case, there will he no reason why, by any md such laws already subsisting, it deserves
newlaws, we should seek to make an alters- consideration, howfar a new set of laws, in-
tmn in these ancient manners, consistent with them, ought to be established:

I state this again hypothetically as before, there being such and such a religion and state
Montesquieuseemstobe decidedintheaflir-of mannersalreadyprevailing,to whiohthe
mative." Thosewhoread," saysbe,*"ofthe new laws would be repugnant,it deserves

consideration,how farthe establishmentof
* Liv. xvL ch. 11. such laws is to be w_shed for. This was &
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question I meant, in many eases, merely to
bring to view, without deciding upon it. CHAPTER III.

To show how natural it is to fall into this RULESRESPECTINGTHE METHODOF
confusion, I will quote an instance out of TRANSPLANTING LAWS.
Montesquieu; which, however, is but one
out of a thousand. "When a country," says OF the circumstances which make the laws
he," "is so circumstanced, that the climate that would be expedient in one country m-
of itself produces more inhabitants than the eligible in another, some are grounded in ha-
country can support, it is idle to make laws tare, some in prejudice: some depend on the
in the view of promoting population." Here, state and condition of objects that are extrin-
then, he lays down a rule ; immediately on siewithregardtothemindofman, someunthe
the back of it, he produces three examples, state and condition of the mind of man itself.
for the purpose, one should naturally suppose, The establishment of such laws as, were it
of jusiTifying the rule. If the rule which he not fbr the influence of these circumstances,
has given is conformable to his would be the best, is, in the first case, impos-
one should think that the examples he _,fiyes _ible; in the latter, in some instances, equally
of what has been done, in conformity to that impossible: in others possible, but not worth
rule, are so too. But in the instances I am the while, considering the hazard: in some,
about to mention, one can hardly imagine neither impossible nor unworth the
this to have been the case. "In China and while, supposing the business to be planned
Tonquin, a father is permitted to expose his with sagacity, and conducted with the utmost
new-born children. In China and Tonquin, temlerness and circumspection.
again, the father is permitted to sell his When attempts have been made to trans-
daughters, though at a marriageable age. In flant, without revision, the laws of one coun-
Formosa, a woman, before she is five and try intoanother, and the consequencesofsuch
thirty, is not permitted to bear children, attempts have proved pernicious, it has been
though able and willing to support them : it partly, indeed, because the laws were bad
being the duty of the priestess to search all there, but partlyalsobecause they would have
women under that age who are suspected of heen bad any where. They were bad in the
the crime of pregnancy, and if guilty, to force soil that gave them birth: how should they be
an abortion, by stamping on their bodies." tolerable m another? In an immense heap of
How immenqe the distance between the po- rubbish, there mayhave been some diamonds:
liey of the rule, and the policy of" the se- without attempting a separation, dirt and dia-
veral laws which are brought to view, as if monds have been shot down together. The
they were so many applications of the ride ! law is every where an immense labyrinth: to
Judging from the rule itself, it is folly, by traverse its recesses, would be a tax on redo-
turning a pleasure into a task, to render the lence as well as a test of talents; the severest
lives of the present race uncomfortable, for taxthatcanbeimposedontheone, the severest
the sake of giving birth to contingent beings, test that the other can be exposed to. It is
who would be produced without it. Judging a work of labour : this labour they never have
from the first example, it is right to perm_ had the courage to engage in for their own
a parent to take away life from a being, who selves; how should they ever for the sake of
cannot suffer from the apprehension of the others?
loss of it ; and to whom, if he retained it, it Not that the laws of barbarous nations
would only be a burthen. Judging from the should thereforebe eternal, while those of the
_econd example, it is right to permit a pareut most civilized demand a change.
to consign his daughter, in whom education Laws need not be of the wild and spon-
has moderated the bitterness of such a change, taneous growth of the country to which they
to the arms of a man, whom it is uncertain are given: prejudice and the blindest custom
whether she will like. Judging from the third, must be humoured; but they need not be the
a stranger is pe_Taitted or required to invade sole arbiters and guides. He who attacks pre-
the peace of a family, to violate the person judlce wantonly and without necessity, and
of a woman, and endanger her life, by a most he who suffers himself to be led blindfold a
cruel outrage, and all without a motive, slave to it, equally miss the llne of reason.

It is difficult to form a dear idea of what Legislators who, ha_ng freed themselves
Montesquieu intended : he appears to have from the shackles of authority, have learnt to
confounded the question of fact with the soar above the mists of prejudice, know as
questiml of fitness. He has laid down a well how to make laws for one country as for
maxim, and has cited three customs, which another: all they need is to be possessed fully
have only a very distant connection with it; of the facts; to be informed of the bcal situ-
and yet he seems to have placed them all ation, the climate, the bodilyeoustitution, the
upon the same level manners, the legal customs, the religion, of

those with whom they have to deal. These
Chap. xvi, liv. 23. are the data they require: possessed of theso
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.data, all places are alike. If they are more especially where the coercion imposed upon
at home in their own country than elsewhere, one party, is not attended with profit to an.
it is only because the requisite stock of facts other.
in the former situation is already possessed In Catholic countries, it is sufficient for the
by them, without their being obliged to w_it destruction of all that is injurious to liberty,
the time which, in a foreign country, it would in convents, &c. to refuse the sanction of the
require to seek them out. laws to monastic vows.

The following rules, if given for the put- In India, the wife often resolved to burn
pose of information, would be idle ; but by berseff upon the death of her husband: if the
way of memento, they may have their use. act were altogether volimtary, and she were
They are chiefly a recapitulation of the pre- persuaded she should find her account in it,
ceding disqui_itions: it might be represented astyramdeal to oppose

1. No law should be changed, no usage at her; but such permission shouldnot begranted
present prevailing should be abolished, with- till after she had undergone an examination.
oat special reason ; unless some specific as- and the fact of her consent were indubitably
slgnable benefit can be shown as likely to be ascertained.
the result of such a change. 5. The clear utility of the law will be as its

2. The changing of a custom repugnant to abstract utility, deduction made of the dis-
ourownmannersandsentiments, to one which satisfaction and other inconvenience occa-
is conformable to them, for no other reason sioned by it. Hot-headed innovators, full of
than such repugnancy or conformity, is not their own notions, only pay attention to ab-
to be reputed as a benefit. The satisfaction stract advantage. They reckon discontent
is for one, ora small number ; the pain is for for nothing: their impattenee to enjoy, is the
all, or a great number: the first and sufficient greatest obstacle to their success. This was
reason. Besnles, where shall these changes the great error of Joseph II. The greater
founded in caprice be stopped. If my taste is part of the changes he proposed were good
a sufficient reason for me, an opposite taste abstractedly; but as he had not considered
maybe as sufficient a reason for another. The the dispositions of the people, he rendered his
emperor who would proserfbe one letter of best designsabortivebyhisimprudence. How
the alphabet, should recollect that his sueces- often are men the dupe of words I What is
sor may determine to restore it: Queen Eliza- the public good, but the happiness and con-
beth, _'ho was so anxious about the dress of the tcntment of the public ?
clergy, should have remembered that it might 6. The value of dissatisfaction will be hi
as easily be altered in the following reign.* the compound ratio of three things:

3. In all matters of indifference, let the 1. The multitude of the persons dissatisfied ;

political sanction remain neuter, and let the 2. The intensity of the dissatisfaction in
authority of the moral sanctiontakeits course, each person ;

The ouly difficulty lles in ascertaining what 3. The duratwn of the dissatisfaction on
is, and what is not indifferent. Here the great the part of each.
use of a complete catalogue of pains and plea- These are the bases of calculation, if we
sures appears : it furnishes the only elements would operate with success: the smaller the
for the solution of this difficulty. If there number of the discontented, the greater the
result from an action, an evil, neither of the chance of success; but this is not a reason ibr
first nor second order, it belongs to the class employing less humanity in the manner of
of things indifferent.t treathag them. If only one person were ren-

When it was sought to engage Frederic the dered unhappy by the change, he would vet
Great in the question, which then agitated the be v¢orthy of the notice of the legislator,
town of Neufchatel, respecting the eternity who ought at least to free his measures from
of punishment, he replied, that if the Neut- insult and contempt, to create new hopes, to
chatehus were pleased with being damned collect those which revive, and to publish
eternally, he did not wish to deprive them of' amnesties for the past. Really useful changes
the satisfaction, possess a fund of reason, which will tend at all

4. The easiest innovation to introduce, is times to produce a conviction of their utility.
_hat which is effected merely by refusing to Every species of dissatisfaction should be
a coercive custom the sanction of the law ; relievedbyits particular remedy. A pecuniary

* Dr Hunter used to relate the anecdote of a loss requires pecuniary compensation: aloss of
surgeon, who having to operate on a fractured powermaybecompensatedeitherbyanindem-
hand, and having cut off"fore' fin_ers, afterwards nity in money or in honour. Diseal_ioted
cut off' the fifth_ which was uninjured. Hunter expectation maybe softened bythose arrange-
_._ked his reason for so doing. "Because," said meats which open a new career to hope.
he, "if this little finger had been left, it would 7. As a means of obviating dissatisfaction,
havetookedrichctdous.'Thisanecdotema_serve indirect legislation should be preferred to
as an apologue for manyoperatorsinleg'._, lat.mn, direct; gentle means, to violent: example,_- Iuuoduction to Morals ann. lf._slaUon,
ch. xm [Consequences of a Mischievou_ Act.] instruction, and exhortation should preeede_
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or follow, or, if po_ible, stand in the place notbe sacrificedtotbeobstinacy ofafew, nor
of law. the happiness of ages to the quiet of a day.

Ought inoculation to have been established Prejudices that appear unsurmoantahle at
by hw? No, without doubt. Even suppo_ first view, may be got over with a little ma-
ing it had been possible, the effect would have nagement.
been dreadful: it would have carried alarm Among the inhabltants of Hindostan, aman
and dismay into a multitude of families. The of a certain rank would think himself eter-
practice, however, has become universal in nally dishonoured, were he obliged to make
England, from the force of example and pub- his appearance in a court of justice. What
]tic discussion alone, docsthat signify? Persons of that description

Catherine IL was very skilful in the art of are always rich: send a special commission to
ruling minds. She did not make laws obliging examine them,and make them pay the expense.
the Russian nobility to enter the military ser- Among the Hindoos, persons of a certain
vice, which they disliked; but by determining rank would sooner submit to any inconvem*
all their ranks, by fixing all precedencies even encc than take an oath. What does that sig-
among civilians, according to the grades in the nify ? Persons of that description may as welt
army, she combated their indolence by their be trusted upon their word, as others upon
vanity; and the nobles of the most distant their oath. Do they say what is not true ?
provinces sought to obtain the new di_tinc- It is as easy to punish them for simple false-
tions, that they might not be superseded by hood, as to punish others for perjury. Donot
those whom they had hitherto esteemed be- Quakers among us depose upon their affirma-
neath them. tion ? and do not Peers, in certain cases, affirm

8. In choosing, among many laws, which upon their honour?
shall be introduced first, select that which, Neither Mahometans nor Gentoos can bear
being established, will facilitate the introdue- that any officer of justice, any more than any
tion of the others, other person of the male sex, should visit the

9. The slowness of its operation is, as far apartments, much less the persons, of their
as it goes, an objection to a measure; but if women. Justice, onthis account, isnotwortb
this slowness may be a means of obviating a purchasing at such a price. What does that
dissatisfaction, which expeditious measures signify? Appoint women to the office.
would excite, the former may be preferable. An Englishwoman would cry out, and with

When the prejudices of the people are vin- equal justice, against the tyranny of subject-
lent and obstinate, the legislator is in great ing her person to the brutal inquisitiveness of
danger of running into extremes. One ex- male examiners. How many Englishwomcn,
treme is, to take fire at the prejudice, and deriving protection against such treatment,
resolve upon its extirpation, without weighing from the odium which it would excite, return
the good and bad effects of such a measure in from Calais to Dover swaddled up with lace
the balance of utility: the other is to suffer like Egyptian mummies? But is it ahso-
these prejudices to he made use of, as a pre- solutely necessary, because female delicacy is
text for that indolence and pusillanimity which not to be violated, that the public should be
would leave the evil without remedy, defrauded? that modesty should be turned

These prejudices have generally some salvo into a cloak for avarice ? Either the payment
for flood government and good morals. It is of a tax upon these luxuries ought not to be
the province of the legislator to find out this commanded, or the non-payment ought not
salvo, if there be one, and make use of it; to go unpunished.
and, in the mean time, if it be worth while, Among the various c_stes or tribes of the
to try what instruction and other gentle Hindoos, there is one of which the members
means will do, towards getting the better of are called Deceits. To these Decoits, Brama
_he prej odice, has re vealed, that it is proper they should ste_l

It was in this manner, as has been observed every thing they can lay their hands on, and,
by Rousseau,* that Francis I. overthrew the if necessary, rob and murder every body that
employment of seconds in duels: "Quant £ comes in their way. Whatis tobedone with
ceux, dit il, qui anrantlal_chet_ d'employer them? Are they, out of respect to their con-
des seconds, &c." He opposed honour to science, tobepermittedtolaboarinthistheir
honour; and as theindividuals fought to prove vocation ? No, verily; for if it was the plea-
their courage, no one dared to call in those sure of Brama that these people should apply
auxiliaries, whose assistance wasthus marked their industry to robbery, it was also the
as throwing a suspicion upon that courage pleasure of B_ma that they should bear the
itself, consequences of the industry, that shall have

But if nothing of the kind will do, and it been employed by honest men to save them-
be found impossible to untie the gordian knot, selves from being robbed.
it must e'en be cut. The welfare of all must In another country in Asia, it is reported

that there lived a tribe of people, from whom
* I_ttre a D'Alembert ser Ies Spectacles, the word _ss/a has its name. If one of
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these were commanded by their chief (who styles it, tyrannical. On the other suppod.
found frequent .occasion to issue such corn- tion, it was a measure of indirect legislation,
mands) to go and cut the throat of any one levelled at all those mischievous points of
he named, obedience was sure to follow. The behaviour, to which he imagined his subjects
terror of this tiffed murderer spread far and would be the less prone, were they to take
near : kings were not safe upon their thrones, the maxims of Europeans for their model.
But at last a Tartar chief found means to The proposed change being effected, he might
apply the only remedy that probably occurred then thus say to the people that were about
to him against such a public pestilence, pos- him : Ye are Europeans : this is nowa Euro-
sibly the only one it admitted of; and the penn country; see, every thing about you is
whole race was exterminated by him. European : look even at the common people:

Mr. Hastings, in considering how to deal their countenances, their dresses are Euro-
with the Decoits, recommends a milder, yet pean: ye yourselves are European ; behave
not less effectual remedy : let the men and yourselves, then, like Europeans: ye are Eu-
their families, says he, be made slaves : do. ropean husbands ; treat your wives, then, as
mestic slavery, considered as a punishment, European gentlemen treat theirs : ye are
has little severity in it (as Moutesquieu al- European landlords ; treat your vassals, then
ready had observed) in a country where poll- as European gentlemen treat their tenants:
tieal'freedom is unknown: as a preventive ye arc Europoangentlemsu : thinkit, then, as
remedy, nothing could be more effectual, great a disgrace for any of you to be seer.

Montesquieu* says, that in changing cus- drunk, as it is for an European gentleman:
toms _nd manners, customs and manners only ye are European gentlemen ; betake your-
should be employed, not laws. Why? Be- selves, then, to the profitable studies, the in-
cause, says he, laws are the particular institu- nocent and elegant amusements, of European
tions of the legislator ; customs and manners, gentlemen. Much more might he have added
those of the nation in general. The maxim in the same strain.
itself has some truth in it : but the reason Could he have eff`ected the desired change
is good for nothing. For what act or what of character, _thout effecting this change in
habit is it, that a law can he made against, dress ? could he have effeeted the change
and that might not be the act of the nation in dress, merely by dressing himself as he
in general, were it not for the law? To un- wished t9 see his subjects dress, or by ocher
derstand what there is of truth in the maxim, means less coercive than this law? In either
and what are the true reasons of it, let us of these cases, the law and the hardship at-
turn to his example: for without his exam- teodant upon it was not useless indeed, as
ples, one should seldom know what to make Montesqnieu calls it (i,,tile), but, however,
of his rules, needless. Was the benefit attendant upon

Peter the Great made a law, obliging the the proposed change of manners, or rather of
Russians to cut off their beards, and wear so much of that change as was owing solely
their clothes short like Europeans ; and to to the change of dress, worth the purchashng
enforce it, he posted guards in the streets, to at the expense of all that hardship ? If not,
cut off"the skirts of all such coats as should the law was then unprofitable. Such is the
be found longer than the standard. The men- slow and minute, but sure and satisfactory,
sure, says Montesquieu, was tyrannical : the method of estimating the tendency of a law
change which he wanted to bring about, he upon the principle of utility.
should have effected, not by making a law, In all such matters, the cautious statesman
but by setting an example, will avoid the tone of peremptoriness and

In the making of this law, his object was decision: his conclusions will always, in the
either to gratify his own taste merely, by first instance, be hypothetical. If such and
putting the people into a dress he liked to such events are the likeliest to take place :
see. instead of one he did not like to see; or But are they ? This is a matter which ought
it was to polish them, that is, to bring the to be stated as accompanied with the degree
national character as near as he could to the of uncertainty that belongs to it. Beware
European, which he looked upon as better of those who, by the vehemence of their as-
calculated to make them happy. The latter sertions, by the confidence of their predico
supposition is the more probable, as well as tions, make up for the weakness of their
the more honourable; and it is that in which reasons.
Montesquieu himself seems disposed to ac° Whatever degree of advantage the law in
quiesee. In the former supposition, the law question was calculated to produce, the price
being a coercive one, was improper; the Ipaid for that benefit must be acknowleds_l
punishment annexed to it, and the hardship I to have been a high one: the observances
produced by it, being 9roam_ss: ar, d the law prescribed being const_t and habitual, the
may well indeed be styled what Montesquieu idea of compulsion would be incessantly be-

fore their eyes ; and this eomp_on could
e Esprit des Loin not but appear tyramdeal, as it would seem
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to be imposed, either for no reason at all, or which will be requisite in surmounting it, will
tbr u reason which would seem worse than of course be greater m proportion to the
none. divergency of the laws in question from the

The British parliament, in 1745, made a line of perfection. But this is not all : the
law to compel the Scottish Highlanders to danger, in short, the mischief, for it is more
lay aside their national costume. The design than danger, is much greater than in that pro-
of this law was political : the people were portion where the new laws are such as are
strongly attached to this ensign of distinction, already in force in another nation.
and regarded with contempt the inhabitants Would you see the worth of any established
of the Low country, who had long since adopt- body of law in its genuine colours, transplant
ed the English dress, it into a foreign clime: the vicious parts of

The Pretender, by exhibitinghimselfamong it (that is, speaking of any system as yet ui
them, dressed in the ancient costume, had being, the great bulk of it,) no longer veiled
charmed these mountaineers ; and they fol- by partiality, will display themselves in their
lowed his standard in crowds. After the genuine weakness and impropllety.
rebellion was quelled, it was wished that this The people of every countly are attached
national garb, which recalled old ideas, and to their own laws ; to those parts ot them, at
served as the signal of a party, should disap- least, under which they have been bred, and
pear : but this act, which incessantly called to which they have been taught to pay an
up the idea of restraint, was unsuccessful, habitual acquiescence : if the people are not,
and only served to recall what it was desired the lawyers are, whose voice in a matter of
sunuld be forgotten. After half a century of this sort goes the greatest part of the way
experience, its inutility and danger have been towards forming what appears to be the voice
perceived, and this tyranuical law has been of the people : they were born under them ;
repealed ; and England has no soldiers more they have been used to them ; they know no
faithful or more intrepid than these moun- better : if they know but little of their own
taineers, whose energy would most probably laws, they know nothing at all of any other_ :
have been destroyed, if their ancient customs whatever benefit they derive from politic_d
had unfortunately been overcome by force, society, they derive from them; and the bene-

The general result of these rules Is, that fits that are not to be had from them. are
the legislator, in producing great changes, looked upon as unattainable: they are assi-
ought to be calm, collected, and temperate dunusly taught, and the people are ready
m well-doing : he ought to t_ar to enkindle enough to believe, that the oppressions they
the passions, and to excate an oppositlon which suffer from the same quarter are the price
may irritate even himself. If it is possible, (and the necessary price) of those benefits.
he ought never to drive his enemies to de- The patience of nations under the abuses
spalr ; but, surrounding his labours with a which are the growth of their own country.
triple rampart of confidence, enjoyment, and and their impatience under whatever are ira-
hope, to spare, to conciliate, to provide for ported from a foreign country, have their
all interests; indemnifying those that lose, source in the same natural and unavoidable
and maklngan alliance, so to speak, with time, mixture of ignorance and prejudice : they will
the true anxiliary of all useful changes, the endure abuses they have been accustomed to,
chemist which amalgamates contraries, dis- but they will not endure new ones : they will
solves obstacles, and unites discordant parties, sit easy under the yoke of their own preju-
When he possesses real strength, it is not dices ; but they will not sit easy under the
necessary that he should exert it, that it may prejudiees of another people.
be perceived: while it is only half discovered, When a body of very imperfect laws, such
ue is sure of success : every one knows his as are the best of those of which the ground-
own interest consists in joining as speedily as work has been laid m barbarous ages, is im-
possible with the strongest party ; and none ported in the lump from one country into
will join in useless resistance, unless their another, it will be found that opposite judg-
self.love has been wounded. I merits will be entertained of it by the two

] nations: the one will be disposed to think a
I great deal better of it ; the other, if possible,

CHAPTER IV. a great deal worse of it, than it deserves.
To a man who has learnt by rote what the

i.xws Xr_EAX THE WOn_EFOXnEING law ill such or such a case happens to be,
TaANSFLANTED. without considering why and for what reason

WE have seen the danger that attends the it ought to be so; such is his regard for the
introduction of a large body of laws at once whole together, such is his regard for every
3rite any country, those laws being the best individual part, that abuses and defects' the
hnaginable : we have seen the c_utions which most flagrant, become equally sacred with
in the management of such a business require institutions the most salutary and indispen-
to be observed. The danger, and the caution sable.
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The constitutionalbranch of the law of principles:the most strikingfeatureinthat
England, takingitin itsleadingprinciples,oftheEnglishgovernment,isthestrictnessof
would probablyhe found the best beyond itsprocedure.Hence itseemstohave been
comparisonthat has hitherto*made itsap- concluded,andthattoohastily,thatlawsthat
pearancein the world; restingat no very arecompetenttoa freecountrymustforthat
greatdistance,perhaps,fromthe summit of reasonbe incompetentto an arbitraryone.
perfection.Thus it standsat leastin the From thisobservatlon,anhypothesishasbeen
opinionof judiciousand impartialminds; formedforreconcilingtheexperiencedincom-
which opinionwill,Ibelieve,appearthemore petencyof theEnglishlawsasappliedtoBen-
just,the more itisconsidered;more patti- gal,withtheirsupposedeompetencyasapphed
cularlywhen consideredwithreferencetothe to England. Laws which are fitfora free
circumstancesand situationof thatfavoured country(ithas beensaid)are,forthatvery
people,whosehappinessitistohavestumbled reason,unfitfora countrywhere thegovern-
upon so invaluable a possession. Between ment is arbitrary and despotical. That this
this part of the law, and some of the win- observatiov is just, as applied to certain parts
ciples that govern the system of procedure, of the law, is not to be denied : but that it
particularly in what concerns criminal mat- is applicable to the greater part of them, or
ters, there is a pretty strict connection and even to more than a very small part, is what
dependence. The honour due to those parts, I am much disposed to question.
which however superior in importance, are in In opposition to these notions, I would
point of truth but as one out of a hundred, venture to lay down the following proposi-
is ext6nded by an easy process of the ima- tions: 1st, That the English law is a great
gination (or rather of the affections) to the part of it of such a nature, as to be badevery
other ninety-nine. Examine it piece by piece, where : 2d, But that it would not only be,
we should find it a vast bundle of inconsis- but appear worse in Bengal than in England:
tencies ; the wisdom of one page being con- 3d. That a system might be devised, which,
stantly disgraced by the folly of the next. while it would be better for Bengal, would
But thin mcongruity does not show itself to also be better even for England.
the distant and admiring multitude, against To enable us to form a judgment as to the
whose censure its very immensity, which is truth of these propositions, let us take a ge-
one of its greatest blemishes, forms a most neral, though rapid vmw of the English law,
effectual defence. Do you comprehend the with a view to the following particulars :m
whole of it ? No : then pretend not to sit in 1. The manner in which it has taken its rise.
judgTnent over any part of it. Such is the 2. The nature and texture of it, as it stands
rebuke which the sage professor is ever ready at present in England.
to give to the uninstructed layman : such is 3. The effects which it either promises to
the opiate which the uninitiated layman is have, or has been found to have, in conse-
ever ready to administer to himself, quence of the attempts that have been made

This predilection, how effectually soever to introduce it into Bengal.
it may have veiled from the eyes of English- These several points cannot always be kept
men the defects of English laws, while the distinct in the mode of treating them ; but
dominion of those laws has been confined it will be proper that the distinction there is
within the limits of the country which gave between them should be constantly kept in
them birth, is not so strong, hut that the view.
experience of their effects, when transplanted The English law, like every other body
into Bengal, has been able to overcome it : of law which has grown up together (as it
experience too fatal not to be severely felt, were by accretion) without a plan, is distin-
and too manifest to be dissembled, has de- guishable into statute and customary law.
monstrated their inapitude. Those, how- The statute law, framed with great attention
ever, who have seen the inapitude of this to the circumstances, and for the most part
system, because they could not fail to see it, with great regard to the welfare, of England,
a_ndwho have cried out under it, because the was framed without any regard to the inte-
burthen of it was become intolerable, corn- rests, circumstances, or welfare of countries,

plaining of it as unfit to be established there, the acquisition of which had never been fore-
have scarce ventured to go farther. Bad as seen. The costomary, or, as it is called, the
they found the system there, they have not common law, in which accident, rather than
ventured to insinuate, scarcely, perhaps, have design, has mixed up a few principles which
they so much as allowed themselves to sus- are inestimable, has been made up with scarce
pect, that it is chargeable with any intrinsic any regard for the welfare of any country,
defects, and that it was had with reference to even of that which has given it birth. To
the country which gave it birth. The most prove this (for a proof suited to the pre-
striking feature, in the original polityof that sent purpose must be given in a few lines,
distanteountry, is the despotism of its lcading or not at all,) I shall not dig into the dark

ruins of remote antiquity, nor send my

_rtitten 1782. readers to wander among the-discordant ele-
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merits of British, Saxon, Danish, Norman, prehension i_ the very imperfect attention
and German jurisprudence. A single trait that is paid to the several grounds of justifi-
is sometimes sufficient to mark with force cation, aggravation, extenuation, and exemp-
and verity the eharacter of an individual : the tion ; the want of fixed and settled principles
character of a body of laws may be learned for ascertaining the quantity and quality of
from the general complexion of it. Let us the compensation, or other satlsfaetion which
interrogate the great oracle of British law, the several sorts of injuries have a claim to.
Sir Edward Coke. In the first volume of his These details would lead me into too wide
Institutes, he has furnished us with a list of a field for the present purpose ; and what
the topics or heads of argmnent, which, ac- is more, these are defects of which the
cording to him, furnish the several grounds of ruder penal systems, already established in
decision, which are recognised in the courts Bengal, would probably be found to pos-
of justice. They are twenty in number : of sess a still more ample share. The points I
these,the principle of utility, the argumentum would rather choose for examples are those
ab inconvenieate, as he phrases it, it must be in which the inaptitude of the English law
confessed, is one. But in what style is it must appear the more striking; inasmuch
introduced ? It stands neither the first nor as the practice of the Asiatic courts, in re-
the last, nor in any post of honour : it is lation to those points, is, or for any thing
shuffled in, without distinction, towards the that hinders may he, less unconformable to
middle. To judge from this account, what the rules of reason. A few of these points
is the chance, then, that the rule of law, on I shall now run over ; keeping the outlines
which the decision is grounded in any given of the method I have pitched upon in view,
instance, shall be of the number of those, in but without imposing on myself the duty of
the framing of which the welfare of the touching upon every head, or of making out
people has been kept in view ? To judge it he connection between one head and an-
from this account, it should be as one to other. The defects I shall have occasion
twenty. The farther we penetrate into the to bring to view will be found to arise
recesses of English law (taking utility for our from various causes : sometimes from the de-
guide,) the better shall we be convinced that fortuities which grew up with the law in its
the account given of it by this its warmest cradle ; sometimes from the additional de-
panegyrist, is not an unsuitable one; and that, fortuities which have been produced in it by
for the greater part of it, it is a piece of cob- the circumstances which have happened to
web work, spun out of fantastic conceits and accompany its migration.
verbal analogies, rather than a mass of sub- It has been said that Christianity is part
stantial justice cast in the mould of reason, and parcel of the common law of England ;

That the assertion may not appear entirely and, under the authority of this dictum, those
gratuitous, let us run over a few of the most who have dared freely to examine the evi-
prominent points in the English law with a deuces of Christianity, and when unconvinced
rapid pace, considering all along how far it by them to express their opinions, have been
answers what ought to be the purposes of its punished: transferred to Bengal, this law
institution in England; and thence, or other- would lay the foundation for the persecution
wise, how far it is likely to answer the like of all the Mahometan and Hindoopopulation.
purposes in Bengal. I shall say nothing here Such is the excellency of the English laws,
of the numerous defects and inconsistencies say its panegyrists, "that there is no right
of the penal branch of the law ; of the want but has its remedy :" the opposite conclusion
of symmetry that prevails throughout the is, that where there is no remedy, there is
whole ; of the absolute want of names for no right ; and upon this principle the English
so many extensive and important heads of common law constantly acts with regard to
delinquency; of the total want of anthori- everythingbu_hnd. Areyouan antiquary?
tative definitions for the few offences that Your Otho may be stolen from you, and you
have a name; of the multitude of crying can only recover the value of the copper.
injuries which are left without redress; of the Are you a connoisseur ? You may lose your
impunity of so many mischievous practices, Raphael, and be paid for the canvas and the
and the unmerited punishment annexed to so colour by the yard. Are you a lover ? The
many acts, of which the mischief is light or miniature of your mistress may he snatched
undiseernibla : of the utter want of plan in from you by a rival, and you only receive for
_he adjustment of punishment to offences; it the price that would be paid by a broker.
of the neglect of every rule of proportion ; This is bad enough in England, where we are
of the want of variety and appositeness in accustomed to it: transplanted to Bengal,
the species of punishment that are employed; the evil would of course be increased.
of the lavish anduonecessaryuse that is made Under English law, the greater the injury
of the invariable, unequable, incommensur, done to you, the less chance have you of re-
able, uncharacteristic, unfrugal, unpopular, paration: ifyouradversaryinjureyouslightly,
uncompensatory, irremissible punishment of you may compel him to make you amends by
death; the total want of method and corn- damages: if he kill you, his purse is saved,
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at least from making compensation to your curious question, as lawyers feelingly call it,
family.* wherever the legislator has lei_ the print of

If, then, you have any purpose of revenge his improvidence. Had the death of Lord
or avarice to answer by keeping a man in Pigot been deemed murder, the forfeitures of
confinement, do so; but let the place be un- the delinquent council would have afforded
healthy, and keep him there till his death : noble pickings for the gentlemen of the long
the law will not allow his family to touch robe, a rich bone of technical contention.
your fortune in this case ; only let his death What became of the spoils of the Bramin
be slow. Ntmdocomar, whom the English judges hang-

Transplanted to an Asiatic climate, what ed, on pretence that a set of men in London
scope does such a law afford to the exercise of had made forgery a felony, without benefit
Asiatic ingenuity ! The days, how broiling I of Braminship?
the nights, how damp ! the peons, how obe- The standing principle of the good old com-
dient_the cuteheries, howclose! the marshes, mon law is, that the king is every thing. Is
of the Ganges, how conveniently pestilential! a criminal to be punished? it is because he

"The more atrocious the crime, the more has broken the king's peace. Is civil justice
remediless the party injured." Take a law- to be administered? it is that the ears of Ma-
yer unawares; propose this maxim to him on jesty may find rest. But in Bengal there is
a sudden, and ask him whether he ever heard no king; to be consistent, there ought to be
of any thing so obviously unjust : he will pro- no offences : at any rate, no efficient means
hablyanswer, without hesitation, in the nega- of puILishing the high officers of government
tire. _ A maxim like this, he would perhaps are provided there.
teU you, could have obtained no where but If that country has hitherto escaped ab-
in a nation of idiots; was fit only for that solute destruction; if the lust of power,
imaginaryseene depictured fortbe amusement and the thirst of riches, have hitherto been
of children, in which the pig is roasting the kept within any tolerable bounds; we must
cook, and thethief hanging the judge: yetto attribute it to the force of the moral, not to
this maxim a real and very extensive regard that of the political sanction; to manners,
is paid by the law of England. If a man and not to laws.
give you a black eye, you may make him pay If we regard the character of the different
tbr it; but if he put out your eye, you get i tribunals in England, and refer totheir origin,
nothing, and whatever is taken from him goes we shall find that the present jurisdictions
nominally to the king: really to John Stokes have been obtained by encreachments upon
or Jack Nokes, who has no concern at all in one another: but the result of the method
the matter. If a man kill your pig, you get m which their powers have been obtained
the value of it; but if he kill your wii_ or has been, that the whole system of prone-
your child, you get nothing: if any thing is dure has been built upon the foundation of
got out of him, it goes to a stranger as before, fiction, and is full of formalities, delays, em-
A man sets your house on fire: if by misfor- barrassments, and expense; of which it is
tune, you receive amends; if through malice, impossible, in the course of a chapter, to
you receive nothing, give the details. TheeharacteroftheF, nglish

Lawyers have been found to defend this: judgeshas, ingeneral, heenabove aUsuspicion
for, say they, "So long as satisfactionismade, and reproach; but the course of procedure has
what signifies who gets it?" To know been far from possessing that clearness, brc-
whether they are sincere, pass a law, that vity, and economy, which it ought to have.
whosocverowes anything to these reasoners, What, then, must have been the sensa-
shall pay it to the king. tions of the poor Hindoo, when forced to sub-

The Mahometan law, bad as it is, is at least mit to all these wanton and ridiculous vexa-
lmsuliied by this abomination. It inclines, tions? Unable to attribute to an European
in certaineases, tow_dstheopposite extreme; mind the full3_ adequate to the production of
substituting satisfaction to punishment, in- such a mass of nonsense and of gibberish, he
stead of superadding it. _must have found himself compelled to ascribe

In a country where there is no king, who it to a less pardonable cause; to a deliberate
is to get the forfeiture? This would make a plan for forcing him to deliver himself up,

without reserve, into the hands of the Euro-
t Few men, I suppose, can have lived many

_.earsin the world, without meeting with various _ean professional blood-suckers, carrying on
instances in which iniquity has triumphed u.nder the traffic of injustice under the cloak of law.
cover of thislaw: butin.general, as there _no The most remarkable circumstance core-
redress to be had, the injury is seldom publicly nected with these absurdities in English pro-
proved, and the public hears little of the matter, endure is, that the judges are aware of the
When there is a matter of honest difference in evils, and every now and then act ul_n a
the way of trade, the law does not leave the different system; but where the English
representatives irresponsible_ nor the sufferin_g judge acts rightly, once in a hundred times,
party without redress. It is only when the sut- the Cawzee and the Bramin were in the habit
feting is occasioned by vfllany, that it manifests of acting rightly every day.this indifference. . -
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But not only were the Englishcommon-law would not you think me in a delirium ? From
courtsintroducedintoHindostanwithalltheir the beginning to the end, would you think
fictions; they were plagued also with a court there was the least particle of common sense ?
of chancery, with its interminable delays. This, however, is, without the least sophis-

You are the father of a family: you call tication, the exact progress of what is called
on me and say, Two of my children have a a suit in equity: a suit which, unless justaee
dispute about a plaything : eachofthemclaims were denied,* might be brought for a pecu-
it as his own: advise me, then, what shall I niary demand as trifling as that which has
do to settle the matter between them? what beenhere supposed. When I say exact, I
shall I do to come at the truth? Ilookgrave, mean, as far as it goes; but according to a
andansweryouasfollows: Ifear, indeed, there very simple pattern, stripped of a thousand
is something w_ong on one side, or the other; incidents, by fewer or more of which a suit
I am afraid that one or other of them does can scarcely failto be diversified. Not a syl-
not speak truth : falsehood should not be per- lable here of pleas, replications, demurrers,
mitted to gain its ends. If I were in your bills of interpleader, bills of reviver, excep-
place, I would endeavour to sift the mat- tions to reports, rehearings, motions, and the
ter to the bottom: I will tell you, then, how llke. In the patriarchal govel_ment, no type
you shall manage. You must not think of could be ibund of mysteries hke these. I
sending for either of them and examining him know very well, that a state is larger than
unawares, nor of bringi_g them face to face; a family: I know very well, that a judge is
so far from it, should eithel of them happen not to be expected to feel the same impar-
to come into the room where you are, of his tial tenderness for suitors, as a father for his
own accord, you must take care and not say children: but it lies upon those who think
a syllable to him about the matter. I'll tell they can defend the current practice, to show
you what you must do: let your youngest son why the same methods which are sm'e to de-
tell his story upon paper, putting what ques- feat the purposes of justice in the one case,
tions to his brother he thinks proper: give are necessary to effect them in the other.
the other boy a reasonable time to contrive And who would think it? This mass of
his answer; first six weeks, then a month, absurdity is the wink of modern refinement,
then three weeks, then a fortnight. If hxs not of ancient barbarism. Tt:e ames are
answer shouhl be evasive, then go on the same clearly marked in history when an English
course with him again: perhaps the youngest judge had it in his power to do justice. It
may, by this time, think of some questmn, was then thought no more a hardship to corn-
which he omitted to put the first time ; or a pel a man to attend to his own concerns, than
fresh strin_ of questions may be made reqm- to attend to the concerns of other people.
site by the answers to the first : this _fll E_ch party was ready to relate and to answer,
make another string of adjournments neces- to exambm and be examined, m the presence
sary. Meantime, the eldest perhaps will be of the judge. Advocates there were a few:
for telling his story, and putting his questmns attornies there were none. Not a farthing of
in returu: by thismeans, the time for deliber- expense upon either party, till it was seen
ation will be doubled. When affairs are come which of them h_d deserved it: if the one had

to this pass, you may either read what they complained without cause, he was fined tbr
have written yourseli, or you may desire their his vexatlousnes_ ; if the other had contested
uncle to inquire of the people of the family, the claim without reason, he was fined for h_s
whether any body heard any thing of what litigiousness. Why, then, were these simple
passed, taking care not to speak to either of and pure forms ebandoned? why x_ere they
the boys themselves: when their uncle has not re-established, when new tribmmls were
told you what he has learnt, then the matter instituted in another country, instead of
will be ripe for your decision. By this time, transferring this system of possible equity _md
twice as much as the money in dispute will certain misery to Bengal?
have been spent in pens and paper: all me-
mory of what passed at the time when the dis-
p_tearose will be at an end: your children will CHAPTER V.
have become skilled in the evils of falsehood
and evasion: the time of the servants will INFLUENCEOF TIME.
have been taken up in carrying letters and WE now come to speak of the influence of
messages backwards and forwards: your own time on the expediency of a law, or set of laws.
time will have been wasted in poring over all The question on this head divides itself into
this idle scrawl: a fixed enmity will have two: the laws that are the best possible for
taken root between your children: your rela-
tions and servants will have taken their parts * In fact, where the demand does not exceed ten
on one side, or on the other; and thus the pounds, this species of justice is denied; and that

openly and without shame: ask aman of equity
truth will be fully brought to light, and the forwhat_n ? hisanswex is, "de mi_imia no_
whole family will enjoy uninterrupted peace carat lvx, the subsistence of a family for half
and harmony. After I had made my speech, a y¢,_ is not worth caring about.
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agivenplaee, atthe time present being found ; become, perhaps, a little cooler; more cer-
would the same laws, had they happened to tainly, cold climates become a little warmer.
be found in time past, have been the best Theproduetionsofonecountryare, incourse
possible for that time past ? and the like, with of time, transplanted to another: and the
relation to the time future. This, we see, course of cultivation may, in consequence, be
when considered with a view to any dire_t changed; but if any change is in consequence
influence it can have, is a mere question of requilod in the laws, it arises from the blind-
speculation: nobody can transfer our present hess or indolence of the legislator of former
laws to time past ; we cannot transfer them to times. If, in his enactments, he have era-
time future. Nevertheless, as a right way of ployed specific terms, he must alter and add
thinkingonthisheadmaycontribute, perhaps, to them: but if he have employed generic
in a manner more or less remote, to guard us terms, it is the nature of these to open up
against mistakes in practice, a few words on and let in the specific ones, as fast as they
this head may not be altogether thrown away. are formed.

Time, us we have already had occasion to So far, then, as the texture of the soil and
observe, is nothing of itself. To learn what the nature of its productions are concerned,
influence, it possesses, we must inquire, what a succession of time may give occasion to u
influence may be exercised by those causes demand for some of the alterations to which
of a superior order into which that influence a change of place may give occasion : but this
is resolvable. In regard to causes purely change will not extend to those variations,
physical, the field of variation, at least as to which are consequences of climate, in the too-
any eo_respondent variation of influence, can- ral qualities of men. The changes which time
not be very considerable : as to the nature may bring on in respect of heat and cold, will
of the soil, lands once marshy may be drained; never be considerable enough to give to one
lands once dry may be overflowed; rivers, zone the temperature of another.
which formerly flowed into the sea, may, in It seem_ to be a common notion, that those
very partmular situations, be intercepted and laws, which are the best with reference to
dissipated in their course; from lakes, cola- the circumstances of a civilized nation, would
munication may be opened to the sea; penin- not have been so with reference to the dr-
sulas may, by nature or by industry, be con- cumstances of a rude and ignorant nation :
verted into islands; and continents may be on the contrary, that rude nations must have
intersected, in various directions, by canals, rude and simple, that is, imperfect laws: I
The higher parts of mountains may crumble mean, not only that in point of fact the laws
downbythelrownweight, orbewashed down of a rude nation .will have been rude, but
by rivers : at the mouths of rivers, islands may that in point of expediency it was proper
be formed, or the continents lengthened out they 'should be so. The former of these
by depositmn m the sea. Volcanoes, when con- propositions is undeniable : the latter, I deny.
stant, maytendtoreducemountainstoalevel; Let us exanune the time past, and look for-
when occasional, they may raise plains into ward to the future.
hills, sink beds in them for lakes, or throw up
islands in the sea. Ports may be deserted, § 1. Retrospective View.
or new ones hollowed out by the caprices of Would the best possible laws, at the pre-
the ocean. All these alterations may give sent period, have been the best possible
occagion for correspondent changes, in regard laws in times past ?
to the individual places that are the objects On this occasion, we must once more bring
of certain laws ; prineipaUy those laws to to view the distinction between matters of
which semi-public offences, offences against fact and the matter of right, or rather of ex-
the public force, offences against the public pediency ; between what has taken place, and
wealth, respectively owe thexr birth. But what ought to have taken place. That in
the general nature of those offences, and the rude ages the tenor of the laws has always
general nature of those laws, will be still the been very different tl-om what would be the
same; m_d, at any rate, whatever modifica- standard of perfection forthe present age, is
_ions on this head are made requisite by time, not to be disputed. That it could not but
will be soch, and sueh only, as are made re- havebeen so without n miracle, is also pretty
quisite by place, dear. But were the imperfect laws which

It is the same thing with regard to climate, obtained then, better for that time than the
and those peculiarities in respect of animal most perfect which we can imagine now
and vegetable produce, which are the eonse- would have been for the same time ? The
quenees, partlyofthiscireumstance andpartly affirmative is what seems to have been insi-
of the fo_mer. Partly by means of cultivation, hunted, but, as it should seem, without sufii-
and partly by other causes, of which the ope- cleat cause.
rationis less known, the quantity of sensible Thcre are two classes of people, from whom
heat diffased over the surface of the earth this notion seems to have gained cotmtenanee :

appears to have a tendency, by slow degrees, the one consisting of those who, from indo-
to verge towards wnequilibrium: hot climates lence or timidity, or less pardonable motives,
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have found it convenient to set their faces ments, perhaps of the severest kind, should
against every proposal that savours of im- be heaped oil them for acts from which no
provement or reformation. To people of this mischievous consequences can be traced; that
description, it must have seemed the happiest when the act, which is forbidden, happens to
contrivance imaginable, if from the very ex- be of the number of those that are pernicious,
cellence of a system of laws they could raise no account should be taken of the various
an argument, and that a conclusive one, grounds of justification, aggravation, extenu-
_ainst its fitness. Such an argument, when ation, and exemption, which are pertinent to
sifted to the bottom, will indeed be found to the ease; that punishments should be inflicted
be a contradiction in terms : but how few without measure and without choice ; that no
are they by whom such arguments can be enumeration should be given of the grounds
sifted to the bottom ? If they can get such of right, nor any complete set of principles
an argument to apply to the Laws of past established for the decision of claims to pro-
times, the next step is to transfer it to the perty ; that the business of judicial procedure
present. Get such an argument to pass should be abandoned to arbitrary discretion ;
muster in the first case, in whiehthere isbut and that, where power of any other sort is
little reason in it, and perhaps you may get given, no care should be taken to shape it to
it received in the other ease, in which there its end, by the necessary apparatus of oblige-
is no reason in it at all. tions, qualifications, and exceptions ?

The other cLass of people are those who If there be any ground for denying the
have a system to defend, which, without truth of the position, that the laws which are
some such expedient, would be indefensible, the best for a eivihzed, would have also been
This is the ease with the votaries of all those the best for a rude age in any case, it is in the
absurd and f_lse religions which have de- case of that part of the law which canccrns
seended into the detailsoflegisiation. Viewed pumshments, aml that part of it which con-
by the light of polished reason, the defects eerns the Laws in priactpium. In a very rude
of our code ace too gLaring to be dissembled, age, it is possible that punishments, in point
Say, then, ttmt from c_mses peculiar to that of quantity, might require to be somewhat
age, it couhl not have been better. That to greater than it _s necessary they shoutd be in
invest it with the authority of law in pre- acivilized one. In a _ude age, the religious
sent times, would appear to be a measure sanction has commonly given bat little assist-
equally ridiculous and destructive in any ancetothe political : the tbrce of the former,
country, in which the defects of it are not though much greater in a rude than a civi-
veiled by the thickest prejudice, is not to be lized age, being diverted into other channels;
denied. That this pretended emanation of hence one reasou why the quantum of punish-
divine wisdom would be found worse than meat provided by the pohticat sanction may
the worst of those systems of law whmh are require to be somewbat greater in the for-
in force in polished nations, is scarcely to be mer period than in the latter. In a rude age,
disputed with any prospect of success. What the moral sanction has less force than in a
is to be done ? There is but one thing; which civilized one : hence another reason for adding
is, to take the blame off the shoulders of the something to the magnitnde of the punishment
legislator, and lay it upon the people. Say provided by the pohtical sanction. In a rtule
they were stupid, stnbborn, prejndiced, in- period of society, the people are not yet broken
tractable : this will put you at your ease. You in to the habit of spontaneously lending their
may then acknowledge, and ackimwledge assistance to the laws : hence a third reason.
with safety, that m a certain sense the laws The differences, however, that may be occa-
were bad ; and this will entitle you to main- stoned by these circumstances, can at the
rain, that in another sense they are good: utmost be but very slight ; especially if the
they were bad in theory, but they were good, maxim lard down in a former chapter be true,
the best possible, in practice : they were bad that even in a civilized age the whole comple-
in appearance, but they were the best possi- meat of punishment that is judged necessary,
ble in effect, must be taken from the political sanction,

The plea is plausible enough while it keeps and that the auxiliary sanctions alone cannot
to generals; and as there is no other, it must safely be depended upon for any part of it.
be made the most of. Distress of argument If an intelligent Mahometan be to be found,
forcedit from minds engrossed by prejudice; press him upon the absurdity of the laws of
and it may pass, as any thing else would Mahomet; drive him to his last shift: he will
pass, upon those who are prejudiced the same say, " True : considered with regard to their
way. But come to pertieulars, the illusion application to the purposes of the present
vanishes. Take what nation you will ; give life, they are indeed not altogether what they
them what character you please : where could might have been, if made now: but consider
havebeen the advantage that injuries should the time, consider the state of the people,
have been left without redress ; that men the state of knowledge at that time. Such
should be teazed and perplexed by a chain of laws as a man might make now would not
minuteandfrivolous obligations; that punish- have been understood: they were exceUeat
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for the time; they were excellent for the tot, I mean always an enterprising innovating
people-" better laws than those, the people legislator, is always accompanied withamore
would never have received. Such laws as a than common degree of energy in the heart.
man might make now, either could not then It is not to considerations of personal pru-
have been expressed, or would not have been dence that the imperfections of the laws of
understood." Mahomet must be attributed : he attempted

To this argument there is a short answer : every thing that his genius had discovered.
the words that Mahomet made use of we The defects in his work arose from want of
know : to those words the same ideas, or knowledge : ff he had known better, he would
ideas that were the same to all material pur- have done better. This conclusion, if true,
poses, were annexed then, that are awnexed completely overturns the foundations of the
now ; so at least we must suppose, in as far Mahometan religion : hence he has neglected
as we pretend to understand them. Give me nothing that could enable him to elude it;
the words of the Koran ; give me the ideas and the universal ignorance of its professors
that belong to them; I ask no more : out of is partly the result of the contrivance of the
them, and them alone, I undertake to pro- legislator to prevent the detection of his im-
duee you a code, which shall contain a hun- posture.
dred times the useful matter there is in that, It is a saying attributed to Solon, that the
without any of those absurdities, the exist- laws he had given to the Athenians were not
ence of which, upon comparison made with such as were the best in themselves, but the
the ideas of utility we have at present, you best they were capable of recei-cing. In this
cannot_but acknowledge, there was doubtless somewhat of truth, es-

But, better laws, though they could have pacially when applied to that turbulent and
been written at that time, and would have jealous people ; and the saying would hold
been understood, would not have been re- good, in the greatest degree, in regard to the
ceived ; for the people were an ignorant, constitutional branch of their laws ; but that
prejudiced, and headstrong people. This at- it was strictly true, one may venture without
gumant may also be demolished without much much hesitation to deny.
difficulty. There could not have been a more con-

Ignorant, prejudiced, and stubborn as they venient maxim for savmgthe credit of a legis-
were, did not your prophet tear from them lator ; and those who have had a legislator
their dearest, their most sacred prejudices? to defend, have not failed to make the most
Were they not polytheists, and did he not of it. But there are few maxims, perhaps,
make them unitarians ? Did he not search that have been carried so much beyond the
out with the severest diligence the crimes mark: and it has been frequently cited in
and vicious propensities they were most ad- cases where it has not only been erroneous
dieted to ? Throughout the whole of his in itself, but not altogether innocent in its
system and of his proceedings, is any want of consequences.
firmness, any of audacity, discernible ? If not, Whatever Athenian arrogance may pretend,
there is but one want, to which the imper- it will not easily gain credit with a discerning
feetion of his system can any longer be at- mind, that at so early a period of society
tributed, thewantofwisdom; thewantof wis- the best of all possible laws should have pre-
dora on the part of a man, who, you say, was sented themselves to view. It will not be
taught by God himself; the want of a share believed, thatamonga people whose charaeter
of wisdom equal to what may be found at pre- disquahfied them from receiving any better
sent in a man of the most ordinary level, laws than those which Solon gave them, there

My people will not endure even the most should have existed a man, who in his own
necessary restraints ; I have therefore laid mind had carried that most difficult of sciences
them under a vast multitude that are of no to so high a pitch of perfection, that it will
use. Such logic may pass upon some minds ; never be possible for any other man to carry
but they must first of all have been prepared it higher.
by a pretty ample dose of prejudices. This sort of apology, what degree of truth

The energy of character necessary to en- soever there may have been in it, in the in-
able a man to lead mankind, to influence as stance in which it has been made, has since
well the intellectual faculties as the affec- been much abused; and it has been employed
tions ; the character to which we have given to gain a reputation of wisdom and expe-
the name of enthusiasm, is made up of a dieney for many a mischievous and many a
determined active courage, and a rambling foolish law. The law, such as it is, lies be-
imagination. No coward, no man even of fore you ; yet foolish as you may think it, the
sellish prudence, was ever a founder of a new lawgiver may, for aught that you know, have
system of legislation. Nemo unquam _ir mat- been the wisest of mmlldnd. But such as the
_us sine aliquo a._atudlvinofuit, says Cicero: author is, such are his works. Since, then,
the plain truth of this, as far as it is true, is, the lawgiver is wise. the law itself may per-
that the energy of the head, in the degree in haps be a wise one too, how foolish soever
which it is necessary to constitute a legisla- it may appear to you : it may have had its
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use, though you and I don't see it. Let the mutability of eertabl laws, is of the number !
law, then, stay where it is ; to abolish it, is The same act which ought to be forbidden
dangerous: a misehief may ensue, which we m one age and country, ought it to be for-
are not able to foresee. Such is the circle bidden in every other ? Yes, and No : yes,
in which many a man who, insensible to the if, in pronouncing the word act, we have in
force of truth, has nothing to guide him but view a large and general class of acts : no, if
the prejudice he has conceived in favour of a narrow and particular one. The plain truth
antiquity, scruples not to run. If any one of the matter is this : there are certain acts
has a mind to see how far the legislator was which admit of laws, which, if worded in
entitled to the benefit of this plea, let him a certain manner, may stand good, and be
consider in what channel the prejudices of equally applicable to all places and times ;
the people are likelyto have run, and in what while there are other acts for which no such
points they are likely to have imposed a laws can be devised. Under the former pre-
coercion upon the legislator. It is natural dlcament come those acts, of which the name
enough they should have opposed any ira- is included in a single word ; such as murder,
portant violent change he might have been thef% adultery, perjury, and the like. Let
inclined to make in the article of religion ; no one commit murder ; let no one commit
and yet we have seen religions overthrown by theft ; let no one commit adultery ; let no
the legislator, and others set up in their stead, one commit perjury ; and so on. Upon this
It is natural enough they shonid oppose the plan, we might make a variety of laws, of
investing men with new powers, or making which the expediency might without impro-
a new distribution of tae old ; and yet in this priety be termed universal and immutable.
way, too, we have seen great changes made But laws, whale the expression of them is
by legislators, with little or no opposition on confined to terms so loose and so extensive,
the part of the people. It is natural enough will never be found precise and clear enough
they should oppose any wishes he might form, for use. The act thus vaguely described
or might be suspected to entertain, of sub- must, before it can be thoroughly understood
jeering them to new and irksome restraints and perfectly distinguished, be broken down
or obligations ; although among the most into species : the law relating to it must, ac-
necessary restraints and obligation% we shall cordingly, be broken down into a multitude
And some of the most irksome. But a sup- of laws : the phrase, pure as it stands now,
position, that is not by any means a natural must bc transformed into othels, in which
one, is, that by dint of menaces and clamour )rovisions of an expository, limitative, or
they _hould have forced him to i_tter their exceptive nature, vall be necessary. Now,
own freedom, by a heap of idle, trifling, and among these qnalifylng provisions, will in
ridiculous obligations and restl_ints. When every case be some, the effect of which iq
a code, amidst all its redundancies, is defcc- to except out of tbe general prohibition oct-
five, and regulations of the most obvious use taln case% in which the act is either cam-
and necessity are looked fur in it in vain, it manded or allowed by some other branch of
is not a mere ipse d_xit that will warrant us the code of law. Now, of these qnalifying
to give credit for utility to institutions, in i provisions, some, it ,_11 be found, ought, in
which not the least trace of utility is dis- point of expediency, to be different in one
cernible, country from what they are in another; dif-

§ 2. Prospective View. ferent in the same country at one time from
what they are at another: and this is the

W, ll the best possible laws, at the present secret history of the universality and immu-
period, be the best possible laws in all tability of these universal and immutable laws.
time to come _. The notion coneermng the essential dis-

Before a period be put to this chapter, it tinetion between mata in se, and mala prohi-
may naturally be expected that some notice bita, is a sort of counterpart and consequence
should be taken of the immutability, which of the former. Mala in se are the offences
many have been so fond of attributing to that are forbidden by the laws that are ira-
certain laws, or pretended laws ; as a_so of mutable : niaIa prohibita, such as are prohi-
the much-talked-of distinction between mala hired by laws that are not immutable.
in se and mala prohibita, with reference to The common notion of this distinction (as
actions; a distinction which seems analogous far as a distinction which has no clearness in
to the former, it is capable of an explanation) seems to be

How mighty in every branch of science, this. Mala in se, which I suppose is put in-
and in the moral branch in particular, how stead of rnala per se, are acts which are evil
mighty and how universal is the force of of themselves ; that is, although there be no
words ! How many questions, even of those political law by which they stand prohibited:
of which one would least expect it, would, mala lrrohib_ta are such acts as are indeed evil,
if examined with attention, be found to turn but would not have been so, had it not been
upon nothing else ! Who would have thought for the law by which they stand prohibited.
it ? Even the question concerning the ira- The foundation of this distinction is none
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of the clearest : but to throw some little design like that which is the object of this
matter of light upon all this darkness, the work, wight lay claim to the attributes of
following observations may be of use :-- universality and eternity for the rectitude of

If any act can with propriety be termed his doctrines, with as little arrogance as he
pernicious, it must be so in virtue of some could claim for them the most confined and
events which are its consequences : this has temporary expediency, provided that in the
been clearly shown already ; therefore no act execution of his plan, he has boldness and
can, strictly speaking, be mala in se, in itself strength of mind enough to set apart all along
pernicious ; nor even of, or by itself, any far- whatsoever is peculiar to particular times and
ther than the words of or by may be under- places, and toraise his contemplation to that
stood to exclude the influence of certain laws. elevated point from which the whole map of
Now, then, as to ma/a prokibita. Why is it human interests and situations lies expanded
that any act is prohibited, if prohibited with to his view.
good cause ? Because the events, which are The rules concerning the cases that are
its consequences, are pernicious, if the law is respectively meet and unmeet for punishment
a good one. The distinction between _ala and for reward; the rules concerning the
in se and mala prohibzta, therefore, appears proportion proper to be observed between
but verbal. If the consequences are other- offences and punishments, between acts of
wise than perniemus, the law, and whatever merit and reward; the rides concerning the
punishment it is sanctioned by, are ground- properties to be wished for in a lot of punish-
less, and thence improper, mcnt and reward; the principles on which the

Again, the distinction pretends to suppose division of offences has its foundation; the
abstraction to be made of subsisting political principles on which the various methods of
laws ; but, in truth, no such abstraction is attacking offences by indirect or far-fetched
ever made. The cases in which the taking means : all these, if they are just and pro-
the goods of another is theft, depend upon per now, would at any time have been so,
the laws ; and a similar observat.ion may be and will be so every where, and to the end
made with regoa'd to other acts, considered of time. Tbey will hold good, solong as plea-
as mala in se : even killing becomes murder, sure is pleasure, and pain is pain; so long as
only m the absence of any ground of exte- steel wounds, fire burns, water seeks a level,
nuation or justification allowed by the law. bread nourishes, inanition destroys; so long
On the other hand, the evil of acts termed as the tooth of the slanderer keepsits venom;
mala proh_b_ta, does not arise from the pro- so long as difference of sex attracts; so tong
hibitory law itself, but is the result of that as neighbour needs the help of neighbour; so
cluster of laws, by which the negative or long as men derive credit or fortune flom
positive "act, directed to be done or omitted their ancestors, or feel an affection for their
i_ applied to beneficial purpose, children.

The ewl, however, of an act which be- The author of a work entitled "Public
comes miselnevous, in consequence of the Happiness," has maintained that the condi-
establishment of certain laws, is not less real tion of man has gone on progressively arneli-
than that of oat act _ala in se. The evil of orating from the eommcr, cement of t_me; and

such an act may, indeed, far exceed the evil Dr. Priestlcy has expressed his expectation
even of an act of murder. Let such an act tha_ man will ultimately attain a degree of
be the non-payment of taxes : let the deft- happiness and knowledge which far surpasses
cieney rise to a certain amount: an enemy our present conceptions. These glorious ex-
breaks in, and among the consequences of the pectations remind us of the golden age of
irruption are many thousand homicides, which, poetry: they have, however, this advantage;
if they have not the name, have the effect oi the happiness of which they speak is to come,
murder, and we are not discouraged by vain regrets

Were I to choose to what I would (most for what is past.
truly and readily) attribute these magnificent We may hope, then, that m future time
prerog-dtivesofuniversalityand immutability, improvements will be made, among other
it should rather be to certain grounds of law, things, in the practice of legislation. But we
than to the laws themselves: to the princi- must only consider that the laws have reach-
pies upon which they sho_fld be ibunded: to ed the maximum of their perfection, and that
the subordinate reasons deducible from those men have obtained the maximum of their

pnnciples, and to the best plan upon which happiness, in,much as it depends upon the
they can be put together: to the considera- laws, when great crimes shallbe known only
tions by which it is expedtent the legislator by the laws which prohibit them: when the
should suffer himself to be governed, rather catalogue of prohibited acts shall no longer
than to any laws which it is expedient he containactionstheevilofwhiehisimaginary:
should make for the government of those who when the rights and duties of the different
stand committed to his care. classes of men shall be so well defined in the

On this ground, then, a man engaged in a civil code, that there shall be no suits arising
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upon points of law : when the system of pro- cal security can only be established by the
cedure shall besu simplified, that tbedispotes forcible renunciation by each one, of every
which from time to time may arise upon thingwhichmightwoundthelegitimaterights
questions of fact, shall be terminated without of others. If we suppose, therefore, the most
any other expense or delay titan is absolutely reasonablelaws, constraint will be their basis:
necessary: when the courts of justice, though but the most salutary constraint in its distant
always open, shallbe rarelyresortadto: when effect is always an evil, is always painful in
natioas, having laid aside their arms and dis- its immediate operation.
banded their armies by mutual agreement, The limits of perfectibility are not so easily
and not from mutual weakness, shall only assigned in some other points: it is not pos-
pay almost imperceptible taxes: when corn- sible to say precisely how far the human
merce shall be free, so that what may be done mind may go in the regions of poetry, in the
by many, shall not be restricted exclusively different branches of literature, in the fine
toa smaltnumber; andwhenoppressive taxes, arts, as painting, music, &e. It is, however,
prohibitions, and bounties, shall not prevent probable that the sources of novelty will be
its natural development: when perfect li- exhausted; and that, if the instruments of
berry shall be allowed to those branches of pleasure become more exquisite, taste will
trade which require liberty, and positive en- become proportionably severe.
couragements shall be granted to those which This faithful picture, the result of facts,
require it: when, from the perfection of con- is more worthy of regard than the deceptive
stitutional law, the rights mid duties of public exaggerations which excite our hopes for a
officers shall have been so well distributed, moment, and then precipitate us into dis-
and the dispositions of the people to submit eouragement, as if we had deceived ourselves
and to resist so well tempered, that the pro- in hoping for happiness. Let us seek oldy
_perity resulting from the preceding causes for what is attainable: it presents a career
shall be beyond the danger of revolutions: sufficiently vast for genius ; sufficiently diffi-
and, in conclusion, when the law, which cult for the exercise of the greatest virtues.
should be the rule of human actions, shall be We shall never make this world the abode
concise, intelligible, without ambiguity, and of perfect happiness: when we shall have
in the hands of every one. accomplished all that can be done, this para-

But to what will the happiness arising from disc wiU yet be, according to the Asiatic idea,
all this amount ? It may be described as the only a garden; but this garden vcall be a most
absence of a certain quantity of evil. It will delightful abode, compared with the savage
arise from the absence of a part of the differ- forest in which men have so long wandered.
ent evils to which human nature i_ subject. This disenssion has been necessary in order
The increase of happiness which will hence to show, that scarcely at present have just
esult, is doubtless sufficiently great to excite ideas been formed of perfection in matters

tile zeal of all virtuous minds in this career of government. Until the grand principle of
of perfection which is open to us; but there utility had been exhibited ; until it had been
is nothing in it unknown or mysterious, and separated from the two false principles with
which cannot be perfectly understood, which it had been unceasingly confounded ;

Everythingbeyond this ischimericaL Per- until, by the aid of this principle, the end to
feet happiness belongs to the imaginary regions be pursued, mid the means to be employed,
of philosophy, and must be classed with the had been recognised ; until, so to speak, all
universal elixir and the philosopher's stone, the legislative apparatus had been provided,
tn the age of greatest perfection, fire will and all the fundamental truths bad been at-
burn, tempests will rage, man will be subject ranged, it was impossible to form any pre-
to infirmity, to accidents, and to death. It else notion of a perfect system of legislation.
may be possible to diminish the influence of, But if at length these different objects have
but not to destroy, the sad and mischievous been accomplished, the idea of its perfection
passions. The unequal gifts of nature and is no longer a chimera: it is, so to spe:lk,
of forttme will always create jealousies: there presented to him who knows how to appre-
will always be opposition of interests; and, elate it: he may trace the whole of _ts hori-
consequently, rivalries and hatred. Plea- zon ; and though no one now living may be
sures _villbe purchased by pains; enjoyments permitted to enter into this land of promise,
by privations. Painful labour, daily subjec- yet he who shall contemplate it in its vast-
tion, a condition nearly allied to indigence, hess and its beauty may rejoice, as did Moses,
will always be the lot of numbers. Amo;_g when on the verge of the desert, from the
the higher as well as the lower classes, there mountain top, he saw the length and the
will be desires which cannot be satisfied ; breadth of that good land into which he w:ts
incliv_tions which must be subdued: recipro- not permitted to enter and take possession.
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Sinee the printing of this Tract, the following apposite passage from Helvetius was
discovered, and pointed out to the Author :--

" Chaque passion a done sea tours, sea expressions, et sa mani6re partleuli_re de s'exprimer :
aussi l'homme qui, par une analyse exactc des phrases et des expressions dont se servent les difo
f6rentes passions, _l_nneroit le signe auquel on peu_t les reconnoitre, mdriteroit sans doute infini-
ment de Ia reconnoissance publique. C eat aloes qu on pourroit, dana le faisceau de sentiments qui
produisent ehaque acte de notr_ volont6, distmguer du moins le sentiment qui domine en nofis.
Jasques-1/_ les hommes s'ignorcront eux-memes, et tomberon ben fait de sentm_ents, dam lea er-
reurs lea plus grossibres."

HELVET. de PE.s'priL Tom. II. Disc. iv. Ch. ii. p. 305.
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No. L PLEASURES A_D PAINS,
-- oft_e TASr_. -- the PALAT_-- the Alimentary Canal m of INrOXmATmN.

Corresponding _ntct¢¢t, Interest of tire PALATE--Interest of the BOTTLE.

Corresponding MOTIVES-- with NAMe.S,

I. NEUTRAL : viz. }--II. EULOGISTIC : --IIL DYSLOGISTIC: viz.

1. Hunger. l viz .... ,
Proper, none. 1_. Gluttony. cramming, stuffing,

•2. Need of food. .. 2. Gulosity. devouring, gorman-
3. Want of food. ]Improper. 3. Voracity. dizing, guttling, &c.
4. Desire of food. ]1. Love of the plea-4. Voraciousness. 10. Drunkenness.
5. Fear of hunger. [ sates of the social 5. Greediness. 11. Ebriety.

board--of the so- 6. Ravenousness. 12. Intoxication.

6. Thirst. cial bowl, or glass 13. Sottishness.
7. Drought. --ofgoodcheer-- 7. Liquorishness.

ofgoodliving--of 8. Daintiness. Love, &c. (as per Col. 3)
8. Need, want, desire the good goddess of &c. drink, liquor

--of the means of --ofthejollygod, 9. Love, appetite,crav- drinking, tippling, t_
quenching, relieving, &c. ing, hankering, pro- ping, boosing, guzzling,
abating, &c. thirst, pensity, eagerness, swilling, soaking, sot_

passion, rage -- of, ring, carousing--jun.
9. Inanition.

f_-- ketting, revelling, &c.

No. II. PLEASURES AND PAINS,

-- of the Savnal Alrpetite, or of the Sixth Sense.

Corresponding _nter¢¢t, SEXUAL INTEREST.

Corresponding MOTIVES _ with NAMEs,

' I _ II. EULO_XSTm: ] _ III. DYSLOGISTIC: viz.. NEUTRAL : VlZ.

Single-worded, none. Viz. I c- ^ "
None. ]1. Venery. I 6. Libidinousness.

12. Lust. t 7. Lecherousness.

Many-worded, 13. Lechery. I 8. Sa]aeity.
Sexual desire, i4. Lewdness. ] 9. Salaciousness.

[5. Lustfulness. I ....
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ii I ii i u r i i.ll I n ii i .,, I

No. IIL PLEASURES A_D PAINS,
--of Ss_sE, or of the SE_sEs : v/z, gener/ca//y or colleetivel_ considered.

Corresponding _lnte_¢¢t,
Interest of SENSE--of the Senses :- SENSUAL INTEREST.

Corresponding MOTIVES -- with NAMES,
^f

--I. NEUTRAL: viz. --lI. EULOGISTIC: -- III. DYSLOGISTIC: Viz.

Single-worded , none. viz. ,

None. I. Sensuality. 8. Love, appetite, tray-
Many.worded, '2. Luxury. I ing, &c. (as per No. I.

Physical want, need, 3. Carnality. I Col. 3) of, for, to, and
exigency, necessity 4. Debauchery. I after--sensual pleasure,

desire, appetite. 5. Intemperance. ] enjoyment, gratiiica-
6. Luxuriousness. / tion, indulgence, &e.
7. Voluptuousness. ]See note (b), Synonyms

, | to.pleasure,

No. IV. PLEASURES AND PAINS,
Derived from the matter of WEALTH.--PLEASURE8 of Possession--Fruition-

Aequisition--.d_tuence--Otmlence. PaxNs of Privation--Loss--Poverty--

Indigence.

Corresponding _nter¢¢t,

PECUNIARY INTEREST. Interest of the Purse.

Cotxesponding MOTIVES -- with NAMES,

- _ '--I. NEUTRAL: V --III. DYSLOGISTIC: ViZ.
. ViZ.
S_ngle-worded, none _--- _ •

[. Economy. 1. Parsimony. 1. Covetousness.
Many-worded, 2. Frugality. '2. Parsimoniousness. '2. Cupidity.
1. Desire,want, need, hope, 3. Thrift. _. Penuriousness. _. Avarice.

prospect, expectation- 4. Thriftiness. L Closeness. _. Rapacity.
of the means of subsist- 5. Stinginess. 5. Rapaciousness.
ence, of competence, 5. Desire, hope, pro- _. Niggardliness. . -

plenty, abundance, rich- speet, expectation 7 Miserliness _. Corruption.es, opulence ;--of profit, _ of thriving. _: Nearness. i7. Corruptness.
acquisition, &c. 6. Prudential regard, 9. Dirtiness. 8. Venality.
Fear, apprehension--of care, attention, for
loss, pecuniary damage, and to a man's pc- 9. Love, appetite, &c.
want, penury, poverty_ euniary concerns, (asperNo.I.Col.3
impoverishment, indi. property, income, lust, greediness-
gence, estate, livelihood of, for, to and af-

3. Desire, &c. _ of main. subsistence, ter _ money, gain,
taiulng, preserving, ira- lucre, peff--hoard-
proving, mending, bet- ing, flint-sklnnlng,

tering, meliorating, ad- I scraping, &c.
vancing--a man's con- /
dition, situation, station,]
position--in life, in so- I

ciety, in the world, &c. I
!
]

[
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N_ V. PLEASURES ANDPAINS,

w of PowER, Influence, A_. Dominion, Goverr_nce, Government,
Co,nmand, Rule, Sway, 8;e.;--.of Governi_j, Commandi_uj, Ruling, 8f¢.

Corresponding _nterect, Interest of the SCEPTRE.

Corresponding MOTIVES _ with NAMES,

-- . NEUTRAL: viz. -- II. EULOGISTIC: _ III. DYSLOGISTIe: viz.

l. Ambition. viz. ¢ -,-------

2. Aspiring_ness. Single-worded , none. i. Ambition. 4. Self-regardin 9 or &s.
' 2. Love, appetite, cra_- social moral qualities,

3. Desire, &e. as per Many-worded, hag, hankering, ea- liable to be manifest.
No. IV. Col. 1, of ]. Honest, becoming, gerness, greediness, ed in the exercise o|
power, &c. asabove : praiseworthy, lau. thirst, lust, rage, pas- power, and productive
of promotion, pre- dable, honourable sion--forpower, &e. of the abuse of it ;--

ferment, advance- generous, noble (as per Col 1.) and wont to be spoken
ment i ofexaltstion, virtuous _ ambi. 3. Spirit of faction, fur- of in the character of
aggrandisement, as- tion. bulenee, intrigue. MOTIVES.
eendancy, prepon- 1. Tyranny.
derancy,superiori- 2. Tyrannicalness.
ty; of risinginthe 3. Despotism.
world,&c. 4. Despoticalness.

5. Arbitrariness.

6. Imperiousness.
7. Dictatorialness.

No. VI. PLEASURES AND PAINS,

-- of COR1OSIT_.

Corresponding Sntere_t, Irderest of the SPYING.GLASS.

Corresponding MOTIVES _ withNA_Es,

r I. NEUTRAL: -- II. EULOGISTIC: viz. _ III. DYSLOGISTIC: viz.

viz. Sinyle-worded , none. r "
I. Curiosity. 1. Inquisitiveness. 5. Idle, vain, busy,
_. Inquisitiveness. Many-worded, 2. Pryingness. prying, imperti-

1. Love, desire, appetite, thirst, 3. Impert_ence. nent-- curiosity,
Love of novelty, rage, passion_for knowledge, 4. Meddlesome- inquisitiveness.

4. Love of experi, learning, instruction, litera- hess.
ment. ture, science ; useful informa-

5. Desire of infor, tion; the arts, &c.
marion. _. Laudable curiosity.
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i I i i

No. VII. PLEASURES A_D PAINS,

of AmTY : viz. PLEASURESderivable from tl_ Good-will, thence from th,
Free Services, ofth/s or that individual. _ PAI_s der/vable from the Loss
or Non acquisition of ditto.

Corresponding Snter¢_t, Interest of the CLOSET.

Corresponding MOTIVES--with NAMES,

-- NEUTRAL : viz. -- II. EULOOXSTIC: viz -- III. DYSLOGXSTrC: viz.

;_ngle-worded, none. Single-worded, none. r ^ ,
1. Servility. 9. Propensity, rew

Many-worded, Many-worded, 2. Slavishness. diness_to fawn.
I. Desire. wish, want, need, Honest, &e. (as per No. 3. Obsequious- cringe, truekli

hope, prospect, expecta- V. Col. 2), desire, &c. ness. to, humour, fiat"
tion --of obtaining, gain- (as per No. VII. Col 4. Cringingness. ter--this or that
ing, acquiring, procuring-- 1.) 5. Abjectness. individual.
partaking of, sharing in-- 6. Meanness. [0. Desire, hope, &c.
enjoying, retaining, secu- 7. Sycophantism of insinuating,
ring _ the good opiuion, 8. Toad-eating. worming a man's
favourable opinion, good- self, creeping in- _
will ; goodoffices, services; to the good
help, aid, assistance, sup- graces of the m-
port, co-operation ; vote ; dividual in ques-'_
interest ; favour, patron- tmn; of currying
age, protection, eounte- favourwith him.
nance, recommendation--
of this or that indiwdual.

Fear, apprehension, dread
of losing, forfeiting,

foregoing -- the favour,
good opinion, &c. as above.

3. Desire, &c. of ingratiating
a man's self with him, of
recommending a man's self
to him, to his favour, &c.
as above ; _ of obtaining,
&c. a place in his favour.

I IlUl _ ill . II
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No. VIII. "PLEASURES AND PAINS,

_oft_ MORAL or POPULAR Sanct/o_ : v/z. PLEASURES of REPUTA'rtos,

or Good-repute: PAINS of BAD REPUTATION, Or lll._te.

Corresponding :_n_¢rvzt, Interest of tl_e TRUMPET.

Corresponding MOTIVES-- with NAMES,

-- I. NEUTRAL : viz. I. NEUTI_AL continued. -- IL EULOGISTIC : ViZ. -- III. DYSLOGI_o

Single-worded, none. disgrace, ignominy, 1. Honour. TIC: viz.
infamy, odium, un- 1, Vanity.

Many-worded, popularity; of ill, 2. Conscience. 2. Vainness.
1. Desire, &e. (as evtl, bad _ repute, 3. principle. 3. Ostentation.

per No. VII.)-- report, orfame; ofan 4. Fastidiousness.
of obtaining. &e. ill, &c. name, of bad 4. Probity. 5. Vainglory.
the good-will, &e., reputation, bad eha- 5. Integrity. -
thence the eventual raeter : of being dis- 6. Uprightness. 6. False glory.
services, &c. of the graced, dishonoured, 7. Rectitude. 7. False honour.
public at large, or a &e. 8. Honesty. - .....
more or less consi- 4. Sense of propriety, 8. Pride.
derable, though not decorum, honour, dig- 9. Heroicnlness. 9. False pride.
liquidated, portion nity ; moral rectitude, 10. Honest, becoming, 10. Serf-sufficiency
of it. moral duty. laudable, virtuous, 11. Loftiness.

'2. Fear, &c. (as per pride : a proper de- 12. Haughtiness.
2Vo. VII. Col. 2.) gree of pride. 13. Assumingness.
of losing, &c. the _ Conscience and 14. Arrogsnce.
good opiifion, &c. of Principle belong also to 15. Overbearing-
datto. Nos. IX. and X. : so hess.

3. Fear, or sense--of lihewise Probity, be. : 16. Insolence.
shame, disrepute, and these last belong And see No. IT.
opprobrium, re- to No. XIV. i_t so far Col. 4.
proaeh, dishonour, as depends upon the

LEGAL SANCTION.
i H i

No. IX. PLEASURES Ar;v PAINS,

of the RELIGIOUS SANCTION.

Corresponding _ntere_t, Iuterest of the AL TAR.

Corresponding MOTIVES--with NAMes
, ,, ^ ...... i

--I. NEUTKAL: viz. --II. EULOGISTIC: viz. _IIL DYSLOGISTIC: rig.

1. Religion. 1. Piety, _ '_
2. Religiousness. 2. Devotion. il. Superstition. _ piety, _.

3. Devoutness. _. Bigo_y. as above, CoL. 2.

3. Sense of religious 4. Godliness. 8. Religious preju-
duty. 5. Holiness. 3. Enthusiasm. dice.

4. Religious zeal, fer- 6. Sanctity. L Fanatidsm. 9. Religiousfreazy
your, ardour. 7. Righteousness. 10. Religious into-

. 5, Sanctimoniousness. lemnee.

5. Fear of God. 8. Pious, godly, holy, _. Hypocrisy.
6. Hope from God. sacred_ b_.zeal, fer- L Affectation of, preten-

7. ,,Love of pod. your, ardour, be. sionto --religion, be. --_
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No. X. PLEASURES ANYPAINS,
-- of SYMPATHY.

Corresponding _nt_¢zt,

of the HEART: viz. more or less expanded, avpansive, comprehensive--

in proportion to the Number of the Persons whose Welfare is the o_ect of the

Desire.

Corresponding MOTIVES- with NAMES,
^

I. NEUTRAL : viz. _ IL EULOOISTIC : IL EULOGISTIC con- _ III. DYSLOGISTIC :

viz. tinued : viz.
L _ Towards this o_

that determinate IN. (Mostly names of per-III. -- Towards the I. _ Towards this or
DIVIDUAL-- manent moral qua. POJLITICALCom- that IND IVI-

[. Sympathy. lities --) munlty, or Nation, at D UAL--
Fellow-feeling. [. -- Towards this or large- 1. Partiality.
Good-will. that INDI VI. 1. Patriotism. 2. Favouritism.
Friendship. DUAL- '2. Public spirit. 3. Partialattachment

.... 1. Kindness. 3. Public zeal. &e.--(SeeCols.
Personal attachment, 2. Good-nature. 4. Love of country, and 2.)

affection, regard,kind- 3. Amicableness. IV.-- Towards MAN. II. -- Towards thiso;
hess, tenderness,fond. 4. Complacency.
hess. 5. Benignity. KIND at large -- that comparativel_PRIVATE Cir.

[L- Towards this or 6. Tenderness. I. Philanthropy. cle
thatDOMES TIC, 7. Loving-kindness. 2. General, universal,

all-embracing, all- 1. Family partiality.
or other comparatively S. Affability. comprehensive--be. -
PRIVATE Cirele_ 9. Courteousness. nevolence, benefi. 2. Party attachment

1. Family, domestic, pa- 10. Urbanity. eence, kindness, &c. favour, affection
rental, social attach- (SeeCols. l._f2.) prejudice, prepos
ment, &c.---as above. 11. Pity. sesslon, zeal, spirit,

12. Compassion. rage, madness.
the PO-13. Commiseration. L Spirit of faction.

LITICAL Communi-14. Charity. 4. Corporation spirit.
ty at large_

15. Mercy. IIL _ Towards the
[. National attachment. 16. Clemency. P O L I T I C A L

National zeal. 17. Long-snifering. Commumtyat large
18. Forbearance.

-- Towards MAN. 19. Humanity. 1. Nationality.
at large-

l.Sympathy, feUow-feel- '20. Kindheartedness. 2. National partialit:prejudice, prepos
ing, good-will, regard, !21. Tenderhearted- session.
kindness -- for or to- ness.

wards--mankind, the 22. Goodness ofheart. IV.--TowardsMAN

human species, the KIND at large--race of men, &c.- 23. Gratitude.
in general. None.

II.--Towards this or
that eo_aratlvel_
PRIVATE C/rek
---.nootherwisethan
as above.
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No. XI. PLEASURES ANDPAINS,

m of ANTIPATHY _ of Ill.will-- of the IRASCIBLE APPETITE : including the

P_EASUEES of Revenge, and the PAINS of Unsatisfied Vindictiveness.

Corresponding _nt_re_t, Interest of the GALL.BLADDER.

Corresponding MOTIVES m with NAMES,
^

r

L NEUTRAL : _ II. EULOGISTIC : _ III, DYSLOGIST1C : _Z.

viz. viz.
f

1. Antipathy. Single-worded, none. -- Specially derived II. Abstract Moral Qua
2. Dislike. _ and directed a_ec- lities _ continued.

3. Aversion. Many-worded, twns _ 33. Obduracy.
4. Displeasure. 1. Just, proper, legi- I. Ill-wilL 34. Obdurateness.

timate, justifiable, 2. Ill-humour.
5. Anger. warranted, well- 3. Animosity. 35. Implacability.36. Callousness.
6. Wrath. grounded, due, be- 4. Spite.

7. Exasperation. coming, laudable, 5. Malice. 37.Unjust, improper,_c.
praiseworthy, corn- 6. Ihtred. -- asperity, harsh-

8. Resentment. mendable, noble, 7. Hate. hess, rigour, severi-
9. Indignation. dignifled--displea- _ ty, antipathy, Re.

10. Incensement. sure, indignation, 8. Abhorrence. _See Cols. 2. and3.)
resentment. 9. Abomination.

10. Detestation.
11. Execration.

12. Rage.
13. Fury.
]4. Rancour.

15. Revenge.
16. Vengeance.

17. Envy.
lS. Jealousy.

II. -- Abstract Moral
Qualities

19. Spleen.
20. Ill-nature.

21. Waspishness.

22. Maliciousness.
23. Malignity.
24. Malignaney.
25. Venomousness.

26. Cruelty.
27. Barbarity.
28. Savageness.
29. Brutality.
30. Ferocity.

31. Vindictiveness.
32. Vengefulness.

I i i
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No. XIL PAINS,

OfLABoult _ Toil-- Fatigue.

Corresponding _raere_t, Interest of the PILLO W.

Corresponding MOTIVES _ with'NAMES,
C

I. NEUTRAL: viz. -- II. EULOGISTIC: -- III. DYSLOOXSTXC: viz.
^.

Single-worded, none. None. _. Indolence. 11. Torpidity.
Many-worded, 2. Laziness. 12. Seguity.
1. Love of ease. 3. Sloth.
2. Aversion to labour. 4. Slothfulness. ]3. Tardiness.
3. Fear, apprehension, 5. Singgardliness. 14. Dilatoriness.

dread- of toil, fa- 6. Sluggishness. 15. Procrastination
tigue, over-exertion, 7. Self-indulgence.
over-working, over. S. Idleness. ]6. Slowness.
straining. 9. Listlessness. 17. Lenitude.

10. Torpidness. 18. Drawlingness.

No. XIII. PAINS,

of DEATH, and BODILY Pains in general.

Corresponding _ntere¢t,

lnterest of EXISTENCE--of Bodily, Corporal, Personal, SELF-

PRESJER VA TI O N-- Safety _ Security.

Corresponding MOTIVES--with NAMES,
L

I. NEUTRAL: VlZ. $-- II. E_LOGISTIC: ViZ. -- III. DYSLOOISTIC: viz.

1. Self-preserwtion. Properly belonging to F .....
3. Self-defence. this head, none. I. Transient II. Permanent

3. Self-protection. Borrowed from the Ha- EMOTIONS. QUAJLITIES.
L Desire of, regard to, bitudes of the IN- ! 1. Dread. 1. Timidity.

or for_personal safe- TEZI, ECTUAZ 2. Terror. 2. Timorousness.
ty, security. Faculty-- 3. Appalment. 3. Pusillanimity.

.... 4. Consternation. L Faint-heartedness.
1. Prudence. 5. Dismay. 5. Chicken-hearted-5. Fear, apprehension-- 2. Circumspection.

of pain, suffering, &e. 3. Forecast. ness.6. Fear of death. 6. Tremor. .-
7. Love of life. 4. Foresight. 7. Trepidation. 6. Cowardice.

5. Cautiousness. 7. Poltroonery.
6. Vigilance.

7. Prudential care.
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No. XIV. PLEASURES ANY PAINS,
_of _e SELF-REGARDING Cl_185, g_lerically or _oll¢.c.tive_l considered :

i. e. of all the above sorts, except lffos. X. and XI.

Corresponding _nte_ett, SELF-REG_G Interest.

Corresponding MOTIVES _ with NAMES,
i

f I-- . NEUTRAL: VlZ. _ ]I. EULOGISTIC _ III. DYSLOGISTIC: viz.

Single-worded, none : e_- viz. 1r _cept in so far as those None : except in so .far . Self-interest. 13. Interestedness.

in No. XII. may here as those in .No. XIII. 2. Selfishness. [4. Self-interestedness.

be applicable, may here be appheable.
1. Personal interest.

L Self-regarding inter-

est. _ ,

I. EXP LANATIONS.

(a) [Springs qfaetion.] 1. Under this de- raeter of ends : pleasure and pain here in the
nomination, those objects and considerations character of means.
alone are included in this Table, which, in ('b) [Pleasures.] Synonyms to the word
their operation on the will, act as it were in pleasure : including those by which are de-
the way of immediate contact. Concerning signated the correspondent states of mind,
those which act on the will no otherwise than and their respective causes. 1. Gratification.
through the understanding, see Note (m) on 2. Enjoyment. 3. Fruition. 4. Indulgence.
the word Motives. 5. Joy. 6. Delight. 6*. Deleetatien. 7. Hi-

2. The words here employed as leading larity. 8. Merriment. 9. Mirth. 10. Gaiety.
terms, are names of so many psychological 11. Airiness. 12. Comfort. 13. Solace. 14.
entities, mostlyfictltious, framed by necessity Content. 15. Satisfaction. 16. Rapture.
for the purpose of discourse. Add, and even 17. Transport. 18. Ecstasy. 19. Bliss._
of thought: for, without corresponding words 20. Joyfulness. 21. Gladness. 22. Gladful-
to clothe them in, ideas could no more be hess. 23. Gladsomeness. 24. Cheerfulness.
.fixed, or so mneh as fashioned, than commu. 25. Comfortableness. 26. Contentedness.
nieated. 27. Happiness. 28. Blissfulness. 29. Feli.

3. By habit, wherever a man sees a name, city. 30.Well-being. 31. Prosperity. 32. Suc-
he is led to figure to himself a corresponding cess. 33. Exultation. 34. Triumph. 35. A-
object, of the rcahty of which the name is mnsement. 36. Entertainment. 37. Diver-
accepted by him, as it were of course, in the sign. 38. Festivity. 39. Pastime. 40. Spurt.
character of a certificate. From this delusion, 41. Play. 42. Frolic. 43. Recreation. 44. Re-
endless is the confusion, the error, the dis- freshment. 45. Ease. 46. Repose. 47. Rest.
sension, the hostility, that has been derived. 48. Tranquillity. 49. Qtdet. 50. Peace.

4. Of all these groups or classes of inti- 51. Relief. 52. Relaxation. 53. Alleviation.
mately connected psychological entities, to 54. Mitigation.
motives alone is the appellation Springs of (e) [Pains.] Synonyms to the word pain:
action immediately applicable : to the others, ind,lding those by which are designated the
no otherwise than in virtue of the relation correspondent states of mind and their re-

they respectively bear to Motives. spective causes. 1. Vexation. 2. Suffering.
5. Psychologicaldynamics(by thisname 3.Mortification.4.Humiliation.5.Sorrow.

may be calledthescience,which has forits 6.Grief.7.Mourning. 8.Concern. 9. Di_
snbjeetthesesame sprinysof actlo_,cor-i- tress.I0. Discomfort.If.Discontent.12.
deredas su_'h)has f-.-itsbasispsychologicalDissatisfaction.13.Regret. 14._aguish.
a2hology.Pleasureand exeraptic-;frompaln 15. Y,govy. 16. Torture. 17. Torment.
Ito be consideredeverywhere m the cha- 18. Pang. 19. Throe. 20. Exauciatlon.
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21. Distraction. 2c2. Trouble. 23. Embar- a man will experience them, otherwise not :
rassment. 24. Anxiety. 25. Solicitude.6.Itsfecundity,whichisdirectlyasthevalue
'26.Perplexity.27. Disquiet._8. Disquie- of any pleasureor pleasures,exemptionor
tude. 29. Inquietude. 30. Unquietness. exemptions(viz.from pain),which, in case
31.Discomposure.32.Disturbance.33.Com- of hisexperiencingthepleasure,he w_llex-
motion. 34. Agitation.35. Perturbation.perxence,otherwisenot: 7.Itsextent,which
36. Disorder. 37.Harassment. 38. Rest- isas the numberof thepersons,by whom a
lessness.39.Uneasiness.40.Discontented- pleasureof thesortin question,producedby
hess. 41. Anxiousness. 4'2.Sorrowfulness.the individualevent or stateof thingsin
43. Sadness. 44. Weariness. 45. Mourn- questionwhich isthe causeof the pleasure,
fulness.46. Bitterness.47. Unhappiness.Jisexperienced.
48. Wretchedness. 49. Misery. 50. Infc-] 9.Apply thisto reward,topunishment,to

licity.51.Melancholy.52. Gloom. 53. De- ]compe_ation; tothe matterof goodand the
pression.54.Dejection.55.Despondence.Imatterof evzlemployedto those respective
56. Despondency. 57. Despair. ,58.Des- ]purposes. In so far as thisapplicationis
peration.59. Hopelessness.60. Affliction.|neglected,thebusinessof/aw andgovernme_2t
61. Calamity. 6'2.Plague. 63.Grievance.]iscarriedon blindfold.
64. Misfortune. 65. Mishap. 66. Misadven- | 10. Positive good (understand pathological
ture. 67. Mischance. /good) is either pleasure itself, or a cause

2. Note, that in many instances the tran- of pleasure : negatwe good, either exemption
sieur sensation, the permanent state of mind, from pain, or a cause of such exemption.
and the cause of one or both, are designated 11. In like manner, positive evil is either
by the same word. pain itself, or a cause of pain : negative evil,

3. In the plural number, in some instances, either loss of pleasure, or a cause of such
the word is scarcely in use. loss.

4. In some instances, different modifications 12. In the character of an interest- a de-
of the principal idea, asabove, are designated sire--a motive--equivalent to, and thence
by the two numbers. See for example under equipollent With, a given pleasure, may be
Pleasure, Nos. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. exemptwn from a given pain :--say for sim-

S. Fully to delineate and illustrate these p]icity's sake an ezemption: equivalent to a
and other observable modes of difference, gaven pain, loss of a given pleasure :--say
would require a volume, for simplicity's sake, a loss.

6. Use of these synonyms. It is only by l 3. Moral good is, as above, pathological
means of its relation to objects designated by good, in so far as human wsll is considered as
other names, that the nature of any object instrumental in the production of it: in so
can be made known : proportioned to the far as any thing else is made of it, either the
number of the names brought to view, is the word is without meaning, or the thing is
number of the relations here exhibited. Sy- without value. And so in regard to evil.
_zonymation is denomil_ation. By denomina- 14. For pathological might here have been
tion, to an extent proportioned to that of the )ut the more ordinary adjunct physical, were
de,nomlnatives employed, the work of classi- it not that, ill that ease, those pleasures and

fication is performed. In physics, right de- pains, the scat of which is not in the body,
nomination and right conception, --and, so far but only in the mind, might be regarded as
as depends upon right conception, rightprae- excluded.
t/ce,_are acknowledged to be inseparable. 15. Take away pleasures and pains, not
By identity of denominat*on, identity of na- only happiness, but justice, and duty, andob-
ture, i. e. of properties ; by diversity, diver- ligation, and virtue--all which have been so
sity is declared, elaborately held up to view as independent

7. Constructed in different languages, a of them--are so many empty sounds.
Table of this sort would afford an interest- 16. As a spring of action, a pleasure can-
ing specimen of their comparative copious- not operate, but in so far as. in the particular
hess and expressiveness, direction in question, action is regarded as a

8. Of the value of a pleasure, the elements means of obtabting it ; a pain, in so far as
or iaqredients are, 1. Its intensity : '2. Its action is regarded as a means of avoiding it.
duration (of these two its magnitude is corn- 17. In so far as it happens not to operate
posed:) 3. Its certainty (sayrather its pro- as a spring of action, a pleasure may be
bability : ) 4. Its propinquity or nearness termed inert. Pleasures which in their very
(measurable no otherwise than by the oppo- nature are inert, are : 1. All pleasures of
site quality, its remoteness ;) in both which mere recollection. 2. All pleasures of" mere
eases, by the supposition, it is not present : imagination. 3. Even pleasures of expecta-
5. Its purity, which is inversely as the value tion, when the expected pleasure is regarded
of any pain or pa_ns, /oss or losses (viz. of as certain, and not capable of being by action
pleasure), in such sort associated with it, as either brottght nearer or increased. And so
that, in case of his experiencing the pleasure, it is with pa/_s.
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18. In a remote way, indeed, it may hap- (e) [simp/e.] 1. The pleasut'es mid pains
pen to any such pleasure, howsoever in itself here brought to view are, every one of them.
inert, to give birth to action : but then it is .simple and elementary. Out of these, others
only by means of some different pleasure, m any number may be compounded; and for
which it happens to bring to view. the compound so made, appropriate denomio

19. In itself, the pleasure derived, for ex- nations may be, and in an indefinite number
ample, from a recollected landscape, is aninert have been framed; giving, each of them, to
one. An effect of it may indeed be the send- the compound object, especially in so far as
ing a man again to the place to take another the denomination employed is slngle-worded,
view. But, in that case, the operating plea- the aspect of a simple one. For example, in
sure--the actuating motive--is a different Note (r), Pleasures of the bottle: 2. Love
one: viz. the pleasurable idea of the pleasur- (the sexual) considered as a motive. 3. Love
able sensation expected from that other view. of justice. 4. Love of liberty.

(d) [OriginaL] l. viz. as opposed to de- 2. Objection. The pleasures and pains styled,
rivative. Bythe adjunct original, may be asabove, simple, are not so in every instance :
distinguished such pleasures as are the ira- for, under the import of the word physical
mediate and simultaneous accompamments of pleasure (No. 3.), physical pleasures of all
perception : viz. physical, i. e. corporeal, or sorts, with the several motives, are included_
merely psychological, i. e. mental:--and so Answer. The pleasure which, on any indi-
of pains, vidual occasion, is here considered as being in

2. By the adjunct derivatwe, such as are question is not the less simple: for, on the
not ac6bmpaniments of perception, wz. of occasion here supposed, no more than one
present perception, but are derived from past such pleasure is as being in prospect, though
perception :--and so of pains, that one may be of any one of the species

3. Derived from past perception, they are comprised under the class designated by the
the fruit of memory (i. e. of recollection), or word in question, _z. physical. Whether
of imaginatwn : of memory, in so far as they of this same class, or of any other class, or
ere copies of an entire picture: of imagination, of any two classes, suppose two pleasures
in so far as they are copies taken in the way operating on the same occasion in the char-
of abstraction, from detached parts of any acter of nwtives, then, and then only is it.
such picture ; -- those parts being taken that to the pleasure and to the correspondent
either, each by itself, or mixed up together, motive, the epithet compound, in the sense
in any order, along with parts taken in like in which it is here employed, is applicable.
manner from other pictures. (f) [Interest.] 1. A man is said to have

4. Derived from imagination, if the con- an znterest in any subject, in so far as that
ception formed of them be accompanied with subject is considered as more or less likely
a judgment more or less decided--a per- to be to him a source of pleasure or exemp-
suasion more or less intense--of the future tion:--subject, viz. thing or person; thzng,
realization of the pictures so composed, the in virtue of this or that u_e which it may
imagination is styled expectation : and the happen to him to derive from that thing.
pleasure, if any there be, which is the imme- person, in virtue of this 9r that service, which
diate accompaniment of such persuasion, is it may happen to him to receive at the hands
styled a pleasure of expectation, or a pleasure of that person.
of hope : if not so accompanied, a pleasure 2. A man is said to have an interest in the
of imagination, and nothing more. And so performance of this or that act, by himself
of pains: except that pains of expectation or any other_or in the taMngplave of this
have for their synonyms, not pains of hope, or that event or state of things,_in so far
hut pains of apprehension, as, upon and in consequence of its having

5. Thus, it is no otherwise than through place, this or that good [i. e. pleasure or ex-
the medium of the imagination, that any plea- eruption) is considered as being more or less
sure, or any pain, is capable of operating in likely to be possessed by hitm
the character of a motive. It is only through 3. It is said to be a man's interest that the
the medium of these derivative representa- act, the event, or the state of things in ques-

tions that the past orlylnal can, .in any shape, tion should have place, in so far as it is sup-
or in any part, be brought to view. posed that--upon, and in consequence of.

6. Note, that in the way of imagination, its having place--good, to a greater value.
from original pleasures may be derived not will be possessed by him than in the contrary
pleasures only but likewise pains. Pain, for case. In the former case, interest corresponds
example, is a natural accompaniment of the to a single item in the account of good and
recollected idea of the past pleasure, when ev//; in the latter case, it corresponds to a
the expectation is that it will not betas balance on the side of good.
pleasure is, when the expectation is that it 4. For the word interest no synonyms have
will be--ag_n realized. And so in the case been foun&
of pains. (9) [Desires.] Synonyms to the word de.
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_dre. I. Wish (to, or for.) 2. Appetite (for.) Of the modifications of good and evil, cap-
8. Craving (for.) 4. Longing (for, or after.) able of operating in the character of motives
5. Coveting (of, or for.) 6.Liking (to, or i to the will, this Table presents a view: of
for.) 7. Inclination (to, or for.) 8. Regard the corresponding considerations capable of
(for.) 9. Affection (for.) 10. Attachment operating, insubserviencetotheseseveralmo-
(to.) 11. Love (of, or for.) 12. Hankering tires to the will, in the character of motives
(after.) 13. Propensity (to, or towards.) to the undersian&ng, no book could cora-
l4. Zeal (for, or in behalf of.) 15. Eager- prise the catalogue.
ness (for.) 16. Anxiety (for.) 3. To the head of motwes to the under-

(1Q _Averslons.] Synonyms to the word standing belong means.
aversion. I. Dislike (of, to, or for.) 2. Dis. 4. The desire e.xisting, whatsoever, in the
taste (of, or for.) 3. Disgust (at.) 4. An- character of a means, promises to be contri-
tipathy(against, or towards.) 5. Loathing butory to the attainment of the end fl. e. to
(of.) 6. Abhorrence (of.) 7. Detestation the possession of the pleasure or tbe'exemp-
(of.) 8. Execration. 9. Hatred (of, or tion which is the object of the desire), ope-
towards.) rates in the character of an incentive, i. e. a

(i) [Wants.] Synonyms to the word want motwe: viz. by giving increase to the appa-
are: 1. Need (of.) 2. Demand (for.) 3. Exi- rent value of the good in respect of certainty.
gency. 4. Necessity. 5. As by3ud#ment , destre is influenced, so

('k) [Hopes.] Synonyms to the word hope. by desire, jud#ment: witness interest-begotten
1. Expectation (of, or from.) 2. Prospect p_ejudtee :--the tendency of the influence
(of, or from), being, in the first ease regular and salutary,

(l) [Fears.] 1. Synonyms to the word fear. rightly instructive and dlrectwe; in the other
!. Apprehension (of, for, orabout.) 2. Dread case irregular, and nat,lrally szntster, decep-
(of.) 3. Terror. 4. Horror (of.) 5. Soli- tlous, and seduetwe.
eltude (for, or about, or concerning.) 6. An- 6. Motives to the understanding operate as
xiety (for, or about.) 7. Suspicion (of, or such in every case on the wtll: else they
about.) would not be motives. The converse does

2. As desire is topleasure (and its expected not hold good. Antecedently to action (the
causes), so is aversion to pain and its ex- actions termed involuntary excepted), the wall
peeted causes. So, as to hope and fear. is, in every case, perceptibly in exercise : not

3. Want bears a common reference to plea- so the understanding.
sure and to pain : satisfied, it produces plea- ; 7. In so far as the effect or tendency of
sure; unsatisfied, pain ; though capable of the desire is to restrain action, not to pro-
being overbelaneed by the pleasure of hope, duce it, the term mottve cannot be employed
i. e. of expectation without a eontra/Jietion in terms. Unfor-

4. Need, dema_ld exigency, necessity, may tunately, the word restrictive, though in the
exist without any corresponding desire: so form of an adjective it is, in the form of a
likewise want, in so far as it is synonymous substantive is not, as yet in the language.
to these four appellatives without being so to 8. Of the sorts of psychological powers
desire. Exposed to danger, a man has need brought to view in this 'Fable under the ap-
of, and so far is in want of, all necessary pellation of motives, three at least, v/z. No. 8
means of safety: but, so long as he is ignorant (regard for reputation, &e.) No. 9 (piety),
of the danger, he has no desire of or for any and No. 10 (sympathy), will be found to be
of them. more frequently and extensively, as well as

5. As hope is to pleasure and exemption, so more usefully, employed to the purpose of
is fear to pain and loss. restraint, than to that of incztement--as re-

6. Expectation and prospect are, without I strictives than as motives. In comparison of
self-contradiction, applicable to pain, to loss, I the de_ee of efficiency, with which man's
and to their supposed causes : hope, not. I power of producing unhappiness, small in-

(m) [3fotives.] 1. Synonyms to the word } deed is that with which his power of pro-
motive. 1, Inducement. 2. Incitement 3. In- I dueing hoppinessis capable of being employed.
centive. 4. Spur. 5. Invitation. 6. Soli- _ By the power of thepolitieal sanction, almost

citation. 7. Allurement. 8. Enticement. I nature is susceptible, thence almost all the9. Temptation. all the pleasures and pains of which man's
2. Motives to the will--motives to the motwes to the action of which he is sensible,

understanding : _note well the difference, are capable of being applied to the purpose
Motive to the will, a desire-- the eorrespon- of restraint: bat, except in so far as they are
ding deske_operating in the character of a so employed by that power, ineztement atone
motive : motive to the understanding, any is the purpose, to which, in the character of
consideration, -- the apparent tendency of springs of action (as the term spriTujs of ac-
which is to give increase to the efficiency of tion imports) the motives under the gover-
the desire, in the chaan_ete_ of a motive to hence of which man is placed, are mostly era-
the will. ployed. All perform alike the office of a spur:
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npon these few rests pliucii_dly the charge 2. Thus it is that. in addition to the ira-
of performing the office of a bridle, port which, m the character of a simple term.

9. Pleasure, pain, &c. -- connection be- properly belongs to it, willbe found involved
tween the respective imports of these several m every such censorial appellation the im-
appellatives, port of at least one entire proposition : vtz.

When to a man's enjoying a certain good, a proposition expressive of a judgment ofap-
i. e. a certain pleasure or exemption from a probation or disapprobation, as above.
certain pain--it has appeared to him to be 3. Various, and as yet seldom altogether
necessary that a certain event or state of determinate, are the grounds on which this
thinys should have had place; and, for the judgment seems to have been framed:-
purpose of causing it to have place, he has per- 1. A supposed excess of intensity on the part
formedaeertainact ; then so it is, thatamong of the desire: (See Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 11, 12,
the psychological ph_enomena, which, on the 13, 14.) 2. A supposed impropriety in the
occasion in question, have had place and ope- choice of the subject, on which the act from
ration in his trend, are the following, viz. 1. He which the pleasure is expected to be derived
has felt himself to have an interest in the pos- is exercised: (See No. 2.) 3. A supposed ira-
session of that same good. 2. He has felt a propriety in the nature of the act, i.e. ill SO
desire to possess it. 3. He has felt an aver- far as the imputed impropriety has any io-
sion to the idea of his not possessing it. 4. He telligiblegrounds, a supposed mischievousness
has felt the want of it. 5. He has entertained a -- a balance on the side of evil (pathologwal
hope of possessing it. 6. He has had before his evil) on the part of its consequences. See the
eyes the fear of not possessing it. 7. And the above, and the several other instances.
deszre he has felt of possessing it has operated 4. On this occasion, to take the case of a
on his will in the character of a motive, by the dyslogzstlc appellative, the error, in so far as
sole operation, or by the help of which, the act there is any, consists in this: mz. that, on
exercised by him, as above, hasbeen produced, account of some accidental effect, which, on

10. Such has been the state of the case, of this or that occasion, has been observed to
whatsoever nature the pleasure or the pain be produced by the desire, the whole corre-
in question has been : whether of the self- sponding group of psycholwfical entities--
regardzn 9 or of the extra-regarding class: if pleasure, interest, destre, motive--are, on all
of the extra-re#ardin 9 class, whetber of the occasions, by the undJstinguishing and un-
social or of the dissocial order or genus, eludible force of this condemnatory appella-

I 1. Thus it is, that these intimately con- tire, involved in one common and undistin-
netted, but not otherwise commensurable, ap- guishing censure : and, race versa, when the
pellatives serve for the exposition of each eensoriul appellative is of the eulogistie east.
other: no one of these having any superior whatsoever mischievous effeetsare liable, and

enus, nor consequently being susceptible of apt, to be produced by the desire, are covered
the only species of expositwn as yet in eom- and kept out of sight : whereas, to a truly
mon use, vlz. that which is called a definition, enlightened, as well as sincerely benevolent
and is performed by the assignment of some mind, it will appear, that, on each individual
word expressive of a superior genus, of which occasion, it is by the probable balance in the
the word in question denotes a species, account of utihty, whether of pleasure or of

12. To the will it is that the idea of a pazn, that the judgment, whether it be of
pleasure or an exemption applies itself in the approbation or of disapprobation, ought to
first instance ; in that stage its effect, if not be determined.
conclusive, is velleity: by velleity, reference (q) [impassioned.] 1. Between sneh as are
is made to the understan&ng, viz. 1. For simply censorial and such as are moreover
striking a balance between the value of this impassioned, the line will almost every where
9ood, and that of the pain or loss, if any, be necessarily and irremediably indetermi-
which present themselves as eventually about nate: on the question to which of the two
to stand associated with it : 2. Then, if the classes the appellative belongs, the decision

balance appear to be in its favour for the therefore cannot but be in a proportio,able
choice of means : thereupon, if aetlon be the degree arbitrary.
result, velleity is perfected into volition, of 2. Passion being among the causes ot
which the correspondent action is the imme- wrong judgment and consequent misconduct,
diate consequence. For the process that has any intimation of the existence of any such
place, this description may serve alike in all feeling, in the breast of him by whom the
cases: t/me occupied by it may be of any appellative is applied, may on th_ score have
length ; from a minute fraction of a second, as its practical use.
in ordinary cases, to any number of years. 3. Having, without the form, the force of

(n) _eutogtstic] (o) [dyslogistie] (p) [neu- an assumption,--and having for its object,
tral.] l. Eu/og/st/e or dyslogistie, any such and but too commonly for its erect, a like
appellative may in either ease be termed assumption on the part of the hearer or res-
cen_orlal, der,--tbe sort of aUegstic_, in question, how
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ill-grounded soever, is, when thus masked, 3. Desire of good-will (No. 7.) viz. the good-
apt to be more persuasive than when ex- will of the person beloved ; including the in-
pressed simply and in its own proper form : definite train of services, of which it may be
especially where, to the character of a censo, the imagined and expected source : 4. Good-
rial adding the quality and tendency of an wzll itself; viz. towards that same person
impussioned allegation, it tends to propagate, (No. 10.) or say sympathy : viz. in contem-
ns it were by contagion, the passion by which platiou of the qualities, intellectual or moral,
It was suggested. On this occasion, it seeks ascribed to that same person, &c. &e.
and finds support in that general opinion, of Example III. Love of justice. -- Coupe-
the existence of which the eulogistic or dys- NENT ELEMENTS---I. Ill SOfar as it is to the
logistic sense, which thus, as it were by ad- individual in question, that, in the instance
hesiou, has connected itself with the import in question, the benefit of justice accrues,
of the appellative, operates as proof. _ Deszre of self-preservation (No. 13.) 2. Sym-

4. Applied tothe several springs of action, Ipathy (No. i0.) for this or-that other indivi-
and in particular to pleasures and to motives, _dual, considered as being, on the occasion in
these censorial and impassioned appellatives ] question, or on other similar ones, liable to
form no inconsiderable part of the ammunition [ become a sufferer by the opposite iz_justice.
employed in the war of words. [ 3. Sympathy (No. 10.) for the community at

5. Under the direction of sinister interest ] large, in respect of the interest which it has
and interest-begottenprejudwe, theybevebcen _ in the maintenance of justwe : i. e. as being
employed in the character of fallacies, or in- liable, in an indefinite extent, to become a
struments of deception, by polemics of aLl sufferer by injustice. 4. Antipathy (No. 9.)
classes :--by politicians, lawyers, writers on towards any other person or persons, consi-
controversial divinity, satirists, and literary dered as profiting, or being in a way toprofi¢,
censors, by the opposite injustice. 5. Antipathy (No.

6. Causes of the comparative numbers of 9.) towards any other person, who, in the
censorial az_d neutral names of motives. .Eu- character of a )udge, is considered as con-
logistic appellatives; in some instances abun- cerned, or about to be concerned, in giving
dant, in others rare or wanting: solikewise, existence or e_ect to the injustice.
dysloglstie_ in some instances both abundant : Example IV. Love of liberty : viz. consti-
ncutralappella_ves; in most instances either tutlonal liberty, or rather (to speak more dis-
rare or wanting :--such are among the obser- tinctly) secUr_ty.--COMPONENT _LE_ENTS---
rations which the contents of this Table may 1. Desire of self-preservation (No. 13.) viz.
be apt to suggest. Of so remarkable a diver- against m_srule and its effects. 2. Sympathy
sity, where (it maybe asked) are we to look (No. 10.) viz. that which has for its object
for the cause ? _ Answer. In the 2nterest, the community at large, considered as liable to
which, on the several occasions, in their cha- be made to suffer from the misrule. 3. Sym-
racter of makers and employers of language, pathy (No. 10.) towards this or that indivi-
men have understood themselves to have, in dual, considered as being, or having been, or
propagating the persuasion which, by the ap- about to be, or liable to be, on the occasion
pellatives respectively in question, has been in question, or other similar one, a partleu-
endeavoured to he impressed.--Of this pro- lar su_rer from the misrule ;--4. Antipathy
position, the proof will, it is supposed, be (No. 9.) towardsindlviduals, viz. in the cha-
seen in the following paper, entitled OB- racter of lovers and supporters, creators or
SERVATIONS. preservers, of misrule ; and partakers, actual

N.B. Where on this occasion appellatives or expected, in thefrults of it. 5. Love of

are said to be wanting, understand single- power (No. 5:) ex. gr.. in respect, of the in-
worded ones : by combinations of words, no fluence exercased,--nnmediately or through
assignable object for which appellatives may the medium of the understanding, _ on the
not be found, wz//s of persons on the same side ; or, in the

(r) [Compound Pleasures exemplified.] way of intimidation, on the w/l/s or senszbz-
Example L Pleasures of the battle._No, lities of persons on the opposite side.

I.--Com_osEsT ELE_NTS, commonly con- In the same manner may be analyzed--and
jo'med in this aggregate, are: 1. Pleasure of resolved into the simple and elementary plea-
the pa/ate; viz. from the taste of the liquor, sures, of which they are composed, -- other
--2. Pleasure of exhilaration ; viz. of what complex pleasures, agreeing with, and differ-
may be termed phys/ca/or pharmaceutic ex- ing from, one another, in endless variety,
ld]arafion :----seat of it, the nervous system in according to the nature of the sources from
general (No 1.)--3. Pleasure of sympathy whence they are respectively derived: ex.
ar good-w//l(No. 10.) viz. as towardsewpar- gr. 1. Pleasures of the hall-room :---2. Plea-
takers, the compotators, sures of the theatre :--3. Pleasures of the

Example II. Lore, (the passlon)._Cox- fine arts, -- whether severally produced, or
PONINT eXJ_MEN_'S_ 1. Sexua/des/re (No. conjunctively, in modes, proportion, and
2.) 2. Do. enhanced by particular beauty, groups indefinitely dlversifisble.
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Note that,--according to the nature of the [ able iuto the dcszre, corresponding to this or
_nstrumen.t, by means of which, or of the [ that one in the catalogue of the more simple
channel, through which, any such complex I pleasures. For instance into (No. 4.) desire
pleasure is considered as being capable of | of the matter of wealth ;--(No. 7.) desire of
heing experienced,bthe desire may be resolv- [ amity ;--(No. 8.) desire of reputation.

II. OBSERVATIONS.

§ i. Pleasures and Pains the Basis of all ence of a corresponding iuterest,-- must also
the other Entities : these the only real have had existence.
ones ; those, fictitious. On this basis must also be erected, and to

AMONG all the several species of psycholo- this standard must be referred,--whatsoever
gical entities, the names of which are to be clear explanations are capable of being aug-
found either in the Table of the ,Springs of gested, by the other more anomalous appel-
Action, or in the Explanations above sub- latives above spoken of; such as emotion.
joined to it, the two of which are as it were affection, passion, dlsposit;on, inclination, pro-
the roots,--the main pillars or foundations pensity, quality (viz. moral quality), vice, vir-
of all the rest, w the matter of which all the rue, moral good, moral evil
rest ar6 composed --or the receptacles of that Destitute of reference to the ideas of pain
matter, -- which soever may be the phystcal and pleasure, whatever ideas are annexed to
image, employed to give azd, if not existence the words virtue and vice, amount to nothing
to conception, will be, it is believed, if more than that of groundless approbation or
they have not been already, seen to be, PLEA- disapprobation. All language in which these
sykes ANY PAINS. Of these, the existence appellatives are employed, is no better than
is matter of universal and constant experi- empty declamation. A virtuous disposition i_
ence. Without any of the rest, these are the disposition to give birth to good w un-
susceptible of,--and as often a_ they come derstand always pathological good,- or to
unlooked for, do actually come into, --exist- prevent, or abstain from giving birth to evil,--
ence: without these, no one of all those i understand always pathological evil,--in so
others ever had, or ever could have had, ex- far as the production of the effect require8
istenee, exertion in the way of self-denlal, i. e. sa..

True it is, that, when the question is- crifiee of supposed lesser good to supposea
what, in the case in question, are the springs greater good. In so far as the greater good,
qfaction, by which, on the occasion in ques- to which the less is sacrificed, is considered
tion, the mind in question has been operated as being the good of others, the virtue belongs
upon, or to the operation of which it has to the head of probity or beneficence : in so far
been exposed, _ the species of psychological as it is considered as being the good of salt,
entity, to be looked out for in the first place, to that of self-regarding prudence. (No. 13.)
is the motive. But, of the sort of motive, Means selecting is the name by which the
which has thus been in operation, no clear other branch of prudence may be designated:
idea can be entertained, otherwise than by re- viz. that which, being subservient in its na-
fcrence to the sort of pleasure orpain, which ture, and being so with reference to some in-

terest, is equally capable of being understood
such motive has for its basis: viz. the pleasure to be so, whether that interest be of the self-
or pain, the idea, and eventual expectation,
of which, is considered as having been ope- regardim£ class _No. 14.) or of the extra-
rating in the character of a motive, regarding, viz. of the social (No. 10.) or of

This being understood, the corresponding the &ssocial class (No. 9.)

interest is at the same time understood: and, § 2. No Act, properly speaking, disinterested.
if it be to the pleasurable class that the ope-
rating canse in question belongs, then so it If so it be, that, of the view here given of
is that, in its way to become a motive, the the causes of human action, the general tenor
interest has become productive of a desire: is conformable to the truth of things, then so
if to the painful class, of a correspondent it is. that, by means of it, divers psycholo-
aversion : and thus it is, that, on the occasion gical phmnomena-- divers phmnomena of the
in question, the operation of a motive of the human mind -- which till now have been
kind in question, whatever it be (meaning a either not at all or but indistinctly perceived
motive to the wilt), having had existence, it _ phamomena of the most unquestionable
'cannot but be, that a corresponding desire or importance with reference to practice _ will,
aversion, _ and the idea, and eventual expec- now for the first time, have become distinctly
ration at least, of a corresponding pleasure or visible.
pain,_and the idcaand belief of the exist- 1. In regard to iateresl, in the most ex.
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tended,_whieh is the original and only
strictly proper sense,-- of the word disinte- § 3. Appellatives Eulogistic , Dyslagistie , a_d
rested, no human act ever has been, or ever Neutral-- Cause of their comparative pe-
can be, didaterested. For there exists not sury and abundance, as applied to Springs
ever any voluntary action, which is not the of Action.
result of the operation of some motive or Of the declared opinions of such of the
motwes : nor any motive, which has not for several members of the community, by whom
its accompaniment a corresponding interest, respectively, in relation to the subject in ques-
real or imagined, tion, an opinion or judgment of approbation

2. In the only sense in which dlsmterested- or disapprobation is expressed, is that quan-
hess can with truth be predicated of human tity of the force of public opinion, otherwise
action, it is employed in a sense more con- termed the force of the popular or moral sane-
fined than the only one which the etymology tzon, which is thus brought to bear upon that
of the word suggests, and can with propriety subject, composed and constituted. In and
admit of:--what, in this sense, it must be un- by any act, by which intimation is given of
derstood to denote, being--not the absence such his judgment, in quality of member of
of all interest, -- a state of things which, the tribunal, by which that judgment is con-
consistently with voluntary action, is not pos- sidered as pronounced, a man may be consi-
sible, -- but only the absence of all interest dered as delivering his vote. On the present
of the self.regarding class. Not but that itis occasion, the subject-matter of this judgment
very frequently predicated of human action, will be seen to be the several springs ofac-
in cases, in which divers interests, to no one tion, by which, on the several occasions in
of which the appellation of self-reyardlng can question, human conduct-- human actzon --
with proprietybe denied, have been exercising is liable to be influenced and determined :-
their influence: and in particnlar (No. 9.) these several springs of action, considered as
.fear of God or hope from God, and (No. 8.) being in operation, and as giving birth to
tear of ill-repute or hope of good repute, whatsoever acts, or modes of conduct, may

3. If what is above be correct, the most respectively be tile result.
disinterested of men is not less under the do- On and by the delivery of this vote, in so
minion of interest than the most interested, far as it is with himself that it originates, he
The only cause of his being styled dzslnte- makes as it were a motion, which, by the con-
rested is-- its not having been observed that currence of as many as join with him in the
the sort of motive (suppose it sympathy for an sentiment so expressed, is formed into ajud 9-
_ndividual, or a class of individuals) has as ment; a judgment, pronounced by that per-
truly a corresponding interest belonging to it, tion, be it what it may, of the tribunal of
as any other species of motive has. Of this public opinion, which the persons so concur-
contradiction, between the truth of the case, ring compose.
and the language employed in speaking of it, I. In this, as in every other instance, in
the cause is--that, in the one ease, men have which any thing is either done or said, what-
not been in the habit of making,-- as in point soever is done or said is the result of interest :
of consistency they ought to have made, -- of of interest in this or that. one of its shapes, as
the word interest, that use which, in the other above explained -- (benevolence -- sympathy
case, they have been in the habit of umklng not exeh_ded) -- operating upon him by whom
of it. it is done or said, in the character of a motive.

4. At the same tame, by its having been as In this interest will be seen the cause of the
properly, and completely, and indisputably, several diversities above spoken of, and which
the product of interest, as any other action will now be in a more particular manner
ever is or can be, whatsoever merit may hap- brought to view.
pen to belong to any action, to which, in the 1. Case 1. Eulogistic appellatives, none :-
loose and ordinary way of speaki_lg, the epi- for the numbers, see the Table.
tbet disinterested would be applied, is not in Instances. (No. 1.) Desire of food and
any the slightest degree lessened, drink. (No. 2.) Sexual desire. (No. 3.) Phy_

Not that, in the ease where s_pathy is the sical desires in general. (No. 5.) Desire of
motive, there is less need of--nor even less power. (No. 6.) Curiosity. (No. 12.) Love
actual demand for--such a word as interest, of ease. (No. 13.) Desire of self-preserva-
tb._n in the case where the motive and late- tion. (No. 14.) Personal interest in general.
rest are of the self-regarding class. Not but Cause or Reason of this defieieney.--Men
that,, even in the case of _jmpathy, eon3ugates in general do not derive any advantage, one
of the word interest are employed, and even man from what is done by another, for the
the word itself. Witness these expressions satisfaction of those several desires.
among so many-- There stands a man, in Objection, in the case of No. 2. In this
whose behalf If eel myself strongly interested : case, it is on what is done by some other per-
a man, in whose fate --in whose sorrows _ I son for the gratification of this desire, that,
take a hvehj interest, _fe. _c. on the part of each person, the correspondent
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gratification depends.--Answer. True ; but, V. Case 5. Neutral abundant. --Instances,
on the occasion of those more or less ela- none.- Cause or Reason. Seldom, compa-
borated discourses, of which language, as it ratively speaking, hasa man occasion tospeek
stands expressed in and by means of its per- of a motive as operating, or of a desire, &c.
lnanent signs, is composed, it does not answer as having place, in any human breast-- whe-
a man's purpose, to bring it to view in any ther his own or any other -- without feeling
state, other than that in which, being, as an interest in presenting it either to the ap-
abovem entioned (p.10), combined with other probation or to the disapprobation of those for
desires, it enters into the composition of that whose ear or eye his discourse is intended.
complex desire, which admits of the neutral, VI. Case 6. Neutral wanting. -- Instances,
or rather euloyistic appellative--love, many : understand single.worded appellatives,

II. Case2. Euioyisticabundant.--Instances. which are the only ones here in question:
NO. 4.) Love of the matter of wealth : -- _iz. (No. 2.) Sexual destre :--(No. 3.) Phy-

o.S.) Regard for reputation : -- (No. 9.) sical deswe in general : -- (No. 4.) Love of
earofGod :--(No. 10.) Good-willtowards money, or rather of the matter of wealth :

men. Cause or Reason. Of all these several (No. 5.) Love of power ; -- unless Ambition,
desires, there is not one which it is not corn- as well as Aspi1_npness, be regarded as pure-
non for one man to behold an advantage to ly neutral:--(No. 6.) Desire of Amity:
himself, in the creating and increasing, in the (No. 7.) Reyardfor reputation: -- (No. 12.)
breastsof other men. But, as toLave of the Love of Ease:--(No. 14.) The desire cor.
matter_of wealth, see below, Case 7. responding to Personal interest at large.

III. Case 3. Dyslogzst_c wal*tzng.- In- VII. Case 7. Eulogistic a_d Dysloyistic ,
stances, none. -- Cause or Reason. There bath abundant. --Instance. (No. 4.) ]_ovc of
exists not any species of desire such, that by the matter of wealth. -- Cause or Reason.
the pursuit of it, i. e. of the object of it, it Under the two respective heads, indication
does not frequently happen, that one man's has, in some measure, been already given of
interest is opposed, and his desires frustrated, it. What remains to be given is-- an indi-
by the interests and corresponding desires cation of the different circumstances in which
and pursuits of other men. judgments thus opposite, n the judgment

IV. Case 4. Dysloyistic abundant.- ]n- having moreover in each case emotion for its
stances: generally speaking, all fourteen, wath not unfrequent accompaniment, -- take their
little distinction worth notacing. Cause or rise.
Reason, the same as just mentioned. 1. As to chsbursement and non.d_sbursemeut,

For sexual desire, when taken by itself, in so far as acquzsition has already taken place.
dysloyisttc appellatives may be observed to be Some persons there will commonly be, con-
m a more particular degree abundant. Cause nected with the person in qnestion, by this
or Reason. This may be seen in-- I. The or that circumstance, the effect of which has
intensity of the deswe ; -- 2. Its aptitude to been to render it their interest, that in this
enter into combmatzon with others, as above ; or that particular way/, on this or that particu-

-- 3. The importance of the consequences, lar occasion, he should disburse : in speaking
with which the gratification of it is liable to of &sbursement, by these it is that appella-
be attended ; -- 4. The variety of ways, in tires of the euleyistic cast will naturally have
which the interests of different persons are been employed :-- so, on the other hand, in
liable to be put in opposition to each other, speaking of non-disbursement, appallatives of
by the force of it. 1. Of two rwals, each is the dysloyzsac cast. Others there will have
thus, by the interest correspondent to this been, by whose connection with that same
desire, prompted to vent his antipathy against person it will have been rendered their inte-
his opponent, by whatsoever names of re- rest, that, in the way in question, or the
preach he can find applicable. 2. Husbands occasion m question, he should not &sburse:
find themselves annoyed by it in the persons in speaking of non.disbursement, by these it
of Gallants : and so, in a corresponding man- is that appellatives of the euloyistic cast will
ner, W_ves. 3. Parents and other Guardians, naturally have been employed : in speaking
m the persons of their Wards. 4. Leyislators, of disbursement, appellatives of the dysloyistw
Moralists, and Divines, finding it operating, cast.
to so great an extent, and with so efficient 2. As to acquisitian and non-acqu_tlon.
a force, in opposition to their views and en- Rivahty and competition of interests apart,---
deavours, make unceasing war upon it. The generally speaking, of those who, by any tie,
corresponding componnd or mixed desire( love), whether of self-reyardmg interest °r sl/mpathy,
being protected by its necessity to the pre- are more or less intimately connected, or dis-
servation of the species, and thence by public posed to be connected, with the party in ques-
opinion, the form of invective is by this means tion, it is the interest, that the qtmntity of
directed exclusivelyaga_ust the simple desire; the matter of wealth possessed by him -- (of
which however is not only the basis, but the wealth, of which an msefmrable accompam-
mdispeneably necessary basis, of the whole merit is power)--and thence that the quantity
compound.
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of it acquired by him should at all times be /q_ga//ty, eeomrmy, wthese, it is true, are
as great as possible. But, so far as concerns eu/og_t/c terms ; but by these, preservatios
aeqtd_"/oR, finding that operation, necessary of the quantity of wealth aequired,_pre-
as it is to human existence, loaded notwith- servation only, not acqu/sit/on,_is the thing
standing, to wit, by the influence of the above- indicated. Add to the above the terms tAr/fl
mentioned causes, with the sort of reproach and thriftiness : for if, in the import of these
involved in the import of the several articles two latter terms, acquisition be in any way
in the long list of dyslogistlc appellatives ex- included, it is only in a confined way, and,
hibitedin the Tabie, -- and at the same time as in the before-mentioned eases, as it were
not provided with eulogistic , nor so much as by stealth. Insinuated it is ; declared it can
with neutra/appellativea, -- thence, in their scarce be said to be. To thrive is the pro-
endeavours to obtain for it the approbation perry w the physical property w of a plant
of their hearers or readers,--and for that or an inferior species of avlma]. Applied to
purpose to elude the force of the dyslogistic a human being_employed in a psychological
appellatives, which in a manner lie in wait for sense wit is indicative of prosperity in geue.
it, unable to find forthedesirein question any ral-- of happiness in general; --and not in
appellative, which, by its eulagistic quality, the shape of any particular pleasure, reaped
would be rendered applicable to their put- in and from the gratification of the correspon-
pose, w men put aside that species of desire, dent particular desire.
and look out for some other, which, being VIII. Case 8. Eulogistic appellatives how
furnished with eulaglstie appeUatives, shall, supplied. _ In some instances, in default of
at the same time, be nearly enough resem- a single-worded one, many.worded appelia-
bllng to it, or connected with it, to be made tires of the eulogistic cast may be formed,
to pass instead of it. Under these cireum- by adding, to a neutral, or but faintly dys-
stances, labour being necessary to the acqulsi- logistic appellative, an eulogistic adjunct. --
tion of wealth, and at the same time equally Examples :

necessary to the preservation of existence ahL :(N°'ty3.) .l_/slogtstie appellative, sensu-thus it is that, disguised under the name of eulogistic adjunct, refined. 2. Neutral,
desire oflabonr, the desire of wealth has been though but faintly dyslegistic appellative,
in some measure, preserved from the reproach luxury: eulogistic adjunct, elegant: and note
which, with so much profusion, has been wont in this view the phrase lazury of beneficence.
to be east upon it, when viewed in a direct 3. (No. 5.) Neutral, or but faintly dyslogis-
point of view, and under its own name. tze appellative, ambition : eulogistic adjunct,

Meantime, as to labour, although the desire honest, 9enerons, noble, laudable, virtuous,
of it w of labour simply w desire of labour for &c. 4. (No. 7.)Dyslagistic appellative, pride:
the sake of labonr,--of labour considered in eulogistic adjunct, honest, generous, &e. as
the character of an end, without any view to above.
any thing else, is a sort of desire that seems N.B. Some instances there are, in which
scarcely to have place in the human breast ; the quantity of odium heaped upon the desire
yet, if considered in the character of a means, by this or that dyslogistic appellative, is so
scarce a desire can be found, to the gratifica- great, as not to be overbalanced or so much
tion of which labour, and therein the desire as counterbalanced by any eulogistic adjunct
of labour, is not continually rendered subser- that can be set in the scale against it. By
vient : hence again it is, that, when abstrac- any such edditament, the expression would
tion is made of the consideration of the end, be made to wear the appearance of a self-con-
there scarcely exists a desire, the name of tradietory one.wExumples : (No. 1.)Dys-
which has been so apt to be employed for logistic appeUatives, gluttony, drunkenness.
eulogistw purposes, and thence to contract an (No. 2.) Dyslogistic appellatives, lewdness,
eulogistic sqgnificatton, as the appellative that &e. (No. 7,) Dyslogistic appellative, servility
has been employed in bringing to view this (No. 11. ) Neutral appellative, ant,path 9 :
desire of labour. Industry is this appella- dyslagistie appellative, malignity. In corn-
tire: and thus it is, that, under another name, party with none of these would any such
the desire of wealth has been furnished with epithets as honest, generous, noble, virtuous,
a sort of letter ofrecoraraendation, which, un- laudable, &e. be found endurable.
der its own name, could not have been given
to it. § 4. Good and Bad--Attributives, applied

Aversion -- not desire _ is the emotion-- to Species of Motives : Impropriety of the

the only emotion _ which labour, taken by applwation_ its Causes and E._ets.
itself, is qmdified to produce : of any such As there is no_ any sort of pleasure, the
emotion as/eve or desire, ease, which is the enjoyment of which, if taken by itself, is
negative or absence of labour -- ease, not la- not a good _ (taken by itself, that is, on the
bour--is the object. In so far as labour is supposition that it is not preventive of a more
taken in its proper _nse, love _f labour is a thml equivalent pleas*_re, or productive of
contradiction in terms, more than eqtdveJant pain)_ nor any sort
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of pa/a, from which taken in like manner imy him as often as it was found to have for
by itself, the exemption is not a good ; -- in its cause any one of those good motivea,m
a word, as there is not any sort of pleasure of any such error, supposing it universally
that is not itself a good, nor any sort of pain embraced and permanently acted upon, the
the exemption from which is not a good,- destruction of the whole human race would
and as nothing but the expectation of the be the certain consequence.--,, Regulators
eventual enjoyment of pleasure in some are good things; ma/nspdags arc bad things;
shape, or of exemption from pain in some therefore, to make a good watch, put into it
shape, can operate in the character of a too- i regulators, two, or as many more as you
tive,--a necessary consequence is, that if by dease, but not one mainspring." Exactly as
motive be meant sort of motive, there is not conducive as such notions would be to good
any such thing as a bad motive : no, nor any watchmaking, would be to good goverament
such thing as a motive which, to the exclu- the notion that men's conduct ought not to
sion of any other, can with propriety be be influenced by any motives but those of
termed a good motive. Incontestable as the the sort commonly called good motives ;
correctness of these positions will he found that it ought not ever to be influenced by
to be, perpetual are the occasions on which, any motives of the sort commonly called bad
in discourses on moral, political, and even motives.
legal subjects, motives are distingnished from, A measure of government is brought to
and contrasted with, one another, under the view : -- by certain persons it is opposed--
respective names of good motives, and bad the motives by which they are engaged in the
motwes, opposition to it are, it is said, bad motives :

From this speculative error, practical er- -- conclusion, it ought to be adopted.
rors of the very first importance may he seen A measure of government is brought to
to have taken their rise. In the instance of view:--by certain persons it is supported:
any person, to assign, as the cause by which --the motives by which they are engaged in
any act of his has been produced, any too- the support of it are, it is said, bad motives:
tire to which the adjunct bad is wont to be --conclusion, it ought tobe rejeeted.--Bythe
prefixed, is among the number of acts, for influence of arguments such as these, how
which, under the description of cr,mznal of- frequently has a bad measure been adopted,

.fences, men are held punishable. -- Punish- a good measure thrown out !
able ?--Yes: and actually and habitually For an alleged wrong, a person is under
punished : -- when perhaps, in the very ha- prosecution : the motives by which the prose-
ture of the case, one of the sort of motives cutor is engaged in the prosecution are, it
thus denominated, is the only one by which is said, bad motives : lucre, for example, or
the act in question, the existence of which is selfish ambit¢on, or vengeance : therefore the
unquestionable, could have been produced, defendant ought to be acquitted, or the prose-

In the composition of this error, what cution quashed.- By the influence of argu-
there is of truth seems to be this : v/z. that, ments such as these, how frequently has a
as there are some motives, the force of which, wrongdoer been exempted from the infliction
they being either of the self-regarding, or of due to his transgression I -- exempted, more
the dissocial class, is more liable than the or less, either from punishment, or from the
force of those of the remaining class, viz. the burthen of satisfaction, in a pecuniary, or in
social class, to operate in the breast of each whatever other shape it has been due I And
particular individual, to the prejudice of the note, that for the sort of imputation of which
general good--of the interest of mankind at this argument is composed, seldom can there
large; so, on the other hand, there are others, be any difficulty in finding a plausible ground,
-- and more particularly among those which or even a true one.
belong to the social class, --which, in a par- Note, however, that, from the nature of
ticular degree, are capable of being employed, the motwe, the mischief, produced by an ac-
and with success, in checking the operative tion of a mischievous species, is really liable
force of the above comparativebzt dangerous to receive very considerable increase. Bat it
motives, and restraining it from applying itseff is not from the sort of motive which is most
with effect to the production of acts of the apt to be spoken of as a bad motive, that in
tendency just mentioned, this case the mischief will always receive the

But, if in any such observations a sufficient greatest increase. The desire of acquiring
warrant were supposed to be found, for at- the matter of wealth,--tct this, as it so com-
taching to a motive of the former description monly is, be set down in the catalogue of
the appellative of a bad motive, or to a bad motives ; yet, by those who bear hardest
motive of the other description any such ap- upon it, it will hardly be deemed go bad a
pellative as that of a good motive,--and tbr motive as revenge. But there are offences,
acting accordingly; viz. bypuaishiag a man as of which, when produced by the desire of
often as his conduct was deemed to have for the matter of wealth, the Inischief is by far
its cause one of these bad motives, or reward- greater than that of an offence of the same
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denomination produced by revenge. Take goodness or badness of the e_ct depemt_
for example murder eommittedin prosecution altogether upon the direct/on in which, on
of a plan of h/g&_y robbery, and murder each occasion, they act,_upon the nature
produced by a private quarrel. In the first of the effects,--the consequences, p/castor-
case, in the a/arm and daager,--in which able or painful, of which they become e_c/ent
consists by far the greater part of. the ntis- causes or preveatlves. 1. Fear of God. The
citief, --a[lare sharers, whose _ons hap- misehiefs of which this motive has been pro-
pen to call them that way : in the second duetive are altogether as incontestable as, and
case, none but those, to whom it might hap- still more distinctly visible than, the good
pen to offer to the murderer a provocation, effects: witness the word persecution, with
equally irritating with that which gave occa- the miseries which it serves to bring to view.
sion to his crime.* 2. Syntpatky. Of the operation of sympathy,

Of all ntotives, actual or imaginable, the in so far as the object of it is but a single
very best, if goodness were to be measured individual, the effects, supposing it to operate
by necessity to human existence, would be alone and unchecked, may be neither better
the motives that correspond respectively to nor worse than those of selfishness: of these
the desires of food and drink (No. 1.) and effects, the degree of its efficiency being
to sexual desire (No. 2.) Yet, to any such given, the goodness depends upon the extent
desire as that of eat,n 9 or drinhing, by those to which they reach: and that extent--such
by whom so much is said of good motives is its amplitude--has at one end unity, at
_md so much stress is laid upon the degree of the other, the number of the whole of the
goodness of a man's nwtives, admittance would human race, -- or rather of the whole sensi-
scarcely have been given into their list of tire race, all species included, -- present and
good motives: and as to sexual desire, taken future. 3. Love of reputation. ]nfauticzde,
by itself, so bad athing is it commmilydeemed when committed by the mother of an illegi-
in the character of a motive, or even in the timate offspring, has no other motive for its
character of a desire, that all the force which cause. Murder committed upon the body
it is in the power of human exertion to mus. of any other individual in whose agency, nl
_er has, to a great extent, been employed in the way of testimony or any other, a man be-
the endeavour to extinguish it altogether, holds a cause of life in respect of reputation,

Under the general name of self-regarding is equally c-apable of being produced by the
interest (No. 14.) are comprisable the several same cause. Conquest--a _hort word tbr
particular interests, corresponding to all the the aggregate of all the crimes and all the
several motives, that do not belong either to misehiefs that man is capable of committing
the social class (No. 10.) or the dissocial class or suffering by, -- in particular, for murder,
(No. ll.) Weed out of the heart of man robbery, and vwlenee in every other imagi-
this species of interest, with the correspond- nable shape, committed all of them upon
ing desires and motives, the thread of life is the very largest scale,--is, even without any
cut, and the whole lace perishes. _ Self-_e- such aid as that of love of power, love of the
garding interest_has it any where a place in matter of wealtk, or antipathy, capable of be-
the catalogue of good motives ? Oh no: scarce ing produced by this same motive. See more
any where as yet is it known by any such on this head in Introduction _o Principles
unimpassioned, any such neutral name. Self- of Morals and Legislation, ch. Motives.
_nterest, se_shness, interestedness, these are
the only names it is known by : and, to any § 5. Proper Subjects of the Attributives Goot[
of these to attach 9ood_ any such epithet as aud Bad, are Consequences, lntentwns,
good--would be a contradiction in terms. Acts, Habits, ,Dispositions, Inclinatwns,

Fear of God (No. 9.)_Sympathy (No. and Propensities; so of the Attributives
iO.)_Love of reputation (No. S.)--to these, Virtuous and Vitious, except Consequences :
if to any, would be assigned a piece--and, how as to Interests and ,Desires.
if not the only place, the highest place--ha Consequences and tntentions, -- intentions,
the catalogue of good motives. Yet, in a considered in respect of the consequences, to
savage state (to look no higher), men have the production of which they are directed,
existed, from the very first, in countless mul- or at any rate in respect of the consequences
titudes, with scarce any perceptible traces which, at the time of the intention, a man
in their conduct, of the influence or existence actually had, or at least ought (it is supposed)
of any such motives: at any rate, in the cha- to have had in view, -- these, together with
racier of motives, capable of operating with the acts, which the intentions in question are
efficiency, as a cheek to excess, in the action considered as having been directed to the
of the self-reyardin 9 and dissoeial motives, production of, or as having a tendency to pro-

Moreover, of all those good motives, the duce, --wtil (it is believed) be seen to be
the only subjects, to which, in the charac-

* See Introd. to Morals and Legislation, ch. ter of attributives, such adjuncts as good and
Motives, Dura. Trait_ de I_gislauon. bad can either with speculative p_oprmty, or
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without danger of practical error, in so far as tomy, and thence in Hera/dry, dexter for its
acts and springs of action are concerned, be accompaniment.
attached. On this occasion, by sbdster, if any thing

To motives they cannot, without impro- determinate is meant, is meant--operati_qg,
priety, be attached:--viz, for the reasons or tending to operate, in a sinister directloa:
already exhibited at large, i.e. in such a direction as to give birth to a

For the like reasons, neither can bad be bad, alias a vitious act.
attached to pleasures, or to exemptions (viz. The sorts of bad or vitious acts, of which
from pain); nor good, to pains, or to losses sinister interest is, in practice, commonly spo-
(viz. of pleasure.) ken of as the efficient cause, seem to be more

For the llke reasons, neither can vitlons be frequently, if not exclusively, such as come
attached to pleasures, any more than virtuous under the denomination of acts of improbity,
to pains, than such as come under the denomination ot

For the like reasons, neither can bad be acts of imprudence: such as are considered
attached to any species of interests, --nor as injurious to the interests of other persons,
therefore good, to any species of interest, to than such as are considered as injurious to
the exclusion of any other, the interest of the agent himself: -- but it is

Of late years, though any such expression in the accidental course of practice, and not
as good interest has hardly ever been seen or in the nature of the case, that the restriction
heard, yet the expression best interests-- will (itisbelieved) be seentohaveoriginated.
chiefly i.n the rhetorical or other zmpassioned
style, is become a common one. § 6. Causes of M_sjudoment and Miscon-

According to analogy, for the same rea- dzwt--InteUectual Weakness, inborn and
sons, neither should mtzous, any more than adoptive--Sinister Interest, and Inter-
bad or good, be attached to desires, aversions, est-begotten Prejudice.
or propensities. But, when the word desire As between the two main departments of
is employed, it is commonly with reference the human mind, viz. the volitional and the
to some act--which, for the gratification of intellectual--according as it is the one or the
the desire, the person in question is considered other, the state of which is under eonsidera-
as having it in contemplation to exercise: tion, as being subjected or exposed to the
and,--forasmuch as, in respect of consequen- operation of interest,--termed, in so far as
ces and intentions, the adjuncts good and bad the direetion in which itis considered as ope-
are, in strictness of speech, and without any ratingisconslderedassinister, sinisteriuterest,
danger of leading to error, properly as well as above,--the result of the operation will
as continually, attached to acts, --thence it receive a different description : in so far as it
is that, in as far as any act--any sort of act, is the volitional department--in so far as it
or any individual act--to which those epi- is the will--delinquency, with or without im-
thets may with propriety be attached, is in morality,--or immorahty,--with or without
view, these same epithets may, without im- dehnquency,--is the result: in so far as it is
propriety, as in practice they are continually, the intelleettml faculty, ratsjudgment--with
be applied to desires, or without mzsconduet--is the result. As to

So likewise the epithets rations and virtu- error, though mostly employed as svnony-
ous; as, accordingly, the epithet wtwus fre- mous to misjudgment, it is not unfrequently
quently is; as, also, sometimes the epithet employed as synonymous to misconduct, and
virtuous, though not with equal frequency, therefore not fit to be employed in eontradis-

To disposztions, inclinatwns, and propensi, tinetion to it.
ties, -- vttions and virtuous, as well as bad and Indigenous inteUeetual weakness-- adop-
good, are, and with similar propriety, frequent- tire intellectual weakness--or, in one word,
ly applied in practice, prejudice--sinlsterlnterest (understand self-

To aversions the oceasion for applying them conscious sinister interest) --lastly, interest-
has not, in the instance of any one of those begotten (tboughnotself-conscious)prejndiee
four attributives, been wont to present itself --by one or other of these denominations,
with any considerable degree of frequency, may be designated (it is believed) .the cause

In respect of the relation that has place of whatever is on any occasion anuss, in the
between the import of the word act mad the opinions or conduct of mankind.
import of the word habit,-- we hear of good Of these several distinguishable psyeholo-
and bad, virtuous and vitious habits, --as pro- gical causes of misjudgment and misconduct,
perly, and at least as frequently, as of good the mutual relations may be stated as follows:
and bad, virtuous and vitious acts. Of the intelleetual department' the conditi°n"-

Applied to interests, m the character of a of the intellectttal faculties, the operation_
dyslogistic epithet, instead of bad or t,itious, is, on every occasion, exposed to the action
wehaveslnister:_._eulogistw, except, asabove , and influence of the sensitive and the voli-
best-- the _uperlative of good-- we have tional: judilment -- opinitm -- is liable to be
none: in Ethtes, sinister has not, as in Ana- acted upon, influenced, and perverted, by/n-
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retest. On the ocession in question, suppose observable, the sort of motive to which a
mb£ment alone, or misconduct a_me, or man's conduct will be apt to be ascribed in

together, to have had place;--suppose :preference, will vary with the relative pod-
s judgment more or less erroneous to have tion of him to whom, on the occasion in
been pronounced_an opinion in some wayor question," it happens to speak or think of it.
other erroneous to haveboen formed_ In this j The be_t motive that will be recognised as
case, inthe production of the result, as above, capable of producing the effect in question, is
interest may have had, or may not have had, i the motive to which the man himself,-- and,
a share: L¢ no, the result has had for its cause in proportion as their dispositions towards
mere weaknsss--intellectual weakness;-- him are amicable, other men in general,-
whether it be indigenous or adoptive, i. e. prc- will be disposed to ascribe his conduct, and

judlce: if yes, then whatsoever of miscon- accordingly to exhibit it in the character of
duct may happen to be included in it, has had the sole efficient cause, or at the least as the
for its cause, either sinister interest (i. e. serf- most operative among the efficient causes, by
conscious sinister interest), or interest.beyot- which such his conduct was produced.
ten prejudice. Things being in this state, _ if, among the

causes by which the conduct in question was
§ 7. Simultaneously operating Motives-- actually produced, a motive, of a complexion

co-operntiny, con,fl_ctlny, or both. sufficiently respected, be to be found, this is
Seldom (it will readily be seen) does it the motive, to which,---at least in the cha-

happen, that a man's conduct stands exposed racter of a predominant one,--hut most
to the action of no more than one motive, naturally, because most simply, in the cha-
Frequently, indeed-- not to say commonly-- racter of t/_ exclusively operative one, the
does it happen, that, on one and the same conduct will be ascribed. But, Z no such
occasion, it is acted upon by a number of sufficiently respected motive can be found,
motives, acting in opposite directions: incach then, instead of the actual motive, some such
of those two opposite directions respectively, other motive will be looked out for and era-
sometimes by one, sometimes by more than ployed, as, being sufficiently favourable, shall,
one motive: and, on every such occasion, be by the nearness of its connexion with the ac-
it what it may, the action is, of course, the tual one, bare been rendered most difficultly
result of that one motive, or that group of distinguishable from it. To speak shortly,
simultaneously operating motives, of which if the actual motive do not come up to the
on that same occasion, the force and influence purpose, another will, in the account give_
happen to be the strongest, of the matter, be substituted to it : or, more

Be this as it may, on every occasion, con- shortly still, the motive will be changed.
duct -- the course taken by a man's conduct-- And so vice versa in the case of en,nity.
is at the absolute command of -- is the never- Thus it is that, for example, in political
failing result of--the motives,--and thence, contention, no line of conduct can be pur-
in so far as the corresponding interests arc sued by either of two parties, but what, by
perceived and understood, of the correspon- )ersous of tl_e same party, is ascribed to good
ding intereets,-- to the action of which, his motives ; by persons of the opposite party, to
mind-- his will--has, on that same occasion, bad motives : -- and so in every case of cvn_-
stood exposed, petition, which (as most such ca_es have) has

Employ the termfree-_v///--to the exclu- any thing in it of enmity.
sion of the term free-*v///, employ the term On any such occasion, the motive which,
uceess/ty-- in respect of the truth of the though but one out of several actusl and co-
above observations, the language so employed operating motives, or though it be but, as
wiU not be found to be expressive of any real ! above, a eubstituted motive, is thus put for-
difference, ward, may be designated by the appellation

§ S. SUBSTITUTIONOF_OTIVWS. Acts pro- of IAe covering mot_e, being employed toserve as a covering, to whatsoever actually
dared &j one Motive, commonly ascrtbed operating motives would not have been so
to anotlter.--Causes of tItis misrepre, welladaptedasitselftothepurposeinview.
sentation. Follow a few examples :-

The sort of motives, to the influence of I. (No 1.) Desire corresponding to _he
which a man would in genera] be best pleased pleaRure_ of tke palo_e : Eulo_tic covering,
that his breast should be regarded as most sympat_/: viz. as implied in some such ex-
sensible,--this, for the present purpose, may pres_ion as/ore of good ekeer_/ove of a soda/
serve for the explanation of what is meant by bo_l or gla_s. N.B. For pleasure of this sort
good motives: the reverse may serve for bad taken by itself-- i. e. for solitary gl'atifica-
motives. In his dealings with other men, it tion in this shape_a eo_edng of the eulo*
is seldom, however, that a man is not exposed gistie cast would searcely be to be found.
to the eonjuuct action of motives,, more than H. (No. 2.) Sexual desire: Eulogistic cover.
oue. In so far as this sort of concurrence is i_g, love: vLz. the cora¥ound affection, of which
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the _pment _ are brought to view as of amity at the hands of this or that indi-
above. To the single desire of having ehiL vidual -- fear of lo_ of r_gt/onwfear of
dren, is the sexual intercourse ascribed by the wrath of God.
Rome-bred lawyers in the case of marriage : IV. (No. 7.) Des/re ofam_,j: viz. of ob-
a desire for which there is no place, but in raining or preserving a share, more or less
the breasts of the comparatively few who are considerable, in the good-w///, and therein in
in a state of relative affluence. After birth,-- the even_ua/good o_es, of this or that par-
in how high a degree soever the child is an ticular individual. Coverlags : 1. ,_yml_t_y
object of love,-- before birth, to indigent pa- at large, as towards that same individual.
rents, the same child could scarcely have been 2. Gratitude, as towards that same individual:
an object of desire, i.e. sympathy produced by reflection on such

III. (No. 4. ) Desire of tlle m_tter of _ealth : or such benefits already received at hls hands.
Eulog_tlc_overlng, industry:ade_re,asabove, 6. (No. 11.) Antipatl_y;--ill-will: viz. to-
which, if by it be meant the de_/re of labour wards this or that particular individual.- In
simply, and for its own sake, has no exist- so far as prosecution, whether at the bar ot
ence. a legal tribunal, or at the bar of public opinion.

(No.5.) Love of power :-- Eulogistic cover- has been the instrument employed in the
ings: 1. Love of country -- a man's _n court- gratification of the desire, -- Cover/ng, Imbli¢
try, i.e. sympathy for the feelings of its _irlt (No. 10.) ; or love of justice (the com-
inhabitants _ present, or future, or both-- pound affection) as above. So,--iftheobject,
taken in the aggregate. 2. Love of mankind, inwhichagratificationfortbedesireissought,
p_ilant_ropy: i. e. sympathy for the human be an act of enmity at large, exercised with
race taken in the aggregate : such being the out any such warrant, -- the action may per-
effects, to the production of which the exer- haps still, by the agent in question, or even
cise of power will, whether it be or no, be in his behalf by a friend, be termed an act
said to be directed. 3. Leve of duty: another ofjustzce, vis. of that justice, which is exer-
impossible motive, in so far as duty is under- eised by the infliction of suffering on a person
stood as synonymous to obligation. An act, to whom, with or without sufficient ground,
the performance of which is seen or supposed misconduct in some shape or other has been
to be amicable to mankind at large, or to his imputed.
own countrymen in particular-- any such act Of these six species of desires and mou'_s,
a man may love to do, either on that consi- by the operation of which so large a portion
dcration, or on any other : but, be it which of the business of human life is carried on, it
it may, and let him find ever so much plea- is not very often that any one will, either by
sure in the doing of it, what is not possible the man himself, or even by any other person,
is- that a man should derive any pleasure in so far as such other person speaks in the
from any such thought as that of being forced character of his friend, be recognised in quality
to do it. 4. Sense of duty. By this,--if by of so much as a co-opL_ratin_cause, much less
it he meant any thing but the love of duty as as the sole cause, of the effect which, by the
ahove,--will be meant fiat of the several' conjunct, or perhaps sole operation of it, has
pains, which, in the character of _v//conse- been produced. These desiresand motives may
qmmees to the individual in question, may _as accordingly be considered as d_ _usee_nlyparts
it appears to him) befall him, in case of a of t_e kuman mind. Of the sort off_g-/ea_w_,
neglect on his part, in relation to that same commonly employed for the covering of them,
duty :--fear of legal punishment: fear of loa8 specimens have now been given, as above.
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PREFACE
TO THE

FIRST EDITION, PUBLISHED IN 1776.

T_E age we live in is a busy age ; an age in that the interests of reformation, and through
which knowledge is rapidly advancing to- them the welfare of mankind, were insopa-
wards perfection. In the natural world, in rably connected with the downfall of his
particular, every thing teems with discovery works : of a great part, at least, of the es-
and with improvement. The most distant teem and influence which these works might,
and recondite regions of the earth traversed under whatever title, have acquired.
and explored--the all-vivifying and subtle Such an enemy it has been my misfortmm
element of the air so recently analyzed and (and not mine only) to see, or fancy at least
made known to us, --are striking evidences, I saw, in the Author of the celebrated CoM-
were all others wanting, of this pleasing MESTAaIES on the LAWS of ESOLAND: an
truth, author whose works have had, beyond corn-

Correspondent to dzscovery and improve- parison, a more extensive circulation, have
ment in the natural world, is reformatzon in obtained a greater share of esteem, of up-
the moral : if that which seems a common plause, and consequently of influence (and
notion be, indeed, a true one, that in the that by a title on many grounds so indis-
moral world there no longer remains any putable), than any other writer who on that
matter for discovery. Perhaps, however, this subject has ever yet appeared.
may not be the case : perhaps among such It is on this account that I conceived, some
observations as would be best calculated to time since, the design of pointing out some
serve as grounds for retbrmation, are some of what appeared to me the capital blemishes
which, being observations of matters of fact of that work, particularly tins grand and
hitherto either incompletely noticed, or not fimdamental one, the antipathy to reforma-
a_ all, would, when produced, appear capable tion; or rather, indeed, of laying open and
of bearing the name of discoveries : with so exposing the universal inaccuracy and con-
little method and precision have the conse- fusion which seemed to my apprehension to
quences of this fundamental axiom, It is the pervade the whole. For, indeed, such an
greatest happiness of the greatest number that ungenerous antipathy seemed of itself enough
is the measure of right and wrong, been as to promise a general vein of obscure and
yet developed, crooked reasoning, from whence no clear and

Be this as it may, if there be room for sterling knowledge could be derived ; so inti-
making, and if there be use in publishing, mate is the connexion between some of the
discoveries in the natural world, surely there gift.s of the understanding, and some of the
is not much less room for making, nor much affections of the heart.
less use in proposing, reformatwn in the me- It is in this view, then, that I took in hand
raL If it be a matter of importance and of that part of the first volume to which the
use to"us to be made acquainted with &stant Author has given the name of INTRODUCTION'.
countries, surely it is not a matter of much It is in this part of the work that ls containod
less importance, nor of much less use to us, whatever comes under the denomination of
to be made better and better acquainted with general principles. It is in this part of the
the chief means of living happily in our own: work that are contained such preliminary
If it be of importance and of use to us to views as it seemed proper to him to give of
know the principles of the element we certain objects, real or imaginary, which he
breathe, surely it is not of much less impor- found connected with his subject LAW by
tahoe, nor of much less use, to comprehend identity of name: two or three sorts of
the principles, and endeavour at the improve- LAws of Nature, the revealed LAW, and a
ment of those laws, by which alone we certain LAw of Natwns. It is in this par_
breathe it in security. If to this endeavour of the work that he has touched upon sere-
we should fancy any author, especially any ral topics which relate to all laws or insti-
author of great name, to be, and as far as tutions [a] in general, or at least to whole

could in such ease be expected, to avow tiim- [a]I add here the word [nstltut_m_, fo_ _he
se/f, a determined and persevering enemy, salve of including rules of Comrnvn Law, as well
what should we say of him ? We should say as portions of b_atute Law.
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classesof institutions,without relatingto tionofit,asmightafforda fairmid adequate
any one more thanto another, specimenofthe characterand complexionof

To speak more particularly,itisin this thewhole. For thispurpose,the parthere
partof hiswork thathe hasgivena defiui-marked out would, I thought,abundantly
tion,such as itis,of thatwhole branchof suffice.This,however narrow inextent,was
law which he had takenforhissubject; that themost conspicuous,the mostcharacteristic
branch,which some, consideringitasamain partof our Author'swork, and thatwhich
stock,would term LAW without addltion was most hisown. The restwas littlemore
and which he, to distinguishitd-orethose thancompilation.Pursuingmy examination
othersits cond_videatbranches[b], terms thusfar,I shouldpursueit,I thought,asfar
law munie_pal:.--anaccount,suchasitis,of as was necessaryformy purpose:and Ihad
the nature and originof A'aturalSociety littlestomach to pursue a task,atonceso
the mother, and of PohtLeal Societythe laboriousand so invidious,any farther.If
daughter,of Law municipal,duly begotten Hercules,accordingtothe old proverb,isto
inthebed of Metaphor:--a division,suchos be known expede; much more, thought I,
itis,of a law,individuallyconsidered,into ishe to be known ex capote.
whathe fanciestobe itsparts --an account, In theseviewsitwas thatI proceededas
suchasitis,of the method tobe taken for faras the nnddle of the definitionof Law
interpretzngany law thatmay occur, munteipaL Itwas thereI found,not without
In regardto the Law of England in par- surprise,thedigressionwhich makesthe sub-

ticular,itis here thathe givesan account jectofthe presentessay-.Thisthrew me a_
of the divisionof it intoitstwo branches firstintono smallperplexity.To giveno
(branches,however, thatare no ways dis- account of it at all;--to passwholly sub
tinctinthepurportofthem,when onceesta- silentw,so large,and in itselfso m_teriala
blished,butonlyinrespectofthesourcefrom partof the work I was examining,would
whence theirestablishmenttookitsrise),the seem strange: at the same time I saw no
Statuteor _-ittenlaw,as _tis called,and possibilityofenteringintoan examinationof
the Common or Unwritten:--an accountof a passagesoanomalous,without cuttingin
what arecalledGeneral Customs,orinstitu-pratesthe threadof the discourse.Under
tionsin forcethroughoutthe whole empire, thisdoubt,I determined,atany rate_brthe
or atleastthe whole nation;-- of what are present,to passitby ; the ratherasI could
calledParticularCustoms,institutmnsoflocalnot perceiveany connexionthatithad with
extentestablishedinparticulardistricts;and any thingthat came beforeorafter. I did
ofsuchadoptedinstitntionsof a generalex- so; and contuming nay examinationof the
teut,asareparcelof what arecalledtheCwd definitionfrom wlfichitdigressed,Itravelled
and the Canon laws; allthreeinthe charac- on to the end ofthe Introduction.Itthen
terofso many branchesof what iscalledthe became necessaryto come to some definitive
Common Law:--in line,a generalaccount re_olulaonconcerningthiseccentricpartof
ofEquity,thatcapricioustoldincomprehen- it: and the resul_was, that beinglothto
sible mistress of our fortune% whose features leave the enter paise I had begun in this re-
neither our Author, nor perhaps any one, xs spect imperfect, I sat down to give what I
well able to dehneate ; -- of ]_qu_ty, who intended should be a very sligilt and general
having in the beginning been a lib of Law, survey of it. The farther, however, I pro-
but since in some dark ag_ plucked flora her ceeded m examining it, the more confused
side, when sleeping, by the hands not so and un_ausf_ctory it appeared to me : andthe
much ot God as of enterprising Judges, now greater difficulty I found in knowing what to
lords it ove_ her parent sister :-- make of it, the more words it cost me, Ifo und,

All this, I say-, together xwth an aecount to say so. In this way, and by these means,
of the different districts of the empire over it was that the present Essay grew to the bulk
which different portions of the Law prevail, in which the reader sees it. When it was
or over which the Law has different degrees nearly completed, it occurred to me, that as
of force, composes that part of our Author's the digression itself, which I was examining,
work which he has styled the INTRODUCTION. was perfectly distinct from, and unconnected
His eloquent" Discourse on the Study of the with the text from which it starts, so was,
Law," with which, as being a discourse of the or so at least might be, the critique on that
rhetorical kind rather than of the didactic, digression, from the critique on the text.
I proposed not to intermeddle, prefaces the The former was by much too large to be
whole, engrafted into the latter: and since, if it

It would have been in vain to have thought accompanied it at all, it could only be in the
of travelling over the whole of so vast a work. shape of an Appendix, there seemed no rea-
My design, therefore, was to take such a per- son why the same publication should include

them both. To the former, therefore, as be-

[b] Membra cond_videntia. _SA_0 _D. L_g. big the least, I determined to give that finish
L.I.c. 46. which I was able, and which I thought was he-
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necessary: and to publishitinthisdetached withinhis provinceto discharge.His pro-
manner,as thefirst,ifnot the only partof tossedobjectwas toexplainto uswhat the
a work, the principal and remaining part of Laws o| England were. "Ira lex soripta eat,"
which may possibly see the light some time was the only motto which he stood engakged
or other, under some such title as that of to keep in view. The work of censure (tor
" A COMMENT On theCOMMENTARIES." tO thisword,indefaultof any other,I find

In the meantime, thatI may standmore itnecessarytogivea neutralsense),thework
fullyjustified,or excusedat least,inan en- ofcensure,as itmay be styled,or,illa cer-
terprisetomost perhapssoextraordinary,a_id tainsense,ofciitic_m,was tohim but a par-
to many doubtlessso unacceptable,itmay"be ergon--a work of supererogation:a work,
of usetoendeavourtostatewithsome degree indeed,which,ifaptlyexecuted,couldnot
of precision,the groundsofthatwar which, but be of greatornament to the principal
fortheinterestsoftruescience,and ofliberalone,and of greatinstruction,aswellas en-
improvement,Ithinkmyselfbound to wage tertainment,to the reader,but from which
againstthiswork. Ishallthereforeproceed our Author,aswellas thosethathad gone
to mark out and distinguishthosepointsof beforehim on the same line,might,without
view inwhich itseems principallyreprehen- bemz chargeablewith any defidem'y,bave
sible,notforgettingthoseinwhich it seems stood excused: a work which,when ._upcl-
st,ill entitled to our approbation and applause, added to the principal, would lay the Author

There are two characters, one or other of under additional obligations, and impo._e orl
which every man who finds any tl_ing to soy ]_im new duties : which, not_ithstamlil_g
on the subject of Law, may be said to take whatever else it might differ in fi'om the
upon him ; --that of the Expositor, and that principal one, agrees with it in this, that it
of the Censor. To the province of'the Ex- otq;ht to be executed with impartiMity, or
positor it belongs to explain to us wh-tt, as he not at all.
supposes, the Law zs : to that of the Censor, If, on the one hand, a hasty arid i lidi._cli-
to observe to us what he thinks it ought to minuting condemner of what is eslablished,
be. The former, therefore, is principally oceu- may expose himself to contempt ; on the

pied in stating, or an inquiring after facts:_c] other hand, a bigoted or corrupt t.'efcnder
the latter, in discussing reasons. The _x- of the works of power be-'omes guilty, in a
positor, keeping within his sphere, has no manner, of the abuses which he supports : lhe
concern with any other faculties of the mind more so if, by oblique glan(-es mid sophi,tic, d
than the apprehension, the memory, and the glosses, he studies to gua:d from reproach,

judgment : the latter, in virtue of those sen- or recommend to favour, what he knows m_t
timents of pleasure or displeasure _hich he how, arid dares not attempt, to justify. To a
finds occasion to annex to the objects under Inan who contents himsclf with simply stating
his review, holds some intercourse _ath the an institution as he thinks it is, no share, it
affections. That which is Law, is, in different is plain, can justly be attributed (nor wouh]
cmmtries, widely different: while that which any one tlfink of attributing to him an_
ought to be, is in all countries to a great de- share) of whatever reproach, any more than
gree the same. The JExpositor, therefore, is of whatever applause the institution may tie
always the citizen of this or that particular thought to merit. But if not content with
country: the Censor is, or ought to be, the this humbler function, he takes upon him to
citizen of the world. To the Expositor it _,dve reasons in behalf of it, leasons whether
belongs to show what the Legislator and his made or found by him, it is far otherwise.
underworkmanthe Judge have done already" Every false and sophistical reason that lie
to the Censor it belongs to suggest what the contrTibutes to circulate, he himself is charge-
Legislator ought to do in future. To the Con- able with : nor ought he to be holden guilt-
sor, in short, it belongs to teach that science, less even of such as, in a wolk where .fact,
which, when by ehmlge of hands converted not reason, is the question he delivers as from
into an art, the LEGISLATORpractzses, other writers without censure. By officiously

Let its now return to our Author. Of these adopting them, he makesthem his own, though

two perfectly distingtfishable flint%ions, the delivered under the names of the respective
latter alone is that which it fell necessarily authors : not much less than if delivered

under his own. For the very idea of a reason

[c] In practice, the question of Law has corn- betokens approbation : so th,t to deliver a
mouly been spoken of a_ opposed to that of fact: remark under that character, and that without
but this distraction is an aceident±l o::e. "That censure, is to adopt it. A man will scarcely,
a law commanding or prohibiting such a sort of therefore, without some note of disapproba-
actmn, has been e_tublished, is as much a fact, tion, be the instrument of intloducing, in the
as that an iudir,idl_al action of that _rt has'been guise of a reason, an argmaent which lie doescommitted. The establishment of a Law may
be spoken of as afact_ at least for tl:e purpose of not really wish toseeapproved. Some method
dmtmguishing it from any constderation that may or other'he will take to wash his hands of it :
be offered as a reason for such L_w. some method or other he will take to let men
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see that wh_* he means to be understood to founded, has no other effec_ upo,l an institu-

do, is merely to report the judgment of an- tion than to bring it to that test, by which
other, not to pass one of his own. Upon that the value of those, indeed, on which prejudice
other, then, he will lay the blame : at least alone has stamped a currency, is cried down,
he will take care to repel it from himself. If but by which the credit of those of sterling
he omits to do this, the most favourable cause utility is confirmed.
that can be assigned to the omission is indif- Nor is it by any means from passion and
ference--indiffcrence to the public welfare ill-humour, that censure, passed upon legal
--that indifference which is itself a crime, institutions, is apt to take its birth. When

Itis wonderful howforward somehave been it is from passion and ill-humour that men

tolook upon it as akind of presumption, and speak, it is with _nea that they are in ill-
ingratitude, and rebellion, and cruelty, and humour, not with laws ; it is men, not laws,
I know not what besides, not to allege only, that are the butt of" arrogance." [d] Spleen
nor to own, but to suffer any one so much as
to imagine, that an old-established law could [d] "Arrogance." Our Author calls it "the
in anyrespect be a fit object of condemnation. _tt_¢o#tarrogance" to censure what has_ at least,
Whether it has been a kind of personification a better chance to be right, than the singular no.
that has been the cause of this, as if the Law tious of any particular man ;" meaning thereby

certain eccleslastmal institutions. V_brating, as
• " r t¢_owere a Iiving creature, or whether it has been it should seem, between passion and disc z ,

the mechanical veneration for antiquity, or he has thought it necessary, indeed, to insert "_
what other delusion of the fancy, I shall not the sentence that, which bein_ inserted, tun_s it

here inquire. For my part, I know not for I into nothing: After the word "('censure," "with
what good reason it is that the merit of jus- I contempt," he adds, '{and rudeness:" as if there

[ needed a professer to inform us, that to treat anytifying a law when right, should have been
/ thing with contempt and rudeness i_ arrogance.

thought greater than that of censuring it ], Indeeency_" he had already called it, "to set
when wrong. Under a government of laws, / up private judgment in opposition to public;"
what is the motto of a good citizen? To obey | and this without restriction, qnalific".tion_ or re-

punctually ; to censure .freely. serve. This was in the first transport of a holy
Thus much is certain ; that a system that ze,d, before discretion had come in to his asslst_

is never to be censured, will never be ira- ance. This passage the Doctors Priestloy_ and
Furneaux,+, who_ iv quality of Dissenting Mmi,_-

proved : that if nothing is ever to be found ters_ and champions of dissenting opinions, saw
l_utt with, nothing will ever be mended : and themselves particularly attacked in it, have no_
that a resolution to justify every thing at any sufl_rod to pass unnoticed ; any more than 1,_a_
rate, and to disapprove of nothing, is a reso- the celebrated author of the " Remarks on th_
lution which, pursued in future, must stand .4cts of the 13t1_Pt_rliament_"l] who ibund it ad-
as an effectual bar to all the additional hap- verse to his enterprise, for the same reason that
piness we can ever hope for; pursued hitherto, is hostile m every other liberal plan of polmealdiscussion.
would have robbed us of that share of happi- "," My edition of the Commentaries happens
hess which we enjoy already, to be the first: since the above paragraph w_

Nor is a disposition to find " every thing written I have been directed to alater. In this
as it should be," less at variance with itself, later edition_ the p:_ssage about _' indecency" 1_,
than with reason and utility. The common- like the other about " arrogance," explained
place arguments in which it vents itself jus- away into nothing. What we are now told is,

that " to set up private judgment in [_rir_lent
tify not what is established, in effect, any and factious] opposition to pubhc authority'"
more than they condemn it; since whatever (hemighthavehaveadded__ortOlJrlwttceith_r)
now is establishment, once was innovation, is _'indecency." [See the 5tn edit. 8no. p. 50, as

Precipitate censure, cast on a political in- in the lst.] This we owe, [ think, to Dr. Ft_r-
stitut'.on, does but recoil on the head of him neaux. The Drs. Furneaux and Priestley, un-
who casts it. From such an attack it is no der whose well apphad correctaon our author has

smarted so severely, have a good deal to answer
the institution itself, if well grounded, that tbr: They have been the means of his adding a
can suffer. What a man says against it, either good deal of th_s kind of rhetoricallumber to the
makes impression or makes none. If none, plentiful stock there was of it before. One pa_-
it is just as if nothing had been said about sage_ indeed, a passage deeply tineturedwith tell-
the matter; if it does make an impression, it gious gall, they have been the means of cle._rio.',_

away entirely ;._ and in this_ at least, they have
naturally calls up some one or other in de- done good service. They have made h_m soph_-
fence. For if the institution is in truth a ticat_; they have made him even expunge; but
beneficial one to the community in general, all the Doctors in the world, I doubt, would not
it cannot but have given an interest in its bring him to confession. See his Answer to Dr.
pre_rvation to a munber of individuals. By Priesfley.
their industry, then, the reasons on which it
is grounded are brought to light; from the " 4 Comm. p. _. _- See Remarks. &c.See Letters to Mr. Justice Blackstone_ 1771.
observation of which, those who acquiesced SeCond Edition.
in it before ulmn trust, now embrace it upon ))In the Preface.
conviction. Ce_lsttrc, therefore, though ill- § See Furneaux_ I_etter V[1.
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and turbulence may indeed prompt men to greater. If the designs of a Minister are ini-
q,mrrel with living individuals ; but when mical to his country, what is the man of all
they make complaint of the dead letter of others for him to make an instrument of or a
the Law, the work of departed lawgivers, dupe ? Of all men, surely none so fit as that
against whom no personal antipathy can have sort of man who is ever on his knees before
subsisted, it is always from the observation, the footstool of Authority, and who, when
or from the belief at least, of some real grie- those above him, or before him, have pro-
vance. The Law is no man's enemy ; the Law nounced, thinks it a crime to have an opinion
is no man's rival. Ask the clamorous and of his own.
unruly multitude--it is never the Law itself Those who duly consider upon what slight
that is in the wrong; it is always some wicked and trivial circumstances, even in the hap-
interpreter of the Law that has corrupted and piest times, the adoption or rejection of a
abused it. [el Law so often turns; circumstances with

Thus destitute of foundation are the terrors, which the utility of it has no imaginable con-
or pretended terrors, of those who shudder nexion -- those who consider the desolate
at the idea of a free censure of established and abject state of the human intellect, du-
institutions : so little does the peace of so- ring the periods in which so great a part of
ciety require the aid of those lessons wLich the still subsisting mass of institutions had
teach men to accept of any thing as a re_son, their birth -- those who consider the back-
and to yield the same abject and ind_scrhni- wardness there is in most men, unless when
nating homage to the Laws here, which is spurred by personal interests or resentments,
paid to the despot elsewhere. The fruits of to run a_tilt against the colossus of antho-
such tuition are visible enough in the cha- rity--those, I say, who give these consider-
lacter of that race of men who have always ations their due weight, will not be quite so
occupied too large a space in the circle of zealous, perhaps, as our Author has been,
the profession ; a passive and enervate race, to terrify men from setting up what is now
ready to swallow any thing, and to acquiesce " private judgment," against what once was
in any thing ; with intellects incapable of "public :" If] nor to thunder down the harsh
distinguishing right from wrong, and with epithet of_'arrogance '' on those, who, with
affections alike indifirerent to either ; insen- whatever success, are occupied in bringing
sible, short-sighted, obstinate ; lethargic, yet rude establishments to the test of polished
liable to be driven into convulsions by false reason. They will rather do what they can
terrors; deaf to the voice of reason and pub- to cherish a disposition at once so useful and
lic utility; obsequious only to the whisper of so rare : [9] which is so little connected with
interest, and to the beck of power, the causes that make popular discontentments

This head of mischief, perhaps, is no more dangerous, and which finds so little aliment
than what may seem included under the for- in those propensities that govern the multi-
mer. For why is it an evil to a country, that tude of men. They will not be for giving
the minds of those who have the Law under such a turn to their discourses as to bespeak
their management should be thus enfeebled ? the whole of a man's favour for the defenders
It is because it finds them impotent to every of what is established: nor all his resentment
enterprise of improvement, for the assailants. They will acknowledge,

Not that a race of lawyers and politi_ that if there be some institutions which it is
of this enervate breed is much less dangerous "arrogance" to attack, there may be others
to the duration of that share of felicity which which it is effrontery to defend. TouR-
the state possesses at any given period, than REIL_h] has defended torture: torture estab.
it is mortal to its chance of attaining to a lishedby the "public judgment" of so many

[el There is only one way in which censure Lf] See note [d].
cast upon the Laws has a greater tendency to do [g] One may w_ll say rare. It is a utter ot
harm than good; and that is when it sets itself fact about which there can be no dispnte. The
to contest their validity; I mean, when abandon- truth of it may be seen in the mut_tude of E.x-
mg the question of expediency, it sets ltsetf to po_tor8 which the Jurisprudence ot every nauon
contest the right. But this is an attack to which farnished, ereitafforded-asingleCenaor. When
old eslablishdt laws are not so liable. Asthisis Beceariacame_hewasreeeivedbytbein_
the last, though but too common resource of pas- as an angel from heaven would be by the faith-
sionandili-humour, andwhat men sesrce think ful. He maybe styled the father of C_mr/a/
ofbelakingthemselvesto_unless irritated byper. Jurisprudence. _lony_q_eu's wu a w_k of
sonal competitions, it is that to which recentlaws the mixed kind. Before moutesqmen, au
are most exposed. I speak of what are called unmixed lmrbadsm. Grofius and puffendoff
•rr/tte_ Laws; for as to un_rltten institutions, wereto Censorial J_denes what the _col.
as there is no such thing as any certain symbol men were to Natural PhLlo_phy. .
b_rwhich their authority is attested, their vali. [h] A French Jurist of _ last age_ wn_._
d_ty, how deeply rooted soever, is what we see work, had like celebrity, am1 in many.
challenged without r_. A radical weak. much the same sort of merits as our Autaml.

He was known to me_t advanta_, by a
hess, interwoven into the very constitutienof all tion of Demosthenm. He is now forgotten.•,nwritten law.
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enlightened nations. BECCAI_IA("indecent" opinion, however erroneous, will have acer-
and "arrogant" Beccaria!) has condemned it. rain currency. Reputation adds weight to
Of these two, whose lot among men would sentiments from whence no part of it arose,
one choose rather, -- the Apologist's or the and which, had they stood alone, might have
Censor's ? drawn nothing, perhaps, but contempt. Po-

Of a piece with the discernment which en- pular fame enters not into nice distinctions.
ables a man to perceive, and with the courage Merit in one department of letters affords a
which enables him to avow, the defects of a natural, and in a manner irrecusable presump-
system of institutions, is tbat accuracy of tion of merit in another, especially if the two
conception which enables him to give a clear departments be such between which there is
accmmt of it. No wonder, then, in a treatise apparently a close alliance.
partly of the exposztory class, and partly of Wonderful, in particular, is that influence
the censorial, that if the latter department is which is gained over young minds, by the
filled with imbecility, symptoms of kindred man who, on account of whatever class ot
wcakness should characterize the former, merit, is esteemed in the character of a Fee-

The former department, however, of our ceptor. Those who have derived, or fancy
Author's work, is what, on its o_m account themselves to Lave derived knowledge from
merely, I shmdd scarce have found myself what he knows, or appears to know, will
disposed to intermeddle with. The business naturally be for judging as he judges ; for
of simple exposition is a harvest in which reasoning as he reasons; for approving as he
there seemed no likelihood of there being any approves ; for condemning as he condemns.
want of labourers; and into which therefore On these accounts it is, that when the general
I had little ambition to thrust my sickle, complexion of a work is unsound, it may be

At any rate, had I sat down to make a of use to point an attack against the whole
report of it in this character alone, it would of it without distinction, "although such parts
have been with feelings very d_fferent fi'om of it as are noxious as well as unsound be
those of which I now am conscious, and in a only scattered here and there.
tone very different from that which I perceive On these considerations, then, it may be
myself to have assumed. In determining of use to show, that the work before us, in
what conduct to observe respecting it, I spite of the merits which recommend it so
should have considered whether the taint of powerfully to the imagination and to the ear,
error seemed to confine itself to parts, or to has no better title on one account than on
diffuse itself through the whole. In the lat- another, to that influeuce which, were it to
ter case, the least invidious, and, considering pass unnoticed, it might continue to exercise
the bulk of the work, the most beneficial over the judgment.
course, would have been to have taken no The Introduction is the part to which, for
notice of it at all, but to have sat down and reasons that have been already stated, it was
tried to give a better. If not the whole in always my intention to confine myself. It
general, but scattered positions only, had ap- is but a part even of this Introduction tl,at
peared exceptionable, I should have sat down is the subject, of the present Eusay. What
to rectify those positions with the same determined me to begin with this small part
apathy with which they were advanced. To of it is, the facility I found in separating it
fall in an adverse way upon a work bimply from every thing that precedes or follows it.
expository, if that were all there were of it, This is what will be more particularly spoken
would have been alike ungenerous and nn- to in another place. [_J
necessary. In the involuntary errors of the It. is not that this part is among those
naderstandzng there can be little to excite, which seemed most open to animadversmn:
or at least to justify, resentment. That which it is not that stronger traces are exhibited in
1done, in a manner, calls for rigid censure, is this part, than in another, of that spirit in our
the sinister bias of the aff'eetwns: If, then, Author which seems so hostile to Reforma-
I may still continue to mention as separate, tion, and to that Liberty which is Reforma_
parts which in the work itself are so intl- tion's harbinger.
mutely, and, indeed, undistinguishably blend- It is not here that he tramples on the right
eel, it is the censorial part alone that has of private judgment, that basis of every thing
drawn from me that sort of animadversion I that an Englishman holds dear : [hJ it is not
have been led to bestow indiscriminately on here, in particular, that he insults our under-
the whole. To lay open, and if possible sup- standings with nugatory reasons; stands forth
ply, the imperfections of the other, is an the professed champion of religious intole-
operation that might indeed of itself do rance ; or openly sets his face against civil
service; but that which I thought would do reformation.

still more service, was the weakening the It is not here, for example, he would per-
authority of this.

Under the sanction of a great name, every [i] See the ensuing Introduction.
ttring of words, however unmeaning--every [k] See Note [a].
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suade us, that a trader who occupies a booth It is not here, that after relating the Laws
at a fair is a .fool for his pains; and on that ac- by which peaceable Christians are made pu-
count no fit object of the law's protection. [/] nishable for worshiping God according to

It is not here that he gives the presence their consciences, he pronounces with equal
of one man at the makln 9 of a law, as a reason peremptoriness and complacency, that every
why ten thousand others that are to obey it, thing, yes, " every thing is as it should
need know nothing of the matter. [m] be." _o]

It is not here, that after telling us, in ex- It is not here, that he commands us to
press terms, there must be" an a_tual break- behove, and that on pain of forfeiting all pre-
ing" to make burglary, he tells us, in the tensions to either" sense or probity, " that
same breath, and in terms equally express, the system of our jurisprudence is, in the
where burglary may be without actual break- whole and every part of it, the very quintes-
ing ; and this because" the law will not suf- sence of perfection. [p]
far itself to be trifled with." In]

I mast own I have been ready to grow out of
Ill " Burglary, ''* says our Author, "cannot conceit with these useful little partides,.for, be.

be commlttett in a tent or a booth erected in a cause, since, and others of that fraternity", from
market fair, though the owner may lodge there- seeing the drudgery they are continually put to
in ; .for the Law regards thus highly nothing but in these Commentaries The appearance of any
permanent edifices : a house, or church ; the of them is a sort of warning to me to prepare for
wall, or gate of a town: and it is the.folly of the some tautology, or some absurdity: for the same
owner to lodge in so fragile a tenement." To thing dished up over again in the shape of a rag-
save himself from this charge of folly, it is not son i'er itself: or for a reason which, i£a distinct
altogether clear which of two things the trader one, is of the same stamp as those we have just
ought to do: quit his business and not go to the seen. Other instances of the hke hard treat-
fair at all; orleave his goods without any body ment given to these poor particles will come

to take care of _em. - under observation in the body of this essay. As[m] Sp_aking of an Act of Parliament,-_- to reasons of the first-mentioned class, of them
"There needs,;' he says, "no formal promul- one might pick out enough to fill a little volume.
gation to give it the force of a Law, as was ne- [o] " In what I have now said," sees he, ll
cessary by the Civil Law with regard to theEm. " I _vould not be understood to derogo_ from
peror's Edicts: because every man in England is, the rights of the national Church, or to favour a
in judgment of/aw, party to the making of an loose "latitude of propagating any crude until-
act of parliament, being present thereat by his re- gusted senUments in religious matters. Of pro.
prese_tatives." This, ibr aught I know, may be pagating, I say; for the bare entertaining t_em,
goodjudgmentoflaw; becanse any thing may be without an endeavour to diffuse them, seems
called ju_igment of law, that comes from a lawyer hardl.y cogmsable by any human authority. I
who has got a name: ]t seems, however, not much i only mean to illustrate the excellence of our pre-
like any thing that can be called judgment of[ sent Establishment, by looking back to former
common sense. This notable plec. of astut_a t times. Every th*ng _s no_ as *t slwuld be: un-
was originally, I believe, judgment of Lord [ less, I_erhaps, that heresy ought to be more strict-
Coke : it from thence became 2udg]nent of our [ ly defined, and no prosecution permitted, even in
Author: and may have been judgment of more I the Ecclesiastical Courts_ till the tenets in ques-

lawyers than I know of before and since. What t tion are by proper authority previously declared
_rieves me is, to find many men of the best at- to be heretical. Under these restrictions it seems
teccions to a cause whmh needs no sophistry, necessary for the support of the national reli-
bewildered and bewildering others with the hke g':on," (the national re]igicu being such, we are
jargon, to understand, as would not be able to support

In] His words are :.+ " There must be an ae- itself were any one at liberty to make objecuorLq
twd breakiag, not a mere legal claus_;m frc_it to it), " that the officers of the Church should
{byleaping over invisible 1dealtboundaries, wbmh have power to censure heretics, but not to exter-
ma_, constitute a civil trespass) but a subsian, minate or destroy them."
tlai and forcible irruption." In the next sen- % s Upon looking into a later edition (the
tence btlt two, he goes on and says_" But to fifth} I find this passage has undergone a modi-
come down a chimney is held a burglarious ficatlon. After "_Every thlngis now as it should
entry; for that is as much closed as the nature be," is addcd_ "_ith t:espect to the spiritual cog-
of things will permiL. So also to knock at a nlzancc, and #pi_itual _unlshracnt qf lwresy."

or to procure a constable to gain admittance, in to exterminate or destroy tlwnu
order to search for traitors, and then to bind the How far the mischievousness of the original
constable and rob the house: all t_#e entries text has been cured by this amendment_ may be
l_ve been adjudged burglaries, thought_ere _vas seen from Dr. Furneaax, Lett. II. p.30, 2d ed.lt.
,o a_nal breaking: for the law will not suffer [_] I Comm. 140. I would not be altegetl]er
it_elf to be trifled wi_ by such evasions." Can posmve, how far it was he meant this penm_'on
it be more egregiously trifled with than by such should extend itself in point of time; whether
_easo_ Imast to those institutions only that h_pen to be in

force at the individual in_ant of his writing: or
* 4 Comm. oh. xvi. p. "226. whether to such opposite institutions _ as,
t I Comm. oh. it. p. 178. wRhm

4 Comm. eh. xvL p. _;. _ 4 Comr_ oh. iv. p. 49.
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It is not here that he assures us in point ] It is not here that he turns the Law into
of fa_t, that there never has been an alters- ] a Castle, for the purpose of opposing every
tion made in the law that men have not [ idea of" fundamental" reparation. _r]
afterwards found reason to regret. [q] _

wi_ any_vend_ce oftime_om_t in_]_fJu_ti_in_he_ _re_-:-_ if_h_er_t
stant, elther had been in force, or were about ] were vymeoneor.mem or me ?met th_arute
tObe, | ol law was brOKem upo_ Blase no alHerence.

andH_'_ _ _ou:bO_i_'ihtAw netn_ ee_gfirh_[ bBY_?e_u°_ _? ind_e_ng aru_,_ _v'_°raI_°n_
unle_ where the laws of our country have la!d | in.good truth is big .wit_-mischief. ]_ut this mis-
them under necessary restraints; restraints m } .chi'ef,on what does xt depend? Upon the rule's
themselves so _entle and moderate, as wm al_ I .vemg.a reasonao_ one? Byno means: but upon
pear upon further inquiry, that .noman of sense ] its being a standing, a_..established one. Rca-
or/rroTbity would wish to see mere slackened. / sonao.te or not reaso..n.ante,is what makes corn-
For a//of us have it in our choice to do every I paratlvely but a trifling difference.
thi_ that agood man would desire to do; and A new resolution made in the teeth of an old-
are restraine¢_ from nothing, but what would established rule is mischievous_on what ac.
be pernicious either to ourselves or our fellow- count ? In that it puts men's expectations univer-
citizens, sally to a fault, and shakes whatever confidence

If the reader would know what these fights they may have in the stability of any rules of
and liberties are, I answer him out of the same Law, reasonable ornot reasonable; that stability
page_ they are those, _' in opposition to one or on which every th!n that .is valuable .to a man
other of which every species of compulsive ty- depends. Beneficl_be it xn ever so hxgh a de-
fanny and oppression must act, having no other gree to the party in whose favour it is made_ the
object uvon which it can voasibl_ be emuleyed." benefit it is of to him can never be so great as to
The lib'arty, for example, of _vorship_ng God outweigh the mischief it is of to the community
without being obliged to declare a belief in the at large. Make the best of it, it is general evil
XXXIX Articles, is a liberty that no "good for the sake of partaal good. It is what Lord
_an,"_" no man of sctme or probity," "would Bacon calls setting the whole house on fire, in
wish" for. order to roast one man's eggs.

[q] IComm. 70. If no reason can be found Here, then_ the salvo is not wanted : a"new
for an institution, we are to suppose one; and it resolution can never be acknowledged to be con-
is upon the strength of this supposed one wc are trary to a standing rule," but it must on that
to cry it up as reasonable: it is thus that the very aceonntbe acknowledged to he _' _vanton."

Let such a resolution be made, and " inconve-law i: justified of her children.
The words are--" Notthatthe particnlarrea- niences" in abundance will sure enough ensue;

_on of every rule in the Law can, at this distance and then will appear_ what ? not by any means
of time, be always precisely assigned ; but it is " the wisdom of the rule_" hut, what m a very
sulilcaent that there Be nothingin the rule flath./ different thing_ the folly of breaking in upon it.
contradictory to reason, and then the Law will It were almost superfluous to remark, that no-
presume it to be well founded. And at hath been thing of all this applies in general to a statute;
au ancient observation in the Laws of England," though particular Statutes maybe conceived that
(he might with as good ground have a_ded-- would thwart the course of expectation, and by
and in all other/a_vs) " That whenever a stand- that means produce mischief in the same way in
ing rule of' Law, of which the reason, perhaps, which it is produced by irregular resolutions.
could not be remembered or deeerued, hath been A new statute, it is manifest, cannot, unless it
[ _vanton/_/] broke in upon by statutes or new re- be simply a declaratory one, be made in any case,
solutions, the wisdom of the rule hath in the end but it must break in upon some standing rule of

Law. With regard to a Statuto_ then, to tell us
lowedappearedthefr°minnovation."theinconveniences that have fol- that a _"wanton" one has produced "mconve-

When a sentiment is expressed, and whether niences," what is it but to tell us that a thing that
from caution_ or from cenfusion of ideas, a clause has been mischievous lureproduced mischieF?
is put in, by way of qualifying it, that turns it Of this temper are the arguments of all those
into nothing; in this case, if we would form a fair doting politicfans, who, when out of humour
estimate of the tendency and probable effect of with a particular innovation without being able
the whole _]_ssage, the way is, I take it, to con- to tell why, set themselves to declaim against all
sider it aa ff no such clause were there. Nor let innovation, because it is innovation. It is the
this seem strange. Taking the qualification into nature of owls to hate the light: and it is the
the account, the sentiment would make no ira- nature of those politicians who are wise by rote,
preesion on the mind at all: if it makes any, the to detest every thing that forces them either to
qualificationisdropped, andthe mind is affected find (what, perhape_ is impossible) reasons for a
in the same manner nearly as it would be were favourite persuasion_ or (what is not endurable)
the sentiment to stand unqualified, to discard it.

This, I think, we may conclude to be the case [r] 3 Comm. 268, at the end of sh. xvii.,
with the passage above mentioned. The word which concludes with three pages against Re-
"wa_ton/v' _'is_- in pursuance of our Author*s formation. Our Author had better, perhaps, on
_mding l_olicy, put in by way of salvo. With this occasion, have kept clear of allegories: he
it the sentiment is as much as comes to nothing: should have considerS, whether they might not
without it, it would be extravagant. Yet m be retorted on him with severe retaliation. He
thi* extravagant foxm it is, probably, if in any, should have considered, that it is not easier to
that it pmme_upon the reader. . him to turn the I4w into a C_mtle, than it is to

The _leseant part of the contrivance is the the imaginations of impoverished suitors to pen-
mentioning of _;tatute, and Resolutions," ple it with harpies. He should have thought of
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It is not here that he turns with acorn If here,* as every where, he is eager to
upon those beneficient Legislators, whose hold the cup of flattery to high station, he
care it has been to pluck the mask of Mystery has stopt short, however, in this place of
from the face of jurisprudence. Is] idolatry. It]

the den of Cacus, to whose enfeebled optics, to above _ the pestilential breath of Fiction poi-
whose habits of dark and secret rapine, nothing sons the sense of every instzument it comes near.

• The consequence is_ thatthc law, and especially
was so hateful_ nothing so dangerous_ as the light that part ot it which comes under the topic ofof day.

[s]3 Comm. 322. It is from the decisions of Procedure, ai//wants much of being generally
Courts of Justice that those rules of I_sw arc intelligible, The fault, then_ of the Legislature
t_'_med_ on the knowledge of which depend the [ is their not having done enoug/_ His quarrel
life, the ?ortune, the liberty of every man in the J with them is tbr havin6 done any thing at all
nation. Of these decisions, the Records are, ac° I In doingwhat theydid, theyset up a light, which,
cording to our Author [1 Comm. 71], the most I obscured by many remaining clouds_ is still but
authentic histories. These Records were, till l too apt to prove an ig:n.isfatu_, our Author_ in-
within these five-and-forty years, in Law-Latin: I stead of calling for those clouds to be removed_
a language which, upon a high computation, deprecates alll]-ght, and pleads for total darkue_.
about one man in a thousand used to fancy him- l_ot content with representing the alteration as
self to understand. In this Law-Latin it is that useless, he would persuade us too look ul_on it m_

mischievous. He speaks of "inconvemences."our Author is satisfied they should have been
continued, because the pyramids of Egypt have What these inconveniences are_ it is pleasant to
stood longer than the temples of Palmyra. He observe.
observes to us, that the Latin language could not In the firstplace, many young prectisem, spoilt
express itself on the subject, wimout borrowing by the indulgence of being permitted to carry on
a multitude of words from our own: which is to their business in their mother-tong_u_e_know not
help to convince us, that of the two, the former how to read a Record upon the old plan. "Many
is the fittest to be employed. He gives us to un- clerks and attornies," says our Author_ "are
derstand that, taking it altogether, there could hardly able to read, much less to understand a
be no room to complain of it, seeing it was not 1Reeordof somedern adateasthe reign of Gsorge
more unintelligible than the jargon of the school, the First."
men, some passages of which he instances; and What the mighty evil is here_ that is to out.
then he goes on : "This technical Latin conti- weigh the mischief of almost universalignorance,
nued in use from the time of lts first introduction is not altogether clear: whether it is, that oct-
till the subversion of our ancient constitution tain lawyers, in a case that happens very rarely_
under Cromwell; when, among many other in- may be obli_ged to get assistance: or that the
novations on the body of the Law, some for the business in such a case may pass from those who
better and some for the worse, the languagc of I do not understand it to those who do.
our Records was altered and turned into _nglisb. I In the next place, he observes to us, "it hos
But at thc Restoration of King Charles_ this no- I much enhanced the expense of all legalproceed-
velt_ was no longer countenanced; the praetisers I ings: for since the practisers are confined (for
finding it very d;iticult to express then_wAves so I the sake of the stamp-duties, which are thereby
concisely or significantly in any other lank'u age I consdderably increased) to write only a stated
but the Latin. And thus it continued, w_thout [ number of words in a sheet; and as the English
an_ sensible inconvenience, till about the year I language, through the multitude of its ___
1730, when it was again thought proper that the I is v_uch more verbose than the Latin; it follows,
proceedings at Law should be done into Eng- that the number of sheets must be very much
lisb, and it was aceordinglyso ordered by statute augmented by the e augh e."
4 Geo. II. c. 26." _ would fain persuade myself, were it posslble_

" This was done [continues our Author) in that this unhappy sophism could have pas_m
order that the common people might have know- upon the inventor. The sum actually levied on
ledge and understanding of what was alleged or tt_e public on that score is_upon the whole, either
done for and a_ainst them in the process and a proper sum, or it is not. If it b, why mention
pleadings_ the judgment and entries in a cans_ it as an evil ._ If it is not, what more obvious
Which purpose I know not how well it has an° remedy than to set the duties lower ?
swered ; but am apt to _uspect that the people are After all, what seems to be the real evil_ not-
now_ after many years experience, alto_etlwr as withstandingour Author's unwillingness to be-
ignorant in matters of law as before." lieve it, is, that by means of this alteration, men

In this scornful Ims_ge, the words novelty-- at large are in a somewhat bettor way of knowing
done into English-- apt to suspect-- alto_et/wr what their Lawyers are about : and that a dlsin-
as ignorant--sufficiently speak the afl_cuon or terested and enterprising I_egishtor_ should hap-
the mind that dictated it. It is thus that our plly such an one arise, would now with somewhat
Author chuckles over the supposed defeat of the less difficulty be able tosee before him.
Legislature with a fond exultation which all his It] In the seventh c__,p_ .of the first book,
discretion could not persuade him to suppress, the Kinghas "attributes; T ne possesses "-_a_-

em@_;"'+.he is '__dl-l_rfeet and immorted."_l
The case is this. A large portion of the body .... r

_hese childish paradoxes_ beggtten upon se]-
vility by false wit. are not ra_e _Iverse to mamy

of the Law was, by the bigotry or artifice of Law.-

yerS, locked up in an illegibi_e character, _d maforeigntongua Thestatutehemcntionso "gea sen-
them to give up their hieroglyphic, s_ and to re- • Fide infra, ell ill Par. 7,1 _ lOS.
store the native language to _tsrigt_ts. _f 1 Comm. 242.

This was doin_ much ; but it was not do!ng ± 1 Comm. oh. vii. p. $34_ 235, 24_. Fh_t
every thing. Fiction, tautology, tocl.mlcality, Edition.
drcuity, irregularity, inconsi_°tency remmn. _ut Jl1 Comm. oh. vii. p. 260. Fi_t Edition.
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It is not then, I say, this part, it is not Correct, elegant, unembarrassed, ores-
even any part of that Introduction, to which mented, the style is such as could scarce fail
alone I have any thoughts of extending my to recommend a work still more vitious in
examination, that is the principal seat of that point of _mtter to the multitude cf readers.
poison, against which it was the purpose of He it is, in short, who, first of all institu-
this attempt to give an .antidote. The sub- tional writers, has taught Jurisprudence to
ject handled in this part of the work is such speak the langu._e of the Scholar and the
as admits not of much to be said in the per- Gentleman; put a polish upon that rugged
son of the Censor. Employed, as we have science; cleansed her from the dust and
seen, in settling matters of a preliminary ha- cobwebs of the office: _nd if he has not
ture-- in drawing outlines, it is not in this enriched her with that precision that is drawn
part that there was occasion to enter into onlyfromthesterlingtreasuryofthescienccs,
the details of any particular institution. If has decked her out, however, to advantage,
I chose the Introduction, then, in preference from the toilette of classic erudition; enli-
to any other part, it was on account of its vened her with metaphors and allusions ; and
affording the fairest specimen of the whole, sent her abroad in some measure to instruct,
and not on account of its affording the grea- and in still greater measure to entertain, the
test scope for censure, most miscellaneous and even the most fasti-

Let us reverse the tablet. While with dious societies.

this freedom I expose our Author's ill deserts, The merit to which, as much perhaps as
let me not be backward in acknowledging to any, the work stands indebted for its
and paying homage to his various merits ; a reputation, is the enchanting harmony of its

justice due not to him alone, but to that numbers : a kind of merit that of itself is
Public, which now for so many years had sufficient to give a certain degree of celebrity
been dealing out to him (it cannot be sup- to a work devoid of every other. So much
posed altogether without title) so large a is man governed by the ear.
measure of its applause. The function of the Expositor may be con-

ceived to divide itself into two branches:
sentiment, than to accurate apprehension. Far that of history, and that of simple demonstra-
from contributing to place the institutions they tion. The business of hiqtory is to represent
are applied to in any clear point of view, they
serve but to dazzle and contound, by givi:_g to the Law in the state it has been in, in past
Reality the air of Fable. It is true, they are net periods of its existence : the business of sire-
altogether of our Author's invention : it is he, ple demonstration, in the sense in which
however, that has revived them, and that with I will take leave to use the word, is to repre-
im_rrO:ements and additions, sent the Law in the state it zs in for the time

might be apt to suppose they were no being. _v]more than so many transient flashes of ornament:
it is quite otherwise. He dwells upon them in Again, to tbe head of demonstrate.on be-
sober sadness. The attribute of "ub_qzdty," long the scveral businesses of arrangen_e_t,
in particular, he lays hold of, and makes it the nurratwn, and eonject_re. Matter of nar-
basis of a chain of reasoning. He spins it out ration it may be eatled, where the law is
into consequences., be makes one thing "follow" supposed to be explicit, clear, and settled:
from it, and another thing be so and so "'for the matter of conjecture, or interpretation, where
same reason :" and he uses empbatlc terms, as ff it is obscure, silent, or unsteady. It is mat-for fear he should not be thought to be in earnest.
"_thor[lComm. ter of arrangement to distribute the several

rcal or supposed institutions into different
masses, for the pro'pose of a general survey ;

in Court."_" For _Pe_me reason also the to determine the order m which those masses
shall be brought to view; and to find for each

King is not mid to appear by his Attorney, as of them a name.
other men do: for he always appears in contem.
plation of law in his o_enproper person." The businesses of narration and interprc-

This is the case so soon as you come to this ration are conversant chiefly about particular
last sentence of the paragraph. For so long as institutions. Into the details of particular
you are at the last buttwo, 'Qt is the regal ot_ce, institutions it has not been my purpose to
and not the royal person, that is always present." ...........
All this is so dryly and so strictly true, that it [el The word demc_.stratio_ may here seem,
scarvesas the groundwork of a metaphor that is at first sigb_ to be out of place. It will be easily
brought in to embellish andenliven it. The king, .perceived that the sense laere put upon it is not
we see, i#l that is to say, is _,.o_present in Court. ] _e same with that in which it is employed by
The king s judges are present too_ So far is plain [ logicians and mathematicians. In our own ]an-
downrigl_t truth. These judges, then, spea_ing [ guage, indeed, it is not very familiar in any other
metaphorically, are so many Icoking-glasses, | sense than theirs: but on theCoutinent it is cur.
which have this singular property, that when a ] rently employed in many other sciences. The

looks at.them_ instead of seeing his own J French, for example, have their demo_trateurs
taoe in them_ he sees the king's. _'HIS judges," ] de botaniq_e, d'a_tatomle 2deldzy..su1"ue e._p_rimen-..
saysourAuthor,"arethemirm_ by whichthe_tale,_c. Iuse_toutofnece_t.v;hot-knowing
king's image is reflected" ] of any other that will suit the purpose.
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descend. On these topics, then, I may say, in any act is what we style its utility : as this
in the language of procedure, non sum infor- divergency is that to which we give the name
matus. Viewing the work in this light, I l_ave of mischwvousm_ss. With respect, then, to
nothing to add to, or to except against, the such actions in particular as are among the
public voice, objects of the Law, to point out to a man the

History is a branch of instruction which utility of them, or the mischievousness, is the
our Author, though not rigidly necessary to only way to make him see clearly that pro-
his design, called in, not without judgment, perty of them which every man is in search
to cast light and ornament on the dull work of; the only way, in short, to give him sehs-
of simple demonstratwn : this part he has faction.
executedwithanelegancewhichstrikesevery From utility, then, we may denominate a
one : with what fidelity, having not very par- principle, that may serve to preside over and
tieularly examined, I will not take upon me govern, as it were, such arrangement as shall
to pronounce, be made of the several institutions, or corn-

Among the most difficult and the most im- binations of institutions, that compose the
portant of the functions of the demonstrator, matter of this science : and it is this principle
is the business of arrangement. In this our that, by putting its stamp upon the several
Author has been thought, and not, I con- names given to those combinations, can alone
ceive, without justice, to excel; at least in render satisfactory and clear any arrangement
comp,uison of any thing in that way that has that can be made of them.
hitherto appeared. 'Tis to him we owe such Governed in this manner by a principle
an arrangement of the elements of Jurisprn- that is recognised by all men, the same ar-
dence, as wants little, perhaps, of being the rangement that would serve for the jurispru-
best that a technical nomenclature will admit dence of any one country, would serve with
of.. A technical nomenclature, so long as It httle variation for that of any other.
is admitted to mark out and denominate the Yet more. The mischievousness of a bad

principal heads, stands an invincible obstacle law would be detected, at least the utility
to every other than a technical arrangement, of it would be rendered suspicious, by the
For to denominate in generM terms, what is it difficulty of finding a place for it ill such an
but to arrange? and to arrange under heads, arrangement: while, on the other hand, a
what is it but to denomznate upon a large technical arrangement is a sink that with
scale ? A technical arrangement, governed equal facility will swallow any garbage that
then in this manner, by a technical nomen- is thrown into it.
clature, can never be otherwise than co_fused That this advantage may be possessed by
and unsatisfactory. The reason will be suffi- a natural arrangement, is not difficult to con-
clearly apparent, when we understand what ceive. Institutions would be characterized
sort of an an_ngement that must be, which by it in the only universal way in which they
can be properly termed a natural one. can be characterized ; by the nature of the

That arrangement of the materials of any several modes ofeondnct which, by prohibit-
science may, I take it, be termed a natural ing, they constitute offences. [x]
one, which takes such properties to charac- These offences would be collected into
terize them by, as men in general are, by the classes denominated by the various modes of
common constitution of man's nature, dis- their &vergency from the common end; that
posed to attend to : such, in other words, as is, as we have said, by their various forms
naturally, that is readily, engage, and firmly and degrees of mlschievousness ; in a word, by
fix the attention of any one to whom they those properties which are reasons fro"their
are pointed out. The materials, or elements being made offences : and whether any such
here in question, are such actions as are the mode of conduct possesses any such property,
objects of what we call Laws or Institutions. is a question of experience. [y] Now, a bad

Now then, with respect to actions in ge- Law is that which prohibits a mode of con-
neral, there is no property in them that is duct th&tis notmischievoas. [z] Thus would
calculated so readily to engage, and so firmly it be found impracticable to place the mode
to fix the attention of an observer, as the of conduct prohibited by a bad law under any
tendency they may have to, or divergency (ii denomination of offence, without assert_lg
one may so say) from, that which may be such a matter of fact as is contradicted by
styled the common end of all of them. The experience. Thus cultivated, in short, the
endImeanisHappiness:[w]andthistendency soil of Jurisprudence would be found to repel,

[w] Let this be taken for a truth upon the [x] Offences_ the reader will re_lember, may
authority of,,lristotle: I mean by those who like as well be offences of om/$s/o_, as of ¢omm/as/oL
the authority of Aristotle better than that of their I would avoid the embarrassment of _mking se-
own experience. II_ _,z,s, says that philoso- parate mentlon of such laws as exert themsel_m
pher_z_, _,o,_,_' J/_m__, _c_,_ _ z_ rc_cw_, m comma_di_. 'TIS on this account I use the
_,._._ _,,._ .¢,w_, _.,_,_'_,0z_.,x_ _,,¢_,,_,_° _=_$.,, phrase "_node ofeond_,'t," which includes am/_-

_rs,_ ,_,_m. A,_o{_ _, v_w_ v_ (understand) $_on#er.fo_rb_ara_m'e#,as well as acts.
....... TEA_'IN.- Ar_t. Eth. nd N*¢.L. t. c. 1. [y] See note [ee.] [z] See note [.v]
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in a manner, every evil institution; like that What, then, is to be done with those
country which refuses, we are told, to bar- names of classes that are purely technical ?-
hour any thin_ venomous in its bosom, with offences, for example, against preroga-

The synopds of such an arrangement would five, with misprislons, contempts, felonies,
at once be a compendium of expository and of pr_emunires ? [ec] What relation is it that
censor/a/Jurisprudence : nor would it serve these mark out between the laws that concern
more effectually to instruct the subject, than the sorts of acts they are respectively put to
it would to justify or reprove the Legislator. signify, and that common end we have been

Such a synopsis, in short, would be at once speaking of? Not any. In a natural arrange-
a map, and that an universal one, of Juris- meat, what then would become of them _
prudence as it /s, and a slight but compre- They would either be bamshed at once to
hensive sketch of what it ought to be. For, the region of qu:ddities and substantmlforms ;
the reasons of the several institutions corn- or if, and in deference to attachments too
prised under it would stand expressed, we inveterate to be all at once dissolved, they
see, and that uniformly (as in our Author's were still to be indulged a place, they would
synopsis they do in scattered instances), by be stationed in the corners and bye-places of
the names given to the several classes under the Synopsis : stationed, not as now to give
which those institutions arc comprised. And light, but to receive it. But more of this,
what reasons ? Not technwal reasons, such perhaps, at some future time.
as none but a Lawyer gives, nor any but a To return to our Author. Embarrassed,
Lawyer would put up with: [aa] but reasons, as a man must needs be, by this blind and
such as were they in themselves what they intractable nomenclature, he will be found,
might and ought to be, and expressed too in I conceive, to have done as much as couht
the manner they might and ought to be, any reasonably be expected of a writer so circum-
man might see the force of as well as he. stanced ; and more and better than was ever

Nor in this is there any thing that need done before by any one.
surprise us. The consequences of any Law, In one part, particularly, of his S_ampsis,*
or of any act which is made the object of a several fragments of a sort of method which
Law--the only consequonces that men are at is, orat least comes neacto, what maybe
all interested in-- what are they but pa_n and termed a natural one, [dd] are actually to be
pleasure _ By some such words, then, as pa_n found. We there read of "corporal in3urles ;"
and pleasure, they may be expressed: and of"offencesag_dnstpeace;" ag_nst"health;"
pain and pleasure, at least, are words which agaln_t "personal securtty ;" [eel " hberty ;"
a man has no need, we may hope, to go to a "property ;" light is let in, though it-
Lawyer to know the meaning ef.[bb] In the regularly, at various places.
synopsis, then, of that sort of arrangement In an unequal imitation of this Synopsis
which alone deserves the name of a natural

one, terms such as these_terms which, if they [eel See in the Synoptical Table prefixed to
can be said to belong to any science, belong our Author's Analysis, the last page compre-
rather to Ethics than to Jurisprudence, even heading Book 1V.
than to universal Jurisprudence, will engross * It is that which comprises his fourth Book,
the most commanding stations, intitled PUBLlC WnoNos.

[ dd] Fragmenta rnethodl natural:o.-- Ll_._ [
[aa] Technical re_sons :socalled frem tbe Gveek Phil. Bet. Tit. Sy_temata, par. "i7.

_x,mwhieh signifiesan art, science, or profession. [eel This title affords a pertinent instance to
Utility is that standard to which men in gone- exemplify the use that a natural arrangement

ral (except in here and there an instance where may be of, in repelling an incompetent insure-
they axe deterred by prejudices of the religious tion. What I mean is the sort of filthiness that is

or hurried away by the force of what is termed unnatural. This our Author has ranked
called sentiment orfeellng)_ut_ty, as we have in his class of Offences against "personal secure-
said, is the standard to which they refer a law or ty," and, in a subdivision of it, intitled "Corpo-

rallnjuries." In so doing, then, he has asserted a
fact: he has asserted that the offence in question

institution in judging of its title to approbation
or disapprobation. Men of Law, corrupted by
interesm, or seduced by illusions, which It is not is an offence against personal security; is a cer-
here our business to display, have deviated from petal injury; is, m short, productive of unhappi-
it much more frequently, and with much less re- ness in that _vay. Now dns is what, m the case
serve. Hence it is that such rea_ns as pass with where the act is committed by. consent, is mani-
Lawyers, and with no one else, have got the festly not true. Volentl nonflt _njuria, If then
name of technical reasons; reasons pecuhax to the Law against the offence m question had no
the art_ peculiar to the profession, other title to a place in the system thau what was

[bb] The reasoner aLaw, in short, isno other founded on this fact, it is plain it would have
th_n _e good produced by the mode of conduct none. It would be a bad law altogeth,_,r. The
which it enjoins, or (which comes to the same mischief the offence is of to the community in
thing) the mischief_ produced by the mode of this case is in truth of quite another nature, and
conduct which it prohibits. This mischief, or this would come under quite another class. When
q_od, if they ba real_cannot but show themselves against censent, there indeed it does belong really
somewhere or other in the shape of pain or plea- to this class : but then it would come under an-
•are. other name. It would come under that of Rape.
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that has lately been performed upon what is With regard to this Essay itself, I have
called the CwilLaw, all is technical : all, in not much to say. The principal and pro-
short, is darkness : scarce a syllable by which leased purpose of it is, to expose the errors
a man would be led to suspect that the affair and insufficiencies of our Author. The bu-
in hand were an affair that happiness or an- siness of it is therefore rather to overtlwow
happiness was at all concerned in.[ff] than to set up ; which latter task can seldom

To return, once more, to our Author's i be performed to any great advantage where
Commentaries. Not even inaeensorialview the former is the principal one.
would I be understood to deem them alto- To guard agmnst the danger of misrepre_
gether without merit. For the institutions sentation, and to make sure of doing our
commented on, where they are capable of Author no injustice, his own words are given
good reasons, good reasons are every now all along : and, as scarce any sentence is left
and then given : in which way, so far as it unnoticed, the whole Comment wears the
goes, one half of the censor's task is well form of what is called a perpetual one. With
accomplished. Nor is the dark side of the regard to a discourse that is simply institu-
picture left absolutely untouched. Under tional, and in which the writer builds upon
the head of " Trial by Jury," are some very a plan of his own, a great part of the antis-
just and interesting remarks on the yet-re- i_etion it can be made to afford depends upon
rosining imperfections of that mode of trial .* the order and connexion that are established
and under that of " Assurances by matter of between the several parts of it. In a com-
" Record,"on the lying and extortions jargon ment upon the work of another, no such
of Recoverles.t So httle, however, are these connexion, or at least no such order, can be
particular remarks of a piece with the gene- established commodiously, if at all. The
ral disposition that shows itself so strongly order of the Comment is prescribed by the
throughout the work, indeed so plainly ad- order, perhaps the disorder, of the text.
verse to the general maxims that we have The chief employment of this Essay, as
seen, that I can scarce bring myself to at- we have said, has necessarily been to ovcr_
tribote them to our Anthor. Not only dis- throw. In the little, therefore, which has
order is announced by them, but remedies been done by it in the way of settm 9 up, my
well-imagined remedies, are pointed out. view has been not so much to think for the
One would think some Angel had been sow- reader, as to put him upon thinking for him-
ing wheat among our Author's tares. [99] selt_ This I flatter myself with having done

on several interesting topics ; and this is all
[Jf] I think it is Selden, somewhere in his that at present I propose.

Table-talk, that speaks of a whimsical notion he Among the few positions of my own whichhad hit upon when a schoolboy_ that with re-
gard to Cwsar _nd Jllst_n, and those other per- I have found, occasion to advance, some I
sonages of antiquity that gave him so much observe which promise to be far from popu-
trouble, there was not a syllable of truth in any hr. These, jt is likely, may give rise to very
thing they said, nor m fact were there ever really warm objections : objections which in them-
any such persons; but that the whole affair was selves I do not wonder at, and which in their
a contrivance of parents to find employment for motive I cannot but approve. The people
their children. Much the _me sort of notion are a set of masters whom it is not in a man'sis that which these technical arrangements are
calculated to give us of Jurisprudence: which power in every instance folly to please, and
in them stands represented r_ther as a game at at the same time faithfull2 to serve. He
Crambo for I_wyers to whet their wits at, than that is resolved to persevere without devia-
as that Science which holds m her hands the tion in the line of truth and utility, must
happiness of n_tions.

bet us, however, do no man wrong. Where have learnt to prefer the still whisper of cu-
the success has been worse, the difficulty was during approbation, to the short-lived bustle
greater. That detestable chaos of institutions of tumultuous applause.
which the analyst last mentioned had to do with, Other passages too there may be, of which
is still more embarrassed with a technical no- some farther explanation may perhaps not
menclature than our own. unreasonably be demanded. But to give

w 3 Comm. oh. xxiii, p. 387. these explanations, and to obviate those oh-
+ 2 Comm. ch. xxi. p. 360.
[gg] The difference between a generous and jections, is a task which, if executed at all,

determined affsetion_ and an occasional, and asit ! must be referred to some other opportunity.
were forced contribution, to the cause of Refor- Consistency forbad our expatiating so far as
mation_ may be seen, I think, in these Common- to lose sight of our Author : since it was the
mries, compared with another celebrated work line of his course tlmt marked the boundaries
on the subject of our Jurisprudence. Mr. Bar- of ours.
rington_ whose agreeable miscellany has done so
much towards opening men's eyes upon this sub- the profession, sacrifices a few_ as if it were to
ject_Mr. Barnngton, like an active general in save the rest.
the .serviceof the public_ storms the strongholds Deplorable, indeed_ would have been the stu-
of chicane, wheresoever they present themselves, dent's chance for salutary instruction_did not Mr.
and particularly lletiens, without reserve. Oar Barrington's work in so many instan_ furnish
Author, hke an artful partisan in the service of the antidote to ourAuthor's poisons.
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HISTORICAL PREFACE,
INTENDED FO_

THE SECOND EDITION.

I. TrLE Bookseller's obliging attention, in strative, and which will accordingly, in this
applying for my permission to do what he had comparatively short trifle, be seen expressed
a fall right to do without any such petrols- in the most direct terms, and without any the
slon, bad produced on my part a desire to smallest doubt, disguise, or reserve,--are the
make, in some shape or other, a return for it same as those which, in the Memoirs of Bubb
1 could think of none more suitable than the Doddington and of Horace Walpole, as well
supplying him with a few recollections, rela- as in many others, by which of late years
tire to the effects, public and private, which such new and instructive lights of the same
followed this my first attempt, and the then colour have been spread over the field of Go-
unseen causes in which they have for some vernment, suggest themselves to an observant
time appeared to me to have had their root. mind, but have not in either of those work_

I had gone some length, when the concep- received any such determinate expression :
tion struck me, that, by being put totether and that thus, in the minds of some readers,
in a certain order, the facts waght be made this little additional Fragment, thus inciden-
productive of an incomparably more useful tally pinned upon a former Fragment, might
effect: and in this hope Imust find what con- have the f_rther use, of serving as a sort of
solution I can for the consumption of'a quantity key to the mysteries, as yet but incompletely
of time much exceeding my original expecta- revealed, in those no less instructive than
tions. The change consists, in the adding, interesting anterior, and in every sense great-
as deduced from the particular facts, a con- er, works.
firmatinn of those general conceptions, m the As to chfim to confidence, the relative time
development and application of which, no of publication gives to this Preface, so far as
small portion of the aggregate mass of my in- it goes, the advantage over those works. For
tervening works have been employed, namely, the correctness of the narration, it affords a
that no system or form of government ever sort of security, which in tho_e instances has
had, or ever could have had, for its actual no place : the narrative not having in either
and principal end in view, the good of any of them been intended for publication, till
other persons, than the very individuals by the Author should be out of the way of all
whom, on each occasion, the powers of it personal responsibility in respect of it.*
were exercised: that, in particular, this has II. When the Fr,Lgment made its appear-
been the ease with the least bad of all bad go- ance, the sensation it produced was for some
vernments--the English ; that of the Anglo- time not mconslderable. To the unqualified
American United States being the first of all admiration which the Commentaries had for
governments to which the epithet of 9ood, so many years been in possession of, it con-
iu the positive sense of the word, could with stitutcd the filst considerable exception, per-
propriety be attached: that, in England in haps the very first exception, bearing any
particular, in this case have been all the in- thing like a general aspect, that had ever been
dividuals, and all the bodies, among whom seen in print. No name being in the title-
the powers of government have, at may time, page, nor any information concerning the
been shared; and in a more particular man- author obtainable from the bookseller, con-
ner, such of the functionaries as have been at jectttre set itself to work. More than one
the head of the judicial department ; func- father was found ibr it: each of the very first
tlunaries by whom, under the notion and class: no minor one: Lord Mansficld, Lord

pretence of'exercising no other than judicial Camden, and Mr. Dunning: the latter, five
power, legislative power has, with the con- years afterwards, eabineted and ennobled un-
nivanee and in subservience to the sinister der the title of Lord Ashburton.
interest of the supreme and sole ostensible It was by Dr. Johnson that it was fathered
Legislature, been all along usurped and ex- upon Dunning, that prime leader of the King's
ereised. Bench Bar. Much about that time, I be-

What at the same time occurred to me

was _ that those all-comprehensive conclu- * This Preface was first printed in 182B_duiing
sions, ofwhicbinmyviewthefactsaredemon- _Ir. Bentham'_llfetmae.
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longed to a dinner club, of which Johnson compared with the high political situation,
was the Despot. It was not, however, ira- and professionally known characters, of these
mediately from his mouth that the conjecture its reputed authors.
reached me : it came through some other memo As to Lord Camden, nothing could be
her, to whom he had mentioned it. Corn- much less assorted to his character or situa-
pletely erroneous as it was, it was not perhaps tion than a work of the complexion of the
completely groundless : the sagacity of his Fragment. On the hill of forensic ambition,
deluded but powerful mind was exemplified Lord Camden's place had for years been on
by it. The eloquence of Dunning was emi- the summit ; the Author's was at the very
nantly and exclusively of the logical cast ; not bottom. To Lord Camden, in his situation,
any the slightest ray of sentimentality was nothing could be more completely wanting
ever seen to issue from it. As to myseff, in than all inducement to assume and keep up
the days of my studentship, the chief part of the tone of juvenility and tyro-ship, which
my attendance was paid at the King's Bench. will be seen pervading the work, and pmnting
If, in my style, appropriate aptitude in any in genuine colours the state of the Author's
shape or degree is discernible, it is probably mind.
in no small degree to Dunning that it is due. For improvements in the state of the Law,
Precision,correctness, clcarness, guardedness, the Author had long been under the stimulus
m expression, -- closeness in argumentation, of that appetite, which age, the grand too-
- seemed to me his characteristic features : derator of most appetites, has left hitherto
in these_ combined with force, he seemed to undamped. To Lind Camden, all improve-
me altogether without a rival. To these be ment in that line was an object of undisguised
added a sort of controversial insinuation, such aversion. For this assurance, the direct evi-
as belonged to his purposes, and not to mine. dence afforded by documents of a public
That which I here speak of is that which I nature--the direct evidence--negative and
heard from him in public ; for in private, at positive together, will of itself, if my recol-
that time, I never had had any the slightest leetion does not greatly deceive me, afford
intercourse with him. At the Bar, of all men tolerably sufficient warrant ; and, if so, the
that I had ever heard, he had been the one llttle private incidents which will be seen
whom I had heard with the greatest pleasure presently, will receive their explanation from
andattcntion ; the one, whose style in speak- it, and operate in the character of circum-
ins, it seemed to me, that on all occasions stantial evidence in confirmation of it. In
it would be matter of the highest satisfaction favour of innovation in any such shape, not
to me to be able in any way to imitate, a syllable, I am confident, is to be fomld in

When the style has thus been mentioned, any speech of his that has been handed down
every thing has been mentioned in which the to us. If this be correct, here then, though
Lexicographer's conjecture could find any the but negative, is the direct evidence. As to
slightest support. It proves the collateral positive evidence, the same sources wouhl
fact-- that not only the affections, but the be found to'afford that which is but too con-
acquirements, of the pre-eminent lawyer who elusive. I recollect not, nor would it be worth
was the subject of it, were altogether un- the search, at what exact time my eyes were
known, to the miserable and misery-propa- first wounded by it. The iollowinglittte his-
gating ascetic, and instrument of despotism, tory will enable the reader, should he think
by whom it was delivered. In the Fragment, it worth his while, to find it.
marks of some little general acquaintance Some time after the appearance of the
with the field of science and general litera- Fragment, the House of Commons was fonud
ture may be seen here and there peeping out. to contain a small knot of young men, ills . I .....

"1he office of his father--a country Attorney, whose minds a disposition to contribute to
whose abode was in the little town from which the improvement of the Law had begun to
the son, on his elevation, took his title--had manifest itself. William Eden, who after-
been the University of John Dunning. What- wards entered into the diplomatic career, and
ever analogy may, in respect of certain facul- was raised to the Peerage by the title of Lord
ties, have had place between the illustrious Auckland, was one of them; probably enough
advocate and the obscure reformist, m in re- (for I have no recollection about the others)
spect of feelings and wishes with relation to at the head of them. The first fruit of their
the universal interest, nothing could be much labours was the production of a hill, which
more opposite. Some grounds for this assu- had for its object the clearing the Statute.
ranee will be presently seen. Book of a few insignificant samples of its

The two other conjectures were still more -antique rubbish. If I recollect right, there
completely groundless : and, though coming were half a dozen of them. Altogether in-
from professional men, as completely desti- capable were they of doinggood in any shape°
t,_te of, or rather opposite to, manifest pro- On the other hand, they did no harm in any
bability, as conjectures can easily be. I speak shape : always excepted the encumbering the
of the intrinsic evidence afforded by the work, Statute-Book, contributing to the confusion
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with which it covers the field of legislation, hand since. A more particular object is
and loading, with so much useless lumber, the throwing light into the den of the long-
the memory and the purse. Of one of these robed Caens.- Cacus felt the light, and
samples alone, the remembrance still dwells trembled.
with me. Date, the 27th of Edward I. ; The more extensive, and indeed all-corn-
language, French; object, preventing the ira- prebensive object is, the pointing attention
portatinn of certain pieces of coined metal to the imperfectious which even at that time
called pollards or crohards. I know not how of day were seen swarming in the frame of
it happened, nor is it material : it was with the government, and to the rieketiness of
that commodity as with cont at present, the the only foundations in which, on the ground
abundance of it was a nuisance: severe penal- of argument, it had ever found support. No
ties were employed for the exclusion of it. such imperfection having place but what
The reader need scarce be informed that the brought profit, in some shape or other, to
danger of an excess in that article could not those among whom the power was shared,
be very menacing at the time of the bring- j their interest of course was, that those same
ing in of Mr. Eden's Bill. In the Commons imperfections should, in their whole mass,
it was suffered to pass : but, in the House of remain for ever uuremoved, and therefore be
Lords, it found armed against it an authority at all times as little as possible in view.
altogether irresistible. As a basis for all such operations as should

It was Lord Camden's. From such an- be directed to this same objeet, theFragmant.
thority, in a place where authority is every at the same time, Fragment as it was, un-
thing, very few words were sufficient. I dertcok to set up, and may be seen setting
remember reading them in the newspapers, up accordingly, the greatest happiness of the
Of the words themselves I have no recollec- greatest number, in the character of the pro-
tion, nor are they worth searching for : as to per, and only proper and defensible, end of
the purport of them, what I am confident of, government ; as the only standard by which
is, that it would be found in the Book on any apt judgment could be formed on the
Fallacies, probably in Mr. Dumont's edition propriety of any measure, or of the conduct
of it in French ; and moreover, that it would of any person, oecupmd in making opposition,
serve for the exclusion, as well of the most or giving support to it. At that time of
important improvement, as of the minute day, so far as regards the general frame of
projected benefit whlchit was thus employed the Government., scarcely in any one of those
to crush, imperfections did the Author of the Fragment

Not even by any of the most determined see the effect of any worse cause than inat-
anti-reformlsts of the present day, with or tention and prejudice : he saw not in them
withont the mask of a reformist on his coun- then, what the experience and observations
tenanee, would the reform, if such it may be of nearly fifty years have since taught him to
caged, be termed either intemperate or immo- see in them so plainly, the elaborately org_-
derate. Seeing it thus dealt with, I was nized, and anxiously cherished and guarded
chagrined to the degree that may be ima_ned: products of sinister interes_ and artifice.
chagrined, and at that time even astounded ; Under the name of the princil}le of utility,
for at that time, no suspicion to the preju- (for that was the name adopted from David
dice of the liberalism of that head of the Hume), the Fragment set up, as above, the
Whig lawyershed, I believe, as yet presented 9reatest happiness principle in the character
itself to my mind. of the standard of right and wrong in the

III. Among the effects of the work, such field of Morality in general, and of Govern-
as it was, was a sort of coneussion, produced ment in particular. In the field of Govern-
by it in the sort of world it belonged to : in merit, it found in this country the orzginal
the world of polities, but more partlenlarly contract in possession of that character.
in the world of law : more particularly still, The existence of that pretended agreement
in the higher regions ; the inhabitants of (need it now be said ?) was and is a fable :
which, in this as in other professions, form a authors of the fable, the Whig lawyers. The
sort of celestial conclave, of the secrets of invention, such as it was, had been made by
which, whatsoever observation is endaavoured them for their own purposes, and nothing
to he made from the subjacent low grounds, could have been better contrived : for, the
is made through a medium impregnated with existence of the contract being admitted, the
awe, admiration, and conjecture, terms remained to be settled: and these

The peep here given into its mysteries would of course be, on each occasion, what
will, perhaps, be found neither uninteresting the interest of the occasion required that
nor uninstructive : it may be assistant to the they should be. It was in this offspring of
grand purposes which the work itself has for falsehood and sinister interest that the Frag-
its objeets_objects which maybe seen con- ment beheld the phantom, on the shoulders
tahdng the germ of every thing which, on of which, the Revolution that substituted
the _ne field, has been sown by the same Guelpl_ to Stuarts, and added corruption to
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force, had till then had its sole declared sup- own benefit. Here again was another source
port. Against this phantom, the Fragment of profit to the head partner : for, in virtue
will be seen making declared war : the only and to the extent of his power of patronage,
war but one that had ever been made against --upon each vacancy, their office, with the
it, on any side, and the only war without ex- annexed plunderage, became his ; his--not
ception that had ever been made against it, to retain indeed, but at any rate Iris to give.
on the side and in favour of the people. Mendacity is a name too soft for falsehood
Against this attack, thus made, no defence thus applied ; applied to such purposes, and
has, Ibelieve, ever been attempted: scarcely by men so situated: for, in comparison of
since that time has the chimera be_n seen the suffering thus produced, the greatest ever
to show itself; scarcely, at any rate, under its produced by any thing to which the word is
own name. Such as it was, it was the off- applied in the intercourse between individual
spring of Fiction ; meaning here by the word and individual, would be found ineonsider-
_ction, that which is meant by it in law- able. An operation, by which the nature and
language, effects of it would be placed in their full and

A fiction of law may be definedma wilful true light, is obvious and simple. Run over
falsehood, having tbr its object the stealing the field of law, as laid down in any of the
legislative power, by and ibr hands which books : pick out the several parts in which a
could not, or durst not, openly clmm it,- fiction in any shape has been employed; the
and, but for the delusion thus produced, most extensively and mischievonsly opera-
could not exercise it. tive will be found in Blackstone : for others,

Thus it was that, by means of mendacity, the books of judicial procedure c_ed Jgooks
usurpation was, on each occasion, set up, of practice, would be to be looked at: set
exercised, and established, down the several fictions, under the several

A sort of partnerstop was thus formed: heads they belong to; in each instance, the
formed, in so ikr as a partnership can be said particular mischief to the pubhe, together
to have place, between a master and his at with the plofit to rim judge or judges of the
all times removable servants : a partnership, judicatory (called the court, for the purpose
having for its object the extracting, on joint of letting in the servants to a share of the
account, and for joint benefit, out oi the worship paid to tbe master) are the articles to
pockets of tile people, in the largest quantity be looked for ; if honestly looked for, in no
possible, the produce of the industry of the case would there be much difficulty in finding
people. Monarch fomld force ; lawyers, fraud: them ; in the profit made out of each fabri-
thus was the capital formed. Creatures of a cation, would be seen the final cause of it.
day, and for years together, neither possess- One pre-eminently serviceable and all-com-
ing present nor certainty of future existence, prehensive effect there is, to which, if to no
the representatives of the people, now such other, they would every one of them be found
convement partners, were not as yet npe ibr contributory. This is general debility in the
admittance. Parties in the concern as yet but understanding of the deluded people: for,
those two : -- monarch and lawyers. What- the more prostrate that debility, the more fla-
ever was the fraud thus practised, partneru grant the ulterio_ degree of depredation and
on both sides found their account in it: in- oppression, to which they might thus be

terests of both provided for of course, brought to submit. Of the degree of debility
The monarch, not being acknowledged in produced, no better measure need be given,

the capacityofsolelegislator, had everything than the fact of men's having been in this
to gain, by suffering these his, at all times, way made to regard falsehood as an iustlu-
removable creatures, thus to exercise the ment not oldy serviceable but necessary to
power belonging to that office; for, with the justice.
instrument thus constructed, and always at In others, this vice was not only punished
hand -- an instrument which continually in- all the while by these appointed guardians of
creasing experience showed to be so fit for virtue, but painted in its proper colonrs.
use _ depredation and oppression might at That which is vice in all others, how could
all times be exercised : exercised in shapes it in them be virtue? bow, but that to them
and degrees in which he could not have belonged the power of making wrong and
dared to exercise them by himself in a direct right change natures, and determining what
way, or to propose in an open way to the shall be morality as well as what shall be/aw;
representatives of the people, making as well the one as the other thus de-

As little could the authors of this power- pendent- not on their effects on the happi-
stealing system fail to tind their account in hess of the community at large, but on the
it : since, for the sake of the profit received ever-changeable good pleasure of the posses-
by him as above, their master could do no sorsofpower, hywhatraeanssoeverobtainod,
otherwise than connive all along at those and in what manner soever exercised; thus,
other lles and devices, by which depredation in regard to morality _ and in regard to truth,
and oppression were acted by them for their the power of determining, if not what shall
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be truth, what, to all practical purposes, shall public have been tried by any such string of
be taken for it. To produce ductility, produce personal anecdotes, in which an insignificant
debility. No recipe was ever more effectual: individual cannot but be the most prominent
no time at which the virtue of it has been figure. In themselves the facts, are much too
more thoroughly understood than at present, trivial to afford a warrant even for the time
]But for this, how could judges have been employed in bringing them to view--a time
suffered to make law, or priests gospel, as which, eonsideringthe engagements, the per-
they have been and still are ? formanee of which has thus been delayed,*

Though in the Fragment the mask was cannot be thought of without remorse. One
not taken off so completely or forcibly as consolation is, as already observed -- _and
here, still the eflFects produced by any such this it is that constituted the temptataon)
disclosure may, without much difficulty, be --that, to the all-comprehensive theory of
imagined. Nowhere, till this little work which those engagements required the es-
appeared, nowhere had there been a heart tablishment, these anecdotes will afford the
to declare--nowhere, perhaps, even an eye confirmation given by particular experience.
clearly to see--that, in the hands of these Fundamental printiples of the Constitu-
arbiters of every man's destiny, this pre- tional branch of the all-comprehensive Code
tended product of matchless wisdom--this now forming, three :--
objeet of veneration to the deluded multitude 1. End-indicating principle, the greatest-
--had never been any thing better than a happiness principle.
cover for rascality. By no former hand had 2. Obstacle-mdicatlng principle, the nni.
the gauntlet been thrown down in the face versal self-preference-announcing principle.
of the brotherhood: that gauntlet, which, 3. Means-indicating principle, the _nterest-
though so repeatedly offered again to learned junction-prescribing prineiple. To him to
vizards no eye has ever yet seen the possi- whom the House of Commons' Votes, or even
bility of taking up. the newspaper indications given of them,

IV. The effects produced on sinister in- are familiar, neither a warrant, nor a key will
terest--on sinister interest in these high be found wanting for these denominations,
places --by the wounds thus given to it, may laconic as they are.
without much difficulty be imagined. But Of all the great public men who will here
the greatest happiness of the greatest number pass under review, one alone will be seen, to
requires, that they should be not only imp- whom the greatest happiness principle, and
gined but proved : and this they shall now the Author of the Fragment, in respect of
be, in so far as natural probability, aided the proclamation and applications made of it,
by whatever support it may be thought to was not, according to all appearance, an ob-
receive from the charneter of the narrator, ject of aversion. Of this aversion, the cause
can gain credenee, for the indication given lay (it will be seen) in the nature of the
of a set of aetiugs and workings, of which, species, of the class, and of the situation of
for the most part, the mind, in its most secret the class on the one part ; not in the nature
recesses, was the theatre. These effects the of the individuals on either part. In that
reader will see in the del_ortments of the same situation, the conduct of any other in-
various personages--keepers and workers dividuals would, without material variation,
of the state eugines_in relation to the pre- have been the same : the individuals m ques-
sent work and another by the same hand; and tion being of both parties ; men, in every
among them will be found the several shining sense as good as any that are ever likely to
lights, to which, by the ennjeeturists, who be in those same situations so long as the
thereby so dearly proved themselves not to form of government is what it is.
have been members of the above-mentioned Sinister interests, two in the same breast
conclave, the work was, as above, ascribed. _lawyer's interest and ruling statesman's

He will see the great lawyers of the age interest : lawyer's interest, hostile to that of
_thuse of the one party as weUas those of all suitors, and of all those who may have
the other-- concurring (and he will learn to needtobe so, that is to say--of all who are
judge whether it was not by concert) in a not lawyers. Ruling statesman's interest,
system of deportment and discourse having hostile to all subjects' interest, in a form of
for its effeet--(and he will judge, whether government, which, to the inclination com.
it had not also for its object)_the keeping ! mon to all breasts, adds in the ruling hands
covered up in the napkin the talents, such as adequate power : power, to an amount sufli-
they were, by which the unwelcome perfor- clent for winding up to the pitch of perfec-
manee had been produced. He will see the tion the system of depredation and oppves-
hand of a great statesman employing itself sion : power, by means of the corruption and
at length in the endeavour to draw them out !

of the napkin, and put them to use. t See Codification, Proposal, Appendix xi.
But for the great purposes which have Acceptance given by the Portuguese Cortes to

been seen, never would the Imtienee of the the offer of an all.compreheasive code.
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delusion, which are the essence of this form substitute, to meritorious and really useful
of government, in addition to that physical service : no such essentially disproportionate

force and those means of int/m/dat/on and mode of remuneration, while, for really use-
remuneration, which belong of necessity to ful service, apt notification would afford the
every form of government, only remuneration, which in the shape of

Of the three confederated interests, that honour can be proportionate. Can opposi-
of the lawyer tribe is in a more particular tion be more complete ? But, to be governed
degree mischievous: mischievous, in as much by men, themselves under the dominion of
as, to their share in the common sinister in- an interest opposite to one's own, what is it
terest, they add one which is peculiar to but to be governed by one's enemies? In
themselves, and in as much as, by the peeu- or out of office ; possessors or expeetants ;
liar strength given to their minds by exercise, Tones or Whigs ; leaning most to the Mo-
they take the lead of all the other members narchical side, or most to another side equally
of the confederacy, and are the men by whose hostile to that of the people--what matter
exertion whatsoever is most difficult of that is it in which of these situations a man is, if
which is wished to be done, is done. to all the interest, he adds more than the

And thus will be seen an exemplification power, of an enemy ? Vain, therefore-- vain
of the obstacle-indicating----the universal-self- for ever, will be all hope of relief, uuless and
preference indieatlng--principle, until the form given to the Government is

So long as the form of Government conti- such, that those rulers in chief, whose patti-
hues to be what it is,--not better and better, cular interests are opposite to the universal
hut continually worse and worse,--must the interest, shall have given place to others
condition of the people be, until the sinister whose particular interests have been brought
sacrifice-- the sacrifice of the interest of the into coincidence with that same universal in-

many to the interest, joint or several, of the terest ; in a word, till the interest-junction-
une or the few--shall have been eonsumma- _reser_bing principle, as above, shall have
ted. In that which Austrian Italy--in that been carried into effect. In the Anglo-Ame-
which English Ionia--in that which Ireland riean United States, this problcJn --has it
is--may be seen even now that whieh Eng- not been solved?
land is hastening to be. Forms eontinning Six public characters must now be brought
what they are, English,hen cannot too soon upon the stage ; Mr. or Sir Alexander Wed-
prepare themselves for being shot, sabred, derburne, Lord Mansfield, Rarlof Shelburne,
hanged, or transported, at the pleasure of Lord Camden, Mr. Dunning, Colonel BarrY:
the placed and momentarily displaeeable crea- denominations those which belonged to them
tures, of a Monarch, free from all cheek, but at the time spoken of.
the useless one of an Aristoeracy, sharing In the ease of Lord Shelburne, it will be
with him in the same sinister interest. Pre- seen how ill-asserted the picture of the

eedents have already been established : and, statesman is with those of the lawyers that
by whomsoever made, whether by those who precede and follow it. But the interpolation
claim to make law, or by those who in the is unavoidable; without it, the other person-
very act disclaim it, every thing for which a ages could not have been brought to _aew.
precedent has been made is regarded as jus- V. The first personage to be produced is
tiffed. Of the several partieular interests of Wedderburne ; at the time here spoken of,
the Aristocrat in all his shapes, including the Solicitor-General ; afterwards, with the title
Ihe-fed lawyer, and the tax-fed or rent-fed of Lord Loughborough, Chief-Justice of the
priest, all prostrate at the foot of the throne Common Pleas, and under that and the sub-
--is composed the everlastingly and un- sequent title of Earl of Rosselyn, Lord
changeably ruling interest. Opposite to the Chancellor.
interest of the greatest number--opposite The Fragment had not been out long,
through the whole field of Government--is when a dictum which it had drawn from him,
that same ruling interest. That which this showed me but too plainly the alarm and
interest requires, is--that the quantity of displeasure it had excited. The audacious
power, wealth, and factitious dignity, in the work had come upon the carpet : in Particu-
possession and at the disposal of the ruling lar, the principle of utility which it so warmly
few, should be at all times as great as pos- advocates : this principle, and the argument
sible. That which the interest of the sub- in support of it, in opposition to the Whig-
jeer many requires, is--that the quantity of Lawyer fiction of the original contract.
power and wealth at the disposal of the "What sayyon to it ?" said somebody, look-
ruling few should at all times be as small as lug at Wedderburne. Answer _" It is a
possible : of these necessary instruments, the dangerous one." This app_dling word, with
smallest quantity ; of that worse than useless the application made of it to the principle,
instrument.--factitious dignity, not an atom: contains all that was reported to me. Of the
no such instrument of corruption and delu- rest of the conversatiou nothing ; any more

sion, n6 such favoured rival, and commodious than of the other parties to it : for on thiv t
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as on other similar occadons, what came to derburne eyed me, but did not speak to Inc.
me eome through cautious strainers : attached He was still Solicitor-General. With all de-
to me, more or less, by principle and after- ference, l ventured some slight question to
tion, but to the adversary by pressing inte- him. It was of a sort that any one could
rests. The dictum, such as it is, though but have put to any one. Answer short and icy.
from this one member of the conclave, will VL I come now to Lord Mansfield. Not
beasufilcient keyto whatsoever might other- many days from the publication of the Frag-
wise seem mysterious in the language or de- ment had elapsed, when he had not only
pertinent of those others, taken cognisance of it, but been delighted

Warm from the mouth of the oracle, the by it. There was in those days a Mr. Way,
response was brought to me. What I saw who was, or had been, in omce under him,
but too clearly was--the alarm and displea- and whom, it should seem, he had been in
sure of which it was the evidence : what I the habit of employing to read to him at odd
did not see was--the correct perception times. Be this as it may, he was employed
couched in it ; the perception, I mean, of in reading t_is little work. Some eonnexinns
the tendency of the principle with reference of mine were intimate with Mr. Way. The
to the particular interest of the particular effects produced by it on the language and
class, to the head of which the already ele- deportment of the noble aud learned hearer,
rated lawyer was on his way. were reported to them by this reader, and

Till within a few years-- I am ashamed it may be imagined they were not long in
to think how few--did this same response reaching me. Some of the remarks that dropt
remain a mystery to me. The principle of from his Lord were also mentioned. While
utility a dangerous principle I Dangerous, to this or that passage was reading--" Now,"
endeavour to do what is most useful I The cried his Lordship, "he seems to be slum-
proposition (said I to myself) is a self-con- bering:" while this or that other--"Now he
tradictory one. Confusion of ideas on his is awake again." Which were the sleepy
part (for I could find no other cause) was parts, which the animated and animating
the cause to which I attributed it. The con- ones, w_satthattimeamysterytome: tome,
fusiou was in mine. The man was a shrewd it was at length cleared up : whether it be
man, and knew well enough what he meant, so to the reader, he will presently have to
though at that time I did not. By this time determine.
my readers, most of them, know, I hope, This was not the only ground I had for
what he meant, as well as he. The para- expecting a favourable notice on the part of
phrase, by which upon occasion they wmdd Lord Mansfield. On that occasion it had
expound it, would be to some such effect as happened to me to minister, as will be seen
this: _" By utillty, set up as the object of presently, to an antipathy of his: on another
pursuit and standard of right and wrong in occasion it fell in my way to minister to
the practice of government, what this man his self-complacency. I think, it was be-
means to direct people's eyes to is _ that tween the publication of the Fragment on
which, on each occasion, is most usefid to all Government, and that of the Introduction
those individuals taken together, over whom to Morals and Legislation, that I took my
Government is exercised. But to us, by second trip to Paris. In the passage-boat
whom the powers of government are exer- from Dover I joined company with David
cised over them, _ to us, so far from being Martin. David Martin was a Scotchman :
most useful, that which would be most use- he was a portrait painter ; he had painted a
ful to them, would, on most occasions, be portrait of Lord Mansfield ; his errand to
o_]_mitous. Let this principle but prevail, Paris was to procure an artist, to make an
it is all over with us. It is our interest, that engraving of it. Prom an English hand, an
the mass of power, wealth, and factitious engraving that would be satisfactory was not
dignity we enjoy at other people's expense, to be had for less than 1500 guineas. Strange
be as great as possible : it is theirs, that it (I remember his mentioning) was the artist,
be as small as possible. Judge, then, whether by whom that price had been required. The
it is not dangerous to us. And who should young painter's errand to Paris was to import
we think of but ourselves ?" a cheaper one. The expedition was not al-

Thus far Wedderburnc. What this one together fruitless. Two engravings there
lawyer said, all those others thought. And are, and I believe no more than two consi-
who knows how many hundred times they derable ones, of Lord Mausfield. One repro-
may not have said it ? sents him in the zenith of his political career;

Not long afar, I found myself in company the other, near the close of it. The earliest
with him. It was the first time and the only is that for which his admirers are indebted
one. It was at the house of my intimate to the brush, and in no small degree to the
friend L/m/, of whom presently. Any ac- graver, of David Martin. While at Paris,
count given of me by him could not but have Martin and I took up our quarters in the
been in an eminent degree favourable. Wed- same lodging-house. His inquiries brought
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him to an engraver, whose name was Littret taken from him by the King. With the rank
de Montign 9 ; they entered into an agree- of Privy Counsellor he was made Director of
ment; I drewup the articles of it. The acorpsof400Cadets, organized by him, under
subject was not without its difficulties ; the the orders of the King, to serve as a seminary
language French : I am but a sorry French- of liberal education, and a rampart against
mall now; I was, I imagine, not quite so bad priesteral_. Every thing could not be begun
an one then. My performance went through at once : education at large remained in the
the hands of several Frenchmen, artists as hands of Jesuits.
well as others ; one alteration alone being While be was occupied in this charge, the
made in it ; the substitution of the word art time came for a nephew of the King's, Prince
to the word metzer, which, with unconsciously Stanislaus Poniatowski, to be sent upon his
offensive impropriety, I had employed. The travels. The care of him was given to John
artist was imported; but perseverance failed: Lind. It was the time of the first partition.
the task of finishing fell back into the hand Lind had not been many weeks in London,
of the painter, as above, when, under the title of "Letters on-Poland,"

Martin was familiar at Ken Wood. To the he produced an octavo volume, in which the
noble and learned patron, the Parisian expe- atrocity of the transaction was painted in
dition could not be an uninteresting one : lively and appropriate colours. Aided by his
particulars were called for and given :-- the commissions and his address, it procured for
document was produced. He read it and took the author high and favourable notice. He
particular notice of it : it received his un- was well received at the Prime Minister's--
qualified approbation. The draught was, in Lord North's. He was well received at the
the whole complexion of it, one of the ordi- house of his Honourable and Right Reverend
nary track of business. He inquired who the Brother, and at the card-table of his not less
draughtsman was, and was informed. Reverend Wife. He was rather too much

From the first morning on which I took at that Table; sometimes have I seen him
my seat on one of the hired boards, that slid returning from it with a tolerably well-filled
from under the officers' seats in the area of the purse, bat too often with an empty one. His
King's Bench (it was about ten years before connexion with the King of Poland assisted
the pubhcation of the Fragment), at the head his celebrity in bringing him acquainted with
of the gods of my idolatry, had sitten the LordMansfietd,withwhomStanislaus, during
Lord Chief-Justice. What his politics were, a year's stay in England, had been intimate.
I did not comprehend; but, being his, they Lind was, in fact, the Resident of Poland at
could not but be right. Days and weeks to- the Court of London, though, as being a sub-
gether have I made my morning pilgrimage ject of the King of England, he could not
to the chief seat of the living idol, with a be received as the representative of a foreign
devotion no less ardent and longing, and potentate. Twice or thrice a-week, as regu-
somewhat less irrational, than if it had been larly as the post went out, he used to write a
a dead one. Summons to the interior would letter to his master. Occasion pressing, I re-
have been admission into Paradise. No such member with what pride I one day officiated
beatification was I predestinated to receive, as his deputy. In the sunshine of official la-
The notice taken of my Fragment had kindled your, he produced another political work. It
my hopes; the notice taken of my draught was entitled, "Remarhs on the Acts of the
had revived them; they were re rived a second TMrtecnth Parliament, _fc." It touches, how-
time, and with no better result, ever, upon no others than those which related

Among my long-robed disciples, the first to the Colonies. The foundation he had from
in the ruder of time (George Wilson, silk- me: itconstitutesthefirstsectionofthework.
gownsman, and head of the Norfolk circuit, I had committed to writblg, in the compass
being second, and Romilly third) was John of those few pages, the state of the question,
Lind. Having received the Holy Ghost-- as it had presented itself to me. He informed
as much of it at least, whatever it be, as the me of his project. Recollecting this paper,
bishop could give him_he had gone from I put it into his hand. Little did I expect
Baliol College, Oxford, to a chaplainship at to see it figuring away in print, much less
the sublime Porte. Dismissed for being too without the alteration of a word, and in a si-
agreeable to his Excelleney's mistress, he was, tuation so leading and conspicuous.
in his passage through Warsaw, retained to This second work received the commenda-
read English to a Prince CzartorinsM, father tions of Lord Mansfield. The freedom with
or uncle to Prince Adam, whose corrcspon- which his Lordship's Quebec Bill is treat_
dencewithmeappears in myPaperson Codifi- in it was pardoned by him; in declaration and
cation, and uncle or cousin to the amiable, the appearance at least : in that part I had not
virtuous, the unfortunate Stanislaus. last Po- any share ; but it can scarce be that he did
lish King of the Aristocratico-Monarchico- not think I had. The basis, on which the
Anarchical Republic of Poland. With the whole work rested, could not have been
Prince he had not been long, before he was unobserved by him. Lind being so much with
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Lord Mansfield, his Lordship could not but stories of younger years. I come back to the
hear again of me. In fact he did hear of me; aversion. I come back to the fruit of it-- the
mention, as having been made of me, was neglect which sat so heavy upon me. What
every now and then reported to me; to the remains is--_o reconcile the belief of it, with
last, however, I heard nothing as.from him. the delight afforded by the same work at the

If not by Horace Walpole's Memoirs, by the same time, as proved to me by the unques-
general histories of the time, I must suppose tlonable evidence above mentioned. The task
the reader more or less acquainted with the will not be a difficult one.
character of Lord Mansfield. If so, he cannot There was a heart-burning between the
have turned over many pages in the Fragment, noble and learned Lord, and the Author of
without seeing, that the principles displayed the Commentaries. In the King's Bench,
in it stand in as direct opposition to the so while his Lordship was Chief, Sir William
well known biasesand endeavours of the great was Puisne. To the Puisne, sitting on the
Ultra-Tory, as can easily be imagined, same Bench with the scorning and overpower-

To me all this neglect remained a mystery, ing Chief, was sitting in hot water. " Ihave
The Chief-Justice had retired from office, not been consulted, and I wall be I_eard," said
perhaps from life, before my inquiries had led another of his Puisnes once in my hearing :
me any further into Constitutional law than it was Wflles, son to the Chief Justice. But
the Fragment shows. Till a dozen years ago to return to Blackstone. The state of hu-
or less, (will it be believed?) I knew not mours could no longer be concealed, when,
what was meant by influence. For I know for quiet, the weaker party was glad to slip
not how long, my mind remained fast bound down from the King's Bench into the Corn-
in the silken chains thrown around it by his men Pleas. All this put together-- if the
eloquence. When quibbles stood in the way Fragment be looked into in this view, there
of his purpose, he would speak slightingly will not, it is believed, be much difficulty
of them, and I thought him liberal. Invec- in discovering, which were the sleepy, which
tines rained upon him, but I thought him the awakening parts. In some were seen the
calumniated. As the American controversy, tormentor of his tormentor ; hence the de-
the badness of the only arguments employed lectation: in others, a liberalism and a Io#c,
against bad government, whether on the one threatening his despotism and his rhetoric ;
side of the water or the other, had left me hence the aversion.
sticking to it. Party, I belongcd to none: VII. Now opens a very different scene:
I knew not what sort of a thing party was. chief place, Bowood. In the year 1781 and
In that book of Lind's, I had placed the ques- not before, not less than five years after its
tion, as above, on the ground of the greatest publication, the Fragment--for such was the
happiness of the greatest number, meaning al- declaration made -- produced me a visit from
ways in both countries taken together. With the Earl of Shelburne ; that visit, kindness,
me it was a matter of calculation : pains and -- and that sort and degree of esteem, which
pleasures, the elements of it. No party had it belongs to any person, rather than to the
argued the question, or taken it up, on that object of" it, to call by its appropriate name.
ground. No party had any stomach for eal- Nothing could have been more unexpected.
culation : none, perhaps, would have known By Lord Mansfield I was dlsappointed; at
very well how to go about it, if they had. Lord Shelburne's I was indemnified: at
The battle was fought by assertion. R_ght Ken Wood, I should have been mortified and
was the weapon employed on both sides, disgusted ; at Bowood I was caressed and
" We have a r_ght to be as we now choose delighted. A novel--nor that altogether
to be," said people on the American side. an uninteresting one --might be made, out
" We have a right to continue to make you of a correct and unvarnished picture, of the
what we choose you should be," said rulers incidents, to which that visit, to a garret at
on the English side. "We have a right to Lincoln's.Inn, gave birth. Fifty years hence,
legislate over them, but we have no mght to if I have nothing else to do, I will set about it.
tax them," said Lord Camden, by way of set- Of esteem, not to speak of affection, marks
tiling the mutter: as if irreconcileable interests more unequivocal one man could not receive
could be reconciled by a distinction without from another, than, in the course of about
a difference. When our self-styled Represen- twelve years, I received from Lord Shel-
tatives join with King, Lords, and Soldiers, burne. But for such only as belong to the
in forcing us to give them money,_speaking great public purpose in view, can time or
to the King, they say--we give it you. "Do- J room be found here. One thing will be found
ing this," said the Whig Chancellor, "is not ] not altogether foreign to it. Though not its
making laws:" revenue laws are not laws. ] existence, my attachment to the great cause
BY the same reason, it may be proved, that _of mankind received its first encouragement,
if, before he takes your purse, a highwayman ] and its first development, in the affections
says Give it me, this will not be robbing you. J I found in that heart, and the company I

I have been running wild: age does so upon [ fmmd in that house. Amongst the friend-
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ships it gave me, was Dumont's ; one that it Souls, took possession of the new created Law
helped to form, was Romflly's. Professorship. Browne, Provost of Queen's,

Some weeks had elapsed, when the visit was then Vice-Chancellor. Profess_served
to Lincoln's Inn produced one of some ml- Vice-Chancellor with notice, accompanying
nutes to Shelburne House, and that, one of it with a claim of precedence. The Vice.
some weeks to Bowood. This had not lasted Chancellor, when in the streets, was, and I
many days, when the purpose of it, or at least suppose is, preceded by astick with silver on
one purpose, was declared to me. A scene it, called a mace, and a man called a bead/e
took place, the remembrance of which is, at to carry it. " Let him walk," said Browne,
more than forty years distance, as fresh ill " before my Beadle."
my mind as if it had been hut yesterday. Lord Shelborne had been the making of
The rest of the company u_ed to sit down to Blackstone. The Lord had been in personal
supper: I not. A little before they repaired favour with George III. He introduced the
to the supper table, I used to retire for the Lecturer, and made the Monarch sit to be
night. In my way was a room, on a table lectured : so he himself told me. The lec-
in which, the guests used to receive or de- turer, as any body may see, shewed the King
posit the lights they had need of in passing how Majesty is God upon earth : Majesty
to and from their several apartments. Re- could do no less than make him a Judge for
pairing to it one evemng for my candles,-- it. Blasphemy is_saying any thing a Judge
in the act of taking them up, 1 was met by can gratify himself, or thinks he can recom-
the Master of the House, with those which mend himself, by punishing a man for. If
he came to deposit. " Mr. Bentham," said tailoring a man out with God's attributes,
he, candles in hand --" Mr. Bentham," in a and under that very name, is blasphemy, none
tone somewhat hurried, as his manner some- was ever so rank as Blackstone's. The Corn-
times was, " what is it you can do for me ?" mentaries remain unprosecuted; the poison
My surprise could not but be visible. Can- stillinjected into all eyes : piety is never ofo
dies stltlin hand--" Nothingatall, my Lord," fended by it : it may be perhaps, should piety
said I ; "nothing that I know of : I never in high places ever cease to be a tool of des-
said I could : I am hke the Prophet _Balaam : potism.
the word that God putteth into my mouth-- I, too, heard the lectures ; age, sixteen ;
that alone can I ever speak." For discern- and even then, no small part of them with
ment he was eminent ; for quickness of con- rebel ears. The attributes, I remember, in
ception not less so. He took this for what particular, stuck in my stomach. No suck
it was meant for-- a declaration of indepen- audacity, however, as that of publlshing my
dence. He depeslted his candles ; I went rebellion, was at that time in ray thoughts.
off with mine. If by this rencontre any ex- IX. Now as to Lord Camden. The prepa-
pectation of his was disappointed,--neither ratory mention of Lord Shelburne was neceso
his kindness, nor the marks of his esteem, sary to the mention of his political associates
were lessened. Some years after, more than and advisers, andinpartieularthis their Chief.
once did it happen to me to do something I was already at Bowood, when the Ex-Chan-

.for him. But, so it happened, it was always eellor, with his unmarried daughter, made
in pursuit of my own views of things-- in the their appearance. The marked kindness and
pursuit of the greatest hal_piaess principle; attention shown to me in that family, could
and whatever was done, nothing did he know leave no doubt as to the manner in which I
of it till after it was done. I shall again have had been spoken of to the grave personage.
to speak of him presently. From the very first, however, the manner of

VIII. Another cause may perhaps have had his address to me carried with it in my eyes
its share in producing the visit of Lord Shel- a sort of coldness and reserve. This being
burne to the assailant of the Commentaries: a the first time of my seeing him,-- I was not
breach (I mean) between the Lord and the in a condition to form an immediate judg-
Commentator. The fact was once men- ment, whether such was his general manner,
tioned, but neither time nor particulars ever or whether there was any thing in it, that
known to me. If it was by the above sup- applied in a particular manner to myself.
posed confederacy that the visit was so long Of the drift of my book, and the sort of
retarded, and at that time this breach recent, sensation it had made, it is not in the nature
mbythatstimulaswasperhapsgiventheforce, of the case he should have been ignorant:
by which at last thew trammels were broken not a syllable on the subject did he ever say
through, to me. He saw the countenance that was

Blackstone seems to have had something shown to me by every body else: no such
about him, that rendered breaches with him countenance did he ever show to me. No
not difficult. It was while I was a child advance did I ever make to him: to him, in
without a guide,--idhng, trembling, and his situation, it belonged, not to me, in mine,
hiding myself at Queen's College Oxford,-- to make advances. On no occasion did he
that the Commentator, then Fellow of All ever make any to me.
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Not many days had elapsed, when a little It was the tall only of a _entence that I
incident helped to strengthen my suspicions, heard. It appeared to me incorrect : I ex-
One evening after dinner, Miss Pratt was pressed a hope that it was so. Subdued and
singing: I was accompanying her on a violin, respectful (I well remember) was my tone ;
" Not so loud! Not so loud! Mr. Bentham!" for, notwithstanding the freedom to which
cried Lord Camden, tone and manner but too no member of the Bar could have been un-
plainly indicating displeasure, accustomed,--the temerity, such as it was,

" You eat too much, Mr. Bentham !" said was by no means unaccompanied with the
he one day to me; nor was there any want fear of giving offence. The scowl was deeper
of hearers. " You eat too much. Reading still : he made no answer : he took no further
so much as you do, two or three ounces a- notice of me : bystanders smothered a titter
day should be enough for you." The fact as well as they could. Supper was soon after
was_all the rest of the company sat down served: it was a meal of which I never par-
to two meals of meat : I, unlesswhen forced, took. He went off`the next morning: I saw
never to more than one. At that one, if ex- no more of him : I had seen quite as much as
cess was ever observed, none was ever expe- was agreeable to me.
rieneed. Two purposes seemed as if aimed In conversation with Lord Shelburne once,
at : representing me as a g]utton, and repre- an observation of mine was--that what
senting me as that sort of bookworm, by Junlus says of the practice of the long robe,
which nothing could ever be " done for" his when he calls it "the indiscriminate defence
noble friend. In a similar strain was what of Right and Wrong," is not precisely tru_ ;
little he ever said to me. " But your own for that, upon the whole, Wrong, in his quality
deportment :" says somebody m" may there of best customer, enjoys a pretty decided pre-
not have been something in it that was dis- ference. "Natural enough,"replied my noble
pleasing to him ?" To this point I shall speak friend : and I remember bearing it observed
presently, of Dunning, that he never seemed to do the

A man of such celebrity, and who had for thing so much con amore, as when the wrong
so many years occupied the first places in the was on ]_is side.
law, could not fail of awakening, in a man XI. Last comes Colonel BarrY.
in my situation and of m9 turn of mind, a On his arrival at Bowood, be too found me
desire to form some conception of the bent already established there : Barr_ was a per-
of his. I observed his conversation; I oh- feet man of the world. Dunning was sitting
served the books he opened, and set before for one of Lord Shelburne's seats : Barr_ for
him. I watched with particular interest another. Speeches are assigned to him in
every opportunity of observing, whether the the Debates, and mention is made of him in
system of law ever pre_nted itself to his Janius:_ similes are there ascribed to " Mr.
mind, as being, in any part of it, or as to any Burke ; .... sarcasms" to " Colonel BarrY."
point in it, susceptible of melioration. By But his great merit was martyrdom : he had
nothing I could ever catch, could I ever suNered under the third of the Georges, as
divine that any such conception had ever of late Sir Robert Wilson under the fourth.
entered into his head :_with the exception Being a soldier of fortune, he was re_rded
of here and there an anecdote, such as the as being, in a more exclusive degree, the pro-
sphere he had always moved in could not fail perty of his patron. When the patron became
to have furnished him with, I heard nothing Minister, an indemnity, value £_000 a-year,
in his talk that might not have been heard in was given to theproteg_. During his ministry,
any drawing-room, or in any coffeehouse, the patron occupied the villa at Streatham,

X. I come now to John Dunning. ! at which Brewer Thrale used to entertain
It was one evening after dinner that he Burke, Johnson, and their associates. I was

made his appearance. He came fresh from sitting there after dinner with Lord Shelburne
Bristol, of which city he was Recorder. I and BarrY,- no one else present but Lady
found him standing in a small circle, recount- Shelburne, _ when the print was brought in,
ing his exploits. They were such as, when which represents Lord Shelburne giving the
associated with the mannerin which he spoke dole to Barr_ in the character of Belisarius :
of them, and the feelings that sat on his coun- both are striking likenesses.
t_anee, brought up to me Lord Chief-Justice Now as to what passed at Bowood be-
Jeiferies. He bad been the death of two i tween him and me. Towards others, his
human beings : he looked and spoke as if deportment was easy : towards myself, state-
regretting there had not been two thousand, ly, distant, and significant. V_at (said I
Upon my approach, the scowl that sat on his to myself) can I do to propitiate this minor
brow seemed more savage than before. The divinity ? Except from the sort of reports
cause I had not at the time any suspicion of: which give nothing but the surface, he was
the effect was but too visible. As I came altogether unknown to me. In my port-
up, he was wiping his face : the weather was manteau I had imported two articles : _ an
warm, and he had in various ways been heated, unfinished quarto in print, of which pre-
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sently, -- and a manuscript of between a It was two or _hree years after this that
dozen and a score of pages. It was an attack the enigma of the scrape received the soluo
upon _Deodands. When a man, who has a tion above hinted at. When my proposal, for
child and a waggon, loses the child by the a Penitentiary System upon the PanoptieoB
waggon's going over it, m a notion, that my plan, had received acceptance, Colonel BarrY,
paper had been labouring to produce_ was-- with every body else, knew of it.
that the loss of the child would be suffering Speaking to a commonfriend who had been
enough, without the loss of the waggon's acting officially on the occasion of it, _" I
being added to it. Different has been, and am glad," said he, "to see Mr. Bentham
continues to be, the opinion of the sages of turning his hand to useful things." Seeing
the law ; so, of course, of those who worship that I do not betray his name, the friend,
them.-" English" are all our institutions: whether he remembers it or no, will, I hope,
this, as well as every other, pardon me.* Why was the one thing useful,

The Colonel being a soldier, not a lawyer, while the other was so much otherwise as to
while presenting him with this specimen of have got me into a scrape _ The reader has,
them, little did I think of encountering in perhaps, already answered for me. Neither
his mind any very formidable prepossession, the lawyer tribe, nor any other section of the
Yain confidence ! ruling few, had any vlslb[e interest in the

One day, finding him alone at the common evils to which the Panaptlcon plan would
reading-table, I put into his hand my little have applied a remedy. A prison, in which
paper. -A day or two after, I ventured to all the prisoners could, at alltimes, be seen at
ask whether it had been looked at. " Mr. a glance by the keeper, --without his being
Bentham," said he, returning it with a look seen by any of them, or changing his place,--
and tone of scorn, "you have got into a was more intelligible than a deodand: and,
scrape." if a man, who had then the whole Ministry

" Scrape, Colonel ! what scrape ? I know with him -- Pitt, Dundas, Rose, every body
of no scrape the case admits of." No answer. -- could be said to be in a scrape, it could
The unfortunate paper'was pocketed. I went not be a very pitiable one.
my way, and there the matter ended. I have mentioned the Colonel's embarrass-

"You are a greenhorn : you know nothing meat. The cause of it was this ; I knew it
of the world. Youwrotethatbookofyour's; nottill afterwards. Person and manner ira-
you made your foolish attacks upon the law- posing ; self-possession perfect. But igoo-
yers ; yon thought it would be a treat to us rance was extraordinary ; extraordinary even
to see you running at them : you are a silly in Honourable House : indolence, no less so.
fellow ; you don't know how necessary they From Dunning, the patron used to extract
are to us. What have we to do with Deo- his information; to BacrS, he was forced to
dands _ You thought to cut a figure ; you administer it. " The trouble I used to have
have got yourself into a scrape.'" In this para- in fighting him up," (that was Lord Shel-
phrase, I found the interpretation--the only burne's expression to me one day) "' is alto-
one I could ever find--ibr the appalling rid- gether inconceivable."

die. A confirmation, which this interpretation i The inaptitude of the showy soldier mayreceived, will be seen presently. It was not, perhaps furnish an additional means of inter-
however, received tili some years afterwards. ! pretation for the "W/iat-can-you-do-for-mef"

Meantime, a little incident rendered me The Ministry (Lord North's) was already
a little more fortunate : it recovered for me tottering. In America, the war of misgovern-
more or less of the ground which the Deo- i ment, against the only possible good govern-
dand had lost me. It was at the dawn of meat, was unpromising. Profiting by the
the French Revolution. Some of the leading weakness of England, Ireland had raised
men were in London. The Lausdowne House herself within an ace of independence. It
cook not being yet arrived from the country was her qulnquennium ; it was her golden
(it was the autumn of 1788), the dinner was age : by universal confession, it was an age of
given at Colonel Barr_'s. Circumstances were coneord,tranquUlity, morality, festivity, and
such, that I could not well have been left out happiness. But for the sinister aristocratieal
of the invitation. In the drawing-room, the interest of ]_cr Whig Chief, Charlemont,
conversation turned upon the House of Corn- she would have substituted, to her still in*
mon's debates. The Colonel's name had been creasing misery, that felicity which can never
lookedforundnotfound. The remark touched !be seen on this side of the Atlantic, fill it
upon a sore placemso I found afterwards, has been imported from the other.
Embarrassment was visible. I stept in to his As Ministry darkened, Oppositionbrighten-
relief. "M. le Colonel," said I, "est eomme ed. Always on the watch for men of talents
le Dieu duns la fable : il ne paroit que duns
les grandes occasions.'" A buzz of applause * Sir Evan Nepean, suecenively Under-Score-
run round: the Colonel, whom I had got out tary of State, and Secretary to the Admir_ty.Since this sheet was sent to lm_ his decease h_
of this scr_Fe , was most conspicuous and most been announced in the newspapers.
attdible.
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in all lines, Lord Sbelburne was now on the Lord Sbelburne. Of Duuning's opinion 1
look-out for recruits in the line of politics, recollect not any particulars: it was but too
He had felt the want of them; it has been plainly of the same cast.
seen how. Dunning could not beat the Bar Here was a second " scrape :"--another
or at Chambers, and in the House, at the work, by the same man, by whom nothing
same time. "could be done for" the head of a party : a

XIL This greatest happiness pl_nciple had work which had nothing to do with "useful
been declared "dangerous :" of course every things." Thus incomprehensible was it to the
consistent application of it: this was from wisest of the wise. It has not been so to
Alexander Wedderbume. Comes now a con- babes and sucklings. Two boys of sixteen
flrmation by Lord Camden and Mr. Dunning: have been giving a spontaneous reading to it:
words different, for so circumstances re- in the person of a tailor, it has found a spun-
qnired: meaning, the same. The Introduction taneons and unpaid Editor, who, having read
to Morals and Legislation, was not published it as an amateur, gives himself in this way a
till 1789: it had been printed, the greatest second reading of it. It is the basis of that

part of it, in 1781 ; the second edition of it one in French, for which so much use has
is now in the press. In the trunk, which been found, or at least thought to be found,
accompanied me to Bowood, in 1781, was a in other countries.
copy of it: it had not been longthere, before Of the effects, of that report, on me,--a
it was in Lord Shelburne's hands, conception may be formed from the above-

All the entreaties I could use were insufll- mentioned dates. The work would not have
cient, to prevent him from treating the Ladies come out when it did, in 1789, but for George
with it at the breakfast table. Not to speak Wilson,
of the general complexion of it, in one par- XIII. One objection remains : and my hv-
tieular it was peculiarly ill adapted to such pothesis must, if possible, be cleared of {t.
an auditory. In some eight or ten places, " Nothing intentionally disagreeable in you
the reader will, in the second edition, meet did any of these personages see," says some-
with the word sepal. In the place of this, body: " this, you may have credit for, with-
stands, in the first edition, a word, more ap- out much difficulty. But, in the tout ensemble
positely stationed in a medical advertisement, of a man, there may be disagreeable matter
than in the places in which I had seated it. to any amount, without his intending it. Can
When the word bolted out, some little era- you be quite sure, that something of this sort
barrassment was the consequence. At length, may not have had place in your case ? for, if
the word certain presented itself to the noble yes, then this, and not your reforms and ira-
Lecturer,--and, by the help of the sub- provements, may have been the thing that
stantive significative of the subject-matter, set them against you: and if so, your proof
together with the pause and the confusion, fails."
cun_ituted a succedaneum, and that a toler- The answer will, I hope, be a tolerably
ably adequate one. -- The Lectures had not satisfactory one. In the case of Wedder-
been numerous, when, to my no small relief, borne, the person had not been seen: the work
an influx of company put an end to them. was not only the sole object of displeasure,

Before I left Bowood, -- Lord Shelburne, but the declared cause of it.
after observing to me, "how new the sub- In the case of Lord Mansfield, the person
ject was to him, and how ill qualified he was was never seen in such sort as to be known
of himself to appreciate a work, in which so in conjunction with the name. In the case
much depth of thought had been displayed," of the disdainful soldier, not only the con-
informed me, "that his intention was to sub- tempt, but the cause of it, was declared:
mit it to the consideration of men better qua- declared before any other had any time for
lifted than himself to comprehend its merits, coming into existence.
and derive the profit that was to be derived For the two remaining cases, I must take
from it ;" and, in this view, Lord Camden and other ground. If, in the eyes of the two
Mr. Dunning were particularized." great lawyers, or either of them, cause of

I had not been long in London, on my re- personal disgust towards the Author had had
turn from Bowood, when I received a visit _lace, and that in such degree as to extend
from Lord Sbolburne. "I will deal plainly itself to the work,--let it be judged wbe-
with you," said he: "I told you I should put thor the effect could have failed to be still
your book into the hands of Lord Camden more sensible on that sex, whose sensibility,
and Mr. Dunning. I have done so. Lord in such a case, is naturally so much more
Camden acknowledged its merits in the cha- acute. True it is, that what, on this or that
racterof a theoretical work ; but he confessed individual occasion, may have been the sort
he had found some difficulty in comprehend- of sentiment produced in the mind of this or
ing it, and if such is the case with me (said that individual of the one sex, by the person
he), I leave you to imagine how it may be or deportment of this or that ene oftheother,
with the generality of readers." Thus far is not of itself of any great political moment.
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But whether, -- on the part of those who are was a proficient. No complaint of over-
obeyed and paid, as guardians of the happi- loudness there. The aversion, whatever it
hess of the species, -- there be a conspiracy, may be, that had been conceived by the has-
and that a standing one, and till the Anglo- band -- had it been shared in by the wife ?
American United States afforded one excep- About ten or eleven years had elapsed, when
tion, a universal one--a conspiracy against an incident occurred, which may be regarded
that of which they are the professed guar- perhaps as affording some proof of the nega-
dians--this is no such trifle, five.

To close the evidence against the con- Lord Ashburton had paid the debt of na-
spiracy, I must now call two Ladies. What ture. One day, at Lansdowne House, the
I have to say is not of a nature to point any master of it took me aside, and in express
sentimentot'disrespecttowardseitherofthem: terms, after an eulogium pronounced on the
and, if it were, they are not in a condition to dowager', gave it me as his opinion, that
be much affected by it. should my wishes point that way, disappoint-

1. Enter, first, Miss Pratt. When upon my ment was not much to be apprehended. The
fiddle's overpowering her voice, the part of case was sufficiently intelligible. The Lady's
Hogarth's enraged musician was played by her only son -- the present Lord-- was a minor,
noble and learned father, his rage was render- and in tender age. " Your son," said he,
ed the less chstresslng to me by his daughter's "requires a guardian. Mr Bentham would be
not appearing to be a sharer in it. Not that a faithful one. Your brothers are engrossed
there was not war between us : not that she by other cares." No such conversation had
was not the aggressor ; but, whatever was the indeed been mentioned to me ; but circum-
cause of the war, it was any thing but that. stances sufficiently spoke it. My surprise
I remember not whether it was before or was considerable: gratitude not inferior. But
after this, that a letter came to me, as from the offer was of the sort of those which may
a gentleman, who had been of the company, be received in any numbers, while at most
alluding to offence received from me, and only one at a time can be profited by. I have
suggesting the propriety of a rencontre. The mentioned brothers. The founder of the
gentlemanwasaquietgentleman, andnothiag Baring dynasty was one of them. He and
had passed between us. -- It was a forgery : I were good friends.
the forger was discovered; it was Miss Pratt. Much of all this is but too little to the pur-
Flagrant was the enormity. The investiga- pose. But what is to the purpose is--that,
tion had not been indelicate. Vengeance in a family, in which whatever is best in aris-
would have been justice. But mediatr_xes tocratical manners was at the highest pitch
surrounded me. Mercy took the place ofjus- of refinement, whatever aversion _s enter-
tice. The father was neither party nor privy, rained by the great Law Lords was peculiar
This was the first time of my seeing the lady; to the confederacy, and was not shared in by
it was also the last. More than thirty years those who, had any ordinary cause of disgust
had elapsed, when the aunt of the late Mar- had place, would r,aturally have been most
quis of Londonderry, being in company with sensible to it.
a friend of mine, took notice of the pleasant XIV. A tolerably satisfactory solution (the
days she had that year passed at Bowood. reader may now perhaps think) has been
The adversary she had made to herself was given, for the tardiness of the advances made
not unremembered, by Lord Shelburne to the Author of the

At this time, or some subsequent one, I Fragment, coupled and contrasted with the
received in the bosom of the same family, a cordiality of them, when made. On this
general invitation from her now noble bro- hypothesis, the cognizance he took of it was
ther, the present Marquis. Sensibility to the not less early than that taken of it by the
kindness was not wanting. But he had not lawyer tribe, including his above-mentionad
been witness to any thing of what had fallen learned advisers. His disposition towards
on me from ins father • without business or the Author was thereupon of the kind after-

special invitation, I never went anywhere: wards manifested. Meantime they, seeing
end a house in which the head is cold, is not to what it led, and looking upon their influo
a house to visit at. This last piece of evi- ence on him as endangered by it, concurred
dence is upon my brief; but in a court of in the endeavour to prevent his nmld_g any
justice I should pause before I called the such advances. At length, came some inci-
witness. The invitation was of the number dent or reflection, the effect of which was

of those, which are not quite so likely to be -- his breaking loose from their trammels.
remembered by the giver as by the receiver. When at last the young intruder made his

2. Next comes Mrs. Dunn/_ 9. Her bus- appearance in the circle,- thereupon, with
band, on his arrival at Bowood, found her or without concert, came the practice of doing
there, and he left her there. Her stay was what the nature of the case admitted of, to-
considerable -- tler voice, too, my fiddle had wards keeping down his influence, and pre-
accompanied, as also her piano, on which she serving their own views on poli_ir,al subjects
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from being supplanted -- supplanted by other of the points, on which that system of cor-
views so opposite as they saw his to be. ruption, depredation, and oppression, in which

In itself nothing can be more unimportant they have a common interest, rests, let any
than the Little intrigue was, if there was one : serious attack be made, -- mutual hostiLity
no one can be more fully sensible to its un- vanishes, and alliance against the common
importance, than he is, who, if there was adversary takes the place of it.
one, was the subject of it. But, in regard XV. Only one piece of evidence more. It
to the State and form of Governmerlt in this is however a sweeping one.
country, what it proves, so far as it proves Among my friends was and is one, wbo,
any thing, is of no mean importance. It is during the period in question, to a judgment

that, under the Government under whlcb fully competent, added materials not less
we Live, the particular interest of the rulers adequate, to the forming the most correct
is in direct opposition to almost every thing conception, respecting the state of the aifcc-
that is good ; --to all reform, to all consider- tions in certain of the personages above men-
able melioration, even to the stopping of the tioned, with relation to those whose interest
career of abuse in any line ; and thence, on in this as in all countries composes the uni-
almost all points, to the universal interest: versal interest. I asked lJ_monce, and begged
and that, as it can never fail to be in their of him to consider, whether, on the part of
inclination, so is it at all times in their power them, or any of them, on any occasion wh_t-
to make sacrifice-- continual and all-corn- soever, it had ever happened to him to observe
prehensive sacrifice -- of that. same universal any symptoms of real regard for the universal
interest, to that same partienlar and sinister interest: in a word, whether, according to the
interest, best observation he could make, any object.

Under such a form of Government, the beyond the field of the general scramble for
ruler, in all his shapes, deriving an advantage, power, ever found a place in their affections.

immediate or unimmediate, from everything Those on the Tory side--Wedderbt_ne and
by which the universal interest receives m- Lord Mansfield--were out of the qnestion.
jury ;--feeLing that sinister interest assaulted, -- Lord Camden, Dunning, and BarrY, were
by almost every thing, by which service in particularly mentioned, His answer wa_
any shape is rendered to the universal inter- clear, deliberate, and decisive:--it was in
est;--beholds an adversary, not to say an the negative.
enemy, in every man by whom any such set- XVL A natural enough object of curiosity
vice is endeavoured to be rendered, will be the sort of sensation, produced by

As to the Lawyer,--to the sinister inter- the little work, in the mind of the learned
est which is common to him, with all others, Author, whose great work is the subject ot
by whom, in a government so constituted, it. Some small satisfaction, on this point
the powers of government are exercised, -- likewise, it happens to be in my power to
this man adds another sinister interest, peeu- afford. It had not long been out, when,
liar to his own tribe : an interest, in that from one quarter or another, the intelligence
system, by which, while not so much as a was brought to me. The question had been
chance for justice is allowed to any but a asked him--I never knew from whom--for
comparatively few, even those few are kept in telling such tales out of school _reat cau-
in a state of oppression : oppressed, by facti- tion was in every instance observed : be this
tious delay, vexation, and expense, created as it may, a question had been asked him
by lawyers, in the situation of judges mid _whether he knew who the Author was?
legislators, for the sake of the profit extracted " No," was the answer; " not his name : all
by the fraternity out of the expense. I know of him is where he comes from :--

The consequence is a confederacy _ a per- he is a Scotchman." The conjecture had
petual and indissoluble confederacy--among much better grounds than those others that
the ruling few of all classes, to defend them- have been mentioned. The Scotch minds
selves and one another, against all such en- were less ill-suited than the English to the
deavours, as, by service rendered to the sort of business he saw done. The Scotch
universal interest, act thereby in necessary law having for its foundation the Roman,
opposition to that particular and sinister in- the range of thought, in the field of law, is
retest. Of this confederacy, whatsoever be necessarily much less narrow, among Scotch
the state of parties, the ruling men of all than among English lawyers. By the argu-
parties are members: members, Linked to- ments in the Fragment, their sinister into-
gerber against the universal interest, by that rests, their interest-begutten prejudices, their
particular and sinister interest, in which they reputation, are not so directly struck at, as
are all of them partakers: for, whatsoever those of their southern brethren. As tofie-
may be the hostility of the two sinister in- i t/on, in particular, compared with tee work
terests to one another, the hostility of both done by it in English law, the use made of
to the only right and proper interest is much it in theirs is next to nothing. No need have
more extensive and unchangeable. On any they had of any such clumsy ir_%Tmments.
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They have two others, and of their own entitled, A View of the Hard Labour Bil2,
making, by which things of the same sort written and published in 1778. A copy of
have been done with much less trouble. 2Vo- it, communicated, as far as I remember, in
bale ofllcium gives them the creative power the same way, went to Mr. Eden, and an-
of legislation: this, and the word desuetude other to Mr. Justice Blackstone. In the
together, the annihilative. Having less need mode of communication, I foUowed the ex-
of insincerity than the Engiish,--language ample that had been set me. The tone of
has with them been less impudently insin- this second comment, though free, and hold-
cere. When the English said James the Se- ing up to view numerous imperfections, was
cond had abdieatedhis throne, --the contrary upon the whole laudatory : for mydelight at
being true in the eyes of every body,- the seeing symptoms of ever so little a dispesi-
Scotch said he had forfeited it. So much as tion to improvement, where none at all was
to intrinsic evidence, to be expected, was sincere, and warmly ex-

Now as to extrinsic. By the sort of no- pressed. From Mr. Eden, the communication
tices taken of the Fragment by Lord Mans- produced an answer of some length ; cold,
field, as above, a suspicion might naturally formal, distant, and guarded; written, as a
enough be produced in the mind of the ha- man writes, when he feels what he is not will-
rassed Pulsne, that the adversary was a sort ing to acknowledge : no desire expressed of
of sad dog, of the Scotch breed, set upon any verbal communication. He was then on
him by the overbearing Chief. the eve of his departure for the now United

A question somebody else put to the Author States, with Governor Johnstone, and I for-
of the Commentaries was--whether it was get who else, with proper chains in their
his intention to make any answer to the cri- hands : -- chains which the refractory Ame-
tique ? " No," was the reply : " not even if ricans were to be invited to put upon their
it had been better written." But, though he necks. Between twenty and thirty years
made not any answer to it, nor any express after, the earliest of the works edited by M.
mention of it by its name, he did not alto- Dumont having come out, I had the pleasure
tether refrain from noticing it. In the pre- of numbering a nephew of his Lordship's, Sir
face to the then next edition of his work, Frederick Eden, amongmydeclareddisciples,
(and, I take for granted, to all the subsequent and not many years ago the pain of losing in
ones) there are allusions to it. Intimation is him a highly valued fiiend`
given, that the work would be the better, From the Judge I received a note, which
instead of the worse, for the attack thus made still exists, I believe, somewhere : of every
on it. So far as regarded the currency of thing that is material in the terms of it, I
his work,--if ever I entertained expects- have preserved the memory. After thanks,
tions of seeing it lessened, as for aught I and so forth, in the third person,--" some
know I did, they were pretty effectually dis- of the observations," said he, " he believed
appointed. What, at that time, I had not had already ogcurred to the framers of the
sufficiently perceived was--that, for the Bill"(notmentioninghimselfasoneofthem),
sort of work that his is, the demand was " and many others were well deserving of
in its nature bonndless: for the sort of work their attention." To any reader of this work,
that mine was, the demand is bounded by if any such there be by whom that other of
very narrow limits. What the law is, or is mine has been perused, the frigid caution
likely to be taken to be,--every man, if it with which the acknowledgment is thus
were possible, and not too much trouble to guarded-- the frigid caution so characteristic
him, would know. What the law ought to of the person as well as the situation, will
be, is as yet of the number of those things, not have been unexpected.
about which few indeed, -- on any points, That the Fragment was not unknown to
except such few and comparatively narrow either of them, may readily be imagined : if
ones, in which it has happened to a man to so, to no man who has read it, will there be
take some particular interest,--either know any thing wonderful in their reserve.
any thing or care. To all this correspondence, George W'd-

We never met : two years, however, had i son was of course privy ; "' Bentham," said
not elapsed, before we were on better terms, he to me one day, " don't you feel now and
The Penitentiary System had for its first then some compunction, at the thought o£
patrons Mr. Eden (the Mr. Eden above spo- the treatment your Fragment gives to Black-
ken of) and Sir William Blackstone. They stone ? Of all the men that ever sat on a
framed in conjunction --and without ex- Westminster Hall Bench, he is perhaps the
pesure to sale, circulated--the draught of a only one that ever attempted any thing that
Billfor that purpose. A copy (I do not re- had the good of the people, or the improve-
member how) found its way into my hands, ment of the law, for its object, independently
Some friend of mine (I think) gave it me, of professional interest and party polities :
without saying how he had come by it. It think of the treatment he has received from
gave rise on my part to my second work, you." I did think of it :_and, had any
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d come from it in this instance, the more
had thought of it, with the greater satis. T H R E E L E T T E R S

faction should I have thought of it. Little otq THE
did I think--little, I am persuaded, did
even he th_'nk--that, after the improvements FRAGMENT ON GOVERNMEN

made afterwards in the system--and by the (From the Morning Chronicle of the 6th,
universal opinion of that time they were no lOth, and 26th July, 1776.)
slight ones -- it would have terminated in an
hermetically-sealed Rastlle, in which, at an LETTER THE l_II_b'r.

expense to the public of £1000 a-head for Of an E_amination into the merits of alodging alone, no more than six hundred wiI
be provided for when the number is com- Critique 01_ BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTA-
pleted, instead of two thousand at no more R_ES, lately published under the Title of
than £15 a-head ; annual expense between A FRAGMENT ON GOVERNMENT.
£30 and £40 a-year per head, instead of THIS Book being favourably spoke of by a
£12, which, upon the death of the first con- gentleman whose good sense is generally
tractor, would have ceased. Such at least admired, I was induced, at an expense of
has been the computation made by an intel- 3s. 6d. to purchase it. It did not appear to
ligent and honest hand. have been ushered into the world in the usual

Be this as it may, was it for the Author of n_ode of advertising, for on inquiry after it
the Fragment to see cause of compunction in at several booksellers, they knew nothing of
the effect thus produced in the case of Black- its being published ; probably the Author,
stone ? No : unless it be for Bell and Lan- whoever he is, had reasons for introducing
caster to feel compunction for whatever good it as privately as possible. The mode is pe-
has been done by " Excellent Church" and culiar, and so indeed appears the work itself.
her associates, towards the instructiun of th_ Not to allow the Author to be a man of
people. In what instance, by any support- [ education, and perhaps great reading, would
ers of " Matchless Constitution," has this or be offending common sense : his quotations
any thing else been done, with any the least amply prove that he possesses both ; and his
tinge of good in it, but with the feelings ingenious play upon words, in those passages
with which ancient Pistol ate the leek, and chosen from Blaekstone, where he delights in
the hope of defeating or obstructing some- ringing the changes on their meaning with
thing better ? more glee than ever ringer tuned the sono-

XVIII. " Such being the tendency, such rous bell, seems to tell us that he is not
even the effects of the work, what became altogether deficient in logical learning and
of it ? how happened it, that, till now, not abstracted reasoning. To what end, how-
so much as a second edition had been made ever, has he wrote, read, transcribed, studied,
of it?" Questionsnaturalenongh; andsa- reasoned, or pondered, was a consequential
tisfaction, such as can be, shall accordingly question with me, after I had perused all he
be given : words as few as possible, had thrown together in the preface (which he

Advertisements, none. Bookseller did not calls a Critique on Blackstone at large) and
Author couldnot, affordany. Irelandpiratad. afterwards in his introduction with five chap-
Concealment had been the plan : --how ad- ters_one, On the formahon of government;
vantageous, has been already visible. Pro- 2d, On forms of government; 3d, On the
raise of seeresyhadaccordinglybeen exacted: British constitution ; 4thly, On the right of
parental weakness broke it. No longer a the supreme power to make laws ; and 5thly,
great man, the Author was now a nobody. In On the duty of such power to make laws.
catalogues, the name of Lind has been seen But after this disquisition, I found nothing
given to him. On the part of the men of further gratifying than that this Fragment
polities, and in particular the men of law on on Government, instead of being either the
all sides, whether endeavour was wanting to gleanings from other writings on subjects
suppression, may be imagined, under that name, or an illustration of what

they might doubtfitlly contain, was neither
*** Attached to my copy of the work, I more nor less than a warm attack on a few

see a newspaper attack and defence of it. pages from Blackstene's Introduction to his
The bookseller desires it : he shall have it. Commentaries, which the Fragment Author
The _t was never known to me : de- confesses to be much offended at, and there-
fender, John Lind : his intention not known fore he conceived the design of pointing out
to me till exeettted, some of the capital blemishes in that work,

or rather, as he terms it, of laying open and
exposing the universal inaccuracy, which
seemed to him to pervade the whole.

There is something promising in this lan.
guage ! It is bold, significant, and peremptory
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It argues consciows and superlative wisdom in book for him, provided he succeeds in tick-
the author, and invites his reader to proceed; ling his readers' ears, so as to bring reproach
for who that has read Blackstone, and ad- and reprehension on the Commentaries; to
mired him even for those merits which the do which he has spared no trouble. Labour
Fragment attributes to him, but would will- appears in the produce of almost every line
ingly have the sun of wisdom shine upon he has wrote, and as he has palpably bewil-
them, and be undeceived in such their admi- dered himself, it follows with men of superior
ration of a work "promising a general veto judgment that he has laboured in vain ; that
of obscure and erooked reasoning, fromwhence is to say, though he has ingeniously flourished
no sterling knowledge could be derived." But his reasoning on what he calls the obscurity,
when we seriously consider its import, what or absurdity of Blackstone's description of so-
is it ? what is the kind of man that writes ciety and its consequences, yet, as I have
and reasons? and what is the effect of both? already said, it amounts to nothing!
I answer--either to create a disgust, in weak He tells us, that the passage in Black-
minds for Blackstone's Commentaries, with- stone's Introduction, proposed by him for ex-
out a material cause, or with men of expe- amination, occupies seven pages, from the
rience and of better judgment to show the 47th to the 53d inclusive. To defeat the va-
writer's literary talents, metaphysically and lidity of which, he has filled no less than 56
logically exerted; for though, as he confesses pages in his Fragment. In general they are
_hat his logomachy has been beyond descrip- sensible, and he has said a great deal to con-
lion laborious and irksome, yet it at last vince us, or rather with intent to convince,
amounts to no more than "a tedious and which is widely different, that Blackstone
intricate war of words," put together h, very was a perfect blockhead in all he wrote in
harsh order, by a conceited writer, who seems those self-same seven pages, and knew not
envious of Blackstone's fame, and desirous what he was about when he talked of socie_/,
of trimming his laurel, by putting himself, if state of nature, and original contract, and that
not above, at least in competition with him. he has confused the definition of the one
Had he submitted his syllogisms with a small with the other, in contradiction sometimes
share of humility, and avoided that positive to his own ideas of either.
preceptive manner which runs through his With respect to society, the Fragment
whole book, we must have been pleased with argues truly, and it gives us perhaps a good
it as a specimen of his abilities ; but his sen- notion of what results from it. But does it
timents on the Introduction to the Common- say more than Blackstone, or not ? Certainly
taries, in their present clothing, I fear will yes--or the author must have been an ex-
make but few converts to his way of think- tranrdinary writer indeed, if infifly-sixpagcs
ing, and (if any) they will be among the he had not put together a little more than
meanest of his readers. D. Blackstone has done in seven. But after all,

has he said more in effect ? Certainly not l
LETTER THE SECOND. for having dikcussad, according to his (con-

Of an Eramhtation into the merits of a fessed) ingenious (though pecldiar) mode,the import of society, sometimes in opposi-
Crlti_/ue on BLACKSTONE'SCOMMENTA- tlon to Blackstone, sometimes nearly with

flies, lately pubfished under the Title of him, what does he proceed to say ? Why,
A FRAGMENT ON GOVERNMENT. that " It may be L he has misunderstood his

SIR, From the reception which I find my meaning." The context is then spun out
former letter has met with among my friends for several pages, to prove to us that the
in the circle of the law, there is no necessity darkness of the whole paragraph from Black-
for my m_k_ng the smallest apology to your stone is rendered so, more from himself,
readers for the intrusion of the present. I than any real construction which a reader of
doubt not, if the author of the Fragment it, less contemplative, nice, or exceptions,
gives himself the trouble to read me under could possibly put upon it. The consequence
the above-mentioned head, but he wl]l feel therefore is, that the Fragment, in this par.
the force of what I advance, with a serf-con- ticniar, says a great deal, meaning much lo-
viction that he has principally wrote in vain. gica] and ambi-dextrous sense to little put-
The sale of his book (however extensive)
will be no criterion whereby to determine Pos_oon after it has said, " It may be possi-
this, because curiosity may lead his readers ble that its attthor has misunderstood Blaek-
to contribute for his emolument, beyond the stone," it makes hiw confess the paragraph
charge of paper and print, not advertising, spoken of from that gentleman, to be a riddle
for little expense on that account appears to which he cannot solve_ Why then say so
have attended this his pubHeation. If, how- much about it ? why traduce from its merit,
ever, he wrote for.fame only, pecuniary profit or attempt to perplex the truth of it ? The
was not his pursuit, and he may disregard answer is plain: to show the author's inte-
the limited number his bookseller sells of this grity, and derogate, if possible, from the de-
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fects of the universally admired Commenta- i only beg leave to examine what are the ob-
ries. jections which you make to the Fragment.

The author of the Fragment having now The first relates to the manner of intro-
tired himself in his journey after truth, on ducing the work to the knowledge of the
the word Society, for no other purpose than public. It was done, it seems, too privately,
to tell us this riddle of his own is unsolve- nay even irregolarly. It was not advertised
able ; he then assures us from himself only, so often as it should have been.
that " it were of use it should be seen to be At the court of Apollo, as well as at other
so, that peace may be restored to the de- courts, there are, it seems, certain gentlemen
spondingstudent, who, prepossessed with the ushers, certain masters of the ceremonies,
hopes of a rich harvest of instruction, makes or, to give them a denomination more ex-
a crime to himself of his inability to reap, pressive of their function, certain flappers,
what in truth Bbmkstone never sowe&" without whose friendly help it is a mark of

Fine writing indeed I and if every student impertinence in a writer to offer his work,
sits down to Blackstone in that way of think- and ill-breeding in a reader to receive it.
ing, which is next to impossible, he will read Whether such be the custom with gentle-
with prejudice, and poison will attend on men-ushers, or with flappers, at the court of
every line he reads.-- The purpose of these Laputa, or any other court, I know not ;
letters is to anticipate such reading, which I having never descended so low, as to quit
have no doubt will succeed. D. my garret for a court. But such (I know it

to my cost) is the custom with the flappers
LETTERTHE TtlIRD. in the literary world: these inserters of ad-

By John Lind, Esq. afterwards Barrister vertisements, they mus*_be paid. And hence
at Law, to D., Author of two Letters* you insinuate, that the author was led bymotives of avarice to spare this expense.
on A FRAGMENTON GOVERNMENT. I love to clear things as I go. To this

Stir, Though it be your opinion, that objection, then, Is hall confine myself in this
" the Frag-ment says a great deal to little put- present letter ; and it is, without doubt, an
pose," t and t_ough itbe my opiuion that with objection of the first magnitude. I appeal
respect to yourself this is very true ; yet I to the proprietors of the public papers, and
cannot bring myself to participate in the to the receivers at the stamp-office. Were
regret you seem to feel at having expended the author a staunch friend to the liberty of
three shillings and sixpence in the purchase of the press, he would certainly have thrown
this- to you uuimproving--performance, more money into the pockets of the former;
What advantage has not the world derived as certainly, were he a staunch friend to
from this petty expense ? Two such letters us Government, he would have thrown more
yours are surely impayable, money into the eaisse of the latter. I have,

We have indeed your own word for the however, my fears that the book will make
excellency of your first letter, as well as for its way, notwithstanding the shameful negli-
the candour and discernment of " your gence of the auflmr in this particular. Should
friends in the circle of the law." $o favour- this be the case, what is to be done ?
ably, you assure us, did they receive this first Consult your friends in the circle of the
letter, that "not the smallest apology" was law. It is possible there may be found
necessary for the second. I have not the among them some of that race, whom this
honour, I fear, of being included in the circle Fragment-writer (as you elegantly call him)
of your friends, but ff my word be of any has treated so cavalierly in the 18th and
weight, you may be assured, Sir, that the 19th pages of his preface. Cannot they con-
second is equal to the first : no apology then vert what you call "a peculiar," into a clan-
will be necessary for a third, destine mode of ushering the work into the

But leaving you to improve as little as you world ? Cemnot they prove that the doing
please by the perusal of the Frag_nent, and " it privately," was in effect adding to the
your friends in the circle of the law, or in publiclty--just as you have proved, that by
any other circle, to improve as much as they saying a great deal more, he has in effect said
can by the perusal of your letters ; I will no more than another had said before him ?

You have discovered that the author " had
e See Morning Chronicles of July 6 and July reasons for introducing his work privately :'_lO, 177&

meaning all the while, for making it as pub--_ See D.'s Second Letter. By _ a _rea_t deal,"
D. informs us that he c. means much-logical and hc as possible : your friends have but one
ambi.dexvmus eensa" These phrases are to step farther to make : they have only to as.
explain the/eas _nte///_b/e one of "a great deaL" sign those reasons--a malicious intention of
Whoshslle_plaintheexplainer? Not I; rather defrauding his Majesty of his revenues, and
_11 1 follow t_is ssgacious hint, and say nothing
about them; lest__to borrow his own language the printers of the papers of their dues, &e.
-- I should tradace from the merits_ and _e. This is no bad ground for a special pleader
t_fate from the defects of them." to go to work upon.
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You see, Sir, I defend no man when he is P.S. I _hould have done myself the ho-
in the wrong. Am/cus Socrates, Am/cus nour of writing to you much sooner, had I
Plato, sed magis arnica vffitas. The objee- not walted for what the printer seemed to
tion I have now considered is peculisxly your promise, " A continuation of your very in.
oum. I do not believe any two men in Eng. struetive letters."*

land could have hit upon it; and here, you * After the appearance of this letter,
see, I give up my author to you entirely, ticn _I unders_od from Lind) was conveye¢l

My candour on this occasion will, I hope, from Bhtck_tone or his friends to toe aumor or
entitle me to the favour of your attention, this defence, that the matter (it was thought)
when I come to consider two other objec- had better be dropt. Lind being int_ with
tions which are not so peculiarly your own. Lord _I_ns_eld, and at ttmt time.not _ any

A. B other man who was in tile way to gnow., it was
from that quarter, 1 imagine, that the reforma-
tion was derived.
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FRAGMENT

ON

GOVERNMENT."

INTRODUCTION. without addition; the only sort, perhaps, of
i them all (unless it be that of Revelation) to

I. THE subject of this examination is a which the name can, with strict propriety,
passage contained in that part of Sir W. be apphed: in a word, that sort which we
BI.ACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIESOn the LAws see made in each nation, to express the will
of ENGLAND, which the Author has styled of that body in it _vhich governs. On this
the INTRODUCTION. This Introduction of subject of LAw Municipal he sets out, as a
his stands divided into four Sections. The man ought, with a definition of the phrase

first contains his discourse " On the STUDY itself; an important and fundamental phrase,
of the LAw." The second, entitled " Of the which stood highly in need of a definition,
NATURE of LAWS zn general," contains his and never so much as since our Author has
speculations concerning the various objects, defined it.
real or imaginary, that are in use to be men- IV. This definition is ushered in with no
tioned under the common name of LAW. small display of accuracy. First, it is given
The third, entitled " Of the LAws of ENG- entire : it is then taken to pieces, clause by
LAND," contains such general observations, clause ; and every clause, by itself, justified
relative to these last-mentioned Laws, as and explained. In the very midst of these
seemed proper to be premised before he explanatinns -- in the very midst of the deft-
entered into the details of any parts of them nition --he makes a sudden stand. And now
in particular. In the fourth, entitled, " Of it bethinks him that it is a good time to give
the COUNTRIES subject to the LAws of ENG- a dissertation, or rather a bundle of disserta-
LAND," is given a statement of the different tions, upon various subjects : On the man-
territorial extents of different branches of net in which Governments were established-

those Laws. On the different forms they assume when
II. 'Tis in the second of these Sections, they are established -- On the peculiar ex-

that we shall find the passage proposed for cellence of that form which is established in
examination. It occupies in the edition I this country I On the right which, he thinks
happen to have before me (1768), which is it necessary to tell us, the GOVERNMENTiu
theflrst (and all the editions, I believe, are every country has, of making LAws-- On the
paged alike), the space of seven pages ; from duty of making LAWS, which, he says, is also
the 47th to the 53d, inclusive, incumbent on the Government.--In stating

IIL After treating of " LAw in general," these two last heads, I give, as near as pos-
of the " LAW of Nature," "LAw of Reve- sible, his own words; thinking it premature
lation," and Law of 2Vations," branches of to engage in discussions, and not daring to
that imaginary whole, our Author comes at decide without discussion, on the sense.
length to what he calls "LAw Municipal :" V. The digression we are about to ex-
that sort of Law to which men in their or- amine is, as it happens, not at all involved
dinary discourse would give the name of Law with the body of the work from which it

starts. No mutual references or allusions :

* In Mr. Bentham's own copy of this work no supports or illustrations communicated or
he has made the following note :--" This was received. It may be considered as one small
the very Rmt publication by which men at large
were invited to break lo_e from the trammels work inserted into a large one; the contain-
of authority and ancestor-wisdom on the field of tug and the contained, having scarce any other
law. connexion than what the operations of the
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press have given them. It is this discon- give us an idea of the manner in which Go-
nexion that will enable us the better to bestow varnments were formed. This occupies the
on the latter a separate examination, without first paragraph, together with part of the
breaking in upon any thread of reasoning, or second : for the typoyrapl_ical division does
any principle of order, not seem to quadrate very exactly with the

VI. A general statement of the topics intellectual. As the examination of this pas-
touched upon in the digression we are about sage will unavoidably turn in great measure
to examine, has been given above. It will upon the words, it will be proper the reader
be found, I trust, a faithful one. It will should have it under his eye.
not be thought, however, much of a piece, II. " The only true and natural founda-
perhaps, with the following, which our Au- tions of society," says our Author,t " are
thor himself has given us : " This," says the wants and the fears of individuals. Not
he,* meaning an explanation he had been that we can believe, with some theoretical
giving of a part of the definition above spo- writers, that there ever was a time when
ken of, "will naturally lead us into a short there was no such a thing as society ; and
inquiry into the nature of society and civd that, from the impulse of reason, and through
government: [a] and the natural inherent a sense of their wants and weaknesses, indi-
right that belongs to the sovereignty of a viduals met together in a large plain, entered
state, wherever that sovereignty be lodged, into an original contract, and chose the tall-
of making and enforcing Laws." est man present to be their governor. This

VII. No very explicit mention here, we notion, of an actually existing unconnected
may observe, of the manner in which Go- state of nature, is too wild to be seriously
vernments have been established, or of the admitted ; and besides, it is plainly contra-
different forms they assume when establish- dietury to the revealed accounts of the pri-
ed; no very explicit intimation that these mitive origin of mankind, and their preser-
were among the topics to be discussed. None vation two thousand years afterwards ; both
at all of the duty of Government to make which were effected by the means of single
Laws: none at all of the British Constitu- families. These formed the first soctety,
twn ; though, of the four other topics we among themselves; which every day cx-
have mentioned, there is no one on which he tended its limits, and when it grew too large
has been nearly so copious as on this last. to subsist with convenience in that pastoral
The right of Government to make Laws, state, wherein the Patriarchs appear to have
that delicate and invidious topic, as we shall lived, it necessarily subdivided itself by va-
find it when explained_ is that which, for the rious migrations into more. Afterwards, as
moment, seems to have swallowed up almost agriculture increased, which employs and can
the whole of his attention, maintain a much greater number of hands,

VIII. Be this as it may, the contents of migrations became less frequent ; and various
the dissertation before us, taken as I have tribes, which had formerly separated, re-
stated them, will furnish us with the matter united again ; sometimes by compulsion and
of five chapters :--one, which I shall entitle conquest, sometimes by accident, and some-
" FORMATIONof GOVERNMENT;"---a second, times perhaps by compact. But though so-
"FORMS of GOVERNMENT;"---a third, "BRX- c/cry had not its formal beginning from any
TISH CONSTITUTION;"_a fourth, " RIGHT convention of individuals, actuated by their

of the SUPREME POWER to make Laws ;"-- wants and their fears ; yet it is the sense of
a fifth, " DuTY of the SUPREME POWER to their weakness and imperfection that keeps
make LAws." mankind together; that demonstrates the

necessity of this union; and that therefore
is the solid and natural foundation, as well

CHAPTER I. as the cement, of society : And this is what
we mean by the original contract of society :

rORMA_ON or GOVERNMENT. which, though perhaps in no instance it has

L THE first object which our Author ever been formally expressed at the first in-
seems to have proposed to himself in the stitution of a state, yet in nature and reason
dissertation we are about to examine, is to must always be understood and implied, in

the very act of associating together : namely,

taj_I"z'oma_e sure-C°mm"P" 47" ofdoingonr Autbor noin- that the whole should protect all its parts,
justf_ and to show what it is that he thought [ and that every part should pay obedience to
would "naturally lead us into" this "inquiry,"
it may be prope_ m give the .pamgra_phcan.t_in- ] Wherefore it is requisite_ to the very esset_, of
ink the explanation above mentioned. It is as I a I_aw, that it be n_le" (he might have aaae_l,
fol]ows:--"But farther: MunldpallJaw is a I "or at lea:t supported') " by the su .pr__
rule of civil conduct_ prescribed by the supreme [ power. Sovereignty and _re are indeed
power in a Itatc.'" '_ For I_gialatut_ _ was ] convertible terms; one cannot subsist without theother." 1 Comm.]_ 46.
]_-fore observed, is the greatest .act of superl.onty [ _- l Coml1_ p. 47.that can be exercised by one being over anomer. I
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tile will of the whole ; or, in other words, still "remain," he says, "as in a state of
that the community should guard the rights natgre." By society, therefore, he means,
of each individual member, and that (in ; once more, the same as by a "state of mz-
return for this protection) each individual tin'e:" he opposes it to government. And he
should submit to the hws of the community; speaks of it as a state which, in this sense,
_thout which submission of all, it was ira- has actually existed.
possible that protection could be certainly V. Secondly, This is what he tells us in
extended to any. the beginning of the second of the two para-

For when society is once formed, govern- graphs: but "allthe time the first paragraph
ment results of course, as necessary to pre- lasted, socwty meant the same as government.
serve and to keep that society in order. Un- In shifting, then, from one paragraph to an-
less some superior were constituted, whose other, it has changed its nature. 'Tis "the
commands and decisions all the members are foundations of sec/ety,"_ that he first began
bound to obey, they would still ren_dn as in to speak of; and immediately he goes on to
a state of _atare, without any judge upon explain to us, after his manner of explaining,
earth to define their several rights, and re- the foundations of govern_nent. 'Tis of a
dress their several wrongs."-- Thus far our "formal beginning" of "society,"_ that he
Author. speaks soon after; and by this formal begin-

IIL When leading terms are made to chop ulng, he tells us immediately, that he means,
and change their several significations; some- "the o_ginal contract of society,"_ which
times meaning one thing, sometimes another, contract entered into, "a state,"_ he gives us
at the upshot perhaps nothing; and this in to understand, is thereby "instituted," and
the corn?ass of a paragraph ; one may judge men have undertaken to "submit to Laws."§
what will be the complexion of the whole So long, then, as this first paragraph lasts,
context. This, we sha]lsee, is the case with "society," Ithink, iris plain, cannot but have
the chief of those we have been reading: tbr been meaning the same as "government.'"
instance, with the words "society,"--" state VL Thirdly, All this while, too, this same
of nature," _" original contract," _ not to "state of natare" to which we have seen
tire the reader with any more. "Society, .... society" (a state spoken of as existing) put
in one place, means the same thing as "a state synonymons, and in which, were it not for
of nature" does: in another place, it means gove_tment, men, he informs us, in the next
the same as "Govermnent." Here, we are page, would "remain,"§ is a state in which
required to believe there never was such a they never were. So he expressly tells us.
state as a state of natore ; there, wearegiven This "notion," says he, "of an actually
to untlerstand there has been. In like manner, existing unconnected state of nature," (that
with respect to an origlnal contract, we are is, as he explains himself afterwards,§ "a
given to understand that such a thing never state in which men have no judge to define
existed; that the notion of it is even ridi- their rights, and redress their wrongs), is too
culous: at the same time that there is no wild to be seriously admitted.":_ When he
speaking nor stirring without supposing that admits it, then, himself, as he does inhis next
there was one. page, we are to understand, it seems, that he

IV. First, Society means a state of nature, is bantering us : and that the next paragraph
For if, by "a state of nature," a man means is (what one shouldnot otherwise have taken
any thing, it is the state, I take it, men are it for) a piece of pleasantry.
in or supposed to be in, before they are under VIL Fourthly, The oriylnal contract is a
government : the state men quit when they thing, we are to understand, that never had
enter hlto a state of government; and in existence: perhaps not in any state : certaildy,
which, were it not for government, they thelefore, not in all. "Perhaps, in no in-
would remain. But by the_word "society" it stance," says our Author, "has it ever been
is plain at one time that he means that state, formally expressed at the first institution of
First, according to him, comes soc/ety; then a state."¶
afterwards comes government. "For when VIII. Fifthly, Notwithstanding all this,
society," says our Author, "is once formed, we must suppose, it seems, that it had in
government results of course; as necessary every state: "yet in nature and reason," says
to preserve and keep that society in order."* our Author, "it must always be understood
And ag_n, immediately afterwards,_"A andimplied."¶ Growingbolderinthecompass
state in which a superior has been consti- of four or five pages, where he is speaking of
tuted, whose commands and decisions all the our own Government, he asserts roundly,**
members are bound to obey," he puts as an that such a contract was acttud]y made at the
explanation (nor is it an inapt one) of a state first formation of It. "The legislature would
of "government :" and "unless" men were be changed," he says, "from that which was

in a state of that description, they would ?lCom. p.47, sup-a,p._ _Ib.l_7. JJIb.]_tL
§ 1 Com.p. 48, st_pra, p. 8. _ Ib. p. 46, supra, p. 7.

* Vidr stqrra_p. II. ' ** lComm, 1_.,_2..
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originally set up by the general consent and strictly just. Pew, in fact, if any, are the
fundamental act of the society." instances of this habit being perfectly absent;

IX. Let us try whether it be not possible certainly none at all, of its being perfectly
for something to be done towards drawing present. Governments, accordingly, in pro-
the import of these terms out of the mist in portion as the habit cf obedience is more
which our Author has involved them. The perfect, recede from ; in proportion as it is
word " SOCIETY," I think, it appears, is used less perfect, approach to, a state of nature :
by him, and that without notice, in two senses and instances may present themselve% in
that are opposite. In the one, SOCIETY,or which it shall be difficult to say whether a
a STATE OF SOCIETY, iS put 87fl_On_]BIOUS to a habit, perfect, in the degree in which, to con-
STATE or NATUEE; and stands opposed to stitute a govenlment, it is deemed necessary
GOVERNMENT,or a STATEOF GOVERNMENT." it should be perfect, does subsist or not. [b]
in this sense it may be styled, as it commonly
is, natural soc_rY. In the other, it is put [b] I. A habit is but sn assemblage of acts:
synonymous to GOVERNMENT,or a STATEOr under which name I would also include s for the
GOVERNMENT; and stands opposed to a STATE pre_ent, voluntary forbearances.
or NATVRE: in this sense it may be styled, 2. A habit of obedience, then, is an assemblage
as it commonly is, pohtical SOCIETY. Of the of acts of obedience.

3. An act ofoSedie_ce is any act done in pur-
difference between these two states, a tole- suance of an expresalon of will on the paxt of
rably distinctIdea, I take it, may be given in some superior.
a word o_rtwo. 4. An act of POLITICAL obedience (which is

X. The idea of a natural society is a ne- what is here meant) is any act done in pursuance
gative one : the idea of a political society is of an expressmn of will on the part ofa peraon
a positive one. 'Tis with the latter, there- govermng.
fore, we should beg_n. 5. An expression of will is either parole or

When a number of persons (whom we may tacit.
style subjects) are supposed to be in the liabzt 6. A parole expresser qf_ill is that which isconveyed by the sig_ called _o,'d_
oipaying obedience to a person, or an assem- 7. A tacit expression of will is that which is
blage of persons, of a known and certain conveyed by anyother s'_o_aswhatsoever: among
description (whom we may call governor or which none are so efficacxous as acts of punlsh-
governors) such persons altogether (subjects ment_ annexed in time past, to the non-perform-
and governors) are said to be in a state of ance of a¢_ of the same sort with those that are

the objects of the will that is in question.
political SOCIETY.* 8. A parole expression of the will of a superior

XI. The idea of a state of natural SOCIETY is a con_na_d.
is, as we have said, a negatwe one. Brhen a 9. When a tacit expression of the will of a
number of persons are supposed to be in the superior is supposed to have been uttered, it may
habit of conversing with each other, at the be styled afwt/tlous command.

10. Were we at liberty to coin words after the
same time that they are not in any such habit manner of the Roman Iawyers, we might say a
as mentioned above, they are said to be in a X quasi-command.
state of natural SOCIETY. 1L The STATUTE LAW iS composed of com.

XII. If we reflect a little, we shall per- mauds: the COMBOS LAW, of _( quas_.com-
ceive, that, between these two states, there rounds.
is not that explicit sepm'ation which these 12. An act which is the object of a command

actual or I_ctltioas; such an act, considered be-
names, and these definitions, might teach one, fore it is performed_ is styled a duty or a paint of
at first sight, to expect. It is with them as duty.
with light and darkness: however distinct 13. These definitions premised, we are now in
the ideas may be, that are, at first mention, a condmon to glve such an idea, of what is me_nt
suggested by those names, the th_ngs them- by the perfection or imperfcctiou of u habit of
selves have no determinate bound to separate obedience_a_ciety, as _a_'yprove tolerably pre.
them. T.he circumstance that has been spoken cise.

14. A period in the duration of the society;
of as constituting the difference between the number of persons it is composed of during
these two states, is the presence or absence that period ; and the number of points of duty
of an habit of obedience. This habit, accord- incumbent on each person being given ;--the
ingly, has been spoken of simply as present habit of obedience will be more or less perfect,
(that is, as beingperfectly present) or, in other in the ratio of the number of acts of obedte_wv
words, we have spoken as if there were a per- ] to those of disobedience.
fecthabit of obedience, in the one ease: it l& Tbehabit of obedience in this country sp-pears to have been more perSmt in the time of
has been spoken of simply as absent (that is, the Saxons than in that of the Britons: unquss-
as being perfectly absent) or, in other words, tionably it is more so now than in the timedf the
we have spoken as if there were no habit of Saxons. It is nm y_ so perfect, as well con-
obedience at all, in the other. But neither treed and well digested laws in time, it h m be
of these manners of speaking, perhaps, is hoped, may render it: but aL_otutely peffect__11 man ceases to be mane it never can be.

A very ingenious and in_tnmtive view of the
* Vide infER, pax. 12, note [b]. progress of natioas_ from the lea_t perfect sta_e_
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XIII. On these considerations, the sup- XIV. A remark there is, which, for the
position of a perfect state of nature, or, as it more thoroughly clearing up of our notions
may be termed, a state of soc/et 9 perfect_ on this subject, it may be proper here to
natural, may, perhaps, be justly pronounced make. To some ears, the phrases, "' state
what our Author for the moment seemed to of nature," "state of political society," may
think it, an extravagant supposition: but carry the appearance of being absolute in
then, that of a government in this sense per- their signification : as if the condition of a

feet, or, as it may be termed, a state of so- man, or a company of men, in one of these
ciety perfectly political, a state of perfect states, or in the other, were a matter that
political union, a state of perfect submission depended altogether upon themselves. But
in the subject, of perfect authority in the go- this is not the case. To the expression,
vernor, is no less so. [e] " state of nature," no more than to the ex-

pression, "state of political society, "can any
of political union to that highly perfect state of precise meavJng be annexed, without refe-it in which we live, may be fo,md in LORD
KAmES' H_torlcal La_o Tracts. rence to a party different from that one who

16. For the convenience and accuracy of dis- is spoken of as being in the state in ques-
course, it may be of use, in this place, to settle tion. This will readily be perceived. The
the signification of a few other expressions re- : difference between the two states lies, as we
lative to the same subject. Persons who, with have observed, in the habit of obedience.
respect to each other, are in a state of political With respect, then, to a habit of obedience,
soclcty, may be said also to be in a state of joe/i- it can neither be understood as subsisting, intical un_on or e_mnexlon.

17. Such of them as are tubjc_¢s may, accord- any person, nor as not subsisting, but with
ingly, be said to be in a state of submisslon, or reference to some other person. For one
of subflction, with respect to governors: such as party to obey, there must be another party
are governors, in a state of authority with respect that is obeyed. But this party who is obeyed,
to sub, eta. may at different times be different. Hence18. When the subordination is considered as
resulting originally from the _/ll, or (it may be may one and the same party be conceived to
more proper to say) the pleasure of the party obey and not to obey at the same time, so as
governed, we rather use the word "submiaswn :_' it be with respect to dlffecent persons, or, as
when from that of the party governing, the word we may say, to different objects of obedience.
" subjection." On th_ account it is that the Hence it is, then, that one and the same party
term can scarcely be used without apology, unless
with a note of disapprobation : especially in this may be said to be in a state of nature, and
country, where the habit of considering the con. not to be in a state of nature, and that at
scat of the persons governed as being in some one and the same time, according as it is this
sense or other involved in the notion of all laz0- or that party that is taken for the other object
fu/, that is, all commendab/e government, has of comparison. The case is, that in common
gained so firm a ground. It is on this account, speech, when no particular object of corn-
then, that the term "subjection," excluding as parison is specified, all persons in generalit does, or, at least, not including such consent,
is used commonly in what is called a vAv sonse: are intended: so that when a number of
that is, in such a sense as, together with the idea persons are said simply to be in a state of
of the object in questionj conveys the accessary nature, what is understood is, that they are
idea of disapprobation. This accessary idea, so as well with reference to one another, as
however, annexed as it is to the abstract term to all the world.
"subjection," does not ¢xtond itself to the con-
crete term "subjects"_a kind of inconsistency head. In such a society, the only principle of
of which there are many instances in language, union which is certain and uniform fn its opera.

[el It is true that every person mast, for some tien_ is the natural weakness of those of its mere-
time at least after his bixth, neceasatily be in hers that are in a state of subjectlon; that i_ the
a state of subjection with respect to his parents, childre.n: a principle which has but a short and
or those who stand in the place of parents to limitea conUuuance. I question whether it be
him; and that a perfect one, or st lea#t as near the case even with a family society, subsisting in
to being a perfect one, as any that we see. But virtue of collateral consanguinity; and that for
for all this, the sort of society that is constituted the like reason. 1_ot but that even in this case
by a state of subjection thus cirenmstanced, does[ a habit of obedlence, as perfect as any we see
not come up to the idea that, I believe, is gene- ' examples of_ may subsist for a time; to wit, in
rally entertained by those who speak of a pol/- virtue of the same _nora/principles which may
tical society. To constitute what is meant in protract a habit of _lia/obedience beyond the
genend by that p.lu_e, a greater number of! continuance of the physical ones which gave
members is reqmml_ or, at least_ a duration birth to it: I mean att'ec-tion,gratitude, awe, the
capable of a lo_er continuance. Indeed, for force of habit, and the like. But it is not long,
this _, nothing less, I take it, than an/n- even in this case, before thebondofconnexion
de, hire duration is required. A society, to come must either become impesceptihle, or lose its in-
within the notion of what is ordinarily meant bv flaence by being too extended.
a po/itlc_d ons, must be such as, in its nsture_ Is These considerations, there£ore, it will be p_re-

incapable of continuing for ever in virtue of per to bear in mind in applying, the definition
the peincipl_ which gave it birth. This, it is of political society above given [-in par. 10] and
plain, is not the case with such a family society, in order to reconcile it with what is said further
of whiehalnwmt, o_a lndxof l_ont_ sreat the on [in par. 17.]
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XV. In the same manner we may under- sources or pretexts of so much animosity.
stand, how the same man, who is 9overnor But the limits of the present design will by no
with respect to one man or set of men, may means admit of such protracted and intricate
be subject with respect to another: how discussions.
among governors some may be in a perfect XIX. In the same manner, also, it may
state of _ture with respect to each other ; be conceived, how the same set of men, con-
as the KINGS of F_NCE and SPATS: others, sidered amon 9 themselves, may at one time
again, in a state of perfect subjection ; as the be in a state of nature; at another time in a
HOSPODARSof WALLACHLAand MOLDAVIA State of government. For the habit of obe-
with respect to the GRANDSIGNXOR: others, dience, in whatever degree of perfection it
again, in a state of manifest but imperfect sub- be necessary it should subs_ in order to con-

jection ; as the GERMAN States with respect stitute a government, may be conceived, it
to the EMPEROR: others, again, in such a is plain, to suffer interruptions: at different
state in which it may be diffictflt to deter- junctures, it maytake place and cease.
mine whether they are in a state of _mper- XX. Instances of this state of things ap-

j'ect subjection or in a perfect state of aature ; pear not to be unfrequent. The sort of
as the KING of NAPLES with respect to the society that has been observed to subsist
Pot's. [d] among the AMERICAN INDIANS may afford

XVI. In the same manner, also, it may be us one. According to the accounts we have
conceived, without enteringmto details, how of those people, in most of their tribes, if
any singl6 person, born, as all persons are not in all, the habit we are speaking of up-
horn, into a perfect subjection to his parents,* pears to be taken up only in time of war : it
that is, into a state of perfect political society ceases again in time of peace. The neees-
with respect to his parents, may from thence sity of acting in concert against ._common
pass into a perfect state of nature ; and from enemy, subjects a whole tribe to the orders
she,Ice successively into any number of dif- of a common Chief. On the return of peace,
ferent states of political society, more or less each warrior resumes his pristine indepen-
perfect, by passing into different societies, dence.

XVII. In the same manner, also, itmaybe XXI. One difficulty there is that still
conceived how, in any political society, the sticks by us. It has been started, indeed
same man may, with respect to the same in- but not solved. This is to find a note of
dividuals, be, at different periods, and on dif- distinction -- a characteristic mark--wherc-
ferent occasions, alternately in the state of by to distinguish a society in which there is
governor and subject : to-day concurring, a habit of obedience, and that at the degree
perhaps active, in the busiuess of issuing a of perfection which is necessary to consti-
9eneral command for the observance of the tute a state of government, from a society
whole society, mnongst the rest of another in which there is not: a mark, I mean, which
man in quality ofJudqe : to-morrow, punish- shall have a visible determinate commence
cd, perhaps, by a particular command of that ment; insomuch that the instance of its first
_tme Judge, for not obeying the general corn- appearance shall be distinguishable from the
mand winch he himself (I mean the person last at which it had not as yet appeared.
acting in character of governor) had issued. 'Tis only by the help of such a mark that
I need scarce remind the reader how happity we can be in a condition to determine, at
this alternate state of authority/and submit- any given time, whether any given society is
sion is exemplified among ourselves, in a state of government, or in a state of

XVIII. Here might be a place to state the nature. I can find no such mark, I must
different shares which different persons may confess, any where, unless it be this :_the
have in the iss_dng the same command : to establishment of namesof office: the appear-
explain the nature of corporate at'lion : to ante of a certain man, or set of men, with a
enumerate and distinguish half-a-dozen or certain name, serving to mark them out as
more different modes in which subordination objects of obedience ; such as King, Sachem,
between the same parties may subsist : to Cacique, Senator, Burgomaster, and the like.
distinguish and explain the diffel_nt senses This, I think, may serve tolerably well to
of the words " consent," "representation," distinguish a set of wen in a state of political
andothersofconnectedimpurt; consent and union among themselves, from the same set of
representation, those interesting but perplex- men not yet in such a state.
mg words, sources of so much debate, and XXIL But suppose an incontestible poll.

tical society, and that a large one, formed ;
[d] The kingdom of Naples is feudatory to and from that a smaller body to break off:

the Papal See: and in token of fealty, the King, by this breach, the smaller body ceasestobe
at his accession, presents the Holy Father with hi a state of political union with respect to
a white horse. Tire royal vassal sometimes treats
his lord but cavalierly : butalways sends him his the larger; and has thereby placed itself,
white horse, with respect to that larger body, in a state

" I'idc _'p_Fr_,par. 13_ no_e [,']. of nature _Wlutt means shall we find of as-
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eertaiaL_ the precise juncture at which this [is it their disobedience that must constitute
elumge took place ? What shall be taken for a state of revolt. Is it, then, every act of
the characteristic mark in this ease ? The disobedience that will do as much ? The
appointment, it may be said, of new gover- affirmative, certainly, is what can never be
nora with new names. But no such appoint- maintained: for then would there no such
merit, suppose, takes place. The subordinate thing as government to be found any where.
governors, from whom alone the people at Here, then, a distinction or two obviously
large were in use to receive their commands presents itself. Disobedience may be distin-
under the old government, are the same from guished into conscious, or unconscious ; and
whom they receive them under the new one. that with respect as well to the /my as to
The habit of obedience, which these suberdi- the .fact. [.f] Disobedience that is uneon-
note governors were in, with respect to that scious with respect to either, will readily, I
single person, we will say, who was the su- suppose, be acknowledged no_ to be a revolt.
preme governor of the whole, is broken off Disobedience, again, that is conscious with
insensibly and by degree_ The old names by respect to beth, may be distinguished into
which these subordinate governors were cha- secret and ope_ ; or, in other words, into

racterlzed, while they were subordinate, are fiaudulent and .forcible. _g] Disobedience
continued, now they are supreme. In this that is only fraudulent, wlli likewise, I sup-
case it seems rather difficult to answer. >ose, be readily acknowledged not to amount

XXIII. If an example be required, we to a revolt.
may take that of the DUTCH provinces with XXVII. The difficulty that will remain.
respect to SPAIN. These provinces were will concern such disobedience only as is
once branches of the Spanish monarchy, both conscious (and that as well with respect
They have now, for a long time, been uni- to law as fact) and .forcLble. This disobe-
versally spoken of as independent states ; dience, it should seem, is to be determined
independent as well of that of Spain as of' neither by numbers altogether (that is, oi the
every other. They are now in a state of poisons supposed to be disobedient)nor by
nature with respect to Spain. They were acts, nor by i_ztentien_ : all three may be fit
once in a state of political union with respect to be taken into consideration. But having
to Spain : namely, in a state of subjection to brought the difficulty to this point, at this
a single governer, a King, who was King of _oint I must be content to leave it. To pro-
Spain. At what precise junctore did the eeed any fl_rther in the endeavour to solve
dissohltion of this pohtical union take place? it, would be to enter into a &scussmn of
At what precise time did these provinces particular local jurisprudence. It would
cease to be subject to the King of Spain ? be entering upon the definition of Treason,
This, I doubt, will be rather difficult to as distinguished from Murder, Robbery, Riot,
agree upon. [el and other such crimes, as, in comparison with

XX1V. Suppose the defection to have Treason, are spoken of as being of a more
begun, not by entire provinces, as in the private nature. Suppose the definition of
instance just mentioned, but hy a handful of Treason settled, and the commission of an
fugitives, this ang_ented by the accessl_m of act of Treason is, as far as regards the per-
other fugitives, and so, by degree% to a body
of men too strong to be reduced, the diffi- If] 1. Disobedience may be said to be unco_-

$cwns _vith resprct te tlw fact, when the party is
culty will be increased still farther. At what ignorant eid_er of his hax;mg done the act itself,
precise juncture was it that ancient ROME, which is forbidden by the law, or else of his
or that modern VEniCE, became an indcpen- having done it in those circumstanees_ in which
dent state ? alone it is forbidden.

XXV. In general, then, At what precise 2. Disobedience may be said to be u_wtm_cteus
juncture is it, that persons subject to a go- with respect to tbe/aw, when, although he may
vernment, become, by disobediertce, with know of his having done the act that is in realityforbidden, and that under the c_rcu_tances in
respect to that government, in a state of which it is forbidden, he knows not of its being
nature ? When is it, in short, that a revolt f_rbidden, or at least of its being forbidden in
shall b_ deemed to have taken place? and these circuz_tanee:.
when, again, is it, that that revolt shall be 3. So long as the business of spreading abroad
deemed to retch a degree successful, as to the knowledge of the law continues to lie in the
have settled into independea_ _. neglect in w_ich it ]ms lain hitherto, instances ofdisobedience unctmscim_ _ith respect to the la_

XXVI. As it is the obedience of indivi- can never be otherwise than abundant.
dualsthat constitutes a state of submission, so [g] If examples be thought necessary, Theft

may serve for an example offrm_dulcnt disobe-
[e] Upon recollection, I have some doubt dienee; Robbery of forcible, ln Thel_theper-

whet_er this exampl e would be found histori- so_ of the disobedient party, and the act of dis-
csily exact. If not, that of the defection of the obedien¢_ are beth endeavoured _to be kept
Nabobs of Indostan may answer the purpose, secret. In Robbery, the act of disobedience, a_
My first choice fell upon the former; supposing leut_ it- not the/_r_n of him who disobey_ is
it to be rather better known, manifest and avowed.
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son committing it, the characteristic mark authority of the Holy Scriptures, he assumes;
we are in search of. and from this it is that he would have us

XXVIIL These remarks it were easy to conclude the notion of an original ctmtraet
extend to a much greater length. Indeed, it (the same notion which he afterwards adopts-)
is what would be necessary, in order to give i to be ridiculous. The force of this concln-
them a proper fnlness, and method, and pro- sion, I must own, I do not see. Mankind
cision. But that could not be done without was preserved by single fanuqies-- Be it so.
exceeding the limits of the present design. What is there in this to hinder "mdlviduals"
As they are, they may serve as hints to such of those families, or of families descended
as shall be disposed to give the subject a from those f_milies, from meeting together
more exact and regular examination. " afterwards in a large plain," or any where

XXIX. From what has been said, how- else, "entering into an original contract," or
ever, we may judge what truth there is in any other contract, "and choosing the tallest
our Author's observation, that "when so- man," or any other man, " present," or ab-
ciety" (understand natural society) "is once sent, to be their Governor? The "fiat con-
fbrmed, government" (that is, political so- tradiction" our Author finds between this
ciety) (whatever quantity or degree of Obe- supposed transaction and the " preservation
dienee is necessary to constitute political of mankind by single families," is what I
society) "results of course ; as necessary to must own myself unable to discover. As to
preserve and to keep that society in order." the "actually existing unconnected state of
By the-words, "qfcourse," is meant, I sup- nature" he speaks of, "the notion of which,
pose, constantly and imme&ately ; at least he says, "is too wild to be seriously admit-
constantly. According to this, political so- ted," whether this be the case with it, is
ciety, in any sense of it, ought long ago to what, as he has given us no notion of it at
have heen established all the world over. all, I cannot judge of.
Whether this be the case, let any one judge XXXII. Something positive, however, in
from the instances of the Hottentots, of the one place, we seem to have. These " single

Patagnnians, and of so many other barbarous i_milies" by which the preservation of man-
tribes, of which we hear from traveUers and kind was effected _ these single families, he
nawgators, gives us to understand, " formed the first

XXX. It may be, after all, we have misun- society." This is something to proceed upon.
derstood his meaning. We have been sup- A society, then, of one kind or the other--
posing him to have been meaning to assert a natural society, or else a political society,
a matter of.fact, and to have written, or at was formed. I would here then put a ease,
least begun, this sentence in the character of and then propose a question• In this society,
an historzcal observer: whereas, all he meant we will say no contract had as yet been
by it, perhaps, was to speak in the character entered into; no habit of obedience as yet
of a Censor, and, on a ease supposed, to ex- formed. Was this, then, a natural society
press a sentiment of approbation. In short, merely, or was it a political one? For my
what he meant, perhaps, to persuad_ us of, part, according to my notion of the two kinds
_as, not that "government" does actually of society as above explained, I can have no
" result" from natural " society;" but that difficulty. It was a merely natural one. But,
it were better that it should; to w_t, as being accoi-ding to our Author's notion, which was

necessary to " preserve and keep" men "m it ? If it was already a political one, what
that state of order," in which it is of advan- 'notion would he give us of such an one a_
rage to them that they should be. Which of I shall have been a natural one ? and by what
the above-mentioned characters he meat_t to change could such precedent natural one have
speak in, is a problem I must leave to be de- turned into this political one ? If this was
termined. The distinetion, perhaps, is what not a political one, then what sort of a So-
never so much as occurred to him ; mad in- eiety are we to understand any one to be
deed the shifting insensibly, and without which is political? by what mark are we to
warning, from one of those characters to the distinguish it from a natural one ? To this, it
other, is a falling that seems inveterate in is plain, our Author has not given any maswer;
our Author; and of which we shall probably at *_hesame time that to gave an answer to
have more instances than one to notice, it was, if any tiring, the professed purpose of

XXXI. To consider the whole paragraph the long paragraph before us.

(with its appendage) to.,,ether, something, it XXXIIL It is time this passage of our
way be seen, our Author struggles to over- Author were dismissed. As among the eat-
throw, and something to establish. But how pressions of it are some of the most striking
it is he would overthrow, or what it is he of those which the vocabulary of the subject
would establish, are questions I must confess furn!shes, and these ranged in the most hat.
myself unable to resolve. "The preservation momous order, on a distant glance nothing
of mankind," he observes, " was effected by can look fairer : a prettier piece of tinsel-
single families." This is what, upon the work one should seldom _ exhibited from
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the slmw-glau of political erudition. Step XXXVIL With respect to t_s, and other
dose to it, and the delusiou vanish_ It is fictions, there was once a time, perhaps, when
them seen to consist partly of self-evident they had their use. With instruments of this
observations, and partly of contradictions;
partlyof what every one knows already, and works lie eomuch out of the beaten tract of Aea-demic reading. But here, as it lutppo_ there is
partly of what no one can understand, no matter fo/such fears. Those men who are

XXXIV. Throughout the whole of it, meat alarmed at the dangers of a frse inquiry;
what diftxesses me is, not meeting with any moss wl_o aremost intimately convinced that the
positions, such as, thinking them false, I find surest way to truth is by hearing nothing but on
a di/Boulty in proving them so : but the not one aide, will, I dare aoswer almegt, Bnd no-
meeting with any positions, true or false, thing of that which they deem poimn in this
(unless it be here and there a self-evident third volume. I would not wish to send the.readerto any other than this, which, if I recol-
one), that I can find a meaning for. If I feet aright, stands dear of the objections that
can find nothing positive to accede to, no have of late been urged, with so much vehe-
more can I to contradict. Of this latter menee, agxinst the work ingsueraL* As to the
kind of work, indeed, there is the less to do two first, the Author himself, I am inclined to
for any one else, our Author himself having think, is not ili-dislmsed , at present, to join'with

those who are of opinion, that they might, with.
executed it, as we have seen, so amply. out any great Ices to the science of Human Na-

The whole of it is, I must confess, to me ture, be dispensed with. The like might be said,
a riddle : more acute by far than I am, must perhaps, of a considerable part, even of this. But
be the (Edipus that can solve it. Happily after all retrenchments, there will still remain
it is not necessary, on account of any thing enough to have laid mankind under indelible
that follows, that it should be solved. No- obligation_ That the foundations of all virtue

are laid in utility, is there demonstrated, after a
thing is concluded from it. For aught I few exceptions made, with the strongest force of
can find, it has in itseff no use, and none is evidence: but I see not, any more than Helve-
made of it. There it is, and as well might tius saw, what need there was for the exceptions.
it be any where else, or no where. 2. For my own part, I well remember, no

XXXV. Were it then possible, there sooner had I read that part of the work which
would be no use in its being solved : but touches on this subject, than I felt as if scales

had fallen from my eyes. I then, for the first
being, as I take it, really unsolvable, it were time, learned to call the cause of the People
of use it should be seen to be so. Peace the cause of Virtue.
may, by this means, be restored to the breast Perhaps a short sketch of the wanderings of a
of many a desponding student, who now, raw but welLintentioued mind, in its researches
prepossessed with the hopes of a rich harvest after moral truth, ..may, on this occasion, benot
of instruction, makes a crime to himself of unuseful: for the history of one mind is the his-

tory of many. The writings of the honest, but
his inability to reap what, in truth, his An- preen.diced, E_xlof Clarendon, to whine integritythor has not sown.

XXXVL As to the Original Contract, nothing was wanting, and to whose wisdom Iittlebut the fortune of living t_methinghtter; and
by turns embraced and ridiculed by our An- the contagion of a monkish atmesp_ere: these,
thor, a few pages, perhaps, may not be ill and otherconcurrentcanses, had listed myiofant
bestowed in endeavouring to come to a pre- affections on the side of despotism. The Genius
cise notion about its reality and use. The ofthe_iaceIdweltin,theauthorityoftheState,
stress ]aid on it formerly, and still, perhaps, the vmeo of the Church in her eolemn offlces- allthese taught me to call Charles a Martyr, and
by some, is such as renders it an object not his opponents rebels. I saw innovation, where
undeserving of attention. I was in hopes, indeed innovation, but a _lorious innovation,
however, till I observed the notice taken of was, in their efforts to withstand him. I saw
it by our Author, that this chimera had been falsehood, where indeed falsehood was, in their
effectually demolished by Mr. HuME. [h] I disavowals of innovation. I saw selfishness, and
think we hear not so much of it now as for- an obedience to the call of passion, in the etforts

of the oppressed to rescue themselves from Op-
merly. The indestructible prerogatives of pre_ou. I saw strong countenance lent in the
m_nldnd have no need to be supported upon sacred writings to Monarchic government; and
the sandy foundation of a fiction. Inone to any other. I saw passive obedience deep

I stamped with the seal of the Chrisfiea Virmea
[hi 1. In the third volume of his TaEATXSE [ of humility and self-dentiL

on HUMAI¢ NATURE. ] Conversing with lawyers, I found them full of
Our Author, one would think, had never so ] the virtues of their Onghud Contract, as a re-

much as opened that ceiebrated book: of which [ eipe of sovereign efficacy for reconciling the
the criminality in the eyes of t_ae, and the me- | accidental necessity of resistance with the gene-
rlts in the eysaof others, have since been almost | _ duty of submission. This drug of theirs they
effaoed by the _lendour of more recent pr_uc- aaminist_ed to me to calm my scruples. But ,
tiers of the mule pen. The magnanimity ot our my unpractised stomach revolted against their
Author scorned, perhaps, or his circun_pection opiate. I bid them open tome that p_ge of his-
feared, to derive instruetien from an enemy: or, tory in which the solemnization of this Important
whatia still more probable, he knew not that the con-
subject had been so much as touched upog_by • By Dr. BEATTIE, in his Essay on thelm-
_mt penetrating and acute metaphysician, wh_e mutability of Truth.
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temper, 1 will not deny but that some po- which no man had any call to prove. In
litical work may have been done, and that theory they were assumed for axioms: and

useful work, which; under the then cireum- in practice they were observed as rules. Ill
stances of things, could hardly have been If, on any occasion, it was thought proper to
done with any other. But the season of make a show of proving them, it was rather
Fiction is now over : insomuch, that what for form's sake than for any thing else ; and
formerly might have been tolerated and that, rather in the way of momento or in-
countenanced under that name, would, if struetion to acquiescing auditors, than in the
now attempted to be set on foot, be censured way of proof against opponents. On such
and stigmatized under the harsher appella- an occasion, the common-place retinue of
tions of encroachment or imposture. To at- phrases was at hand : Justice, Right Reason
tempt to introduce any new one, would be required it ; the Law of Nature commanded
now a crime : for which reason there is much it, and so forth : all which are but so many
aanger, without any use, in vaunting and ways of intimating that a man is firmly per-
propagating such as have been introduced suaded of the truth of this or that moral
already. In point of politica discernment, proposition, though he either thinks he need
the universal spread of learning has raised not, or finds he can't, tell wh!l. Men were too
mankind in a manner to a level with each obviously and too generally interested in the
other, in comparison of what they have been observance of these rules, to entertain doubts
in any ibrmer time : nor is any man now so concerning the force of any argnments they
far elevated above his fellows, as that he saw employed in their support. It is an old
shoold be indulged in the dangerous licence observation, how Interest smooths the road
of cheating them for their good. to Faith.

XXXVIII. As to the fiction now before XXXIX. A compact, then, it was said,
us, in the character of an argumentum ad was made by the King and People :tbe terms
l_ominem, coming when it did, and managed of it were to this effect :--The People, on
as it was, it succeeded to admiration, their part, promised to the King a general

That compacts, by whomsoever entered obedience: the King, on his part, promised
into, ought to be kept ;--that men are bound to govern the People in such a particular
by compacts, are propositions which men, manner always, as should be subservient to
without knowing or inquiring why, were their happiness. I insist not on the words:
disposed universally to accede to. The ob- I undertake only for the sense ; as far as an
servanee of promises they had been accus- imaginary engagement, so loosely and so va-
tomed to see pretty constantly enforced, riously worded by those who have imagined
They had been accustomed to see Kings, as it, is capable of any decided signification.
well as others, behave themselves as if bound Assuming, then, as a general rule, that pro-
by them. This proposition, then, " that raises, when made, ought to be observed ;
men are bound by compacts ;" and this other, and, as a point of fact, that a promise to this
"' that, if one party performs not his part, the effect in particular had been made by the
other is released from his," being propositions party in question, men were more ready to
which no man disputed, were propositions deem themselves qualified to judge when it

was such a promise was broken, than to de-
contract was recorded. They shrunk from this
challenge; nor could they, when thus pressed, cide directly and avowedly on the delicate
do otherwise than our Author has done, confess question, when it was that a King acted so
the whole to be a fiction. This, methought, far in opposition to the happiness of his Peo-
looked ilL It seemed to me the acknowledge- pie, that it were better no longer to obey him.
meat of a bad cause, the bringing a fiction to XL. It is manifest, on a very little consi-
support it. " To prove fiction_ indeed," said I, deration, that nothing was gained by this
"there is need of fiction; but it is the eharac- manoeuvre after all: no difficulty removedteristic of truth to need no proof but truth. Have
you then really any such privilege as that of coin- by it. It was still necessary, and that as
lug facts? You are spending argument to no much as ever, that the question men studied
purpose. Indulge yourselves in the licence of to avoid should be determined, in order to
supposing that to be true which is nob and as determine the question they thought to sub-
well may you suppose that proposition itself to stitute in its room. It was still necessary
be true, which you wish to l_ove, as that other to determine, whether the King in question
whereby you hope to prove it." Thus continued
I, unsatisfying and unsatisfied, fill I learnt to had, or had not, acted so far in opposition to
see that utility was the test and measure of all the happiness of his people, that it were
virtue; of loyalty as much as any : and thatthe better no longer to obeyhim; in order to
obligation to minister to general haI_piness was determine, whether the promise he was sup-
an obligation paramount to and inclusive ofevery
other. Having thus got the instruction I stood [iJAcomp_orco_tract(for_etwowonls,
in need of, I sat down to make my profit of it. on this occasion at least, are used in me same
I bid adieu to the original contract: andIleft it sense) may, 1 think, be defined a _ of pro-
m those to amuse themselves with this rattle, who mise_ by two l_'sons recip__m_Uy given_ me one
could think they needed it. promise in ¢c_sideraZ_m _f the oth_,
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posed to have made, had or had not been XLII. But, after all, for what reasom is
broken. For what was the supposed purport it, that men ought to keep their promises "._
of this promise ? It was no other than what The moment any intelLigl_le reason is given,
has just been mentioned, it is this: that it is for the advantage of so-

XLL Let it be said, that part at least of ciety they should keep them ; and if they do
this promise was to govern in subservience not, that as far as punishment will go, they
to Law : that hereby a more precise rule was should be made to keep them. It is for the
laid down for his conduct, by means of this advantage of the whole number that the pro-
supposed of a promise, than that other loose raises of each individual should be kept: and,
and genera/ rule to govern in subservience rather than they should not be kept, that
to the happiness of hls people : and that, by such individuals as fail to keep them should
this means, it is the letter of the Law that be punished. If it be asked, how this ap-
forms the tenor of the rule. pears ? the answer is at hand : -- Such is

Now true it is, that the governing in op- the benefit to gain, and mischief to avoid, by
position to Law, is one way of governing in keeping them, as mueh more than compensates
opposition to the happiness of the people : the mischief of so much punishment as is re-
the natural effect of such a contempt of the quisite to obhge men to it. Whether the de-
Law being, if not actually to destroy, at pendence of benefit and mlseAief (that is, of
least to threaten with destruction, all those pleasure and pain) upon men's conduct in
rights and privileges that are founded on it: this behalf, be as here stated, is a question
rights and privileges on the enjoyment of of .fact, to be decided, in the same manner
which that happiness depends. But still it that all other questions of fact are to be de-
is not this that can be safely taken for the cided, by testimony, observation, and expe-
entire purport of the promise here in que_ rienee. [k]
tion: and that for several reasons. Ftrst, XLIH. This, then, and no other, being
Because the most mischievous, and under the reason why men should be made to keep
certa_ constitutions the most feasible, me- their promises, viz. that it is for the advan-
thod of governing in opposition to the hap- tage ot society that they should, is a reason
piness of the people, is, by setting the Law that may as well be given at once why Kings,
itself in opposition to their happiness. Se- on the one hand, in governing, should in
cond, Because it is a case very conceivable, general keep within established Laws, and
that a King may, to a great degree, impair (to speak universally) abstain from all such
the happiness of his people without violating measures as tend to the unhappiness of their
the letter of any single Law. Third, Be- subjects : and, on the other hand, why sub°
cause extraordinary occasions may now and jeers should obey Kings as long as they so
then occur, in which the happiness of the conduct themselves, and no longer; why
people may be better promoted by acting, they should obey, in short, so long as the
for the moment, in opposition to the Law, probable mzschiefs of obedience are less than
than in subservience to it. Fourth, Because the probable mischiefs of resistance : why, in
it is not any single violation of the Law, as a word, taking the whole body together, it is
such, that can properly be taken for a breach their duty to obey just so long as it is their
of his part of the contract, so as to be un- interest, and no longer. This being the case,
derstood to have released the people from what need of saying of the one, that he P_O-
the obligation of performing theirs. For, to _ISED so to govern ; of the other, that they
quit the fiction, and resume the language of PnoMISED SO to obey, when the fact is other-
plain truth, it is scarce ever any single vio- wise ?
lstion of the Law that, by being submitted XLIV. True it is, that, in this country,
to, can produce so much mischief as shall

surpass the probable mischief of resisting it. [k] The importance which the observance of
If every single instance whatever Of such a promises is of to the happiness of society, is
violation were to be deemed an entire disso- placed in a very striking and satisfactory point
lution of the contract, a man who reflects at of view, in a httle apologue of MOSTXS_tUIEU_

e

all would scarce find any where, I believe, enutled, T/w Iti_tory o.f tlw Trogtodytca. TheTroglodytes are a people who pay no regard to
under the sun, that Government which he promises. By the natural consequences of this
could allow to subsist for twenty years to- disposition, they fall from one scene of misery
gether. Itisplain, therefore, that topess intoanother;andareatlastexterminated. The
any sound decision upon the question which same Philosopher, in his Splrit of Laws, copying
the inventors of this fiction substituted in- and refining upon the current jargon, fei_q_s,a
stead of the true one, the latter was still a law for this and other purposes, after defininga Law to be a relation. How much more in-
necessary to be decidecL All they gained by
their contrivance was, the convenience of structive on this head is the fable of the Tro-glodytes, than the pseudo-metaphysical sophistry
deciding it obliquely, as it were, and by a of the Esprit des Loiz!
side wind; that is, in a erude and hasty way,
without any direct and steady examination. " See the _]Isetlon ofhls Works.
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according to ancient forms, some sort of XLVIL But farther. Allow, for argu-
vague promise of good government is made ment's sake, what we have disproved : allow
by Kings at the ceremony of their corona- that the obligation of a promise is independo
tion : and let the acclamations, perhaps given, ent of every other : allow that a promise is
perhaps not given, by chance persons out of binding propri_ vi : Binding, then, on whom ?
the surrounding multitude, be construed into On him certainly who makes it. Admit dais :
a promise of obedience on the part of the For what reason is the same individual pro-
whole multitude: that whole multitude itself mlse to be binding on those who never made
a small drop collected together by chance out it ? The King, fifty years ago, promised my
of the ocean of the state : and let the two Great-Grandfather to g_vern him according
promises thus made be deemed tohave formed to Law : my Great-Grandfather, fifty years
a perfect compact : --not that either of them ago, promised the King to obey him accord-
is declared to be the consideration of the ing to Law. The King, just now, promised
other.* my neighbour to govern him according to

XLV. Make the most of this concession : Law : my neighbour, just now, promised the
one experiment there is, by which every re- King to obey him according to Law. Be it
flecting man may satisfy bimself, I think be- so : What are these promises, all or any of
yond a doubt that it is tbe consideration of them, to me _ To make answer to this ques-
utlhty, and no other, that, secretly, perhaps, tion, some other principle, it is manifest,
but unavoidably, has governed his judgment must be resorted to, than that of the intrin-
upon all"these matters. The experiment is sic obligation of promises upon those who
easy and decisive. It is but to reverse, in make them.
supposition, in the first place, the import of XLVIIL Now this other principle that
_che particular promise thus fei_ed ; in the still recurs upon us, what other can it be
next place, the effect in point of utility of than the prtltciaole of UTILITY_ Ell The
the observance of promises zn general. Sup-

pose the King to promise that he would go- [l!dTO this denomination, has of late beenvern his subjects not according to Law ; not adde , or substituted, the_.rcatest-happinets or
in the view to promote their happiness : -- greatestofeliclty principle: this for shortnes% in-
would this be binding upon him ? Suppose stead of saying at length, that 1ar_ncitTlcwhich
the people to promise they would obey him states the greatest happiness of all those whose
at all events, let him govern as he will ; let interest is in questien_ as being the right and
him govern to their destruction" --would proper, and only right and proper and univer-
this be binding upon them _ Suppose the sally desirable, end of human action : of humanaction m every situation ; and, in partitular, in
constant and universal effect of an obser- that of a functionary, or set of fu"nctienaries,
vance of promises were to produce mischief, exercising the powers of Government. The word
would it then be men's duty to observe them ? utility does not so clearly point m the ideas of
wmdd it then be r*ght to make Laws, and pleasure and pai_, as the words t,_ppi_._cssand

felicity do: nor does it lead us to the considera-
apply punishment to obltge men to observe "tion of the number o_ the interests affected; ofthem ?

the nunzbcr, as being the circumstance which
XLVL " No," (it may pelhaps be re- contributes, in the larges_ proportion, to the for.

plied) ; " but for this reason : among pro- mation of the standard here m questinn_the
raises, some there are that, as every one standard of right and _rong, b_¢which alone
allows, are void : now these you have been the propriety of human conduct, In every situa.
supposing, arc unquestionably of the number, tion, can withpropriety be tried.
A promise that is in itself void, cannot, it is This want of a sufficiently manifest connexionbetween the ideas of happiness and pleasure on
true, create any obligation: But allowthe the one hand, and the idea of utility on the other_
promise to be valid, and it is the promise it- I have every now and then found operating, and
self that creates the obligation, and nothing with but too much efliciency_ as a bar to the ac-
else." The fallacy of this argument it is ceptance, that might otherwise have been given_
easy to perceive. For what is it, then, that to this principle.
the promise depends on for its validity f For l_mther elucidation of the principle of
what is it that being pre_ent makes its valide utillty, or say grcatest-happines# prlnclple_ it• may be some satisfaction to the resdvr, to see a
what is it that being wanting makes it void ? note, inserted in a second ediuon, now printing,
To acknowledge that any one promise may of a later work of the Author's, entitled, ".4n
be void, is to acknowledge that ff any other Introduction to the principles of Morals and
is binding, it is not merely because it is a Legislat_an." In Chapter L, subjoined to pa-ragraph 13, is a note in these words:_" Tim
promise. That circumstance, then, whatever principle of utility," I have heard it said, ,' is
it be, on which the validr_y of a promise de- a dangerous principle: it is ¢tangerouson certain
pends; that circumstance, I say, and not the occasions to consult it." This is asnmch as to
promise itself, must, it is plain, be the cause i say--what? that it is not consonant to utihty_
of the obligation which a promise is apt in to consult utility; in short, that it is _wt con-
general to carry with it. salting it, to consult it.• In t]aesecond edition, to this note is added the

*mI'_dc _upra, par. 36, note [i]. following paragraph:--
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prindple which furnishes us with that reason, [
which alone depon& not upon any higher [ CHAPTER II.
reason, but which is itself the sole and all- [ _RM80P GOVERNMENT
sufficient reason for every point of practice [ _v . .
whatsoever. . [ L THE contents of the whole digression

[ we are examining, were distributed, we may
E:cplam_'ion, written 12thJuly 1822,reLatwe to ] remember, at the outset of this essay, into

-_ -- A t_ above m_ ..... [five divisions The first, relative to the
Not ling after me puoncatmn or me _rag- I • _: .....

....... ""_ -'- which m I manner m wmcn uovernmanz m gcnerat was

the dmracter of an all-comprehensive and..all- ] Iormeu,. has atreany been examinee, m _ne
commanding principle, the principle of _t:llty ] preceding chapter. The next, relative to the
was brought to view, one pJ_rsonby whom oh- [ different species or firms it may assume,
servation to the above effect w_ made was .4let. I comes now to be considered.

We dderbur.ne z at tbit ume _ttorn_... _ [ IL The first object that strikes us in this
_oLwttor.¢+owra/, atterwaras success_vety t'n_.1.......
ro,._ ,_' _h. t".... ply.. and C_....l/_r [ divamon of our subject IS the theologxcal

orE"--_"_[un_"_;'_'¢_:s'ive t, tl_so-FZor":_ [ _o.u.rish it set? out with. In God may be
Loug_borou_h and Earl qf Ro:slyn. It was [ said, though tn a peculiar sense, to be our
made--not indeed in my he_r.ing, but in the [ Author's strength. In theology he has found
he_." g of a person by whom it was almostfim-[a not unfrequent source of ornament to di-mmistel commumcste_l to me. _o mr tram• . _= ...... i vert us, of authority to overawe us. from
vemg Sell-contraoletory_ it was I,I now see anu [ _.._]1._.. +_ t_ _'L_ll......... _" I.._ ._.

. t O_Ull_ll_ Lttt_* t_t_ _vv|l_ _A LLtS u_u-conless) a shrewd and perfectly true one. By ! ....
that diitinguished functionary, the state of th'e [ _rlnes. ___j . _ .
Government was thoroughly understood ; by the [ lit. That governors, of some sort or other.
obscure individual, at that time, not so much as [ we must have, is what he has been showing
supposed to be so: his disqu'.mition.shad not been in the manner we have seen in the last chap-
!- yet applied, ruth a_._rthing h.ke .a compre_ I ter. Now for endowments to qualify them
nenslve view, tome nero ot uonst_tuuonat x_w, f, .. i_ f" i " q _-

" _ " ° --o _the_n "'' I ormeexere_eo mermnceon, tneseen-
" t h m uowmenss, men, as 1I 1_were to make mumuovernment, by which the greates app ess i ............

of the ruling one, with or without that of a I snow,he or_gn_er, anu _o ,reepmemasmueu

favoured few_ are now so plainly_fseen to _ the as possible from being soiled by the roughonly cuds to.which the course o it has a any hands of impertinent speculators, he has
time been diryc_L The pri.,clple of. utility chosen should be of ethereal texture, and
was an appellative, at that Ume empmyea-- h-_ ¢_teh_A t _'_ _c_nm +k_ o10,,_ s

em]31oyed-by me, as it has been by others, to 0_,'_.'._" "_."_ ,:',."'_ ..... ,," ..,
demgnate that which, in a more perspicuous and .__. _xu manmnu, ne, says, wl_t. agree
instructive manner may as above be designated _aat governmen_ snoma l)e repaseo m such
b_y the name of the greate:t.happmcss pr:n. persons m whom those qualities are most
_p/e. " This principle," said Wedderburne, likely to be found, the perfection of which
"_ adangerous one." Saying SOyhe said that are among the attributes of I-hm who is em-
w l_. to a .¢_in extent, is s_icuy true: a phatieally styled the Supreme Being: the
lmncl_pt_ wmcn '"y_uown, as me omy rtgttz ...........
_ud iuat|fltbla and of Gava_nmauL the trrmt_t mree grear reqmmtes, i mean, ol w_suom, ot
_m_e_--of-the--_,r-eates-tn'tml-l_r-'---how':-c_--]t goodness, and of power."
be'dcuied to be a 8angerons one? dangerous to But let us see the whole passage as it
every Government, which has for its actual end stands --

or objeet,._egre_test ha_pinessofa certain one, IV. "Butas all the members of Society"
vnm or w_mout me anmnon o_ some comIntm- rmeani_ natural Societ.,_ " are nat.._lv
tivelv small number of others, whom it is matter _ ,,'_+. , Z_. _ o_:

• • • EQUAL_ Z.e a SU use wxm res ect to on-of _ea_re or accommodation to h_m to adnnt, . ( " P.P P P
--.k, era. " . on twal power, of which none of them as veteaen of th_ . to a share m the concern the
footing of so many junior ]mrmers. " Dan- have any), "it may be asked," continues he,
_wrou_," it therefore really waa to the interest _ "in whose hands are the reins of government
me sinister interest of alI those funetjonaries, to be entrusted ? To this the general answer
himself included, whose interest it was to maxi- is eas_. but the a,_licafion of it to _articnlar

.... ud" " :, r_ env=e delay, vexatmn, and expense, m j icial o=:oo ],o: _easi_n_a _._ _.w _r +_,.... ;=
and other modes of procedure, for the sake of _ "_ .'T ....................
the profit ex_ble out of the exmense. In a cruets.... wmen are apt to proceed from mis-
Government which had for its cu¢_ in view the graded political zeal. In general, an mankind
greatest happiness of the greatest number, Alex. will agree that government should be reposed
a_er Wedderburne might have been Att_y- in such persons in whom those qmdities are
General and then Chancellor; but he would not most likely to be found ; the perfection of
have been Attorney-General with £15,000 a- which are among the attributes of Him whoyear, nor Chancellor with a peerage, with a veto
upon alljustico, with £25,000 ayesr, and with is emphatically styled the Supreme Being,

sinecures at his disposal , under the name of
Ecclasi_t/cal Benefices besides _ cwt_ra:."_

[a] This is what there would be occasion to
show at large, were what he says of LAW in

Note of the _thor'#= 12th July 1822. general, and of the L_ws of _ature and Rcve-
latlon iu particular, to be examined.

" 1 Comm. p. 48,
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the three grand requisites, I mean, of wis- theology has hrought him into. by
dora, goodness, and of power: wisdom, to putting him upon reckoning power among
discern the real interest of the community ; the qualifications of his candidates. Power
goodness, to endeavour always to pursue that is either natural or political. Political power
real interest ; and strength or power, to carry is what they cannot have by the supposition:
this knowledge and intention into action, for that is the very thing that is to be created,
These are the natural foundations of sore- and which, by the establishment of Govern-
reignty; and these are the requisites that ment, men are going to confer on them. If
ought to be found in every well constituted any, then, it mnst be natural power; the
frame of government." natural strength that a man possesses of him-

V. Every thing in its place. Theology in self without the help of Government. But
a sermon, or a catechism. But in this place, of this, then, if this be it, there is more, if we
the flourish we have seen might, for every may believe our Author, in a single member

purpose of instruction, have much better, it of a society, than in that member and all the
should seem, been spared. What purpose the rest of the society put together. [bJ
Idea of that tremendous and incomprehensible IX. This difficulty, if possible, one should

Being, thus unnecessarily introduced, can an- be glad to see cleared up. The truth is,
swer, I cannot see, unless it were to bewilder I take it, that in what our Author has said
and entrance the reader; as it seems to have of power, he has been speaking, as it were, by
bewildered and entranced the writer. Begin- anticipation ; and that what he means by it,
ning thus, is beginning at the wrong end : it is not any power of either kind actually pos-
ts explaining igaotum per igaotius. It is not sessed by any man, or body of men, at the
from the attributes of the Deity, that an idea juncture he supposes, but only a capaeiaj, if
is to be had of any qualities in men: on the one may call it so, of retaining and putting
contrary, it is from what we see of the quali- into action political power, whensoever it
ties of men, that we obtain the feeble 1den shall have been conferred. Now, of actual
we can frame to ourselve% of the attributes power, the quantity that is possessed is, in
of the Deity. every case, one and the same: for it is neither

VL We shall soon see whether it be light more nor less than the Supreme power. But
or darkness our Author has brought back from as to the capacity above spoken of, there do
this excursion to the clouds. The qualifica- seem, indeed, to be good grotmds for sup-

tions he has pitched upon for those m whose it to subsist in a higher degree in a
hands Government is to be reposed, we see s_ngle man than in a body.
are three : wisdom, goodness, and power. X. These grounds it will not be expected
Now of these three, one there is which, I that I should display at hu.ge: a slight sketch
doubt, will give him some trouble to know will be sufficient.--The efficacy of power is,
what to do with: I mean, that of Power; in part et least, in proportion to the prompti-

which, looking upon it as a jewel, it should tude of obedience; the promptitude of obedi-
seem, that would give a lustre to the royal ence is, in part, in proportion to the promp.ti-
diadem, he was for importing from the celes- rude of command: command is an expressmn
tial regions. In heaven, indeed, we shall not of will ; a will is sooner formed by one than
dispute its being to be found; and that at all many. And this, or something like it, I take
junctures alike. But the parallel, I doubt, to be the plain English of our Author's me-
already fails. In the earthly governors in taphor, where he tells us,* as we shall see a
question, or, to speak more properly, candi- little farther on,_ that "a monarchy is the
dates for government, by the very snpposition most powerful [form of government] of any,
there cannot, at the juncture he supposes, allthe sinews ot government being knit tote-
be any such thing. Power is that very quality ther, and united in the hands of the prince."
which, in consideration of these other quali- XI. The next paragraph, short as it is,
ties, which, it is supposed, are possessed, by contains variety of matter. The first two
them already, they are now waiting to receive, sentences of it, are to let us know, that with

VII. By Power in this place, I, for my regard to the manner in which the several
part, mean politwal power: the only sort of ;that we know of have
power our Author could mean; the only sort been formed, he thinks proper to pass it by.
of power that is here in question. A little A third is to intimate, for the second time,
farther on we shall find him speaking of this that all Governments must be absolute in
endowment as being possessed, and that in some hands or other: in the fourth and last,
the highest degree, by a King, a single person, he favours us with a very comfortable piece
Natural power, therefore--mere organical
power-- the faculty of giving the hardest [b] F/de i_fra, par. 32. Monarchyj whiehi_the government of one, "_is t_e most .powermL

blows, can never_ it is plain, be that which fo_a_ _aerno_vt,:hh._h_e_._e_

hethismeantgodliketOpersonage.nUmberamong the attributes of _e Govler_m_t _'a//_ _ 32.VIII. We see, then, the dilemma our Au- Comm. p. 50, • "_ •
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o£ intelligence; the truth of which, but for net as umpires, might be considered with
his averment, few of us, perhaps, would have regard to the persons who, under the prior
suspected. This is, that the q,ral_fieations constitution, whatever it was, had stood re,.
mentioned by the last paragraph as requislte spectivcly in those two relations.
to be possessed by all Governors of states, XV. All this, however, is but conjectnre:
are, or at least once upon a time were, actually in the proposition itself, neither this nor any
possessed by them: (i. e.) according to the other restriction is expressed. It is delivered
opinion of somebody; but of what somebody explicitly and emphatically in the character
isnotaltogetherclear: whether in the opinion of an universal one. " I12 ALL OF THEM,"

of these Governors themselves, or of the per- he assures us, "this authority (the supreme
sons governed by them. authority) is placed m those hands, wherein,

XII. " How the several forms of Govern- according to the opinion of the founders of
ment we now sec in the world at first actually such respective states," these "qualities of
began," says our Author, "is matter of great wisdom, goodness, and power, are the most

, uncertainty, and has occasioned infinite dis- likely to be found." In this character it can-
potes. It is not my business or intention to not but throw a singular light on history. I
enter into any of them. However they began, can see no end, indeed, to the discoveries it
or by what right soever they subsist, there leads to, all of them equally new and edif_ing.
is and must be in all of them a supreme, irre- When the Spaniards, for example, became
sistible, absolute, uncontrolled authority, in masters of the empire of Mexico, a vulgar
which the jura summi imperil, or the rights politician might suppose it was because such
of sovereignty, reside. And this authority xs of the Mexicans as remained unexterminated,
placed in those hands, wherein (according to could not help it. No such thing-- It was
the OPINION of the FOUNDERS of such respec- because either the Spaniards were of "opi-
tire states, either expressly given or collected nion," or the Mexicans themselves were of
From their tacit APPltOeATION) the qualities "opinion" (which of the two is not altogether
requisite for supremacy, wisdom, goodness, clear) that, in Charles V. and his successors.
and power, are the most likely to be found." more goodness (of which they had such abun-

XIII. Who those persons are, whom our dant proofs) as well as wisdom, was likely
Author means here by the word founders; to be found, than in all the Mexicans put
whether those who became the Governors of together. The same persuasion obtained be-
the states in question, or those who became tween Charlemagne and the German Saxons
the governed, or both together, is what I with respect to the goodness and wisdom of
would not take upon me positively to deter- Charlemagne:--between William the Nor-
mine. For aught I know, he may have meant man and the English Saxons : -- between
neither the one nor the other, but some third Mahomet II. and the subjects of John Pale-
person. Alld, indeed, what I am vehemently ologus :--between Odoacer and those of Au-
inclined to suspect is, that, in our Author's gustulus:--between the Tartar Gingiskan
large conception, the mighty and extensive and the Chinese of his time:--between the
domains of ATHENS and SPARTA, Of which Tartars Chang-ti and Cam-ghi, and the Chi-
we read so much at school and at college, con- nese of their times :-- between the Protector
slating each of several scores of miles square, Cromwell and the Scotch: -- between Wil-
represented, at the time this paragraph was liam III. and the Irish Papists:--between
writing, the whole universe: and the respec- C_esar and the Gauls:--in short, between
tire e_"asof Solon and Lycurgus, the whole the Thirty Tyrants, so called, and the Athe-
period of the history of those states, nians, whom our Author seems to have had

XIV. The words "founders,"_" opinion," m view: _ to mention these examples only,
_" approbation,"_in short, the whole corn- out of as many hundred as might be required.
plexien of the sentence, is such as brings to i All this, if we may trust our Author, he has
one's view a system of government utterly the "goodness" to believe: and by such lessons
different from the generality of those we have is the penetration of stodents to be sharpened
before oureyes: asystem in which one would for piercing into the depths of politics.
think neither caprice, nor violence, nor ac- XVL So much for the introductory pa-
cident, nor prejt:dice, nor passion, had any l_ovaph. _ The main part of the subject is
share : a system uniform, comprehensive, and treated of in six others : the general contents
simultaneous; planned with phlegmatic de- of which are as follows:
liberation; established by full and general XVIL In the first he tells us how many
assent: such, in short, as, according to com- different forms of government there arc ac-
rrmn imagination, were the systems laid down cording to the division of the ancients ;
by the two sages above mentioned. If ttns which division he adopts. These are three :
be the case, the object he had in mind when Monarchy, Aristocracy, and Democracy.
he said Founders, might be neither Governors XVIII. The next is to tell us, that by the
nor governed, hut some neutral person: such sovereign POWERhe means that of "makin 9
as those sages,,chosen as they were in a man- laws."
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XIX. In a third he gives us the advan- see how their aUo_ments will be made out.
rages and disadvantages of these three dif- Each form of Government will possess one
ferent forms of government, of these qualities in perfection, taking its

XX. In a fourth he tells us that these are chance, if one may say so, for its share in the
all the ancients would allow of. two others.

XXI. A fifth is to tell us that the British XXVIL Amongthese three differentforms
form of Government is dii_rent from each of Government, then, it should seem, ac-
of them ; being a combination of all, and cording to our Author's account of them,
possessing the advantages of all. there is not much to choose. Each of them

XXII. In the sixth and last, he shows us has a qualification, an endowment, to itself.
that it could not possess these advantages, Each of them is completely characterized by
if, instead of being what it is, it were either this qualification. No intimation is given of
of those others : and tells us what it is that any pre-eminence among these qualifications,
may destroy it. These two last it will be one above another. Should there be any
sufficient here to mention : to examine them dispute concerning the preference to be given
will be the task of our next chapter, to any of these forms of Government, as pro-

XXIII. Monarchy is that form of Govern- per a method as any of settling it, to judge
ment in which the power of making laws is from this view of them, is that of cross and
lodged in the hands of a single member of pile. Hence we may infer, that all the Go-
the state in question. Aristocracy is that vernments that ever were, or will be (ex-
form _f Government in which the power of cept a very particular one that we shall come
making laws is lodgedin the hands of several to presently, that is to say, our own), are
members. Democracy is that form of Go- upon a par : that of ATHF._S with that of
vernment in which the power of making PERSIA ; that of GENEVAwith that of Mo-
laws is lodged in thehands of " all" of them ROCCO; since they are all of them, he tells
put together. These, according to our Au- us, " corruptions of, or reducible to," one of
thor, are the definitions of the Ancients ; these. This is happy. A legislator cannot
and these, therefore, without difficulty, are do amiss. He may save himself the expense
the definitmns of our Author. of thinking. The choice of a King was once

XXIV. " The political writers of anti- determined, we are told, by the neighing of
quity," says he, " will not allow mole than ahorse: the choice of a form of Government
three regular forms of government ; the first, might be determined so as well.
when the sovereign power is lodged in an XXVIII. As to our own form of Govern.
aggregate assembly, consisting of all the ment, however, this, it is plain, being that
members of a community, which is called a which it seemed good to take for the theme
Democracy ; the second, when it is lodged of his panegyric, and being made out of the
in a council composed of select members, the other three, will possess the advantages
and then it is styled an Aristocracy ; the of all of them put together ; and that with.
last, when it is entrusted in the hands of a i out any of the disadvantages ; the disadvan-
single person, and then ig takes the name of tages vanishing at the word of command, or
a Monarchy. All other species of govern- even without it, as not being suitable to the
ment, they say, are either corruptions of, or purpose.
reducible to these three." XXIX. At the end of the paragraph which

XXV. " By the sovereign power, as was gives us the above definitions, one observa-
before observed, is me,rot the making of tionthere is that is a httle puzzling : "Other
laws ; for wherever that power resides, all species of Government," we are given to un-
others must conform to. and be directed by derstand, there are besides these ; but then
it, whatever appearance the outward form those others, if not " reducible to," are but
and administration of the government may " corruptions of these." Now, what there
put on. For it is at any time in the ophon is in any of these to be corrupted, is not so
of the legislature to alter that form and ad- easy to understand. The essence of these
ministration by a new edict or rule, and to several forms of Government, we must al-
put the execution of the laws into whatever ways remember, is placed by him, solely and
hands it pleases: and all the other powers entirely, in the article of number : in the
of the state must obey the legislative power ratio of the nmnber of the Governors (for
in the execution of their several functions, so for shortness we will style those in whose
or els_the constitution is at an end." hands is lodged this " power of making

XXVI. Having thus got three regular laws") to that of the governed. If the num-
simple forms of Government (this anomalous bet of the ibrmer be, to that of the latter, a_
complex one of our own out of the question) one to all, then is the form of Government a
and just as many qualifications to divide Monarchy : if as all to all, then is it a De-
among them ; of each of which, by what he mocracy : if as some number between one emf
told us a while ago, each form of Govern- all, to all, then is it an Aristocracy. Now,
ment must have some share, it is easy to then, if we can conceive .a fourth number,
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which notbeing more than all, is neither one of an Aristocracy are so many Solomons: but
nor all, nor any thing between one and all then they are not such sturdy folks as your
we can conceive a form of Government Kings; nor, ff the truth is to be spoken, have
which, upon due proof, may appear to be a they much more honesty than their neigh-
corruption of some or one or other of these bonrs. As to the members of a Democracy,
three. [el If not, we must look for the cor- they are the best sort of people in the world;
ruption somewhere else : Suppose it were in but then they are but a puny sort of gentry
our Author's rensolt[d-J as to strength, put them all together ; and

XXX. Not but that we may meet, indeed, apt to be a little defective in point of under-
with several other hard-worded names for standing.
forms of Government : but these names were XXXII. " In a democracy," says he,
only so many names for one or other of those " where the right of making laws resides in
three. We hear often of a Tyranny: but this the people at large, public virtue, or good-
is neither more nor less than the name a man hess of intention, is more likely to be found,
gives to our Author's Monarchy, when out than either of the other qualities of govern-
of humour with it. It is still the Govern- ment. Popnlar assemblies are frequently
ment of number one. We hear now and then, foolish in their contrivance, and weak in their
too, of a sort of Government called an O_- execution; but generally mean to do the thing
9archy : but this is neither more nor lessthan that is right and just, and have always a de-
the name a man gives to our Author's Aris- gree of patriotism or public spirit. In aris-
tocracy, in the same case. It is still th_ tocracies there is more wisdom to be found
Government of some number or other, be- than in the other fi.ames of Government ;
tween one and all. In fine, we hear now an_ being composed, or intended to be composed,
then of a sort of Government fit to break of the most experienced citizens ; but there
one's teeth, called an Ochlocracy : but this is less honesty than in a republic, and less
is neither more nor less than the name a man strength than in a monarchy. A monarchy
gives to a Democracy in the same case. It is indeed the most powerful of any, all the
is still that sort of Government which, ac- sinews of government being knit together
cording to out" Author, is the Government and united in the hand of the prince ; but
of all. then there is imminent danger of his employ-

XXXI. Let us now see how he has dis- ing that strength to improvident or oppres-
posed of his three qualifications among his sire purposes."
three sorts or forms of Government. Upon XXXIIL "' Thus these three species of
Monarchy we shall find he has bestowed the government have all of them their several
perfection of power ; on Aristocracy, of wis- perfections and imperfections. Democracies
dora ; on Democracy, of goodness : each of are usually the best calculated to direct the
these forms having just enough, we may sup- end of alaw; aristocracies to invent the means
pose, of the two remaining qualifications by which that end shall be obtained; and
besides its own peculiar one, to make up the monarchies to carry those means into execu-
necessary complement of" qualities requisite tion. And the ancients, as was observed,
for supremacy." Kings are (nay were before had in general no idea of any other perma-
they were Kings, since it was this qualificao nant form of government but these three ;
tion determined their subjects to make them for though Cicero declares himself of opi-
Kings*) as strong as so many Hercules's ; uion, esse optim_ constitutam rernpublieam,
but then, as to their wisdom or their good- qu_ ex tribus generibus illis, regali, optimo,
heSS, there is not much to say. The members et populari sit Tnodic_ con/usa ; yet Tacitns

treats this notion of a mixed government,
[c] Bytbe laws of Gv-_M_y, such and such formed out of them all, and partaking of the

slates are to furnish so many men to the general advantages of each, as a visionary whim ; andarmy of the empire: some of them so manymen
and one-half; othen, so many and ol_e-third: one that, if effected, could never be lasting
others again, if I mistake not, so many and one- or secure."
fourth. -One ofthese half._third part, orquarter XXXIV. In the midst of this fine-spun
men, suppose, possesses himself of the Govern- ratiocination, an accident has happened, of
me_t: here, then, we have a kind of corruption which our Author seems not to be aware.
of a Monarchy. Is this what our Author had One of his accidents, as a logician would say,in view P

[dJ A more suitable place to look for corrup- has lost its subject : one of the qualifications
m, ff we may take his own word for it, there he has been telling us of, is, somehow or

cannot be. "Every man's reason," he assures other, become vacant ; the form of Govern-
na,.'l""m mrmpt;" and not only that, but "his merit he designed it for, having unluckily
un_ full of ignorance and error." slipped through his fingers in the handling.
W/th _ to others, it were as well not to be
too positive; but with regard to a man's self, I mean Democracy ; which he, and, accord-
wha/he _ us frem experience, it would be ill ing to him, the Ancients, make out to be the
manners to discrete withhim government of a[[. Now '" all" is a great

1 Comn_ p. 48. of 1 Comm. 1_ 41. many ; so many that, I much doubt, it will
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be rather a dii_eult matter to find these high
and mighty personages power enough _so CHAPTER Ill.
much as to make a docent figure with. The THE BRITISHCONSTITUTION.
members of this redoubtable Commonwealth
will be still worse off, I doubt, in point of I. WITH a set of data, such as we have
subjects, than Trinculo in the play, or than seen in the last chapter, we may judge
the potentates, whom some late navigators whether our Author can meet with any diifi-
found lording it, with might andmain, " xp_- eulty in proving the British Constitution to
_q._J /_,_," over a Spanish settlement : be the best of all possible governments, or
there were three members of the Govern- indeed any thing else that he has a mind.
ment ; and they had one subject among them In his paragraph on this subject, there are
all.* [el Let him examine it a little, and it several things that lay claim to our attention.
will turn out, I take it, to be precisely that But it is necessary we should have it under
sort of Government, and no other, which our eye.
one can conceive to obtain where there is IL " But happily for us in this island, the
no Government at all Our Author, we British Constitution has long remalncd, and
may remember, had shrewd doubts about I trust will long continue, a standing cxcep-
the existence of a state of nature :_ grant tion to the truth of this observation, For,
him his Democracy, and it exists in his De- as with us the executive power of the laws
mocraey, rf] is lodged in a single person, they have all the

XXXV. The qualification of goodness, I advantages of strength and dispatch that are
think it was, that belonged to the Govern- to be found in the most absolute monarchy ;
mcnt of all, while there was such a Govern- and, as the Legislature of the kingdom is
ment. This having, taken its flight, as we entrusted to three distinct powers entirely
have seen, to the region of nonentities, the independent of each other ; first, the King ;
qualification that was designed for it remains second, the Lords Spiritual and Temporal,
upon his hands : he is at liberty, therefore, which is an aristoeratieal assembly of persons
to make a compliment of it to Aristocracy selected for their piety, their birth, their
or to Monarchy, which best suits him. Per- wisdom, their valour, or their property; and
haps it were as well to give it to Monarchy ; third, the House of Commons, freely chosen
the title of that form of government to its by the people from among themselves, which
own pecldlar qualification, power, being, as makes it a kind of democracy : as this aggre-
we have seen, rather an equivocal one : or gate body, actuated by different springs, and
else, which, perhaps, is as good a way of attentive to different interests, composes the
settling matters as any, he may set them to British Parliament, and has the supreme dis.
cast lots. posal of every thing ; there can no inconve-

nience be attempted by either of the three
• See HA.WKESWORTH'SVoya_'e$. branches, but will be withstood by one of[el The condition of these imaginary sove-

reigns puts one in mind of the story of I forget the other two ; each branch being armed with
what King's Fool. The Fool had stuck himself a negative power sufficient to repel any inno-
up one day, with great gravity, in the King's ration which it shall think inexpedient or dan-
throne; with a stick, by way of a sceptre, in one gerous."
hand, and a ball in the other: being asked what III. " Here then is lodged the sovereignty
he was doing ? he answered, "re_ting.'" _tluch of the British Constitution; and lodged as
the same sort of reign, I take it_ would be that beneficially as is possible for society. For
of the members of our Author's Democracy. in no other shape could we be so certain of+ Vide SUl_ra,ch. L par. 6.

.Lf] Vc_at is cuprous Is, that the same persons finding the three great qualities of Govern-
who _ell you (having read as much) that De- merit so well and so happily united. If the
mocracy Is a form of Government under which supreme power were lodged in any one of the
the supreme power is vested in all the members three branches sepm-ately, we must be ex-
of a state, will also tell you (having also read as
much) that the Athenian Commonwcalttt was a posed to the inconveniencies of either abso-
Democracy. Now the truth is, that in the Atbe- lute monarchy, aristocracy, or democracy; and
nian Commonwealth, upon the most moderate so want two of the principal ingredients of
computation, it is not one-tenth part of the inha- good polity, either virtue, wisdom, or power.
bitants of the Athenian state that ever at a time If it were lodged in any two of the branches;

arteok of the supreme power: women, cinl- forinstanee, in the King and House of Lords,
ren, and slaves, being taken into the account.* Laws might be providentially made and

CiviILawyer_ indeed, willtellyou, withagrave our
face_ that a slave is nobody; as Common Law. well executed, but they might not always
_ers will, that a bastard is t_ son of nobody, have the good of the people in view: if
But, to an unprejudiced eye, the condition of a lodged in the King and Commons, we should
state is the condition of all individuals, without want that circumspection and mediatury can-
distinction, that compose it. tion, which the wisdom of the Peers is to

afford: if the supreme rights of legislature
• See, among Mr. HUME'S Esaays, that on were lodged in the two Itouses only, on_

_lte Popfdousncs# of ,4ncient _Vatiolm •
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the King had no negative upon their pro- V. What, then, is this same executive
ceedings, they might be tempted to encroach power ? I doubt our Author would not find
upon the royal prerogative, or perhaps to it a very easy matter to inform us. " Why
abolish the kingly office, and thereby weaken not ?" says an objector : " is it not that

(if not totally destroy) the stre n_th of the power which in this country the King has inexecutive power. But the constitutional addition to his share in the legislative?" Be
government of this islandis so admh'ably tern- it so : the difficulty for a moment is staved
pered and compounded, that nothing can off. But that it is far enough from being
endanger or hurt it, but destroying the equi- solved, a few questions will soon show us
librium of power between one branch of the This power, is it that only which the King
legislature and the rest. For ff ever it should really has, or is it all that he is said to have?
happen that the independence of any one of Is it that only which he really has, and which
the three should be lost, or that it should he exercises ? or is it thatalso, whichalthongh
become subservient to the views of either of he be said to have it, he neither does exer-
the other two, there would soon be an end else, nor may exercise? Does it include judi-
of our constitution. The legislature would ciary power or not ? If it does, does it in-
be changed from that which was originally clude the power of making as well particuh_r
set up by the general cooscnt and fundamen- decisions and orders, as general, permanent,
tal act of the soclety; and such a change, spontaneous regulations of procedure, such
however effected, is, according to Mr. Locke as are some of those we see made by judges
(who perhaps carries his theory too far) at Doth it include supreme military power, and
once an entire dissolution of the hands of that as well in ordinary as in a time of mar-
Government, and the people would be re- tial law ? Doth it include the supreme.fiscal
duced to a state of anarchy, with liberty to power ; [a] and, in general, that power which,
constitute to themselves a new legislative extending as well over the public money as
power." over every other article of public property,

IV. In considering the first of these two may be styled the dlspensator_al _ [b_ Doth
paragraphs, in the first place, a phenomenon it include the power of granting patents for
we should little expect to see from any thing inventions, and charters of incorporation ?
that goes before, is a certain executive power, Doth it include the right of making bye-laws
that now, for the first time, bolts oat upon in corporations ? And is the right of making
us without warning or introduction, bye-laws in corporations the superior right

The power, the only power our Author to that of conferring the power to make them?
has been speaking of all along till now, is or is it that there is an executive power that
the legislative. 'Tis to this, and this alone, is superior to a legislative? This executive,
that he has given the name of " sovereign again, doth it include the right of substi-
power." 'Tis this power, the different distri- tuting the laws of warto the laws of peace ?
butions of which he makes the characteristics and, wee versa, the laws of peace to the laws
of his three different forms of Government. of war ? Doth it include the right of re-
'Tis with these different distributions, distri- straining the trade of subjects by treaties with
butions made of the legislative power, that, foreign powers ? Doth it include the right
according to his account, are connected the

[a] Byf_ca/power I mean that which in this
several qualifications laid doom by him, as country is exercised by what is called the Board
"requisites for supremacy :" qualifications in of Treasury.
the possession of which consist all the ad- [5] By dispensator¢gl power I mean as well
vantages which can belong to any form of that which is exercised by the Board of Trea-
Government. Coming now then to the Bri- sury, as those others which are executed in the
tlsh Constitution, it is in the superior degree several offices styled with us the War Omce,
in which these qualifications of the legisla- Adnnralty Boa_r, Navy Board_ Board of Ord-

nance, and Board of Works: excepting from
rive body are possessed by it, that its peculiar the business of all these offices, the ,t_ower of
excellence is to cons_t. It is by possessing appointing persons to fill other subordmate of-
the qualification of strength, that it possesses rices; a power which seems to be of a distinct
the advantage of a monarchy. But how is it, nature from that of making disposition of any
then, that, by his account, it possesses the article of public property.
qualification of strength ? By any disposition Power, political power, is either over per#o_sor over things. The powers, then, that have
made of the legislative power ? By the le- been mentioned above, in as far as they concern
gislative power's being lodged in the hands thi_gs, are powers over such thins as are the
a single person, as in the case of a monar- property of t_e public: powers which differ in
ehy? No ; but to a disposition made of a new this from those Which constitute private owner-
power, which comes in, as it were, in a pa- ship, in _at the former are, in the main, not
renthesis---a new power which we now hear b_wf_c/a/(that is, to the _possessors them_ves)and indiscriminate; but "_ductary, and l_ed
of for the first tlme--a power which has not, in their exercise to such ac_s as are conducive
by any description given of it, been distin- to the special purposes of publ/c benefit and se-
b_shed from the legislative--an ezecutive, entity.
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of delivering over, by virtue of the like trea- i VIII. The more we consider the applica-
ties, large bodies of subjectsto foreign laws ? tion he makes of the commonplace notions
--He that would understand what power is concerning the three forms of Government
executive and not legislative, and what legis- to our own, the more we shall see the wide
lative and not executive; he that would mark difference there is between reading and re-
out amt delineate the different species of fleeting. Our own he finds to be a eombina-
constitutional powers ; he that would de- tion of these three. It has a Monarchical
scribe either what is, or what ought to be the branch, an Aristocratieal, and a Democratical.
constitution of a country, and particularly of The Aristocratieal is the House of Lords ;
this country,-- let him think of these things, the Democratical is the House of Commons.

VI. In the next place, we are told in a Much had our Author read at school, doubt-
parenthesis (it being a matter so plain as to less, and at college, of the wisdom and gra-
be taken for granted) that " each of these vity of the Spartan senate : something, pro-
branches of the Legislature is independent," bably, in Montesquieu, andeleewhere, abont
--yes, " entirely independent," of the two the Venetian. Hehad readofthe turbulence
others.--Is this then really the case ? Those and extravagance of the Athenian mob. Full
who consider the influence which the King of these ideas, the House of Lords were to
and so many of the Lords have in the election be our Spin'cans or Venetians ; the House of
of Members of the House of Commons ; the Commons, our Athenians. With respect,
poworwhichtheKinghas, at a minute's warn- then, to the point of wisdom, (for that of
ing, of putting an end to the existence of any honesty we will pass by) the consequence is
House of Commons ; those who consider the obvious. The House of Commons, however

influence which theKinghas over both Houses, excellent in point of honesty, is an assembly
by offices of dignity and profit given and taken of less wisdom than that of the House of
away again at pleasure ; those who consider Lords. This is what our Author makes no
that the King, on the other hand, depends for scruple of assuring us. A Duke's son gets a
his daily bread on both Houses, but more par-

ticularly on the House of Commons ; not to Urely, among my Lords the Bishops. As to the
mention a variety of other circumstances other three endowments, if there were any of
that might be noticed in the same view,--will them to which these right reverend persons could
judge what degree of precision there was in lay any decent claim, it would be wisdom: but
our Author's meaning, when he so roundly s,.nce worldly vnsdom is what it would be an ill
asserted the affirmative, compliment to attribute to them, and the wisdom

VII.'One parenthesis more: for this sen- I which is from above is fairly included under
fiety, I conclude that, when secured in the ex-

tence teems with parenthesis within paren- :luslve vossession of this grand virtue, they have
thesis. To this we are indebted for a very dl that w"as intended them. There is s remark-
interesting piece of intelligence : nothing less Lbleperiod m our history, at which, measuring
than a ftdl and true account which he has .,v our Author's scale, these three virtues seem

given us of the personal merits of the mere- :c_have been at the boiling point. It was in
Queen Anne's reign, not long after the time otbers of the House of Lords for the time being. the hard frost. 1_ mean in the year 1711. In

This he is enabled to do, by means of a that auspicious year, these three'virtues issued
contrivance of his own, no less simple than forth, it seems, with such exuberance, as to fur-
it is ingenious : to _at, that of looking at rash meat enough to stock no fewer than a dozen
their titles. It is by looking at men's titles respectable persons, who, upon the strength of
that he perceives, not merely that they ought it, were all made Barons in a day. Unhapl_ily,
to possess certain merits, not that there is indeed, so little read was a right reverend anueo-temporary historian _ in our Author's mound ot
reason to wish they may possess them, but "dxseermn_ ofsl_irits," as to fancy it was neither
that they do actually possess them, and that more nor le?ssth_n the necessity of making ama.
it is by possessing those merits that they jority that introdueed so large a body of new
come to possess these titles. Seeing that members thus suddenly into the houst_ But I
some are Bishops, he knows that they are leave _t to those who are read in the history c4"
pious: seeing that some are Peers, he knows that time, to judge of the ground there can befor so romantic an imagination. As to piety.,
that they are wise, rich, valiant, tel the pecu '_l_r.endowment of _e mitr.e,.the stock

tel "' The Lords spiritualandtemporal, which,': there is of that virtue, annum, to juage oy the
says our Author (p. 50), "/s an arls.tocra.uca.l like standard, be, at all times, pretty much upon
assembly of persons seleewxt for tilelr plety_ melr a level: at all times, without questlcm_at a rmz$4-
birth, their wisdom, their valour, or their pro- mum. This is what we can make the less doubt

ty,"--I have distributed. I think, these en- of, since, with regard to ecclesiastical matters

_oow_ents, as our Author could not but intend in general, our Author, as in =other place heassures us, has had the happiness to find that
they should be distributed- Birth, to SUCho "every thing is as it should bo2'tthe members of that assembly as have their seat
in it by descent; and, as to those who may chance
from time to time to sit there by crcatkm, wis- * See Bishop Burnet's History of his own
dora, valour, and property in com_.among Tim_, voL 2.
the temporal Peers; and piety, singly but en- 3_ Vol. 4, chap. iv. p. 49.
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seat in the House of Commons : there needs posed," continues he, "or intended to be
no more to make him the very model of an composed, ofthemostexperiencedcitizens."*
Athenian cobbler. On this ground then it is, that we are to take

IX. Let us find out, if we can, whence this for granted, that the members of the House
notion of the want of wisdom in the members of Lords have more wisdom among them,
of a Democracy, and of the abundance of it : than those of the House of Commons. It is
in those of an Aristocracy, could have had its this article of experzence that, being a qua]J-
rise. We shall then see with what degree of fieation possessed by the members of an Aris-
propriety such a notion can be transferred to tocratical body, as such, in a superior degree
our Houses of Lords and Commons. to that in which it can be possessed by a

In the members of a Democracy, in parti- Democratical body, is to afford us a particular
cular, there is likely to be a want of wisdom ground for attributing a greater share of wis-
--Why ? The greater part being poor, are, dora to the Members of the Upper I_ouse,
when they begin to take upon them the ms- than to those of the Lower.
nagement of affail_, uneducated : being une- XII. How is it that a member of an Aris-
ducated, they are illiterate : being illiterate, toeracy, as such, is, of all things, to have
they are ignorant_ Ignorant, therefore, and attained more experience than the number of
unwise, if that be what is meant by ignorant, a Democracy, our Author has not told us ;
they begin. Depending for their daily bread nor what it is this experience is to consist of.
on the profits of some petty traffic, or the Is it experience of things preparatory to, but
labour of some manual occupation, they are di_erent from, the business of governing ?
nailed to the work-board, or the counter. In This should rather go by the name of know-
the business of Government, it is only by fits ledge. Is it experience of the business itself
and starts that they have leisure so much as of governing? Let us see. For the member
to act: they have no leisure to reflect. Igno- of the one body, as of the other, there must
rant, therefore, they continue.-- But in wha| be a time when he first enters upon this bu-
degree is this the case with the Members of slness. They both enter upon it, suppose on
our House of Commons? the same day. Now, then, is it on that same

X. On the other hand, the members of an day that one is more experienced in it than
Aristocracy, being few, are rich: either they the other ? or is it on that day ten years ?
are members of the Aristocracy, because they XIIL Those, indeed, who recollect what
are rich ; or they are rich, because they are we observed but now,_ may answer without
members of the Aristocracy. Being rich, hesitation,_ on that day ten years. The
they are educated : being educated, they are reason was there given. It is neithe_ more
learned : being learned, they are knowing, nor less, than that want of leisure which the
They are st leisure to reflect, as well as act. bulk of the numerous members of a Demo-
They may thereibre naturally be expected cracy must necessarily labour under, more
to become more knowing, that is_ more wise, than those of an Aristocracy. But of this,
as they persevere. In what degree is this what intimation is there to be collected,
the case with the Members of the House of from any thing that has been suggested by
Lords, more than with those of the House of our Author?
Commons ? The fact is, as every body sees, XIV. So much with respect to Aristocra-
that either the Members of the House of cies in general. It happens aiso by accident,
Commons are as much at leisure as those of that that particular branch of our own govern-
the House of Lords; or, if occupied, in such ment to which he has given the name of the
a way as tends to give them a more than Aristocratieal -- the House of Lords--has
ordinary iusight into some particolar depart- actually greater opportunities of acquh'ing the
ment of Government. In whom shall we qualification of experience, than that other
ex.pect to find so much knowledge of Law branch, the House of Commons, to which he
as m a professed Lawyer? of Tmde,_us in a i has given the name of the Democratical.
Merchant ? i But to what is this owing ? Not to an). thing

XI. But hold--Our Author, when he in the characteristic natures of those two
attributes to the members of an Aristocracy bodies ; not to the one's being Aristocratical,
more wisdom than to those of a Democracy, and the other Democratieat, but to a cir-
has a reason of his own. Let us endeavour eamstanee, entirely foreign and accidental,
to understand it, and then apply it, as we widch we shall see presently. But let us
have applied the others. In Aristocratical observe his reasoning. The House of Lords,
bodies, we are to understand there is more he says, is an assembly that behoves to have
experience : at least it is intended by some- more wisdom in it than the House of Corn-
body or other there should be : which, it mons. This is the proposition. Now for
seems, answers the stone purpose as if there the proof. The first is an Aristocratieal
was. "In Aristocracies," says our Author, assembly ; the second a Democratical. An
"'there is more wisdom to be found, than in

the other frames of Government; being corn- * P. 50. T Vide supra, par. 9.
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Aristocratical assembly has more experience a word, is there most wisdom ordJ_]y
than a Demoeratica] ; and on that account where there is least, or where there is most,
more wisdom. Therefore the House of Lords, to gain by being wise ? Ck]
as was to be proved, has more wisdom than XVH. A word or two more with respect
the House of Commons. Now, what the to the characoeristic qualifications, as our
whole of the argument rests upon, we may Author states them, of the higher assembly
observe, is this fact, that an Aristocratieal of our legislature. Experience is, in virtue
assembly, as such, has more experience than of their being an arlstocratical assembly, to
a Democratiea] one ; but this, with Aristo- afford them wisdom: thus far we were ar-
eratical assemblies in general, we see, is not, rived before. But he now pushes the dedue-
for any reason that our Author has givenus, tion a step farther, mWisdom is to afford
the case. At the same time, with respect to them " circumspection and mediatory cau-
our House of Lords in particular, in com" tion:" qualifications which it seems as if we
parison with the House of Commons, it does should see nothing of were it not for them.
happen to be the case, owing to this simple Let us now put a case. The business, indeed,
circumstance : the members of the House of that originates in the House of Lords, is, as
Lords, when once they begin to sit, sit on things stand, so little, that our Author seems
for life : those of the House of Commons to forget that there is any. However, some
only from seven years to seven years, or it there is. A bill, then, originates with the
may happen, less. Lords, and is sent down to the Commons.

XV. _In speaking, however, in this place, As to "circumspection" I say nothing: that,
of experience, I would rather be understood let us hope, is not wanting to either House.
to mean opportunity of acquiring experience, But whose province is "mediatory caution"
than experience itself. For actual experience now?
depends upon other concurrent causes. XVIII. Thus much concerning these two

XVI. It is, however, from superiority of branches of our Legislature, so long as they
experience alone, that our Author derives continue what, according to our Author's
superiority of wisdom. He has, indeed, the principles, they are at present: the House of
proverb in his f_vour : "Experience," it has Lords the Aristocratical branch; the House
been said of old, " is the Mother of Wis- ofCommoustheDemoeratieal. Alittlewhile,
dora :" be it so ;-- but then Interest is the and we shall see them so; but again a little
Father. There is even an Interest that is while, perhaps, and we shall not see them so.
the Father of Experience. Among the mere- For by what characteristic does our Author
bers of the House of Commons, though none distinguish an Aristoeratical legislative body
so poor as to be illiterate, are many whose from a Democratical one? By that of number-
fortunes, according to the common phrase, by the number of the persons that compose
are yet to make : the fortunes of those of them: by that, and that alone : for no other
the House of Lords (I speak in general) are has he given. Now, therefore, to judge by
made already. The members of the House that, the House of Lords, at present, indeed,
of Commons may hope to be members of the is the Aristocratical branch: the House of
House of Lords : the members of the House Commons, in comparison at least with the
of Lords have no higher House of Lords to other, the Demoeratical. Thus far is well.
rise to. Is it natural for those to be most But should the list of nobility swell at the
active who have the least, or those who have rate we have sometimes seen it, there is an
the nwst interest to be so ? Are the expe- assignable period, and that, perhaps, at no
rienced, those who are the least, or those who very enormous distance, at which the assem-
are the most active ? Does experience come bly of the Lords will be more numerous than
to men when asleep, or when awake ? Is it that of the Commons. Which will then be
the members of the House of Lords that are the Aristoeratical branch of our Legislature?
the most active, or of the House of Com-
mons ? To speak plain, is it in the House of mates was taking notice to him, on.e .day,, when
Lords that there is most business done, or in dinner was over, of the table's not mm_ ueczm
the House of Commons ? Was it after the as usual. " Peace," answered the Holy Father;
fish was caught that the successor of St. "when the fish is" caught, there is no oumd_
Peter used the net, or was it before _ [_/] In for the net."[k] In the House of Commons itself, is it by

[i] Every body has heard the story of him the opulent and independent counWy gentlemen.
who, from a fisherman, was made Archbishop, thatthechiefbusinessoftbe Hoasexs_
and then Pope. While Archbishop, it was ms or by aspiring, and ]perhaps nee.dy Cou_'ens?
custom every day, after dinner, to have a fishing The man who .woum perse_verem me. wt_ e
net spre_ upon his table, by way of a_memen._, Government, without any othe..rreward tt_m,
as he used to say, of the meanness of his ongt- favour of the people, is c_zmly the man z_ me
nal. This farcical ostentation of humility was ueoule to make choice of. But such men ._
what, in those days, contributed not a l_lttie to best but raze. Were it not for these ch
the increase of his reputation. Soun af.ter, l_ of Corruptio_ we have been spea_l_agof, thebast-
exaltation to St. Peter's chair, one ot ms mu- nen of the state, I doubt, would stagnata
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Upon our Author's principles, the House of Also rejecting--] 11 1,000has -I- wisdom.
Commons. Which the Demoeratical? The strengthmho- ]
House of Lords. nesty in [8] ]

X[X. The final cause we are to observe, Also rejecting-- i 12 1,000,000 has + honesty.
and finishing exploit, the "portus et sabba, strength--wis- I
turn," as Lord Bacon might perhaps have dora in [9]
called it, Ill of this sublime and edifying dis- Putting together I 13 1 + 1,000, -I- 1,000,000

the expressions] has strength + wisdom
sertation, is this demonstration he has been [10], [lll, and _ + honesty.
giving us of the perfection of the British [12_, iForm of Government. This demonstration

But bythedefini- 14iT he British Government
(for by no l_ss a title ought it to be called) tions [11, [21, = 1 + 1,000 +
is founded, we may have observed, altogether [31, [41, and 1,000,000.
upon the properties of numbers: properties, the su osi-PP
newly discovered indeed, and of an extraor- tions [51 [6],
dinary complexion, moral properties ; but Therefore, by 15 The British Government
properties, however, so it seems, of numbers.* [13], has + strength + wis-
'Tis in the nature, then, of numbers, we shall dom + honesty.
find these characteristic properties of the Changing the ex- 16 The British Government
three Forms of Government, if any where, pressions, is all-powerful -I" all-
Now the properties of numbers are univer- wise + an-honest.
sally allowed to be the proper subject of that But by definition, 17 All-powerful + all-wise +
mode of demonstration which is called ma- all-honest_alt-perfect.
themat,caL The proof our Author has given Therefore, by 18 The British Government
has therefore already in it the essence of such [16land [17], is aU-IJerfect, (_ E. D.
a demonstratimt. To be complete at all %e SCHOLIUM. After the same manner it
points, it wants nothing but the form. This may be proved to be all-weak, all-foolish, and
deficiency is no other than what an under- all-knavlst_
rate workman might easily supply. A mere XXI. Thus much for the British Consti-
technie_d operation does the business. That tution; and for the grounds of that pre-
humble task it shall be my endeavour to per- eminence which it boasts, I trust, indeed, not
form. The substantialhonour I ascribe wholly without reason, above all others that are
to our Author, to whom only it is most due. known : Such is the idea our Author gives

XX. ]PROPOSITION.f/_eorem. _ The Bri- us of those grounds.--" You are not satisfied
tish Government is all-perfect, with it, then?" says some one.--Not per-

DEMONSTRATION. fectly.--" What is then your own?"--In
truth this is more than I have quite yet set-

By definition, 1 The British Government tied. I may have settled it with myself, and
Monarchy + Aristo- not think it worth _he giving: but if ever Ieraey + Democracy.

Again, by defini- 2 Monarchy --= the Govern- do think it worth the giving, it will hardly
tlon, ment of 1. be in the form of a comment on a digression,

Also, 3 Democracy _ the Go- stuffed into the belly of a definition. At any
vemment of all. rate, it is not likely to be much wished for

Also, 4 Aristocracy _ the Go- by those who have read what has been given
vemment of some num- us on this subject by an ingenious foreigner:
her between I and _/. since it is to a foreigner we were destined to

Put .4//_. 1,000.000. owe the best idea that has yet been given of
Put also The number of governors a subject so much our own. Our Author has

in an Aristocracy _" copied: but Mr. De LOLME has thought.
1,000. The topic which our Author has thus

Now then, by as- 7 I has + stren_J_ _ wis- brought upon the carpet .(let any one judge
sumption, dom_ honesty, with what necessity) is, m respect to some

Also, S i 1,000 has + wi_lom_ parts of it that we have seen, rather of an
strength_hanesty, invidious nature. Since, however, it bus

Also, ._ 1,000,000 has + honesty been brought upon the carpet, I have treated
-- strength -- wisdom, it with that plainness with which an English-

Rejecting ms 1 1 has + strength, man of all others is bound to treat it, because
dora-- honesty
in [m] in [7] an Englishman may thus treat it and be safe.I have said what the subject seemed to de-

mand, without any fear indeed, but without
[l] It is what he says of Theology with respect any wish, to give offence: resolving not to

to the ScienceL--V. Augm. Sdent. L. VIII.
a ill 1_ 97.

• Vide _pra. the negative sign, being as mo many jIuesta,
[m] W_ is done without any sm_ of cere- which are at a maximum, or s minimum, just

meny; me qmmtitie_ m_--ke_ in this step with as happem to be most c_mvenie_u
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permit myself to consider how this or that of n_king laws constitutes the supreme an-
man might chance to take it. I have spoken thority, so wherever the supreme authority
without sycophantical respect, indeed, yet I in any state resides, it is the right of that
hope not without decency: certainly without authority to make laws; that is, in the words
any party spleen. I chose rather to leave it of our definition, to proscribe the rule of civil
to our Author to compliment men in the action. And this may be discovered from the
lump, and to stand aghast with admiration very end and institution of civil states. For
at the virtues ofmen unknown.* Our Author a state is a collective body, composed of a
will do as shall seem meet to him. For my multitude of individuals united for their safety
part, if ever I stand forth and sing the song and convenience, and intended to act together
of eulogy to great men, it shall be not be- as one man. If it therefore is to act as one
cause they occupy their station, but because man, it ought to act by on_ uniform will.
they deserve it. But in as much as political communities arc

made up of many natural persons, each of
whom has his particular will and inclination,

CHAPTER IV. these several wills cannot by any natural
union be joined together, or tempered arid

RIGtIT OF THE SUPREMEPOWEItTO MAKE disposed into a lasting harmony, so as to con-
LAWS. stitute and produce that one uniform will of

I. W_ now come to the third topic *ouched the whole. It can therefore be no otherwise
upon in the digression; namely, the rzght, as produced than by a political union; by the
our Author phrases it, which the Supreme consent of all persons to submit their own
Power has of making laws. And this topic private wills to the will of one man, or of
occupms one pretty long paragraph. The one, or more assemblies of men, to whom the
title here given to it is the same which in supreme authority is entrusted: and this will
the next succeeding paragraph he has fomtd of that one man, or assemblage of men, is, in
for ithimself. This is fortunate: for, to have different states, according to their different
been obliged to find a title for it myself, is constitutions, understood to be law."
what would have been to the last degree dis- IV. The other passages which suggested
tressiug. To entitle a discourse, is to rcpre- to me the construction I have ventm'ed to
sent the drift of it. But, to represent the put upon this, shall be mentioned by and by.
drift of this, is a task which, so long at least First, let us try what is to be made of it by
as I confine my consideratmn to the paragraph itself.
itself, bids defiance to my utmost efforts. V. The obscurity, in which the first sen-

II. 'Tis to another passage or two, a pas- tenee of this paragraph is enveloped, is such,
sage or two that we have already seen start- that I kmow not how to go about bringing
mg up in distant parts of this digression, that it to light, without borrowing a word or two
I am indebted for such conjectures as I have of logician_. Laying aside the preamble, the
been able to make up. body of it, viz. "as the power of making

These conjectures, however, I could not laws constitutes the supreme authority, so
have ventured so far to rely on, as on the wherever the supreme authority in any state
strength of them to have fiir_fished the pals- resides, it is the right of that authority to
graph with a title of my own ti'aming. The make laws," may be considered as constitu-
danger of misrepresentation was too great; ring that sort of syllogism which logicians
a kind of danger which a man cannot but lie call an enthymeme. An enthymeme consists
eminently exposed to, who ventures to put of two proposztions; a consequent and ante-
a precise meaning upon a discourse which in cedent. "The power of making laws," says
itself has none. That I may just mention, our Author, "constitutes the supreme an-
however, in this place, the result of them; thority." This is his antecedent. From
what he is really aiming at, I take it, is, to hence it is he concludes, that "wherever the
inculcate a persuasion that in every state i supreme authority in a_ly state resides, it Is
there must subsist, in some hands or other, the right of that authority to make laws."
a power that is absolute. I mention it thus This, then, is his consequent.
prematurely, that the reader may have some Now so it is, that this antecedent, and this
clue to guide him in his progress through consequent, for any difference at least that [
the paragraph; which it is now time I should can possibly perceive in them, would turn
recite, out, were they but correctly worded, to mean

IIL "Having," says our Author, "thus precisely the same thing : for, after saying
cursorily considered the three usual species that "the power of making laws constitutes
of government, and our own singular consti- the supreme authority," to tell us that, for
tution, selected and compounded from them that reason, "the supreme authority" is (or
all, I proceed to observe, that, as the power has) the power (or the right) of makinglaws,

is giviug us, I take it, much the same sort of

• Vide supra, par. 7. information, as it would be to us to be told
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tlmt a thing is so, _a_ it is so: a sort of fore, the sentence will stand tinm: In whc_-
truth which there seems to be no very great ever persons in amj state t_ s_preme power
occasion to send us upon "discovering, in the resides, it is the right of those perseas to make
end and institution of civil states." That Laws.

by the "sovereign power," he meant "the VIII. The only word now remaining un-
power of making laws;" this, or something disposed of is the word "right." And what
like it, is no more, indeed, than what he had to think of this, I must confess I know not:
told us over and over, and over again, with whether our Author had a meaning in it, or
singular energy and anxiety, in his 46th page, whether he had none. It is inserted, we
in his 49th, and in I know not how many may observe, in the latter part only of the
pages besides: always taking care, for pre- sentence : it appears not in the former. Con-
cision's sake, to give a little variety to the cerning this omission, two conjectures here
expression: the words "power" and "autho- present themselves: it may have happened
r_j" sometimes seemingly put for the same by accident ; or it may have been made by
idea; sometimes seemingly opposed to each design. If by accident, then the case is, that
other; both of them sometimes denoting the the idea annexed to the word " right" is no

fictitious being, the abstract quality ; some- other than what was meant to be included
times the real being or beings, the person or in the former part of the sentence, in which
persons supposed to possess that qualit 9. m it is not expressed, as welt as in the latter,
Let us disentangle the sense from these am- in which it is. In this case it may, without
big_dties ; let us learn to speak distinctly of i any change in the signification, be expressed
the persons, and of the quality we attribute in both. Let it then be expressed, and the
to them ; and then let us make another effort sentence, take it all together, will stand
to find a meaning for this perplexing passage, thus : In whatever persons the right of exer-

VL By the " supreme authority," then, cising supreme power in any state resides, zt
(we may suppose our Author to say) " I is the right of those persons to make Laws.
mean the same thing as when I say the If this conjecture be the true one, and I am
power of making laws." This is the pro- apt to think it is, we see once more, and, I
position we took notice of above, under the trust, beyond all doubt, that the consequent
name of the antecedent. This antecedent, in this enthymeme is but a repetition of the
then, we may observe, is a definition : a de- antecedent. We may judge, then, whether
fruition, to wit, of the phrase " supreme it is from any such eonslderatinn as that of
authority." Now, to define a phrase, is to " the end and institution of civil states," or
translate it into another phrase, supposed to any other consideration, that we are likely to
be better understood, and expressive of the gain any further conviction of the truth of
same ideas. The supposition here then is, this conclusion, than it presents us of itself.
that the reader was already, of himself, to- We may also form some judgment before-
lerably well acquainted with the import of hand, what use or meaning there is likely
the phrase " power of making laws ;" that he to be in the assemblage of words that is to
was not at all, or was however less acquainted follow.
with the import of the phrase " supreme IX. What is possible, notwithstanding,
authority." Upon this supposition, then, it however improbable, is, that the omission
is, that in order to his being made clearly to we have been speaking of was designed. In
understand the latter, he is inibrmed of its this case, what we are to understand is, that
being synonymous to the former. Let us the word " right" was meant to introduce a
now introduce the mention of the person : new idea into this latter part of the sentence,
let us add the word "person" to the defini- over and above any that was meant to be
tion ; it will be the same definition still in suggested by the former. " Right," then,
substance, only a little more fully and pre- according to this construction, in the one
•cisely worded. For a person to possess the place, is to be considered as put in contradis.

supreme authority, is for a person to possess tinction to fact, in the other. The sense is,
the power of making laws. This, then, is then, that whatever persons do actually ex-
what in substance has been already laid down ercise supreme power (or what, according to
in the agtecedent, the antecedent of the enthymeme, is the same

VIL Now let us consider the conssquent ; thlng,'the power of making laws), those per-
which, when detached from the context, may soas have the right to exercise it. But, in
be spoken of as making a sentence of itself, this case, neither does what is given as a
" Wherever," says he, "the supreme autho- consequence in any respect follow from the
rity in any state presides, it !s the r/9/tt of antecedeat, nor can a_y thlm£ be made of it,
that authority to make Laws. '_By "wher. but what is altogether foreign to the rest of
ever," I take it for granted, he means, " in the discourse : so much, indeed, that it seems
whitest persoas :" by " authority," in the more consonant to probability, as well as
former part of the sentence,--power ; by the more favourable to our Author, to conclude
same word, " authority,'" in the latter part that he had no meaning at all, than that he
of the sentence,--persons. Corrected, there- had this.
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X. Let us now try what we can make of I never " intended" any such thing: I abo-
the remainder of the paragraph. Being minute them, I tell you, and all they ever
ushered in by the word " for," it seems to did, and have always sa/d so : and as to my
lay claim to the appellation of an argument. " consent," so far have I been from giving
This argument, setting out, as we have seen, it to their law, that from the first to the last,
without an object, seems however to have I have protested against it with all my might.'
fomld something like one at last, as if it had So much for our refractory disputant--What
picked it up by the way. This object, if I I should say to him I know: but what our
mistake it not, is to persuade men, that the Author could find to say in answer to him,
supreme power (that is, the person or persons is more than I can imagine. [a]
in use to exercise the supreme power in a XII. Let us now return and pick up those
state) ought, in all points, without exception, other passages which we supposed to have a
to be obeyed. V(hat men intend, he says, respect to the same design that seems to be
to do when they are in a state, is to act, as m view in this. First comes the short in-
if they were but " one man." But one man troductory paragraph that ushersin the whole
has but one will belonging to him. What digression: a paragraph which, howevershort,
they intend, therefore, or what they ought and however imperfect with respect to the
to intend (a slight difference, which our purpose of giving a general view of the con-
Author seems not to be well aware of) is, tents of those which follow it, was, in despite
to act as if they had but one will. To act of method, to expatiate upon this subject.
as if they had but one will, the way is for Upon this subject, indeed, he does expa-
them to " join" all their wills " together." tiate with a force of argument and energy
To do this, the most obvious way would be of expression which nothing can withstand.
to join them " naturally :" but, as wills will " This," it begins, " will necessarily lead
not splice and dovetail like deal boards, the us into a short inquiry concerning the nature
only feasible way is to join tl_em "polld- of society and civil government."* This is
cally." Now the only way for men to join all the intimation it gives of the contents of
their wills together politically, is for them all those paragraphs we have examined• Upon
to consent to submit their wills to the will th_s before us it touches in energetic terms ;
of one. This one will, to which all others but more energetic than precise. " And the
are to be submitted, is the will of those per- natural" (it continues) "and inherent right
sons who are in use to exercise the supreme that belongs to the sovereignty of a state,"
power ; whose wills, again, when there hap- (natural right, observe, that belongs to the
pens to be many of them, have, by a process sovereignty of a political society) "wherever
of which our Author has said nothing, been that sovereignty be lodged, of making and
reduced (as we must suppose) into one al- enforcing laws."
ready. So far our Author's argument. The XIII. This is not all. The most empha-
above is the substance of it fairly given ; not tical passage is yet behind• It is a passage
altogether with so much ornament, indeed, in that short paragraph_ which we found to
as he has given it, but, I trust, with some- contain such a variety of matter. He is there
what more precision. The whole concludes, speaking of the several forms of government
we may observe, with our Author's favourite now in being. " However they began," says
identical proposition, or something like it, he, " or by what right soever they subsist,
now for the twentieth time repeated, there is and must be in all of them a supreme,

XI. Taking it altogether, it is, without irresistible, absolute, uncontrouled authority,
question, a very ingenious argument : nor in which theflra summi imperil, orthe rights
can any thing in the world answer the put- of sovereignty, reside."
pose better, except just in the case where it .........
............. J [aj une t_mg m me paragraph we are con-
happens to De wante .a- _ot ou_ _na_ ave- ] sidenn_ is observable; it is the concluding sen-
reran antagonist, trmned up in the regular ] tenee" m which he brings together the ideas of
and accustomed discipline of legal fencing-- [/azv and _/l/. Here, then, in_e tailof adigres-
such an one, indeed, might contrive, perhaps, I sion, he comes nearer•in fact, though without
•..;,_, a.,o mano_ement to five our Author | being aware of it, to t_e giving a just a.n_ _?or_-
_'*'_ "'_ _"_?'_- e--_" _--* should some | else idea of a law, than in any part of the uen-• ne Honour OI tile lltt:tU. _t._uL I ..... _ .... _

• • • • ..... " _ mis- _ mUon ltsett from whence ne is regressing. It,
undisciplined blunoerer,, age _ne _om | instead of saying" that a law is a _, he had
sat s landlad thrust m uart, when hey' y, q called it the exvression of a will, and that sort
should have thrust in tierce, I doubt much of expression ot_a will which goes by the name

whether he might not get within our Author's of a _mma.nd, his definitien woukl_ _ far_i_
_,°uard"..... I " mr_rid"e _".... I " consent _" I goes,.,nave. m_a etear as wen _ ngn_ _a_ .r_,
,, 1. ;,,, _ oo1¢_ , w-h,, o,_ vn, 1 wan- _t _sneither the one nor tt_eotlter, trot ot tl_.

su,m._ _y ........... -"-" _--'.- ";f-- more, if at all, in another place. Tt_e aenm.
der that should know what 1 do rotter tram .........., -- tion ot _aw is a matter o_ too macu mcety ann
Idomyself? Asto"subraittmgrn9wdl.t° importanee to be dispatebed in a note.
the wills of the people who made this law _ 1 Comm. lx 47.
you are speaki_g of,--what I know is, that �d�Comm.IX48; supra, oh. ii. par. IL
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XIV. The vehemence, the _,,_*_, of this and concert measures of resistance. Now,
passage is remarkable. He ransacks the lan- then, is the time for the latent virtues of this
guage : he piles up, one upon another, four passage to be called forth. The book is to
of the most tremendous epithets he can find; be opened to them, and in this passage they
he heaps Ossa upon Pelion: and, as if the are to be shown, whatofthemselves, perhaps,
English tongue did not furnish expressions they would never have observed -- a set of
strong or imposing enough, he tops the whole arguments curiously strung together and
with a piece of formidable Latinity. From wrapped up, in proof of the universal expe-
all this agitation, it is plain, I think, there is dienee, or rather necessity, of submission ; a
a something which he has very much at necessity which is to arise, not out of the
heart ; which he wishes, but fears, perhaps, reflection that the probable mischiefs of resist.
to bring out undisguised ; which in several ance are grea_er than the probable mlsehiefs
places, notwithstanding, burst out involun- of obedience; not out of any such debateable
tarily, as it were, before he is well ready for consideration, but out of a something that is
it; and which a certain discretion, getting to be much more cogent and effectual; to
at last the upper hand of propensity, forces, wit, a certain metaphysico.legal impotence,
as we have seen, to dribble away in a string which is to beget in them the sentiment, _md
of obscure sophisms. Thus oddly enough it answer all the purposes of a natural one.
happens, that that passage of them all, which, Armed, and full of indignation, our malcon-
if I mistake not, is the only one that was tents are making their way to the royal
meant to be dedicated expressly to the sub- palace. In vain. A certain estoppct being
jeer, is the least explicit on it. [b] made to bolt out upon them, in the manner

XV. A courage much stauncher than our we have seen, by the force of our Author's
Author's might have wavered here. A task legal engineering, their arms are to fall, as it
of no less intricacy was here to be travelled were by enchantment, from their hands. To
through, than that of adjusting the claims of disagree, to clamour, to oppose, to take back,
those two jealous antagonists, Liberty and in short, their wills again, is now, they are
Government. A more invidious ground is told, too late : it is what cannot be done :
scarcely to be found any where within the their wills have been put in hotchpot along
field of politics. Enemies encompass the with the rest: they have "united,"--they
traveller on every side. He can scarce stir have "consented,"--theyhave "submitted."
but he must expect to be assaulted with the -- Our Author having thus put h,s hook into
war-hoop of political heresy from one quarter their nose, they are to go back as they came,
or another. Difficult enough is the situation and all is peace. An ingenious contrivance
of him, who, in these defiles, feels himself this enough: but popular passion is not to
impelled one way by fear, and another by be fooled, I doubt, so easily. Now and then,
affection, it is true, one error may be driven out for a

XVL To return to the paragraph which time, by an opposite error ; one piece of non-
it was the more immediate business of this sense by another piece of nonsense ; but for
chapter to examine : -- Were the path of ob- barring the door effectually and for ever
scurity less familiar to our Author, one against all error and all nonsense, there is
should be tempted to imagine he had struck nothing like the simple truth.
into it on the particular occasion before us, XVIL After all these pains taken to in-
in the view of extricating himself from this culcate unreserved submission, would any one
dilemma A discourse thus prudently inde- have expected to see our Author himself
terminate might express enough to keep fair among the most eager to excite men to dis-
with the rulers of the earth, without setting obedience ? and that, perhaps, upon the most
itself in direct array against the prejudices of frivolous pretences ? in short, upon any pre-
the people. Viewed by different persons, it tence whatsoever ? Such, however, upon
might present different aspects : to men in looking back a little, we shall find him. I
power it might recommend itself, and that say, among the most eager ; for other men,
from the first, under the character of a prac- at least the most enlightened advocates for
tical lesson of obedience for the use of the liberty, are content with leaving it to sub-
people; while among the people themselves jects to resist, for their own sakes, on the
it might pass muster, for a time at least, in footing of permission : this will not content
quality of a string of abstract scientific pro- our Author, but he must be forcing it upon
positions of jurisprudence. It is not till them as a point of duty.
some occasion for making application of it XVIII. 'Tis in a passage antecedent to
should occur, that its true use and efficacy the digression we are examining, but in the
would be brought to light. The people, no same section, that, speaking of the pretended
matter on what occasion, begin to murmur, law of Nature, and of the law of Revelation,

" No human laws," he says, " should be
[b] Another passage or two there is, whtch su_ered to contradict these "* The expres-miglit seem to-glanve the same way: but'these
p_ over as l_ _al, after those which we

nave seen. " 1 Comm. p. 42.
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sion is remarkable. It is not, that no human who have not liked it have found, on _me
laws should contradict them ; but, that no account or another, to be repugnant to some
human laws should be SUFFERED to contra- text of scripture ; I see no remedy but that
diet them. He then proceeds to give us an the natural tendency of such doctrine is to
example. This example, one might think, impel a man, by the force of conscience, to
would be such as should have the effect of rise up in arms against any law whatever that
softening the dangerous tendency of the rule: he happens not to like. What sort of go-

on the contrary, it is such as cannot but vernment it is that can consist with such a
enhance it ; [el and in the application of it disposition, I must leave to our Author to
to the rule, the substance of the latter is inform us.
again repeated in stiU more explicit and ener- XX. It i_ the principle of utdi_, accu-
getic terms. " Nay," says he, speaking of rarely apprehended and steadily applied, that
the act he instances, " if any human law affords the only clew to guide a man througlt
should allow or enjoin us to commit it, we these streights. It is for that, if any, and
are BOUNDTO TRANSGRESSthat human law, for that alone, to furnish a decision which
or else we must offend both the natural and neither party shall dare in theory to disavow.
the divine." It is something to reconcile men even in

XIX. The propriety of this dangerous theory. They are, at least, something nearer
maxim, so far as the Divine Law is concern- to an effectual union, than when at variance
ed, is what I must refer to a future occasion as well in respect to theory as of practice.
for more particular consideration. [d] As to XXI. In speaking of the supposed contract
the Lkw of _Voture, if (as I trust it will ap- between King and people,* I have already
pear) it be nothing but a phrase ; [el if there had occasion to give the description, and, as
be no other medium for proving any act to it appears to me, the only general description
be an offence against it, than the mischmvous that can be given, of that juncture at which,
tendency of such act ; if there be no other and not before, resistance to government
medium for proving a law of the state to be becomes commendable ; or, in other words,
contrary to it, than the inexpediency of such reconcilable to just notions, whether of legal
law, unless the bare unfounded disapproba- or not, at least of moral, and, ff there be any
tion of any one who thinks of it be called a difference, religious duty._f What was there
proof; if a test for distinguishing such laws said was spoken, at the time, with reference
as would be contrary to the LAw of _Vature to that particular branch of government which
from such as, without being contrary to it, was then in question ; the branch that in this
are simply inexpedient, be that which neither country is administered by the King. But
our Author, nor any man else, so much as if xt was just, as applied to that branch of
pretended ever to give ; if, in a word, there government, and in this country, it could
be scarce any law whatever but what those onlybe for the same reason that it is so when

applied to the whole of government, and that
[c] It is that of murder. In the word here in any country whatsoever. It is then, we

chosen, there lurks a fallacy which makes the may say, and not till then, allowable to, if
proposition the more dangerous, as it is themore not incumbent on, every man, as well on the
plausible. It is too important to be altogether score of duty as of interest, to enter into
l_assed over: at the same tame that a shght hint
of it, in this place, is all that can be given. Mur- measures of resistance; when, according to
der is killlng under certain circumstances.-- Is the best calculation he is able to make, the
the human law, then, to be allowed to define, probable mischiefs of resistance (speaking with
in dernier resort, what shall be those clrcum- respect to the community in general) appear
stances, or is it not? If yes, the case of "a hu- less to him than the probable misehiefs of sub.

_o:a_:umanlaw tt_a_ Shnu_n_:: m_ -?toaSteePere _w_allow'mg orenJl°lmcn'gusto c°m "_'t o_r< _nissiOn.eachman inThiS'particular,then'iSthetOjuncturehim'thatforiS,_e-t°
Statutes at large, our Reports, our Inst_tut_ sistaace.
and all that we have hitherto been used to call XXII. A natural question here is_by
our law books; our law books, the only law what s/go shall this jtmcture be known? By
books we can be safe in trusting to, are Paffen- what common signal, alike conspicuous and
doff and the Bxble. perceptible to all ? A question which is

[d] According toour Author, indeed, it should readily enough started, but to which, I hope,
he to no purpose to make any separate mention it will be almost as readily perceived that it
of the two laws; since the Divine Law, he tells
us, is but " a part of" that of Nature.* Of is impossible to find an answer. Com_o_
consequence, with respect to that part, at least, sign for such a purpose, I, for mypart, know
which is common to both, to be contrary to the of none : he must be more than a prophet,
one, is, of eourse_ to be contrary to the o_er. I think, that can show us one. For that

[el This is what there would be occasxon to which shall serve as a particular sign to each
show more at large in examining some former particular person, I have already given one
ptrte of this section.

• 1Conm_,p, 4_. ° Ch.i, t Seech.v.par:7,no_[_]
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_his own internal persua_on of a balance pcarancesherter; eertainlymore smooth sad
of _t///_ on the side of resistance, easy. More likeUhood, tertainly, there is o!

XXIIL Unless such a sign, then, which I its being such a revolution as shall be the
tlfink impo_ble, can be shown, thetis/d, ff work of a number; and in which, therefore,
one may say so, of the supreme governor's the interests of a number are likely to be con-
authority, though not infinite, must unavoid- salted. Grant, then, that byreason of these
ably, I think, unless where limited by ezpress facilitating circumstances, the juncture itself
eonve_on, _f] be allowed to be indefinite, may arrive sooner, and upon less provocation,
Nor can I see say narrower or other bounds under what is called a free government, than
to it, under this constitution, or under say under what is called an absolute one: grant
other yet fleer constitution, if there be one, this;_yet till it be arrived, resistance is as
than under the most despotic. Before the much too soon under one of them as under
juncture Ihavebeen describing were arrived, the other.
resistance, even in a country like this, would XXVL Let usavow then, in short, steadily
come too soon: were the juncture arrived but calmly, what our Author hazards with
already, the time for resistance would be anxiety and agitation, that the authority of
come already, under such a government even the supreme body cannot, unless where limited
as say one should call despotic, by express convention, be said to have any

XXIV. In regard to a government that is assignable, any certain bounds.-- That to say
. free, and one that is despotic, wherein is it, there is any act they cannot do, --to speak

then, that the difference consists? Is it that of any thing of their's as being illegal , --as
those persons in whose hands that power is being void; _ to speak of their exceeding
lodged which is acknowledged to be supreme, their authority (whatever be the phrase)
have less power in the one than in the other, theirpower,--their rlght,--is, however corn-
when it is from custom that they derive it ? mon, an abuse of language.
By no means. It is not that the power of XXVII. Theleglslature cannot do it ? The
one, any more than of the other, has any cer- legislature cannot make a law to this effect?
rain bounds to it. The distinction turns upon Why cannot? What is there that should bin-
circumstances of a very different complexion: der them ? Why not this, as well as so many
_on the manner in which the whole mass of other laws murmured at, perhaps as inexpe-
power, which, taken together, is supreme, is, client, yet submitted to without any question
in a free state, distributed among the several of the right_ With men of the same party,
ranks of persons that are sharers in it:-- with men whose affections are already listed
on the source from whence their titles to it against the law in question, any thing will
are successively derived:--on the frequent go down: any rubbish is good that will add
and easy changes of condition between go- fuel to the flame. But with regard to an
vernors and governed; whereby the interests impartial by-stander, it is plain that it is not
of the one class are more or less indistinguish- denying the right of the legislature, their
ably blended with those of the other: m on authority, their power, or whatever be the
the responsibility of the governors; or the wordmit is not denying that they can do
right which a subject has of having the rea- what is in question _it is not that, I say, or
sons publicly assigned and canvassed of every any discourse verging that way, that can tend
act of power that is exerted over him:_on to give him the smallest satisfaction.
the liberty of the press; or the security with XXVIII. Grant even the proposition in
which every man, be he of the one class or general: _ What are we the nearer ? Grant
the other, may make known his complaints that there are certain bounds to the authority
and remonstrances to the whole community: of the legislature: _ Of what use is it to say
_on the liberty of public association; or the ! so, when these bounds are what nobody has
security with which malcontents may corn- ever attempted to mark out to any useful
municate their sentiments, concert their plans, purpose; that is, in any such manner where-
and practise every mode of oppomtion short i by it might be known beforehand what de-
of actual revolt, before the executive power ! _eription a law must be of to fall within, and
can be legally justified in disturbing them. what to fall beyond them ? Grant that there

XXV. True, then, it may be, that, owing are things which the legislator cannot do ;_
to this last eir_ce in particular, in a grant that there are laws, which exceed the
gate thus circumstanced, the road to a revo- power of the legislature to establish : what
lutioa, i£ a revolution be necessary, is to ap- rule does this sort of discourse furnish us for

determining whether say one that is in ques-
If] This respects the case where one state hM_ tion is, or is not, of the number ? As far as [

nlmato_me, submitted itself tothe go_emment can discover, none. Eitherthedlsooursegoca
of another- or wheee the geve_n__g l_xliss of a on in the confusion it began ;..either all rests
numb_of _ttm agree to takedire_ons, in ¢er. in vague assertions, and no intelligible argu-tam _lf_d amJ, fl_m _me body er other that
is dtdinct fmm all of them ; comistingofra_n- mentat sllisoffered; orifauy, sud_arga-

for immnee, appointed out of each. merits as are drawn from the prhlcip]e of
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utility : arguments which, in whatever ca- he himself would, perhaps, be punishable as
riety of words expressed, come at last to for murder. To whose office does it upper-
neither more nor less than this : that the tain to do those acts in virtue of which such
tendency of the law is, to a greater or a tess punishment would be inflicted ? To that of
degree, pernicious. If this then be the result the Judges. Applied to practice, then, the
of the argument, why not come home to it effect of this language is, by an appeal made
at once ? Why turn aside into a wilderness to the Judges, to confer on those magistrates
of sophistry, when the path of plain reason a controuling power over the acts of the legis-
is straight before us? lature.

XXIX. What practical infereneas those XXXII. By this management, a partita-
who maintain this language mean should be /at purpose might, perhaps, by chance be an-
deduced from it, is not altogether clear; nor, swered : and let this be supposed a good one.
perhaps, does every one mean the same. Still what benefit would, from the general
Some who speak of a law as being void (for tendency of such a doctrine, and such a prac-
to this expression, not to travel through the tice in conformity to it, accrue to the body
whole list, I shall confine myself) would of the people, is more than I can conceive.
persuade us to look upon the authors of it A Parliament, let it be supposed, is too much
as having thereby forfezted, as the phrase is, under the influence of the Crown ; pays too
their whole power : as well that of giving little regard to the sentiments and the inte-
force to the particular law in question, as to rests of the people. Be it so. The people,
any other. These are they who, had they at any rate, if not so great a share as they
arrived at the same practical conclusion might and ought to have, have had, at least,
through the principle of utility, would have some share in ehoosingit. Give to the Judges
spoken of the law as being to such a degree a power of annulling its acts ; and you trans-
pernieions, as that, were the bulk of the fer a portion of the supreme power from an
community to see it in its true light, the pro- assembly which the people have had some
bab/e mischief o.f resistin 9 it would be less share, at least, in choosing, to a set of men in
than the probable misehwf of submitting to the choice of whom they have not the least
tt. These point, in the first instance, at imaginable share : to a set of men appointed
hostde oppo_itlon, solely by the Crown : appointed solely, and

XXX. Those who say nothing about for- avowedly, and constantl!t, by that very magis-
feiture are commouly less violent in their trate whose partial and occasional influence
views. These are they who, were they to is the very grievance you seek to remedy.
ground themselves on the principle of utdity, XXXIII. In the heat of debate, some,
and to use our hmguage, would have spoken perhaps, would be for saying of this manage-
of the law as being nnschlevous indeed, but ment, that it was transferring st once the
without speaking of it as being mischievous supreme authority from the legislative power
to the degree that has been just mentioned, to the judicial. But this would be going too
The mode of' opposition which they point to far on the other side. There is a wide dil-
ls one which passes under the appellation of terence between a positive and a nefative part
a legal one. in legislation. There is a wide difference,

XXXI. Admit, then, the law to be void again, between a negative upon reasons given,
in their sense, and mark the consequences, and a negative without any. The power of
The idea annexed to the epithet void is oh- repeatinq a law, even for reazons given, is a
talned from those instances in which we see great power : too great, indeed, for Judges ;
it applied to a private instrument. The con- but still very distinguishable from, and much
sequence of a prwate instrument's being void inferior to, that of makin 9 one. [9]
is, that all persons concerned axe to act as if XXXIV. Let us now go back a little.
no mwh instrument had existed. The con-

sequence, accordingly, of a law's being void [g] Notwithstanding what has been said, it
must be, that people shah actas if there were woula be in vain to dissemble but that, upon
no such law about the matter : and there- orcasion, an appeal of this sort may very well
fore, that if any person, in virtue of the answer, and has, indeed, in general, a tendency
mandate of the law, should do anything in to aoswer, in some sort, the purpo_, of these
coercion of another person, which without who espouse, or profess to espouse, the interestsof the people. A public and authorized debate on
such law he would be punishable for doing, the p__pnety of the 3aw is by this means bmu.g_.
he would still be punishable ; to wit, by on. The artillery of the tongue is pmyea
appointment of the judicial power. Let against the law, under cover of the taw itseu.
the law, for instance, be a law imposing a An opportunity is gained of impree_ng lenti.-
tax : a man who should go about to levy the ments unfavourable to it, upon a humdrums anaattentive audience. As to any other eft.cots
tax by force would be punishable as atres- such an appeal, let us believe, that in me m-
passer : should he chance to be killed in the stances in _hich we have seen it made, it is the
attempt, the person killing him would not certainty of miscarriage that has been the en,,
be punishable as for murder : should he kill, couragement to the attempt.
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In denying the existence of any ass_nable has marked out to its authority : of such a
bounds tothe supreme power, I added,* "' un- demarcation, then, what is the effect? Either
less where limited by express convention :" none at all, or this : that the disposition to
for this exception I could not but subjoin, obedience confines itself within these bounds.
Our Author, indeed, in that passage in which, Beyond them the disposition is stopped from
short as it is, he is the most explicit, leaves, extending : beyond them the subject is no
we may observe, no room for it. " How- more prepared to obey the governing body of
ever they began," says he (speaking of the his own state, than that of any other. What
several forms ot government)--" however difficulty, I say, there should be in conceiv-
they began, and by what right soever they ing a state of things to subsist in which the
subsist, there is and must be in ALL of them supreme authority is thus limited, _ what
an authority that is absolute ..... " To say greater difficulty in conceiving it with this
this, however, of all govel_ments without limitation, than without any, I cannot see.
exeeption;--to say that no assemblage of The two states are, I must confess, to me
men can subsist in a state of government, alike conceivable : whether alike expedient,
without being subject to some one body --alike conducive to the happiness of the
whose authority stands unlimited so much as people, is another question.
by convention ;--to say, in short, that not XXXVII. God forbid, that from anything
even by convention can any hmitation be here said it should be concluded that in any
made to the power of that body in a state society any convention is or can be made,
which in other respects is supreme, would be which shall have the effect of setting up an
saying, I take it, rather too much : it would insuperable bar to that which the parties
be saying that there is no such thing as go- affected shall deem a reformation : -- God
vernment in the German Empire ; nor in the forbid that any disease in the constitution ot
Dutch Provinces ; nor in the Swibs Cantons: a state should be without its remedy. Such
nor was of old in the Achaean league, might by some be thought to be the case,

XXXV. In this mode of limitation I'see where that supreme body which in such a con-
not what there is that need surprise us. By vcntion was one of the contracting parties
what is it that any degree of power (meaning having incorporated itself with that which
pola_cal power) is established ? It is nei- was the other, no longer subsists to give any
ther morc nor less, as we have already had ncw modification to the engagement. Many
occasion to observe, t than a habit of, and ways might however be found to make the
disposition to obcdienec: habit, speaking requisite alteration, without any departure
with respect to past acts ; disposition, with from the spirtt of the engagement. Although
respect to fut_tre. This dispositton it, is as that body itself which contracted the engage-
ea_y, or I am much mistaken, to conceive as meat be no more, a larger bo*_t, flora whence
being absent with regard to one sort of acts, the first is understood to havc derived its
as present with regard to another. For a title, may still subsist. Let this larger body
body, then, which isin other respects supreme, be consulted. Various are the ways that
to be conceived as being with respect to a might be conceived of doing this, and that
cart_dn sort of acts limited, all that is ncces- without any disparagement to the dignity of
sary is, that this sort of acts be in its de. the subsisting legislature: of doing it, I mean,
scription distinguishable from cvcry other, to such effect, as that, should the sense of

XXXVL By mcansof aconvention, then, such larger body be favourable to the alter_
we are furnished with that common si_lal tion, it may be made by a law, which, in this
which, in other cases, we despmred of find- case, neither ought robe, nor probably would
ing.:_ A certain act is in the instrument of be, regarded by the body of the people as a
conventmn specified, with respect to which breach of the convention. [hi

the government is therein precluded from [hi In Great Britain, for instance, suppose it
issuiitg a law to a certain effect : whether to were deemed necessary to make an alteration in
the effect of commanding the act, of permit- the act of Umon. If in an article stipulated m
ting it, or of forbidding it. A law is lsaued favour of England, there need be no difficulty,
to that effect notwithstanding. The issuing, so that there were a majority for the alteration
then, of such a law (the sense of it, and like- among the English members, without reckoning
wise the sense of that part of the convention the Scotch. The onl), difficulty would be with
which provides against it being supposed respect to an article supulated in favour of Scot-
clear) is a fact notorious ai_ visible to all : land; on account, to wit, of the small numberof the Scotch members, in comparison with the
in the issuing, then, of such a law, we have a English. In such a case, it would be highly
t_ct which is capable of being taken for that expedient, to say no more, for the sake of pre-
_'ommon signal we have been speaking of. serving the public faith, and to avoid irritating
These bounds the supreme body in question the body of the nation, to take some method for

making the establishment of the new law de-

V_de _npra, par. 26. pond upon their _ntimeats. One such methodVide supra, ch.i. par. 13_note [b.] might be as follows :_IJet the new law in ques-
+ i'ide s_p_a, p:_r. 22. tion be enacted in the common form ; but let i_
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XXXVIII. To return for a moment to of sub_dssion should appear to bear a less, or
the language used by those who speak of the a greater ratio to the mischwfs of resistance.
supreme power as being limited in its own But the door to reconc_ement would be
nature. One thing I would wish to have much more open, when they saw that it
remembered. What is here said of the ira- might be, not a mere affair of passion, but
propriety, and evil influence of that kind of a difference of judgment, and that, for any
discourse, is not intended to convey the thing they could know to the contrary, a sin-
smallest censure on those who use it, as if cere one, that was the ground of quarrel
intentionally necessary to the ill effects it has XL. All else is but womanish scolding and
a tendency to produce. It is rather a mis_ childish altercatzon, which is sure to irritate,
fortune in the language, than a fault of any and which never can persuade.--/say, the
person in particular. The original of it is legislature " cannot do this- I say, that
lost in the darkness of antiquity. We inhe- it can. [ say, that to do this, exceeds the
ritcd it from our fathers, and maugre all its bounds of its authorit 9 -- 1 say, it does not."
inconveniences, are likely, I doubt, to trans- It is evident, that a pair of disputants set-
mit it to our children, ring out in this manner, may go on irritating

XXXIX. I cannot look upon this as a mere and perplexing one another for everlasting,
dispute of words: I cannot help persuading without the smallest chance of ever coming to
myself, that the disputes between contending an agreement. It is no more than announcing,
parties mbetween the defenders of a law and and that in an obscure and at the same time
the opposers of it, would stand a much better a peremptory and captious manner, their op-
chance of being adjusted than at present, posite persuasions, or rather affections, on a
were they but exphcitly and constantly re- question of which neither of them sets him.
ferred at once to the principle of UTILITY. self to discuss the grounds. The question
The footing on which this principle rests of utility, all this while, most probably is
every dispute, is that of matter of fact; that never so much as at all brought upon the
is, future f_ct--the probabihty of certain carpet : if it be, the language in which it is
future contingencies. Were the debate, then, discussed is sure to be warped and clouded
conducted under the auspices of this prin- to make it match with the obscure and en-
ciple, one of two things would happen : either tangled pattern we have seen.
men would come to an agreement concerning XLI. On the other hand, had the debate
that probability, or they would see at length, been originally and avowedly instituted on
after due discussion of the real grounds of the footing of utility, the parties might at
the dispute, that no agreement was to be length have come to an agreement; or at
hoped for. They would, at any rate, see least to a visible and explicit issue.--"/say-,
clearly and explicitly the point on which that the misehiefs of the measure in question
the &_agreement turned. The discontented are to such an amount--1 say, not so, but
party would then take their resolution to to a less.-- I say, the benefits of it are only
resist or to submit, upon just grounds, ac- to such an amount--I say, not so, but to a
cording as it should apppcar to them worth greater."--This, we see, is a ground of con-
their while--according to what should appear troversy very different from the former. The
to them the importance of the matter in question is now manifestly a question of con-
dispute-- according to what should appear jeeturc concerning so many future contingent
to them the probability or improbability of matters of fact: to solve it, both parties then
success__aceordiug, inshort, as the mlschwfs arc naturally.directed to support their respec-

tive persuasmns by the only evidence the
commencement be deferred to a distant period, nature of the case admits of;--the evidence
suppose a year or two: let it then, at the end of of such past matters of fact as appear to be
that period_ be in force, unless petitioned against analogous to those contingent future ones.
by persons of such a description, and in such Now these past facts are almost always nu-
number, as might be supposed iairly m repre-
sent the sentiments of the people in general; per- merous : so numerous, that till brought into
sons, for instance, of the description of those who view for the purpose of the debate, a grea_
at the time of the Union_ constituted the body proportion of them are what may very fairly

have escaped the observation of one of theof electors. To put the validity of the law out
of dispute, it would be necessary the fact upen parties: and it is owing, perhaps, tothis and
which it was made ultimately to depend, should nothing else, that that party is of the per-
be in its nature toonotorious to be eontroverteG, suasion which sets it at variance wita the
To determine, therefore, whether the conditions
upon which the invalidation of it was made to other. Here, then, we have a plain and open
depend, had been complied with, is what must road, perhaps, to present reconcilement : al;
be_left to the simple decoration of some person or the worst, to an intelligible and explicit issue
persons; for instance, the King. I offer this only -- that is, to such a ground of difference as
as a general idea, and as oneamangst many mat may, when thoroughly trodden and explored,
perhaps might be offered in the same view. It
will not be expected that I should here answer be found to lead on to reconcilement at the
objections, e_ enter into details, last. Men, let them but once clearly under.
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VII. I understand, I think, pretty well, I tothosewhom Iamspeakingofasmysupreme
what is meant by the word duty (political 1governors. That it is my duty to do, which
duty) when applied to myself; and I could I am liable to be ptrnished, according to law,
not persuade myself, I think, to apply it in if I do not do : this is the original, ordinary,

the same sense in a regular didactic discourse [ and proper sense of the word duty. [b_ Hav___e
3. I eaypuni_hed: for without the notion of I [b] I. One may cenceive three sorts of duties;

punishment (that is, of pain annexed to an ac% I political, _wro_ and rellglorts; correspondent to
and accruing on a certain accou,t, and from a [ the three sons of sanctions by which they are
certain source) no notion can we have of either ] enforced; or the same point &conduct may be
tight or duty. | a man's duty on these three several accounts.

4. Now the idea belonging to the word pain is / After speakin_of the one of these w put the
a simple one. To define, or rather (to speak more [ change upon the reader, and without warnit_g
generally) to expound a word, is to resolve, or to i begin speaking of another, or not to let it he
make a progress towards resolving, the idea be- | seen from the first which of them one is speak.
longing to it into simple ones. ]ing of, cannot hut be productive of confuslan.

& _or expounding the words duty, r/_,,J_t,_ 2. Political duty is cre_tod by punishment; or
power, title, and those other terms of the same at least by the will of persons who have punish.
stamp that abound so much in ethics and juris- ment in their hands; persons stated and certain,
prudence, either I am much deceived, or the --political superiors.
only method by which any instruction can be 3. Religions duty is Mso created by punish.
conveyed, is that which is here exemplified. An merit: by punishment expected at the hands of
exposition framed after this method I would a person eertain,--the Supreme Being.
termparaphrasls. 4. Moral duty is created by a kind of motive,

6. A word may be said to be expounded by which, from the uncertainty of the persons to
paraphrasis, when not that word alone is trans- apply it, and of the _pecics and dc_ree in which
lated into other _vords, but some whole sentence_ it will be applied, has hardly yet _t the name of
of which it forms a part, is translated into an- punishment: by various mortilications resulting
other #cpztence; the words of which latter are from the ill.will of persons _l_eertain and va_
expressive of such ideas as are sim_le, or are riable,--the community in general; that is, such
more immediately resolvable into simple ones individuals of that community ashe, whose duty
than those of the former. Such are those ex- _is in question, shall happen to be connected with.

,5.When in any of these three senses a nmllpressive of subrtances and simple 7nodes_in re-
spect of such abstract terms as arc expressive of asserts a point of conduct to be a duty, what he
what I_czl_ has caned mixed raodes. This, in. asserts is the existence, actual or probable, of

an external event; viz. of a punishment issuingshort, is the only method in which any abstract
terms can, at the long run, be expounded to any from one orother of these sources in conscquonce
instructive purpose; that is, in terms calculated of a contravention of the duty : an event extrinsic
to rinse intages either of substances perceived, to, and distinct firm, as well the conduct of the
orofemotio_,;_seurces, one or other of which party spoken of, as the sentiment of him who
every idea must be drawn from, to be a clear one. speaks :--if he persists in asserting it to be a

7. Thecommon method of defining--theme- duty, but without meaning it should be under-
thod per genus ct d_ercutlam, as logicians call stood that it is on any one of the_ three accounts
it, will, in many cases, not at all answer the pur. that he looks upon it as such; all he then asserts
pose. Among abstract terms we soon Come to is his own internal sentiracnt: all he means
an-ch as have no superior genus. A definition, [ then is, that he feels himself pleased or dis.
per genus et d_ferentlam, when applied to these, Ipleased at the thoughts of the point of conduct
it ii manifest, can make no advance: it must mquestion, but without beingable to toll wtty.
either stop shcn't_ or turn back, as it were, upon Inthis case, he should e'en say so: and not seek
itself, in a circulate or a repetend, to give an undue influence to his own single suf-

8. '¢ Fortitude is a virtue :" _Very weLl:-- frage, by deliverin_ it in terms thatpurport to
but what is a virtue? " A virtue is a disposi- declare the voice eather of God, or of the law,
t_on":'-- Good again. :--. but what.,,is a disposi- or of the people.
tlon 9 "A di*positwn is a - - -, and there we _ Now which of all these senses of the word
atav. The fact is, a dlspo_tlon _ no superior our Author had in mind; in which of them all
gen--_u#:ad'tvpositlonb nora---, anything:-- be meant to assert that itwas the duty ofsu-
this is not the way to give us any notion of what preme governors to make laws, I know not. Po.
is meant b], it. "Apower,'agam,"isaright:" l/tlca/ duty is what they caonot be subject to:*
and what t_ a rlg_ _ It is a power. An estate and to say that a duty even of the moral or re.
is an interest, says our Author somewhere, llgous kind to this effect is incumbent on _em,
where he begins defining an estate : _as well seems rather a precipitate assertion.
might he have said an inter_4rtwas an estate. As In truth, what he meant was neither more nor
wall, in short, were it to define in this manner, a lees, I suppose, than that he should be glad
conjunction or a 1__ "_on- As well were it to to see them do what be is speaking of; to wit,
_ay of the preposit_ontt_rouglh or of the conjunc- "make laws;'* that is, as he exph/ins himselt_
tion beeat_c ¢ a through is a. --, or s becauseis spread abroad the knowledge of them. _ Would
a - - -, and so go on d_ming them. he so? So indeed should I; and if asked why,

9. Of th_ stamp, by the bye, are some of his what answer our Author wouM give I knownot;
most fundamental defirdtions; of consequence but I, formypart, have rmdi_calty. Ianswer,
they must leave the reader where they found _beeause I am persuaded that it is for the be.
him. Bat of thigh pc'rhal_t, more fully and nefit of the community that they (its goven_
methedieally on some future oceasion. In the thotdd do so. This would be enough to war-
mean time, I have threwn out these loose hints ran_
for the ¢omtide_ion of the curiotug " See the note following.
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stand one smother, will not be long ere they of the import which the preceding paragraph
agree_ It is the perplexity of ambiguous and seemed to annex to it; you have now, for
sophistical discourse that, while it distracts wbst is mentioned as tbe object of the
and eludes the apprehendon, stimniat_ sad "dg_," another sense indeed, but a
inflames the psalms, still more untenable than the foregoing.

to our Author, from whose text we have

been i_ensibly led astray, by the nicety and r_yM of the supreme power to make laws.,,
httrieaey, of the question it seemed to offer -?-By this ', r/ght," we saw, in the preceding
to our view, chapter, was meant, a right to make laws/B

a//eases whatweve_. "BUt further," he now
adds, "it is its du_ h_kewise. '' Its duty, then,

CHAPTER V. to do--what? to do the same thing that it
DUTT Or TtIE SUVaEMEI_3WEa TO wu before asserted to be its r/ght to do_

MAKELAWS. to make laws in all eases whatsoever: or (to
use another word, and that our Author's own,

I. WE now come to the last topic touched and that applied to the same purpose) that
upon in this digression: a certain "duty," It is its duty to be "absolute."* A sort of
which, according to our Author's account, duty this, which will probably be thought
the supreme power lies under:_the duty of rather a singular one.
ruskin9 laws. V. Meantime the observation which, if I

II. "Thus far," says he, ', as to the right conjecture right, he really had in view to
of the supreme power to make laws ; but make, is one which seems very just indeed,
fa_,Jaer, it is its duty likewise. For since the and of no mean importance, but which is very
respective members are bound to conforn obscurely expressed, and not very obviously
themselves to the w]]l of the state, it is ex- connected with the purport of what goes
4_ient that they receive directions from the before. The duty he here means is a duty
state declaratory of that its will. _ut z_e which respects, I take it, not so much the
it is impossible, in so great a multitude, to actual rushing of laws, as the taking of pro-
give injunctions to every particular man, re- per measures to spread abroad the knowledge
lative to each particular action, therefore the of whatever laws happen to i_ave been made:
state establishes general rules for the perpe, a duty which (to adopt some of our Author's
tuai information and direction of all person*, own words) is conversant, not so much about
in all points, whether of positive or negative is6ui_ "directions," as about providing that
duty. And this, in order that every ma_ euch as are issued shall be "received."
may know what to look upon as his own, VI. Meantime, to speak of the duties of a
what as another's ; what absolute and what supreme power ;_ of a legislature , meaning
relative duties are required at his hands; a supreme legislature;_of a set of men
what is to be esteemed honest, dishonest, or acknowledged to be absolute ; -- is what, I
indifferent; what degree every man retains must own, I am not very fond of. Not that
of his natural liberty ; what he has given up I would wish the subordinate part of the
as the price of the benefits of society ; and community to be a whit less watchful over
after what manner each person istomederate their governors, or more disposed to Mall-
the use and exercise of those rights which mired submission in point of conduct, than if
the state assigns him, in order to promote I were to talk with ever so much perempto-
and secure the public tranquitlity." riness of the "dut/es" of these latter, and of

IIL Still as obscxtre, still as ambiguous as the r/9_s which the former have against
ever. The "supreme power," we may re- them:In] what I am afraid of is, running
member, according to the definition so lately into solecism and confusion in d/_co_r_e.
given of it by our Author, and so often

•Comm. p. 49.
spoken of, is neither mm-e nor lass than the I [a] Wi& _ note let no man troublehimself,
power to make taws. Of this power we are ] wh_ _a not used, or does not intend to use him.
now told thit it is its "d_,, to make law_ _tt, _ what are called meta_,_a/
Hence we learn_what?_that it is its tlo_; mw_tee_timatieathe-benefitofunder-
"d_¥' to do what it does; to be, in short, _clearly what he k speaking of, k not
what it is, Thit, then, is what the paragraph wurm me umour.
now before us, with its apparatus of "/o_" .1, That may be said to be my d_ to do (nn.der_d political duty) which you (or stone other
and "_" and "_e_" is designed to pe_en_.pemms)haveuri_,h_tohavememade
prove to us. Of this stamp is that meaning, to do. I have, then, a Du_ • tmmrd_ you: you
at hm_t, of the initial _entence, which is up- ] l_ve_luen_ as _ me.

parentnpon thefaceofit. ,, I _. w nat you have a right to have me made toIV. C_plete the sense efthe phrase, to I do tunder_tond a pollti_ right) _ tI_t which
lI am liable, according t_ It,,,upon a

/am f add toit_inthisl_l_ce,wh_it le_ madean yeurbehalf,reI_ fornot
vnmt_ine_ler_to be ,a,_ exp_ I_ng.
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thesesupremegovereorsanysuchduty? No: X. What particular inst_utions our Au-
for if they are at all liable to punishment thor wished to see established in this view--
according to law _,whether it be for not doing what particular duties he would have found
any thing, or for doing, then are they not, for the legislature under this general head of
what they are supposed to be, supreme go- duty, is not very apparent: though it is what
vernors: [el those are the supreme governors, should have appeared more precisely than it
by whose appointment the former are liable does, ere his meaning could be apprehended
to be punished, to any purpose. What increases still the difli-

VIII. The word duty, then, if applied to culty of apprehending it, is a practice which
persons spoken of as supreme governors, is we have already had more than once occasion
evidently applied to them in a sense which to detect himin,*--a kind of versatility, than
is figurative and improper: nor, therefore, which nothing can he more vexatious to a
are the same conclusions to be drawn from reader who makes a point of entering into
any propositions in which it is used in this the sentiments of his Author. He sets out
sense, as might be drawn from them if it with the word "duty" in his mouth ; and, in
were used in the other sense, which is its the character of a Censor, with all due gra-
proper one. vity begins talking to us of what ought to be.

IX. This explanation, then, being pre- 'Tis in the midst of this lecture that our
raised ;--understanding myself to be using Proteus slips aside ; puts on the historian ;
the word rut/; in its improper sense, the pro- gives an insensible turn to the discourse ;
position that it is the duty of the legislature and without any warning of the change.
to spread abroad, as much as possible, the finishes with telling us what is. Between
knowledge of their WIU among the people, these two points, indeed, the is, and the
is a proposition I am disposed most mire- ought to be, so opposite as they frequently
servediy to accede to. If this be our Author's are in the eyes of other men, that spirit of
meaning, I join myself to him heart, and voice, obsequious quietism that seems constitntinnal

rant me in my own opinion for saying that they in our Author, wiU scarce ever let him re-
o_ht to do it. For all this, I should not, at cognise a difference. 'Tis in the second
any rate, say that is was their duty in a politzcal sentence of the paragraph that he observes
sense. No more should I venture to say _t was that "it is expedient that they" (the people)
in a moral or reli_ous sense, tit1 I were satisfied " receive directions from the state" (meaning
whether they themselves thought the measures the governing body) "declaratory of that its
useful and feasible, and whether they were gone- will." 'Tis in the very next sentence that
rally supposed to think so.

_rere-I sadsfied that they themselves thought we learn from him, that what it is thus " ex-
so, God then, I might say, knows they do. God, pedient" that the state should do, it does do.
we are tosuppose, will punish them if they no- = " But since it is impossible in so great a
glect pursuing it. It is thentheirreligiousduty, i multitude, to give particular injunctions to
Were I satisfied that the peaple supposed they every particular man relative to each patti-
thought so: the people, I might say, in case of
such neglect,_the.peoEle, by various reunites- i eular action, therefore," says he, " the state
rations of its ill-will_ will also punch them. It I establishes" (does actual_j establish) '" gone-
is then their _oral duty. ] ral rules" (the state generally, any state, that

is to say, that one can mention, all states inIn any of these senses, it must be observed,
there can be no more propriety in averring it to short whatever, do establish) "' general rules
be the duty of the supreme power to pursue the for the perpetual information and direction
measure in queation_ than in averring it to be of all persons in all points, whether of posi-
their duty to pursue any other supposable men- tire or of negative duty." Thus far oursure e_lually beneficial to the community. To
usher m the proposal of a measure in this per- Author ; so that, for aught appears, whatever
emptory and assuming guise, may be pardonable he could wish to see done in this view, is
in a loose rhetorical haran_.e, but can never done. Neither this state of our own, nor
be justifiable in an exact didactic composition, any other, does he wish to see do any thing
Modes of private moral conduct there axe in- more in the matter than he sees done already;
deed many_ the tendency whereof is so well
lmown andso _nerally ackuowtodg_l,, that the nay, nor than what is sure to be done at all
observance of them mav be well styles a duty. events : so that happily the duty he is here
But to apply the samd term to the partienla_ so forward to lay on his superiors will not
detm2s of_gidafiv¢ conduct, especiaUy newly sit on them very heavy. Thus far is he from

ones, is going, I think, too tar, and having any determinate instructive meaning
tends only to/mnfdsion. . in that part of the paragraph in which, to[el I mean for what they do, or omit to eta,
wlim a_iag in a body: in that body in which, appearance, and by accident, he comes near-
when actlng, they are supreme. Because for any eat to it.
thip._ any of them do sepa_tely, or acting in XI. Not that the passage, however, is abso.
boch_ that are subordinate, they may any of lately so remote from meaning, but that the
them be punished without any disparagem_q_t to inventive complaisance of a commentator of
their supremacy. Not only any _aay be, but
many are: it is what we see examples of every * Vide supra, oh. iL par. 11, oh. ill par. 7,
day, ch. iv. par. 1_0.
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the m]mlring breed might find it lz_egnant benefits of society ; and aiderwhat manner
with a good deal of useful matter. The de- each person is to moderate the use and exer-
sign of disseminating the knowledge of the cise of those rights which the state, assigns
laws is glanced at by it, at least with a show ]tim, in orderto promote andsecure the pub-
of approbation. Were our Author's writings, lle tranquillity." In taking my leave of our
then, as sacred as they are mysterious; and Author, I finish gladly with this pleasing
were they in the number of those which peroration: aserutinizingjudgment,pe.rha_,
stamp the seal of authority on whatever doc- would not be altogether satisfied with it ;
trines can be fastened on them ; what we but the ear is soothed by it, and the heart is
have read might serve as a text, from which warmed.
the obligation of adopting as m_y measures XHI. I now put an end to the tedious
as a man should deem subservient to that .andintricate warof wordsthat has submsted,
design, might, without any unexampled rio- m a more particularmanner duringthe course
lenee, be deduced. In this oracularpassage ot these two last chapters: a logomachy,
I might find inculcated, if not totidem 8yUa. wearisome enough, perhaps, and insipid to
hie, at least totidem literis, as many points the reader, but beyond deseTiptionlaborious
of legislative duty as should seem subset- and irksome to the writer. What remedy?
vient to the purposes of digestion and pro- Had there been sense, I should have attached
mu/gat/on. Thus fortified, I might press myself to the sense: finding nothing but
upon the legislature, and that on the score words, to the words I was to attach myseli_
of "duty," to carry into execution, and that or to nothing. Had the doctrine been but
without delay, many a busy project, as yet false, the task of exposing it would have
either unthought of or unheeded. I might been comparatively an easy one : but it was
call them with a tone of authority to their what is worse, unmean/ng ; and thence it
work: I bid them go make provision forth- came to require all these pains which I have
with for the bringing to light such scattered been here bestowing on it : to what profit,
materials as can be found of the judicial de- let the reader judge.
cisions of time past,--sole and neglected " Well then," cries an objector, "the
materials of e?mmon law; -- for the regis- task you have set yourself is at an end; and
tering and publishing of all future ones as the subject of it, after all, accordingto your
they arise ; -- for transforming, by a digest, own representation, teaches nothing ;-- ac-
the body of the common law thus completed, cordingto your own showing, it is not worth
into statute-law;--for breaking down the attending to. Why then bestow on it so
whole together into codes or parcels, as many much attention ?"
as there are classes of persons distinguish- In this view: To do something to instruct,
ably concerned in it;-- for introducing to but more to undeceive, the timid and admi.
the notice and possession of every person his ring student : -- to excite him to place more
respective code :-- works which public he- confidence in his own strength, and less in
cessity cries aloud for, at which professional the infsllibility of great names :--to help
interest shudders, and at which legislative him to emancipate his judgment from the
indolence* stands aghast, shackles of authority : -- to let him see that

XIL All these leading points, I say, of the not understanding a discourse may as
legislative economy, with as many points of well be the writer's fault as the reader's:
detail subservient to each as ameditation not to teach him to distinguish between shewy
lm_duous has suggested, I might enforce, language and sound sense : -- to warn him
were it necessary, by our Author's oracular not to pay himself with words :--to show
authority. For nothing less than what has him that what may tickle the ear, or dazzle
been mentioned, I trust, is necessary, in order the imagination, will not always inform the
that every man may be made to know, in the judgment :-- to show him what it is our
degree in which he might and ought to be Author can do, and has done ; and what it
made to know, what (in ourAuthor's words) is he has not done, and cannot do :--to dis-
"to lookuponashisown, what asanother's ; i pose him rather to fast on ignorance th_n
what absolute and What relative duties are I feedhimself with error:into lethimsce, that
required at his hands; what is to be esteemed ] with regard to an expositor of the law, our
honest, dishonest,/ or indifferent; what de- [ Author is not he that should come, but that
gree every man retains of his naturalliberty; [ we maybe still/ook/ng for another.--" Who
what he has given up as the price of t_ [ then, says my objector, " shall be thatother ? Yourself?"mNo, verily. My mis-

s Had I _ in those days what everybody I sion is at end, whenI have prepared theway
haam_ since, _ of/ndo/ence I shouldhave J_efore tlim.Put _-- Note of the Author, 1822. I

FINI_
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INTRODUCTION. reduced to these two terms, and there is then
no mystery.

OF all the branches of legislation, the Civil The civil code is at bottom only the penal
Code is that which presents the fewest attrac- code under another aspect: it is not pos-
tions to those who do not study the law as a sible to understand the one, without under-
profession. This assertion is not strong standing the other. The establishment of
enough, since this branch has hitherto almost Rights is the granting of permissions, and
inspired a species of disgust. Curiosity has the issuing of prohibitions: in a word, it is
for a long time been ardently directed to the the creation of offences. To commit an
consideration of political economy, penal law, offence is, on the one hand, to violate an
and the principles of government. Celebrated obligation--on the other hand, a right. To
works have rendered these studies respec- commit a private offence is to violate an ob-
table ; and upon pain of acknowledging a ligation due to an individual--aright which
humiliating inferiority to those around us, it is he has over us. To commit a public offence
necessary that these should be understood, is to violate an obligation due to the public
and an opinion be formed respecting them. --a right which the public have over us.

But the Civil Law has never yet passed the Civil law is therefore only penal law consi-
obscure bounds of the Bar. Its commen- dered under another aspect. If I consider
tarots sleep in the dust of the libraries, by the law at the moment it confers a right or
the side of their opponents. The public are imposes an obligation, I consider it in a civil
ignorant even of the names of the sects that point of view. If I consider the law in its
divide them, and regard with a silent respect sanctions, in its effects, with respect to a
the numerous folios, the enormous compila- violated right or broken obligation, I consi-
tions, ornamented with the pompous titles of der it in a penal point of view.
Body of Laws and Unive_'sal Jurisprudence, What, then, is meant by Principles of Civil
&c. Law f We intend to express the motives of

The general dislike to this study is the the laws--theknowledge of the true reasons
result of the manner in which it has been which ought to guide the legislator in the
treated. All these works occupy the same distribution of the rights he confers, or the
place in the science of law, which was once obligations he imposes upon individuals.
occupied by the works of the schoolmen in In the whole library of writings upon the
the natural sciences, before the establishment civil law, we search in vain for one which
of experimental philosophy. Those who at- has had for its object the exhibition of the
tribute their dryness and their obscurity to reasons upon which it is founded : philoso-
the nature of their subject, show them too phy has never entered there. The Theory of
great an indulgence. Civil Law by Linguet, which promises much,

Indeed, to what does this part of the laws is ikr from deserving its title : it is the pro-
refer ? It treats of every thing which is most ductlon of an unregulated imagination, go.
interesting to men :roof their security, of vernod by a bad heart. An oriental despotism
their property, of their reciprocal and daily is the model to which he would reduce all
transactions, of their domestic condition in the European governments, that he might
the relations of father, hnsband, child. It correct all their notions of h'aerty and ha-
is here we behold the rise of Rby_s and Ob- manity, which seem like mournful spectres to
//gat/_sj for all the objects of law may be torment him.
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The disputes of jurisprudence have pro- tural death. Such a dead man is not dead,
duced, even in its schools, a set of doubters, such another living man is not living; such
who have doubted whether they had any an one who is absent ought to be considered
principles. According to them, every thing is as present, such an one who is present ought
arhitrary--thelawis good, heeause it is law : to be considered as absent: a province is
because a decision, whatever it may be, pro- not where it is ; a country does not belong
duces the grea_ benefit of peace. There is to those to whom it belongs; men are some-
in this opinion a little truth, and a great deal times only things, and as such cannot possess
of error. It will be seen in the following rights ; things are sometimes beings which
work, that the principle of utility extends possess rights, and are bound by obligations.
over this portion of the laws, as well as over They recognise imprescriptible rights which
all the others, but that its application is have always been prescribed against, and un-
difficult -- that it reqnires an intimate know- alienable rights which have always been alien-
ledge of human nature, ated; and thatwhich is not, is always more

The first ray of light which broke in upon distinctly visible to their eyes than that which
Mr. Bentham in his legal studies was, that _s. Take away their fictions, or rather their
the law of Nature _ the original Compact lies, they know not where they are: aceus-
--the moral Sense--the notions of R_ght tomed to these crutche_, they cannot walk
and Wrong, which had been employed for the. without them. Mr. Bentham has rejected
explanation of the laws, were only at bottom all these puerile arguments : he has not one
those innate ideas whose falsehood had been gratuitous supposition, not one arbitrary de-
so ably demonstrated by Mr. Locke. He finition--not a reason which is not the
saw that they revolved in a vicious c_rcle, expression of a fact, not a fact which is not
Familiarized with the method of Bacon and drawn from an effect of the law, either good
of Newton, he resolved to introduce it into or bad.
legislation : he has made it an experimen- It is by this method of always reasoning
tal science: he has discarded all dogmatic consistently with his principles, that he has
words; he has rejected all terms that do not made the Civil Law a newseience: new and
express some sen_atim_ of pleasure or of pain. even paradoxical to those who have been edu-
For example, he will not admit that property sated in the opinions of the ancient schools;
is an inherent right---a natural right ; because but simple, natural, and even familiar, to
these terms explain nothing, prove nothing, those who have not been misled byfalse sys-
The terms Justice and Injustice have in his terns. Hence a translation of this book
eyes the same inconvenience of prejudging, would have in all languages the same mean-
instead of ilium'mating, the questions to which ing and the same force, because it appeals tQ
they refer. When he proposes to establish the experience of all men, instead of teeh-
a law, he does not pretend to have discovered nical reasons-- of reasmls founded upon ab-
a corresponding law in the law of nature, and stract terms, upon arbitsarydefinitlons, which
by a common trick present that as already possess only a local value, and consist only of
done, which still remains to be done. When words, which disappear when no synonyms
he explains obligations, he does not envelope are found by which to translate them. It is
therein mysterious reasons; he admitsno_hing thus the savage Africans, who make use of
on supposition. He clearly shows that every shells for money, discover their poverty ira-
obligation ought to be founded either upon mediately that they pass their own frontiers,
some previous service received by the person and wish to exchange their conventional
on whom it is imposed, or on some superior riches with strangers.
need on the part of the person in whose fa- In Mr. Bentham's MSS. there are frequent
roar it is imposed, or uport some mutual references to the laws of England. As his
agreemeng which derives all its _orce from observations would often have appeared to
its utility. Thus always guided by experi- want a foundation, if I had not mentioned
ence and observation, he only considers the the particular laws against which they were
effects which the laws produce upon the directed, I have endeavoured, for the put-
faculties of man as a sensible being, and he pose of dearness, to develops that which was
always assigns pains to be avoided as the only only an allusion to the o"nginal. I may have
arguments of real value, made some mistakes: these ought not to be

The Civilians never leave off reasoning imputed to the Author. These laws are in
upon fictions, and giving these fictions the general so difficult to understand, that it is
same effect as realities. For example, they dangerous for an Englishman, who is not a
admit of contracts, which never existed; of lawyer, to hazard an opinion respecting them,
quasi contracts, which never had the appear- and much more so, therefore, for one who is
am:e of existing. In certain eases, they admit not an Englishman,
a civil death: in other cases, they deny ,to- Du_osT
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PART I.--OBJECTS OF THE CIVIL LAW."

out a specific and satisfactory rsaso_ There
CHAPTER L is always one reason against every coercive

OF RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS. law_ and one reason which, were there no
other, would be sufficient by itself: it is,

EVERY thing which the legislator is called that such a law is restrictive of liberty. Who-
upon to distribute among the members of the ever proposes a coercive law, ought to be
community, may be reduced to two classes : ready to prove, not only that there is a spe-

1st, Rights. cific reason in favour of this law, but also that
2d, Obligations. this reason is more weighty than the general

Rights are in themselves advantages; be- reason against every law.
nefits for him who enjoys them : obligations, The proposition, although almost self-evi-
on the other hand, are duties ; burthensome dent, that every law_ is contrary to liberty,
charges for him who has to fulfil them. i is not generally recognised : on the contrary,

Rights and obligations, though distinct and the zealots of liberty, more ardent than en-
opposite in their nature, are simultaneous in lightened, have made a conscience of combat-
their origin, and inseparable in their existence, ing it. And how have they done it ? They
According to the nature of things, the law have perverted the language, and will not
cannot grant a benefit to any, without, at the employ this word in its common acceptation.
same time, imposing a burthen on some one They speak a language that belongs to no one:
else; or, in other words, a right cannot be they sav, Li_erly consists in the power of doing
created in favour of any one, without ira- every thing which does not hurt another. But
posing a corresponding obligation on another, is this the ordinary meaning of this word ?
In what manner is a right of property in land The liberty of doing evil, is it not liberty ?
conferred on me ? By imposing upon every If it is not liberty, what is it then ? and what
body except myself the obligation not to word should we make use of in speaking of
touch its produce. How is the right of coin- it ? Do we not say that liberty should be
manding conferred on me ? By imposing upon taken away from fools, and wicked persons,
a district, or a number of persons, the obliga- because they abuse it ?
tion to obey me. According to this definition, then, I do not

The legislator ought to confer rights with know if I have the liberty of doing or not
pleasure, since they are in themselves a bene- doing any action, until I have examined all
fit ; he ought to impose obligations with re- its consequences ? If it appear to me hurtful
pugnance, since they are in themselves an to a single individual, whether the law per-
evil. In accordance with the principle of mit, or even command it, I have not liberty
utility, he ought never to impose a burthen to do it! An officer of justice would not
but that he may confer a benefit of a greater have liberty to punish a thief, unless he was
value, sure such punishment would not hurt such

In the same proportion as it creates obll- thief! Such are the absurdities implied in
gations, the law curtails liberty : it converts this definition.
into offences, acts which would otherwise be What says unsophisticated reason ? Let
permitted and unpunishable. The law creates us seek from thence for true propositions.
an offence, either by a positive commandment The sole object of government ought to
or by a prohibition, be the greatest happiness of the greatest pos-

These curtailments of liberty are inevit- sible number of the community.
able. It is impossible to create rights, to The happiness of an individual /s greater,
impose obligations, to protect the person, life, in proportion as his sufferings are lighter and
reputation, property, subsistence, or liberty fewer in number, and as his enjoyments are
itself, but at the expense of liberty, greater and larger in number.

But every restraint imposed upon liberty The care of providing for his enjoyments
is liable to be followed by a natural feeling ought to be left almost entirely to each indi-
of pain, more or less great, independent of vidual; the principal function of government
an infinite variety of inconveniences and suf- I being to protect him from sufferings.
ferings which may result from the particular [ It fulfils this office by creating rights which
mode of this restraint. It follows, therefore, [ it confers upon individuals: rights of perso-
that no restraint should be imposed, no power I hal security; rights of protection for honour;
conferred, no coerdve law sanctioned, with- _ rights of property ; rights of receiving assist.

" The following work is edited from the T.r_it_ { _ It .isn_ to excepttho_e laws by_
de Legislarion_ as published by Dmnont, ana _ / restnctave laws a_. replace: tn.c_e _ws wat_.u
original MSS. of Bentham. I permit wilt otl_ l_ws nave mrmueen.
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ance in ease of need. To these rights, cot- posed to it. It relates to the person, to the
respond offences ofalt classes. The law can- honour, to property, to condition.
not create righ_ Without creating the cortes- Actionshurtful tosceurity,wben prohibited
ponding obligations. It cannot create rights by the laws, receive the character of crimes.
and obligations Without creating offences.* i Among these objects of the la_; security
It can neither co_m_ud nor prohibit, Without i is the only one which necessarily embraces
restraining the liberty of individuals, t i the future: subsistence, abundance, equality,

T_e citizen, therefore, cannot acquire any may be regarded for a moment only; but
fight Without the sacrifice of a part of his security implies extension in point of time,
liberty. Even under a bad government, there _'ith respect to all the benefits to which it
is no proportion between the sacrifice and is applied. Security is therefore the prin-
the acquisition. Govcrnments approach to cipal object.
perfection, in proportion as the acquisition is I have placed equality among the objects
greater, and the sacrifice less. of the law. In an arrangement intended to

give to every man the greatest possible
amount of happiness, no reason can be as.

CHAPTER II. signed why the law should seek to give one
DISTINCT OBJECTS OF THE CIVIL LAW. man more than another. There are, how-

ever, good reasons why it should not do it.
I_ this distribution of rights and obligations, The advantage acquired by the one, can only
the legislator, we have already said, should exist in consequence of an equivalent disad-
have for his object the happiness of the body vantage being borne by another. The advan-
politic_ In inquiring more particularly in tage would only be enjoyed by the favoured
what this happiness consists, we find four party: the disadvantagn would be felt by all
subordinate objects-- those who were not thus favoured.

Subsistence. Equality may be fostered, both by protect-
Abundance. ing it where it exists, and by seeking to pro-
Equality. duce it where it does not exist. But here
Security. lies the danger : a single error may overturn

The more perfect the enjoyment of all the whole social order._
these particulars, the greater the sum of It may appear surprising, that liberty is
social happiness, and especially of that hap- not placed among the principal objects of the
piness which depends upon the laws. law. But in order that we may have clear

It may be shown, that all the functions of notions, it is necessary to consider it as a
the law may be referred to these four heads: branch of security : personal liberty is se-
W provide for subsistence; to secure abun- enrity against a certain species of injury
dance; to befriend equality; to maintainse- whlch affects the person; whilst, astopoli-
curity, tical liberty, it is another branch of security

This division does not possess all the clear- -- security against the injustice of the mem-
ness and precision which could be desired, bets of the Government. What relates to
The boundaries which separate these objects this object, belongs not to the civil, but to
are not always easily determined; they ap- the constitutional code.
proach at different points, and are confounded
one With the other. But it is enough to
justify this division, that it is the most corn- CHAPTER III.
piete, and that we shall be called in many R_LATION BETWEENTHESE OBJECTS.
circumstances to consider each of the objects
it contains, separately and distinct from each THESE four objects of the law appear very
of the others, distinct to the mind, but they are much less

Subsistence, for example, is included in so in practice. The same law may serve for
abundance ; it is, however, properly men- several of them, because theyareofteu united.
tioned separately, because the laws ought to What is done, for example, for the sake of
do for subsistence many things which they security, may be done also for the sake of
ought not to permit to be done for abun- subsistence and abundance.
dance. But there are circumstances in which it is

Security admits oi_as many distinctions as not possible to reconcile these objects: hence
there are kinds of actions which may be op- a measure suggested by one of them will be

• To create an offence_is to convcrt an act into _ Equality may he considered with regard to
an 0tFeace_to give_ by a prohibition_ the quality all the advantages derived from the laws: Poli_

of an offence to an act. Rights--Civil Equality, or Equality in point of•1"When the law coolers a right, it is by giving tical Equality_ or Equality in point of Political
the quality of offences to the different a_.tloos by Ci_il Ri'_hts. t_ut when the word is employed
which the enjoyment of this right may be inter- alone, it is usually u_iemtood as referring to th,
ml_ed or opp_L distribution of l_'Cl_'ty.
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condemned by another. Eqna_ty, for ex- would be rendered impossible. The laws
ample, would reqtfireacertain distribution of never cede establishing inequalities, since
property, which is incompatible with security, they cannot bestow fights upon any, without

When this contradiction exists between imposing obligstious upon others.
these objects, it is necessary to find some Declare that all men, that is, all the hu-
means of deciding which ought to have the man race, have equal rights : there is an end
pre-eminence ; otherwise, instead of guiding of all subordination. The son has equal
us in our researches, their consideration will rights with his father; he has the same fight
serve only to augment our confusion, to direct and to punish him; he has as

At the first glance it is perceived, that much right in his father's house, as his father
subsistence and security rise together to the himself. The maniac has the same right to
same height: abundance and equality are ma- shut up others, as they have to shut up him.
nifestly of an inferior order. Indeed, with- The idiot has the same right to govern his
out security, equality itself could not endure family, as his family have to govern him,
a single day. Without subsistence, abun- All this is included in the equality of rights:
dance cannot exist. The two first ends are it means all this, or it means nothing at
llke life itself: the two last are the orna- all. It is true, those who have maintained
ments of life. this doctrine of the equality of rights, have

In legislation, the most important object neither been fools nor idiots. They had no
is security. If no direct laws are made re- inteution of establishing this absolute equa_
specting subsistence, this object will be he- lity : they had in their minds some restric-
,glected by no one. But if there are no laws tions, some modi_eations, some explanations.
respecting security, it will be useless to have But if they knew not how to speak in a
made laws respecting subsistence: command sensible and intelligible manner, was it pea-
production--command cultivation; you will sible that the blind and ignorant multitude
have done nothing : but secure to the culti- should better understmld what they did not
vator the fruits of his labour, and you most understand themselves ? And if they pro.
probably have done enough, claimed independence, was it not too certain

Security, we have observed, has many that they would be listened to ?
brmlches : it is necessary that one branch of
security should give way to another. For
example, liberty, which is one branch of CHAPTER IV.
security, ought to yield to general security, oF LAWSILELATIVETO SUBSISTENCE.
since it is not possible to make any laws but
at the expense of liberty. WHAT can the law do relative to subsistence?

It is not pussible, then, to obtain the Nothing directly. All that the law _n do is
greatest good, but by the sacrifice of some to create motives; that is to say, to establish
subordinate good. In distinguishing among rewards and punishments, by the influence of
these objects, which, on each occasion, de- which, men shall be induced to furnish subsis-
serves the pre-eminence, consists the diffi- ! tence to themselves. But nature has created
culty of the legislative art. Each one claims these motives, and given them sufficient
pre-eminence in turn, and it sometimes re- energy. Before the idea of law was formed,
quires a complex ealculation to determine to want and enjoFfaent had done, in this respect,
which the preference is due. every thing which could have been done by

Equality ought not to be favoured, except the best concerted laws. Want, armed with
in cases in which it doesnot injure security; every pain, and even death itself, had corn-
where it does not disturb the expectations rounded labour, had sharpened courage, had
to which the laws have given birth ; where inspired foresight, had developed all the fa-
it does not derange the actually established culties of man. Enjoyment, the companion
distribution, of every satisfied want, had formed an inex-

If all property were to be equally divided, haustible fund of rewards for those who had
the certain and immediate consequence would overcome the obstacles and accomplished the
be, that there would soon be nothing more designs of nature.
to divide. Every thing would be speedily i The force of the physical sanction
destroyed. Those who had hoped to be sufficient, the emplo)_aent of the political
favoured by the division, would not suffer sanction would be superfluous.
less than those st whose expense it would be Besides, the motives furnished by the laws
made. If the condition of the industrious are always more or less precarious in their
were not better than the condition of the operation: this is a consequence of the ira-
idle, there would he no reason for being in- perfection of the laws themselves, or of the
dustrious, ditF_vulty of establishing the necessary facts,

If the principle were established, that all before bestowing reward or punishment. The
men should possess equal rights, by a ne_s- hope of impunity glides to _e bottom of the
rsary train of eomequenees, all tegis_iion heart, in All the intermediate degcccs thmush
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which it is necessary to pass, before arriving Famines, wars, accidents of every kind, so
at the secomplishmant of the law. But those often attack the resources of subsistence,
natural effects, which we may consider as the that a society which has no superfluity would
rewards and pu_ah__-ents of nature, do not often be exposed to want necessaries. This
admit of this uncertainty : thercisno evasion, is seen among savage nations: it is what has
no delay, no favour: experience announces often been witnessed among all nations in the
the event ; expetienee confirms it--each sue. time of their ancient poverty; it is what has
eeeding day repeats the lesson of the past, happened in our own days, in countries bttt
and the uniformity of this course leaves no little favoured by nature, such as Sweden,
place for doubt. What ean be added, by direct and in those countries in which the govern-
legislation, to the constant and irresistible menthas opposed the operations of commerce
power of these natural motives? instead of protecting them ; -- whilst those

But the law may indirectly provide for countries in which luxury abounds, and where
subsistence, by protecting individuals whilst the governments are enlightened, are beyond
the> labour, and by securing to them the the reach of famine. Such is the happy si-
fruits of their industry when they have la- tuation of England, where commerce is free.
boured: secur/_ for the labourer--securi_ The gewgaw, useless in itself, obtains a va-
for the fruits of labour. In these cases, the lue in exchange for necessaries: the manu-
benefit of the law is inestimable, factories of luxury are offieos of insurance

against want: the materials used in a brewery
or a manufactory of starch, may be converted

CHAPTER V. into a source of subsistence. How often has
the keeping of dogs and horses been decried,_P LAWS RELATIVE TO *_Ur_DANCE.
as destroying the food of men I The profound

SHALL laws be made, directing individuals politicians who would put down these ex-
not to be contented with subsistence alone, penses, do not rise one degree above those
but to seek abundance? No: this would be apostles of disinterestedness, who, for the
a superfluous employment of artificial means, purpose of producing abundance of corn, set
when the natural means are sufficient. The fire to the granaries.
attractions of pleasure, the succession of
wants, the active desire of adding to our
happiness, will, under the safeguard of secu- CHAPTER VI.
rity, incessantly produce new efforts after PROPOSXTIONSOF PATHOLOGYUPON WHICH
new acquisitions. Wants and enjoyments, THE ADVANTAGEOFEQUALITYIS FOUNDED.
these universal agents in society, after having
raised the first ears of corn, will by degrees I PATHOLOGYis a term used in medicine. It
erect the granaries of abmtdance, always in- I has not hitherto been employed in morals,
creasing and always full. Desires extend i but it is equally necessary there. When thus
themselves with the means of gratifi_tion; applied, moral pathology would consist in the
the horizon is enlarged in proportion as we knowledge of the feelings, affections, and
advance; and each new want, equally accem- ! passions, and their effects upon happiness.
panied by its pleasure and its pain, becomes I Legislation, which has hitherto been founded
n new principle of action. Opulence, which i principally upon the quicksands of instinct

and prejudice, ought at length to be placedis oulv a comparative term, does not arrest[
this m'ovement wben once it is begun : onthe upon the immoveable base of feelings and
contrary, the greater the means, the greater ] experience: a moral thermometer is required,
the field of operations, the greater the reward, [ which should exhibit every degree of happi-
nod, consequently, the greater the force of hess and suffering. The possession of such
the motive which actuates the mind. But an instrument is a point of unattainable per-
in what does the wealth of society consist, if fection; but it is right to contemplate it.
not in the total of the wealth of the indi- A scrupulous examination of more or less,
viduals composing it? And what more is in point of pleasure or pain, may at first be
required than the force of these natural too- esteemed a minute enterprise. It will be said
fives for carrying the increase of wealth to that we must deal with generalities in human
the highest possible degree? affairs, and be contented with a vague up-

We have seen that abundance is produced proximation.- This is, however, the language
by degrees, by the continued operation of the of indifference or incapacity. The feelings of
same causeswhich had providedforsubs'm- men are sufficientlyregularto become the
fence: thereisno oppositionbetween these objectof a scienceor an art; and tillthisis
two objects,On the otherhand,thegreater done,we can onlygropeour way by making
theabundance,the moresecureissubsistence,irregularand ill-directedefforts,Medicine
Those who havecondemned abundance,un- isfoundedupon theaxiomsofphysicalpatho-

der the name of luxury, have never under- log,y: morals are the medicine of the soul:
stood this connexion, legislation is the practical branch; it ought,
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therefore, to be founded upon the axioms of individual. It is here that it is necessary to
mental pathology', apply what has been sa_d with respee_ to

In order to judge of the effect of a portion particular sensibility and character, and the
of wealth upon happiness, it must be consi- variety of circumstances in which they may
dered m three different states: be fmmd.

1st, When it has always been possessed. The second proposition is derived from
2d, When it is about to be gamed, the first: of two indi_iduals, he who possesses
3d, When it is about to be lost. the most wealth will possess the greatest

General observation. -- When the effect of happiness, or chance of happiness. This is a
a portion of wealth upon happiness is spoken truth proved by the experience of all the
of, It is always without reference to the sen- world. I charge the man who would doubt
sibility of the particular individual, and the it to give what he possesses of superfluity to
exterior circumstances in which he may be thefirst person who asks it of him. This su-
placed. Difference of character is inscruta- perflulty, according to his system, is worth
ble; and there are no two individuals whose no more than the sand on which he treads:
circumstances are alike. If these two con- it is a burden, and nothing else. The manna
siderations were not laid on one side, it would of the desert became corrupt, when more was
be impossible to form a single general propo- collected than could be consumed. If, in the
sition: but though each of these propositions same manner, wealth, after it had reached a
may be found false or inexact in each parti- certain amount, did not give an increased
eular case, it will neither mihtate against chance of happiness, no one would wish for
their speculative correctness, nor their prac- more than this amount, and the desire of
tieai utility. It is sufficlent,--lst, If they accumulation would have an ascertained
approach more nearly to the truth than any boundary.
others which can be substituted for them ; The third proposition will be less contested.

and, 2d/y, If they may be employed by the Place on one _ide one thousand labourers,
legislator, as the foundation of his labours, having enough to live upon, and a trifle to
with less inconvenience than any others, spare : place on the other side a king, or, that

I. We proceed to the examination of the he may not be troubled with the cares of
first case we have to examine-- the effect of a royalty, a well apportioned prince, he him-
portion of wealth when it has always been self as rich as all these labourers together. It
possessed, is probable that his happiness will be greater

1. Each portion of wealth is connected w_th than the medium happiness of each of them,
a corresponding portion of happiness, but not equal to the sum-total of all their

2. Of two indwzduals, possessed of unequal little masses of happiness ; or, what amounts
.fortunes, he who possesses the greatest wealth to the same thing, his happiness will not be
will possess the greatest happzness, one thousand tunes greater than the medium

3. The excess of happiness on the part of happiness of a single one among them. ]f
the most wealthy wdl not be so great as the the mass of his happiness should be found ten
excess of h_s wealth, times, or even five times greater, this would

4. _For the same reason, the greater the dzs- still be much. The man who is born in the
proportion between the two masses of wealth, lap of wealth, is not so sensible of the value
the less the probabihty that there exists an of fortune, as he who is the artisan of his
equally great disproportion between the masses own fortune. It is the pleasure of acquiring,
of happiness, and not the satisfaction of possessing, which

5. The more nearly the actual proportion is productive of the greatest enjoyment.
approaches to equahty, the greater wdl be the The first is a lively sensation, sharpened by
total mass of happiness, desire and previous privations : the'other is

What is here said of wealth, ought not to a feeble sentiment, formed by habit, unen-
be limited to pecuniary wealth : the term is livened by contrast, and borro_4ng nothing
used with a more extended signification, and from imagination.
includes every thing which serves for sub- II. We proceed to the examination of the
sistence and abundance. It is for abbre- second case-- the effect of a portion of wealth
viation's sake that a portzon of wealth is when it first comes into the hands of a new
spoken of, instead of a portwn of the matter possessor. Observe, it will be proper to con-
of wealth, sider this gain as unexpected, and to suppose

We have said, each portion of wealth is that this increase of wealth is received smi-
connected with a corresponding portion of deldy, and, as it were, by chance.
happiness : strictly speaking, it should have 1..By repeated divisions, a portion of wealth
been, has a certain chance of being so con- may be reduced to so small an amount as not
nected. The efficacy of any cause of happi- to produce any happiness for any one of its
ness is always precarious ; in other words, a co.partahers. This would happen ffthe poro
"cause of happiness may not produce its ordi- tion of each were less than. the value of the
nary effect ; nor the same effect upon every smallest known coin ; but it ia not necessary
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to carry the di_sion to this extreme point, in to approach most nearly to equality : (when
order that the proposition may be true. considered without reference to the inconve-

2. Among co-partahers of equal fortunes, niences attached to the violation of security.)
the more earapleteb¢, in the distribution of a Governments, profiting by the progress of
pol_ion of wealth, this equahty is allowed to knowledge, have favoured, in many respects,
remain, the greater will be the total mass of the principles of equality in the distribution
happiness, of losses. It is thus that they have encou-

3. Amongco-partahers of unequal fortunes, raged the establishment of assurance offices.
the more the distribution of a portion of wealth In these useful contracts, individuals assess
contributes to their equality, the greater will their shares beforehand, in order to be pre-
be the total mass of happiness, pared for all possible losses. The principle of

III. We proeeed to the examination of the assurance, founded upon the calculation of pro-
third ease--the effect of a portion of wealth babdities, is only the.art of distributing losses
when it leaves the hands of its possessor. It among a great number of associates, so as to
will be again necessary to consider this loss renderthem extremelylight, andalmost null.
as unexpected ; to suppose that it is unlooked The same intention has directed princes,
for. A loss is almost always unexpected, when they have made compensation, at the
because a man naturally hopes to keep what expense of the state, to such of their subjects
he possesses. This expectation is founded as have suffered from public calamities or the
upon the ordinary course of things ; for if we devastations of war. Nothing could have
look at the whole mass of men, they not only been more wise, or better intended in this
keep what they have acquired, but still further respect, than the administration of Frederick
increase its amount. The proof is in the the Great : this is one of the most admirable
difference between the primitive poverty of points of view under which we can eontem-
every country and its actual wealth, plate the social art.

I. The loss of a portion of wealth will Some few attempts have been made to in-
produce a loss of happiness to each indwiduat, demnlfy indivxduals for the losses caused by
more or less great, according to the propor- crimes on the part of malefactors. The ex-
tion between the portion he loses wad the par- amples of this kind are, however, still rare.
tion he retains. It is an object which deserves the attentiml

Take away the fourth part of his fortune, of legislators, since by this means the evil of
and you take away the fourth part of his hap- offences directed against property may be re-
piness; and so of the rest.* duced almost to nothing. But such a system

But there are cases in which this proportion would require to be regulated with great care,
does not continue. If, in taking three-fourths that it might not become hurtful. It ought
of my fortune, you trench upon my physical not to favour indolence or imprudence which
wants, and in taking only the half you leave neglects precautions against crimes, because
these wants untouched, the loss of happiness secure of obtaining an indemnification. The
will not be simply the half, but the double, utility of the remedy would depend, eherefore,
the quadruple, the ten-fold of what it is in upon the manner in which it was adminis-
the other case: one knows not where to stop. tered. But it is a culpable indifference which

2. (This point being settled.) The greater rejects a salutary measure, in order to spare
the number of persons with equal .fortunes, !tself the trouble of separating it from its
among whom a given loss is divided, the less inconveniences.
considerable the loss which results from it to The principles laid down above will equally
the total mass of happiness, serve for regulating the distribution of a loss

3. A certain point being reached, a farther among many persons charged with a common
division would render each share impalpable, responsibility. If their respective evntribu-
The loss occasioned to the mass of happiness tlons follow the quantity of their respective
becomes null. fortunes, their relative condition will be the

4. Among unequal fortunes, the loss of haT. same as before ; but if it be desirable to seize
piness produced by a loss of wealth, will be this occasion to make them approach more
so much the less when the distribution of the nearly to equality, a different proportion must
loss is made in such manner as to cause them be adopted. To assess them all equally, with-

out regard to the difference of their fortunes,

" It is to this l:ead that the evil of gambling would be a third plan, which would accord
may be referred. Though the chances, as they neither with equality nor security.
_espect money, may be equal, the chances, as In order to make this subject more clear,
they zeslmet happiness, are always unf_vourable_ I shall present a compound case, in which
I possess £1000_ the stake is £500: if I lose, there are two individuals, oneof whom seeks
my fortune is diminished one half; if I gain, it i a profit at the expense of the other. We
is is only increased one thixd. Suppose the stake shall then determine the effect of a portionto be £1000- if I gain, m_ l_poiaess is not
doubled with my fortune; if I lo_, my happi- of wealth, which, in order to pass into the
hess is destroy_--I am _educed to poverty, hands of one individual in the shape of gain,
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must come out of the hands of another indi-
vidual in the shape of loss. CHAPTER VII.

1 -Prop. Among competitors of equal for-
tunes, ff what is gained by one be lost by an- oF SECURITY,

other, the distribution which will leave the W_ have now arrived at the principal oh-
greatest sum of happiness, is that which would jeet of the Laws: the care of security. This
favour the defendant to the exclusion of the inestimable good is the distinctive mark of
plaintiff, civilization: it is enth'ely the work of the

For, 1st, The sum lost, bearing a greater laws. Without law there is no security ;
proportion to the reduced fortune than to the consequently no abundance, nor even certain
increased fortune, the diminution of happi- subsistence. And the only equality which
hess for the one will be greater than the in- can exist in such a condition, is the equality
crease of happiness to the other. In a word, of misery.
equality would be violated by an opposite L In order rightly to estimate this great be-
dibtribution. (See note upon Gaming: the nefit of the Laws, it is only necessary to con-
case is exactly the same.) sider the condition of savages. They struggle

2d, The loser experiences the pain of dis- without ceasing against famine, which some-
appointed expcctatmn : the other is simply i_a i times cuts off in a few days whole nations :
the condition of not having gained. But the i rivalry with respect to the means of subais-
negative evil oi not having gained, is not equal fence, produces among them the most cruel
to the positive evil of having lost. (If this wars; and, like the most ferocious beasts, men
were not the case, every man would experience pursue men,that they may feed on one another.
this evil with regard to every thing which The dread of this horrible calamity destroys
he did not obtain, and the causes of evil be- amongst them the gentlest sentiments of ris-
ing infimte, every one ought to find himself ture: pity connects itself with insensibility
infinitely miserable), in putting the old persons to death, becanse

3d, Mankind in general appear to be more they can no longer tbllow their prey.
scnsible of grief than pleasure from au equal Examine also what passes at those periods,
cause. For example a loss which would dl- during which civilized societies almost return
minish the fortune of an individual by one into the savage state : I refer to a time of
quarter, would take more from his happi- war, when the laws which give security are
hess than would probably be added by a gain in part suspended. Every instant of its du-
which should double it.* ration is fruitfifl in calamity: at every step

2 Prop. Among unequal fortunes, if the which it imprints upon the globe, at every
loser is the poorest, the evil of the loss will movement which it makes_ the existing mass
be increased by this unequality, of riches, the foundation of abundance and

3 Prop. If the loser is the richest, the evil subsistence, is decreased and disappears : the
caused by the attack upon security, will be in lowly cottage, and the lofty palace are alike
part compensated by the portion of good aris- subject to its ravages; and often the anger or
ing from the progress made towards equality, caprice of a moment consigns to destruction

By the assistance of these aximns, which the _low productions of an age of labour.
have to a certain point the character and Law alone has accomphshed what all the
certainty of mathematical propositions, it natural feelings were not able to do: Law
will be possible at length to produce a regular alone, has been able to create a fixed and du-
and constant rule for indemnities and saris- ruble possession which deserves the name of
factions. Legislators have often shown a Property. The taw alone could accustom
disposition to follow the counsels of equality men to submit to the yoke of foresight, at
under the name of equity, to which greater la- first painful to be borne, but afterwards agree-
titude has been conceded than to justice: but able and mild : it alone could encourage them
this idea of equity, vague and ill developed, in labour -- superfluous at present, and which
has rather seemed a matter of instinct than they are not to enjoy till the future. Eco-
of calculation. It is only by much patience nomy has as many enemies as there are spend-
and order that a multitude of incoherent and thrifts, or men who would enjoy, without
eonfusod sentiments can be reduced into ri- taking the trouble to produce. Labour is
gorous propositions, too painful for idleness ; it is too slow for

• It does not follow that the sum of e_d_lis impatience: Cunning and Injustice under-
handedly conspire to appropriate its fruits;greater than that of good. Not only is evil more

raxe_ but it is accidental: it docs not arise_ like Insolence and Audacity plot to seize them by
good, from constant and necessary causes Up open force. Hence Security, always tottering,
to a certain point_ also, it is in our power to re- always threatened, never at rest, lives in the
pulse evil from, and attract good to, otlrselvcs. , midst of snares. It requires in the legislator,
There is also in human nature a feeling of con- vigilance continually sustained, and powerfidence in happiness, which prevails over the fear
of its loss: this is evidenced by the success of always in action, to defend it against his con-
lotteri_ stantly reviving crowd of adversaries.
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The Law does not say to a man, " Work ]
and lwill reward ymt ;" but it says to him, _ CHAPTER VIII.
" Work, and by stopping the hand that would { or raorEttT'l.
take them from you, I will ensure to you the [

.fruits ofym_r labour, its natured and su_cient [ THAT we may more completely estimate the
reward, which, without me, you could notpre* [ advantage of the law, iet us endeavour to
serve." If industry creates, it is the law I form a clear idea of property. We shall
which preserves : if, at the first moment, we see that there is no natural property--that
owe every thing to labour, at the second, property is entirely the creature of law.
and every succeeding moment, we owe every Property is only a foundation of expec-
thing to the law. ration--the expectation of deriving certain

In order to form a clear idea of the whole advantages from the thing said to be pos-
extent which ought to he given to the prin- sessed, in consequence of the relations in
ciple of security, it is necessary to consider, which one already stands to it.
that man is not like the brutes, limited to There is no form, or colour, or visible
the present time, either in enjoyment or suf- trace, by which it is possible to express the
fering, but that he is susceptible of pleasure relation which constitutes property. It be-
and pain by anticipation, and that it is not longs not to physics, but to metaphysics :
enough to guard him against an actual loss it is altogether a creature of the mind.
but also to guarantee to him, as much as Tohavetheobjeetinone'shand--tokeep
possible, his possessions against future losses, it, to manufacture it, to sell it, to change it_
The idea of his security must he prolonged nature, to employ it--all these physical cir-
to him throughout the whole vista that his cumstances do not give the idea of property.
inuLgination can measure. A piece of cloth which is actually in the

This disposition to look forward, which Indies may belong to me, whilst the dress
has so marked an influence upon the condi- which I have on may not be mine. The
tion of man, may be called expectation- food which is incorporated with my owIl
expectation of the future. It is by means substance may belong to another, to whom I
of this we are enabled to form a general plan must account for its use.
of conduct ; it is by means of this, that the The idea of property consists in an esta-
successive moments which compose the du- blished expectation- in the persuasion of
ration of life are not like insulated and power to derive certain advantages from the
independent points, but become parts of a object, according to the nature of the ease.
continuous whole. Expectation is a chain But this expectation, this persuasion, can
which unites our present and our future ex- only be the work of the law. I can reckon
istence, and passes beyond ourselves to the upon the enjoyment of that which I regard
generations which follow us. The senslbl- as my own, only according to the promise of
lity of the individual is prolonged through the law, which guarantees it to me. It is the
all the links of this chain, law alone which allows me to forget my ha-

The principle of security comprehends the tural weakness: it is from the law alone that I
maintenance of all these hopes ; it directs can enclose a field and give myself to its culti-
that events, inasmuch as they are dependent ration, in the distant hope of the harvest.
upon the laws, should be conformed to the But it may be said, What has served as a
expectations to which the laws have given base to the law for the commencement of the
birth, operation, when it adopted the ob]eets which

Every injury which happens to this senti- it promised to protect under the name of
ment produces a distinct, a peculiar evil, property ? I.n the primitive state, had not
which may be called pain of disappointed men anatural expectation of enjoying certain
expectation, things--an expectation derived from sources

The views of jurists must have been ex- anterior to the law?
tremely confused, _nce they have paid no Yes: they have had from the beginning,
particular attention to a sentiment so funda- there have always been circumstances in
mental in human life : the word expectation which a man could secure by his own means
is scarcely to be found in their vocabulary ; the enjoyment of certain things : but the
an argument can scarcely be found in their catalogue of these cases is very limited.
works, founded upon this principle. They The savage, who has hidden his prey, may
have followed it, without doubt, in many in- hope to keep it for himself so long as his
stances, but it has been from instinct, and cave is not discovered ; so long as he is awake
not from reason, to defend it ; whilst he is stronger than his

If they had known its extreme importance, rivals : but this is all. How miserable and
they would not have omitted to name it ; to precarious is this method of possession ! --
point it out, irL_t_d of leaving it in the Suppose, then, the slightest agreementamong
crowd, these savages reciprocally to respect each

other's booty: this is the introduction of a
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principle, to which you can only give the i this of little importance ? Those who look
name of law. A feeble and momentary ex- from above at the inferior ranks, see all ob-

pectation only results from time to time, jects less than they really are ; but at the
from purely physical circumstances ; a strong base of the pyramid, it is the summit which
and permanent expectation results from law disappears in its turn. So far from making
alone : that which was only a thread in a these comparisons, they dream not of them ;
state of nature, becomes a cable, so to speak, they are not tormented with impossibilities :
in a state of society, so, that all things considered, the protection

Property and law are born and must die of the laws contributes as much to the hap-
together. Before the laws, there was no pro- piness of the cottage, as to the security of
perty: take away the laws, all property ceases, the palace. It is surprising that so judiclous

With respect to property, security consists a writer as Beccaria should have inserted,
in no shock or derangement being given to in a work dictated by the soundest philoso-
the expectation which has been founded on phy, a doubt subversive of the social order.
the laws, of enjoying a certain portion of The right of property, says he, is a terrzble
good. The legislator owes the greatest re- rtght, and may not perhaps be necessarg.
spect to these expectations to which he has Upon this right, tyrannical and sanguinary
given birth: when he does not interfere with laws have been founded. It has been most
them, he does all that is essential to the hap- frightfully abused; but the right itself pre-
pinessof society ; when he injures them, he sents only ideas of pleasure, of abundance,
always produces a proportionate sum of evil. and of security. It is this right which has

overcome the natural aversion to labour N
which has bestowed on man the empire of

CHAPTER IX. the earth--which hasled nations to give up
their wandering habits -- which has createdANSWER TO AN OBJECTION.

a love of country and of posterity. To en-
BUT perhaps the laws relating to property joy quickly--to enjoy without punishment,
may be good for those who possess it, but --this is the universal desire of man ; this
oppressive to those who have none ;--the is the desire which is terrible, since it arms
poor are perchance more miserable than they all those who possess nothing, against those
would be without them. who possess any thing. But the law, which

The laws, in creating property, have crea- restrains this desire, is the most splendid
ted wealth; but with respect to poverty, it is triumph of humanity over itself.
not the work of the laws--it is the primitive
condition of the human race. The man who
lives only from day to day, is precisely the CHAPTER X.
man in a state of nature. The savage, the ANALYSIS OF THE EVILS RESULTING FROM

poor in society, I acknowledge, obtain no- ATTACKSUPON PROPERTY.
thing but by painful labour ; but in a state
of nature, what could he obtain but at the WE have already seen, that subsistence de-
price of his toil ? Has not hunting its fa- pends upon the laws, which secure to the
tigues, fishing its dangers, war its uncertain- labourers the products of their labour ; but it
ties ? And if man appear to love this ad- would be proper more exactly to analyze the
venturous life--if he have an instinct greedy evils which result from violations of property.
of these kinds of perils-- if the savage rejoice They may be reduced to four heads: --
in the delights of an idleness so dearly pur- 1. JEvd of Non-possession.-- If the acquisi-
chased-- ought it to he concluded that he is tion of a portion of riches be a good, the non-
more happy than our day labourers ? No : possession of it mtLst be an evil; though a
the labour of these is more uniform, but the negative evil, and nothing more. Hence,
reward is more certain : the lot of the wo- although men in the condition of primitive
man is more gentle, infancy and old age have poverty may not have felt the special priva-
more resources ; the species multiplies in a tion of wealth which was unknown to them,
proportion a thousand times greater, and it is clear that they at least had not all the
this alone would suffice to show on which happiness which results from it, and of which

side is the superiority of happiness. Hence we are in the enjoyment.
the laws, in creating property, have been The loss of a portion of good, should it
benefactors to those who remain in their ori- even remain always unknown, would yet.ben

poverty. They participate more or less loss. If by calumny you prevent my menu
_e pleasures, advantages, and resources from conferring a benefit upon me which I
of civilized society: their industry and la- did not expect, doyounot do me an injury?
bout place them among the candidates for for- In what consists this injury ? In the negative
tune : they enjoy the pleasures of acquisi- evil which results to me, of not possem_qg
tlon : hope mingles with their labours, what I otherwise should have possessed but;
The security which the law gives them, is for your calumny.
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2. Pain of Loss. p Every thing which I i These means are called, in the language of
actually possess, or which I ought to possess, political economy, productive capital.--With
I consider in my imagination as about to be- regard to a single individual, his capital may
long to me for ever : I make it the founda- be destroyed, without his industrious dispo-
tionof my expectationmof the expectation of sition being destroyed, or even weakened.
those who depend upon me, and the support With regard to a nation, the destruction of
of my plan of life. Each part of my property its productive capital is impossible : but long
may possess, in my estimation, besides its before this fatal term arrives, the mischief
intrinsic value, a value in affection --as the would have reached the will; and the spirit of
inheritance of my _ncestors, the reward of industry would igll ur.der a terrible marasmus,
my labours, or the future benefit of my heirs, in the midst of the natural resources presented
Every thing may recall to me that portion of by a rich and fertile soil. The will, however,
myself which I have spent there-- my cares, is excited by so many stimulants, that it resists
my industry, my economy--which put aside a multitude of discouragements and losses : a
present pleasures, in order to extend them passing calamity, how great soever it may be,
over the future ; so that our property may does not destroy the spirit of industry. This
become, as it were, part of ourselves, and has been seen springing up again a_er destruc-
cannot be taken from us without wounding us tire wars, which have impoverished nations,
to the quick, like a robust oak, which in a few years re-

3. Fear of Loss. -- To regret for what is pairs the injuries inflicted by the tempest, and
lost, uneasiness respectin_ what is possessed covers itself with new branches. Nothing less
joins itself, and even for what it is possible is requisite for freezing up industry, than the
to acquire; for most of the objects which are operation of a permanent domestic cause,
necessary for subsistence _md abundance, be- such as a tyrannical government, a bad legis-
ing perishable matters, thture acquisitions lation, an intolerant religion which repels
form a necessary supplement to pre_ent pos- men from each other, or a minute superstition
sessions, which terrifies them.

When insecurity reaches a certain point, The first act of violence will preduce a
the fear of loss hinders the enjoyment of certain degree of appreheusion --there are
what is possessed. The care of preserving already some timid minds discouraged : a so-
condemns us to a thousand sad and painful eond outrage, quickly succeeding, will splead
precautions, always liable _o thil. Trea- a more considerable alalm. The most pru-
sures fly away, or are buried : enjoyment be- dent will begin to contract their enterprise%
comes sombre, stealthy, and solitary: it fears, and by degrees to abandon an uncertain
by the exhibition of itself, to direct cupidity career. In proportion as these attacks are
to its prey. repeated, and the system of oppression as-

4. Destructton of Industry. -- If I despair sumes an habitual character, the dispersion
of enjoying the fruits of my labour, I shall augments : those who have fled are not re-
only think of living from day to day : I shall placed; those who remain fall into a state of
not undertake labours which will only bene- langour. It is thus that, after a time, the
fit my enemies. But besides this, in order to field ofiudustrybeing beaten doom bystorms,
the existence of labour, the will alone is not becomes at last a desert.
sufficient : instruments arc wanting : whilst Asia Minor, Greece, Egypt, the coasts of
these are being provided, subsistence is no- Africa, so rich in agriculture, commerce, and
cessary. A single loss may render me unable population, whilst the Roman Empire flou-
to act, without depriving me of the disposi- rished--what have they become under the
tion to labour--without having paralyzed my absurd despotism of the Turk ? The palaces
will. Hence the three first of these evils are changed into cabins, and the cities into
affect the passive Faculties of the individual, small towns : this government, hateful to all
whilst the fourth extends to his active fitcal- mrsons of reflection, has never understood
ties, and strikes them g_ith numbness, that a state can never become rich but by all

I_ is perceived in this analysis, that the two inviolable respect for property. It has po._
first of these evils do not extend beyond the sessed only two secrets for governing--to
individual injured; but the two latter expand drain and to brutify its subjects. Hence the
themselves, and occupy an indefinite space in finest countries inthe world, wasted, barren,
society. An attack made upon the property or almost abandoned, can scarcely be recog-
of one individual spreads alarm among the uised in the hands of their barbarous con-
other proprietors: this feeling is communi- querors. For these evils need not be attri-
cared from one to another, and the contagion buted to remote causes: civil wars, invasions,
may at last spread over the whole body of the scourges of nature---these might have dis-
the state, sipated thewealth, put the arts to flight, and

For the development of industry, the union swallowed up the cities ; hrt the ports which
of power and wilt is required. Will depends havebeenfilledup, would havebeeu reopened,
upon encouragement _ power upon mea_m._ the commtw_ications re-est ablished, the manu-
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factures revived, the towns rebuilt, and all given to man this dominion over embelh'ahed,
these ravages repaired in time, ifthe men had fruitful, and perfectionated nature? The
continued to be men. But they are not so in benevolent genius is Security. It is security
these unhappy countries: despair, the slow but which has wrought out this great metamor-
fatal effect of long-continued insecurity, has phosis. How rapid have been its operations!
destroyed all the active powers of their souls. It is scarcely two centuries since William

If we trace the history of this contagion, Penn reached these savage wilds with a co-
we shall see that its first attacks fall upon lony of true conquerors; for they were men
the richest part of society. Wealth was the of peace, who sullied not their establishment
first object of depredation. Superfluity va- by force, and who made themselves respected
nished by little and little : absolute necessity only by acts of benevolence and justice.
must still be provided for, notwithstanding
obstacles : man must live ; but when he limits
his efforts to mere existence, the state lan- CHAPTER XI.

gaishes, and the torch of industry furnishes SECURITYANDEQUALITY- THEIR
but a few dying sparks. Besides, abundance orrostTION.
is never so distinct from subsistence, that the
one can be injured without a dangerous at- IN consulting the grand princ_pleof security,
tack upon the other : whilst some lose only what ought the legislator to direct with re-
what is superfluous, others lose what is neces- gard to the mass of property which exists ?
sary. From the infinitely comphcated system He ought to maintain the distribution
of economical relations, the wealth of one which is actually established. This, under
part of the citizens is uniformly the source the name of justice, is with reason regarded
from which a more numerous party derives as his first duty : it is a general and simple
its sub,istence, rule applicable to all states, adapted to all

But another, and more smiling picture, may plans, even those which are most opposed to
be traced, and not less instructive, of the pro- each other. There is nothing more diversi.
gross of security, and prosperity, its inse- fled than the condition of property in Ameo
parable companion. North America presents rica, England, Hungary, Russia : in the first
the most striking contrast of these two states: country the cultivator is proprietor ; in the
savage nature is there placed by the side of second he is a farmer ; in the third he is at-
civilization. The interior of this immense tacbed to the soft ; in the fourth he is a slave.
region presents only a frightful solitude : ira- Still the supreme principle of security directs
penetrable forests or barren tracts, standing the preservation of all these distributions,
waters, noxious exhalations, venomous rep- how different soever their natures, and though
tiles,--such is the land left to itself. The they do not produce the same amonnt of hap-
bm barous hordes who traverse these deserts, piness. For how shall a different distribution
without fixed habitation, always occupied in be made, without taking from some one what
the pursuit of their prey, and always filled he possesses ? how shall one party be stripped,
with implacable rivalry, only meet to attack without attacking the security of all? When
and to destroy each other; so that the wild your new distribution shall be disarranged,
beasts are not so dangerous to man, as man which it will be the day after its establish-
himself. But upon the borders of these soli- ment, how will you be able to avoid making
tudes, what a different prospect presents it- a second ? Why should you not correct this
sell ! One could almost believe that one saw, also ? and, in the meantime, what becomes
at one view, the two empires of good and of security ? of happiness ? of industry ?
evil. The forests have given place to culti- When security and equality are in opposi-
rated fields ; the morass is dried up ; the land tion, there should be no hesitation : equality
has become solid--is covered with meadows, shouid give way. The first is the founda-
pastures, domestic animals, smiling and tionoflife--ofsubsistence---ofabundance---
healthy habitations; cities have risen upon of happiness; every thing depends on it.
regular plans ; wide roads are traced between Equality only produces a certain portion of
them : every thing shows that men are seek- happiness : besides, though it may be created,
ing the means of drawing near to one another; it will always be imperfect ; if it could exist
they no longer dread, or seek to murder each for a day, the revolutions of the next day
other. The seaports are filled with vessels would disturb it. The establishment of equa-
receiving all the productions of the earth, lity is a chimera : the only thing which can
and serving to exchange its riches. A count- be done is to diminish inequality.
less multitude, living in peace and abundance If violent causes, such as a revolution in
upon the fruits of their labours, has succeeded government, a schism, a conquest, produce
to the nations of hunters who were always the overthrow of property, it is a great cain-
struggling between war and famine. What mity ; but it is only transitory_it may be
has produced these wonders ? what has re- softened and even repaired by time. Indus-
novated the surface of the earth? what 'has try is a vigoruusplant, whichresists n_
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loppings, and in which the fruitful sap rises undertake disagreeable and dirty tasks ? who
immedh_tely upon the return of spring. But would be content with his lot, and not esteem
if property were overthrown with the direct the burthen of his neighbour Hghter than his
intention of establishing equality of fortune, own ? How many frauds would be attempted,
the evil would be irreparable : no more secu- in order to throw that.burthen upon another,
rity.--no more industry--no more abundance; from which a man would wish to exempt
society would relapse into the savage state himself ? and in the division of property, how
from which it has arisen, impossible to satisfy every one, to preserve

" Devant eux des clti_s, derriere, eux des d_sert_" the appearance of equality, to prevent jea-
Such isthe history of fanaticism. If equality lousies, quarrels, rivalries, preferences ? Wh_

ought to reign to-day, for the same reason it shall put an end to the numberless disputes
ought to reign always. It can only be pre- always arising ? What an apparatus of penal
served by the same violences by which it was laws would be required, to replace the gentle
established. It would require an army of liberty of choice, and the natural reward of
inquisitors and executioners, deaf both to the cares which each one takes for himself?
favouritism and complaint--insensible to the The one half of society would not suffice to
seductions of pleasure--inaccessible to perso- govern the other. Hence this iniquitous
hal interest---endowed with every virtue, and and absurd system could only be maintained
engaged in a service which would destroy by political or religious slavery, such as that
them all. The level must be in perpetual of the Helots among the Lacedemonians, and
motion, in order to smooth down whatever the Indians of Paraguay in the establishments
would rise above the legal line. Watchful- of the Jesuits. Sublime inventions of legis-
ness must be uninterrupted, to restore the lators, who, for the estabhshment of equality.
lack of those who have dissipated their por- made two equal lots of evil and of good, and
tmn, and to strip those who by means of put all the evil on one side, and all the
labour have augmented, or by care have pre- good upon the other.
served, theirs. In such a state of things, pro-
digality would be wisdom, and none but the
mad would be industrious. This pretended CHAPTER XlI.
remedy, so gentle in appearance, would thus SECURITY AND EQUALITY--MEANS OF
be found a deadly poison. It is a burning ]RECONCILIATION.
cautery, which would consume every thing
till it reached the last principles of life. The MUST there, therefore, be constant opposl-
sword of the enemy, in its wildest fury, is a tion, an eternal war between the two rivals,
thousand times less to be dreaded. It only Security and Equahty f Up to a certain point
causes partial evils, which time effaces and they are incompatible, but w_th a little pa-
which industry repairs, tience and skill they may be brought by de-

Some small societies, in the first efferves- grees to coincide.
cence of religious enthusiasm, have instituted, Time is the only me&ator between these
as a fundamental principle, the community of contrary interests. Would you follow the
goods. Has happiness been increased there- couusels of equality without contravening
by ? The gentle motive of reward has been those of security, wait for the natural permd
._upplied by the doleful motive of punishment, which puts an end to hopes and fears -- the
Labour, so easy and so light when animated period of death.
by hope, has been represented as a penance When property is vacated by the death of
necessary in order to escape from eternal the proprietors, the law may intervene in the
punishments. Hence, so long as the religious distribution to be made, either by limiting
motive preserves its force, every one labours, m certain respects the power of disposing of
but every one groans. Does this motive grow it by will, with the design of preventing too
weaker ? The society divides itself into two great an accumulation of property in the
classes : the one, degraded fanatics, contract hands of a single person, or by making the
all the vices of an unhappy superstition ; right of succession subservient to the pur-
_be other, idle cheats, cause themselves to be poses of equality, in case the deceased should
supported in their idleness by the dupes by not leave a husband, or wife, or relations, in
whom they surround themselves ; whilst the the direct line, and should not have made
cry for equality is only a pretext to cover use of his power of disposing of it by will.
the robbery which idleness perpetrates upon It passes then to new possessors, whose ex-
industry, pectatious are not formed, and equality may

The prospects of benevolence and concord, produce good to all, without deceiving the
which have seduced so many ardent minds, expectations of any. The principle only i_
are, trader this system, only the chimeras of indicated here : it will be more largely de-
the imagilmtion. Whence should arise, in veloped in the second Book.
the divi_on of labour, the determining too- When it regards the correction of a species
tire to choose the most painful ? who would of civil inequality such as slavery, the _m_
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attention ought to be paid to the rights of which has no fixed principle : it seems to put
property ; the operation should be gradual, all the rest in danger ; it produces a general
and the subordinate object should be pursued alarm. But this defalcation is a fixed dedue-
without sacrificing the principal object. The tion -- regular, necessary, expected-- which
men whom you would render free by these produces an evil of the first order, but no
gradations, will be much more fitted for its danger, no alarm, no discouragement to in-
enjoyment, than if you had led them to tram- dnstry : the same sum of money, according to
ple justice under foot, in order to introduce the manner in which it is levied upon the
them to this new social condition, people, will possess the one or the other of

We may observe, that in a nation which these characters, and will produce, in conse-
prospers by agriculture, manufactures, and quence, either the deadening effects of inse-
commerce, there is 8 continual progress to- eurity, or the vivifying effects of security.
wards equality. If the laws do not oppose The necessity of these defalcations is evi-
it--if they do not maintain monopolies--if dent. To work, and to guard the workmen,
they do not restrain trade and its exchanges are two different, and, for a time, meompa%
--iftheydonotpermitentails--largepropar- tible operations. It is therefore necessary,
ties will be seen, without effort, without that those who create wealth by their labour
revolutions, without shock, to subdivide should give up a portion of it to supply the
themselves by little and little, and _ much wants of the guardians of the state : wealth
greater_ number of individuals will partici- can only be defended at its own expense.
pate in the advantage of moderate fortunes. Society, attacked by internal or external
This will be the natural result of the dif. enemies, can only maintain itself at the ex°
ferent habits formed by opulence and poverty, pense of the security, not only of these ene-
The first, prodigal and vain, seeks only to mies themselves, but even of those in whose
enjoy without creating : the second, aceus- protection it is engaged.
tomed to obscurity and to privations, finds If there are any individuals who perceive
its pleasures in its labours and its economy, not this necessary connexion, it is because,
From this arises the change which is going in this respect, as in so many others, the
on in Europe, from the progress of arts and wants of to-day eclipse those of to.morrow.
commerce, notwithstanding the obstacles of All government is only a tissue of sacrifices.
the laws. The ages of fendality are not The best government is that in which the
long since passed by, in which the world was value of these sacrifices is reduced to the
divided into two classes--a few great pro- smallest amount. The practical perfection
prietors who were every thing, and a multi- of security is a quantity which unceasingly
tude of slaves who were nothing. These tends to approach to the ideal perfection,
lofty pyramids have chsappeared or have been without ever being able to reach it.
lowered, and their debris has been spread I shall proceed to give a catalogue of those
abroad : industrious men have formed new cases in which the sacrifice of some portion of

establishments, of which the infinite number security, in respect of property, is necessary
proves the comparative happiness of modern for the preservation of the greater mass :-
civilization. Hence we may conclude, that 1. General wants of the state for its de-
security, by preserving its rank as the supreme fence against external enemies.
principle, indirectly conducts to the esta- 2. General wants of the state for defence
blishmeut of equality ; whilst this latter, if against delinquents or internal enemies.
taken as the basis of the social arrangement, 3. General wants of the state for the pre-
wmdd destroy security in establishing itself, vention of physical calamities.

4. Fines at the expense of offenders, on
account of punishment, on account of indem-

CHAPTER XIII. nities in favour of the parties injured.
5. Incroachment upon the property of in¢

SACR_PICESO_ SECUaITY TO SECURITY. dividuals, for the development of the powers

Tins title at first appears enigmatical, but to be exercised against the above evils, by
the enigma is soon solved, justice,by the police, by the army.

An important distinction is to be made 6. Limitations of the rights of property,
between the ideal perfection of security, and or of the use which each proprietor n_y
that perfection which is practicable. The make of his own goods, in order to prevent
first requires that nothing should be taken his injuring himself or others.*
from any one ; the second is attained if no

] • A _ right of m'operty in any thing: is
more is t_ken than is necessary for the pre- [ possess&l, when xt maybe used.eyery Way,servation of the rest.

[ the exception or"certain uses wm_ are mromaen
This sacrifice is not an attack upon secu-| by _ reasons. These reasons nmy ue re-

rity; it is only a defalcation from it. An [ ferr£_l to three heads:_
attack is an unforeseen shock; an evil which | 1. Private detziment--when a certgin use ef
could not be calctdatcd upon ; an irregularity [ t__ething would be injurious to a verta_ od_
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fort, the idea of exchanging the part of a
CHAPTER XIV. benefactor, for that of the recipient of alms,

CASESSU_ECT TO raSPUTE, pours somewhat of bitterness into favours
received, especially when, from decay, the

OUGItT provision for the poor, for public morbid sensibility of the mind has rendered
worship, and the cultivation of the arts and painful, changes which would otherwise be
sciences, to be ranked among the wants of indifferent.
the state for which provision ought to be This aspect of society is most painful.
made by forced contributions ? We picture to ourselves a long train of evils

gathering round poverty, and followed up by
§ 1. Of!ndtgence. death, under its most terrible forms, as their

In the highest state of social prosperity, ultimate effect. We perceive that it is the
the great mass of the citizens will most pro- centre towards which inaction alone makes
bably possess few other resources than their the lot of every mortal to gravitate. Man
daily labour, and consequently will always can only rise by continued efforts, _ithout
be near to indigence--always liable to fall which he will fall into this abyss; whilst
into its gulf, from accident, from the revolu- these efforts are not always sufficient, and
tions of commerce, from natural calamities, we see the most diligent, the most virtuous,
and especially from disease : infancy will al- sometimes sliding into it by a fatal declivity,
waysbe unable, from its oven powers, to pro- or falling into it from inevitable reverses.
vide the means of subsistence ; the decays of To put an end to these evils, there are only
oldage will often destroy these powers. The two methods independent of the laws--eco-
two extremities of life resemble each other in nom_l, and voluntary contrtbutions.
their helplessness and weakness. If natural If these two resourses were constantly
instinct, humamtv mad shame, in concurrence sufficient, it would be proper to guard against
with the laws, generally secure to infants and the interference of the laws, for the assistance
old persons the care and protection of their of the poor. The law which offers to pove_y
family, yet these succours are precarious, and an assistanee independent of industry, is, so
those who give them may stand in need of to speak, a law against industry itself; or at
similar succours themselves. A numerous least, against frugality. The motive to la-
family, supported in abundance by the labour hour and economy is the pressure of present,
of a man and his wife, may at any moment and the fear of future, want : the law which
lose the half of its resources by the death of takes away this pressure, and this fear, must
one of them, and lose the whole by the death be an encouragement to idleness and dissipa-
of both. tion. This is the reproach which is reason-

Decay is still more badly provided for than ably brought against the greater number of
ckildhood. The love which descends, has establishments created for the poor.

more power than that which ascends: gra- But these two means are insufficient, as
titude is less powerful than instinct : hope will appear upon a slight examination.
attaches itself to the feeble beings who are With respect to economy, if the greatest
commencing life, but has nothing more to effortsofindustryare insufficient for the daily
say to those who are dosing it. But even supportofanumerousclass, stiU less will they
when the aged receive every possible eom- be suflleient to allow of saving for the future.

Others may be able, by their daily labour, to

individual, either in his fortune or otherwise, supply their daily returning wants; but these
_ie ntere tuo at alium non laedas. Sic uter¢ tuo have no superfluity to lay by in store, that it
nt alienum non hedas, may be used when required at a distant time.

2. Public detriment:_such as may result to There only remains a third class, who can
the community in general Sic utcre t_o ut rein provide for every thing, by economizing during
publieam non la_das.

3. Detriment to the individual himself. Sic the period of labour, for the supply of the
ntere tuo nt semet ipsum non hrdas, period in which they can no longer work.

This sword is mine in full property ; but ple. It is only with respect to this last class, that
nary as this property is as to a thousand uses, I poverty can be esteemed a kind of cri,de,
may not use it in wounding my neighbour, nor "Economy," it is said "is a duty. If they
cutting his clothes; I may not wave it as a sig- haveneglected it, so much the worse for them.
nal of insurrection against the government. If
I am a minor or a maniac, it may be taken from Z_iseIT and death may perhaps await them,
me_ for fear that I should injure myself, but they can accuse only themselves: besides,

An absolute and unlimited right over any ob- their catastrophe will not be an evll wholly
ject of property would be the right to commit wasted; it will serve as a lesson to prodigals.
nearly every crime. If I had su_h a right over Itisalawestablishedbynature--alawwhich
the stick I am about to cut, I might employ it is not, like those of men, subject to uncer-
as a nnw_ to knock down the passengsrs, or I tainty and injustice. Punishment only fallsmigtlt convert it into a sceptre as an emblem of
t_altv, or into an idol to offend the national upon the guilty, and is proportioned exactly
rdi_6/. : to their f_ult." This severe language would
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be justifiable, if the object of the law were punishment in pure waste. It is sought to
vengeance : but this vengeance itself is con- guide those who think little; and in order to
demnedhythe principleofutility, asanimpure draw instruction from such a misfortune, it
motive, founded upon antipathy. Again, what is requisite that they should think much : of
will be the fruit of these evils, this neglect, whatuse, then, Iask, isapollticalinstrument
this indigence, which you regard in your anger distined for the least prudent class, if it is of
as the just punishment of prodigality? Are a nature to be efficacious only upon the wise ?
you sure that the victims thus sacrificed will Recapitu[ation.--The resource of economy
prevent, bytheir example, the faults which is insufficient:--lst, It is evidently so for
have led to their suffering ? those who do not earn a subsistence ; 2dly,

Such an opinion shows little knowledge For those who e_n only what is strictly he-
of the human heart. The distress, the death cessary ; whilst, as to the 3d class, which
of certain prodigals--of those unhappy per- embraces all those who are not included in
sons who have not been able to refuse them- the two former, economy would not beinsufil-
selves the infinitely little enjoyments of their cient of itself, but it may become so from the
condition, who have not learnt the painful imperi_ction natural to human prudence.
art of striving by reflection against all the Let us proceed to the other resource M vo-
l_emptations of the moment--their &stress I luntary co_tributions. This has many impor-
say, even their dearth itself, would have little t_ctions : --

influence, as instruction upon the laborious 1. Its uncertainty. It wiU experience daily
class of society. Is it possible that this sad vicissitudes, according to the fortune and the
spectacle, in which shame conceals the greater liberality of the individuals upon whom it
part of the details, should possess, like the depends. Is it insufficient? These conjunc-
punishment of malefactors, a pulflicity which tufts are marked by misery and death. Is it
should strike the attention, and permit no superabundant? It offers a reward to idleness
one to be ignorant of its cause ? Would and profusion.
those to whom thLs lesson was most neces- 2. The inequahty of the burden. This
sary, know how to give to such an event the supplement to the wants of the poor is
proper interpretation ?-- woutd they always formed entirely at the expense of the most
recog_aise the connexion between imprudence humane, of the most virtuous individuals in
as the cause, and sulfcring as the effect ? the society, often withant proportion to their
Might they not attribute this catastrophe to means; whilst the avarieimts cahimniate the
unforeseen accidents, whtchit was lmpOsaLble poor, in order to colour their refusal with a
to prevent ? Instead of saying, Behold a man varnish of system and reason. Such an ar-
who has been the author of his own losses, rangement is, then, a favour granted to ego-
and whose indigence ought to excite me to tism, and a ponishment against humauity, the
labour and economy without relaxation.-- ] first of virtues.
might it not often be stud, with an appearance l I say a pumshment ; for though these con-
of' reason, There is an unfortunate per._on, { trihutions bear the name of vohmtary, ,ahat
who has taken a thousand useless cares, and t is the motive from which they emanate ? If
whose experience proves the vanity of human _ it be not founded on a religious or political
prudence. This would douhtles_ be bad rea- ] fear, it is a tender, but painful sympathy,
_oning : but ought an error in logic, a sire- which presides over these acts of generosity.
pte defect m reflectmn, among a class of men It is not the hope of a pleasure, which is
more called to the exercise of their hands than purchased at tins price ; it is the torment of
their heads, to he punished thus rigorously ? pity, frorn which we would be set free by

Besides, wl_at sholfld be thought of a pu- this sacrifice : hence it has been observed in
ni._hmcat, retarded as to its execution even Scotland, where indigence is limited to this
to the last extlcmity of life, which ought to sad resource, that the poor find the greatest
bc_n by overcoming at the other extremity a_sistance among the class the least removed
(that is to _y, in youth) the ascendancy of i_om poverty.
lhe most imperious moti_e_? IIow must this 3. The inconveniences of the distribution.
pretended lesson he weak_ned by tlLe dis- If these contributions are left to ehance, asin
tanec !--how small the analogy between an the giving of alms upon the bighwayMff they
ohl aod a young man !-- how little does the are left to be paid on each occasion without
example of the one operate t,pon the other! intervention, by the individual giving Ca)the
In the youth, the 1des of immediate good individual asking--the uncertainty of the
and evil occupic_ nearly all the sphere of supply is aggravated by another uncertainty :
reflection, excluding the ideas of distant good How, in the mnltitode of eases, shall the de-
and evil. If you would act upon hhn, place gree of merit be appreciated? May not the
the motive near him ; show him, for example, penny of the poor widow only increase the
in perspective, a marriage, or any other plea- ephemeral treasure of an abandoned woman ?
sure: but a punishment placed at the extreme Will many generous hearts be found, who,
distance, beyond his intellectual horizon, is a With Sidney, will put back the vivifying cup
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fromtheirparchedlips,saying,"I canwait-- itfollows,thatthetitleof the bldigcnt,as
Think firstGf thatunfortunatesoldier,who indigent,is strongerthan the titleof the
has more needthan I?" Can itbe forgotten,proprietorof a superfluity,as proprietor;
that in the distributionof thesefortuitoussincethe painof death,which would finally
gratuities,itisnot modest virtue,itisnot fallupon the neglectedindigent,willalways
honest poverty, often silent and bashful, be a greater evil than the pain of"disappointed
which obtains the largest share ? To be expectation, which falls upon the rich when
successful, upon this obscure theatre, manage- a limited portion of his superfluity is taken
meat and intrigue are as necessary as in the from him.*
more brilliant theatre of fashion. Those who With regard to the amount of a legal con-
are importunate--whoflatter, wholie--who tribution, it ought not to exceed simple he-
mingle, according to the occasion, boldness cessaries : to exceed this would be to punish
and baseness, and change their impostures,-- industry for the benefit of idleness. Esta-
will obtain success, which indigent virtue, blishments which furnish more than neces-
devoid of artifice, and preserving its honour saries, are only good when supported at the
in the midst of its misery, will never attain, expense of individuals, because they can use

" I_es vrais talens se taisent et s'enfuient discretion in the distribution of their assist-
Dtq_urag_s des affronts qu'ils essuient ance, and apply it to specific classes.
Lea fauxtalenssenthardiselfront_s The detailsofthe manner of assessingthis
Souples,adroits,etjamaistebut_a" contributionand distributingitsproduce,be-

What Voltairehere saysof talentsmay longto politicaleconomy ; inthe same man-
be appliedto mendicity. In the indiscrimi-ner as inquiriesrespectingthe methods of
nate&stributionof voluntarycontributions,encouragingthe spiritof economy and fore-
the shareof honestand virtuouspovertywill sightamong the inferiorclassesof society.
be seldom equalto thatof the impudent and We have, upon thisinterestingsubject,in-
bold beggar, structive memoirs, but no treatise which era-

Shall these contributions be placed in a braces the whole question._ It would be
common fund, to be afterwards distributed necessary to commence with the theory of
by chosen individuals ? This method would poverty; that is to say, by the classification of
be much to be preferred, since it permits a the indigent, and the causes which produce
regular examination of wants and persons, indigence, and to proceed to the adoption of
and tends to proportion assistance to them ; precautions and remedies.
but it has also a tendency to diminish liber-
ality. This benefit, which must be received § 2. Of the Expense of Public Worship.
at the hand of strangers, the application of If the ministers of religion are considered
which I cannot follow, from which I do not as charged with the maintenance of one of
derive either the pleasure or _he immediate the sanctions of morality (the religious sanc-
merit, has something abstract in it, which tion), the expense of their support ought to
chills the feelings : what I give myself, I be referred to the same head as the expenses
give at the moment when I am moved, when of police and justice--to that of internal se-
the cry of poverty has entered into my curity. They are a body vf inspectors and
heart, when there was no one but me to teachers of morals, _ho form, so to speak,
assist it. What I contribute to a general the advanced guard of the law ; who possess
collection may not have a destination con- no power ovcr crime, but who comhat with
formable to my wishes. This penny, which the vices out of which cranes spring; and
Is much for me and Inn _amilv to contribute, who render the exercise of authority more
will only be _sa drop'in the ocean of con- rare, by maintaining good conduct and sub-
tribution on the one hand, azld in the ocean ordination. If they were charged with all the
of wants on the other hand : it becomes the functions which might suitably be assigned
rich to succour the poor. In this manner to them, such as the education of the inferior
many will region, ;rod it is on this account classes, the promulgation of the laws, the

that'collections succeed better when they are promulgation of ehfferent public acts, the uti-
made fi*r a determinate class of individuals lity of their services would be more malfifest.
titan tbr an indefinite multatudc, as the whole
mass of the poor. It is, however, for this • If this deduction were established upon afixed footing, each proprietor, knowing before-
mass that it is nece_ssary to secure permanent hand what he would h_ve to give, the pain of
assistance, disappointment would dimppcar, and make way

From these considerations it appears, that for another pain, a little diflbrent in its nature,
it may be laid down as a general principle of and less in its degree.
legislation, that a rcgular contribution should _- Iu 1797, Mr. Bentham addressed a letter
be establishnd for the wants of indigence ; on pauper management to Mr. Arthur Young,editor of the Annals of Agriculture, which was
it l_eing well understood that those only inserted in that work, and afterwards translated
ought to be regarded as indigent, who are in and published in Paris, an. X. under the title of
want of necessaries. But from this definition " Esquissc d'un oavrage cn faveur des Panvres."
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The greater the number.of real services they works of supererogation, ought forced contri-
render to the state, the less will they be subject butions to be levied ? Can the imposition of
to the diseases of dogmas and controversies, taxes, which have no other than this brilliant
which are engendered by a desire of distinc- hut superfluous destination, be justified ?
tion, and the impossibility of being useful. I would not plead here, for that which is
Their activity and ambition being directed to agreeable, in opposition to what is useful,i
useful objects, would prevent their becoming nor justify the starving of the people, ta_
mischievous, give feasts to a court, or pensions to buffoons.

In this respect, even those who do not But one or two reflections may be presented,
acknowledge the foundations of the religious by way of apology :
sanction cannot complain, when called upon 1. The amount expended, and which can
to contribute to its support, since they par- be expended, upon these objects, is commonly
ticipatc in its advantages, but little, compared with the mass of neces-

But if there be in a country a great diver- sary contributions. If any one should advise

sity of religious professions, and the legislator that his portion of this superfluous expense
is not bound by a prewous establishment, or should be returned to each person, would it
by particular considerations, it will be more not be an impalpable object ?
conformable to liberty and equality, to apply 2. This supererogstory part of the taxes,
to the support of each church the conttihu- being confounded with the mass of those
tion of each rehgious community. The zeal which are necessary, Its collection is imper-
of proselytism on the part of the clergy may. ceptible : it does not excite any distinct
it is true, in this case, be apprehended, but sensation, which can give rise to any distinct
it will also be probable, that from their reci- cc)mplaint ; and the evil of the first order,
procal efforts a useful emulation will result, being limited to so trifling an amount, is not
and that by balancing their influence, a ape- sufficient to produce an evil of the second
eies of equilibrium will be establishod m this order.
ocean of opinions, otherwise so subject to 3. This luxury of pleasure may have a pal-
dangerous tempests, pahle utihty, by attracting a concourse of

An unfortunate case* may be imagined : foreigners, who will spend their money in the
that of a people to whom the legislator has country, and thus other nations will by de-
denied the public exercise of their religion, grees, be made tributary to that which sways
and at the same time imposed upor. them the sceptre of fashion. A country fertile in
the obligation of supporting n religton which amusements, may be considered as a great
they consider as opposed to their own. This theatre, which is supported in part at the ex-
would be double violation of security. In peuse of a crowd of spectators attracted from
such a people we must expect to find a senti- all parts.
ment formed, of habitual hatred against its It may even happen that this pre-eminence
government, a desire of change, a ferocious in the objects of pleasure, of literature, and
courage, a profound secrecy. The people, of taste, may tend to conciliate to a nation
deprived of all the advantages of a public the benevolence of other natmns. Athens.
religion, of known guides, of acknowledged which has been called the Eye of Greece,
priests, would he given up to ignorant and was more than once saved by this sentiment
fanatical chiefs ; and as the support of this of respect, which its superiority of eiviliza-
worship would be a school of conspiracy, the tion inspired. A crown of glory, which sur-
use of an oath, instead of being the security rounded this land of the fine arts, served for
of the state would become a source of terror ; a long time to conceal its weakness; and

instead of binding the citizens to the govern- every thing which was not barbarous was
meat, it would unite them against it, so that interested in the preservation of this city, the
this people would become as formidable from centre of politeness and mental enjoyment.
its virtues as its vices. After all, it must be acknowledged that

this seductive object may be abandoned, with-
§ 3. Of the Cultivation of tl_e Arts and out risk, to the single resource of voluntary

Seien'ces. contributions. At leas$, nothing essential

I do not here speak of what may be done ought to have been neglected, before expenses
for what may be designated the useful arts of mere ornament are undertaken. Come-
and sciences : no one doubts hut that objects
of public utility ought to be supported by between'l"I do notthemeanusefulthatsndtheretheisagreeable:areal opposltiOnev_y
public contributions, thing which gives pleasure is useful; but m or_

But with regard to the cultivation of the dinary language, that is exclusively caueu u_j
fine arts, of the embellishment of a coun- which possesses a distant u_ity; dm.tagre_
fry, of buildings of luxury, of objects of or- which has an immediate uwaty, or m l_mte .
nament and pleasure _ m a word, for these present pleasur_ Very .many things, who_eu_-

...... = ht_. is contested,have tberelore s mo._ _rml.u
" Thiswas once notan im_nary case: It utilitythanthosetowhich this _minffition _s

was appropriated.thecaseof Ireland,
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dial) painters, architects may be employed, of the people to mount Aventine obliged the
when the public credit is satisfied, when in- Senate to pass the sponge over all the rights
dividmds have been indemnified for the losses of creditors. The historian excites all our
occasioned by wars, by crimes, and physical interest in favour of the fraudulent debtors
,_damities, when the support of the indigent who discharged their debts by a bankruptcy,
has been provided for : until then, a prefer- and does not fail to render those odious who
ence accorded to these brilliant accessories, were thus despoiled by an act of violence.
over these objects of necessity, etnnot be What end was answered by this iniquity ?
justified. The usury, which had served as a pretext for

It is even extremely contrary to the lute- this theft, was only augmented on the morrow
rest of the sovereign, inasmuch as reproaches by this catastrophe; for ti_e exorbitant rate of
are always exaggerated, because thought is interest was only the price paid for the risks
not required in making them, but only passion attached to the dneertainty of engagements.
and temper. The extent to which these The foundation ef their colonies has been
topics have been employed in our days, in )ousted of as the work of a profound policy :
certain writings, for the purpo_.e of exciting it consisted always in stripping the legitimate
the people against the government of kings, )roprietors, in a conquered country, in order
is well known. Eat though every thing to create establishments of favour or reward.
conspires, in this respect, to throw princes This exercise of power, so cruel in its imme-
int_ the illusion, have they fallen into the diate effects, was disastrous also in its conse-
same excesses, with regard to the luxury of quenees. The Romans, accustomed to violate
amusements, as many republics ? Athens, all the rights of property, knew not where to
at the period of its greatest dangers, disre- stop in this course. From hence arose that
garding equallythe eloquence of Demosthenes perpetual demand for a new division of the
and the threats of Philip, recognised a want lands, which was the perpetual firebrand of
more pressing than its defence- an object the seditious, which contributed, under the
more essential than the maintenance of its Triumvirs, to a dreadful system of general
liberty: the greatest neglect of duty con- confiscations.
sisted'in diverting, even for the good of the The history of the Grecian Republics is
state, the funds destined for the nse of a full offactsofthe same kind, always presented
theatre. And at Rome, the passion for in a plausible manner, and calculated to mis-
shows was carried almost to madness. It lead superficial minds. How has reasoning
became necessary to waste the treasures of been abused, respecting the division of the
the world, and to strip the subject nations, lands carried into effect by Lycurgus, to serve
in order to captivate the suffrages of the as a foundation of his warrior institution, ia
majesty of the people. Terror was spread which, through the inost striking inequahty.
through a whole country, because a proconsul all the rights were on one side and all the
had to give a f_te at Rome ; one hour of the servitude on the other.*
glories of the circus threw a hundred thou- The attacks upon securi_, which have
sand of the inhabitants of the provinces into found so many officious defenders when made
despair, by the Greeks and Romans, have not experi-enced the same indulgence when they have

been made by the monarchs of the East.
CHAPTER XV. The despotism of a single person has nothing

seducing, because it too evidently refers to
EXAMPLESOF ATTACKSUPON SECURITY. himself alone, and because there are a million

IT will not be useless to give some exam- chances of suffering to one of enjoying. But

ip_.of what I call attacks upon security, the despotism exercised by the multitudebe a mea_ of more clearly exhibiting deceives feeble minds by a false image, of
the principle, and of showing that what is public good : they place themselves, in 1me-
called unjust in morals, cannot be innocent gination, among the great number who corn-
in polities. Nothing has been more common mend, instead of su_pesingthemselves among
than to authorize under one name that which the small number x_ho give up and who suffer.
would be odious under the other. Leaving, therefore_ the sultans and vi.ziers in

I cannot refrain from noticing here the ill peace, we may reckon that their injusuees
effects of one branch of classical education, will not be coloured bv the flatteries of histo-
Youth are accustomed from their earliest days
to see, in the history of the Roman people, * It appears, that of all the establishments of
public acts of injustice, atrocious in them- Lycurgus, this division of lands was that wnicuexperienced the least resistance. This singular
selves, always coloured under specious names, phe_amenon can only he explained bysupposing,
always accompanied by a pompous eulogium that during a long anarchy, prol_e,rty n._ almo.st
respecting Roman virtues. The abolition of lost its val_ue. Even the rich _mght gaan By mm
debt_ occupies a conspicuous place in the operation, because ten acres :ecur¢ are worth
early transactions of the Republic. A return more than a thousand insecure.
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rians : their reputation serves as an antidote close corporations. The true method of ea-
rn their example, timating these taxes is not by considering

For the same reason, we need not insist what they yield, but what they prevent the
upon such attacks as national bankruptcies ; acquisition of.
but we may _rcmark, in passing, a singular Taxes upon the necessaries of life, which
effect of fidelity to engagements, with re- may be followed by physical privations, dis-
spect to the authority even of the sovereign, eases, and even death itself; and no one per-
In England, since the revolution, the engage- eeive the cause. These sufferings, causedhy
ments of the state have always been sacred, an error in government, become confounded
Hence the individuals who have treated with with natural evils which cannot be prevented.
the government have never required any Taxes upon the sale of lands alienated
other pledge than their mortgage upon the during life. It is want, in general, which
revenue, and the collection of the revenue leads to these sales ; and the exchequer, by
has remained in the hands of the king. In intervening at this period of distress, levies
France, under the monarchy, the violations an extraordinary free upon an unfbrtunat_ in-
of the public faith were so frequent, that dividual.
those who made advances to the government Taxes upon public sales; upon goods sold
were for a long time in the habit of them- by auction. Here the distress is clearly
selves coliecting the taxes, and paying them- proved : it is extreme, and the fiscal injus-
selves with their own hands. But their rice is manifest.
intervention was costly to the people, whom Taxes uponlawproceedings. These include
they had no interest in sparing, and still more all kinds of attacks upon security, since they
to the king, whom they robbed of the affec- amount to a refusal of the protection of the
tion of his people. When the announcement law, to all those who cannot pay for them.
of a deficiency alarmed all the creditors of They consequently offer a hope of impunity
the state, this class, so interested in England to crime : the criminal has only to choose, for
in the maintenance of the government, in the object of his injustice, individuals who
France, showed itself desirous of a rcvolu- cannot afford to furnish the advances for a
tion. Each one believed he sawhis security judicial suit, or to run its risks.
in taking from the sovereign the administra- 2. The forced razsing of the value of money,
tion of the finances, and placing it in the another attack upon security. This is a bank-
hands of a national council. In what man- ruptey, since it is not paying all that is due ;
nor the event corresponded with their hopes, a fraudulent bankruptcy, since there is a sem-
is well known. But it is not the less into- blance of payment ; and an unskilful fraud,
resting to observe, that the downfal of this since it deceives no one. It is also propor-
monarchy, which appeared immoveable, was tionably an abolition of debts ; for the theft
owinz, in the first instance, to mistrust, that the prince practises upon his creditors,
founded upon many violations of public faith, he authorizes every debtor to practise upon

But amid so many attacks upon securtty, Iris own, without producing any advantage
made through ignorance, from inadvertency, to the public treasury. Is this course of in-
or from false reasons, we shall content our- justice accomplished? The operation, after
selves with pointing out a few :-- having weakened confidence, ruined the ho-

I. We may consider under this point of nest citizens, enriched the rogues, deranged
view, all mis-seated taxes; tbr example, dis- commerce, disturbed the system of taxes,
proportioned taxes, which spare the rich to and caused a thousand evils to individuais,
the prejudice of the poor. The weight of does not leave the least advantage to the
this evil is further aggravated by a feeling of government which is dishonoured by it. Ex-
injustice, when one is obliged to pay more pease and receipt are all altered in the same
than would be required, if all others inte- proportions.
rested paid in the same proportion. 3. Forced reduetlon of the rate of interest.

Statute labour is the height of inequality, Viewed as a question of political economy,
when it falls upon those who have only their the reduction of the rate of interest by a law
hands for their patrimony, is an injury to the public wealth, because it

Taxes levied upon uncertain funds, upon acts as a prohibition of particular premiums
persons who may not have wherewith to pay. for the importation of foreign capital : it
The evil then takes another direction: the acts as a prohibition, in many cases, of new
individual being unable to paythe tax on ac- branches of commerce, and even of old ones,
count of his indigence, finds himself subject if the legal rate of interest be not sufficient
to graver evils. Instead of the inconvem- to balance the risks of the capitalists.
ences of the tax, the sufferings of privation But viewed in relation to the more imme-
are experienced : for this reason, a capitation diate question of security, it is to take from
tax is bad; because a man has a head, it does the lenders, to give to the borrowers. When
not follow that he has any thing else. the rate of" interest is reduced a fifth, the

Taxes which restrain trade ; monopolies ; effect as to the lenders is the same as if they
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were every year stripped by robbers of the class of citizens ? Can the evil which is done
fifth part of their fortune, be disregarded, because there is a multitude

If the legislator find it good to take from of sufferers, whose cries are confounded te-
a particular class of citizens a fifth of their gather in their common shipwreck ? To de-
revenue, why should he stop there _- why spoil the great proprietors, upon pretence
not Me another fifth--and yet another ? ff that some one of thgir ancestors acquired
this first reduction answer its end, the last their wealth by unjust methods, is to born-
reduction will answer it in the same proper- bard a city because it is suspected that it ca-
tion ; and if the measure be good in the one closes some thieves.
case, why should it be bad in the other ? 5. Dissolution of monastic orders and con-
When he stops, he ought to have a reason vents. The decree for their abolition was
for stopping ; but the reason which would signed by reason itself; but its ezecutio]t
hinder him from taking the second step, ought not to have been abandoned to pre-
ought to be sufficient to prevent his taking judiee and avarice. It would have been
the first, enough to prohibit these societies from re-

This operation resembles an act by which ceiving new members. They would thus
the rent of land should be diminished, under have been gradually abolished : individuals
pretence tlmt the proprietors are useless con- would not have suffered any privation. The
sumers, andthefarmers productivelabourers, successive savings might have been applied

If you shake the principle of security as to tousefui objects ; and philosophy would have
one class of citizens, you shake it as to all : applauded an operation excellent in principle,
the bundle of concord is its emblem, and gentle in execution. But this slow pro*

4. General confiscatioT_s. I refer to this eeeding is not that followed by avarice. It
head those vexations exercised upon a sect, seems that the sovereigns, in dissolving these
upon a party, upon a class of men, under the societies, have sought to punish the indivi-
vague pretence of some political offence, in dual_ for wrongs which they had received
such manner that the imposition of the con- from the societies. Instead of cunsidering
flscation is pretended to be employed as a them as orphans and invahds, who deserved
punishment, when in truth the crime is only all the compassion of the legislator, they
a pretence for the imposition of the confis- looked upon them as enemies who were
cation. History presents many examples of treated _th favour, when, though reduced
such robberies. The Jews have often been from opulence, they were allowed simple
the object of them: they were too rich not necessaries.
to be always culpable. The financiers, the 6. Suppression of places and pensions,
farmers of the revenue, for the same reason, without zndemn_fying the individuals who had
were subjected to what were called burntng possessed them. This kind of attack upon
chambers. When the succession to the throne security deserves more particular mention,
was unsettled, every body, at the death of because, instead of being blamed as an injus-
the sovereign, might become culpable, and rice, it is often approved as an act of good
the spoils of the vanqtfished formed a trea- government and economy. Envy is never
sury of reward in the hands of the successor, more at ease than when it is able to conceal
In a republic torn by factions, one half of itself under the mask of the public good :
the nation became rebels in the eyes of the but the public good only demands the reform
other half. When the system of confications of useless places--it does not demand the
was admitted, the parties, as was the case at misery of the individuals holding the place
l_ome, alternately devoured each other, reformed.

The crimes of the powerful, and especially The principle of security requires, that in
the crimes of the popular party in dernocra- all reforms the indemnity should be complete.
cies, have always found apologists. " The The only benefit that can be legitimately
greater part of these large fortunes," it has derived from them is limited to the conver-
been said, "have been founded in injustice sion of perpetual into transitory charges.
and that was only restored to the public Is it said, that the immediate suppression
which had been stolen fromthe public." To of these places is a gain to the public? It
reason in this rammer, is to open an unlimited would be a sophism. The sum in question
career to tyranny : it is to allow it to pre- would without doubt, considered in itself, be
sume the crime, instead of proving it. By a gain if it came from abroad, if it were
means of thls logic, it is impossible to be rich gained by commerce, &c; but it is not a gain
and to be innocent. Ought so grave a pu- when drawn from the hands of certain indi.
nishment as confiscation to be inflicted by vidualswho form a part of the public. Would
wholesale, without examination, without de- a family be enriched because the father had
tail, without proof? A procedure which taken every thing from one of his children,
would be deemed atrocious if it were era- the better to endow the others ? But even
ployed ag_nst a single person_does4t be- in this case, the stripping of one son would
come lawful when employed against an entire increase the inheritance of his brothers: the
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evil would not be pure loss; it would produce you will have done enough for the public.
some portion of good. But when it refers to Can it be conceived that there are men so
the public, the profit of a suppressed place absurd as to love posterity better than the
is divided among all, whilst the loss presses present generation ; to prefer the man who
altogether upon a single person. The profit is not, to him who is; to torment the living,
spread among the multitude divides itself under pretence of promoting the happiness
into impalpable parts ; the whole loss is felt of those who are not bern, and who may
by him who supports it alone. The result of never be born ?
the operation is in no respect to enrich the In a multitude of occasions, the men who
the party who gains, but to impoverish him suffer by the operation of any law have not
who loses. Instead of one place suppressed, dared to make themselves heard, or have not
suppose a thousand, ten thousand, a hundred been listened to, on account of this obscure

thousand : the total disadvantage remains and false notion, that private interest ought
the same. The spoil taken from thousands of to give way to the public interest. But if
individuals must be divided among millions : this were a question of generosity, who ought
your public places would every where pre- the rather to exercise it? All towards one,
sent you with unfortunate citizens, whom or one towards all? Who, then, is the greatest
you would have plunged into indigence ; egotist--he who desires to preserve what he
whilst you would scarcely see a single indi- has ? or he who wishes to take, and even to
vidual sensibly enriched by these cruel ope- seize byforce, that which belongs to another?
rations. The groans of sorrow and the cries An injury felt, and a benefit not fett, such
of despair would resound un all sides: the is the result of these flue operations in which
shouts of joy, if there were any such, would the interest of individuals is sacrificed to
not be the expression of happiness, but of that of the public.
the antipathy which rejoices in the misery of I conclude by a grand general considera-
its victims. Ministers of kings and of the tion. The more the principle of property is
people, it is not by the misery of individuals respected, the more is it strengthened in the
that you can procure the happiness of nations: minds of the people. Small attacks upon
the altar of the public good does not de- this princilfle prepare for greater. It has re-
mand more barbarous sacrifices than that of qaired a long period to attain to the point
the Divinity. at which we have arrived in civilized society ;

I cannot yet quit this subiect; it appears but fatal experience has shown with what
so essential, for the establishment of the facility security may be overturned, and how
principle of security, to trace the error into the savage instinct of robbery may assume ml
all its retreats, ascendancy over the hws. The people and

How do individuals deceive themselves or govermneuts are in this respect oniy like
others with regard to such great injustice ? tame lions : if they taste blood, their natural
They have recourse to certain pompous max- ferocity is rekhulled :-

ires, in which there is a mixture of truth and " Si tordda parvas
falsehood, and which give to a question, in Venit in ora cruor, redeant rabiesque furorque:
itself simple, an air of profundity and politi- Admoniueque tumeat gus_ato sanguine fauces
cal mystery. "The interest of individuals," Ferret, et _, trepido vix abstinet ira magistm."
it is said, "ought to give way to the public LUCAN_iv.
interest." But what does this mean? Is not
one individual as much a part of the public CHAPTER XVI.
as another ? This public interest which you or FOItCEDEXCHANOES.
personify, is only an abstract term: it repre-
sents only the mass of the interests of inch- "Accosm,_G to Xenophon, Astyages once
duals_ They ought all to be taken account asked of Cyrus an account of his last lesson :
of, instead of considering some as every There was, said he, in our school a great boy,
thing, and the rest as nothing. If it be pro- who, havizlg a little coat, gave it to unc of h,s
per to sacrifice the fortune of one individual, companions who was of small stature, and
in order to augment the fortune of others, it took from him his coat, which was larger:
would be still better to sacrifice a second, a our master having made me the judge in this
third, even a hundred, even a thousand, with- quarrel, I decided that things should be left
out it being possible to assign any limits; for as they were, and that the one and the other
whatever may be the number of those you would thus be better accommodated in thi._
have sacrificed, you ahvays have the same respect: upen which he showed me that I had
reason for adding one more. In a word, the decided wrongly, for I had only considered
interest of the first is sacred, or the interest what was fitting, whilst i ought, in the first
of no one can be so. place, to have provided for what was just,

Individual interests are the only real inte- which would not allow any one to be forced
rests. Take care of individuals; never in- with regard to what belonged to him." Man-
jure them, or suffer them to be injured, and taigne's Essays, Book 1. ch. 24.
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Let us see what ought to be thought of is not possible to appreciate the value that
this decision. At the first glance it seems the feeling of affection may glve them. But
that a forced exchange is not contrary to objects of the first class may be subjected
security, provided that an equal v_lue is re- to forced exchanges, if this be the only me'-
ceived. How can I have lost in consequence thod of preventing great losses. I posseu an
of the law, if, after it has had its full effect, estate of considerable value, to which I can
the mass of my fortune remain the same as only go by a road which borders on a river.
before ? If one has g_ined, without another The river overflows and destroys the read :
having lost, the operation appears good. my neighbour obstinately refuses me a pas-

No : it is not. He whom you consider to sage over a strip of land which is not worth
have lost nothing by the forced exchange, one hundredth part of my estate : ought I to
has really experienced a loss. As all things, lose all my benefit, from the caprice or the
moveable and immoveable, may have differ- enmity of an unreasonable man ?
ent values to different persons, according to But to prevent the abuse of so delicate a
circumstances, every one expects to enjoy principle, it would be proper to lay down
the favourable chances which may augment strict rules. I say, then, that exchanges may
the value of any part of his property. If be forced, in order to prevent great loss ; as
the house which Peter occupies is of greater in the case of laud rendered inaccessible, un-
value to Paul than to Peter, this would not less a passage is taken across that of a neigh-
be a good reason for gratifying Paul, by bour.
obliging Peter to give it up to him, for what It is in England that all the scruples of
might be of the same value to him. This the legislator m this respect should be oh-
would be to deprive Peter of the natural be- served, in order to understand alt the respect
nefit which he might have expected to derive which ought to be borne to property. Is a
from this circumstance, new road tobe opened? In the first place, an

But if Paul should say, that for the benefit act of parliament is necessary, and all the
of peace, he has offered a price above the parties interested are heard: afterwards the
ordinary value of the house, and that his ad- assignment of an equitable indemnity only to
versary only refuses from obstinacy; it may the proprietors is not considered sufficient;
be replied to him, This surplus, that you but with regard to objects which may pos-
pretend to have offered, is only a supposition seas a value in affection, such as houses and
on your part : the contrary supposition is just gardens, they are protected against the law
as probable: for if you have offered more itself by being recognised as exceptions.
than the house is worth, he would have has- These operations may also be justified,
tened to seize so fortunate a circumstance, when the obstinacy of an individual, or a
which might never recur, and the bargmn small number of persons, is manifestly in-
would have soon been concluded to his sa- jurious to the advantage of a great number.
tisfaction : if he does not accept it, it is a It is thus that the inclosure of commons in
proof that you have been deceived in the es- England is not stopped by certain opposi-
timation you have made, and that if you take tions, and that, for the convenience and sa-
his house from him, upon the conditions you lubrity of towns, the sale of houses is often
have proposed, his fortune will be injured, if forced by law.
not with reference to what he possesses, at The question discussed here relates only
least with reference to what he has a right to forced exchanges, and not to forcible re-
to require, morals; for a removal which should not be

No, replies Paul; he knows that my valua- an exchange--a removal without an equiva_
tion is higher than any he can expect in the lent, were it even for the profit of the state,
ordinary course of things: but he knows my would be a pure injustice, an act of power
necessity, and he refuses a reasonable offer, devoid of the softening necessary to reconcile
in order to derive an abusive advantage from it with the principle of utility.
mYTsituatiou.

he following principle may serve to re-
move the difficulty between Petersnd Paul. CHAPTER XVIL
Things maybe distinguished into two classes: FOWES OF THE LAWSOVEE EXPECTATION.
those which have commonly only an intriuslc
value, and those which are susceptible of a THE legislator is not the master of the dispe-
value in affection. Ordhm_T houses, a field sitions of the human heart : he is only their
cultivated in an ordinary manner, a stack of interpreter and their servant. The goodness
corn or hay, the common productions of ms- of his laws depends upon their conformity to
nufactures, appear to belong to this first class, the general expectation. It is highly neces-
To the second may be referred a pleasure- sary, therefore, for him rightly to understand
garden, a library, statues, pictures, collections the direction of this expectation, for the pur-
of natural history. As to objects of this kind, i pose of acting in concert with it. Such is the
the exchm_e ought never to be tbrced : it object in view : let us proceed to the exa-
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ruination of the conditions necessary for its mulgated ; it was there before it received the
accomplishment sanction of the le_,islator. But a law opposed

1. The first of these conditions, but at the to this natural expectation, is understood
same time the most difficult to be attained with much greater difficulty, and is with still
is, that the laws may be anterior to the for- greater difficulty imprinted upon the memory:
marion of the expectation. If we could sup- it is another disposition of things, which al-
pose a new people, a generation of children ways presents itself to the mind ; whilst the
the legislator, finding no expectations formed new law, altogether strange, and without
which could oppose his views, might fashion roots, tends incessantly to slip from the
them at his pleasure, as the sculptor fashions place in which it is only artificially fixed.
a block of marble. But as there already Codes of ritual observances, among others,
exists among all people a multitude of expec- possess this inconvetdence, that their fantastic
rations, founded upon az_cient laws or ancaent and arbitrary rules, never being well known,
usage% the legislator is obliged to employ a fatigue the understanding and the memory ;
system of coucdiatioos and concessions, which and the subject of them, always fearing,
constantly restrain him. always at fault, always fancying himself

The first laws themselves have always morally diseased, can never reckon upon his
found some expectations formed ; for we have innocence, and lives in want of perpetual
seen, that before the laws there existed a absolutions.
feeble kind of property ; that is to say, a Natural expectation directs itself towards
4.ertain expectation of keeping what each one the laws which are most important to society;
had acquired : hence the laws have received and the foreigner who should be guilty of
their first direction from these anterior ex- theft, fraud, or assassination, would not be
pectations ; they have given birth to new permitted to plead his ignorance of the laws
ones, they have excavated the bed in which of the country, because he could not but have
desires and hopes have flowed. It is no longer known that acts, so manifest!yhurtful, were
possible to make any change in the laws of every where considered as crimes.
property, without more or less disturbing the 3. Third condition -- That the laws should
established current, and without its opposing be consistent with themselves. This pl_nciple
a greater or less resistance, has a close relation with the preceding one ;

Do you wish to establish a law in opposi- but it will serve to place a great truth in a
tlon to the actual expectations of men ? If it new light. When the laws have established
is possible, let it be_n to have effect at a a certain arrangement upon a principle ge-
distant period : the present generation will nerally admitted, every arrangement in con-
perceive no change, and the rising generation fortuity with this princtple will naturally he
will be all prepared for it; you will find conformable to the general expectation.
amongits youth, auxiliaries a_o_finstthe ancient Every analogous law is, so to speak, presumed
opinions ; you will not injure existing inte- beforehand : every new application of the
rests, because they will have leisure to prepare principle contributes to strengthen it. But
for the new order of things. Every thing a taw which does not possess this character
will become smooth before you, because you dwells alone, as it were, in the mind, and the
will have prevented the birth of expectations influence of the principle to which it is op-
which would have been opposed to you. posed is a power which incessantly tends to

2. Second condition _ let the laws be expel it from the memory.
known. A law which is unknown can have That at the death of a man, his goods
no effect upon expectation : it does not serve should be transmitted to his nearest relations,
to prevent an opposite expectation, is a rule generally admitted, to which expee-

This condation, it may be said, does not tations naturally direct themselves. A law
depend upon the nature of the law, but upon respecting successions, which should be con-
the measures taken for its promulgation, sistent with this rule, would obtain general
These measures may be sufficient for their approbation, and would be understood by
object, whatever may be the law. every mind. But the more this principle is

This reasoning is more specious than true. disregarded, by the admission of exceptions,
There are some laws naturally more easily the more difficult it will be to comprehend
understood than others ; such are, laws con- and to retain them. The Common law of
formable to expectations already formed; laws England offers a striking example. It is so
which repose upon natural expectations, complicated with regard to the descent of
This natural expectation, this expectation property; it admits distinctions so singular ;
produced by early habit, may be founded upon ! the previous decisions, which serve to regu-
superstition, uponahurtful prejudice, orupon late it, are so snbtifized, that not only is it
a sentiment of utility : this is of no impor- impossible for simple good sense to presume
tance ; the law which is conformed to it them, it is also difficult for it to comprehend
maintains its place in the mind without effort; them. It is a study profound'as that of the
it was there, so to speak, before it was pro- most abstract sciences : it belongs only to
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small number of privileged men: it has been from it the same difficulty o£ comprehension
_y even for them to subdivide them- and retention. Every man has his determi-
selves; for no one lawyer pretends to under- hate measure of understanding : the more
stand the whole. Such has been the fruit of complex the law, the greater the number of
a too superstitious respect for antiquity, those who cannot understand it. Hence it

When new laws happen to oppose a prin- will be less known_ it will have less hold
clple established by former laws, the stronger upon men ; it will not occur to their minds
this principle is, the more hateful appears the on the occasions on which it ought, or, what
inconsistency. There results a contradictinn is still worse, it will deceive them, and give
of opinions, and the disappointed expectant birth to false expectations. Both the style
_ceuses the legislator of tyrrany, and arrangement ought to be simple. The

In Turkey, when a man in office dies, the law should be a manual of instruction for
Sultan appropriates to himself all his fortune, every individual, and he ought to be able to
at the expense of his children, who fall at consult it, under all his doubts, without re-
once from opulence to misery. This law, quiring an interpreter.
which overturns all the natural expectations, The more conformable laws are to the
is probably derived from certain other eastern principle of utility, the more simple will be
governments, in which it is less inconsistent their systematic arrangement.
and less odious, because the sovereign only A system founded upon a single principle
confers office upon eunuchs, might be as simple in its form as in its foun-

4. Funrth conditionm It is only possible to dation. It only is susceptible of a natural
make laws truly consistent, by following the arrangement and a familiar nomenclature.

principle of utili_. This is the general point 6. Sixth condition-- For the purpose of
of union for all expectations, overcoming expectation, it is also necessary

Still a law conformed to utility may be that the law should be present to the n_n(!
found opposed to public opinion. But this is as a_out to be executed; or at least, no reason
only an accidental and transient circumstance: should be perceived to le,_d to a contrary
it is only necessary to render this conformity presumption.
sensible, in order to bring back all minds. Does a man hope easily to escape from the
As soon as the veil which hides it is with- law? He forms an expectation in a manner
drawn, expectation will be satisfied, and pub- opposed to the law. The law is therefore
lie opinion reconciled. But the more it is useless ; it only retains its force for the pur-
certain that the laws are conformed to utility, I pose of punishment ; and these inefficacious
the more manifest will that utility become. I punishments are another evil with which to
If a quality be attributed to a subject which t reproach the law. Despicable in its weakness,
does not possess it, the triumph of this error I hateful in its strength, it is always bad,
may not endure for a day : a single ray of whether it reach the guilty, or they enjoy
light is sufficient to dissipate the illusion. I impunity.
But a quality which really exists, though This principle has been often disregarded
unknown, may be happily discovered at any in a striking manner: for example, when,
instant. At the first moment, an innovation under the banking system of the projector
is surrounded by an impure atmosphere: a Law, people were prohibited from retaining
collection of clouds, formed by caprice and in their own hands more than a certain sum
prejudice, floats around it; its form is dis- of money, every one presumed upon a suc-
torted by the refractions caused by these cessful disobedience to this law.
deceptive mediums : it requires time for the A multitude of prohibitory commercial
eye to fix itself, and to separate from the laws arc defective in this respect. This mul-
object every thing which is foreign to it.. titude of easily eluded regulations forms, so
But, by degrees, just views will gain the as- to speak, an immoral lottery, in which indi-
cendency. If the first efforts are not suc- viduals speculate in opposition to the legis-
coss£ul, the second attempts will be more lature.
fortunate ; because the point of difficulty to This principle forms a good reason for
be overcome will be better known. The plan placing the domestic authority in the hands of
which favours the greatest number of inte- the husband. If it had been given to the
rests cannot fail at last to obtain the greatest wife, the physical power being on the one
number of suffrages ; and the useful novelty, side, and the legal power on the other side,
atfirst repelled with disgust, will soon become discord would have been eternal. If equality
so familiar that its beginning will not be re- h_d been established between them, this
collected, nominal equality could not have been main-

5. Fifth condition -- Method in tl_ laws. rained, because, between two opposite wills,
An error in form in a code of law may pro- one or the other must necessarily turn the
duce, with respect to its influence upon scale. The subsisting arrangement is there-
expectation, the same inconvenience as into- fore most favourable to the peace of families,
horenee and inconsistency. There may result because, by making both powers to act in
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concert, every thing has been done which is eovery went into the public treasure, this all
necessary for its exercise, would be but little.

This same principle will be very useful in 7. The seventh and last condition for regu-
assisting in the resolution of some problems lating expectation is, that the laws should be
which have too much embarrassed lawyers, literally w_derstood. This condition depends
such as this : in a certain case, ought a thin 9 in part upon the laws, and in part upon the

found to be considered the property of the judges. If the laws are not in harmony with
finder ? The more easily he can appropriate the intelligence of the people--if the laws
the thing independently of the law, the more of a barbarous age are not changed in an age
desirable is it, not to make a law which shall of civilization, the tribunals will depart by
disappoint this expectation: or, in other degrees from the ancient principles, and in-
words, the more easy it is to elude the law, sensibly substitute new maxims. Hence will
the more cruel would it be to nu_ke a law arise a kind of combat between the law which
which, appearing to the mind almost incapa- grows old, and the custom which is intro-
ble of execution, could not fail to produce duced, andin consequence of this uncertainty,
evil when it should chance to be executed, a weakening of the power of the laws over
Let us illustrate this by an example: Sup- expectation.
pose I find a diamond in the earth : my first To interpret has signified entirely different
movement wiU be to say this is mine; and things in the mouth ofu lawyer, and in the
the expectation of keeping it will naturally mouth of another person : to interpret a paso
be formed at the same moment, not only from sage of an author, is to show the meaning
the inclination ot the desires, but also from which he had in his mind ; to interpret a law,
analogy with the habitual ideas of property: in the sense of a Roman lawyer, is to ne-
1st, I have possession of it, and this posses- giect the clearly expressed intention, in order
sion alone is a good title, when there is no to substitute some other, by presuming that
opposite title. 2dt#, Its discovery is due to this new sense was the actual intention of
me" it is I who have drawn this diamond the legislator.
from the dust, in which it was unknown to With this manner of proceeding there is
all the world, and where it was of no value, no security. When the law is difl_cult, ob-
3dh/, I may flatter myself with keeping it seure, incoherent, the citizen has always a
without the knowledge of the law, and in chance of knowing it : it gives a blind warn-
opposition to the laws themselves, because ing, less efficacious than it might be, but
it will be enough if I can hide it till I have always useful : the limits of the evll which
a pretence for making it to be believed that may be suffered are at least perceived. But
I have acquired it by some other title. Hence when the judge dares to arrogate to himself
when the law would dispose of it in favour the power of interpreting the laws, that is to
of some other person than me, it does not say, of substituting his will for that of the
hinder this first movement, this hope of legislator, every thing is arbitrary _ no one
keeping it ; and therefore, by taking it from can foresee the course which his caprice may
me, it makes me experience that pain of dis- take. It is not enough to regard this evil in
appointed expectation, which is commonly itself alone : how great soever itmay be, this
called injustice or tyranny. This reason is a trifle in comparison of the weight of its
would therefore be sufficient for giving a consequences. The serpent, it is said, can
thing found to the finder, unless there be a cause its whole body to enter at the opening
stronger opposite reason, through which its head will pass : with re-

This rule might therefore vary according gard to legal tyranny, it is against this subtle
to the chance which the thing naturally pre- head that we should guard, for fear of shortly
seats of its being kept without the know- seeing displayed in its train all its tortuous
ledge of the laws : a vessel shipwrecked, that folds. It is not only evil which should be
I have been the first to discover upon the distrusted, but good also, if derived from this
shore--a mine _ an island that I may have source. All usurpation of a power superior
discovered, are objects respecting which, a to the law, though useful in its immediate
previous law might prevent in me all idea of effects, ought to be an object of dread for
property, because it is not possible for me to the future. There are limits, and narrow
appropriate them in secret. The law which limits to the good which may result from this
refuses them to me, being of e_sy execution, arbitrary power : there are none to the evil,
would have its full and entire effect upon my there are none to the alarm, which may arise
mind_ Therefore, upon consulting this prin- from it ; the danger indistinctly lowers over
ciple alone, the legislator would be at liberty, every head.
either to grant or refuse the thing to the au- Without speaking of ignorance and caprice,
thor of the discovery. But there is one par- what facilities for prevarication ! The judge,
tlculac reason in his favour : it is a reward sometimes by conforming to .the law, some-
given to industry ; it tends to augment the times by becoming its interpreter, may always
general wealth. If all the profit of a dis- give right or wrong to whom he pleases: he
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is always sure to save himself, either by the no scientific apparatus ; and, in a word, that
literal, or by the interpretative sense. He f the style of the book of the laws were
is a conjuror, who, to the great astonishment listlnguisbed from the style of other books,
of the spectators,draws from the same foun- should be by its superior perspicuity--by
taln bitter waters, or sweet, as he pleases, its greater preci_on--by its greater famili.

This is one of the noblest characteristics arity, because it is intended to be understood
of the English tribunals : tbeyhave generaUy by all, and particularly by those least en-
followed the declared will of the legislator lightened.
with scrupulous fidelity, or have directed When one has formed a conception of this
themselves as far as possible by previous ! system of laws, and comesto compare it with
judgments, with regard to that still imper- those that exist, the feeling which results is
feet portion of legislation which depends on far from being favourable to our existing in.
custom. This rigid observation of the laws stitutions.
may have had some inconveniences in an in- We must, however, distrust grievous decla-
complete system, but it is the true spirit of matious and exaggerated complaints, though
liberty which inspires the English with so the laws may be imperfect. He who should
much horror for what is called an ex post facto be so confined in his views, or so unreason-
law. able in his ideas of reform, as to seek to in-

All the conditions which constitute the spire revolt or contempt agmnst the genera]
excellence of the laws, have so close a con- system of the laws, would be unworthy of
nexion, that the accomplishment of onealone attention at the tribunal of an enlightened
supposes the accomplishment of the others : public, who can enumerate their benefits -- [
intrinsic utility, manifest utility, connexion, do not say under the best, but under the
sunplicity, coguoscibility, probability of exe- worst of governments. Do we not owe to
eution--all these qualities may be considered them all that we possess of security, pro-
as reciprocally cause and effect, the one of perty, trade, abundance ? Do they not pre-
the others, i serve, peace among our fellow-citizens, the

If the obscure system called custom were sanctity of marrmge, and the gentle perpe-
no longer suffered to exist, and the whole tuity of farmlies? The good which they
law were reduced to writing--if the laws produce is universal_it is enjoyed every day
which concern every indi_idual were collect- and every moment: the evils which result
ed in one volume, and those which concerned from them are transitory. But the good does
certain classes were in separate collections-- not make itself felt ; it is enjoyed without
if the generalcode were universallycircu- beingreferredto itssource,asifitwere in
lated--ifitwere made, as among theJews, the ordinarycourse of nature; whilstthe
a portionof the religiousservice,one of the evilsarevividlyperceived,and indescribinG
manualsof education--ifitwererequiredto them, thereisaccumulatedintoone moment,
be engraven upon the memory beforeadmis- and upon one point,sufferingswhich aredis-
sionto the exerciseof politicalprivileges-- persedovera largespace,and a longtractof
the laws would then become trulyknown; time. There aceabundantreasonsforloving
everydeviationfromthem would be sensible,the laws, notwithstandingtheirimperfec-
everycitizenwould be theirguardian; there tions.
would be no mystery to concealthem--no Innovationsin the laws shouldbe made
monopoly intheirexplanation--no fraudor with greatcaution. Itisnot welltodestroy
chicaneto eludethem. everything,upon pretenceof reconstructing

Itisalsonecessarythatthestyleofthelawsthe whole: the fabricof the laws n_y be
should be as simpleas theirarrangement; easilydilapidated,but isdifficultto be re-
thatthe languagein ordinaryuse shouldbe paired,and its alterationought not to be
employed ; thattheirformulasshouldhave entrustedto rashand ignorantoperators.

PART II.

CHAPTER L consideredwealth in the mass: itis,how-

OF TITLES WHICH CONF_rttb RIGHT TO ever, necessary to descend to details ; to take
rsorl_TY.* the individual objects which compose it, and

seek out the principles wlnch ought to go-
TFtvs far we have shown the reasons which vern the distribution of property at the pc-
should lead the legislator to sanction the riods when it presents itself to the law for
existence of property. But we have only appropriation to such or such an individual.

• See this word Title, in the Essay entitled These principles are the same that we have
"A general view of a body of law. _ Thissub- already laid down : Subsistence, abundance,

m only glanced at here, eTuatity , security. W'nen they accord, the
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decision is easy : when they separate, it is 2. Ancient bon_ fide Possession.

necessary to learn to distinguish which ought Possession of a certain standing, fixed by
to be preferred, the law, ought to be superior to all other

1. Actual Possession. titles. If you have allowed so long a time
to elapse without claiming your right, it is a

Actual possession is a title to property, proof that you have not known of its exist-which may precede and supply the place of
all others : it will be always good against cnce, or that you did not intend to make

use of it. In these two cases, there has not
every man who has no other title to oppose been any attempt on your part--any desireto it. Arbitrarily to take away from him
who possesses, in order to give to him who to obtain possession of the thing ; but _n

mine there has been the attempt and the de-
possesses not, would be to create a loss upon sire to preserve it. To leave me in posses-one side and a gain upon the other. But
the amount of the pleasure would not be sion, is not to oppose security : to transfer it
equal to the amount of the pain. First rea- to you, is to attack it, and is to make all
son : u One such act of violence would possessors uneasy, who know of no other title

to their property than ancient bonafide pos.spread alarm among all proprietors, by at- session.

tacking their security. Second reason :-- But what time should be requisite to pro-
Actual possession, tberefore, is atitle founded duce this displacement of hope ? or, in other
upon the good of the first order and the good words, what time is requisite to legalizeof the second order.

property in the hands of its possessors, and
What is called the right of tbefirst occu- to extinguish all opposing titles ? Nothing

pant, or the original discoverer, amounts to can be precisely determined : the lines of de-
the same thing. When the right of property marcation must be drawn at hazard, accord-is granted to the first occupant--lst, He is
spared the pain of disappointment ; that pain ing to the value of the goods to which theyrefer. If this line of demarcation does not
which he would feel at finding himself' de- always prevent disappointment among those
prived of the thing which be had occupied interested, it will prevent at least all evils
before all others. 2dly, It prevents contests; of the second order. The law warns me,
the combats which might take place between that if, during one year, ten years, or thirty
him and successive competitors. 3dly, It years, I neglect to claim my right, the loss
gives birth to enjoyments which, without it, of this right itself will be the result of mywould not exist for any one: the first oc-
cupier, trembling lest he should lose what he negligence. This threat, the effects of which
had found, would not dare openly to enjoy I can prevent, does not injure my security.I have supposed that the possession is ho-
lt, for fear of betraying himself; hence, all nestly obtained: in the contrary case, to con-
that he could not immediately consume would firm it would be, not to favour security, but
be of no value to him. 4the, The good that to reward crime. The age of Nestor ought
is secured to him, acting in the character of not to be sufficient to secure to an usurper
reward, becomes a spur .to the industry of the wages and the price of his iniquity. Forothers, who are led to seek to procure for why should there be a period when the male-
themselves similar advantages ; and the in- factor should become tranquil? why should
crease of the general wealth is the result of he enjoy the fruits of his crimes under the
these individual acquisitions. 5thly, If every protection of the laws which he has violated?
unappropriated thing did not belong to the With respect to his heirs, it is necessary tofirst occupier, it would always be the prey of
the strongest : the weak would be subject to make distinctions. Are they honest ? Theremay be alleged in their favour the same rea-
continual oppression, son as for the ancient proprietor, and they

All these reasons do not present them- have possession, besides, to incline the balance
selves distinctly to the minds of men : but in their favour. Axe they dishonest, as their
they perceive them confusedly, and feelthem predecessorswere? Theyare his accomplices,as by instinct. Hence they say reason, equity,
justice, direct it. These words, repeated by and impunity ought never to be the privilegeof fraud.
every body, without being explained by any
one, express only a sentiment of approbation; Second Title--Ancient bo_fide Possession,
but this approbation, founded upon solid rca- notwitt_tandi_l opposite title.

sons, can but acquire new force from the This is what is commonly called preserip-
support of the principle of utility, tmn. _ Reasons upon which it is founded:

The title of original occupation has been Prevention of disappointment--General se.
the primitive foundation of property. It may curity of proprietors.
be employed ag_n, with regard to newly-
formed islands, or lands newly discovered, 3. Possession of the Conten_, _ of tt_e
relervatioa being made of the right of go- Produce of Land.
verning-- the superior right of the sovereign. Property in land includes all that this laad
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contains, and all that it produces. Can its [ 6. Ameliorat_a of one's own tldmjs.

value be any thh_ but its contents and its J If I apply my labour to one of those things
produce? By its contents, are understood every [ which are already considered as belonging to
thing which is below the surface, as mines and ] me, my title acquires new force. These vege-
quarries; by its produce, every thing which ] tables whichmy land produces--Ihave sown
belongs to the vegetable kingdom. All pos- ] and gathered them. I have tended these
sible reasons unite for the giving this extent ] cattle, I have dug up these roots, I have
to the right of property in land--security, I felled these trees, and I have hewn them.
sub_stence, theincreaseofthegeneralwealth, If I should have suffered on having these
the blessing of peace, things taken from me in a rough state, how

4. Possession of what the Land nourishes, much more shall I not suffer now, since eacheffort of my industry has given to these
and of what it receives, objects a new value, has strengthened my

If my land nourish animals, it is to me attachment to them, and the wish I have to
they owe their birth and their nourishment; keep them? These sources of future en-
their existence would have been a loss to me, joyments, continually augmented by labour,
if the possession of them did not secure me an would not exist without security.
indemnity. If the law give them to any one
but me, there will be all the loss on one side, 7. Mutual Possession and bozulfide
and all the gain on anothexman ma_angement Amelioration.

opposed as well to equality as to security. But if I apply my labour to a thing which
It would then be my interest to diminish belongs to another, treating it as if it were
their number, and to prevent their increase, my o_,'rn; for example, if I have made cloth
to the detriment of the general wealth, with your wool; to which of us ought the

If chance have thrown upon the earth things thing produced to belong ? Before answering
which have not yet received the sea] of pro- this question, the question of fact must b_
perty, or which have lost the impression; as cleared up: Was it honestly or dishonestly
a whale cast on shore by a tempest, the scat- that I treated the thing as my property ? If
tered remains of a shipwreck, or uprooted I have acted dishonestly, to leave me pos-
trees; these things ought to belong to the sessed of the thing produced, would be to
possessor of the land. The reason of this reward the crime : if I have acted honestly.
preference: -- He is so situated as to derive a it remains to be examined, which of the two
profit from them, without loss to any indivi- values is the greater--the original value of
dual: they cannot be refused to him, without the thing, or the value added to it by the
occasioning a pain of disappointment ; and labour ? How long has the first possessor lost
indeed no one can take possession of them it? how long have I possessed it? To whom
without occupying his land, or without en- does the place belong, in which it is found
crouching upon his rights. He has in his situated, at the moment it is reclaimed--to
F_vour all the reasons of the first occupant, me, to the ancient possessor, or to another?

The principle of caprice having no regard
5. Possession of neiffhbourlng Lands. to the measure of pains and pleasures, gives

The waters which have covered unappro- all to one of the parties, without earing for
priated lands leave them:_To whom shall the other. The principle of utility, desirous
the property in these new lands be granted? i of reducing to the lowest term, an inevitable
There are many reasons for giving them to inconvenience, weighs the two interests, secks
the proprietors of the neighbouring lands : Ia method of reconciling them, and prescribes
Ist, They only can occupy them without i indenmities. It awards the article to that
encroaching upon the property of others, one of the two claimants, who would lose
2d, They only can have formed any hope the most if his claim were rejected, but
respecting these lands, and previously con- subject to the charge of giving to the other a
sidcred them as belonging to themselves, sufficient indemnity.
3d, The chance of gaining by the retreat of It is after these same principles, that t_e
the waters is only an indemnity for the same question ought to be resolved, with re-
chance of losing by their invasion. 4t_, The gard to an article which has been mixed and
property in lands acquired from the waters confounded with another; as metal belonging
will operate as a reward exciting to the la-
bours necessary for this kind of conquest.* tity of land belonging to each proprietor, or by

the extent which he occupies along its sides ?
* _ much for the theory: as to execution, Lines of demarcation are necessary; but it is not

it would require ninny details, otherwise this necessary m wait to trace these linas till the event
conversion would resemble the division of the happens, and the value of the derelict lands is
new world which the Pope made between the known ; for all will then entertain hop_.s which
Spania_s and Portuguese. The waters quit a can be realized only by some individuals. Be.
bay: there are many proprietors upou its border& fore thisperiod, expectation not being yet formed,
Sb_ll the distribution be Tegulatcd by tI_c_uac,. easily follGws the fittger r_fthe legislator.
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to you, which has been mingied in the cru- of fishing in the ocean. The multiplication
cible with metal belonging to me; liquor of most kinds of fishes appears inexhaustible.
belonging to me, which has been poured into The prodigality, the munificence of nature
the same vessel with liquor belonging to in this respect, surpasses every thing which
you. There' have been grand debates among can be conceived. The indefatigable Lewen-
the Roman lawyers, to determine to whom hock has estimated the number of eggs in
to give the whole. The one party, under the the roe of a single cod at above six millions.
name of Sabinlans, would give the whole to ! What we can take and consume in this ira-
me; the other party, under the name of Pro- mense magazine of food is absolutely nothing,
eulians, would give all to you. Which was compared with the destruction produced by
right ? Neither of them: their decision al- physical causes, which we neither know, nor
ways left one suffering party. One simple can prevent, nor weaken. Man in the open
question would have prevented all these de- sea, with his nets and lines, is only a feeble
bates: Which of the two, by losing what rivaltothegreattyrantsoftheocean; whilst
had been his, would lose most? as to the fishes of rivers, lakes, andlittle gulfs,

The English lawyers have cut the gor- the laws take efficacious and necessary pre-
dian knot. They have not taken the trouble cautions for their preservation.
to examine where would be the greatest in- There is no reason for jealousy, no danger
jury: they have neither considered honesty i of diminishing the sources of wealth, by the
nor dishonesty, nor the greatest real value, i number of competitors : the fight of the first
nor the greatest desire to keep. They have occupant may be left for each, and every
decided that moveable property shall always specaes of labour encouraged, which tends to
be awarded to the possessor at the time, sub- increase the general abundance.
ject to the charge of indemnifying the ori_nal
proprietor. 10. Ziberty of Hunting upon Unappropriated

.Lands.

8. Exploring of Mines in the 1.ands of It is the same with uncultivated and an-

another, appropriated lands, wild forests. In those
Your land incloses in its bosom treasures ; vast countries which are not peopled in pro-

b.zt, either from want of knowledge, or want portion to their extent, these tracts form
of means, or want of confidence in your considerable spaces, in which the right of
,uceess, you will not seek for them, and the hunting may be exercised without restraint.
treasures remain hidden. If I, a stranger to Man is there as yet only the rival of the car-
your property, have all that you want for nivorous animals, and the chase extends the
their exploring, and I ask to do it, ought the sources of subsistence without injury to any
Jight to do so to be awarded to me without one.
vourconsent? Whynot? Underyourland, the But in civilized societies, in which agri-
buried wealth does good to no one: in mine culture has made great progress, where the
it w_ll acquire great value ; thrown into eh'- unappropriated lands bear mdy a small pro-
culation, it will animate industry. What in- portion to those which have received the seal
jury is done to you? You lose nothing: of property, there are many reazons which
the surface, the only thing from which you plead against the right of chase granted to
derive any tiring, remains always in the same the first occupier.
state. But what the law, attentive to your _First Inconvenience.-- In those countries
interests, ought to do for you, is to award where the population is numerous, the de-
you a greater or less considerable part of struction of wild animals may proceed faster
the product; for though this treasure was than their reproduction. Render the chase
nothing in your hands, it left you a certain free, the kinds of mfimals which are its ob-
expectation of profiting by it some day, and jects may be sensibly diminished, and even
this chance ought not to be taken from you annihilated. The sportsman would then have
without indemnity, as much trouble to procure a single par-

Such is the lawof England. Ineertain tridge, ns he has now to procure ahuadred;
districts, it permits, upon certain conditions, and this would make them a hundred-fold
the pursuit of a vein of metal discovered in dearer. He would not himself lose, but he
the field of another, to whosoever wishes to would only furnish to society one hundredth
try the adventure, part of the value he now furnishes. In other

and more simple terms, the pleasure of eating
9. Liberty of Fishing in Great Waters. partridges would be reduced to a hundredth
Great lakes, great rivers, great hays, and part of what it is.

especially the ocean, are not occupied as ex- Second Inconvenience._The chase, with.
dusive property. They are coluddered as out being more productive than other labours,
belonging to no person, or, to speak more has unhappily more attractions: p__y is there
correctly as belonging to all. combined with labour, idlen_m with exercise,

There is no reason for limiting the right gler_ with dav_er. The charm of a profes.
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sion, so well suited to all the natural tastes !have great strength, and in which there is no
of man, draws into this career a great hum- hope of changing their course. When pains
her of competitors: by their rivalry they re. shall be taken to enlighten the people, to dis-
duce the price of the labour employed upon cuss the motives of the law, to make them
it to the most simple subsistence; and in ge- consider it as a means of peace and security,
neral this class of adventurers will be poor. by showing ,that the exercise of this right is

Third Inconvenience.raThe chase having reduced ahnost to nothing--that the life of
particular seasons, there will be intervals in a hunter is miserable--that this ungrateful
which the activity of the hunter will be profession incessantly exposes him to crimi-
chained up. He will not easily return from nality, and his family to indigence and shame,
a wandering to 'a sedentary life--from lade- I dare atf2rm that popular opinion, pressed by
pendence to subjection--and from a habit of the continual and gentle force of reason, will
idleness to a habit of labour. Accustomed, in a short time take a new direction.
like the gamester, to live upon chances and There are some animals whose value after
hopes, a small fixed salary will have few at- death does not compensate for the damages
tractions for him. His is a state which leads a they do : such are foxes, wolves, bears, all
man to crime, from its misery and idleness, carnivorous beasts, the enemies of the species

Fourth lneonvenienee.-- The exereise even subjected to man. Far from preserving them,
of this profession is naturally fruitful in it is only desirable that they should be de-
crimes. The multitude of quarrels, of law- stroyed. One method is to give the property
suits, prosecutions, convictions, imprison- in them to the first occupant, without regard
meats, and other punishments to which it to the territorial proprietor. Every hunter
gives rise, are more than sufficient to coun- who attacks hurtful animals ought to be con-
terbalance its pleasures. The hunter, tired of sidered as employed by the police. But this
vainly waiting for his prey in the l_gh-roads, exception should only be admitted with re-
spies out in secret the game of the neigh- gard to animals capable of causing great
bouring proprietors. Does he think himself waste.
observed ? he turns aside, he hides himself, he
uses patience and cunning. Does he t_nk
there are no witnesses? he no longer respects CHAPTER II.
any bounds; he passes the ditches, he leaps ANOTHE_ MODEOFACQUISITIONwCONSENT0
the hedges, he lays waste the inclosures, and
his cupidity, betraying his prudence, throws IT may, however, happen, that after anything
him into situations from which he often can- ] has been possessed (by a legal title), the indi-
not escape without misfortune or crime. I viduals may wish to give it up, by abandoning

If the right of chase were permitted on I its enjoyment to another. Shall this at-
the high-roads, an army of guards would be ] rangement be confirmed by the law ? Without
requisite to prevent the wanderings of the doubt it ought to be : all the reasons which
hunters, plead in favour of the ancient proprietor are

Fifth Inconvenience.--If this right of chase no longer on his side, but plead in favour
be allowed to exist, though so little advanta- of the new. Besides, the former proprietor
geous when exercised in such narrow limits, must have had some motive for abandoning
an assortment of laws is requisite in the civil his property. He who speaks of a raotlve,
and penal code, to determine its exercise and speaks ofapleasure or its equivalent: pleasure
to punish its violations. This multiplication of friendship, or of benevolence, if the thing
of laws is an evil, because they cannot be be given for nothing ; pleasure of acquisition,
multiplied without being weakened. Besides, if it be made an object of exchange ; bene-
the severity necessary to prevent such easy fit of security, if it have been given to save
and attractive crimes, gives an odious charac- him from some evil ; pleasure ofreputatlon,
ter to property, and places the rich man in if he propose by it_to acquire the esteem of
a state of war with his indigent neighbours, his fellows. The sum of enjoyment, as to
The means of cutting short this inconve- these two interested parties, is necessarily
nience is not to regulate, but to suppress this augmented by the transaction. The acquirer
right, puts himself in the place of the collater as

The prohibitory law once known, no ex- to the ancient advantages, and the collater
pectation will be formed of enjo_ng this pri- acquires a new advantage. We may there-
vilege: partridges will be no more coveted fore establish it as a general maxim, that eve_.
than fowls, and in the minds of the multi- alienation implies adva_age. Some good al-
rude, poaching will not be distinguished from ways results from it.
thef_

It is true, that at present popular ideas are * See the chapter _ Collatlve ond AS/ativ¢
in favour of this right of chase; but if it be ! Event: with regard to Property. The explana-tion of the word Title will be found there. I
sometimes necessary to yield to popular ideas, have here avoided refinance to questions of me-
it is only upon those occasions in which they tbed and nmnenc]ature.
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If there be an excaange, there are two Suppose even that he knew of this circum-
alienations, each of which has its separate stance which depreciated the value of the
•advantages. This advantage for each of the article: was it his place to make it known,
contracting parties is the difference between rather than that of the buyer to inquire re-
the value which they put upon what they spectiug it ?
give up, and the value of what they acquire. These two questions ought always to be
In each transaction of this kind, there are asked m connexion with invalidity, result-
two new massesof enjoyment. Inthiscon- mgfromunduecoacealraent:--Didthe seller
sists the advantage of commerce, know of the existence of the defect ? Was

We may observe, that in all the arts there the case one of those in which he was obliged
are many things which can only be produced to reveal it ? The solution of these questions
by the concurrence of a great number of requires too many details and researches to
workmen. In all these cases, the labour of have place here; besides, it is not possible
one would possess no value, either for him- to frame an answer which would embrace all
self or others, if he could not exchange it. cases, and different modifications would be

requisite, according to the different kinds of
2. Causes of Invalidity in Exchanges. firings.

There are some cases in which the law 2. Fraud.-- This case is more simple than
ought not to sanction exchanges, and in which the preceding. A fraudulent acquisition
the interests of the parties ought to be re- ought never to be permitted, ff it can be
gulated as ff the bargain did not exist ; be- hindered : it is an offence which approaches
cause, instead of being advantageous, the to theft. You have asked of the seller if
exchange would be found hurtful either to the horse be pursy ; he has replied in the no-
one of the parties or to the public. All the gative, knowing the contrary. To sanction
causes which invalidate exchanges, may be the bargain, would be to reward a crime.
ranged under the nine following heads : -- The reason given in the preceding case may

be added, namely, the evil for the buyer is
1. Undue concealment, greater than that for the seller, and it is
2. Fraud. clear that this cause of invalidity is well
3. Undue coercion, founded.
4. Subornation. 3. It is the same with undue Coerclon.--
5. Erroneous supposition of legal obliga- The seller, whose horse is only worth two

tion. pounds, constrains you by violence and threats
6. Erroneous supposition of value, to buy it for ten pounds: suppose that you
7. Interdiction--infancy--Madness. would have been willing to pay him two
8. Things liable to become hurtful by the pounds, the surplus is so much gained by a

exchange, crime. It is true, that this loss was an ad-
9. Want of right on the part of the colin- vantage to you in comparison with the evil

tor. with which you were threatened in case of
1. Undue Coacealmeat.--If the object ac- refusal ; but neither this comparative advan-

quired be found to be of an inferior value to tage, nor that of the delinquent, ought to
that which has served as the motive for its counterbalance the evil of the crime.
acquisition, the new proprietor experiences 4. It is the same with Subornation.- I
regret, and feels the pain of disappointment, understand, by subornation, the price of a
If this value be below that which he has service which consists in the commission of a
given in exchange, instead of a gain, he has crime ; as money offered to engage a man to
made a loss. It is true that the other party take a false oath. There are two advantages
has made a profit, but the pleasure of gaining in the bargain--that of the suborned, andthat
is not equal to the evil of losing. I have of the suborner; but these two advantages
paid ten pounds for a horse, which is worth are nothing equal to the evil of the crime.
them, if he were sound; but since he is pursy, I remark in passing, that in cases of fraud,
he is not worth two : the seller has gained undue coercion, and subornation, the law
eight pounds, and I have lost the same sum. should not content itself with annulling the
When the interests of these two parties are act : it ought to oppose a stronger counter-
weighed together, the bargain is not edvan- poise by means ofpunishmonts.
tageons, but contrariwise. 5. Erroneous Supposition of l._Jal Obliga-

However, if at the time of the bargain, tioa. _ You have delivered your horse to a
this degradation in value was not known to man, believing that your steward had sold
the former proprietor, why should the bar- him; and this had not happened: you have
gain be void ?-- why should he be constrained delivered your horse to a man, believing that
tO make a disadvantageous exchange? .Tll.e he was authorized by the government to
loss must fall upon some one': why should it make you give him up for the _vice of the
be made to fall upon him, rather than the state; but he had no such commission: in a
other ? word, you have believed yourself under a
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legal obligation to sell, and this obligation for accidental losses, would be to interdict
did not exist. If the alienation should be [ alie_mtious in general ; for no person would
confLrmnd after the error is discovered, the ] buy--no person would sell--if the bargain
buyer would find that he had made an un- [ might at any moment be made void in con-
expected gain, the seller an unexpected loss. [ sequenceJ of some subsequent event, which
Bu_ we have seen that the advantage of]could neither be foreseen nor prevented.
!/alning, cannot be compared with the evil of ] 7. There are some cases in which, foresee-
losing ; besides, this case may be referred Iing the evil of contracts, the legislature has
Imck to the head of undue coercion, prohibited them beforehand. Thus, in many

6. ErroneoasSupposltionofVal_e.--If, in countries, prodigals are interdicted ; that is
alienating any thing, I am ignorant of a cir- to say, all bargains made with them are de-
cmustance which tends to increase its value, dared invalid. But they begin by stating the
when I discover my error, I experience re- danger, that is to say, the disposition which
gTet for the loss. But is this a proper cause renders the prodigal unable to guide his
of invalidity? On the one hand, if such affairs: every body is, or at least may be,
causes of nullity are admitted without re- informed of the imbecility with which he is
striction, there is great risk of throwing dis- struck, by the tutelary hand of justice.
couragement upon exchanges ; for where is Interdiction exists every where with regard
the security for my acquisitions, if the former to the two analogous cases of infancy and
proprietor could b_eak the bar_in by saying, mental imbecility. I say analogous ; for what
" I did not understand what I did?" On the an infant is for a time, which can be tolerably
other hand, there would be a lively pain of welt determined, though by a demarcation
rt,gret, if, after having sold a diamond as a always more or less arbitrary, a madman is
piece of er_stal, there were no method of for an indeterminate time, or for ever. The
recovering it. To maintain an even balance reasons are the same as in the preceding ease.
between the parties, the diversity of circum- Minors and madmen are, by their condition,
stances and things must be regarded. It is either ignorant, rash, or prodigal. They are
necessary always to examine whether the presumed to be so, by a general indication,
igalorance of the seller were not the result which does not require to be supported by
of negligence; and even in caneellhJg the particular proofs.
bargain, if the ease demand it, it is proper, It will be easily seen, that in these three
before every thing else, to provide lbr the cases, the interdiction can only extend to
security of the buyer interested in its confir- things of a certain importance : to apply it
mation, to the trifling objects of daily consumption,

However, it may happen, that a bargain would be to condemn these three classes to
free from all these defects may at last be die by hunger.
found disadvantageous. You have bought 8. The law also renders bargains invalid,
this horse only for one journey; and the on account of some probable inconvenience
journey is not made. You were ready to set which may result from them.
out; the horse fell ill and died. You set out; I have mt estate situated upon the confines

the horse throws you, and you break your of the state: acquired by a neighbouring
leg. You mount the horse; but it is that 3ower, it might become the focus of certain
you may go to rob upon the highway. The hostile intrigues, or favour dangerous prepa-
fancy which led _ou to purehaso it being rations against my country: whether I think
passed, you resell it at a loss. Cases might of this effect or not, the law ought to think
be multiplied to infinity, where a tbing, what- of it for the public ; it ought to prevent the
ever it may be, acquired on account of its evil, by refusing beforehand the guarantee
value, may become useless, or burthensome, of its seat to such bargains.*
or dangerous, either to its acqnirer, or to The restraints which it has been thought
another. Are not these exceptions to the necessary to put upon the sale of drugs ca.
axiom, that every alienation implies advan- )abte of being employed as poisons, belong to
tage?--are not these as reasonable grounds this same head. It is the same with the pro-
of invalidity as the others ? hlbltion of the sale of murderous weapon%

No: all these unfavourable events are
• The greater number of states, without per-

only accidents, and subsequent to the conclu- haps thinking of it_ have obviated this danger by
sion of the bargain : the ordinary case is, that a general law which inte_iets the acquisition of
the article is worth what it sells for. The landed proA_rtybystrange_ But theyhave gone
total advantage of advantageous exchanges too far. The reason of this prohibition does not
is more than equivalent to the total disadvan- extend beyond thepsrticul_ ease which I have
tage of unfavourable bargains. The gains of mentioned. The foreigner who wishes to buy
commerce are greater than its losses, since the an immoveable in my country, gives the least

equivocal _roof of his affection tourit, and the
world is richer at present than in its savage Imost cerlmu pledge of his good conduct. The
state. Alienations ought, therefore, in general, Is_te_ only gain in this case, even under the
to be maintained. But to annul alienations l simple head of finance.
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such as stilettoes, of which such frequent use which is applied to trade is more t_agitive.
is made in Italy, in the most ordinary quar- The first is immoveable ; the second may be
reis. carried away at the will of the proprietor.

It is to the same motive, well or ill 2. By pledging an immoveable, a produc-
founded, that all prohibitions relative to the tire capital may be procured: thus one part
introduction or sale of certain kinds of mer- of the value of an estate may be employed
chandise must be referred, in ameliorating another, which, without this

In the greater number of cases, the custom resource, could not be done. To hinder the
is to say, that the bargain is null in itself, alienation of lands is, therefore, to diminish
It is only to open the books of law to see productive capital nearly to the amount of
how much nonsense has been written upon their selling value ; since, in order that an
this erroneous notion, and into how much article may serve as a pledge, it is necessary
embarrassment lawyers have fallen, from not that it be capable of alienation.
having seized the only cause of nullity, as It is true, that a loan only has been here
respects bargains made under these circnm- contemplated: there is no new capital created
stances, which is, that more evil than good by the transaction. This same capital might
results from them. have received a destination not less useful in

After saying that these conventions are the hands in which it was first found ; but
null in themselves, to be consistent, it is it ought to be observed, that the greater the
necessary to conclude, that they ought not to means of employing capital, the more it will
have any effect- that they ought to be de- flow to_ards the country: that which is de-
stroyed-that no trace should be left of them. rived from abroad, forms a clear addition to
In many cases, however, it is enough to :hat which is derived from home.
modify them, to correct their inequalities by These restraints _:pon alienation, though
compensations, without altering the founds- condemned by the soundest notions of poll.,
tion of the primitive contract, tical economy, subsist almost every where.

No bargain is void in itself--no bargain is It is true that they have gradually diminished,
valid of itself: it is the law which in each as governments have better understood the
case gives or refilses validity. But for per- interests of agriculture and trade ; but there
mitting or refusing, there ought to be reasons, are still three causes which operate for their
Equivocal generation is banished from sound maintenance :-
philosophy : some day, perhap% it will be The first is the desire of preventing pro-
banished from jurisprudence. This null in digality. But it is not necessary, for obviating

itself is precisely an eqtfivocal generation, this evil, to hinder the sale of lands: it is
sufficient to protect their value by not leaving

3. Of Obstacles to the Alienatwn of Land. it at the disposal of the individual. In a

To say that the power of alienation Js use- word, the specific method against this triton-
rid, is a's much as to say that the arrange- venience is interdiction.
merits which tend to destroy it are in general The second is pride of family, connected

pernicious, with the agreeable illusion, which represents
It is only with regard to immoveables that the successive existence of our descendants

this inconsistency has been exercised, both as a prolongation of our own. To leave them
b_; entails and unalienable foundations ; and the s,-Jne amount of wealth is not enough to
yet, besides the general reasons in favour of satisfy the imagination : we wish to secure
the power of alienation, there are particular them the same lands, the same houses, the
reasons in favour of the power of alienating same natural objects. This continuity _f
lands, possession appears as a continuity of enjoy-

1. He who seeks to get rid of his lands ment, and presents a point of support to a
shows plainly that it does not suit him to fanciful feeling.
keep them: he cannot or he _ill not employ The third cause is the love of power-- the
any thing in improving them ; often, indeed, desire of governing after death. The pre-
he cannot restrain himseff from lowering ceding motive supposes posterity : this does
their future value, in order to satisfy a present not suppose it. It is to this cause must be
want. On the contrary, he who seeks to ac- referred, as well those foundations which
quire them has certainly not the intention of have in view an object of utility, well or ill
deteriorating them ; and it is probable that understood, as those which repose only upon
he purposes to increase their value, fancies.

It is true, that the same capital which would If the foundation consist only in the dis-
be employed in the amehoratiun of land tribution of benefits, without impo_g m_y
might be employed in trade ; but though the condition _ without exacting any service, it
benefit of these two employments might be seems sufficiently innocent, and its coutinu-
the same for the individuals, it is not the ance is not an eviL It is proper to except
same for the state. The portion of wealth foandstions for the distribution of ahns, up-

applied to agriculture is more fixed ;_that plied _vithout discernment, and adapted only
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to the encouragement of mendicity and idle- friendship, orservices--who/n factsharewith
hess. The best of these establishments are him the enjoyment of the property which by
those of charity for the poor of a rank already right belongs exclusively to him. His for-
a little elevated--a means which offers to tune is commonly, with regard to many of
these unfortunate persons a more liberal re- them, the sole source of their subsistence.
liefthanthegeneralrulewouIdallow; whilst, Topreventthecalamitiesofwhichtheywoul_
as to the benefices which are only granted become the victims, if death, which deprives
upon the discharge of certain duties, as in them of their friend, should also deprive
colleges, convents, churches, their tendency i them of the succour which they derive from
is useful, indifferent, or hurtful, according his fortune, would require a knowledge of
to the nature of the duties required, what they habitually enjoy, and in what pro-

One singularity which deserves to be ob- portion they participate in it. But as these
served is, that in general these foundations, are facts which it would be impossible to esta-
these particular laws that individuals have blish but by direct proofs--without entering
established by the indulgence of the sore- upon embarTassing procedures and infinite
reign, have experienced more respect than disputes, it has been found necessary to re-
the public laws which originate directly with fer to general presumptions, as the only base
the sovereign. When a legislator has de- upon which a decision can be established.
sired to tie the hands of his successor, this The habitual part of each survivor, in the
pretension has appeared either inconsistent possessions of the deceased, may be presumed
or futile. The most obscure individuals have from the degree of affection which ought to
arrogated this privilege, and none have dared subsist between them; and this degree of
to disappoint them. a_ection may be presumed from the prox-

It would seem, that lands left to corpora- imity of relatlol_hip.
tions, to convents, churches, would be liable If this proximity were the sole eonsidera-
to be deteriorated. Indifferent as to his suc- tiou, the law of successions would be very
oessors, each passing proprietor wonld seek to simple. In thefirst degree, with respect to
squeeze as much as possible out of the trausi- you, are all those who are connected _ith
tory possession, and neglect the care of them, you, without any intermediate person-- your
especially in old age. This may sometimes wife, your husband, your father, your mother,
have happened: justice ought, however, to be and your children. In the second degree, all
rendered to the religious communities. They those whose connexion with you requires the
have more often been distinguished for a intervention of a single person, or a single
good, than a bad economy. If thexr situa- couple of intermediate persons-- your grand-
tion inflame their cupidity and avarice, it also fathers and grandmothers, your brothers or
represses pomp and prodigality : if there be sisters, and your grandchildren. In the third
causes which excite their selfishness, there degree come those whose eomlexion supposes
are others which combat it, by what is called two intermediate generations--your great-
esprit de corps, grandfathers, your great-grandmothers, your

There ts no necessity for expatiating with great-grandchildren, your uncles and aunts,
regard to public property ; that is, with re- nephews and nieces.
gnrd to things used by the public, such as But though this arrangement may possess
roads, churches, markets. To fulfil their every possible perfection on the side of sign-
design, they ought to possess an indefinite plicity aml regularity, it would not well an-
duration, with the exception of their admit- swer the political and moral object. It does
ring those successive changes which circom- not answer better to the degree of affection
etanees may require, of which it might be thought to furnish a

presumptive proof; and would not aceom-
plish the principal objecL which is to provide

CHAPTER IIL for the wants of the rising generations. Let
ANOTHER MEANS OF ACQUISITION _ US therefore leave this genealogical arrange-

SUCCESSION. meat for the adoption of one founded upon
utility. It consists in constantly 9i_iag to the

ArrZR the death of an individual, how ought descending line, however long, the preference
his property to be disposed of? to the ascending or collateral line--in giving

The legistature should have three objects the preference infinitely to the descendants
in view:_ist, To provide for the subsistence of each parent, over all those who cannot be
of the rising generation; 2ally, To prevent reached without taking another step in the
the pain of disapp "ointment; 3dly, To promote ascending line.
the equalization of fortunes. It will happen, however, that the presump-

Man is not a solitary being. With few tions of affection or of necessity, which serve
exceptions, every man is surrounded by a as the foundation of these rules, will often be
larger or smaller circle of companions, united dofeetive in practice; and that consequently
to him by the ties of relationship, marriage, the rules themselvse win diverge from their
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object. But the power of making a will, as source the property of their deceased father.
we shall see, offers an efficacious remedy to Their custom of co-occupation detached from
the imperfection of the general law ; and this their grandfather has been exercised by pre-
is the principal reason for preserving it. i ference, if not exclusively, upon the fimds

Thus much for general principles. But of paternal industry. It may be added, that
how can they be applied in detail, when it is they have, in the goods of their mother and
necessary to deride among a crowd of europe- of her parents, a resource in which the
titors ? other children of their grandfather have no

The model of a law upon this subject, will share.
supply the place of a multitude of discussions: ARTICLE V. I.f there be no descemtants,

ARTICLE L Let there be no dzstinction be- the property shall 9o in common to the father
tween the sexes. Let what is said with regard and mother.
to the one, be understood with regard to the Remarks.--Why to the descendants before
other. The portwn of the one shall always otbers?--l. Superiority of affection. Every
be equal to the portion of the other, other arrangement would be contrary to the

REASOS-- Good of equality. If there be paternal feelings. We love those better who
any ¢hfference, it ought to be in favour of the depend upon us, than those upon whom we
weakest --in favour of the females, who have depend. It is more pleasant to govern thmi
more wants, fewer mean_ of acquisition, and to obey. 2. Superiority of wants. It is cer-
are less able to make use of the means they tain that our children could not exist with-
have. But the stronges_ have had all the out us, or some one who should take our
preference. Why ? Because the strougest place. It is probable that our parents might
have made the laws. exist v_thout us, because they have existed

ARTICLE II. After the death of the bus- before us.
band, the widow shall ]_eep a mowty of the Why should the succession pass to the fa-
common property, unless otherwzse provided ther and mother, rather than to the brothers
for by the marriaqe-eontraet, and sisters ?--l. The relationship being more

ARTICLE III. The other moiety shall be dis- immediate, a superior affection is presumed.
tributed m equalportions among the children. 2. It is a recompense for services rendered,

R_Asoss: 1. Equality of affection on the or rather an indemnity for the pains and ex-
part of the father. 2. Equality of co-occu- penses of education. What forms the rela-
pation on the part of the children. 3. Equa- tionship between my brother and myself?
lity of wants. 4. Equality of all imaginable Our common relation to the same father and
reasons on the one side and on the other, the same mother. What renders him more

Differences of age, temperament, talent, dear to me than any other companion with
strength, &c. may produce some difference whom I have passed an equal portion of my
with respect to wants in point of fact; but life? It is 4_ecause he is more dear to those
it is not possible for the law to appreciate who have my first affections. It is not cur-
them: it is for the father to provide for them rain that I am indebted to him for any thing,
by means of his right of making a will. but it is certain that I owe every thing to

ARTICLE IV. If a child die before ,ts fa- them. Hence, upon all occasions in which
ther, leavin 9 children, his partion shall be dis- the stronger titles of my children do not in-
trtbuted among them in equal poraons ; and tervene, I owe them those indemnities to
so on ,for all their descendants to infinity, which a brother cannot pretend.

3?emarks.-- The distribution by roots, in- ARTICLEVI. If ezther of the two be dead,
stead of by branches, is preferred for two the portion of the deceased shall 9o to his de-
reasons :--1. In order to prevent the pain of seendants, in the same manner as it would have
disappointment. That the portion of the el- gone to the proprietor's own relations.
der should be diminished by the birth of each Remarks.-- In poor f_milies which only
younger child, is a natural event, by which possess household furniture, it is more de-
expectation ought to regulate itself. How- sirable that the whole should pass to the
ever, in general, when one of the children surviving father or mother, with the charge
begins to exercise its reproductive power, of providing for the support of the children.
that of the father is generally nearly ex- The expenses of the sale, and the dispersion
hausted. At this period, the children ought of the property, would ruin the survivor,
to believe themselves arrived at the boun- whilst the portions, too _nml] to serve as
dary of the diminutions that their respective a cepital, would soon be dissipated.
portions ought to experience. But if each _tTICL]$ VIL In default of such dealt-
little grandson or little granddaughter pro- donts, the property shell 9o entirety to the
duee a diminution equal to that produced by sur_vor.
a son or daughter, the diminution would ARTICLE VIII. If both be dead, tie pro.
have no limits ; there would be no certain petty shell be divided, as _fore directed,
grounds upon which to form a plan of life. amon9 their descendants.
2. Grandchildren have for their immediat_ re- ARTICLE IX. But i_ _¢h t_m_er, that the
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portion of the half bloodshaU only be the half l make other arrangements, for fear of miscon-
of the portion of the whole blood, when there [ duct, upon cause stated.
is any suck. Remarh.--Women in general areless apt in

Reason--Super/or/ty qfaffection. Of the affairs of interest and embarrassment, than

two bonds which attach me to my brother, [ men. But a cel, taln woman, in particular,
there is only one which attaches me to my ] may possess a superior aptitude, indicated by
half brother, the general wish of the relations : she ought

AItTICLE X. In default of relations in the to obtain the preference.
.foregoing degrees, the property shall be up- AKTICLE XIV. In default of a male of fall
plied to tlte revenue, age, every thing should be referred to tile

ARTICLE XI. But on condition of &strl- guardian of the oldest mole, savin¢ the discre-
buting the interest as an annuity among all the tionary power given in the preceding article.
relations in the ascending line, in whatever de- ARTXCLEXV. The succession which .falls
gree, in equal portions, to the revenue for want of natural heirs, shall

Remarks.--This part oftbe law may either in hhe manner be sold by public auction.
be established or not, according to the con- Remark.--Government is incapable of ma-
dition of the country with regard to taxes; naging the greater portion of specific goods ;
but I have been unable to discover any solid their management costs too much ; they yield
objection against tiffs fiscal resource, little, and are liable to be destroyed This is

The collateral relation who would be ex- a truth which has been established almost to
cluded, it may be said, may be in want; but demonstration by Adam Smith.
this want is an incident too casual for the It appears to me that this project of a hw
foundation of a general rule. They have for is simple, coucise, easy to be understood ;
their natural resource the property of their that it is little f,tvourab!e to fraud, to diver-
respective ancestors; and they cannot have sity of interpretations; in short, that it is
fixed their expectations or their plan of life analogous totbe affectionsofthe human heart,
upon tiffs foundation, to the habitual inclinations wiffch arise from

On the side even of the uncle, the expec- the social relatmns, and that consequently it
ration of inheriting from a nephew can be is calculated to conciliate the approbation of
but feeble, and a positive law would suffice those who judge from feeling, andthe esteem
to prevent its existence, or to extinguish it of those who can appreciate reason.
without violence. The lmcle has not the Those who reproach this plan with beiug
titles of the father or grandfather. It is true, too simple, and discover, that at this price
that in case of the death of these, the uncle the law would no longer be a science, may
may have taken their place, and filled the find wherewith to satisfy, and even to asto-
place of a father to his nephew. This is a nish themselves, in the labyrinth of the Eng-
circumstance which deserves the attention fish common law upon successions.
of the legislator. The power of leaving lega- To give to foreigners an idea of these dir-
ties may answer the end; but tiffs means of fictdties, it would be necessary to begin by
obviating the inconveniences of the general a dictionary altogether new to them ; since,
law would be null in case the nephew should when they should see the absurdities, the
die before he became of age--before he bad subtleties, the cruelties, the frauds, wiffch
the faculty of making a will. If, therefore, abound in this system, they would imagine
it be desirable to soften this fiscal regulation, that they were reading a satire, and that it
_he first departure from the rule ought to be w.es intended to insult a nation, on other ac-
in favour of the uncle, either in relation to counts so justly renowned for its wisdom.
the principal or the interest. On the other hand, it would be proper to

ARTICLE XII. In making division among show what has reduced this evil within sui-
many heirs, the mass ought to be put up for fieiently narrow lixnits : this is the right of
public sale, saving the right to make any other making a will. It is only in successions upon
arrangement, if they are agreed, intestacy, that it is necessary to pass through

ttemarh.--This is the only method of pre- the tortuous routes of the common law.
ventingeommunityofgoods--an arrangement These wills may therefore be compared to
of which we have elsewhere shown the per- the arbitrary pardons which correct the harsh-
nicions consequences. The goods of inheri- hess of the penal laws.
tance, which may possess a value in affection,
will find their true price from the eonipetition
of the heirs, mad will turn to the common CHAPTER V.
advantage, without oceasionLrtg those dis- OF WILLS.

putes which produce durable animosities in
families, l. THE laW cannot know individuals, nor

AR_cr_I_ XIII. In arranging the sale and accommodate itself to the diversity of their
division, evenj thing shall be referred to the wants. All that can be required of it is,
oldest male of full age, saving to the law to that it shall offer the best chance of supply-
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ing these wants. It remains for each pro- assignment upon a time when he shall be no
prietor, who may, and who ought to know more, he procures a multitude of advantages
the circumstances in which those who depend beyond what he actually possesses. By con-
upon him will be placed after his death, to tinuing beyond the term of their minority,
correct the imperfections of the law in those the submission of children, the indemnity
cases which it could not foresee. The power for parental cares is increased; an assurance
of making a will, is an instrument placed in is .given to the parent against ingratitude ;
the hands of individuals for the prevention and though it would be more pleasant to
of private calamity, think that such precautions were superfluous,

2. This same power may also be considered yet, ff we reflect upon the infirmities of old
as an instrument of anthonty, confided to age, it will be perceived, that it is necessary
individuals, for the encouragement of virtue to leave all these factitious attractions to
and the repression of vice in the bosom of serve as their counterpoise. In the rapid
families. The power of this instrument, it decline of life, it is proper to husband every
is true, may be turned m an opposite diree- resource; and it is not without advantage,
tion : happily these cases would aJways form that interest is made to act as the monitor
the exceptions to the rule. The interest of of duty.
each member of the family is, that the con- Ingratitude on the part of children, and
duet of each should be conformable to virtue, contempt for old age, are not common vices
that is to say, to general utility. Passion in civilized societies; but it ought to be
may produce accidental wanderings, but the recollected, that, more or less, the power of
law ought to regulate itself by the ordinary making a will exists every where. Do these
course of affah's. Virtue is the prevailing vices exist more frequently where this power
foundation of society: even vicious parents is most limited? To decide this question,
are found as jealous as others, of the honesty it would be necessary to observe what passes
and reputation of their children. The man in the families of the poor, where there is
least scrupulous in his business would be in little to leave: but still this ground ofjudg-
despair, if his secret conduct were known to ment would be defective, since the influence
his family: among these he never ceases to of this power, established in society by the
be the apostle of that honesty, of which he laws, tends to form the general manners ;
stands in need from those who serve him. and the general manners afterwards determine
In this respect, every proprietor may obtain the sentiments of individual_ This power
the confidence of the law. Clothed with the given to parents, renders parental authority
power of making a will, which is a branch of more respectable, and the parent who, from
penal and remuneratory legislatinn, he may his indigence, cannot exercise it, unwittingly
be considered as a magistrate set over the profits by it, from the general habit of sub-
little kingdom which is called a family, to mission to'which it has given birth.
preserve it in good order. This magistrate However, in making the father a m_is-
may do wrong, and it would even seem, that trste, it is proper to guard against making
as he is not restrained in the exercise of his him a tyrant. If the children may do wrong,
power, either by responsibility or publicity, he may do wrong also; and though the power
he would be more liable to abuse it than any of punishing them may be given to him, it
other magistrate : but this danger is more does not follow that he ought to be antho-
than counterbalanced by the bonds of interest rized to make them die of hunger. Thu_
and alfec_ion, which place his inclinations in the institution of what is called in France a
accordance with his duties. His natural at- leyitime , is a suitable medium between do-
tachment to his children or his relations, is mestie anarchy and tyranny. Even this le-
a pledge of his good conduct, which gives as gitime, parents ought to be allowed to take
much security as can be obtained for that of from their children, for causes determined by
the political magistrate ; so that, every thing the law and judicially proved.
considered, the authority of this non-corn- Another question presents itself: Shall a
missioned magistrate, besides that it is abso- proprietor be allowed to leave his property
lutely necessary for minor children, will be to whom he pleases, whether distant relations
more often found salutary than hurtful for or strangers, in default of natural heirs? In
adults themselves, this ease, the .fiscal resource of which we

3. The power of m_lr;ng a will is advan- spoke under the head of successions, would
tagsous under another aspect: it is a means be much dimims"__bed;it would only exist in
of governing, under the character of master, the case of intestates. Here the reasons of
not for the good of those who obey, as in the utility divide themselves: there is a medium
preceding article, but for the good of those to be taken.
who command. The power of the present On the one side, in default of relations, the
generation is thus extended ove_ a portin_ of services of str_gers are necessary to a man,
the future, and the wealth of each proprietor and his attachment to them is almost the
k in some respect doubled. By means of an same. It is necaulary that he should be able
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to cultivate the hopes, and recompense the these opposite dangers to the lowest term, a
cares, of a faithful servant_to soften the re- multitude of details would be required.
greta of the friend who has grown old by his
side; without speaking of the female who
has wanted only a ceremony in order to be CHAPTER V
called his widow, and of orphans who are his OF RmHTS XESPECT_NGSEXVICES-- MEANS
children in the eyes of every body except the oF XCQUIRINGTHE_
legislator.

On the other hand, if to increase the inhe- AFTEg things, it remains to distribute se_-
ritance of the public treasury you take from vlces: a kind of property sometimes con-
him the power of leaving to his friends, do founded with things--sometimes presenting
you not force him to spend all upon himself? itself under a distinct form.
If his capital will be no longer at his dispo- How many kinds of services are there ? As
sal the moment he is dead, will he not be many as there are ways in which man may
tempted to convert it into annuities upon be useful to man, either by procuring good
his own life? will it not encourage his being for him, or by preserving him from evil.
a spendthrift, and almost operate as a law In the exchange of services which consti-
v_amst economy? tutes social intercourse, some are free, some

These reasons are without doubt to be are forced. Those which are required by
preferred to the interest of the revenue. It the law, constitute rights and obligations. I
is necessary at least to leave to the proprietor have a right to the services of another; he is
who has no near relations, the right of dis- in a state of obligation with regard to me:
posing of the half of his property after his these two terms are correlative.
death, keeping the other half for the public. _n their origin, all services must have been
To be content in this case with the smaller free: it is only by degrees that the laws have
share, would probably be a means of ob- intervened to convert the more important
raining more. But it would be still better into positive rights. It is thus that the insti-
not to attack the principle which permits tution of marriage has converted into legal
every one to dispose of his property after obligations the connexion which formerly
his death, and not to create a class of pro- was voluntary between the husband and
prietors who should regard themselves as wife, between the father and the children.
inferior to others, on account of this legal The law in the same manner has converted
impotence which should have struck the half into an obligation, in certain states, the sup-
of their fortune, port. of the poor, a duty which still remains

All that has been said respecting aliena- amongst most nations in undefined liberty.
tlons among the living may be properly ap- These political duties are, with respect to
plied to wills. Upon the greater number of duties purely social, the same as particular
points, we shall be instructed by their con- inclosures in a vast common, in which a cer-
ibrmity, and in the others by the contrast, tain kind of cultivation is tended with pre-

The same causes of nullity which apply to cautions which insure its success. The s_me
alienations among the living, apply to wills, plant might grow in the common, and even
except that, in the case of undue concealment be protected by certain conventions; but it
on the part of the receiver, there must be would always be subject to more hazards
substituted erroneous supposition on the part than in this particular boundary traced by the
of the testator. The following is an ex- law, and guaranteed by the public force.

ample: -- I leave a certain property to Titi.us, Still, whatever the legislator may do, there
who is married to my daughter, supposing are a great number of services upon which he
this marriage legal, and ignorant of the dis- has no hold: he cannot direct them, because
honesty of Titius, who, before espousing my it is not possible to define them, and even
daughter, had contracted another marriage, because eonstraint would change their nature,
which was still subsisting, and convert them into evils. For the punish-

Wills are exposed to a sufficiently unfor- merit of their violation, such an apparatus
tunate dilemma. Shall their validity be per- of research and of punishments would be re-
mitted, when made upon the bed of death ? quired, as would spread terror through society.
They are then exposed to undue coercion and Besides, the law does not know the real oh-
fraud. Shall formalities incompatible with stxSes which prevent their being rendered: it
this indulgence be required? Testators will cannot put into activity hidden forces; it can-
then be liable to be deprived of assistance not create that energy, that superabundance
at the moment of their greatest need. Bar- ofzeal, whichsarmountsdifllculties, andgees
barous heirs may torment them, in order to a thousand times farther than commands.
hasten their death, or secure the advantage The imperfection of the law upon this
of a will passed in these formL A dying per- point is corrected by a species of supplemen-
ion who has nothing to give or to take away tal law; that is to say, by the moral or so-
is no longer to be feared. In order to reduce cisl code _a code which is not written
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which consists altogether in opinion, in man- patton no less legitimate than necessary : for
nets. customs--and which begins where the suppose that it were possible to reverse this
legislative code ends. The duties which it principle, and to give to the love of others
prescribes_the services it imposes, under a superiority over self-love, the results of
the names of equity, patriotism, courage, hu- this arrangement would be most ridiculous
inanity, generosity, honour, disinterestedness, and disastrous. There are, however, many
do not directly borrow the assistance of the occasions, in which it is possible to make a
laws, but derive their strength from other considerable addition to the happiness of
sanctions which lend their punishments and others, by a slight and almost imperceptible
rewards. As the duties of this secondary code s_erifice of one's own. To do, in certain cir-
do not bear the impress of the law, their dis- cumstances, what depends upon us for pre-
charge has more eclat--is more meritorious; venting the evil ready to fall upon another,
and this surplus in honour happily eompen- is a service which the law may require: and
sates for their deficiency in real strength, the omission of this service, in the cases in
After this digression respecting morals, let which the law has exacted it, would be a
us return to legislation, kind of offence which might be called a _wga-

The kind of services which occupy the awe offence, in order to distinguish it from a
most prominent place consists in the disposal positive offence, which consists in being one's
of property in favour of another. .self the instrumental cause of an evil.

The kind of property which acts the But to employ one's efforts, however light
greatest part in civilized society is money, they may be, may be an evil: to be con-
the almost universal representative standard, strained to employ them is certainly one, for
]t is thus that the consideration of services all constraint is an evil. Hence, in order to
often leads back into that of thzngs, exact from you some service in favour of me,

There are some cases in which it is neces- the evil of not receiving it onght to be so
sary to require the service for the advantage great, and the evil of rendering it so small,
of him who commands it: such is the case of that no one ought to fear to undergo the one,
the master with relation to the servant, for the prevention of the other : there is no

There are some cases in which it is ne- means of fixing the precise limits. Reference
eessary to require the service for the advan- must be made to the circumstances of the
rage of him who obeys: such is the ease of the parties interested, by. leaving to the judge
guardian and ward. These two correlative the care of pronouncing upon the cases of
states are the foundation of all others. The individuals as they present themselves.
rights which belong to them are the elements The good Samaritan, by assisting the wound-
of which all the other states are composed, ed traveller, saved his life. It was a noble

The f_ther ought to be, in certain re- action, a trait of virtue ; we may say more,
_peets, the guardlan--in others, the master it was a moral duty. Ought it to have been
of the chihl. The husband ought to be, in made a political duty ?_ ought an action of
certain respects, the guardian--in others, the this kind to be commanded by a general law?
master of abe _dfe. No; not, at least, unless tempered by effict_

These conditions are capable of a definite tions more or less vague. It would be pro-
and indefimte duration, and form domestic for example, to establish a dispensation
society. The rights which it is proper should in this case in favour of a surgeon attending
belong to them will be treated of separately, upon many wounded persons in extreme dan-
The public services of the magistrate and the ger _ or of an officer going to his pest to
citizen constitute other classes of obligations, repel the enemy _or of the father of a family
the establishment of which belong to the con- going to the assistance of one of his children
stitutional code. But besides these constant in danger.
relations, there are some transitory and occ_- This principle of super/or need is the foun-
sional relations in which the law may require dation of many obligations. The duties re-
the services of an individual in favour of an- quired of a father towards his children may
other, he burthensome to him ; but this evil is no-

The means of acquiring these services, or, thing, in comparison of the evil which would
in other words, the causes which determine from their neglect. The duty of de-
the legislator to create these obligations, may fending the state may be still more burthen-
be referred to three heads: 1. S_perzor need. some; but if the state were not defended, it
_. Former service. 3. Agreement or Contract. would not exist. When the taxes are not
I_t us consider these heads in detail, paid, the government is dissolved. When

public functions are not discharged, the course
1. Superior Need; is open for all kin& of misfortunes and all

Ttmt is to say, needofreceiving the service, su- kinds of erimes.
perior to the inconvenience of rendering it. It must be understood th_f the obligation

Every individtutl has for his constant oecu- of rendering the service falls upon a certain
potion the care of his own welfare _an occu. individual, in consequence of his Imrtieular
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situation, which gives him, more than any is a feeble instrument. In order properly to
other one, the power or the ineliuation of dis- punish the omission of a service, it is proper
charging it. It is thus that a guardian for tobesurethattheindividualhadthepowerof
orphans is chosen from among their relations rendering it--that he had not an excuse for
or friends, to whom this duty will be less not rendering it. All this requires a difficult
burthensome than to a stranger and doubtful procedure : besides, as it acts

by means of the fear of punishment, that only
2. Former Service -- will be done which is absolulely necessary for

Service rendered, in conslderatwn of which avoiding the punishment. But the hope of
there is required of him who received the reward animates the hidden powers, triumphs
benefit, an indemnity, an equivalent, tufa- over real obstacles, and gives birth to pro-
your of him who has supported the burthen, digies of zeal and ardour, in cases in which

Here the object is more simple : it is only threats would have only produced repugnance
necessary to value a benefit already received, and dejection.
m order to assign an indemnification. Less In arranging the interest of the two par-
latitude need be left to the discretion of the ties, three precautions should be observed :
judge, first, to prevent a hypocritical generosity from

A surgeon has given his assistance to a converting itself into tyranny, and requiring
sick person who had lost all feeling, and who the price of a service that would not have
was not in a condition to send for him. A been received, if it had not been believed to
depositary has employed his labour, or has be disinterested : the second is, not to allow
made pceuuiary advances necessary for the a mercenary zeal to snatch a reward for set-
preservation of the deposit, without being re- yices that might have been rendered by the
quired so to do. A man has exposed himself party to himself, or obtained at aless expense:
during a fire, to save valuable property, or to the thxrd is, not to allow a man to be over-
rescue per_ns in danger. The property of wbelmed by a cxowd of assistants, who can
an individual has been thrown into the sea, only be fidly indemnified by exchanging for a
to hghten the vessel and preserve the rest of loss all the advantage of the service.*
the cargo. In all these cases, and in a thou- It is easily understood that former serv&e
sand others which might be imagined, the forms a justifying best to many classes of
laws ought to secure an indemnification as obligations. It is upon this that the rights
the price of the service, of parents over their children are founded :

This title is fonnded upon the best of tea- when, in the order of nature, the strength ot
sons: Grant the indemnification, he who has adult age succeeds to the weakness of early
supphed it will still be a g_uner : refuse it, years, the necessity of receiving ceases, and
and you leave him who has rendered the ser- the duty of restitution begins. It is upon this
vice a loser, that the rights of wives, during the period of

This regulation would be less for the ad- the union, is equally founded, when time has
vantage of him who receives the indemnificn- effaced the attractions which were its first
tion, than for those who may stand in need moving eanses.
of services: it would be a promise made be- Establishments at the public expense for
forehand, to every man who may have the those who have served the state, repose upon
opportunity of rendering a service burthen- the same pnnciple. Reward for past services
some to himself, for the purpose of pre- is an instrument for creating future services.
venting any opposition between his personal
interest and his benevolence. Who shall say 3. Agreement or Contract;
how many evils would be prevented by such That is to say, the mahing a promise between
a precaution? In how many eases has not two or more persons, upon the understand-
prudence arrested the legitimate desires of lag that it is regarded us legally bin&ng.
benevolence ? Would it not be wisdom on All that has been said relative to consent

the part of the legislator, as much as possible in the disposal of property, applies to consent
to reconcile them ? Ingratitude, it is _aid, in the disposal of serviees: The same reasons
was punished at Athens as a species of fraud for _etioning this disposal as for sanctioning
which obstructed the communication of be- the other -- the same fundamental axiom --

nefits, by weakening this kind of credit. I do every alieaation of service implies advantage:
not propose to punish, but to prevent it in no one will brad himseff except from a too-
many eases. If the man to whom you have five of utility.
rendered a servk_ is ungratefid, it is of no i
consequence: the law, which does not reckon I * This may be applied to the situation of a
upon virtues, secures you an indemnity, and 1_King re-established on the throne of his maces.
on essential occasions will make the indem- ] tots, as lienry IV. or Charles II., atthe expense
uity rise to _ reward. [ of his fmthful servants_an unforturmte situa.

Reward I this is the true means of obtaining tion, in which discontent is still increased, unlessthe kingdom itself, reconquered by their efibrts_
•ervices: in comparison with this, punishment be distributed among them in detail.
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The same reasons whicl_ annul consent in tarots: do the_ wish to ascend to the prin-
the one case, annul it in the other -- undue ciple ofoblig_ious? They speak of a natural
concealment, fraud, coercion, subornation, right, of a law anterior to man, of the all-
erroneous supposition of legal obligation, vine law, of conscience, of a social contract,
erroneous supposition of value, interdiction, of a tacit contract, &c. &c. I know _t
iafaney, madness, pernicious tendency of the these terms are not incompatible with the true
execution of the contract without fault of the principle ; because there is not one of them
contracting parties.* that may not be brought, y explanations

We shall not dwell upon the following more or less long, to signifyb some good or
causes which producethe dissolution of a con- some evil. But this oblique and winding me-
tract:--l. Accomphshme_tt; 2. Contpe_sa- thod announces uncertainty and embarrass-
tion; 3. Express or tacit remission; 4. Lapse ment, and does not put an end to disputes.
of time; 5. Physical impossibility; 6. In- They have not seen that a contract, speak-
tervention of superior inconvenience. In all ing rigorously, is no reason in itself, and that
these cases, the reason which had sanctioned it requires a foundation--a first and indapen-
the service no longer exists ; but the two last dent reason. A contract serves to prove the
bear only upon the literal or specific aceom- existence of the mutual advantage of the par-
plishment, and may leave occasion for an ties contracting. It is this reason of utility
indemnity. If, in a reciprocal contract, one which gives it force: it is by this that the
of the parties alone have performed his part, eases may be distinguished in which it ought
or if be have only done more than the other, to be confirmed, from those in which it ought
compensation becomes necessary for the re- to be ammlled. If a contract constituted a
storation of an equilibrium, reason in itself, it would always have the

An exhibition of principles only, is here same effect; if its pernicious tendency ten-
attempted, without attending to the details : der it void, it is then its useful tendency
arrangements must necessarily vary, to cot- which renders it valid.
respond with the diversity of circumstances.
At all times, if a small number of rules are
well understood, particular arrangements will CHAPTER VI.
not create much difficulty, and may be all
directed by the same spirit. The foll0wing COMMUNITYOFGOODS---ITSINCONVENIENCES.
rules appear sufficiently simple, to allow their THERE is no arrangement more contrary to
developments to be passed by :-- the principle of utility, than community of

1. Avoid producing the pain of disappoint- goods, especially that kind of indeterminate
ment. community in which the whole belongs to

2. When a portion of this evil is inevitable, every one.
diminish it as much as possible, by dividing 1. It is an inexhaustible source of discord:
all loss among the parties interested, in pro- far from being a state of satistactinn and en-
portion to their property, joyment, for all parties interested, it is one

3. Observe, in the distribution, to throw oi discontent and disappointment.
the greater part of the loss upon him who 2. This undivided property always loses a
ought, by his attention, to have prevented the great part of its value to all the co-partners.
evil, in such manner as to punish his negii- Subject, on the one hand, to dilapidations of
gence, every kind, because it is not under the pro-

4. Avoid especially the production of an tection of personal interest; on the other
accidental injury greater than the evil of the hand, it receives no improvement. Why
disappointment, should I undertake an expense of which the

bttrthen will be certain, and will fall alto-
General Observation. gcther on myself, whilst the advantage will

We have laid the foundation of the whole be precarious, and necessarily divided.
theory of obligations in utility: we have sup- 3. The apparent equah'ty of thi_ arrange-
ported the whole of this vast edifice upon meat would only serve to hide a real inequa-
three principles : Superior Need, Former Set- lity. The strongest would abuse his strength
vice, Apreement or Contract. Who would with impunity, the richest would enrich them-
believe that, to arrive at notions so simple, selves at the expense of the poorest. Commu-
and even so familiar, it has been necessary pity of goods always recalls the idea of that
to open a new route ? Consult the masters kind of monster which is sometimes found to
of the science -- Grotius, Puffendorf, Bur- exist; that is, of twins attached by the back
lamqui, Vattel, even Montesquieu himself, tooneanother--thestrongernecessarilydraws
Locke, Rousseau, and the crowd of commen- the weaker along.

Reference is not here made to the eommu-
* It is to this head that the English law may

be referred, which declares every marriage void, nity of goods between husbands and wives:
called to live together, to cultivate their own

contracted by persons of the royal family without interests and those of their children together,the consent of the king.
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they ought to enjoy together a fortune often munhy between him and the principal pro-
acquired, and always preserved by their com. prietor. But it must not be thought that
mort cares. Besides, if their wills cross each what is lost by the vassal is gained by the
other, the conflict will not be eternal, the lord: the greater part falls into the hands
law having confided to the man the right of of the lawyers, and is consumed in useless
derision, formalitiesorvexatioustfiflings.These are

Referenceisalsonot made to thiscorn- remainsofthe feudalsystem.
munity between associatesin commerce. " Itisabeantifulsight,"saysMontesquieu,
Thiscommunity has acquisitionforitsob- of thefeudallaw; and he afterwardscmn-
ject,anddoesnotextendtoenjoyment. Now, )aresittoan oldand majesticoak. We may
when itreferstoacquisition,the associatesthe rathercompare ittothatfataltree,the
haveonlyone and the same object,one and manchineeltree,whose juicesarepoisonsto
thesameinterest;when itreferstoenjoyment man, and whose shadeisdestructivetovege-
and consumption,eachbecomes independent tatlon.Thisunfortunatesystemhas infused
of the other: besides,the associatesin corn- intothelawsconfusionand complexity,from
merce are few in number ; they are freely which itisdifficulttodeliverthem. As it
ehosen,and theycanseparatefromeachother, iseverywhere interwovenwith property,it
Itispreciselyotherwiseincommon property, requiresmuch management todestroythe o,,e
In England, one of the ga'eatestand best withoutinjuringtheother.

understoodimprovements isthe divisionof
commons. When we passoverthelandswhich
have undergone thishappy change,we are CHAPTER VII.
enchanted as with the appearance of a new OF DISTRIBUTION OF LOSS.
colony: harvests, flocks, and smiling habi-
tations, have succeeded to the sadness and T]t_nqs form one branch of the objects of
sterility oft he desert. Happy conquests of acq,isition: Services form another. Atier
peacefnl industry! noble aggrandisements, having treated of the different methods oi
which inspire no alarms and provoke no ene- acquiring andlosiug (ceasing to pos_e_s)these
roles ! But who would behove it, that in this two classes of objects, the analogy between
island, where agriculture is so well under- gain and loss seems to indicate, as an ulterior
stood, and so much esteemed, that millions labour, the different methods of distributing
of acres of productive land are abandoned to the losses to which these possessions are
this sad state of commonalty. It is not long liable. This task will not be very long. An
since that the Government, desirous of know- article comes to be destroyed, damaged, lost •
ing its territorial domains, has collected in The loss is already experienced. Is the pro-
each district all the facts which have made u'ietor known ? upon him the weight of this
known thisinterestmg truth, so well adapted loss rests. Is he not known 9 no one bear_
to become fruitful.* it: it i% as to every body, as null, and as ii

The inconveniences of community are not it had not happened. Ought the loss to be
experienced in the case of servitudes ; that is transferred to any other than the proprietor ?
to say, in the partial rights of property exer- that is to say, in other words, is there dnc to
eised over hnmovables (as a right of way, or him a satisfaction, either from one cause or
rightof water,) except by aceadent. These another? Thisis asubjeet which wall be dis-
rights are in general limited ; the value lost cussed in the Penal Code.
by the landservingisnot equalto the value A singleparticularcasewillheresuffice,a_
acquiredbythelandserved;orinotherwords, an indicationofthe principles.
the inconvenienceto the one isnot so great When thebuyerand sellerof merchamhse
as the advantageto the other, are at a distancefrom eachother,it mt_t

In England, freeholdlandwhich isworth necessarilypassthrough a number, more or
thirtyyearspurchase,would not be worth less,of intermediatehands. Itmay be car-
more than twenty yearspurchaseif itwere riedby laud or by water: the merchandise
copyhold. This raisesfrom therebeing in becomes destroyed,damaged, orlust:itdoes
the lattercasea lo,_lofthemanor possessingnot reachitsdestinationin the o)nditionin
certainrights,which establisha kindofcorn- whichit ought to be: upon whom shallthe

lossfall? upon the selleror thebuyer? Isay
" "JPhc_emay be some circumstances not in-

eluded in ordinary rules : the citizens of the upon the seller, saving his recourse again.-t
smaller Swiss Cantons, for example, possess in the intermediate agents. He may by his care

the greater portion of their lands, that contlSbute tothe security of the merchandise :
is to say_ the High Alps. It is possible that it is for him to choose the moment and the
this arrangement may alone be suitable for pas- manner _f sending it, to take the necessary

totes wbic_i are mdy acceMibls for part of the precautions: on him depends the proof. Allyear. It is possible that thls mannerof holding
tbeir Landsforms the base of a purely democratic this ought to be more easy to the merchant
constitution, suited to a people shut up in the who sells, than to the particular individual
bosom of their mountains, who buy._: whilst, as to him, it is only by
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accident that his cares can contribute in my by corresponding dispositions. For a much
manner to bring about the desired event.- stronger reason, indieidu_ls may depart from
Reason, Superiur preventive faculty. Pria- it themselves, by agreements made among
ciple, Security. themselves. Indication can here only be made

Particular situations may indicate the ne- of the principles : their appUcation would be
cessity of departing from this general rule, out of place.

PART III.

OF THE RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS ATTACHED TO DIFFERENT

PRIVATE CONDITIONS.

commerce: and here, as in other cases, indus-
INTRODUCTION. try finds its just reward.

WE now proceed to consider in greater de- The greater number of governments ]mve
1rail the rights and obligations which the law not adopted this free system. They have
attaches to the different conditions which soughttoestablishwhattbeycallorderamoug
compose the domestic or private condition, the professions ; that is, to substitute an at-
These conditions may be divided into four_ tificiul for a natural arrangement, that they
those of Master and Servant ; might have the pleasure of regulating that,

Guardian and Ward ; which would regulate itself. As they have
Parent and Child ; meddled with what they did not understand,
Husband and Wife. they have been most frequently led by an

If we were to follow the historical or the idea of uniformity in objects of very different
natural order of these relations, the last in natures. For example, the ministers of Eli.
the list won]d become the first : for the sake zabeth fixed the same term of apprenticeship,
of avoiding repetitions, beginning with the the term of seven years, for the most simple
most simple object has been preferred. The as well as for the most dlfllcult arts.
rights and obligations of a father and a bus- The regulating mania disguised itself un-
hand are composed of the rights and obligations der a common pretext. It would perfect the
of a master and a guardian ; these two first arts; it would prevent there being any bad
conditions are the elements of all the others, workmen ; it would secure the credit and

the honour of the national manufactures. For
the accomplishment of this object, a natural

CHAPTER I. and simple method presented itself: permis-
sion to every one to use his own judgment,

OF _ASTE_ ANY SERVANT. to reject the bad, to choose the good, to de-
WHEN the question of slavery is not con- termine his preferences by merit, and thus
sidered, there is little to say respecting the to excite emulatiou in all the artists by the
condition of master and its correlative con- liberty of competition. But no:--it deter°
ditions, constituted by the different kinds of mined that the public was not in a condition
servants. All these conditions are the effects to judge of the quality of any work; but so
of contracts ; these contracts the parties in- soon as a workman had been employed upon
terested may arrange to suit themselves, a certain kind of labour a certain number of

The condition of master, to which the con- years, his work ought to be regarded as good.
dition of apprentice corresponds, is a mixed That the proper question to be asked respect-
condition : the master of an apprentice is _t ing an artisan is not, does he work well ? but

the same tini_ _master. and tutor ; tutor for_ howlong has been his apprenticeship ? for if it
the art whi_ _._ teaches, master as to the benecessarystilltojudgeofworkbyitsmerit,
profit whie_]i_:d_lerives from him. so much the better would it be to allow every

The work_at the apprentice does, a_ter one liberty to work at his own peril and risk.
the period at which the produce of his labour One might then be a master without hay-
is worth more than what it costs to develope ing served an apprenticeship ; another might
his talent, is the salary or reward of the mas- remain all his life only an apprentice.
ter for his former pains and expenses.

This salary will naturally be greater or less
according to the diflicnlty of the art. Some CHAPTER IL
arts may be learnt in seven days; others may oF SLAVB_Y.
require seven years. The competition among
the dealers regttlates the price of these mutual WHEN the habit of serving forms a condition,
services, as well as of all other objects of and the obligation of centinuing in this co_l-
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dition with respect to u certain individual, is not doubtful-- since they could, in an in-
or to others who derive their titles from him, stunt, cause it to cease if they wished so to
embraces the whole life of the servant, this do ; that it is disagreeable to the slaves, is a
condition is called slavery, fact no less certain---since they are only re-

Slavery is suscepta'ole of many modifica- tained in this condition by restraint. No
titres and alleviations, according to the greater one who is free is willing to become a slave;
or less certainty of the services which it is no one is a slave but he wishes to become
permitted to exact, and according to the free.
means of coercion which it is permitted to It is absurd to reason as to the happiness
employ. There was a great difference he- of men, otherwise than with a reference to
tween the condition of a slave at Athens their own desires and feelings. It is absurd
and Lacedemon ; there is still more between to seek to prove by calculation, that a man
that of a Russian serf and a negro in the ought to be happy when be finds himself
southern states of America. But whatever miserable, and that a condition into which
may be the limits as to the modes of exer- no one is willing to enter, and which every
cising authority, if the obligation of service be one desires to leave, is in itself a pleasant
unlimited in point of duration, I always call condition, and suited to human nature. I can
it slave_j. In drawing the line of separation easily believe that the difference between
between slavery and freedom, it is necessary liberty and slavery is not so great as it up-
to stop at some point, and this appears the pears to be to some ardent and prepossessed
most prominent and the most easily proved, minds. Being acenstomed to the evil, and

This characteristic mark drawn from its much more, never having experienced the
perpetuity, is so much the more essential, in better condition, the interval which separates
as much as, wherever it is found, it weakens these two conditions, which at first sight sp-
it enervates, it renders more or less preca- pear so opposed, is greatly diminished. But
rious the most prudent precautions for the all reasonings upon probabilities are superflu-
mitigation of authority. Unlimited power, ous, since we have proofs of the fact, that
in this sense, can with difficulty be limited in this condition is never embraced from choice_
any other. If we consider, on the one hand, but, on the contrary, that it is always an oh-
the facility which the master possesses of ject of aversion.
aggravating his yoke by degrees; of rigorously Slavery has been compared to the eondi-
exacting the services which are due to him ; tion of a scholar prolonged during hfe ; and
of extending his pretensions under divers how numerous are the persons, who have
pretexts ; of seeking out opportunities for said that the time passed at school was the
tormenting an insolent subject, whohas dared happiest period of their life ?
to refuse that which he did not owe : if we The parallel is correct only in one respect.
consider, on the other hand, how difficult it The circumstance common to the two con-
is for slaves to claim and obtain legal pro- ditions is subjection ; but It is any thing ra-
tection ; how much more distressing their ther than this circumstance which produces
domestic condition becomes after a public the happiness of the scholar. That which
struggle against their master ; how much renders him happy, is the freshness of spirit,
rather they are led to seek his favour by which gives to all his impressions the charm
unlimited submission, than to irritate him of novelty ; it is the comparison of the noisy
by refusal ; _ we shall easily perceive that and active pleasures in which he engages
the project of mitigating slavery by law, is with companions of his own age, with the
more easily formed than executed ; that the solitude and the quiet of his father's house.
fixation of services is s very feeble instru- And after all, how many are the scholars who
merit in the mitigation of the lot of slavery ; have sighed for the moment when this eondi-
that under the empire of the best laws in this tion should cease ? Who among them would
respect, their most flagrant infractions only resolve to remain a scholar always ?
win be punished, whilst the ordinary course If it could be arranged in such a manner
of domestic rigour will mock all tribunals. I that slavery should be so established that
do not, therefore, say that slaves ought to there should be only one slave to one master,
be abandoned to the absolute power of the there might be ground for hesitation in pro-
master ; that they ought not to receive any nouncing before-hand which would have the
protection from the laws, because this pro- advantage, and which the disadvantage ; and
teetion is insufficient. But it was neces- it might be possible, that, all things consi-
sary clearly to point out this circumstance, dered, the sum of good in this arrangement
to show the evil inherent in the nature of would be nearly equal to that of evil.
slavery, namely, the impossibility of subject- But things are not thus arranged. As soon
ing the authority of a master over his slaves as slavery is established, it becomes the lot
to legal restraint, and of preventing the abuse of the greatcoat number. A master counts his
of his power, if he be disposed to abuse it, slaves as his flocks, by hundreds, by thou-

That slavery is agreeable to the masters, sand_, by tens of thousands. The advantage
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is only on the side of a single person ; the: the savings of to-day the foundation of future
disadvuntnges ar_ on the side of the multitude, wealth, and whlch leads to extended projeets
If the evil of slavery were not great, its respectingthefortuneoftheirchildren. They
extent alone would suffice to make it consi- well understand, that the richer they are the
derable. Generally speaking, and every other more they are exposed to extortion, if not
consideration apart, there can, therefore, be from their master, at least from his agents,
no ground for hesitation between the loss and all their subordinates in authority, more
which would result to the masters from greedy and more formidable than their master.
enfranchisement, and the gain which would There is, therefore, no to-morrow for the
result from it to the slaves, greater number of slaves. The enjoyments

Anotherstrongargnmentagalnstslaverymay which are realized at the instant are those
be drawn from its influence upon the wealth alone which can tempt them. They, there-
and power of nations. A free man produces fore, become gluttons, idle, dissolute, without
more than a slave. Set at liberty all the reckoning the other vices which result from
slaves which a master possesses, this master their situation. If they have a longer fore-
would, without doubt, lose a part of his pro- sight, they hide their little treasures. All the
perty; but the slaves, taken together, would faults destructive of industry, and all the
produce not only what he lost, but still more. habits most mischievous to society, are nou-
But happiness cannot but be augmented with rished in them bythe sad feeling ofiusecurity,
abundance, whilst public power increases in without compensation and without remedy.
the same proportion. This result is not the deduction of a vain

Two circumstancesconcurin diminishing theory,itisa resultdrawn from facts,in all
lhe produce of slaves: the absence of the timesand allplaces.
stimulusofreward,and theinsecurityoftheir But itissaid,the freelabourerinEurope
condition, isverynearlyuponthe same footing,withre-

Itiseasilyperceived,thatthe fearof pu- gardtolabour,asthe slave.He who ispaid
nishment islittlelikelyto draw from a la- by the piecehasreward forhis motive,and
bourerallthe industryofwhichhe iscapable, eachefforthas itspayment. He who ispaid
allthe work thathe can furnish.Fearloads by the day hasno othermotivethanpunish-
him to hidehispowers,ratherthm_to show ment; whether he does littleor much, he
them ;toremainbelow,ratherthanto surpass receivesonlyhisday'swages,thereforehe has
himself, no reward.Ifhe doeslessthanusual,hemay

By a work of supererogation,he would be discharged,as the slaveinthe same case
preparepunishment for himself:he would may be beaten; the one and the otherare
onlyraisethe measure of hisordinaryduties excitedonlyby fear,and haveno interestin
by displayingsuperiorcapacity.Hisambition the produceof theirlabour.
isthe reverseof thatof a freeman ; and he Three thingsmay be replied:--I. It is
seeksto descendinthe scaleof industry,ra- not truethat the day-labourerhas not the
therthanto ascend. Not onlydoeshe pro- motive of reward. The most skiifuland
duceless;heconsumesmore,notinenjoyment, the most activeare betterpaidthan others;
but lavishly,wastefully,and by bad economy, thosewho distinguishthemselvesare more
Of what importanceto him are interestsconstsntlyemployed,andarealwayspreferred
which arenot hisown ? Every thingwhich for the most lucrativeemployments: here,
saveshislabourisagainforhim ;everything then,isa realrewardwhich accompaniesall
whichhe allowsto be lost,isonlythelossof theirefforts.
bismaster.Whyshouldheinventnewmethods 2. If he were actuatedby no otherthan
of doingmore or doingbetter? In making penalmotives,therewould be stillmore hold
improvements,he must think; and thinking upon the day-labourerthanupon the slave.
is a labourto which no one giveshimself The freelabourerhashispointof honouras
withouta motive. Degraded toa"beastof wellasothers. In a freecountry,shame at-
burden, a slaveneverraiseshimselfabove a tachestothe characterofan idleorunskilful
blindroutine,toldone generationsucceedsan- workman ; and inthisrespecttheeyesofhis
otherwithoutany progr_sin improvement, companionsare so many helperstothoseof

Itistrue thata master,who understands the master: thispunishmentof the popular
his own interests,willnot disputewith his sanctionis inflictedupon a multitudeof oc.
slavesthe littleprofitswhichtheirindustry casions,by judgeswho have no interestin
may furnishto them: he willnot be ignorant sparingit. Hence they exercisereciprocal
that their prosperity is his own, and that to inspection, and are sustained in their efforts
animate them to labour, he must offer them by emulation. This motive has much less
the allurement of an immediate reward. But force upon slaves : the treatment to which
this precarious favour, dependent on the they are subject renders them but little sen-
eharactex of the individual, is not sufficient sible of so delicate a punishment as that of
to inspire in them that confidence which di- shame ; and as the injustice of labouring for
recta the views to the future, which shows in the advantage of another, without indenmifi-
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cation, tins not escaped their observation, them in ignorance, to keep them in poverty,
slaves have no shame in acknowledging one to clip their wings in proportion as they
to another a dislike to labour, which is com. grew---such would be his policy. But there
mon to them all. is this danger only in fixing the price : the

3. Whatever appears to the day-labourer liberty of purchasing his freedom by mutual
asagain, is a certain gain ; everythingwhich consent has no such inconvenience. The
he acquires is his own, and no one else has a interest of the slave will lead him to work
right to touch it: but we have seen that there well for himself, that he may have a large
is no real security for the slave. Exceptions price to offer. The interest of the master
Jn this respect may be cited. Some Russian will lead him to allow his slave rapidly to
nobleman, for example, may possess indus- enrich himse_, that he may derive the greater
trious slaves who possess many thousands of ransom from him.
roubles, mui who enjoy them as their master A second method consists in limiting the
enjoys his property ; hut these are particular right of making a will, in such manner, that
cases, which do not alter the ordinary rule. in those cases where there is no successor in
When a judgment is to be formed respecting the direct line, emancipation should be of
a general arrangement, it is not necessary to right. The hope of inheritance is always
stop at these singular and transient cases, very weak in distant successions, and this

In this short exposition of the inconveni- hope would no longer exist when the law be-
ences of slavery, no attempt has been made came known. There would be no injustice,
to excite emotion, nothing has been addressed when no expectation was disappointed.
to the imagination, no odious character has It would be possible even to go a step
been thrown upon masters in general : by further : at each change of ownership, even
generalizing particular abuses of power, no- in the nearest successions, a small sacrifice
thing has been said of the terrible methods might be made of property in favour of li-
of rigour and constraint employed in their berty : for example, atenth part of the slaves
domestic government, without law, without might be set at liberty. An inheritance
process, withou_ appeal, without publicity, which has just devolved does not present to
and almost without restraint : since respon- the heir a determinate value. The diminu-
sibility, as we have seen, can only exist in tion of a tenth would be scarcely sensible.
extraordinary eases. Every thing which be- At this period this would be less a loss than
longs to feeling may be easily accused of ex- a privation of gain. Upon nephews, who
aggeration, but the simple evidence of reason have, from another side, received an inheri-
cannot be gainsayed, and it is so strong there tance from their fathers, the tax in favour
can be no need to employ any suspicious co- of liberty might be still heavier.
louts. The proprietors of slaves, whom per- This nffermg to liberty ought to be deter-
sonai interest has not made insensible to feel- mined by lot. Choice, under the pretext of
ing and humanity, must acknowledge the honouring the most worthy, wouldbe a source
•advantages of liberty, and desire the aboll- of cabals : it would cause more discontent
tion of slavery, if this abolition could take and jealousy than happiness. The lot is ira-
place without overturning their own condition partial ; it gives all an equal chance of happi-
and their fortlmes, and without attacking hess ; it spreads the charm of hope among
their personal security. The injustice and those whom it does not favour; and the dread
the calamity which have accompanied pre- of being deprived of this chance, on account
cipitate attempts, form the greatest objection of any crime committed, would be another
against projects of emancipation, bond to the fidelity of the slaves.*

This operation need not be suddenly Emancipation ought to take place by fami-
carried into effect by a violent revolution, lles, rather than by individuals. A father a
which, by displeasing every body, destroying slave, and a son free ; a son a slave, and a
all property, and placing all persons in situs- father free. The contrast is sad and shock-
tions for which they were not fitted, might ing!--a source of domosticgrief.
produce evils a thousand times greater than There are other means of accelerating this
all the benefits that can be expected from it.

Instead of rendering emancipation burthen- s This method might give the slaves a temp-
tation to employ murder to accelerate their eman-

_ome to the master, it ought, as much as eipation. This is a veryweightyobjeetion agaiust
possible, to be rendered advantageens to thislottery. It must, however_ be observed, that
him: and the first means which naturally even its uncertainty would weaken its danger,
offers itself for this purpose, is to fix a price Few would be led to commit a crime of which
at which every slave shall have the right to they wexe not sure to reap the profit. But this
purchase his freedom. Unhappily this means temptation would vanish_ if emancipation were
is exposed to one strong objection: when the not allowed to take place when the master na_been poisoned or assassiv_, either by one of
interest of the master is opposed to that of his slaves_ or by a person unknown. This means
the slaves, he would prevent their obtaining of liberat_m would thim become a source of .,e-
the sum fixed for their ransom. To leave curity to the master.
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desirable object ; but they can only be dis. stances, upon expectations, upon talents,
covered by studying the particular eireum- or the inclinations of the young pupils ;
stances of each country, upon their facility of applying to one thing

However, the bonds of slavery, which in preference to another--in a word, upon
the legislator cannot break by a single blow, the probability of success ; this choice is too
time destroys by little and little ; and the complicated to be made by the public magi-
march of liberty, though slow, is not the less strate; each case requires particular eonside-
certain. All the progress of the human ration, and its decision such an acquaintance
luind, of civilization, of morality, of public with particular details as a public magistrate
wealth, of commerce, hasten forward, by cannot possess.
degrees, the restoration of individual liberty. This power of protection and government,
England and France were once what Russia, with respect to individuals considered inca-
the Polish provinces, and part of Germany, pable of protecting and governing themselves,
are at present, constitutes Guardianship: a kind of domestic

Landowners need not be alarmed at this magistracy, founded upon themanifest wants
change. Those who possess the soil have a of those who are subjecttoit, andwhichought
natural power over those who live by their to comprehend all the powers necessary for
labour. The fear that the emancipated bonds- attaining its end, without going beyond it.
men, ones free, would remove, would abandon The powers necessary for the education of
their native soil, and leave the earth uneul- a ward, are those of choosing his station,
tivated, is absolutely chimerical, especially if and fixing his habitation, together with the
emancipation were effected in a gradual man- means of reprimanding and correcting him,
her. Because the slave escapes when he can, without which authority would be inefficaci-
it is not to be concluded that the free man ous. These means may be the more easily
will remove. The opposite conclusion would reduced upon the side of severity, in propor-
be more correct. The motive for flight no tion as their application is more certain, more
longer exists, and all the motives for remain- immediate, and more easily varied, and be-
ing are strengthened, cause domestic government possesses an in.

In Poland, some landowners, enlightened exhaustible fund of rewards; since during the
as to their own interests, or animated by a period in which every thing is received, there
love of glory, have effected a total and simul, is no concession which may not be made to
taneous emancipation in their vast seignories, take the shape of reward.
Did this generosity cause their ruin ? Alto- With regard to the subsistence of the
gerber the contrary. The farmer, interested ward, it can only be derived from three
in his labour, has been in a condition to pay sources ; either his own property, ot from
more than the slave ; and their lands, culti- gifts, or from his labour.
Dated by free hands, have received every year If the ward possess property, it is admi-
a new and increased value, ulstered in his name and for his advantage

by his guardian ; and all that he does in this
respect, according to prescribed forms, is rati-

CHAPTER III. fled by the law.
If the ward have no property, he is sup-

OF GUARDIANAND WARD. ported either at the expense of the guardian,
THE weakness of infancy requires continual as is most commonly the case where the
protection. Every thing must be done for guardianship is exercised by the father or
the infant, which can do nothing for itself, mother of the child ; or at the expense of
The perfect development of its physical some charitable establishment; or, itmaybe,
powers requires many years : the develop- by his own labour, as in the case where his
ment of its intellectual faculties is more services are engaged in an apprenticeship, in
slow. At a certain age, it has already such manner that the period of his non-value
strength and passions, but it has not yet is compensated for by the subsequent period.
snfficient experience to regulate them. Too Guardianship being an office purely bur-
sensible of the present, and too little sensible thensome, this service is made to fall upon
of the future, it requires an authority more those who have the greatest inclination
immediate than that of the laws ; it requires and facility for discharging it. The father
to be governed by rewards and punishments, and mother are eminently in this situation.
which do not act at long intervals, but conti- Natural affection generally more strongly
,ually, and which may be adapted to all the disposes them to it than the law ; still, how-
details of its conduct, during the progress of ever, the law which imposes it on them is not
its education, useless. It is because children have been

The choice of a situation in llfe, or of a abandoned by the immediate authors of their
profession for a child, also requires that he being, that this abandonment has been con-
should be subject to a particular authority, stituted a crime.
This choice, founded upon personal circum- If the dying father have appointed a gust.
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dian to his children, it is presumed that no motive for re-entry. Both these methods
person has known better than he, who had appear useless, ff tl_e sale of the property be
the means and inclination to supply his place only permitted to be made publicly, and un-
to this respect. Hence his choice should be der the inspection of the magistrate.
confirmed, unless there be strong reasons to The most simple method is to allow any
the contrary, person to act in legal matters as the friend

If the father have not provided a guardian, of the infant against his guardians, either in
this obligation should fall upon a relation, at- cases of malversation as to his property, or
tacbed by interest to the preservation of the of negligence or violence. The law would
family property, and by affection or honour thus put these feeble beings, who are unable
to the welfare and education of the children, to protect themselves, under the protection
In default of a relation, some friend of the of every generous individual.
orphans should be chosen, who will volun- Pupillage being a state of dependence, is
tartly discharge this office : or some public an evil which ought to cease as soon as it is
officer should be appointed for this purpose, possible, without occasioning a greater ev, I.

It is proper to pay attention to the cir- But at what age ought this emancipation to
cnmstances which may render guardianship take place ? This question can only be de-
mmecessary:--Advanced age, a numerous cided by general presumptions. The English
family, infirmities, or reasons of prudence law, which has fixed the epoch at the age of
and delicacy, for example, complication of twenty-one years, seems much more reason-
interests, &c. able than the Roman law, which has been

The particular precautions against the followed in almost every country in Europe,
abuse of this power belong to the penal laws and which fixed it at twenty-five years. At
against offences :-- an abuse of authority twenty-five years old, the facultms of the
against the person of the ward, is referable man are developed ; he is sensible of all his
to the class of personal injuries ; illicit gains powers ; he yields to advice what he refuses
derived from his fortune, to that of fraudu- to authority, and wi]l be not longer content
lent acquisitions, &e. The only thing to be to be re_tralnetl by the bonds of childhood :
considered is the peculiar circumstance of hence the prolongation of domestic antho-
the offence, the molatton of confidence. But rity often produces a state of animosity and
though this renders the offence more odious, irritation, equally hurtful to both the parties
it is not always a reason for augmenting its interested. But there are some individuals
pmfishment ; on the contrary, we shall see who never reach maturity, or who reach it
elsewhere that it is often a reason for dimi- much later than others. Provision may be
nishing it : the position of the dehnquent made for these cases by interdiction, which
being more p_rticular, the detection of the is only a prolongation of guardianship during
offence is more easy, reparation is more ccr- a prolonged childhood.
rain, and the alarm is less. In the case of
seduction, the character of guardian is an ag-
gravation of the offence. CHAPTER IV.

As regards general precautions, guardian- oF PARENTAND CHILD.
ship has often been subject to division, by
giving the administration of the property to WE have already said, that in certahl re-
the next of kin who is entitled to succeed spects a parent is the master of his child, and
to it, who, in character of heir, will have in others toe guardian.
the greatest interest in increasing its value ; In the character of a master, he will pos-
and the care of the person to some other re- sess the right of imposing labour upon his
lotion, more interested in the preservation ctuldren, and of employing their labour fro.
of his existence, his own advantage, until the age at which

Some legislators have taken other precau- the law establishes their independence. This
tions, such as forbidding guardians to purchase right which is given to parents, is an indem-
I he property of their wards, or of permitting nity for the trouble and expense of the edn-
to these to re.enter upon their property sold cation of their children, It is desirable that
within a certain number of years after attain- parents should possess an interest, and take
mg their majority. Of these two methods, pleasure in the education of their children ;
the first does not appear subject to great in- whilst this advantage which they may find in
conveniences ; the second can only affect the rearing them, is not less a benefit for the one
interests of the ward, by diminishing the than the other.
price of his lands, in as much as the value In the character of guardian, a parent pos-
ts dimirdshed to the purchaser himself, in sesses all the rights and all the obligations oi
propurtion as his possession is rendered which mention has been made under that head.
precarious, and he is afraid to undertake Under the first relation, the advantage of
improvements which might prove disadvan- the parent is considered; under the second,
tageous to him, by furnishing an additional that of the child is considered. These two
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characters are easily reconciled in the hands could not hope to inspire. Industry, no
of a parent, in consequence of the natural longer excited by paternal atfcction, wouldnot
affection which leads him rather to make possess the same activity. Domestic enjoy-
sacrifices for his children, than to make use ments would take s course less advantageous
of his rights for his own advantage, to general prosperity.

It would seem at the first glance, that As a last reason, it may be added, that the
the legislator need not interfere between natural arrangement, leaving the choice, the
parents and children, and that he might manner, and the expense of education to the
rely upon the tenderness of the one, and the parents, may be compared to a series of ex-
gratitude of the others. But this superficial periments, having for their object the perfec-
view would be deceptive. It is absolutely tion of the general system. Every thing is
necessary, on one side, to limit the parental advanced and developed by this emulation of
power, and on the other, to support fihal individuals ; by the difference of views and
respect by the laws. thoughts--in a word, by the variety of par-

General Rule. It is not proper to give any ticular impulses. But if every thing were
power, from the exercise of which the child cast in the same mould, if instruction every
may lose more than the father would gain. where partook of the character of legal an.

When, in Prussia, the right was given to thority, errors would be perpetuated, and
the father, in imitation of the Romans, of there would be no improvement.
preventing his son from marrying without This, perhaps, may be considered too long
limitation of age, this rule was not observed, a dissertation respecting a chimera : but this

Political writers have i_allen into oppo- Platonic notion has in our days led certain
site excesses with respect to the perental celebrated authors astray ; andan errorwhich
authority. Some have sought to render it has entangled Rousseau and Helvetius, may
despotic, as among the Romans ; others have easily find other defenders.
sought to annihilate it. Some philosophers
have thought that children ought not to be
subject to the caprice and ignorance of pa- CHAPTER V.

rents ; that the state ought to educate them oF MARRIAGE.
in common. The systems of Sparta, Crete,
and the ancient Persians, are cited in support Indeea_s Imstquam,aepellesignernquepsrarunt,
of this plan. It is forgotten that this public Et mullerconjunetavlro conee_t in unum
education was only provided for a small class castaqueprtvatsevenens connubtabeta
of the citizens ; because the mass of the peo- Co_ita sunt, prolemqueex _eviderecreature,
pie was composed of slaves. Turn genushumamunprlmummole_e ccepit.

In this artificial arrangement, beside the Luc. v.
difficulty of apportioning the expense, and UND_.R whatever point of view the institu-
the evil of making those parents support the tion of marriage is considered, the utility of
burthen who no longer stand in need of the i this noble contract is striking. It is the bond
service, and who wouldno longer be actuated of society, the foundation of civilization.
by a feeling of tenderness for their children, Marriage, considered as a contract, has
who would have become almost strangers to drawn women from the hardest and most
them, there would also arise a greater in- humiliating servitude ; it has distributed the
convenience to the pupils : they would not be mass of the community into distinct families;
early prepared for the diversity of conditions it has created a domestic magistracy ; it has
which they would be called to occupy. The trained up citizens; it has extended the views
choice even of a profession or business de- of men to the future, through their affection
pends upon so many circumstances, upon for the rising generation ; it has multiplied
which parents alone can determine, that no the social sympathies. In order to estimate
one else can judge of what is suitable for all its benefits, it is only necessary to imagine,
them, nor of the expectations nor of the ta- for a moment, what would be the condition
lents and inclinations of these young pupils, of Man without this institution.
Besides, tins plan, in which the reciprocal The questions relative to this contract
affection between parents and children is maybe reducedtoseven:--l. Between what
reckoned as nothing, would be productive of persons may it be permitted ? 2. What shall
the worst effects ; by destroying family feel- be its duration ? 3. Upon what conditions
ing--by weakening the conjugal union--by shall it be made ? 4. At what age ? 5. Who
depriving the fathers and mothers of those shall choose ? 6. Between how many per-
pleasures which they derive from beholding sons ? 7. With what formalities ?
this new generation which springs up around
them. They would not seek the future wel- § 1. Jgetween what persons shall Marrla_
fare of children, who would no longer be their be permitted f,
property, with the same zeal. They would If we here follow the guidance of histori.
not feel towards them a regard which they cal facts, we shall be greatly em_ or
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rather, we shall be unable to deduce a single from a real or suspected rivalry between a
fixed rule from among the multitude of con- bridegroom and certain persons of the num-
tradictory customs. Respectable examples are bet of his relations or connexions.
not wanting for anthorising uninns which w_ 2. Hindrance of Marriage. _ Danger of
regard as most criminal, nor for prohibiting depriving the daughters of the chance of
many which we consider altogether innocent forming a permanent and advantageous earn-
Every nation has pretended to follow, in this blishment by means of marriage, by diminish-
respect, what is called the law of nature, and ing the security of those who may desire to
has viewed with a kind of horror, as polluted espouse them.
and impure, every thing not conformed to 3. Relaxation of Domestic Discipline.
its own matrimonial laws. Let us suppose Danger of inverting the relations among
ourselves ignorant of all these local iustitu- those who ought to command, and those who
#ions, and only consulting the principle of ought to obey ; or, at least, weakening the
utility, let us examine between what persons tutelary authority, which, for the interests
it is proper to permit, and between whom of minors, ought to be exercised over them
to prohibit this union, by the heads of the family, or those who

If we examine the interior of a family, hold their place.
composed of persons who differ among them- 4. Physical Injury. _ Dangers which may
selves in respect of age, sex, and relative result from premature indulgences, with re-
duties, strong reasons will present themselves spect to the development of the powers and
to our minds for prohibiting certain alliances the health of the individuals.
between many individuals of this family.

I see one reason which directly pleads Table of Alliances to be prohibited.
against allowing such marriages at all. A A man ought not to marry:
tather, a grandfather, or an uncle holding 1. The Wife or Widow of his Fa-
the place of a father, might abuse his power ther, or any other of his Prote-
in order to force a young girl to contract an nitors. Inconveniences l, 3, 4
alliance with him which might be hateful to 2. Any one of his Descendants. In-
her. The more necessary the authority of conveniences - 2, 3, 4
the parent is, the less temptation should be 3. Any one of his Aunts. Incon-
given to its abuse, veniences - - - 2, 3, 4

This inconvenience extends only to a small 4. The Wife or Widow of any one
number of incestuous cases, and it is not the of his Uncles. Inconveniences 1, 3, 4
most weighty. It is in the corruption of man- 5. Any one of his Nieces. Incon-
hers, in the evils which would result from veniences - - - 2, 3, 4
transitory connexions without marriage, that 6. Any one of his Sisters. Incon-
the true reasons for prohibiting certain alli- venienees .... 2, 4,
ances must be sought. 7. The descendants of his Wife.

If there were not an insurmountable bar- Inconveniences - l, o 3, 4
tier against marriages between near relations, 8. The Mother of his Wife. In-
called to live together in the greatest inti- convenience - - - 1
maey, this close connexion, these continual 9. The Wife or Widow of any one
opportunities, even friendship itself and its of his descendants. Inconve-
innocent caresses might kindle the most dis- nience .... 1
astrons passions. Families, those retreats in 10. The Daughter of the Wife of
which repose ought to be found in the bosom his Father by a former husband,
of order, and where the emotions of the soul, or of the husband of his Mo-
agitated in the scenes of the world, ought to ther by a former wife. Incon-
sink to rest-- families themselves would be- venience - . - 4"

come the prey of all the inquletudes, the Shall a man be permitted to marry the
rivalries, and the fury of love. Suspicion sister of his deceased wife ?
would banish confidence ; the gentlest feel- There are reasons for and against. The
ings would be extinguished ; and eternal en- condemnatory reason is the danger of rivalry
mities and revenges, of which the idea alone during the life of the two sisters. The jus-
makes one tremble, would usurp their place, tifying reasonis the advantage of the children.
The opinion of the chastity of young women, If the mother die, what a happiness for them
so powerful an attraction to marriage, would to find a mother-in-law in their own aunt !
not know upon what to repose, and the most What so likely to moderato the natural dis-
dangerous snares in the education of youth like to this connexion, as so near a relation?
would be found even in the asylum where This last reason appears to me most weighty.

they could be least avoided. * The table of alliances to be prohibited to
These inconveniences may be arranged the woman would be necessary, in the text ofunder four heads :_

! Evil of Rivalry. _ Danger resulting the law, for greater ctearnes_ It is omittedhere as a useless repetition.
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But in order to obviate the danger of rivalry, distaste, is destroyed by the opposite suppo-
power ought to be given to the wife to in- sition. If it be proper to conform to nature,
terdict her house to her sister. If the wife that is to say, to the inclination of the de-
do not wish to have her own sister near her, sires, it is proper equally to conform to its
what legitimate motive can the husband have decisions, whatever they may be. If it be
for admitting this stranger near to him ? proper to prohibit these marriages when they

Shall a man be permitted to marry the are disliked, itisprepertopermitthemwhen
widow of his brother 7 ! they are approved. Nature deserves not

There are reasons for and against, in this more regard when it hates, than when it
as in the preceding case. The condemnatory loves and desires.
reason is still the danger of rivalry. The [ It is very seldom that the passion of love
justifying reason is sttli the advantage of the developes itself within the circle of indivi.
children. These reasons appear to me to duals among whom it ought properly to be
have little force on either side. prohibited: a certain degree of surprise seems

My brother has _o more authority over necessary for exciting this sentiment, a sudden
my _hee than a stranger, and can only see effect of novelty ; and it is this which the
her with my permission. The danger of poets have cleverly expressed by the inge-
rivalry appears less great upon his pert than nious allegory of the bow and arrows, and
that of any other. The opposing reason is the blindfolding of Cupid. Individuals, ac-
reduced almost to nothing. On the other eustomed to be seen and to be known from
side, what the children have to fear from a the age which is incapable of conceiving or
father-in-law is trifling. If a mother-m-law inspiring desire, will be seen with the same
be not the enemy of the children of another eyes to the end of life m this inclination will
bed, it is a prodigy ; but a father-in-law is find no determinate period for its commence-
commonly their friend, their second guardian, ment. The affections have taken another
The difference of the condition of the two course ; they are, so to speak, a river which
sexes, the legal subjection of the one, the has dug its own bed, and which cannot
legal empire of the other, expose them to change it.
opposite foibles, which produce contrary Nature therefore agrees sufficiently well
effects.The uncle isalreadythe natural withthe principleof utility:stillitisnot
friendof his nephews and nieces. They properto trustto italone. There are cir-
have nothingto gainin thisrespectif he cumstanceswhich may givebirthto thein-
become the husbandoftheirmother. Ifthey clination,and in which the alhance might
findin a strangefather-in-lawanenemy, the become an objectof desire,ffit were not
protectionof theiruncle istheirresource,prohibitedby the laws,and brandedby pub-
Do they find in him a friend? They licopinion.
have acquiredanotherprotectorwhichthey Among the Greciandynastyof the Egyp-
would not have done ff theirunclehad be- tiansovereigns,the heirto the thronecorn-

come theirfather-in-law.The reasonsfor, monly espoused one uf his sisters.This
and thereasonsagaiast,havinglittleforceon was apparentlyto avoid the danger of an
the one sideorthe other,itseems thatthe alliancewiththe familyof a subject,orwlth
benefitof libertyought tocausethebalance the familyof a stranger.In such a rank,
to inclineinfavourofpermittingthesemar- such marriagesmay be exempt from the in-
riages, conveniencesattendantupon them in private

Insteadof the reasonsthataregivenabove life.Royalopulenceadmltsa separationand
forprohibitingmarriageswithina certainde- a seclusion,which could not be maintained
freeofrelationship,ordinarymoralityploughs in a medium station.
itsway, and decidesupon allthesepointsof Policyhasproducedsome examplesalmost
legislationwithout the troubleof exanuna- similarin modern times. In our days,the
tion. "' These marriages," it says, "'are re- kingdom of Portugal has approximated to
pugnant to nature ; therefore they ought to the Egyptian custom ; the re_ning queen
be proscribod." has had for her husband her nephew and sub-

This argument alone does not furnish a jeer. But in order to efface the stain of
justifying reason, in sound logic, for forbid- incest, Catholic princes and nobles can apply
cling any one action whatsoever. In those to an experienced chemist, who changes at
cases in which the repugnance is real, the pleasure the colour of certain actions. Pro-
law is useless. To what good purpose pro- vestants, to whom this laboratory is shut,
hibit what no one wishes to do ? The ha- have not the faculty of marrying their aunts.
rural repugnance is a sufficient prohibition. The Lutherans have, however, given the exo
But in those cases where the repugnance ample of an extension of privileges.
does not exist, the reason ceases. Ordinary The inconveniences of these alliances are
morality has nothing further to say respect- not felt by those who contract them : the
ing the prohibition of the act in question, evil is altogether in the _sanple. A portals-
since all its argument, founded upon natural sion granted to one, mak_ every body else
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feel the prohibition as tyrannical. Where first assigned will have disappeared, and a
the yoke is not the same for all, it appears new career will have opened itself to the
more weighty to those who bear it. pleasures and reciprocal duties of the married

It has been said, that these marriages into persons.
the same blood cause the race to degenerate, When the mother can no longer hope for

more children, when the father has providedand that there is a necessity of crossing the

"iem_._ forthe support of the youngest of the family,race among men, as well as among am
This objection might have some vame, will the engagement be dissolved ? After a
under the empire of liberty, marriages among cohabitation of many years, will it be sup-
relations should become the most common, posed that the married persons will separate?Habit will have entwined around their hearts
But it is enough to refute bad reasons; and
even this would be too much, if a good cause a thousand and a thousand ties which death
were not served when the feeble and faUn- only could destroy. The children will form
claus arguments by which it is sought to a new centre of union; they will create anew source of pleasures and hopes ; they
support it are destroyed. Some well-inten-
tioned persons think that they ought not to will render the father and mother necessarythe one to the other, by the cares and charms
take from good morals any of its supports,
even when they are founded in falsehood, of a common affection, which no one could
This error is related to that of the devotees, share with them. The ordinary course of
who have thought to serve the cause of re- the conjugal union would therefore be for
ligion by pious frauds : instead of strengthen- the duration of life ; and if it is natural to
ing, they have weakened it, by exposing it suppose, in tbe woman, sufficient prudence
to the derision of its adversaries. When a thus to stipulate with respect to her dearest

depraved mind has triumphed over a false interests, ought less to be expected from a
argument, it reckons that it has triumphed father or a guardian, who possesses more
_vcr morality itself, maturity of experience ?The woman has also a particular interest

§ 2. For what period _. Examination of in the indefinite duration of the connexion :
Divorce. time, pregnancy, suckling, cohabitation itself',

If the law had not determined any thing --all conspire to diminish the effect of her

respecting the duration of the marriage con- charms. She must expect to see her beauty
tract ; if individuals were permitted to form decline, at a time when the strength of the
this engagement, like every other, for a longer man still goes on increasing : she knows, that
or shorter term,--what would be the most after having spent her youth with one hus-
common arrangement under the auspices of band, she would with difficulty find a second ;
liberty ? Would it be very different from whilst the man would not experience a simi-
the established rules? lar difficulty in finding a second-wife. Hence

The object of the man in this contract tlns new clause, which foresight would dictateto her: " I give myself to you; you shall not
might be only to satisfy a transient passion,
and this passion satisfied, he would have had leave me without my consent." The man
all the advantage of the union without any demands the same promise ; and hence, on
of its inconveniences. It cannot be the same both sides, a legitimate contract is founded
with the woman: this engagement has for upon the happiness of the two parties.

Marriage for life is therefore the most na-her durable and burthensome consequences.
After the inconveniences of pregnancy, after tural marriage ; the best suited to the wants

and circumstances of families ; the most la-
the perils of child-birth, she is charged with
the cares of maternity. Hence the union, vourahle for individuals, and for the generality
which confers upon the man pleasures only, of the species. If there were no laws to
is for the woman the commencement of a ordain it, that is to say, no other laws thanI those which sanction contracts, this arrange-
long c_ircle of pains, whose inevitable termi-
nation wou_dbe death, if she were not before- ment would be always the most common,
hand assured of the cares and protection of because it is that which is most suitable to
a husband, both for herself and the germ the reciprocal interests of the persons marry-
which she ought to nourish in her bosom, ing. Love on the part of the man, love and

foresight on the part of the woman, all con-
" I give myself to you," she says to him,
" but you shall be the guardian ot m.y con- cur with enlightened prudence and affection
dition of weakness, and you shall provide _ on the part of parents, in in, pressing the
the preservation of the fruit of our love. character of perpetuity upon the contract ofthis alliance.
Such is the beginning of a society which
would be prolonged during many years, xt we But what should we think if the woman
suppose the birth of only a single child; but should add this clause : " It shall not be law-ful for me to be separated from you, should
other births would form other ties; in pr.o-
portion as years advan_,, the .eng_gemen_ is we come to hate each other as much as we
prolonged; thelimitswhicamightlmve_een now love one another." Such a condition
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would appear to be an act of madness. It is is a prohibition against quitting _ there is a
something contradictory and absurd, which prohibition aguinst entering.
shocks at the first glance: every body would In conclusion, when deathis the onlymeans
agree to regard such a vow as rash, and to o£ deliverance, what horrible temptations,
think that humanity ought to cause it to be what crimes, maynot result from a position so
abolished, terrible? The unknown instances are perhaps

But this cruel and absurd clause is not de- more numerous than those which are known;
manded by the woman, is not sought for by but that which will most frequently take
the man ; it is imposed upon them both, as place in this respect, is the negative offence.
a condition from which they cannot escape. When the crime is easy, even to hearts which
The law unexpectedly intervenes between are not perverted-- when nothing more is hen
the contracting parties : it surprises them in cessary for its accomplishmentthaninaction--
the transports of their youth, inthe moments ifa detested wife and an adored mistress are
which open all the vistas of happiness. It exposed to the same danger--will the same
says to them, " You unite yourselves in the efforts be made, as sincerely, as generously,
hope of being happy, but I tell you that you for the first as for the second ?
enter into a prison, whose door will be closed It is not proper to dissimulate : there are
against you. I shall be inexorable to the objections against the dissolubility of mar-
cries of your grief, and when you dash your- rlages. We shall endeavour to collect and to
selves against your fetters, I shall not permit answer them.
you to be delivered." First Objection. _" Permit divorce, nei-

To believe in the perfection of the beloved ther of the parties will regard their lot as
object, to believe in the eternity of the passion irrevocably fixed. The husband will cast his
which is felt, and which is inspired-- such are eyes around him to find s wife who would be
the illusions which may be pardoned to two more advantageous: the woman would make
children in the blindness of love. But aged similar comparisons, anti form projects for
lawyers, legislators whose heads are whitened changing her husband. Hence perpetual and
by years, ought not to give place to this chi- reciprocalinsecurity would result with respect
mera_, If they believe in this eternity of these to this precious kind of property, with regard
passions, to what good purpose interdict a to which the whole plan of life is arranged."
power which no one would ever wish to use ? Answer I. -- This same inconvenience ex-
But no: they have foreseen inconstancy, they istsinpart, under othernames, whenmarriagos
have foreseen hatred ; thcy have foreseen that areindissolubie. Aceordingtothesupposition,
the most violent love may be succeeded by the reciprocal attachment is extract. It is not a
most violent antipathy, and it is with all the new wife that is sought, but a new mistress ;
coolness of indifference that they have pro- it is not asecond husband, but another lover.
nouneed the eternity of this vow, even when The duties of Hymen, and its prohibitions,
the sentiment which has dictated it shall too easily eluded, may perhaps serve to excite
be effaced by the contrary feeling. If there inconstancy rather than to prevent it. It is
were a law which permitted an associate, a well known that prohibitions and constraint
guardian, s superintendent, a companion, only serve to stimulate the passions. It is a truth
on condition of never separating from them, deduced from experience, that even obstacles,
every one would exclaim against such tyranny by occupying the imagination, by directing
and such folly. A husband is a companion, the mind to the same object, serve ovdy to
a guardian, a superintendent, a partner, and strengthen the desire of overcoming them.
still more, all at once; and yet it is only The reign oflibertyprodnces less walldering
possible in the greatest number of civilized f_ncies than that of conjugal captivity. Pen-
countries to have eternal husbands, der marriages dissoluble, there will be more

To live under the constant authority of a apparent, but there wall be fewer real sepa-
man that one detests, is already a species of ' rations.
slavery: to be constrained to receive his 2. The inconveniences need not be con-
embraces, is a misery too great to be tolerated sidered alone : the advantages ought to be
even in slavery itself. It has been said, the regarded also. Each one knowing what he
yoke is reciprocal: -- the reciprocity only was liableto lose, wonldcultivate those means
doubles the misery, of pleasing which originally produced the re-

If marriage commonly present to men the ciprocal affection. Each win more c_efully
only means of fully and peaceably satisfying study the other's character, and the means of
the imperious desires of love, to deter them managing it. _ will feel the necessity of
from it, is to deprive them of its sweets, is to making some sacrifices of caprice and self.
produce an evil proportionably great. But love. Ill s word, care, sttentiou, complai-
what greater bugbear can there be than the sauce, will be continued in the married state;
indissolubility of this contract ? Marriage, and that which was done only to obtain love,
Jerviee, country, whatsoever condition there will be done to preserve it.
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3. Marriageable young person_ would be would have much less chance of forming
less frequently sacrificed by the avarice and other more advantageous connexions.
cupidity of their relations. It would be he- Third Objection. --" The dissolubillty of
cessary properly to consult their inclinations, marriage will give the stronger of the two
before forming bonds which would be broken parties an inclination to maltreat the feebler,
by repugnancies. The real suitability upon for the purpose of constraining its consent to
which happiness reposes--the relations of the divorce."
age, education, and taste _would then enter Answer. m This objection is well founded;
into the calculations of prudence. It would it deserves the greatest attention on the part
be no longer poss_le to marry the property, of the legislator. A single precaution, how-
as has been said, without marrying the per- ever, is happily sufficient to diminish the
son. Before an establishment were formed, danger : in case of maltreatment, liberty to
there would be an examination whether it the party maltreated and not to the other.
would be durable. In this ease, the more a husband desired a

Second Objection. _" Each party regard- divorce for the purpose of marrying again,
ing the connexion as transitory, would only the more he would avoid behaving ill towards
espouse with indi_erenee the interests, and his wife, for fear lest certain acts should
especially the pecuniary interests of the other, be construed as acts of violence intended to
Hence would arise profusion, negligence, and constrain her consent. Gross and brutal
every species of bad management." methods being forbidden, there remain only

Answer. _ The same danger exists in corn- gentle methods of engaging her to a separa-
mercial partnerships, and yet the danger is tion.
very rarely realized. A dissoluble marriage Fourth Objection. -- This is drawn from
has a bond which these partnerships have the interest of the children. "What will they
not, the strongest, the most durable of all do when the hw has dissolved the uuion be-
moral ties : affection for their common chil- tween the father and the mother ?"
dren, which cements the reciprocal affection Answer. -- That which they would have
of married persons. Among indissoluble done if death had dissolved it. But in the
marriages, is not this bad management more case of divorce, their disadvantage is not so
frequently found than in commercial partner- great : the children may continue to live
ships ? Why ? It is an effect of the indiffe- with the parent whose cares are most neces-
rence and distaste which give to married per- sary for them ; for the law, consulting their
sons, who are tired of each other, a continual interest, would not fail to entrust the boys
desire to escape from themselves, and to seek to the father, and the daughters to the too-
for new distractions. The moral tie of their" ther. The great danger to which children
children is dissolved; their education, the are exposed after the death of a parent, is
care of their future welfare, is scarcely a se- that of passing under the government of a
cundery object ; the charm of their common father or mother-in-law, who shall look upon
interest has vanished ; each one, in the pur- them with the eyes of an enemy. Daughters
suit of his own pleasures, troubles himself especially are exposed to the most vexatious
but little with what will happen after him. treatment under the habitual despotism of a
Hence, a principle of disunion among married stepmother. In the case of a divorce this dan-
persons introduces negligence and disorder, get does not exist. The boys will have their
by a thousand channels, into their domestic father for their governor, and the daughters
aifm_Lrs;and the ruin of their fortune is often wilt have their mother. Their education
an immediate consequence of the estrange- will suffer less than it would have suffered
ment of their hearts. Under the reign of from their domestic strifes and quarrels. If,
liberty, this evil would not exist. Before then, the interest of the cifildren were a suf-
there was a disunion of interests, _disgust ficient reason for prokibiting second marriages
would have separated the persons, in case of a divorce, it is a still stronger rea-

The facility of divorce tends rather to son for prohibiting them in case of death.
prevent than to give birth to prodigality. It In conclusion, the dissolution of a marriage
would produce a dread of giving so legitimate is an act sufficiently important to be sub-
a reason for discontent to an associate whose mitted to some formalities, which would at
esteemit is desirable to condliate. Economy, least have the effect of preventing caprice,
appreciated at its full value by the interested and allowing the two parties time for reflec-
prudence of both parties, would always have tion. The intervention of a magi_strate is
so much merit in their eyes as would cover necessary, not only for proving that there
many faults, and in its favour they would has been no violence on the part of the man
pardon many wrongs. It must also be per- in forcing the consent of the wife, but also
ceived, that in case of a divorce, that one of for the purpose of interposing a greater or
the two parties who shall have the character less delay between the demand for a divorce
of having behaved ill, and been extrawgant, and the divorce itself.
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This is one of those questions upon which what is called a separation. There does not
opinions will be always divided. Every one result from this, permission to either of the
will be led to approve or condemn divorce parties to re-marry. The ascetic principle,
according to the good or evil which he has the enemy of pleasure, has permitted the
seen resulting from particular cases, or ac- mitigation of punishment; but the injured
cording to his particular interest, wife and her tyrant are subjected to the same

In England, a marriage may be dissolved condition. This apparent equality covers
in case of adultery. But it is necessary to great real inequality. Opinion allows great
seek for a divorce through many tribunals ; liberty to the stronger sex, but imposes great
and an act of parliament upon this subject restraint upon the weaker one.
costs at least five hundred pounds sterling.
Divorce is therefore accessible only to a very § 3. On what Condltio_.e
limited class. The only inquiry at present is, what are

In Scotland, adultery is a sufficient ground the matrimonial conditions which, according
for a divorce. The law is mild in this re- to the principle of utility, are suitable to the
epect, but it has a rigorous side : it does not greatest number : for it ought to be lawful
permit the culpable party to contract another for the parties interested in these contracts,
marriage with the accomplice of his guilt, to make their own l_rticular stipnlations ;

In Sweden, divorce is permitted for adul- in other words, the conditions ought to be
tery on both sides : this amounts to the same left to their own will, saving the ordinary
as if it were permitted upon mutual consent; exceptions :-
the man allows himself to be accused of Fzrst Condition. m" The wife should sub-
adultery, and the marriage is dissolved. In mit to the laws of the husband, saving re-
Denmark, the law is the same, at least when course to justice." Master of the wife as to
collusion cannot be proved, what regards his own interests, he ought to

Under the Code Frederick, parties might be guardian of the wife as to what regards
separate by agreement, and afterwards be re- her interests. Between the wishes of two
married, upon condition of remaining single persons who pass their life together, there
a whole year. It would seem that this in- may at every moment be a contradiction.
terval, or a part of this interval, would have The benefit of peace renders it desirable
been better employed in delay before grant- that a pre-eminence should be established,
iug the divorce, which should prevent or terminate these con-

At Geneva, adultery was a sufficient tee- tests. But why is the man to be the guver-
son ; but the separation might also be effected nor ? Because he is the stronger. In his
on account of simple incompatibility of cha- hands power sustains itself. Place the antho-
raeter. A woman, by quitting the house of : rity in the hands of the wife, every moment
her husband, and retiring to that of her will be marked by revolt on the part of the
friends and relations, afforded grounds for a husband. This is not the only reason : it is
demand, which had always the leg_ effect of also probable that the husband, by the course
a divorce. Divorces were, however, rare; but of his life, possesses more experience, greater
as they were proclaimed in all the churches, aptitude for business, greater powers of ap-
this proclamation acted as a species of pu- plication. In these respects there are ex-
uishment or public censure, which was always ceptions; but the question is, what ought to
dreaded, be the general law ?

When marries were rendered dissoluble I have said, " saving recluse to justice ;"
in France at the will of the parties, there for it is not proper to make the man a tyrant,
were between five and six hundred divorces and to reduce to a state of passive slavery
at Paris in two years; but these took place the sex which, by its weakness and its gen-
whilst the institution was new, and when, tleness, has the greatest need of protection.
therefore, it would not be possible to judge The interests of females have too often been
of its usual operation, neglected. At Rome, the laws of marriage

Divorces are not common in those court- were only the code of the strongest, and
tries in which they have been long authorized. It he shares were divided by the lion. But
The same reasons which hinder legislators those who, from some vague notionof justice
from permitting them, deter individuals from and of generosity, would bestow upon females
availing themselves of them when they are an absolute equality, would only spread a
permitted. The government which inter- dangerous snare for them. To set them free,
diets them, takes upon itself to decide, that as much us it is possible for the laws so to
it understands the interests of individuals do, from the necessity of pleasing their hue-
better tJum they do themselves. The effect bends, would be, in a moral pc_t of view, to
of the law is evil or nulL weaken inste_ of strengthen their empire.

In all civilized coontries, the woman who The _ secure of his prerogative, has no
has experienced fll-_w_ment on the part of uneasiness arising from his self-love, and de-

h_baud, has obtained from the tribuna_ rlves enjoyment even from saerifu_$ it.
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Substitute to this relation a rivalry of powers, power to the parents;mthey want two
the pride of the strongest would be conti- things requisite for its beneficial exercise, the
nuatlywonnded, and would prove adangerous requisite knowledge, and a will directed to
antagov_t for the more feeble ; and placing the right end. The manner in which pa-
a greater value upon what was taken, than rents and children see and feel, is not the
upon what was still possessed, it would direct same ; they have not the same interests.
all its efforts to the re-establishment of its Love is the moving principle of youth ; the
pre-eminence, old scarcely feel it. Fortune, in general, is

Second Condition.--" The administration a feeble consideration among children ; it is
should belong to the man alone." This is a i an important one with parents. What the
natural and immediate consequence of his child wishes, is to be happy; what the parent
empire. Besides, it is commonly by his la- wishes, is that he may also appear to be so.
hour that the property is acquired. The child would sacrifice every thing for

Third Con&tlon.--'" The right of enjoy- love ; but the parents would often sacrifice
ment should be in common." This condition this interest to every other.
is admitted; 1st, For the benefit of equality. To receive into their family a son-in-law,
2d, In order to give to both parties the same or a daughter-in-law, whom they dislike, is a
degree of interest in the domestic prosperity : disagreeable circumstance; but is it not much
but this right is necessarily modified by the more cruel for the children to be deprived
fundamental law, which subjects the wife to of the husband or the wife which would
the authority of the husband, make them happy ? Compare the sufferings

The diversity of conditions, and the nature on both sides. Is there any equality ? Corn-
of property, would require many details on pare the probable duration of the life of the
the part of the legislator. But this is not parent and the child: see if you ought to
the place for stating them. sacrifice that which is just commencing, to

Fourth Conditlo_.m" The wife shall ob- that which is drawing to a close. Thus
serve conjugal fidelity." The reasons which much for the simple right toprevent. What
direct that adultery should be considered as shall be said if, under the mask of a parent,
a crime, need not be exposed here ; they be- an unpitying tyrant should seek to abuse the
long properly to the penal code. gentleness and timidity of his child, in order

Fifth Condition. _" The husband shall to compel a union with a person that was
observe similar conjugal fidelity." The rea- detested ?
sons for considering the adultery of the hns- The connexions of children depend greatly
band as criminal will also belong to the upon those of their parents. This is partly
penal cede : they have less weight, but there true as respects the sons, and entirely as re-
are still sufficient reasons for estab]Jshiug spects the daughters. If the parents neglect
this legal condition, to use this right ; if they do not strive to

direct the inclinations of their family; if
§ 4. At what Age _ they leave the choice of their acquaintances

At what age should it be lawful to marry? to chance,--to whom are the imprudences of
It ought not to be before the age at which their youth to be ascribed ? In conclusion,
the contracting parties can be considered in taking from them the right to bind or to
capable of understanding the value of this compel, it is not necessary to take from them
engagement; and more r%,ard should be paid that of modifying and retarding. Two pe-
to this particular, in those countries in which riods may be distinguished in the marriage-
marriages are considered indissoluble. How able age: During the first, want of consent
many are the precautions which ought to be on the part of the parents ought to suffice for
taken, in order to prevent a rash engagement, annulling the marriage. During the second,
when repentance would be useless ! The they should still have the right to retard for
right ought not, in this ease, to have a period some months the completion of the contract.
anterior to that at which the individual en- This time should be given them. that they
ters upon the administration of his property, might make use of their advice.
]t would be absurd that a man should be able There exists a custom sufficiently singular
to dispose of himself for ever, at an age at in one country in Europe renowned for the
which it is not lawful for him to sell a field wisdom of its institutions: The consent of
of the value of ten crowns, the parents is necessary to the marnage of

§ 5. W_o s_aU choose ._ minors, unless the lovers can travel a hundredleagues without being stopped. But if they
Upon whom shall the choice of a husband have the good fortune to cross a small stream,

or a wife depend ? This question presents ascend a slight hill, and reach a certain vii-
an apparent, if not a real absurdity ; as if la_, they may in a moment pronounce the
_uch a choice could belong to any other than nuptial vow before the first comer, though
the party interested, he ask them no question--and the marriage

The la,'vs ought never to entrust this is valid, and the parental authority is over-
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thrown. Is it for the encouragement of slavery which prevents discord: one abuse
adventurers that a privilege of this kind is palliates another; every tl_ is tranquil un-
allowed to subsist ? Is xt from a secret de- tier the same yoke,
sire to weaken the power of parents, or to There results from it an increase of au-
favour what are otherwise called unequa/ thority to the husband: what eagerness to
matches _ satisfy him! what pleasure in supplanting

a rival by an action which is likely to please
§ 6. How many contractin 9 Parties _ him ! Would this be an evil or a good ?

Between how many persons ought this Those who, from a low opinion of women,
contract to subsist at one time ?--in other imagine that they cannot be too submissive,
words, ought polygamy to be tolerated ?__ ought to consider polygamyedmimble. Those
Polygamy is either simple or double. It is who think that the ascendancy of this sex is
simple where there is Po_/gynla, a multipii- favourable to suavity of manners--that it
city of wives; or Poly_ndrla, a multiplicity augments the pleasures of society--that the
of husbands, gentle and persuasive authority of women is

Is polygynia useful or hurtful ? Every salutary in a family--ought to consider this
thing which it has been possible to say in its institution as very mischievous.
favour, has only related to certain particular i There is no need of seriously discussing
eases, to certain transitory circumstances: polyandria, nor double polygamy. Perhaps
when a man, by the sickness of his wife, is too much has been said upon this first sub-
deprived of the sweets of marriage, or when, ject, if it were not well to show the true
by his profession, he is obliged to divide his foundations upon which manners are seated.
time between two residences, as the com-
mander of a vessel, &c. § 7. With what _'orrnalities f

That such an arrangement may sometimes The formalities of this contract ought to
be desirable to the man, is possible ; but it refer to two objects : 1st, To ascertain the
never can be so to the wives. For every fact of the free consent of the two parties,
man there would always be two wives, whose and of the lawfulness of their union ; 2dly,
interest would be sacrificed. To notify and ascertain the celebration of

1. The effect of such a license would be the marriage for the future. It would also
to aggravate the inequality of conditions be proper to exhibit to both the contracting
The superiority of wealth has already too powers the rights they are about to acquire,
great an ascendancy, and this institution and the obligations with which they will be
would make it still greater. A rich man, chargeable according to law.
forming an alliance with a woman without Most nations have attached a great so-
fortune, would take advantage of her pusi- lenmityto this act; and it is not to be doubted
tion to prevent his having a rival. Each of but that ceremonies which strike the imagi.
his wives would find herself in possession nation, serve to impress the mind with the
only of the moiety of a husband, whilst she importance and dignity of the contract.
might have constituted a source of happiness In Scotland, the law, much too easy, does
to another man, who, in consequence of this not require any formality. The reciprocal de-
iniquitous arrangement, would be deprived claration of the man and the woman, in the
of a companion, presence of a witness, is sufficient to render

2. What would become of the peace of a marriage valid. Hence it is to a village
families ? The jealousies of the rival wives upon the frontier of Scotland, named Gretna
would spread among the children. They Green, that minors, impatient of the yoke of
would form opposed parties, little armies, their parents or guardians, hasten to emanei-
having each at their head an equally power- pate themselves by an off-hand marringe.
ful proteetrix, at least, with respect to her In instituting these forms, two dan t,ers
rights. What a scene of contentions! what ought to be avoided: 1st, The rendering
fury ! what animosity t From the relaxation them so embarrassing as to prevent a mar-
of the fraternal bonds, there would result a risge, when neither freedom of consent nor
similar relaxation of filial respect. _ the necessary knowledge are wanting; 2d/y,
child would behold in his father a protector The giving to the persons who ought to eon-
of his enemy. AI1 his actions of kindness cur the power of abusing this risht ,. and of
or severity, being interpreted by opposite employing it to a bad purpose.
prejudices, would be attributed to unjust In many eountrLes, it is necessary to tarry
feelings of hatred or affection. The educa- long in the vestibule of the temple before
tion of the children would be ruined in the i advancing to the altar, under the title of
midst of these hostile passions, under a sys-, ! ¢ffumces: the ehah_ of the engagement are
tern of favour or oppression, which would borne, without its advantages. What puro
corrupt the one party by its rigours, and the posedoesthisworkof supererogation answer,
other by its indulgences. In the East, poly- except the multiplication of em_tt
gamy and peace are found united, but it is and snares ? The Code Frederick k ju_l¥
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chargeable, in this respect, with useless re- ] simplicity and clearness : every one knows
attaints. The English law, on the contrary, [ to what he is bound : a man is either mar.
has, on this occasion, chosen the part of ] tied, or he is not.

APPENDIX.

OF THE LEVELLING SYSTEM."

J' ALL human creatures are born and remain," If, then, the whole wealth of the nation
says the Declaration of Rights, " equal in were divided with the most perfect equa-
rights." It has hence been argued, that they lity among its inhabitants ; and were all of
ought to be equal in property ; and that all it capable of being thus divided, it would
the distinctions which have grown up in so- scarcely be more than sufficient to enable
ciety in this respect, should be swept away, every one of them, so long as the stock of
and every individual placed on the same level it was kept up at the same level, to spend
in point of actual possessions, more than £'20 a-year. But were such a dis-

Such a system would, however, be de- tribution to be made, an immense multitude
strucfive both of security and wealth. It of article_--wealth to an immense amount--
would be destructive of security. What a must necessarily be struck out, as being in-
man has inherited from his ancestors--what capable of division, and thence incapable of
he has himself earned, he hopes to keep; and entering into the distribution. At 30 years'
this hope cannot be interrupted without pro- purchase, a perpetual income of £_?,0a-year
ducing a pain of disappointment. Eut if, of corresponds to a capital or principal sum of
two persons, the one is to take from the £600. All articles, therefore, of a value an-

other a portion of the property he possesses perior to £600, must either be destroyed at
to-day, because he is the poorer; for the once, or left to perish, sooner or later, for
same reason, a third should take a portion want of be_ug kept up ; that is, kept in re-
of such property frem both to-morrow, as pair, and properly taken care of.
being poorer than either ; and so on, till all The following, then, are the articles to
security in the possession of property --all the existence of which the system in question
hope of retaining it, were altogether abe- would he fatal; and that not only in the
lished, first instance, but for ever after during its

As no m_n could, at this rate, be secure continuance ; mud of which the aggregate.
of enjoying any thing for t_z nomeuts to- value must therefore be struck out of the
getber, no man woul_ gi;,e himself the aggregate amount of the national wealth.
trouble to improve any thin S 1;y his l_bour : 1. All buildings above the mark ; that is,
all men would live from hand to mouth, all that would now be thought to come un-

While the levelling process is going o.-, it der the name of considerable buildings--all
is destructive to security ; when completed, considerable dwelhng-houses, warehouses,
it is destructive, and that for ever, of na- manufactories.
tional opulence. The wealth of a nation 3. All furniture, except what is now oft he
is the sum of the fortunes of individuals ; meanest kind-- all furniture suitable to the
but the sum of the forttmes of indi_duals circumstances of a family having more than
is reduced by the levelling system in an in- _£20 a-year a-head to live on.
finity of ways. Whatever be the quantum 3. All horses, except a few of those at
of wealth allowed of, to reduce fortunes to present kept for husbandry. No one nor
this standard the community must be emptied two in a family could afford to keep a horse,
of all articles of wealth, which cannot exist since the expense of that article alone would
but in a quantum superior to that standard, exceed the family income. All horses fit for

The English nation is, for a nution of any military service ; consequently, a great part
considerable size, generally acknowledged to of the manure which is supplied by that va-
be the richest, in proportion to the number luable species of cattle would be lost. In
of the people, of any nation under the sun. the earliest, and what are vulgarly called the
But in this richest nation, those who have purest times of the Roman Commonwealth,
reckoned its wealth at the highest, have not those whose wealth enabled them to serve
set down the annual expenditure of its in- on horseback formed an order of men, dis-
habitants, taking even the very richest into tinct from and superior to those who served
the account, at more than £20 a-year each. on foot. A commonwealth that admitted

of such distinctions, could never he tolerated

"The following Esutyis edited from the MSS. under this system of equalisation.
of Bentham. 4. All con_derable libraries. All libraries
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the value of which depended upon their com- multitude of instances, farms, large or small,
pletenass in regard to any particular branch would suffer much in value by being broken
of literature, and of which the characteristic down into smaller ones. A spring or pond,
value would be destroyed by the degree of a convenient communication with the high-
dispersion which the execution of the equa- way or bridge, serves at present for the
lisution plan would necessitute, whole of a farm : divide this farm among a

5. All considerable collections of natural number of proprietors, and only a small part
history; and hence all means of prosecuting of the or'_ml farm, or perhaps no part at
that branch of study to advantage would all, will now derive any benefit from that
cease, conveniency, which before the division was

6. All considerable laboratories and eats- enjoyed by the whole. A certain portion of
bHshments for the prosecution of experimen- land fit for one sort of culture, requires cer-
tal inquiries with a view to the advancement tain other portions of land fit for other sorts
of agriculture, manufactures, or arts. Hence of culture, to be employed with most advan-
all means of promoting the advancement, or rage ; w to so much arable, so much wood,
even preventing the decay of experimental so much meadow land. Under the division,
science, would cease, one man has wherewithal to buy the meadow

7. All fortunes capable of aifording fuLnds land only, another the wood.land only, and
sufficient for the purchase of the constant the arable must be divided into several little
supply of publications relative to any branch plots, to come within the quantum of purchase-
of knowledge at the rate of abundance at money which the equalisation plan allows.
which the literary market is supplied with There are fields, each of them too large for
these productions in the present state of any one purchaser, and which, without new
things, inclosures correspondent to the number of

8. All fortunes capable of affording funds the purchasers, must lose the benefit of in-
applicable to the improvement of land, mines, closure. But the purchaser's capital is all of
or fisheries, upon an extensive and advanta- it expended in the purchase: he has nothing,
geous scale, no fund left for the expenses of inclosure.

9. All fortunes capable of affording, at an One house, one set of outhouses, serves for
early period of life, a fund in store sufficient the whole of the farm in its undivided state.
for the maintenance of the numbers of chil- Divide it into the £20 a-year portions, be
dren of which the marriage union may in whogets thedwelling-house is perhaps unable
every instance, and in many instances will to get the outhouses ; if be get the house
eventually be productive, and outhouses, he perhaps is unable to get

10. The whole value of the labours of any of the land ; ff he get a small scrap of
those whose industry is _t present employed the land, and it can be but a small one, none
in supplying the productions adapted to the of the other fragments of farms carved out
dcunmdsofpersons ineasy circumstances--of of the entire farm has any building belonging
all those at present employed as workmen to it. But without buildings, they will be
in the different branches of the arts, and of worth little or nothing; and as to erecting
the finer manufactures -- all musicians, ar- the buff'dings, it is impossible : what capital
chitects, painters, sculptors, eng_verJ, car- each man had, is expended in the purchase of
vers, gilders, embroiderers, weavers of fine the nakedland. Butuseveryman musthave
stuff's, florists, and the like. All these, find- a house to live in, and every man who cul-
ing nobody rich enough to deal with them, tivates a farm must have outhouses of some
must immediately betake themselves to hus- kind or other to lodge the stock s_d produce
bandry or other coarse labour, which their of it, a fund for these articles of indispen.
habits of life have disqualified them from _ble necessity must be provided in the first
exercising to any adv_tage, instance, and the fragments of farms must

11. The whole of that property which con- consequently be reduced to the miserable and
slats in annuities payable by government out unproductive pittance, the annual value of
of the produce of taxes imposed on the fruits which corresponds to the small remnant of
of industry. As those taxes are imposed capital that remains to buy them. Thus
almost exclusively on superfluities, and all great is the part of the existing mass of
superfluities will be expunged from the book wealth which would therefore be destroyed
of national wealth, national bankruptcy will by the division, as' being in its own nature
be among the necessary and immediate con- incapable of divis/o_ But of that which
sequences of such a change, remained, as not being in its own nature in.

12. Whether it be of advantage or of detrl- capable of division, a great part _ would
me_t to the state, or a matter of indifference, be consumed in the process. The whole
that small farms should be laid into large maa_ ofnatiunal property would have to eome
ones, is a controverted po_t, up_m which it under the hammer ; and every time either
is not necessary here to touch. But what the sale of an estate or a division of the pro.
can not admit of controversy is, that in a duce of the sale came to be made, every role
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and every distribution would afford a fresh than within the year, would be still more pal-
source of disputes between the plundered pably impracticable ; it would be physically
and the plundered, between plunderers and impossible. At present, if so many millions
plunderers, andbetween plunderers and plun- are raised with so much ease within the year
dered, and a fresh demand for the labours byw_yofloan, it is because there are so many
and a fresh harvest for the men of law. thousands of persons who have each so many
Auctioneers with their retainers are already, thousands of pounds to lend, so many thou-
in the present system of things, in no small sands more than they have need to employ
number ; men of law in greater number than otherwise. Upon the equx]L_tion scheme,
most people would wish to see. On the sys- all these monied men would be no more : no-
tern in question, the populousness of these body would have any thing he could spare
predatory professions would be multiplied be- for any length of time, much less for ever ;
yond all measure. An effective tithe of the no man would have any thing but from hand
national property, not to speak of a nominal to mouth.
tithe like the present ecclesiastical one, As to the ga_ners--(I speak always of the
would scarcely be suflScient for the payment immediate and momentary gainers, for ulti-
of this enormous mass of unproductive and mutely, as we shall see, there would scarcely
disastrous services, be a real gainer left in the nation)-- as to the

Present time, it may be sxid, is but a point: rex] gainers, if they were to be looked for any
it is as nothing in comparison with futurity, where, it would be in the class of the pre-
Admitting that the existing generation might, sent day-labourers in husbandry. Their era-
upon the whole, be losers by such a change, plo3Tnent need not be changed: they would
those whose ardent zeal would prompt them continue labourers in husbandry, with this
to attempt it, may still think, or affect to comfortable difference, asitwouldbethought,
think, the change an advantageous one for of labouring upon, and for the benefit of their
the human species upon the whole. But own property, instead of other people's. But
futurity would have as little reason to rejoice even these would for the most part gain no-
in it as present time. thing but ruin by the change. Their frs_ments

Opulence is valoab]e, not merely on its of farms having no bnilding_ on them, would
own account, but as a security for subsis- be useless to them tiU buildings could be
tence. The rich, were they to deserve pro_ erected. A man might farm profitably, and
scription because of their riches, deserve to live comfortably a year or two hence, if he
be saved from proscription in quality of were then alive: but in the meantime he
bankers to the poor. Estates broken down would not be able to farm or live at all. The
to the scantling in question, or to any thing immense multitude of new created farms, all
like that scantling, would afford no resource of them without buildings, would require an
against scarcity, or any other calamity, such unmense and instant multiplication of the
as fire, famine, or pestilence, that required a number of workmen concerned in building.
considerable treasure in store to be employed But this number, instead of being multi-
to alleviate the load of it. They would plied, or so much as increased, would be as
afford no fund for the expenses of a war, immediately and permanently reduced: for
even of a defensive one. they too would have their portions, as well

Along with the whole stock of opulence, as the labourers in husbandry : if they In-
would go that branch of security which de- boured any longer, it would be upon their
pends upon the means of national defence, own property, not upon other people's. If
In war, the measure of raising within the they laboured at all, what inducement would
year supplies for the service of the yem'-- they have to labour upon other people's pro-
desirable as such a measure would in the petty, or indeed for other people? What
opinion of every one be, if it were practica- would they get by it? an addition to their
ble, has always been given up as attended respective portions? But that, bythe suppo-
with too much difficulty and even danger, to sition is not to be suffered. No sooner was it
be attempted ; and this even in the present become property, than it would come to be
state of opulence, when the number of those divided : no sooner had they got it, than it
capable of contributing, and contributing would be taken from them.
hugely, is so great. How would it be when This supposes every body day-labourers
those who were best able to contribute had and mechanics devoted to industry, dispmmd
but £S_0a-year to live on? It is nowlooked to fruga&ity, proof against all temptation to

P_naS impracticable: then it would be excess, even in the midst of a sudden and
d measure more so, even though every unexpected influx of the momentary means

rmm had his £20 a-year; much more when of excess and dissipation. But even in the
that pittance is reduced to perhaps two- present system of things, this extraordinary
thirds, perI_ps half, by the various ceuses of degree of moderation is, under such circum-
reduction whleh would be in operation. At stances, hardly to be expected from one in
the tame time, to raise the supplies otherwise ten among those ehtsses; and under the pro-
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posed new system, industry and frugality can it have its gratificatinn? In one or other,
would be but folly, as we shall presently and only in one or other of two ways: either
have oces_on to observe, by raising myself to your level, or by pulling

Whowouldbethelosers--Imesntheim- you down tomine. If it be the /irst only
mediate losers--by such a change ? Those, that is in my thoughts, self-interest, and that
and at first sight it might seem those only, only, is my ruling motive: if the first and the
whose present fortunes are above the mark. second, envy conjoined with selfishness are
But these would be but a small part of the the passions that govern me. The man of be-
real and effective losers. To the list of pre- nevolence is the man to whom the spectacle
sent proprietors must be added that of all of another's happiness is delightful The
those sons of industry whose present annual lover of equality, in its most refined form, is
earnings are to a certain amount superior in the man to whose eyes the spectacle of an-
value to the intended common portion ;--all other's prosperity is intolerable. What is the
professional men in any tolerable practice-- envious man but the same? What, then, is
physicians, surgeons, lawyers, artists, factors, this so much boasted passion for equality?
and the like ;--many handicrafts of the su- It is a propensity which begins in vice and
perior kind, such as mathematical-instrument leads to ruin. In the scale of merit, it is as
makers, millwrights, shipwrights, musical- much below selfishness as selfishness is below
instrument makers, &c. ; and even mere la- the virtue of benevolence.
bourers, where the labour is severe, as coal- Equality, were it brought to the highest
hearers, &e. earn from £.50 to _200 a-year, pitch of perfection to which the hearts of
which the greater part of them are in the the most sanguine votaries of the equalisa-
habit of spending as it comes. What would tion plan could wish to carry it, would still
be either their present feelings, or even their be but the semblance of equality in effect. If
filture advantage, on charting their £50 or equality in point of wealth be desirable, it
£200 a-year for life into a perpetuity even can only be so in the quality of an efficient
0f£20 a-year, supposing the common portion cause of equality in point of happiness: at
could amount to so much, instead of falling least in as far as the quantum of happiness
widely short of that mark, as it will soon be depends on that of wealth. But of equality
seen to t%? in point of wealth, nothing like equality in

Equalisation laws, made at the expense of point of happiness can be the result: not
existing rights and expectations, are alike even in so far as happiness depends on wealth.
destructive to present security in respect to Equality in point of wealth, is equality in
property, and to permanent security in re- point of means of happiness: but what does
spect of subsistence. The desire to establish equality of means, in favour of happiness,
such laws, or to cause them to be established-- where equality in point of wants is wanting?
the love, the passion for equality, has its root, The allotments in point of wealth, to be pro-
not in _irtue, but in vice; not in benevolence, ductive of equalityin point of happiness, must
but in malevolence, be not equal, but proportional; not equal to

A law of this complexion is a mere act of one another, but all of them proportioned
to men'srobbery--but of robbery upon a large scale, respective wants. It is only from

In the nature and quality of its effects, it is proportionality, not from equality in point of
undistinguishable from the crime that goes by wealth, that equality, in point of happiness
that name ; but in point of extent, the mis- can arise. Where is the equality between me
chief of it is as much greater as the power of and my robust and healthy neighbour, if I
the government is greater than that of the am dying for want of that relief in the way
private robber. The power of the ordinary of medicine, sea-bathing, or change of air,
robber goes not beyond a few moveables; which a portion of his allotment out of the
and such moveables as may easily and spee- estate that was all of it mine, but is now
dily be conveyed away: the power _ the le- shared with him and others, would have en-
gislating robber extends to immoveables_to abled me to prneure?
every thing_to the future as well as to the Inequality is the natural condition of man-
present.. The power of the ordinary robber kin& Subjection is the natural state of man.
extends not beyond the few whom chance It is the state into which he is born : it is
may throw in his way: the power of the the state in which he always has been born,
authorised robber exten& over the whole and always wfll be, so long as man is man : /t
territory of the state, is the state in which he must continue fur

The passion for equality ]ms no root in some of the first years of his life, on pain of
the benevolent affections: its root is either per_'hln_. Absolute equality is _y
simply in the selfish affections, or in the impossil_le. Absolute liberty is directly re.
selfish, combined with the malevolent. You pugmmt to the existence of eve_ kind of
being superior to me in wealth or power; my 8overzummat.
wishis thai:we maybeequaL Whatisthe Allh,,m_neres_,esambemaadmm_
object of that wish? in what peasibte way seysthedeelm'atinaefdsht_, equsllnriskt*.
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The childof two years old has as much right moderate or prudent application: that the
to govern the father, then, as the _ther has principle edmits not of your stopping any-
to govern the chikL where in the application of it : that on pain

Without the subjection of either the wife of abandoning and passing condemnation on
to her husband, or the husband to the wife, the principle, when once the process of forced
no domestic society as between man and wife equalisation is begun, it must go on and be
could subsi_ Without the subjection of pursued all lengths, even to the lengths that
the children to the parent, no domestic so- have been described: that the principles pub-
ciety, as between parent and child, could liciy avowed by the professed partisans of
subsist : all children under a certain age equality, go all these lengths in the very
must soon perish, and the species become words, as well as according to the spirit of
extinct. But the persons thus placed under their most public and most boasted produc-
subjection by non-age, are at least half tions:thatthedoctrineofequalrightsislald
of the species, and those placed in a simi- down without reserve: that no line is drawn,
lar state by marriage not less than a third or attempted to be drawn; that the words
of the remaining half. Subjection, then, is employed exclude the drawing of any such
the natural and unavoidable state of at least line ; and that if any line had been drawn,
two-thirdsofthe species; and if it were pos- or were to be attempted to be drawn, the
sible that any thing like independence could attempt would not so much as palliate, much
subsist amongany part of it, it could only be less remedy the evil : and that to the impu-
among the remaining tldr(L tation of error it would only add the reproach

As the doctrine of universal independence of inconsistency and dereliction of principle.
is repugnant to possibility and the nature To stop at any one point in the career
of things, so is the doctrine of universal of forced equalisation, would neither afford
equality absolutely repugnmlt to the existence security to such of the rich as it left unplun-
of generalindependence, in as far as indepen- doted, nor satisfaction to the poor whom it
danes is possible. Those who are exempt left unenriched. An object being avowed,
from domestic subjection, can in no inteill- which can never be attained so longas I have
gible sense be said to be equal in point of i a penny mere than the beggar that plies be-
rights to those who are under it. If ohio fore my door, what assurance can I give my-
versal eqmdity, then, were the object that I serf any day (says the rich man, who hath
ought to be in view, universal subjection as yet been spared), that it may not be my
as strict as domestic subjection, would be turn the next ? Will the vagabonds that
the only means of obtaining it. Universal have as yet got no share, be satisfied with
equality by independence you cannot pessi- the plunder that has fallen to the lot of their
bly have : equality as universal as you please, brother vagabonds that are consuming theirs ?
by subjection as universal as you please, you Where is the justice, where the equality of
may have, if you desire to have it, with one this pretended equalisation plan ? eri_s the
exception only, that of the monarch, expectant beggar, whom the division has not

The great point is to get any government yet reached. Why have my wants been so
at all : it is the most useful point, and the i long neglected, while those of my neighbour
most difficult. When once you have got your have been so long satisfied ? Am I less a
government, and got it tolerably settled, citizen than he? is my happiness less a part
then is the time to temper it. of the happiness of the community than his ?

But why combat shadows, it may be said, So far from gaining by the change, I am as
and expatiate upon a scheme of equalisation yet a loser by it. Till now, only the few,
which you are representing as impracticable? now the many, are above me. Till now, my
It is on]y for equslity, so far, and so far only superiors were out of my sight; now they
asit is practicable, and practicable to advan- are incessantly st my elbow. Till now, my
tags, that we contend: for the lopping off" superiors were all strangers to me; now my
the superfluities of overgrown and excessive equals, my familiars, sweU the list. Not a
oFdlence,.for alleviating the sulferings of ex- step can I stir without falKug in with an aco
cessive w_ery : for planting and maintaining quaintance, revel]L_in enjoyments, ofwhich,
the virtuous race of industrious proprietors, it seems, I am destined never to partake.
for planting and maintaining plenty without As these discontents _ll arise at every
luxury, and independence without insolence, step made in the progress, so will they at
To push any system to an absurd excess, and every other that can be made, and always
then give the abuse of the system as the s_ with equal reason _or rather with superior
tern itself_what am be more uncandid or' and accumulating reason. Every weeeding
more inconclusive ? Your object_ns would step will have afforded a precedent, and the
be just enough if applied to the abuse of the commencement of a justification of the sue-
system proposed, bat have no force agzdnsta ceeding ones: what at first was theory, will
modergte and _rudeat app_ of it. have been ze_tled into practise: whet at ftrst

My mswe_ Is, that it admits Dot of any wM innovation, will have become astalflkh-
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ment: till &t length the original race of pro- out upon has prescribed to you, but that you
prleturs having been reduced to nothing, and can not stop anywhere short of rain without
allhope or pos_bility of rcpair_ an injustice the dereliction of your principle; without a
done to them being a_hiL_ted_ the opposi- confeuion by action, more humiliating than
tionmade by justice willbeveceased: justice any confession by words, that your whole
will have become indifferent, and as it were system was from the first, on the whole, and
neutral: the injustice of going on will not in every part of it, a pernicious one, and the
be exceeded by the injustice of stopping, most pernicious of all political systems that
Name who can the point at which the line ever were or can be devised. Not only the
of stoppage can be drawn. No such line good expected from such a change would be
hath as yet been drawn byanyman; no such too expensive, but were it ever so desirable,
line attempted to be drawn by any man. Let it would be altogether unattainable--at least
arbitrary power/rove decreed (and what but unmalntainable for two instants together.
power the most arbitrary could decree) that Past equality does not answer the intention
a line of this sort shall be drawn; that bounds --present equality is the object; and what-
of this sort shall be set to the process of ever reason there may be for aiming st it at
equalisation,-- what but caprice can draw it ? any one period of time, the same reason will
what but corruption will be said or will be there be for maintaining it at every other
thought to have set them? permd of time. A fresh division mustthere-

The argument that turns on the difficulty fore be made upon every division that hap-
of stopping is a common one: it is become pened in the number of the sharers : a fresh
commonplace: it is open to abuse, and few division upon every birth, and upon every
have been more abused: it has been em- death a fresh division; or the inutility and
ployed against salutary measures: and the folly of the original division must stand can.
more frequently and the more eagerly era- fessed.
ployed, as it is one of those general at- Of this perpetual necessity of flesh divl-
guments which may be produced against sinus, what would be the result? Nobody
measures which admit of no particular oh- would have any thing he could call his own:
jections. It is more _ the taste of the all property would in effect be destroyed--
ignorant fool, and of the cowardly, than of all present property, and all prospect of seen-
the knowing or the bra'te: it is more apt rityin respect of property in future: allidea
to be employed in the defence of old abuses, of subsistence except from hand to mouth:
than in the combating of novelties really all incentive to labour beyond the a_tisfaction
pernicious, of the necessities of the day; for why should

It is one of those obj_ctious that is much I bestow my labour to-day in the unprove-
better calculated to confirm partisans already ment of that property, which may be torn
gained, than to gain new ones; still more from me to-morrow?
than to make proselytes f._om partisans an- A fresh division would again require to
g._ged on the other sxd_. To say to me (after take place every time a person became help-
admitting that as yet I am in a right track,) less to such a degree as to be unable to make
to say to me, you will find it impossible his own little property (his .£15, his _£10
or d]tSeult to stop, is to say to me, either a-year, or whatever the original portion of
prudence or fortune will be _a.nting to you: £20 was redned to) suffice for his own main.
it is to say to me, that _'All happo_n which tenance--a fresh division, or some other at-
you are persuaded will not bepp_n. It i_ to rangement capable of answering the same
gall, in a multitude of tender points at once, purFose. Every birth adds, during the age of
the irritable frame of humpJt vanity. It is helplessness, to the sum of burthens; every
to turn a disbelieving ear to my pretensions death, by taking from the sum of burthens,
of present judgment and pres-.n_ forecast; adds relatively to the sum of benefits. But
it is to prophesy to me and my friends, a fu- the addition made to the sum of burthens by
sure deficiency in point of prudence andgood infirmity happening to a grown person, is
fortune, much greater than that made by the birth

In the present instance, the argument wears of an infant: the adult requires many times
a very different complexion, and strikes vAth as much as the infant for his sustenance.
a very different degree of force. It is--not The portion of the adult, now become help-
that you will find it difficult t3 stop at a less, was too small to afford him subsistence
proper place, but that yon ousht not to without the benefit of his labour to improve
stop anywhere: it is_not that you may be it. Being now incapable of all labour, he
drawn on into the road to ruin, but that you must either perish, or, to keep him alive, the
can not, in the nature of things, so long as portion of other people must be laid under
you pursue your intent, stop anywhere short contribution to make up the difference. Here,
of ruin : it is--not that you may be led on then, comes the necessity ofasystem to an-
by heat of temper or untoward accidents be- swer the purpose of the present poor-laws,
_ond the hounds which the principle you set with this difference_that for maintaini_
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the growing in_eose of the poor, there re- penny le/_, should I refuse the most expeno
main none but what are poor already. The sivedeslre itsgratification_when, whatever
dispensations of equality have brought back I dissipate of my own present stock, musl_
the age of virtuembe it so: but virtue, be made up to me from that of other people ?
however it may diminish disease, will not de- To what purpose, while I have a penny left,
stroy it; virtue will not extirpate the small- should I plague myself with working-- when,
pox nor the contagious fever; virtue will not so long as I have any thing to pay, others
prevent legs nor arms from breaking; virtue will work for me with pay, and when I have
will not give robustness nor agility to the no longer pay to give them, they must work
extremity of old age. for me without it?

Equality amongst the members of a coin- Here, then, is a perpetual race between
munity-- equality, whatever be the standard dissipation and idleness on the one hand, and
portion mincludes two points: that no mere- that plan of division, whatever it be, by which
her shall have more than that portion; and the law of equalisation is carried into execu-
that no one shall have less. The first of lion, on the other: dissipation and idleness
these points is attainable bythe equalisation continually widening the gap; division of
system to great perfection: the latter not. property using its best endeavours to fill it
To the latter, this pure and exalted system is up. But the pace of dissipation is the pace
not more competent than the present abusive of the racer ; the pace of legal division that
and corrupt one: it is even much less so. To of the tortoise.
industry it affords no new encouragement; All this while, the members of the corn-
on the contrary, it takes from it whatever munity are divided into two classes: the in-
encouragement it has at present. To what dustrious and frugal, slaves toiling for others:
purpose should I earn more than the poorest the idle and prodigal, lords and masters, en-
of my fellow-citizens, when so much as I joying for themselves. Such would be the
earn more than them, so much will be taken fruit of the equalisation system, while the
from me. Neither to idleness or to dissipa- execution of it was going on, until a certain
lion does it administer any new discourage- portion of the national wealth having been
ment; on the contrary, it gives to both of destroyed in a variety of ways, and a certain
these dispositions encouragement, and that portion of the national population destroyed
the greatest they can receive. Putting idle- by a mixture of famine and excess, the miser-
hess upon a footing of equality in point of able would awaken from their delirium, curse
future advantage with industry, and dissi- the system and its inventors, and join their
patton with frugality, it gives to each the endeavours to bring back the former state of
portion of present pleasure with which it is things.
attended, clear. Why, so long as I have a
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PRINCIPLES OF PENAL LAW.

PART I.

POLITICAL REMEDIES FOR THE EVIL OF OFFENCES.

CHAPTER I. away the power of offending is to incepacL
SUBJECTor THXSBOO_. rate him. A remedy which ought to act by

means of fear, is it called apunishment y has
AFTEIt having considered offences as diseases it, or has it not, the effect of incapacitating ?
in the body politic, t analogy leads us to re- t This depends upon its nature.
gard as remedies the means of preventing I The principal end of punishments is to
and repairing them. [ prevent like offences. The past offence is

These remedies may be arranged under I only as one point; tile future is infinite.
four classes : -- The past offence concerns only one indivi-

1. Preventive Remedies. dual ; similar offences may affect every one.
2. Suppressive Remedies. In many cases, the evil committed is irre-
3. Satisfactive Remedies. parable ; but the will to do evil may always
4. Penal Remedies, or simply Pmtish- be taken away, because, how great soever

ments, the advantage of the offence may be, the evil
Preventive Remedies.-- The different me- of the punishment may be made to surpass

thods of preventing a crime may be thus it.
called. Of these there are two sorts : Direct These four classes of remedies may some-
methods, applying immediately to a particu- times require different operations ; sometimes
lar offence : Indirect methods, consisting in the same operation will suffice for all.
general precautions against a whole class of We shall treat in this Book of Direct Pre-
offences, ventive Remedies---of Suppressive Remedies

Suppressive Remedies. _ These are means ---and of Satisfactitive Remedies. The se-
which tend to cause an offence to cease-- an cond part will treat of Punishments, and the
offence begun, but not completed, and con- third of Indirect Preventive Remedies.
sequently, to prevent at least a portion of
the evil.

Satlsfactive Remedies are those by which CHAPTER II.
reparation is made, or indemnification given ot_ DUtECTMETHODSOr PaEWt_TING
to an innocent person, on account of the evil OffENCES.
he has suffered by an offence.

Penal Remedies, or simply Punishments. B_roRE an offence is consummated, it may
When the evil has been made to cease, when announce itself in various manners : it may
the party injured ]ms been indemnified, it is pass through degrees of preparation, which
still necessary to prevent the recurrence of often allow of its being stopped before it
similar offences, both on the part of the of- reaches its catastrophe.
fender and of every one else. This part of police may be exercised either

There are two methods by which this end by powers conferred on all persons, or by
may be obtained: the one by correcting the special powers delegated to persons in an.
will; the other by taking away the power thority.
to injure. The will is influenced by fear. The powers conferred on all persons for
Power is taken away by physical restraint, their protection are such as may be exercised
T_ take away from an offender the wi]l to before justice intervenes, and may for
offend again, is to reform him: to take reason be called antejudicial methods. Such

is the right of opposing by force the execu-
tlon of an apprehended offence; the seizing* The f?llowing work is editea _ the

de LegislationpubHshed by Dumoat, a suspected person, and keeping him in cus-
ann me ?dghud MSS. of Bentham. tody; the taking him before the judge; the

See Introduction to Moralsand Legbhtion. using force ; the seque_ering in re_q_nm'ble
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lumds any thing supposed to be stolen, or : some which apply specially to certain offences.
which may be expected to be destroyed ; the We shall not here enter into these details of
actuatingall the _sistants as witnesses ; the police and administration. The choice of
requiring the aid of every one, in order to these methods, the occasion, the manner of
conduct before the magistrates those who applying them, depend upon a great number
may be suspected of evll designs, of circumstances ; on the other hand, they

The obligation of rendering such services are sufficiently simple, and almost always
might he imposed, and every citizen required pointed out by the nature of the case. In
to render them, as one of the most important case of injurious defamation, the writings
duties in society : it might also be well to may be seized before publication. With re-
estabhsh rewards for those who have assisted spect to unwholesome eatables, liquors, or
in preventing an offence, and delivering the medicines, they may be destroyed before they
offender into the hands of justice. Will it are made use of. Judicial visits and inspec-
be said, that these powers may be abused, tions may serve to prevent frauds, clandes-
and that individuals might use them for the tine acts, and smuggling.
purposes of depredation ? Such danger is These kinds of cases rarely admit of pre-
imaginary. This affectation of order and eise rules. Much must necessarily be left to
publicity could only oppose their designs, the discretion of the public officers and
and expose them too manifestly to punish- iudges; but the legislator ought to give them
ment. instructions, to hinder the abuse of their ar-

GeneralRule.mThereisnotmuchdanger bitrary powers.
in granting rights which can only be enjoyed These instructions should be framed upon
by an exposure to all the inconvemences of the following maxims : The more rigorous
their exercise in case they should not he re- the means employed, tbe more scrupulous
cognised, should they be in their use. More may be

To refuse to justice the assistance it may done, in proportion to the grandeur of the
derive from all these means, would be to offence apprehended and its apparent pro-
anffer an irreparable evil, from the fear of an bability--in proportion also as the offender
evil which could be repaired, appears more or less dangerous, and as he

Independently of these powers, which ought has greater or less means of accomplishing
to belong to all, there are others which only his evil designs.
belong to magistrates, and which may be of There is one limit which ought never to
great use in preventing offences which are be neglected: " No method of prevention
apprehended, should be employed, which is likely to cause

1. Admo_dtion. -- It is a simple lesson, but a greater mischief than the offence itself"
given by a judge, cautioning the suspected
individual, showing that he is observed, and
recalling him to his duty by a respectable CHAPTER IIL
authority. OFCHRONICOFFENCES.

2. Threateni_y.--This is the same method
but enforced by the menace of the law. In HAW_ treated of suppressive remedies, that
the first, it is the paternal voice which uses is to say, of the methods of causing offences
the language of persuasion : in the second, it to cease, let us see what are the offences
is the magistrate who intimidates by the lan- which can thus be made to cease, for all have

guage of severity, not this capacity, and those which have, have
3. Promises required of keeping from a it not in the same manner.

certain place.--This method, applicable to The possibility of causing an offence to
the prevention of many offences, is particu- cease, supposes a duration sufficiently great
laxly so to quarrels, personal offences, and to admit of the intervention of justice. But
seditious practices, all offences have not this duration: some

4. PartialBanlshment._ProhJbition tothe have a transient effect; the effect of others is
suspected individual to present himself be- permanent. Homicide and rape arc irrepa-
fore the threatened party, to be in the same ruble : theft may last only a moment; it may
dwelling-house, or in any other place in- alsolast for ever, if the tblng stolen have been
tended as the theatre of the crime, consumed or lost.

5. Ba/LmOhligationtofurnishbondsmen, It is necessary, to distinguish the circum-
who will engage to pay s fine in case of con- stances under which offences have a greater
travention of the separation required, or less duration, because they affect the sup-

6. Establishment of Guards for the protec- pressive methods which are applicabl_ to
tlon of persons or things threatened, them respectively.

7. Seizure of arms or other instruments 1. An offence acquires duration, by the
intended to be employed in the apprehended simple continuance of an act capable of ceas-
offence, ing at each moment, without ceasing to have

Besides these general methods, there are been an offence. The detention of a person,
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the concealment of any thing, are offences and civil wars. Eighth class of chronic of-
of this nature. First class of chronic offences, fences, ex co-operatione.
ex actu eontinuo. Chronic offences are liable to have their

2. Is the design to commit an offence, re- catastrophe. The projected offence termi*
garded as an offence? it is clear, that the nares in the consummated offence. Simple
continued design will be a continued offence, corporal injuries have for their natural ter-
This class of offences may coincide with the minatlon, irreparable corporal injuries and
former, ez intentwne pers,stente, homicide. With respect to imprisonment,

Among other offences which possess du- there is no crime which it may not have for
ration, are the greater number of negative its object : to unloose an inconvenient matri-
offences, of those which consist of omissions: monlal connexionmto accomplish a project
not to provide for the nourishment of a child of seduction-- to suppress a testimony-- to
with which one is chargeable ; not to pay his extort a secret--to hinder the reelaimlng of
debts ; not to surrender to justice ; not to property--to obtain forced assistance in an
discover his accomplices, not to put an in- outrageous enterprise ;--in a word, impri-
dividual into possession of a right which sonment may always have some particular
belongs to him. Third class of chronic of- catastrophe, according to the design of the
fences, e:r actu aegativo, offender.

4. There are some corporeal works, of In the course of a criminal enterprise, the
which the existence is a prolonged offence : end may be changed as well as the means.
A manufacture injurious to the health of a A thief surprised may, from fear of punish-
neighbourhood ; a building which obstructs ment, or regret for having lost the fruit of
a road ; a bank which contracts the course his crime, become an assassin.
of a river, &c. Fourth class of chronic of- It belongs to the foresight of the judge to
fences, ex opera manente, represent to himself, in each case, the pro.

5. The productions of the mind may pea- hable catastrophe of the offence commenced,
seas the same character, through the interven- in order to prevent it by a prompt and well-
tion of printing. Such are libels, pretended directed interposition. In order to determine
histories, alarming prophecies, obscene prints; the punishment, he ought to regard the in-
in a word. every thing which presents to the tentions of the offenders : in applying pre.
eyes of the citizens, under durable signs, vcntlve or suppressive remedies, he ought to
ideas which ought not to be presented to regard all the probable consequences, as well
them. Fifth class of chronic offences, ex those which have been intended, as those
scripto et similibus, which have been neglected or unforeseen.

6. A train of actions may possess a cha-
racter of unity, in virtue of which, be who
performs them is said to have contracted a CHAPTER IV.
habit. Such are the coining of money; of oF SUPPRESSIVEREMEDIESFORCHRONIC
the processes prohibited in a manufacture_ OFVE_CES.
smuggling in general Sixth class of chronic
offences, ex habzta. THE different kinds of chronic offences re-

7. There is a kind of duration in certain quire different suppressive remedies. These

offences, the which, though they differ among suppressive means are the same as the pre-
themselves, take a character of unity, from venuve means, of which we have already
the one having been the occasion of the given a catalogue. The differtqlce lies only
other. A man having committed waste in in the time of their application.
a garden, beats the proprietor, who comes to In some cases, the preventive means cor-
oppose him ; he follows him into the house, respond so exactly with the nature of the
insults his family, destroys his furniture, offence, that it is scarcely necessary to point
kills his favourite dog, and continues his de- them out. It is clear that injurious imprison-
predations. Thus an indefinite series of ment requires liberation--that theft requires
offences is formed, during the continuance restoration in kind. The only difficulty is to
of which, opportunity may occur for the in- know where to find the thing or the person
tervention of justice. Seventh class of detained.
chronic offences, ex occasions. There ace other offences, such as seditious

8. There is a kind of duration in the ease mobs, and certain negative offences-in par-
of many offenders, who either, with or with- ticular, the non-payment of debts, which
out concert, pursue the same object. Thus, require more far-fetched means for their sup-
of a confused mixture of acts of destruction, pression- We sheJ] have occasion to examine
threats, verbal and personal, injuries, insult- these under their proper headt
ing eries and provoking clamours, is formed The evll of dangerous writings is more
the sad and terrible compound called tumult, difficult to suppress. They hide themselves
riot. insurreetion__forertwmers of rebellion --they re-appear ; they spring up with new
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vigo_ after the most rigorous proscriptions, does the execution correspond with it? The
We ch_l find among the indirect methods, magistrate is to go into the midst of the tu-
those which are most efllcecious in opposing mult, and read a long and tiresome formula
them. which no one understands; and woe be to

Greater latitude must be left to the ms- those who, an hour afterwards, are in that
gistrate with respect to suppressive means, placel they are declared convicted of a capi-
than with respect to preventive means. The tal offence. This statute, dangerous to the
reason is dear. Is an offence to be sup- innocent, difficult to be executed against
pressed ? there is a crime already proved, the guilty, is a compound of weakness and
and a punishment appointed in consequence ? violence.
Nothing is risked in making it cease, so long At the moment of disorder, the _resenee
as what would be done for its pun'_shment is of the magistrate ought to be announced by
not exceeded. Is an offence to be prevented ? some extraordinary sign. The red flag, so
too many scruples can hardly be felt : there famous in the French revolution, had a great
may be no such offence in agitatiml ; it may effect upon the imagination. In the midst
be attributed to the wrong person ; it may of clamour, the ordinary means of language
be that the individual suspected acts only do not suffice. A multitude can only use
with a good intention, and, instead of be- their eyes : their eyes should therefore be
coming culpable, will stop of himself All addressed. A speech requires attention and
these possibilities require a more gentle and silence, but visible signs have a rapid and
regulated procedure, in proportion as the ap- powerful operation: they speak the whole
prebended crime is problematical, at once ; they have only one meaning, which

Particular means for preventing or suppress- cannot be equivocal: an intentional noise,
in9 illegal detention or deportation, a concerted report, cannot plevent their" effect.

These means may be reduced to the fol- Besides, words lose their influence from a
lowing precautions : -- crowd of unforeseen circumstances. Is the

1. The keeping a register of all places in speaker hated, the language of justice be-
which persons are confined, without their comes hateful when uttered by him? His
consent : Prisons, hospitals for the insane character, his behaviour, his first appearance,
and idiots, and private houses into which in- are these ridiculous ? this ridicule extends to
valids of this class are received, his functions, and degrades them--anoth

2. The keeping a register of the cause of reason for speaking to the eyes by respe
the detention of each prisoner ; the not per- able symbols, which arc not subject to
witting the detention of a madman but after same caprices.
a judicial consultation of physicians, signed But as it may be necessary to add words
by them. These two registers, preserved in to signs, a speaking trumpet is essentially
the tribunals of each district, should be pub- necessary. Even the singularity of this ino
licly exposed, or at least allowed to be freely strument would contribute to give more
consulted by every body. eclat and dignity to the orders of justice, by

3. To determine upon some signal which removing all idea of familiar conversation,
should, as much as possible, be in the power by impressing the conviction that it was not
of every person who is carried off, to the the simple individual himself who was heard,
effect of authorizing the passers by to call but a privilegnd minister, the herald of the
the ravishers to account ; to accompany laws.
them if they declare that they wish to carry This method of making one's self heard at
the prisoner before the judges ; or to take [ a distance, has been long employed at sea,
them thither themselves, if they have a dif- I where distance, the noise of the winds and
/erent intention, the waves, have made the weakness of the

4. To grant to every one the right to ap- i voice sensible. Poets have often compared

ply for the opening of every house in which I a poople in commotion to the sea in a storm :he suspects that the person he seeka for is ought this analogy to be acknowledged only
detained against his w311. as a source of amusement? It would be of

much greater importance in the hands of
justice.

CHAPTER V. The orders should be in few words -- no-
o • x A aT !a L v A W thing which appears like ordinary discourse

or discussion-- no reference to the king --
Is England, in the case of seditious mobs, but to justice alone. The head of the state
they do not begin with military assassina- may be justly or unjustly an object of aver-
tion: warning precedes punishment ; martial sion -- this aversion may even be the cause
lawis proclaimed, and the soldier cannot act of the tumult: to fecal this idea would be
till after the m_,dstrate has spoken, to inflame the passions, ,instead of _]ming

"/_e intention of this law is excellent: but them. If he be not odious, why expose him
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to the liability of becoming so? Every fa- dual who has suffered m the lawful condition
your, every thing which bears the character in which he would have been if the law had
of benevolence, ought to be represented as not been violated.
the work of the father of his people. All Satisfaction is still more necessary m order
rigour, all acts of severity, need be attri- to cause the evil of the second class to cease :
buted to no one. The hand which acts may punishment alone does not effect this. It
be artfully hidden. They may be thrown tends, without doubt, to diminish the num-
upon some creature of the imagination, some bet of offenders; but this number, though
animated abstraction--such as justice, the diminished, cannot be considered as null.
daughter of necessity and mother of peace, The examples of crimes committed more or
whom men ought always to fear, but never less publicly, will excite more or less of up-
to hate, and who always deserve their first prehension. Each observer will there see a
homage, chance of suffering in his turn. Is it wished

that this feeling of dread should disappear ?
it is necessary that satisfaction should follow

CHAPTER VI. as constantly as punishment. If the crime be
OF THE NATURE OF SATISFACTION. followed by punishment without satisfaction,

so many offenders punished, so many proofs
W [IAT is satisfaction? A benefit received in that the punishment is inefficacious, and con-
consideration of an injury. If it refer to an sequently so much alarm which presses on
offence, satisfaction is an equivalent given to society.
a party injured, on account of the injury he : But we must make one essential observa-
has suffered, tion here. In order to take away the alarm,

Satisfaction is plenary, when, upon adding it is sufficient that the satisfaction should
up the two sums--the one of the evil suf- appear complete to the eyes of the observers,
tered, the other of the good received--the when it may not be so to the eyes of the
value of the second appears equal to the persons interested.
value of the first, in such manner, that if How shall we judge if the satisfaction be
the injury and the reparation could be re- perfect, withrespeet to him who receives it?
peated, the event would appear indifferent The balance in the hands of passion will
to the party injured. Does the reparation always inchne to the side of interest. To
want any thing m value to make it equal in the miser you can never give enough: to the
value to the evil? the satisfaction is only revengeful, the humiliation of his adversary
partial and imperfect, never appears sufficiently great. It is neces-

Satisfaction has two aspects or two bran- sary, then, to imagine an impartial observer.
ches: the past and the future. Satisfaction and to regard as sufficient the satisfaction
for the past is called indemnification; antis- which would make him think that, for such
faction for the future consists in making the a price, he would hardly regret to receive
evil of the offence to cease. Does the evil such an injury.
cease of itself? nature exercises the functions
of justice, and the tribunals have nothing in
this respect to do. CHAPTER VIII.

Has a sum of money been stolen? so soon or THE DIPFEKENTKINDSOF SATISFACTION.
as it is restored to its owner, satisfaction
for the future is complete. It remains only S1xkindsofsatisfaetionmaybedistinguisbed:
to indemnify him for the past, for the tempo- i 1. Pecuniary Satisfaction. _ The means of
rary less he has experienced during the con- procuring almost ali pleasures, money is an
tinuance of the crime, efficacious compensation for many evils ; but

But with respect to a thing wasted or it is not always in the power of the offender
destroyed, satisfaction for the future can to furnish it, nor agreeable to the party
only have place by giving to the party in- offended to receive it. Offer an offended
jured something similar or equivalent. Sa- man of honour the mercenary price for an
tisfaction for the past consists in indemni- insult, it is a new affront.
lying him for the temporary privation. 2. Restitution in kind.-- This satlsfa_on

coi_sists either in restoring the thing which
has been taken away, or in giving a like thing,

CHAPTER VII. or an equivalent, for that which has heeu
taken away or destroyed.

REASONS UPON WHICH THE OBLIGATION ¢O 3. Attestative Satlsfactlon.--If the evil re-MAKE SATISFACTION IS FOUNDED.
suit from a falsehood, from a false oplxfion

SATISl_ACZIONis necessary in order to cause with respect to a point of fact, the satisfvc-
the ewl of the first class to cease, and re- tion is completed by a legal attestation of its
establish every thing in the condition it was truth.
in beibre the offence; to replace the indivi- 4. Honorary ,.qatisfae.tioa. _ An operatioa
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which has for its object either to maintain not compensated is a subject of triumph for
or re-establish, in favour of an individual, a the offender.
portion of hunour, that the offence of which Laws h_ve every where been imperfect
he has been the object has made him lose, upon this point. On the side of punishment,
or run tile risk of losing, excess has been little dreaded- on the side

5. Vindictive Sati_action.--Every thing of satisfaction, little trouble has been taken
which inflicts a manifest pain upon the often- with reference to deficiency. Punishment,
der may yield a pleasure of vengeance to the an evil which when in excess, is purely mis-
party injured, ehievous, is seattered with a lavish hand ;

6. Substitutive Satisfaction _ or satisfac- whilst sstisfactmn, which altogether pro-
lion at the expense of a third party ; as dueas good, is given with a grudging parsi-
when a person who has not committed a runny.
crime find_ himself responsible in his for-
tune for him who has committed it.

In determining the choice of the kind of CHAPTER X.
astisfiwtion to be granted to an injured party, ov THE CERTAINTYOF SATISFACTION.
three things should be considered : thefaci-
l/ty of furnishing it ; the nature of the evil THE certainty of satisfaction is an essential
to be compensated; and the feelings which branch of security. Whatever diminution
may be supposed to belong to him. We shall there is in this respect, is so much security
soon recur to these different heads, for the lost.
purpose of considering them more at large. What should be thought of those laws

which, to the natured causes of uncertainty,
add factitious and voluntary ones ? It is to

CIIAPTER IX. obviate this detect that we lay down the
OF THE t}UANTITY OF SATISFACTION TO BE tWO following rules :_

GRANTED. i. The obligation of satisfying shall not
be extinguished by the death of the party

So much a_ the satisfaction wants of being injured. What was due to the deceased on
complete, so much evil remains without account of satisfaction, remains due to his
remedy. What is required to prevent deft- heirs.i .....

ciency, in this respect, may be reduced to To make the right of reeelvmg satisfaction
two rules :-- depend upon the life ot the individual in-

I. The evil of the offence must be followed jured, would be to take from this right a part
in all its Farts_in all its consequences, that of its value : it is the same as if a perpetual
the satisfaction may be proportioned to it. rent was reduced to a hfe annuity. Its en-

With respect to irreparable corporal in- joyment can only be obtained by a process
juries, two things should be considered : a i which may occupy a long time. As regards
means of enjoyment, a means of subsistence, an aged or infirm person, the value of this
has been taken away for ever. It is not rigbt declines with himself; a_ regardsadying
possible to bestow compensation in kind, person, this right is worth nothing,
but it is possible to apply to the evil a per- Besides, if you dlmimsh the certainty on
petually recurring gratification, the side of satisfaction, you increase ill the

With respect to homicide, it is necessary delinquent the hope of impunity. You show
to consider the loss sustained by the heirs of lure, in perspective, a period at which he
the deceased, and to make compensation for may enjoy the fruit of his crime : you give
it, by a gratification once paid, or periodically him a motive for retarding, by a thoustmd
paid during a longer or shorter time. obstacles, the judgments of the tribunals, or

With respect to an offence against pro- even for hurrying on the death of the party
perty, we have seen, in treating of pecuniary injured. You at least put out of the pro-
sate-faction° all that it is necessary to observe tection of the laws, the persons whu have
to msl:e the reparation rise to the amount of need of the greatest care _ the sick and the
the loss. dying.

2. In case of doubt, make the balance in- It is true, that supposing the obligation to
eline in favour of him who has suffered the render satisfaction extinct bythe death of the
injury, rather than of him who has done it. party injured, the offender may be subjected

All the accidents should be placed to the to another punishment; but what punishment
account of the offender: every satisfaction would be so suitable as this ?
ought *o be rather superabundant than de- 2. The right of the party injured shall not
fective. If superabundant, the excess can be extinguished by the death of the offender,
only _erve to prevent like offences, in the or of the author of the damage. What was
character of punishment : if defective, the due from him on account of satisfaction,
deficiency always leaves some degree of shall be due from his heirs.
alarm ; and, it, crimea of enmity, all the evil To determine otherwise, would be again
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to diminish this right, and to encourage crime, a remnant of barbarous times : ma_ ve_.
That a man, because his death is near, should ti_a rur/s. A daughter is considered as the
commit an injustice without any other object servant of her father. Is she seduced, the
than the advantage of his children, is a case father can obtain no other satisfaction than
which is not very rare. a sum of money, the price of the domes¢ie

It may be said, that if the party injured services of which it is considered that he
be satisfied after the death of the offender, it may be deprived by the pregnancy of his
is by an equal suffering imposed upon his daughter.
heir. But there is a wide difference. The In personal injuries, a pecuniary indemnio
expectation of the party injured is a clear, fication may be suitable or not, according to
precise, decided expectation, firm in propor- the l_ortunes on the one side and the other.
tion to his confidence in the protection of In regulating a pecuniary satisfaction, the
the laws. The expectation of the heir is two branches of the past and of the future
only a v_ue hope. What is its object? Is ought not to be forgotten. Satisfaction for
it the entire inheritance ? No : It is only the future consists simply in making the evil
the unknown net produce, after all legitimate of the offence to cease : satisfaction for the
deductions. That which the deceased might past, consists in indemnification for the wrong
have spent upon his pleasures, he has spent suffered. The payment of a sum due is an-
upon his misdeeds, tisfaction for the future ; the payment of the

interest accrued on this sum is satisfaction

for the past.
CHAPTER XI. Interest ought to accrue from the moment

OF PECUNIARYSATISFACTION. the mischief which it is intended to corn°
pensate happens ; from the moment, for ex-

TuI_RE are some cases in which pecuniary ample, from which the payment due has been
satisfaction is demanded by the nature of the delayed--or the thing has been taken, de-
offence itself: there are other cases in which stroyed, or damaged--or the service which
it is the only one allowed by the circum° ought to have been rendered has been ne-
stances. It ought to be preferred on the glected.
oecasmns in which it promises to have its Interests granted on account of satisfaction
greatest effect, ought to be higher than the ordinary rate of

Pecuniary satisfaction is at its highest point commerce, at least when evil intention is
of suitability in the cases in which the damage suspected.
sustained by the party injured, and the ad- This excess is highly necessary : if the in.
vantage reaped by the offender, are equally terest were only equal, there would be many
of a pecnniary nature, as in theft, peculation, cases in which the satisfaction would be in-
and extortion. The evil and the remedy are complete, and other cases in which a profit
homogeneous -- the compensation may be would remain to the delinquent ; a pecuniary-
exactly measured by the loss. and the punish- profit, if be have wished to procure a forced
ment by the profit of the offence, loan at the ordinary rate of interest ; a plea-

This species of satisfaction is not so well sureof vengeanceorenmity, if he have wished
founded when there is a pecuniary loss on to hold the injured party in a state of want,
one side, without any pecuniary profit on the and to enjoy his distress.
other ; as in waste, on account of enmity, by For the same reason, compound interest
negligence or by accident, ought to be calculated ; that is to say, the

It is still less well founded in the cases in interest ought to be added to t_- capital,
which neither the evil suffered by the party each time that the interest ought, according
injured, nor the advantage reaped by the to custom, to become due, since the capital-
author of the crime, can be valued in money ; ist, at the expiration of every such term,
as in injuries which relate to honour, might convert his interest into capital, or

The more a method of satisfaction is found derive some equivalent advantage from it.
incommensurable with the damage---the more Leave this part of the damage without as.
a method of punishment is found incommen- tisfaetion, there will be, on the part of the
surable with the advantage of the offence -- proprietor, a loss, and on the part of the de-
the more are they respectively liable to lose lh_qusnt a gain.
their aim. Among co*delinquents, the expense of the

The ancient Roman law, which awarded satisfaction ought to be divided among them
a crown as an indemnification for a box on according to their fortunes, except when this
the ear, did not provide for the security of division ought to be modified acoording to
honour. The reparation had no common the different degrees of their criminality. In
measure with the outrage, its effect was truth, the obligation to make mfl_faction iS
precarious, whether as satisfaction or as pu- a punishment, and this puaidnnent would be
nishment, on the pinnacle of iaequalRy, ifeo.411d/nquents

There still exists an English law which is of.unequal fortunes were taxed _mlly.
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pursuit of the offender. 4. Has the spolia-
CHAPTER XII. tion arisen from malice ? to leave the thing

or RESTITUTIONIN KllqV. in the possession of any one besides the stript
proprietor, would be to leave the offender in

RES11TUTIONin kind is principally of ira- possession of the profit of his crime.
portance with regard to things which possess A purchase at a low price ought always to
a value in affection." be followed by restitution, on the price be-

But it ought to be made on all occasions, ing repaid. This circumstance, if it do not
if possible. The law ought to ensure to me prove complicity, is at least a strong pre-
every thing which is mine, without forcing sumption of dishonesty. The buyer could not
me to accept equivalents, which are not even hide from himself the probability of an of-
such so soon as I dislike them. Without re- fence on the part of the seller; for that which
stitotion in kind, security is not complete, causes the low price of stolen goods, is the
What security is there for the whole, when danger ot taking them to an open market.
there is no security for any part? When the acquirer, being deemed inno-

A thing taken away, either honestly or cent, is obliged, on account of the dishonesty
dishonestly, may have passed into the hands of the seller, to restore any article to the
of an honest acquirer. Shall it be restored original proprietor, this ought to be accom-
to the first proprietor ? shall it be continued penied by the payment of a pecuniary eqm-
in the possession of the second ? The rule valent, regulated by the judge.
is simple : it ought to remain with him who The simple expen_ of keeping. -- for still
may be presumed to have the greatest af- stronger reasons, improvements and extra-
f'ection for it. Now this superior degree of ordinary expenses- ought to be liberally
affection may be easily presumed from the repaid to the posterior acquirer. 'l'b__s ]_
relation which has been borne to it, from the not only a means of promoting the general
time that it has been possessed, from the ser- wealth ; it is also the interest eve]l of t he
vices which have been drawn from it, from original proprietor. According as this in-
the care and expense which it has cost. demnity is granted or refused, the Improve-
These indications commonly unite in favour mcnt of the article is either promoted or
of the true original proprietor.t hindered._

The preference is equally due to him in Neither the original proprietor, nor the
the cases in which there is any doubt ; for posterior acquirer, ought to gain at the ex-
these reasons :-- l. The last proprietor may pense, the one of the other : the loser ought
have been an accomplice, without the proofs to have recourse for his indemnity, in the
of this complicity having been obtained. Is first instance, to the delinquent, afterwards
the suspicion unjust ? Formed by the law, to the subsidiary funds, of which we shall
and not by the man, bearing upon the ape- hereafter speak.It
cles, and not upon the individual, it does It matters not whether the acquirer be ho-
not produce any impeachment of honour, ne_t or dishonest, It is not for him, but for you
9. If the acquirer be not an accomplice, he the true proprietor, that an interest is given w
may be culpable from negligence or temerity, him in taking care of the estate or thing which
either by omitting the ordinary precautions has fallen into his possession. That he should
for verifying the title of the vender, or by derive a profit from all the good he does to it,
giving too easy a belief to slight indications, nothing can be more wise. It would be possible
3 With respect to weighty offences, such to establish a pumshment against the omissionswhich should cause it to perish ; but its mainte-
as violent robbery, it is proper to give the nance will be better secured by offering a reward,
preference to the firs_ possessor, in order to or rather an indemnificatlou for, care in it_ pre-
strengthen the motives which engage him in i servatien. Ther_ are many cases in which it

would be difficult to prove the offence of negli.
• Of this kind are immovcables in general; f_ _eoce; and besides, when reward findsits natural

mil_ relic_ pertr_uts, worksexecuted _y esteems( _lace, and does not produce danger, reward
indl_duals--domestle animals, antiquities, cu md punishment together are worth more th_
non/usa, p_cture_, manuseril?tS, instruments o_ mnishment alone.
music; in fact, all that is umque, or appears to H I lose a hor_e worth thirty pognds; you buy
be so. t of a man who sells it to you as his own for ten

"1"If it refer to a thing or an anim_ which pounds. In virtue of the above rule, _ou would
reproduces, a judgment may be formed in the be obliged to give it up to me, on receaving from
same manner, as to the side on which the sups- me what you gave for it. I am the loser: It re-
riority of affectieil will be found with respect to mains for me to recover from the seller my ten
the fruits and the products; as the wine of a par- pounds, and on his default I oul_ht to have relief
ticular vine, the foal of a favourite horse, &c. .from the public treasure. But If, instead of ad-
However, the pretensions of the anterior pro- Judging the horse to me, it.had been adjudged
prieter have not so much force in this ease, as to you (which might be reasonable under eer.
In the other. The last _r ia only the tain cireuw-qances,) then you ought to be obliged
aece_l proprietor of the animal or thing which to pay me his full value, othermse I am made to
_oducea_ but he is first prolmetm of the pro- suffer a loss, in order to procure a gain for you.
tractions themselves. But m thxs ease, you have your remedy against
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When identical restitution is impossible, between the commission of the offence and
restitution of a similar thing ought, as far as the fact of restitution, ought not to be he-
possible, to be substituted. Suppose two glected. The statue may not necessarily
rare medals of the same die : the possessor have lost any thing, but a horse of the same
of one of them, after having got possession price would necessarily have diminished in
of the other, either by negligence or design, value. A collection of tables of natural de-
destroys or loses it. The best satisfaction terioration, year by year, according to the
in this case, is to transfer the medal which nature of the object, is one of the articles
belongs to him, to the party injured, needed in the library of justice.

Pecuniary satisfaction, in offences of this
kind, is apt to be found insufficient, or even
null. Value in affection is rarely appreciated CHAPTER XIII.
by thirdpersons. It requiresa highlyen- or ATTESTATIVE SATISFACTION.
lightenedbenevolence,an uncommon philo-
sophy,in orderto sympathizewith tastes Tins method of satisfactionisparticularly
which arenot our own. adaptedto crimesof falsehood,from which
The Dutch florist,payinginpoundsof gold any opinionresultsprejudicialto an indivi.

fora tulipbulb,smxlesat theantiquarywho dual,withoutitsbeingpossibletoestimate
purchasesata greatpricea rustylamp.* the amount of the damage or itsextent,or

Legislatorsand judgeshave oftenthought eventhe existenceofitseffects.So longas
llkethevulgar:theyhaveappliedunpolished the errorexists,itiss constantsourceof
rulesto what demanded a delicatediscern-actualor probableevil:thereis only one
meat. To offer,incertaincases,an indem- method of stoppingit;thatis,estab_hing
mficationm money, isno satisfaction--itis thecontrarytruthby evidence.
lilsult.Would goldbe takenfortheportrait The enumerationof theprincipaloffences
of a belovedobjecLifstolenby a rival? of falsehoodwillnaturallyfinda placehere.

Sm_ple restitution in kind leaves a deft- 1. S_mple mental injuries, comnstin 9 in spread-
ciency in the satisfaction, proportioned to the lag false alarms : for example, tales of appa-
value of the enjoyment lost during the con- ritions, ghosts, vampires, sorcery, demoniacs,
tinuancc of the offence. How shall this value _ossessions, &c. ; false reports of a nature to
be estimated? This will be made clear by fill any individual with fear or sorrow: pre-
an example. A statue has been illegally taken tellded deaths, bad conduct of parents luJd
away: this statue, sold by auction, would relations, conjugal infidelity, loss of goods,
fetch one hundred pounds, according to the &c. ; falsehoods likely to alarm a more or
opinion of the best judges. Between the less numerous class; as reports of pestilence,
taking away and the restitution, a year has invasion, conspiracy, incendiarism, &c.
elapsed : the interest of money is five per 2. Offences agalnst reputation, among which
cent. ; place to the head of satisfaction for the may be distinguished many kinds. Positive
past, ordinary interest, five pounds ; for penal defamation, by facts set down, or by ingenious
interest (according to chap. xi.) say two and libels. Weakeain 9 of reputatwn, which con-
a half; total, seven pounds ten shillings per fists in weakening what cannot be destroyed;
cent. in hiding from the public, ibr example, a cir-

In valuing interests, the deterioration, cumstance which would add to the eclat of
whether accidental or necessary, that the a celebrated action. Interruption of reputao
object may have undergone in the interval tion, which consists in suppressing a fact,

concealing a work honourable to a certain
the property of the offender, or, on his default, individual, or in taking from him the oppor-
against the pubhe treasure, tunitv of distinguishing himself, by causing

" Some _ears ago a Canary bird gave rise to a an enterprise to be regarded as impossible or
lawsuit before one of the Parhamentsin France_ accomplished. Usurpation of reputation :
A journalist,who has givenan accountof it, Allplagiarism,whetherby authorsorartists,amused himself at the expense of both parties,
and regarded the whole affair as ridiculous I am are examples of this.
not of his opinion. It is imagination which gives 3. Fraudulent acquisition. _ Examples:-
their value to the objects we esteem meat pre- False reports, for the purpose of stock-job-
ciou_ In laws made solely in accordance with bing ; false reports to influence the price of
the universal opinions of men, can too maxked the negotiable securities of any commercialan attention be made to the preservation of every
thing which constitutes their happiness ? Ought i company.
thin sensibility, which attaches us to the beings I 4. Disturbance of the onjoyntent of tl_
which we have reared, which we have become rights attached to a domestic or civil comdition.
accustomed to, an_d whose whole affections are _ Example : '/'he denying to the right pos-
fixed on us, to be forgotten ? This suit, so fri- sessor, the possession of his condition; of a
volous in the eyes of the journalist, was only husband with regm-d to a certain woman
too serious, since one of the parties sacrificed to
it, not only his money, but his probity and his of wife with respect to a certain man--of
honour. An object esteemed at such It price child _dth regard to a certain man or woman ;
cannot be called a bagatelle, the attributing falsely a like condition to
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one's self; the acting a falsehood of the same ante, is much less so in reality. The fear
kind with respect to any civil condition or which dictates such disavowals, does not
priv/lege, change the real sentiments; and whilst the

5. Hindering acquisition.- Hindering a mouth pronounces them before a numerous
man from acquiring or selling, by false re- auditory, the cry of the heart is heard, so to
ports ; disputing the value of any thing or speak, disavowing them.
the right to sell it ; hindering a person from With reference to a fact, justice is less
acquiring a certain condiuon, as marriage, by liable to be deceived, and the direct avowal
false reports, which cause it to be deferred, of falsehood required from the condemned
or not to take place, party in his own name, would be almost al-

In all these cases, the arm of justice would ways conformed to his inward conviction ;
be powerless; forcible methods would be in but with reference to an opinion, to the opi-
vaiu, or imperfect. The only efficacious re- nion of the delinquent, the disavowal corn-
reedy is an authentic declaration which de- rounded of him will be almost always opposed
stroys the falsehood. To destroy the error to his inward conviction. In such contests,
into publish the truth--these are functions impartial persons would condemn an in-
worthy of the highest tribunals, dividual ten times for each once that be

What form ought to be given to attesta_ condemned himself. Is he for a moment suf-
tire satisfaction ? It may be varied according ficiently calm to give place to reflection ? the
to all the methods of publicity: printing triumph of his adversary is before his eyes,
and publication of the judgment at the cx- he is himself the instrument of its publica-
pense of the delinquent; placards distributed tion, and the irritation of wounded pride
at the choice of the party injured ; publlea- would augment the prejudices of his mind.
tion in the national and foreign journals, &c. He may be honestly deceived, and you oblige

The idea of this satisfaction, so simple and him to accuse himself of falsehood ; you place
so useful, has been derived from French ju- him in a cruel position, in which the more
risprudence. When a man had been eaium- honest be is, the more he will suffer; in which
mated, the parliamentsalmost always ordained he will be punished the more, the less he de-
that the sentence which re-established his serves it.
reputation should be printed and placarded
at the expense of the calumniator.

But why oblige the delinquent to declare CHAPTER XIV.
that he has uttered a lie, and publicly to OF HONORARYSATISFACTION.
recognise the honour of the party injured ?
This plan was bad in many respects : it was Ws have seen in what manner those offences
wrong to prescribe to a man the expression against reputation, which have falsehood for
of certain sentiments which might not be his their instrument, may be remedied : but there
own, and to risk the judicially commanding are other offences of this class, more danger-
a lie. It was also wrong to weaken the re- ous. Enmity has more certain methods of
paration by an act of constraint ; for, finally, deeply attacking honour : it does not always
what does a retractation made at the corn- hide itself in a timid calumny ; it openly
mand of justice prove, but the weakness and attacks its enemy, but it attacks him not
the fear of him who pronounces it? with violence, which puts him in personal

The delinquent may be the organ of his danger. Humiliation is the object in view.
own condemnation, if it is judged proper to The proceeding least painful in Itself is often
augment his punishment : but this may be most weighty in its consequences : by doing
done without deviating from the exact truth, more mischief to the person, less injury is
provided that the formula which is prescribed done to honour. A sentiment of pity must
to him, expresses the sentiments of justice not be excited in favour of the sufferer, since
as being those of justice, and not as his own. this would produce a feeling of antipathy
" The court has judged that I have advanced towards his adversary: he must be made an
a falsehood; -- the court has judged that I object of contempt. Hatred has exhausted
have swerved from the character of an honest all its refinements in this species of offences.
man ;--the eottrt has judged that in all this It is neeessary to oppose to them peculiar
affair my adversary has behaved as a man of remedies, which wehave distingmshed by the
honour." This is all that concerns the pub- name of Honorary Satisfaction.
lie and the party injured : it is a sufficiently To perceive this necessity, the nature and
brilliant triumph for the truth, a humiliation tendency of these offences must be examined;
sufficiently great for the gtdlty. What would the causes of their gravity, the remedies
be gained by obliging him to say m - I have which have at present been found for them
uttered a falsehood ;--I have swerved from in duels, and the imperfection of these re-
the character of an honest man;nmy adver- medics. These researches, which relate to
sary has behaved as a man of honour ?" This all that is most delicate in the human heart,
declaration, stronger than the first in appear- have been almost entirely neglected by those
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who have made the laws ; they are, however, riod away as to spit in the bee of another in
the original foundations of all good legisla, pubhe, what would be the mischief in it-
tion in matters of honour, self? a drop of water, forgotten as soon as

In the actual state of manners among the shed. But this drop of water may be eono
most civilized nations, the ordinary, the ha- verted into a corrosive poison, which shall
tural effect of these offences, is to take away torment him all his life. What produces this
from the offended party a more or less con- metamorphosis ? Public opinion m the opi.
siderable portion of his honour ; that is to nion which distributes at its own pleasure
say, he no longer enjoys the same esteem honour and shame. The cruel adversary well
mnong his fellows : he has lost a proportional knew that this affront would be the forerun-
part of the pleasures, the services, the good her and the symbol of a torrent of contempt.
offices of _ kinds, which are the frmts of A churl, a villain, may at his own will dis-
such esteem ; and he may find himself exposed honour a virtuous man I He may fill with
to the disagreeable consequences of their con- chagrin and regret the close of the most re-
tempt, spectable career ! How does he maintain this

]3ut since the evil essentially consists in terrible power ? He maintains it because an
this change which is produced in the opinions irresistible corruption has subjugated the first
of men in general, it is these who ought to and the purest of the tribunals, that of the
he regarded as its immediate authors. The popular sanction. By a train of deplorable
nominal delinqt,ent makes only a slight scratch, collusion, all the citizens individually depend
which, left to itself, would soon heal : it is for their honour upon the most wicked among
these other persons, who, by the poisons they them, and are collectively under their orders,
pour into it, make it a dangerous, and often to execute their decrees of proscription upon
incurable wound, each one in particular.

At first sight, the rigour of public opinion Such is the process which might be insti-
against an insulted individual appears a re- tuted against public opinion, and these im-
volting injustice. A stronger, or more cou- putations would not be without foundation.
rageons man, abuses his superiority, and ill Mere admirers of strength are often guilty of
treats in a certain manner one whose weak- injustice towards the i_eble : but when the
ness ought to have protected him : all the effects of offences of this kind are examined
world, as by a mechanical movement, instead to the bottom, it is perceived that they pro-
of being indignant against the oppressor, duce an evil independent of opinion, and that
ranges itself on his side, and ungeneruusly the sentiments of the public, with respect
c_nses sarcasm and contempt, often more to affronts received and tolerated, are not in
bitter than death itself, to fall upon its vic- general so contrary to reason as is believed
tim. At the given signal by an unknown on the first glance : I s_y in genera], because
individual, the public emulously p_'ecipitates many cases would be found in which public
itself upon the devoted innocent, as a feru- opinion is un.iustifiable.
cious dog waits only the signal from his mas- In order to understand all the evil which
ter to tear a passenger. It is thus that a results from these offences, they nmst be
scoundrel, who wi_hes to deliver an honest considered _vithout reference to any remedies:
man to the torments of opprobrium, employs it must be supposed that there are none.
those whom the men of the world calls ho- According to this supposition, these offences
nest people as the executioners of his tyran- might be repeated at will ; an mdimited ca-
niea] injuries ; and as the contempt which an reer would thus he opened to insolence : the
injury attracts is in proportion to the injury _erson insulted to-day might be insulted to-
itself, this domination of evil doers is so morrow and the day after, every day and
much the more inexcusable as the abuse is every hour : each new affront 'would facili-
more atrocious, tare the next, and render mote probable a

Whether a flagrant injury has been de- succession of outrages of the same class.
served or not, no one deigns to inquire, nor But in the idea of a corporal insult, is corn-
whether its insolent author is triumphant, prehended every act offensive to the person,
but how it may be aggravated. It is made which can be offered without causing a du-
n point of honour to oppress the unhappy : ruble physical evil-- every thing which pro-
the afl_'ont he has received has separated duees disagreeable sensation, uneasiness, or
liim from his equals, and rendered him sorrow. But an act which would be scarcely
unclean, as by a social excommunication, sensible, ffunique, may produce by repetition
Thus the true evil, the ignominy with which a very painful degree of uneasiness, or even
he is covered, is much more the work of an intolerable torment. I have somewhere
other men than of the first offender : be read, that from water distilled drop by drop.
only points out the prey, it is they who tear and failing from a certain height upon the
it; he directs the punishment, they are the shaven crown of the uncove_red head, the
executioners, most cruel tortures have been prodm_ed. " A

Should a man, for example, be so far car- constant dropping wears away stmles," says
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the proverb." Thus, the individual obliged by these injuries to the party injured, is, that
by his relative weakness to submit, at the he is believed worthy of the public contempt,
pleasure of his persecutor, to similar vexa- without pointing out on what account. The
tions, and deprived, as we have supposed, of probable evil which may result is the renewal
legal protection, would be reduced to the of similar reproaches. It may also he feared,
most miserahle condition. Nothing more is that a profession of contempt, publicly ex-
required for establishing on the one part an pressed, will lead others to join in it ; it is
absolute despotism, and on the other an en- indeed an invitation to which they willingly
tire slavery, yield. The pride of censuring--of raising

But he is not the slave of one, but of all one's self at the expense of the others, -- the
who choose to make use of him. He is the influence of example o the disposition to be-
puppet of the first comer, who, knowing his lieve all strong assertions give weight to these
weakness, is tempted to abuse it. Like a kinds of injuries. But it appears that they
Spartan Helot, dependent upon every body, principally owe their weight to the neglect
always in fear and suffering--the object of with which they are treated by the laws,
general laughter, and of a contempt which and to the practice of duelling, a subsidiary
is not even softened by compassion--he is, remedy, by which the popular sanction has
in a word, below those slaves, because their sought to supply the silence of the laws.
misfortune was forced upon them, and was Itisnotastonlshingthat legislators, fearing
the subject of complaint, whilst his dears- to give too much importance to trifles, have
detion is connected with the baseness of his left in a state of nearly universal neglect this
character, part of security. The ph)slcal evil naturally

These little vexations, these insults, have, enough taken as a measure of the importance
even for another reason, a sort of pre-emi- of the crime, was nearly nothing, and the
hence in tyranny above more violent measures, distant consequences escaped theinexpermnee
Violent acts of anger often suffice to extin- of those who established the laws. The
g_ish at once the enmity of the offender, and duel presented itself to supply this omission.
are frequently promptly followed by feelings of This is not the place for inquiring into the
repentance, and thus present a termination to origin, and examining the changes and whim-
the suffering they produce : but a malignant sicalities apparent in thin practlce._ It is
and humiliating insult, far from exhausting enough that the practice of duelling exists,
the hatred which has produced it, seems on and that, in fact, it applies itself as a remedy,
the contrary, to serve to nourish it ; so that, and serves to restrain the enormity of the
it presents itself to the imagination as the disorder, which, without it, would resu/t
at'ant courier of a train of injuries, so much from the negligence of the laws.
the more alarming as it is undefined. This practice once established, the follow-

What has been said of corporal insults may ing are its direct consequences :-
he applied to threats, since even the first are The first effect of duelling is to make the
of no importance except as threatening acts. evil of the offence in a great measure to

Offences by words have not altogether the cease ; that is to say, the shame which results
same character. This is only a vague species from the insult. The offended person is no
of defamation, an employment of injurious longer in that miserable condition in which
terms, of which the sigmfiestinn is not de- his weakness exposes him to the outrages of
termined, and which varies according to the the insolent, and the contempt of all. He is
dtuation of the persons, t What is shown delivered from a condition of continual fear.

• In order to form an ides of the torment which sine words, being vague, do not admit of being
results from the accumulation and duration of so dealt with.
trifling vexations, almost imperceptilde when _ Many circumstances concurred in the age of
alone, it is only nsee_sry to recal the prolonged chivalry to the establishment of duelling. Tour-
ticklings , and the persecutions so common in naments, single combats fashioned byglory, de-
the ph/ys and thequarrelsof childhood. At this signed as amusements, lednaturallytochallenges
age_the/eastquarr_ lead toacts of violence: the of honour. The idea of a particular Providence,
idea of decorum is not yet sufficiently strong to derived from Christianity, led to the interrogao
repress them; but the fickleness and the pity ns- tlon of Divine Justice in this manner, and to
tural to early youth, prevents their being pushed the reference of quarrels to its decision.
to a dangerous point, and reflection does not give Neverthele_ I_ng before the era of Chris-
themthatbitternesswhichamixtureofaccessory tianity, duelling was established in Spain as a
ideas imparts to them in the maturity of life. mode of trial. The following passage from IAvy

" 11 ct"1"To say that any one is a rascal, is not to re- lesvss no doubt upon the queruo :-- Quidam
gmmch him with any one action in parfi'cular, fu_ d/sp_zz_do controversias j_nire nt_luierant
but it is to &cease him in general of such con- aut noluerant, paeto ister #e, _t viaorem re*
duct as brings a man to the gallow_ These of- #e_lueretur fvr ro decrevermd. Quum verbis dis.
femivewordsought to be carefully distinguished c_ptarc Sctpio _Uet, ac _dare iras : _wgatum
from _ dctkmatic_ from that which has idambo dicvre coramunibus cognati:; nee allure
a particular object. This may be refuted_it deorum Aomi_umve q_am Martem se j_dieem,
allows ofattssmt/ve mtisfaction. These often- habitu, os e_e." BookxxviiL see. 21.
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The stain which the affront had imprinted 3. Duelling, considered as a punishment, hi
on his honour is effaced ; and if the challenge also defective from its excess ; or, according
have immediat_ely followed the insult, this to the proper expression, which will be ex-
stain will not even have made any impression : plsined elsewhere, it is too expensive a
it will have had no time to fix itself; for the punishment. It is true, that it is often
dishonour consists nor m receiving an insult, null, but it may be capital. Between these
but in submitting to it. extremes of every thing and nothing, the

The second effect of duelling is to act as individual is exposed to all the intermediate
a punishment, and to oppose itself to the re- degrees--wounds, scars, mutilations, maim.
production of like offences. Each new ex- lug, or loss of limbs. It is clear, that if •
ample is a promulgation of the penal laws of choice could be made with respect to saris-
honour, and rcmin_ts every one that he cannot faction for offences of this kind, a preference
be guilty of such offensive proceeding% with- would begivento apunishment less uncertain
out cxposlng himself to the consequences of and less hazardous, which should not extend
a private combat ; that is to say, to the danger to the loss of life, nor be altogether null.
of uudcrgolng, according to the event of the There is another peculiarity in this penal
duel, either different degrees of a$ictive pu- justice, which belongs only to duelling :
nishments, or even the punishment of death, costly to the aggressor, it is no less so to the
Hence, the courageous individual who, dunng party injured.* The offended party cannot
the silence of the laws, exposes himself in or- avail himself of the right to punish the
der to punish an insult, secures the general offender, without exposing himself to the
security by exposing his own. punishment which he prepares for him ; and

But, considered as a punishment, duelling even with a manifest disadvantage, for the
is extremely defective, chance is naturMly in favour of him who has

1. It is not a method which can be era- been able to choose his man before exposing
ployed by every body. There are numerous himself. Hence this punishment is at the
classes who cannot participate in the pro- same time expensive and ill fo_,nded.
tcct_on which it ywlds; as women, children, 4. Another particular inconvenience of
old perqons, invalids, and those who, from this duelling jurisprudence is, that it I_,gr_-
defect in courage, cannot resolve to free rates the evll of the offence itself, in all
themselves from the shame at the price of cases in which the revenge is not sought.
so great danger. On the other hand, by a unless the impossibility of seeking it is
peculiarity with respect to this point of acknowledged. Has the offended party re-
honour, worthy of its feudal origin, the fused to have recourse to it, he is forced to
superior classes have not admitted those be- convict himself of two capital f_uits,-- want
low them to the equality of duelling : the of courage and want of honour ; want of
countryman, outraged by a gentleman, can- that virtue which protects society, and with-
not obtain this satisfaction. The insult, in out which it could not maintain itself,--and
this case, may have less weighty effects, but want of sensibility to the love of reputation,
it is vet an insult, and an evil without a one of the grand foundations of morality.
remedy. In all these respects, duelling, con- The offended party finds himself, theretore.
sidered as a punishment, is found l_e_- under the laws of duelling, in • worse sl-
carious, tuation than if it did not exist ; because if

2. It is not always even a punishment, be- he refuse this sad remedy, it is converted
cause opinion attaches to it a reward which into poison for him.
may appear to many superior to all its dau- 5. If, in certain cases, duelling, in quality
gets. Tlus reward is the honour attached to of punishment, be not so inefficacious as it
this proof of courage ; an honour which has seems it ought to be, it is only because an
often given greater attractions to duethng innocent individual exposes himself to • pu-
than its inconveniences have had power to nishment, which consequently is ill founded.
overcome. There has been • period duping Such are the cases of persons who, from some
which it formed part of the character of a infirmity arising from sex, a_e, or health,
gallant man to have fought at least once. A cannot employ this means of defence. They
look, an inattention,• preference, • suspicion have no resource, in this condition of in&-
of rivalry--any thing was sufficient to men vidual weakness, except as chance gives
who only sought a pretence, and esteemed them • protector, who has at the same time
themselves • thousand times repaid for the the will and the power to expose his own
perils they had run, by the applause they ob.
taJned from both sexes, with whom, from • The Japanese surpass in this _ the
different reasons, bravery is equally in favour, men of honour of modern ]gurop__ Tl,:e Earn-
In this respect, the punishment, amalgamated I penn, tbr the dmnce of killing his adversary,} gives hun a reciprocal and equal'chance, T[_e
with the reward, loses its true penal eha- [ 3al_anese ' for the chaues of reading him to rip
ratter, and in another manner becomes /n- [ uphis own belly, begius by setting him the ex-
_cac/ou,. I ample.
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person, and combat in their stead. It is opinion is conformed to the general interest,
thus that a husband, a lover, a brother, may if it be considered that the first wish of every
take upon themselves the injury done to a individual is for his own preservation. Cou-
wife, a mistress, a sister ; and in this case, rage is more or less a factitious qtmllty-- a
if the duel becomes an efficacious protection, social virtue, which owes to public esteem,
it is only by compromising the security of a more than to any other cause, its birth and
third person, who finds himself charged with its increase. A momentary ardour may be
a quarrel for a matter to which he is a kindledbyangcr, but a tranquil and snsmined
stranger, and with respect to which he could courage is only formed and nourished under
exercise no influence, the happy influences of honour. The con-

It is certain that, considering duelling as tempt which is felt for cowardice is not, then,
a branch of penal justice, it is an absurd and a useless sentiment; the suffering which re-
monstrous practice; but altogether _bsurd, bounds upon cowards, is not a punishment
and altogether monstrous as it is, it cannot lavished in pure loss. The existence of the
be denied but that it accomplishes its princi- body politic depends upon the conrage of the
pal object--it entirell/effaces the stain which individuals who compose it. The external
an ,_tsult impr,nts upon honour. Ordinary security of the state against its rivals, depends
moralists, in condemning public opinion upon on the courage of its warriors : the internal
this point, only serve to confirm the fact. But security of the state against these warriors
whether, on account of this result, duelling themselves, depends upon the courage spread
be justifiable or not, is of no importance: the among the mass of the other citizens. In a
practice exists, and it has its cause. It is word, courage is the public soul, the tutelary
essential to the legislator to discover it : a genius, the sacred palladium, by which alone
phenomenon so interesting ought not to re- s people can secure itself from all the mi-
main unknown to him. series of servitude, can retain the condition

The insult, we have said, causes him who of manhood, and not fall below the brutes
is the object of it to be considered as degraded themselves. But the more courage shall be
by his weakness and his cowardice. Always honoured, the greater will be the number of
placed between an affront and a reproach, he courageous men, the more will cowardice
can no longer march with an equal step with be despised, and the fewer cowards will
other men, and pretend to the same regards; there be.
but when, after this insult, I present myself' This is not all: he who, being able to fight,
to my adversary, and consent to risk in a corn- endures an insult, not only discovers his
bat my life against his, I rise, by this act, from timidity -- he also rebels against the popular
the humiliation into which I had fallen. If I sanction, which has established the law, and
die, I am thereby at least set free from the shows himself, in an essential point, indifl'er-
public contempt, and from the insolent dotal- ant to reputation. But the popular sanction
nation of my enemy. If be die, I am thereby is the most active and faithful servant of the
free, and the guilty is punished. If be be only principle of utility, the most powerful and
wounded, it is a sufficient lesson for him, and least dangerous ally of the political sanc-
those who may be tempted to imitate him tion. If, then, the laws of the popular sane-
Am I wounded myself, or are neither of us tion agree in general with the laws of utility,
wounded? The combat is not useless: it the more a man is sensible of reputation,
always produces its etfect. My enemy finds the more his character is ready to conform
that he cannot reiterate his injuries, "but at ! itsel£ to virtue--the less his sensibility in
the risk of his Hfe: I am not a passive being this respect, the more liable is he to the se-
which can be outraged with impunity: my ducfion of every vice.
courage protects me nearly as much _as the What is the result of this discussion ? In
law would have done, if it had punished such the state of neglect in which the laws, till
offences with an afflictive or capital punish- the present time, have left the honour of the
merit, citizens, he who endures an insult, without

But if, when this method of satisfaction is having recourse to the satisfaction which pub-
open to me, I patiently endure an insult, I fie opinion prescribes to him, by thus acting
render myself despicable in the eyes of the exhibits himself as reduced to a state of hu-
public, because, by such conduct, there is dis- miliating dependence, and exposed to receive
covered, on my part, a fund of timidity; and an indefinite series of affronts: he exhibits
timidity is one of the greatest imperfections himself as devoid of the sentiment of courage,
in the character of a man. A coward has al- which produces general security, and, indeed,
wa_tbeen an object of contempt, as devoid of sensibility to reputation---seusi-

ought this defect of courage to be bility, protectrix of all the virtues, and safe-
classed among the vices? The opinion which guard against all the vice_
pde_3puisescowardice, is it a hurtful or useful In examining the progress of public opinion

dice? with reglmd to imults, it _pnsra to me, ga-
it will be doubted by few but that this nerally speaking, to be good and useful; and
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the successive changes whleh it has made in 6. Emblematiea_ masks, with a snake's
the practice of duels, have brought them more head in eases of fraud-- with a M_g-
and more into conformity with the principle pie's or a Patrol's head in eases of re-
of utility. The public would do wrong, or, merity.
rather, its folly would be manifest, if, being 7. The witnesses of the insult, summoned
the spectator of an insult, it immediately to be witnesses of the reparation.
passed a decree of infamy against the party 8. The individuals whose good opinion is of
insulted. But this it does not do: this importance to the offender, summoned
degree of infamy takes place only when the to the execution of the sentence.
party insulted rebels against the laws of 9 Publicity of the judgment, by the choice
honour, and himself signs the decision of his of the place, concourse of speclators,
degradation from manhood, the printing, the placarding, the diatri.

The public is in general* right in this sys- bution of the seutance.
tern : the real wrong is on the side of the 10. Banishment, more or less long, whether
laws. First wrong: the allowing this anarchy from the presence of the party injured,
to subsist with regard to insults, which has or from that of his friends.- For an
rendered a recurrence to this whimsical and insult offered in a public place, as a
mischievous method necessary. Second wrong: market, theatre, or church, beJdshmeztt
the having wished to oppose themselves to from these places.
the practice of duelling--an imperfect, but I I. For a corporal insult, similar infliction,
the only remedy. 7Third wron 9 : the having either by the party illjured, or, at his
opposed it, only by disproportioned and in- choice, by the hand of the executioner.
efficacious means. 12. For an insult offered to a woman, the

man might be mu_ed up ill the head-
dress of a woman, and the like insult

CHAPTER XV. might be inflicted ou him by the hand
REMEDIES FOP_ OFFENCES AGAINST HONOUR. of a woman.

WI_ shall begin with the methods of satis- Many of these methods are new, and some
faction for offended honour; the reasons which of them may appear singnlar: bttt new methads
3ustify them will follow, are necessary, since experience has shown the

Offences against honour may be 0ivided insufficiency of the old ones; whilst, as to
into three classes: Verbal insults_ Corpond their apparent singularity, it is by this that
insults-- Insulting threats. The punishmeut they are adapted to their end, and designed,
analogous to the offence ought to operate, at by their analogy, to trausfer to the insolent
the same time, as a means of satisfaction for offender the contempt which be wished to
the party injured, fix upeu the iunucent. These methods are

numerous and varied, that they may corre-
List of these Punishments. spond with the number and variety of offences

!. Simple Admonition. of this kind--that they may be adapted to
2. Reading of the sentence against the of- the gravity of the cases, and furnish suitable

fender, by himself, in a loud voice, reparatious to the different social distinctions;
3. The offender kneeling before the party for it is not proper to treat in the same man-

injured, ner an insult offered to a commm_ person and
4. Speech of humiliation which is prescribed to a magistrate, to an ecclesiastic and to a mill-

to him. tarv man, to a young and to an old person.
5. Emblematical robes (with which he may All this parade of speeches, attitudes, era-

be dressed in particular cases.) blems, forms, solemn orgrotesque, aceording
to the difference of the eases ; in a word,

• Does the public know the reason which it these public satisfactions converted into
has for its opinion ? Is it guided by the principle
of utility, or by a mechanical imitation and an shows, would furnish to the injured party
ill developed ins_nct? Does he who fights, act actual pleasures, and pleasures of remem-
from an enlightened view of his own and the brance, which would cmnpensate for the mot-
general interest ? These are questions more cu- tification of the insult.
rious than useful The following observation Observe, that theinjury havingbeen eansed
may serve m resolve them. It is one thing to by some mechanical means, it is proper thatbe guided by the presence of certain motives,
it is another thing to perceive their influence, similar mechanical means should be employed
There is no action or judgment without motive, in the reparation, otherwise it will not strike
no effect without a eaus_ But in order to un- the hnaginafion in the same mamier, mtd will
de,stand the influence which s motive has over be incomplete.
us, it is nece_ary to know how todirect the mind Has the offender employed a certain kind
upon itself, and to anatomise its thonghts : itis of injm'y for turning the public contemptnecessary to d/vide the mind as it were into two
psr_ of which the one h to be occupied in oh- upon his adversary ? it is proper to employ
_q theotber; adi_-_tope_on, _wb_, an ._mlo_tm kind of injury to _ tl_ em-
lmmwsntet'exercise, fewpersamaeesa_ tempt upon himself. The lestofthe
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is in opinion: it is in opinion that the re- to have recourse to an equivocal and danger-
reedy must be found. The wounds of this ous proceeding. Does any one love stLffer-
lance of Telepheus can only be cured by the ing and death ? Certainly not. This senti-
touch of the same lance : it is an emblem merit is equally a stranger to the heart of the
of the operations of justice in matters of coward and of the hero. It is the silence of
honour. Has the mischief arisen from an the laves--it is the neglect of justice, which
affront? itis onlybyan affrunt that it can be obliges the wise man to protect himself by
repaired, this sad, but sole resource.

Let us trace the effect of a satisfaction of In order that honorary satisfaction may
this kind. The party injured is reduced to have all the extent and force of which it is
a state of intolerable inferiority before his susceptible, the definition of offences against
aggressor ; can no longer meet him with se- honour should have sufficient latitude to
entity in the same place, and sees in the embrace them all. It should follow public
future only a prospect of repeated injuries; opinion step by step--should be its faithful
but immediately after the legal reparation, interpreter ; every thing which it regards as
he regains what he had lost, he walks with an attack upon honour should be regarded as
security, erect, and acquires even a positive such. A word, a gesture, a look, is either
superiority over his adversary. How is this of them regarded by the public as an insult.
change produced ? It is because he is no This word, this gesture, this look, should
longer seen as a feeble and miserable being, suffice, in justice, to constitute it an offence.
who may be trampled under foot: the power The intention to injure constitutes the mo
of the magistrate is become his. No one jury. Every thing directed toward a man,
will be tempted to repeat the insult of which to express or to attract contempt towards
the punishment has had so much eclat. His him, is an insult, and ought to have its re-
oppressor, who appeared for amoment to over- paration.
top him, has fallen from his car of triumph; It is said that these insulting signs, doubt-
the punishment he has undergone in the pre- ful in their nature, fugitive, and often ima
sence of so many witnesses, proves that he ginary, would be too difficult to be described
is not more to be feared than another man; and that some suspicious characters, seeing
and there remains nothing of his violence but an insult where there was none, would cause
the remembrance of its chastisement. What the innocent to undergo undeserved punish-
can the offended party desire more ? If he ments.
had the strength of a gladiator, where would This danger is null, because the line of
be the advantage? demarcation is easily traced between real

If legislators had always properly applied and imaginary injury. It is sufficient, on the
this system of satisfactions, there would have requisition of the complainant, to interrogate
been no duels, which have only been, and the defendant respecting his intention, " Did
still are, a supplement to the insufficiency of you design, by what you have said or done,
the laws. In proportion as this void in legis- to mark such an one with contempt ?" If
latiun is filled up by measures suited to the he deny it, his answer, true or false, is suf-
protection of honour, the use of duels will ficient to clear the honour of him who has
diminish; and they will cease entirely, when been, or believes himself to have been, of-
these honorary satisfactions agree exactly fended. For, has the injury itself been only
with opinion, and are faithfully administered, slightly equivocal ? to deny it, is to have re-
In former times, duels have been employed as course to a lie, to acknowledge his fault,
ameansofdecisionin agreat unmber of cases, to disclose his fear and his weakness --in a
in which it would be most highly ridiculous word, it is to perform an act of inferiority,
now to employ them. A lawyer, who should and to humiliate himself before his adversary.
send a challenge to his antagonist in order to In forming the catalogue of offences which
prove a title, or establish a right, would be possess the character of insults, there are he-
esteemed s fool: in the twelfth century, this cessary exceptions: care must be taken not to
method would have been esteemed valid, include in the decree of proscription useful
Whence arises this change ? From the same acts of public censure -- the exercise of the
cause which has by degrees been operating >ower of the popular sanction. The autho*
in jurisprudence. Justice, by becoming en- rity necessary for correction and reprimand
lightened, and establishing laws and forms of must be reserved to friends and superiors.
procedure, has offered methods of redress The freedom of history and of criticism must
preferable to that of duelling." The same be secured.
cause will produce the same effects. So soon
as the law shall offer a remedy for offences
against honour, there will be no temptation CHAPTER XVI.

de It wasin 12_05that Pnilli'ppe le Bet abolished oF VINDICTIVESATISFACTION.
nailing in civilces_ He h_ rendered thepar-

lia6_ent sedentary at Parts_ and done muel_ for THIs s_Jbject does not demand many parti-
the est._blizhment of judicial order, cular rules- every species of satistaetion
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naturally bringing in its train a punishment ! merit which is deserved, and the injuredparty
to the defendant, a pleasure of vengeance for may draw from it the degree of enjoyment
the party injured, which his situation yields, and of which Lia

This pleasure is again : it recals the riddle nature is susceptible.
of Samson ; it is the sweet which comes out However, without adding any thing to the
of the strong ; it is the honey gathered from gravity of the punishment on this particular
the carcase of the lion. Produced without account, certain modifications may be given
expense, net result of an operation necessary to it, in accordance with what may be sup-
on other accounts, it is an enjoyment to be posed the feelings of the injured party, re-
cultivated as well as any other ; for the plea- gard being had to his situation and the species
sure of vengeance, considered abstractedly, of offence. Examples of this kind have been
is, like every other pleasure, only good in it- exhibited in the preceding chapter ; others
self. It is innocent so long as it is confined will be shown in connexion with the choice
within the limits of the laws ; it becomes of punishments.
criminal at the moment it breaks them. It
is not vengeance, which ought to be regarded
as the most malignant and most dangerous CHAPTER XVII.
passion of the human heart ; it is antipathy, oF SUBSTITUTIVES&TISFACTION,OK AT THIg
it is intolerance : these are the enmities of EXPESSE OF A THtitV PARTY.
pride, of prejudice, of religion, and of poli-
tics. In a word, that enmity is not dangerous Is the most common case, it is upon the
which has foundation, but that which is with- author of the evil that the expense of sath-
out a legitimate cause, faction ought to be fixed. Why ? because,

Useful to the individual, this motive is when fixed in this manner, it tends, in quality
also useful to the public, or, to speak more of punishment, to prevent the evil, by dimi-
correctly, necessary. It is this vindictive nishing the frequency of the offence : fixed
satisfaction which often unties the tongue of upon another individual, it would not have
the witnesses ; it is this which generally ani- this effect.
mates the breast of the accuser, and engages Does this reason no longer exist with re-
him in the service of justice, notwithstand- gard to the first respondent ? does it apply
ing the trouble, the expenses, the enmities to another in default of the first ? The law
to which it exposes him ; it is this which of responsibility ought to be modified in con-
overcomes the public pity in the punishment sequence ; or, in other terms, a third person
of the guilty. Take away this spring, the ought to be called upon to pay, instead of the
machinery of the laws will no longer move, authog of the mischief, when he cannot fur-
or at least the tribunals will only obtain ser- nish the satisfaction, and when the obligation
vices for money--a means which is not only imposed upon this third party tends to pre-
burtbensome to society, but also exposed to vent the offence.
very strong objections. This may happen in the following cases:

Some commonplace moralists, always the 1. Responsibility of a master for his servant.
dupes of words, cannot understand this truth. 2...................... a guardian for his ward.
The desire of vengeance is odious ; all saris- 3...................... a father for his children.
faction drawn from this source is vicious; 4 ...................... amotherforherchildren,
forgiveness of injuries is the noblest of vir- in quality of tutor.
tues. Doubtless, implacable characters, whom 5 ...................... a husband for his wif_

no satisfaction can soften, are hateful, and 6...................... an innocent person, who
ought to be so. The forgiveness of injuries profits by the offence.
is a virtue necessary to humanity ; but it is
only a virtue when justice has done its work, 1. Responsibility of a Master for /zis
when it has furnished or refused a satisfac- _ervant.
tion. Before this, to forgive injuries is to This responsibility is founded upon two
invite their perpetration-- is to be, not the reasons ; the one of security, the other of
friend, but the enemy of society. Whatcould equality. The obligation imposed upon the
wickedness desire more, than an armngemcut master acts as a punishment, and diminishes
by which offences should be always followed the chance of similar misfortunes. He is in-
by pardon ? terested in knowing the character and watch.

What, then, ought to be done, with the ing over the conduct of those for whom he
intention of yielding this vindictave satisfac, is answerable. The law makes him an in-
tion ? It is proper to do every thing which spector of police, a domestic ma_trate, by
justice requires to answer the ends of the rendering him answerable for their impru-
other satisfactions, and for the punishment of dense.
the offence : nothing more is required. The Besides, the condition of master almmt
least excess set apart for this object would neceasarily suppozes a eertadn forttme; the
be an evil in pure waste. Inflict the punish- circumstance of hei_ug the party iajm_l, the
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object of the misfortune, supposes no such An agent is less dependent upon his principal
thin e: when there is an inevitable evil to be than a lackey upon his master.
borne by one of two persons, it is most de- The second thing to be considered is the
airable that its weight should be thrown nature of the work on which the servant is
upon him who is best able to bear it. employed. The presumptions against the

.This responsibility may have certain incon- master are less strong, with regard to work
veniences; bnt if it did not exist, the incon, in which his interest would be liable to suffer
vanicnces would be still greater. Did a from the fault of his agents, and they would
master wish to commit waste on the lands be stronger in the contrary case. In the first
of his neighbour.--to expose him to some case, the master has already a sufficient mo-
a¢cident,--to wreak his vengeance on him,-- tire for exercising his superintendence : in
to make him live in continual uneasiness, he the second, he cannot have this motive ; the
need only choose some vicious servants, whom law mast supply it.
he might instigate to serve his passions and 3. The responsibility of the master is
his enmities, without commanding any thing, much greater, if the mischief have happened
without being their accomplice, or without on account of his service, or during such ser-
it beittg possible to find proofs of it ; always vice ; because it is to be presumed that he
ready to urge them on, or to disavow them, he may have directed it, that he ought to have
might make them the instruments of his de- foreseen the event, and that he might have
signs, and run no risk himself.* By showing watched over his servants at this time. more
them a little more than ordinary confidence-- easdy than during the hours of their liberty.
by taking advantage of their attachment and There is one case which seems exceedingly
devotedness, of their servile vanity, there is to reduce, even if it does not altogether de-
nothing which he may not obtain by general stroy, the strongest reason fbr responsibility,
instigations, without exposing himself to the when the mischief has for its ¢_use a serious
danger of directing any thing in particular ; offence, accompamed consequently by a pro-
and he would rejoice with impunity over the portional punishment. If my servant, for
evil which he had done by the hand of others, example, having a personal quarrel with my
" Unhappy that I am 1" cried llenry the neighbour, set fire to his granaries, ought I
Second, one day, vexed with the hanghtiness to be answerable for a damage that I could
of an insolent prelate: " what! so many set- not hinder ? If the madman do not dread
rants who beast of their zeal, and not one being hanged, will he dread being driven from
who will avenge me ?" The effect of this my service ?
imprudent or criminal apostrophe was the Such are the presumptions which serve as
murder of the archbishop, a foundation for responsil_ility : presumption

But that which essentially diminishes for of negligence on the part of the master, pre-
the master the danger of hi's responsihility, sumption of superior wealth on the part of
is the responsibility of the servant. The the master above the party injured, &c. ; but
real author of the mischief, according to cir- it ought not to be forgotten, that these pre-
cumstanees, ought to be the first to bear its sumptions are nothing, when they are con.
disagreeahle consequences, as far as he is able, tradicted by facts. An accident, for example,
that the negligent or vicious servant may not has happened by the overturning of a ear-
be able coolly to say, when doing mischief, rlage. Nothing is known of the party injllred.
" It is my master's atfitir, and not mine." It is presumed that he is in a situation to

Besides, the responsibility of the master is receive an indemnity from its owner, who, it
not always the _tme : it ought to vary ac- m presumed, is in a condition to bear the loss.
eording to many circumstances, which ought But what becomes of this presumption, when
to be examined with attention, it is known that this owner is a poor farmer.

The first thing to be considered is the and the party injured a wealthy noble? that
degree of connexion which subsists between the first would be ruined if he had to pay
the master and the sers_ant. Is he a day-Is- the indemnity, which is of little consequence
hourer, or a man engaged by the ye_'? _ to the other. Hence presumptions ought to
a workman out of doors, or one dwelling in guide, but they ought never to enslave. The
_he house?_an apprentice or a slave ? It is legislator ought to consult them in estab-
elear, that the stronger the connexion is, the lishing general rules, but he ought to allow
more his responsibility ought to be increased, the judge to modify their application accord-

ing to individual cases.

* There are many methods of doing evd by The general rule establishes the responai-means of another, without any trace of compli-
ei_. I h,tve heard it said by a French eoun- bility of the master ; but the judge, according
xllor, that when the L_rliaments wished W _tve to the nature of the circumstances, should
&,I_uilty person, they designedly chose some un- change this arrangement, and cause the weight
aglfful person Its a reporter , hoping that his of the lossto faU upon the true author of the
umki.L_lnm_w_ktgive birthto tomeminas

By leaving to the judgethe tq'mtestlati-
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tude with respect to this reparation, the belong to them as sentient beings, are part
greatest abuse which can result will be the of a man's property, and ought to be con-
occasional introduction of the inconvenience sidered as such. He who enjoys the adven-
which the general rule would necessarily pro- rages of the possession, ought to bear its
duee, on whichever side it may be fixed. If inconveniences : the good much more than
the judge favour the author of the mischief compensates for the evil. It would be very
on one occasion, and the master on another, singular, if the loss or destruction occasioned
he who is Improperly treated by the free by children should be borne by an individual
choice of the judge, is not worse off than ff who knows nothing of them, but their me-
he had been thus improperly treated by the lice or their imprudence, rather than by him
inflexible choice of the law. who finds in them the greatest source of his

In our systems of jurisprudence, these too- happiness, and may indemnify himself by a
difications have not been observed. The thouss.ld hopes for the actual cares of their
burden of the entire loss is thrown sometimes education.*
upon the servant, sometimes upon the master; But this responsibility has a natural limit.
from which it results, that sometimes secu- The majority of a son, or the marriage of a
rity, and at other times equality, have been daughter, putting an end to the authority of
neglected, whilst the one or the other ought the father, causes the responsibility which
to have been preferred, according to thenature the law throws upon a father to cease. He
of the case. ought no longer to bear the punishment of

an action which he has no longer the power
2. Responslbdlty of a Guardlun for )_isWard. to hinder.

The ward is not among the number oZ the To perpetuate during his whole life the
goods of the guardian : he is, on the con- responsibility of a father, as the author of the
trary, among the number of his charges. Has vicious dispositions of his children, would be
the pupil sufficient tbrtune to furnish the cruel and unjust. For, in the first place, it Is
satisfaction ? it is not necessary that another not true that all the vices of an adult may be
should pay it for him. Has he not the means ? i attributed to the defects of his education :
the guardianship is in this case too weighty different causes of corruption, after the period
a burthen to be surcharged with factitious of independence, may triumph over the most
responsibility. All that ought to be done is virtuous education ; and besides this, the con-
to attach to the negligence of the guardian, dition of a father is sufficiently unhappy, when
proved or even presumed, a fine, larger or the evil dispositions of a child, arrived at the
smaller according to the nature of the proofs, age of manhood, have broken out into crime.
but which ought not to exceed the expense ARer all that he has already suffered in the
of satisfaction to the party injured, bosom of his family, the pain which he ex-

periences from the misconduct or dishonour
3. Responsibilit_j of a Father for his Children. of his child, is a species of punishment which

If a master ought to be responsible for the nature itself inflicts upon him, and which it
faults of his servants, much more ought a is not necessary that the law should aggra-
father to be so for the faults of his children, rate. This would be to spread poison over his
Is it possible, and ought the master to watch wounds, without hope either of repairing the
over those who depend upon him ? It is a past, or guarding against the future. Those
much more pressing duty upon a father, and who would justify this barbarous jurispru-
much more easy to be fultilled : he exercises dence by the example 0f the Chinese, have not
over them. not only the anthonty of a do- recollected that the authority of the father
mestic magistrate, but he possesses all the in that country ceases only with his life, and
ascendancy of affection : he is not only the that it is just that his responsibility should
guardian of their physical existence ; he may continue as long as his power.
command all the sentiments of their souls.
The master may not have been able to re- 4. tiespo:tsibilit!l of the Mottser for ltor
strain or to watch a servant who announces Child.
dangerous dispositions ; but the father, who The obligation of the mother, in _dlar
might have fashioned at his own will the cases, is naturally regulated by the rights she
character and the habits of his children, may pmsesses.
be considered the author of all the disposi- Is the father still alive ? the respmad'aility
tions which they manifest. Are they de- of the mother, as well as her power, remain
prayed ? it is almost always the effect of his abmorbed in that of her lmsband. Is he de-
negligenee or of his vices. He ought, there- _? as she takas in hand the reins of do-
fore, to bear the consequences of an evil mastic government, she becomes responsible
which he ought to have prevented, for those who are subject to her empire.

If it be nece_ary to add a new reason after
so strong a one, it may be said that the chfl- • It _ a maxim of the Roman law-- Qsd
dren, with the exception of the rights which ,emqt ¢ommodmN a_'/rt tidier et om_.
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6, Respe_ibili_ of tl_ H_l_d for his CHAPTER XVIIL
W_fe.

OF 8UBSlDIAgY 8&TISFACTION &T THE zx-

This ease is as simple as the preceding. F_sz or Th_ I,UeUC T_aso_e.
The obligation of the husband depends on
his rights ; the administration of their goods Tn_ best source from which estisfact/on esa
belongs to him alone : unless the husband be taken, is the property of the delinquent,
were responsible, the party injured would because it fulfils, as we have seen, with a
he without remedy, superior degree of suitableness, the functions

As to the rest, the order generally esta- of a punishment.
blished is supposed here : that order so he- But if the delinquenthavenofort_une, onght
ees_y to the peace of f_milies, the education the injured individual to remain without sa-
of children, and the maintenance of manners; tisfaction? No: for the reasons which we
that order, so ancient and so universal, which have already set down, satisfaction is almost
places the wife under the anthority of the as necessary as punishment. It ought to be
husband. As he is her head and guardian, made at the expense of the public treasure,
be answers for her before the law : lie is because it is an object of public benefit; the

even charged with a more delicate responsi- security of all is concerned. The obligation
bility before the tribunal of public opinion ; upon the public treasure to provide satisfac-
but this observation does not. belong to our tion, is founded upon a reason which has the
present subject, clearness of an axiom. A pecuniary burthen,

divided among the whole number of indivi-
6. Responsibili_ of an innocent Person w)_o duals, is nothing for each one in comparison

Itas profited _/tJie O_ence. with what it would bc for each one or a small
It olden happens that a person, without number.

having had any share in an offence, derives Is insurance useful in commercial enter-
from it a sensible profit. Is it not proper prises? it would be no less so in the great
that this person should be called upon to in- social enterprise, where the associates find
demnify the party injured, if the guilty party themselves united by a train of chances,
cannot be found, or if he be not able to fur- without knowing each other, without choice,
nish an indemnity ? without the power of avoiding it, or guarding

This proceeding would be conformable to themselves by their prudence against the
the principles we have laid down, uin the multitude of snares which they may mutually
first place, with regard to seeur/ty ; for he prepare. Calamities which arise from crimes,
may have been an accomplice without its are not less real evils than those which arise
having been proved : also with regard to from natured causes. If the sleep of the mes-
equlity ; for it is more dedrable that one ter be sweeter in a house insured against
person should be simply deprived of a gain, fire, it would be still more so if he were in-
rather than that another should suffer an sured against their. Abstraction made of
equal loss. its abuses, too great extent could hardly be

A few examples will sul_ce to explain this given to a method so perfectible and so in-
subject, genious, which renders real losses so light,

]_y piercing a dike, the land of one party and which gives so much security against
has been deprived of the benefit of the water eventual evils.
wlfieh he formerly _ and it has been However, all insurances are exposed to

Ven to another. He who comes into the en- great abuses from fraud or negligence: fraud
ment of this unexpected advantage, owes on the part of those who, in order to obtain

at least a part of his gain to him who has unlawfulindemnities, feignorexaggeratetheir
mflfered loss. losses; negligence, whether on the part of the

A tenant in possession, whose estate passes assurers, who do not take all necessary pre-
to a _m_er by entail, has been killed, and cautions, or on the part of the assured, who
has left a family in want. The tenant in tail, use less vigilance in guarding against losses
who thus comes into a premature enjoyment which are not to be berne by them.
of _ estate, ought to be accountable for In a system of _actions at the expense
a eerteln u_afiu_tion to the family of the de- of the public treasure, there is reason to
ceau_l, fear--

A beaefice has become vacant, because its I. A seerct connivunce between the party
pmsassor has been kined, it matters not how. I _ratending to be hurt, and the p_ete.ndad
If he have left • wife and ehi!d_m in poverty, [ author of the offence, in order to obtain sn
the meeesser owes them an indemnity pro- I undue indemnity. _.
poctioned to their neee_y, and the enjoy- [ 2. Too great _urity on the pert of In-
meat they had Meiimte_* _ d/v/duals, who, fraying no longer to fear tae

_ _o_-TeetIrunecon_tneneasofe_'imes,wouldnetmake
,/_ _ Jee_qr_remJe_i. I thesue effe_ to preve e_
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This second danger is little to be dreaded, offence should be susceptible of this species
No one would neglect his actual possessions, of fldsehood, and this is a ease su_ciently
a good certain and present, with the hope rare.
of recovering, in case of loss, only an equiva- It appears, therefore, that it may be laid
lent for the thing lost, and even at the most down as a maxim, that in all cases in which
an equivalent. To this let it be added, that the punishment of an offence is weighty, it
this recovery would not be obtained without need not be feared that an imaginary offender
care and expense; that there must be atran- will be willing to charge himself with an of-
_fient privation; that he must bear the burthen fence for a doubtful profit.
of prosecution, and act the always disagree- But, for the opposite reason, when the
able part of an accuser ; and that, after all, mischief results from an offence of which the
under the best system of procedure, success pomehment is slight or none, the danger of
is still doubtful, abuse would be at its height if the public

There would remain, therefore, sufficient treasure were responsible for it. The insol-
motives for each individual to watch his pro- vability of a debtor is an example. Where
perty, and not to encourage offences by his is the beggar who would not be trusted, if
negligence, the public were security for him ? what

On the side of fraud, the danger is much treasury would be able to pay every erech'tor
greater. It cannot be prevented but by de- whose debtors did not actually pay them ?
tailed precautions, which will be explained and how many false debts would it not ha
elsewhere. As examples, it will be sufficient easily to suppose ?
to point out two opposite cases; one in which This indemnification would not only be ehu-
the utility of the remedy exceeds the danger sire : it is unnecessary ; since, in the trensec-
of the abuse, the other in which the danger tions of commerce, the risk of loss enters into
of the abuse exceeds the utility of the re- the price of merchandise, or the interest of
reedy, money : if the merchant were sure never to

When the damage is occasioned by an of- lose, he would sell at a lower price ; hence,
fence, the punishment of which is weighty, to seek from the public an indemnification
and its author is judicially convicted of the for a loss which had been compensated for
crime, it seems that fraud is very difficult, beforehand, wouid be to seek to be paid twice
All that the impostor, who pretends to have over.*
been hurt, can do to procure an accomplice, There are other cases in which satisfaction
is to give him a part of the profits of the fraud: ought to be made at the public expense.
but unless the clearest principles of proper- 1. Cases of physical calamity, such as inun-
tion between crimes and punishments have clarions, fires, &c. Aids granted by the state
been neglected, the punishment which the in such c_ses, are not only founded upon the
accomplice will have to undergo, would be principle, thatthe weigh_ of the evil, divided
more than an equivalent to the total profit of among all, becomes more light ; they rest
the fraud, also upon this other, that the state, as pro.

Observe, the offender ought to ha con- tector of the national wealth, is interested
victed before the satisfaction is awarded: inpreventingthedeteriorationofthenational
without this precaution, the public treasure domain, and ought to re-establish the means
would be pillaged. Nothing would be more of re-production in those parts which have
common than the tale of imaginary thefts; suffered. Such were what have been called
of pretended robberies committed in a clan- the liberalities of Frederickthe Great to those
destine manner, or during the darkness of provinces which had been desolated by cer-
the night, or by unknown persons who have rain calamities : they were acts of prudence
eseapecL But when it is necessary to have and preservgtion.
apprehended the guilty, complicity is not 2. Losses and misfortunes, the eorme-
easy. The part which it would be necessary quenees of host_ities. Those who have
to act, is not one of those which is easily per- been exposed to the invasions of the enemy
formed, in as much as, besides the ceruduty have a r_ht so much the more particular to
of punishment for the individual charged with a public indemnification, as they may be con.
the pretended offence, there would also be a sidereal as having mmtained the attack which
particular punishment in case the imposture threatened all parties, as being, by their si.
shouldbedeteeted--apuulshmenttobeshared tuation, the point the most exposed for the
by the two accomplices; and if it be consi- common defence.
dered how difficult it is to invent a phtusible
itory of an offence altogether imaginary, it • A voluntary subscription, a bank of in-
may he believed that such frauds would be sunmee deslined to reimbunm lining enditom,

might be advautot_eu*, witheet _ _
very rare, if they ever happened. _ for the admmimato_ of the public fumls to

The danger most to he apprehended is mstitutesuehsmestshlhhmem, Tbepublicfands
the exaggeration of a loss resul_g from a being the puduet of eeumah_ eul;ht to be m_.
regl offence. But it is necessary That the nsge_l with the gremest e_neml.
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3. Evils resulting from unblameable errors party, on account of satisfaction, ought to be
of the ministers of justice. An error in paid in preference to what is due to the
justice is already, by itself, a sobject of grief; public treasure on account of fine. Ordinary
but that this error, once known, should not jurisprudence does not decide thus, but it is
be repaired by proportional indemnification, thus that reason decides. The loss suffered
is an overturning of the social order. Ought by an individual is an evil felt ; the profit
not the public to follow the rules of equity to the revenue is a good not felt by any per-
which are imposed on individuals ? is it not son. What is paid by the offender as a fine,
shameful that it should employ its power in is a punishment, and nothing more ; what he
severely exacting what is due to itself, and ?ays as a satisfaction is also a punishment,
should refuse to restore what it owes ? But and a punishment even more than ordinarily
this obligation is so evident, that it becomes strong, besides this, it is a satisfaction for the
obscure by endeavouring to prove it. party injured ; that is to say, a good. When

4. Responsibility of a community for an I pay to the revenue, a creature of reason
offence of violence, committed in a public with whom I have no quarrel, I feel only
place in its territory. It is not properly the the same regret for the loss as I should do
public treasure which ought to be employed had I dropt the sum into a well: when I pay
in this case; it is the funds of the district or it to my adversary, when I am thus obliged
province, which ought to be taxed for the to confer a benefit on him whom I wished
reparation of a negligence of police, to injure, there is connected with the pay-

In case of competition, the interests of an ment a degree of humiliation, which givesto
individual ought to have place before those the punishment thus inflicted the most de-
of the revenue, what is due to the injured sirable character.

PART II.--RATIONALE OF PUNISHMENT.

in many official compositions relating to civil
ADVERTISEMENT. or criminal codes.

"But circumstances, which prevented these
Till following account is given by M. Du- new volumes from entering upon the same
mont of his labours with respect to the two course of circulation as the preceding, have
volumes published by him at Paris in 1Sll, sometimes cooled my zeal, and I should will-
under the title of Th_orie des Peiaes et des ingly have resigned the task I had imposed
R_¢ompemws. Of this work, three editions upon myself, if the author would have under-
have bfen printed in France, and one in taken it himself. Unhappily, he is as little
England. disposed so to do as ever ; and if these works

" When I published in Paris, in 1802,/_s do not appear in the French dress which I
7_it_s de T.egisiatlon Civile et P_nale, in have given them, it is most probable that
three volumes, I announced other works of they will remain shut up in his cabinet.
the same kind, which I had, in the same ,, They have lain there thirty years: the
manner, extracted from the manuscripts of manuscripts from which I have extracted Z_z
Mr. Bentham, but which were not then ready Tl_orie des Peines, were written in 1775.
for the press. Those which have supplied me with La

" Success has encouraged my labours : Th_orie des R_compenses, are a little later :
three thousand copies were distributed more they were not thrown aside as useless, but
rapidly than I had dared to hope would be laid aside as reugh-hewn materials, which
the case with the first work of a foreign might at a future day be polished, and form
author, but little known upon the continent, part of a general system of legislation m or
I have reason also to think that all recent as studies which the author had made for hm
as this work is, it has not been without its own use.

influence, since it has been frequently quoted " These manuscripts, though much more
voluminous than the work I have presented

• In lnepadng the Ratlo_/e qf P_/tment to the public, are very incomplete. They
fc_ its appearance befere the English public, the offered to me often different essays upon the
Editor h_s taken the volume entitled Th,Jorie same subject, of which it was necessary todes Pelnest Imblisbed by M. _ as the
groundwork of his labours; but having availed take the substance and unite them into one.
Idrnself_wherev_he could, of the _ manu- In some chapters I had nothing but marginal
.se_qpt_ his will in many instances not be femal notes to direct me. For the fourth book of
• _ mmaktien et M. Dunzmt's wewk. La Ti_erie des PeiTws, I was obliged to col-
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lect and prepare a variety of fi_nnents. The worthy of the public notice, will not estonish
discussion upon the punishment of death was those who know all that he requires of hinb
unfinished. At one time, the author in. [ selt_ and the ideas which he has form_ for
tended to treat of this subject anew, but this himself of a complete work.
intention has not been carried into effect. " A perfect book would be that which
He had prepared nothing upon transporta- should render useless all which had been
tion -- nothing upon Penitentiaries. The written in time past, or that could be written
idea of the Panopticon was as yet unformed, in future time, upon the same subject. With
I have derived the foundations of these two respect to the second condition, it is not
important chapters from a work of Mr. Ben- possible to decide when it is accomplis'hed,
tham's, since published (Letters to Lord Pel. without pretending to measure the power of
ham,_c._c.) Ihave takenallthat suited the humonmind; with respect to the first,
my general method of treating the subject, we can more easily decide by a comparison
by separating it from all controversy, with the works which have gone before.

" After these explanations, it will not be - This comparison has supported me a_qdnst
matter of surprise, if the facts and allusions a just distrust of my own powers. After the
do not always accord with the date of the author had refused me all assistance, and had
original manuscripts. I have freely used the expressed his doubts upon the merit of his
rights of an Editor: according to the nature own work, I was led to reperuse and recon-
of the text, and the occasion, I have trans- sider the most celebrated works upon this
lated, commented, abridged, or supplied, but subject, and even those which had been less
it need hardly be repeated, after what was distinguished; and then I could hesitate no
said in the prelinnnary discourse to the for- longer.
mer publication, that this co-operation on my " I was tempted, at one time, to collect
part has had reference to the details only, every thing dispersed through L'_prit des
and ought not to diminish the confidence of Lozs upon the subject of Rewards and Pu-
the readers ; it is not my work that I pre- rdshments. This collection would have been
sent to them : it Is, as faithfully as the contained in ten or a dozen pages. By thus
nature of things will permit, the work of Mr. collecting the whole together, it would have
Bentham. been possible to judge of the correctness of

" It has been said, that these additions, that expression of D'Alembert, so often re-
these changes, should bear some distinctive peated in France, .that _[ontesquieu had said
mark ; but though this species of fidelity is all, that he had abridged all, because he had
desirable, it is impossible. It is only neces- seen all. Among a multitude of vague and
_ry to imagine what is the labour of finishing undefined thoughts upon these subjects, of
a first sketch--of completing unfinished and which some are erroneous, there are certainly
unreviewed manuscripts, sometimes consist- some which arc judicious and profound, as in
log of fragments and simple notes, in order every thing we possess of this illustrioua
to comprehend, that it required a continued writer. But he has not developed the Ra-
freedom, a species of imperceptible infusion, tionale of Rewards and Punishments,--in-
if I may so speak, which it is scarcely pos- deed, this was not his desi_m, and nothing
sible for the individual himself to remember, would be more unjust than to critimsa him
This is, however, of no importance. It may for not having done what he did not intend
be believed that the author has not found his to perform.
ideas disfigured or t_alsified, since he has con- " Becearia has done more : he first ex-
tinued to eutrnst me with his papers, amined the efficacy of punishments, by c0n-

" I must, however, declare, that he has al- siderlng their effect upon the human heart ;
together refused to share my labour, and that by calculating the force of the motives by
he will not, in any manner, be responsible which individuals are impelled to the corn-
for it. As he has never been satisfied with mission of crimes ; and of those opposite
a first attempt, and has never pubhshed any- motives which the law ought to present.
thing which he has not written at least twice This species of analytical merit was,.howo
over, he has foreseen that the revision of so ever, less the cause of his great success,
old an essay would lead him too far a_yl than the courage with which he attacked
from, and be incompatible with, his present established errors, and that eloquent hu-
engagements. In this manner he has justi- inanity which spreads so lively an interest
tied his refusal; but he has authorised me over his work ; but after this, I scruple not
to_dd, that any change which he might make to say, that he is destitute of method, that
would bear only upon the form _ as respects he is not directed by any general principle,
theprinclples, his opinions have not changed: that he only glances at the most impor*umt
on the contrary, time and reflection have questions, that he carefully shuns all prse-
given them additional strength, tical discussions in which it would have been

" That Mr. Bentham, who is too partleui_ evident that he was unacquainted with the

about his productions, should not deem she_ science of Jurisprudeuce. He announces
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two distinct objeets.--crimes and punish-
ments ; he adds to these, occasionally, Pro- B O 0 K I.
cedure ; and these three vast subjects with
difficulty furnish out matter for one little GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
volume.

"After Montesquieu and Beeeoria, we may
leave in peace a whole library of books, more CHAPTER I.
or less vainable, but which are not distin- DEFINITIONSAND DISTINCTIONS.
gnished by any great character of originality;
not but that we should find in them correct To afford a clear apprehension of the sub-
and judicious views, interesting facts, valu- ject of the following work, which subject is
able criticisms upon laws, many of which no Punishment, it is necessary that what punish-
longer exist, and to the disappearance of which ment/s, and what punishment/s not, should
these works have contributed. I intend not be clearly understood. For this purpose it
here to enter in detail either upon their cri- will be proper to distinguish it from those
ticism or eulogium. It is enough for me objects with which it is in danger of being
to observe, that none have ]aid down the confounded, and aIso to point out the diffe-
Rationale of Rewards and Punishments, or rent shapes which it may assume.
c.ould be employed as a general guide. Punishment, whatever shape it may as-

" In the volumes formerly published, the sume, is an evil. The matter of evil, there*
Rationale of Punishment was only sketched fore, is the sort of matter here in question :
out -- a general map only was given of the the matter of evil in almost all the shapes
department of Criminal Law, of which this of which it is susceptible. In considering
work exhibits the topography, this matter, two objects, constant aecom-

" To prevent frequent reference, and to paniments one to the other, will require to
render this work complete in itself, I have be distinguished, viz. I. The act by which
borrowed stone chapters from the preceding the evil is con_dered as being produced; and,
work, makingeoosiderableadditious to them 2. What is considered as being the result of
and giving them a different form. that same act, the evil itself which is thus

" At the risk, however, of inspiring my produced.
readers with a prejudice unfavourable to my The Engllshlanguage affordsbut one singie-
work, 1 must acknowledge that its object, worded appellative in common use for desig-
how important soever it may be in relation nating both these objects, viz. Punishment.*
to its consequences, is any thing but inte- Punishment may be defined--an evil re-
resting in its nature. I have been sensible suiting to an individual from the direct in-
of this during the progress of my labour, and tention of another, on account of some act
I have not completed it without having often that appears to have been done, or omitted.
to conquer myself. A philosophical interest The propriety of this definition will appear,
alone must suffice ; the descriptions of pu- and its use be manifested, by taking it to
nishments, and the examination of punish- pieces, and examining its several constituent
ments, which tbllow each other without ces- parts.
sation in a didactic order, do not allow of n Punishment, then, is an evil--that is, a
variety of style, do not present any pictures physical evil; either a pain, or n loss of plea-

upon which the hnagination can repose with " In the French, there exists for the designs.
pleasure, tion of the act one name, viz. put, it/on--acre de

" ' Felices ditant ha_: ornaments Hbellce_ punition; and for the designation of the evil, the
Non eat conveniens luctlbas ille color.' result or produce of thatact, another name, viL

pc'the.
" Happily, the subject of Rewards, by its But though exempt from the ambiguity by

novelty, and by the ideas of virtues, talents, which, as above, the English language is de-
and services, which it causes to pass in re- tenorated, the French labours under another.
view, will conduct the readers by more agree- By the word pelne, the result is xndeed secured
able routes. The Tartarus and Elysium o against being confounded with the act that causedit. But, on the other hand, the use of this word
legislation, so to speak, are here disclosed ; is not conAned to the case in which the object
but in entering into this Tartarus, it is only de_gnated by it is the result of an act emanating
to lighten its torments, and we are careful from the will of a sentient being ; it is at les_t

as trequently employed to designate the object
not to engrave upon its portal the terrible itself, without regard to the cause by which itinscription of the poet,

has been produced.
" ' Lane/ate _t_erag_,, vol oh' entrate.'" Besides being too broad in one direction, the

import of it is too narrowin another. It is syno-
, , nymous to, and not more _an coextensive with,

,_aulear : it fails of including that modification
of evil which is of the purely neg_tlve cast, con-
slating of the absence, certain, or more or le_
probable, of this or that modifictu-on of pleasure.
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mxre,orehteofthatdtnationorconditlonofthe are presented which will require in each in-
party affected, which is the immediate cause stance to be compared, and in most hummees
of such pain or loss of pleasure. It is an evil to be distinguished from the ideas presented
resulting from tbed/rect inteution of another, by the word/nm/dtment.
It is not punishment, if it be obliquely inten- Take whatever portion of the matt_ of
tional on the part of the person from whose evil is upon the carpet: whether the term
agency it results, but an evil of some other punishment shall or shall not with propriety
nature, but which, however, is not in all be applied, depends upon the posRionin which
eases distinguished by a specific name. the actual result stands with reference to the

It is an evil resulting to a person from the time in which the w/// or intention of the
direct intention of another, on accout of agent acts.
some act that has been done or omitted. An Intention or unintentional : if intentional,
evil resulting to an individual, although it be directly or indirectly, or, to use another word,
from the direct intention of another, if it be co]laterttly intentional; if directly, ultimate-
not on account of some act that has been done ly, or but mediately intentional; such are the
or omitted, is not a punishment. If, out of modifications which the matter of evil may be
wantonness, for the sake of sport, or out of considered as receiving, when comddered in
di.will, resulting from an anh't,athy you enter- the character of an object to which the will
tain against a man's person, without having or intention turns itself.
any particular act of his to ground it upon, In some cases, the man in power, or some
you do him a mischief, the evil produced in person or persons, having, as he supposes, re-
this case is what nobody would understand ceived, at the hands of some person or other,
to come under the name of punishment, evil in some shape or other, the object which

But so it be on account of some act that he has in view, in the atflietion of the evil in
has been done, it matters not by whom the question, is an enjoyment of a certain kink
act was done. The most common case is for which he derives, or expects to derive, from
the act to have been done by the same person the contemplation of the evil thus susttdned.
by whom the evil is suffered. But the evil In this case, the act in question is termed an
may light upon a different person, and still act of vengeance.
bear the name of punishment. In such So far as this, and this alone, is his object,
ease it may be styled punishment in alienam this evil thus produced is not only directly
personam, in contradistinction to the more but ultimately intentional.
common case in which it may be styled Whether in the character of a sole object,
punishment in proprlam personam. Whether a result of this nature be a fit object for the
the act be ultimately or only mediately in- man in power to propose to himself, is indeed
tentional, it may, consistentl) enough with a very important question, but one which has
common usage, bear the name of ponishment ; no place here : punishment, by being mis-
though, according as it was in the one or applied, is not the less punishment.
other way that the intention happened to Laying out of the above case the supposed
regard it, the act will assume a different antecedent evil, you have no longer an act of
name, as we shall have occasion to mention vengeance, but an act performed for the mere
presently, gratification of antipatAy. But by the lalp-

It must be on account of some act that at position having for its author or agent the
least appears to have been done; but whether legislator or the judge, it is still not the lasa
such an act as appears to have been done, or an act of punishment.
any act actually was done, is not materisd. Of the eases in which the act preduetive

By the denomination thus given to the of the evil, intentionally produced by the
act, by the word punishment, taken by itself, hand of power, is termed an set of punish-
no limitation is put to the description of the ment, the most common class is that which
person of the agent; but on the oeca_on of is composed of those in which, on the part ot
the present work, this personis all along con- the agent, the evil thus produced is, though
sidered as a person invested for this purpose intentional, and even directly intentional, yet
with the authority of the state; a legislator not ultimately, but only mediatelyintentional.
appointing the species of evil to be inflicted In this case, the ultimately intentional
in a species of case ; or a judge appointing object_the object in relation to which the
the individual lot of evil to be inflicted in act of punishment is intended to minister in
tl_ or that individual case. the character of u means to an end_msy

Vengeance, antipathy, amendment, dis- be either an act of the nes_ve or the po_.
ablemeut, determent, self-defence, self-pre- five" cast.
sorvation, safe custody, restraint, compulsion, When the act to which the punishment il
torture, compensation in the sense in which
it means a particular mode of anti.action * To him who would undenvmnd whst he

hetm or what he says, p_'tive and ne_ive are
for injury or damage--l_J_then in any anch ad.iupets_ .theuse.efwhiehis mt more.neeema_
phrase as that of imposition of a burthen, in e_cmc_ty end gaivanhnn man in law, mm
and taxation: by all these several words, ideas e_pcciaity in penal law.
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annexed is of the positive cast, the ulti- produced, the result is considered as being
mutely intentional object aimed at by the act produced. In this case, the act ofpun/shment
of punishment is of the opposite cast; and is also termed an act of correction.
so, when the offence is negative, the result, When the ultimately intentional result is
the production of which is aimed at by the disablement, it is by depriving the offender
punishment, is positive, of the power of committing obnoxious acts

If the offence be of the positive cast, then of the like description, that, in so far as it is
come the following string of appellatives, produced, the result is considered as being
expressive of the results, the production of produced. In this case, the course taken to
which is in different ways aimed at, viz. 1. produce the result may either be such the
Amendment or reformation; 2. Disablement; nature of which is to produce it only for a
3. Determent ; 4. Self-defence ; 5. Self-pee- time, as is done by temporary imprisonment,
servation ; 6. Safe custody; and 7. Restraint. confinement, or deportation ; or for ever, as

If the offence be of the negative cast, then would in some cases be done by mutilation.
comes another string of appellatives, expres- In so far as by the act of punishment exer-
sire, as above, of the results aimed at, viz. cised on the delinquent, other persons at large
1. Compulsion or restraint ; 2. Torture ; 3. are considered as deterred from the commis-
Compensation, in the sense in which it is sion of acts of the like obnoxious description,
equivalent to satisfaction, rendered in consi- and the act of punishment is in consequence
deration of injury resulting from an offence, considered as endued with the quality of
or in consideration of damage produced with- determent ; it is by the impression made on
out intentional injury ; 4. Taxation. the will of those persons, an impression made

Whether the result aimed at be of the in this ease not by the act itself, but by the
negative or positive cast, the terms, coer- idea of it, accompanied with the eventual
cion, obligation, burthen, or the phrase ira- expectation of a similar evil, as about to be
position of a burthen, are competent to the eventually produced in their own instances,
designation of it. that the ultimately intentional result is con-

Amendment, or reformation, and dlsab[e- sidered as produced; and in this case it is
meat, are words expressive of the result aimed also 'said to be produced by the example, or
at, in so far as the conduct of the supposed by the force of example.
delinquent is concerned. In the case of Between self-defence and punishment, the
amendment or reformation, the obnoxious act relation is of this sort, viz. that to the same
is regarded as being of such a nature, that by act which ministers to the one of those pur-
a single instance of its being.committed, such poses, it may happen to minister to the other.
a degree of disorder in the moral constitution This coincidence may have place in either
is indicated, as requires a general change to of two ways: an act which has sell-defence
remove it, and bring the patient to a state of for its direct object and result, may have pu-
ordinary purity, nishment for its collateral result ; or an act

Few, if any, offences of the negative class which has punishment for its direct object
being to be found which exhibit any such and result, may have seLf-defence for its col-
degree of malignity,--the use of the terms lateral result.
amendment and reformation is nearly con- In repelling a personal assault, it may
fined to the case when the obnoxious act, happen to an individual, intentionally or un-
the prevelttion of which is the ultimate end intentionally, to inflict on the assailant a
of the puuishmvnt, is of the positive kind. suffering by any amount greater than that of

Dzsablement is a term for which, with re- any which, by the assault, was inflicted on
fcrcnce to an act of the negative kind, a place himself: if unintentionally, self-defence was
is hardly to be found. Doing nothing is a not only the sole ultimately intentional, but
sort of offence to which every man is so corn- the sole intentional result : but the suffering
petent, that all endeavours on the part of of the assailant, though not the collaterally
government to disable a man from eommR- intentional, was not in effect less tm_y the
ring it may be set at defiance, collateral result.

Determent is a result equally applicable On the other band, in ir_iefi_ punish-
to the ca_e either of a positive or negative merit on a delinquent, _t may h_ppeu _o _he
offence. It is moreover equally applicable man/n _mthor/ty to be exercising on his ow_l
to the sinmtion of the already-punished de- hebalf an act o£se[f-defi_ce; in regard toail
linquent, and that of other persons at large ; offences, such as rebellio_t and treason, which
nor does it involve, on the part of the po- have for their object or their effect.the sub-
nished delinquent, the supposition of any such version of the government, or the weaken-
general disorder as is implied by the words ing of its powers. But it is o_ly in reference
amendment or reformation, to such offences that an act of punishment

W_.en the ultimately intentional result is can, with reference to the con_titutedautho-
amendment or reformation, it is by the ira- rities, be with propriety called an act of
pression made by the action of the evil on se4f.defenee.
tile will of the offender that, in so f_r as it is But if in lieu of the constituted authorities,
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the members of the eommumty at large he At the same time, restraint is, in a
considered as the persons by whom the pu- variety of shapes, capable of being employed
nishment is _cted ; then is all punishment in the character of a ptwi_h_nt. As a pu-
an act of as/f-defames, in relation to the par- nishmeut_ restraint is not incapable of being
titular species of evil with which the offence employed for the purpose of securing sub-
thus punished is preguant : an sct tending to mission to restraint. But in tldscase, the
defend the community against offences of the coincidence is but verbal, end arises from
sort in question, with their attendant evils, the generality of the word restraint. In
viz. by means of reformation, disablement, the character of a punishment, we carmo,.
and determent, one or more of them as above, employ the restraint collaterally resulting

In the signification ofthe word se/f-defe_,ce, from the negative act, the production of
it is implied that the evil s_nst which the which is the object of the prohibition in the
party is endeavouring to guard himself has, character of the eventual punishment, to se-
for its cause, an act done by some sentient cure obedience to that same prohibitive law.
being, with the intention of producing that To prevent a man from stealing, a law
same evil. threatening to prevent him from stealing,

The word self-preservation is alike appli- would be but an indifferent resource. To
_able, whatsoever be the source or quarter secure, by means of eventual punishment,
from which the evil is considered as about to restraint in this shape, you must employ re-
come. In so far, therefore, as the act of straint in some other shape; for example, the
punishment is with propriety capable of be- restraint attached to imprisonment.
ing termed an act of self-defence, it is, with Between compulsion and punishment, the
the same propriety, capable of being termed relation is of this sort. In the case of corn-
an act of self-preservation, puision, as in the case of restraints, the act

Between safe custody and punishment, the in question is the act which is regarded as
relation is of this sort: m To one and the the efficient cause of the evil, the prevention
same operation, or factitious state of things, of which is the ultimate object of the act of
it may happen to be productive of both of punishment. What restraint is, in the case
these effects. But in the instance of the same when the act in question is of the positive
individual, it is only to a limited degree that east, compulsioa is, in the case when the act
there can be a sufficient reason for making is of the negativ_ cast.
provision for both at the same time. Between torture and punishment, the re-

To a considerable extent, imprisonment lation is of this sort. The term torture is
with propriety may be, mad every where is employed, and perhaps with nearly equal fre-
applied, under the name mid to the purpose queney, in two different senses. In its most
of punishment. In this case, safe custody is extended sense, it is employed to designate
in part the same thing with the intended [ pain, especially pain of body, when considered
punishment itself; in part, a concomitant as being intense in its degree, and this with-
necessary to the existence and continuance out reference to the cause by which it is
of whatsoever inflictions it may be deemed produced.
proper to add to these which are inseparable In its more restricted sense, being that in
from the sat_ custody itself, which it is most apt to be employed, when

But in another case, imprisonment, or an considered as the result of law, it is employed
infliction of the same name, at least, as that to signify pain of body in its degree intelme
which is employed as above, for the purpose as above, employed in due course of law, or,
of punishment, is to a great extent adminls- at any rate, by the hand of power, in the
tcred ultimately for the purpose of eventual character of an instrument of compulsion.
fortheomingness, and mediately for the puro But the account given of it, when emo
pose of safe custody, though no such thing ployed in this sexise, wants much, as yet, of
as punishment is, or, at least, ought to be being complete. The compulsion, or cow
intended, because no ground for punishment straint, maybeproducedbythemereapprehen.
has as yet been, and perhaps never may be, sion of the punishment which is denounced.
est_tdished. By this circumstance, torture _tunds dis-

Between restraint and pumshment, the _ tingttished not only from compulsion itself,
relation is of this sort. In some shape or but from any lot of punishment considered
other, restraint is the d/rect/y intentional as applied to the purpose of compulsion in
result of every prohibitive law. The evil, the ordinary mode.
whatever it be, that constitutes an insepa- The notion of torture is not ineinded in a
rable accompaniment of the _fcste thus deno- punishment attached to an act of disobedi-
minated, is a collaterally intentiomd result ence, of which no remj'mon is allowed; but
of that same law. The evil of the restraint suppose the same lot of pain attached to the
may be very moderate; but still, by every ge- same off'ones, with power to/emit any part
naval prohibitive law, evll in some shape or of it, in ease of, and immediately upon corn-
other, in some quantity or other, most come. pliance with the requi_i_on of the law, sad
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here the pmfishment comeJ under the notion This cireumstealc_ is so obvious, that one
and denomination of torture, would have thought it could not have been

Between compensation, or satisfaction and overlooked; had it, however, been observed
punishment, the relation is of this sort: in with any tolerable steadiness in England,
all cases, if compensation be the end in view, the law of tthat country would wear a face
so far as concerns pecuniary compensation, widely different frmn that which it wears at
by whatsoever is done for the purpose of >resent.
compensation, the effect of pecuniary punish- In relation to all these several results or
ment is produced likewise. More suffering, concomitants* of punishment, one observa-
however, will in general be produced by what tion usefid to be borne in mind, that it may
is taken tbr the purpose of compensation, than
if the same amount were taken for the pur- * T;_e dL_tinction_between these severs] o13-
pose of punishment: it will be accompanied ._s n.ay be illustrated by an exdmple.In 1769, a jury gave a vcr_lict of £4,_0
by the regret produced by the idea of the _amages against the Earl of Hali'ax, for the
advantage not only reaped by an adversary, rmngful imprimmnent of John Wilkes, Esq.
but reaped at one's own expense, m suspicmn of being the _ttthor of a state libel

Ou the other hand, by the contemplation It may be inquired, what _ort of act dad the jury
of the suffering inflicted by punishment on _erfoml, when by.gl_ing this verdict they ap-

pointed the sum m question to be paid by the
the delinquents, good in the shape of cam- one person to the other ?
pensation, or say vindictive satisfaction, is It was intended m be an act of punishment.
administered to the party injured. If any juryman being angry with Lord Hahfax

Between taxation and punishment of the also intended to produce pare in him, on account
peeuniary kind, for it is only in this form of the Ideasurc he wok m thinking of that pain;
that they can be compared, the relation is of in the case of such juryman it was an act of

vengeance; being done_owever, on account of
this sort ; they both consist in the applica- an act that had been done, wz. the imprisonment
tinn of compulsion to the extracting out of of Mr. Wilkes, it was not an act of antipathy.
the pocket in question a certain stun ; the If any juryman did it wath a wew of deterring
difference between them consists in the end Lord H'alifax, or any one who might occupy that
in view. In the case of taxation, the object nobleman's place in future, fromd0ingactsofthe
is the obtainment of a certain sum ; in the like kind, and of preventing the mischief appre-

hended from such acts, it was in him an act for
ease of punishment, the object is the pre- amendment and determent. It could not, how-vention of the obnoxious act, to the cam- ever, operate for the purpose of disablement, the
mission of which the obligation of paying paying of a sum of money, having no tendency
the money is attached in the e_aracter of a to disable Lord Halii_x, or those holding the
punishment. In the case of taxation, the same othce, from imprisoning others who might
wish of the legislator is, that the money may become the objects of their dmshke.
be paid ; m_d, consequently, if it be to the It was not an act of immediate self-defence,

for self-defence implies attack, that is, implies
performance of a certain act that the ob]i- that there is some person who is actually using
$mtion of paying the money is annexed, his hm endeavours to do mischief to the party de-
wish is that the act may be performed. Fending himself. If, however, any juryman,

As in the two cases the result intended is :hinking himseff in danger of sufforingm the
opposite, the ac'tual results are accordingly !ike, or any other manner from I_rd H., and
iucompatible, in so thr as either result is ob- _rsons liable to act as he did, joined in the veT.

lict with the view of preserving himself from
tained, the other is missed. Whether the such suffering, to wit, by means of the restraint
effect of any given law shall be taxation, or which the fear of similar punishment might be

effectual prohibition, depends, in the instance _er ed to impose on Lord Halifax and suchof each individmd, upon the value, which, in expersons, on the part of such juryman it was
the case in question, he is called upon to pay, an act of self-preservatio_
compared with the value in his estimation . The payment of the fine imposed could contri-

bute nothing to the puypmes of safe custody or
of" the advantage which stands annexed to physical restraint, neither was it an act of com.
the exercise of the act; if the advantage ap- pulsinn, for it was not designed as a meam of
pear the greater, he pays the money and compelling him to do anything.
exercises the act ; if the value of the money It was not an act of torture ; the penalty, if
to be eventually paid appear the greater, he paid, was paid instantaneously ; the act of pay-
obeys the prohibitory law, and abstains from u_ censing of itself, and not being capable of
the performance of the act. _an_ protractea so as to be made to cease only

When the t_a-e assumed by any law is that at a tuture given instance.If any juryman did it with the view of mak-

.... . " ing Mr. Wilkes amends for the pain he had suf.tSpel_eu°nhii_bi_::d_n_u?_'_'Yfi_e_w_'neg .fcred bythesuppo_ injnryinquestion,insuch
the profits of the offence are variable, the j.u.rylman it was an act of compensation; and if
probability is, that in many instances the the ju_ who intended to make compenmtion
penalty, even if levied, which could not be m Mr. Wilkes also thought mat it was right to

tax Lord Halifax to the amount of the mmpen-
without detection, prosecution, and convic- sation proper m be given to Mr. Wilkes, it was
tton, would but operate as a taxed licence, an act of taxauoo.
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operate as a preservative against much error.
is--that itis but in very few, if any of these CHAPTER II.
instances, that from the name by which the
object is here designated, anytrue judgment CLASSSrXCATION.
can be formed on any such question as whe° I_ a former work it has been shown,* that
ther and how far the object is a fit object of offences against individuals may be ranged
pursuit or aim in the character of an end. under foul' principal heads ; offences agshlst

Take any one of them for examlde ,-if the person, property, reputation, and co,all-
taken by itself that object be of the nature lion. The same division may be applied to
of good, yet, in the first place, that good may punishments ; an individual can only be pu-
be in any degree minute ; in the next place, nisbod by affecting his person, his property,
to the quantity of evil with which it may his reputation, or his condition.
happen to it to be followed, there are no The circumstance which renders these two
limits: and thus it is that false must be that classifications similar is this -- punishments
proposition, which, without leaving room for and offences are both evils caused by the free
exceptions, should pronounce the attainment agency of man. In as many points as we are
of that object to be universally an end fit to hable to be injured by the hand of an of-
be armed at, whether through the interv_n- fender, in so many points is the offender
tion of p_mishment, or any other means; and himself exposed to the sword of justice.
conversely. The difference between punishments and of.

Of the distinctions here pointed out be- fences is not, then, in their nature, which is,
tween punishment and the several objects or may be, the same ; but in the legality of
that are of kin to it, five distinguishable the one, and the illegality of the other, of.
practical uses may be made. fences are prohibited, punishments are insti-

l. They may serve as a memento to the tuted by the laws. Their effects also are
legislator, to see on every occasion, that for diametrically opposite. An offence produces
the several objects which may have place, an evil both of tbefirst and second order;t
and present a demand for legislative pro- it causes suffering in an individual which he
vision, due and adequate provision is ancor, was unable to avoid, and it spreads an alarm
dingly made. more or less general. A punishment pro-

2. To preserve him from the delusion duces an ev/l of the first order, and a good
which would have place, wheresoever it hap- of the second order. It inflicts suffering upon
pens that by one and the same lot of evil, an individual who has incurred it voluntarily,
due and adequate provision may be made for and in its secondary effects it produces only
two or more of these purposes, if by the dif- good : it intimidates the ill.disposed, it re-
ference of their respective denominations, he assures the ivnocent, and becomes the Jutfe-
were led to give birth to two or more lots guard of society.
of evil for the purpose of effecting the good, Those punishments which immediately el-
for the effectuation of which one of them feet the person in its active or passive powers,
would suffice, constitute the class of corporal puni_ments :

3. That in each instance, in comparing the they may be divided into the following dif-
end he has in view with the means which he ferent kinds :--

proposes to employ for the attainment of it, 1. Simply afflictive punishments.
the view he takes of such proposed means 2. Complexly afflictive punishments.
may be sufficiently clear, correct, and corn- 3. Restrictive punishments.
plete, to enable him to form a correct judg- 4. Active or laborious punishments.
ment of the mode and degree in which they 5. Capital punishments.
promise to be conducive to the attainment Punishments which affect property, _epu-
of the end.

4. That he may be upon his guard against i Introduction to Principles of Morab andLegidat_
that sort of rhetorical artifice which operates _ See Pri_tpl_ of Moral: and LegOlatton ,
by substituting for the proper name of the ch. 12_page 69, ' Oftbecon ._uences ofa Mis-
object or result in question, according to chievotm Act.'--" The mischief of an oWenee
the purpose in view, the name of some other may frequently be disting,.fisbed, as it were, into
object or result, the name of which is either two sha_ or par_s; the one containing what

may be called ibe pri'mary; the other what m_y
more or less popular than the proper one. be called the seco_ary. That share may be

5. That while in pursuit of any one of termed primary/which is mmutinedby an anfi_m.
these objects, in the character of an end, he able individual_ or a multitude of assignable m.
employs such means as to his conception ap- divlduab. That share _my be termed seeondary,
pear conducive to that end, he may be eor- which, taking its origin f_om the framer, ex-
rectly and completely aware of any tendene.v ten_ xtseif riffler over the whole e0mmunity ,

or over some other multitude ef unamiBnable in2
which such arrangements may have to be dividnali:"
conducive or obstructive, with reference to For thefulldeve]opemantofthissubjeet_refet.
any other of these same ends. enee may be made to the chapter indicated.
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ration, or condition, possess this quality in 2. By taking away the desire of offemiing.
common, they deprive the individual of some 3. By rn=tlrlnghim afraid of offending.
advantage which he before enjoyed ; such are In the first case, the individual can no
privative punishments,/oases, and forfeitures, more commit the offence ; in the second, he
The punishments of this class are very va- no longer desires to commit it ; in the third,
rions ; they extend to every possible kind of he may still wish to commit it, but he no
possession, longer dares to do it. In the first ease, there

Hence we perceive that all punishments is s physical incapacity ; in the second, a
may be reduced to two classes, moral reformation ; in the third, there is in.

1. Corporal punishments, timidation or terror of the law.
2. Privative punishments, or punishments General prevention is effected by the de-

by loss or forfeiture, nunciatien of punishment, and by its appli-
cation, which, according to the common
expression, serves for an example. The pu.

CHAPTER III. nishment suffered by the offender presents
to every one an example of what he himsalf

oF THE ENDS OF PUNIStI_ST. will have to suffer, if he is guilty of the same

WHeN any act has been committed which is offence.
followed, or threatens to be followed, by General prevention ought to be the chief
such effects as a provident legislator would end of punishment, as it is its real justifica-
be anxious to prevent, two wishes naturally tion. If we could consider an offence which
and immediately suggest themselves to his has been committed as an isolated fact, the
mind : first, to obviate the danger of the like like of which would never recur, punishment
mischief in future : secondly, to compensate would be useless. It would be only adding
the mischief that has already been done. one evil to another. But when we consider

The mischief likely to ensue from acts of that an unpunished crime leaves the path of
the like kind may arise from either of two crime open, not only to the same delinquent,
sources, -- either the conduct of the party but also to all those who may have the same
himself who has been the author of the mis- motives and opportunities for entering upon
chief already done, or the conduct of such it, we perceive that the punishment inflicted
other persons as may have adequate motives on the individual becomes a source of seen-
and sufficient opportunities to do the like. rity to all. That punishment which, con-

Hence the prevention of offences divides sidered in itself, appeared base and repugnant
itself into two branches : Particular preven- to all generous sentiments, is elevated to the
tion, which applies to the delinquent himself; first rank of benefits, when it is regarded not
and 9eneral prevention, which is applicable as an act of wrath or of vengeance against a
to all the members of the community with- guilty or unfortunate individual who has given
out exception, way to mischievous inclinations, but as an

Pain and pleasure are the great springs of indispensable sacrifice to the common safety.
human action. When a man perceives or With respect to any particular delinquent,
supposes pain to be the consequence of an we have seen that punishment has three oh-
act, he is acted upon in such a manner as jects : incapacitation, reformation, and inti-
tends, with a certain force, to withdraw him, initiation. If the crime he has committed is
as it were, from the commission of that act. of a kind calculated to inspire great alarm,
If the apparent magnitude, or rather value* as manifesting a very mischievous disposition,
of that pain be greater than the apparent it becomes necessary to take from him the
magnitude or value of the pleasure or good power of committing it again. But if the
he expects to be .the consequence of the act, crime, being less dangerous, only justifies a
he will be absolutely prevented from per- transient punishment, and it is possible for
forming it. The mischief which would have the delinquent to return to society, it is pro-
ensued from the act, if performed, will also per that the punishment should possess qua-
by that means be prevented, lities calculated to reform or to intimidate

With respect to a given individual, the him.
recurrence of an offence may be provided After having provided for the prevention
against in three ways :-- of future crimes, reparation still remains to

1. By taking from him the physical power be made, as far as possible, for those which
of offending, are passed, by bestowing a compensation on

the party injured; that is to say, bestowing
• 1 say value, in order to include the eireum, a good equal to the evil suffered.

stan_e_ of intensity, proximity, certainty, and
duraficm ¢ which magnitude, properly speaklng_ This compensation, founded upon reasons
don not. This may serve to obviate the objec- which have been elsewhere developed, t does
_o_s made by Locke (book IL ch. 21 ) against not at first view appear to belong to the sub-
the pmp_tion, that man is determined by the
greater apimrent good. + Traits, &c. tom. ii. i_ 319.
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ject of punishments, because it concerns an- or threatened mischief, it must necesearilybe
other individual than the delinquent. But ineffectual 6. Where, though the penal clause
these two ends have a real connexion. There may exert a full and prevailing influence over
are punishments which have the double ef- the wi//of the party, yet his l_ysicalfacuities
feet of affording compensation to the party (owing to the predominant influence of some
injured, and of inflicting a proportionate suf- phymcal cause) are not in a condition to fol.
feting on the delinquent; so that these two low the determination of his will : insomuch
ends may be effected by a single operation, that the act is absolutely involuntary, as
This is, in certain cases, the peculiar advan- through compulsion or restraint.
tage of pecuniary punishments.

IIL Cases where Punishment is unprofitable.
If the evil of the punishment exceed the

CHAPTER IV. evil of the offence, the punishment will be
CASESUNMEETFOR PUNISHMENT. unprofitable: the legislator willhave produced

more suffering than he has prevented; he
ALL punishment beingin itself evil, upon the will have purchased exemption from one evil
principle of utility, if it ought at all to be ad- at the expense of a greater.
mitted, it ought only to be admitted in as far The evll resulting from punishment divides
as it promises to exclude some greater evil. itself into four branches:--1. The evil of

It is plain, therefore, that in the following coercion or restraint, or the pain which it
cases punishment ought not to be inflicted :__ gives a man not to be able to do the act,
1. Where it is 9roundless : 2. Where it must whatever it be, which, by the apprehension
be ineySicacious ; because it cannot act so as of the punishment, he is deterred from doing.
to prevent the mischief: 3. Where it is un- 2. The evil of apprehension, or the pain which
profitable or too expensive : 4. Where it is a man, who has exposed himself to punish-
needless; because the mischief may be pre- ment, feels at the thoughts of undergoing it.
vented or cease of itself without it. 3. The evils of sufferance, or the pain which

a man feels, in virtue of the punishment itself,
I. Cases in which Punishment is groundless, from the time when he begins to undergo it.

1. Where there has never been any mis- 4. The pain of sympathy, and the other de-
chief, as in the case of consent: such consent, rivative evils resulting to the persons who are
provided it be free and falrlygiven, being the in connexion with those who suffer from the
best proof that can be obtained, that at least preceding causes.
no immediate mischief upon the whole has
been done to the party who gives it. IV. Cases where Punishment is needless.

2. Where the mischief is outweighed by the A punishment is needless, where the pur-
production of a benefit of greater value, as pose of putting an end to the practice may
in precautions against instant calamit_, and be attained as effectually at a cheaper rate,
the exercise of domestic, judicial, military, by instruction, for instance, as well as by
and supreme powers, terror; by informing the understanding, as

well as by exercising an immediate influenceII. Cases in which Punishment must be on the will This seems to be the case with
ine_caclous, respect to all those offences which consist

These are, 1. Where the penal provision in the disseminating pernicious principles in
is not established until after the act is done. matters of duty, of whatever kind the duty
Such are the cases of an ex post facto law, may be, whether political, moral, or religious:
and of a sentence beyond the law. 2. Where and this, whether such principles be dissemi-
the penal provision, though established, is hated ureter, or even without a sincere per.
mot conveyed to the notice of the person on suasion of their being beneficial. I say even
whom it is intended to operate, as from want without; for though, in such a ease, it is
of due promulgatfon. 3. Where the penal not instruction that can prevent the indi-
provision, though it were conveyed to the vidual from endeavouring to inculcate his
individual's notice, could produce no. effect principles, yet it may prevent others from
with respect to preventing his engaging m adopting them: without which, the endea-
the act prohibited ; as in the cases of extreme yours to inculcate them will do no harm. In
infancy, insanity, and intoxication. 4. Where such a case, the sovereign win commonly
the penal provision, though present to the have little oceadun to take an active part:
party's notice, does not produce its effect, if it be the interest of one individual to in-
beamse he knows not the act he is about to euleate opinions that ase pernicious, it will
engage in is of the number of those to which surely be the interest of other individuals to
the penal provi_n relates. _i. Where, though expose them. But if the soverelgn must
the penal chase might exert a fun and pre- needs take a part in the controversy, the
_t_uginlluence were it to act alone, yet by pen is the prope_ weapon wherewith to eem.

predominat "influence of some opposite bat error, and not the sword.
emme upon the will, such as physical clanger On the other baad_ as to the evil of tim
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offence, this will, of course, be greater or trace and coolly to estimate it through all its
laSS according to the nature of each offence, parts, exempt from the delusions which are
The proportion between the one evil and the seen to govern the uninformed and unthink-
other will therefore be different in the case inn part of mankind; knowing, beforehand,
of each particular offence. The cases, there- upon general principles, what the delinquent
fore, where punishment is unprofitable on will know afterwards by particular expe-
this ground, can by no other means be dis- rience.
covered, than by an examination of each par- By the apparent value of a punishment, I
tienlar offence, mean that which it appears to a delinquent

These considerations ought at all times to have at anytime.previous tothat inwhieh
to be present to the mind of the legislator, he comes to experience it; or to a person
whenever he establishes any punishment. It under temptation to become a delinquent
is from them that he will derive his principal previous to the time at which, were he to
reasons for general amnesties, on account of become so, he would experience it.
the multitude of delinquents; for the preser- The real value of the punishment consti-
vatinn of a delinquent, whose talents could tutes the expense. The apparent value in-
not be replaced, or whose punishment would fluences the conduct of individuals. It is the
excite the public displeasure, or the displea- real punishment that is the expense--the
sure of foreign powers, apparent punishment that gives the profit.

The profit of punishments has reference
to the interests of two parties -- the public,

CHAPTER V. and the party injured. The expense of the
punishment adds to this number a third in-

EXPENSEOF PUNISHMENT. terest, that of the delinquent.

Expense of Punishment. -- This expression, It ought not to be forgotten, although it
which has not yet been introduced into corn- has been too frequently forgotten, that the
mon use, may at first sight be accused of delinquent is a member of the community,
singularity and pedantry. It has, however, as wall as any other individual-- as well as
been chosen upon reflection, as the only one the party injured himself; and that there is
which conveys the desired idea, without con- just as much reason for consulting Ins in-
veying at the same time an anticipated judg- terest as that of any other. His welfare is
anent of approbation or disapprobation. The proportionably the welfare of the community
pain produced by punishments, is as it were --his suffering the sufl_ering of the commu-
a capital hazarded in expectation of profit, nity. It may be right that the interest of
This profit is the prevention of crimes. In the delinquent should in part be sacrificed to
this operation, everything ought to be taken that of the rest of the community; but it
into the calculation of profit and loss; and never can be right that it should be totally
when we estimate the profit, we must sub- disregarded. It may be prudent to hazard a
tract the loss, from which it evidently re- great punishment for the chance of obtaining
suits, that the diminution of the expense, or a great good: it would be absurd to hazard
the increase of the profit, equally tend to the the same punishment where the chance is
production of a favourable balance, much weaker, and the advantage much less.

The term ezpense, once admitted, naturally Such are the principles which direct men in
their private speculations: why should theyintroduces that of economy orfrugality. The

mildness or the rigour of punishments is corn- not guide the le_slator ?
monly spoken of: these terms include a pre- Ought any real pur_shments to be inflicted?
judice in the one ease of favour, in the other most certainly. Why ? for the sake of pro-
of disfavour, which prevents impartiality in duc_qg the appearance of it. Upon the prino
their examination. But to say that a punish- ciple of utility, except as to so much as is
merit is economic, is to usa the language of necessary for reformation and compensation,
reason and calculation, for this reason, and for no other whatever.

We should say, then, that a punishment Every particle of real punishment that is pro-
is economic, when the desired effect is pro- duced, more than what is necessary for the
duced by the employment of the least pos- production of the requisite quantity of ap-
sible suffering. We should say that it is too parent punishment, is just so much misery
ezpens/ve, when it produces more evil than run to waste. Hence the real punishment
good; or when it is possible to obtain the ought to be as smali, a_d the apparent punish-
same good by means of a less pnnishment, ment as great as possible. If honing a man

In this place, distinction should be made in e_gy would produce the same salutary
between the read and the apparent value _f impression of terror upon the minds of the
a punishment, people, it would be folly or cruelty ever to

By the real value, I mean that which it hang a man in person.*
would be found to have bvone who, hlce *AttbeCapeofGoodHop_theDutshnmde
the legi_.lator, is in a coudit_oo accurately to use of s stratagem w_ich could only succeed
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If delinquents were constantly punished greater magnitude, in comparison of what it
for their offences, and nobody else knew of really is, is better thau one that appears e4f
it, it is evident that, excepting the incon- less magnitude.
siderable benefit which might result in the
way. of disablement, or reformation, there
would be a great deal of mischief done, and CHAPTER VI.
not the least particle of good. The real
punishment would be as great as ever, and _Asva_ oF rumsH]_.
the apparent would be nothing. The punish- " ....... Adair
ment would befal every offender as an unfore- Reglda, peeeafis qum pemss irroget mquss.
seen evil. It would never have been present Ne scutica dignum,.luirribili ssctese fl_,e]/o."
to his mind to deter him from the commission Hoa. L. L Sat. iii.

of crime. It would serve as an example to ESTaaLISH s proportion between crlmes and
no one. punishments, has been said by Montesquieu,

Delinquents may happen to know nothing Beccarla, and many others. The maxim is,
of the punishment provided for them in either without doubt, a good one; but whilst it is
of two cases :-- l. When it is inflicted with- thus confined to general terms, it must be
out having been previously made known ; confessed it is more oracular than instructive.
2. When, though promulgated, it has not Nothil_ has been accomplished, fill wherein
been mede known to the individual. The this proportion consists has been explained,
latter of these cases may be the case where and the rules have been laid down by which
the punishment is appointed by statute, or, it may be determined that a certain measure
as it is called, written law. The former must of punishment ought to be applied to a cer-
happen in all new cases where the punish- rain crime.
ment is appointed in the way of common or Punishments may be too small or too great ;
unwritten law. and there are reasons for not making them

The punishment appointed by the law, may too small, as well as for not making them
be presented to the mind in two ways:-- too great. The terms m/n/mum and ntm-/mm_
I. By its legal denunciation and description; may serve to mark the two extremes of this
2. By its public execution, when it is inflicted question, which require equal attention.
with suitable notoriety. With s view of marking out the limits of

The notion entertained of a punishment punishment on the side of the first of these
ought to be exact, or, as the logicians would extremes, we may lay it down as a rule
say, adequate; that is, it should present to L That the value of the punishment must
the mind not only a part, but the whole of not be less, in any case, than what is sufli-
the sufferings it includes. The denunciation cleat to outweigh that of the profit of the
of a punishment ought therefore to include offence.
all the items of which it is composed, since By the profit of the crime, must be under-
that which is not known cannot operate as stood not only pecuniary profit, but every
a motive, advantage, real or apparent, which has ope-

Hence we may deduce three important rated as a motive to t_e commission of the
maxims: -- crime.

l. That a punishment that is more easily The profit of the crime is the force which
learnt, is better than one that is less easily urges a man to delinquency: the pain of the
learnt, punishment is the force employed to restrain

2. That a punishment that is more easily him from it. If the first of these forces be
remembered, is better than one that is less the greater, the crime will be committed;*
easily remembered, if the second, the crime will not be committed.

3. That a punishment that appears of /f, then, a man, having reaped the profit of a
crime, and undergone the punishment, findsamong Hottentots. One of their ofllcen having

killed an individual of this inofl'ensive tribe, the the former more than equivalent to the latter,
whole nation took up the matter, and became i he will go on offending for ever; there is
furious and implacable. It was necessary to nothing to restrain him. If those, also, who
make an example to p_cify them. The delin- behold him, reekun that the balance of gain is
quent was therefore brought before.them in iren_ in favour of the delinquent, the i_Juishment
as a malefactor: he was tried with great torm, will be useless for the p_ of example.and was condemned to swallow a goblet of ignited
brandy. The man played his part ;--be feijgned The Angl°'Sax°n law_s, which fxxed a Prlce
himself dead, and fell motionless. His friends upon the lives of men_200/zhil_nmJ for the
covered him with a cleak, and bore him away. murder of a peasant, six times as much for
The Hottento_ declared themselves satisfied, that of a nob]ell_m, and thirty-six times ms
" The worst we should have doue with the man,"
ssid they, " would have been to throw him into • That is to say, committed by those who _e
the fire; but the Dutch hove done better-- they only restrained by the lainb and sot by*my other
have put the fire into the mar_"--L/oyd's totelarymotives, sud_asbonevolenee_.i_6on, or
Ev_,g Post, fer August or September 1778. honour.
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mueh for that of the king--evidently trans- Rule II._ The freater the mischief of
grem_d agulust this rule. In a great number the office, the greater is the e_ense it may
of eases, the punishment would appear no. be worth while to be at, ia the way of pn.
thing, compared with the profit of the crime, n/_ment.

The same error is committed whenever a This rule is so obvious in itself, that to
punishment is established which reaches only say any thing in proof of it would be need-
to a certain fixed point, which the advantage less ; but how few are the instances in which
of the crime may surpass, it has been observed ? It is not long since

Authors of celebrity have been found de- that women were condemned to be burnt
sirous of establishing a rule precisely the alive for uttering bad money. The punish-
reverse : they have said, that the greatness merit of death is still lavished on a multitude
of temptation is a reason for lessening the of offences of the least mischievous descrip-
punishment; because it lessens the fault; be- tlon. The punishment of burning is still in
cause the more powerful the seduction, the use in many countries for offences which might
less reason is there for concluding that the safely be left to the restraint of the moral
offender is depraved. Those, therefore, who sanction. If it can be worth while to be at
are overcome, in this case, naturally inspire the expense of so terrible a pumshment as
us with commiseration.* that of burning alive, it ought to be reserved

This may all be very true, and yet afford for murder or incendiarism.
no reason for departing from the rule. That It will be said, perhaps, that the intention
it may prove effectual, the punishment must of legislators has always been to follow this
be more dreaded than the profit of the crime rule, but that their opinions, as well as those
desired. Besides, an inefficacious punish- of the people, have fluctuated respecting the
ment is doubly mischievous ;--mischievous relative magnitude and ,mture of crimes. At
to the public, since it permits the crime to one period, witchcraft was regarded as the
be committed, nmischievous to the delin- most mischievous offence. Sorcerers, who
quent, since the punishment inflicted upon sold their souls to the devil, were objects of
him is just so much misery in waste. What abhorrence. A heretic, the enemy of the
should we say to the surgeon, who, that he Almighty, drew down divine wrath upon a
might save his patient a small degree of pain, whole kingdom. To steed property conse-
should onlyhalf cure him? Whatshould we crated to divine uses was an offence of a
think of his humanity, ff he should add to his more malignant nature than ordinary theft,
disease the torment of a usele_ operation ? the crime being directed against the Divinity.

It is therefore desirable that punishment A false estimate being made of these crimes,
should correspond to every degree of temp- an undue measure of punishment was applied
ration ; at the same time, the power of mi- to them.
tlgatiun might be reserved in those cases Rule IIl.- W_ea two offences come in
where the nature of the temptation itself competition, the punishment for the greater
indieates the absence of confirmed depravity, _nce must be suo_clent to induce a man to
or the possession of benevolence -- as might prefer the/ess.
be the ease should a father commit a theft "Two offences may be said to be in compe-
that he might supply his starving family with tition, when it is in the power of an indivi-
bread-t dual to commit both. When thieves break

" One is astonished that a writer of such con- into a house, they may execute their purpose
summate genius as Adam Smith should have in different manners : by simply stealing, by
_intothisndstake. Spoakingofsmuggiing, theft accompanied with bodily injury, or

_t_dcm. _ murder, or incendiarism. If the punishment

is the same for simple theft, as for theft and
murder, you give the thieves a motive for

y lm" t, , " pro- committing murder, because this crime addsportion to the very circumstance which ought
certainty to alleviate it--the temptation to com. to the facility of committing the former, and
mit the crime."--Effea/th efNat/ona, b. v. oh. 2. the chance of impunity when it is committed.

"["It is easy to estimate the profit of a edme in The great inconvenience resulting from
eases ol rapacity, but how axe we to ascertain it the infliction of great punishments for small
in those of malice and comity P offences, is, that the power of increasing them

The profit may be estimated by the nature of in proportion to the magnitude of the offencethe mischief that the offender has done to his ad-
versary. Has his conduct been mo_ offensive is thereby lost._
than painful _ The profit is the degree of humi-
liatmn that he believes his adversary to have un- part, which has, so to speak, been pointed out by
dHgone_ Has he mutilated or wounded him ? himself; for it is not pmsible but that the mis-

]profitis the degree of suffering he has in- chief which he has chosen as the instrument ofmetetL his vengeanee_ must appear hurtful to hinmeff.
In this, in his own opinion, consists the profit _ Montesquieu , after having recommended

of his offence: if_ tllen, he is_unished in an ann. this rule 9fAkope_on, adds, " Quand il n'y a
lagoas manner, he is struck m the most sensible point de difftmmce dana la pein_ il fant ell met-
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Rule IV.-- The pua/mhment _um/d be ad- fifth will mark out the limits on the manl-
justedln sueA mam_er to each particular offence, mum sidamthe limits above which it ought
that .for every part of the mischief there may not to be increased.
heamotzvetorestrai_theoffenderfromgiving The minimum of punislunent is more clear.
birth to *t. ly marked than its mA_rnum. What is too

Thus, for example, in adjusting the pu- //tt/e is more dearly observed than what is

nishment for stea_ng a sum of money, let too much. What is not suffident is easily
the magnitude of the punishment be deter- seen, but it is not possible so exac0y to dis-
mined by the amount of the sum stolen. If tin_mish an excess: an approximation only
for stealing ten shillings an offender is pu- can be attaine& The irregularities in the
nished no more than for stealing five, the force of temptations compel the legislator to
stealing of the remaining five of those ten inc_aso his punishments, till they are not
shillings is an offence for which there is no merely sufficient to restrain the ordirmry de-
punishment at all. sires of men, hut also the violence of their

The last object is, whatever mischief is desires when unusually excited.
guarded against, to guard against it at as The greatest danger lles in an error on the
cheap a rate as possible ; therefore-- minimum side, because in this case the punish.

Rule V.--The punishment ought in no case ment is inefficacious ; but this error is least
to be more than what is necessary to bring it likely to occur, a slight degree of attention
tnto conformzty unth the rules here 9iven. sufficing for its escape ; and when it does

Rule VI.--That the quantity of punisA, exist, it is at the same time clear and manio
ment actually inflicted on each indtwdual of- lest, and easy to be remedied. An error on
fender may correspond to the quantity i_eaded the maximum side, on the contrary, is that
for szmdar offenders in general, the several to which legislators and men in general are
circumstances influencing sensibdity ought al. naturally inclined : antipathy, or a want of
ways to be taken into the account, compassion for individuals who ere repre-

The same nominal punishment is not, for sented as dangerous and vile, pushes them
different individuals, the same real punish- onward to an undue severity. It is on this
ment. Let the punishment in question be a side, therefore, that we should take the most
fine : the sum that would not be felt by a precautions, as on this side there has been
rich man, would be ruin to a poor one. The shown the greatest disposition to err.
same ignominious punishment that would fix By way of supplement and explanation to
an indelible stigma upon a man of a certain the first rule, and to make sure of giving
rank, would not affect a man of a lower to the punishment the superiority over the
rank. The same imprisonment that would be offence, the three following rules may be
ruin to a man of business, death to an old man, hdd down:-
and destruction of reputation to a woman, Rule VII. m That tAe value of the punish-
would be as nothing, or next to nothing, to ment may outweigh the profit of the offence,
persons placed in other circumstances, it must be increased in point of magnitude ,

The law may, by anticipation, provide in proportion as it falls short in point of
that such or such a degree of mitigation shall certainty.
be made in the amount of the punishment, Rule VIII.--Punishment must be furrier
in consideration of such or such circum- increased in point of magnltude , in proportion
stances influencing the sensibility of the pa- as it falls short in point of proximity.
tient; such as age, sex, rank, kc. But in The profit ofa crime is commoely more cer-
these cases, considerable latitude must be left tain than its punishment ; or, what amounts
to the judge.* to the same thing, appears so to the often-

Of the above rules of proportion, the four der. It is generally more immediate: the
first may serve to mark out the limits on the temptation to offend is present ; the punish-
minimum side--the limits below which a merit is at a distance. Hence there ere two
punishment ought not to be diminished; the circumstances which weaken the effect of

mnishment, its uncertainty and its distance.
tre, dane l'_porance de la gr_u:e; en Angleterre, Suppose the profit of a crime equal to £10
on n'sesa_ine point (i1 auroit du dire peu), pgrce sterling; suppose the chance of punislunent
que lee voleurBpeuvent esperer d'etre trsnspart_s as one to two. It is clear, that ff the punish-
dane lee colomes, non _ lee asssesines."_ merit, suppes_g th_ it were to take place,
E:_r/t de_ Lois, lib. vi. all. 16. • . .,

_his expectation of favour, no court, coo.m- is not more than £10 sterling, its effect
butes to the effect of which he _peskl ; but why upon a man's mind whi_ it continues tin-
should this manifest imperfection in the laws certain, is not equal to it certain lou of £10
remain, that it may be corrected by an arbitrary sterling: it is only equal to a certain le_
act of the sovereign ? If an uncertain advantage of £5 sterling. That it my be rendered
produces this m_ure of good, a certain advan-
tage would o_Tate more surely, equal to the profit of the crime, it must be

• See Introduction toMoralsandLegidatlan-- raised to .t_0.
Cireumsumees influendng Sensibility. Unless men are hurried on by eutrageotm
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passion, they do not engage in the career of case where the punishment proposed is of such
crime without the hope of impunity. If a a nature as to be partwularly well calculated
punishment were to consist only in taking to answer the purpose of a moral lesson.
from an offender the fruit of his crime, and Rule XII.--/n adjus¢iny the quantum of
this punishment were infallible, there would punishment, the circumstances by which all
be no more such c_imes committed; for what punishment my be rendered unprofitable ought
man would be so insensate as to take the to be attended to.
trouble of committing a crime with the eer- And lastly, as too great a nicety in eats,
tainty of not enjoying its fruits, and the blishing proportions between punishmantand
shame &having attempted it? But as there crime would tend to defeat its own object,
are always some chances of escape, it is by rendering the whole matter too complex,
necessary to increase the value of the im- we may add--
nishment, to counterbalance these chances of Rule XIII.--Among provisions designed
impunity, to perfect the proportion between punishments

It is therefore true, that the more the and offences, if any occur which by their own
certainty of puuishment can be augmented, particular good effects would not make up for
the more it may be diminished in amount, the harm they would do by adding to the intr_-
This is one advantage resulting from sire- caq/ of the code, they should be omitted.
plicity of legislation, and excellence of legal The observation of rules of proportion
procedure, between crimes and punishments has been

For the same reason, it is necessary that objected to as useless, because they seem to
the punishment should be as near, in point suppose, that a spirit of calculation has place
of time, to the crime, as possible; because its among the passmns of men, who, it is said,
impression upon the minds of men is weak- never calculate. But dogmatic as this pro-
ened by distance ; and bet_use this distance position is, it is altogether false. In matters
adds to the uncertainty of its infliction, by of importance, every one calculates. Each
affording fresh chances of escape, individual calculates with more or less eor-

Rule IX.--When the act _ conclusively reetness, according to the degrees of his in-
indtcatweofuhabit, such an increase mustbe formation, and the power of the motives
given to th_ puni_'hment as may enable fl to which actuate him ; but all calculate. It
outweigh the profit, not only of the individual would be hard to say that a madman does not
t;lTenee, but of such other like ofer, ces as are calculate. Happily, the passion of cupidity,
_kel 9 to ha,.,e'been committed with vnpumty by which on account of its power, its constancy,
the same ofcader, and its extent, is most formidable to society,

Severe as this conjectuxal calculation may is the passion which is most given to celcu-
appear, it i_ absolutely necessary in some lation. This, therefore, will be more suc-
cases. Of this kind are fraudulent crimes; eessfully combated, the more carefully the
using false weights or measures, and issuing law turns the balance of profit against it.
base coin. If the coiner was only punished
according to the value of the single crime of
which he is convicted, his fraudulent practice CHAPTER VII.
would, upon the whole, be a lucrative one. OF THE PROPERTIESTO BE GIVENTO A LOT
Punishment would therefore be inefficacious, or I_UNISHMENT.
if did not bear a proportion to the total gain
which may be supposed to have been derived, IT has been shown what rules ought to be
not from one particular ate, but from a train observed in adjusting the proportion between
of actions of the same kind. punishment and offences. The properties to

There may be a few other circumstances be given to a lot of punishment in every
or _nsiderations which may influence, in instance will of course be such as it stands
some small degree, the demand for punish- in need of, in order to be capable of being
ment; but as the propriety of thess is either applied in conformity to those rules: the
not so demonstrable, or not so constant, or quality will be regulated by the quantity.
the application of them not so determinate,
as that of the foregoing, it may be doubted I. Variability.
whether they are worth putting on a level The first quality desirable in a lot of pu-
with.the others, t nishment is variability; that it be susceptible

Rule X._ When a punishment, which in of degrees both of intensity and duration.
point of qttality £s particularly well calculated An i_'variable punishment cannot be made
to answer its intentiou, cannot exist in less t_ correspond to the different degrees of the
than a c_mln quanti_., it may somettmes be scale of punishment ; it will be liable to err
of ate, .for the sake ofemplomno it, to stretch either by excen or defect : in the first ease,
a little b_jomt that _antity'whwh, on other it would be too expensive; in the second, in.
accounts, u'ouid be strictbj nac_ssary, emeadous.

Rule Xl,_/u partw_lar, thts may be the Aeutecorporealpunishmentsareextremely
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variable in respect of intensity, but not of code, it ought constantly to be kept hi wew,
duration. Penal labour is variable in both that according to circumstances, of condition,
respects, in nearly equal degrees, fortune, age, sex, &c. the same nominal is

Chronic punishments, such as banishment not the same real punishment. A fixed fine
and imprisonment, may be easily divided as is always an unequable punishment ; and the
to their duration : they may also be varied as same remark is applicable to corporeal punish-
to their intensity. A prison may be more or ments. Whipping is not the same punish.
less severe, banishment may be directed to ment when applied to all ages and ranks of
a genial or ungenial clime, persons. In China, indeed, every one is

II. Eguabillty. submitted to the bamboo, from the water-
carrier to the msaldarin ; but this only proves,

A second property, intimately connected that among the Chinese the sentiments ot
with the former, may be styled equabdity, honour are unkno_-a.
It will avail but little, that a mode of punish-
ment (proper in all other respects) has been III. Commensurability.
established by the legislature, and that ca- Punishments are commensurable, when the
pubic of being screwed up or let down to any penal effects of each can be measured, and a
degree that can be required, if, after all, distinct conception formed, of how much the
whatevec degree of it be pitched upon, that suffering produced by the ona falls short of
same degree shall be liable, according to cir- or exceeds that produced by another. Sup-
ettmstances, to produce a very heavy degree p_e s n_n placed in a situation to choose
of pain, or a very slight one, or even none between several crimes:--he can obtain a
at ell. An equable punishment is free from sum of money by theft, by murder, or by
this irregularity : an unequable one is liable arson : the law ought to give him a motive to
to it. abstain from the greatest crime; he will have

Banishment is unequable : it may either that motive, if he see that the greatest crime
prove a punishment or not, according to the draws after it the greatest punishment : he
temper, the age, the rank, or the fortune of ought, therefore, to be able to compare these
the individuals. This is also the case with punishments among themselves, and measure
pecuniary or quasi pecuniary punishment, their different degrees.
when it respects some particular species of If the same punishment of death is de-
property which the offender may or may not nounced for these three crimes, there is no-
possess. By the English law, there ate se- thing to compare ; the individual is left free
veral offences which are punished by a total to choose that crime which appears most easy
forfeiture of moveables, not extending to im- of execution, and least liable to be detected.
moveables. In some cases, this is the prin- Punishments may be made commensurable
t_pal punishment : in others, even the only in two ways : 1. By adding to a certain pu-
one. The consequence is, that if a man's nishment another quantity of the same kind;
fortune happen to consist in moveables, he for example, to five years of imprisonment
is ruined ; if in immoveables, he suffers no- for a certain crime, two more years for a car-
thing, tain aggravation : 2. By adding a punishment

In the absence of other punishment, it may of a different kind ; for example, to five years
be proper to admit an uneqnable punishment, of imprisonment for a certain crime, a mark
The chance of punishing some delinquents is of disgrace for a certain aggravation.
preferable to universal impunity.

One mode of obviating the evil of inequa. IV. Characteristiealness.
lity consists in the providing of two different Punishment can act as a preventative only
species of punishment, not to be used to- when the idea of it, and of its connexion
gather, but that the one may be substituted with the crime, is present to the mind. Now,
for, and supply the defects of the other : for to be present, it must be remembered ; and
example, corporeal may be substituted for to be remembered, it must have been learnt.
pecuniary punishment, when the poverty of But of all punishments that can be imagined,
the individual prevents the application of the there are none of which the connexion with
latter, the offence is either so easily learnt, or so

An uncertain punishment is uneqnable, efficaciously remembered, as those of which
Complete certainty supposes complete eqna- the idea is already in part associated with
bility ; that is to say, that the same punish- some part of the offence, which is the ease
ment shall produce in every ease the same when the one and the other have some eir-
degree of suffering. Such accuracy is, how- emnstonce that belongs to them in common,
ever, evidently unatta/nable, the cireum- The law of retaliation is admirable in this
stances and sensibility of individuals being respect, An eye for aa eye, agd a tootA for
so variable and so unequal. All that can be a toot_. The most imperfect inte|ligenee can
accomplished is to avoid striking and maul- connect these ideas. This rule of retaliation
feat inequality. In the preparation of a penal is, however, rarely practicable : it is too
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equable and too expensive ; recourse must larly unfrngal : for example, mutilations, ap-
the_eore be had to other sources of analogy, plied to offences of frequent occurrence, such
We shall therefore recur to this subject h_ as smuggling. When an individual is ren-
the next chapter, dared tmsble to work, he must be supported

V, Exemplarlty. by the state, or rendered dependent uponpublic eharity, and thus fixed as a burthen
A mode of punishment is exemplary in pro- upon the most benevolent.

portion to its apparent, not to its real mag. If the statement of Filangieri is correct,
nitude. It is the apparent punishment th_ there were constantly in the state-prisous of
does all the service in the way of example. Naples more than forty thousand idle pri-
A real punishment, which should produce no sonars. What an immense loss of productive
vimdble effects, might serve to intimidate or power ! The largest manufacturing town in
reform the offender subjected to it ; but its England scarcely employs a greater number
use. as an example to the public, would be of workmen.
lost. By the military laws of most countries, de-

The object of the legislator ought there- serters are still condemned to death. It costs
fore to be, so far as it may be safely practi- little to shoot a man ; but every thing which
cable, to select such modes of punishment he might be made to produce, is lost ; and to
as, at the expense of the least real, shall supply his place, a productive labourer must
produce the greatest apparent suffering ; and be converted into an unproductive one.
to accompany each particular mode of punish-
ment with such solemnities as may be best VII. Subserviency to Reformation.

calculated to further this object. All punishment has a certain tendency to
In this point of view, the auto-da-fis would deter from the commission of offences ; but

furnish most useful models for acts of justice, if the delinquent, after he has been punished,
What is a public execution ? It is a solemn is only deterred by fear from the repetition
trendy, which the legislator presents before of his offence, he is not reformed. Reforma-
an assembled people -- a tragedy truly ira- _ien implies a change of character and moral
portant, truly pathetic, by the sad reality of dispositions.
its catastrophe, and the grandeur of its oh- Hence those punishments which are eal-
ject. The preparation for it, the place of culated to weaken the seductive, and to
exhibition, and the attendant circumstances, strengthen the preserving motives, have an
cannot be too carefully sclected, as upon t_ese advantage over all others with respect to
the principal effect depends. The tribunal, those offences to which they can be applied.
the scaffold, the dresses of the officers of There are other punishments which have
justice, the religious service, the procession, an opposite tendency, and which serve to
every kind of accompaniment, ought to bear render those who undergo them still more
a grave and melancholy character. The axe- vicious. Punishments which are considered
cutioners migl, t be veiled in black, that the infamous, are extremely dangerous in this
terror of the scene might be heightened, and respect, particularly when applied to slight
these useful servants of the state screened offences and juvenile offenders. Dihgentius
from the hatred of the people, enim vivit, cui aliquid integri superest. IVemo

Care must however be taken lest punish- dignitati perdlt_ parczt. Impunitatie genus
ment become unpopular and odious through estjam non Aaberepocnw locum.*
a fidseappearance of rigour. Of this nature also, in a high degree, is

the punishment of imprisonment, when care
VI. Frugality. is not taken to prevent the indiscriminate

If any mode of punishment is more apt association of prisoners, but the juvenile and
than enotherto produce superfluous and need- the hoary delinquents are allowed to meet
less pain, it may be styled unfrugal; if less, and to live together. Such prisons, instead
it raLy be styled frugal. The perfection of of places for reform, are schools of crime.
frugality in s mode of punishment, is where
not only no superfluous pain is produced on VIIL _¢acy with respect to Disablement.
the pert of the person punished, but even A punishment which takes away the power
that same operation, by which he is subjected of repeating the crime must be very desirable,
to pain, is made to answer the purpose of if not too costly. Imprisonment, whilst it
producing pleasure on the part of some other continues, has this effect in a great measure.
person. [ Mutilation sometimes reduces the power of

Pecuniary punishments possess this quality _ committing crimes almost to nothing, and
in an eminent degree : nearly all the evil felt ] death destroys it altogether. It will, how-
by the party paying, turns to the advantage _ ever, be perceived, that whilst a man is dis-
of him who receives, t ablod from doing mischief, he is also in great

There are some punishments which, with [
referenec to the public expense, are partieu- t * Senec. de Clenc chap. xxii.
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measure disabled from doing good to himself entertained by the body of the people, _ince
or others, it would be productive of useless suffering,

In some extraordinary eases, the power of --suffering borne not by the guilty, but the
doing mischief can only be destroyed by innocent ; and among the innocent, by the
death : as, for example, the case of civil war, most amiable, by those whose sensibility
when the mere existence of the head of a would be shocked, whose opinions would be
party is sufficient to keep alive the hopes outraged, by the punishment which would
and exertions of his partisans. In such a appear to them violent and tyrannical. The
case, however, the guilt of the parties is of- effect of such injudicious conduct on the part
ten problematic, and the punishment of death of a legislator would be to turn the tide of
savours more ofvengeaneethanoflaw, popular opinion against himself: he would

There are, however, cases in which the lose the assistance which individuals volun-
ability to do mischief may be taken away tarily lend to the execution of the laws
with great economy of suffering. Has the which they approve : the people would not
offence consisted in an abuse of power--in be his allies, but his enemies. Some would
an unfaithful discharge of duty ? it is suf- favour the escape of the delinquent; the
fic_ent to depose the delinquent, to remove injured would hesitate to prosecute, and wit-
ham from the employment, the administration, nesses to bear testimony against him. By de-
the guardianship, the trust he has abused, grees, a stigma would attach to those who
This remedy may equally be employed in do- assisted in the execution of the laws. Public
mestic and political government, dissatisfaction would not always stop here :

it would sometimes break out into open re-
IX. Subserviency to Compensation. sistance to the officers of justice and the

A further property desirable in a lot of execution of such laws. Successful resist-
punishment is, that it may be convertible to snce would be considered a victory, and the
profit, unpunished delinquent would rejmco over

When a crime is committed, and after- the weakness of the laws disgraced by his
wards punished, there have existed two lots triumph.
of evil-- the evil of the offence, and the evil The unpopularity of particular punishments
of the punishment. Whenever, then, the evil almost always depen_ upon their improper
of the offence falls upon a specific person, selection. The more completely the penal
if the punishment yield a profit, let the pro- code shall become confermedtotherules here
fit arising from it be given to that person, laid down, the more completely will it merit
The evil of the offence will be removed, and the enlightened approbation of the wise, and
there will then only exist one lot of evil, the sentimental approval of the multitude.
instead of two. When there is no specific
party injured, as when the mischief of the XI. S/mp//d_ of Description.
crime consists in alarm or danger, there will A mode of punishment ought also to be
be no specific injury to be compenmted; still, as simple as possible in its description : it
if the punishment yield a profit, there is a ought to be entirely intelligible; and that
clear balance of good gained, not only to the enlightened, but to the most

This property is possessed in a more emi- unenlightened and ignorant.
nent degree by peeunlary than by any other It will not always be proper, however, to
mode of punishment, confine punishments to those of a simple de-

seription: there are many offences in which
X. Popularity. it will be proper that the punishment should

In the rear of all these properties may be composed of many parts ; as of pecuniary
be introduced that of popu/ar/ty--s very fine, corporal suffering, and imprisonment,
fleeting and indeterminate kind of property, The rule of dmp//dty must give way to su-
which may belong to a lot of punishment perior considerations: it has been pieced
one moment, and be lost by it the next. here, that it may not be lost sight of. The
This property, in strictness of speech, ought more complex punishment is, the greater
rather to be called absence of Hpoptdar/ty; reason is there to fear that it will not be
for it cannot be expected, in regard to such present as a whole to the mind of tat "mdi.
a matter as punishment, that any species or vidual in the time of temptation : of its
lot of it should be positively acceptable and different parts he may never have known
grateful to the people : it is sufficient, for some--he may hove forgotten others. All
the most part, if they have no decided aver- the parts will be found in the red pinfish.
sion to the thoughts of it. ment, but they have not been perceived in

The use of inserting this property in the the _vp_re_t.
ostalegue is, that it may serve as a memento The mune of a punishment is m impor-
to the legislator not to introduce, without s tsnt object. Euigmat/eal nsmea spread s
cogent necessity, any mode or lot of punish- cloud over the mass of punis_monts, which
ment towards which any violent aversion is the mindemmotdiuipate. The Englbh law_
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are frequently defective m this respect. A attention ougbt to be paid, not to one quality
capital .felony includes different lots of pu- alone, but to the whole together.
nishment, the greater part unknown, and There is no one lot of punishmept which
consequently inefficacious. A felony with unites all these desirable qualities; but, ac-
benefit of clergy is equally obscure : the cording to the nature of the offences, one set
threatening of the law does not convey any of qualities is more important than another.
distinct idea to the mind ; -- the first idea For great crimes, it is desirable that punish-
which the term would offer to an unin- ments should be exemplary and analogous.
strocted person would be, that it had some For lesser crimes, the punishments should be
reference to a reward. A pr_emunire is not inflicted with a greater attention to their fruga-
more intelligible; even those who understand lity, andtheir tendency to moral reformation.
the Latin word are far from comprehending As to crimes against property, those punish-
the nature of the punishment which it de- ments which are cenvertible to profit are to be
ncmnees, preferred, since they may be rendered subset-

Riddles of this kind resemble those of the vient to compensation for the party injure&
sphynx : those are punished who do not de-
cypher them. Note _y Dumont.

I subjoin to this chapter an example of the
XII. Remissibility progressive march of thought, and of the utility

of these enumerations to which every new obser-
Remissibility is the last of all the proper- yation may be referred, so that nothing may beties that set m to be requisite in a lot of Jost.

punishment. The general presumption is, I have sought out from the works of Montes-
that when punishment is applied, punishment quieu all the qualities which he appears to have
is needful ; that it ought to be applied, and regarded as necessary m a lot of punishment. I

have found only tour, and these are either ex-
therefore cannot be remitted But in very pressed by indefinite terms or periphrasis :-
particular, and those very deplorable eases, 1. He says, that Pu_dsh_wnts :hould be drazun
it may by accident happen otherwise. Pu- from tlw nature of the crimes ; and he appears
nishment may have been inflicted upon an to mean, that they should be characteristic.
individual whose innocence is afterwards 2. That they should be moderate ; an expres-
discovered. The punishment which he has sion which is indetermixlate, and does not yxeld
suffered cannot, it is true, be remitted, but any point of comparison.

3. That they should be proportional to the
he may be freed from as much of it as is yet or/me. This propomon has reference, however.
to come. There is, however, little chance of rather to the quantity of the punishment than to
there being any yet to come, unless it be so its quality. He has neither explained in what
much as consists of chronica[ punishment ; it consists, nor given any rule respecting it.
such as implisonment, banishment, penal la. 4. That they should be nwdest.

Beccaria has mentioned four qualities :--
bour, and the like. So much as consists in I. He requires that punishments should be
acute punishment, where the penal process analagou: to the crimes ; but he does not enter
itself is over presently, however permanent into any detail upon this analogy.
the punishment may be in its effects, may be 2. That they should be public; and he means
considered as irremissihle. This is the case, by that, exemplary.
for example, with whipping, branding, mu- 3. That they be gentle ; an improper and
tilation, and capital punishment. The most _nsignificant term; whilst his observations upon

• e danger of excess in punishment are very
perfectly irremissible of any is capital pu- udicious.
nishment. In all other cases, means of com- 4. That they should be proportional; but he
pensation may be found for the sufferings of _ves no rule for this proportion.
the unfortunate victim, but not in this. He requires, bemde_ this, that they should be

certain, pr_pt, and inevitable; but these dr-
The foregoing catalogue of properties de- cumstanc_., depend upon the forms of procedure

sirable in a lot of punishment, is far from in the appficauou of punishment, and not uponits qualities.
unnecessary. On every occasion, before a In his commentary upon Beccaria. Voltaire
right judgment can be formed, it is necessary often recurs to the idea ofrenderingpunisnments
to form an abstract idea of all the properties protltable :_" A dead man is good for nothing."
the object ought to possess. Unless this is One of the heroes of humamty, the good and
done, every expression of approbation or dis- amiable Howard, had eentinuaJ]y in w_w the
approbation can arise only from a confused amendment of delinquents.- Confining our attentio_ to those who are con.
feeling of sympathy or antipathy. We now sidered as oracles in this branch of science, we
possess clear and distinct reasons for deter- cannot but observe, that between these scattered
mining our choice of punishments. It re- ideas, a'_d vague conceptions, which have n_
mains only to observe in what proportion a yet r.ece_veda _ and a.r_ular catalogue in
particular punishment possesses these diffe- winch, mess quatmes are ¢lm_netly presented to
rent qualities, us, ruth names and definitions, t_bereis a wide

interval. By thus placing them under one point
If a eonelusinn is drawn from one of these of view, another affvxnta_e is gained : their true

qualities alone, it may be subject to error: worth and comparative irnvortance is determined.
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§ 1. Firat Source of A_lo#_.
CHAPTER VIII. The seme lns_ weed ia the C_e a_

OF ANALOGY BETWEEN CRIMES AND in. the Pun/shmtmt. _ Incendiarism, inunda-
PUNmHMENTB. tion, poisoning: in these crimes, the instru-

ment employed is the first circumstance which
ASALOG¥ is that relation, connexion, or tie, strikes the mind. In their punishment, the
oetween two objects, whereby the one beir_ same instrument may be employed.
present to the mind, the idea of the other is With respect to incendiarism, we may oh-
naturally excited, serve, that this crime should be considered

Likeness is one source of analogy, contrast as limited to those cases in which some in.
another.* That a punishment may be ann- dividuul has perished by fire : if no llfe has
loguns to an offence, it is necessary that the been lost, nor any personal injury been raft'-
crime should be attended with some striking fered, the offence ought to be treated m
characteristic circumstances, capable of being an ordinary waste ; whether an article of
transferred upon the punishment, property has been destroyed by fire, or any

These characteristic circumstances will be other agent, does no¢ make any difference.
different in different crimes. In some cases The amount of the damage ought to be the
they may arise from the instrument whereby measure of the crime. Does a man set fire
the mischief has been done ; in others, from to a solitary and uninhabited house ?
the object to which the mischief is done ; in would be an act of destruction, and ought
others, from the means employed to prevent not to be ranked under the definition of in.
detection, cendiarism._

The examples which follow are only in- If the punishment of fire had been reserved
tended clearly to explain this idea of analogy, for incendiaries, the law would have had in
I shall point out the analogy between certain its favour both reason and analogy ; but in
crimes and certain punishments, without ab- the legislation of barbarous times, it has been
sohitely recommending the employment ¢f generally employed throughout Europe, for
those punishments in all cases. It is not a the crimes of magic and heresy : the fn_¢,
sufllcie_t reason for the adoption of a punish- an offence purely imaginary; the second, a
ment, that it is analogous: other considers- simple difference of religious opinion, per-
tions ought to be always regarded, fectly innocent, often useful, and with re-

Monte_uicu was dazzled by the merit of analogy spect to which, the only effect of punishment
m a pumshment_ and has attributed to itwender, is to produce insincerity.
ful effects which it dm= not pomma-- Esprit de: Fire may be employed as an instrument of
Lo/s, xii. 4. punishment, without occasioning death.

These conaidemtions appear to afford a suflL punishment is variable in its nature through
cient answer to the objeeuon often raised agLinst all the degrees of severity of which there
the methodic forms employed by Mr. Bentham.
Irefertohisdivisious, tables, andclamifieations, can be any need. It would be necemry
which have been called his /o_ apparatua, carefully to determine in the text of the law,
All this, it has been said, is only the _affold, the part of the body which ought to be ex-
which ought to be taken down when the building posed to the action of the fire ; the intensity
is erected. But why deprive his readers of the of the fire; the time during which it is to be
instruments which the author has employed ? applied, and the paraphernalia to be employed
why hide from them his analytical labours and to increase the terror of the punishment. Inprocess of invention ? These tables form a_nm-
chine for tbeught--organurn cogitativura. The order to render the description more striking,
author discloses his secret; he assodatm ms aprint might be annexed, inwhichtbeopzm-
readers with him in his labour; he gives them tion should be represented.
the clue which has guided him in his researches, Inundation is an offence less _mmon flum
and enables them to _erify his results. The incendiarism: insomecomttriesitisaltogether
angularity is them--the extent of the service unexampled; it can only be perpetrated in
diminishes it, vaiue_ countries that are intersected by water con.I am sensible, _ by. em_,_ throe logical
methods as a secret_Dy not exmoiting, so to fined by artificial banks. It is samceptibla of
speak, the skeleton, the muscles, the nerses, every degree of aggravation, from the highest
much would be gained in elegance mm interest, to the lowest, ff tbe offence consist merely
By using the method of analysis, everything is in inundation, in effect it amounts only to a
annonne_l beforehand -- there k nothing un. simple destruction of property. It is by tim
expected ; -- the whole is dear; and there are
no poinm of surprke _no flashes of genius to destruction of life that this crime is raked to
dazzle for a moment, and then Mve you in that degree of atrocity which requires severe
darkness. It requirm courage to follow up se | Funishment.
severea _meth__,Imtitistheoulymethedwhich] A most evident analogy points out the
can completely sat_fy the mind. ] means of punishment; that is, the drowni_

• Thus from t_ i4_ ors _nt, the mind ]
pems on to every"tl_gthatmgrmt. The[ tTheemploym_tofthismmnsofdmm_
_iliputians called Gulliver the Man-mountain. i tion ought, however, to be ¢_msideredat.
Or, from the idea of a giant the mind may prom| ration, if there has been any d_ger of the f_m
to thst of a dwarf. I eommunicsting to conuguous objecta.
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of the criminal, with such accompanying cir- If the injury has been of an ignominious
cumstances as will add to the terror of the nature, without permanent mischief, similar
punishment. In a penal code which should ignominy may be employed in the punith-
not admit the punishment of death, the of- ment, when the rank of the party and other
fender might be drowned and then restored circumstances permit.
to life. This might be made a part of the
punishment. § 3. Third Source of Analogy

It may be asked, ought poison to be era- Pumshment of the Offending Member. _ In
ployed as a means of punishment for a poi- crimes of deceit, the tongue and the hand
soner ? are the usual instruments. An exact analogy

In some respects there is no punishment in the punishment may be drawn from this
more suitable. Poisoning is distinguished circumstance.
from other murders, by the secrecy with In punishing the crime of forgery, the hand
which it may be perpetrated, and the cool of the offender may be transfixed by an iron
determination which it supposes. Of these instrument fashioned like a pen ; and in this
two circumstances, the first increases the condition he may be exhibited to the public,
force of temptation and the evil of the crime; previously to undergoing the punishment of
the second proves that the criminal, atten- imprisonment.
rive to his own interest, is capable of serious In the utterance of calumny, and the dis-
reflection upon the nature of the punishment, semination of false reports, the tongue is the
The idea of perishing by the same kind of instrument employed. The offender might
death which he prepares, is the more fright- in the same manner be publicly exposed with
ful for him : in everystep of his preparations, his tongue pierced.
his imagination will represent to him his own These punishments may be made more
lot. In this point of view, the analogy would formidable in appearance than in reality, by
produce its full effect, dividing the instruments in two parts, so

There are, however, many difficulties. _hat the part which should pierce the offend°
Poisons are uncertain in their operation : it ing member need not be thicker than a pin,
would be necessary, therefore, to fix a time whilst the other part of the instrument may
after which the punishment should be abridged be much thicker, and appear to penetrate with
by strangulation. If the effect of the poison all its thickness.
should be to produce sleep, the punishment Punishments of this kind may appear ri-
may not be sufficiently exemplary : if it pro- diculous ; but the ridicule which attaches to
duce convulsions and distortions, it may prove them enhances their merit. This ridicule
hateful will be directed affuinst the cheat, whom it

If the poison administered by the criminal will render more despicable, whilst it will
has not proved fatal, he may be made to take increase the respect due to upright dealing.
an antidote before the penal poison has pro-
duced death. The dose and the time may § 4. Fourth Source of Analog_l.
be fixed by the Judges, according to the re- Imposition of D,sguise Assumed. -- Some
port of skilful physicians, offences are characterized by the assumption

The horror attached to this crime would of a disguise to facilitate tl_eir commission :
most probably render this punishment popu- a mask, or crape over the face, has commonly
lar. And if there is one country in which been used. This circumstance constitutes
this crime is more common than others, it is an aggravation of the offence : it increases
there that this punishment, which possesses the alarm produced, and diminishes the pro-
so striking an analogy with the crime, would bability of detection ; and hence arises the
be most suitable, propriety of additional punishment. Ana-

log. would recommend the imprinting on the
§ 2. Second Source of Analo_l. offender a representation of the disguise as-

For a Corporal Injury, a similar Corporal sumed. This impression might be made
Injury. --" An eye for an eye, a tooth for a either evanescent or indelible, according as
tooth." Inerimes producingirrepamblebodily the imprisonment by which it may be aecom-
injuries, the part of the body injured will af- pauied, is to be either temporary, or other-
ford the characteristic circumstance. The wise. If evanescent, it might be produced
analogy will consist in making the offender by the use of a black wash : if indelible,
suffer an evil similar to that which he has by tatooing. The utility of this punishment
maliciously and wilfully _cted. would be most particularly felt in cases of

It will, however, be necessary to provide premeditated murder, rape, irreparable per*
for two cases: that in which the offender sumd injury, and theft, when accompanied
does not possess the member of which he has with violence and alarm.
deprived the party he has attacked, and that
in which the loss of the member would be § 5. Ot_er Sources of Amdogy.
more or less prejudicial to him than to the ' There are other characteristic eircumstun-
Imrty injured, ces, which do not, like the foregoing, fall
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into classes ; which may, however, according
to the nalmre of the different offences, be CHAPTER IX.
employed as a foundation for analogy.

In the fabrication of base coin, the art of or ltET&LIATION.
the delinquent mayfuroishan analogoussource Ir the law of retaliation were admisdble in
of punishment. He has made an impression all cases, it would very much abridge the
upon the metal he has employed ; _ a like labours of the legislators. It would make
impression may be made on some conspicuous short work of the business of laying ou_ a
part of his face. This mark may be either plan of punishment _ a word would supply
evanescent or indelible, according as the ira- the place of a volume.*
prisomnent by which it is to be accompanied Before we say any thing as to the advan-
is either temporary or perpetual, tage of the rule, it will be proper to state

At Amsterdam, vagabonds and idle per- with precision what is meant by it. The ides
sons are committed to the House of Corrcc- given of it in Blackstone's Commentarles
tion, called the Rasp House. It is said, that seems to be a correct one; --it is that rule
among other species of forced labour in which which prescribes, in the way of punishment,
such characters are employed, there is one the doing to a delinquent the same hurt he
reserved for those who are incorrigible by has done (one mightperhapsadd, or attempted
other means : which consists in keeping a to do) to another. If the injury were done
leaky vessel, in which the idle prisoner is to the person, the delinquent should be pun
placed, dry, by means of a pump at which he nished in his person: if to property, in hit
must work, if he would keep himself t?om property : if to the reputatiun, in his reputa-
being drowned. Whether this punishment t_on. This is the general scheme; but this,
is m use or not, it is an example of an analo- however, in itself, is not quite enough. To
gnus punishment carried to the highest degree make the punishment come incontestibly un-
of rigour. If such a method of punishment der thelawofretallation, theidentity between
is adopted, it ought to be accompanied with the subject of the offence and that of the
precise regulattons for adjusting the pumsho punishment should be still more specific and
ment to the strength of the individual under-
going it. weight of our sufferings. The same satisfactionwill not, however, be felt m contemplating a

The place in which a crime has been corn- vanetyof p_mshments, and they will most Ilk-ely
mitred may furnish a species of aua]ogy, be constdered as _'_egradmgto the cb_a_cter o_
Catherme IL condemned a man who had the legislator.
committed some knavish trick at the Ex- With these precautions, analogy is calculated

to produce only good eit_t_ It pure us in the
change, to sweep it out every day that it was track of d]scoverm¥ the most economical andused, during six months. e_ca_ious punishment& ] cannot resist the

_Votc b_j Dunwnl. pleasure of citing an example turnisbed me by
I am not aware of any objection having been a cal}tgin in the Enghsh navy : he had not

urged J_gainst the utility of analogy in punish- studied the principles of Mr. Benthem_ but he
menm : whilst it is spoken of only in general knew how to read the human heart.The leave of absence generally granted to
terms, everybody acknowledges its propriety ; sailors, was for twenty-tbur hours: if they ex-when we proceed to apply the principle_ the ima-
gination being the chief judge of the propriety ceeded this time! the ordinarypunishme_t wasthe ca_'-nine.ta_ The dread of this punisho
of its apphcatlon, the diversity of opimon m in- ment was a frequent cause of desertions. Manyfinite. Hence some persons have been struck
with extreme repugnance in contemplating the captains_ in order to prevent both these offenee_
analogous punishments pzopceed by Mr. Ben- ferreted all leave of absence to their Mors, to
tham,_ whilst others have considered them only that they were _ ou shipboard for _y_mt to-

fit subjects for ri&cule and caricature, gether. The individual to whom I refer, dit-as covered a method of reconciling the gum tins of

Success depends upon the choice of the means I leave with the security of the service. He made
employed. -Those sources of snak_ ought a a_nple change in the punlshment :-- .Every
theretbre to be avmded which are not of a sum- man who exceeded his preeeribed time of reave,
eiently grave character to be used as punish.
ments ; but it may be observed, that with rela- lOSthisfault.hisrightiftOhearemainedfutureleaVe,onshoremproporuO_.moremanto
tion to certain otYoncos,those, forinstance, which twenty.four hoar_ helmt one turn; if more
are accompanied by insolence snd im_t, that an forty.eight beur_ he lost two turns; and Io of
analogous punishment which excites ridicute, is the rest. The expefinxent was perfectly success.
well calculated to humble the pride of the fuL The fault becameleu t_-,quent, mat cteser-
offender, and gratify the offended party.

Every thing ought also to be avoided Whichhas tions were unknown.
an appearance of great study and refmeeaent. * The law of reudistion was often adopted in
Punishment ought only to be inflicted of neoe_ the early attempts at leghdation. Among thelaws of Alfred we find the following aracte :--
sity, and with feelin_g_of regret mm repuSnance. ,, . • •
The multitude of tum_menm _ bY a s_ ¢_ut altemm oec_lum effaderit, eempemetpropne, dentem _pyodente, manw _
surfeen, may be contem_m_l ruth _t_fa_e_, _ pro pede, idu_'m _ _tu_me, vm-
as mtended to v_,_nee d_e eurnand hateen the nusprovulfiere_ vimen]_ovilid_*'--Hrl/k.LL

• Trmte_ de Izegitlation. Ang. Sax. p. _0. Art. I_.
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determinate. If, for example, the injury were from, and adverse to, that happiness. When,
toaman'shouse--forinstanee, by the destruc- however, it happens not to give disgust by
tion of his house, then the definquent should its severity, nothing can be more popular than
have his house destroyed; if to his reputa- this mode of punishment. This may be seen
tlon, by causing him to lose a certain rank, in the case of murder, with respect to which
then the delinquent should be made to lose the attachment to this mode of punishment
the same rank; if to the eyes, then the ca'i- is warm and general. Blood (as the phrase is)
minal should be made to lose his eyes; ff to will have blood. Unless a murderer be pu-
bis lip, then to lose his lip: and, in short, the nished with death, the multitude of specula-
more specific and particular the resemblance tots can seldom bring themselves to think
between the subject of the offence and of the that the rules of justice are pursued.
punishment, the more strictly and ineontes- The law of retaliation is, however, liable
tibly it would appear to come under the rule. to a variety of objections, one of which, so far
It is when the person is the subject of the as it applies, is conclusive against its adop-
injury, that the resemblance is capable of tion. In a great variety of cases, it is phy-
being rendered the most minute; for it is in slcally inapplicable. Without descending far
this case, that by means of the strict identity into detail, a few instances may suffice as ex-
of the part affected, "the hurt" is capable amples. In the first place, it can never be
of being rendered the most accurately the applied when the offence is merely of a pub-
"_ame." An eye.for an eye, and a tooth for lie nature--the character_stlc quality of such
a tooth, are the familiar instances that are offences being, that no assignable individual
put of the law of retaliation. In this case, is hurt by them. If a man has been guilty
too, the identity may be pushed still further, of high treason, or has engaged in criminal
uy affecting the same part in the same man- correspondence with an enemy, or has, from
net; the sameness of the hurt depending on cowerdiee, abandoned the defence of a post
the identity of the one circumstance as well entrusted to him; how would it be possible
as of the other. Thus, if the injury con- to make him suffer an evil similar to that vf
sisted in the burning out of an eye, the pu- which he has been the cause ?
nishment will be more strictly the same, if it It is equally inapplicable to offences of the
be effected by burning rather than cutting semi-public class--to offences which affect
out the eye of the delinquent, a certain district, or particular class of the

The great merit of the law of retaliation community. The mischief of these offences
is its simplicity. If it were capable of uni- often c_>nsists in alarm and danger, which do
versal adoption, the whole penal code would not affect one individual alone, and there-
be contained in one law:--" Let every often- fore do not present any opportunity for the
der sufferan evil similar to that which be has exercise of retaliation.

intlieted." With respect to self-regarding offences,
No other imaginable plan can, for its cx- consisting of acts which offend against too-

tent, find so easy an entrance into the appre- rality, the application of this law would be
heusion, or sit so easy on the memory. The absurd. The individual has chosen to per.
rule is at once so short and so expressive, form the act; to do the same thing to him,
that he who has once heard it, is not likely would not be to punish him.
to forget it, or ever to think of a crime, but In offences against reputation, consisting,
he must think also of its punishment. The for instance, in the propagation of false re-
stronger the temptation to commit an offence, ports affecting the character, it would be
the more likely is its punishment to be an useless as a punishment to direct a similar
object of dread. Thus the defence is erected false report to be propagated affecting the
on the side of danger, character of the delinquent. The llke evil

One advantage that cannot be denied to w_uld not result from the circulation of what
th'.'smode of punishment, is its popularity; was acknowledged to be false.
requiring little expense of thought, it will In offences against property, the punish-
generally be found to possess the judgment ment of retaliation would at all times be de-
uf the multitude in its favour. Should they, fective in point of exemplarity and efficacy,
in _my iustance, be disposed to quarrel with and, in many cases, altogether inapplicable;
i_. they will still be ready enough, probably, those who are most apt to hljure others in
to own it to be consonant to justice: but this respect, being, by their poverty, unable
that justice, they will say, is rigid justice, to suffer in a similar manner.
or, to vary the jargon, justice in the abstract. For a similar reason, it cannot be con-
All this while, with these phrases on their stantly applied to offences affecti_ the civil
ilp% they would perhaps prefer a milder pu- condition of individuals, to say nothing of 1" _
nishmexit, as being more consonant to mercy, reasons that might render it ineligible, if
and, upon the whole, more conducive to the were possible to be applied.
_z_neral happiness_as if justice, and cape- These exceptions reduce its possible field
eislly penal justice, were smnething distinct of action to a very small extent, the only
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classes of offences to which it will be found exposed, ires no other limit_ than the femm-
applicable, with any degree of constancy, are dity of the imagination: with some slight
those that affect the person; and even here exceptions, they may however be ranged
must be a_-sumed, what scarcely ever exists, under one or other of tile following heads:--
a perfect identity of circumstances. Even in Ld, er_. -- Decency -- Rehgion -- Humamly.
this very limited class of cases, it would be What I mean by a capricious objectaon, m an
found to err on the side of excessive severity, objection which derives the whole of its sp-
Its radical defect is, its inflexibility. The parent value from the _mpression that is apt
law ought so to apportion the punishment as to be made by the use of those hallowed ex-
to meet the several circumstances of agars- pressions: the caprice consists in emplo}_ng
vation or extenuation that may be found in them m a perverted sense.
the offence : retaliation is altogether incom- I. Liberty. -- Under this head there is little
lmtible with any such apportionment to be said. All punishment is an infringe-

The class of people among whom this mode ment on liberty : no mm submits to it but
of punishment is most likely to be popular, from compulsion. Enthusiasts, however, are
are those of a vindictive character. Maho- not wanting, who, without regarding this
met found it established among the Arabians ; circumstance, condemn certain modes of pu-
and has adopted it in the Koran, with a de- mshJneut, as, for example, imprisonment ac-
gree of approbation, that marks the extent companied with penal labour, as a violation
of his talent for legislation --" O you who of the natural rights of man. In a free coun-
have a heart, _ou will find in the law of re- try hke this, say they, it ought not to be
taliation, and m the fear that accompanies it, tolerated, that even malefactors should be
umvers,d security."--(Vol. I. ch. ii. On the reduced to a state of slavery: the precedent
La_.) Either from weakness or ignorance, is dangerous and perlfieious; none but men
he encouraged the prewahng vice, which he groaning under a despotic gover_lment can
ought to have checked endure the sight of galley-slaves.

When the estahlishment of the peniten-
tiary system was proposed, this o|0ection

CtIAPTER X. was echoed and insisted on, m a variety of
O F P 0 V U L A i_ 1T Y. publications that appeared on that occasion.

Examine this senseles_ clmnour: it will re-
To prove that an institution is agreeable to solve itself into a declaration, that liberty
the principle of utility, is to prove, aq far as ought to be left to those that abuse it, mid
cam be proved, that the people ought to like that the liberty of malefactor_ is an essential
it : but whether they wdl like it or no after part of the liberty of honest men.
all, is another question. They would like 2. Decenc?l..--Objections drawn from the
it if, m their judgments, they suffered them- topics of decency are confined to those pn-
selves to be mnformly and exclusively go- mshments, of which the effect is to render
veined by that principle. By this principle those parts which it is inconsistent with
they do govern themselves in proportion as decency to expose, the objects ofmght or of
they are humamzed and enlightened: ac- conversation.
cordingly, the deference they pay to its dic- Who can doubt, that in all pmfishments,
rates is more uniform in this intelligent and care should be taken that no offence be given
favoured country than perhaps in any other, to modesty. But modesty, like other virtues,
I speak here, taking the great mass of the is valualde only in proportion to its utility.
people upon this occasion, as they ought to When the punishment is the most appro-
be taken upon every occasion, into the ac- priate, though not either in its description
count, and not confining my views, as is too or its execution altogether reeoncileable with
commonly the ease, to men of rank and edu. modesty, this circumstance ought not, as it
cation, appears to me, to stand in the way of the

Even in this country, however, their ac- attainment of any object of greater utility.
quiescence is far from being as yet altogether Castration, for example, seems the most ap-
uniform and undevktting : in some instances proprtate punishment in the ease of rape; thug
their judgments are still warped byantipa- istosay, the best adapted to produce a strong
thies or prejudices unconnected with the prin- impression on the mind at the moment of
ciple of utility, and therefore irreconcilable temptation. Is it expedient, then, on account
to reason. They are apt to bear antipathy to of such scruples of modesty, that another pu-
certain offences, without regard to even their nishment, as, for example, death, should be
imputed mischievousness, mid to entertain a employed, which is less exemplary, and, con-
prejudice against certain ponishnlents, with- sequentty, less efilcaciotm?"

out regard to their eligibility with respect to * It is mid, that in one of the dtiel of Greece,
the ends of punishment, among the young _ inmi_ by I know

The v_ricty of capricious objections to not what disease of the imaginatio_ the Irn_ti_
_h}r.ll ea,'h psrtwular mode of punishment is of suicide was for a time extremely prevalent.

The
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3. Rel_ion_ Among Christians there are i Constantine prohibited, by law, the brand-
some sects who conceive that the punish- ing criminals on the face, alleging, that it is
ment of death is unlawful: life, say they, is a violation of the law of nature to disfigure
the gift of God, and hum is forbidden to take the majesty of the human face--the majesty
it away. of the face of a scoundrel !

We shall find in the next book, that very The Inquisition, says Bayle, that it might
cogent reasons are not wanting for altogether not violate the maxim, Ecclesia non novit
abolishing capital punishment, or, at most, sanguinem , condemned its victims to be burnt
for confining it to extraordinary cases. But alive. Religion has had its quibbles as well
this pretence of unlawfulness is a reason as the law.
drawn from false principles. 4. Humanity. -- Attend not to the sophia-

Unlawful means contrary to some law. tries of reason, which often deceive, hut ha
Those who, upon the occasion in question, governed by your hearts, which will always
apply this expression to the punishment of lead you to right. I reject, without hesita-
death, believe themselves, or endeavour to tion, the punishment you propose: it violates
make others believe, that it is contrary to natural feehngs, it harrows up the suscep-
some divine law: this divine law is either tibie mind, it is tyramfical and cruel. Such
revealed or unrevealed; if it be revealed, it is the language of your sentimental orators.
must be to be found in the texts of those But abolish any one penal law, merely
books which are understood to contain the because it is repugnant to the feelings of a
expressions of God's will; but as there ex- humane heart, and, if consistent, you abolish
ists no such text in the New Testament, and the whole penal code: there is not one of its
as the Jewish law expressly ordains capital provisions that does not, in a more or less
punishment, the partisans of this opinion must painful degree, wound the sensibility.
have recourse to some divine law not revealed All punishment is in itself necessarily
--to a natural law; that is to say, to a law odious: If it were not dreaded, it would not
deduced from the supposed will of God. effect its purpose ; it can never be contem-

But if we presume that God wills anything, plated with approbation, but when considered
we must suppose that he has a reason for so in connexion with the prevention of the
doing, a reason worthy of himself, which can crime ag_inst which it is denounced.
only be the greatest happiness of his ere&- I reject sentiment as an absolute judge,
tures. In this point of view, therefore, the but under the control of reason it may not
divine will cannot require anything inconsis- be a useless monitor. When a penal dispen-
tent with general utility, satlon is revolting to the pubhc feeling, this

If it can be pretended that God can have is not of itself a sufficient reason for reject-
any will not consistent with utility, his will ing it, but it is a reason for subjecting it to
becomes a fantastic and delusive principle, in a rigorous scrutiny. If it deserves the anti-
which the ravings of enthusiasm, and the ex- pathy it excites, the causes of that antipathy
travagancies of superstition, will find sanction may be easily detected. We shall find that
and authority, the punishment in qtlestion is mis-ssated,

In many cases, religion has been to such a or superfluous, or disproportionate to the of-
degree perverted, as to become a bar to the fence, or that it has a tendency to produce
execution of penal laws; as in the case of more mischief than it prevents. By this
sanctuaries opened for criminals, in the Ro- means wearrive at the seat ofthe error. Sen-
mish churches, timent excites to reflection, and reflection

Theodosius I. forbade all criminal proceed- detects the impropriety of the law.
ings during Lent, alleging, as a reason, that The species of punishment that command
the judges ought not to punish the erimes the largest share of public approbation are
of others whilst they were imploring _he di- such as are analogous to the offence. Punish-
vine forgiveness for their own transgressions, ments of this description are commmdy con-
V_dentinian I. directed that st Easter all sidered just and equitable; bnt what is the
prisoners should be discharged, except those foundation of this justice and equity ] know
that were accused of the most malignant of- not. The dehnqt_ent suffers the same e_,il
fences, he has caused : ought the law to imitate the

example it condemns? ought the judge to
The magistrates, alarmed by its frequency, hnitate the malefactor in his wickedness?
ordered that, as a sort of posthumous punish-
ment, their bodies_ in a state of nudity, should ought a solemn act of justice to be the ._xne
be drawn through the public places. Into the in kind as an act of crimiuahty ?
truth of the telation_ it is needless to inquire : This c_rcumstance satisfies the multitude :
but the narrator adds_ the offence thenceforth the mouth of the crindval is stopped, and he
altogether ceased. Here, then, is an instance of cannot accuse the law of severity, without at
the utility of a law offensive to medesty, proved the same time being equally _lf-t_ndemned.by its efficacy: for what higher degree o¢ per-
fection can be looked for L,Iany penal law than Fortunately, the stone bent of the imagi-
chat of preventing the efftnce ? nation that renders thi_ mode of punishment
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popular, renders it at the same t_ne appro- task. To enumerate the several parts of s
printe. The analofy that presents itself to man's body in which he is liable to be made
the people, presents itself at the moment of to suffer, would be to give a complete body
temptation to the delinquent, and renders it of anatomy. To enumerate the several in-
s peculiar object of dread, struments by the application of which he

It is of importance to detect and expose might be made to suffer, would be to give a
erroneous conceptions, even when they hap- complete body of natural history. To at-
pen to accord with the principle of utility, tempt to enumerate the different manners in
The coincidence is a mere accident ; and which those instruments may be applied to
whoever on any one occasion forms his judg- such a purpose, would be to attempt to ex-
ment, without reference to this principle, haust the inexhaustible variety of motions
prepares himself upon any other to decide in and situations.
contradiction to it. There will be no safe Among the indefinite mnltitude of punish-
and steady guide for the understanding in its ments of this kind that might be imagined
progress, till men shall have learnt to trust to and described, it will answer every purpose
this principle alone, to the exclusion of all if we mention some of those which have been
others. When the judgment is to decide, in use in this and other countries.
the use of laudatory or vituperative expres- The most obvious method of inflicting this
sions is the mere babbling of children : they species of punishment, and which has been
ought to be avoided in all philosophical dis- most commonly used, consists in exposing the
quisitions, where the object ought to be to body to blows or stripes. When these are
instruct and convince the understanding, and inflicted with a flexible instrument, the
not to inflame the passions, operation is called whipping : when a less

flexible instrument is employed, the effects
are different ; but the operation is seldom dis-
tinguished by another name.

B O O K I I. In Italy, and particularly in Naples, there
i_ a method, not uncommon, of punishing

OF CORPORAL PUNISHMENTS. pickpockets, called the Strappado. It con-
sists in raising the offender by his arms, by
means of an engine like a crane, to a certain

CHAPTER I. height, and then letting him fall, but suddenly
stopping his descent before he reaches the

SIbIPI.E AFFLICTIVE*PUNISHMENTS. ground. The momentum which his body
A PUNISHMENTiT _imply afflictive when the has acquired in the descent is thus made to
object aimed at is to produce Immediate tern- bear upon his arms, and the consequence
porary suffering, and is so c-_]ledto distinguish generally is, that they are dislocated at the
]t fl'om other cl_scs of corporeal punishments, shoulder : to prevent the permanent evil con-
m which the _uffering produced is designed sequences, a surgeon is then employed to
to be more permanent Simple afflictive po- reset them.
nishments are distinguished from one another There were formerly in England two kinds
by three principal circmnstances: the part of punishment of this class, discarded now
affected, the nature of the instrument, and even from the military code, in which they
the manner of its application, were longest retained : the one called P/e-

To enumerate all the varieties of punish- keting, which consisted in suspending the of.
ment which mxght be produced by the corn- fender in such manner that the weight of his
bination of these different circumstances, body was supported principally by a spike,
would be an useless, as well as an endless on which he was made to stand with one

foot : the other, the Wooden Horse, as it was

* I am sensible how imperfectly the word called, was a narrow ledge or board, on which
a_/fictlve is calculated to express the particular the individual was made to sit astride ; and
]_md of punishment I have here employed it to the inconvenience of which was increased by
express, in contradistinction to all others ; but suspending weights to his legs.
I could find no other word in the language that Another species of pur_hment formerly
woulddo it better. Itmaybe some reason for practised in this country, but now rarely
employing it thus_ that in Fren.ch it is employed used, consisted in subjecting the patient toin a sense nearly, if not altogetller, ascon_nea: •
and the pains xt is the nature of the punishments frequent immersions in water, od__Iedducking.
in questmn to produce, Cicero ex_reues by a The individual was fastened to a ehmr or
word of the same root :--" ,4dfl/ctatio," .says stool, called the ducking-stool, and [dunged
that orator in his Tm_ulan Disl_utatio_ wbcu repeatedly. In this case, the punishment was
beisdefiningaudd_ngtheseveralmrts not of the acute, but ot the une_ykind,
°tpain,"a_g r/tud°cum_c°rpor_''b The physical uvm_/m_m srimm partly from

the cold, partly from the temporary• Causes Cel_bres, chap. iv. lx 229. -- Ed. of respiration. It lm something of "Amsterd. 1784. b Lib. iv. c. 8.
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eulous mixed with it, and was most generally the only one. Analogy, however, in certain
applied to scolding women, whose tongues eases, recommends the employment of other
disturbed their neighbours. It is a relic of modes. The multiplication of the instru-
the simplicity of the olden time. It is still ments of punishment, when not thus justi-
occasionally resorted to, when the people take fled, tends only to render the laws odious.
the administration of the laws into their own Among other works undertaken by order
hands ; sad is not uncommonly the fate of of the Empress Maria Theresa for the sane-
the pickpocket who is detected at a fair or lioration of the laws, a deseription was corn-
other place of promiscuous resort, piled of the various methods of inflieting

The powers of invention have been prin- torture and punishment in the Austrian do-
eipally employed in devising instruments for minions. It formed a large folio volume, in
the production of pain, by those tribunals which not only all the instruments were de-
which have sought to extort proofs of his scribed, and represented by engravings, but
criminality from the individual suspeeted, a detailed aceount was given of the manipu-
They have been prepared for aJl parts of the lations of the executioners. This book was
body, according as they have wished to only exposed for sale for a few days, Prince
stretch, to distort, or to dislocate them. Kaunitz, the prime minister, having t_used
Strews for compressing the thumbs ; straight it to be suppressed. He was apprehensive,
boots for compressing the shins, with wedges and certainly not without reason, that the
driven in by a mallet; the rack for either sig_ht of such a work would only inspire a
compressing or extending the limbs ; all of horror of the laws. This objection fell with
which might be regulated so as to produce its whole force upon the instruments for the
every possible degree of pain. infliction of torture, which has since been

Suffocation was produced by drenching, abolished in all the Austrian dominions. It
and was practised by tying a wet hnen cloth is hi_;hly probable that the publication of this
over the mouth and nostrils of the individual, work contributed to produce this happy event.
and continually supplying it with water, in If so, few books have done more good to the
such manner, that every time the individual world, if compared with the time they con-
breathed, he was obliged to swallow a pot- tinued in it.
tion of water, till his stomach became visibly A valuable service would be rendered to
distended. In the infamous transactions of society by the individual who, being properly
the Dutch at Amboyna, this species of tot- qualified for the task, should examine the
ture was practised upon the English who fell effects produced by these different modes of
into their power, punishment, and should, point out the greater

It would be useless to pursue this afflicting or smaller evil consequences resulting from
detail any further. How variously soever the eontusions produced by blows w_th a rope,
causes may be diversified, the effect is still one or lacerations by whips, &c. In Turkey, pu-
and the same, viz. organieal pain, whether nishment is inflicted by beating the soles of
of the acute or uneasy kind. This effeet is the feet : whether the consequences are more
common to all these modes ol_ punishment, or less severe, I know not. It is perhaps
There are other points in which they may from some notion of modesty that the Turks
differ : u 1. One of them may carry the in- have confined the application of punishment
tensity of the pain to a higher or lower pitch to this part of the human body.
than it could be carded by another. 2. One If the suffering produced by a punishment
may be purer from eunsequenees which, for of this class is rendered but little more than
the purpose in question, it may or may not momentary, it will neither be sufficiently
be intended to produce, exemplary to affect the spectators, nor suffi-

These consequences may he-- 1. The ann- ciently efiieacions to intimidate the offenders.
tinuance of the orgsaieal pain itself beyond There will he little in the chastisement but
the time of applying the instrument ; 2. The the ignominy attacked to it ; sad this would
production of say of those other ill eonse- have but little effeet upon that class of de-
quences which constitute the other kinds of linquents upon whom such punishments are
corporeal punishment ; 3. The subjecting the generally inflicted ; the quantity of suffering
party to ignominy, ought, therefore, ff pnssible, to be regulated

In the choice of punishment, these eireum- by the laws.
stances, how little soever they are attended Ofall these different modes of punishment,
to in practice, are of the highest importance, whipping is the most frequently in use ; hut

It would he altogether useless, not to say in whipping, not even the qualities of the
mischievous, to introduce into the penal code instrument* are ascertained by written law :
a great variety of modes of inflicting this
speciss of punishment. Whipping_themode • The Chinese, owing perhaps to the eaten.sire use they make of this mode of pumshment,
which has been most cemmonlyin use.--would, have attempted_ by _ .t.heleng_, and breadth
if proper care were taken to give to it every at tg_eexu_miues, ana weight el tae mant_o, to
degree of intensity, be su_ieient if it were render tmiformtbe amotmt of the suffefing pro-
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while the quantity of fores to be employed possess the whole of these qualities, is not a
in its application is altogether entrusted to sufficient reason for its rejection: they are
the caprice of the executioner. He may make not all of equal Lmportance, and indeed no
the punishment as trifling or as severe as he one species of punishment will perhaps ever
pleases. He may derive from this power a be found in which they are all united.
source of revenue, so that the offender will Simple afflictive punishments are capable
be punished, not in proportion to his offence, of great variability : they may be moderated
but to his poverty. If he has been unfortu- or increased at will. Their etFeets, however,
hate, and not able to secure his plunder, or are far from equable : the same punishment
honest, and has voluntarily given it up, and will not produce the same effects when up-
thus has nothing left to make a sop fbr Cer- plied to both sexes--when applied to a stout
berus, he suffers the rigour--perhaps more young man, and an infirm old man. These
than the rigour--of the law. Good fortune punishments are almost always attended with
and perseverance in dishonesty, would have a portion of ignominy, and this does not al-
enabled him to buy indulgence, ways increase with the organic pain, but

The following contrivance would, in a principally depends upon the condition of the
measure, obviate this inconvenience :-- A offender. For this reason, there is scarcely
machine might be made, which should put in a punishment of this description which would
motion certain elastic rods of cane or whale- be esteemed slight, if inflicted upon a gen-
bone, the number and size of which might tleman.
be determined by the law : the body of the It was inattention to this circumstance
delinquent might be subjected to the strokes that was one cause of the dissatisfaction
of these rods, and the force and rapidity with occasioned by the Stat. 10 Geo. IlL, called
which they should be applied, might be pre- the Dog Act, passed to restrain the stealing
scribed by the judge : thus everything which of dogs : among the punishments appointed
is arbitrary might be removed. A public was that of whipping. There is o_e thing
officer, of more responsible character than in the nature of this species of property
the common executioner, might preside over which renders the stealing of it less incom-
the infliction of the punishment ; and when patibie with the character of a gcutleman
there were many delinquents to be punished, than any other kind of theft. It is apt,
his time might be saved, and the terror of therefore, to meet with indulgence from the
the scene heightened, without increasing the moral sanction, for the same reason that en-
actual suffering, by increasing the number of ticing away a servant is not considered as a
the machines, and subjecting all the offenders crune, on account of the rational qualities of
to punishment at the same time. the subject of property in these cases. An

individual also may be innocent, notwith-
§ 2. Examinatton of Simple A_ictive standing appearances are against him. A dog

Punzshments. is susceptible of volition, and even of strong
The examination of a punishment consists social affections, and may have followed a

in comparing it successively with each of the new master without having been enticed.
qualities which have been pointed out as de- The same inattention has been observed
sirable in a lot of punishment, that it may to be remarkably prevalent throughout the
be observed in what degree some are pos- whole system of penal jurisprudence in Rue-
sessed and the others wanted ; and whether sia. In the reign which preceded that of
those which it possesses are more important the mild and intelligent Catherine II. neither
than those which it wants; that is to say, rank nor sex bestowed an exemption from
whether it is well adapted for the attainment the punishment of whipping. The instituo
of the desired end. tions of Poland were also chargeable with

It will be remembered, that the several the same roughness; and it was no uncom°
qualities desirable in a lot of punishment mouthing for the maid of honour o£a Polish
ace--variability, equability, commensurabi- princess to be disciplined in public by the
lity, characteristicainess, exemplarity, fru- a_faltre d'Hdtel.
guilty, subserviency to reformation, efficiency Nothing more completely proves the de-
with respect to disablement, subserviency to gradation of the Chinese than the whips
compensation, popularity, and remissibility, which are constantly used by the police.

That any species of punishment does not The mandarins of the first elms, the princes
of the blood, are subjected to the bamboo, as

duced by this mode of punishment: but one well as the peasant.
nmterial circumstance that they have omitted to The principal merit of simple glilietive

and certainly the mint difficult to regu- punishments, is their exemplarhy. All that
late, is the degree of force with which the stroke is suffered by the delinquent during their
is to be applied; an emission that leaves the
uncertainty nearly in the same state as in this i infliction may be exhibited to the imbue, m'd

_bYbv --See the Pe_ud Code of China, tram. the class of speetaton which would be st-y Sir G. T. 8munum, lx _4L trusted by such exhibitions, comdste, for flue
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most part, of those upon whom the impres- 1. Discolouration my be temporary or per-
don they are calculated to produce would be msnent. When temporary, it may be produced
most salutary, by vegetable or mineral dyes. I am not ac-

Such are the most striking points to be quainted with an instance of its use as a
observed with respect to these punishments, punishment. It has always appeared to me,
There is little particular to be remarked that it might be very usefully employed as
under the other heads. They are of little a precaution to binder the escape of c_rtaJn
efilcieney as to intimidation or reformation, offenders, whilst they are undergoing other
with the exception of one particular species punishments.
mpenitentinl diet ; which, well managed, Permanent discolouration might be pro-
may possess great moral efficacy. But as duced by tatooing; the only method at pre-
this is naturally connected with the subject sent in use is branding, t
of imprisonment, the consideration of it is Tatooing is performed by perforating the
deferred for the present, skin with a bnndle of sharp-pointed instru-

ments, and subsequently filling the punctures
with coloured powder. Of all methods of

CHAPTER II. discolouration, this is the most striking and
the least painful. It was practised by theOF COMPLEX AFFLICTIVE PUNISHMENTS.
ancient Plots, and other savage nations, for

UNDER the name of complex af_ictive pu- the purpose of ornament.
nishments, may be included those corporeal Judicial branding is effected by the appli-
punishments, of which the principal effect cation of a hot iron, the end of which has
consists in the distant and durable tense- the form which it is desired should be left
quences of the act of punishment. They imprinted on the skin. This punishment is
cannot be included under one title. They appointed for many offences in England, and
include three species, very different the one among other European nations. How far
from the other in their nature and their ira- this mark is permanent and distinct, I know
portance, not ; but every one must have observed that

The permanent consequences of an affiico accidental burnings often leave only a sh_ht
tire punishment may consist in the alteration, cicatrix--a scarcely sensible alteration in the
the destruction, or suspension of the proper- colour and texture of the skin.
ties of a part of the body. If it is desired to produce deformity, a part

The properties of a part of the body con- of the body should be chosen which Is exposed
sist of its visible qualities, as of colour and to view, as the hand or the face ; but if the
figure, and its uses. object of the punishment is only to mark a

Of these three distinct kinds of punish- conviction of a first otTence, and to render
ments, the first affects the exterior of the the individual recognisable in case of a re-
person, its visible qualities: the second affects lapse, l'_ will be better that the mark should
the use of the organic faculties, without de- be impressed upon some part of the body less
stroying the organ itself; the third destroys ordinarily in view, whereby he w111be spared
the organ itself.* the torment of its infamy, without taking

away his desire to avoid falling again into the
§ I. Of Deformation, or Pan_]Iments w/iich hands of justice.

alter t_e Exterior of the Person. 2. Disfigurement may in the same manner
It was an ingenious idea in the first legls- be either permanent or transient. It may be

later who invented these external and per- performed either on the person, or only un
msnent]y visible punishments,--punishments its dress.
which are inflicted without destroying any When confined to the dress, it is not pro-
organ--without mutilation--often without perly called disfigurement; but, by a natural
physical pain ; in all cases, without any other association of ideas, it has the same effect.
pain than what is absolutely necessary,__ To this head may be referred the melancholy
which affect only the appearance of the cri- robes and frightful dresses made use of by
minal, and render that appearance less agree- the Inquisition, to give to those who suffer
able--which would not be punishments if in public a hideous or terrible appearance.
they were not indications of his crimes. Some were clothed in cloaks painted to re-

The visible qualities of an object are its present flames; others were covered with
colour and figure; there are therefore two
methods of altering them: l. Discolouration; TScarificatlon and corrosion might be employed
2. Disf,,gu_tiolL fc_ the same purpose. The first xsattended with

this inconven_ence_--the form which the cicatrix
• The fu_stmay be included under thegeneral will takecannot be determined beforehand; it

name of Deformation ; the second under the may leave none, or an accutenud incision may
name of D/_hab//'.tafion : they render the organ leave a similar one. Corromon by chemical
impotent and usele_ The third has slrcad-y a caustics may not be liable to the same inco_.
proper name_ M_/at/o_ veuience; but its effects have not been tried.
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figures of demons, and different emblems of consisted in passing a red hot plate of metal
future torments, before the eyes.

Shaving the head has been a punishment 2. The Organ of Hearing.-- This faculty
formerly used. It was part of the penance may be destroyed by destroying the tympa-
imposed upon adulterous women by the an- nmn. A temporary deafness may be prndueed
cient French laws. by filling the passage of the ears with wax.

The Chinese attach great importance to As a leg_ punishment, I know of no in_umce
the length of their nails ; cutting them might of its use.
therefore be used as a penal disfigurement. 3. The Orga_ of Speech. _ Gaging has
Shaving the beard might be thus employed more often been employed as a means of preo
among the Russian peasants, or a part of the caution against certain delinquents, rather
Jews. than as a method of punishment. General

The permanent means of disfigurement Lally was sent to his punishment with a gag
are more limited. The only ones which have in his mouth ; and this odious precaution
been in use, and which may yet be employed perhaps only served to turn public opinion
in certain countries, were applied to certain against his judges, when his character was
parts of the head, which may be altered with- re-established. It has sometimes been emo
out destroying the functions which depend on ployed in military prisons. It has the merit
those parts. The common law of" England di- of analogy, when the offence consists in the
reets the nostrils to be slit, or the ears cut off abuse of the faculty of speech.
as the punishment for certain offences. The Gagging is sometimes performed by fixing
first of these pmdshments has fallen into a wedge between the jaws, which are ren-
disuse ; the second has been rarely employed dered immoveable ; sometimes by forcing a
in the last century. In the works of Pope, bali into the mouth, &e.
and hts contemporary writers, may be seen 4. The Hands and Feet.--Ish_ll not speak
how far their mahgmty was pleased by allu- of the various methods by which these mem-
sions to this species of punishment, which hers may be rendered for ever useless. If it
had been applied to the author of a libel in were necessary to be done, it would not be
their times, difficult to accomplish.

The cutting off and slltting of the nose, Hal4dcujfs are rings of metal, into which the
the eyehds, and the ears, were once in wrists are thrust, and which are cozmected
common use in Russia, without distinction together with g bar or chain. This apparatus
of sex or rank. They were the common ac- completely hinders a certain number of move-
companiments of the knout and exile : but ments, and might be employed so as to pre-
It ought to be observed that the punishment vent them all.
of death was very rare. Fetters are rings of me*_l, into which the

legs are fixed, united in the same manner
§ 2. Of Disablement, or Punis)_ntents cots- by a chain or bar, according to the spedel

slating *n disabhn 9 an Organ. of restraint which it is desired to produce.
To disable an organ is either to suspend Handcuffs and fetters are often employed

or destroy its use, without destroying the conjointly. Universal use is made of these
organ itsel£ two methods, sometimes as a punishment,

It is not necessary here to enumerate all properly so called, but more frequently to
the organs, nor all the methods by which prevent the escape of a prisoner.
they may be rendered useless. We have The pillory is a plank fixed horizontally
already seen, that it would not be useful to upon a pivot, on which it turns, and in which
have recourse to a great variety of afl_c- plank there are openings, into which the head
tire punishments, and that there would be and the hands of the individual are put, that
many inconveniences in so doing. If we he may be exposed to the multitude. I say
were to follow the law of retaliation, the to the gaze of the m_titude_snch is the
catalogue of possible punishments would be intention of the law ; but it not unf?equently
the same as that of the possible offences of happens, that personsso exposed are exposed
this kind. to the outrages of the populace, to which

1. The Visual Organ,--the use of which they are thus delivered up without defence,
may be suspended by chemical applications, sad then the punishment changes its torture:
or J_ymechanical means, as with a mask or _its severity depends upon the caprice of
bandage. The visual faculty may also be ser owd of butcher. The victim--for such
destroyed by chemical or mechanical means, he then becmnes-- covered with filth, his

No jurisprudence in Europe has made countenance bruised am] bloody, his teeth
use of this puni_hinent. It has heretofore broken, his eyes puffed up and closed, no
been employed at Constantinople, under the longer can be reengnised. The police, atlceet
Greek emperors, less as a punishment, it is in England, used to see this dism-der, nor seek
true, than as a politic method of rendering a to restsain it, and perhai m would have beeu
prim-_eincapable of reigning. The operation unable to restrain it. A dmple iron trellis, in
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the form of • cage, placed around the pillory ¢plences, the more these consequences escape
would, however, suffice for stopping at least the notice of those who are deficient in fore-
all those missiles which might inflict any dan- sight and reflection.
gerous blows upon the body. Around a simple afflictive punishment a

The earcan, a kind of portable pillory, is a circle may be drawn, which shall inclose the
species of punishment which has been used whole mischief of the punishment : around
in many countries, and very frequently in all other punishments the mischief extends
China. It condsta of a wooden collar, placed in circles, the extent of which is not, and
horizontally on the shoulders, which the de- cannot be marked out. It is mischief in the
llnquent is obliged to carry without relaxa- abstract, mischief uncertain and universal,
tim_ for a longer or shorter time. which cannot be pointed out with precision.

When the effects of punishments are thus
§ 8. Of 2t[utilations. uncertain, there is much less ground for

] understand by mutilation, the extirpation choice ; for the effects of one punishment
of an external part of the human body, en- may be the same with those of another, the
dowed with a distinct power of movement, ! same consequences often resulting from very
or a specific fimction, of whlcb the loss is different punishments. The choice must
not necessarily followed by the loss of fife, therefore be directed by probability, and be
as the eyes, the tongue, the hands, &c. governed by the presumption that certain

The extirpation of the nose and of the mnishments will more probably produce cer-
ears is not properly called mutilation, be- tain penal consequences than any other.
cause it is not upon the external part of Independently of the bodily sufferings re-
these organs that the exercise of their time. suiting from them, punishments which affect
tions depends; they protect and assist that the exterior of the person often produce two
exercise, but they do not exercise these rune- disadvantageous effects : the one physical
t]ons. There is, therefore, a difference be- the individual may become an object of dis-
tween that mutilation whwh causes a total gust ; the other moral -- he may become an
loss of the organ, and that which only de- object of contempt : they may produce a loss
stroys its envelope. The latter is only a of beauty or a loss of reputation.
disfigurement, which may be partly repaired One of these punishments, which has a
by art. greater moral than physical effect, is a mark

Every body knows how frequently mutila- producing only a change of colour, and the
tions were formerly employed in the greater impression of a character upon the skin ; but
number of penal systems. There is no spe- this mark is an attestation that the individual
eiesof them which has not been practised hasbeenguiltyofsomeacttowhicheontempt
in England, even in times sufficiently too- is attached, and the effect of contempt is to
dern. The punishment of death might be diminish good-will, the principlethatproduees
commuted for that of mutilation under the all the free and gratuitous services that men
common law. By a statute passed under render to one another: but in our present
Henry VI IL the offence of maliciously draw- state of continual dependence upon each other,
m_r blood in the palace, where the king re- that which diminishes the good-will of others
sided, was punished by the loss of the right towards us, includes within itself an inde-
hand. By a statute of Elizabeth, the ex- finite multitude of privations."
portation of sheep was punished by the am- When such a mark is inflicted on account
putation of the left hand. Since that time, of a crime, it is essential that a character
however, all these punishments have fallen should be given to it, which shall clearly
into disuse, and mutilations may now be con- announce the intention with which it was
sidered as banished from the penal code of imposed, and which cannot be confounded
Great Britain. with cicatrices of wounds or accidental marks.

Examination of Complex Aflietlve P_nisA- • Stedman relates a fact which proves what has
meats, been above said of the indefinite consequences of

these punishment& Speaking of a Frenchman,
The effects of simple afflictive punishments named Degrade#, who had fnt_dueed the eul-

are easily estimated, beceuse their eon_ ture of indigo into Surinam, and who, dunng
quenees are all similar in quality, and imme- many years, had enjoyed gene_l esteem m that
diately produced. The effects of all other eolouy, he states, that being at the house cdf

oue of his friends in Demeear_ he became ill of
punishments are not ascertained without great an absoe_ which formed in his shoulder. He
di_culties, because their consequences are would not suffer it to be examined: it became
greatly diversi_ed, are liable to great unear- dan_eiy wor_ but his _ remained
tainty, and are often remote. Simple stoic- stall the same: at hmt_not hoping far • cure, be
tire punishments must always be borne by put an end to his life with a piml-ball_ when
the parties on whom they are inflicted, all the secret was revealed : it was found that hisshmddeT was marked with a letter V, or Voleur._
otbe|" pmds]tmenta are deficient in point ot NarratlveofesExpedil_,wim_tlw_
certainty : the more remote their coue- .Vegroel ofSm'tnam, bf Major _ eh. _7.
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A penal mark ought to have a determinate which the infliction of the punlslunent in
figure ; and the most suitable, as well as the question gives birth, all who are subject to
most common, is the initial letter of the it will find themselves more or less affected :
name of the crime. Among the Romans, of these inequalities, and therefore of the
slanderers were marked on the forehead with aggregate amount of the punishment in each
the letter K. In England, for homicide, particular instance, it is impossible to form
committed after provocation, offenders were any estimate; it depends on the sensibility
marked in the hand with the letter M (for of the delinquent, and other circumstances,
manslaughter), and thieves with the letter which cannot be foreseen. By a slothful
T. In France, the mark for galley-slaves man, the loss of a hand might not be re-
was composed of the three letters GAL. garded as a very severe punishment : it has

In Poland, It was the custom to add a sym- not been uncommon for men to mutilate or
bollcal expression : the initial letter of the disable themselves to avoid serving in the
crime was inclosed in the figure of a gal- army.
lows. In India, among the Gentoos, a great In point of variability, the several classes
number of burlesque symbolical figures are of punishment now before us, when tonal-
employed, dered alltogether,are not liable to much

A more lenientmethod,which may be re- objection; thereisa gradationfrom lessto
ferredtothesamehead,isa practicetoolittlemore.whichrunsthroughthewholeof them.
used,ofgivingtooffendersa particulardress, The lossof one fingeris lesspainfulthan
whichservesasa liveryof crime. At Hmlau the lossof two,orof the wholehand; the
in Germany, persons condemned to labour on loss of the hand is less than the loss of an
the public works were distinguished by arm. But when these punishments are con-
black sleeve m a white coat. It is an expe- sidered singly, the gradation disappears. The
d]ent which has for Its object the prevention particular mutilation directed by the law,
of their escape ; as a mark of intamy, it is an can neither be increased or diminished, that
addldon to the punishment, it may be accommodated to the different

On the score of frugality, deforming pu- circumstances of the crime or of the delin-
ni_hlnents are not liable to any objection ; queue. This objection recurs again under
disablement and mutilation are. If the effect the head of Equability. The same nominal
of either is to prevent a man getting his live- punishment will not always be the same real
lihood by his own labour, and he has no suf- punishment.
ficient income of his own, he must either be In respect of e.remplartt9, the punishments
left to perish, or be supplied with the means in questiml possess this property in a higher
of subsistence : If he were left to perish, the degree than simple afflictive punishments.
punishment would not be mere disablement This latter species of punishment not being
or mutilation, but death: if he be supported naturally attended with any distant conso-
by the labour of others, that labour must quences (their infamy excepted), the whole
either be bestowed gratis, as would be the quantity of pain it is calculated to produce is
case if he were supported on the charity of collected, as it were, into a point, and ex-
relations and friends ; or paid for, at public posed at once to the eyes of the spectator ;
cost : m either case, it is a charge upon the while of the other, on the contrary, the
public. This consideration might of itself consequences are lasting, and are calculated
be considered a conclusive objection against perpetually to awaken in the minds of all,
the application of these modes of punishment to whose eyes any person that has suffered
for offences that are apt to be frequently this species of punishment may happen to
committed, such as theft or smuggling; the present himself, the idea of the law itself,
objection applies, however, in its full force, and of the sanction by which ira observance
to such of these modes of punishment only is enforced. For this purpose it is neces-
as have the effect of depriving the particular !sary, however, as has been already otmerved,
individual in question of the means of gaining that the penal mark should be such as at first
his livelihood, glance to be distinguished from any mark that

In respect of remissibility, they are also may have been the result of aeeident_tlmt
eminently defective_a consideration which misfortune may be protected from the impu-
affords an additional reason for making a very tation of guilt.
sparing use of them. The next property to be desired in • mode

In respect also of wrbzbilit_, these punish, of punishment, is suiz_rvieney to refor_t/_.
ments ate scarcely in a less degree defective. ! In this respeeL tim ptmblunenta under co?.
The loss of the eyes, or of the baud, is not, aideration, when temporm T, have no_hi_ m
to a man who can neither read or write, the themselves that _ them from any
same degree of punishment M it would be to other mode of lmnishmcmt : _ sulz_-
a p_nter, or an author. Yet, however dif. viency to reforumtiou is aS tKidr experienced
ferent in each instance may be the degree of msgnitude. It is the infsmy sttendm_

prodneed by the mm of evil to _em that gives them _ e_eeu wbic_ .re
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apt in this respect to distinguish them to their earth, in relation to the delinquent, is all-
disadvantage, vided into two very unequal districts ; the

Infamy, when at an intense pitch, is apt one of which is open to him, and the other
to have this particular bad effect : it tends interdicted.
pretty strongly to force a man to persist, in If the place in which he is confined be a
that depraved course of life by which the narrow space, surrounded with walls, andthe
infamy was produced. When a man falls into doors of which are locked, it is imprisonment:
any of those offences that the moral sane- if the district in which he be directed to
tion is known to treat with extreme rigour, remain is within the dominions of the state,
men arc apt to suppose that the moral sane- the punishment may he called relegation : if
tion has no hold upon him. His character, it be without the dominions of the state, the
they say, is gone. They withdraw from him punishment is called banishment.
their confidence and good-will. He finds him- The term relegation seems to imply, that
self in a _ituation in which he has nothiag the delinquent is sent out of the distract in
to hope for from men, and for the same rea- which he ordinarily resides. This punish-
son nothing to fear: he experiences the worst meat may conmst in his confinement in that
already. If, then, he depend upon his labour district where he ordinarily resides, and even
for subsistence, and his business is of such in his own house. It may then be called
sort as requires confidence to be reposed in quasi imprisonment.
him, by losing that necessary portion of If it refers to a particular district, which
confidence he loses the means of providing he is prohibited from entering, it is a sort of
himself with subsistence ; his only remain- exclusion, which has not yet a proper name,
ing resources are then mendicity or depreda- but which may be called local mterdwt_on.
tion. Territorml confinement is the genus which

From these observations it follows, that includes five specles:--imprisonment, quasi
mutilations ought to be reserved as punish- imprisonment, relegation, local inlerdiction,
meats for the most mischievous offences, and and banishment.
as an accompaniment of perpetual imprison-
ment. An exception to this rule may per-
haps he found m the case of rape, for which CHAPTER 1V.
analogy most strongly recommends a punish- l Mr R Xs o ._ ME N X.
meat of this kind.

IMPRISONMENT makes a much more exten-
sive figure thaa any other kind ol haldship

CHAPTER III. that ran be inflicted in the way of punish-
OF RESTRICTIVEPUNISHMENTS--TERRITO- ment. Every other kiad of hardship (death

RIALCONFINEMENT. alone excepted) may be inflicted for two
purposes--pun2J_ment and compulswn, lm-

RESTRICTIW punishments are those which prisonment, besides these two purposes, may
restrain the faculties of the individual, by be employed for another--safe custody.
hindering him fi'om receiving agreeable ira- When thus employed, it is not a punishment,
pressions, or from doing what he desires: properly so called; it is intended only to
they take from him his liberty with respect insure the forthcomingness of an individual
to certain enjoyments and certain acts. suspected of having committed an offence,

Restrictive punishments are of two sorts, that he may he present to undergo the pu-
according to the method used in inflicting nishment appointed for that offence, if he be
them. Some operate by moral restraint, found guilty. When thus employed, it ought
others by physical restraint. Moral restraint not to be more severe than is necessary to
takes place when the motive presented to insure forthcomingness. Whatever exceeds
the individual, to hinder him from doing the this, is so much misery in waste.
act which he wishes to perform, is only the When imprisonment is intended to ope-
fear of a superior punishment; for, in order rate as a punishment, it may be rendered
to he efficacious, it is necessary that the pu- more or less severe, according to the nature
nishment with which he is threatened must of the offence and the condition of the of-
be greater than the simple pain of submitting fender. It may be accompanied by forced
to the restraint imposed upon him. labour, which may be imposed upon all; but

The punishment of restraint is applicable it ought not to be so imposed without re-
to an _rts of _tions in general, but patti- ference to the age, the rank, the sex, and the
cularly to the faculty of locomotion. Every- physical powers of the individuals. Other
thing which restrains the locomotive faculty, punishments, which may be employed in ad-
confines the individual; that is to say, shuts dition to hard labour, and of which we shah
him up within certain limits, and may he have occasion to speak in a future chapter,
called territorial eoafimemeat, are_ diet, solitude, and darkness.

In this kind of punishment, the whole When imprisonment is inflicted for tl_
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purpose of compulsion, the severer it is the ferent modes and consequences. We shall
better, and that for various reasons, then see that, under the same name, very

When it is protracted, but slight, the different punishments may be inflicted. Un-
danger is, that the prisoner may come by tier a name which presents to the mind only
degrees to accommodate himself to it, till at the single circumstance of confinement in
last it ceases, in a manner, to operate upon particular place, imprisonment may include
him. This is found not uncommonly to be every possible evil ; from those which neces-
the case with insolvent debtors. In many sarily follow'in its train, rising from one de.
of our gaols there are so many comforts to be gree of rigour to another, from one degree of
had by those who have money to porchase atrocity to another, till it termlnates in a most
them, that many a prisoner becomes in time cruel death; and this without being intended
tolerably well reconciled to his situation by the legislator, but altogether arising from
When this is the case, the imprisonment can absolute negligence--negligence as easy to be
no longer be of use in any view. explained, as it is difficult to be palliated.

The severer it is-- [ mean all along in point We shall class under three heads the penal
of it_tensity--the less of it, in point of magni- circumstances which result from this condi-
tude, will be consumed upon the whole; that tion :-- 1. Necessary inconveniences, which
ts, in point of intensity and duration taken arise from the condition of a prisoner, and
together ; the more favourable, in shin% will which form the essence of imprisonment :
it be to the sufferer: it will produce its effects 2. Accesso_. inconveniences, which do not
at a cheaper rate. The same quantity ofpein- necessarily, but which very frequently follow
tal sensations, which, under the milder ira- in its train : 3. Inconveniences arising from
prisonment, are diffused through a large mass abuses.
_,f sensatmns, indifferent or pleasurable, be-
ill,_, in the severer imprisonment, brought I. 2Veyative Evils, inseparable from Ira.
t%cther, will act with collected force, and prisonment.
pl odtlce a stronger lmpres_xon : the same I. Privation of the pleasures which belong
qt,_lltlty of p,dn will theretbre go farther thii ;o the sight, arising from the diversity of oh-
way than m any other. Add to this, that in ects in town and country.
this way the same quantity of suffering will '2. Privation of the liberty of taking plea-
not have so pernicious an influence on his mrable exercises that require a large space,
future life. In the course of a tedmus con- such as riding on horseback or in a carriage,
lmement, hiq mental faculth s are debilitated, hunting, shooting, &c.
his habits of industry are weakened, his busi- 3. Privation of those excursions which
hess runs into other chmmels, and many of may be necessary even for health.
those casual opportunities whmh migh }have 4. Privation of the liberty of partaking of
afforded the means of improving his for- mblic diversions.
tune, had he been at liberty to embrace them, 5. Abridgment of the liberty of going out
are irrecoverably gone. These evils, which, to enjoy agreeable society, as of relations,
though they may come eventually to be felt, friends, or acquaintance, although they should
are too distant and contingent to contribute be permitted to come to him.
anything beforehand to the impression it is 6. Privation of the liberty, in some cases,
intended to produce, are saved by placing the of carrying on business for a livelihood, and
magnitude of the punishment in intensity ra- abridgment of such liberty in all eases.
ther than in duration. 7. Privation of the liberty of exercising

By the fundamental constitution of man's public offices of honour or trust.
nature, without anything being done by any 8. Privation of accidental opportunities
one to produce a change in his situation, ff of advancing his fortune, obtaining patrons,
left to himself, in a situation in which he is forming friendships, obtaining a situation, or
debarred from exercising the faculty of loco- forming matrimonial alliances for himself or
motion, he will in a short time become a children.
prey to various evils, to the action of various Although these evils may in the first in-
causes producing various organieal pains, stance be purely negative, that is to say,
which, sooner or later, are sure to end ul- privation of pleasures, it is evident that they
tlmately in death. If duration and neglect bring in thexr train of eJmsequences positive
be added to imprisonment, it necessarily be- evils, such as the impairing of the health, and
comes a capital punishment. Since, there- the hnpoverishmont of the circumstances.
fore, it is followed by an infinite variety of
evils which the individual is urmble himself I|. Accessory Evils, commonly attendant or,

tl_ Condition of a Prisoner,to guard against, and against which precau-
tions must be taken by others to preserve 1. Cofrfinement to disegreeable diet. The
him, it follows, that to form a just notion _mlt of s_w/ent food for the purpose of
of imprisonment, it mu_ be considered, nc_ nourislunent, is a distinct mischief, which
simply by itself, but ilJ connexion with its dit- will eowe under another head.
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2. Want of comfortable accommodations 7. Foreed idleness, by the refusal of all
for repose--hard bedding, or straw, or no- means of necessary occupation: as of the
thing but the bare ground. This hardship brushes of a painter, the tools of a watch-
alone has been thought to have been produc- maker, or of books, &e. This has sometimes
five, in some instances, of disease, and even been carried to such a degree of rigour as to
death_ deprive prisoners of all amusement.

3. Want of llght--by the exclusion of the These different evils, which are so many
natural light of the sun by day, _md the not positive evils in addition to the nece_"
furnishing or not permitting the introduction evils of simple imprisonment, may be useful
of any artificial means of producing light by in penal and penitential imprisonment. We
night, shall hereafter show in what manner they

4. Total exclusion from society. This evil ought to be used. But with respect to the
is carried to its height when a prisoner is not fifth evil, the forced obligation of mixing with
permitted to see his friends, his parents, his a promiscuous assemblage of prisoners, it is
wife, or his children, always an evil, and an evil which cannot be

5. Forced obligation of mixing with a pro- obviated without a change in the system and
miscuous assemblage of his fellow-prisoners.* construction of prisons.

6. Privation of the implements of writing, We proceed to the consideration of evils
for the purposes of correspondence: a useless purely abusive : of those whxeh exist only by
severity, since everything which is written the negbgenee of the magistrates, but wifich
by a prisoner may be properly submitted to necessarily exist, where precautions have not
inspection. If ever this privation be justifi- been taken to prevent their existence. We
able. it is in cases of treason and other party shall present two catalogues: one, of the evils.
crimes, the other, of their remedies: --

EVILS. REMEDIES.

1. !.
Pains of hunger and thirst : general debt- SuflSeient nourishment.

hty-- death.
2. 2.

Sensation of cold in various degrees of in- SulEcient clothing, adapted to the chmate
tensity : stoppage of the circulation--morti- and the season--fire.

fieation of the extreraztzest-- death.
3. 3.

Sensation of heat: habitual debilit 9 m Shelter from the sun in hot weather--
death, fresh mr.

4. 4.
Sensation of damp and wetness: fevers The ground everywhere covered with

and otl_er disorders-- death, boards, or bricks, or stone--fi'esh mr--tubes
for conveying heated air.

5. &

Noisome smells, collections of putrifiable Fresh mr--change of elott, es-- water and
matter: hab,tual debilit!t---faUin 9 off of the other implements of washing--fumigations
members by gaa.orene--yaol:fever--contagions --whitewashing the walls--medicines and
dzseases--death, meditatl assistance.

6. 6.

Pain or uneasiness resulting from the bites Chemical applications to destroy them--
of vermin : cutaaeons dtseases--want of sleep cleanliness--aperson with proper implements
_debility_iaflamma_on--fever--death. tbr their destruction and removal.

Various diseases. Medicines and medical advice.
8. 8.

Painful sensations arising h_m indelicate Partitions to keep the prisoners separate
practmes, during the hour of rest. at least those of the

one sex from those of the other.

g This inconvenience would be apt to be at- the same stigma. It has been stud, I hope with-
tended with effects of the most serious nature in out truth, that by some unhappy neglect_ when
the case of an Hindoo of any of the superior the Rash _unconmr, a man of the _irst rank in
castes; an aasociation_ however involuntary, with BengaL_was in custody for the tbrgery for which
persons of an inferior rank, or contaminated he was afterwards tried under the hws of Great
character, causing a forfeiture of carnies which, Britain, and executed, proper care was nottaken
am on8 the Hindocch is prod.uctive of the same to protect him from this ideal contamination. If
am_eUons aa excommumcation at its first insti- this be true. before he was proved guilD' he was
fusion was intended to produce amongst Oh'is- madetosufferapnnishmentgreaterperhalmtha n
ttans--extrerne |nfamy_ and an utter exclasis_ mat to winch be was a_erwards _entenved.
from all society but that of persons marked with q- Howanl, p. 39.
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EVILS, S I-,M F DI F_.

9 9.

Tumultuous noises _ indecent praetiet_ Keepers to be directed to punish those
--indelicate conversations, guilty of such practices The punishment to

be made known to the prisoners by being
fixed up in the prison.

10. 10.

Evils resulting from the religious sanction In Protestant countries, a chaplain to per-
-from the non-exercise of the ceremonies form divine service. In Roman Catholic
prescribed by it. countrias, a priest to perform mass, and to

coleus the prisoners, &c.*

This would hold good, were the peculiar
CHAPTER V. cireumstances of the criminal out of the

IMPRISONMENT_FEES. question; but when these come to be con-
sidered, they add considerable force to the

ANOTMES way in which a man is often made above concJusion. In the ease of nineteen
to suffer on the occasien of imprisonment, is delinquents out of twenty, the utter want of
the being made to pay money under the name all means of satisfying their lawful debts was
of fees. This hardship, on the very first in- the very cause and motive to the crime.
speetion, when deduced as a consequence Now then, whereas it is only possible in the
from a sentence or warrant of imprison, ease of a man taken st random that he has

ment. can be classed under no other title than not wherewithal to pay, it is certain that, in
that of an abuse ; for naturally it has just nineteen eases out of twenty, the delinquent
as much to do with imprisonment as hanging has not.
has. So powerful is the force of custom, that.

This abuse is coeval with the first barbs- for a long series of years, judges of the first
rous rudiments of our ancient jurisprudence ; rank, and country magistrates, none of whom
when the magistrate had little more idea of _ut would have taken it ill enough to have
the ends of justice than the freebooter ; and had their wisdom or their humanity called in
the evils he inflicted were little more than a question, stand upon record as having given
compensation for the evils he repressed. In their allowance to this abuse. If any one of
those times of universal depravity, when these magistrates had ever had the spirit to
the magistrate reaped almost as much profit have refused this allowance, the gaoler would
from the plunder of those who were, or were for s moment have remained unpaid, and from
pretended to be, guilty, as from the eontri- thenceforward the burthen would have been
butions of those who were acknowledged in- taken up by that public hand which, from the
nocent, no pretext was too shallow to cover beginning, ought to have borne it.t
the enterprises of rapacity under the mask of So far is this hardship from being justifiable
justice, on the score of punishment, that m most, if

All the colour which this abuse is capable not in all our prisons, it is inflicted indiwri-
of receiving, seems to have been taken from minutely on all who enter, innocent or guilty.
a quibbling and inhuman sarcasm: " Since It is inflicted at all events, when it is not
you have lodging found you," says the gaoler known but they may be innocent; for it is
to the prisoner, "it is fit, like other lodgers, inflicted on them at first entrance, when com.
you should pay for it." Fit it certainly would mitted only for safe costody. This is not
be, if the lodger came there voluntarily _the all: it is inflicted on men after they have
only circumstance in the ease which is want. been proved to be innocent. Even this is
ing to make it a ju_ demand, instead of a not all: to flu up the measure of oppression,
cruel insult, it is inflicted on them becauu they have been

Bt:t the gaoler, like every other servant of proved innocent. Prisoners, a_er they have
the state, it will be said, and with perfect
truth, must be satisfied for ida trouble ; and
who more fit than the person who ocemdons * It was mentioned as a circumstance of
it? 1 answer, any person whatever_Lf, con- 3eculias d:stre_ attending the fate of many of
trarv to the most obvious principles of jus- he numerous state prL_n_ confined in Portugalluring the Marquis of Pombal's administrat:on,
tice_ some one person must bear the whole ;heir being denerred, during a course of yesr_
charge of an institution, which if beneficial ;he comforts m confeuion. When this ciwumo
to any, is beneficial to all. I say anybody; _mneewas brought to .H_ht, it produced a con.
because there is no person whose clear be- sidemble de_ of publle indi_ion.
nefit from the punishment of the criminal (l "I"By the old law, when money was recovered
am speaking here of the judlehd, appointed against a Hundred, the Sheriff laid hold of _efirst tlundredor he meu sad re.de him pay ttte
ptmishment, the imprisonment; and I mean whole, b;ven thi_ wu a Fete" e_ient ¢o¢
clear benefit after inconvemience has been vrewidmg for thr publif burthen than the eqac,n
deducted) is nor greater than the criminal'_, ! _tue,non.
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been acquitted, are, as if to make them ruin. This is one of those eases in which a
amends for the unmerited sufferings they latitude may properly be left to the judge,
have undergone, loaded with a heavy fine, of commuting this punishment for another.
profes_dly on the very ground of their A pecuniary punishmentmayfrequently, with
having been acquitted. In some gaols, of a propriety, be substituted. The greater hum-
person acquitted of murder a sum of money ber of offenders, however, are not in a con-
is exacted, under the name of an acquittal, dition to furnish this equivalent. It would
equal to what it costs an ordinary working therefore be necessary to have recourse to
man to maintain himself for a quarter of a simply afflictive punishments. The degree
year: a sum such as not one man in ten of of infamy attached to these punishments
that class, that is, of the class which includes would, however, not be an objection in case
a great majority of the whole people, is the offender consented to the exchange ; and
ever master of during the course of his whole this consent might be made a necessary con-
life. dition.

Among the inconveniences which may be
attached to imprisonment, there is one which

CHAPTER VI. is particularly inequable. Take away paper
IMPRISONMENTEXAMINED. and ink from an author by profession, and

you take away his means of amusement aud
WE now proceed to examine the degree in support : you would punish other individuals,
which imprisonment possesses the several more or less, according as a written corre-
properties desirable in a lot of punishment, spondence happened to be more or less ne-

1. Imprisonment possesses the property of ces_ry for their business or pleasure. A
e_cacy with respect to disablement in great privation so heavy for those whom it affects,
perfection. The most dangerous offender, and at the same time so trifling for the greater
so long as his confinement continues, is de- number of individuals, ought not to be ad-
prived of"the power of doing mischief out of mltted in quality of a punishment. Why
doors; his vicious propensities may continue should an individual, who has received in-
at their highest pitch, but he will have no structmn in writing, be punished more than
opportunity of exercising them. another. This circumstance ought rather to

2. Imprisonment is generally exception- be a reason for indulgence: his sensibility
able on the score of frug_ality ; none of the has been augmented by education ; and ti_e
inconveniences resulting from it being con- instructed and cultivated man will suffer
vertible to profit. It is also generally ac- more from imprisonment than the ignorant
companied with expense, on account of the and the clownish.
maintenance of the persons confined. In On the other hand, though the punishment
these calculations of expense, that loss ought of imprisonment is inequable, it should be
not to be forgotten which results from the observed, that it naturally produces an effect
suspension of the lucrative labours of the upon every one. There is no individual in-
prisoner, a loss which is often continued be- sensible to the privation of liberty --to the
yond the period of his imprisonment, owing interruption of all his habits, and especially
to the habits of idleness it has induced.* of all his social habits.

3. Imprisonmentisobjectionable in respect 4. Imprisonment is eminently divisible,
of equality. If we recur to the catalogue of with respect to its duration. It is also very
privations of which it consists, it will be seen susceptible of different degrees of severity.
that the inequality is extreme, when one 5. Under the present system, the exem-
prisoner is sickly, and the other healthy; plarity of imprisonment is reduced to the
when one is the father of a fanfily, and the lowest term. In the Panopticon, the facility
other has no relations ; when the one is rich, afforded to the admission of the public, adds
and accustomed to all the enjoyments of so- much to this branch of its utility.
eiety, and the other poor, and his usual con- However, if the prisoners are not seen, the
dition is one of misery, prison is visible. The appearance of this

One party may be deprived of his means habitation of penitence may strike the imagi-
of subsistence ; another may be scarcely af- nation, and awaken a salutary terror. Build-
fected in this respect. It may be s_dd, is not ings employed for this purpose ought there-
this loss merely temporary ? may it not be fore to have a character of seclusion and
considered as a forfeiture which forms a part restraint, which should take away all hope
of the punishment ? If the individual belong I of escape, and should say, " This is the
to a profession, the exercise of which cannot dwelling-place of crime."
be interrupted without great risk of its total 6. Simpliciby of Description. _ Under this
loss, the consequence may be his absolute head there is nothings to be desired. This

• Thla ob_ion to impds_ra_t is carefully punishment is intelligible to all ages, and all
re_ovedia theplane_Pa_pt_onIml__'sonment, capacities. Confinement is an evil of which
an account of which i$ 8ivm in Book V. ¢.h. 3, every body can form an i&_t, and which all
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have, more or less, experiencod. The name eager pursuit of objects that shall obliternte
of a prison at once recalls the ideas of suffer- the recollection of the pain that he has en.
ing as connected with it. dured ; while all the obJects by which he is

Let us here stop to examine three auxiliary surrounded contribute to repel those salu.
punishments, that underspecialcircumstances, tary reflections upon which his reformation
and for a limited time only, may he usefully depends. Indeed, as soon as the anguish is
made to accompany sttlictive imprisonment, over, a new emotion presents itself--_l emo.
These auxiliaries are solitude, darkness, and tion of joy which the patient feels at the
hard d_et. Their distinguishing merit con- reflection that his suffering is over.
sists in their subserviency to reformatwn. The gradual and protracted scene of suffer-

That the three hardships, thus named, ing produced by the combination of punish-
have a peculiar tendency to dispose an often- ments we are now considering, is muchmore
der to penitence, seems to be the general per- favourable to the establishment of the wished-
._uasion of mankind. The fact seems to be for effect. By solitude, a man is abstracted
pretty generally acknowledged ; but the rea- from those emotions of friendship or enmity
sons are not altogether obvious, nor do they which society inspires ; from the ideas of the
seem to be very explicitly developed in the objects their conversation is apt to bring to
minds of those who show themselves stre- view ; from the apprehension of the disagree-
nuously convinced of the fact. An imperfect able situations their activity threatens to ex.
theory might naturally enough induce one to pose him to, or the pleasures in which they
deny it. " What is it," it may be said, "that solicit him to engage. By confinement, he is
is to produce in the oftender that aversion abstracted from all external impressions but
to his offence which is styled penitence ? It such as can be afforded him by the few and
is the pain which he experiences to be con- uninviting objects that constitute the boun-
nected with it. The greater, then, that pain, daries, or compose the furniture of a chamber
the greater will be his aversion ; but of what i in a prison ; and from all ideas which, by virtue
kind the pain be, or from what source it of the principle of association, any other ira-
issues, are clreumstances that make no differ- pressions are calculated to suggest.
ence. Solitude, darkness, and hard diet, in By darkness, the number of the impressions
virtue of a certain quantity of pain thus pro- he is open to is still further reduced, by the
duced, will produce a certain degree of aver- striking off all those which even the few
gion to the oftenee : be it so. But whipping, objects in question are calculated to produce
or any other mode of punishment that pro- upon the sense of sight. The mind of the
duced a greater pain, would produce astronger patient is, by this means, reduced, as it were,
aversion. Now. the pain of whipping may to a gloomy void; leaving him destitute ot
be carried to as high a pitch as the pain pro- all support but from his own internal re-
duced by this group of hardships altogether, sources, and producing the most lively ira-
In what respect, then, can these have agreater pression of his own weakness.
tendency to produce penitence, than whip- In this void, the punishment of hard diet
ping ?" comes and implants the slow but incessant

The answer is, that the aversion to the and corroding pain of hunger ; while the de-
offence depends, not merely upon the msgni- hility that attends the first stages of it (for
tude of the pain that is made to stand con- the phrensy that is apt to accompany the last
nected with it ; but it depends likewise upon stages is to be always guarded against,)
the strength of the connexion which is made banishes any propensity which the patient
to take place between those two incidents in might have left, to try such few means of
the patient's mind. Now, that solitude, dark- activity as he is left undeprived of, to furnish
hess, and hard diet, have a greater tendency himself with any of the few impressions he is
than any other kind of hardship to strengthen still open to receive. Meantime, that pain
this connexion, I think, may be satisfactorily and this debility, however irksome, are by no
made out. means so acute as to occupy his mind entirely,

Acute punishment, such as whipping, at and prevent altogether its wandering in search
the time it is inflicted, leaves no leisure for of other ideas. On the contrary, he will be
reflection. The present sensation, with the forcibly solicited to pay attention to any ideas
circumstances that accompany it, is such as wlnch, in that extreme vacancy of employ.
engrosses the whole attention. If any men- ment, are disposed to present themselves to
tal emotion mix itself with the bodily sen- his view.
sation, it will rather be that. of resentment The most natural of all will be to retrace
against the executioner, the judge, the pro- the events of his past llfe; the bad advice he
secutor, or any person whose share in the received ; his first deviations from rectitude.
production of the sufl_ring happens to strike which have led to the commission of the of.
the sufferer most, than any other. The an- i fence for which he is at the time undergoing
guish is soon over ; and as soon as it is over, punishment J a ¢xime, all the rAeasures de-
the mind of the patient is oceupind in the rived from which have been already reaped,
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and o_ which all that reumhts is the melan- of the unfortunate, and as his peculiar bene-
choly suffering that he endures. He will re- factor.
call to hi_ reeeUeetion those days ofinnocence This course of punishment, thus comist-
and security which were formerly his lot, and ing of solitude, darkness, and hard diet, is, as
which, eontrast_l with his present wretch- has been observed, when embodied, a sort
edness, will present themselves to his ima- of discipline too violent to be employed, exo
ginstinn with an increased and factitious cept for short periods : if greatly prolonged,
degree of splendour. His penitent reflections it would scarcely fail of producing madness,
will nstundly be directed to the errors of despair, or more commonly a stupid apathy.
which he has been guilty : if he have a wife, This is not, however, the place for fixing the
or children, or near relations, the affection duration of the punishment proper for each
that he once entertained for them may be species of offence : it ought to vary according
renewed by the recollection of the misery to the nature of the offence, the degree of
that he has occasioned them. obstinacy evinced by the offender, and the

Another advantage attendant on this situ- symptoms of repentance which he exhibits.
aaron is, that it is peculiarly fitted to dispose What has been already said, is su_cient to
a man to listen with attention and humility show that the mass of punishments in ques-
to the admonitions and exhortations of reli- tion may be employed with the greatest ad*
gion. Left in this state of destitution in vantage simultaneously: they mutually aid
respect of all external pleasures, religious in- each other. In order to produce the desired
structions are calculated to take the stronger effect most speedily, even the sort of food
hold of his mind. Oppressed by the state of allowed may be rendered unpalatable as well
wretchedness in which he finds himself, and as scanty, otherwise there would be danger
by the unlooked-for or unknown events that lest to a young and robust person the con-
have led to the detection of his crime, the stantly recurnng gratification afforded to the
more he reflects upon them, the more firmly palate, might render him insermble to the
will he be convinced of the existence of a loss of all other pleasures.
providence which has watched over his ac- If any punishment can in itself be popular,
tions, and defeated his best concerted con- this, I think, promises to be so. It bears a
trivances. The same God that punishes him, stronger resemblance than any other to do.
may also save him ; and thenceforward the mestie discipline. The tendency which it has
promises of eternal bliss or torment will more to lead the offender to acknowledge the evil
anxiously engage his attention -- promises of of his offence and the justice of his sentence,
happiness in another state of being, m case is the same which an indulgent father desires
of repentance, and denunciations of torments his punishments to possess, when he inflicts
prepared for the guilty in the regions of them upon his children ; and there is no as-
eternal night, of which his present situation pect which it is more desirable the law should
seems a prelude and a foretaste, will fix his assume than this.
regard. In a frame of mind such as this, to The effects produced by solitary confine-
turn a deaf ear to the admonitions and con- ment are not matters of mere conjecture :
solutions afforded by religion, a man must be they have been ascertained by experience,
very different from the ordinary caste of men. and are reported upon the best authorities.
Darkness, too, has, in circumstances like this, Speaking of the cells in Newgate, " I was
a peculiar tendency to dispose men to con- told," says Mr. Howard," " by those who
eeivej and in a manner to feel, the presence attended me, that criminals who had affected
of invisible agents. Whatever may be the an air of boldness on their trial, and appeared
reason, the fact is notorious and undisputed, quite unconcerned at the pronouncing sen-
When the external senses are restrained from tenee upon them, were struck with horror.
action, the imagination is more active, and and shed tears, when brought to these dark-
produces a numerous race of ideal beings, some, solitary abodes."
In a state of solitude, infantine superstitions, " I remember an hlstance," says Mr. Hun-
ghosts, and spectres, recur to the imngina- way,t " some years before the law for pro-
tion. This, ofitsel_ forms asuffieient reason eeeding to sentence upon evidence, of a
for not prolonging this species of punish- notorious malefactor, who would not plead.
ment, which may overthrow the powers of It was a question, whether he should be
the mind, and produce incurable melancholy, brought to the press; but the jailor privately
The first impressions will, however, always recommended to the magistrates to try sell
be beneficial, tary confinement in prison. This produced

If, st such a time, a minister of religion, the effect, for in less than twenty-four hours,
qualified to avail himself of these impressions, the daring, artful felon chose to hold up his
be intnduced to the offender thus humillgted hand at the bar, and quietly submit to the
and east down, the sueee_ of his endeavours laws, rather than remain in such a solitary
will be almost eertaln, because in this state state without hope."
of abandonment he will appear as the friend * Page 1_,2. ",- Page 7&
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The same gentleman mentions* a set of said, by the society of each other : there are
cells, provided for the purpose of solitary a thousand ways of diversifying the expre_
confinement, in Clerkenwell Bridewell, by sion, and it is generally set off with great
order of the Justices of the Peace for that exuberance of metaphor. The word e0r-
division. One of those magistrates, he says, ruption, and the greater part of the terms
assured him, ,' That every person committed that compose the moral vocabulary, are not
to those solitary apartmcots had been in t_ calculated, of themselves, to convey any pre-
few days reformed to an amazing degree." c_se import, but serve rather to express tile
The apartments, though solitary, were not disapprobation which be who uses them hap-
dark, nor is any thing said about the c/r- pens to entertain of the practices in question,
eumstance of diet. than the tendency to produce mischief, which

Directly opposed to solitary imprisonment is, or at least ought to be, the ground of it.
is the promiscuous association of prisoners. In order, then, to form a precise idea of the
The suffering which results from this circom- phenomena in which this corruption dis-
stance, is not the result of direct intention plays itself, let us examine the mischievous
on the part 04"the magistrate. It is an evil habits produced by this promiscuous inter-
acknowledged, und yet suffered still to exist course, and the way'in which it tends to
to a very considerable extent. It is evidently produce mischief in society.
not so much inflicted, as admitted, from the The ill consequences of the asso_atiun in
supposed inability of government to exclude question, may be comprised under the follow-
it ; the great and only objection to its exclu- ing heads : k
sion being the expense of the arrangement 1. It strengthens, in the minds of all par-
necessary to the accomplishment of that pur- ties concerned, the motives which prompt
pose. The advantage by which_it is recom- to the commission of all sorts of crimes.
mended, is that of frugality ; it'is less expen- 2. It diminishes the force of the conside-
szve to shut up prisoners in one room, than to rations which tend to restrain them.
provide separate apartments for each one, or 3. It increases their skill, and by that
even to keep them divided into classes, t means the power, of carrying their obnoxious

This promiscuous assemblage of prisoners, propensities into practice.
considered as part of the punishment, has no Crimes are the sort of acts herein question.
penal effect upon the most audacious and Now, the names of crimes are words, for
the most perverse. On the contrary, with which precise ideas have, or might at least
reference to them, it renders imprisonment be found: they are evils of a certain deserip-
less painful : the tumult with which it sur- tion. The names of the motives that prompt
rounds them, diverts them from the misery a man to the commission of a crime, area]so
of their situation, and from the reproaches of the names of pains and pleasures. In exa-
their consciences. It is therefore an evil mining, therefore, the consequences of the
most severe for the prisoner of refinement and association of delinquents, under the fore-
sensibility. It is an addition to the punish- going heads, we tre_l upon clear and palpable
ment of imprisonment, evidently unequable, gronnd, unobscured by metaphor and decla-
unexemplary, and unprofitable, producing a mstion.
variety of unknown sufferings, such that I. As to the motives by which men are
those only who have experienced them can prompted to the commission of crimes: These
be fully acquainted with their extent, are the expectation of the pleasures which

But the great and decisive objection to are the fruit of them. By far the greater
the promiscuous association of prisoners, con- number of the offences which bring men to a
sidered as a punishment, is, that it is directly prison, arc the offspring of rapaetty. Crhnes
opposed to their reformation. Instead of issuing from any other motive are so few es
rendering a delinquent better, its evident scarcely to demand in this view any sel_trate
tendency is to make him worse. The ill notice. The bulk of offezJders wilt be of
effect which, in the instance of indelible in- the poorer sort ; among them, the preduceot
famy, is only problematical, is, in the in- little plunder will go in the purchase 04"plea-
stance of this species of hardship, certain; it sure much beyond that which the ordinary
obliterates the sense of shame in the mind of produce of their labour would enable them
the sufferer ; in other words, it produces in- to purchase; such as more food, more delio
sensibihty to the force of the moral sanction, cate liquors, in greater plenty and more dr-

This ill effect of the promiscuous assoeia- lieious,_finer clothes, and _nore expensive

tion of prisoners is too obvious not to strike pleasures. These things naturally form the
even the mo_t s,zperficial spectator. Crimi- subject of conversation among tl_e prisoners,
uals, confined together, are corrupted, it is and an inexhaustible subject of boasting on

the part of those who by their skill or go¢_!
* Page 74...... ] fortune have acquired the means 04 enjoying
_"It must be arknowleged that this_mct_tty them. These recitals give a sort of supe-

w_ very great before the invention oz tne wan riority which tho_e who po_ it are fondof eenmd inspection.
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from a principle of vanity, to display and ral sanction are the various evils, positive
magnify to the humble and admiring crowd and negative, apprehended from the ill-will
of their less fortunate ussoclstes. They in- of such persons with whom the person in
flame the imagination of the hearers; and, question is in society. Whilst a man remains
in s word, their propensity to gratify their in general society, though his character may
rapacity by all sorts of crimes, is increased be the subject of general suspicion, he will
by the prospect of the pleasures of which be obliged to keep a guard upon his actions,
the means are furnished by these crimes, that he may not too strongly confirm these
The more numerous the association, the suspicions and render himsel£ altogether des-
more varied the exploits to be recounted ; picable. But in a prison the society is un-
and what subject more naturally the sub- mixed, having interests of its own, opposite
jeet of conversation, than the circumstances to the former, governed by habits and prin-
which have brought them together? ciples opposite to those which are approved

2. While, on the one hand, as has been in general society. The habits and practices
just observed, all the vicious propensities are which were odious there, because they were
nourished and invigorated, -- on the other mischievous there, mnot being mischievmts,
haud, all considerations tending to restrain are not odious here. Thei_ is not odious
the commission of offences are repelled and among thieves, who have nothing to be stolen.
enfeebled. These considerations belong to the It is in vain for them to make pretensions to
one or the other of the three sanctions m the probity; they agree, therefore, by a tacit
political, the moral, or the religious, convention, to undervalue this virtue. The

Those derived from the political sanction mixed qualities of patience, intrepidity, acti-
are the various punishments appointed by" vity, ingenuity, and fidelity, which are bene-
law : amongst these, that which they are ficial or not according as they are subservient
actually undergoing, have undergone, or are to the other, win be magnified, to the preju-
about to undergo. Of these sufferings it dice of the former. A man will be applauded
will naturally be the study of them all to for his patience, though it were exerted in
make as light as possible ; to which end, lying in wait for a booty; for his intrepidity.
the society of each other will afford them though manifested in attacking the dwelling
many powerful assistances. From pride, each of a peaceable householder, or in defending
man will endeavour to make his own sense himself against the ministers of justice ; for
of his own sufferings appear to others as his activity, though employed in seizing the
dight as possible: he will undervalue the unwary traveller; for his ingenuity, though
afflicting circumstances of his situation; he displayed in working upon the sympathetic
will magnify any little comforts which may feelings of some deluded, compassionate he-
attend it, and, as the common phrase is, will nefactor; for his fidelity, though employed
put as good a face upon the matter as he can. in screening his associates in some enterprise
Thus the most intrepid and proud becomes a of mischief from the pursuit of the injured.
patron for all the others. The sensibilities These are qualities which enjoy the highest
of all are gradually elevated to the same estimation in such society; and by theirpos-
pitch : it would be matter of shame to them session, that thirst for sympathy and applause
not to bear their misfortunes with equani- is gratified, of which every man, in whatever
mity. Even from mere sympathy, many will situation he is placed, is desirous.
derive a powerful motive to soothe the suf- The probity which is held in honour, in
ferings of their partners in afllictionmto con- such society, is not intended to be useful to
gratulate them on the terminetlon of such as mankind at large: its rules may be strictly
are past, to relieve them under such as are observed in the society in which it is esta-
present, and to fortify them against such as blished, and disregarded to the prejudice of
may be to come. It may possibly be observed, all persons not connected with that society.
that to ascribe to persons of the class in qnes- The Arabs, who llve by plunder, are remark-
tion any such benevolent affections, is to at- able for their honesty towards the members
tribute to them virtues to which they are of their own tribe. Thus also, that there
altogether strangers. But to suppose that is hoaolr among t/deves, has become pro-
men consist only of two classes, the alto- verbial."
getber good, and the altogether bad, is a vul-
ger prejudice. The crime which subjects • The influence of a man's conduct on thehappiness of the whole race of sensitive beingsp
a man to the lash of the law may leave him must be taken into the account_ before it can
possessed of a thousand good qualities, and with propriety be termed virtuous or vicious,
more especially of sympathy for the mis- simply smi without addition. The same con.
fortunes of others. Daily experience may duct which is pernicious_ and on that ar.count is
convince us of this, and lead us to believe or ought to bed'_utable in society at large, is
that the erimlrml are not always altogether beneficial to, and on that account held in honourby, a smaller society included within the former.
vicious. The member of parliament who sehcits or de-

The considerations derived from the me- fends for his borough a privilege detrimental
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The considerations derived from the reli- schools, however, the scholar bes more power-
91ous sanction, arethe sufferings apprehended ful motives for, and more effectual means of,
t_om the immediate will of the Deity, in acquiring the sort of knowledge that is to
some degree perhaps in the present, but be learnt there, than he has of acquiring the
chiefly in a future life. This displeasure is, sort of knowledge that is taught in more pro-
under the Christian religion, and particularly leased schools. In the professed school, he
the Protestant, invariably believed to be an- is stimulated only by fear ; he strives against
hexed, with few or no exceptions, to all those his inclination : in these schools of vice, he
malpractices which bring men into prisons, i_ stimulated by hope, acting in concert with
The considerations, therefore, which that his natural inclination. In the first, the
sanction affords, are to be numbered among koowledge imparted is dispensed only by one
the considerations which tend to restrain person; the stock of knowledge proceeds from
men from committing crimea Now the force one person • in the others, each one eontri-
of this sanction, acting in opposition to that bates to the instruction of all the others.
of the local moral sanction, which is gene- The stock of knowledge is the united con-
rated and governs in a prison, will naturally tribution of all. In professed schools, the
have the whole force of this latter exerted scholar has amusements more inviting to him
against it to overthrow it. Not that a pri- than the professed occupations of the school :
son is the region of acute and scrupulous in these, he has no such amusements; the
philosophy : the arguments there made use occupation in question is the chief of the few
of, will be addressed to the passions, rather pleasures of which his situation admits.
than the judgInent. The being of a God, To the most corrupt, this promiscuous
the authority of Revelation, will not be corn- association is mischievous. To those com-
bated by reason. The force of this sanction mitred fur a first offence, who have yielded
will be eluded rather than opposed ; the at- to the temptations of indigence, or have been
tention will be &vertad from the idea of misled by evil example ; who are yet young,
God's displeasure, to the improbability of its and not hacknied in crimes ; punishment,
being manifested. The authority of reveia- properly applied, might work re'formation.
tion will be combated by satires upon its This association can only render such more
ministers; and that man will be pronounced vicious; they will pass from pilfering to
brave, who shall dare to deny the one, and greater thefts, till they are guilty of highway
despise the other. And arguments of this robbery and murder. Such is the education
kind will be found to have most influence yleldedby promiseuousassoeiationofcriminals
upon the members of such societies, in prison.

3. The third and last of the ways in which
_he association of malefactors in prisons con-
tributes to corrupt them, is by increasing CHAPTER VIL

their skill, and by that means their power GENERALSCHEMEDE IMERISONMleNT,
of carrying their mischievous propensities,
whatever they may be, into practice. LET there be three kinds of imprisonment,

That their conversation will naturally turn differing one from another in the degree of
upon their criminal exploits, has been already thmr severity.
observed. Each malefactor will naturally The first for insolvents: in ease of rash-
give a detaU of the several featsof ingenuity hess or extravagance, in lieu of eatisfsction.
which, in the course of those exploits, the The second for malefactors whose imprison-
occasion led him to practise. These facts ment is to be temporary: these msy be styled
win naturally be noted down, were it only second-rate malefactors. The third for mR-
on the score of curiosity. But as means of lefactors whose imprisonment is perpetual:
gratifying those propensities, which the si- These may be styled first-rate malefactors.
tuation in question has a strong tendency to 1st. Let all insolvents be upon the footing
strengthen and confirm, they will make a of bankrupts; eompellableto discover, under
much more forcible impression. An ample pain of death, or other heavy penalty; on
mass of observations will be soon collected, discoverynotllabletoimprisonmentofeoorse,
drawn from the experience of the whole so- but liablein ease of r_hness or extravagance:
dety, and each particular member of it will or else let rashness or extravagance be pro-
soon be wise with the wisdom of the whole, sumed in the first instance; and let it lie
Prisons. therefore, have commonly and very upon the insolvent to exculpate himsel_ To
properly been styled schools of vice. In those the ssme prlsonletsueh personsbeeommitted

the nation, is called a l_triot in his borough, u are arrested upon mcs_ proeeM. On pe_.-
The man who dev_ed the earn by which the sons of this class, the imprisonment comes In

beforejudsment,toedoree--s_ judgment,candidates for degrees were to engage not to
vro_ate. _here than at Oxfo_ _ Cam- to stand in lieu of _ Here let
bri_ the seed. o_ wb-, w_ thought _a,dul there be no mark of _y ; nor le_ there
learning, was _l__obsblythought a man of _ be here any _, either real or appoint.merit in those Universi_es.
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The second kind of imprisonment is de- the greater a man's gnilthesbeen--tbe more
signed for correction as well as for example, mischief he has done, the better he fares
The real, therefore, and the apparent punish- while he is in priso_ It is seldom that the
ment, ought to be upon a par. Here let whole produce of the crime is found upon
labour be added to imprisonment, and for the the delinquent at the time of his being appre-
last week, or fortnight, or month, solitude, bended ; and though it be found on him, if it
darkness, and spare diet. Here let a stigma consist in money, xt is seldom that it can be
be inflicted ; but let that stigma be a tern- identified in such manner as to warrant the
porary one. It will answer two purposes: restitution of it against the consent of the
first, that of example, as increasing the up- delinquent. Commonly, if it be not spent,
parent punishment; second, that of security, it is in the hands of some friend of the de-
by preventing escape, linquent ; an associate in iniquity, a wife or

Tbe third kind of imprisonment is destined mistress. Thus secured, it is disposed of
for example only. The end of correction is at his direction, and either lavished in de-
precluded ; since the delinquent is never to hauchery, or in feeing lawyers to obstruct
mix with society again. Here, too, for the the course of justice.
same purposes as in the former case, let a When, therefore, the plunder is of no use
stigma be inflicted ; and let that stigma be to him, it will require a much less effort on
perpetual. Here let the apparent condition his part, to restore it to the right owner.
of the delinquent be as miserable, and the The workings of conscience will be power-
real as comfortable, as may be. Let the gen- fully seconded by such an institution.
tleman occupy himself as he pleases: let the Whatever, therefore, is found upon the
yeoman, who has an art, exercise his art, and person, or in the possession of any one who,
let him be a sharer in the profits. Let the by virtue of a charge upon oath, is appre-
labour of the yeoman who knows no art be bended for a felony, should be impounded in
more moderate than in the temporary prison, the hands of the officer. As much of it as

The diet in many prisons is in part pro- consists in money, or other articles that in-
vided for by private benefactions. Such elude a considerable value in a small corn-
benefactions are of use only upon supposition pass, should be sealed up with the seal of the
of that gross negligence on the part of go- magistrate ; who should have it in his option
vernment, of which they are a pregnant tes- to keep it in his own custody, or commit it
timony. The demand a man in the situation i to that of the ministerial officer, giving, in
in question has for food, is not at all varied either case, a receipt to the suspected felon.
by the happening or not happening of a ca- An objection to imprisonment, when all
sual act of humanity by a chance individual, are upon an equal footing with respect to
Whatever be the proper allowance, he ought entertainment, is, that the punishment is
to have as much, although no private bene- apt to be disproportionate. The rich are
f_tion were given for that purpose; he ought punished more than the poor ; or, in other
not to have more, were the amount of such words, those who have been accustomed to
benefactions ever so considerable. If ever good living, more than those who have been
the legislature should fulfil this obvious and accustomed to hard living. On the other
necessary duty, all such private benefactions hand, to allow those who are committed for
should be taken into the hands of the public_ crimes of rapacity to give in to any expense,
Such resumption, far from being a violation while any part of the booty they may have
of the wills of the benefactors, would be a made remains unrestored, is to allowtbem
more complete execution of them than any to enjoy the profit of their crimes ; to give
they could have hoped for. the criminal an in&dgence at the expense of

For the same reason, all casual benefac- those whom he has injured.
tions of particular persons, to particular de- Here, then, arises a difference in the treat-
linquonts, should be prevented. The way to ment proper to be given in this respect to dif-
do this is not to prevent the money's being ferent crimes. Persons committed for crimes
given, but to prevent its being spent, at of rapacity should, in the case where the pro-
least in food and liquors: the introduction fit of the crime has been reaped, be debarred,
of money could not be prevented, without until complete restitution shall have been
establishing a search too troublesome and made, of the liberty of procuring themselves
humiliating to be executed with the strict- thoseindnlgencesthataretobehadf_)rmoney.
hess requisite to mmwer the purpose; but Persons committed for any other crimes may
articles so bulky as those of food and liqimrs be allowed it.
might easily be excluded. Such an institute With respect to restitution, a further cau-
would tend in no inconslde_ble degree to tion is to be observed. It will happen very

rcetitutloa. At present, inallof- frequently, that a person apprehended for one
rapsdty, that is, in nineteen out of offence has been guilty of many others. For

twenty of the orimen that are committed," this reason, it is not the restitution of the

" See [loWa_'s T'._blas. booty gained by the first offence for which
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the malefactor is apprehended, that ought to the most important parts of the punishment
be deemed sufficient to entitle him to the _the apparent punishment,
liberty of purchasing indulgences. A time The first sort of prison may be called the
ought to be limited (suppose a month or House for Safe C_tod_ _ the second, the
six weeks,) and notice given for any persons Peaiteatiarg HoHse _ the third, the B/eck
who, within a certain time (suppose a year,) Pr/son.
have been sutferers by him, to come in and The first of these names does not convey
oppose the allowance of such liberty. Very any idea of misconduct ; the second does, but
light proof in such case ought to be held at the same time presents the idea of refor-
sufficient, marion; the third is calculated to inspire

Let us return for a moment to the differ- terror and aversion,
ent kinds of prisons. The different purposes With a view to reformation in the ease of
for which they are destined ought to be very offences punished by temporary imprison.
decidedly marked in their external appear- ment, part of the punishment may consist in
ance, in their internal arrsngements, and in learning by heart a certain part of the crimi-
their denomination, nal code, including that part whieh relates to

The walls of the first sort ought to be the offence for which the party is plmished.
white- of the second, grey- of the third, It might he digested into the form of a ca.
black, techism.

On the ontside of the two last kinds of In second-rate felonies and misdemeanors,
prisons may be represented various figures, where, after being punished, the offender is
emblematical of the supposed dispositions of returned into society, it is of importance to
the persons confined in them. A monkey, a lighten as much as possible the lnad of infamy
tbx, and a tiger, representing mischief, eun- he has been made to hear. The business is
rang. and rapacity, the sources of all crimes, to render infamous, not the offender, but the
would certainly form more appropriate de- offence. The punishment undergone, upon
corations for a prison than the two statues the presumption of his being reclaimed, he
of melancholy and raving madness, formerly ought not, if he is returned into society, to
standing before Bedlam. In the interior, let have his reputation irretrievably destroyed.
two skeletons be placed, one on each side of The business is, then, for the sake of general
an iron door : the occasional aspect of such prevention, to render the offence infamous,
obiects is calculated to suggest to the imagi- and, at the same time, for the sake of refor-
nat_on the most salutary terrors. A prison marion, to spare the shame of the offender ss
would thus represent the abode of death, and much as possible. These two purposes up-
no youth that had once visited a place so deco- pear, at first, to be repugnant : how can they
rated, could fail of receiving a most salutary he reconciled ? The difficulty, perhaps, is
andindelibleimpression. I am folly aware, that not so grcat as it st first appears. Let the
to the man of wit these emblematical figures offender, while produced for the purpose of
may serve as matter for ridicule : he admires punishment, be made to wear a mask, with
them in poetry ; he despises them when embo- such other contrivances upon occasion as may
died in reality. Fortunately, however, they serve to conceal any peculiarities of person.
are more assailable by ridicule than by reason.* This contrivance will have a farther good

Distinguishing the several species ofprisuns effect in point of exemplarity. Without add-
by characteristic denominations, is _ from ing anything to the force of the real pu-
being a useless ideL Justice and humanity nishment --on the contrary, serving even to
to insolvent debtors, and to persons detained diminish it, it promises to add considerably
upon suspicion, require that they ought to to the force of the apFrrent. The masks
be screened even from the apprehension of may be made more or less tragical, in pro-
being confounded with delinquents, a risk to portion to the enormity of the crimes of those
which they are naturally exposed, where all who wear ther_L The air of mystery which
places of confinement bear the same appella- such a contrivance will throw over the scene.
tion. If no such sentiment were found to will contribute in a great degree to fix the
he already in existence, the legislator ought attention, by the curiosity it will excite, and
to make it his business to ercate it : but the the terror it will inspire.
truth is, that it does exist, and it is the most
valuable classes of the eommunity that are
most severely wounded by this want of dis- CHAPTER VIIL
erimination. OF OT_g SFI_J_S Or _ItltlTOJJAkL CON_

A difference in the situst/on and name MENT_QU/_II IMegISONMlgNT_llgLg@A-
affords another means of sggrsvating one of Txos _ sA_IsmiEwr.

• Of the importsnce of symbols, and the uses
that have been made of them, by the Catholic _ [mpr/senmcnt condsts in the

mentof an individual tori_ district in wldcb

d er_, af_ the _ple of ancient Rome, see his ordinary place of resideneeis dtuated.Rm//ej tom iv,
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Releggtlon e_ists in the banishment of so much as a punishment, as a means of
an individual from the district in which his prevention m to prevent what were called
ordinary place of residence is situated, and intrigues. The exercise of such an act of
his confinement to some other district of the anthoritv was a symptom of apprehension
state, and _vea'kness on the part of the minister.

Banishr_nt consists in the expulsion of a When a man is banished from all the do-
man from the country in which he has usually minions of his own state, he has either the
resided, and the prohibition of his return to whole world besides left for him to range in,
it. or he is confined to a particular part of it.

These three species of punishment may be In the first case, it may be said to be inde-
either temporary or perpetual, finite, with respect to the locus ad quem ; in

Relegation and banishment are punishments the other, definite._
unknown to the English law. Transports- It might seem at first sight as if the de-
tion, as we shall presently have occasiun to fining the locus ad quem in banishment would
observe, is in its nature totally different, be an operation nugatory and impracticable.
The exclusion of Papists from a certain dis- For bamshment is one of those punishments
trict about the court is to be considered that are to be carried into effect, ]f at all,
rather as a measure of precaution than of oldy by the terror of ulterior punishment.
punishment. Now to be liable to ulterior punishment at

It is true, that the condition of persons the hands of his own state, a man must be
living within the rules of a prison corre- stiU m the power of that state ; which, bythe
spunds pretty accurately with the idea of supposition, it would appear as if he could
territorial confinement. But this kind of not be. There are three cases, however, in
territorial confinement is not inflicted in a which he may be so still: -- 1. Where the
direct way as a punishment. The punish- banishment is only temporary ; 2. Where.
ment inflicted by the law is that of impri, though his person is out of the dominions of
sonment, which the prisoner is allowed to his own state, his property, or some other
commute upon paying for it. A man is not possession of his, is still within its power;
committed to the rules: he is committed to 3. Where the foreign state to which he is
the prison, and upon paying what the jailor exiled is disposed on any account to co-
chooses, or is permitted to demand, he has operate with his own, and either to pumsh,
the liberty of the rules; that is, of being in or give up to punishment, such persons as
any part of a certain district, round about the the latter shall deem delinquents.
jail.* The inconveniences of territorial confine-

The several inhabitable districts which are ment, whether by relegation or banishment,
privileged from arrest, may be considered as are for the most part of the same description
scenes of territorial confinement with respect as those of simple imprisonment ; they are
to offenders, who resort to them to escape apt in some respects to be greater, in others
being arrested and sent to prison. A man less severe than simple imprisonment.
in such cases voluntarily changes the severer Territorial confinement is, however, su._-
species of restraint into a milder, ceptible of such infinite diversity, arising from

In France, instances of relegation were the nature of the placo---che extent of the dis-
not unfrequent. Under the old regime, a l trict--the circumstances of the deUnquent--
man was ordered to confine himself to his that nothing Like uniformity can be met with,

estate, or to quit his estate and go and live _ Instances of definite banishment are w_at one
at another place. A punishment, however, would not expect to find frequent in any system
of this sort, almost always fell upon a man of legislation. In banishment, the object in
of rank, and generally was rather an arbi- general is toget rid of the malefactor; and what
trary expression of the personal displeasure becomes of him afterwards is not minded. If
of the sovereign, than a regular punishment it were an object of choice with the government,
inflicted in the ordinary course of justice, what country the delinqucot shouldbetake him-self to, the circumstances that could not but
The,.__personon..wh°m it fell was__commonly_,. serve to determine such a chm_'_would ,,,,L_"-
a msgracee m_mster, or a memver m I_ua" be such as were of a temporary nature. This,
ment. It has repeatedly happened, that a accordingly, was the case with an act of the
whole Imrli_,,ment has been relegat_ for re- British Parlilment, which furnishes the only in-
_,_;-_, to re_;ater a r--'t;cular edict In these stance that occurs to me of a punishment of this------_ .- r-- - • u 46 ",_o k ..... ;. _. _¢, .... 1^_ a .._ nat re. By statute 20 Ge_ IL r. , the king

cul_w_tcu _ t:ULUttt t_ I; F _'.t ILl-

cuffed by persons enm,red in the late rebellion,
• -. It_ _ .Mr.Hovard.t_tm E..g- into,_pa,,_ien _A_-_; andthepenons
lana mere me ms: ]_sc_m t_t nave ._u_oe. thus dealt with are made subject to the pains of
tonging to them. tn _naan, two, me rtect I eaniud felony, not oulv as usual in ease of their
(p. _1_,) and the King s Bench _ 196 :) in _..r. ] returning to any part ol_Ore_ Britain or Ireland,
mg_e_, t_o (pp...4_..,468;) onein the Cornish I but besides tlmt, in caseof their going into any
o_g.m t_o_n_mm (F _s_;} mm _ m [ p_t of the dominio.s of France or Spain, na-
_ewcmue-upen-'IT ne tP. 4_.) I tions with whom Britain was th(m at war.
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and scarce any proposition can be laid down in mind, that ill every c_untry the great ms-
respecting it, that shall be genendly true. jority of the people know no other language

In case of relegation, the liberty of be- than their own. A great deal will depend
holding the beauties of nature and of the upon the language a man speaks. A German,
arts, of enjoying the company of one's friends or an Italian, merely by being bauished his
and relations, of serving them and advancing own state, would suffer nothing in tlds re-
one's own fortune, is liable to be more or speet, because in other states he will find the
less abridged, bulk of the people speaking precisely the

The liberty of exercising any public power, same language. Next to a German or an
and of taking journies for the sake of health Italian, a Frenchman would be least exposed
or of pleasure, are subject to be entirely to suffer, on account of the popularity of the
taken away. French language in other European nations.

The hberty of carrying on business for a AnEnglishman(exceptinAmerica,)aSwede,
livelihood will be subject to be more or less a Dane, and a Russian, would find themselves
abridged, according to its nature ; and in re- worse off in this respect than inhabitants of
speck of some particular species of business other European countries.
or trade, the opportunity of exercising it A man being among people with whose
will be subject to be entirely taken away. language he is unacquainted, is liable to be

In respect to bamshment, the inconveni, exposed to the most serious evils. A diffi.
ences are liable to vary to such a degree, culty in conversation imports a difficulty in
both in quality and species, that nothing can making known all one's wants; in taking the
be predicated of this mode of punishment, necessary steps for procuring all sorts of
that shall be apphcable to all cases, pleasures, of warding off" all sorts of pains.

The sort of evils with which it will be Though so much of the rudiments of alan.
found to be most generally accompanied, may guage should be acquired as may be sufficient
be arranged under the following heads :-- for the common purposes of life, a man rarely

Separation from one's friends, relations, acquires it m such perfection as to enable him
and countrymen, to enjoy, unembarrassed, the pleasure of con°

Loss of the liberty of enjoying objects of versation : he will feel himself condemned to
pleasure or of amusement to which one has a perpetual state of inferiority, which mus_
been accustomed, as public diversions, or the necessarily interfere with, and obstruct his
beauties of nature or art. engaging in any profitable employment.

Loss of the opportunity of advancement in To some people, banishment may be ren-
the way of life in which one had engaged, as dered in the highest degree irksome by the
in the military line or in public offices, manners and customs of the people among

Loss of the opportunity of advancing one's whom the individual is cast. The words,
fortune, and derangement in one's affairs, manners and customs, are here employed in
whether of trade or any other lucrative pro- their greatest latitude, and are considered as
fesslon. But under this head, scarce anything comprising every ciretlmstance upon which a
can with certainty be said, till the business of state of comfortable existence depends. The
each delinquent is known, and the country principal objects to which they refer are diet,
_o which he is relegated. All opportunity of clothing, lodging, diversions, and every thing
advancing one's fortune may be totally taken depending on difference of government and
away, or may be changed more or less for the religion ; which last has, among the lower
worse; but it may even be improved. A classes at least, no inconsiderable influence
workman acquainted with only one branch upon the sympathies and antipathies of per-
of a complicated manufacture, if relegated to sons in general.
a country in which no such manufacture was Throughout Europe, especi',dly among per-
carried on, would lose the whole of his means sons in the higher ranks of life, a certain de-
of subsistence, so far as it depended upon gree of conformity in manners and customs
that menufi_cture. A man engaged in his own prevm'ls : but a Gentoo, banished from his
country in the profession of the law, rele- own country, would be rendered extreme l7
gated to a country governed by different laws, wretched, especially on the score of reh-
would find his knowledge altogether useless, gion.
A clergyman of the church of England would Change of climate is snotJaer circumstance
lose the means of subsistence derivable from of importance : the change may be for the

his profession, if relegated to a country in better; but the bulk of mankind, from the
which there were no members of that sect to effects of long habit, with difficulty accustom
be found, themselves to a climate different from

Thequantityofsufferingincidenttobanish- of their native country. The complaints of
ment, and, m some cases, to relegation, will expa_a,isted persons usually turn u.lxm the in-
depend upon the individual's acquaintanco, jurios their health sustains trom tins cause.
or want of acquaintance, with foreign ][an- Withrespecttoallthesesoveralevilswbieh
gaa_es. For thi_ purpose it ought to be borne are thus liable to arise out of the
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of banishment, no one of them is certain to deficient,_ but especially the two latter, and
have place ; they may or may not exist; in most of all, the last.
respec_ofseverity, theyareliabletounlimitod To be confined to within the circuit of a
variation, and it may even happen that the small town, can scarcely but be a punishment
good may preponderate over the eviL* in some degree to almost all, though to some

In point of frugality, it seems as if these more, to others less. To ilve out of one's
several punishments were all of them more own province, or out of one's own country,
eligible than imprisonment, at least than the is a very severe punishment to many ; but to
system of imprisonment as at present ma- many it is none at all.
Itaged ; and that quasi-imprisonment and re- It is impossible to state with any accuracy
legation are more frugal than banishment, the difference in this respect between relega_

Under imprisonment, a man must at all tiou and ba._ishment. In one point of view.
events be maintained. Simple imprisonment it should seem as if banishment were the
adds nothing to the facility which any man more penal ; for the difference in point of
has of mmntaining himself by his labour: it laws, language, climate, and customs, be-
takes from that facility in many cases. By tween one's own province, and another pro-
imprisonment, some people will always be vince of one's own state, is upon an average
altogether debarred from maintaining them- not likely to be so great as between one's
selves. These must be maintained at the own province mid a foreign state. In ha-
expense of the public. An impri_ned man, lions, however, that have colonies, it will
therefore, is, on an average, a burthen: Ins generally happen that there are provinces
value to the state is negative. A man at more dissimilar to one another upon the whole
liberty is, at an average, a profit : his value in those respects than some of those provinces
to the state is positive ; for each man, at an m,_y be to other provances of neighbouring
average, must produce more than he con- natioos. How smaU a change, for instance.
sumes, else there would be no common stock, would au Englishman find in crossing from
A banished man is neither a bllrthen nor a Dover to Dunkirk ? and how great a change
profit : his value to the state is 0 ; it is in gning from the first of those places to the
greater, therefore, than that of an imprisoned East or West Indies ?
man. In point of variability, except in respect

The value of a man under quasi-imprison- of time, no punishment of the chronical kind
merit and relegation, may, it should seem, can lie more ineligible than these. But in
be taken as equivalent or not in any assign- point of intensity, although the degrees of
able degree, less than that of a man at large, suffering they are liable to produce in differ-
/n the only instances in which these modes ent persons are so numerous, yet they are
of punishment occur in England, the sofferer, not by any means subject to the regulation
instead of receiving anything from the public, of the magistrate. It is not in his power to
pays. t fix the quantity of punishment upon the whole

In point of certainty, they have none of to anything near the mark he may pitch upon
them anything to distinguish them from other in his own mind.
punishments. In point of exemplarity, they all vield to

In point of equality, they are all of them every other mode of punishment, and banish-
ment to the other two. As to banishment,

s Oallio having been exiled to the Isle of what little exemplarity it possesses, it po_I_sbos, information was received at Kome that
he was amusing himself there, apparently very sesses upon the face of the description. The
much to his satisfaction ; and that what had been descriptions of orators and poets have ten-
imposed upon him as a punishment, had, in fact, dered i_ in some degree formlclable upon paper.
pToved to him a asur_ of ple_.ure : upon this On the score of execution, it is the essential

determined to fecal aim to the society st Iris character of it to have none at all. Removed
wife, and to his home, and directed hi_. to con- out o£the observation oxChiscountrymen, hisfine himself to his house, in order that they
might inflict upon him what he should think a sufferings, were they ever so great, can afford
pu_ishment._Essai: de Montai_e, lie. L c. 2. no example to his countrymen. This is the

So far the French writer : Ta¢nus says-- lowest degree of inexemplarity a punishment
"Ita_ exactus : et quia incusabatur facile to- can possess, when even the person of the

leraturtmexilium, dele_ Lesbo, in_ll nobili et sufferer is out of the reach of observation.
am_aretrahitur in urbem, custoditurque domi-
bus magistratuum."...4_n, llb. vi. c. 3. **This inequability may be illustrated by the

"1"I I_n speaking of the rules in the six jails history of the young Venetian noble relegated
in England that have rtfles. The public is not to the Isle of Candta. Dc_p_ifin_ of being allowed
at the expense e£ finding indgin_. The heutes to revisit the walls of his nauve city, and of
are the property of l_i'vate indivlduais, who get ab,_inembracing his friends and his aged father,
somewhat more for them than could be got for he committed smother crime, unpardonable by
houses in the aame condition out of the rules, the laws of the State_ because he knew that ne
Besi¢l_ this sdv_ncea ren_ the primnet p_Ts should be reconveyed to Venice for trial, and m
fees for the iud_ wh_h go towards the suffer death. -- Moore's View _f 8odtt# amd

_ai}or's a_ry. Masm_r# is It_l_l, tom. i. lett. xtv.
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The two othersareupon a footingwith pc- furnishhun withthemoti_L The company
cuniarypunishment; in which the personof he meets with in the new scenehe enters
the suffereris underobservation,and occa- upon,willeitherbe honest,or at least,for
sionallyperhapsMs sufferings; but thereis aught he canknow to thecontrary,willfor
no circumstanceto pointout the derivationsome timeseem to be so. Inthemeantime,
of the latterfTom the punishmentthatpro- the disapprobationhe may hearthem express
ducedthem. They areinferiorto imprison- forhabitsresemblingthosewhich subjected
ment ;becausetherethemain instrumentof him to thepunishmenthe isundergomg,may
punishment,the prison,iscontinuallybefore co-operatewiththatpunishment,and contrlo
hiseyes. To quasi-imprisonmentand rele- bute to the excitingin him thatsalutary
gationtherebelongsno such instrument-- aversionto those habitswhich isstyledre-
the ptm_shment,as we haveobserved,being pentance.

producedinthe firstinstancenot by any ma- 3. Inthisrespect,banishmentisap_to he
terialbut merelyby sofa/means.° rathermore serviceablethanrelegation.If

On the scoreof subserviencyto reforms- the delinquentbe stillof thatage at which
tion,thereseemsto be a considerablediff.e-new habitsoflifeareeasilyacquired,and is
renceamong thesethrcepunishments. Quasi not insensibleto the advantagesof a good
in_prisonmentisapt to be disservlceablein reputation,his exile,if the characterin
thlsview; relegationand banishmentrather whichhe appearsisnot known, willbe the
serviceablethan otherwise,more espedally more likelyto contributeto hisreformation,
the latter, from his findinghimselfat a distancefrom

I. Quasi imprisonmentisapt to be dis- thosewho were witnessesofhisinfamy,and
serviceable.The reasonshavebeen already ina countryin which hisendeavoursto oh.
glvenundertheheadof Imprisonment. The tainan honestlivelihood,willnot be liable

propertywhich we mentionedas beinginci- to be obstructedhy findinghimselfanobjec_
dentto imprisonment,Imean of corruptingof generalsusplcion.But even though he
the moralsof the prisonersby the accumu- were to carrywith him tothe placeof his
taring,if one may so say,of the peccant banishmenthisoriginalviciouspropensities,
matter,isincldenttoquasiimprisonmentonly he would not findthe stone laci]itiesIbr
ina somewhat lessdegree. Under the for- givingeffectto them, especiallyifthe lan-
mer, theycan have no othercompany than guageofthe countrywere differentfromhis
thatof each other: underthe latter,there own. The lawsalsoof the Ibreigncountry
may be room forsome admixtureof persons beingnew tohim,may on thataccountstrike
ofrepute. Under theformer,theyareforced him withgreaterterrorthanthelawsof his
intothe company of eachother: under the own country,which he had perhapsbeenac-
latter,theymay chooseto be alone, customed to evade. And even in caseof
2. Relegationis aptto be ratherservice-meetingwithsuccessinany scheme ofplan-

able than otherwise:as in solitaryimpri- der,the want of establishedconnexionstbr
sonment, ifthe delinquenthas formed any the disposingof itwoald renderthe benefit
profllgateconnexions,itseparateshim from derivablefromitextremelyprecarious.The
them.and doesnot,likesimpleimprisonment, considerationof allthesedifficultieswould
leadhim toformnew onesofthesame stamp, tendtoinducehim toresorttohonestlabour
Turned adriftamong strangers,he cannot asthe onlysuremeans of obtaininga liveli.
expectallatonceto meetwith a setof corn- hood.
panionspreparedto joinwith him in any But,takingalltheabovesourcesofuneer-
scheme ofwickedness. Shouldhe make ad- taintyintoconsideration,it willbe found
vancesand be repulsed,he exposeshimself thatthe casesareveryfew in whichbanish-
to theirhonestindignation,perhapsto the meat canbe resortedto as an eligiblemode
censureof thelaw. Should the company he of punishment. In what are calledstate
happens to fall in with be persons as pro/tigate offences, it may occasionally be employed with
as himself, it would be some time before he advantage, in order to sepsrate the delinquent
could establish himself sufficiently in their from his cennexiorm, and to remove him from
confidence. If he continue to make war the scene of his factious intrigues. In
upon mankind, it must be with his own single ease, however, it would be well to leave him
strength. He may find it easier to betake the hope of returning, as a stimulus to good
himself to charity or to honest labour. He conduct during his banishment.
is separated not only from the objects which
used to supply him with the means to corn-
rmt crimes, but from those which used to CHAPTER IX.

" The little-benefit that banishment, in 8o far or SIMIFLYRESTRICTIVE]PUNISHMENTS.
as it operates as a punishment, can be of in
way of example_ is reaped by foreign atttes; t_y HAvx_¢o now considered the several ptlzhth.
thatstate, towit, which the banished man elu_s men_ whi_ restrain the _mlty of loeomo-
for };is asylum, tiOn, we proceed to the consideration of throe
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which restr_u the choice of ocoupations. In respect of exemplm4ty, they are equally
These may be called simply restrictive puo defective: the privations they occasion are
nishments, and consist in a simple prohibi- not of a nature to be generally known, or if
tion of performing certain acts. known, to produce a strong effect upon the

Upon this occasion we may recur to a imagination;the misery they produce rankles
distinction already explained, which exists in the mind, but is completely hidden from
between restraint and punishment. The the public eye.
Civil Code and Police Code are fidl of re- These are some of the circumstances which
straints which are not punishments. Certain have reduced the employment of these pu-
individuals are prohibited from selling poison, nishments within so narrow a compass : they
Innkeepers are prohibited from keepillg their are too uncertain in their effects, and too
houses open after a certain hour. Persons easily eluded, to allow of their use, as the
are prohibited from exel cising the professions sanction to a general law. It is true, that
of medicine or of the law, without having if judges were acquainted with the charac-
passed through certain examinations, ters and circumstances of individuals, they

Simply restrictive punishments consist in might avail themselves of them with good
the preventing an individual from enjoying a [ effect ; but this knowledge can scarcely ever
common right, or a right wbich he possessed [ he expected.
before. If the prohibition respect a lucra- ] This species of punishment is well suited

tire occupation ; if, |br example, an innkeeper { to domestic government. There is no pies.or a hackney-coachman be deprived of his sure which a parent or teacher cannot employ
license, the prohibition acts as a pecuniary as a reward, by permitting its enjoyment, or
punishment, in its nature very ineqnable and convert into a source of punishment, by re-
unfrugsl. If a man be deprived of the means stricting its use.
of eanling his subsistence, he must still be But though restraints ot this nature, that
supported ; the punishment therefore falls is to say, prohibition of agreeable occupation,
not upon the individual alone, but upon others do nut alone form effect|re punishments, there
whom it was not intcuded to affect, is one case in which they may be usefully

Employments which are not lucrative may employed in addition to some other punish°
be of an agreeable nature. Their variety is ment: analogy recommends such employ-
infinite ; but there i_ one point in which they ment of them. Has an offence been como
all agree, and which will render it unnece_- mitted at some public exhibition, it may be
sary to submit them to a detailed discussion. _ ell to prohibit the delinquent from attend-
There are none of them, or at least scarcely ing such public exhibitions for a time.
one, which by its deprivation furnishes a suf- Among simply restrictive punishments.
ficient portion of evll to enable us Io rely there is one of which a few examples are
upon its effect, found, and which has not received a name :

As respects Ideasures, the mind of man I have called it banishment from t/_epresence.
possesses a happy flexibility. One source of It consists in an obligation imposed upon the
amusement beilJg cut off, it endeavours to offender immediately to leave the place in
open up another, and always succeeds : a new which he meets with the offended party.
habit is easily formed ; the taste adapts itself The simple presence of the one is a signal for
to new habits, and suits itself to a great vs- the departure of the other. If Silus, the
riety of situations. This ductihty of mind, party injured, enter a ball or concert room.
this aptitude to accommodate itself to circum- a public assembly or public walk, Titius is
stances as they change, varies much in differ- bound instantly to leave the same. This pu-
ent individuals ; and it is impossible before- nishment appears admirably well suited for
hand to judge, or even to guess, how long an cases of personal insult, attacks upon honour,
old habit will retain its dominion, so,hat its and calumnies ; in a word, forall crimes which
privation shall continue a real punishment, render the presence of the offender partieu-

This is not the only objection. Restric- larly disagreeable and mortifying tothe party
tire laws are very difficult of execution; they offended.
always require s subsidiary punishment, of In the employment of this punishment,
which the effect is uncertain. If you pro- care must be taken that power be not given
hibit an individual from gaming, drunkenness, tot he party injured to banish the offender
dancing, and music, it becomes necessary to from places in which he is carrying on his
appoint an inspector for all these things, in habitual operations, or where his presence
all places, to see that your prohibition is ob- may be necessary for the discharge of any
served. In a word, punishments of this kind _artieular duty. Hence it will, in many
are subject to this dilemma: either the attach- cases, be found indispensable to make ex.
ment to the object prohibited is very weak eeptions in respectof churches, courtsofjus-
ee very strong: if strong, the prohibition will tice, markets, and political assemblies.
be eluded; if weak, the object desired will Instanees in which this mode ofpunishmen_
_ot be obtained has been employed may be found in the d_-
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crees of the French Parliaments. It will be the benefit of the Protestants, the restrictive
sufficient to mention one instance. A man laws against the Catholics were kept in force:
of the name of Aujay lmving insulted a lady out of eight millions of inhabitants, a selee-
of rank in the most gross manner, among tion was made of one million, on whom were
other punishments he was ordered, under pain conferred all offices of power or of profit.
of corporal punishment, to retire immediately In this state of things, whilst privileges are,
from every place at which this lady might by the continuance of the perseeuting laws,
happen to be present.* placed in the hands of the persecutors, the

In the " Intrigues of the Cabinet" may be procuring their abolition may be expected to
seen the account ofa quarrelbetween Madame be attended with no small difficulty. The
de Montbezou and the Princess de CondO, true motive--the sordid one--will long be
in the course of which the former was guilty concealed under the mask of religion.
of very gross insults towards the Princess. Though it may be said that these restric-
The Queen, Anne of Austria, ordered that tions are not designed to operate as puniC-
Madame Montbazou should retire from every ments, and that, in the making of this general
place at which the Princess was present.t law, no particular individual was aimed st,

Under the English law, there are various yet there results from it a distinction in-
instances in which, though not under the jurions to the particular class of permmt tr-
Ireme of punishment, restrictions are imposed footed by it -- necessarily injurious, dncethe
upon certain classes of persons. Catholics continuance of the law can be justified only
were formerly not allowed to exercise either by supposing them to be dangerous and dis-
the profession of the law or that of medicine, loyal. Such laws form a nucleus around which
Persons refusing to take the sacrament ac- pubhc prejudice collects ; and the lngialator,
cording to the rites of the Church of England, by acquiescing in these transient jealousies,
were excluded from all public office_, strengthens them, and renders them perma-

Such was the law ; the practice was al- nent. They axe the remnants of a disease
ways otherwise : in point of fact, a very large which has been universal, and which, after
proportion of offices, civil and military, were its cure, has left behind it deep and lasting
filled by persons who had never taken the scars.
oaths required, but who were protected from
the penalties to which they would otherwise
have been subjected, by an annual bill of in- CHAPTER X.
demnity. In point of right, the security thus OF ACTIVEOR LABORIOUSIPUNIflHMI_N'I'o
afforded was a precarious one, but the un-
interrupted practice of nearly a century left AcTIvi_ punishment is that which is _cted
little room for apprehension on the part of on a man by obliging, or, to use another word,
the persons interested, compelling him to act in this or that parti_

The restrictions here inquestion were not cular way ; to exert this or that particular
designed to operate as punishments ; they species of action.
were originally imposed with a view of avoid- There are two kinds of means by which s
ing the danger which, it was apprehended, man may be compelled to act-- physical and
might be incurred by vesting in the hands of moral : the first applies itself to his body; the
persons of certain religious persuasions, situ- other to his mind, to his faculty of volition,
ations of public trust. This, at least, was The actions which a man may be compelled
the avowed political reason : the true cause to perform by physical means are so few, and
of the exclusion was, however, religious ani- so unprofitable, both to the patient and to
mosity: they were acts of antipathy, others, as not to be worth taking into the

But these were not the only motives : self. account.
interest had its share in producing the ex- When the instrument is of the moral kind.
clusion. Exclude one set of persons, and it is by acting on the volition that it produces
you confer a benefit on another set : those its effect. The only instrument that is of a
to whom the right is reserved have to con- nature to act immediately upon the volition,
tend with a smaller number of competitors, is an idea; but not every ideaJonly an
and their prospect of gain is increased. These of pleasure or of pain, as about to ensue from
restrictive laws, originating in religious ha- the performance or non-performance of the
tred, were afterwards maintained by injus- act which is the object of the volition.
tire ; the persecution, begun by misguided It cannot be an idea of pleasure which can
bigotry, was persisted in long after the on- so act upon the volition as to give birth to
ginal inducement had been forgotten, from an act the performance of which shall be a
the most sordid injustice. This is the short punishment ; it must therefore be an ides of
kistory of the persecutions in Ireland. For pain--of any pain, no matter what, so it be

to appearxnee greater titan, the pleasure of

* Causes Cel_bres, tom. iv. p. 307. abstaining from the performanceef the penal
+ Anquetil, tom. iii. act.
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It is manifest, therefore, that when a pu- by their continuance, more disagreeable than
nishment of the laborious kind is appointed, such as were originally indifferent.*
another punishment must necessarily he ap- To make the sum of his occupations plea-
pointed along with it. There I_re, therefore, surable, every man must therefore be at liber-
in every such c_se, two different punishments, ty to change from one to another, according
at least, necessarily concerned. One. which to his taste. Hence it is, that any occupation
is the only one directly and oliginally intend- which, for a certain proportion of his time, a
ed, the laborious punishment itself; which man is compelled to exercise, without the
may"be styled the principal or proper punish, liberty of changing to another, becomes dis-
ment: the other, in case of the former not agreeable, and in short becomes a punish-
being submitted to, is called in to its assist- ment.
ance. _ad may be s_yled the subsidiary pu- Active punishments are as various as the
oishment, occupations m which, for the various put-

This subsidiary punishment may be of any poses of life, men can have occasion to be
kind that, in point of quantity, is great employed. These being ustlally inflicted on
enough. It ought not, however, to be like- all offenders indiscriminately, have been such
wiseoftheLtboriouskmd; since in that case, as all offenders m_Hscriminately have been
as well as iu the case of the prmeipal pumsh- physically qualified to undergo. They have
ment, the will of the patient is necessary to consisted commonly in various exertions of
constitute the pnn;shmeot ; aml to determine muscular force, in which there has been little
the will, some incident is necessary that does or no dexterity required in the manner of its
not depend upon the wdl. It will be neces- application. In general, they have been such
asry, therefore, to employ such pm,ishments as to produce a profit--a collateral benefit
as are purely passive, or those restrictive pu- m addition to that expected from the punish-
nishments m which the mstrumezIt Is purel) met_t as such.
physical. Among the modes of penal labour, s very

In regard to this class of punishments, one comnmn one has been that of rowing. This
thing is here to be noted with rei'erence to is an exercise performed chiefly by main
the instrument, in pumshments of this kind, strength, with very little mixture of skill,
there is a link or two interposed between the and that presently attained. Some vessels,
mstrument und the pain produced by means of a bulk large enough to bear any sea, have
of it. The instrument first produces the been made so as to be put in motion in this
volition ; that vohtion produces a eorrespon- manner, even without the help of sails. This
dent external act : and it is that act which is occupation is more unpleasant in itself than
the immediate cause by which the pain here that of an ordinary seaman, as having less
in question is produced. This punishment, variety, besides that the rowers are couflned
then, we st,e, has this remarkable circum- by chains. Suel_vessels are called gallies.
stance to distinguish it from other punish- and the rowers galley-slaves. This punish-
ments : it is produced immediately by the ment, though unknown in England. is in use
patient's own act ; it is the patient who, to m most of the maritime states of Europe.
avoid a greater punishment, inflicts it on and particularly in the Mediterr_tean and
himself. Adriatic Seas.

What, then, is the sort of act that is cal- In many countries, malefactors have been
culated to produce pain in the case of active employed in various public works, as in the
punishment ? It admits not of any descrip- cleansing of harbours _ and the streets ot
tion more particular than this : that it is any towns, in making roads, building and repair-
act whatever that a man has a mind not to ing fortifications, and working in mines.
do ; or, in other words, that on any account Working in the mines is a punishment
whatever is disagreeable to him. employed in Russia and in Hungary. In

An occupation is a series of acts of the Hungary, the mines are of quicksilver, and
same kind, or tending to the same end. An the unwholesome effects of that metal, upon
occupation may be dlsagreenble on a post- a person who is exposed to the effluvia of it
five or s negative account ; as being pro- tbr a length of time, may be one reason for
duetive, in a manner more or less immediate,

of some positive pain, or as debarring from • To eat grapes, for instance, is what, at oct-
the exercise of some more agreeable occupa- tain times at least, will probably be to most men
tiop. rather an agTeeable occupation: m pick them an

Considered in itself, an occupation may be indifferent one. But in two or three hours, for
either painful, pleasurable, or indifferent ; but example, the eating them will become intoler-
eontJnued beyond a cert_n time, and with- able, while theplcking them may _ remain,
out interrupt{on (such is the constitution of perhaps, in itself nearly a matter of indifference.
man's nature,) every occupation whatsoever "1"The employment of malef'._ors for thecleaning of harbours was, for the first time,In°
becomes disagreeable : not only so, but such troduced into t_his country in the year 1776s by
as were in the beginning pleasltrable become, stat. 16 Geo. IlL c. 43.
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employing erimlnah in that work, in p_- in respect of the services which may be re-
ferencc to other persons, qnired.

Beating hemp is the most common employ- All these kinds of labour, whether indis.
me_t which delinquents are put to in our criminate or specific, require, as a necessary
workhouses--persons of both sexes being accompaniment, that the individual should
subjected to it, without distinction, be upon that spot where the business is to be

From the nature of the service, active done. Some import imprisonment; all o_
punishments may be distinguished into two them import restraint upon occupations, to
sorts--specific and indiseriminate. I call it wit, upon all occupations incompatible with
specific, when it consists in the being obliged those in which they constrain a man to urn-
to do such and such a particular kind or kinds ploy himself. The degree of this restraint
of work : indiscriminate, when it consists in is in a manner indefinite. To lay a man,
the being obliged to do, not any kind of work therefore, under a particular constraint of
in particular, but every kind of work in any kind, is for that time to lay him under
general, which it shall please such or such a an almost universal restraint. The elcar
person to prescribe. If such person take all value, then, of the pleasure which a man
the profit of the work, he is called a master : loses by being compelled to any particular
if the profit is received by some other person, occupation, is equal to that of the grcat_
he is called a keeper, or overseer. There of all the pleasures which, had it not been
are cases of a mixed nature, in which, in eer- for the compulsion, he might have procured
rain respects, the serwtude is indiscriminate ; for himself.
as to other respects, specific. Upon examining laborious punishment, we

At Warsaw, before the partition of Poland, shall find it to possess the properties to be
there was a public workhouse, in which con- wished for in a mode of punishment, in greater
viets were confined m ordinary to particular perfection, upon the whole, than any other
employments determined by the laws or cus- single punishment.
tom of the place. To this workhouse, how- I. It is convertible to profit. Labour is in
ever, rely person who thought proper might fact the very source of profit : not that, af-
apply, and upon giving security for their ter all, its power in this way is so extensive
forthcomingness, and paying a certain stipuo as that of pecuniary punishment ; for, from
luted price for their use, a certain number of the punishment of one man in this way, all
the convicts were allotted to him, to be the profit that is to be reaped is that which
employed in any piece of work for a given is producible by the labour of one man _a
time. The services they were employed limited, and never very ample quantity. On
upon were generally of a rough kind, such as the other hand, from the punishment of a
digging a ditch, or paving a court ; and a man in the pecuniary way, it mayhappen that
soldier, or a party of soldiers, according to a profit shall be reaped equal to the labour
the number of convicts thus employed, was of many hundred men. The difference, how-
placed over them as a guard, ever, in favour of this punishment is, that

This custom was also in use in Russia.* money is a casual fund; labour one that caw
This distinction between specific and in- not fail. Indeed, upon the whole, though

discriminate servitude, may be illustrated by pecuniary punishment be in particular in-
two examples derived from the English law. stances capable of being more profitable, yes

The example of specific punishment is considering how large a proportion of man-
afforded by the statute which directs the era- kind, especially of those most liable to commit
ployment of certain malefactors on board the the most frequent and troublesome kinds of
hulks, in improving the navigation of the crimes, have no other possession worth esti-
Thames. The statute determines the kind mating than their labour, laborious punish-
of lebour, and the subsidiary punishments by taunt, if managed as it might and ought to be,
which it is to be enforced, may perhaps be deemed the most profitable

Indiscriminate servitude is part of the pu- upon the whole.
nishment inflicted by our laws under the 2. In point of frugality to the state, Is-
name of transportatmn. This servitude is borions punishment, considered by itself, is
sometimes limited as to its duration, but is as little liable to obje,_ion as any other can
without limitation, and without restriction, be. I say, considered by itself; for, when

coupled with imprisonment, as it can hardly
• See the Abb_ Chapl_s travels in that coun- but be in the e_/se of public servitude, it is

try. The Abb_ had particular reason to re- attended with those expenses to the public
member it. Wanting, for the purpme of some which have been noticed under the article
exj_eriment, m have the eacth dug, hewsecom- of imprisonment. These, however, aronot
plimented with the use of a doten of these poor to be charged to the account of the laboriousprisoners. Having given them some money to
pul_haee liquor, they employed it in malting part o_ the punishment : so that the advan.
the__rguard drunk, and then toox to tlignt. -- tnge which laborious punishment has on
VoL L page 149. score, over simple imprisonment, is quite tt
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clear one. But the former of these two that these may be looked upon as symbols
punishments, though separable from the latter naturally connected with it.
in idea, is not separable in practice. Im- 6. In point of subserviency to reformation,
prisonment may be made to subsist without it is superior to any other punishment, except
labour; but forced labour cannot be made to that mode of imprisonment which we have
subsist without imprisonment. The advan- already insistt_ on as being peculiarly adapt-
rage, then, which servitudehas in this respe_, ed to this purpose.* Next to the keeping
when compared with imprisonment, ceases of malefactors asunder, is the finding them
when compared with any other mode of pu- employment while they are together. The
nishment. However, the profit gained by work they are engaged in confines their at-
the one part is enough, under good manage- tention in some measure : the business of the
ment, to do more than balance the expense present moment is enough to occupy their
occasioned by the other ; so that, upon the thoughts ; they are not stimulated by the
whole, it has the advantage, in point of eco- impulse of ennui to look out for those topics
nomy, over any other mode of punishment of discourse which tend, in the manner that
but pecuniary, has been already explained, to fructify the

3. It seems to stand equally clear of oh- seeds of corruption in their minds : they are
jection in point of equabili_. As to the not obliged, in search of aliment for specu-
restraint it involves, it accommodates itself latien, to send back their memory into the
of itself to each man's circumstances ; for, field of past adventures, or to set their in-
with respect to each man, it has the effect vention in quest of future projects. This
of restraining him from following those occu- kind of discipline does not, indeed, like the
pations, whatever they may be, which are to other, pluck up corruption by the roots ; it
him most pleasurable. The positive servi- tends, however, to check the growth of it,
tude itself will be apt to sit heavier on one and render the propensity to it less powerful.
man than another. A man who has not been Another circumstance, relative to the nature
used to any kind of labour will suffer a good of this discipline, contributes to check the
deal more, for some time at least, than one progress of corruption : to insure the perform-
who has been used to labour, though of a ance of their tasks, it is necessary that the
different kind or degree from that in question, workmen should be under the eye of over-
But this inconvenience may be pretty well seers. The presence of these will naturally
obviated by a proper attention to the c_r- be a check to them, and restrain them from
cumstances of individuals, engaging in any criminal topics of discourse.

4. In point of varlabilz_., though it is not So much for the tendency which this pu-
perfect throughout, yet it is perfect as far nishmeut has to keep men from growing
as it goes. In a very low degree it is not worse. It has, besides this, a positive ten-
capable of subsisting, on account of the m- dency to make them better. And this ten-
fsmy it involves, at least in a country go- dency is more obvious and less liable to
verned by European manners. One of the accident than the other. There is a tendency,
most odious acts of the reign of the Era- as has been already observed, in man's nature,
peror Joseph If. was the sentencing persons to reconcile and accommodate itself to every
of high rank to labour in the public works, condition in which it happens to be placed.
The Protestants of France considered the Such is the force of habit. Few occupations
condemnation of their religious ministers to are so irksome that habit will not in time
the galleys as a personal insult done to them- make them sit tolerably easy. If labour,
selves : in this respect, then, it falls short of then, even though forced, will in time lose
pecuniary punishment. After that exception, much of its hardship, how much easier will
it is capable of .being varied to the utmost it become when the duration and the mode
nicety : being variable as weU in relpect of are in some measure regu_ted by the will of
intensity, as of duration. ! the labourer himself; when the bitter ideas

,5. In point ofexemplarity, it has nopeeullar of infamy and compulsion are removed, and
advantage ; neither is it subject to any dis- the idea of gain is brought in to sweeten the
advantage. Symbols of suffering it has none employment ; in a word, when the labourer
belonging to itself; for the circumstance is left to work at liberty and by choice!
which distinguishes penal servitude from vo- 7. This mode of punishment is not alto-
Inntm T labour is but an interval circumstance gether destitute of ana/ogy, at least of the

the idea of compulsion operating on the verbal kind, to that class of crimes which are
patient's mind. The symbols, however, that the most frequent, and for which anefllcacious
belong necessarily to the punishment it is punishment is most wanted -- crimes, I mean,
naturally combined with _ I mean imprison- that result from a principle of rapacity or of
ment--apply to it of course ; and the means sloth. The slothful man is constrained to
of characterizing the condltien of the patient work : the vagabond is confined to a parti-

by some peculiarity of dress are so obvious, " Supra, p. 425.
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eular spot. The more opposite the restn_ut armed is ]_ble to great abuses ; to rely upon
thus imposed is to the natural inclination of his pity, or even upon. his justice, in an era-
the patient, the more elfectual]y will he be ployment which hardens the heart, betrays
deterred from indulging his vicious propeusi- an ignorance of human nature ; so soon as it
ties, by the prospect of the punishment that becomes necessary to inflict corporal punish-
awaits him. merit, the individual who is charged with it_

8. With regard to the popularity of this execution will become degraded in his own
species of punishment in this country, the opinion, and he will revenge himself by the
prejudices of the people are not quite so abuse of his anthority.
favourable to it as could be wished. Lmpa- Nam Bi/a,peri_ hsmi/i _n,i ntrg/t _ a/_m."
tient spirits too easily kindled with the fire Labours which require great efforts onsht
of independence, have a word for it, which to be performed by free labourers. The in-
presents an idea singularly obnoxious to a boor obtained by the force of faar is never

people who pride themselves so much upon equal to that which is obtained by the 1_.!_"
their freedom. This wordis slavery. Slavery of reward. Constrained labour is always m.
they say, is a punishment too degrading for ferior to voluntary labour ; not only bemuse
an Englishman, even in ruins. This prejudiee the slaveisinterested in concealing his powers,
may be confuted by observing m 1st, That but also because he wants that energy of soul
public servitude is a different thing from sla- upon which muscular strength so much de-
very ; 2d/y, That if it were not, this would pends. It would be a curious calculation to
be no reason for dismissing this species of estimate how much is lost from this cause in
punishment without examination. If, then, those states where the greater portion of la-
upon examination, it is found not to be Dos- bout is performed by slaves. It would tend
sessed, in a requisite degree, of the proper- greatly to prove that their gradual emsncipa.
ties to be wished for in a mode of punish- tion would be a noble and beneficial measure.
ment, that, and not the name it happens to Labour in mines, except in particular cir-
be called by, is a reason for its rejection : if eumstances, is little suitable for malefactors,
it does possess them, it xs not any name that partly for the reason above given, and pm_]y
can be given to it that osn change its nature, from the danger of degrading this occupation.
But these observations have been more fully The ideas of crime and shame will soon be
insisted on in the chapter on Popularity. associated with it; miner and erimimfl would

Having thus spoken of this species of pu- soon become synonymous : this would not be
nishment in general, let us stop a moment to productive of inconvenience, if the number of
consider the different kinds of labour which malefactors were sufficient for working the
ought to be preferred, mines ; but if the contrary is the case, there

The prinmpa] distinction is that of public might be a lack of workmen, from the aver-
and private labour, sion inspired towards this kind of labour, in

In public works, the infamy of their pub- those who used to exercise it voluntarily, or
licity tends to render the individuals more who are at liberty to choose respecting it.
depraved, than the habit of working tends to
reform them. At Berne there are two classes
of forced labourers m the one employed in CHAPTER XL

cleaning the streets, and in other public CAPITAL I'UNISHMENT.
works ; the others employed in the interior
of the prison. The latter, when set at li- CXPXTXLpunishment may be distinguished
bert)', rarely fall again into the hands ofjus- into--]st, simple; 2d, afflictive.
rice ; the former are no sooner set at Liberty I call it simple, when, he any bodily pain be
than they are guilty of new crimes. This produced, no greater degree of it is produced
dflference is accounted for at Berne, by the than what is necessary to produ_ death.
indifference to shame they contract in aser- I call it affJctive, when any dejgree of lm_
vice, the infamy of which is renewed day by is produced more than what is z_ecessary for
day. It is probable, that after the notoriety that purpo_.
of this disgrace, nobody in the country would It will not be necessary, upon the present
like to hold communication with, or to era- oceaaion, to attempt to give an exhausti¢e
ploy them. view of all the possible modes by which death

The rough and painful kinds of labour, might be produced without occasioning any,
which are ordinarily selected tbr this kind of or the least po_ible quantity of collateral
punishment, do not generally seem suitable, suffering. The task would be a/most an
It is diflie'Jlt to measure the powers of indi- endless one: and when accomplished, the only
viduals, or to distinguish real from simulated use to which it could be applied would be
weakness. Subsidiary punishments must be that of affording an opportmdty of selecting
proportioned to the difficulty of the labour, out of the catalogue the mode that teemed to '
and to the indisposition to perform it. The
authority with which an inspector must be • Claac_u,
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possess the desired proi_rty in the greatest The importance ofthe subject, however, will
perfection, which may readily be done with- not admit of its being passed over in perfect
out any such process, silence. The system of jurisprudence in ques-

The mode in use in England is far from lion has been too long established; it has had
beingthe best that eould be devised. Instran- too many apologists, and has had forits sup-
_b_datimt by suspension, the weight of the porters too many great names, to allow of its

y alone is seldom sufficient to produce an being altogether omitted in a work expressly
Immediate and entire obstruction of rospira- treating on the subject of punishment. It
lion. The patient, when left to himself, may besides be of use to show that reason
struggles for some time: hence it is not un- concurs with humanity in the condemning
common for the executioner, in order to punishments of this description, not merely
shorten his sufferings, to add his own weight as being useless, but as producing effects con-
to that of the criminal Strangling by the trary to the intention of the lcgtslator.
bowstring may to some, perhaps, appear a If the particular nature of the several
severer mode of execution ; partly from the species of punishments of this dcsenption
prejudice against every usage of despotic be examined, as well those that have for a
governments, partly by the greater activity long time past been abolished, such as cruc_-
exerted by the executioners in this case than fixion and exposure to wild beasts, as those
in the other. The fact, however, is, that it that have been in use in various parts of ran-
is much less painful than the other, for it is dern Europe, such as burning, empaling,
certainly much more expeditious. By this tearing to pieces, and breaking on the wheel,
means the force is applied directly in the direc- it will be ibund in all of them that the most
tion which it must take to effect the obstrnc- afflictive part consists in their duration : but
lion required: in the other case, the force is this circumstance is not of a nature to pro-
applied only obliquely ; because the force of dace the beneficial effect that may have been
two men pulling in that manner is greater expected from it.
than the weight of one man. When any particular species of punish-

It is not long, however, even in hanging, ment is denounced, that part of it which
before a stop is put to sense ; as is well takes the strongest hold of the imagination
enough known from the accounts of many is its intensity : its duration makes a much
persons who have survived the operation, more feeble impression. A slight apparent
This probably is the case a good while before addition of organical suffering made to the
the convulsive strugglings are at an end ; so ordinary mode of iIflticting the punishment
that in appearance the patient suffers more of death, produces a strong effect upon the
than he does in reality, mind. the idea of the duration of its pains

With respect to beheading, there are rea- is almost wholly absorbed by the terrora_f
sons for supposing that the stop put to sensa- the principal part of the punishment.
tion is not immediate: a portion of seusibi]ity In the legal description of a punishment,
may still he kept up in the spinal marrow a its duration is seldom (distinctly) brought
considerable time after it is separated from to view; it is not mentioned, because in
the brain. It is so. at least, according to all itself it is naturally uncertain : it depends
appearance, for different lengths of time in partly upon the physical strength of the pa-
different animals and insects, which continue tient, and partly upon various other acciden-
to move after their heads are separated from tal circumstances. To this remarkable and
their bodies, important feature of this species of punish-

ment there is no means by which the atten-
§ 2. Afflictive Capital _Punishment. tion can be drawn and fixed upon it : upon

To exhaust this part of the subject, it those who reflect, it produces no impression;
would he necessary to make a catalogue of upon those who do not reflect, it is altcgc-
every various punishment of this descrip- ther lost.
lion, of which, in practice, there has been It is true, that the duration of any lmrti-
any example, adding to them such others as cular punishment might be fixed by law ; the
the imagination could be made to supply; number of hours or minutes might be de-
but, the lmgrateful taqk performed, of what termined, which should be employed in per-
use would it be ? We shall the more willingly forming the several prescribed manipulations.
refrain from any. such labour, as in the more This obviously would be a mode of fixing
modern European codes these punishments the attention upon this particular feature of
have been altogether discarded; and in those the punishment: but even this mode, perfect
in which they have not been formally abo- as it may appear to be, would be found very
lished, they have long fallen into desuetude, inadequate to produce the desired effect. By
Let us rejoice in these improvements : there the help of pictures, the intensity of any par-
are few opportunities in which the philoqo, titular species of pumshment may be more
pher can offer to the governors of the world or less faithfully represented ; but to repre-
more just ormore honourable congratulations, sent its duration is imlmssible. The flatnes,
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the rack, and all the engines of torture, to- i By the French Constituent Assembly, af.
gether with the convulsive throes of tbe flictive punishments were abolished. In the
half-expiring and wretched sufferer, may be Code Napol_oa, beheading is the mode pre-
depicted, but time cannot. A punishment scribed for inflicting the punishment of death.
that is to be nmde to last for two hours wi]! And it is only in the case of parricide, and
not appear different from a punishment that of attempts made upon the life of the sore-
is to last only a quarter of an hour. The reign, that to the simple punishment of death
deficiencies of art may, to a certain degree, the characteristic afflictive punishment of cut-
be compensated for by the imagination : but ting off the band of the offender is added.
even then the reality will he left far behind. In this country, the ol}ly crime for which

It is true, that upon bystanders the dura- atilietive punishment IS in use, is that of high
tion of the punishment is calculated to make Ireasnn. The judgment in high treason con-
a strong impression ; but even upon them, sists of seven different operations of the afllie.
after a certain time, the prolongation loses tire kind: 1. Dragging at a horse's tailalong
its effect, and gives place to a feeling di- the streets from the prison to the place of
rectly opposite to that which i¢ is desirable execution ; 2. Hanging by the neck, yet not
to produce-- sentiments of pity and syrups- so as entirely to destroy life ; 3. Plucking
thy for the sufferer will succeed, the heart out and burning of the entrails while the
of the spectator will revolt at the scene he patient is yet alive; 4. Beheading; 5. Quar-
witnesses, and the cry of suffering humanity tering ; 6. Exposure of the head and quar-
will be heard. The physical suffering wiLl ters in such places as the king directs. This
not be confined to the offender : the speets- mode of pumshment is not now m use. In
tors will partake of it: the most melancholy favour of nobility, the judgment has been
accidents, swoonings, and dangerous convul- usually changed into beheading ; in favour of
sions, will be the accompaniments of these the lower classes, into hanging.
tragic exhibitions. These sanguinary exe- I wish that upon this part of our subject
eutions, and the terrific accounts that are we could end here ; but unfortunately there
spread concerning them, are the real c_uses remains to he mentioned an afflictive mode
of that deep-rooted antipathy that is felt of punishment, most excruciating, and more
against the laws and those by whom they hideous than any of which we have hitherto
are administered--an antipathy which tends spoken, and which is still in use : it is not in
ca multiply offences, by f_vouring the impu- Europe that it is employed, but in European
nity of the guilty, colonies--in our own West India Islands.

The only reason that can be given by any The delinquent is suspended from a post
government, that persists in continuing to by means of a hook inserted under his shoul-
employ a mode of punishing so highly penal, der, or under his breast bone. In this
is, that the habitual condition of the people manner the sufferer is prevented from doing
is so _retched that they are incapable of anything to assist himself, and all persons are
being restrained by a more lenient kind of prohibited, under severe pens]ties, from re-
punishment, lieving him. He remains in this situation,

Will it be said that crimes are more fre- exposed to the scorching heat of the dsy,
quentm countries in which punishments such where the sun is almost vertical, and the v.t-
as those in question are unknown ? The con- mosphere almost without a cloud, and to the
trary is the fact. It is under such laws that chilling dews of the night; his lacerated
the most ferocious robbers are found : and flesh attracts a multitude of insects, which
this is readily accounted for. The fate with increase his torments, and mtder the fever
which they are threatened hardens them to _roduced by these complicated sufferings,
the feelings of others as well as their own: oined to hunger and thirst, all raging in the
they are converted into the most bitter erie- host intense degree, he gradually expires.
roles, and every barbarity they inflict is con- When we reflect on this complication of
sidered as a sort of reprisal, sufferings, their intensity surpasses everyth_ing

Upon this subject, as upon so many others, that the imagination can figure to itself, and
Montaigne was far beyond the age in which consider that their duration continues not
he Hved. All beyond simple death (he says) merely for many hours, but for many days,
appears to me to be cruelty. The legislator it will be found to be by far the most severe
ought not to expect that the offender that is punishment ever yet devised by the inge-
not to be deterred by the apprehension of nutty of man.
de_th, and by being beheaded and hanged, will i The persons to whom this punishment has
be more effectually deterred by the dread of been hitherto appropriated are negro slaves,
being exposed to a slow fire, or the rack. And and their crime, what is termed rebellion,
I do not know, indeed, but that he may be because they are the weakest, but which, if

rendered desperate.* I Et lupus e_ turpet inttang "morle_ibut _d
m Liv. 11.oh. "27._ Cowt_rdlce the mother of I Et quWCu_ulue mlwor nobYttatefcra est.

cruelty. OVID.
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they were the strongest, would be called an I the colonies are a disgrace and an outrage on
act' of self-defence. The constitutions of [ humanity : if not neces_xy, these laws are a
tl_ese people are, to their misfortune, in[disgrace to the colonists themsolvea.
c_.rmin respects so much harder than ours, ]
that many of them are said to have lingered ]
ten or twelve days under these frightful tor- [ CHAPTER XII
lil_U_ft* CAPITAL PUNISHMENT EXAMINED. e

It is said that this punishment is nothing
more than is necessary for restraining that Is making this examination, the foHowin$
people, al_d keeping them in their servile plan will be pursued. The advantageous pro-
st ate ; for that the general tenor of their parties of capital punishment will in the first
lives is such a scene of misery, that simple place be considered : we shall afterwards pro-
,_eath would be generally a relief, and a death ceed to examine its disadvantageous proper-
less excruciating would scarce operate as a ties. We shall, in the last place, conmder the
restraant, collateral 111effects resulting from this mode

This may perhaps be true. It is certain of punishment: effects more remote and less
that a punishment, to have any effect upon obwous, but sometimes more important, than
man, must bear a certain ratio to the mean those which are more immediate and striking.
state of his way of living, in respect of suf. The task thus undertaken would be an
fenngs and enjoyments. But one cannot extremely ungrateful and barren one, were it
well help observing where this leads. Th_ not that the course of the examination will
number of slaves in these colonies is to thai lead us to make a comparison between this
of freemen as about six to one ; there may and other modes of pumshmettt, and thus to
be about three hundred thousand blacks and ascertmn which is entitled to the preference.
fifty thousand whites. Here there are three On the subject of punishment, the same rule
htmdred thousand persons kept in a way of ought, in this respect, to be observed as on
life that upon the whole appears to them the subject of taxes. To complain of any
worse than death, and this for the sake of particular tax as being an injudicious one, is
keeping fifty thousand persons in a way of to sow the seeds of discontent, and nothing
life not remarkably more happy than that more : to be really useful, this in itself mis-
which, upon an average, the same number of chievous discovery, should be accompanied
persons would be in where there was no by the indication of another tax which will
slavery ; on the contrary, it is found that prove equally productive, with less inconve-
men in general are fond, when they have the mence.
opportunity, of changing that scene for this.
On the ot]aer hand, it is not to be disputed § !. Advantageous Properties of the
that sugar and coffee, and other delicacies Punishment of Death.
which are the growth of those islands, add 1. The most remarkable feature in the
considerably to the enjoyments of the people punishment of death, and that which it pos-
here in Europe ; but taking all these circum- sesses in the greatest perfection, is the taking
stances into consideration, if they are only to from the offender the power of doing further
he obtained by keeping three hundred thou- injury : whatever is apprehended, either from
sand men in a state in which they cannot the force or cunning of the criminal, at once
he kept but by the terror of such executions : vanishes away; society is in a prompt and
are there any consideratious of luxury or en- complete manner delivered from all alarm.
joyment that can counterbalance such evils ? 2. It is analogous to the offence in the case

At the same time, what admits of very of murder ; but there its analogy terminates.
little doubt is, that the defenders of these 3. It is popular in respect of that same
pumshments, in order to justify them, exag- crime, and in that alone.
aerate the miseries of slavery, and the little 4. It is exemplary in a higher degree, per-
value set by the slaves upon llfe. If they haps, than any other species of punishment,
were really reduced tosuch a state of misery and in countries in which it is sparingly_em-
as to render necessary laws so atrocious, even ployed, an execution makes a deep and lasting
such laws would be insufficient for their re- impression.
attaint ; having nothing to lose, they would It was the opinion of Becearm, that the
be regardless of all consequences ; they would impression made by any particular punish-
be engaged in perpetual insurrections and merit was in proportion to its duration, and
maasacres_ The state of desperation to which not to its intensity. " Our sensibility," he
they would be reduced would daily produce observes, "is more readily and perrrm, ently
the most frightful dmorders. But if existence affected by slight but reiterated attacks, than
is not to them a matter of indifference, the by a vinlent but transient affection. For this
only p_'_ence that there is in favour of these

laws lklls to the ground. Let the colonists • See also Appendix, I,etter to the French Na-
refleet npon this: if such a code be necessary, tmn, on Death Punishment.
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reason, the puttingan offender to death forms punishment, of the greatest apparent ma_
u less effectual check to the commission of nitude, the most imprassive, and the most
crimes, than the spectacle of a man kept in exemplary ; and on the other hand, to the
a state of confinement, and employed in hard wretched _ of beinp tlmt furnish tht
labour, to make some reparation by his exer- most atrocious criminals, it is less rigorous
tions for the injury he has inflicted on so- than it appears to be. It puts a speedy ter-
eiety." * ruination to an uneasy, unhappy, dishonoured

Notwithstanding such respectable antho- existence, stript of all true worth :_Heu !
rity, I am apt to think the contrary is the Hcu/ q_am _le est extra legem mvcntibus.+
ease. This opinion is founded principally on
two observations: 1. Death in general is § 2. Desirable Penal Qualltias which are
regarded by most men as the greatest of all _tin 9 in Capital/_n/_meat.
evils, and they are willing to submit to any 1. The punishment of death is not con-
other suffering whatever in order to avoid vertible to profit- it cannot be applied to the
it. 2. Death, considered as a punishment, is purpose of compensation. In so fer as corn-
almost universally reckoned too severe, and pensation might be derived from the labour
men plead, as a measure of mercy, for the of the delinquent, the very source of the
substitution of any other punishment in lleu compensation is destroyed.
of it. In respect to duratiun, the suffering 2. In point of frugalitll, it is pre,eminently
is next to nothing. It must therefore, I defective. So far from being eonvertible to
think, be some confused and exaggerated profit, to the commtmityit producasacerudn
untinn of the intensity of the pain of death, loss, both in point of wealth and strength.
especially of a violent death, that renders the In point of wealth, s man chosen at random
idea of it so formidable. It is not without is worth to the public that portion of the
reason, however, that, with respect to the whole annual income of the state which re-
higher class of offenders, M. Beccaria con- suits from its division by the number of
aiders a punishment of the laborious kind, )ersons of which it consists. The same
moderate we must suppose in its degree, will mode of calculation will determine the 1o_
make s stronger impression than the most in respect of strength. But the value of a
excruciating kind of death that can be de- man who has been proved guilty of some one
vised. But for the generality of men, among or other of those crimes for which eapit_d
those who are attached to llfe by the ties of punishment is denounced, is not equal to
reputation, affection, enjoyment, hope, capital that of a man taken st random. Of those
punishment appears to be more exemplary by whom a punishment of this sort is in-
than any other, curred, nine out of ten have divested them-

5. Though the apparent suffering in the selves of _ habits of regular industry : they
punishment of death is at the highest pitch, are the drones of the hive ; and with respect
the real suffering is perhaps less than in the to them, death is therefore not an ineligible
larger portion of afflictive plmishments. In mode of punishment, except in comparison
addition to their duration, they leave after with confinement and hard labour, by which
them a train of evils which injure the con- there is a chance of their being reformed, and
stitutiou of the patient, and render the re- rendered of some use to society.
mainderofhislife acomphcationofsufferings. 3. l_.quabili_ is another point, and that a
In the punishment of death, the suffering is most important one, in which this punish-
momentary: it is a negation of all sensation, ment is eminently deficient. To a person

When the last moment only is considered, taken at random, it is upon an average a very
penal death is often more gentle than natural heavy punishment, though still subject to
death, and, so far from being an evil, pre- considerable variation; but to a per, on taken
sents s balance of good. The suffering en- out of the class of first.rate delinquents,
dured must be sought for in some anterior i it is liable to still greater variation: to some
period. The suffering consists in apprehen- it is as great as to a person taken at random ;
z_n. This apprehenslou commences from but to many it is next to nothing.
the moment the delinquent has committed Death is the absence of all pleasures
the crime ; it is redoubled when he is appre- indeed, but at the same time of all pains.
bended ; it increases at every stage of the When a person feels himself under tempta-
process which renders his condemnation more tion to commit a crime punishable with destl_
certain, and is at its height in the interval his determination to commit it, or not to corn-
between sentence and execution, mit it, is the result of the following ealeu-

The more solid argument in favour of the lation : He ranges on one side the cl_r
punishment of death, results from the eom- portion of happiness he thinks Ifimself likely
lfined force of the above considerations. On to enjoy in case of his _: on the
the one hand, it is, to men in general, of all other, he places the clear ha_ he thinks

Des Delits et des Peines.--Sect. xvL "I"Pt_ Saty_o
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himself likely to enjoy in ease of his com- favour of its happeldng, makes it look still
mitring the crime, taking into the account more uncertain.
the chance there appears to him to be, that Ia the next place, although it were certain,
the punishment thr_tencd will abridge the it is at any rate distant : and the mortifies-
duration of that happiness, tion he undergoes, from the not possessing

Now then, if in the former case there the object of his imssion, is present.
appear to be no clear happiness likely to ac- Thirdly, death is attended with much
true to him. much more if there appear to more pain when a man has to inflict xt on
be a clear portion of unhappiness ; in other himself with his own hand, than when all he
words, if the clear portiml of happiness likely does is simply to put himself in a situation
to befal him appear to be equal to 0,* or in which it wilt be inflicted on him by the
much more if it appear to be negative, the hands of another, or by the operation of some
_teasnre that constitutes the profit of the physical cause. To put himself in such a

me will act upon him with a force that has situation, requires but a single and sudden
nothing to oppose it: the probability of see- volition, and perhaps but a single act in con-
ing it brought to an abrupt period by death sequence, during the performance of which
will subtract more or less from the balance ; he may keep his eyes shut, as it were, against
but at any rate there will be a Iralance. the prospect of the pain to which he is about

Now this is always the case with a mul- to subject himself: the moment of its arri_
titude of malefactors. Rendered averse to val is at an uncertain distance. The reverse
labour bv natural indolence or disuse, or is the case where a man is to die by his own
hurried a_vay by the tide of some impetuous hand. His resolution must be supported
passion, they do look upon the pleasures to during the whole period of time that is ne-
be obtained by honest industry as not worth cessary to bring about the event. The man-
living for, _hen put in competition with the her is foreseen, and the tnne immediate. It
pains ; or they look upon life as not worth may be necessary, that even after a part of
keeping, without some pleasure or pleasures the pain has been incuned, the resolution
which, to persons in their situation, are not should go on and support itself, while it
attainable but by a crime, prompts him to add further pain before the

I do not say that this calculation is made purpose is accomplished.
with all the formality with which I have Accordingly, when people are resolved
represented it : I do not say that in casting upon death, it is cmnmon /or them, when
up the sum of pains on the one side, and they have an opportunity, to choose to die
pleasures on the other, exa_c care is always rather by the hand of another than by their
used to take every item into the account, own. "Fhus Saul chose to die by the hand
But however, well or ill, the calculation is of his armour-bearer; Tiberius Gracchus by
made ; else a man could not act as he is sup- that oi Ins freeman ; so again the Emperor
posed to do. Nero by one of has mirdons.

Now then, in all these cases, which un- Fourthly, when a man is prompted to seek
happily are but too frequent, it is plain the relief in death, it is not so much by the sud-
punishment of death can be of no use. den vehemence of some tempestuous passion,

It may be said, no more would any other as by a close persuasion that the miseries of
punishment ; for any other punishment, to his life are likely to be greater than the an-
answer its purpose, must have the effect of joyments ; and, in consequence, when the
deterring or otherwi§e disabling the person resolution is once taken, to rest satisfied
in question from committing the like crimes without carrying it immediately into effect ;
in future. If, then, he is thus deterred or dis- for there is not a more universal principle of
shied, he is reduced to a situation in which human conduct, than that which leads a man
by the supposition, death was to him an event to satisfy himself for awhile with the power,
desirable upon the whole. Being, theu, in his without proceeding immediately, perhaps
power, he will produce it. without proceeding ever, to the act. It _s

The conclusion, however, is not necessary, the same feeling which so often turns the
Thel'd are several reasmls why the same ira- voluptuous man to a miser.
pulse which is strong enough to dispose a man Now this is likely enough to be the con-
to meet death at the hands of justice should dition of those who, instead of death, may
not be strong enough to dispose him to bring have been sentenced to another punishment.
on himself that event with his own hand. They defer the execution of their design

In the first place, the infliction of it as a from hour to hour_sometimes for want of
punishment is an event by no mesas certain, means, sometimes for want of inclination ;
It is in itself uncertmn ; and the passion he till st last some incident happens that puts
ib supposed to be influenced by, withdrawing in their heads a grain of thought which in
his attention from the chances that are in the end diverts them from _heir resolution.

In the mental, as wen as in the material part
* Zero. of the human frame, there is happily a stron_
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disposition to eeeommoda_ itself by degree_ s/Me. Otberspeeiesof sfltiefive punishments ,
to the pressure of forced and calamitous it istrue, are exposed tothe sameobjeetlon;
situations. When a great artery is cut or but though irremisaible they are not irrepa-
otherwise disabled, the eireumjacent smaller rable: for death there is no remedy.
ones will stretch and take upon themselves No man. how little soever he may have
the whole duty of conveying to the part attended to criminal procedure, but must
affected the necessary supplies. Loss of have been struck at the very slight cireum-
sight improves the faculty of feeling ; a left stances upon which the litb of a man may
hand learns to perform the offices of the depend ; and who does not recollect instances
right, or even the feet, of both; an inferior ill which a man has been indebted ibr his
part of the alimentary canal has learned to safety to the occurrence of some unlooked.for
perform the office, and even to assume the accident, which has brought his innocence to
texture of the stomach, light ? The risk incurred is doubtle_ greater

The mind is endowed with no less elasti- i under some systems of jurisprudence than un-
city and docility, in accommodating itself to der others. Those which allow the torture
mtuations which at first sight appeared in- to supply the insufficiency of evidence de-
tolerable. In all sufferings there are occa- rived from other sources; those in which the
monal remissions, which, in virtfie of the proceedings are not public, are, if the ex-
contrast, are converted into pleasure. How pression may be used, surrounded with pre-
many instances are there of men who, having cipices. But it may be stud, is there, or could
suddenly fallen from the very pinnacle ot there be devised, any system of penal proco-
grandeur into the gulphs of misery, have, dure which could insure the judge from being
when the old sources of enjoyment were irae- misled by false evidence or the fallibility of i_
coverably dry, gradually detached their minds own judgment ? No; absolute security in this
from all recollections of their customary en- branc_ of' science is a point which, though it
joyments, and created for themselves fresh can never be attained, may be much more
sources of happiness. The Comte de Lan- nearly approached than it has hitherto been.
zun's spider, the straw-works of the Bic_tre, Judges will continue fidlible ; witnesses to
the skilfidly wrought pieces of carved work depose falsehood, or to be deceived ; what-
made by the French prisoners, not to men- ever number may depose to the same faer_
tion others, are sufficient illustrations of this the existence of that fact is not rendered
remark, certain: as to circumstantial evidence, that

Variabdlty is a point of excellence in which which is deemed incapable of explanation,
the punishment of death is more deficient but by supposing the existence of the crime,
than in any other. It subsists only in one may be the efl'et_ of chance, or of arrange-
degree ; the quantity of evil can neither be ments made with the view of producing de-
increased nor lessened. It is peculiarly de- ception. _rbe only sort of evidence that
fective in the case of the greater part of the appears entitled to perfect conviction, is the
most malignant and t_rmidable species of voluntary confession of the crime by the party
malefactors--that of professed robbers and accused; but this is n_ frequently made, ariel
highwaymen.* does not produce absolute certainty, since

4. The punishment of death_ zs not remz_,.
Whilst a criminal process is going f.orw_.

* " Are you not aware that we are subject to the accomplices of the accused flee and hide
one disease more than other men ? ' said a me- themselve& It is an interval of anxiety and
iefactor upon the rack to his compamon, who tribnlgtis_ : the sword of justice appears su_
shrieked from pain. When one observes the pended over their heads. When his earee_ is
courage or brutal insensibility, when in the very terminated, it is for them an act of jubilee and
act of being turned off, of the greater part of the pa_on : they have a new bond of _curity,
malefactors that are executed at Newgate, it is and theysan walk erect. The fiddity of the de-
impossible not to feel persuaded that they have ceased is exited iLmong his eompanioes as a
been accustomed to consider this mode of end- virtue, and received among them for the italic.

tion of their young di_ip[ea, with lmda_ for hising their days as being to them a natural death_
as an accident or raisfo_une, by which they heroism.
ought no more tobe deterred from their profes- In the confineeof aprison, thisherokmwonld
aion than soldiers or sailors are from then's, by be submitted to a more dangeroas proof than the
the apprehension of bullets or of shipwreck, interrogatories of the tribunals. Left to him.

There is an evll resultingfromthe employ, self, _ted f_n his mmpanto_% a crimim_
meat of death as a punmhment_ which may be [ ces_ m possess this feeling of honour whichproperly noticed here_It destrO!/s one #ource o..... 7/" unites him to them. It need_ or_ly s moment of
festsmonmlproof. The urehives of crime are m repentance to thatch from him those discovedee
s measure "lodged in the bosoms of eriminal_ wliichheonlyeanmake;andwithouthisrepen
At their death,rillthe recollectlom which they tance, what it more natural than a feeling of
possess relative to their own crimes and those of vengeance _tipalt those who _tttted him to-_[o_
_hersperislk Their death is an act of impunity " his liberty, and who_ though 9qtt_y culpable
tot eel ihese who mi.'ght have been detected by with him_f_ y_ continue m the er".b,oym:nt of
their ___y, whiht innoomce must mntinue libe_y ! He heed only listen to hm iu_e_t, and
oppressed, and the right san neve_ be established, pu_ by _e miefizl infmlmttlen, some re-
because a _ witness is sabtractecL tarattion of the rlb_tr of his pmfiahmem.
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instances have not been wanting, as in the be made of it by men in power, to gratify
ease of witchcraft, in which individuals have their passions, by means of a judge easily
acknowledged themselves guilty, when the intimidated or corrupted. In such cases, the
pretended crime was impossible, iniquity covered with the robe of justice may

These are not purely imaginary apprehen- escape, if not all suspicion, at least the possi-
siuns, drawn from the region of possibility : bility of proof. Capital punishment, too, af-
the criminal reeorda of every country afford fords to the prosecutor as well as to the judge,
various ir_tancos of these melancholy errors; an advantage that in all other modes is want.
and these immmces, which, by the concur- ing--Imcan greater security against detection
rence of a number of extraordinary events, ruby stifling by death all danger of discovery
have attained notoriety, cannot fail to excite arising from the delinquent, at least: while he
s suspicion that, though unknown, many lives, to whatever state of misery he may be
other innocent victims may have perished, reduced, the oppressed may meet with some

It must not be forgotten either, that the fortunate event by which his innocence may
cases in which the word evidence is most apt be proved, and he may become his own aven-
to be employed, are not unfrequently thuse ger. A judicial assassination, justified in the
in which the testimony adduced is exposed to eyes of the public by a false aecosauon, with
most suspicion. VC_en the pretended crime almost complete ccrtamtyassures the triumph
is among the number of those that produce of those who have been guilty of it. In a
antipathy towards the offender, or which exo crime of an inferior degree, they would have
cite against him a party feeling, the witnesses had everything to fear ; but the death of the
almost unconsciously act as accusers. They victim seals their security.
are the echoes of the public clamour ; the If we reflect on those very unfrequent oc-
fermentation goes on increasing, and all doubt currences, but which may at any time recur--
is laid aside. It was a concurrence of such those periods at which the government de-
circumstances which seduced first the people, generates into anarchy and tyranny, we shall
and then the judges, in the melancholy affair find that the punishment of death, established
of Calas. by law, is a weapon ready prepared, which

These melancholy cases, in which the most is more susceptible of abuse than any o_her
violent presumptions, which fall little short mode of punishment. A tyrannical govern-
of absolute certainty, arc accumulated against ment, it is true, may always re-establish this
an individual whose innocence is at_erwards modeofpunishmentafter it hasbeenabolished
recognised, carry with them their own ex- bythelegislature. But the introducing what
euse : they are the cruel effects of chance, would then become an innovation, would not
and do not altogether destroy public confi- be unattended with difficulty: the violence
dence. To produce any such affect, we must of which it was to be the precursor would
be able to detect m such erroneous decisions be too much exposed, the tocsin would be
proofs of temerity, ignorance, and precipita- sounded. Tyranny is much more at its ease
tion, of an obstinate and blind adherence to when exercised under the sanction of law,
vicious forms, and of those determined pre. when there is no appearance of any departure
.judices which the very situation of Judge from the ordinary course of justice, and when

apt to generate. A judge, whose busio it finds the minds of people already recon-
ne_ it is to deal with human nature in its cried and accustomed to this mode of pu-
worst forms, having daily before his eyes the nishment. The Duke of Alba, ferocious as
false pretences and mendacity to which the he was, would not have dared to sacrifice so
guilty have recourse, perpetually contriving manythousend victims in the Low Countries,
expedients for unvailing imposture, gradually if it had not been a commonly received opio
ceasos to believe in the innocence of those nion that heresy was a crime'which mel_ited
accused, and by anticipation expects to find the punishment of death. Biren, not less
s ¢rimlnt! umug all lns arts to deceive him. cruel than the Duke of Alba-- Biren, who
That it is the character of all judges to be peopled the deserts of Siberia with exiles,
actuated by these prejudices, I am far from caused them previously to be mutilated, that
thi_lrin_; but when the propriety of arming being the most severe punishment that was
men with the power of inlicting the punish, in use in that country _ he very rarely ven-
ment of death is the question under consi- tured to punish them capitally, because ca-
deration, it ought not tQ be forgotten, before pital punishment was not in use : so little
putting into their hands the fatal weapon, do even the most arbitrary despots dare _o
that they are not exempted from the weak- violate established customs. Hence we may
nesses ofhumanity; that their wisdom is not draw a strong reason for seisingupon periodg
incrca_d, neither are they rendered infallible, of tranqulllity for destroying these dangerous
by thus arming them. instruments, which, though no longer dreaded

The danger attending the use o£ capital when covered with rust, are with such fuel-
punishment appears in a more striking point lity brought into use again, when passion
_4_view when we reflect on the use that m_y invites their employment.
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The objection arising from the irremissi- I. It is in one case analogous to the offvnce,
bility of the punishmeut of death applies to '2. In that same case it is popular.
all cases, and can be removed only by its 3. It is in the highest degree efficadous in
complete abolition. Upon this occ_ion it is preventing further mischief from the same
necessary to bear in mind that there are two source.
branches of security, for each of which it is 4. It is exemplar),, producing a more lively
necessarytomake provision. Securityagains¢ unpression than any other mode of punish-
the errors and corruptions in judicial proce- mont.
dure, and security a_inst crimes. If the The two first of these properties exist in
latter were not to be attained but at the ex. the case of capital punishment when applied
pease of the former, there would be no room to murder ; and with reference to that spores
for hesitation. With respect to crimes, from of offence alone, ace they sufficient res_ons
whom is it that the terror is felt? From for pelsevering in its use? Certainly not:
every person that is capable of committing a each of them, separately considered, is of
crime; that is to say, from all men, and at all very little importance. Analogy is g very
times. With respect to the errors and cot- good recommendation, but not a good justi-
ruptions of justice, these are the exceptions, fication. If in other respects any pm-tienlar
the acddentel and rare occurrences, mode of punishment be eligible, analogy fiJ

This punishment is far from being popular; an additional advantage : if in other respects
and it becomes less and less so every day, in it be ineligible, analogy alone is not a suffi-
proportion as mankind become more enlight- dent recommendation : the value of this pro-
ened, and their manners more softened. The perry amounts to very little, because, even
people flock in crowds to an execution ; but in the ease of murder, other punishments
this eagerness, which at first might appear so may be devised, the annlogyof which will be
disgracefnl to humanity, does not proceed sufficiently striking.
from the pleasure expected from the sight of In respect also of popularity, the same oh-
men in the agonies of death: it arises from servatious apply to this mode of punishment.
the pleasure of having the passions strongly Every other mode of punishment that is seen
exalted by a tragic scene. There is, however, to be equally or more efficacious will become
one case in which it does seem to be popular, equally or more popular. The approbation
and that in a very high degree ; I mean the of the multitude will naturally be in propor-
case of murder. The attachment seems to tion to the efficacy of the punishment.
be grounded partly on the fondness for ann- The third reason, that it is efficadous ia

logy, partly on the prindple of vengeance, preventzn 9 further m*schzef .from tke same
and partly, perhaps, by the fear which the source, Is somewhat more specious, but not
eharacrer of the criminal is apt to inspire, better founded. It has been asserted, that
Blood, it is said. will have blood, and the in the crime of murder it is absolutely neees.
imagination is flattered with the notion of the surf ; that there is no other means of averting
simdarity of the suffering, produeed by the pu- the danger threatened from that class of male-
nishment, with that inflicted by the criminal, factors. This assertion is, however, extremely

In other e_ses, the pmdshment of death is i exaggerated : its groundlessness may be seen
unpopular; and this unpopularity produces in the case of the most dangerous species
different dispositmns, all equally contrary to Iof homieide--assaasinetion for lucre, a crime
the ends of lustice : a disposition on the part proceeding from a disposition which puts in.
of the individuals injured not to prosecute discriminately the life of every man into ira-
the offenders, for fear of bringing them to mediate jeopardy. Eventhes_malefactoreare
the scaffold ; a disposition on the part of the not so dangerous nor so difficult to manage
public to favour their escape ; a disposition as madmen ; because the former will commit
on the part of the witnesses to withhold their homidde only at the time that there is
testimony, or to weaken its effect; a disposi- thing to be gained by it, and that it can be
tion on the part of the judges to allow of a perpetrated with a probability of _fety. The
merciful prevarication in favour of the ac- mischief to be apprehended from madmen is
eused; and ati these anti-legal dispositions notnerrowedbyeitheroftheseelreumstanees.
render the execution of the laws unccrtaln Yet it is never thought necessary that mad-
without referring to that loss ofrespeet which men should be put to death. They are not
follows upon its being considered meritorious put to death : they are only kept in confine-
to prevent their execution, ment; and that confinement is found effec-

tually to answer the purpose.
§ $. Recapitulation and Contpariso_ of tAe In fine, I can Joe but one ease in which k

Punishment of Death, with those Pum/sh- can be necessary, and that only oeeadon_v.
meats which .may be substisutedfor it. In the case a_b, ed for _ pmlm_ by M,
The punishment of death, it has been oh- Beeearin--the ease ofrebelllon, or oth_, of.

served, pmseascs four desirable propertie_:_ fence against government of • rebellimm tea-
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deney, when by destroying the chief you may by erroneous judgments [arising from the
destroy the faction, where discontent has situation in which they are placed with re-
spread itself widely through a community, spec_ to the other classes of the community]
it may happen that imprisonment will not than from any blameable cause. Those who
answer the purpose of safe custody. The make laws belong to the highest classes of
keepers amy he won over to the insurgent the community, among whom death is con-
party, or if not won over, they may be over- sidcred as a great evil, and an ignominious
powered. They may be won over by consi- death as the greatest of evils. Let it be
derations of a conscientious nature, which is confined to that class, if it were practicable,
a danger almost peculiar to this case ; or they the effect aimed at might be produced ; but
may be won over by considerations of a lu- it shows a total want of judgment and reflec-
crative nature, which danger is greater in this tion to apply it to a degraded and wretched
ease than in any other, since party projects class of men, who do not set the same value
may be carried on by a common purse, upon life, to whom indigence and hard labour

What, however, ought not to be lost sight is more formidable than death, and the habi-
of in the case of offences of a political nature tual infamy of whose lives renders them in-
is, that if by the punishment of death one sensible to the infamy of the punishment.
dangerous enemy is exterminated, the conse- If, in spite of these reasons, which appear
quence of it may be the making an opening to be conclusive, it be determined to preserve
for a more formidable successor. "Look," said the punishment of death, in consideration of
the executioner, to an aged Irishman, show- the effects it produces in terrorurn, it ought
ing him the bleeding head of a man jhst exe- to be confined to offences which in the high-
cured for rebellion--" look at the head of eat degree shock the public feeling- for
your son." " My son," replied he, "has more murders, accompanied with circumstances of
than one head." It would be well for the aggravation, and particularly when their effect
legislator, before he appoints capital punish- may be the destruction of numbers ; and in
ment, even in this case, to reflect on this in- these cases, expedients, by which it may be
struefive lesson, made to assume the most tragic appearance,

The fourth reason is the strongest. The may be safely resorted to, in the greatest
punishment of death is exemplary, pre-emi- extent possible, without having recourse to

_nentlyexemplary: nootherpunishmentmakes complicated torments.
so strong an _mpress_on.

This assertion, as has been already noticed, § 4. Collateral evll e_ects of the freq,,ent use
is true with respect to the majority of man- of the Panishrnent of Death.
kind: itisnot true with respect to the greatest The punishment of death, when applied to
criminals, the punishment of offences in opposition to

It appears, however, to me, that the con- public opinion, far from preventing offences,
templation of perpetual imprisonment, ac- tends to increase them by the hope of im-
companied with hard labour and occasional punity. This proposition may appear pars-
solitary confinement, would produce a deeper doxical ; but the paradox vanishes when we
impression on the minds of persons in whom consider the different effects produced by the
it is more eminently desirable that that im- unpopularity of the punishment of death. In
pression should be produced, than even death the first place, it relaxes prosecution in cri-
itself. We have already observed, that to minal matters; and in the next place, foments
them life does not offer the same attractions three vicious principles : -- 1. It makes per-
as it does to persons of innocent and indus- jury appear meritorious, by founding it on
trious habits. Their very profession leads humanity ; 2. It produces contempt for the
them continually to put their ezistence in laws, by rendering it notorious that they are
jeopardy ; and intemperance, which is almost not executed ; 3. It renders convictions arbi-
natural to them, inflames their brutal and trary, and pardons necessary.
uncalculating courage. All the circumstances The relaxation of criminal procedure re-
that render death less formidable to them, suits from a series of transgressions on the
render laborious restralnt proportionably more )art of the different public _enctionaries,
irksome. The more their habitual state of whose concurrence is necessary to the exeen-
existence is independent, wandering, and tion of the laws: each Qpe alters the part
hostile to steady and laborious industry, the allotted to him, that he nfay weaken or break
more they will be terrified by a state of pas- the legal chain by which he is bound, and
•ive submission and of laborinus confinement, substitute his own will for that o£ the legis-
a mode of life in the h/ghest degrce repugnant lator ;" but all the_e muses of uncertainty
to their natural inclination_ in criminal procedure are so many encourage-

Giving to each of these cirenmstances its ments to malefactors.
due weight, the result appears to be, that the
prodigal use made by le_s of the pu- • "Observe that juryman in a blue teat,"said one of the Judges st the Old Bai_T to
aishmen t of death h_. been occasioned more Tudge Ntres ; "do you see him _" " Yes."
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view of those possesdons, and of the pend
cousoquencea of forfeiting them.?

B 00 K I I I. Toinvestigate , therefore, the several
of proper forfeitures, It is necessary to inve_

OF PRIVATIVE PUNISHMENTS, tigate the several tnnds of possessions. On

OR FORFEITURES. this subject, however, as it comes in _collaterally on the present occasion, it
not be necessm T to insist very minutely.

CHAPTER I. Possessions are derived either from things
only, or from persons only; or from both

PUNISHMENTANALYZED. together. Those of the two first sorts may
be styled simple possessions ; those of theWE now come to the last of the two grand

divisions of Punishments--Privatlve PunzsA. other, complex.
ments, or ForfeitUres. Possessions derived from things may con-

The word forfeiture is never used but with sist either-- 1. in money : these may be called
reference to some possession.* pecuniary; 2. in other objects at large. The

Possessions are either substantial or idea]: former may be styled pecuniary ; the latter
substantial, when it is the object of a real quasi-pecuniary. Accordingly, forfeiture of
entity .(as ahouse, a field ;) ideul, when it is money may be styled pecuniary forfeiture :
the object of a fictitious entity (as an office, forfeiture of any other possession derived
a dignity, a right.) from things, quasi-pecuniary. Quasi.peeu-

The difficulty of dealing with cases of this niary forfeitures are capable of a variety of
description will immediately be seen. Real divisions and subdivisions ; but as these dis-
entities have all a common genus, to wit, tinctinns turn upon circumstances that m__ke
substance. Fictitious entities have no such no difference in the mode of punishment, it
common genus, and can only be brought into will not be necessary, on the present ocea,
method in virtue of the relation they bear to sion, to enter into any such detail
real objects. Possessions derived from persorm, consist

Possessions, of whatsoever nature they be, in the services rendered by those permr_
whether real or fictitious, are valuable; end Services may be distinguished into ex/g/b/e
to forfeit them can never otherwise be s pu- and ineziglble. By exigible, I mean such am
nishment, than as far as they are instruments a man may be punlahed (to wit, by the poll-
of pleasure or security. By specifying, then, tical sanction) for not rendering : by inexi-
the sort of persons or things from which the gible, such as a man cannot be punished for
benefit said to belong to s fictitious posses- not rendering; or, i£ at e]l, not by any other
sion is actually derived, all will be done that sanction than either the moral or the reli-
car be done towards giving a methodical gions'_ The faeultyofprocuringsuchasare

exigible is commonly called power, to wit.
power over persona: the faculty or chance

"Well, there will be no conviction of death to- of procuring such as are inexigible depends,

day.",hefact.And the observ&tlou was confirmed by [ _ great measure, upon reputation ; hence re-
* As ull our ideas are derived ultimately from [ _ Forfeiture is, in some _ though ntrely_

X'esenses, almost all the names we have/'or in- [ applied to corporal_punishments. Thus cspit&l
"lectual ideas seem m be derived ultimately J punishment is called forfeiture of life; mu.t_ls-

,rom the names of such objects as afford sensible [ fion, forfeiture of limbs or members. It is also_
ideas ; that is, of objects that belong to one or [ with the addition of the w_d Hberty_ applied to
other of the three classes of real enUties; inso- eorponu punishments of me restri_'ve
much th&t_whether we perceive it or no, we can as ]n the case of imprisenme_t mm quasi Ira.
scarce exprem ourselves on any.occasion but in prisoumont. The other modes of confinement
memphorL A most important ctmcove_..ram m require furtheradditious_to bemade tothem_ mt
the metaphysical part of grammar, for wmcnwe to express fore/g_ Imnishmentj forfeiture of me
seem to be indebted to M. d'Alembert._e libeTtyofrmidiag inanypart of the detain]ram
his M_ia_ge#, tom. i. Disc. Prelim. _c. . of the state; to exprem dom_tl¢ ben]shmeut.

The way in which the import of the word mr- forfeiture of the _ _betty _. bdn.g an.y _
feiture is connected with seosible ideas seems to the _p_ce of his abode..'x'_e m_ute _mr_ty of
be as follows : the words to 3_rfdt come eith_ specmc nesUsints may smo oe exprmsea oy me

immediately, or threugh the mMium oz tn, om _entofad_foff_e _f_vt_ H_ _mo_
French, from the modern Latinwomyortr_'_-_'e. _ SUch er _h _ o_Fo_/e memmontofdcers_ oroutot toenotme;

celt then is, that when any obje_ is m a nmn-s
posaessinn, itisas it were within doml-- within t]u_ auxl]_ ..mu_iomtt_co_relp_ " What
his house: any act_ therefore, whi¢_ _ con_se- sailed impeffe_ rlgh_ ..._flf_.'et right _.
quenceofsomeoperstionofthelsw, has th.e.,etl_ Inutylmve to it _ whi_ the _ ts
of eansh__ the object to be no longer in hi* Ira*. punbhable bylaw fer not.rende_4gM_ isynas

session, has t_'e effset of causing it, as it We_m m _dled_ by mice_ on the _int.tm_M.law _ tm-ture, an _ _ht_ iod the obliSstien o,
hou*_t°be out of his do_rs, and no ionge_ within m render any such servtee_ aa _ ob]ilpulm_
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suit two farther kinds of forfeiture: forfeiture By religious condition, I mean that of be-
of power and forfeiture of reputation." longing to any society or sect instituted for

Reputation may be distinguished into ha- the sake ofjo""ndngin the performance of tell-
aural and factitious: by factitious, I mean 8ions ceremonies.
that which is conferred by rank or dignity. Of conditions that may be termed peculiar,

Credibility is a particular species of repu- the several sorts may, it should seem, be all
tation--the reputation of veracity. Hence comprised underthe head of conditions con-
we have two further kinds of forfeiture, both stitoted, either 1st, by offices; or 2dly, by cot-
subordinate to that of reputation : forfeiture potation privileges. A right of exercising an
of rank or dignity, and forfeiture of credi- office is an excitative right to render certain
bility, services.

As to complex possessions, and the for- Conditions constituted by offices may be
feitures that relate to them, these are too ranked in the number of complex possessions,
heterogeneous to be arranged in any syste- inasmuch as they are apt to include the three
matic method: all that can be done is to simple possessions following ; to wit, a cero
enumerote them. Thus much only may be taln share of power, a certain rank, and a
said of them in general, that the ingredients certain salary, or fees or other emoluments
of each of them are derived from both the coming under the head of pecuniary or quasi-
classes of objects which we have mentioned pecuniary possessions.
as being the sources from which the several Of offices there is an almost infinite variety
kinds of simple forfeitures are derived, of kinds, and a still greater variety of names,

It should seem, however, that they might according to the almost infinite modifications
all of them, without any great violence, be of rank and power in different countries, and
brought under the title of conditions. Con- under different governments. This head is,
ditions, then, may, in the first place, be distin- consequently, susceptible of a great variety
guisbed into ordinary and peculiar, of divisions and subdivisions ; but these it

Ordinary conditions or modes of relation- will not be necessary, on the present ocea-
ship may be distinguished into natural and sion, to consider.
acquired. By natural conditions, I mean those Corporations may be distinguished into po-
which necessarily belong to a man by birth ; litieal and religious. Under the head of reli-
to wit, in virtue of either his own birth or gious corporations may beincluded the various
that of some other person to whom he stands monastic orders established in countries pro-
related; suchasthatofson, daughter, father, fassing the Roman Catholic religion.
mother, brother, sister, and so on, through the As to political corporations, the earJdogue
several modes of relationship, constituted by of the possessions that may be annexed to
the several degrees of consanguinity. To the condition of one who is a member of
stand in any of these relations to such or those bodies is so various, that no other
such a person may be the source of various account need, on the present occas;.on, or in.
advantages. These conditions, it is plain, deed can be given of it, than that there are
cannot themselves be forfeited; a man, how- scarce any of the simple possessions above
ever, may, and in some instances has been enumerated, but may be included in it._
said to have forfeited them, and may actually To the condition of one who is a mere-
be made to forfeit many of the advantages her of a religious order or corporation, may
attending them. be annexed, besides the above possessions,

Acquired conditions may be distinguished, others, the value whereof consists in such or
in the first place, into politzcal and religions; such a chance as they may appear to confer
and political agmn into domestic and public, of enjoying the pleasures of a future life,
Domestic conditions may be distinguished in- over and above such chance of enjoying the
to fami_/ conditions and professionaL Fandly same pleasures as appears to be conferred by
conditions are m 1st, The matrimonial; or the condition or privilege of being an ordinary
that of being husband or wife to such a per- professor of the same religion.
son ; 3d and 4th, that of being guardian or As an appendix to the above list of poe-
ward; 5th and 6tA, that of being master or sessions, may be added two particolar kinds of
servant to such a person. _ possessions, constituted by the circumstance

By public political condition, I mean that of contingency, u applied in different ways
of belonging to any voluntary society ofmen to e___bone in that list. Theseare, theleb,'al
instituted on any other than a religiews ac- eapadty of aequirlng, as applied to those ar-
count, tides respectively, and the protection of the

law, whereby a man is secured against the
• Of serv_ that _e _ "mexiglb_

m_h as mrsgristly spon_ gratuitm_ de- t- A share benefidal or fidudaryin abe use of
peud altpgether upongood-_lll: _ the grad- such. qmmtity of money, etsuchan estate in
wh_lettl_rty iende_ tbemtotaeWh-tyte land:admreinsuchanbfficeefpow_ertrust:
wlumth_a_el_dered.- Tnisgced-_II-de- an exem_fzemeuehatexe_etherlml_te

burthen : the exdud_ pri_,e d" inch or sum
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chance of losing them, if acquired. These safety'. This eomiderstion wm make our
abstract kinds of possessions form the subject work short, under the head which raspoets
of so many kinds of forfeiture : forfeiture the several modes or species of punishment
of legal capacity and forfeiture of the protec- subordinate to the mode in que_tiou.
tion of the law : forfeiture of legal capacity Themune consideration will make it equally
with respect to any possession, taking away short under the second head, relative to the
from a man whatever chance he might lmve of evils producible by the mode or modes of
acquidngit; forfeiture of protection, subject- punishment in question. These, it must have
in K him to a particular chance of losing it.* been already seen, may be all sorts of evils:

all the different sorts of evils which are pro-
ducible by any of the punishments belonging

CHAPTER-IL to the political sanction; by any punishments
properly so called: in a word, all the dif-

oF THE PUNISHMENTSBELONGINOYO TSlg ferent sorts of evils to which human natureMoaaL SANCTION.
is liable.

PUNISHMENTS of this class admit of no dis- But though the punishments belonging tQ
tinctions ; and this, however paradoxical it the moral sanction admit not of any varieties
may seem, from no other reason than their _hat are separable from one another, there are
extreme variety. The way in which a man two distinct parcels, as it were, into which
suffers, who is punished by the moral sane- the evils produced by any lot of punishment
tion, is by losing a part of that share which issuing f?om this source, on the oec_slen of
he would otherwise possess of the esteem or any offence, may be divided. One (which,
love of such members of the community as as being the basis of the other, may be men-
the several incidents of his life may lead him tioned first, though the last hi point of time)
to have to do with. Now, it is either from consists of the several contingent evils that
the esteem they entertain for him, or the may happen to the ofl'ender in conseq.ence
love they bear him, or both, that their good- of the ill-will he has incurred; the other con-
will towards him, in s great measure, de- sists of the immediate pain or anxiety, the
pends: moreover, the way in which this good- painful sense of shame, which is grounded on
will displays itself, is by disposing the person the confused apprehension of the unliq,d-
who entertains such affection, to render good dated assemblage of evils above mentioned.
offices, and to forbear doing ill offices (or in It is this last which is referable in a peculiar
other words, to render inezigible services) to manner to the moral sanction, anti which
the party towards whom it is entertained ; the cannot be produced by the political, any
way in which the opposite affection, ill-will, otherwise than as far as those who have the
displays itself, is accordingly by disposing the management of that sanction can gain an in-
former to forbear doing good offices, and fluence over the moral: it may, therefore,
if it has risen to a certain degree, by dis- for distinction sake, be styled the c_arac-
posing him to render ill offices, as far as may terlstie evil of the moral sanction. This must
be consistent with his own safety, to the obtain, ins greater or less degree, upon every
latter, instance of detected delinquency, unless in

Now then, from the good offices of one man those callous and brutish natures, if any suck
to another, may all sorts of possessions, and there be, in whom all sense of disgrace, and
through them, or even more immediately, all !all foresight of the consequences, is utterly
sorts of pleasures, be derived. On the other extinguished. The others above spoken of
hand, from the withholding of the good offices may be styled the casual evils.
one man might have expected from another, These cesoal evils (as we h_ve already
may all sorts of pains, and death itself, be intimated,) owing to their extreme tmeer-
also derived; much more may they from posS. talnty, admit not of any determinate varla-
tire ill offices added to those other negative tlons in point of q_d/ty: in point of quamt/_,
ones. And what are the good offices which however, they do admit of some distinctions,
yOu may be disposed to withhold from me, relm]ting from--1st, their I_temr/_ ; _allW,
_r the ill offices you may be disposed to do their _xteat. This dlstlnetion ought not to
me, from my having become the object of be overlooked, sines we droll have oeesdoa
vourill-will? It is phdn, not one or other tomskefreqnantappUestlonofittopraefiee.
_-tienlar species of good or ill office, but These two lots of evils, howsoever di_
any species whatever, just as oeeadon serves, tingoishable, intermix with and aggravate
that shall be proportionate to the strength one anothor. I have done an immoral set:
of your ill.will, and condstent with your own I am discovered: I peredve as much. Now

then, before I happen to have occasion to

• Forfeiture of _ may be mnsidored Iavail myself of the good o_. of _ at"
g]so, in anothor _int of view, m4_dng the for- my aequaintmme as come to now o_ n--
feiture of the se_nses of such mi_stersofjustice, be£ore I happen to be in s way to _ fremwhose Mse it ts to atford a man _ote_ton in the
enjoym_t of the pmsemidm in qussfloa, the denial of those good offices-- _ It word,
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before I have experienced any of the ¢as_! monly are, forbidden. In no settled state of
evils annexed by the moral sanction to my government is private displeasure permitted
delinquency, I already foresee more or less to rise so high as to vent itself indlscrimi-
clearly, and apprehend more or less strongly, nstely in any ol those direct ways of inflicting
the lossof those good officesand of that Iminwhich the politicalmagistratehimself
good-will: I feelthepainfulsenseof shame, may have thoughtitexpedientto recurto.
the pain of ignominy; I experience,in a However flagrantlyimmoral may have been
word, the characteristic evil of the moral the conduct of a delinquent, persons at large
sanction as the punishment of my misbe- are never permitted, of their own authority,
haviour. This sense of shame stamps the to punish him by beating or maiming, or put-
marks of gm'lt upon my deportment. This ting him to death. Positive ill offices may be
being the case, either out of despair I avoid divided into such as display themselves in
my acquaintance, or else I put myself in their actions at large, and such as display them-
way. If I avoid them, I by that means ILl- selves in discourse. Now, it is to speech
ready deprive myself of their good offices: if that the latitude which is still left to the
I put myself in their way, the guilt which right of rendering positive ill offices in a
is legible in my countenance, advertises and direct way, is principally confined :* and even
increases their aversion: they either give an this right is commonly subject to a number
express denial to my request, or, what is more of limitations. But ill offices which are con-
common, anticipate it by the coldness of their fined to speech, are not, if they stop there,
behaviour. This reception gives fresh keen- productive of any evil. When they are, it zs
hess to the sting of shame, or (in the syste- ultimately by disposing other persons to e _-
matical language I have ventured to make terrain a displeasure against the same pcrso.._,
use of,) the experiment I have made of the and manifest it by actions of another kin_.
t._ua[ evils adds force to the characteristic If, then, such positive ill offices as dis[,la#
evils of this sanction, themselves in actions at large be excluded,

We have already intimated the dis"traction all that remains is resolvable ultimately into
between positive and negative ill offices: to negative illoffiees. Andof these, those which
the former, and even in a few instances to the a delinquent has in ordinary cases to appre-
latter, it is the duty, and a great part of the hend, amount only to such as are not illegaL
business, of the political magistrate to set Nor is even this a contemptible and in-
limits. These limits, however, may come considerable source of suffering. Dependent
ancidentally to be transgressed, as there are as men in a state of society are upon one
scarce any laws that can be made but what another, the punishment derived fi'om the
may come accidentally to be disobeyed. On source in question, even when narrowed hy
this account, the evils that may result from all these restrictions, may, and indeed fi'e-
this source remain still indeterminate and quently does, rise to a tremendons height.
unlimited. But were the laws that might be It admits of no evasmn: it comes upon a
made in this behalf ever so certain in their man from all quarters: he can see no end to
operation, those evils would still remain in- its duration, nor limit to its effects. It is
determinate and unlimited, notwithstanding, not unusual for it to bereave him of the chief
For so uncertain and unforeseeable may be pleasures and sources of profit he has set hm
the connexion between the refuselofa gond heart upon: it may deprive him of all those
office, and the miseries which in particular profits and enjoyments he had been aceus-
circumstances may be the consequences of tomed to expect at the hands of his friend
such a refusal, that no law could make & se- i or his patron: by setting his common aequain-
cure provision against those miseries in every tance at a distance from him, it may fill the
ease, without such a subversion of all liber- detail of his life with a perpetual train of
ty and all property as would produce much disappointments and rebuffs. It leaves him
greater miseries. Your giving me a shilling joyless and forlorn : and, by drying up the
to buy me food, or taking me twenty miles source of every felicity, it embitters the
to a physician, may, on a critical occasion, whole current of his life.
save me from an excruciating disease; but no Were we indeed to inquire minutely into
law, without leaving it to the-detormination the distinction between the n_ture of the
of the person in want, can with sufficient political and moral sanctions, it would come
certainty desert_e such occasions ; nor can out that, of the evils which, when considered
any law,withoutdeprivingyon ofallliberty as issuingfrom the moral sanction,I have
s_l allproperty,obligeyou to give money styhd c.as_alewls,some areevenmore HI,ely
to,ortakea journeyfor,everyman who shall
determine himself to be in went of such as- • I am conscious that the distinction here

stated, between _he direct and indir,_t way of
sistance, rendering ill orleans, m far enough from ueing ex-

Howosever this be with regard to negative phcit _ bat there would be no way of makin_ it
ill offices, positive ill offices not only may be so wtt|wmt despxtchmg a large and intricate role
fimited, but in most cases may be, and com_ of the doctrine of ofl_t_c_.
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to be brought upon a man by the action of I timetheoffence(tbe/_suppose)iscommittir_g,
one of these sanctions, and some others by [ it may be foreseen that a number of stripes
that of the other. But as to the species of [ given with such an instrument, not more
evil, this is all the distraction we shall be ] thanso many, norfewer than so many, willbe
able to make out ; for there is not any evil [ _cted (in ease of detection) so many days
which the exertion of one of these forces [ or weeks hence, at such a place and by the
may bring upon a man, but which may also [ handa of such an executioner : and v/ce _n'_,
be brought upon him by the action of the when they come to be inflicted, the punish-
other, meat will be seen to be the consequence of

The most studied and artifieial torments, such an offence. Now, when the organieal
for instance, that can be invented by a poll- pain produced by the punishment thus in.
tieal magistrate, and the most unlikely for a tiered is over, all the punishment for that
man to be exposed to suffer by the unassisted offence, as far as depends upon the political
powers of nature, or even from the unautho- sanction, is commonly over and at an end.
rized resentment of an individual, are what But as to the ill offices, as well negative as
he may by accident be exposed to from the positive, which constitute the substance and
latter source. It may be for want of some groundwork of the moral sanction, no man
evidence that an individual might furnish, can tell what they will bewwhat particular
and from ilLwdl forbears to furnish, that I evils they will subject a man to--when they
may have been doomed to these torments by will commence, or when they will end_where
a judge ; or if the like torments be supposed they will display themselves, nor who will
to be inflicted by the unauthorized violence render them. Nor, dee versd, when they
of an enemy, they may be attributed in the have actually been rendered, when such or
first place, indeed, to the vengeance of that such a neighbour has shut his door against
enemy; but in the second place, to the me, and I am pining with hunger or shiver-
disesteem and ill-will borne me by some ing with cold, can I always know for certain
stranger, who having it in his power to that the immorality I was guilty of at such
rescue me, yet exasperated against me on or such a time was the occasion of his un-
account of some real or supposed instance of kindness. In a word, determinateness is the
immoralltv in my behaviour, chose rather to perfection of the punishments belonging to
see me sutfer than to be at the pains of afford- the political senetion : indeterminateness is
Lug me }as asslstunce, the very essence of those issuing t_om the

On the other hand, the whole sum of the moral.
evils depending upon the moral sanction, to A word or two may be of use in this place
wit. not only the casual evils, but the sense with respect to the nomenclature employed
of infamy which constitutes the characteristic in speaking of the punishments belonging to
evil, is liable in many instunces to be brought this sanction. The expressions made use of
upon a man by the doom of the political on this occasion are singularly various: a
magistrate. This is what we have found it whole legion of fictitions entities are created.
unavoidably necessary, on various occasions, for the purpose of representing the one fun-
to give intimation of, and what we shall damental idea in question, under the different
have need more particularly to enlarge upon aspects of which it is susceptible. The
hereafter, names of these fictitious entities are many of

It is in the manner, then, in which the them disparate: they require different sets
evils that come alike under the department of words to enable them to make a meaning;
of each of the two sanctions come to be in- and the coincidence lies not between the

flieted, that the only characteristic differ- import ofthesenameswhenseparatelytaken,
ence discendble between these two senetions but between certain sentences or proposi.
is to be seen. With regard to punishment tious, in which they may respectively be
issuing from the political sanction, the spe- made to bear a part. Among these words
eies, the degree, the time, the place, the may be reckoned reputation, honour, cherae-
person who is to apply it, are all assignable, ter, .good name, dishonour, shame, infamy,
With regard to that which may issue from ignominy, disgrace, aversion, and contempt.

tn speakiug, then, of s man as sufferi_ undar

aretheassignable.mUralsanction, none of these particu|ars Is punishment of the moral sanction, it may
When I say assignable, I must be under- be more or less convenient, according to the

stood to speak with reference to some parti- oeeusion, to use, mnoug_ others, ,my of the
eular time, coincident with or subsequent to following expreuums: We may say that he
that of the eonunlssion of the offence. At has forfeited his reputation, his honour, his
that very time, then, with respect to polities] character, his good name ; that Iris fame has
punishment, that is, with respect to personal been tarnished; that his honour, his eharae-
punishments and forfeitures, many of .those tel or his reputation, has received a stsia;
pertienlare, and sometimes 8llof them, are that he _amdadisgraced; that he has beeome
msignabld, and may be foreseen. At the infamous; that he has sunk under s lead of
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infamy, ignominy, or disgrace ; that he him comprise all sorts of evils: the ill-will pro-
fallen into disgrace, into disesteem, into duced manifests itself in a variety of modes,
disrepute ; that he has incurred the ill-will, that can neither be calculated nor foreseen.
the aversion, the contempt of the neighbour- They admit, then, of no precise description ;
hood, of the public ; that he is become an for it is only when the effects are determi-
object of aversion or contempt. It were the hate, that a punishment admits of a descrip-
task rather of the lexicographer than the tion. Will they be analogous to the offence,
jurist to exhaust the catalogue of these ex- or unfrugal, or excessive ? Upon these points
pressions. Those which have been already nothing can be sai&
exhibited may be sufficient to advertise the Our observations will be comprised under
reader of the similarity there may be in point three heads :-- their divisibility, equability,
of sense between a variety of other expres- and exemplarity.
sions of like import, however dissinfilar they 1. These punishments admit of minute
may be in sound, division : they have all the de_rees possible

Hitherto we have considered the punish- from mere blame to infamy, from a tempo-
ment belonging to the moral sanction in no rary suspension of good-will, to active mtd
other point of view than that in which it ap- permanent ill-will: but these several degrees
pears when standing singly, uncombined with depend altogether upon accidental circum-
and uninfluenced by the political. In this stances, and are incapable of beiug estimated
state, the direction given to it, and the force by anticipation. Punishments of the pecu-
with which it acts, are determined altogether niary or chronical class, as, for example, ira-
by the persons to whom it belongs ultimately prisonment, are susceptible of being exactly
to dispense it, unassisted and uncontrouled measured: punishments that depend on the
by the political magistrate. In this state it moral sanction, not. Before they are expe-
acted before the formation of political society, rienced, the value put upon them is nece_
before the creation of that artificial body of sarily extremely inaccurate. In respect of
which the political magistrate is the head. intensity, they are liable to be inferior to the
In this state, by its connexion with the greater part of those belonging to the poh-
various modes of conduct which it happened tical sanction; they consist more in privations
to be employed to prohibit or to recommend, of pleasure, than in positive evils. This it is
it gave birth to that fictitious set of rules that constitutes their principal imperfection ;
which are what some moralists have some- and it is solely for supplying this impeffec-
times at least in view, when they speak of tion, that penal laws were established.
the law of nature. In this state it was an One of the circumstances by which their
engine, to the power of which the political effect is weakened, is the locality of their
magistrate was a witness, before the con- operation. Do you find yourself exposed to
struction of that which is of his own imme- the contempt of the people with whom you
diate workmanship. It then was, it still is, are in the habit of associating ? to exempt
and it ever must be, an engine of great power, yourself from it, all that you have to do is
in whatever direction it be applied ; whether to change your abode. The punishment is
it be applied to counteract or to promote his reduced to the giving a man the option to
measures. No wonder, then, he should have remain exposed to the inconveniences result-
sought by various contrivances to press it ing from this contempt, or to inflict on him-
into his service. When thus fitted up and self the punishment of banishment, which
set to work by the political magistrate, it may not be perpetual. He does not abandon
becomes a part of the vast system of ma- the hope of returning, when by lapse of time
chinery to which we have given the name of the memory of his transgressions shall be el-
the political sanetjun. And now, then, we faced, and the public resentment appeased.
are in • condition to discuss the nature of 2. In respect of equability, these punish-
that genus of political punishment which, ments are really more defective than at first
in svs_ms of jurisprudence, is commonly sight they might appear. In every condition
spoken of under the name of infamy, or for- in life, each man hes his own circle of friends
feiture of reputation, and acquaintance : to become an object of

contempt or aversion to this society is a mis-
§ 2. Adt_mtages mid Disadeaatages of the fortune as great to one man as to another.

t_Kaishmeats belomji_j to the Moral This is the result that may at first view pre-
Sanc6on. sent itself to the mind, and which, to s eer-

We will now proceed to examine the pu- rain extent, isreullycorrect; it will, however,
nislunents belonging to the moral sanction ! upon a more narrow scrutiny of the matter,
itseH_ independently of any employment of be found, that in point of intensity this class
it by. the n_.strate to ugsravate or guide the of puulshment is subject to extreme variation,
effect of his design_ depending, as it does, upon the condition in

Pmddunenta of this _ as has been al- life, wealth, education, age, sex, and other
ready _id, admit of no distinctions : they circumst_mees : the c_tud evils result_ frem
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the punishments belonging to this unction coincide with ".he prindplce of ut_ty : it is
are infinitely variable : shame depends upon in this _ also that the inconveniences
sensibility, arising from the forfeiture of esteem are moot

Women, t_pedally among civilized nations, sensibly felt, and that the evil consequences
are more alive to, and susceptible of, the arising from the loss of reputation produce
impression of shame than men. From their the most serious ill consequences.
earliest infancy, and even before they are Among the poorer classes, among men
eapable of understanding the object of it, one who live by their daily labour, sensibility to
of the most important branches of their edu- honour is in general less acute. A day Is-
cation is, to instil into them principles of bourer, if he be industrious, though his cha-
modesty and reserve ; and they are not long in racter be not unspotted, will be at no loss tor
discovering that this guardian of their virtue work. His companions are companions of
is at the same time the source of their power, labour, not of pleasure : from their gratuitous
They are, moreover, physically weaker, and services he has little to expect, and as little
more dependent than men, and stand more to ask. His wants are confined to the mere
in need of protection ; it is more difficult for necessaries of life. His wife and his children
them to change their society, and to remove owe him obedience, and dare not withhold
from the place of their abode, it. The pleasures which arise from the ex-

At a very early age, generally speaking, ercise of domestic authority fill up the short
sensibility to the moral sanction is not re- intervals of labour.
markably acute : in old age it becomes still 3. The greatest imperfection attending pu-
more obtuse. Avarice, the only p_ssion that nishments arising from the moral sane'dun, is
is fortlfied by age, subduesa]Isenseofshame, their want of e=emplarit9. Their effect, in

A weak state of health, morbid irritability, this respect, is less than that of any of the
any bodily defect, any natural or accidental punishments of the political sanction. When
infirmity, are circumstances that aggravate a man is exposed to suffering from loss of
the suffering from shame, as from every other reputation, it may be unknown to all the
calamity, world, or at least the knowledge may be con-

Wealth, considered of itself, independently fined to those who are the instruments of his
of rank and education, has a tendency to punishment, and to the immediate circle of
blunt the force of these impressions. A rich his friends and acquaintance. But these are
man has it in his power to change his re- witnessesonlyofaamallpartofhissufferinp.
sidence ; to procure fresh eonnexions and They perceive that he is treated with indif-
acquaintance, and by the help of money to ference or disdain; they observe that he doce
purchase pleasures for which other people not find protection or confidence: but all
are dependent upon good-will. There exists these observations are transitory. The in-
a disposition to respect opulence on its own dividual, wounded by these signs of coldness
account ; to bestow on the possessor ot it or aversion, shuns the company of the autho,_
gratuitous services, and, above all, external or the witnesses of his shame ; he retires to
professions of politeness and respect, solitude, where he suffers in secret; and the

Rank is a circumstance that augments the more unhappy he is, the smaller is the num-
sensibility t_ all impressions that affect the ber of the spectators of his punishment.
honour; but the rules of honour and morality Punishments, connected with the moral
are not always calculated upon the stone sanction, are advantsgeous with rderence to
scale: the higher ranks are, however, in go- reformation. When s man suffers in conso-
neral, more alive to the influence of opinion quence of a violation of the established rules
than the inferior classes, of morality, he can only refer the evil he ex-

Profession and habitual occupation mate- perienees to its true cause: the more mmm?_le
dally affect the punishments proceeding from he is to shame, the more he will fear to in.
this source. In some classes of society, the crease it: he will become either more prudent
point of honour is at the very highest pitch, that he may avc_d deteetlo_ or more careful
and any circomstance by which it is affected to save appearances; or he willin future/ub-
produces a more acute impression than any mit to those laws which he has been unabk
other species of shame. Courage, among to break without suffering. Pabiie oldnion,
military men, is an indispensable qualifiea- with the exception of a few eases, is not im-
tion : the slightest suspicion of cowardice placable. There is anumg men a redprocel
exposes them to perpetual insults : thence, need of indulgence, and n levity and ease in
upon this point, that delicacy of feeling forgetting instead of forgivlng faults, when
among men who, upon other points, are in a the remembrance of them is not renewed by
remarkable degree regardless of the influence fresh failures
of the moral sanet_un. On the other hand, with re#pe_ to disho-

The middle rank, of society are the most nourable ,_tious fur which there is neither
virtuous : it is among them that in the great- appeal or pardou, the lmukhment of infamy
est number of pmuts the principles d honour acts as a db_mmqpmm_t, and .not as a too-
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tire to reform_on, Nemo d/_/tate perd/t_ ] the deserter from one sect or party will be
pavdt. [ mn'olled in another.

These disedwntages are in a measure ¢vm- ]
pensated, and this sanction receives a degree [
of force which is often wanting in the politi- [ CHAPTER ILL
cal sanction, from the certaint_l of its action. ] vogrzrrvaE ..... u.....
There is no offending against it with impu- I ,,r =_r ,A,Jvm.
nity: an offence against one of the laws of ] WE now come to consider the punishment of
honour, arouses all its _amrdians. The vo- [ infamy, or forfeiture of reputation.* The ns-
litical "tribunals are snbjeeted to a regltlar [ ture of this punishment we have already had
process: they cannot pronounce a decision [ oceaslon to discuss, in treating of the moral
without _vro°'f.,and _uroofsare often defective. [ sanction from.... which it derives its origin. All
The tribunal of public opinion possesses more | that remmns for us to do m this place, m to
liberty and more power: it is liable to be state the various contrivances by which the
unjust in its decisions, but theyare never de- political magistrate has gone about to modify
layed on that aceotmt ; they can be reversed its direction, and to augment its force.
at pleasure. Trial and execution proceed In point of direction, the way in which he
with equal steps, without delay or necessity influences the action of this punishment is

for pursuit. There are everywhere persons * Though infamy m the more common, for-
ready to judge, and to execute the judgment, feiture of reputation m the more convenient ex-
This tribunal always inclines to the side of prsssion of the two. Infamy is a term which
severity : its judges are interested by their appears forced, when applied to any other than
vanity and their love of display in making its very hi/_h degrees of the punishment in ques-
decisions severe ; the more severe they ap- tiun: the phrase, forfeiture of reputation, is ac-commodat_l to one degree as well as another; for
pear, the more they flatter themselves with the quantity of repumtiou may be conceived to
the possession of the good esteem of others, be divided into as many lots or degrees as the.t_
They seem to think that the spoliation of can be reason for.
one character forms the riches of another. The turn and structure of language having
Thus, although the punishments of the moral put a man's reputation, like his estate, upon the

footing of his possessions, men have considered
_action are indeterminate, and for the most and spoken of the subject as if it were a quantity
part, when estimated separately, of little alike determinate, and as if a man might be made
weight, yet by the certainty of their opera- to forfeit the whole of his reputation at.a single
tion, their frequent recurrence, and their ac- stroke, as he may the whole of his estate. But
cumtt_tion, from the number of those who that this, though possible in the latter instance,

have authority to _ct them, they possess is impossible in the former, will presently be
a degree of force which cannot be despised seen, by tracing up these fictitious objects ofpo_emnon to the real objects from whence they
by say individual, whatever my be his cha- are respectively derived. A man's estate is de-
rscter, his condition, or his power, rived out of things ; out of certain determinate

The power exeremed by the moral sanction allotments of things, moveable or immoveable ;
varies according to the degree of civilization, or if any part of it be derived immediately out of

In civilized society there are many sources persons, it is derived out of the services of a few
persons, and those persons (and very frequently

of enjo.vment, and consequently many wants, those services due from each person) determinate
which can be supplied only from considers- and certain. But a man's reputation is derived
tions of reciprocal esteem : he who loses his immediately out ofpereo_ ; out of the services
reputation is consequently exposed to ex- of persons; out of any services of any
tended suffering in all these points, whatsoever ; out of the services of as many per-

Theexerciseofthissanctionisalso_voured sons, be theywho they may, as choose to render
or restrained by different circumstances. Un- him any. This is a stock which the politicalmagistrate can never, perhaps, by any one opera-
der a popular government, it is carried to tion, nor indeed by any number of operations of
the highest de_ee; under adespotic govern- any kind, be certain of exhausting; much less
ment, it is reduced almost to nothing, by any such vague and feeble operations as those

Easy enmmunications, and the ready cir. are by which an offender is commonly understood
¢ulztion of intelligence, by means of news- to have been made to incur the forfeiture of re]?a-
I_tpers, anffments the extent of this tribunal, t_tion, that is, the punishment of infamy.

If there be, it is that punishment which, if the
and m the submisdon o£individuals to vulgar tradition is to be depended upon, was in-
the empire of opinion, flitted by Richard I I I. on Jane Shore-- the direct

The more unanimous the derisions of the prohibitang of all persons from renderivg to the
unction, the gregter their fores. Are offender any kind of service. But this is but, in

its decisions different smo_ a great number other words, the punishment of #tarvlvg. The
of _nt sects or parties, whether religious same punie3ament has sometimes been denouncedin other countries_ where, being strictlyexetuted,
or political, they will contradict _ other. , it has been, as it could not but be_ attended with
Virtue and vicv will notusethe same com. thatetfect.*

mon mewmre. Places of refus, e will be fonnd , Case of the Albi,gennses.__ Ses p,_pin (Mon.for those who have dissmeed themselves, and fort)._See Watson s PhiL 2d.
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very"simple. It is this : by' annexing it to the the non-obeervance of it would be peraicio_
commission of any act which, by prohibiting, to the community."
he has constituted an offence. 5. A fifth expedient, by which the moral

In point of force, he may influence it by sanction is called upon in a manner stir more
various means, express to enforce a political ordinance, is by

"/'he methods by which this may be done censure directly levelled at him, whosoever
may be divided, in the first place, into leglsla- he shall prove to be, that shall infringe it.
[we or executwe. Is[, It may be done by This censure may be levelled st the offender
methods simply legislati;/e, without any of either immediately, or else mediately, by be-
that interference which, in the case of ordi- ing immediately pointed at the offenee.t
navy punishments, is necessary, of the execu- 6. A sixth expedient is by transferring, or
tire power : the law in this case commits to at least endeavouring to transfer, upon one
each individual, in as far as he himself is con- offence, the measure of disrepute that natuo
corned, the ofllee of judge and executioner, rally attends upon another. The way in
2d, But in this case, as in any o_her, the which this is done, is by affecting to regard
law may carry itself into execution in the the obnoxious practice in question as an eci-
ordinary methods of procedure ; authorizing dence of another practice, on which men are
the judge, either in imitation of his prede- already in the habit of bestowing a superior
censors, or in conformity to the letter of degree of dlsrepute._ It is plain that the
positive law, to direct and animate the re- cases in which this can be attempted with
sen[men[ of the community at large, any prospect of success must necessarily be

By the simple cxerczse of the legislative ! limited. To warrant the inference, some
office, the law may annex to any [node of I _ppearance in connexion, however superfi-
conduct a certain q[mntity of disret_ute, in the I clal, there must be between the two offences.
follow,,g ways :-- Bat an, little connexion, however slight, is

1. By simply prohibiting any mode of con- ordinarily suffident. In such a case, men
duct, although no political penalty be also in general are not apt to be very dittieult
employed to enforce the prohibition. This with regard to the evidence. The vanity of
is the lowest degree in which the political being thought ssgacaous, the pride of fitting

maglstrate can be instrmnental in applying in judgment and condemning, the hope ot
the force of the several sanctions. This earning a certain measure of reputauon oa

slightest exertion of the force of the moral the score of virtue at an easy rate, the love
sane[ion is inseparable, we see, from an exer- of novelty aod paradox, and the propensity

[ion of that of the political. A few words " This anxiety may be grounded or excited,
may be of use on this occasion, to show to not solely by a supposed utihty of the l_w, but
what causes it is owing that a certain share m some degree by a supposed propenm,/[n the
of the former of these forces is become, as it people to dleobey it.
were, appurtenant to the other. "_ Of terms of condemnation apldi_l directly

2. If no pohtieal penalty is denounced, the to the offence, the imterobd faetura of the Lex
Valeria may serve for an example : " Valerla

community find m this circumstance a stronger Lex, quum eum qui provoc_sset _rgis
or additional reason for annexing their dises- securique necari voluisset, siquis auvetans ea
teem to the breach of it. For since it must fecisseh n,hil ultra quam imprai_ factum ad-
be evident to the legislator, as it is to every jecit. --LxvY, L 0, ch. 9.
man, that no rule can have any effect with- The laws of Greece and Rome afford _vera]
out a motive to prompt a man to observe it, examples, where for different offences the often.der is pronounced infamous. •
his omitting to annex any other penalty is na- __ Of this we have an example in certain ia_
rurally understood to be a kind of tacit warn- of Zaleucus, the Locrian leg_slator_ pretended
ing to the community at large to take the to have been preserved (says my authority) by
execution of the law into their own hands. Diodorus SicuIus : " Let not a free woman go
All he does in such case. is to glee dtrectwn forth f_m the city in the night_ unless when she
to the moral sanction, trusting to its native goes to prostitute herself to her gallant., l_t

lier not wear rich ornaments, or garments rater.
force for the execution of his law. woven with gold, unless she be a courtesam'--

3. If the ordinance be accompanied by an Prine. of Pen. Law, c. _6.
express exhortation to obey it, or, what This was as much as to say, that if he knew
comes to much the same thing, if the terms of a wmnan's going abroad in a lone p!ace at the
in which it is delivered savour of exhortation, unseasonable hour he is speaking of, _e legit.
this is another and more express declaration tot should take it for gra/mal that sue.n was tl_
ot his persuasion of the utility of the ordi- errand she went out upon. /_ she dressed in.a
nancc he promulgates. And the more anxious manner in which it was particularly the b_i.. hess of courtesans to dress, he should take mr
he is that it shmdd meet with _d_edieuce, the granted her being of that _axalh
more pcrnic'ous _it shows] he appears to ,, .
deem the eondue_ of any one who disobeys s So b_ 9 Anne c. 14, § 5, a lass at_play, ff
it. or at least the more ctmviuced he _hosvs proscencvo on that statute, is to be declared in-
himself to be, Ihat, to a certain degree at least, famous. _ Vide. eti#m star. _3d. 6.
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to_ especinllyon the un_vour, ndlysanexedtothesevernlmedesdpunlsh-
able side, seeond the aim of the legislator, ment; sad in the eonrse of tlds inquiry we

8o much for the ways in which the poli- shall find reasonto _ eertsin punish.
ties/magistrate may exert an influence over ments from the rest, by the specialepithet of
the moral sanction by the bare exercise of infamous.
his/egq_/at/ve powers: we now come to the A certain degree of i,f_m_, or disrepute,
instsaees in which he requires the mistance we nave _y remarxea, m what neces.
of the executive, sadly attends on every kind of political pu-

Of all the expedients thst may be classed nishment. But there are some that reflect _t
under this head, the least severe is that of much larger portion of i_famy thin others._
publication m the ma_ publie the fact of These, therefore, it is plain, are the only
the offence, accompanied with a designation ones which can be ststed properly by that
of the offender. It is princiludlyin point of name.
extent that s measure of this sort tends to Upon looking over the list of punishments,
add to the natural qNantwmof disrepute ; we ,hal! find that it is to those which eoma
though something likewise may be supposed underthe name of eorpornl punishments that
to be contributed by it in point of intens/_, this property of reflecting an extraordinary
on account of the certainty which it gives to degree of infamy is almost exclusively con-
men's opinions of the delinquency of the of- fined. Pecuniary punishments, which are the
fender. Even this mode of proceeding, mild most common, are attended with a less de.
as it may appear, is capableof various degrees gree of infamy than any other, unless it be
of severity, according to the various degrees quasi-pecun'.mrypunishments; which in this
of publicity that may be given to the fact. respect, as m most others, are pretty much
It may be registered in a written instrument upon a par with pecuniary. Next to these
to which few people have access ; it may be come the several modes of confinement ;
registered in a written instrument to which among which, if there be any difference,
any person may have access. It may be no- quasi imprisonment and local interdiction
tiffed by proclamation, by sound of trumpet, seem the mildest in this respect; next to
by beat of drum. Since the invention of them, banishment and imprisonment the se-
printiug, it maybe recorded in indelible cha- verest. Of specific restraints and active pu-
racters, and circolated through the whole nishments at large, they are so various, that
state." It is obvious, that the discredit re- it is not easy to give an account. In general,
fleeted by this expedient, must be greater or they seem to be on a footing with those
less in point of intensity, as the offence is punishments that are mildest in this respect,
esteemed moreor less disreputable, unless where, by means of analogy, they are

The censure which in the law is pro- so contrived as to reflect and aggravate in a
nounced in general terms upon such un- peculiar manner the infamy of the offence._
certain persons as may chance to become The same account may be given of all the
offenders, may, upon conviction, by the as- other kinds of forfeiture.
simatnceof the executive power, be brought With regardto corporal punishments short
home to, and personally levelled at any in- of death, there is no punishment of this class
dividual offender. And this may be done in but is understood to carrywith it a veryhigh
a manner more or less public, and either in degree of infamy. The degree of it, how-
a settled form of words, or with more lati- ever, is not by say means in proportion to
rude in a speech ad//b/turn, to be delivered the organical pain orinconveniences that are
by the judge._ respectively attendant upon those punish-

But the severest expedient for inflictnug ments. On the contrary, if there be any
infamyis that which consists in _he applying difference, it seems as if the less the quan-
of some political punishment, which, by its tity is which a punishment imparts, of those
influence on the imaginations of mankind, is or any other kind of inconveniences, the
in possession of the power of producingthis. greater is the quantity which it imports of

effect. This leads us to inquire into the [ A-------_areO"-'-fcir--------_mstan---'---e_-Ro-----'-_an± this the
different measures of infamythat stand natu- [ law_yershave takena distinct/onbetweenthe ia-

l_amia.l_iendthei,sfamlajurb--thenamnd
• Inceuainoffencesagainstthepolice,--for[infamyresultingfromtheolf_nce,andtheartifi-

immmes,in _l!ing breadby shortweight,--it m I c_d infamyproduced through the means of the
not an uncommonthing, where the degree of I punishmentbythe law. See Heinsoc.Elementa
delinquency appcamto be considerable._or the I Jut. Civil _ LS, fit. 2, §_9, wheseexpla-
magistrate to threaten the offender, that upon nation_however,is not very_. .
the next convictionhe shall be advertisedin the [_Such as the oblig&tiento asx lmmonisa
newspapex_ Such s punishment seems to be instanceof active punishment: the forbearingto
look_l -uponas more severe than the fine im- esrry on an employmentwhichthe offender]_as
pinedby statute, exercisedfraudulently--an immmceof restrictive

"!"_ the punishme_ is eaplts_ or the punishment: thefor.be_, g to eeme into the
•Amteo_ disereti6mwy,it is commonwith us in _ofthepm_y iv_ursd_an instancem am-
gnghmd to prefaceit withsuch • speech, bulatorycenfinemem.
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mfiuny. The reason may be, that since it is I ever., so great as what is produced by stig.
manifest the punishment must have been de- I matization, because it does not of itself, like
signed to produce suffering in some way or I that galling punishment, make known the
other, the less it seems calculated to produce [ guilt of the delinquent to strangers st the
in any other way, the more manifest it is that I first glance.

it was for this purpose it was made choice of. I _Nearly allied .to corporal infamy are two
A.co_rdingly: in regard to punishments to

_e_Ch the _ghest degrees of infamy are un- I other spe_es ox mtmny, which, as they deriveI their influence altogether from that which is
rstood to be annexed, one can scarcely find ! possessed by corporal infamy, may be styled

any other suffering which they produce. This quasi-corporaL The one is inflicted by an
is the case with several species of transient application made, instead of to a man's body,
disablement; such as the punishments of the to some object, the idea o£ which, by the
stocks, the pillory, and the earcan: and with principle of association, has the effect of sng-
several species of transient as well as of gesting to the imagination the idea of a pu-
perpetual disfigurement ; such as /gnomi- nishment applied actually to the body itself.

ous dresses and stigmatization. According- This, inasmuch as it operates by the force of

y, these modes of punishment are all of them symbols or emblems, may be styled s_mboli.
regarded as neither more nor less than so ca] or emblematical corporal infamy. The
many ways of_cting infamy. Infamy thus other is inflicted by a punishment applied,
produced by corporal punisl_ments, may be indeed, to the bgdy , but not till after it has
styled corporal ignominy pr in£amy, ceased to be susceptible of punishment_ I

According as the corporal punishment that
mean, not til/after death : this may be styled

is made choice of, for the sake of producing postlzumoas or post-obitory corporal infamy.f
the infamy, is temporary or perpetual, the To the head of forfeiture of reputation,
infamy itself may be distinguished into tern- must be referred a forfeiture of a very par°
porary and indelible. Thus the infamy pro- ticular kind __ forfeiture of credibility ; that
duced by the stocks, the pillory, and the is, in effect, forfeiture of so much of s man's
esrcan, is but temporary ; that which is pro- reputation as depends upon the opinion of his
duced by an indelible stigma is perpetual, veracity. The effect of this punishment (as
Not but that any kind of infamy, howsoever far as it can be carried into effect) is to cause
inflicted or contracted, may chance to prove people to bestow on the delinquent that share
perpetual ; since the idea of the offence, or, of ill-will which they are naturally disposed
what comes to the same thing, of the pu- to bear to a man whose word they look upon
nishment, may very well chance to remain as not being to be depended upon for true.more or less fresh in men's minds to the end This punishment is a remarkable instance
of the delinquent's life : but when it is pro- of the empire attempted, and not unenceess-
duced by an indelible stigma, it cannot do fldly, tobeexercisedbythepolitlealnmgistrate
otherwise than continue so long as the mark over the moral sanction. Application is made
remains, whatsoever happens to him : where-

soever he goes, and how long soever he lives, • Among the ancient Peraians, in some cases,
he bears about him the evidence of his guilt, when the criminal was of high rank, instead 0£

Mutilation and the severer kinds of simple whipping the man himself, it was the custom to
afflictive punishments, discolourment, disfi- whip hm clothes. To this head may also be re-
Statement, and disablement, are all attended ferred the custom which lZ_waiis in France and

other nations upon the continent of executing
likewise with a very intense degree of in- criminals in effigy. The feigned punishment
fsmy ; that is, in as far as the effects pro- inflicted on the effigy is commonly, I suppose,
dnced by them are known to be produced on the same tlm__t,would have been really iniiicted
purpose in the way of punishment. But with upon the man s person for the same offence; nor
regard to many of the sorts of punishment is it usual, I believe, to employ thin imni_hn_mx
that come under the three latter heads, as where the delinquent is forthcoming.
the effects of them are, upon the face of In Portngal_ sevend of the persons who wereconcerned in the attempt upon the late king's life
them, no other than might have been pro- were punished in this manner.
duced by aceidcnt, thev are therefore the less t I'.o this head may be referred a pin of the
certain of producing the effect of infamy, punishment in use in England for high
The _y produced by these punishments son, .ac,_ordi_ to the common law; th_
m, in point of duration, of a mixed nature, out and burmng of the _ the cutting offthe head, and the dividing the body into four
as it were, between temporary and l_rpe- quarte_ which are _ of at the King's
tual. At the time of theexeention, it stands _ 2 Hand-.a, 443.
upon a par in this respect with the pillory or By an English sumzte, in _ of _, the
the stocks, with whipping or any other kind judge is e_oined m order the body (aft_
of simple attlietive punishments: after that criminal has been lint m dsa_ by hanging), to

be publidy dim_, and is em_wm_d rebel or

_me, it is grcoter than what is produced by _ to be _oT_ _ as_f_mPlm_a._ul_unyeensequenees _illcontinue: it is not, how-
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to the executors of that sanction, that is, the titious or extraordinary. By natural share
public at large, to bestow on the delinquent of reputation and good-will, I mean that
not so much of their disesteem in general, which cash man po_es_s in virtue of his
nor yet so much of their disesteem as they own personal conduct and behaviour : by
are disposed to annex to some particular of- factitious, I mean that extraordinary share of
fence of which he has been found guilty, but these possessions which, independently of a
1inch a share as they are disposed to annex man's personal conduct, is bestowed on him
to another offence of which he has not been by the institution and contrivance of the po-
proved guilty, and which, unless by accident, litical magistrate.
has no connexion with that of which he has This kind of factitious reputation is corn-
actually been proved guilty, monly annexed to office or employment ; but

The method, too, which is taken to inflict it sometimes exists by itself. This is the
this punkhment, is equally remarkable. It case, for instance, in England. with the ranks
is indicted, not by any restraint or other pu- of gentlemen, esquire, knight, and baronet,
nkhment applied to the delinquent, but by a and the ranks derived from academical de-
restraint laid upon another person--a judge ; green.
or by an inconvenience which may be of any Rank may be conferred either by
kind whatsoever, thrown (as the case may or by authority. When derived from custom,
require) upon any person whatsoever. The it is annexed either to family or to oeenpa-
judge is forbidden to interrogate him, or to tion : when derived from authority, it is an-
permit him to he interrogated as a witness nexed to the person. But whether it were
in any cause, as also to pay any regard, on conferred by authority or no, it is in the
any such occasion, to any instrument purport- power of authority to dindnish the reputation
ing to contain his written attestation. The belonging to it, if not wholly to take it away.
party who may have stood in need of his A sentence of a judge, degrading a man from
evidence, for the preservation of his life, li- the rank of gentleman, cannot cause a man
herty, or fortune ; or the public, who may not to have been born of a iather that was a
have stood in need of it to warrant the pu- gentleman, but it may divcet him of a greater
nishment, and guard itself against the enter- or less share of that respect which men were
prises of another, perhaps more atrocious, disposed before to pay him on that account.
criminal, are precluded from that benefit. As to the mode of inflicting degradation,

I know not of any instance in which it is it may be inflicted by any process that serves
absolutely clear that a man has been made to express the will of the magistrate, that
to incur this singular kind of forfeiture in the the delinquent be no longer considered as
express view of punishment. In all the cases possessing the rank in question, with or
in which it has been adopted, it is not imo without corporal ignominy.
possible but that the restraint which it imports Degradation, did it answer precisely to the
may have been imposed in no other view than definition given of it, when it is styled for-
that of improving the rules of evidence, and feiture of rank, should take away from a man
guiding the judge against error in his decision that precise quantity of reputation, and con-
upon the questions of fact brought before sequently of good offices, and consequently
him. of happiness, for which he stands indebted

Be this as it may, it is certain that in the to his rank. But as these quantities are m-
English law it stands annexed, in many in- capable of being measured, or even estimated
stances, to offences which have not the re- with any tolerable degree of exactness, the
motest connexion with the veracity or men- punishment of degradation can never with
dacity of the offender.* any certainty be made to answer precisely to

To this head also must be referred the such definition. It seems probable, that a
punishment of forfeiture of rank, otherwise man who has once been possessed of a cer-
entitled degradation. For the purpose of rain rank, can never be totally deprived of
understanding this modification of iguomi- all the reputation, respect, and good offices
nious punishment, reputation must be- dis- that are commonly rendered to that rank :
tinguished into n_tural or ord/_ary, and fee- the imaginstiuns of mankind are too stubborn

• For immmce, to high treason, or the adhe- to yield instant and perfect obedience to the
to the uasuccea_l side in a competition nod of power. It seems probable, notwith-

l_ ttle ¢_rown : to homicide committed in re- standing, that the condition of a man who has
verge, on s sudden quarrel, or in the course of undergone a degradation of rank, is thereby
a duel_ by consent : to nape, and other _eguls- commonly rendered worse upon the whule
rifles of the venereal appetate. This, however, than if he had never been pos_essod of it ;

to pro_ed, not so much from design as because, in general, simply not to possess, istrem inattention m the authors of mtr cmnmon
law; and is one of the many absurd and mis- not so bad as, having possessed, to lose. To
¢hizveus ceasequences that follow from the speak with more precision, it should seem
lumldl _ together o_eawes of the mint I_etero- that the characteristic pain of the moral anne-
genera= nature, under the name of felonies, tion produced by such a punishment, is in
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general more than equivalent to the sum of
such of the casual benefits of that sauetlon § 2. Simple ]gnom_aiou, J_shmem_

as the punishment fails to take away. examilted.
It is common enough to speak of a total The infliction of ignominious punishment

loss of reputation ; and some jurists speak of is an appeal to the tribunal of the public--ca
such a loss as if it could easily be, and were invitation to the people to treat the offender
frequently incurred. But such a notion is not with contempt, to withdraw from him their
compatible with any precise idea of the ira- esteem. It is (to speak in figurative lan-
port of that term. To understand this, it will guage) a bill drawn upon the people for so
be necessary to conceive in idea a certain much of their ill-will as they shall think pro-
average or mean quantity of reputation equal per to bestow. If they look upon him in a
to zero, from whence degrees of good repu- less favourable light than they would other-
tation may be reckoned on one side, and of wise, the draft is honoured : if they do not,
|_d reputation on the other. This mean it is protested, and the charge is very apt to
q,ianUty'of reputation, or good-will, call that fall upon the drawer. Ignominious punish-
which any given member of the community ments are like those engines which are apt
may be deemed to possess, who has no rank, to recoil, and often wound the hand that un-
and who either has neither merits nor de- adroitly uses them.
merits, if such a human being be conceivable, But if skilfully managed, what important
or rather, whose merits stand exactly upon a services may they not be made to render 1
level with his demerits. All above this ave- The leglslator, by calling in to his aid, and
rage quaiitity may be styled 9ood reputation, trusting to the moral sanction, increases its
all below it bad reputation. In one sense, and the extent of its influence : and
then, a total forfeiture of reputation should when he declares that the loss of honour is
consist of nothing more than a total forfei- to be covsidered as a severe punishment, he
ture of good reputation, as thus defined. Now gives to it in the eyes of every man an addi.
their, according to this account of the matter, tional value.*
a total forfeiture of reputation would be no- 1. This species of punishment, so far as it
thing more than what is very possible, and goes, is not without some commodious pro-
iHdeed must be very frequent. But it is plain perties : it is variable in quantity, from the
1.hat this xs not what the jurists, nor indeed paternal admonition of the judge, to It high
what persons in general, in speaking of a degree of infamy. Accompanied with more
to_a! forfeiture of reputation, have in view. or less publicity, with various circumstances
For all that this would amount to, would be of disgrace and humiliation, the legislator
the reducing the delinquent to a level with may proportion the punishment to the ms-.
a man of ordinary merit and condition : it lignity of the offence, and adapt it to the
would not put his reputation upon so low a various circumstances of age, rank, sex, and
footing as that to which a man of ordinary profession. Every station in life will, for
merit and reputation would be reduced by this purpose, afford facilities that are [k_cu-
the shghtest instance of moral or political liar to it, and in particular the military.
ttclltt_luency. What they have in view is the In point of variability, punishments of this
acquisition, if one may so term it, of a cer- kind have an advantage over every other
tam share of ill reputation, the quantity of mode of punishment. This quality is deal-
which they view in a confused manner, as if rable in a mode of punishment, that it may
i_ were determinate, and consisted of all the be eapal_le of being made to bear a due pro-
ill reputation a man could possibly acquire, to every offence to which it is an-
But this, it ia plain, it never can do, at least hexed. With regard to all other kinds of
iu the cases to which they apply it. For they that are constituted solely by
speak of such an event as if it could be, and the law, the proportion must be settled by
commonly were, the effect of a single instance the law; whereas this mode has a tendeuey
of delinquency ; for instance, a robbery or to fall into that proportion of itself. The
ordiuary murder. This, it is plain, it can magistrate pronounces_the people execute.
never be, unless it should be maintained that The people, that is, as many of the people
an act of parricide, for example, would not us think proper: they execute it, that is, in
make a man worse looked upon than he was whatever proportion they think proper. The
before, after having committed only a rob- malignity towards the delinquent is in ge-
bcry or ordinary murder. It is plain that the neral proportionate to the malignancy of his
maximum of bad, as well as that of good re- offence. It is m_t, however, fike eorpor_
putation, is an infinite quantity, and that in punishment_peble of being universally ap-

this seuse there is no such thing within the plied to all'offences. In many cases, an of-
sphere of real life as a total forfeiture of re- fence may be productive of r_! misehie_ but
putation, a mischief which the people, the exeeWAoaerl

* See Trait& de I_,isIation, tom. _ e. 17.
Empioi du Mobile de l_lanneur.
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of this mode of punishment, are not qmdi_ed no means of pressing the great bulk of the
to perceive. On this part of the subject we people into the service. Upon other points,
shall have oo,_ion to speak further pre_ the popularsentimentsareindirectopposition
mtly. to those of the legislature: there are others,

2. In p_nt of exemplari_., this mode of on which they are wavering, neutral, or too
punishment cannot he excelled. Whatever it feeble to serve his purpose. The ease of duel-
m that a man suffers by the publication of hh ring may serve as an example.
offence, whether by degradation or by being " So far," says Rousseau, "is the censo-
subject to ignominious exposure, it is evi. rial tribunal from leading the public opinion,
dent thst he suffers it from the infamy at- it follows it : and when it departs from it, its
tochod to his character under the sanction of decisions are vain and nugatory.""
the legislator. Be it so : but what follows from this ? Is

3. In point of.fr_ga//_, it is odvant_gcous it that the legislator is to be the slave of the
enough. The mischiefapprchended from the most mischievous and erroneous popular no-
i11-will annexed to a disreputable act, bears, tions? No: this would he to qnit the helm,
I suppose, at least as high a ratio to the while the vessel was surrounded with rocks.
eventmd mischief, as the mischief appre. His greatest difficulty will consist in con.
hended from any other mode of punishment eiliating the public opinion, in eorreer_g ig
does to the eventual, when erroneous, and in giving it that bent

4. In point of populari_ it cannot he ex. which shall be most favourable to produce
celled. For what objection can the people obedience to his mandates.
have to a man's being punished in this man- The legislator is in an eminent degree poe-
ner, when all that is done to him is the giving sessed of the means of guiding public opinio_
them notice that within the bounds which The power with which he is invested gives
the law allows, they themselves may punish to his instructions, whenever he may be-
him as they please--when they themselves stow them, far greater weight than would be
are beth judges and executioners ? attributed to them if falling from a private

5. They are remissible. An erroneous sen- individual. The public, generally speaking,
tonce may be annulled. A greater degree of presumes that the Government has at its
notoriety may be given to the justification, command, more completely than any private
than accompanied the condemnation. The man, the requisite sources of information. It
stain that had been thus affixed on his cha- is presumed also, that in the great major/ty
rscter will not only he completely effaced, of cases its interest is the same with that of
but the supposed offender, from the unjust the people, and that it is unbiassed by per-
persecution that he will have undergone, will sonal interest, which is so apt to misguide the
become a general object of sympathy, and opinion of individuals. If things go on un-
especially to those who have been instru- prosperously, the responsible agents become
mental in inflicting the punishment, subject to the animadversion of the public ;

What is more, even though justly inflicted, if prosperousiy, they have the credit and the
the. patient, by the stimulus he will have re- advantage. Of this, people in general have
c_ived, may be excited to exertions to recover a confused notion, and it is the ground of
the esteem he has lost, and to earn fresh ho- their confidence.
hours to hide his disgrace. In the army it In extirpating prejudices that appear to
has happened that whole bodies of troops, him to be mischievous, the legislator bas the
after having been stigmatized by their officers, means of laying the axe to the root of the
have atoned for their offence by distinguished evil. He may form institutions which, with-
acts of valour, and have received the highest out inculcating doctrines in direct repugnance
marks of honour, to received opinions, may indirectly attack

This advantage is not possessed by igno- them. Instead of planting agmnst them a
minions corporal punishments: the stain that battery, he may sink a mine beneath them,
they leave is indelible; and unless the patient the effect of which will be inCa|llble.
expat_ himself, his lost reputation is irre. The legislator is clothed not only with
covetable, mlitical, but with moral power. It is what

Having thusstatod the properties that be- m commonly expressed by the words con-
long to punishments of this kind, we proceed sideration, respect, confidence. There are
to notice a difficulty which m in their not wanting instances in which, by memm of
application, and which is peeuliar to them. such instruments, the most important effects
The ]eglslator cannot at pleasure attach to have been produced.
any given species of oifence the degree of A certain degree of infamy, it is obvious.
infmny that he may he des/tons of _ must naturally result upon a conviction for
to it. There are some claues of uffenees any offence which the community are aeons-
really detrimental to the ew_mtry, such, for tomed to mark with their ditplea_e: thus
example, as election briber.v and smuggling, much results from the bare conviction, in-
_ dm_ng of wldcbthe leSidst_ lure

" Co_trat $o¢_al, llv. iv. e. 7.
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deed from the bare detection, without any Take the follo_x_ng as an example in the
express designation of the magistrate. The case of smuggling:_W_osoet_r deals with
only way, therefore, in which the magistrate smugglers, let him be infamous. He who b_s
can produce any additional degree of infamy uz_ustomed goods, defrauds the public of the

I mean all along pure and simple infamy-- val_e of the duty. By him the tmbh¢ purse
is by taking extraordinary measures to make suffers as much as if he had stolen the same
public the fact of the offence. In this way sum out of the public treasury. He who de-
it is only in point of extent that the magis- frauds the public purse, defrauds every mum.
trate adds to the actual portion of infamy bur of the coutmanity, t
that flows from the offence. As the legislator may lay the hand of re-

In point of intensity, there is but one way preach upon him who counteracts the pur-
in which the law can contribute anything to poses of the law, so may he take it off from
the infliction of simple infamy. This is by him who forwards them. Such is the in-
bestowing on the act in question some oppro- _ former--s sort of man on whose name the,
brions appellation-- some epithet, calculated short-sightedness and prejudlee of the people,
to express ill-will or contempt on the part of inflamed by the laws themselves, have most
him who uses it. Thus, a legislator of an- undeservedly cast an odium. The informer's
cient Rome (in a passage of Livy, quoted by law might be pre£aeed in the following man-
the Author of principles of Penal Law,*) net:
after describing a particular mode of offence, It is the art_fwe of bad men to seek to draw
is said to have done nothing more towards contempt upon them who, by executimy the
punishing it, than by subjoining these words, laws, would be a check upon their misdeeds.
improbJ factum. Here the legislator begins If the law is just, as it ought to be, the in-
the song of obloquy, expecting that the people Jb'rmer is the enemy of iw man, but in proper-
will follow in chorus. The delinquent is to tton as that man is an enemy to the rest. In
he pelted with invectives, and the legislator proportmn _s a man/ores h,s country, he will
begins and casts the first stone, be active in bringing to justice all those who,

But when the object of the legislator is to by the breach of the laws, entrench on tts pro-
conciliate the public opinion, and especially sperity.
when that opinion is opposite to the one he It will be remarked, that in this new part
would establish, he must address himself to ! of the law--in this struggle to be made
their reason, against the errors of the moral sanction J

I hope it will not be supposed that, under there is work for the dramatist as well as the
the name of reasons, I have here in view legislator, or else, that the politician should
those effusions of legislative babbling--those add somewhat of the spirit of the dramatist
old-womanish aphorisms, mocking the dis- to all the information of the lawyer. Thus
cernment of the people, degrading the dignity wrote the legislators of ancient days -- men
of the legislature, which stuff up and disgrace who spoke the significant and enchanting
thepreamblesofourstatute-books: "Where- language of Ancient Greece. Poetry was
as it has been found inconvenient -- Whereas invited to the aid of law. No man had ever

great misehiefs have arisen,"--as if it were yet thought of addressing the people in the
endurable that a legislator should prohibit a barbarous language that disgraces our sta-
practice which he did not think "inconve- tute-book, where the will of the legislator
nient," which he did not think "mischievous," is drowned in a sea of words. Habited in a
and as if, without his saying as much, the Gothic accoutrement of antiquated phrases,
people would not give him credit for wishing i useless repetitions, incomplete specifications,
that it might be believed he thought it. entangled and never.ending sentences, he

Of what sort, then, should the reasons be, may merely, from incomprehensibility, inspire
which the legislator ought to employ to back
and justify an epithet of reproach ? They "t"I say the public purse--I do not _y tlw
should be such as may serve to indicate the _ublic simply. Far from the pen of the legist-
particular way in which the practice in ques- _r be that stale soph_try of deeTslming mer_
t/on is thought liable to do mischief; and by i lisers, which tenets in giving to ene_ e_
that means point out the anelogy there is 4 misbehaviour the name and repr_.h of..anotl_,_species of a higher class, couf_unding m men s
_etween that practice, and those other prac- minds the characters of vice and vlrtue. /'are
tices, more obviously, but perhaps not more fi_rn al/taint of fa_ehaod thould the
intensely mischievous, to which the people keep his pen ; nor thinktopzem.ote_canseef
are already disposed to annex their dis_ppro* utiht 7 m_-_ttroth by memm whi._ emy_ ty_,/m_
bation. Such reasons, if reasons are to be and imposture can irt_ad in ne_.. _t.. In wr_.a
given, should be simple and significant, tlmt have _ above, there is nothing but whatrigorously sad simply m_ .But _t were not
they maylnstruct _energetic, that they may true to _y tbet a theft Ul_ m.e _. D._¢w_M

strike---short, that they may be remembered, mischievous as s theft upon an mmvmum: ,_this there results uo _ and the move

* P. 290, Ist edit. lore is divide_ the lighter it falls upon each,
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terror, but emmot eomrnand respect. It may Of these two, a libel of the eriminative
ee matter of astonishment, why the arbiters kind admits, we may observe, of another
etr our life and of our property, instead of much more confined and determinate defini-
disporting themselves in this grotesque and tion: a vituperative libel will admit of no
abject garb, cannot express themselves with other than that which is given above.
dearness, with dignity, and with precision Now then, so it is, that for a libel simply
the best laws would be disfigured if clothed vituperative, against a private person, the law
in such language, will not let a man be punished by what is

"In amoderate and virtuous government," called an action to the profit of the party,
says an elegant and admired writer, "the idea unless it be under particular circumstances,
of shame will follow the finger of law." which it is not here the place to dwell upon.

Yes, so as his finger be not so employed But by imprisonment, or to the profit of the
as to counteract and irritate the determined crown, by what is called an indictment, or
affections of the people. He goes on and more especially what is called an information,
says, " Whatever species of punishment is it will let him be punished at the caprice,
pointed out as infamous, will have the effect (for no rules are or can be laid down to guide
of infamy." True, whatever is appointed by discretion)--at the caprice, I say, and fancy
the legislator as a mark to signify his having of the judges. For a libel of the crlminatise
annexed his disapprobation to any particu- kind, against a private person, the law will
tar mode of conduct, will have this effect: it not let a man be punished, if the libeller can
will make the people sensible that he wishes prove his charge to be a true one. But for
to be thought to disapprove of that mode of a libel against a man in power, eriminative
conduct ; in most cases, that he does really or vituperative, true or false, moderat_ or
dimpprove of it. But to say, that whatever immoderate, it makes a man punishable at
the legislature professes to disapprove of, the all events, without distinction. If it be true,
people will disapprove of too, is, I doubt, go- it is so much the worse : judges; thinking to
mga degree too far. confound reasoning by paradox, have not

We may direct his attention to an instance scrupled to hazard this atrocious absurdity.
of an offence which, under as moderate and The judges of antiquity broached it longago;
virtuous a government, I dare believe (all succeeding judges have adhered to it; pre-
prejudices apart,) as ever yet existed, laws sent judges, "whose discernment cannot but
have rendered penal, magistrates have en- have detected it--present judges, as if borne
deavoured to render infamous, by a punish- down bythe irresistible weight of authorities,
ment which in general marks the patient with recognise it, and it triumphs to this hour.
infamy, but which no taws, no magistrates, This being the ease, he who blames the
no punishments, will in this country ever proceedings of a man in power, justly or
render infamous. I mean state-libelliltg, unjustly, is a libeller: the more.justly, the

The offence of libelling, as marked out by worse libeller. Bat for blaming the proceed-
the law as it stands at present, is this : it is ings of men in power, and as they think justly,
the publishing, respecting any man, anything never will the people of this country look
that he does not like. This being the offence upon a man as infamous. Lawyers may ha-
d libelling in general, the offence of state- "angus, juries may convict ; but neither those
libelling is the publishing, respecting a man juries, nor even those lawyers, will in their
in power, anything which he does not like. hearts look upon him as infamous.*

A libel is either crlmlnatlve or vituperative. The practical conclusion resniting from this
By eriminative, I mean such an one as charges is, that the legislator ought never directly to
a Inan with having done a specific act (de- oppose the public opinion by his measures,
terminable by time and place,) of the hum- by endeavouring to fix a stain of ignominy
bet of those that are made punishable by law. upon an act of the description of those in
By vltllperatlve, simply vituperative, I mean question, which are equallyllable to originate
such an one _s, without charging a man with

" In 1758, Dr. Shebbeare, was pilloried, for
any specific fact, does no more than intimate, writing a libel against the then King, under a
in terms more or less forcible, the disappro- Whig administration. He stood in triumph:
batlon in which the libeller holds the general the people entertained him with applause. -At
conduct or character of the party libelled, another time, J. Williams, bookseller, was pil-
Such are all those epithets of vague reproach, lotted for publishing a libel against his Majesty

liar, fool, knave, wicked profligate, aban- George the Third, under an administration
doned man, and so forth ; together with all etlarged with Toryism : the .people made a co/.

lection for him. At another t/me, W. Beckford_
those compositions which, in the compass of a Lord Mayor of l_ndon_ replied exte_npore, in
llne, or of a volume, intimate the same thing, an unprecedented and _ntive manner, to a
A eriminative libel, therefore, is one thing : speech from the throne: the citizens put up his
a vituperative is another. The law knows statue in Guildhall. Shame did not tben_ I
not of these terms: but it acknowledges the think_ follow the finger of the law.
distinction they are here intended to express. • 2 Bur. 792,
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in the most virtuous as in the most vicious asmuchofinstructlonjnthemuofcoerdon;
motives, and which consequently escape ge- as much of lectures as of commandL The
neral reprobation, respect of the people had already placed the

But it is not less true, that in a very ex- power of the moral sanction in their hands,
tensive class of cases, an argument addressed before they were invested with the means of
to the understandings an& sentiments of the giving direction to the political. Members
people, would, if properly applied, have some of a small state, the people of which lived
considerable effect, as well as an argument as if they were but one family, they were
addressed to their fears. If he thought the better known to the whole people for whom
experiment worth trying, the legislator might they made laws, than with us a Member or-
do something by the opinion of his probity dinariiy is by the people of the county he is
and his wisdom, and not be forced to do chosen for.
everything by the terror of his power. As In those days, men seem to have been more
he creates the political sanction, so he might under the government of opinion than at pre-
lead the moral. The people, even in this sent. The word of this or that man, whom
country, arc by no means ill-disposed to ima_ they knew and reverenced, would go further
gine great knowledge where.tbey behold great with them than at present. Not that their
power. A few kind words, such as the heart passions, as it should seem, were more obse-
of a good legislator will furnish without effort, quious to reason ; but their reason was more
will, if the substance of the law be not at obsequious to the reason of a single man. A
variance with them, be enough to dispose the little learning, or the appearance of it,*gleaned
people to be not uncharitable in their opinion from foreign nations, gave a man an advert-
of his benevolence, tage over the rest, which no posdblo supe-

Not that the legislator in our days, and in riority of learning could give a man at present.
those countries which, on the subject of go- Ipse dixit is an expression that took its rise
vernment, one has principally in view, onght from the blind obsequiousness of the dimples
to expect to possess altogether the same in- of Pythagoras, and not uncharacteristic of the
fluence over the moral sanction as was exer- manner of thinking of those who _nded
cised by the legislators of such small states to make any use of their thinking fm_ulty
as those of Greece and Italy in the first throughout ancient Greece.*
dawnings of society. The most prominent
reason of this difference is, that in monarchi-
cal governments it is birth, and not any per- CHAPTER IV.
sonal qualifications, that fix a man in this o_ t_-CU_IAaY rolrgITvau.
office. It is rare that the person in whose
name laws are issued, is the person who is WE now come to consider the several
believed to make them. It is one thing to of Forfeitures; and, first, the sorts of forfei-

make laws, and another to touch them with • Let me be permitted here to illustr_e what
a sceptre, has been said of the l_.wer _ by unbent

The Catherines and Gustavuses govern, ,legislators, by a m_deru example, borrowed
and are seen to do so. Other princes are ] from what to some persons will appe_ a frlvo.
either openly governed, or, locking up their ] lous subject, and certainly from a frivolous" ) son. The legislator in question was a _ of
bosoms from the people, reign as it were by [ ceremonies. For a long series of years, by the

stealth. ] authorit_ of opinion, .N'a#_ commonly calledIn a mixed government llke our's, where / Beau _ ash, regulated at Bath the conduct of
the sovereign is a body, he has no personal the company assembled at that place during the
character. He shows himself to the people season .. sovereign arbiter and director of all
only in his compositions, which are all that points pertaining to the custom and etiquette of
is ]_nown of him. By those writings he may the place, of the order in which _ ¢oncert_&c. w_re to succeed each othor. How did l_go
doubtless give some idea of his character. But to work ? " Let #uch a thi,g be de_," said the
as his person is in a manner fictitious and in- legislator of the Bath Assemblies. "/._ ,_
visible, it is not to he expected that the idea _ch a tldug be done." "L_ _ a_, Aa_d_ U
of his character should make so strong an take place on such a day: that it begin at #_Aa_
impression upon the imagination of the peo- hoar,.that it .finish at such'an h_r," &e. &_.
pie, as if they had the idea of this or that Setting aside theextremedkparityof theobject.the resemblance is striking betw_ these onii.
person to. connect it with. nences of fashion, and rich h_ of antiquity

In the small states of Greece, the business have been handed down to us. There were no
.Oflegislation stood upon a very different foot- punishments_ properly so called. The comyany
rag. The Zalencuses, the Solons, the Ly- assembling m£.t.t_re_ confiding in his pnmen_
eurguses, were the most popular men in their arm experience in me concer_ ne mm to _$mo

late, put into his nanas a certain _tmn_.. of the
respective states. It was from their popu- powe_ofthemoralsancfion_anathepgblievoiso
larity, and nothing else, that they derived was re _dy to be raised _ the in_ of
their title. They were philosophers and mo- his rules ; and laws the wef_M t. in _a%
ralists, as well as legislators: their laws had were most strictly obeyed.
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ture that bear the name of pecuniary and to the punishment by which the money has
quas/.pecuuiary: forfeiture of money, and been exacted. _pn this punishment has
what is exchangeable for money, been called a fine, the third method has been

A pecuniary forfeiture is incurred when a exclusively employed : when ithas been called
man is, by a judicial sentence, compelled to damages, the second and third have been
pay a sum of money to another, or, as it is employed together--not, indeed, in their full
in some cases called, a fine. force, but under certain restrictions, too par-

As to the methods which may be taken by tieular to be here insisted on.
the law to inflict a punishment of this sort, The fourth is comparatively of late inven-
they are as follows :-- tiom It was first applied to traders by one

1. The _mplest course is to take a sum of one of the bankrupt laws, and has since been
money, to the amount in question, out of the extended by the insolvent acts to persons at
phy_cal possession of the delinquent, and large, where the obligation they are under to
transfer it into the physical possession of pay money bears the name of debt. Such is
the person who is to receive it ; after which the case in many instances where that obliga-
were he to meddle again with the money so tion is imposed with a view to punishment.
taken, he would be punished just as if he had
meddled with any other parcel of money that § 2. Pecuniary Forfeitures examined.
never was in his possession. This course can 1. As to the evils produced by a punish-
only be taken when it happens to he known merit of this kind, they are all reducible to
that the delinquent has such a sum in his pos- the pain of privation occasioned by the loss
session, and where it lies. But this is seldom of so much money.*
the case. 2. Pecuniary forfeiture shares with penal

"2. The next and more common expedient servitude in the striking advantage of being
is to take such and such a quantity of what convertible to pro/it.
other corporal effects he may have in his The quantity of profit is not limited in
physical possession, as, if sold, will produce this ease as in that. This is its peculiar ex-
the sum in question, and to make sale of cellence ; and this it is that adapts it patti-
them accordingly, and bestow the produce eularly to the purpose of compensation.
as before. 3. In respect of equality, it is not less ad-

3. Another expedient is, to make use of vantageous. No punishment eaube made to
compulsive means to .oblige him to produce sit more equally than this can be made to sit
the sum himself. These means willbe either, on different individuals ; so as the quantum
1st, The subjecting ]aim to a present punish- of it be proportioned to the means which the
ment, to be taken off as soon as he has done delinquent has of bearing it. For money
the thing required ; or, 2d, The threatening (that is, the ratio of a given sum of money
him with some future punishment, to be up. to the total sum of a man's capital) we have
plied at such or such a time, in ease of his not already shown to be the most accurate inca-
having done by that time the thing required, sure of the quantity of pain or pleasure a man

4. A fourth expedient is, to take such can be made to receive. The pleasures which
property of his, whether in money or other two men will be deprived of, by being made
effects, or whereof, though the legal right to to lose each a given part (suppose a tenth)
them, or in a certain sense the legal pos_es- of their respective fortunes, will in specie
sion oftbem, is in him, the physical possession perhaps be very different ; but this does not
is in other people. As the existence of such hinder but that, on taking into the account
legal right, and the place where the effects quantity on the one hand, and actual expec-
in question are deposited, are circumstanee_ rations and probable burthens on the other,
that can seldom be known but by his means, they may be the same : they will be the same
this makes it necessary to apply compulsion as nearly as any two quantifies can be made
to him, to oMige him to give the requisite in- to be so by any rule of measuring. It is from
formation, his money that a man derives the main part

Of these four expedients, the first and of his pleasures; the only part that lies open
second commonly go together, and are put ! to estimation. The supposition we are forced
in practice indiserindnately at one and the to follow is, that the quantities of pleasure
_nneoperation. The olficerto whom thebuai- men are capable of purchasing with their re-
ne_ is entrusted, if he finds money enough, spective capitals are respectively equal. This
takes money; if not, he takes other effects to supposition is, it must be supposed, very
make up the deficiency. The first, then, may, loose indeed, and inaccurate, because the
infuture, be considered as included under the quantity of a man's capital is subject to in-
second, finite fluctuations, and because there is great

In England, the second and the tt_rd have reason to suppose that u richer man is apt to
both of them been in practice from time im- he happier, upon an average, than a poorer
memorial: not indiscriminately, however, but
aeeocd_ to the mime that has been 81yen "See Introd. to Marsh and Legidation, ch. _.
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man. Itis, however, afterall, nearer to the the quantum of the forfeitare to the cspital
troth than any other general suppositions that of him whom it is to affect.
for the purpose in question can be made. There is one case, however, in which it is

4. In point of variability, it is evident particularly deficient in this article: this is
nothing can excel this mode of punishment, when it is laid on under the shape of costs.
as far as it extends. It commences at the Upon the face of the law, nothing occurs
very bottom of the scale. In this respect it from whence any adequate idea can be drawn
has greatly the advantage over corporal pu- of what eventually turns out to be the quan-
nishments, which are always complicated with turn of the punishment.
a certain degree of infamy; while in the in- 7. In point of rer_isslbillty, it is in an emi-
stance of pecuniary punishments, no other nent degree advantageous. Under no other
infamy is produced than what is necessarily mode of punishment can reparation be made
attached to the offence, for an unjust sentence with equal facility,

5. In respect of frugallt_/. Pecuniary pu- 8. In point of popularly, this punishment
nishment, especially when the relative quan- exceeds every other. It is the only one of
turn of it is great, is liable to a disadvantage any consequence against which some objec-
which balances in some degree against the tion or other of the popular cast has not been
advantage which it has of being convertible made.
to profit. Along with the delinquent, other 9. In point of quantity, pecuniary foffei-
parties who are innocent are exposed to suf- tares are susceptible of varieties which may
fer; to wit, whatever persons were comprised have considerable influence on their effects.
within the circle of his dependents. This The quantum of such a forfeiture, as in-
suffering is not the mere pain of sympathy, flicted by statute or common law, may be
grounded on the observation of his suffering : either discretionary or indeterminate ; or if
if it were, there would be no reason for determinate, it may be either limited or fixed:
making mention of it as belonging in a more and in either case, it may be determined
especial manner to the present mode of pu- either absolutely or by reference. In the
nishment. It is an original pain, produced latter case, with regard to the standards by
by a consciousness of the loss which they which it is determined, it would manifestly
themselves are likely to incur by the impo- be in vain to attempt to set any bounds to
verishment of their principal. This evil, again, their variety. The circumstances most corn-
is not a mere negative evil ; the evil which monly made choice of for this purpose are m
consists in the not being to have the comforts 1. The profit of the offence ; 2. The value of
which, had it not been for his impoverish- the thing which is the subject-matter of the
ment, they would have had. If it were, there offence ; 3. The amount of the injury; 4. The
could be no more reason for taking it into fortune of the offender.
the account on this occasion, than the pain In England, a punishment of this kind is
of sympathy ; for, whatever it be, it is ba- known in different cases by different nsmos,
lanced, and that exactly, by the pleasure that which have nothing to do with the nature of
goes to those persons, whosoever they be, to the punishment (that is, of the suffering) it-
whose profit the money is applied. The self, nor essentially with the manner in which
pleasure resulting from the use of that money i it is inflicted. They are taken only from the
is neither diminished nor increased by the accidental circumstance of the manner in
operation : it only changes hands. The pain, which the produce of the punishment is dis-
then, that is peculiar to this _pecies of punish- posed of.
ment, is neither more nor less than the pain When this produce is given to the king or
of disappointment produced by the destruc- his grantee, the punishment being left un-
tion of those expectations which the parties limited by the legislature, after the quantum
in question had been accustomed to enter- of it has been settled by a judge, it is called
rain, of continuing to participate in the fortune Fine.
of their principal, in a measure proportioned When, after being limited by the leg]sla-
W that in which they had been accustomed furs, it has been settled by the judge, the
to participate in it. name employed to denote it by, howsoever

6. In point of exemplarity, it has nothing applied, ha_ commonly been the general term
in particular to boast of. At the execution of of Forfeiture.
it, no spectacle is exhibited: the transfer of When the q_ant_m of it has been left :m.
a sum of money on this account has nothing limited by the leg:slature, and the producu
to distinguish it from the case of an ordinary of it given to a party injured by the otfence,
payment. It is not furnished with any of the punfshment is culled Damages. In
those symbolical helps to exemplarity which case, the settling of the quantum has gene-
belong to most punishments of the corporal rally been eommitted to a jury.
kind. Upon the face of the description, the
exemplarity it possesses is in proportion to § 3. Of Quasi-pec_dar_ _rfcit_e_.
the quantum of it ; that is, in the ratio ot_ By quasi.pecuniary forfeiturem, I me_ tt_
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forfeitvres of any kind of property that is not of being habited in a particular manner, of
money, but is of such a nature as admits of being entitled to priority upon certain ocea-
its being exchanged for money, sloes ; in short, to enjoy such honours as are

The enumeration of the different species attached to the particular rank in question
of property belongs more to a treatise upon So far the effect produced is produced by the
civil law, than to a work upon punishments, operation of the law. As to the honour itself,
As many species of property, so many species which is the source of their value, it depends
of forfeiture, upon the moral sanction. It is, however, a

The observations we have made upon pe- species of property. A man invested with a
euniary punishments may m general be ap- certain rank is entitled to receive from per-
plied to quasi-pecuniary punishments. The sons at large unexigible services, services of
evil produced by their infliction may be esti- respect, and which will be generally rendered
mated according to the pecuniary value lost ; to him in consideration of his rank.
but there is one exception to be made with In respect of o_ces---publie offices-- we
respect to objects possessing a value in affec- may point out the power possessed by the
tion. An equivalent in money will not re. person huldingthem over his sobordinates, the
present any of the pleasures attached to these emoluments that are attached to them, and
objects. The loss of patrimonial lands, of the unexigible services that may result from
the house which has passed from father to the possession of them; that is to say, be-
son in the same family, ought not to be esti- nefits resulting from the disposition that may
mated at the price for which those lands or be supposed to be felt by persons at large to
that house would sell. render services to a man placed in an official

Punishments of this kind are in general station.
more exemplary than pecuniary punishments. By the same process we may explain the
The confiscation of lands, of s manor, for in- nature of all rights; for example, the right
stance, more visibly bears the marks of a pu- of voting in a parliamentary election. Every
nishment, attracts the attention of a greater person m possession of this right has the
number of persons, than a fine of the same privilege of giving a vote, by which he
or of a greater value. The fact of the pos- influences the choice of the person to be
session is a fact known through all the dis- vested with a particular species of power.
trict--a fact of which the recollection must The value of this interest, under the pre-
be recalled by a thousand circumstances, and sent state of things, consists principally in
perpetuated from generation to generation, giving the elector a certain power over the

These considerations open a vast field for candidate and his friends. An honest and
reflection, upon the use of confiscations of independent exercise of this right is a means
territorial property, especially in the case of of acquiring reputation. To generous and
those equivocal crimes called rebeKions or benevolent minds there also accrues from it
civil wars. They perpetuate recollections a pleasure of sympathy, founded on the pros.
which ought to be effaced. We shall recur pect of public happiness, that is to say, upon
to this subject when we speak of Punish. the influence that the choice of a virtuous
meats misplaced.__ Book IV. and enlightened candidate may have upon the

public welfare.
The value of a condition in life, of a right,

CHAPTER V. of a privilege, being explained to consist in
rORrEITVRE Or CONDITIOn. power, profit, arid reputation, that is to say,

the pleasures restdting from the possession
WHEN the property under consideration con- of it, we are in possession of all the neces.
slats of s real tangible entity, as a house or sary elements for estimating the evil accruing
lands, it presents itself under its most simple from their loss, or, in other words, the mag-
and intelligible shape: but when it is of an nitude of the punishment occasioned by their
i_corporeal nature, it can only be designated forfeiture.
byabetract terms; and to explain those terms To give an analytieal view of all the mo-
lt is necessary to have recourse to those real dJfications of which property is suscept_le,
entities from which those fictitious entities and every species of forfeiture to which it
derive their name and tueir signi__fication. In may be exposed, would be a work of almost
order to explain the nature of any particular endless labour. We shall content ourselves
eondltion in life, for example that of bus- here with giving a few examples, beginning
band, it is neeessm T to state the right con- with,
tf_rred upon him by the law, over the person,

property, and the services of an existent § I. Th_ _/Iatrlmonlal Condition.
being--the woman to whom he is mm_ed. The evils liable to be experienced by the
To exphdn _e nature of rank, it is neces- husband from the forfeiture of this condlo
nry to explain the rights that it confers u tion, consist in the lore of the pleesures be-
theexelasivepriv/legeofusingseertaintitle, lm_'q_ to it.
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l. The pleasures which are the principal estimate the amount t_f evll resulting from
objects in the institution of marriage, may the loss of this condit0on.
be divided into w 1st, Pleasures of sense;
and °d, Pleasures proceeding from the per- § 2. T71e Paternal Condition.
ception of an agreeable object, which depends The c_ ils rcsttlting from the forfeiture of
partly on the senses, and partly on the mla- the condition of f, ther may be referred most
gination, of them to the loss of the following plea-

o. The innmnerabic minor pleasures of all sures :
kinds resulting from those inexlgible services 1. Tile pleasures derived from the iron-
which belong to a husband's mlthority. Not- gining his own existence perpetuated in that
withstanding their variety, they may be all of hrs child. This is a pleasure of the iron-
of them comprised under the head of plea- gination.
sures of possession. 2. The pleasure of having at his command,

3. The pleasures resulting from the use of during the child's minority, the services that
the property derived from the x_t_ : these he may be in a condition to render. Thisia
belong to the same head as the preceding, a pleasure of power.

4. Where the wife has separate property, 3. The pleasure of employing, in so far u
over which a power of disposal is reserved it can be done without diminution, the sepa,.
to her, pleasure resulting trom the hope of rate property of this cbild. This is a pleasure
becoming possessed of this part of hot pro- referable to two sources--that of father, and
petty. Pleasure of expectation founded on of guardian (of which presently.)
the pleasures derivable from the possession 4. The pleasure of filial affection _a plea-
of wealth, am e of the moral sanction.

5. The pleasure resulting from the per- 5. The pleasure reflected upon him bythe
suasion of being beloved--this affection pro- good repute of his child. This also is a plea-
ducing a variety of uncompellable serwces, sure of the moral sanction.
which have all the charms of appearing to be 6. Tile pleasure of advancing the happiness
as spontaneous as those that are the restdt of of his child-- pleasure of benevulvnce or good-
friendship. These pleasures may be reierled will.
to the pleasures of the moral sanction. 7. The pleasure derived from the several in-

6. The pleasure resulting from the good exigible services that he m Jy hope to receive
repute of the wife, wluch is reflected upon the from the connexions that his son, as he grows
husband, and which has a natural tendency, up, may form in the world _ pleasure of the
as honour derived from any other source, to moral sanction.
conciliate to him the esteem and good-will of 8. The pleasure resulting from the senti-
persons in general. This may also be referred ment of paternal power. This is a pleasure
to the pleasures arising from the moral sane- of the imagination.
tion. 9. In some cases, the pleasure derived from

7. The pleasure of witnessing her happi- the expectation of becoming possessed of tim
hess, and especially that part of it which he whole or a part of the property the child may
is most instrumental in producing. Tlns is have acquired, or in case of his death the ac-
the pleasure of benevolence or good-x_ill, tual possession of such property. Pleasure, in

8. The pleasure resulting from the several tlle one case, of expectation founded on the
uncompcllable services received at the hands pleasures derivable from the possession of
of the family of which he has become a mere- wealth ; in the other case, from the actual
her. This may be referred to the pleasures possession of wealth.
of the moral sanction.

9. The pleasure of power, considered ge- § 3. Condition of Child.
nerally, independently of any particular use Pleasures belonging to the condition of.
that may be made of it, with which he is in- child :-
vested, in virtue of the exclusive controul he 1. The pleasure derived from the use of the
possesses over the fund for reward and pu- exlgible services of the parent.
nishment. This may be referred to the plea- 2. The pleasure resulting from the power
sures of the imagination, of using certain parts of the property belong-

I0. The pleasure resulgingfrom the condi- ing to the fdther.
tion of father. This we shall have occasion to 3. The pleasure resulting from the persua-
notice in considering the evils resulting from sion of being beloved by him.
the forfeiture of the condition of i_ther. 4. The pleasure derived from the good reo

This came catalogue, with such slight va- pule of the f_tber, which is reflected upon
flattens as the reader will find no difficulty in the child.
making, is applicable to the condition of wife. 5. The pleasure of witnessing the father's

The task of coolly analyzing and classify- happiness, and of contributingto promote Jt ;
ing feelin_ of this nature may appear tedious, a pleasure rendered more vivid by heing
bat it is not the less necessary, ff we would ¢ompanied with sentiments of gratitude.
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6. The pleasure resulting from the con. being so obvious, would lead us from the sub-
nexions of the father, and the right he may jeer of politics to that of morals.
have to certain services at their hand_ -Let us now proceed to consider the man-

7. The pleasure derived from the hope of net in which the several forfeitures may be
inheriting the whole or a pert of his father's produced, or, as the case be, any part of
property ; or if he be dead, from the posses- them may be employed as an instrument of
sion of the property, punishment.

The advantages of the conjugal condition
§ 4. Pleasures derived from the Condition may be subtracted as a punishment by a

of Trustee. judicial sentence, declaring that the offender

The pleasures resulting from standing in is not, or shall not be _ny longer considered
the condition of trustee, asethe following:-- as the husband or wife of the person in

1. The pleasure resulting from the hope of question.
contributing to the happiness of the individual The consequence of such sentence would
whose interest is in question. This is a plea- be, not completely to destroy the advantages
sure of benevolence or good-will, of that condition, but to reader them preca-

2. The pleasure derived from the hope of rious.
the inexigible services to be expected from If after this sentence has been pronounced,
the gratitude of the indiwdual in question, they cohabit, or are suspected of cohabit-
Pleasure of the moral sanction, ing together, the woman is considered as a

3. Pleasure founded on the hope of receiv- concubine. When this sort of connexion
ing inexigible services at the hands of persons is known to subsist, it is in some countries
benefited by the being entrusted with the use punished by the moral sanction, in others,
of the trust-property. This also is a pleasure both by the moral and political.* By legal
of the moral sanction, divorce, a man is also deprived, in the whole

4, Pleasure founded on the hope of sharing or in part, of the inexigible services derived
in the esteem, the good-will, and the inexi- from the right he has over the property of
gible services of the different persons to whom his wife, and especially of those services de-
his capacity and probity in the management rived from cohabitation ; it would make him
of the trust property mayhave become known, dependent upo_ her w_th respect to the tes-
This is also a pleasure of the moral sanction, tamentary disposition over such part of her

5. When a salary is annexed to the duty : property of which she might have an abso-
pleasure of pecuniary profit, lute power of disposal.

It is but too well known, that the plea- With respect to the pleasures derivable
sures respectively belonging to these condi- from the relation of father, the law, it is
tions are liable to vanish, and at any rate to true, cannot deprive a man altogether of the
be alloyed by a corresponding set of pains, pleasures connected with this condition, but
These pains are too obvious to need insisting it may be greatly embittered ; as, for exam-
on. The value of any such conditiov may ple, by a retrospective sentence, declaring
therefore be either positive or negative ; in his children to be illegitimate. Upon those
plain terms, a man may either be the better who might be born subsequent to the sen-
for it, or the worse. Where the value of it tenee of divorce, the punishment would fall
is positive, it will consist of the sum of the with much greater certainty, for the public
values of the several pleasures, after that of opinion, which would not be forward in sup-
the several pains had been deducted : when porting the degradation of children born un-
negative, as the sum of the value of the pains der the faith of lawful wedioek, would not
after that of the pleasure has been deducted, exercise the same indulgence towards those
When, therefore, the value of any such con- who were born after a divorce.
clifton happens to be negative, _ sentence The paternal and filial condition may, in
taking a man out of it must needs operate, so far as the nature of the case admits of it,
not as a punishment but as a reward, be in the same manner subtracted by a ju-

With regard to those pleasures or benefits dicial sentence, declaring that the offender is
which are common to several of the above
conditions, it is manifest that, though the • By the laws of the State of Connecticut(North America)--" If a man and woman who
pleasure is in each of these several cases no- have been divorced shall again cohabit together
minally the same, they are liable to be very as man and wife_ they shall be punished as
different in point of value. Thus the plea- adulterers ;" and "the panishment for adultery
sure of contributing to the happiness of the is discretionary whipping, brandin_ in the fore-
person who forms the other term in the rela- head with the letter A, and wearing a halter

about the neck on the outslde_ the .,[_nnents_tion, is incident to the condition of parent, so as to be visible. On being touna wtmout the
and also to that of a guardian : but it is more halter, on info.x_ati."onand proof made before an
certain and more vivid in the cue of the fa- asJfistant or justtee of the peace, he may.ord_
ther tlum in that of the gaardian. Toengage, themtobewhippednotexeb_dlngthirtystn]_s.
however, furtherin such details, besides their --Sa,ift': Law, of C_cticut, voL ii. p. 328.
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not, or shall no longer be considered as the A ease somewhat amflogous to this, is that
father or the son of the person in question, famous one upon which so many volumes

The certain effects of a sentence of the have been written--corrupt/oH of blood; or,
kind in question, in respect of the father, : in other words, the perfection of inberitsble
would be to deprive him of all legal power blood. The plain object, stripped of all dis.
over the person of his child : in respect of guise, is to prevent a man from inheriting,
the child, to deprive him of taking by inhe- as he would have done if this punishment
ritanco or representation the property of his had not been pronounced : but what is en-
father, dcavoured to be done, by the help of this

As to the other advantages derivable from expression, is to cause it to be believed that
these relations, the sentence may or may not the blood of the person in question under-
have any effect, according to the feelings of goes some real alteration, which is a part of
the parties interested ; its operation will de- the punishment.
pend upon. the father and the son- upon Another example in which, at least in
their more immediate connexions, and upon words, a eontroul is assumed over events of
the public in general, the description of those in question, is, by

As to the office of guardian, and other of- that barbarous maxim, that a bustard is the
rices of a fiduciary nature, the sentence will son of no one _ a maxim which has a ten-
operate to the whole extent of those offices: dency, as much as it is in the power of words
a legal interdiction of all the acts annuls all to give it, to deprive a man of all parental
the advantages issuing from them. eonnexinns. It is not, however, ever em-

It may at first sight appear extraordinary ployed as a punishment.
that a power should be attributed to the ma- Another example, opposite to the pre.
glstrate, of destroying relations founded in ceding one, is that other legal maxim, pater
nature. It is, it may be observed, an event eat quem nupti_e demonstrant Ha maxim by
--an event that has already happened ; and which sanction is frequently given to a psi-
how can it be in the power of any human pable falsehood. By recent decisions, the
tribunal to cause that which has taken place, severity of this rule has, however, been re-
not to have taken place ? This cannot be laxed; it being now settled, that though
accomplished ; but the magistrate may have marriage is to be considered as presumptive
power to persuade people to believe that an prnofof filiation, it may be rebutted by evi-
event has happened in a manner different dence of the impossibility of any connexion
from what it actually did happen. It is true having taken place.
that, upon the parties themselves, and upon In France, a mode of punishment has been
the persons who have a direct knowledge of employed, which, it is true, without any such
the fact, the power of the magistrate, as to pretence as that of destroying the fact of
this purpose, is altogether nugatory; but with parentage, endeavoured, as far as might be,
the public at large, an assertion so sanctioned to abolish all trace of it, by imposing on the
would have the greatest weight. The prin- person in question the obligation of changing
cipal obstacle to the exercise of any such his name.*
power, however, is, that a declaration to this The same punishment has been employed
effect as a penal instrument, would, upon the in Portugal.
face of it, bear marks of its own falsehood. The punishment cons'rating in the forfei-
This is a dilemma from which there is no ture of credibility is another example, no less

escaping. If the offender is not the father remarkable, of an attempt to exercise a des-
of the person in question, to declare that he potic controul over the opinions of men. As
is not, is not an act of punishment : ff he is part of the punishment for many sorts of
his father, the declaration is false, offences, which do not import any want of

The idea of employing as a mode of pu- veracity, the offender is declared to have lost
rfishment the subtraction of any of the rights all title to credence : the visible sign of this
attached to the several conditions as above punishment is the not being permitted to de-
is not, however, so extravagant as at first pose in a court of justice.

might be imagined. If not the same thing, The forfeiture of the conju ._ condi_o_fl,
what approaches very near to it, is already at least to a certain extent, is frequen y
in use. among the consequences of imprisonment, es-

This object may be effected in two modes : peclaUy when with imprisonment is c_nldned
one, the endeavouring to cause it to be be- penal labour. This part of the punishmm_
lieved that the offender does not stand in the is not formally denounced, but it is not t_
relation of father or of son, as the case may less real. It is not ever in express terms _e-
be, to the person regarded as such: the other • This was done in the case of Damimus and
is in endeavouring to cause it to be believed, R_vaillsc.
that from the non-observance of some legal _- In tile case of c_.'n _pe_ons convicted d
form, the progeny is illegitimate, an attempt against me lite ot _ _mg.
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eleredtimtamanisdivestedofthisconditien; in the condition of master, is absolutely de-
but he is in fact precluded from the principal prived of all legal protection.*
enjoyments of it, andthe condition, separate Such is tbe nature of sisvery underits most
from the pleasures that belong to it, is evi- simple form : such is the nature of the total
dently nothing more than a mere name. The deprivation of liberty. The different restric-
foffeitexe is temporary or perpetual, accord- tions that may be imposed on the exercise of
ing as the imprisonment is either one or the this power, renders the state of servitude
other, more or less mild.

There are, then, two heads to which the
§ 5. Condition of Liberty. evils resulting from this condition may be

Liberty being a negative idea-- exemption referred:
from obligation--it follows, that the loss of 1. The risk, on the part of the slave, of
liberty is a positive ide_ To lose the con- being subject to every possible evil, with the
dition of a freeman, is to become a slave, exception of such only as the master is ex-
But the word slave, or state of slavery, has pressly prohibited from inflicting; 2. The
not any very definite meaning which serves continuity of the pain, founded on the appre-
to designate that condition as existing in dif- hension of these sufferings.

f_rent countries. There are some countries in § 6. Condition of Political Liberty.which slavery is unknown. In countries in
which slavery is in use, it exists under diffeo I shall say but one word upon a subject
rent forms, and in different degrees. The that would require a volume.
pain of servitude would be different, accord- The loss of political liberty is produced by
ing to the class to which the offender might a change in the condition, not merely of any
be aggregated, particular individual, but of the whole corn-

Slaves are of two classes : they may be- munity. The loss of liberty is the result of
long to the government or to individuals, a fresh distribution of the power of the go-

The condition of public slaves, determined verning body-- a distribution which renders
by regulation, fixing the nature and amount the choice of the persons, or their measures,
of the work, and the coercive punishments less dependent upon the will of the persons
by which the performance of it may be corn- governed. A fresh distribution of power
pelled, is not distinguishable from the condi- depends absolutely upon a corresponding dis-
tion of persons condemned for life to penal position to pay obedience to that fresh distri-
labour : if there exist no such regulations, it bution. When superior physical force is in the
varies little from private slavery. A public possession of those from whom obedience is
slave, unprotected by any such regulations, demanded, it is evident that the power of
is placed under the despotic controul of an commanding can be exercised only in so far
overseer, who is bound to employ him, for as that obedience is rendered. As this dis-
the benefit of the public, in a certain sort of position to pay obedience may be produced
occupation : this power, arbitrary as it is, by the conduct of a single individual of the
does not extend to life and death. This con- governing class, it may be, and has frequently
dition varies very little from that of private been said, that a single man has destroyed
slavery. A negro, for example, employed, upon the constitutional liberty of a whole nation.
a plantation belonging to the crown, is not But if the analysis of such events be fol-
from this circumstance in a condition greatly lowed out, it will be found that this liberty
superior to what he would be in if standing can be destroyed ordy by the people them-
in the same relation to a private individual, selves.
who, instead of being his own overseer, em-
ployed an agent for that purpose.

The most ready means of forming a correct CHAPTER VI.
conception of the condition of slavery, is by FORFEITUREOFTHE PROTECTIONOF THE
considering it, in the first instance, as abso- LXw.
lute and unlimited. In this situation the slave

is exposed to every possible species of evil. A CLASSof forfeitures, as miscellaneous and
The punishment designated, then, by the ex- extensive as any, and the last that we shall
pression, forfeiture of liberty, is no other now take notice of, is that of the protection,
than the being exposed to a greater or less whatever it be, which the law affords a msu
champ, according to the character of the maR- for the enjoyment of the objects of posses-
ter, of suffering all sorts of evils ; that is to sion. This is not altogether the same thing
asy, of all evils resulting from the different with a forfeiture of the possessions them-
modes in which punishment may be inflicted, selves. In the instance of some of them, the
To form an aeenrate notion of this situation, law, by taking from him the possessions them-

all that is required is to glance the eye over * Such a condition would be too rigorous for
all the possible varieties of punishment_ The criminals : it is for innocent men that it is re.
slave, with respect to the individual standing served.
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selves, excludes him, by sure and physical was applied to the subject punishment, is
means, from the enjoyment of them. In the that in which, by the supposition, there was
instance of others, the law, without taking no offence in the case--no act to which, by
away from him altogether the physical cape- the annexation of eventual punishm_t, any
city of enjoying them, punishes him in the such character as that of an offence ought,
case of his attempting to enjoy them. In the by the legislature, to have been superinduced.
remaining cases, the law uses not either of The case in which the epithet mi6°seated is
those compulsive methods : it, however, does applied to the same subject--the case which
an act by which the parties on whose choice on the present occasion is in view--is that
the enjoyment of the object in questiun de- in which there exists an offence; that is, enact
pends, are disposed, on pre-established prin- fit to be, as above, converted into an offence
ciples, to put an end to it. It therefore, in --an act to which it is fit that punishment be
this case, likewise becomes still the author accordingly attached, and in which case pu-
of the punishment. This is the case with the nishment is attached accordingly. Thus far
forfeitures in which the political sanction pro- i all is right : but what there is wrong in the
duces its effect, not byits own immediate ener- [ case consists in this, that punishment is to

gy, but by the motion it gives, if one may so i be found, which, in consideration aftkesame
say, to the moral and religious sanctions. I offence, has been attached to a wron9 person ;

In the case of forfeiture of protection, the that some persons, one or many, are to be
law takes no such active part. All it does found, on whom, in respect of that same of-
is this : it simply wrthdraws, in part or al- i fence, no punishment from which they could
together, that punishment by means of which i have been saved ought to have been attached,
it protects a possessor in the enjoyment of but on whom punishment, of some sort or
those several possessions. If, then, every i other, from which they might have been
man refrain from disturbing him in the en- saved, does notwithstanding stand attached.
jo)_ent of any such possession, it is well the When, in so far as, by appointment of the
law does nothing of itself to prompt them to legislature or of the judge, acting (as in all
it. But if any persons of their own motiowi cases of unwritten or judge.made law) in the
choose to disturb him, it is also well the pLate of the legislator, punishment is inflicted
law does nothing of itself to hinder them. on any person by whom no part has been
Forfeiture of protection is, in short, neither borne in the offence, it may be said to be
more nor less than the forfeiture of the use mis-seated--seated in a place which isnot its
of the ministers of justice ; that is, of such proper place.
persons whose business it is to protect the In this case, if, along with the non-often-
several members of the community in the an- der, no offender suffers, the mis-seated pu-
joyment of their respective rights, nishment may be, as in practice it has been

Between forfeiture of protection, and for- termed, vicarious: if in the contrary case,
feiture of capacity, the difference is, that by extravasated punishment; that is, flowing
the latter, the law does what is necessary to in a wrong channel.
prevent a man's acquiring a possession : in Punishment ought naturally to be the work
the former, it forbears to do anything to of reflection : but whether it be vicarious or
prevent his losing it. When considered with extravasated, should there be found an in-
reference to the individual who has forfeited stance in which the infliction of it appears to
the protection of the law, this species of have been the result, not so much of reflec-
punishment may be called forensic disability ; ! tion and thought, as of want of thought--and
it forms part of the artificially complex pu- the mass of such instances will be found but
nishment of outlawry ; the consideration of too extensive _in such case it may be termed
which will be subsequently resumed.* random punishment.

Punishment (which is mis-seated, and in
particular, that which is in an extravasated
state), may be so unavoidably or avoidably.

BOOK IV. First, as to the case in which the extra-
vasation is unavoidable. On another occa_

OF THE PROPER SEAT OF PUNISH- sion, in another work, and for another par-
pose, this case has already been brought to

MENT: OR SAY, OF MIS-SEATED view; viz. underthe headof,' C/r_msta_s

PUNISHMENT. influ_ei_ 9 se_ibihty."_
Whether in the way and for the purpose

WHAT is here meant by mis-sested punish- of punishment, or in any other way, and for
ment, is not that which in another place was any other purpose, a man cannot be made to
meant by groundless punishment, suffer, but his connexions, if he have avy_

The case in which the epithet groundless _ways his counexionsin the,wayofsympethy,

" Book V. ch. v. t" Introduction to Morals and legi_tien.
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frequently his eonnexlons in the way of in- unavnidable_not to be avoided without let-
terest (understand self-regarding interest,) ting in, in some other shape, evil in such a
are made to suffer along with him ; and for- quantity, as, after deduction made of the e_l
nsmuch'as it can only be by some rare acei- saved on the score of punishment, shall leave
dent that a man can be found who has not a nett bxlance on the side of evil upon the
in either of those ways, any connexions whole.
thence it follows, that if, where it is un- Now, taking the matter on the footing of
avoidable, the certainty or probability of its the principles of utility,--punishment, how-
extravasation were regarded as a sufficient ever mis_scated, not only may be, but ought
eanse for forbearing to inflict punishment, it to be introduced : and on the part of him by
would only be by a eorrespondently rare acci- whom that principle is embraced, and taken
dent that any thing could be done for the for his constant guide, to say that of punish-
prevention of offences of any sort; the con- merit so circumstanced that it ought not to be
sequence of which would be general impunity introduced, would be equivalent to a contra-
to crimes and other ofl_ences of all sorts, sad diction in terms.
with it the destruction of society itself. But, says an objector, punishment, in so

In so far as it is mis-seated, and is not far as it is inflicted, fails upon the guiltless,
unavoidably so, punishment, it is almost and to inflict punishment on the guiltless
needless to observe, is, with reference to the is to violate one of the most important, and
person on whom it is thrown, 9roundless : as fundamental, and universally recognised prin-
such it is thrown away; it is so much evil cipies of justice.
expended in waste : -- reformation, deter- The answer is: This being one of those
ment, disablement--it contributes not any- principles which in substance are continually
thing to any one of the proper ends of pu- alluded to, but which in truth are not any
nishment -- not so much as to vindictive where to be found, cannot with propriety be
satisfaction for injury : at least, to any mind employed in the character of an objection to
that is not more or less deranged, it is repng- any rule which, standing expressed in a de-
nant to utility, inconsistent with humanity, terminate form of words, is seen to be unex-
inconsistent with justice, ceptionahle.

To all these it is repugnant ; but what it To inflict punishment when, without in-
is not repugnant to, is English law, written troducing preponderant inconvenience, the
as well as unwritten; for under both these infliction of such punishment is avoidable,
dispensations, instances of it are to be found is, in the case of the innocent, contrary to
_instances nltogether deplorable ill extent, the principle of utility. Admitted:--sad so
as well as abundance, is it in the case of the guilty likewise.

When the epithet umavoidable is on this oc- To punish where, without introducing pre-
casion employed, some such ]imitative clause pondera_lt inconvenience, such punishment is
as is expressed by the words without prepon- unavoidable, is not in either case contrary to
derant inconvenience, must be understood, the principle of utillty;--not in the case of
For, in point of possibility, punishment, i.e. the guilty: no, nor yet in the case of the in-
the infliction of suffering on that score, being nocent.
on the part of the legislator and the judge What, then, are the cases in which the
an act of the will, to avoid inflicting it will, application of punishment to the innocent is
on this as on every other occasion, be respec- avoidable ? what the cases in which it is
tively in their power at all times, not only on unavoidable ?
this but on every occasion. On so simple Answer: Wheresoever, punishment not
a condition as that of seeing government, and being, in the case in question, in itself m_due,
with it society itself, perish, you may avoid it is in your power to apply to the guilty,
inflicting punishment altogether, punishment in as great a quantity as (sup-

Bearing continually in mind this neceesary posing it actually administered) is commen-
and not unobvious limitation, in answer to surate to the end of punishment--namely,
the question, what, in regard to mis-seated without having recourse to the innocent,
punishment, ought to be the conduct of the there the evil, whatsoever it be, that would
legislator? two simple propositions may be be produced by the infliction of punishment
laid down without diffieulty:w on the innocent, is avoidable.

1. One is_ Where it is unavoidable, mis- Now the fact is, end so it wlil be found,
se_d punishment may be employed, that (with the exception of such suffering as

2. Where it is avoidable, mis-seated pu- extravasatesandoverflowsupontheinnocent,
nishment ought in no case to be employed, in consequence of their connexion in the way

Unhappily, there exists not a system of of sympathy or particular and casual interest)
established law which does not exhibit in- wheresoever the nature of the case admits of

stances in which mis-seated punishment is the distinguishing who is innocent from who
thus wrongfully employed, is guilty, the infl_etion of suffering on the in-

F/rat, as to the ease when the application nocent is avoidable.
thus made of the matter of punishment is Define punishment in a certain way, and
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even the above limitation need not be made. what it is in itself and of itself; in the next
Say that to give it the character of punish- place, in respect of the pain which, if la-
ment, it is necessary that the suffering that flitted on the innocent coanexions of the
is inflicted should, the whole of it, be di- guflty person, it may be expected to produce,
rectly intentional--that is, either mediately viz. in the shape of a pain of sympathy, in
or ultimately intentional; and in that case, the bosom of the guilty person himself.
such part of the suffering as, in virtue of 5. Accordingly, in the case of a delinquent
their connexion with the guilty person, falls having such connexions, to the end that
unavoidably upon third persons (a wife or bus- the real quantity of punishment may not be
band, children, relations, dependants, friends greater than in the ease of a delinquent in the
or creditors, and so forth,) is not punishment same degree of delinquency having no such
--does not come under the denomination of connexions, the nominal may be--and, so
punishment, far as the deduction is capable of being made

This, however, is but a question of words, with sufficient precision, ought to be-made
Take any lot of evil you wiU, such as it is, by so much the less.
it is, whatsoever be its name. Say that it 6. For the purpose of making any such al-
ia punishraent, the reason for avoiding to lowance as may be requisite on this score,
produce it, if unavoidable, will not be the proceed thus : In the first place, settle with
stronger ; say that is not punishment, the yourself what would be a sufficient punish-
reason for avoiding to produce it, if avoid- meut, on the supposition that the delinquent
able, will not be the weaker, had no connexions: then, inquiring into such

connexions, if any, as he has, proceed to make
§ 1. Naturally Extravasatla 9 Punishrnent-- such abatement, if any, as may be requisite

Rules coacern*n 9 zt. on this score.

In regard to such punishment as comes 7. For any such purpose, the view of the
under the denomination of derivative or na- judge must not absolutely confine itself to
rurally extravasating punishment, the follow- the connexion itself, the outward and visible
ing seem to be the rules that may be laid sigu andpresumptive evidence of theinternal
down :-- and invisible sympathy, viz_ the fact that the

1. The consideration that the lot of punish- delinquent has a wife, has children, has other
meat in question comes under the denomina- persons in his dependence. Of the existence
tion of derivative or extravasating punish- of the degree of sympatby naturally and usu-
ment -- punishment overflowing upon the ally attached to the species of relationship in
guiltless from theguilty--can never of itself question, the existence of the relationship
constitute a sufficient reason for forbearing itself may, it is true, be received in the cha-
to inflict such punishment, racter ofprirngfacie or presumptive evidence;

For were that a sufficient reason, punish- such evidence as, in default of evidence to
ment could not, in the way of legislation, be the contrary, may be taken for conclusive.
appointed in any case. But supposing any such contrary evidence

2. In so far as punishment not coming to be offered, or to be capable of being,
under this denomination is capable of being without preponderant inconvenience, col-
inflicted to a sufficient amount, without the lected, such presumptive evidence as above
addition of any punishment which comes un- mentioned ought not to be taken and acted
der this denomination ; in other words, in as upon as if conclusive.
far as properly seated punishment to a suf- If, for example, it appear, that in eonse-
ficient amount is capable of being inflicted quence of ill usage inflicted by him, his wife
without the addition of derivative or extra- has been separated from him, it is not right
vasating punishment, no such addition ought that, on that account, he should be let off
by the legislator to be appointed, viz. either with a less punishment, merely because he
prescribed or authorised, has a wife : if it appear that, in ,_onsequence

3. For so far as, without prejudice to the of ill usage, or desertion, or neglect, on his
sufficiency of the remainder, the lot of pu- part, children of his have been taken in hand
nishment actually to be inflicted is capable and provided for by some relation or private
of being cleared of derivative or extravasated friend, or some public institution, it is not
punishment (punishment or suffering borne right that, merely because he has children,
by those who have had no share either in the he should be let off with a less punishment,
commission of the offence or in the benefit of as above.
the offence) _ such clearance ought always 8. In so far as it is in the nature of the
to be made. punishment to extract and provide any quan-

4. In the account taken of the suffering, tity of matter applicable to the purpose of
for the purpose of any punishment which is compensation, the legislator and the _odge,
about to be inflicted by the judge, such de- respectively acting within thei_ respective
rivativesuffaringoughtalways be comprised: spheres, ought not, in the care taken by
comprised, in the first place, in respect of them to avoid the production of unneeeaary
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mis-seatedpunishmeut, to confine themselves point of fact the p_Juishment is inflicted on
to negative measure_ the person having the power, not under the

If, for eqrmnple, either by the general vat- notion of innocence on his part, but in eon-
ture of the appointed punishmeut_imprisen- templatiou of delinquency on the score of
ment, for example, or banishment, or death negligence for an ill choice of, or want of
m a separation be made, or, to the purpose attention to, his subordinates. It is on his
in question, by special appointment, can be part a transgression of the negative cast, con-
made, between the lot of the delinquent and sisting in the omitting to take proper precau-
the lot of his guiltless connexions, it may be tions for the prevention of the positive offence
right, out of and to the extent of the pecu- committed by his subordinates.
niary means of the delinquent, to make a Under our law, the sheriff is punished if
provision for his guiltless connexions, any of the prisoners under the ganler's cus-

P. Iq other words. So far as can be done, tody escape. The sheriff has not the im-
without reducing to too low a pitch the suf- mediate custody of the prisoners ; his other
feting inflicted on the delinquent, the claims duties are incompatible with that. From this
of any guiltless connexion of his, to be saved circumstance alone, then, there is no reason
harmless from such mis-seated punishment, for supposing any complicity on his part. But
as would otherwise be made to overflow upon the gaoler is appointed by him ; and the ob-
them fromtbe punishmentinflictedupon him, ject of the law is to render him circumspect
should have the preference over the interest in his choice. The gaoler himself is the per-
of the public purse, son immediately responsible, but as the safe

This rule may, without reserve or diffi- custody of prisoners is a matter of the highest
culty, be in its full extent applied to ordinary importance, the punishment levelled at the
creditors, to persons whose connexion with sheriff is in the highest degree expedient, and
the delinquent is accordingly a connexion the more so as the amount of it is in certain
purely in the way of interest, unaccompanied cases left to the discretion of the judge.
with any such connexion as in the case of The responsibility thus imposed on supe-
wife and children, or other near relatives, has rlors for the acts of their subordinates, is
place in the way of sympathy. For example, founded not only on the reasons above men-
to speak particularly and precisely, on the tioned, but on others equally substantial,
score, and for the purpose of punishment, which have been more particularly developed
money extracted from the pocket of a delin- before.*
quent ought not to be poured into the public
purse, such sum excepted as, if any, remains § 3. $Iis-seated Punishment, Varieties of
to be disposed of, after satisfaction of all just Punishment is mis-seated in either of two
and bond fide demands made, or capable of cases :-- 1. Where the dehnquent himself is
being made, by creditors, not made to suffer at all, but some other is

in his stead ; 2. When the delinquent himself
§2. Punishment apparently, butnot reallymis- is punished, and some other guiltless person

seated-- Civil Responsibili_. with him, in virtue of an express provision
One class of cases may be marked out, in of the law.

which a punishment to which it may happen If the delinquent himself be not punished,
in appearance to be mls-seated, is not mis- but some other person be, in his stead, the
seated in reality. The offence is committed punishment may be called vicarious punish-
by A, who is a person under power ; the ment. It is thus that in the case of a suicide,
punishment is inflicted on B, in whom the who is of course removed beyond the reach
power resides. In other words, the super- of human punishment, suffering is inflicted
ordinate is made responsible for the subor- on his wife, his children, or his dependants.
dinate. When, in virtue of a social connexion be-

To this class of cases may be aggregated tween the delinquent and some other person,
the following: -- it passes from the delinquent upon that other,

Responsibility of the hnsmnd for-the wife. it may be styled transitive punishment. It is
..................... the father for the children, thus that in our law the children and other
..................... the guardian for his ward. descendants in many cases are p,ni_hed with
.................... the madman's keeper for their parents, for the delinquencies of their

the madman, parents and other ancestors.
..................... the gaoler for his prisoners. Where a large body of persons ere punished
..................... the sheriff for the gaoler, at once, upon a presumption that the delin-

quent or definquents are to be met with in..................... the military commander for
his subordinates, that body, it may be styled collective punish.

..................... the msete_ for his servants, ment. Thus it is, in our law, corporations
are in several cases punishable for the deiin-

In all theme csees, though to appearance quencies of the co-corporators.
the punishment may be _ yet in * See -- Of Substitutive Satisfaction, p. $8&
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Lastly, where along with the delinquent ment, that one man is ptmisbed forthe offence
a person is punished who is a total stranger of another, is calculated to produce a stronger
to him, the punishment in this case may, as impression on the mind, than could be pro-
far as the stranger is concerned, be styled duced by the aid of logic and rhetoric. An
random punishment. Thus it is, that by our error so extravagant could never have been
law a person who, aider certain acts of delin- acted on, but from confusion of ideas, or upon
quency secretly committed, has bought land suppositions, the improbability of which was
of the delinquent, loses his money and the altogether lost sight of.
land. In the English law, the only instance which

Punishment by lot, as is sometimes pcac- is to be seen of a case of mis-seated punish-
tised where the delinquents are numerous, as ment, which is clearly and palpably vicarious,
in large bodies of soldiery, comes not within is that of the punishment attached t_ suicide.
this case. The persons who are made to east It may perhaps be said, that the man himse]£
lots are all supposed to be delinquents. There is punished as much as the case will admit of;
is, therefore, no punishment but what is in that his body used to be pierced with a stake,
proprlam personam in this case. It is not that he is still buried with ignominy, and
random punishment, but random pardoa, that, with respect to him, every thing that

In vicarious punishment, we see it is a third could be done, is done; that this is not found
person, as the phrase is, that is punished sufficient, and that, as an additional check to
alone, In transitive pumshmeat, a third per- the commission of this offence, it is necessary
son with the delinquent, in virtue of his con- to call in aid the contemplation of the suffer-
nexion with him. In collective punishment, ings that his wife and children may endure
a large body of third persons, uncertain and by his death. But the effect of this contri-
indeterminate, because probably the dciin- vance is obviously very trifling. The pros-
quent is of the number. In random punish- poet of the pain he shall suffer by continuing
ment, a single third person, who, for certain, to live, affects him more than that of the pain
is _ot the dehnquent, mid with whom the it seems to him they will suffer upon his put-
delinquent has nothing to do. ring himself to death. He is more affected,

then, with his own happiness than with theirs:
§ 4. Vicarious Punishment. the selfish predominate in his mind over the

The case in which punishment is in the social affections. But the punishment of
most palpable degree mis-seated, is that in forfeiture, that is, the punishment of those
which it has received the name of vicarious : relations and friends, can have the effect of

Upon the person who l_as had any share in preventing his design upon no other supposi-
the offence, no punishment is inflicted, yet tion than that the social affections are pre-
upon the same occasion, punishment is in- dominant in him over the selfish ; that he is
flieted upon this and that person who has not more touched by their suffering than by his
had any share in the offence, own : but this is shown by his conduct not to

In the reign of James I. there lived a Sir be the case.
Kenelm Digby, who, besides being a person Nor is this all : it is not only nugatory as
of quality, was an adept in the science of to its declared purpose, but in the highest
medicine. Dressing of wounds is among the degree cruel. When a family has thus been
number of those operations that are attended deprived of its head, the law at that moment
with pain and trouble. By means of a powder steps in to deprive them of their means of
of Sir Kenelm's invention, this inconvemence subsistence.
was save& In addition to this powder, all The answer to this may be, that there is

that he required for the cure of the most some sp.ecies of property, which upon thi_oe-
desperate wound, was a little of the blood casion as not forfeited ; that the law as not
that had been made to flowfrom it. To this executed; that the jury elude it, by finding
blood a competent dose of the powder being the suicide to be insane ; and that, moreover,
applied, the wound closed, and the cure was the king has the power of remitting the for-
radical. The presence of the patient was no feiture, and of leaving to the widow ami
more necessary, than to our present quack orphans the paternal property.
doctors. While the compound of powder and That such is the disposition of juries, sad
blood was lying upon Sir Kenelm's shelves, of the sovereign, is undeniable : but is that a
the patient might be at the antipodes, reason for preserving in the penal code, a law

Exactly of a piece with the therapeutics thatitisconsideredadutyinvariablytoelude?
that invented this sympathetic powder, for And bywhatmeansisiteluded? Byperjary;
sueh was the name which by the author was by a declaration made by twelve men, upon
applied to it, are the politics that gave birth oath, that the suicide was deranged in his
to vicarious punishment, mind, even in cases in which all the circum-

I was about to exhibit the absurdity and stances connected with the case exhibit marks
mischief of this mode of punishment, but of a deliberate and steady determination. The
what end would it answer ? A simple state, consequence is, that every suicide who
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worth any property, is declared to be _on nature of all punishments, to affect not only
eo_tpos. It is only the poorest of the poor, those that are the immediate objects of them,
who, after making the same calculation that but also those that are connected with the
was made by Cato, and finding the balance offender, in the way of sympathy, and their
on the same side, act accordingly, that are participation in his suffering is unavoidable.
ever found to be in their senses, and their With these we have nothing to do. What
wives and children to be proper victims for we have to do with, are those that the legis-
the rigour of the law. The eure for these lator, by an express provision of the law,
atrocious absurdities is perjury : perjury is the inflicts upon persons connected with the delin-
penance that, at the expense of religion, pro- quent -- punishments, the existence of which
vents an outrage on humanity, depends entirely upon the legislator, and

In speaking of vicarious punishment, in which, as he has created, he can abrogate
order to avoid the confusion that might be them. Thus, under the English law, with
produced by its liability to be ranked under respect to property of a particular description,
this head, it may be necessary to mention a the innocent grandson, by the delinquency
ease belonging to the subject of international of his father, is made to lose the chance he
law--the ease of reprisals in war. By a fo- had of succeeding to his grandfather, because
reign nation, innocent persons are subjected no title can be deduced through the corrupt
to the most rigorous punishment--to con- blood of the father: this is what, by English
finement, and even to death, the real author lawyers, is called corruption of blood.*
of the offence not being in the jurisdiction of
the foreign state. The exercise of this power • As the subject is involved m a good deal of
is justified by necessity, as a means of pre- obscurity, it may be necessary, in order that the
venting the infliction of injuries not warranted expediency of this mode of punishment may be

understeod_ to state the nature of it a little more
by the rules of war.

This is not, strictly speaking, vicarious explicitly.By a rule of pasitlve law, founded on the most
punishment. The reprisals inflicted on his obvious dictate of utility, so obvious as to have
subjects operate upon the sovereign himself, been received with little variation over the whole
either by the compassion felt for their suffer- world, aman is permitted to succeed, in case of
ing, or by the fear, if patiently submitted to, death, to the property undisposed of by his nextrelation.
of alienating the affections of his people. It This general rule is, with a variety of caprice z
is more particularly useful between contend- with which the conceptions and expectations of
ing armies. Honour is the principal sanction the people can neverkeep pace, differently nat-
of the laws of war, but the power of making rowed and modified by the different laws of
reprisals is a very necessary coadjutor. In various states. With us, it is not in every in*
these eases, what humanity dictates is, that stance that a man is permitted to succeed to hisrelation. And the miseryproduced by the un-
the sufferings inflicted on the innocent should intelligible exceptions to the general provision
be the least possible, consistent with the pro- of the law is, in all cases, in proportion to the
duction of the desired effect; that they should strength of the expectation that is thus disap-
be remissible, and that the utmost degree of pointed.
publicity should be given to them, either by Forfeiture is more psnaI in its consequences
public declarations, or in any other more of- than escheat. By both forfeiture and escheat,an individual andhis descendants are made to
fectnal manner, l_se their chance of coming to the estate of him

One word more, and I have done. Instances to whom they stood as next immediate deacon-
have not been wanting in history, when an dantL But corrupt/on of blood goes further.
innocent person has offered to satiate the By corruption of b_ood, the party in question,
resentment of the person injured, and his and his descendants, are made to lose the chance
self-devotion has been received in expiation, they had of succeeding e_tber to a remote ances-
What satisfaction did the offended person tor, or to any collateral relation.
reap from this sacrifice? --the degradation Offences by which the blood is said to be cor-rupted are styled, how different soever in their
and shame belonging to it. The glory of the nature, by one common appellation, felonies.-
sufferer was the disgrace of the judge. Between my brother and me, the common antes-

It may be asked, Is it possible to find any mr is my father. If, then, my father commit a
ease in which one person may with propriety felony, the consequence is, I am prevented from
be allowed spontaneously to subject himself succeeding, not only to whatever real propertywas my fatber'e, but to whatever was my bro-
to the punishment designed for another--a thor's also, or that ofanyon.e descended from
son for his father--a husband for his wife _ him ; and this because, in making out my title
a friend for his friend ? Such cases might to the pro_y in question, in virtue of my rela-
perhaps be imagined; but it is useless to en- tionship to my brother, I must reclton through
ter upon the consideration of such deviations my father, although my father (such is the pro-

vision made by the law)could not himself have
from the ordinary course of things, taken it.--Between my paternal uncle and me,

the common ancestor is my grandtkther. If,
§ 5. Tractive _lt/shmeat. then, my father commit a felony, I lose the

It has already been oblerved, that it is the chance of succeeding, not only to whatever real
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The strength of the argument lles in the honour to the marriage state, let us suppose
metaphor: this cabalistic expression serves that this person whom a man loves better
as an answer to all objections. The justice of than he does himself, is never any other than
the metaphor turns upon two suppositions :-- his wife. But it is not so many as half the

The one is, that where a man has commit- number of men, of an age to commit crimest
ted a felony (stolen a horse, for instance,) his that have wtves. Nor is there above one in
blood immediately undergoes a fermentation, a hundred who has lands, of which a wife is
and (according to the system of physiology endowed. Upon this calculation, there is no_
in use upon this occasion,) becomes really above one man in 50,000 of those that are
corrupt, liable to this mode of punishment, on whom

The other is, that wl_en a man's blood is it would operate in as great a degree as if laid
in this state of putrescency, it becomes just on himself. In the remaining 49,999 instances.
and necessary to deprive his children not only in order to produce the same effect, more pu-
of all real property, of which he was in the nishment must be laid upon the innocent wife,
enjoyment, but of what might thereafter be than would need to be laid upon the offend-
derived through him. ing husband. Let us suppose, for the par;

The end of punishment is to restrain a man pose of the argument, that every man loves
from delinquency. The question is, whether his wife half as much as he does himself: on
it be an advantageous way of endeavouring at this supposition, ten degrees or grains (or by
this, to punish in any and what cases, in any what other name soever it shall be thought
and what mode, to any and what degree, his proper to call so many aliquot parts of punish-
wife, his children, or other descendants ; that ment) must be laid upon the wife, in order to
is, with a direct intention to make them SUfo produce, the effect of five grains laid directly
refers, upon the husband. On this supposition, then

If a man can be prevented from running in 49,999 eases out ofS0,000,halfthe punish-
into dehnqueney, by means of punishment ment that is laid on in this way, is laid on in
hung over the heads of persons thus connected waste.*
with him, it is not, as in the cases above 2. What has been said with regard to the
mentioned, because it is expected that they wife, may, without any very considerable va-
should have it in their power to restrain him, ristion, be applied to the children. In this
by any coercion, physical or mental, of their latter case, however, generally speaking, the
imposing: it is not that they are likely to affection is likely to be more uniform and
have it in their power, by anything they can certain, and consequently the contemplation
do. In the case of the wife, it is not very of the suffering they may be exposed to more
hkely; in the ease of children already born, certainly efficacious, in restraining the corn-
it is still less likely; in the case of children mission of the act intended to be guarded
not yet born, it is impossible. What is ex- against. The same method, making due al-
pected to work upon him, is the image of lowance on this score, will therefore apply
what they may be made to su_r. The puo to this, as to the preceding ease.
nishment, then, upon them, may be, mud it is What follows from this, therefore, is, that
expected will be, without any act of theirs, till the whole stock of direct punishment be
a punishment upon him. It will produce in exhausted upon the offender hinlself, none
him a pain of sympathy, ought in this way to he attempted to be ap.

First, we will consider the case of the wife, plied through the medium of the innocent.
where the punishment consists in being made If there be any case in which forfeiture
to lose what is already in specific prospect: can be employed with advantage, it would
wz. The immoveable property in which she be that of rebeUionmrebellion, not treason;
had her dower, for treason is a name applied to a variety o!

It has been doubted whether it were pos- offences that have nothing in common but
sible for a man to love another better than their name. And if it were employed against
himself; that is, to be affected, not merely the descendants of a rebel, it should not be
momentarily, but for a length of time together, in the way of transitive punishment, nor in
more by the pains and pleasures of another the way of punishment at all, but as a mea-
than by his own. Some have denied the pos- sure of seif-defence--of seif-defenec against
sibility ; all will admit that it is extremely the mischief that might be expected, not
rare. Suppose it, then, to happen in one case from the criminal, who is no more, bat from
out of five hundred; and, to do all possible his dependants. When the husband is en-

gaged in rebellion, it is probable that the
property was his, but also to whatever was either
my gnmdfather's or my uncAe°s. So also, ff my • It will not, it is hoped._ be understood tlmt
grandfather cemmitafelony_ Ilosetbe chance any stress is meant to be laid upan__tbepartieutat
of succeeding, not indeed to ihe property that was number here employed : the _ader may. pat m
my father's_but, howevers towhatever wMeither numbers for himself: thtT.,are ._._y gtvea.as

a spe_men ot"the manner m which such an m.
my grandfather's or my unele's_ or any descea- qmry ought to be conducted.dant of my unnle's.
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affections of his wife* are enlisted on the sordid in the better cause. Now, when con-
asme side. Is it certain ? By no means, science is the motive, it is always probable
But, however, it is probable. Is it probable that the same conscience which governs the
that so also are his children ? Is it certain ? principal may govern the dependants, or m
By no means. All rebellions, and particu- other words, the same that governs the hus-
larly the last Scotch rebellion, afford instan- band and the father, may govern the wife
ees to the contrary. But, however, it is whom he cherishes, and the children whom
probable. What, then, should be done? Pre- he educates. Rebellion, then, is a family
sume guilt, and make it require an effort to offence.
exempt the party from the consequences ? That treason, however, which consists in
No ; but presume innocence, and make it secretly conspiring in a united nation with a
require an effort on the part of the crown foreign enemy, stands upon a very different
to afflict him. Let the crown be empowered, footing. This is always among offences
immediately upon the attainder of a rebel, to against conscience ; it can scarcely arise even
seize into its hands the possessions, real as from personal resentment : it arises from the
wellaspersonal, ofhiswlfe, his children, and most sordid of all sources_tucre. Every
his other descendants too; with a power to one acknowledges the baseness of such a
continue the seizure from year to year upon crime ; and a man could scarcely be more
special mention of each person, in so many detested by the public at large, than he
proclamations to be issued for that purpose : would be if discovered by his own family.
and this too, under whatever title such pro- This is no more a family offence than rob-
perry may be held, without suffering the bery or murder are family offences. In this
law, as it is now, to be turned into a dead kind of offence, therefore, there is not the
letter, by expedients for gi_ing to property same reason for casting the family upon the
such modifications as render it unfor£eitable, mercy of the crown. Whatever the family suf-
This would be a remedy exactly analogous fers is endured without reason and m waste.
to the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act :
putting the near kindred of a convicted rebel § 6. Disadvantages of this Mode of
upon the same footing, with respect to their Punisl_ment.
fortunes, which by that act 811men without 1. From what has been said, except in the
distinction are put upon, with respect to above case of rebellion, it will be pretty up-
their liberties. This would be a certain, not parent that in point of certainty this mode of
a casual safeguard, giving strength to the punishment is eminently deficient. In by far
government, without bringing guiltless op- the greater number of cases in which the
pression upon the people, offence has been committed, this punishment

State crimes, with treason at the head of cannot take place for want of a subject on
them, may issue from various sources : from which to operate. A man who has no wife
indigence, from resentment, from ambition; or children, cannot be punished in the per-
but in many instances they are crimes of con- sons of his wife and children. Couple this
science. By lawyers in this country, it is circumstance with the cases in which the
spoken of as one of those almost incredible offender will have nothing to forfeit, and it
abominations, at which nature shudders: like will be found that the punishment will be
murder, not to be committed by any man, but inoperative in nine hundred and rdnety-uine
one who has sold himself to the devil. They cases out of a thousand. Now a punishment
see not, or would not seem to see, that the that is good in one case only out of a thousand
eharset_ of rebel, or of loyalist, turns upon jis good for nothing. Some other punishment,
the accidents of war; that men may differ then, must be adopted in its room. This pu-
with the most perfect integrity, and with nishment must be as much as is enough in
the purest intentions, about the title to the those cases, otherwise there had as good be
crown, or to such a branch of public power, none. Now then as that punishment serves
as well as about a town, or a piece of land; in all other cases, why may it not in this
and that it is only party prejudice that makes one ? If it be enough in those cases, it is,
rebeKion and wickedness synonymous. But when added to the particular punishment in
in those diteult and distracted times, when question, more than enough in this one.
right and duty are liable to be confounded, Now then, if it be more than enough, it is
the Hydes, the Falklands, the Seldens, and misery in waste. It is, therefore, for the
the Hmnpdens, divide themselves: who can most part useless, and whenever it is not
read the reeessos of their hearts ? Men enlist useless, it is mischievous.
from pure motives in the worse, and from 2. After this, it is saying little to observe,

that in respect of e_abib'ty it is not less
t Those who have read Lord Clarendon's defective, because, to a man who has noH.istory,. wilt remember what grievous ram-

plaints that historian, in speaking of the Duke thought about his wife or children, or h_s
of Albemad_ makes of the duke's presbyterian taken a dislike to them, it is at least matter
wife. of indifference to him whatever may befall
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them; in this ease, therefore, the punishment judgment of the propriety of those several
of them is so much clear waste, proceedings.

3. In respect of frugalUy, it is in a very By the common law, it is settled that the
remarkable degree defective : the quantity privileges of a municipal corporation may be
of evil that it is susceptible of producing is forfeited for the misconduct of the corpora-
altogether boundless. Consider the chain of tors ; those privileges which are indiscrimi.
domestic connexion, and celculate the num- natelyboneficial to allthe persons who are free
ber of descendants that a man may have; the of the corporation, for the delinquency of the
suffering communicates from one to another, majority of any general auembly of those who
and destroys the peace of the most extensive form the governing part of it. The power,
families. To produce a direct pun_ishment, however, of adjudging such a forfeiture has
which may be estimated as unity, indirect been very rarely exercised, and the insidious
and mis-sested punishment must be created and unconstitutional use that was attempted
equal to ten, twenty, thirty, a hundred, or to be made of it in the reign of Charles II.
perhaps a thousand, &c. has cast a stigma on the general doctrine ; so

4. It is no less deficient in point of ex- that it is not likely to be ever again carded
emplarity. What the delinquent himself suf- into practice. Such a mode of punishment
fers is known always by the sentence : it is is plainly unnecessary and inexpedient. The
in n_ny cases visible in the execution. The particular delinquents in this way may always
woman or the child who is made to suffer for be ascertained, and that much more easily
his crime, languishes in secret and unavailing and infallibly than in the case of ordinary of-
misery, fences ; their acts being, in the very essence

5. The punishment thus withdrawn from of them, public and notorious.
its natural course, possesses not so much as Our own times have exhibited several in-
the advantage of popularzty ; it is directly stances in which punishment, either in reality
adverse to the general sentiments of sym- or toappearance, has been inflicted on a body
pathy and antipathy. When the delinquent of men for the misbehaviour of a part of it.
himself is punished, the public vengeance is I will mention them in their order.
satiated, and receives no satisfaction from The first I shall mention is the case of the
any ulterior punishment : if he be pursued city of Edinburgh, which happened in 1736.
beyond the tomb, and his innocent family be A very numerous mob rose up in arms, seized
offered up as victims, feelings of pity are ex- the city guard, possessed themselves of the
cited ; an indistinct feeling accuses the laws city gates, and in defiance of the public au-
of injustice, humanity declares itself against thorltles, put to death a Captain Porteous,
them, and on all sides the respect for the laws who lay under sentence of death, but hall
is weakened, been reprieved. This outrage occasioned an

act of Parhament to be made.* By this act,
§ 7. Collective Punishm_ts. a particular pnmshment is inflicted upon the

I now come to another case, of which Lord Provost of the town, for the particular
examples are to be met with in the penal neglect he is there charged with: but be-
dispensations of most countries--that of co/- sides this, a fine is laid on the corporation.
lective punishment, or the punishment of large Of these punishments, that on the provost,
bodies of men for the delinquencies of a part we may observe, was iu propr_am personam.
of them. Under the English law, one in- The fine on the corporation was a collective
stance is tile pumshment inflicted on a whole punishment, failing on as many persons as
corporation for the delinquency of some of rnight find themselves in any shape preju-
its members, diced by such fine. Now, the ground of

When this mode of punishment is justi- applying this latter punishment was not the
fiable, it is only on the score of necessity, absolute impractieabdity of applying any pn-
Now, to prove this necessity, two matters nishment of the proper kind at all. The
of fact must be made to appear : one is, that provost, as we see, was punished for the
the guilty could not be punished without the negattvc offence of his neglect. And it ap-
innocent ; the other is, that the suffering of pears fi'om another act, which immediately
the innocent, when added to that of the ibllows that in question, that a number of
guilty, will not, in the whole, compose a persons were actually fugitives for the prin-
mass of evil more than equivalent to the cipal offence. By the second act, these fugi-
benefit of the punishment, tires, in case of their not anrrandering within

Of these two matters of fa_t, the first is such a time, were to suffer death, as were

easy enough to be judged of; the latter must also those who should conceal them. If, then,
be left to vague conjecture, they never surrendered, they remained fQgi-

Of the adminibtering this mode of punish- tires, and were punished by banishment. If
ment, there are some remarkable instances, they surrendered, the presumption wns, that
both by"common law and by statute. The
above principles will enable us to form a _ 10 Gea. IL c. 34.
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they would be punished with the ordinary that of the whole community, of which he
punishment for the offence of which they is himself but one. Those who are in poa.
were guilty ; this punishment, however, was session of it find means, it is true, of deriving
not thought sufficient for so enormous and from it a personal befiefit to themselves: but
dangerous an outrage. As a supplement, this is in direct repugnance to the interest of
operating in the way of ex posto facto law, the community and the end of the institu.
this fine upon the corporation was thought of. lion ; so that, with reference to the particu-
Now, from such a punishment, considered in lar interest of the possessor, it may be truly
itself, it is not probable that any great effects said, it is of the less value to him the more
could have been expected. It served, how- conscientiously he discharges it. In truth,
ever, to point the moral sanction against the I see not why, with respect to the possessor
offence, mld to help to express, as in the words himself, it ought to be looked upon _s any-
of the act, the " highest detestation and ab- thing.
borrence" of the criminal transaction. But the legislature went farther : besides

In this case, as in that of rebellion, what incapacitating the electors there named, who
may be presumed, even though the fact be were a majority, but not the whole, it went
not capable of being established by evidence, on and communicated the right of election
is, that there was a complicity of affection, in to all the forty-shilling freeholders within a
virtue of which all the inhabitants joined in large district, of which the borough in ques-
endeavouring to protect the offenders from tion was but a part. In doing this, they les-
the visitation of the law. sened the right of the innocent burghers who

The next statute I shall take notice of in remained.t And as to such part of it, the
this view is that for punishment of the cor- measure, if it be to be considered as a mea-
ruption that prevailed in the borough of -New sure of punishment, must be allowed to have
Shoreham.* A society, calling itself the been a punishment in ahenas personas. Con-
Christian Society,. consisting of a large ma- sidered in this light, it was not expedient,
jority of the electors, had for_ned itself, and since it was not necessary; for the innocent
subsisted for several years, for the purpose not only could be, but actually were, distin-
of selling the seats in Parliament for that guxshed from the guilty. But in whatever
borough. On this accoumt, all who were light it may appear, considered with refer_
members of that society were, by name, with ence to the particular persons subjected to
great propriety, ]aid under a perpetual inca- that trifling disadvantage, as a measure of re-
pacitation. So much, considered as a punish- formation it cannot be too highly praised. It
ment. was a punishment in proprlas personas, stands as the pattern and gronnd-work of a
But the proper light in which this measure great plan of constitutional improvement.

ought to be considered seems not to have of The punishment, if any, that was thus m-
bean that of a punishment ; for in this light flic_ed on the innocent burghers, consisted in the
it seems hardly to be justified. If it were a pare of apprehension that among the new elec-
punishmezlt, it was an ex post facto punish- mrs would be found some, and perhaps a majo-
merit, which was the less necessary, as there rity of the whole, who would make an improper
was already a punishment of the same kind use of the power of which they were made par.
provided by the law ; to wit, incapacitation, takers.

One thing let me be permitted to mention,
though it be but temporary. But in truth, which I think would have been an improvement,
by much the greatest part of the efficacy and would have done all that could be wanting
which it was expected to have, was built on to reconcile the measure to the strict principles
another ground : on it, as a measure of anti- of ordinary justice. A part of the electors stood
clpation ; calculated to prevent an evil which, in a meritorious light; they had either the merit
but for such remedy, it was visibly in the to withstand, or the good fortune to escape, the

_mptatien to which their co-electors yielded.
power, and as visibly in the intention, of the Yet by the statute in question, the condition of
parties thus disabled to introduce ; viz. a this meritorious part, so far from being bettered,
succession of representatives brought in, in was rendered worse than it was before. There
this corrnpt and unconstitutional way. It wasa method by which this mlght, Ithink, have
was therefore not punishment for an evil been prevented, without the least prejudice to
past and gone, but self-defence against an the reforming ]part of the me,_sure, and at the
evil still impending. Now, the expense at same time a signal encouragement have been

held out to censeientlous electors. The exjpe-
which this benefit was purchased for the dient was a simple one. It was but the adding
community, could not well be less in any in- to the number of votes which esch of the sound
stance than in this. The franchise of elec- voters should have under the new constitution,
torship, like any other branch of public power, in such manner that the weight of each man's
is not an usufructuary possession, but a suffrage should bear the same proportion to thatof the rest under the new constitution as it had
trust ; an article of property which a man done under the old one. The benefit thus re.
holds not for his own benefit alone, but for served would in such case have told for more

than it was in reality. The men_ by being only
" 11 Gee. IILc. 65. not punished, would have seemed to be rewarded :
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practicability of distinguishing fraudulent con-
§ 8. Rartdom Punishment. veyanees from fair : it establishes the latter;

Randompunlshmentistheepithetthatmay it vacates only the tbrmer. Yet it is oh.
be applied to mis_seated punishment, in those vious that immoveable property is much less
cases in which, without previous design, it obnoxious to such a fraud than moveable.
has fdllen upOn the innocent by some caprice With all this the author of the Commen-
of the imagination taken up at the moment, tariea is perfectly well uttisfied. " This
when the occasion andthe pretence has come may be hard," he says, " upon such as have
tbr the infliction of it--not so much as even unwarily engaged with the offender." But
the wretched sort of pretence, which had what of that ? " the cruelty and reproach,"
place intheease ofextravasated punishment, continues he, " must lle on the part, not of
having place in the present ease. the law, but of the criminal, who has thus

For the illustration of this modification of knowingly and dishonestly involved others
mis-seatedpunishmeut, we mayagainreferto in his own calamities." To one who can
the law of forfeiture, to that of deodaods, reason in this manner, nothhtg that is esta-
and that of the exclusion put upon testimony, blisbed can come amiss_ So long as there is
when, for the punishment of an inconjectur- the least particle of guilt, not only in him
able number of innocent persons, through who is punished but in any one else, no law
the sides of one delinquent, and by wounds bywhich punishment is inflicted can be cruel,
of every imaginable breadth and depth and no law deserving of reproach.
nature, the fact of his delinquency forms the Another instance of random punishment is
pretence, that of Deodands.

When a man who has s freehold interest You are a farmer. You employ a wag-
in any lands commits an off'once, part of the gon. You send your son to drive it: he
punishment for which is the forfeiture of such slips down, is run over and killed. The
interest, and then sells, or mortgages, or in ]dug, cTr somebody in his name, is to have
any other manner disposes of that interest, your waggon. This is the consolation which
wld is afterwards attainted for the offence, the law of Eugland gives you for your loss.
the law takes it back from those in whose This idea might be improved upon. Let
tkvour it was disposed of, without deigning it be alawthat when a man happens to break
to inquire whether they knew anything of his neck, the people of his parish shall draw
his having committed it. An individual corn- lots who shall be hanged to keep him corn-
hilts a secret murder, and _ells you an estate: pany. The punishment would be greater,
twenty years after he is discovered, prose- but the reason for punishment wonld be the
outed, attainted. The king, that is, some- same.
body who assumes his name, seizes the estate. If, instead of a waggon, it had been a ship
If you have devised it, charged it, sold it---if, that was moving to your son's death, it would
besides yours, it has passed through fifty make no ditfcrenee: though the ship were
other hands, it makes no difference. If it ladenwith the treasure oftheIndies, itwould
was your wife who had been murdered, it make no difference; the ship and its lading
would make no difference : you would lose would be the king's.
your wife by the crime, and your fortune by The source from whence this institution
the punishment, flowed is pretty generally known : but it is

It might be supposed that the law looked not perhaps so generally observed that the
upon itself as driven to this expedient by the institution is not a just ennsequence, even
apprehension of fraudulent conveyances; but from the ideas then received. It was eats-
this is not the case. In the case of moveable blished, it is not easy to say how early, but
and other personal property, it recognises the however, in the days of Catholicism. In

those days, as soon as s man's soul had left
they certainly would have been rewa_led in its body, it used to go to a place called Pur.
point of honour. If a re]igioas attention were gatory, there to be broiled for 20,000 years.
constantly to be paid to private subsisting into. Now in this life some souls love music,
rests, which being temporary nuty always be pro- others not. But in that post life which wasvide(] for at &small expense, reformatlon would
be delivered from much of that op_pgsitionwhich then to come, all souls were fond of it a]Jke.
it is at present apt to meet with. One may say Luther himself, who ought to know, is posi.
to reformers, #erve the _twl¢, l_utforget not tlmt tire of it.* Not that all music was to their
each member is a part of it. . taste: itwas onlya particular kind of mu-

Strictly speakifig, it is true that the electors sic. such as only priests know how to sing.
have no resson, to _mplain, .except.as aDo.ye, Bu't it was not reasonable that priests shoold
upon _e ocee_on.eran ex.tenmon _ttle eleeuve ....... '_ _-- :'- for _'- la-

ou do not stag unless u_ey were pare mr lb, otfranchise. The dilemma is clear: if y ] .............. when s
mean tn dile_a_,_ it conscientiously you oufht [ oourer _ wormy or ms rare. _ow w
n-'ot---to']_e-t_--te_-wi-th-_it; ff you do_ i't is of'no ] man died thus suddenly, it was not prob_.
benefit to you, and you can have no ground to ] that he should have made any provimon by
complain of its being taken from you for the [ -_ _
benefit of the State. [ * See vlr o, t_awloms ttiStmT ox mumro
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his will for paying them. Therefore it was The only reason there can be for rejecting
necessary that somebody else should pay a witness is this, that it appears more pro-
them. So far was in order. But why re- bable that after every expediant that can be
sort to any other fund than the man's own put in practice to get the truth of him, the
property? Was he the poorer for having account he gives of the matter would rather
died a violent death, than if he had died a mislead those who are tojudge, than set them
llatural one? or for dying by the effect of a right. I say misleadtbe judges; I donot say
thing in motion, than if he had died by a fall be a false one : for whether it be true or not,
from a thing at rest ? And if, after all, he is what to the purposes of justice is a matter
had nothing to pay for himself, could not the of indifference. The point is for them to (be
parish, or the hundred, or the next abbey, enabled to) form such a notion of the fact in
bare paid for him ? dispute as shall prove a true one: by what

I would not swear but the sages who in- means they come at it is no matter. He
vented this notable institution might think would commit perjury indeed ; but that is
to do a spite to the thing, the waggon, the quite another evil, and an evil for which
ship, or whatever it was, by making it for- there is another and more proper remedy
feited; as the Athenians exterminated a than that of prematurely repelling his eel-
stone that struck a man and killed him, that dence. This want of veracity, therefore, is
is, carried it out of their country and threw no objection to him, unless he has the faculty
it into another. Many a public institution, of maintaining to the last, such a degree of
which the lawyer admires with humble de- consistency and plausibility as shall enable
fcrence, has had no better ground, him to conceal it.

The next instance of random punishment As to want of veracity, it should be con-
which I would give, consists in the exclusion sidered that the greatest liar in the umverse
put upon testimony, rarely swerves from truth (I mean what to him

I could wish to give the reader a precise seems truth) in one instance out a hundred.
list of the offences to which this punishment The natural bent of all mankind is to speak
is annexed, but this I find to be impossible, truth : it requires the force of some particu-
Every principle delivered on this subject larinterest, real or unaginary, to overbalance
teems with contradiction. The enumeration that propensity. Some meu, it is true, are
which is sometimes made includes nearly every made to deviate from it by very slender too-
principal crime, comprehending treason, per- fives, but nobody tells a lie absolutely with-
jury, forgery, and such like crimes, theft, all out a motive.
crimes considered infamous, and felony. As Now then, do but suppose him absolutely
to felony, this is spoken of as if it were a without any interest to give a false account,
particular species of crime : the case is, that and the most abandoned criminal that ever
felony is a collection of crimes as hetet-oge- was upon the earth might be trusted to as
neous as can be conceived, and which have sal_ly as the man of the most consummate
nothing in common between them but the ac- virtue. Where, then, lies the difference ? In
cidental circumstance of being punished with this, that the profligate man may easily be
the same punishment. Crimes of mere re- made to fancy he has such an interest in
sentment, or malicious mischief, are by scores telling falsehood, as shall preponderate over
of statutes made felonies. Homicide inten- the interest he fancies he has in speaking
tional, in the heat of passion ; or uninten- truth; the easier, the more profligate he is:
tional, by an unlucky blow, is felony : rape the manof virtue, not withoutdlfliculty: the
is felony : crimes of lewdness are felonies, more difficulty, the more he is confirmed in
What is not felony ? The evidence of per- virtue.
sons excommunicated is not received: the Now a motive to speak truth, in cases
reason annexed by some has been, that these where he is called upon by law to give his
individuals, not being under the influence of testimony, is what every man has, and un-
religion, cannot be believed on their oath. less he be insane, must conceive himself to
By others it has been generally said, that have: he has it from the political sanction,
those who converse with excommunicated in the penalties which the law denounces
persons are excommunicated with them, and against falsehood in such cases: he has it
consequently tl{ey eannot be admitted to re- from the moral sanction, in the infamy an-
ceive any questions from a court of justice, hexed by men in general to such a conduct-
Of this nature are the reasons frequently be has it from the religious sanction, unless
given for existing laws in the books of Eng- he be an atheist, and except in as far as dis-
lish jurisprudence, pensations or absolutions may intervene to

Without longer stopping, therefore, to as- take it off.
certain in what eases testimony is refused, Tbeinterest whichaman may have, onthe
let us proceed to examine if this be a proper other hand, to speak falsehood in such a case,
punishment ; that is to say, if there be any may be distinguished into a natural interest,
case in which, because a man has comudtted a and an artificial one. What I mean by a ha-
crime, his testimmly ought to be rejected, tural interest need not be explail:ed" 1 'call
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that an artificial interest, which he may de= In a word, (for this is the sum of the argu=
rive in the way of reward, by the express act merit) they will see, that while the law en-
of him who has some natural interest. If joins the exclusion of any class of persons,
you are at law for an estate, you have a at all events, in order to avoid a small degree
natural interest in my telling any story, true of possible inconvenience, it embraces a 9rent
or false, that may serve to establish your degree of certain inconvenience.
rifle. If you give me a reward for telling It is manifest, that the smaller the number
such a story, I have an artificial one, which of persons is whom it guards against, in pro-
is raised up in me by you. portion to those from whom it remains stir

Now, whether a man have anatural interest exposed to danger, the less is the advantage
or no in the fate of a contest, is in general gained by it. Whom, then, does it guard
pretty easy to be known ; it is a question of against? a few hundreds, perhaps, in anation.
itself: and if determined in the affirmative, And from whom does it remain exposed to
the tondency of the law/s, torejeetaman danger? thc rest of the nation. Forwhoisit
as a witness, upon that distinct ground, and from whom it does not stand exposed, in any
without regard to his probity or improbity, case, to a danger of this kind, I declare is mote

The question is here concerning an artificial than I can imagine. If there be any man now
interest, the existence, or non-existence of living that can lay his hand upon his heart,
which does not so readily lie within proof; and solemnly declare, that in no instance, tri-
but the lights that are to be had, are to vial or important, has he ever departed from
be drawn tram such circumstances as may the rigid line of truth, upon the prospect of
appear to affect the description of a man's advantage, he has either more hypocrisy than
general character. Thus much only is cer- I would wish to impute to any man, or more
tain, that in proportion as a mast is more virtue than I can persuade myself to exist in
or less confirmed in virtue, the less or the any man. The only person about whom I
more likely is any artificial motive which may can be sure, and who yet would not willingly
be presented to him, to preponderate over yield the palm of integrity to any one that
the motives he has to speak truth, and be lives, nor barter any atom of it for any other
effective, so as to determine him to speak honour the world has to bestow, is far, I
falsehood, know, from the thoughts of making any such

It is here proper to be upon our guard pretensions.
against a vulgar error. Men of narrow ex- There are cases in which the best man alive
perience, of hasty judgment, and of small could scarcely be credited without danger:
reflection --in a word, the bulk of mankind, there arc cases in abundance, in which the
have in a manner but two classes in which to worst man alive might be believed with safety.
stay# a man, in respect of merit : they know Such are all those, where the circumstances of
but of two characters, the good man and the case afford the witness no natural motive
the bad man. If, then, they happen to view a to speak falsely; and the circumstances of the
man's conduct, in any instance, in a favour- parties are such as can afford him no artificial
able light, up he goes among the good men ; one. I am, for instance, as bad a man as,
if in an unfavourable, down he goes among for the suppesition's sake, you would choose
the bad men ; and they fix a great gulph be- to have me. I happen to see one man beat-
tweon the two. If their opinion, with respect ing another, who afterwards seeks his remedy
to either come to change, as they have no at law against the oppressor, and calls me as
intermediate stages, be is removed from his a witness, and the on]y witness. Now it has
station, with the same violence as he was at happened, that I have been convicted of per-
first placed in it. But men of observation jury, over and over again, as many times as
and coo] reflection, who have had patience you please: I would swear my father's life
and sagacity to make a narrow search into away for a penny. But the parties are, both
human nature, learn to correct the errors of of them, miserably poor; they neither of them
this indolent and hasty system ; they know have a penny to tempt me with. What, then,
that, in the scale of merit, men's characters is there to induce me to give a false ace_urrg
rise one above the other, by infinite and of the matter? nothing. What, then, is the
imperceptible degrees ; and, at the same danger of admitting me ? none at all. What
time, that the highest is distant from the the consequcnceofrejectingme? thetriumph
lowest, by a much less space than is cam- of oppression. Now, in a case like this, there
manly imagined, is nothing singular nor improbable; a thou-

Those who admit the truth of these obsor- sand such might a man figure to himself with
vatiens will see how precarious and ill-con- ease.
trivedameans the law takes to come at truth, Itaving proceeded thus far, I will venture

by giving into the error above noticed; by to advance this position, that s man's testi-
making one class of men which it will hear, many ought not to be rejected at all events,
and another of men whom it will not suffer even for the crime of perjury: if not for pex-
to be heard in any case, or on any account, jury, it will follow, d fartiori, not for any
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other crime. I will just offer a farther con- will of land. In this case, the will had three
sideration or two, in support of this opinion ; witnesses, as it ought to have. Two stood
I will then give a short sketch of the evil unimpeached; but it was found out that the
consequences that result from such an abso- other, once upon a time, had been convicted
lute rejection; I will, thirdly, offer an expe- of petty larceny, and been whipt. This was
dient, which, I think, would answer every before the attestation-- how long, it does not
good purpose of it; and, lastly, I will state appear. The suit was commenced five years
the different degrees of reason there may be afterwards. This man being deemed a bad
for extending the incapacity to the different witness Cand as such, not to be heard,) there
crimes that may be proposed, wanted the requisite number, and the man,

Now, then, let the crime of which the wit- in whose favour the will had been made, lost
hess has been convicted be that of perjury, the estate. One may imagine the shock to
He has, however, no natural interest to speak a person, who thought he had all the secu-
false: if he have, that forms another ground rity for his estate which the law could give
of disability, which is not here in question, him ; one may imagine the surprise and indigo
Ii_ then, he have an artificial interest, it is the nation the testator, were he to arise out of
party that must give it him. But in this case, his grave, must feel, at seeing his disposition
the party ninst be a suborner: unless, then, vacated by an inddent, which common pru-
he stand already convicted of subornation dence could never have prompted him to
on a former occasion, there can be no ground guard against, unless, by looking in a man's
for repelling the perjured witness, without face, he could have told that once in his life
peremptorily attributing to another man, he had been guilty of a trifling breach of
whose character stands unimpeached, a crime honesty, and been whipt for it.
of a similar complexion--a supposition which The limits of this design will not permit
no rule, either of law or reason, seems to me to expatiate upon this subject any further,
warrant, by suggesting cases of like mischief that are

I cannot help thinking, that these rules of liable to happen, or collecting such as are
peremptory incompetency would never have known actually to have happened. This
been laid down, had those who first started general sketch of them being given, theintel-
them gone deliberately and circumspectly to ligent reader will readily excuse me from en-
work, and carefully examined the consequen- tering into the detail.
ces on both sides of the question. The evil Because a woman has been guilty of per-
consequences of the rule, they seemed scarcely jury, or any other offence which has rendered
to have cast their eyes on. They seem to her testimony inadmissible, it is just that she
have gone to work, as if. they had witnesses should be punished ; but is it just, is it pro-
enough in every case to pick and choose out per, that she should be delivered over to
of; on which supposition, certainly, they the lust of every man to whom her beauty
would do well to discard the worst, to pick may become an object of desire ? If the law
out and retain none but the best, and such as were known to be, in this respect, as it is
should be proof against all exception. All said to be, the nation would become a scene
this was mighty well, provided there was no of lust, cruelty, and rapine ; but it happens
danger on the other side. But the danger on here, as it will sometimes happen in other
the other side is terrible. It is a truth, bow- instances, one misehiefopcrates as a palliative
ever, which I can scaree help looking upon as to another: the extreme absurdity of the law
very obvious, and certainly it is an important is veiled by men's utter ignorance of its con-
one, that to mark any man out as disabled tents.
from witnessing at all events, is to grant all Let us turn back and look on the other
men a license to do to him and before him side. What, then, would be the mischief of
all manner of mischief whatsoever. Now, as admitting the testimony of a man thus stig-
to what may be done to him, that indeed may matized ? I see none : none at least that can
be taken as so much punishment of the pro- for a moment stand in competition with the
per kind, though it_would be a strange, loose, mischief on the other side. " But the person
and inconsiderate method of laying a man so stigmatized does not deserve to be be-
under proscription. * lieved !" Does he not ? why am I to think

But as to mischief that may be done to so ? because you say so ? No; but because
others in his presence, or which, in any other men in general will say so too ! And will
way, others may suffer for want of his evi- they then ? Yes, surely will they. I do be-
dence, m the case of Pendoch and Mac_en- lieve it, and therefore it is I say there is
dart may serve as an example. By the statute no danger. Let him be known for what he
which is called the Statute of Frauds and is, and a jury will be under the strongest bias
Perjuries, three witnesses are necessary to a not to believe him. Their prejudice will

bear strong against him ; nor will any thing
• It would be wonw, in mine respe_ than less than the strongest degree of probability,forfeltu_e of reputation.
t $ Will. 18. and the most perfect condstency in the whole
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narration, be sufficient to induce them to be- or fifteen years of age, was led to take n
lieve it. I see not what it is that should false oath, and was convicted: he beeom_
justify the extreme distrust which judges reformed; during thirty or forty years he
have shown of juries in establishing this rule; maintains bat unimpeachable character. Hit
especially as, in case of a conviction of an reformation is of noconsequenee: the record
innocent person, which is the greatest danger of his forgotten crime is dragged from the
the case is open to, it is so entirely in the dust with which it had been covered; in ac-
power of the judge to save the convict. The eordance with this rule, his testimony must
general prejudice of mankind, as we have be rejected : upon every principle of common
before observed, leads them to exaggeration sense and of utility, it would have been
in the judgment they pronounce of the gene- equally admissible with any other.
ral tenor of a man's character from a single In the prosecution of criminals, the testi-
action ; in particular, to spread the stain that mony of those who have a manifest interest in
s single act of delinquency brings upon a theircondemnationisnotrofused,whethertha_
man's character, farther than, according to interest be pecuniary, or arising from a desire
reason, it ought to go. It is from having of vengeance. Such testimony is, however,
been the dupes, as I take it, of this preju- received with distrust and caution. This is
dice, that even judges--the ancient judges well;--he equally distrustful of a witnass_
who first laid down the law upon this point, whose previous conduct has rendered him sus-
first broached this rule. It may always be pected; but hear him, and examine whether
expected to work, at least as strongly as it the circumstances of his crime are of a nature
ought to work, upon juries taken from the to affect his credibility on each particular oe-
body of the people, casion.

Were it then abolished, the conduct of
juries then, you think, would nearly be the § 8. Cause of the Frequency of Mis-seated
same as if it subsisted ? I think it probable. Punishment.
What advantage, then, would you gain by the As to the cause of the abuse thus made of
abolition ? This great one: the chance that mnishment, it lles not very deep below the
a delinquent might have of impunity in such surface. It lies partly in the strength of the
a case, would no louger be visible upun paper ; self-regarding and dissocial passions ; paddy
he would no longer see a formal licence given !in the weakness of the intellectual faculties
him, by the letter of the law, to commit all on the part of legislators, and of judges acting
manner of wickedness in presence of an oh- in the place of legislators.
ject circumstanced like the party in questinu: It lies more particularly in the strength
if a guilty person were acquitted upon that of the dissocial passmns, and in that one of
ground, it would appear as if, upon the whole, the false principles, rivals to the principle of
the story was not credible, and that, in fact, utility, viz. in the principle of sympathy and
no such crime was committed as was charged ; antipathy, in the production of which the
not that, having been committed, it was suf- dissocial affections, influenced and swollen to
feted to go unpunished. This, then, is the that pitch in which they assume the name of
advantage ; and I think a more conclusive 3assion, have so large a share.
one cannot well be required to justify any Urged on by the dissocisl passion ofanti-
institutmn, mthy, misguided by the principle of sympathy

All that prudence requires in such a case and antipathy, men in power have punished,
is, that the character of the witness, that is because they hated ; t_ing as a sufficient
to say, the offence of which he was formerly warrant for the inliietion of the sufferings
gnilty, should be known, that those who are which they proposed to themselves to inflict,
called upon to weigh his testimony may be the existence of that hatred, of which, M
able to judge how far he is to be believed, towards the person in question, in eonsider_

Suppose the party has been guilty of per- tion of the act in question, the existence was
jury : this crime most particularly affects his demonstrated to them bytheir own feelings.
credibility. There is a great difference to That which was the cause, became aura-
be observed in the quality of the crime when rally the measure of what was done: punish-
committed in self-defence, in one's own cause, ing, because of his hate, it was, to the man
and when committed on the subornation of a with the strong hand, matter of course to
stranger, and in an attack upon the life of an punish in proportion to his hate.
innocent persom Such distinctions are most A lot of punishment, in which so much
important, and readily offer themselves to suffering, and no more, would fall upon the
those who consult the dictates of common innocent, as, consistently with the application
sense, and do not suffer their eyes to be °f punishment t° the guilty' was mmv°idable'
blinded by the mist of technical jargon, sufficed not for the gratification of hla hate :

The time which has elapsed since the of- of that satiffaction which consists in his oor_
fence was committed, is a consideration of templation of another's suffering, be would
importance. A man in his youth, at fourteen have as much more as was to be had ; and
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frequently there was scarce a price, so as it strikes blindfolded, and scatters suffering at
was at the expeme of others only that that hazard. The jury and the judges who wit-
price was made up, and not any part at his hess the inconveniences of the law in each
expensewthere was scarce a price at which particular case, allow themselves to employ
he was not content to purchase it. all possible means to avoid them ; they usurp

the authority of the legislator, and perjury be-
-. comes the habitual palliative of his injustice

or improvidence.
B 0 0 K V. If the law is executed, what happens ?-

the judge, in inflicting one useful punishment,
OF COMPLEX PUNISHMENTS, is obliged to inflict a multitude of useless

punishments--punishments of which the
offenders had only an imperfect idea, which

CHAPTER L produce mischief in pure waste: oftentimes
INCONVENIENC]_SOF COMPLEXPUNISHMENTS. the mischief spreads over persons who are en-

tire strangers to the offence, and the conse-
W_ have before observed, that a penal act is quences are such, that the legialator would
not simple in its effects, does not produce one have trembled had he foreseen them.
single evil; that it produces many masses of We have already spoken of incompetency
evil at once. A punishment, considered as as a witness : we shall now direct our atten-
an act, may be simple- considered in its tion to the other pumshments above named.
effects, complex.

A man is imprisoned : here is a simple pu-
nishment, as respects the set on the part of CHAPTER II.
the judge, but as respects t_e individual, the or TRANSPORTATION.
evils resulting fi'om it may be very various,
affecting, in different ways, his fortune, his AMONG the advantages which the North
person, his reputation, and his condition in Americans have derived from their indepen-
life. dence, there is one which cannot fail to strike

A simple punishment is that which is pro- every man who has any feeling of national
duced by a single act of punishment ; a corn- pride : it has saved them from the humiliating
pound punishment is that which requires obligation of receiving every year an imports-
more than one operation. The punishment tion of the refuse of the British population ;
for an offence may include imprisonment, a of serving as an outlet for the prisons of the
fine, a mark of infamy, &e. : if all these are mother country, whereby the morals of their
announced by the law--if each of these pu- rising people were exposed to injury, by a
nishments is expressed by a clear and familiar mixture with all possible kinds of depravity.
term, the punishment, though compound or North America, after having been exposed to
complex, may be a good one. this scourge for upwards of a century, no

Improper complex punishments are those longer serves as a receptacle for these living
of which the integral parts are not known, nuisances : but can any limits be assigned to
those which include evils that the law does the moral effects that may have been pro-
not announce, which are only expressed by duced by this early inoculation of vice ?
obscure and enigmatical names, which do not I shall have occasion again to recur to this
exhibit their penal nature in clear characters, important topic, when, in speaking of the
and which are only understood by lawyers : colony at New South Wales, and of the
of this kind are transportation, felony with population now forming there, I shall point
and without benefit of clergy, prmmunire, out the inconveniences which result from
outlawry, excommunication, incompetency sending thither these periodical harvests of
as a witness, and many others, malefactors.

Everything which is uncertain, everything 'I_he present object is to show that the
which is obscure, often& against the first system of transportation, as now managed, is
condition in framing a good law. essentially different from what it was under

The inconveniences attached to complex the old system, and that, with the change
punishments, when thus defined, are very of scene, the punishment itself has in many
great, but they may be explained in a few respects been materially altered : in some
words: the legislator knows not what he respects for the better ; in many others for
does; the subject knows not what is meant the worse.
by the punishment threatened. It becomes Under the old system of transportation to
impossible for the legislator to do what is America, power being given for that par-
proper in each ease; he therefore does either pose by Parliament, the convicts destined for
too much or too little: every obscure ex- transportation were made over by the govern-
premion veils from his eyes the nature of the ment to a contractor, who, for the profit to be
punidsment or punishments he employs ; he made by selling their services for the penal
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term to a master in America, engaged to con- barrier was raised against, the return of those
vey them to the scene of banishment. To whose terms had expired ; and thus, at one
banishment-- the banishment prescribed by stroke,.all inferior degrees of this punishment
law--was thus added, in all cases in which the were, m nearly all cases, indiscriminately
individuals were not able to purchase their converted into the highest. Whether such
liberty, the ulterior and perfectly distinct pu- !an effect was intended or not, is is needless
nishment of bondage. But wherever it hap- to inquire; but that such was the effect, is
period, that, through the medium of a friend indisputable.
or otherwise, the convict could bid more for Transportation, under the present system,
himself than would be given for his services is a complex punishment, composed, first, of
by a stranger, he was set at liberty in the banishment, and second, of hard labour :m
first port at which he arrived. The punish- banishment, a punishment eminently defec-
ment was limited, as respected him, to simple five, particularly in respect of its inequality ;
banishment : the individual was therefore hard labour, a punishmontin itselfemincutly
punished with bondage, rather for his poverty salutary, but, when connected with banish-
than for the crime he had committed. Thus ment, and, as in this case_ carried on under
the most culpable--those who hadeommitted every possibledisadvantsge, faKing altogether
great crimes, and who had contrived to so- to produce any beneficial effects.
cure the profits of their crimes, were least In order to show how completely adverse
pmdshed. The minor thieves, novices, and the system of transportation to New South
inexperienced malefactors, who had not se- Wales is to the attainment of the several
cured their plunder, bore the double chain of objects or ends of penal justice, it will be no-
banishment and slavery, cessary shortly to recapitulate what those

Under the system of transportation to Be- ends or objects are, and then to show, from
tany Bay, the whole expense is borne by the the accounts which have been furnished re°
government. The governor of the colony specting the state of the convict population
always retains an authority over the convicts, of that colony, in what degree these ends or
and acts as their goaler ; he provides them objects have been respectively t_Jlflled.
with habitations, employment, and food ; they I. The main object or end of penal justice
are pheed under his sole controul ; he may is example_prevention of similar offences, on
employ them either in public or private works, the part of individuals at large, by the influ-
Hard labour, with some few exceptions, is once exerted by the punishment on the minds
the lot of all ; exemption from it cannot he of bystanders, from the apprehension of simi.
purchased by money. In this respect, the far suffering in case of similar delinquency.
inequality above spoken of has been greatly Of this property, transportation is almost
corrected, and the punishment having been destitute: this is its radical and incurable
rendered more certain, is consequently more defect. The punishment is not seen by--it is
efficacious, hidden, abstracted from, the eyes of those

Transportation to America was attended upon whom it is desirable it should operate
with another inconvemenee : that country in the way of example. Punishments which
presented too many facilities for the return are inflicted at the antipodes -- in a country
of the convicts. A great number of them of which so little is known, and with which
availed themselves of these opportunities, communication was so rare, could make only
and returned to the mother country to exer- a transient impression upon the minds of
cise their fatal talents with superior skill-- people in this country. " The people," says
some when their terms of banishment had an author "who had deeply considered the
expired, many before that period had arrived, effects of imagination, " the mass of the
As to the latter, the facility of return was people make no distinction between an in-
one among the disadvantages atten&ng trans- terval of a thousand years and of a thousand
portation to America- as to the others, in the miles." It hasbeen alreadysxid, but can-
eves at least of those who conceive that the not be too often repeated and enforced, that
commission of one offence ought not to ope- the utility and effect of example is not de-
rate as a forfeiture of all title to justice, this tcrminod by the amount of suffering the de-
facility of return could not fail to appear as linqnent is made to endure, but by the amonnt
an advantage. On the other hand, the dis- of apparent suffering he undergoes. It is that
tance of Botany Bay afforded a better secu- part of his suffering which strikes the eyes
rity against illegal returns: being situated at of beholders, and which fastens on their ires-
the antipodes of Britain, with scarcely any gination, which leaves an impression strong
existing commerce when first selected, the enough to counteract the temptation to offend,
return of any of the convict population was However deficient they may be in respect of
an event hardly to be looked for. Whilst, exemplarity, the sufferings inflicted on per-
however, a security thus effectual was pro- sons condemned to this mode of punishment
vided against the return of convicts whose are not the less substantial and severe : cor_
terms had not expired, an equally effectual flncmcut for an unlimited time in prisons or
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in the hulks--a voyage of from six to eight this country, not to percelve that a distant
months, itself a state of constant sufferance voyage, a new country, numerous associates,
from the crowded state of the ships and the hope of future independence, and agreeable
necessary restraint to which convicts are sub. adventures, will be sufficiently captivating to
jecte.'ted----the dangers of the sea -- exposure withdraw the mind from the contemplation
to contagious diseases, which are often at- of the painful pertofthe picture, and togive
tended with the most fatal consequences, uncontrouled sway to ideas of licentious fas-
Such are some of the concomitants of the cinating enjoyment.
system of punishment in question, which II. The second end or object ofpunishment
serves as the introduction to astate of ha- is reformation--preventionofsimilaroffences
nishment and bondage in a distant region, on the part of the particular individual pu-
in which the means of subsistence have been nished in each instance, by taking from hm_
extremely precarious, and where, by delay in the will to commit the like in future. Under
the arrival of a vessel, the whole colony has this bead, what has been done in the colony
been repeatedly exposed to all the horrors of of New South Wales ? By referring to facts,
f_-niue. It is scarcely possible to conceive a we shall find, not only that in this respect
situation more deplorable than that to which it has been hitherto radically defective, but
the convicts thus transported have been ex- that, from the nature of things, it ever must
posed. Constant hard labour, and exposure remain so.
to depredation, (if they have anything of Connected with the system of transporta-
which they can be plundered,) and occasional tion to the American colonies, there were two
starvation, without the means of mending circumstances highly conducive to the re-
their condition while they remain there, with- formation of the convicts transported : their
out the hope of ever leaving it : such has admission, upon landing in the country, into
been the condition to which persons banished families composed of men of thrift and pro-
to this colony, for periods that in pretence bity ; their separation from each other.
were limited, have found themselves exposed. When a master in America had engaged a
Here, then, is punishment, partly intentional, convict in his service, all the members of the
partly accidental, dealt out with the most family became interested in watching his be-
lavish profuseness ; but compared with its haviour. Working under the eye of his mas-
effects in the way of example, it may be ter, he had neither the inducements nor the
considered as so much gratmtous suffering, means of giving loose to his victous propen-
inflicted without end or object. A sea of sities. The state of dependence in which he
oblivion flows between that country and this. was placed gave him an obvious interest m
It is not the hundredth, nor even the thou- cultivating the good-will of those under whose
sandrh part of this mass of punishment, that authority he found himself placed ; and if he
makes any impresmon on the people of the still retained any principle of honesty, it could
mother country -- upon that class of people scarcely fail to be invigorated and developed
who are most likely to commit offences, who under the encouragement that it would find
neither read nor reflect, and whose feelings in the society with which he was surrounded.
are capable of being excited, not by the de- Thus it was in America. How is it in New
seription, but by the exhibition of sufferings. South Wales ? To receive the convicts upon
The system of transportation has, moreover, their landing, a set of brutes in human shape,
this additional disadvantage, whichnotmerely a spemes of society beyond comparison less
neutralizes its effects in the dxscouragement favourable to colomzation than utter solitude
of offences, but renders it, in many cases, an --few other inhabitants, but the very profli-
instrument of positive encouragement to the gates themselves, who are sent by thousands
commission of oifences: Avariety of pleasing from British goals, to be turnedloose to mix
illusions will, in the minds of 4nany persons, with one another in this desert--together with
be connected with the idea of transportation, the few taskmasters who superintend their
which will not merely supplant all painful work in the open wilderness, and the military.
reflections, but will be replaced by the most men who are sent out with them, in large but
agreeable anticipations.* It requires but a still unequal numbers, to help to keep within
very superficial knowledge of mankind in bounds the mischief they would otherwise
general, and more especially of the youth of be sure to occupy themselves with when thus

• Not many years ago, two young mon_ the _ let loose. Here, then, there were not, as in
one about 14, the other about 16 yea_ of age, ] America, any families to receive the convicts,
were condemned, for a petty the.% to be trans- I any means of constantly separatingthem from
ported. Up_ hearing this unlonked for sentence, I each other; no constant and steadyinspection.
the youngest began to cry. "Coward," said his [ Field-husbamtryis, under this system, the prin--- • . __k " who evereompamon, with an w of mu.,v. , [ eipalemployment; hence generaldispersion--
cried because he had to set out upon the grand | field-husba_lry carried on by individuals or
tour ?" This fact was mentioned to me by a J heads of families, each occupying a distinct
gentleman who was witness to th_ scene, and / dwelling, the interior of which is altogetherwas much struck with it.
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outofthehabltualreachofeverylaspectingeye. Thecrhnes that are committed at New South
It is true that the police officers occasionally Wales, in spite of the alertness of the go-
go their rounds to maintain order and keep vernment and the summary administration
theconvictst_theirwork : but what isto be of justice,surpass,inthe skilland cmming
expectedfrom a systemofinspectionatlong with which theyare managed, everything
intervals,and winch isas disgustingto the thathasbeeneverwitnessedinthiscountry.
inspectorsasto theinspected? Can thisbe Almost everypageof hiswork containsthe
regardedas a sufficientcheck a_dnstsloth, descriptionof offencesagmnst persons,or
gaming,drunkenness,incontinence,profane- againstproperty,eitherof individualsorof
hess,quarrelfing,improvidence,and theab- the public. Gaming and drunkennesspro-
senceofallhonourablefeehng? Immediately duceperpetualquarrels,which usuallyendin
the back of the inspectoristurned,allthe murder. The crimeof incendiarismisthere
disorderwhich hisactualpresencehad sus- practisedtoan extentaltogetherunexampled
pended, is renewed. It may easilybe ima- in any other country. Churches,prisons,
ginedhow completelyallcontroulmay be set publicand privateproperty,areallalikesub.
at defianceby a setof men who have.regu,jectedto thedevouringelement,withoutany
larlyorganizedamong themselvesa system regardtothe extentof the lossthatmay be
of complicity,and who make ita matter of occasioned,orthe number of livesthatmay
triumphand agreeablepastimetoassmteach be sacrificed." When the publicgaolwas
otherinescapingfrominspection, seton fire,"saysthe historian," itwillbe

On thissubject,thepubhc havelongbeen readwithhorror,thatatthetimetherewere
inthepossessionofa veryvaluabledocument: confinedwithinthe wallstwenty prisoners,
it isa complete historyof the firstsixteen most ofwhom were loadedwith irons,and
yearssincethe establishmentof thiscolony, who with difficultywere snatchedfrom the
_#hich,inrespectof fidelity,possessesevery flames. FeelingIor each otherwas never
tltleto confidence,and which statesthe imputed to these miscreants;and yet,if
events as they happened,in the form of a severalwere engagedm the commissionof a
journal,accompaniedwith the necessaryde- crime,theyhave seldombeen known to be-
mils. What giws thework thehighestclaim traytheircompanionsininiquity."t The bond
to confidenceis,thatthe historiographeris of connexionisnot sympathy Ibreachother,
alsothe panegyrist,the professedpanegyristbutantipathyto the government,the corn-
oftheestablishment--acharacterwhich,when [nonenemy. For the nativestheymanliest
accompanied, as in this instance, with that as little feehng, as towards each other. Spite
candour and those internal marks of veracity, of the rigour of the law, these European sa-
with which it is so rare for it to be accom- rages are guilty of the most wanton acts of
panied, renders the testimony, in this point barbarity towards the natives of the country;
of view, more than doubly valuable, instead of cultivating a good understanding

The general impression lef_ by a perusal with them. which might have been attended
of this work is one of sadness and disgust: with many advantages, they have converted
it is a history of human nature in its most them into the most determined enemies.
degraded and depraved state--an unmixed So far from exhibiting any symptoms of
detail of crimes and punishments; -- the men reformatlen, the longer they arc subjected to
constantly engaged in conspiracies against the &sclpline of the colony, the worse they
the government, always forming plans for become. Whatever may be the degree of
deceiving and dmobeying their _lskmasters, viciousness ascribed by the historian to the
forming among thems.elves a society of refrac- convicts during the continuance of their term,
tory and wily profligates--a society of wolves they appear hi his history to be in a certain
anc[ foxes ;--the women, everywhere else the degree hunest, sober, and orderly, in eompa-
best part of humanity, prove in New South rison with those whose term is expired, and
Wales a remarkable exception to this general who afterwards become settlers : they then
rule. The late chief magistrate says, " The become the prime instigators of all the crimes
women are worse than the men, and are ge- committed in the colony, and constitute the
nerallyfonndatthebottomofeveryinfamous principal source of the embarrassment to
transaction that is committed in the colony."" which the government is subjected.
His work abounds with passages to the same In proof of this assertion, the his_rmn
effect. Of such matermls is it that the foun- furnishesamostsatisfaetorypieceofevidence.
clarion of the colony is formed. From such During the first five years subsequent to the
a stock, and under such auspices, is it that establishment of the colony, and when there
the rising generation is to be produced, were no convicts whose terms had expired,

The historian has not confined himself to the conduct of the convicts was in general
vague imputations of general immorality and orderly, and such as to give hopes of a dis-

ofligacy, but has particularized the acts of position to reformation: but in proportion as,
linqucncy on which those imputations rest. by the expiration of their respective terms,

" C_ilins_ voL ii. p. 2lB. q- Collins, voL ii. p. 197.
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the number of the emancipated colonists in- cious pretences for excusing themselves. In
creased, the most ungovernable licentiousneas short, instead of being observed as a day de-
was introduced: not only those that were dicated to religious duties, Sunchty appears
thus recently emancipated, as if to make up in that colony to have been distinguished only
for the time they had lost, abandoned them- by the riot and debauchery with which it
selves to every species of excess, but they was marked---t_ose who did not attend divine
encouraged the natural viciousness of those service, taking advantage of the absence of
who still remained in a state of bondage. -- those who did, to plunder their dwellings and
The convicts finding among these indepen- destroy their crops.
dent settlers, who were their old companions It has just been seen with how very sparing
and associates, receivers of stolen property, a hand religious instruction for the Protes-
and protectors from the punishments de- rant part of the establishment was supplied.
nounced by the law, always ready to receive For the spiritual instruction of the Catholic
*hem in their retreat from justice, and to partof the colony, which, from thelargoim-
conceal them from detection, became more portations made from Ireland, must now have
insolent and refractory, anxiously waiting for become very numerous, it does not appear
the time when they also would be entitled to that any provision whatever was made. It
assume this stage of savage independence, is true, that in one of the importations of

What possible means can be devised to convicts from Ireland, a priest of the Ca-
neutralize this perpetually increasing influx tholic persuasion, whose offence was sedition,
of vice? Allthe expedients that have hitherto was comprised._ If, instead of a seditious
been employed have proved completely fruit- clergyman, would not the expense have been
less, and t]3cre would he no difficulty in well bestowed in sending out a loyalist clergy-
showing that so they must ever be. Instruc- man of the same religious persuasion ?[I
tion, moral and religious, seems almost alto- As to the police, it is necessarily in an ex-
aether vain : the very nature of the population treme degree debilitated by the corrupt state
bids defiance to the establishment of an ef- of the subordinate class of public function.
fectual system of police, or to an uniform aries. In a population that warranted the
administration of the laws: rewards were utmost distrust on the part of the govern-
found as inefficient as good-wil__lin procuring ment, it was found necessary to restrain the
evidence: the enormous consumption of free intercourse between the several parts of
spirituous liquors, the principal cause of all the colony. All persons, officers excepted,
the disorders in the colony, has, from local were forbidden to travel from one district of

circumstances, hitherto been found altogether the settlement to another without passports.
irrepressible. Under each of these heads a These regulations proved, however, alto-
few remarks may suffice, aether nugatory : the constables whose duty

With respect to religious instruction, little it was to inspect these passports,§ either frnm
could be expected from two or three chap- fear or corruption, neglected to do their duty.
lains for a colony divided into eight or ten whilst, as has been already mentioned, a most
stations, each to appearance at too great a effectual bar to the preservation of any well-
distance from the rest to send auditors to any regulated system of police, was found in those
other. To minds so disposed as those of the convicts whose terms had expired, and who
convicts, of what advantage was the attend- were ever ready to give protection and assist-
ance on divine service for one or two hours ance to the criininal and turbulent.
on one day in the week? And with what With regard to aU classes of offences corn-
profit could religious instruction be expected mitted in this colony, justice was paralyzed
to be received by men who were " made (as by a principle which ensured impunity, and
the historian expresses it*) to attend divine which it seems impossible to eradicate. With
service?" To rid themselves_ of the oeca- the historian, who was also Judge Advocate,
sional listlessness they were thus made to en- it is a matter of perpetual complaint, that it
dure, the church was got rid of by an incen-
diary plot. To punish them (if by accident :_Collios, voL ii. p. 293.
another building fit for the purpose had not [] There is a p_age in CotUas (IL p. 51,)
been already in existence) they were to have highly characteristic of the light in which the
been employed, on the Sunday in the erecting securing the. means of attendance, and thence
another building for the purpose._ To work attendance itself on divine worship, on thepart of the convicts, was regarded by the consti-
on Sunday they might he made; but will they tuted authoritie_ A church-cluck having been
ever be made to lend an attentive ear and a brought to the settlement in " The Reliance,"
doci]e heart to authocative instruction ? Even and no building fit for its reception having been
the women, says the historian, were ex- since erected, preparations were now making for
tremely remiss in their attendance on divine constructing a tower fit for the purpose, to which
service, and were never at a loss for menda, might be added a churc_ whenever at a future

uay the increase of labourers might enable the
governor to direct such an edifice to be buflt_

= Collins mvo]. ii. p. 122. t Ibid, p. 129. § Collins_ vo]. ii. p. 139,
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was scarcely possible to eonvict an offender Such has been the stateofthe ennvict po-
who was not taken in the very act of com- pulation of this colony--past reformation
mitting an offence. Evidence was on almost none -- future reformation still more hope°
all occasions altogether as inaccessible as if less. We have perhaps dwelt too long upon
there had been a combination and tacit agree- this part of the subject: fortunately the
ment among the majority of the inhabitants topics which remain may be compressed into
of the colony to paralyze the arm of justice, a narrower compass.
by a refusal to bear testimony. He speaks of IIL The third object or end of punish-
five murdersin one year* (1796,) which were ment is _acapac_tation--tak_gfrom the de-
left unpunished, notwithstanding the strong linqnent the power of committing the same
presumptions which indicated the guilty par- crimes.
ties, because the necessary witnesses would Transportation accomplishes this object,
not come forward, even though extraordinary with relation to a certain place. The con-
rewards were offered. One such fact is _uf- vict, whilst in New South Wales, cannot
ficient : it is superfluous to cite others of the commit crimes in England ; the distance be-
same nature, tween the two places in a considerable degree

The most prominent cause of this state of precludes his illegal return, and this is the
abandoned profligacy, is the universal and sum of the advantage.
immoderate passion for spirituous liquors : it Whilst the convict is at Botany Bay, he
is the exciting cause which leads to every need not be dreaded in England: but his
species of vice -- gaming, dissoluteness, de- character remains the same, and the crimes
predation, and murder. Servants, soldiers, which are mischievous in the mother country
labourers, women, the youth of both sexes, are mischievous in the colony; we ought
prisoners and their gaolexs, are all alike cor- not, therefore, to attribute to this punish-
rnpted by it : it was carried to such a pitch, ment an advantage which it does not possess. •
that numbers of the settlers were in the That an inhabitant of London should rejoice
practice of selling the whole of their crops, in the removal to a distance of a dangerous
as soon as they were gathered, in order to character, is easily comprehended - Ida par-
purchase their_vourite liquor. The attempts ticular interest is touched. But a punish-
made from time to time by the government, ment ought not to meet the approbation of
to cheek this practice, have proved altogether alegislature, which, without diminishing the
unavailing. The policy of the government number of crimes committed, only changes
upon this point appears not to have been the place of their commission.
quite steady: sometimes it has allowed the The security, great as it may appear to
trade in spirituous liquors, at other times it be, against returns both leg_ and illegal, has
has been forbidden. But whatever may be not been so effectual as might have been ex-
the policy of the government, experience peered. The number of convicts who left
shows, that from the diffusiveness of the the colony between the years 1790 and 1796,
population, as well as from other causes, no the accounts of which are scattered over the
precautions within its power will ever di- whole of Collins' work, amount in the whole
minish the quantity of this liquid poison con- to 166, of which $9 consisted of those whose
sumedln any part of the colony. The greater terms had expired, and 70 of those whose
the population, and the more distant the terms had not expired. This is, however,
stations flora the seat of government, the very far from heing the total amount of either
more easy will it be to carry on private dis- description of those that had quitted the co-
tilleries, and to prevent them from being lony, with or without permission. Escapes
detected. And even if the supply thus pro- are in various parts of the work mentioned
duced were unequal to the demand, it would as being made in clusters, and the numbers
be impossible to p_event smuggling on an eomposlng each cinster not being stated, cou/d
extent of coast which the whole navy of not be carried to the above account.
England would be unequal to guard. If it The number of escapes will, most pro-
were found impossible to restrain this evil bably, increase as commerce exzends, and as
when the colony was confined to a single the convicts become more numerous, mad
station, and a single harbour, can any better consequently possess greater _cilitiea for
success be looked for now that the settle- escaping.
merits are spread wide over the face of the IV. The fourth end or object of _ptmish-
country, when there are numerous settlers ment is the making compensation or satisfae.
constantly employed in the manufacture of don to the party injured.
this article, and every ship that arrives is On this head, there is but one word to be
provided with an abundant supply, the sale said :_ The system oftransportatiou is alto-
of it being more certain and more profitable gether destitute o£ this quality. It is true,
than that of any other commodity, that this objection has no w_ght, except in

comparison with a system of punishment in

• Collins, vol. ii. p. 4. which provision is made_ OUt of the labour d
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the offender, for compensation to the party arithmetic of those who risk their own pro-
injured, petty, is very different from that of those

V. The fifth end or object proper to be who speculate at the expense of the public.
kept in view in a system of penal legislation, In addition to the evils above enumerated,
is the collateral object of econowy, as attending the system of transportation to

If it could be said of the system in ques- New South wales, the punishment thus in-
tion, that it possessed all the several qnsli- flicted is liable to be attended with various
ties dasit_ble in a plan of penal legislation, species of aggravation, making so much clear
its being attended with a certain greater de- addition to the punishment pronounced by the
gree of expense would not afford a very se- legislator.
rious objection to it ; but in this case, this When a punishment is denounced by the
system, the most defective in itself, is at the legislature, it ought to be selected as the one
same time carried on at a most enormous best adapted to the nature of the offence:
expense, his will ought to be, that the punishment in-

Upon this subject, the 28th Report of the flicted should be such as he has directed;
Committee of Finance contains the most ac- he regards it as sufficient; his will is, that
curate and minute information. From that it should not be made either more lenient or
report it appears, that the total expense in- more severe: he reckons that a certain punish-
curred during the ten or eleven first years ot ment, when inflicted, produces a given effect,
the establishment, ending in the year 1798, but that another punishment, if by accident
amounted to £1,037,000, which sum being coupled with the principal one, whether from
divided by the number of convicts, will be negligence or interest on the part of subordi-
found to amount to about £46 a-head. A nares, exceeding the intention of the law, is
possible reduction is in that report contem- so much injustice, and being nugatory in the
plated, which might in time cut down the way of example, produces so much uncom-
expense to about £37 per head. To this pensated evil.
expense, however, must be added the value The ponishment of transportation, which,
of each man's labour, since, if not considered according to the intention of the legislator,
as thrown away, the value ought to be added is designed as a comparatively lenient purdsh-
to the account of expense, ment, and is rarely directed to exceed a term

Consider New South Wales as a large ma- of from seven to fourteen years, under the
nufacturing establishment: the master manu- system in question is, in point of fact, fre-
facturer, on balancing his accounts, would quentiy converted into capital punishment.
find himself minus £46 for every workman What is the more to be lamented is, that this
that he employed, monstrous aggravation will, in general, be

What enhances the expense of this menu- found to fall almost exclusively upon the
facturing establishment beyond what it would least robust and least noxious class of often-
bein themothercountry, are---l. Theexpense ders--those who, by their sensibility, former
incurred in conveying the workmen to a dis- habits of life, sex and age, are least able to
tanee of between two and three thousand contendagainsttheterriblevisitationtowhich

leagues; 2. The maintenance of the civil es- they are exposed during the course of a long
tablishmeut, consisting of governors, judges, and perilous voyage. Upon this subject the
inspectors, police officers, &e. ; 3. The main- facts are as authentic as they are lamentable.
tenance of a military establishment, the sole In a period of above eight years and a half,
object of which is to preserve subordination viz. from the Sth of May ]787, to the 31st
and peace in the colony; 4. The wide separa- December 1795, of five thousand one hun-
tion of the workmen, their untrustwurthiness, dred and ninety-six embarked, five hundred
their profligacy, favoured by the local circum- and twenty-two perished in the course of the
stances of the colony, and the trifling value voyage ; nor is this all, the accounts being
of the labour that can be extracted by corn- incomplete. Out of twenty-eight vessels, in
pulsion from men who have no interest in the twenty-thre_ of which the mortality just
produce of their labour ; 5. The high price spoken of is stated to have taken place, there
of all the tools and raw materials employed are five in respect of which the number of
in carrying on the manufactory, which are deaths is not mentioned.*
brought from Europe at the risk and expense A voyage, however long it may be, does not
of a l_ng voyage, necessarily shorten human existence. Cap-

If it be impossible to find a single clerk in tain Cookwent round the world, and returned
Manchester or Liverpool, who would not without the loss of a single man. It neces-
have taken all these circumstances into his sarily follows, therefore, that a voyage which

consideration, in m_ing such a calculation
as that in question, and if, after, or without • The mortality attendant upon these first

voyages to New South Wales appears greatly to
having mad_ it, there isnotone manofcom- have originated in negligence. Cargo_ of con-
mon sense who wc,_|d have undertaken such viers ha_e in many latter instances been card_

scheme, a necessary conclusion is, that the out without a single death occurring.
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decimates those that are sent upon it, must rid myself of the sight of you : the ship that
be attended with some very peculiar circum- bears you away saves me from witnessing
stances. In the present case, it is very clear Tour suifering_ _ I shall give myself no more
that the mortality that thus prevailed arose trouble about you."
partly from the state of the convicts, partly But it may perhaps be said, that however
from the discipline to which they were sub- deficient in a penal view, New South Wales
jected. Allow them to come on deck, every- possesses great politics] advantages : it is an
thing is to be apprehended from their turbu- infant colony ; the population will by degrees
lent dispositions : confine them in the hold, increase ; the successively rising generations
and they contract the most dangerous dis- will become more enlightened and more too-
eases. If the merchant, who contracts for ral ; and at_r the lapse of a certain number
their transportation, or the captain of the of centuries, it will become adependent set-
ship that is employed by him, happen to be tlement, of the highest political importance.
unfeeling and rapacious, the provisions are The first answer to this is, ff it be thought
scanty and of a bad quality. If a single pri- to require any, that of all the expedients
soner happen to bring with him the seeds of that could have been devised for founding a
an infectious disorder, the contagion spreads new colony in this or in any other place, the
over the whole ship. A ship (Tl_e Hills- most expensive and the most hopeless was
boroush ) which, in the year 1799, was em- the sending out, as the embryo stock, a set
ployed in the conveyance of convicts, out of of men of stigmatized character and dissolute
a population of 300 lost 101." It was not, habits of life. If there be any one situation
says Colonel Collins, a neglect of any of the re- more than another that requires patience, so-
quisite precautions, but the gaol fever, which briery, industry, fortitude, intelligence, ig is
had been introduced by one of the prisoners, that of a set of colonists transported to a dis-
that caused this dreadful ravage, tance from their native country, constantly

Whatever may be the precautions era- exposed to all sorts of privstians, who have
ployed, by any single accident or act of he- everything to create, and who, in a newly-
gligence, death, under its most terrific forms, formed establishment, have to conciliate a
is at all times liable to be introduced into set of savage and ferocious barbarians, justly
these floating prisons, which have to traverse dreading an invasion on their lives and pro-
half the surface of the globe, with daily aceu- percy. Even an old-established and well-
mulating causes of destruction within them, organized community would be exposed to
before the diseased and dying can be separated destruction, from an infusion of vicinus and
from those who, having escaped infection, will profligate malefactors, if effectual remedies
have to drag out a debilitated existence in a were not employed to repress them : such
state of bondage and exile, characters are destitute of all qualities, both

Can the intention of the legislator be re- moral and physical, that are essential in the
cognised in these accumulated aggravations establishing a colony, or that would enable
to the punishment denounced ? Can he be them to subdue the obstaclea opposed by us-
said to be aware of what he is doing, when Cure in its rude and uncultivated state.
he denounces a punishment, the infliction of Where colonization has succeeded, the
which is withdrawn altogether from his con- meter of the infant population bus been far
troul-- which is subjected to a multiplicity of different. The founders o£ the most success-
accidents -- the nature of which is difl'erent ful colonies have consisted of a set of benevo-
from what it is pronounced to be--and in lentand pacific Quakers--ofmen of religious
its execution bears scarce any resemblance to scruples, who have transported themselves to
what he had the intention of inflicting ? Jns- ! another hemisphere, in order that they might
tice, of which the most sacred attributes are enjoy undisturbed liberty of consdanee_of
certainty and precision--which onght to weigh poor and honest labourers accustomed to tim-
with the most scrupulous nicety the evils gel and industrious habits, t
which it distributes--becomes, under the sys-
tem in question, a sort of lottery, the palus "t"That New South Wales h_ since these
of which fall into the hands of those that are pape_ were written, becomes flonrt_ing colony,_s owing not so much to convict
least deserving of them. Translate this corn- but to the admlss'_on of £ree setfle_ The evils
plication of chances, and see what the result above pointed o_t continue _ exist_ but their in.
will be : " I sentence you," says the judge, fluense is _ed by me infusio_ of honest ml
" but to what I know not--perhaps to industrions_
storm and ahipwreck_perhaps to infectious The following quotation confirms the reason-
dlsorders-- perhapsto famine--perh_ to IingofMr.Bemhsm,andshowsthat_e gn_ter| _-tionofmeeviisncpoin_outeonunueun-
be massacred by eavages _ perhaps to bede- / abated._Ed.
vouced by wild beasts. Away_take your [ -lfconvictsare_lltobe_hlther,
eh_ce_--perish or prosper_mflieer or enjoy: I | the only ehance of their rdox'dxstion ¢omim in

..... | m,t_hs themwidelyove__e co-nUT,m_
• com_,_oL_p._. |gi_m_h_ Co_m_o
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sum is allowed to him for each; but at the
CHAPTER III. end of the year, he is required to paya simi-

P&NOPTICONPENIT_NTIAEY. lar sum for every one lost by death or esespe.
He is therefore constituted the assurer of the

Tsz pla_ of Mr. Bentham upon this subject lives and safe custody of his prisoners; but
are already before the public : for the pur- to assure their lives, is at the same time to se.
pose of the present work, it will be only cure the multitude of cares and attentions,
necessarily shortly to explain the three fun- on which their health and well-being depend.
damental ideas wl:ich he lays down : -- Publicity is the effectual preservative against

I. A Circular, or Po199onalBuildin 9, with abuses. Under the present system, prisons
cells on e_ch story in the circumference ; in are covered with an impenetrable veil : the
the centre, & lodge for the inspector, from Panopticon, on the contrary, would be, so to
which he may see all the prisoners, without speak, transparent--accessible, at all hours,
ibeing himse_f seen, and from whence he may toproperlyanthorizedmagistrates--aecessible
ssue all his directions, without being obliged to everybody, at properly regulated hours, or

to quit his post. days. The spectator, introduced into the cen-
II. Management by Contract. m The con- tral lodge, would behold the whole of the

tractor undertaking the whole concern at a interior, and would be a witness to the de-
certain price for each prisoner, reserving to tension of the prisoners, and a judge of their
himself the dispos_ of all the profit which condition.
may _ from their labours, the species of Some iudivid,.uds, pretending to a high
which is lef_ to his choice, degree of sensibility, have considered this

Under this system, the interest of the go- continual inspection, which constitutes the
vernor is, as far as possible, identified with peculiar merit of Mr. Bentham's plan, as ob-
his duty. The more orderly and industrious jectiooable. It has appeared to them as a re-
the prisoners, the greater the amount of his straint more terrible than any other tyranny:
profits. He will, therefore, teach them the they have depicted an establishment of this
most profitable trades, and give them such kind as a place of torment. In so doing,
portion of the profits as shah excite them to these men of sensibility have forgotten the
labour. He unites in himself the characters state of most other prisons, in which the
of ma_trate, inspector, head of a manufae- prisoners, heaped together, can enjoy tran.
tory and of a family, and is urged on by the qulility neither day nor night. They forget,
strongest motives faithfully to discharge all that under this system of continual inspection,
these duties, a greater degree of liberty and ease can be al-

UL l_esponsibi[it 9 of the Manager. -- He lowed--that chains and shackles maybe sup-
is bound to assure the lives o! his prisoners, pressed--that the prisoners may be a_owed
A caleulationis made of the average number to a_sociate in small companies--that all
of deaths in the year, among the mixed mul- quarrels, tumults, and noise, bitter sources
titude committed to his care, and a certain of vexation, will be prevented--that the pri.

soners will be protected against the caprices
ration is at best a bad system of colonization; of their gaolers, and the brutality of their
and Governer Macquarrie, by his preference of companions ; whilst those frequent and cruel
the convict to the free, made it wo_e for the instances of neglect which have occurred,plantation, and totally inoperative as the penalty
of felony, or the penitentiary of vice. will be prevented by the facility of appeal

"The evils and expense of the transportation which will be afforded to the pn'ncipal an-
system would certainly be lessened by placing therity. These real advantages are over-
ttte convicts more in the service of farming and looked by a fantastic sensibility which never
grazing settlers, out of the reach of the tempta- reasons.
rio-, and evil communications of_large towns, Let us suppose a prison established uponthe establishment of which was too much the
policy of the late Goveraer. The salutary life of this plan ; and then observe in what manner
s shepherd or a stocknam, would gradually it contributes to the several ends of punish.
so_n the heart of the most hardened convict; ment :m
but instead of this, Governor Marquarde's rys.
tom was to keep them congregated in ban_ks, Ft_sT EsD--Ezample.
a_d employed, at a ration of a pound and a half It would be placed in the neighbourhood
ot meat e_t the same quantity of flour _ diem_
upon 9howy public ]_ildlngL Of w_.ches poe- of the metropolis, where the greatest number
teased of no better means of reformation than of persons are eullected together, and espe-
these_ it could not be expected that industrious cially of those who require to be reminded,
colonists should ever be made. Whon the_ _ by penal exhibitions, of the consequences of
fled of _ expimt, e_ wu remitied crime. The appem-ance of the building, the
by fa_your,_ would therefore take their .grant singularity of its shape, the walls and ditches
ef land and _ for settUng, and sell mere
tbensxthourfor_d_s.'.-Jour_efanE.vesr, by which it would be surrounded, the guards
_, aomm the Bh_ Mm,_ of New $o_ stationed at its gstes, would all excite idem
l_rat_,editedbyBareuFiekl,p. 457. _ _ of repaint and punishment; whilst the fad-
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l/ty which would be given to admission would to destroy the seeds of vice, and to rear those
scarcely fail to attract a multitude of vial- of virtue.
tore. And what would they see ?--a set of 1. Labour. _ It is admitted that constraint,
persons deprived of liberty which they have instead of inspiring s taste for labour, is cal-
misused--compelled to engage in labour, eulated to augment the aversion to it. It
which was formerly their aversion--and re- must, however, be recollected that, in this
strained from riot and intemperance, in which ease, labour is the only resource against en-
they formerly delighted; the whole of them nui--that being imposed upon all, it will be
clothed in a particular dress, indicating the encouraged by example, and rendered more
infamy of their crimes. What scene could agreeable by being carried on in the company
be more instructive" to the great proportion of others; it will be followed by immediate
of the spectators? What a source of conner- reward, and the individual being allowed a
sation, of allusion, of domestic instruction ! share in the profits, it will lose the character
How naturally would the aspect of this pri- of servitude, by his being rendered, in some
son lead to a comparison between the labour measure, a partner in the concern. Those
of the free man and the prisoner--between who formerly understood no lucrative busi-
the enjoyments of the innocent, and the pri- uses, will, in this new course of education,
vations of the criminal ! And, at the same obtain new faculties and new enjoyments;
time, the real punishment would be less than and when they shall be set free, will have
the apparent :--the spectators, who would learned a trade, the profits of which are
have only a momentary view of this doleful greater than those of fraud and repine.
spectacle, would not perceive all the circum- 2. Temperance. -- We have already had
stances which would effectively soften the ri. occasion to show that nearly all the crimes
gours of this prison. The punishment would committed at Botany Bay either or'_nate or
be visible, and the imagination would exag- are increased by the use of spirituous Liquors,
gerate its amount; its relaxations would be and that it is impossible to prevent their use.
out of sight; no portion of the suffering in- Here the evil is arrested in its source: it will
flieted would be lost. The greater number not be possible to smuggle in a drop of this
even of the prisoners, being taken from the poison; transgressions will therefore be ira-
c/ass of unfi3rturmte and suffering individuals, possible. Man yields to necessity: diilieul.
would be in a state of comfort; whilst ennui, ties may stimulate his desires, but an absolute
the scourge of ordinary prisons, would be impossibility of satisfying them destroys them,
banished, when they are not supported by long estab-

llshed habits. There is much humanity in a
SEcosn OBJECT--Reformation. strict rule, which prevents not only faults and

Idleness, intemperance, and vicious con- chastisements, but temptations also.
nexions, are the three principal cansce of 3. Separation into Classes.--The Panop.
corruption among the poor. When habits of tlcon is the only practicable plan which admits
this n_ture have become to such a degree in- of the prisoners being divided into little so.
veterste, as to surmount the tutelary motives, cieties, in such manner as to separate those
and to lead to the commission of crimes, no whose vicious propensities are most eonta-
hope of reformation can be entertained but gious. These associations can hardly fail to
bya newcourse ofeducation_an education afford opportunities for the performance of
that shall place the patient in a situation in reciprocal services, for the exercise of the
which he will find it impossible to gratify his affections, and the formation of habits fa.
visions propensities, and where every sur- vourable to reformation. The relation of
rounding object will tend to give birth to master and scholar will gradually be formed
habits and inclinations of a nature altogether among them; opportunities will thus be given
opposite. The principxl instrument which for bestowing rewards for instruction--for
can be employed on this occasion is perpetual exeltlng emulation in learning, and the erea-
superintendence. Delinqmmts are a peculiar tion of a sentlment of honour and self-esteem,
race of beings, who require unreudtted in. which will be among the first fruits of sp-
specfion. Their weakness consists in yielding plicafion. _ of improvement and lawful
to the seductions of the pas_4_ moment, gains will, by degrees, supldant those of h'-
Their minds are weak and disordered, and centionsness and fraudulent acquisition. All

though their disease is neither so dearly these advmtages arise out o_ the very nature
marked nor so incurable as that of idiots ann of the estsbll.hnumt.
lmmties, like these they require to be kept Why should not unmarried prisoners be
under restraints, and they etnnot, without allowed to intermarry? Itwoutdopenmeau
danger, be left to themselves, a powerful spur to those who aimed at st_

Under the safeguard of this continual in- raining this reward, which should only be
epeetion, without which aneeess is not to be bestowed on sceount of orderly conduct mad
expec_l, tl_ pmt_ery hou_ de_ib_I indus_y.
includes all the causes which are mkalated These little sodetles premat an additlmud
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security, arising from their mutual responsi- ,, L'honneureateomme une lie e_arp6e et sansherds:
bility. It is both just and natural to say to onn'ypeut p|usrentzerd_qu'onen eit dehorn"
them, " Yon live together, you act together; But those who are most distrustful and
you were able to have prevented this crime, incredulous of good, must acknowledge at
and if you have not so done, you are acc_m- least that there is a great difference to be
plices m it." Thus the prisoners would be made in this respect, on account of the age
converted into guardians and inspectors of of the delinquents and the nature of their
each other. Each cell would be interested offences. Youth may be moulded like soft
in the flood conduct of every one of its mem- wax, whilst advanced age will not yield to
bets. If any one of them should be distin- new impressions : many crimes are not deeply
guisbed for its good order, some distinction rooted in the heart, but spring up there from
might be bestowed upon it, which should be seduction, example, and above all, indigence
visible to all. By such means, a feeling of and hunger. Some are sudden acts of venge-
honour might be excited even in the abode ance, which do not imply habitual perversity.
of ignominy. These distinctions are just, and not centre-

4. lastraction.--Indigence and ignorance vetted. It must also be admitted, that the
are the parents of crime. The instruction of plan we have described presents the most efii-
those prisoners who are not too old to learn, cacious means for the amendment of those
confers upon them many benefits at once : it who have preserved some remains of honest
atforde great assistance in changing the habits principle.
of the mind, and elevating them, in their own
estimation, from the class of beings who are THIRD OBJECT--Suppression of Power
degraded on account of the inferiority of their to injure.
education. Different studies may usefully Whatever may be its effects in producing
fall up the intervals of time, when mechanical internal reformation and correcting the will,
operations are suspended--both prudence and the Panopticon unites all the conditions re-
humanity dictating the occupation of those quisite for the prevention of the commission
intervals, instead ofahandoningto themselves of new offences.
minds to whom idleness is a burthen difficult Under this head, the prisoners may be con-
to bear. But the object is much more impor- sidered at two periods-- the period of their
tant, especiallywithregardtoyoungoffenders, imprisonment ; the period posterior to their
who form the hrgest proportion of the whole, liberation.
The prison should be their school, in which During the first, suppose them as wicked
they should learn those habits, which should as you will, what crimes can they commit
prevent their ever entering it again, whilst under uninterrupted inspection -- di-

The services of religion ought to be ten- vided by cells at all times sufficiently strong
dared attractive, in order that they may be to resist a revolt--unable to unite ortocon-
efficacious. They may be performed in the spire without being scen--responsible the one
centre of the building, without the prisoners for the other -- deprived of all eommumcatiou
quitting their ceils. The central lodge may with the exterior--deprivedofall intoxicating
be opened for the admission of the public ; liquors (those stimulants to dangerous enter-
the worship adapted to the nature of the es- prises) -- and in the hand of a governor who
tablishment may be accompanied with solemn could immediately isolate the dangerous in-
music, to add to its solemnity. The chaplain dividual ? The simple enumeration of these
engaged in its performance would not be a circumstances inspires a feeling of perfec_
stranger to the prisoners : his instructions security. When we recall the picture of Be-
should be adapted to the wants of those to tany Bay, the contrast becomes as striking
whom they are addressed: he would be known as it can be rendered.
to them as their daily benefactor, who watches i The prevention of crimes on the part of
over the progress of their amendment, who delinquent prisoners is also in proportion to
is the interpreter of their wisbes_ and their the difficulty of their escape ; and what sys-
witnegs before their superiors. As their pro- tern affords in this respect a security eom-
tector and instructor, as a friend who consoles parable to that of the Panopticon ?
sad who enlightens them, he would unite all With respect to discharged prisoners, the
the titles which can render him an object of only absolute guarantee is in their reforms-
respect and affection. How many sensible and tion.
virtuous men would seek a situation which Independently of this happy effect, which
presents, to a religious mind, opportunities may be expected in this plan more than upon
for conquests more interesting than the savage any other, the liberated prisoners would, for
regions of Africa and Canada ! the most part, have acquired, by the savings

There is, at all times, great reason for dis- made for them out of their part of the profit
trusting the reformation of criminals. Ex- of their labour, a stock which will secure
_enee too often justifies the maxim of the them from the immediate temptations of
poet, want, and give them time to avail themselves
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of those resources of industry, which they r It is only in a plan llke the Panoptleon,
have acquired during their captivity. ! in which, by the combination of labour and

But this is not all. I have reserved for economy in the admimstratiou, it is possible
this chapter the mention of an ingenious plan, to obtain a profit sufficiently great to offer at
which the author of the Panopticon has pro- least some portion of indemnity to the parties
posed as a supplement to this scheme of pu- injured. Mr. Bentham had made engage-
nishmant. He has paid particular attention manta upon this head in his contract with
to the dangerous and critical situation of dis- _he Ministers. In the prisons of Philadel.
charged prisoners, when re-entering the world Izaia, they levy upon the portion of profit
after a detention, perhaps, for many years : allowed to the prisoner, the expenses of his
they have no friends to receive them--with- detection and prosecution. One step more,
out reputation to recommend them-- with and they will grant indemnity to the parties
characters open to suspidon; and manytimes, injured.
perhaps, in the first transports of joy for re-
covered liberty, as little qualified to use it FIFTH O_ECT_Ecoaomy.
with discretion, as the slaves who have bro- To say that, of two plans of equal merit,
ken their fetters. By these considerations, the most economical ought to be preferred,
the author was led to the idea of an auxi. is to advance a proposition which must ap-
liary establishment, into which the discharged pear trivial to all those who do not know
prisoners might be admitted when they lef_ that the expense of an enterprise is ot_en its
the Panopticon, and be allowed to continue secret recommendation, and that economy'is
for a longer or shorter period, according to a virtue against which there exists a general
the nature of their crimes, and their previous conspiracy.
conduct. The details of the plan would be In the contract for the Panopticon, one
foreign to the present subject. It must suf- thousand convicts were to have cost the state
flee to say, that in this privileged asylum £12 per head, without including the expense
they would have different degrees of liberty, of eonstrnctingthe prison, which was estima-
the choice of their occupations, the entire ted at £12,000, and the ground at £10,000;
profit of their labour, with fixed and mode- upon which, reckoninginterest at £5 per cent.,
rate charges for their board and lodging, and £1 : 10s. ought to be added for the annual
the right of going and returning, on leaving expense of each, making the total expense of
a certain sum as a security ; they would wear each individual, £13:10s. per annum.
no prisoner's uniform, no humiliating badge. It should be recollected, that at this time
The greater number, in the first moment of the average expense of each convict in New
their embarrassment, whilst they have no ear. Holland, was £37 per annum, nearly three
rain object in view, would themselves choose times as much. Besides, the author of the
a retreat so suitable to their situation. Thi_ penopticon assuredw
transient sojourn, this novieinte, would serve 1. An indemnity to the parties injured.
to conduct them by degrees to their entire 2. He allowed a fourth part of the profits
liberty ; it would be an intermediate state be- heir labour to the prisoners.
tween eaptivityand independence, and afforda 3. He was to make a future reduction in
proof of the sincerity of their amendment ; it expense to government.
would afford s just precaution against indivi- A new undertaking, like that of the Pan-
duals in whom an immediate and absolute con- optieon, intended to embrace many lmmches
£dence could not be reposed withouf danger, of industry, would not yield its greatest pro-

fits at first; it would be expensive st first,
FOURTH O_rRCT_ Compen_atioa to the and only become profitable by degrees. Time

party injured, would be required for establishing its ma-
In most nufactories, and for the cultiva_on of the

delinquont has been corporally punished, grounds applicable to the support of the as-
rice is thought to have been satisfied: it tablishmont; for forming its pupils, and re-
not in general required that he should make their habits ; in a word, bringing to
compensation to the party injured, whole economy of its system.

It is true, that in the greater number of Bontham had expressly stipulated for
eases, compensation could not be exacted of "&epublicity of hi_ aecounts; and if the sd-
him: delinquents are commonly of the poorer vantNles, as was expected, had become eon-
elass,--ez _/h//o, a/h//ftt, sidereble, the govermnont would have been

If they are idle during their hnpfiso_.ont, enabled to take adwmtsge of them in O_
far from being able to render satis_'taon, ing more favourable terms in iu subsequent
they constitute a charge upon society, contracts. Mr. Bentham reckoned, from the

If they are condemned to public . caleulstions he had made,, and respee_
these works, rarely suflldently lueratave to wldch he had cons_ experien_d pen_,,
cover the expense of undertaking them, can- that after & short time the conwets wotua
not furnish any surplus, cost the government nothing.
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Laying aside everything hypothetical, it is on the part of the gaolers, nor il_solence nor
clear that a penitentiary at home ought to be baseness on the part of the prisoners. Their
less expensive than s colonial establishment, langns_e is gentle ; a harsh expression is not
The reasons for this opinion have been given permitted. If any fault is committed, the
when speaking of trimsportation to Botany punishment is solitary confinement, and the
Bay. registration of the fault in a book, in which

I have shown the excellence of this plan every one has an secount opened, as well for
with reference to all the ends of punishmep.t: good as for evil. Health, decency, and pro-
it remains to be observed, that it attains its priety, reign throughout. There is nothing
object without producing any of those colla- to offend the most delicate of the senses; no
teral inconveniences which abound in colo- noise, no boisterous songs nor tumultuous
nial transportation. There is no prolonged conversation. Every one, engaged with his
sojourn in the hulks--none of the dangers own work, fears to interrupt the labours of
of a long sea voyage _no promiscuous inter- others. This external peace is maintained
course of prisoners--no contagions sickness as favourable to reflection and labour, and
--no danger of famine--no warfare with the well ealeulated to prevent that state of irri-
savage natives _no rebellions--no abuse of tation so common elsewhere among prisoners
power by the persons in anthority--in short, and their keepers.
an entire absence of the accidental and seces- "I was surprised," said Captain Turnbull,
sory evils, of which every page of the his- "at finding a woman exercising the functions
tery of the penal colony affords an example, of gaoler. This circumstance having excited
What an immense economy in the employ- my curiosity, I was informed that the hus-
merit of punishment ! It will no longer be band having filled the same situation before
dissipated and lost upon barren rocks, and her, amidst the attentions he was paying to
amid far distant deserts: it will always pre- his daughter, he was seized with the yellow
serve the nature of legal punishment---of jnst fever and died, leaving the prisoners to regret
and merited suffering, without being con- that they had lost a friend and protector. In
vetted into evils of every description, which consideration of his services, his widow was
excite only pity. The whole of it will be chosen to succeed him. She has discharged
seen : it will all be useful ; it will not depend all the duties with equal attention and hu-
upon chance; its execution will not be ahan- manity."
doned to subordinate and mercenary hands ; Where shall we find similar traits in the
the legislator who appoints it, may inces- registers of a prison ? They call up the pic-
asntly watch over its administration, turns of a future golden age depicted by the

The success which may be obtained from prophet, when "the wolf shall lie down with
a well-regulated penitentiary is no longer a the lamb, and a little child shall lead them."
simple probability founded upon reasoning. I cannot refuse to transcribe two other
The trial ]ms been made ; it has succeeded facts, which do not stand in need of any corn-
even beyond what has been hoped. The mentary :-- " During the yellow fever in
quakers of Peusylvtnia have the honour of 1793, there was much difficulty in obtaining
making the attempt : it is one of the most nurses for the sick in the hospitals at Bush
beauteous ornaments of the c_own of hu- Hill. Recourse was had to' the prison. The

inanity which distinguishes them among all question was asked ; the danger of the ser-
other societies of christians. They had for a wce was explained to the convicts ; es many
loaf time to struggle with the ordln_mT oh- offered _hemselves as were wanted. They
stselas of prejudice and indifference on the discharged their duties faithfully till the con-
part of the public.--the routine of the trilm- clusion of that tragic scene, and none of them
nals, and the repnidve incredulity of frigid demanded any wages till the period of their
reasoners, i discherge."

The penitentiary house st Philadelphia is The females gave another proof of g.ood
deo_ibed, not only in the official reports of conduct during the course of the contagton.
its governor, but also in the accounts of two They were requested to give up their bed-
disinterested observers, whose agreement is steads for the use of the hospital : they will
the more striking, as they brought to its ingly offered their beds also.
effimmination neither the same prejudices nor Oh Virtue ! where wilt thou hide thyself_
views. The one was a Frenehnmn_ the Duke exclaimed the philosopher, upon witnessing
de Li_nconrt, web acquainted with the &- an act of probity on the part of a beggar.
rangements of hospitals and prisons ;--the Would he have been less surprised at this act
other an Englislmmn, Captain Turnbull, more of heroic benevolence in a criminal prison ?
oceapied with maritime affairs than polities Had this good conduct of the prisoners
or jurisprudence, been only a simple suspension of their vices

Both of them represent the interior of this and crimes, it would have been a great point
prison as a scene of peaceful and regular se- gained ; but it extended much further : --
tivity. Hauteur and rigour are not displayed i ,, Of all the criminals who have been _found
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guilty," says Turnbull, " there has not been employed are equally powerful. The now
five in each hundred who have been in the plan proposed by the author of the Panop-
prison before." ticon, presents a senmble improvement upon

At New York, although the result has not the American methods :_the inspection is
been so favourable, it exhibits the good effects more complete -- the instruction more ex.
of the system :--" During the five years tended-- escape more difficult ; publicity is
ending in 1801," says Mr. Eddy, the principal increased in every respect ; the distribution
governor of the Penitentiary, in the account of the prisoners, by means of cells and classes,
rendered to his fallow-citizens, ,' of three obviates the inconvenient association which
hundred and forty-nlne prisoners who have subsists in the Penitentiary at Philadelphia.
been set at Liberty at the expiration of their But wLat is worth more than all the rest is,
sentences, or by pardons, twenty-nine only that the responsibility of the governor in the
have been conwcted of new offences ; and of Panopticon system is connected with his por-
this twenty-nine, sixteen were foreigners. Of sonal interest in such manner, that he cannot
eighty-six pardoned, eight have been sppre- neglect one of his duties, without being the
hended for new offences ; and of this eight, first to suffer ; whilst all the good he does to
five were foreigners." his prisoners redounds to his own advantage.

It must, however, be remembered, that we Religion and humanity aninmted the founders
may guard against exaggeration, that of these of the American Penitentiaries : will these
liberated prisoners, many may have expatrla- generous principles be less powerful when
ted themselves, and committed crimes in the united with the interests of reputation and
neighbouring States, being unwilling to ex- fortune ? the two grand securities of every
pose themselves to the austere imprisonment mblic establishment-- the only ones upon
of New York or Philadelphia ; for it is a fact, which a politician can constantly rely -- the
that the risk of death is less t_ightfu] to men only ones whose operation is not subject to
of this temper, than laborious captivity, relaxation--the onlyones which, always being

The success of these establishment_ is, in accordance with virtue, may perform its
without doubt, owing in great measure to part, and even replace it when it is wanting.
the enlightened zeal of their founders and
inspectors ; but it has permanent causes in
the sobriety and industry established, and the CHAPTER IV.
rewards bestowed for good conduct, r E Lo N v.

The rule which has ensured sobriety, has
been the entire exclusion of strong liquors : FzLo_v is a word of which the sign_cation
no fermented liquor is allowed, not even small seems to have undergone various revolutions.
beer. It has been found more easy to insure It seems at first to have been vaguely applied
abstinence than moderation. Experience has to a very extendve mode of delinquency, or
proved that the stimulus of strong liquors has rather for delinquency in general, at a time
only a transitory effect, and that an abundanl when the laws scarce knew of any other
and simple nourishment, with water for the species of delinquency cognizable by fixed
only drink, fits men for the performanceof con- rules, than the breach of a political engab_
tinued labours. Many of those who entered ment, and when all polities] engagements
the prison of New York with eunstitutiuns were comprised in one, that offeude/obliga-
enfeebled by intemperance and debauchery, tion. Upon feudal principles, everything that
have regained, in a short time, under this was possessed by a subject, and was eonsi-
regime, their health and vigour, tiered as a permanent source of property and

The Duke de Liencourt and Captain Turn- power, was considered ss a gift, by the ae-
bull have entered into more precise details, eaptance of which the scquirer contracted a

We learn from them, that since the adoption loose and indefinite kind of _t, the
ofthissystem, the charge for medicines, which nature of which was never aeeur_ y ex-
amounted annually to more than twelve hun- plsined, bet was understood _ he to tl_
dred dollars, has been redneed to one hundred effect: that the aeceptor shotttd render eer-
and sixty. This fact affords a still stronger tein atlpulated services to the donor, and
pro_of the salubrity of this prison, should, in general, refrain from ever_

s exposition, in which I have omitted that was prejudicial to his interests. It wm
many favourable circumstances, without sup- this principle of subjection, in its nature
pressing anything of s contrary nature, is rather moral than political, which at the firlit
sufficient to show the superiority of peniten- partition of conquered countries, bound the
tiariee over the system of transportation. If different ranks of men, by whatever names
the results have been so edvsntsgeomt in di_ingmshed, to each other--an the l_rm_
America, why should they he less so in Eng- to the prince, the knights to the barons, and
land ? The nature of man is uniform : eri- the peasants_ to the knight6. _ then,.
mimds are not more obstinate in the one place seeeptor failed in any of these points--xt, m
than the other: the motives which may be any one ofhls steps he fel] from the line whicn
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had been traced for him, and which at that The verb to fall, as well as to fail, which
time was the only line of duty, he was not probably was in its origin the same as the
such a man as his benefactor took him for ; other, by an obvious enough metaphysiced ex-
the motive for the benefaction ceased. He tension, is well known to have acquired the
lost his fief, the only source of his political signification of to o_end; the same figure is
importance, and with it all that was worth adopted in the French, and probablyin every
living for. He was thrust down among the other language._
ignoble and defenceless crowd of needy re- In Anglo-Saxon there is such a word a_
tainers, whose persons and precarious pro- feallan,_ the evident root of the English
perties were subject to the arbitrary disposal word now in use. In German, there is such
of the ]_nd that fed them. So striking and a word as faellen, which has the same signi-
impressive a figure did such a catastrophe fication. This derivation, therefore, which
make in the ima_nations of men, that the is one of Spelman's, is what seems to be the
punishment of death, when, in course of most natural. So much for the origin of
time, it came in various instances to be su- the word : not that it is of any consequence
peradded to the other, showed itself only in whence it came, so it were but gone.
the light of an appendage.* It came in by As the rigours of the feudal polity were
custom, rather than by any regular and posi- relaxed, and fiefs became permanent and de-
tire institution : it seemed to follow rather scendible, the resumption of the fief upon
as a natural effect of the impotence to which every instance of trivial delinquency became
the inferior was reduced, than in consequence less and less of course. A feudatory might
of any reguIar exertion of the public will of commit an offence that was not a felony.
the community. On the other hand, it was found, too, that

This seems to have been the aspect of for many offences the mere resumption of
the times at the first dawnings of the feudal the feud was not by any means a sufficient
polity ; but it was impossible things should punishment ; for a man might hold different
long remain in so unsettled a state. It is in feuds of as many different persons. The
such times, however, that we are to look for Sovereign, too, interposed his claim on be-
the origin of a word which, sometimes as the half of himself and the whole community,
lmme of a crime, sometimes as a punishment, and exacted punishments for offences which,
is to be met with in the earliest memorials to the immediate lord of the feudatory,
that are extant of the feudal law. might happen not to be obnoxious. In this

Some etymologists, to show they under- way, for various offences, pecuniary and ear-
stood Greek, have derived it from the Greek: pored punishments in various degrees, and
if they had happened to have understood even death itself, came in some instances to
Arabic, they would have derived it from the be substituted--in others, to be superadded,
Arabic. Sir Edward Coke, knowing nothing by positive laws to that original indiscrimi-
of Greek, but having a little stock of Latin hating punishment, which used at first to
learning, which he loses no opportunity of follow from almost every offence. That pu-
displaying, derives it from ill, gall. Spel- nishment remained still inseparably annexed
man, who has the good sense to perceive to all those offences which were marked by
that the origin of an old northern word is to the highest degree of corporal punishment,
be looked for in an old northern language, the punishment of death ; partly with a view
rejecting the Greek, and saying nothing of of giving the lord an opportuhity of ridding
the IAtin, proposes various etymologies. Ac- himself of a race of vassals tainted by an
cording to one of them, it is derived from hereditary stain; partly in order to complete
two words--fee, which in ancient Anglo- the destruction of the delinquent's political
Saxon had, and in modern English has, a as well as natured existence. ,.The punish-
me_-dng which approaches to that of pro- ment of forfeiture, being the original punish-
perry or money ; and/on, which in modern ment, still continued to give denomination
German, he says, means price : fee Ion is to the complex mass of punishment of which
therefore pretlam feudi. This etymology, it now constituted but a part. The word fe-
the author of the Commentaries adopts, and 1any now came to signify a punishment, viz.
justifies by observing, that it is a common the complex mode of punishment, of which
phrase to say, such an act is as much as your

t We say, he fell, as well as he swerved, from
llfeor estate is worth. But felony, in mixed the line of duty: he fell from his a!_iance.
Latin fv/on/a, is a word that imports action. The original sin of man is called the fall of man.
I should therefore rather be inclined to de- Lord Clarendon _ys somewhere, he fell from
rive it from some verb, than from two sub- his duty and all his farmer friends, Let him
stantives, which, when put together, and who standeth, says the .C_pel, take heed lest he

fall In ecdesiastieed jurisprudence, a heretic
declined in the most convenient manner, relapsed, is onewho, having once been convicted
import not any such meaning, of beresy,fa//_ into the sameoffence a second time.

.4_ is nothing but the commml termination
• Blaekbt. Corn. 95, of the infinitive mood.
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that simple mode of punishment, which an- How punishments so widely dU_rent came
dently stood annexed to every delinquency a to be characterized in the first place by the
feudatory could incur, was a main ingredient, same generic name, and thence by specitie

At this period of its history, when the names, thus uncouth and inexpressive, shall
above was its signification, the word felony be explained by and by, after we have ann-
was, as a part of the Norman jurisprudence, lyzed and laid open the eontentsofthe greater
imported into this country by the Norman felony, of which the other is but an off-set
conquerors; for among the Saxons there are detached from the main root.
no traces of its having been in use. At this
period, it stood annexed only to a few crimes History of the Benefit of Clergy.
of the grossest nature--of a nature the fittest The Christian religion, ere yet it had gained
to strike the imagination of rude and uure- any settled footing in the state, had given
fleeting minds, and these not very hetero- birth to an order of men, who laid claim to
geneous. Theft, robbery, devastation when a large and indefinite share in the disposal of
committed by the rtdnous instrument of fire, that remote, but boundless mass of pains and
or upon the whole face of a country with an pleasures, which it was one main business ot
armed force; these, and homicide, the natural that religion to announce. This claim, in
consequences of such enterprises, or of the proportion as it was acquiesced in, gave them
spirit of hostility which dictated them, were power: for what is power over men, but the
included by it. At this time, the import of faculty of contributing in some way or other
the word felony was not, either as the name to their happiness or misery? This power,
of a punishment or as the name of an offence, in proportion as they obtained it, it became
as yet immeasurably extensive. But lawyers, their endeavour to convert (as it is in the
by various subtleties, went on adding to the nature of man to endeavour to convert all
mass of punishment, still keeping to the power) into a means of advancing their own
same name. At the same time, legislators, private interest ;--first, the interest of their
compelled by various exigencies, went on own order, which was a private interest as
adding to the list of offences punishable by opposed to the more public one of the corn-
the punishment of that name; till at length munity at large; and then of the individuals
it became the name not of one, but of an in- of that order. In this system of usurpation,
comprehensible heap of punishments; nor of a few perhaps had their eyes open; but many
one offence only, but of as many sorts of of- more probably acted under the sincere per-
fences almost as can be conceived. Tell me suasion, that the advancement of their order
now that a man has committed a felony, I am above that of others, was beneficial to the
not a whit the nearer knowing what is his community st large. This power, in its pro-
offence: all I c_n possibly learn from it is, gress to those ends, would naturally seek the
what he is to suffer. He may have commit- depression,, and by degrees the overthrow,
ted an offence against individuals, against a of the political power of any other that op-
neighbourhood, or against the state. Under posed it. These operations, carried on by an
any natural principle of arrangement, upon indefinite multitude of persons, but all tend-
any other than that which is governed by the ing to the same end, wore the appearance of
mere accidental and mutable circumstance of being carried on in concert, as ifa formal plan
punishment, it may be an offence of any class, had been proposed and unanimously era-
and a]mnst of every order of each class. The braced by the whole clergy, to subdue the
delinquents are all huddled together under whole body of the laity: whereas, in fact, no
one name, and pelted with an indiscriminating such plan _as ever universally concerted and
volley of incongruous, and many of them, tin- avowed, as in truth there needed none. The
availing punishments, means were obvious--the end was one and

_Felony, considered as a complex mode of the same. There was no fear of clashing:
punishment, stands at present divided into each succeeding operator took up the work
two kinds: the one styled Felony without be- where his predecessor had left off, and ear-
zafit of Clerff!/, or, in a shorter way, Fe/ony ried it on just so faras interest prompted and
without Clergy, or as capital punishment is opportunity allowed.
one ingredient in it, Capital Felony; the other, In pursuance of this universal plan, not
Felony within benefit of Clergy, Felony with- concerted, but surer than if it had been the
in Clergy, or Clergyable Felony. The first resnit of concert, were those exemptions laid
may be styled the greater--the latter, the claim to, which, by a long and whimsical
lesser felony. There are other punishments concatenation of causes and effects, were the
to which these are more analogous in quality, means of breaking down the punishment of
as well as in magnitude, than the one of them £elooy into the two species of it that now
is to the other. Such is the confusion intro- subsist.
dueed bv a blind practice, and, as the con- The persons of these f_voured mortals,
sequence of that practice, an inapposite and honoured as they pretended they were by a
ill-digested nomenclature, more immediate httercour.¢ _ith the divinity,
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and employed as they were incessantly in This statute, one should have thought,
mmmging the most important, and indeed would have been sufficiently explicit, on the
only important ooncerns of mankind, were of one hand, to secure the exemption to all
course to be accounted sacred--a word of persons in clerical orders; so, on the other
loose, and therefore the more convenient, hand, to exclude all persons not possessed
signification, importing, at bottom, nothing of that qualification. To prove a perso_ en-
more than that the subject to which it was titled to the exemption, the obvious and only
attributed, was or was not to be accounted conclusive evidence was the instrument of
an object of distant awe and terror. They ordination. But the different ranks of per-
were therefore not to be judged by profane sons who were all comprised under the corn-
judgments, sentenced by profane mouths, or mon name of clerks, and as such partook
touched, in any manner that was unplea- more or less of the sac_ed character, were
sant to them, by profane hands. The places numerous ; and some of these seem to have
wherein that mysterious intercourse was car- been admitted to their offices without any
ried on, imbibed the essence of this myste- written instrument of ordination. Whether
nous quality. Stones, when put together in this omission was continued on purpose to
a certain form, became sacred too. Earth, let ina looser method of evidence, or whether
within a certain distance round about those it was accxdental, so it is that the clergy had
stones, became sacred too. Hence the pn- the address to get the production of that writ-
vitege of sanctuary. In short, the whole of ten evidence dispensed with. In the room
the material as well as intellectual globe of it, they had the address to prevail on the
became divided into sacred and profane; of courts to admit of another criterion, which,
which, so much as was sacred was either corn- ridiculous as it may seem at this time of day,
posed of themselves, or become subjected to was not then altogether so incompetent :
their power. The rest of it lay destitute of " Orders," they stud, or might have said,
these mvuluable priviJeges, and, as the name " may be forged, or may be fabricated for
lmportso minted with a note of infamy, the purpose ; but as a proof that the man

I pass rapidly over the progress of their really is of our sacred order, you shall have
eialr_ of exemption from proi_ane judicature: a proof that can neither be forged nor fabri-
the reader will find it ably and elegantly cared ; he shall read as we do." The book
delineated in Sir W. Blackstone's Commen- was probably at first a Latin book--the Bible,
tanes, or some other book made use of in church

As to the causes, those which come under service. At that time, few who were no_

the denomination of felonies are the only roles clergymen could read at all, and still fewer
with which at present we have to do. Con- could read Latin. And the judges, if they
fining our consideration, therefore, to these happened to see through the cheat, might in
causes : as to persons, it was first claimed, some instances, perhaps, not be sorry to con-
one may suppose, for those of their own or- hive at it, in favour of a man possessed of so
der--by degrees, for as many as they should rare and valuable a qualification. But one
think fit, for that particular purpose, to recog- book was easily substituted for another : a
nise as bclong_ng to that order. By degrees, man might easily be tutored so as to get by
the patience of profane judges was put to rote a small part of a particular book; and
such a stretch, that it could hold no longer; as society advanced to maturity, learning be-
and they seem to have been provoked to came more and more ditfnsed. We need not
• general disallowance of those exceptions, wonder, therefore, if by the time of Henry
which had swelled till they had swallowed VIIth, it was found that as many laymen as
up in • manner the whole rule. This sudden divines were admitted to the ecclesiastical
and violent reformation, wearing the ap- privilege -- I should suppose a great many
pearartce of an abuse, the clergy had influence more, for there is something in the ecclesi-
enough in the legislature to procure an act* to asticai function, that in the worst of times
put a stop to it. By this act it was provided, will render them less liable than others of
that all manner of clerks, as well secular as the same rank and fortune to fall into open
religious, which shall be from henceforth and palpable enormities. A statute, u there-
conv3ct before the secular justices, for any fore, was made to apply a remedy.to this
treasons or felonies tmaching other persons abase ; and what would one nnagme was
than the King himself, or his Royal Majesty, that remedy ? To oblige persons, claiming the
shall from henceforth freely have and enjoy benefit of clergy, to produce their orders ?
the privilege of Holy Church, and shall be, No; but to provide, that persons e]alrnln[
without any impeachment_ or delay, dell it, and not being in orders, should not be al-
vered to the Ordinaries_ demanding them. lowed it more than once ; and that a//per-

sons who had once been allowed it, should
• 26 Edw. IIl. Star. 3, e. 4. have • mark set upon them, whergby they
"_.It should bchi_drance: the French origi-might be known. Real clergymen-- clergy-rest m empoc_w_t.

Meamng the Bishep, m otber eccleaiagical
superior. It 4 Hen. VII. c. Iat
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men who had orders to produce, were by an abolisbed,_ the legislature, instead of appoint-
express provision of the statute, entitled to lug a trial, appointed punishment. Persona
claim it toties quoties, as often as they should claiming the benefit of clergy, instead of being
have need, which privilege they have still, delivered to the ordinary to make purgation,

When a felon was admitted to his clergy, were now, after being burnt in the hand, to
he was not absolutely set free, but delivered be forthwith delivered out of prison, unler4
to the ordinary. The _,eat point then was, the temporal judge should think proper to
if we may believe lay judges, who, it is to sentence them to imprisonment, which he
be confessed, are not altogether disinterested was now for the first time empowered to do,
witnesses, to prove him innocent ; for this for any time not exceeding a year.
tended to &scredtt the profane tribunal. This It will here be asked, what was done with
business of proving him innocent was called the pecuniary punishments, the forfeitures,
his purgation. If this were impracticable, he the corruption of blood, and the disabilities?
was put to penance; that is, subjected to The answer is, nothing at aUmthey were
such corporal punishment as the ordinary never thought of. However, by one means
thought proper to inflict upon him, which we or other, there is now an end of them. The
may imagine was not rely severe. Thus it legislator neither then nor since has ever
was that the clergy eentrived to bind even opened his mouth upon the subject. But the
zhe most stubborn spirits under the yoke of judge, drawing an argument from that silence,
their dominion: the honest and credulous by has opened his, and construed them away.
their fears; the profligate, though incredu- This bold interpretation is a farther proof
lous, by their hopes, how entirely the ideas of purgation had be-

Circumstances, however, are not wanting, come identified with that of acquittal. When
which tend pretty strongly to make it pro- a man was admitted to make purgation, he
bable, that when once a man got into the was acquitted: by that means he was dis-
hands of the clergy, he almost always stood charged from these pecuniary penalties. Now,
the purging, and proved innocent ; and it is then, that the legislature has appointed that
what the lay judges seem to have taken for in the room of going free, the delinquent
granted would be the case of course. When, may now be ptmished by a slight punishment,
therefore, they made a point of making the and that not of course, but only in ease the
offender suffer the train of punishme_,ts that judges should think fit to order it of their
stood annexed to acknowledged gnilt, (death own accord, we cannot, said the judges, sup-
excepted, which was too much tbr them to pose that it meant to subject him to a set of
attempt) they knew no other way of corn- punishments so much severer than those it
passing it, than by insisting on his not being has named. Therefore, as to all but these,
admitted to make purgation. These punish- coming in place of an acquittal, we must look
ments, the imprisonment excepted, consisted upon _ as a pardon. Having, by this chain
altogether of forfeitures and civil disabilities; of reasoning, got hold of the word pardon,
penalties with which the ecclesiastical sups- they went on applying it to other purposes
riot had nothing to do, and which it lay al- in a very absurd manner ; but, as we have
together within the province of the temporal already had occasion to observe, with a hens-

judge to enforce. One should have thought, ficial effect.
then, it would have been a much less appa. One would imagine, that being to suffer

rent stretch of authority in the latter, to of leap-frog, in which semetima spirit, some-
give effect to the proceedings of his own times flesh, was uptgTmost.*
judicature, than to lava restraint on the ee- A man, hawever, was not alwaDsove_Tkindly
elesiastical judge in the exercise of what was dsalt with : he farad bett_ or worse, ac.eordiag
aeknow]edged to be his. But it were too as he happened to be in favour with the church.
much to expect anything like consistency in If they _gppened not m like him, gl_ough he
the proceedings ol_ those rude ages. The had not been tried when delivered to tara, mey
whole contest between the temporal judge would not admit him to his purgation, bat kepthim in hard durance without tied. The tern-
and the spiritual was an irregular scramble, poral courts were then obliged to drive them on
the result of which was perpetually varying, to triai.b If he was a favourite, although sou-
according to the temper of individuals and vieted, no guesteould be betterentenaine_ :they

used to cram him at both endL This _the circumstances of the time. Archbishop admits, who, being driven y •
By the time of Queen Elizabeth it came Parliament to make an erdinanoe to remedy this

to I_e generally understood that purgation, mischief, appoint_ that in certain cases they
which originally meant trial, was synonymous shall be di_ed in a manner he prescribes ..
to acquittal.* This is so true, that when by ] speaking all the while in much wo_ terms et_
a statute of that reign, purgation came to be the lay judges than of the malefactors who met

i with this recepdcm from their fzienda
• It is amusing enough to observe the con- t" 18 EliL ¢. 7.

tinual smlggle between the spiritual and tile ....
canmi judge, as described in 8taundtonl, flue • Tale of a Tab.
Clergy. It aeem_ to have been a oontinual game s Stansglford_ Clergy, ¢. 48. Bra£tea,
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nothing, (what has been mentioned only ex- alike should suffer, not the punishment which
capted) first, because he was acquitted, next, the unprivileged, but that which the privio
because he was pardoned, there was an end legcd, had been used to suffer before.
of all pecuniary penalties, of the one species Since then, to allow the benefit of clergy
of forfeiture as well as the other. This, to any offence, is to punish all persons who
however, neither was nor is the case. A shall have committed that offence, in the
man did then, and does still, continue subjec_ same manner as lettered persons were pu-
to the forfeiture of his personal estate. The nished before : it is to punish in a certain
reason of this is of true legal texture, and manner all persons for that offence. To take
altogether characteristic of ancient jurispru- away this benefit, is to punish in a certain
dence. Forfeiture of real estate is not to other manner, much more severe, all persons
take place till after judgment : forfeiture of for that offence. The difference between
personal estate, without the least shadow of the having it and the taking it away, is now
a reason for the difference, is to take place the difference between a greater and a lesser
before judgment; to wit, upon conviction, degree of punishment: the difference for-
Now, ever since the days of Henry VI., it merly was the allowing, or not allowing, an
has not been the way to admit a man to plead oppressive and irrational exemption.
his clergy till after conviction. Now, then, But these entangled and crooked oper_
ff a man comes and pleads his clergy, what- tions have been attended with a variety of
ever goods he had, the king has got them. mischiefs, which are not by any means cured
This being the case, having had your clergy, as yet, and of which scarce anything less than
you are innocent, or, what comes to the same a total revision of the criminal law can work
thing, you are forgiven. All this is very a total cure. Such a veil of darkness, such
true ; but as to your money, the king, you a cobweb work of sophistry, has been thrown
hear, has got it, and when the king has got over the face of penal jurisprudence, that its
hold of a man's money, with title or without lineaments can scarcely be laid open to public
title, such is his royal nature, he cannot bear view but with great difficulty, and with per-
to part with it ; for the king c_n do no man petual danger of mischief.
wrong, and the law is the quintessence of Of the mischief and confusion that has thus
reason. To make all this clear, let it be ob- been produced, I will mention one instance,
served there is a kind of electrical virtue in which will probably be thought enough.
royal fingers, which attraet_ to it light sub- In a statute of Henry VIII,_ by a strange
stances, such as the moveables and reputed caprice of the legislature, the benefit of
moveables of other men ; there is, moreover, clergy was taken away in the lump from all
a certain glutinous or viscous quality, which offences whatever, which should happen to
detains them when they have got there, be committed on the high seas. He might as

Such are the grounds upon which the for- well have said, or in such a county, or by men
feiture of personal estate, in cases of clergy- whose hair should be of such a colour. In
able felony, still coutilmes to subsist, point of expediency, of a provision like this,

This act gave the finishing stroke to the one knows not what to make. Considered
abusive ju_dictioa of the clergy. The still with reference to other parts of the legal
more abusive exemption remained still, but system, it is reasonable, as doing something
so changed and depreciated by a lavish parti- towards abolishing an unreasonable distinc-
cipation of it with the laity, that its pristine tion. Considered in the same point of view,
dignity and value was almost entirely obli- it is unreasonable, as making that abolition
terated. By the turn they had given to it, no more than a partial one, and grounding it,
iS was originally an instrument of unlimited as far as it went, on a circumstance totally
dominion over others : it was n_ow sunk into unconnected with the mischievousness of the
a bare protection, and that no longer an ex- offence. Considered by itself, it is affain nn-
_lusive one, for themselves, reasonable, as tending to subject to the pu-

At last came the statute of Queen Anne, ° nishment of death for a great many offences,
which gives the benefit of clergy to all men a great many persons for whom a less punish-
whatsoever, whether they can read, or cannot, meat might suffice.
This, together with a statute of the preceding In point of fact, however, what the legis-
reign,_ which had already given the same laturo meant by it is clear enough : it meant
benefit to all women, gave quite a new import that all men, without exception, privileged
to the phrase. In words, it confirmed and persons as well as others, should suffer death
extended the abusive privilege ; in reality, it and so forth, who should be guilty of any
abolished it. It put the illiterate altogether kind of felonies upon the high seas, instead
upon a footing with the literate ; providing, of their being made, stone of them, to suffer
at the same time, that in the case of the of- death, others a punishment beyond compari-
fences to which it extended, both classes son less severe. Would any one imagine what

t ._Ann. c. 6.
T 3 & 4 _r. & M. c. 9. _ 28 Hen. VIII. c. 1_,
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has been the effect of this provision ? The t._tis, upon a man's being found guilty_ and
effect of it has been, that these privileged aoes not wait for judgment; that is, for sen-persons, instead of suffering death, have suf-

tence being pronounced upon him.
lured no punishment at aU : yes, absolutely -- 2. Forfeiture of lands andtenemants. This
no punishment--not even that slight degree also is a sweeping punishment of the pec_of punishment to which they before were sub-

niary kind. It does not take place till after
ject. Now the easels, that at present, if one judgnnent. This and the other forfeiture
may be indulged in a soledsm established by between them include the whole of a man's
the legislature, all persons are privileged ; so property, whether in possession or in action
that now, all persou_ who may think proper at the time of the forfeiture taking place. If
to commit clergyable felonies on the high he does not lose it by the one, he loses it byseas are absolutely dispunishable. This st- the other.

tuation of things, in itself, is not altogether 3. The corporal punishment of imprison.
as it ought to be ; but the means whereby it ment till such time as the conclusive pupi_Sho
has been brought about are stillworse. When ment is executed upon him. The length of
a man is indicted of a clergyable offence with- it depends partly on the judge, partly on the
in that jurisdiction, let his guilt be ever so king.

plainly proved, the constant coarse is, for the 4. The disability to bring any kind of suit.
judge to direct the jury to acquit him.* The This operates as a punishment in such cases
man is proved to be guilty, in such a manner only in which a long interval, as sometimes
that no one can make a doubt about it. No happens, intervenes between the sentence and
matter ; the judges direct the jury to say the actual infliction of the ultimate punish-upon their oaths that he is not guilty, ment.

In the ecclesiastical tribunal we have 5. The corporal pnnishment of death, viz.
above been speaking of, things were so or- simple death by hanging. As this punish.dered, that, according to the author of the ment in general puts a speedy period to all
Commentaries, ,, felonious clerks" were not the rest, the dwelling upon the effect of any
constantly, but " almost constantly" acquit- other is what may, at first sight, appear use-ted. I do beseech the reader to turn to that

!ess : but this is not absolutely the case ; for
book, and observe in what energetic terms me execution of this punishment may, at the

b(partly his own, partly adopting what had pleasure of the king, be suspended tbr any
een said on the same subject by Judge Ho- length of time, and in some instances has ac-

hart) the learned author has chosen to speak tually been suspended for many years.
of this unjustifiable practice:J"_ ,, Vast Thus much for punishment in propHam
complication of perjury and subornation of

p ersonam. Punishments in alwnam personam
perjury--solemn faree -- mock trial --good included under it, are the following; some
bishop- scene of wickedness- scandalous of them are instances of transitive, others of
prostitution of oaths and forms of justice -- merely random punishment :-
vain and impious ceremony__ most abandoned His heirs-general, that is, that person or
perjury." Such are the terms he uses;--to persons of his kindred who stand next to
the reader it is left to make an application of him, and so to one another in the order of
them. succession to real property unentailed, forfeit

all property of that denomination which he
_elony without Benefit of Clerffff. had enjoyed, and which, without an express

As to felony without benefit of clergy, I appointment of his to the contrary, they
will, in the first place, state the ingredients would have been entitled to from him. This
of which this mode of punishment is corn- results as a consequence of the doctrine of
pounded, corruption of blood: this is an instant for-

Of punishments included under the title of feiture : it is a sweeping punishment of the
felony without benefit of clergy, we must dis- pecuniary kind upon the heir. It may amount
tinguish, in the first place, such as are made to a forfeiture, total or partial, of all the ira.
to bear upon the properobject_punishments moveable property the heir would be worth,
zn personam propriqm; and in the second or to no forfeiture at all. If, previously to
place, such as are thrown upon the innocent the commission of the offence, the offender

punishments in personam alienam, had settled upon his heir-apparent the whole
Of punishments in personam propriam, it or any part of what property he had of the

includes the following:-- kind in question, this the heir will not be
1. A total forfeiture of goods and chattels, deprived of.

whether in possession or in action at the time
of the forfeiture taking place. It is a sweep- _ Sir W_ter Raleigh was kept for many years
ing punishment of the pecuniary kind. It withthehalterabouthisneck: he bed the eomomand given him of an expedition ; went to
takes place immediately upon conviction ; Am_ica,, where he committed p'lraeies on the

_panmrus ; came back a_in ; arid.was hang_
"4 Comm. c. 28. Foster, 288. Moor, 756. I" Ib. a_ last tot me orisimd enence.
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2. His heir, as before, forfeits his hope of mass of punishments included within this title
suceemion to all such real propertyas he must are much less various, as well as less severe.
make titletothrough thedelinquent, as stand- Of punishments in/wept/am persoP.am, it
ing before himin the order of consanguinity includesonlythefirstandthirdofthosewhich
to the person last seized. -This is a remote are included under the other species of felony.
contingent forfeiture manother pecuniary pu- In the room of the fifth and last punishment,
nishment of the sweeping kind. In this the the punishment of death, there is one that
uncertainty is still greater than in the former takes place, or rather is said to take place,
case. of course: I mean, marking in the hand.*

3. Any creditors of his, who have had real Others there are, which, besides the former,
security for their debts, forfeit such security, take place optionally, at the discretion of the
in case of its having been granted to them judge ; conjunctively, with respect to the
subsequently to the time of the offence cem- three former--disjunctively, with respect to
mitted. This, where it takes place, is a fixed one another.
punishment of the peomi_ry kind. It is un- Thispunishmentofmarkingisnowbecome
certain as to the person ; but if there be a a farce. It is supposed to be inflicted in open
person on whom it falls, it is certain as to court, immediately after the convict, in order
the event, to exempt himself frum the punishment of the

4. Any persons who may have purchased other felony, hasbcen made--ifa woman, to
any part of his real property, forfeit such pro- plead the statute--if a man, to tell the so.
perty, in ease of this purchase having been lemn lie that he is a clerk. The mark to be
made by them subsequently to the time of inflicted is, according to the statute, to be the
the offence. This, again, is a fixed punish- letter T, unless the offence be murder, in
merit of the pecuniary kind. It is uncertain which case it is to be an M; murder, at that
whether it shall fall upon any person, because time, not as yet having been taken out of the
it is uncertain whether there be a person so benefit of cleig T : as it has, however, since,
circumstanced ; but if there be, it is certain the mark ought now to be that of a T in all
as to the event of its falling, cases. The part to be marked is the brawn

5. Any persons who hold lands or tene- of the left thumb; so that if a man happens
merits of him under a rent, are obliged to to have lost his left thumb, he cannot be
pay over again, to the person on whom the marked at all ; or, if afterwards he chooses
forfeiture devolves, whatever they may have to cut it off, he may prevent its answenng
paid to the delinquent subsequently to the the purpose it was meant to answer, that o!
time of the offence, distinguishing him from other men.

These four last denominations of persons The instrument originally employed was a
are made to suffer in virtue of the doctrine heated iron, with a stamp upon it of the shale
of bach-relation. According to legal notions, of the letter to be marked. To the judges
it is the delinquent that suffers, by the for- of that time, this was the only expedient that
feiture being made to relate back to the time occurred for marking upon the human skin
of the offence : as if it were a new suffering such a mark as should be indelible. At pre-
to a man to be made to have parted with sent, the practice is to apply the iron, but it
what he had already parted with of his own is al ways cold : this is what is called burning
accord. In plain English, it is the people with a cold iron, that is, burning with an iron
themselves n the tenants, purchasers, and that does not burn; in consequence, no mark
creditors, that suffer : it is they who forfeit, at all is made. The judge presides at this
and not he. solemn farce : by no one is it complained of;

Again, by virtue of the forfeiture of what by many it is approved ; it is mildness, hu-
is called his personal property, the follow- inanity : it is true that the law is eluded, and
ing denominations of persons _e made to turned into ridicule ; but the judge spares
suffer :w himself the pain of hearing the cries of a man

l. His wife : by being deprived of what- to whose flesh a red-hot iron is applied. It
ever she would have been entitled to under may be asked, why do not the judges propose
his will, or under the law of distributions, that the law should be made conformable to

2. His chiMren, or others next of kin: by the practice ? I cannot tell.
losing what they might, in the same manner, The judge that first disregarded the sta-
have become entitled to. tute was guilty of the assumption of illegal

3. His creditors : by losing all claim upon power: he who should now have the courage
his personal estate. By this forfeiture, added to obey it, might now affix the prescribed
to what takes place in the case of real estate, mark without putting the delinquent to any
all his creditors whatever are defrauded; such considerable pain.

only excepted as may have been fortunatv • 4 Hen. VIL _ 13.
enough to have obtained a real security pre- _- The statute directs that the convict shall be
vlous to the commission of the offence. "marked.-" the mode of marking is left alto.

We now come to F¢lonywithinClergy. The gerber _o the jud_ The author of the Com.
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The other punishment, which in all cues [ the law will punish you. This ]ms been so-
of felony within clergy, may, at the discre- ] lemn]y adjudged.
tlon of the judge, be superadded or not to [ I say convicted and punished as a felon;
those which we have seen, are those of ira. I for if he has not been convicted of it, in
pr_onment and transportation, t virtue of the general rule in case of verbal

or the second offence of a dergyable ] defamation, you may call him so if you can
felony, capital felony is the punishment.* [ _rove it ; but when the law, by a solenm and

Clerks in orders are alone exempted :t exemplary act, has put the matter out of
peers are not : women are expressly subject, doubt, then you must not mention iL Would
ed to it. It is certainly a distinction highly any one suspect the reason ? It is because
honourable to the clergy, that they may go the statute which allows thebenefit of clergy
on pilfering, while other people are hanged operates as a pardon. It has the virtue to
for it. make that not to have been done which has

Whys man, having been punished for one been done ; and it was accordingly observed,
act of delinquency, should be punished more that a man could no more call another thief
than ordinarily for a second act of the same _wbo had been punished for it in this way,
species of delinquency, or even for any other (thief say they in the present time) than say
offence of the same species of delinquency, he hath a shameful disease when he had had
there is at least an obvious, if not a conclu- it, and has been cured ofit._
sire reason, But why, when a man has been It is there also said, with somewhat more
punished by a certain mode of punishment, colour of reason, though in despite of the last-
and then comm/ts an offence as differcot as mentioned rule, " that there is no necessity
any offence can be from the former, the pu- or use of slanderous words to be allowed to
nishment for this second offence is, because ignorants," and that, though the arresting of
it happens to be the same with that for the a pardoned felon, by one who knows not ot
first, to be changed into a punishment alto- the pardon, may be justifiable, because this
gerber different, and beyond comparison more is in "adrancement of justice; yet so it is
penal, is what it will not, I believe, be easy not to call him thief, because that is neither
to say. Is it because the first mode of pu- nceessary, noradvancethnortendstojustice."
nishment having been tried upon a man, the He who said this knew not, or did not choose
next above it, in point of severity, is that of to know, how mighty is the force, end how
capital felony ? That is not the case ; for salutary the influence, of the moral sanction ;
preemunire is greatly more penal than clergy- how much it contributes to support, and in
able felony. I mention this as being ira- what a number of important instances it
possible to justify, not as being difficult to serves to controu] the caprices, and supply
account for, since nothing better could con- the defects, of the political. It was perhaps
sistently be expected from the discernment Sir Edward Coke---a man who, from prmei-
of those early times, pie, was a determined evemy, though, from ill

There is one thing which a clergyab]e re- humour, upon occasion an inconsistent zmd
len does not forfeit, and which every other unsteady friend to political hberty_who in
delinquent would forfeit for the most venial his favourite case, de hbeUisfamosis, has de-
peccadillo, and that is reputation : I mean stroyed, as far as was in his power to destroy,
that specialshare of negative reputation which the safeguard of el1 other liberties, that of
consists in a man's not being looked upon .as the press ;_proscribing all criticism of public
having been guilty of such an offence. This acts ; silencing all history ; and vying in the
share of reputation the law, in the single extent of his anathemas with the extrava-
instance of dergyable felony, protects a de- fence of the most jealous of the Roman Em-

linquent, in so far forth as it is in the power perors.
of law, by brute violence, to counteract the
force of the most rational and salutary pro-

pensities. If a man has stolen twelve-pence, CHAPTER V.
and been convicted of it, call him athief and or p]t_ MUSHtE.
welcome. But ifhe had stolen but eleven-
pence halfpenny, and been convicted of it, THE pumshment of Przemunire_., consists, in,

and punished as a felon, call him a thief, and andthebeine,,m "theputforfeiture°utof the ofKinglandsspro*_eetiOn,andtene-
mentarles (4 Comm. p. 367, .ed. 1809) :' bu?t ments, goods and chattels ;" but such is the
with a hot irc_." It is pjain Dymm ma_ n._n._

a very short one, says not a syllable about yarn- • .

ingo, nor about a hot iron. st4 Her, VII. c. 13. _ __'_e. _..nishmeet- and from menee, _ was
_- By 4 Hen. VII. c. lB; repealed in effect, nffime_ - r _ - " of as

¢m_d hoe, by28 Hen. V1L c. 1, anti,Hen. ! manyotFeucmaswerepunishableeyma_puam*_"
VIII. c. B: a_d revived in effect _uoad/we vy [me_t.
I FA. VL c. 1_ Ix 10.
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tmvert_inty of English law, that some add 1. Forensic disability, which may be called
to the above, imprisonment during the King's simple outlawry.
pleamlre, and others say for life. Sir Edward 2. Forfeiture of personal estate.
Coke is for adding loss of credibility : he 3. Forfeiture of the growing profits of the
might as well have added, loss of ears ; but real estate.
I do not find that this conceit has been taken 4. Imprisonment, &c.
up by anybody else. This is the punishment inflicted for the of_

The offences to which this punishment has fence of absconding from justice, in all cases,
been applied are as beterogenous as any that except where the punishment for the princi-
can be imagined. The offence to which it pal offence amounts to felony : in this case, a
was first applied was an offence against go- man against whom a sentence of outlawry
vernment ; since that, besides a multitude is pronounced, is punished as if he had been
of other offences against government, it has convicted of the principal offence.
been applied to various offences against the As the offence of absconding is a chronical
property, against the personal liberty of indi- offence, the punishment applied to it should
viduals, and against trade !" be a chronical punishment, such an one as,

What it is that in such a variety of laws. being made to cease upon the cessation of the
should have tempted the legislature, instead offence, may operate only as an instrument
of the known and ordinary names of punish- of compulsion. All these punishments are
ment, todeviseanewandunexpressive name, capable of being made so: but none are so
to which no meaning whatever could be an- upon the face of them ; none were so origi-
nexed, without rummaging over a confused nally. They are by this time, however, ten-
parcel of old French statutes, is not easy to dered so in great measure by modern practice,
assign. There is nothing gained by it in any which has corrected the inordinate severity
way, not in point of brevity ; for in one of of the original institution.
the statutes in which it is described with the This punishment applies in most cases,
most conciseness, I find more words are taken but not in all cases : in all cases where the
up by this uncouth description, than would be prosecution for the original offence was in
by the plain one : there is nothing gained by the criminal form ; that is, in other words,
it in point of precision ; for the word has no in all criminal suits : it applies in most, but
signification whatever, but by reference to the not in all civil suits. In the same civil suit,
words of the old statute, and consequently it applies or does not apply, according as the
cannot be more predse than they are. suit happens to be commenced before one

The only recommendation I can find for court or another. In the same suit, and that
it is, that it is a Latin word ; added to the carried on in the same court, it does or does
notion, perhaps, that, as being less intelli- not apply, according as the suit happens to
gible than most other names of punishments, have been commenced by one kind ofjargou
it might be more tremendous, or another : all this without the least rein-

If this has been the design, it has been in lion to the merits.
some measure answered. Terrible, indeed, is The punishment of forensic disabilities is
the name of Pr_munire ; it is become akind applied to a multitude of offences; namely,
of bugbear, in which shape it has descended to all those which are punished either by
even among the lowest mob. It is used as capital felony, or pr_munire, or exeomthuni-
synonymous with a scrape ; not that the sort cation. In felony, it is useless, because the
of persons last mentioned have any much effect of it is merged in the punishment of
clearer idea of the particular sort of scrape, I death. In pr_munire, it is justifiable, in as
than those have who bring others into it by _ far as the punishment of total and perpetual
solemn acts of legislation. _ impoverishment is an eligible mode of punish-

(
ment, for of this i_ makes a necessary part.
In excommunication, it is ineligible, on so-

CHAPTER VI. I count of its inequality. To make it answer

o v TL A Wa _" I in an equable manner the purpose of impo-verishment, is impracticable, for want of the
THB punishment known in practice by the _ punishment of forfeiture, of which it can come
name of Outlawry, consists of the following / in only as an appendage.

I Taking it by itself, and laying aside whatingredients :-- _ M _ is necessary to make it answer the purpose
See a _ of these offences in Blackstone's 1 of impoverishment, it is superfluous when

Commentm_ea So difllcult is it for any one to ] added to the punishment of imprisonment.
ascertain what the law is upon any subject ! that ] Whatever may be the offences cognizable
though this _I_unishmentwas adopted in the Re- ] in the ecclesiastical court, either corporal
g_n_y, Act bib Geo. II1. ¢. 27, which was passed I
many y*Jrs before the 4th volume of the Corn- _ punishment is enough for them without pe-
m_mmrieo was .l_rint_ th_ act wu not e_u- | etmiary, or it is not. //it be enough, simple
metaled in that list. | outlawry in addition to it is too much ; if not,
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it is too little. All this is upon the suppo- of inequality applies with peeullar force. The
sition that the delinquent is forthcoming for fund out of which a man who has s fund of
the purpose of undergoing imprisonment, his own subsists, is either his labour, or his

When a man absconds, and has no property property. If he has property, it consists
in possession, or none that is sufficient to either in immoveables, or in moveables. If
answer the demand upon him, in this case, in immovcables, it is either in his own bands,
and in this only, the punishment of simple or in those of other persons: if in moveablce,
outlawry is expedient. Why ? not because it is either in public hands, or in private : if
it is eligible in itself, but because it is the in private, either in his own hands, or in
only one the case admits of. When a man those of other persons.
has no visible property in his own country, A man who subsists by his labour, is in
and has made his escape into another, gene- general scarcely st all affected by this punish-
rally speaking, his own country has no hold ment. He receives his pay, if not before
of him. This may happen, suppose in nine he does his work, at least as soon as a small
ilistances out of ten ; but in the tenth, it quantity of it is done.
may happen that he may have a debt due to A man whose fund of subsistence consists
him, which he may want the assistance of in immoveable property, is very little affected
the laws of his own country to recover. If by this punishment, if that property is in his
this debt be more in value to him than what own hands. The utmost inconvenience it
is equivalent to the punishment he would can subject him to, is the obliging him to deal
be likely to suffer for the original offence for ready money. If his property is in the
which made him fly, lie will return and sub- funds, he is not at all affected. There seems
mit to justice. The punishment of sample no reason to suppose that those who have tbe
outlawry in this case will answer its purpose, management of those funds, would refuse a
It is eligible, therefore, in this case, because man his dividend on the ground of any such
it has some chance of compassing its end, disability. They would have no interest iu
and no other punishment has any.* such a refusal ; and the importance of keep-

ing up public credit would probably be a sat=
Advantages and Disadvantages of ficient motive to keep them in this instam-_

Forfeiture of Protection. from departing from the general engagement.
To this mode of punishment, the objection If a man's property consists in moveable

property which is in his own hands--for ilJ-
" An anecdote given us by Selden, in his stance, stock in trade, it affects him indeed,

Table Talk, a may serve very well to illustrate but not very deeply. The utmost it can do,
the influence this mode of punishment may have I is to oblige him to deal ibr ready money ;over a man who is out of the reach of every ]
other. In the reign of James L an English [ to preclude'him from selling upon credit. It
merchant, had a denmnd upon.the Kin_ of Spain_ | does not preclude him from buying upon ere-
which he could not get the King to sausfy. The [ dit, since, though others are not mnenable to
merchant had already brought his action, and [ him, he is to others.
Selden, who was his counsel, advised him to | It is only where a man's property consists
proceed to outlawry. Writ after writ was sent ] in credits _ for example in immoveables in
to the sheriff to take his Majesty, and have his | the hands of a tenant, m a sum due for goods
b?dy before the justices at Westminster. HIS |
]_Iajesty was not to be found. Great outcry, as | sold on credit, or in money out upon security,
is usual, was made aft.er him, upon this, in sundry [ that it can affect him very deeply. Of snell
ale-houseL His Majesty did not happen to be [ a man it may be the utter ruin.
at any of the ale-houses. He was accordingly | In this case, whether a man suffer to the
proclaimed an outlaw; and a wows head, in due | extreme amount, or whether he suffer at all,
_'orra of law, was clapt upon his shoulders, b so _ depends upon what ? upon the morn/honesty
that any body might layhold of him, and put |
him into jail, thathad a mind fo_ iL c The case [ of those he happens to have to do with.
was, his Majesty happened at that time to have j There are two circumstances, thercibre, on
demands upon several merchants in EngLand, for which the quantum of this mode of punish-
which demands_ so long as be continues un.aer ment depends : Ist, The nature of the fund

judgment of outlawry, he could not nave his from whence he draws his subsistence ; 2d,
remedy. Upon this consideration, his ambas- The moral honesty of the people he happens
sador, Gondamar, submitted and paid the money;
upon which, the wall's head was taken ofF, and to have to do with. But neither of these
the King's head put in its place, circumstances is any ways connected with

. the degree of criminality of any offenee for
a Title La_. b Caput Lup_num.--C. whlch a man ean be thus punished. Oftwo

Lift. 128, b. Lamb. lJeg. Tax, ch_ 128. Fleta. men, both guilty, and that in the same degree,
L. 1, c. 27. Bract. L. 5, foL 421. Britt. foL 20. one may be ruined, the other not all affected.
Mirror, c. 4, Default# Pnlshable. The greater punishment is as likely to fall

c Anciently, When a man had a wolf's head upon the lesser offender as upon the gre_ter:
upon his sheuiders, he might be Idll_d by any- the lesser upon the _tter offender, as upon
body. But this wasaltered in J_aw. lll. sume. theIeaser.See C. Li_
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Another objection applies to this mode of money. The quantum of it is not limited
punishment, on the score of immorality. The in a direct manner, but is in an indirect man-
punishment being of a pecuniary nature, there net : it cannot be more than a man chooses
Is a profit arising out of it, which accordingly to give, in order to avoid the corporal po-
is to be disposed of in favour of somebody, mince.
And in whose favour is it disposed of? in These two last ace accidental ingredients
favour of avy one, who, having contracted an in this complex mass of punishment. Their
engagement with the delinquent, can, for the infliction or omission depends, in some rues-
sake of lucre, be brought to break it. sure, upon the will of the prosecutor. Those

It may be said, that the engagement being which follow, are inseparable.
by the supposition rendered void, there is no 4. Disability to sue, either in a court of
harm in its being broke_ True ; it is void, law or equity. This is a punishment of a
as far as concerns the political sanction, but pecuniary nature, contingent in its nature.
it is not void by the moral All that the law •and uncertain as to time.
does is not to compel him to perform it; but 5. Disability of acting as an advocate,* or
the interests of society require, and, accord- as an attorney, or procurator, for another : t
ingly, so does the moral sanction require, that that is, I suppose, in the ecclesiastical courts.
a man should be ready to perform his engage- and not in any other. This is a punishment
ment, although the law should not compel of the class of those that affect a man's coil-
him. If a mLn can be brought in this way dition : in the present instance, It affects a
_o break his engagement, it is a sign that the man chiefly on a pecuniary account.
power of money over him is greater than that 6. Disability of acting as a juryman. :_
of the moral sanction. He is therefore what 7. Disability of being presented to an ec-
is properly _enned an immoral man ; and it is clesiastical benefice :[[ of this, the same ac-
the law that either has begotten in him that count may be given as of the last disability
evil quality, or at least has fostered it. but one.

The dispensations, therefore, of the politi- 8. Disability of bringing a suit, or action.
eal sanction, are, in this case. set at variance as an executor.§ This is a punishment in
with those which are, and ought to be, those ahenam personam ; affecting those who have
of the moral sanction. It invites men to put- a beneficial interest under the will.
sue a mode of conduct which the moral sane- 9. Incapacity of being constituted or con-
tion, in conformity to the dictates of utility, tinned an administrator ; or, at least, danger
forbids, of being subjected to that disability.

10. Disah_ty of being a witness. This,
likewise, is another punishment _n alienam

CHAPTER VII. personarn ; affecting those persons to whom
this evidence, if given, would be beneficialEXCOMMUNICATION.
in respect of their lives, fortunes, liberties,

VAmIous and manifold are the evils which and every other possosslon that is in the pro-
the punishment of excommunication inflicts, tection of the law.
or proposes to inflict : various are the sources I ll. The being looked upon as a heathen
from whence they flow. It does not confine and a publican. This, I suppose, is meant as
itself to the political sanction : it calls in, or a sort of infamy.¶
makes as if it would call in, the two others 12. Exclusion from all churches: this is a
to its assistance. !species of personal restraint, that involves in

Of excommunication, there are two species, it consequences that belong to the religious
or degrecs_the greaterand the lesser. The sanction.
greater contains all that the lesser does, and 13. Exclusion from the benefit of the burial
something more. I will first, then, give an service. I do not know under what class to
account of those that are contained in the rank this punishment: I do not very pre-
lesser, and then take notice of those that are cisely know what benefit it is to a man, after
peculiar to the other, he is dead, to have the service read over his

Those contained in the lesser are as fol- body: if it be anything, it belongs to the re-
lows : -- ligious sanction.

1. Imprisonment _ the time unlimited, de- 14. Exclusion from the benefit of the as-
pending on the good pleasure of the judge : craments of baptism and the Lord's Supper:
the sevel_ty of it is determined by the cir- this belongs altogether to the religious sanc-
eumscance of its being in the common jail. tion.

2. Penance, as a condition to the terrains- So much for the lesser excommunication:
tion of the other punishment. By penance the greater adds two other circumstances to
is meant, a corporal punishment of the igno- the catalogue.
minious kind, The particular manner of in-
flicting it shall be considered hereafter. : Gibs. 10_. _ Gibs. 1050.2 Bacon's Ab. 674. God. O. L. 37, 8.

3. In lieu of the penance, commutation _ 3 Blsckst. Com. 10L _ Burn, Penance, 6.
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1. Exclusion from the commerce and corn- [ may be prmtounced either distinctly or india-
reunion ofttlefaittlful.* ] tinctly: a man can hardly be expected, will-

2. D_sabilily of maklm£ a Will. t This is [ingly, to proclaim his own shame. It would
a punishment that affects the power of the _ therefore be proper that he should only be
party; viz. in the present case, the investi- [ required to repeat the words, which shonld
tlve power performable in a particular man- [ be clearly and distinctly pronounced by an
net, with respect to the ownership of such t officer of justice, as is practised with respect
property as he shall die entitled to. In as to the administration of naths. Certain per.
far as the power of making a will includes sons, also, should be nominated to preside
that of appointing a guardian to a child, as over the ceremony, and ascertain that every-
also that of an executor to manage the pro- thing is done according to law.
perry of a person of whom the party in ques- Till these points are regulated, this mode
tion was executor, it is a punishment ig of punishment, though good in itself, will
a[tenam personam: the child may suffer for always be subject, as it is st present, to the
want of s proper guardian; the persons in- greatest abuses : it will be executed with
terested in the effects of the first testator inequality, and capriciously, according to the
may suffer for want of a proper person to condition of the individuals, rather than ac.
manage those effects, cording to their crimes, and according as the

This is the mode, and the only mode of character ofthe judge is more or less severe.
punishment, inflicted by those courts that Penance isthe punishment usuallyimposed,
go by the name of ecclesiastical, or spiritual s ys Dr. Burn, m the case of incest or in-
courts. This they are forced to make serve continency." These two offences are classed
for all occasions; they have neither less nor together by the ecclesiastical compiler, and
greater: it is the only punishment they have. opposed to what he calls smaller offences and
When this punishment is pronounced, they scandals. When we consider how far these
have exhausted their whole penal code. If two first offences are removed from one an-
its brevity be its recommendation, it must other, one is astonished to see them classed
be confessed that it has no other. Let us together, and visited with the same punish-
consider a little more particularly the punish- ment. Far be it from me to treat lightly the
ments of which it is composed. Of imprison- exposure of innocence to infamy, the dis-
ment, nothing in particular need be said at turbance of domestic _lieity, or to degrade
present, the chaste raptures of the marriage bed to a

The punishment of penance demands more level with the bought smiles of harlets. But
attention. It consists m the penitent being there are degrees in guilt, which I see nut
exposed, bare-headed and bare-legged, with a why it should be meritorious to confound.
white sheet wrapped round the body, either It is not often that we hear of this punish-
in the parish church, or in the cathedral, or ment being put in practice: examples of it
in the public market,_ there to pronounce a were more frequent in former times, but now
certain form of words containing the cenfes- it is most commonly commuted for by the
sion of his crime. This, as has been already payment of a sum of money.
observed, is a corporal punishment of the ig- 3. As to the different legal incapacities
nominious kind, and might, if defined with which form part of this punishment, the oh-
precision, be employed with the same edvan- jections to which they are liable have been
tags as are other punishments of that deserip- pointed out elsewhere. (See Book IV. Mis-
tion. The time at which it should take place, placed Punishments.)
and the duration of the penance, ought to be 4. Part of the punishment consists in the
determined; but there is nothing fixed with delinquent's being looked upon, if men think
regard to them, so that it may continue for fit to look upon him in that light, as a bea-
several hours, or only for an instant: it may then and a publican.
take place before a crowd of spectators, or in To try the effect of generals, the only way
the most absolute solitude. Besides this, is to apply them to particulars. A. is not
there is s vast difference between the parish willing, or not able, to pay his proctor's, or
church of a village, and the cathedral ofs another man's prootor's fees: beisin curiae.
great city, or the public market of a district, quence excommunicated. Amongst his other
The larger or smaller concourse of speeta- punishments, he is to be looked upon as a
tors will render the punishment more or less heathen or a publican; that is, as being such
severe, s sort of man as Soe_tes, Cato, Titus, Mar-

The penitent ought to pronounce a formula cus Antouinus, a collector of taxes, or a Lord
em_taiuing an acknowledgment of his crime; of the Treasury. The heaping of hard names
a different formula ought therefore to be pro- upon s nmn might, at one time, have been
vided for every crime by law. This formula deemed a punishment; but such legal trifling

now-a-day,, ,_TVes only to render the laws• Lenderb,
8winb. ]_09. God. O. h. 37. ridic-ulous.

-f-Godollxb. Appendix, 18. Burn, ti(. Penance. ,5. Exclusion from the churches, lu our
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days, an exc]usinn of this sort shows rather God hath committed so terrible a power to
oddly under the guise of punishment. The beings so feeble and so imperfect, or that the
great di_culty is now not to keep people out Divine justice could bind itself to execute
of the charrhes, but to get them in. The the decrees of blind humanity--that it could
punishment, however, was not ill-designed, allow itself to be commanded to punish other-
if it were intended to increase the desire of wise than it would have punished of itself.
attending there, by forbiddiCg it--the gone- A truth so evident could only have been lost
ral effect of every prohibition being to give sight of by an abasement, which could only
birth to a desire to infringe it: it affords a have been prepared by ages of ignorance.*
presumption, that what is prohibited is in
itself desirable, or at least desirable in the
opinion of the legislator, or be would not
have prohibited it. Such is the natural sup- B 0 0 K V I.
position, when the interdiction relates to an
unknown object; but even when it relates MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS.
to an object which has been tried, and ne-
glected from distaste, the prohibition gives
to it another aspect. The attention is di- CHAPTER I.
retted to the possible advantages of the act: CHOICEOF PUNISHMENTS--LATITUDE TO BE
having begun to think of them, the indivi-

ALLOWED 'l_O THE JUDGES.
dual fancies he perceives them, and goes on
to exaggerate their value : on comparing his THE legislator ought, as much as possible,
situation with that of those who enjoy this to determine everything relating to punish-
liberty, he experiences a feeling of inferiority; ments, for two reasons : that they may be
and, by degrees, a most intense desire often certain, and impartial
succeeds to the greatest indifference. 1. The more completely the scale of pu-

Those who are forward to rei_r the pro- nishments is rendered certain, the more com-
peusi_y to transgress a prohibition of any plctely all the members of the community
kind to an unaccountable perversity, and un- are enabled to know what to expect. It _s the
natural corruption in human nature, as if it fear of punishment, in so far as it is kno_m,
were not reconcilcab]t_ to the known domi- which pJ events the commission of crime. An
nion of the ideas of pain and pleasure over uncertain punishment will therefore be un-
the human mind, do an injustice to man's ha- certain in its effects ; since, where there is
tare, in favour of their own indolence. Man, a possibility to escape, escape will be hoped
according to these superficial moralist_, is a for.
compound of inconsistencies : everything in 2. The legislator is necessarily unacquainted
him is an object of wonder; everything hap- with the individuals who will undergo the pu-
pens contrary to what they would expect : nishmcot he appoints ; he cannot, therefore,
strangers to the few simple principles which be governed by feelings of personal antipathy
govern human nature, the account they give or regard. He is impartial, or, at least, ap.
of everything is, that it is unaccountable, pears to be so. A judge, on the contrary,

With respect to those parts of the punish- only pronouncing upon a particular case, is
ment of excommunication which belong to exposed to favourable or unfavourable preju-
the religious sanction, such as exclumonfrom dices, or at least to the suspicion of such,
the sacraments, their most striking imperfec- which almost equally shakes the public con-
tion is their extreme inequality: their penal fidence.
effect depends on the belief and sensibility of If an unlimited latitude be allowed to judges
the individuals. The blow which would pro- in apportioning punishments, their functmns
duce torments of agony in one person, will will be rendered too arduous: they will al-
on_y cause the skin of another to tingle, ways be afraid either of being too indulgent
There is no proportion in these punishments, or too severe.
and nothing exemplary : those who suffer, It may also happen, that being able to all-
languish in secrecy and silence ; those who minish the punishment at discretion, they
do not suffer, make a jest and a laughing- may become less exact in requiring proof,
stock of the law in public They are punish- than if they had to pronounce a fixed punish-
ments which are thrown at hezarfl among a ment. A slight probability may appear suf-
crowd of offenders, without care whether
they produce any effect or none. • These observations might be much more

I speak of these punishments with refer- extended, with reference to the details ofeccleo
once only to the present life; for who is there siastical judicature, but the subject would not be
that supposes that a sentence of excommu- of general interest. The foregoing obscrvatioas

may therefore suffice with respect to these laws,
Ideation van carry with it any penal conse- which are so generally condemned, and may
quences in a future state ? For what man, _ to show the r_er_ssity for thc/r fonn_

reaeev_g withmlt prejudice, can believe that abolition.
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ficient to justify a punishment which they punishment of the active klnd_ for instance,
may lessen at pleasure, might be backed by quasi-imprisonment; that,

There may, however, often arise, either again, by banishment ; or any one of those
with regard to the offences themselves, or the punishments, fors certain term, by the same,
person of the delinquent, unforeseen and par- or another, (kind of punishmunt) for a further
ticular circumstances, which would be pro- term. Ultimately, however, every such se-
ductive of great inconveniences, if the laws i ries must be terminated by some punishment
were altogether inflexible. It is therefore that may be inflicted without the concurrence
proper to allow s certain latitude to the judge, of the party's will; that is, by some punish-
not of increasing, but of diminishing a punish- ment of the passive kind; or if of the restrleo
ment, in those cases in which it may be Mrly tire kind, by such restraint as is compassed
presumed that one individual is less danger- by physical means.
ous, or more responsible than another ; since, Even such punishments, to the execution
as has been before observed, the same nomi- of which (so the party be forthcoming) the
nsl punishment is not always the same real concurrence of the party is not ossenti_y
punishment p some individuals, by reason of necessary, may fail from his want of power,
their education, family connexlons, and con- or in other words, from his inability to sustain
dition in the world, presenting, if we may so Ithem. This is the case with all corporal pu-
speak, a greater surface for punishment to nishments, not capital, that affect any parts of
act upon. the body that are not essential to life. It is

Other circumstances may render it expe- the case, therefore, with simply afflictive pu-
client to change the kind of punishment: that nishments, and with discolourment, disfigure-
which has been directed by the law may be ment, disablement, and mutilation, in as far
incapable of application, or it may be less as they affect any of the parts just spoken of.
suitable in other respects. It is also the case with forfeitures of all kinds.

But whenever this discretionary power is The only punishments, the_refore, that are
exerdsed by a judge, he ought to declare the sure, and require no others to be subjoined
reasons which have determined him. to them, are the above-mentioned corporal

Such are the principles. The details of punishments, in the cases where the parts
this subject belong to the penal code, and to they affect are such as are essential to life;
the legislative instructions to the tribunals, imprisonment, and such punishments by which

life itself is taken away.
Even these, like any others, may come to

CHAPTER II. fail by the want of will (in the party to sus-
tain them,) to wit, by his not choosing to be

OF SUBSIDIARYPUNISHM]_NTS. forthcoming, which is a cause of failure eom-
Orallthepunishmentswhichcanbeappointed mort to all punishments. But then this cause
by the law, there is none but what, from one does not necessarily produce its effect: it does
accident or other, is liable to fail. It is ob- not render the punishment of the man neces-
vious, that against such an event it becomes sarily dependent upon his will, for he may be
the law, in every case, to make provision, taken and punished in spite of his wishes and
Such a failure may arise from either of two endeavours to prevent it; which, when a man
causes: unwillingness, that is, want of will does suffer any of these punishments, cape-
to bear the punishment ; or inability, that is, cially death, and those other acute and heavy
want of power, punishments, is generally the case. In this

The first cause, if no steps were taken to case, the only resource is in forfeitures, upon
controul it, would naturally occasion the fail- the contingency of a man's hgving anything
nre of all punishments, the execution of which to forfeit, that is, within the reach of justice,
is dependent upon the will of the party to or in the punishment of those whose feelinp
be punished. This, among corporal punish- are connected with his own by sympathy, as
ments, is the case with all such as are either in punishments in alie_n personam.
active or restrictive, one case of restrictive From the differenees above remarked, re-
punishment excepted, that, to wit, in which specting the carom of failure in the punish-
the restraint is produced by physical means, ment first de_pted, results a difference in

To give efficacy, therefore, to the mandate, what ought to be the quantity of the subsi.
of which any of these punishments is intended dia_ punishment, concerning which we may
as the sanction, it is absolutely necessary that lay down the following rules :
some further punishment should be appointed Rule L Wltere lability is maifes_ tlw
to back it through the whole of its continu- _ cause of failure, the _bddiary.p_'_
anee. In the first instance, this baekia 9 or meat should be neither f/reate_ _tor _ than

subsidiary punishment, as it may he called, that whM wasfir_t des/gm_/,; for no reason
may be taken from those two classes, as we]] _n be given why it should be either less or
ms/_romtheother; and sothroughany num- greater.
bet of instances,one behind another. A ]Rule11.Where _ant of _viUismenifcst?,j
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the oaly cause o/failure, the s_ddiary pu. stunt supply of fresh motives is required: to
alsltment ougl, t to b¢ greater than tItat which produce the desired effect, it is necessary,
was first desired; for the punishment first therefore, that these motives should be drawn
designed is that which by the supposition is from a stock of punishment that is suscep-
thought the best : to determine the de]in- tible of minute division, and capable of being

quent, then, to submit to this, in preference applied at the moment it is wanted. Thus,
to the other, there is but one way, which is, whenever an inspector is appointed in a house
to make that other punishment the greater, of correction in which the individuals con-

Rule IIL When the cause of.failure may fined are employed in hard labour, power is
be want of power, or want of w_ll, as it may tacitly given to him to inflict personal eor-
happea, and it cannot be known which, tbe reetion. The infamy by which it is aceom-
subsidia_punishment ought to be greater than panied is not an objection ; because, by the
the panichment first designed , but not so much principal punishment--the penal labour--an
greater as in the case last mentioned. This is equal degree of infamy is produced.
apt to be the ease with pecuniary forfeitures. We have already observed, that to peeu-
If, however, it can be ascertained which of nlary punishment, in ease of inability on the
these is the cause, it ought always to be done ; part of the patient, ought to be substituted
otherwise, on the one hand, he who fails from imprisonment.
mere inability will be punished more than But by what standard are we to estimate
there is occasion ; and he who fails wilfully, a sum of money by a sum of imprisonment ?
not enough, for what debt, or part of a debt, is each day's

When a man fails wilfidly to submit to the imprisonment to be reckoned as an equlva-
punishment first designed tbr him, such a lent ?
failure may be considered in the light of an Let us say that the amount of the debt
offence. Viewing it in this tight, we shall struck off by each day's imprisonment shall
immediately se_ the propriety of the fbllow- be equal to what each day the patient might
ing rule :-- have earned, had he remained in a state of

Rule IV. The subsidiary punishment ought liberty. The daily income of a mechanic.
to be made the greater, the easier it is for the sailor, soldier, artist, labourer, servant, may
deli_ent to avoid the puntchment first de- he calculated according to the wages of per-
signed, (without being detected and made sons employed in the same profession.
amenable.) For the punishment, to be ef_ca- The daily income of a farmer may be esti-
cions, must always be greater than the tempt- mated according to the 365th part of the rent
ation to the offence; and the temptation to of his farm. If, besides his farm, he is en-
the offence is the greater, the greater is the gaged in any other line of business, the daily
uncertainty of that punishment which is the benefit arising from that business must be
motive that weighs against the profit of the added to the income arising from his farm.
offence. The revenue of a man who is not engaged

Imprisonment is the most convenient and in any business, or is not a manufacturer, may
natural kind of subsidiary punishment, in be calculated as being eight times the rent of
cases where the offender cannot or wiU not his house. If he is a manufacturer, at four
submit to a pecuniary punishment. A cir- times the rent of his house. If he is engaged
cumstanee that renders these two modes of in trade, at six times that rent.
punishment particularly apt for being substi- The revenue of a man that boards and lodges
tuted to each other, is their divisibihty: they in the house of another may rio estimated at
admit of every degree that can he desired, double the sum that he so pays. If he lodges

Simple all]ietive punishments, on account enly, at four times that sum. If he is sup-
of the infamy they involve, cannot in general ported gratuitously in the house of a rela-
he eligibly employed as substitutes for peon- tion, as equsd to the value of his board and
niary punishments, lodging.*

In case of violation of boundaries of local The points that then require to be deter-
confinement, the most eligible substitute is mined, are the three following:--
imprisonment. A single act of transgression 1. The income being given, what portion
may he taken as a sufficient warning that the of the debt shall he considered as being abo-
penal mandate is not meant to he regarded ]ished by imprisonment of a certain duration ?

Laborious punishments require an uninter- 2. From what period, anterior to the con-
rupted train of attention, in order to compel tracti_ of the debt, ought the value of the
the delinquent to submit to them. A con- income to be estimated

• EXAMPLE.

Labourer, la 0& per day--£15:13 :0 per year- J Debt discharged by seven _ £109 : 11 : 0{ years' impr_mmmt_ j
J Debt discharged by a

Ensign, 3L lid. ,, -- 66 : 18 :4 ,, -- I. year's imprisonment, ] 66 : 18 : 4
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3. What proofs ought to be required, by any persons sufficiently generous thus to ex-
which to fix the amount of the income in pose themselves for him ? It is, without
question ? It would be the interest of the doubt, something gained in point of security;
debtor to make it appear as great as possible, but it is a security very dearly bought. In
During the examination, the creditor ought all other cases, this expedient resolves itself
to be present, and to be at liberty, either by into a question of account.
himself or his counsel, to examine the de- The support which the law receives from
faulter, this expedient, springs from two sources, it

The more exalted a man's rank, the greater operates as an additional punishment, where-
in general are his annual outgoings ; the great- by the will of the accused is influenced--this
er, consequently, ought to be the debt abo- punishment consisting in the remorse which
llshed by a given period of imprisonment, a generous mind would feel in seeing friends,

I confine myself, then, to the laying down who had devoted themselves for him, plunged
the principles upon which the calculation into misfortune by his ingratitude. It is also
may be made : the details of.their applica- an expedient whereby he is attacked upon
tion belong more properly to the Penal Code the side of power: his sureties become guards,
than to a work on punishment, whom the danger to which they are exposed

induces to watch over his conduct.
But will he, whom the fear of punishment

CHAPTER IIL to be inflicted upon himself has been found
insufficient to restrain, be restrained by theo_ SURETYYOUGOOVCONVUCT.
fear of a less punishment to be inflicted upon

THE obligation of finding sureties for good another ? Those passions which have stifled
conduct is an expedient, the utility of which the voice of prudence, will they ol_ey those
appears more problematical in proportion as of generosity and gratitude ? They may obey
it is examined more nearly. A condition it; but that they will not obey it is, I think,
which is essential to it is, that there be an most natural : but if this is so, it is a very
ulterior punishment destined to replace this cosily expedient. In the majority of cases,
obligation, in case its fulfilment is found ira- instead of ensuring the good of prevention,
possible. This subsidiary punishment is ordi- it will produce the evil of punishment-- of
narily imprisonment : this imprisonment is punishment borne by the innocent.
ordinarily indefinite _ to its duration; it may Whilst, as to this guard, it is a security
be perpetual, and it is natural that it should much more verbal than real _ it would be a
be so. Does the accused find himself with- very weak security, even if the individuals
out friends ready to risk their security upon were his companions, and lived under the
his good conduct ? Imprisonment, and the same roof with him at all times. But it is
ignominy that accompanies it, are means little not among such as these that sureties are se-
proper for enabling him to find friends so de- lected: they are, under the English law, re-
voted, quired to be householders, having separate

Suppose that he finds them : what happens establishments. Is it, then, possible, that the
then ? To a properly seated punishment, a passion which, by the supposition, bad broken
vicarious punishment is added--a punishment through the united restraints of prudence,
to be borne by the innocent for the guilty, gratitude, and honour, should be restrained
In the nature of things, any punishment by so loose a band ? Besides this, is it no.
might be equally well employed for this pur- rural that the extremes of confidence and
pose. By custom, pecuniary punishment only mistrust should be united in the same person ?
is employed in the first instance, which, how- The bitterness of this punishsr_nt, to which
ever, changes into imprisonment, in case of the innocent are made to expose themselves,
insolvability, according to a general rule. It is not taken sway by calling the exposure
is not, however, natural that a man, especially voluntary. This willingness is owing only
a man who, by the supposition, has given to the constraint which the considenttion of
proofs of misconduct, should find friends who his friend being sent, or about to be _nt, to
will expose themselves to be punished for prison for life, brings withit: itisawiUhlg-
actions over which they have no power, un- ness produced by torture.
less he have wherewith to indemnify them In conclusion, suretyship is a resource
for bearing this pecuniary punishment. Does which ought not to be resorted to without
he find them in this case ? Then this expe- very evident necessity, if it were unattended
dient is useless : it would have been quite with any other inconvem_Lence than this, of
as well to have fixed the amount upon him exposing the virtue of individuals to these
directly. In order that this expedient may omnbats, which, in a moment of weakne_
have an efficacy of its own, it will be nece_ may give birth to &remorse which shell end
retry to limit its use to the case in which the only with lifeo
incapacity of the accused to furnish this in- This expedient is much emploTed under
demnity is known. Does he, after this, find the English law ; but custom ]_s caused i_
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to exist only in connexion with judicial corn- upon actions which have but a slightly hurtful
min2tion. A certain fine is determined on : influence upon the happiness of individuals
the accused is made to say, I consent to the or society, and with respect to which, such
payment of this fine, if I commit a certain e_ influence was not sought to be estab.
offence. One or more sureties are made each lished till long after these punishments were
to say, I consent, on the same condition, to appointed : of this kind are the punishments
owe the same, or a part of the same sum. In directed against heresy. The second is drawn
this mariner, as if an inevitable punishment from the praises lavished upon clemency:
required an extorted consent to its infliction, for whilst the effect of an offence is only
the accused himself is made to contract an to enrage the sovereign, there is merit in
engagement, which, if it is not always ridi- his abstaining from punishing it. There is
culons, it is that it is sometimes unjust, Ira* utility in his so doing, for by a privation
plying a claim upon his property, it serves to which is borne by him alone, he spares the
rob his creditors of their just rights to pay- hlfliction of terrible evils upon a multitude
meat of debts contracted between the period of persons. In this consists the difficulty ;
of the engagement and the eontmct_g of the for it is difficult for a man accustomed to fol-
debt. low the bent of his inclinations, to restrain

Of this ill-contrived compound mischief, them. Suppose the effect of a crime is to
what are the effects in practice ? very corn- interrupt his ease, and the effect of the punish-
monly, none. This formality is complied ment is to repress this crime: to abstain
with, as so many others are complied with, from the application of this punishment is a
without thinking of what it means, partly treason of which the most pardonable sources
from duty, and partly from habit. Sometimes are feebleness or folly. To praise the tie-
it may be useful, because it always includes mency of the sovereign upon this supposi-
admonition, and sometimes threatening, ac- tion, is to praise the surgeon who allows his
cording to the proportion between the fine patient to perish by not cutting off a gan-
threatened, and the punishment which would greued finger. Among sovereigns, therefore.
have had place without it : sometimes, for without cruelty, the use of unmerited pardons
want of sureties, it may be believed that the could not take place : the reason is, an en-
accused himself may go to prison : sometimes, lightened love of the public welfare does not
after having found them, it may equally be engage him in undoing with one hand what
believed that they may incur the fine, and he had done with the other. If the punish-
that they pay it, or go to prison, with or with- ments have not had, for the cause of their ca-
out him. Do _hese misfortunes frequently tablishment, cruelty towards individuals, it
happen ? I know not. How can I know ? is cruelty towards the public to render them
This is one of those thousand things on which useless--to violate his promise, the engage-
everybody ought to be instructed, and of meat which he has made to the laws to put
which no one can find an opportunity ,Jr them in execution.
learning the truth. I speak here of gratuitous pardons, such

as all pardons have hitherto been. There are
cases in which the power of pardoning is not

CHAPTER IV. only usei_Jl, but necessary. In all these cases,
if the punishment were inflicted, the evil pro-

DEF_AZANCEOF PUNISHMENT. dueed would exceed the good, and, in some
cases, almost infinitely. If the legislator could

§ 1.--Of Pardon. have known that certain individual cases
IT is necessary to increase the magnitude of would or would not be included in the general
a punishment in proportion as it is wanting case in which he would have wished that the
in certainty. The less certain your punish- punishment should cease, he would act un-
ments are, the more severe they must be; wisely were he to rely upon any other person
the more certain your punishments are, the for its cessation. For why should he give to
more you may reduce their severity, another a power to frustrate his designs ?

What shall we then say of a power ex- But he does not possess this knowledge, un-
pressly established for rendering them un- less, in quality of legislator, he acts also in
cer"rain? I mean, the power of pardoning: it that of a prophet. It follows, therefore, that
has cruelty for its cause; it has cruelty for its he must rely upon some other.
effect. In English law, one method by which the

Among nations, as among individuals, the law gives to a party injured, or rather to
government of the passions precedes that of every prosecutor, a partial power of pardon,
reason. The object of primitive punishments consists in giving him the choice of the kind
was to assusge the rage of their anthors. Of _ of action which he will commence. Onthis,
this there are two proofs : the first is drawn or on the difference between the actions, de-
from the multitude of cases in which the pends a difference between the punishments :
most severe punishments have been lavished so i_"as thc happe_dllg of this difference is
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concerned, the lot of the offender depends tions, when he has appointed a re,_ard for
not on the gravity of his offence, but on some offenders, operates to this effect in the case
other foreign circumstances; such as the de- of punishment.
gree of the ill-will of the party injured, or The frequency of capital punishment is one
other prosecutor, or of the knowledge of his of the most probable causes of the popularity
legal advisers. The judge is a puppet in the of pardons.
hands of any prosecutor, which he can caus_ In England, it may therefore admit of de-
to move at his pleasure and caprice, bate, whether the legislature has done most

There are many persons, as we have seen evil by appointing so many capital pinfish-
who exercise the power of pardoning: there ments, or the sovereign, by exercising his
are many others who possess it, who are not power of remitting them.
observed. The essence of this power is, to act by

Among the latter class may be placed those caprice. The king, as it is falsely said,
who have the power of placing nullities in the deputy of the king, as it ought to have
the course of procedure. In England, an been said--does not act judicially: he does
attorney, or his clerk, any copying clerk at not act from a knowledge of the matter ; he
eighteen-pence or two shillings per day, may has not the power of doing so ; he has not
grant or sell impunity to whomsoever it seems even the power of compelling the attendance
them good. of witnesses. Is a lie told before this power-

If the individual injured can directly, or less despot ?'it is an unpunishable lie.
indirectly, put an end to a criminal process, The power of pardoning is often said to
otherwise than by the punishment before the be one of the brightest jewels in the royal
judgment has been pronounced, and, in case crown: it is burdensome as it is bright, not
of eonvlctlon, executed, he enjoys in effect only to those who submit to the e-own, but
this right of pardoning. The right of re- still more so to him also who wears it.
mission is, then, one branch of the power of Many cases have occurred in England, in
perdoning. When the interest of the pub- which the counsellors of the crown have,
lic requires that the punishment should take from more or less praiseworthy motives, made
place, the individual injured ought not to use of this lawful despotism of the king, to
enjoy tlns right : when this interest does not soften the tyranny of the laws. Never was
reqmre it, he may enjoy it. power so undoubtedly legal, though undue,

This power may be allowed in all cases employed for a mere legitimate purpose : --
when the offence on which it operates, being the result, however, has been, not that the
founded o_fly in a private quarrel, does not minister has been applauded as he deserved,
spread any alarm through society, or at least but that he has become the object of ela-
does not spread any alarm which the conduct mour, libels, and threats. The most correct
of the parties does not destroy, andlegitimate exercise of the powers impoliti-

Bat in the ease of corporal injuries, how i cally attached to his character, has oldy served
trifling soever, and especially in the case of to draw down upon the king that treatment
injm_es accompanied with insult, this remis- which a tyrant would have merited.
sion ought not to be allowed without the How much discontent and fear would have
knowledge of the judge; otherwise the weak- been spared, if a right, legally abusive, had
hess _nd good-nature of some minds would given place to an enlightened and well-or-
serve to draw down upon them vexation dered law!
from hardened oppressors.

Homicide is a ca_c in which the power of § 2. By Length of Time.
remission ought not to be allowed to any one Ought punishment, in any eases, and in
in particular. It would, in effect, be to grant what, to be defeasible by length of time
to him an arbitrary power over the life of by the time, I mean, that has elapsed shtce
those whose death he might thus pardon : the commission of the offence ?
he might boldly employ any assassin, by ex- Atllrstvisw, theanswer seems robe clearly
ercising in flavour of that assassin his power in the negative ; for what, it may be said, has
of pardoning, the eiremnstance of the length of time to do

If to grant to any one whatsoever, the with the demand there is for pmfishment ?
power of taking away a reward offered by the Upon a nearer view, however, it wilt be
legislator, would be regarded as an absurdity, found, that the utility of prescription in cot-
to grant the power of taking away a punish- tain cases is maintainable by specious, at least,
meat in the opposite case, with the reserve if not conclusive arguments,
of specific exceptions, would be a more ter- As a foundation for these arguments, it
rible absurdity, must be admitted, that if in any case the suf-

This absurdity is not found in the system feriug of the delinquent is not necessary for
of rewards: no person proposes to take away the attainment of the ends of punishment,

•a reward after the legislator has offered it ; the punishment ought not to be inflicted.
the nullities, hinderer, allowed nt pro_ecu- This being premised, it should _cm, that
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in a view to one of the ends of punishment, case of there being no prosecution, that pre-
to wit, reformation, the execution of it after seription has ever been allowed. The rule
a certain length of time is not necessary. A is, that a man shall not be prosecuted after
certain number of years, suppose ten, has that interval has elapsed--not that, if he has
elapsed since he committed the offence : now been prosecuted and convicted, he shall not
then, in all this time, either he has committed suffer.
similar offences, or he has not. If he has not, The apprehension of danger commences at
he has reformed himself, and the purpose of the time o£ the discovery. Persons who are
the law has been answered without punish- about the criminal now understand that they
ment : if he has, he has been punished for i have among them a thief, a robber, or a tour-
subsequent offences, and the discipline he derer : this cannot but give them some alarm.
stood in need of has been already admiuis- If no punishment at all is to be inflicted on
tered to him, at a time when he stood more him, if he is suffered to go on and live where
in need of it than he can be supposed to stand he did before, howls this alarm to be quieted?
at present. In crimes, the object of which is a peen-

Thus stands the argument upon the ground nlary profit, prescription ought not in any
of reformation: but of the facts alleged, one, case to operate so as to protect the delln-
it must he confessed, is rather problematical, quent in the enjoyment of his ill-gotten ac-
If a man commit an offence, and is forthcom- quisition.
ing ten yeats afterwards, it is _by no means Neither ought it to operate in such manner
clear, from his not having been punished for as to leave innocent persons exposed to suffer
any similar offences, that he has not corn- from their terror or abhorrence of the cri-
mltted any. In the same manner that he es- minal.
caped detection or prosecution for the first, There are also certain crimes, in respect
he may have escaped detection or prosecution of which prescription ought not to be adopted
for any number of other similar offences. The in any case. Such are three species of homi-
difficulty of detection, the death of witnesses, cide: viz. homicide for lucre, through wan-
the subtleties of procedure, are circumstances tonness, or from premeditated resentment ;
that afford ample grounds for disputing the incendiarism ; and the offence of sinking a
force of the inference, from his not h_ving vessel manned, or of laying a country under
recurred punishment, to his not having de- water. The mischief of crimes of these
served it.* kinds is so great, that it seems paying too

Upon the ground of example, there is still great a regard to the interests of the criminal
less to be said in favour of prescription. If to adopt a rule that may contribute, though
the prescription is not to take place till at in ever so small a degree, to lessen the appa-
the end of a long period, as ten years (the rent certainty'of the punishment ; and the
number above taken for an example), it will horror or terror a fact of any of those "kinds
not contribute, in any assignable degree, to inspires when discovered, is so great, that
lessen the apparent value of the punishment, that circumstance alone seems enough to over-
When a man meditates a cr_me, his great fear weigh any good that could be gained by it.
is the being detected and apprehended, ira- What is the good in view in prescription ?
mediately almost upon the commission of it. It is the interest of one single person that is
The taking away the danger that would await in question --the delinquent ; the sparing of
him at the end of ten years, will add very that single person from a s_lffering which i_
little to his seenrity._ is supposed it may, in the case in which it is

When a crime has been committed, either proposed the prescription should take place,
the person only who committed it may re- not be necessary, at least not so necessary as
main unknown, or the fact _ itself, as well as formerly, to the purposes of punishment to
the person. If either be unknown, it is plain inflict. Now, when it is a crime by which
no prosecution can have been set on foot : if men are exposed to suffer in their individual
both be known, then either a prosecution may capacities, it can scarcely be detected, but a
]lave been set on foot or not. It is only in multitude of persons must begin to suffer ;

to wit, by the apprehension of his committing
• Any one who is at all conversant with anec- other such crimes in future, of which they

dotes of notorious criminals must have observed, may chance to be the objects : and this suf-t/_at _othing is more common in this country
than for a man to be guilty of twenty, thirty, or fering of theirs will continue till he be mani-

i festly disabled to hurt them ; the least penal
overtakesf°rtYthet_him,or n_bberi_ before punishment method of doivg which, is to send him out

"l" Mr. Bentham does not appear to have car- of the way.
tied on his examination of this subject in respect Upon this slight examination, we perceive
to the other ends oflmnishment.--Ev, that the utility of prescription will varyUnder the name of the fat:, I would here
include such and m many circumstances as are greatly in respect of different offences. To
necessary to make the act in question _ome discuss this topic completely, it wonld be
under the denomination of some _'xme. necessary, therefore, to consider it with
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viewto the severalsortsofoffences.To do thepunishmentof course. Now, underthe
thisfully,belongsnot toour presentsubject: laws of most nations,in most instancesof
allwe can do in thisplaceistooffera few acknowledgedinjuries,indemnificationhas
generalhints,justtoput us in theway, and been exacted,and by thatmeans, in most
to serveasa clewto indicatethe principalcases,ithas happenedthatpunishmenthas
pointsuponwhich theinquiryoughttoturn. beenapplied. Yet notin all;becausecorn-

Whether a given person,detected,after peusatiouhas been made defeasibleby con-
mlcha lengthoftime,of a crimeofthe sort tingencies:I sayin most, but ithas notin
in question,isor isnot an objectofterrorto all;fortherearetwo eventsby which inall
thosearoundhim, isa questionthatcan be thesecasesindemnificationisrenderednot
answered only by a particularinquiry: itis necessaryin so greata degreeas itwas be-
a matter,therefore,thatought ratherto be fore,and,asitmay appearupon a superficial
committed to the magistratewho has the glance,not necessaryatall. Ineffect,upon
power of pardoning,thanto be providedfor the happeningofeitherofthesetwo events,
by a generallaw. undermost laws,and particularlyunderour

own, theobligationof making compensation
§ 3. By Death of Parties. has been cancelled. At the same time, cum-

In pursuit of (the means of making) corn- pensation being the only object in view, this
pensation, the business of punishment is apt being taken aw_y, punishment has of course
to be overlooked. When one man, the party dropped along with it. But in these cases,
injured, is presented with what another man, as I hope soon to make appear, howsoever it
the injurer, is made to pay, men are apt to may stand with compensation, the demand
take it for granted, and at first asking would for pumshment has not been lessened by
be apt to answer, that there is no punishment either of the events in question.
in the case. They imagine, but hastily and These are--lst, Thedeathoftheinjurer;
erroneously, that the only person who has 2dly, The death of the party injured.
suffered by the offence is that patty who is 1. The death of the injurer has been
the immediate object of the injury. If, then, deemed to take away the occamon for indem-
that person, by an operation of law, be made nification. The reason that occurs is, that
to enjoy as much as by the offence he had there is nobody to give it. Had he continued
been made to suffer, they conclude (and justly alive, he ought to have given it, doubtless ;
enough, were the tbundation true) that every- but as he is gone, who ought then? why one
thing is set to rights, and that the law has person rather than another?
nothing more to do. The pain which the To answer these questions at large, we
offender is made to suffer by being made to must make a distinction according to the
give up what the party injured is made to nature of the offence. The offence is either
enjoy, they do not look upon in the light of attended with a gransferable profit, a fruit
punishment. They look upon it as a circum- transmissible to the representatives of the
stance resulting, accidentally and uninten- offender, or not. In the first case, the ohli.
tionally, out of the operation by which an gation of making compensation ought dearly
indemnification is produced to the injured to devolve on the representative, on the score
party, so that it would be but so much the of punishment, ff on no other. In the latter
better if that pain could be altogether spared; case, there would still be one use in its being
and it is for want of being able to save it, made'to devolve on the representative, as fur
that it is suffered to exist. In short, so en- as the possessions he inherits from the party
tirely is the idea of punishment lost in that of deceased extend, though not so great a use
compensation, that a law which appoints the as in the former case.
latter, is not understood to appoint the former; Where the profit of a transgression is trans-
is not looked upon as a pe_al law. missible to a representstive, the obligation

Punish, however, it must. A penal law, of restoring the amount of it ought likewise
in one sense of the word, it must be, if it is to devolve on him : if not, the puniahm__t
to have any effect at all in preventing the would not. in the case in question, be equal
practice which is productive of the mischief to the profit; in fact, there would be no pu-
it means to cure ; and it is by punishing that nishment st all, no motive for the party under
it does more good than by L_dems_fytng. For temptation to abstain from it. It may ocmlr
of the two ends, prevention and compensa- for the first moment (but it will soon appear
tion, the former, as has been proved, is by to be otherwise) that neither will there i_l
much the most important, contemplation of this case be any temptation;

This neglect, however, of the principal end for if the injurer thinks himself about to die,
of laws made in restraint of private injuries, there will be an end of the profit of the in-
has not been attended with all the ill conse- jury. But this is not the ease: should he
quences that might at first sight be imagined, be made to lose it ever so soon hlms_'lf, he
The indemnification being made to come out may transmit it to those who are dem- to him,
of thepocketol theaggre_sur,hasproduced sothatthe pleasureof sympathy,grounded
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on the contemplation of their enjoyment, is i feting, as we have shown, upon the whole,
a clear force that acts without controul, and than flit weretorest upon anyother person.
impela him to tr_sgression. ]3esides this, The law of England on this head is full of
the delays and uncertainty of justice add still absurdity and caprice. The followingare the
to the force of the temptation. If he can instances in which (the heir is permitted to
contrive to spin out the suit so long as he ! enrich himself by the wrong-doing of his an-
lives, the whole business, from beginning to tester) a man is permitted to enrich his heir
end, is clear _ to him. with the profit of his crimes :t By the wrong-

2. Even though the profit of a transgres- ful takin 9 and withholding of any kind of
sion be not of such a nature as to be trans- moveables, while, if it had been by only
missible to a representative, there seems still withlioldin 9 money due, the heir must have
to be a reason why the obligation of making refunded ;--by the waste committed on ira-
amends ought to devolve on the represeuta- moveab]es, in which he has onlya temporary
tires, as far as they have assets.* Such an interest ;:_--by selling to a prisoner for debt
arrangement would be eligible, as well on hisliberty;--byembezzlingpropertyentrasted
account of punishment as of compensation: to him by will, though, if he had not broken

On account of compensation, for the ful- any such confidence, but had intruded him-
lowing reasons : The mischief of the trans- self into the management of the dead man's
gression is a burthen that must be borne by property without warrant, the heir must have
somebody: the representative and the party refunded ;--in short, by any kind of injurious
injured are equally innocent in this respect-- proceeding, where the compensation, instead
they stand upon a par; but the representa- of being left to the discretion of a jury, is
tire would suffer less under the _ame burthen thought fit to he increased and liquidated by
than the party injured, as we shall presently a positive regulation.
perceive. From the moment when the in- The death of the party injmed is another
jury was conceived, the party injured, in event upon which the obligation of making
virtue of the known chsposltion of the law amends is very commonly made to cease ;
in his favour, entertained expectations of re- but with full as little reason, it should seem,
ceiving amends. If these expectations are as in the former case. The death of the party
disappointed by a sudden azld unforeseen in question is a contingency which does not
event, like that of the delinquent's death, a at all lessen the demand there is for punish-
shock is felt by the party injured, such as he ment. For compensation, indeed, the demand
would feel at the sudden loss of anything of is not altogether so strong in this case, as in
which he was in possession. The eventual the former : the person who was the imme-
representative entertained no such determi- diate object of the injury, entertained a pro-
hate expectations: what expectation he could spect of reaping, in present, the whole profit
entertain in the lifetime of his predecessor, of a compensation he expected to be adjudged
respected only the clear surplus of his for- to him : his representative did not, during
tune--what should remain of lt after the de- the lifetime of the principal, entertain so
duction of all charges that might be brought fixed a prospect ; he, however, entertained
upon it by his misfortunes, his follies, or his a full prospect of some compensation to he
crimes, made to his principal ; and he entertained a

On account of punishment, for the tel- prospect of a part, at least, of that compen-
lowing reason: The punishment of t'ne de- sation devolving upon himself, subject to the
linquent in his own person is a punishment contingencies to which his general cxpecta-
which fails upon his death : the burthen lions from the principal were exposed. This
thrown upon those who are dear to him, ex- expectation is more than any one else was in
tends his punishment, as it were, beyond the a situation to entertain ; so that there is a
grave. Their suffering, it is true, will, for the better reason why he should reap the profit
reasons above given, not be very considerable; of the punishment, thai why any one else
hilt this is what the bulk of mankind are not should.
8pt to consider. It will he apt, therefore, in The law of England has been more liberal
general, to appear to him in the light of pu-

T In all these Imizlt*, I depend upon the
nishment, and will contribute to impose a authority of Comyn_' Digest, I. 262, 263.
restraint on him in a case in which, otherwise, ++A person whom I know, having the immc-
there would be none. Nor will this advan- diate reversion of an _,_:te, pa_t m boasts, Fart
rage, in point of punishment, be charged with in land, rented the land of a person who had the
that expense, which renders punishments zn [ life-interest in both. The life-owner letting the
alienafa person_rm generally ineligible; for [ housesgo to ruin, the reversmnary, to i,demmfy

[ himself, stopt the rent of the land. The hfe-
when the burthen is made to rest on the re- [ owner died without repaarmg the houses, as he
presentative who has assets, there is less suf- [ was bound: the censcquence was, that the rever.

[ sioner (as he was advised, to his great surprise),
* A_ts : Effects descending to them from the | though obhged to pay his rent, lost his remedy

ancestor, and liable to ahcnatmn. | for the w:._te.
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in the remedies it has given to the heir of j reputation : it is defensible by the arbitrary
the party injured, than in those which it has pleasure and irresponsible act of a servant of
given against the heir of a wrong-doer. It the crown : it operates only in the way of
gives it to the heir in all eases, as it should punishment, affording no compensation to the
seem, of injuries done to the property of the ! heir.
ancestor. It denies it, however, in the case After so many instances where no satisfaeo
of injuries to the person,* be they ever so tion is exigible from the heir for transgres-
atrocious; and, probably, in the ease of in- sions by which he profits, nc one.will wonder
juries to the reputation. This omission leaves to find him standing exempt from that obli-
an open door to the most crying evils. Age gation in the case of such injuries as, being
and infirmity, which ought, if any difference inflicted commonly, not from rapacious, but
be made, to receive a more signal protection merely vindictive motives, are not commonly
from the law, than the opposite conditions of attended with any pecuniary profit.. Such are
life, are exposed more particularly to oppres- those done to the person, or to the reputa-
sion. The nearer a man is to his grave, the tion, or in the way of mere destruction to
greater is the probabihty that he may be in- the property. So accordingly stands the law;_:
jured with impunity, since, if the prosecution though there are none of them by which the
can be staved off during his life, the remedy injurer may not, in a multitude of eases, draw
is gone. t The remedy, by a criminal prose- indirectly a pecuniary profit: for instance, in
cution, is but an inadequate succedaneum. It the case of a rivalry in manufactures, where
extends not to injuries done to the person bne man destroys the manufactory of his more
through negligence, nor to all injuries to the successful rival.

APPENDIX-- ON DEATH-PUNISHMENT.n

JEREMY BENTHAM TO HIS FELZOW.CITIZENS OF FRANCE.

§ I. Introduction. 2. This question is of the number of those
which for threescore years or thereabouts

I?ELLOW.CITIZEN$T.-- Hear me speak a se- have been familiar to me : for these eight-cond time !

1. Among the topics of the day§ I behold and-twenty years my thoughts on subjects of
the punishment of death. Shall it be abo- this nature have had the honour and goodfortune of being viewed among you with
lished ? I eyes not altogether unfavourable : of these

* 1 Comyns' Dig. 261. thoughts some there are, which, if capable
-_ A man may be kept in gaol, and his fortune of being of use at any time, present a better

ruined by it ; and if be die under the imprison- chance of being so at the present than at any
ment, his family are without remedy. In some
cases, the wrong-doer may not even be punish- other; and, moreover, as not being very likely
ablebyaerimmalprosecutmn;orhemayvemal- to make their appearance from any other
treated in such a manner as to contract a linger- quarter. Put together, these reasons will ([
ing distemper, such as does not lbllow from the flatter myself) be regarded as affording a to.
injurious treatment with sufficient speed and cer- lerably sufficient warrant for this address._
tainty to bring it within the crime of murder. 3. Now, then, as to this same question.
If the prosecution can but be staved off"tall he The punishment of death--shall it be abo-
die, his family are without remedy. Many
year_ ago, a butcher was committed to Newgate, lished ? I answer--Yes. Shall there be ally
at a time when the gaol distemper was raging in exception to this rule ? I answer, so far as
that prison, up?n a ikl_e and real!cintracharge _of
theft. He died there, leaving a large 0astresseu _[ Not less than fifty yea__ ag_,. had alr_l. _
family, who were altogether without remedy for issued from the press a Fork of- mine, m wn_n
this atrocious injury. . . _ the prc_rties desirable in a ./or of puniahm¢_

.+ I rest still on the authority o_ Uom.y.ns,e.x- are hela up to view: --mean .mg_by a/_. of.l_"
eclat in the case of injuries to reputatmn, m nishm_nt, the quantum oJ: It attach.eel to t_e
which I conclude from analogy, Comyns being species of offence in qt!estion: ana_ wire tt_._re-
silem, quisite assortment of these propertte_ deat?_pu-

nishment is not of itseff endowed. But, as noII In France_ while this paper was writing_
two mutually connected questions were on the objection to the use of this one in_mment.in
carpet:__tflegencralquestion--aaa_ueampu- partloniar is constituted by a defleieneywmm
nishment, in any, and what eases, be employed ? is Cslmble of being filled up by the addition of
.--the special questaon--shall it be employed in others, the demand for the cofisid_ration of tl_
the vase of the Ex.Ministers ? The lot of these mode of punishment, otx this ]_to_a_._ ?
men being now dispo_ed of, the matter which has not been found supersededl0y anything tugz
applied exclusively to their case has been sta_ck is contained iu that former work_ -- or ifi any
Out. by which it has been succeeded,/_ tJm$ $a_ or

§ [tlwdayl_.namely , December the 17th, 1830. asy other l¢_guage.
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regards subsequentlaloffences, No : meaning, will accordingly be indicated, and proposed
by s_bsequential, an offence committed on for your consideration.

any day subsequent to that which stands up- § II.--L Bad proper_ thefirst--Ine_wienc 9.pointed by the law, as that after which no
such act of punishment shall be performed. L--I. Now, then, for bad woperty the first

4. Meantime, on the part of rulers, ge- --Ine_ffcienc?t: that is to say, with reference
natal custom mgeneral at least, not to say to that same end ,n v/ew, namely, prevention
universal--_delivers its testimony in favour of acts similar to that in consideration of
of this punishment. This considered, a con- which application is made of it : I mean, acts
sequence is --that to justify the abolition of on the part of individuals, other than the one
it, determinate reasons are requisite : this I to whom, on the individual occasion in quca-
cannot but acknowledge, fion, it is applied ; for, as to that one, the

5. Well, then, various features of inapti- efficiency of it in this respect cannot (it must
rude--features peculiar to itseff--fcatures be confessed) be disputed.
such as, when taken together, will be seen 2. Causes of this inefficiency, these
to be absolutely conelusive---I have to charge L Cause thefirst. On the part of the sa-
lt with. Inaptitude is a term of reference :-- vcral descriptions of persons whose eo-ope-
subject-matter of reference, the end in view. ration is necessary to the conviction of the
End in view, on the present occasion, pre- criminal, reluctance as to the performance
vention of the like acts of maleficence in fu- of their respective parts in the melancholy
ture. This is, at any rate, the main end : any drama. These persons are--
others, of which mention may come to be i. The Informer or Informers.
made, will be seen to be of no other than ii. Prosecutor or Prosecutors.
subordtnate importance, ifi. Witnesses.

6. Features of inaptitude, or say, in other iv. Judges.
words, bad properties. Here they follow :-- v. Where Jury-trial is in use, Jurymen.

L Bad property the first-- Ine_cieneg :m In any one of these several situations, let
eomparative inefliciency--inefficiency, incom- but the necessary service be withheld, the
parison with other modes of punishment, denunciation made of this punishment fails

Ix. Bad property the second--I_Temissibi- of being productive of the preventive effect
lity: -- incapacity of being remitted as to the looked for and endeavoured to be produced.
remainder, after a part has been undergone. 3. IL Cause the second. On the part of

IIL Bad property the third--Positive ma- the delinquent himself--that is to say, on the
lefieenee :--tenden_ to produce crzmes, part of persons at large, considered as stand-

Iv. Bad property the fourth--Enhaneing ing exposed to the temptation of becoming
the evils produced by ill.applied pardon.- delinquents in this shape--comparative 2n-
Under these several heads, explanations will sensibihty to the danger of punishment in this
follow, shape :_as to this matter, presently

7. In favour of this punishment -- in sup- 4. Look first at cause the first. Prodigious
port of it against the argument afforded by is the counteracting force with which you will
the proof of all these its bad properties -- see this same reluctance tending to destroy
the only argument adducible will be found to the efficiency of this mode of punishment :-
be _ that presumption of its aptitude which prodigious, in comparison of that with which
is afforded by the extensiveness, as above, of it acts in relation to any other mode.
the acceptance given to it. This presump- 5. And, as the dissoeial affections decrease
tion will be seen repelled, by indication made in strength, and the social increase--in a
of the sources of the attachment to it thus word, as civilization advances--the reluct-
manifested by rulers-- sources, among which ance to contribute to the infliction of this pu-
will not be tbund any experience of its corn- nishment will increase : so, therefore, in the
parative conduciveness to the only proper eyes of the individual in question, the appe-
ends to which it is or can be directed, rent improbability of its infliction, and thence

8. To the proof of the bad properties thus in his instance the probability of its being
charged upon it, you will see added the proof without effect.
afforded of its needlessness: afforded--by ex- 6. Now for a measure of the degree of this
periments actually made, and the experience same reluctance. Would you have an in-
thereby obtained, structive one ? Take, for the subject-matter

Should all these truths be rendered maul- of observation, a place, in which sympathy,
feat and incontestable, can any further reason i for sufferings ordained by law, may be stated
or argument in support of the proposed abo- ! as being at its minlmum--the heart of an
lition of it be desired ? English judge.

9. But, in and for the cases in which, at 7. Case, prosecution for theft. Subject-
present, application is made of it, a _ucceda- j matter, niue and thirty pieces of gold ; value,

to it will be necessary. A succedaneum nine and thirty pounds sterling : Judge's
9referable to it in every imaginable particular charge, -- Gentlemen of the Jury, find the
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value nine and thirty shillings. Note, that,
in England--the verdicts of jurymen are § III.--H. Bad Property l/w second--
given on their oaths ; and that the breach of lrremissibility.

an oath is termed perjury ; and to induce a !. For this purpose, "punishments may be
man to commit perjury, is termed subornation distinguished into continuous and iastantao
of perjury, neous: continuous, those which, being in their

8. For what purpose, then, this suborna- nature capable of continuing to be inflicted
tion? For the purpose of preventing the exe- and suffered, for and during a length of time
eutlon d the law : --that law which he too more or less considerable, may, after having
is sworn to execute. Why thus seek to pre- been suffered for and during a part of Chat
vent the execution of the law ? Because, by same time, be made to cease as to what re-
the law in question, where the value of the mains of them : instantaneous, such of which,
subject-matter of a theft was as high as forty if any part is suffered, so is every other part.
shillings, no less pumshment was allowed to Of the instantaveous, and in this sense, of

be inflicted than a sort of olla podrida, called the irremissible sort, is (as every one sees)
felony, of the ingredients of which death was death pumshment.
one : and at the expense of this compound of 2. By remission, understand u not preveno
perjury and subornation of perjury, and not tion of'thewhole, but, after apart has beer, al-
otherwise, the substitution of a different ready undergone, preventionoftberemainder.
punishment to death-punishment, on these 3. Whatsoever, on the occasion in ques-
terms, and no others, was effcctible. Reeom- tion, may be the demand for the reTaisdoa of
mendation, given to a jury--to this effect, the pumshment-- death.punishment being
and with this effect -- has long been a corn- thus instantaneous, is not capable of being re-
mort practice, mitred ; consequently, in every ease in which

9. When such is the reluctance, in a heart justice requires such remission, it is produc-
of such hardness as that of an English judge, tive of injustice.
steeled against all generous affections by .si- 4. Of occasions, on which it may be ma_fi-
nister interest with the accompanying preju- festly desirable, that the punishment which a
dices, think what it must be in a heart of man has been sentenced to suffer should thus
average consistence, inthe several other situa- be remitted, -- examples (you will see) are
t_ons above mentioned, these :

10. Fellow-Citizens ! who can now doubt L Discovery of the innocence of the sup-
but that, of the reluctance thus produced, ira- posed criminal.
punity in vast abundance must have been the Ix. Special service, in some determinate
effect ? And of the impunity, increase in the shape, capable of being rendered--by the
multitudeoftheseveralcrimes: effect actually crlminal in question, and not by any other
produced, the reverse of the effect intended, person.
and supposed to be produced ? m. Indication, for example, of evidence

11. Is there any other punishment, in re- probative of dehnqueney, in any shape, on the
gardto which any such reluctance can be seen palt of some other person.
to have place ? No, not one. xv. Or, of innocence on the part of some

12. Think of the multitudes of men, of so other person, who otherwise wonld have been
many different classes, whose breasts one in- convicted of delinquency, no matter in what
clination or other employs itself in hardening shape.
against impressions from the fear of sufferance v. Spedal service, in.any other shape what-
in this shape, soever, in which serwce can be rendered to

L Military men, against death by warfare, mankind.
IX.Men of education, against death by duel- 5. Death-punishment is thus rendered un-

ling. In this case, the fact of the insensibility apt-- in comparison, not only of all continuous,
is out of dispute : its propriety is a considera- but of other instantancoas punishments; for,
tion that belongs not to the present purpose, in the case of every such punhhment

m. Seafaring men, of the non*miUtary, as mulct, pillory, whipping, for example--after
well as the military class, the punishment has been undergone, there_he

xv. Men engaged for subsistence, in various man is, in a capacity of receiving satisfaction,
occupations, in greater or less degree ua- in the shape of compensation, and whatever
ilealtlaj, other shapes may be indicated--by the nature

But--why all this rambling? this resort of the suppo_-d offence committed, the pu-
to other countries ? The question is a local nishment undergone, and the circumstances
one. Insensibility--to what? to the fear of of the individual sufferer; in such sort that,
death. In what place ? In the hearts of suffering and mti.sfaetion taken together, he
Frenchmen. Wanted, for the occasion, a men- may he-- not a sufferer, but rather s gainer,
sure for the force of this quality. Fellow- upon the balance of the aoeomrt.
Citizens! would you have a correct one? 6. And note_thgt, .at the charge ofsome
Look at home: Look at the work of the landor ether, _tisfact'_ in the pe_
Three D_js : i shape, say in one word compea_ioa, the
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man should be made to receive, in every case; may a man be put out of the way, wand the
that is to say, at the charge of individual wit- evidence, which he would have delivered on
nceses and prosecutors, one or both, wber- the occasion of such other suit, extinguished.
_evcr the falsehood, by which the conviction 5. In this case, here is a man, who has
was produced, had evd cogsciousness or te- been seduced and converted into a murderer.
mer/_ for its accompaniment on their part : Seduced? and by whom? Even by the law
failing that private fund mthen at the charge herself, who has thus put arms into his hands,
_f the public fund. having prepared the judge and his subordi-

7. And thus it is--that, not only is death- nates to serve him in the character of instru-
punishment a punishment, of the infliction of ments and accomplices. And thus it is--that,
which irreparable wrong may be the conse- by means of death-punishment, may be pro-
quence; but it is the only mode of punishment duced-- wrongs and crimes to any amount,
of which so deplorable a result is a necessary which would not otherwise have had place.
consequence. 6. In a word, death-punishment puts it in

8. The comparative inefficiency of this pu- the power of any ill-disposed person, by ex-
nlshment, in consequence of men's reluctance tinction put upon true evidence, to produce
to contribute to the infliction of it, has just any evil, producible by him by means of false
been brought to view. To that same ineffi- evidence. By no other mode of punishment
eiency, this same irremissibility cannot but can evil, in this shape, be produced.
be, in a greater or less degree, contributory.
By the thought--that, should the suffering § V.--Iv. Badpropert# thefourtl,--En-
which his testimony, if given, will be produc- hancin 9 the et'l effects of undue Pardon.
tire of, turn out to be wrongful, the wrong 1. Throughout the civilized world, pardon
will be irreparable,--can it be, but that a is as yet upon an unap¢ tooting: and of this
man will be restrained from delivering such inaptitude, death-punlshment is the main
testimony, on many an occasion on which he cause, v Fellow-Citizens! you look for ex-
would have delivered it, had the punishment planation : here it follows.
been of no other sort than one, of which, if 2. Punishment is everywhere an evil; but
eventually found undue, the remainder might everywhere a necessary one : "punishment,
be remitted,--and, for the part already under- that'is to say, suffering applied purposely by
gone, reparation made? Reader! whoever public functionaries. No punishment, nogo-
you are, put this question to yourself, and vernment; no government, no political so-
make answer to it. ciety.

3. Punishment is everywhere necessary:
§ IV.--IH. Bad property tlie tl_irdm Ten- the application of it is everywhere a neces-

den_ to produce Crimes. sary patrol judicial procedure. But of" that.
1. Now comes bad property the third-- same procedure, power of pardon is moreover

Tendenol of ttiis punishment to produce crime, a requiszte part; power of pardon, that is to
Paradoxical as it may scem,--the proposition say, as above, power of arresting the hands
by which this property is attributed to this of the judge, and preventing him from apply-
same punlshinent, is not the less true. For ing punishment, notwithstanding that demand
this so extraordinary a property, it is in- for it, which the conviction of the accused
debted to its capacity of being applied to the has proved to have place. ]_equisite, I say --
extinction of evidence. For, you will see ira- not necessary: for, without the existence of
mediately, whatsoever evil is producible by any such power, government might be any-

.false evidence, that same evil is producible where carried on. But in this ease, evils of
by extinction of true evidence, no small magnitude would unavoidably have

2. By false evidence, a man may be invested place--evils which, by apt application of
with a right that does not belong to him; he pardon-power, may be excluded; and, by such
may be divested of a right that does belong application as is acttmUy made of them,--are,
to him: so, therefore, may he by extinction in a degree more or less considerable, every-
of true evidence, where excluded.

3. By false evidence, a guiltless man may 4. On the other hand,_evils there are,

be made to suffer punishmen_ whether in the which are liable to be produced by pardoa-
shape of death-punishment, or any other; a power where unaptly applied; and, unaptly
guilty man maybyacquittal be exempted from i applied it is,- when applied otherwise than
all punishment_and, unreelaimed, let loose under certain restrictions, of which presently.
upon society, to add to the number of his l_lot inconsiderable will these same evils be
crimes. Solikewise may evil in these shapes seen to be: and, in death-punishment you
be prodnced, by extinction of true evidence, will see a main cause of them.

4. But, if any sort of crime there be, to 5. In what way? you ask. I answer--in
whichdeath-punishmentisattached_thenso this way. Whenever monarchy has place,_

it is_that, by prosecution, as for a crime of i a public f'onctionary there is, in whose hands
that sort, with false evidence for the support pardon-pgwer has place; and the monarch is
of it, sad conviction thereupon pronounced, that functionary. How the case stands in
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this respect under a pure aristocracy, as in he has for partner, this los deputy_the god
Switzerland,--how, in a representative de- upon earth.
mocracy, as in the Anglo-American United 8. Thus mischievous is this same word
States,-- I stay not to inquire: to the present mercy. In a Penal Code, having for its first
purpose any such inqmry would be irrele- principle the greatest-happiness principle,-
rant: only that you may see they are not no such word would have place.
overlooked, xs tlais brief mention made of 9. Power on the one part is created by
those eases, obedience on the other part : eorrespondent,

6. You--so long as you have a king--you with perfect exactness, is this sanle power
will have a functionary, in whose hands this with this same obedience : correspondent and
same pardon-power will remain lodged. But, proportionate ; neither greater nor less. By
having in hand this power, he will have in whatever hand political power in any shape
hand an instrument, with which, if death has is holden, a perpetualoperation of tt is--the
place in the list of punishments, it depends pushing the power onwards, in every dlree-
upon him, (unless restraaned by conditions tion in which the man finds obedience yield-
which will presently be brought to view)-- ing to it, and in every such hand, the abuse
yes, upon him it does depend, for the grail- of this same power, except in so fro"as kept
fication of whatever may at any time be his down by appropriate ehecles,- rises in pro-
desires, to produce evil without stint. Take _ortion to the quantity of it.
for example murder : applying to murder this 10. Fellow-Citizens ! certain restrictions
same power,--it depends upon him--to tour- (I have said) there are, without which, by
der any man,--and as many men, as, at any this same power, evils cannot fail to be pro-
time or times, it pleases him so to deal with ; dueed. The restrictions I had thus in view,
to apply to that purpose--not his own hands arc these which follow : --
only, but any hand or hands, which, by re- 11. i. Restriction the first. -- No pardon
muneration, be can engage to lend themselves granted, but on condition -- that, to the fae.t
to this service. In a word, in this same power of its being granted, and the grounds on which
he possesses an instrument, which (always it is grounded, the same publitzt v be given as
stlpposing death to have place on the llst of to the fact, and ground of the conviction.
punishments,) is, in the very nature of it, a 12. Proper grounds for pardon, these :
perennisl source of delusmn corruption, and I. Multitude of the delinquents. This ap-
misrule, in every imaginable shape. _lies, of course, not to any one separately

7. How so ? you ask. I answer, thus : considered, but to a part of the number : --a
Wherever, with a title such as that of/_lng, part, greater or less, according to the cireutn-
a monarch has place,--so it is that, under stances of the individual case.
the influence of fear and hope, imagination IX.Since the conviction, discovery made of
has exalted him into a being of a superior the convict's noa-guiltzaes*.
order--a sort of god. In this god upon earth, Itt. On condition of receipt of the pardon,
the people behold the god of their idolatry : and not otherwise, specialsertnee in any shape
--image, deputy, and representative, of the rendered, or on adequate grounds expected
God which is in heaven. As such they wor- to he rendered, by the convict ; such service
ship him, they bow down to him, they kneel not being otherwise obtainable on such good
to him, they pray to him. Whatsoever it is terms.
that he bids them do, that of course they feel Iv. Special service, in the particular shape
disposed to do, repelling as undutiful the con- of indication made, --of not less maleficent
slderation of what may be the consequences, delinquency on the same occasiou, or on any
To thls maleficent exaltation, death-punish- other occasion, on the pm-t of some other la-

ment is in a prodigious degree contributory, dividual ; or needful evidence afforded, such
In the hands of the God of heaven, is the as is not extraetible from the delinquent him-
power of life and death: so accordingly is it self.
in the hands of this god upon earth; in fiis v. In case of infliction, apprehension of dis,
hands and no others. The God which is in _leasure at the hands of the people.
heaven has his ato'ibutes : some of them be- VL In ease of infliction, apprehension of

long to him in severalty; others he holds in iispleasure at the han4s of this or that fo-
joint-tenancy, having for partner this his like- reiffnpoteer.
ness--the god upon earth. In the import 13. What! says somebody,--iftheremlssion
of the word mercy is included, the supposition has for its ground _apprehension of displea-
of the existence of a power of producing pain sure at the hands of the people, or at the Imnd
and pleasure--of producing it in cases, in of a foreign power, would gnyaneh allegation
which the production of it is not required by be compatible with the dignity of the govern.
ustiee ; or, on any other score, by the greatest- meat ? would it not be a confession of wesk.

happiness principle. Mercy is of the number ness ? I answer _ Against this evil such a_ it
of the attributes of the God of heaven: it is, the door might be shut without difficulty.
is of the number of those, in which, by law, Whether it hm ptaee or no, depends on tb_

:..L
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compIexaon given to the discourse, which on Oneis--onthe partof those on whose hands
this occasion is employed : m the case where the power of pardon is lodged, non-existence
the people were in question, a tone of sym- of sinister interest adequate to the production
pathy, or say of paternal condescension, would of such result : on the contrary, existence of
he the tone proper to be assumed : in the case an interest adequate to the prevention of it.
where a foreign power was in question, a tone 2. The other is--the preventive tutelary power
of civility and general desire of amity, of public opinion.

14. Asto the tlmeofthe publicity, both 21. Still, onlyinpart is it--that, bytbeir
that, and the time of the pardon, might and united power, these two causes have the effect
should be left to he appointed by the power- of warding off this calamitous state of things.
holder in question, and left to be determined As to thefirst,--to no inconsiderable degree,
by circumstances. In many, if not in most, as you will see, the functionaries in whose
cases of special service, what might happen hands the power of pardoning is lodged, have
is, that by the publicity the service expected an interest, and that an adequate, and bur too
would be prevented from being received, effective interest, in the production of the

15. ii. Restriction the second. -- As to the ! evils in question : as to the second-- namely.
relative time of the grant of the pardon on the public opinion, -- you will see it is itself influ-
ground of special "service-- the grant should enced and determined, by those same men,
not be made, unless anduntil the service had who are thus under the domimoa of that same
been performed: in other words, it should be sinister interest ; and that to such a degree,
made conditional; and the condition should that they are, actually and purposely, instrn-
be --actual receipt of the expected service : mental in giving birth to these same evils.
or at any rate, performance of so much as de- 22. Then as to death. That being the
pended upon the individualin question towards case, you will see how it is--that, in the place
the receipt of it. Reason--But for this eon- which death has in the list of punisbments,
dition, the ground in question might, where originates so large a portion of that same
it had no existence, (no such service being so sinister interest, and at the same time of the
much as expected) be successfully employed power of' giving effect to it. This is what
as a pretence for pardon, in cases in which you will see immediately, when the cause of
pardon was unmeet, the attachment of rulers in general to this

16. ill. Restriction the third.- In the mode of punishment, comes to be brought to
mean t_me, instead of definitive, the remis- view : from all which you will see--how im-
sion might be temporary, or say --in the word portant it is that those same restrwtive appli-
commonly employed--a respite, eatwns should accordingly be made.

17. iv. Restriction the fourth. -- Wbere,
to the tutrticular ground of the pardon -- § VI. Causes of the general approval of it.
namely, the particular service thus performed I. But (says somebody)--the application so
-- publicity is not given at the time of the universally made of it-- is not this a strong
publicity given to the pardon itself,-- still, to presumptive proof of the need there is of it ?
the general ground--special service ezpected, Is it not everywhere in use ? in use under
the publicity might be given, and, on the same every form of government ? What is more --
occasion, an engagement entered into-- to is it not generally, is it not almost universally,
give publicity to the particulars oft he service, approved ? by some a more, by others a less
so Aoon as that could be done without detri- extended application of it ? by almost every-
meat to the public interest, body, to some cases, approved, or at any rate

18. v. Restriction the fifth.--Lest this an- to one case- the case of murder--the ap-
gagemantsh_uldbeapretence,--alistshould fl]cation of it? Here, then, isnot public
be kept of all these cases of publicity delayed: opinion thus decidedly, and to this degree, in
and, at the recurrence of some certain period favour of it ? Exists there, then, in the whole
m twelve months, for example-- publicity business of government, a practice, in favour
should be given to a lhrt of those several an- of which a more strongly presumptive proof
gagements : the notice, requisite for explarm- has place, than that which is seen to plead
tions and justification, being, in the instance in favour of t/ds _ Of the applicatmn made
of each delinquent, inserted under appropriate of it in practice, the cause (you say) may be
heads, seen in the interest of k/mjs _ that sinister

19. From pardon-powerunrestricted, comes interest which you have been holding up to
impurity to delinquency in all shapes : from view :--but--public opinion---does not public
impunity to delinquency in all shapes, hnpu- opinion likewise thus declare in favour of it?
nity to maleficence in all slmpes : from impu- and, in the maintenance of this or any other
rdty to maleficence in all shapes, dissolution practice in use, on the part of kings or any
of government : f_m dissolution of govern- other rulers, can publicopinionhaveenysuch,
meat, dissolution of political society, or any other, sinister interest ?

20. All this while, no such sweeping re- I answer--the case is_tlmt, in regard to
rdlts have place. Whence happens this? this practice, pub.lic.opi.nionhasa s_nisterin-
Only from the influence of two causes: _ 1. terest. Public oplmon ls--4n every countryj
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where civilization and aristocracy have pkee ment has been in e_mz_y use: and thus
--the child and disciple of aristocracy ; and, may be seen _prejud/ee, and em_*om.
in the sinister interest, by which monarchy oegotten proud/on, testifying in favour of it,
is wedded to this practice, aristocracy has no and operating in support of it. Several causes
small share, concurred in bringing it into, and have con-

2. Moreover, not only, in one shape, is si- curredinkcepingitin, uso:_l. The strength
hinter interest created as above by power: _f the antipathy excited by the acts to which
but, in another shape also, it is created by twasspplied:2.Theinfluencewhichgroundo
pride; and, in this case too, aristocracy has ess antipathy had in the choice made of pu-
its full share. Look now if this be not the Jishments in those rude ages, on which the
case. Whatsoever presents itself as eonsti- light of the grcat_t-happir, ess principle had
tuting the distinction between the higher and not yet dawned: 3. Personal interest, and
lower orders, the higher orders take a pies- aptitude for the purpose of vengeance, in the
sure in the possession of: death-punishment breasts of rulers: 4.The non-_ce as yet
presents itself to them as contributing to this of its present soecedaneum---prison diseipline:
distinction : for, wherever death has place, 5. The deficiency of prison-room, for want of
the lower are sure to stand more exposed to the quantity of capital necessary to the esta.
it than the higher orders, blishment of it. Without need of recurring

3. Take for instance, depredat/on. In some to its supposed efficiency, sufficient, surely,
cases, death-punishment has commonly been to account for the universality of death-puo
applied to this muleficent practice. What are nishment, is the sum of nil these causes.
those cases ? Those in which it is more par-
tieularly the practice of the lower orders : § VII. Its In_ide_y and 2Veedleme_ts
for instance, highway robbery, house robbery, proved by experie_.
and pocket-picking, in the literal sense of the 1. Closed, on this subject, you have been
word : they having in indzgence an excite- seeing the eyes of rulers, and by what eauses,
meat which does not so strongly apply to the against reason : -- closed, behold them now,
higher orders, against exper/ence.

4. In other eases, instead of death-punish- 2. On this subject, the following is the
ment, the punishment applied to it is one, information, for which I find the question in-
which, susceptible as it is of variation upon debted, to our fellow-citisen--M.ZaLcas:_
a scale of indefinite length-- such as penn- In Tuscany, in the whole interval between
niary punishments end imprisonment-- may the abolition of death-punishment, in that
be at pleasure reduced to next to nothing. GrandDuehy, by the Emperor Leopold, while
What are these cases ? They are those, in Grand Duke-- and the re-estsblislnnent of
which the maleficent forbidden practice is it--the average number of crimes was con.
more particularly the practice of the higher siderably less than those after that same re-
orders : for instance, extort�on, in which ease establishment : length of the interval many
it roay be styled the crime of offce-- official _ears: and, inthat same interval, asmubta-
situations being those by which are afforded t/one no more than s/x : while, in the Roman
the means necessary to the commission of it. States, not much larger then Tuscany, the

5. In other cases, again-- instead of being number, in a quarter of s year, was no less
punished, it is licensed and established by than ,/zty.
law. What are these eases ? They are those, 3. For the first of these so highly instrue.
in which the maleficent practice is exclusively tire and interesting articles of information,
the practice tithe higher orders: for instance, we were already indebted to my friend--the
where sinecurism, pay of useless or needless illustrious Howard, familiarly known by the
offices, or overpay of useful and needful of- I name of Prison Howard: for the other, I
rices, is the shape in which it veils itself: know not that we a:e indebted to anybody
sinecurism -- a mode of obtaining money on but M. Lucne.
false pretences. 4. That, by all this put together, the ru//ng

6. So much for sinister interest. But, in few should, in many places, be engaged to
support of death-punishment, acts, moreover, abstain willingiy from thus dealin_ with the
the never-f_iling offspring and aceompani- subject many, is little to be hoped for: but,

that the subject many, although the rulir,gfow
meat of sinisterinterest, interest-begottenpre, are not tired of thus dealing with them, mjudice.

7. Agsin--those who believe in the Chris- should, sooner orlater, be tired of being thus
tian religion, believe elso in the Jewish dealt with,--andthat, to such s degree ss to
religion ; and under the Jewish religion, do what depends upon them towards engaging
abunda,_t was the application made of death- therulingfowtoceaSethusdealingwiththem,
punishment; and thus may be seen author/ty- seems not too much to hope for. If so, who
begotten prejudice operating in support of it. can refuse to say--the sooner the o_

8. Lastly, under all governments, from and bestir themselves, and the more they bestir
ever since the earliest times, death-punish- themselves, the better?
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Whatever may have been the case antece, can afford to be just. Josepo the Second
dently to this experience--subsequently to abolished the punishment of death throughout
the demonstration thus afforded of the need- his dominions. Even now it is inflicted there
lessness and uselessness of this so highly ob- only for murder and treason. The emperor
jectionab]e mode of punishment, the leaving has his Lichteusteins and his Esterhazys, as
it unabolished, was everywhere without ex- we have our Northumberlands and our New-
cuse. Nor could the practice have anywhere, castles ; but Austria has no Sarums nor Gut-
remained unabollshed, but for the original in- tons--the curse of the rotten boroughs has
fluenceoftheabove-mentioned cuusesoferror, not visited her. In states, again, where free-
and in particular, sinister interest, the proge- dora is a living substance as well as a form, the
rotor of all the others. And therefore it is government can show mercy. America has
-- that, zo account for men's thus shutting almost no capital punishments : America has
their eyes against the light,- the t_rce, by neither boroughs nor boroaghmongers. In
which they appear to have been closed, has England, "law g_nds the poor." And why ?
thus been presented to your view. '/'he remainder of the line supplies the ready

answer--" rich men make the law !" Here
is the secret of our bloody code--of the per-
verse ingenuity by which its abominations

* " While these pages are under revision, have so long been defended--of the dogged
com*es in the London newspaper, the Spec- obsti_mcy with which all attempts to wash
tutor. A masterly article, on this subject, them away has been withstood. " Whoso
presenting itself as operating powerfully in stealeth a sheep, let him die the death," says
support of the policy here recommended,-- the statute : could so monstrous a law have
it is here su_joined. The No. is 18"2, for the been enacted, had o_lr legislators been chosen
_veek ending Saturday, May 28, 1831. by the people of England ? But ore" law-

makers hitherto have been our landlords. By
the sale of his sheep, the farmer pays his rent;
by the rent of the farmer, the luxury of the
Member is upheld; touch one link, touch

CAPITAL PUNISHMENTS. all. The price of blood, some six hundred
years ago, was equal to forty pounds of our

Two men were hanged on Wednesday ; degenerate coin. In process of time, silver
one for sheep-stealing, the other for stealing fell in the market, szld with it the life of" an
In a dwelling-house. It was alleged, in ag- Englishman, twenty-fold. Sir Robert Peel,
gravation of the crime of the former, that his moderate in all things, raised the sum from
character was bad,_be was what the French £2 to .£5. Why not to .F.500--wby not to
call a mauvals sujet ; it does not appear that .£5000 ? In point of moral guilt, is not he
he had ever been tried before : the thefts of who filches a shilling as criminal as he that
the latter had been numerous and extensive, filches a million ? If we hang for example,
The execution of these men for crimes un- the lesser crime is of necessity the more fre-
accompanied by the slightest violence, has quent, and most calls for repression. Besides,
very naturally attracted the notice of a large it is the poor _ they who mast reqmre pro-
and respectable class of the community, to tective laws, that are the sutferers by petty
whom the sanguinary character of our code plunder. There's the rub. " Rich men
has long been a subject of regret. It indeed make the law." Rich men alone suffer by
appears singular, on a first view of the sub- the abstraction of large sums-- hence the
jeer, that in free England, as it is usually bloody penalty. But the remedy is nigh at
_d/ed, the number of crimes punishable w/th hand _ it is even now come. The bill,
death should be greater than in any other which gives us good legislators, insures for
European state--that we who boast so highly us good laws. Men impartially chosen will
of our civilization should display in our prac- judge impartially. We shall no more have one
_dce greater barbarism than the least onlight- rule for the rich and another for the poor;
ened of our neighbours. On a closer inspec- nor shall we any longer have the pain of lis-
tion of the case, however, the wonder will tening to the defence, in the high Court of
v_ish. Our race of real freedom is only Parliament, of absurdities which have long
beginning; hitherto there has been freedom been condemned by sensible men in every
_or a party_licence for a faction, but the other place in the empire. Reform will sa-
great mass of the people have been in bon- tisfy the yearnings of humanity as amply as
d_e. In purely despotic countries, the king the hopes ofpatrintlsm.
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PART III.

OF INDIRECT MEANS OF PREVENTING CRIMES.

INTRODUCTION. of eonddering it as a whole. It is still a new
subject.

In all sciences, there are some branches which Writers who have formed political ro-
have been cultivated more slowly than others, manses tolerate direct legislation : it is the
bemuse they have required a longer train of last resource to which they apply, and of
observations, and more profound reflection, which they never speak with s very lively
Thus, in mathematics, one part is called interest. On the contrary, when they speak
transcendental, or sublime, because, so to of themeansofpreventingoffences--ofren-
speak, it is s new science, beyond the ordi- during men better--of improving their man-
nary science, nets--their imagination kindles, their hopes

The same distinction might, at a certain brighten, they believe that they are about to
point, be applied to legislation. Some ac- effect a great work, and that the condition
tions are hurtful : what ought to be done to of the human race is about to receive a new
prevent them ? The first reply which pre- form, This arises fro.mthe habit of thinking
aunts itself to all the world is--Prohibit sueA every thing magnificent in proportion as it
actious ; punish them. This method of coln- is unknown, and because upon such vague
bating offences is the most simple, and the subjects the imagination has greater scope
first adopted; and every other method of at- than upon those which have long been sub-
raining the same end is a refinement in art, mitted to the yoke of unalysis. Major •
and, so to speak, its transcendental part. longinquo rev_'entid. This saying is equally

This part consists in providing a train of applicable to thoughts and persons. A de-
legislative proceedings for the prevention ofl tailed examination will reduce all these un-
offences, by acting prindpe21y upon the in- ] defined hopes to their just dimensions of what
chlmtions of individuals, for the purpose of is possible ; but if we lose some fictitious
diverting them/_om evil, and impressing on treasures, we shall be well indemnified by as-
them the direction most useful to themselves curtaining the real extent of our resources.
and others. In order clearly to ascertain what belongs

The first method of combathtg offences, by to these two branches, it is necessary to be.
punishments, constitutes direct legislation, gin by forming s just idea o£ direct leg/s-

The second method of combating them, lation.
by means which prevent them, constitutes what We should proceed in the go, owing u_n-
may be called the indirect branch of legisla- ner: --
tion. 1. To determine what acts ought to be

Thus the sovereign acts directS/ against considered as crimes.
offences, when he prohibits each one sept- 2. To describe each crime: as murder,
rarely, under pain of special punishment : he theft, peculation, ks.
acts indirectly, when he takes precautions to 3. To exhibit the reasons for uttributhlg
prevent them. to these acts the quality of crimes-- reamns

In direct legislation, the evil is attacked which ought to be deduced from a single
in front : in indirect legislation, it is attacked prindple, and consequently which should
by oblique methods. In the first case, the agree amoug themselves.
legislator declares open war with the enemy: 4. To set apart a sul_ient punishment fo_
he hoists his signals, he pursues, he fights ceeh crime.
hand to hand with him, and mounts his bat- .5. To exhibit the reasons which serve to
furies in his presence, in open day. In the justify this panbhmon_ _ .
second case, he _oes not announce his de- This penal system, if it were the oe_ pe_

signs : he opens his mines, he consults his dble, would be defective in many respects:
spies; he seeks to prevent hostile designs, and 1. It would require that the evil had ex-
to keep in alliance with himself those who isted, before the remedy could be applied.

The remedy conmts in the application ofmight have secret intentions hostile to him.
Politiealspeculatorsheveperceivedallth'.m.; punishment; and _ultidm_-ut can only be

but in speaking of this second branch of le.gt_, inflicted aite_ the e_ne is committed. Each
]stion, they have not clearly expressed their fresh instance of the infliction.of p_t
ideas : the former has long since been re- is another proof of its inel_deney, and ,d-
duced to system ; the second has never been lows s eet_aia desree ef danger and alarm to
analyzod : no one has thought of treating it
methodically, of classifying it,--in a word, 2. The punishment _.-f is an evil, tl-
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though necessm T for the prevention of a tablished_afixedrate--alegalinterest;and
greater evil. Penal justice, throughout the what has happened? The regtdations have
whole course of its operation, can only be a been eluded-- punishments have been in-
train of evils--evils in the threats and con- creased--and the evil, instead of beingdimi-
attaint of the law--evils in the pursuit of n/shed, has increased also. There is no effi-
the accused, before the innocent can be dis- eacy but in an in&feet method, of which few
tingulshed from the guilty-- evils in the in- governments have had the wisdom to make
fliction of judicial sentences_ evils in the ise. To leave a free course for the comps-
inevitable consequences which reverberate tition of all merchants, of all capitalists-- to
upon the innocent, trust, instead of making war upon them--to

B. In short, the penal system has not stLf- allow them to supplant each other --to invite j
ficient hold upon many mischievous acts which the buyers to themselves by the most udvan-
escape from justice--sometimes from their tngeous offers :--such is the method. .Free
frequency, sometimes from the facility with competition is equivalent to a reward granted
whichtbeyareconcealed--sometimesfromthe to those who furnish the best goods at the
difficulty of defining them--sometimes from lowest price. It offers an immediate and na-
a wrong direction in public opinion, which rural reward, which a crowd of rivals flatter
screens them. Penal law can only act within themselves that they shall obtain, and acts
certain limits, and its power only extends to with greater efficacy than a distant punish-
palpable acts, susceptible of man,cat proofs, ment, from which each one may hope to

This imperfection of the penal system has escape.
induced a search al_er new expedients for Before entering upon an exhibition of these
supplying what is wanting. These expedients indirect methods, I ought to acknowledge
have for their ohjec_ the prevention of crimes, that the manner of their classification is a
-- sometimes by taking away even the know- little arbitrary, so that several might be ranged
ledge of evil--sometimes by taking away the under different heads. In order invariably
power or the will to do evil. to distinguish them from each other, an ex-

The most numerous class of these means ceediugly subtle and fatiguiug metaphysical
is connected with the art of directing the in- analysis would be required. It is sui_cient
elinations, by weakening the seductive too- for the object in view, If all the indirect me-
tires which excite to evil, and by fortifying thods may be placed under one or other of
the tutelary motives which excite to good. these heads, and if the attention of the le-

Indirect methods, then, are those which, gislator be awakened to the principal sources
without having the characters ofpuuishment, from which they may be drawn.
act either physically or morally upon the man, I only add one preliminary remark, but it
in order to dispose him to obey the laws_to is an essential one. In the variety d rosa-
remove from him temptations to crimes, and sures about to be exhibited, thele is not one
govern him by his inclinations and his know- that can he recommended as suitable to each
ledge, government in particular, and still less to all

Thase indlreet methods have not only great in general. The special advantage of each
advantage in point of gentleness ; they also measure, considered by itself, will be indi-
often succeed when direct methods fail. ALl cared under its title, but each may have re-
modern historians have remarked how much lative inconveniences, which it is impossible
the abuses of the Roman Catholic Church to determine, without s know/edge of par-
have been diminished since the establishment tlcular circumstances. It ought, therefore,

of Protestantism. What popes and councils to be well understood, that the object in
could not effect by theLr decrees, a happy view is, not to propose the adoption of any
rivalry has effected without trouble : they given measure, but solely to exhibit it to the
have feared to give occasion ofscaudal, which view, and recommend it to the attention, of
should become a subject for triumph to their those who may be able to judge of its fitness.
enemies. Hence, this indirect method, the
free competition of rel/gions, has had greater
force in restraining and reforming them, than CHAPTER I.
all their positive laws. HETHODSOF TAKING AWAYTHE PHYSICAL

We may take another example from poll- FOWESOF INJUSr_G.
tical economy. It has been considered de-
sirable that the prices of merchandise, and WHES the will, the knowledge, and the
especially that the interest of money, should power, necessary for an act concur, this act
be low. High prices, it is true, are only an is necessarily produced. Inelznation, know-
evil, by comparison with the good of which ledge,pvwer; these, then, are the three points
they hinder the enjoyment; but such as it is to which the influence of the laws may he
there has been a reason for seeking to diminish applied, in order to determine the conduct of
them. In what manner has it been attempt- individuals. These three words contain in
ed ? a multitude of r%mlatious have been es. abstract the sum and the substance of every
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thing which can be done by direct or in- rather than stupidity, it will perhaps be found
direct legislation, that its total prohibition is more gentle than

I begin with power, because the means of its permitted use, which would have producedinfluence in this respect are more limited and numerous offences, and consequently hums-
more simple, and because, in those cases in rous punishments.
which the power to injure is taken away, Taxes upon spirituous liquors, in part, •c-
every thing is done-- success is secure, enmpiith the same end. In proportion am the

Powermaybedistinguishedintotwokinds: price is raised above the reach of the most
1. Internal power, which depends upon the numerous class, the means of yieldin_ to in-
intrinsic faculties of the individuzl : 2. Ex- temperance are taken from them.
ternal power, which depends upon the per- Sumptuary laws, so far is they prohibit
sons and things which are without him, and the introduction of certain articles which are
without which he cannot act.* the objects of the legislator's jealousy, my

As to internal power, which depends upon be referred to this head. It is this which has
the faculties of the individual, it is scarcely rendered the legislation of Sparta so famous:
possible to deprive • man of this advantage : the precious metals were banished; arran-
the power of doing evil is inseparable from gets were excluded; voyages were not per.
the power of doing good. When the hands mitted.
are cut off, • man can hardly steal; but also At Geneva, the wearing of diamonds was
he can hardly work. prohibited, and the number of horses was

Besides, these privative means are so se- limited._
vere, that they can only be employed with Under this bead may be mentioned many
regard to criminals already convicted. Ira- English statutes relative to the sale ofspi-
prisonment is the only one which can be rituons liquors: their open expusure to sale
justified in certain cases, in order to prevent is prohibited; it is necesmry to obtain a li-
an apprehended offence.l" cence which costs much, &c. The prohibition

There are some cases in which the power to open certain places of amusement on the
of injuring maybe taken •way, by excluding Sunday belongs to this head.
what Tacltus calls irritam_ta malorum_ the To the same head must be referred me_

subjects, the instruments of the offence, antes for the destruction of libels, seditious
Here the policy of the legislator may be corn- writings, and obscene figures exhibited in
pared to that of a governess : the bars of iron the streets, and for preventing their printing
for the windowB, the guards around the fire, and publication.
care in removing •i! sharp and dangerous in- The olff police of Paris prohibited servants
struments out of the reach of the children, from carrying not only swords, but also ames
are steps of the same kind; with the prohi- and sticks. This might have been • simple
bition of the sale and f_bricetion of dies for distinction of rank--it might have been as
coining, ofpoisonousdrugs, ofconcealedarms, • means of security.
of dice, and other instruments of prohibited When one class og the people is oppressed
games; the prohibition of making and having by the sovereign, prudence would direct that
snares or other means of catching game. they should be forbidden to bear arms. The

Mahomet, not trusting to reason, has sought gre_ter injury becomes a ju_ re•son for
to put it out of the power of men to misuse the commission of the lesser.
strong liquors. If we regard the climate of The Philistines obliged the Jews to resort
hot countries, in which wine produces fury to them, whenever they wanted to sharpen

their hatchets and saws. In Cldmt, the ms-
• I. Power ab int_a. 2. Power a5 extra, nufeeture and sale of arms is confined to the
_- Mutolinguam. Devirginibuslmerisque, ssd Chinese Tartars.

non virginib_ Imerisve aermo mt: et pr_terca By • statute of George the Third, any in-
alienus sermo non erubescit. Dixi advenms dividual is forbidden to have more than fifty
potes tatem peccandi, quon]_a5 intra nominavi, pounds weight of gunpowder in his house;
nullum dad remedium. En vero exception_n and the dealers hi gunpowder are forbidden tocircwmclsio. Dicitur non spud Judsees solos
fuisse in usu. Qu_nam igitur imtitufi ratio P have more than two hundred pounds weight
Anne adversus vene_,-._ solitarism P Ira visum st one time. The reason assigned is the

nescio cui: credo equidem Voltar_ In. danger of explosions.
osum aane fuisset excogitamentum : siqui- In the statutes relating to the public roads

hoe modo, ut videtur, Im_livium saltem and turnpikes, the number of horses to beminuimr si non facultu tollitur. Adversus debi-
litatem remedium, sterilesque nuptias. Vitiu.m used in • carriage is limited to eight; except
tangle pe_._cimum qusm qua_ .m_ sunt odio- in case of the removal of certain articles, sad
aloe: suluidemnmgmdebilltat, etUomosibisem, in what relates to the public service con-
per pnesenL Quidni hue pertinest Jede_.gen- neeted with the arti_ry and ammmdtion.
tis spectata f_ecunditas! sed nec vitium videtur
nec remedium rude mevum upere: facfliusque .+ These _ are _ cited es modelt, but

only m show under what shtm of laws they
crediderim hediernm attribuiMe quam antiquc_ Ihouid be ranged.invonisse.
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The reason assigned is the preservation of I those of ignorance : 2d, That the most ad-
the roads. [ vantsgeons method of combating the evil

If these measures, and others like them, [ which may result from a certain degree of
have, besides, a political object, it is what I ] knowledge, is to increase its quantity.
do not pretend to say ; but it is certain, that [ I say at once, that the diffusion of know-
such expedients may be employed for taking [ ledge is not hurtful upon the whole. Some
away the means of revolt, or diminishing the [ writers have thought, or appeared to think,
fitcilities for smuggling, that the less men kilew, the better they would

Among the expedients which may be de- be ; that the less they knew, the fewer oh-
rived from this source, I know of none more jeers would they be acquainted with, as too-
happy nor more simple than that which is em- tires to, or instruments for doing evil. That _J
ployed in England for rendering the stealing fanatics have held this opinion, would not be
of hank-notes diflicolt, when it is intended surprising, seeing there is a natural and con-
to send them by the post : they may be cut start rivalry between the knowledge of useful
into two parts, and each part sent separately, and intelligible things, and the kilowledge of
The steeJJng of one half of the note would things imaginary, useless, and unintelligible.
be useless, and the difficulty of stealing both But this style of thinking, with respect to
parts, the one after the other, is so great, the danger of knowledge, is sufficiently corn-
that the offence is almost impossible, mort avaong the mass of mankind. They speak

For the exercise of some professions, proofs with regret of the goldan age -- of the age
of capacity are required. There are others when nothing was known. In order to ex-
which the laws render incompatible with each hibit the mistake upon which this manner of
other. In England, many offices of justice thinking is founded, a more precise method
are incompatible with the condition of an st- of estin_ting the evil of an offence, than has
torney: it is feared lest the right hand should hitherto been employed, is required.
secretly work for the benefit of the left.* That the crimes of refinement have been

Contractors for the supply of provisions, considered more hateful than the crimes of
&c. for the navy, are not allowed to sit in ignorance, is not surprising. In judging of
Parliament. The contractors may become the grandeur of offences, the principle of an-
delinquents, and subject to the judgment of i tipathy has been more followed than the prin-
the Parliament : it would not be proper that ciple of utility: antipathy looks more at the
they should be members of it. But there are apparent degradation of character indicated
stronger reasons for this exclusion, to be by the offence, than at any other circumstance.
drawn from the danger of increaling minis- This, in the eyes of passion, is the sabent
terhtl influence, point in every action ; in compm'ison with

which, the strict examination required by the
principle of utility will always appear cold.

CHAPTER II. Now, the greater the knowledge and refine-
ment indicated by a crime, the greater theANOTHER INDIRECT METHOD _ HINDER THE
reflection exhibited on the part of its author,

ACQUISITIONOF KNOWLEDGEWHICH MAY _the greater the depravation of moral disposi-
EE RENDEItED INJURIOUS. t tions indicated also : but the evil of a crime,

I ONLYmenUon this policy to proscribe it : the only object, according to the principle of
i .... dit has produced the censorship of books ; it utility, is not solely determined by the e-

has produeed the inquisition ; it would pro- pravity of character exhibited-- it depends
duce the eternal degradation of the human immediately upon the sufferings of the per-
race. sons who are affected by the crime, and the

1 intend to show--lst, That the diffusion alarm which results from it to society in ge-
of knowledge is not hurtful upon the whole ; neral ; and into this sum of evil, the depra-
crimes of refinement being less hurtful than vity which the criminal has manifested, enters

as an aggravation, but not as an essential
• In Austria, a flayer is not allowed to sell circumstance.

meat, it being presumed that if the animal had The greatest crimes are those for which the
been wholesome, it would not have come to his
handL Son*=fePsPolice of Vienna, 1777. A ff_eat slightest degree of knowledge is sufficient ;
number of police regulations may be referred to the most ignorant individual always knows
this head. how to commit them.

t Knowledge, though commonly considered Inundation is a greater crime than inteR-
as distinct from power, is really a branch of it. diarism, incendiarism greater than murder,
It is a branch of power, whose _at is in the murder than robbery, robbery than cheating.
mind. Before a man can perform any act, he This might be demonstrated by an arithme-
must know two thin_ : the motives for doing it,
and the msarmof dcml._ it. These two kinds of tical process, by an inventory of the items of
knowledge may be distinguished into that of evil on both sides, by a comparison of the
motives, and that of means : the first constitutes extent of evil done to each person injured,
inclinatian, thesecond coustitutesapsxt ofpower, and by the number of persons who would be
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enveloped in such evil. But how much know- r All men are qualified to commit crimes: it
ledge must be possessed, that an individual is only the enlightened who are qualified to
may be qualified to commit such acts ? The frame laws for their prevention. The less
must atrocious of all only requires a degree i instructed a man is, the more is he led to
of information which is found among the separate his interests from those of his fel-
most barbarous and savage of men. lows. The more enlightened he is, the more

Rape is worse than seduction or adultery ; distinctly will he perceive the union of his
but rape is more frequent in times of igno- personal with the general interest.
rance; seduction and adultery in times of Examine the history of past times- the
civilization, most barbarous ages will present an assemblage

The dissemination of knowledge has not of all crimes, and even crimes of cheating,
augmented the numberofcrimes, nor even the as well as those of violence. The grossness
facility of committing them : it has only di- given to some vices does not exclude a single
versified the means of their accomplishment, one. At what period were false titles a_kd
Andhowhasitdiversifiedthem? by gradually false dotatious most multiplied? When the
substituting those whmh are less hm-tful, clergy alone knew how to readuwhen, from

ls a new method of cheating invented? the the superiority of their knowledge, they re-
inventor profits for a time by his discovery ; garded other men nearly as we regard horses,
but soon his secret is discovered, and we are which we could no longer render submissive
upon our guard. He must then have recourse to the bit and the bridie, if their intellectual
to a new method, which, like the first, will faculties were augmented. Why, at the same
last only for a time, and pass away. All this time, had they recourse to judicial duels, to
time it is only cheating, which is less mis- proofs by fire and water, to all those species
chievous than theft, which itself is a less evil of trials which they called judgments of God
than highway robbery.* For what reason ? It was because, in the infancy of reason, they
The confidence of every one in his own pro- had no principles upon which to discern be-
donee, in his own sagacity, hinders him i_om tween true and false testimony.
being alarmed so much by a case of cheating Compare the effects produced under those
as by a robbery, governments which have restrained the pub-

Let us, however, acknowledge that the lication of thought, and those which have
wicked abuse every thing, --that the more allowed it a free course. You have, on the
they know, the greater will be their means one side, Spain, Portugal, Italy ; you have,
of doing evil: what follows ? on the other side, England, Holland, and

If the good and the wicked compose two Northern America. Where are the most ci-
distinct races, as those of the blacks and the vilized manners and the greatest happiness ?
whites, the one might be enlightened whilst where are the most crimes committed? where
the other was held in ignorance. But since is society most gentle and most secure ?
it is impossible to distinguish them, and since These institutions have been too much
good and evil are so frequently mingled in the celebrated, in which their heads have mono-
same individuals, one law must be established mlized all knowledge. Of this kind was the
for all : general illumination or general blind- _riesthood of ancient Egypt, the caste of the
hess ; there is no medium. Bramins in Indostan, the societies of the

The remedy springs out of the evil itself. Jesuits in Paraguay. Upon these institutions
Knowledge confers no advantage upon the it is proper to make two observations : the
wicked, except they exclusively possess it : first, that if their conduct have merited eu-
a snare, when recognised, is no longer a logium, it is with respect to the interest of
snare. The most ignorant nations have known those who have invented these form, of/_o-
how to pomon the points of their arrows ; but vernment, not with respect to the interest
it is only those uatious which are far advaneed of those who have been subject to them. It
in civilization, which are acquainted with all may be admitted that the people have been
poisons, and can oppose antidotes to each. tranquil and docile under these theocracies :

have they been happy ? This ¢mmot be be-
" I always suppose that the damage of the ]loved, if it be admitted that abject servitude,

crime is the same : for, in one point of view, vain terrors, useless obligations and mortifi-
cheating may prove worse ; since a greater sum cations, painful privations and gloomy opi-
maybe obtained by _and than by highway ninns, are obstacles to happiness.
robbery. For p_f of the superiority or moaern
manners over those of ancient times, ret_e The second observation is, that they have
may be made to Hunter's Essay on Population : less completely obtained their design in mai_-
tqr proof of their superiority over the Gothic tainlng natural ignorance than in spreading
ages, to Voltaire's General History. Robertsen's prejudices and propagating errors. The chiefs
Introduction to Charles V., Barringum's Obser- themselves have always finished by becoming
various on the English Statutes, and the Trea- the victims of this narrow and pttsiUanimot_tise of Le Chevalier de Cbastelleux on Public
Happiness--a work well designed, but inditfer- _oIicy. Nations which have been retained in
ently executed, a state of constant inferiority by insthutions
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which were opposed to all kinds-of progress, only one course of aa£cty for him : it is to
have at length become the prey of other ha- proscribe all but ordifusry ideas m to pass his
tions, who have obtained a comparative su- blasting scythe over every thing which rises
periority. These nations, become bid in their above the ordinary level He risks nothing
infancy, under tutors who prolonged their by prohibition; he risks every thing by per-
imbedlity, in order more easily to govern mission: by doubt he does not suffer; it is
them, have always offered an easy conquest, truth which is stifle&
and, once subjugated, have known no change If it had depended upon men invested with
but in the colour of their chains, authority to regulate the progress of the hn-

But it may be said, there is no question man mind, where should wenowhave been7
among us of leading men back to ignorance : Religion, legislation, natural philosophy, mo_
all governments feel the necessity of illumi- rals, would still be all in darkness.
nation. What excites their fears, is the li- The proof of these well-known fw_s need
berry o£ the press. They are not opposed to not here be repeated.
the publication of books of science ; but have The true censorship is that of an enlight-
they not reason to oppose the publication of ened public, which will brand dangerous and
immoral and seditious writings, with regard false opinions, and will encourage useful dis-
to which there is no longer any opportunity coveries. The boldness of a libel in a free
of preventing thei_ mischief, when once they country will not save it from general con.
are issued ? To punish a guilty author may tempt ; but, by a contradiction easily to be
perhaps prevent the guilt of those who may explained, the indulgence d the public in this
be tempted to imitate him; but to prevent, respect is proportioned always to the rigour
by the institution of a censorship, the publi- of the government.
cation of evil books, is to stop the poison at
its source.

The liberty of the press has its inconve- "CHAPTER lII.
niences, but the evil which may result from or INDIaECTMZ._NSOr PREVENTINGTHE
it is not to be compared with the evil of the WILL TO COMMITOFFENCES.
censorship.

Where shall that rare genius, that superior WE have seen that legislation can only ope-
inteliigence, that mortal accessible to alltruth rate by influencing the power, the knowledge,
and inaccessible to all passions, be found, to the will : we have spoken of the indirect
whom to confide this right of supreme dicta- means of taking away the power of injury :
tion over all the productions of the human we have seen that the policy which would
mind? Would a Locke, or a Leibnitz, or a prevent men from acquiring information would
Newton, have had the presumption to un- be more hurtful than advantageous. All other
dertake it ? And what is this power that indirect means which can be employed must
you are obliged to confide to ordinary men ? therefore have reference to the direction of
It is a power which, by a singn]ar necessity, their inclinations ; to the putting in practice
collects together in its exercise all the causes the rules of a logic too little understood at
of prevarication, and all the characters of presentmthe logic of the wili--a logic which
iniquity. Who is the censor ? He is an in- often appears in opposition to the logic of
terested judge _a sole, an arbitrary judge, understanding, as it hsa been well expressed
who carries on a clandestine process, con- by the poet--
demns without hearing, and decidea without "Video meliora,
appeal. Secresy, the greatest of all its abuses, Proboque, et deteriora sequor."
is essential to a censorship: publicly to plead The methods we are about to present are of
the cause of any book would be to publish it, a nature to make this internal discord in many
in order to determine whether i_ were fit for cases to cease ; to diminish this contrariety
publication. _ among motives, which oi_-n emsts only from

Whilst as to the evll which may result the unskilfnlness of the legislator-- from an
from it, it is impossible to estimate it, since opposition which he has himself created be-
it is impossible to say what it arrests. It tween the natural and political sanctions
is nothing less than the danger of arresting between the moral and religious sanctions. If
the progre_ of the h-man mind in every heconldnmkeaUthesepowersconeurtowards
career. Every interesting and new truth the same end, all the faculties of the man
must have many enemies, because it is lute. would be in harmony, and the inclination to
resting and new. Is it to be presumed that injure would no longer exist. In those cases
the censor will belong tothat infinitely small in which this object cannot be attained, it,s
number who rise above established preju, proper that the power of the tutelary motives
dices? were he to possess this elevation of should he made to exceed that of the seduc-
mind, would he possess boldness sufficient to tire motives.
_ompromise himself by discoveries ef which I shall propose the indirect methods by
he would not possess the glory ? There ij which the will may he influenced in the form
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of polities] or moral problems, and I shall kindly feelings; 2. The favouring the eros-
show their solution by different examples :-- sumption of non-inebriatlng liquors, in pre-

Problem 1st, To divert the course of dan- ference to those which intoxicate ; 3. The
gerous desires, and direct the inclination to- avoidance of forcing men into a state of
wards those amusements which are most con- idleness.

formed to the public interest. Some persons may be astonished that the
2d, To make such arrangements, that a catalogue of the sources of viciousinclinations

given desire may be satisfied without preju- is so limited; but they must be made to oh-
dice, or with the least possible prejudice, serve, that in the human heart there is no pas-

3d, To avoid furnishing encouragements sion absolutely bad: there is no one which does
to crimes, not need direction _ there is no one which

4th, To augment the responsibility of in- ought to be destroyed. It is said, that when
dividuals, in proportion as they are more the angel Gabriel prepared the prophet Ms-
exposed to temptation, hornet for his mission, he took out of his heart

5t}_, To diminish their sensibility with re- a black spot which contained the seed of evil
gard to temptation. Unhappily this operation is not practicable in

6th, To strengthen the impression of pu- the hearts of ordinary men. The seeds of
nishments upon the imagination, good and evil are inseparately mix_l: incli-

7th, To facilitate the knowledge of the nations are governed by motives. But too-
commission of crimes, tires are constituted by pains sad pleasures ;

8t]_, To prevent crimes, by giving to many by all pains to be avoided, by all pleasures to
persons an immediate interest in prevenung be pursued. Hence all these motives may
them. produce all sorts of effects, from the best to

9th, To facilitate the means of recognising the worst.
and finding individuals. They are trees, which beer excellent fruits,

10th, To increase the difficulty of escape or poisons, according to the aspect in which
to dehnquents, they are found, according to the culture of

1 lth, To diminish the uncertainty of pro- the gardener, and even according to the wind
cedure and punishments, which prevails, and the temperature of the

12t]_, To prohibit accessory offences, in or- day. The most pure benevolence, too con-
der to prevent their principals, fined in its object, or mistaking its means,

After these means, whose object is special, will be productive of crimes : selfish atfec-
we shall point out others of a more general tions, though they may occasionally become
nature, such as the cultivation of benevolence hurtful, are constantly most necessary ; and
and honour, the employment of the motive notwithstanding their deformity, the malevo-
of religion, and the use which may be made lent passions are always at least useful m as
of the power of instruction and education, means of defence, as securities against the in-

vasions of personal interest. No one alfection
of the human heart ought therefore to be era-

CHAPTER IV. dicamd, since there is not one which does not
PROBLEM1. _ its part in the system of utility. All that

is required, is to work upon these inclinations
To divert the course of Dangerous Desires, sad according to the direction which they take.

direct the inclination towards those amuse- and the effects which san be foreseen. It
ments which are most conformed to the pub- may be possible also to establish a useful be-
h¢ mtereet, lance among them, by fortifying those which

THE object of direct legislation is to combat are usually weak, and weakening those which
pernicious desires, by prohibitions and pu- are too strong. It is thus that a farmer di-
nishments directed against the hurtf_,l acts recta the course of the waters, that lie may
to which those desires may give birth. The not impoverish his meadows, sad prevents
object of indirect legislation is to counter- their inundation by dykes. The art of con-
mine their influence, by augmenting the force structing dykes consists in not directly op-
of the less dangerous desires which may enter posing the violence of the current, which
mto competition with them. would carry away every obstacle placed Ai-

There are two objects to be considered: _ rectly in its front.
What are the desires which it would be de- The desire for intoxicating liquors is, pro-
sirable to weaken ? By what means may we perly speaking, the only one which can be
attain this end ? extirpated without producing any evil, since

Pernicious desires may arise from three the irasdble [msdonn, as I have said. are a
sources :--lst, The malevolent passiom ; 2d, necesa_y stimulant in the eases in which in-
The fondness for inebriating liquors; 3d, The dlvidnals have to protect themselves from in-
Iove of idleness, j uries, sad to repel the attacbz of their enemies.

The methods of diminishing them may be The love of repose is not hurtt_al in itee_; in-
•ednced to three heads :--1. The encotm_ing dolenee is, however, an evil, inasmuch as it
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favours the ascendancy of evil passions. At perior classes have {hvided their life between
all times, these three desires may be consi- war--the chase, which is theimagc of war--
dered as requiring to be equally resisted. It the animal functions, and long repasts, of
1_eed scarcely be dreaded, lest we should be which drunkenness was the chief attraction.
too successful in overcoming the inclination The detail of such scenes formed the whole
to idleness, or that it will be possible to re- history of a great proprietor, of a grand feudnl
duce the vindictive passions below the point Baron, in the Gothic ages. The privilege of
of their utility, this noble warrior, of this noble hunter, seems

The first expedient, I have said, consists to have been to prolong, in a more civilized
in eneouragln 9 innocent amusements. This is society, the occupations and the character of
one branch of the very complicated but unde- the savage.
fined science which con_sts in advancing civi- This being the ease, every innocent amuse-
dzation. The state of barbarism differs from ment that the human heart can invent is use-
that of civilization by two characteristics :-- fnl under a double point of view: -- 1st, For
1. By the force of the irascible appetites ; 2. the pleasure itself, which results from it ; 2d,
By the small number of objects of enjoyment From its tendency to weaken the dangerous
which offer themselves to the eoncupiscible inclinations which man derives from his na-
appetites.* ture. And when I speak of innocent amuse-

Theoceupatiunsofasavage.whenhehaspro- ments, I mean all those which cannot be
cllred the necessaries for his physical wantsq shown to be hurtful. Their introduction be-
theonlywantsheknows--arespondeseribed: ing favJurable to the happiness of society,
the pursuit of vengeance- the pleasures of it is the duty of the legislator to encourage
intoxication, ff he possess the means q sleep, them, or, at least, not to oppose any obstacle
or the most complete indolence : these are all to them. I shall mention the sources of some,
his resources. Each of his inclinations is fa- commencing with those which arc regarded
vourable to the developement and action of as most gross, and proceeding to those which
every other: resentment finds easy access to are considered as more refined:-
an empty mind ; idleness is the door of drun- I. Theintroduction of a variety of aliments,
kenness, and drunkenness produces quarrels and the improvement of horticulture apphcd
which nourish and multiply quarrels. The to the production of nutritive vegetables.
pleasures of love not being complicated by 2. The introduction of non-intoxicating
the sentimental refinements which embellish liquors, of which coffee and tea are _he prin-
and strengthen them, do not occupy a con- clpal. These two articles, which some su-
spicuous part in the life of the savage, and do perficial minds would be surprised to find
not go far in filling up the intervals of his octupying a place in a catalogue of moral
labours, objects, are so much the more useful, since

Under a regular government, the necessity they come in direct competition with ]ntox]-
of revenge is suppressed by legal protection, cating liquors, t
and the pleasure of giving way to it is re- 3. The improvement of every thing which
pressed by fear of punishment. The power constitutes elegance, whether of dress or fur-
of indolence is weakened, but the love of niture, the embellishment of gardens, &c.
intoxicating liquors is not diminished. A na- 4. The invention of games ibr passing the
tion of savages, and a nation of hunters, are time, whether athletic or sedentary, among
convertible terms. The life of a hunter offers which the game of chess holds a distinguished
]ong intervals of leisure, as well as that of rank : I exclude only games of chance. These
a fisherman, provided they understand the tranquil games have brought the sexes more
means of preserving the species of food which nearly upon an equality, and have dimimshed
they obtain. But in a civilized state, the ennui, the peculiar malady of the human race,
mass of the community is composed of la- and especially of the opulent and the aged.
bourers and artisans, who have no more lci- 5. The cultivation of music.
sure than is required for relaxation and sleep. 6. Theatres, assemblies, and public amuse-
The misfortune is, that the passion for strong ments._
drinks may be gratified in the midst of a life
of.labour, and they may be taken during the "l"The celebrated Hogarth painted two
hours set apart for repose. Poverty restrains tures, called Beer Street and Gin Street. Pin

_c.
the first, every thing breathes an avrof gaiety and

it among the inferior classes ; but artisans, health ; in the second, of misery and d_seas_
whose labour is better paid for, may make This admirable artist wished to instruct by his
great sacrifices to this fatal desire ; and the pencil, and had reflected more upon morals than
r_cher classes may devote to it all their time. many who give thenx_elvss out as pm_essors of
Hence we see that, in the rude ages, the su- this science.

" I have heard M. d'Argenson say_ that
* This distinction of the schoolmen is sufli- when he was lieutenant of pohce_ there were

cient!y complete : to the first class belong the more irregularities and debaucheries committed
ple&_ure_of malevolence; to the second, all other in Paris during the Easter fortnight, when t,_e
pleasures, theatres were shut, than during t_e tbur months
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7. The cultivation of the arts, sciences, an assimilation to these rival strangers.
and literature. These pa_qions no longer recognised their

When we consider these different sources object when the visible minks of distinction
of enjoyment, as opposed to the necessary were effaced. By taking away that exterior
means of providing subsistence, they are which distinguished them, he took aw_y
called objects of luxury : if their tendency be from them, so to speak, the pretext and all-
such ashas been suggested, how singular so- meat of these hateful rivalries. He asso-
ever it may appear, luxury is rather a source dated them with the great republicofEurope,
of virtue than of vice. and he gazned every thing for them by this

This branch of policy has not been entirely association.
neglected, but it has been culavated in a The rigid compulsory observance of the
p_litical, rather than in a moral view. The Sabbath, as in Scotland, in some parts of
object has rather been, to render the people Germany, mid in England, is u violation of
tranquil and submissive to government, than this policy, which has no foundation in the
to render the citizens more united among Gospels, and is even contrary to many texts
themselves, more happy, more industrious, and positive examples.
more honest. Ilappy the people who, rising above brutal

The games of the circus were one of the and gross vices, study elegance of manners.
principal objects of attention among the Ro- the pleasures of society, the embellishments
marts. It was not merely a method of con- of their places of resort, the fine arts, the
ciliar_ng the affections of the people, but also sciences, public amusements, and exercxses of
of diverting their attention from public af- mind. The religions which inspire sadness---
fairs. The saying of Pylades to Augustus is the governments which render men mistrust-
well known, fal, and separate them one from another.

Cromwell, whose ascetic principles did not contain the germs of the greatest vices and
allow him to use this resource, had no other of the most hurtful passions.
means of occupying the minds of his coun-
trymen t than engaging the natron in foreign
wars. CHAPTER V.

At Venice, a government jes]ons to ex-
cess of its authority, showed the greatest in- rRO_LEM II.
dulgence to pleasures. "1"omahe such arrangements, that a given De.

The processmns and other religious festi- s,re may be satisfied withcfut prejudice, or
vals of Catholic countries partly accomplished with the least possible prejudice.
the same object as the games of the circus. THE desires of which we are about to speak,

All these institutions have been considered as well as others which we have not men-
by pohtical writers as so many means of sol- tioned, may be satisfied in different manners.
tening the yoke of power--of turning the and on different conditions, through all the
minds of men towards agreeable objects, and degrees of the scale of morality, from inno-
preventing them from occupying themselves cence to the highest came. That these
with the affairs of government. This effect, desires may be satisfied without prejudice_
without having been the object of their es- such is the first object to be accomplished;
tablishment, has caused them to obtain more but if they cannot be regulated to this point.
favour when they have been established, that their satisfaction may not produce so

Peter I. had recourse to a greater and more great an injury to the community as that
generous policy, which results from u violated law--such is

The manners of the Russians, with the the second object. If even this cannot be
exception of sobriety, were more Asiatic than attained, to arrange every thing in such man-
European. Peter I., desirons of moderating her, that the individual, placed by his desires
their grossness, and softening the ferocity of between two offences, may be led to choose
their manners, employed some expedients the least hurtful _ such is the third object.
which were perhaps a little too direct. He This last object 8ppears humble enough ; it
employed every possible encouragement, and is a species of composition with vice : s bar-
went so far as to use violence, in order to gain is made with it, so to speak, and it is
introduce the European dress, the amuse- sought that the individual may be mtilfied
meats, the assemblies, the arts, of Europeans. at the/Cut possible expense.
To lead his subjects to the imitation of the Let us examine how it is possible to deal
other nations of Europe, was, in other terms, upon all these points with three classes of
to civilize them. But he found the greatest imperious desires---1. Revenge ; 2. Poverty ;
resistance to all these innovations. Envy, 3. Love.
jealousy, contempt, and a multitude of anti- SECTmN I. For the eatlsfaction of vindie-
social passions, rendered them disinclined to tire desires without prejudice, thore are two

of the season during which they were open."-- means _ l. To provide a legal redress for
31¢moirs de Polinitz, tom. im every species of injury ; 2. To provide a corn-
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petent redress for all injuries which affect pardon an injury, when the law offers asa,
honour; 3. For the satisfaction of these tisfactinn, is to exercise a species of sups-
vindictive desires with the least possible pre- riorlty over an adversary, by the obligation
judice, there isoulyone expedient : it is that which results from it. No one can attribute
of showing indulgence to duelling. Let us the pardon to weakness : the motive is above
recapitulate these different heads, suspicion.

1. To provide a I_egal _edress for every 2. To provide a competent Redress for znju-
species of injury, ries which attack the Point of Honour in

The vices and the virtues of the human particular,
race depend much upon the circumstances of This class of injuries demanos so much
society. Hospitality, as has been observed, the more particular attention, in as much*as
is most practised where it is most necessary, they have a more marked tendency to excite
It is the same with revenge. In the state of the vindictive passions. Enough has been
nature, the fear of private vengeance is the already said upon this subject in Part L Ch.
only restraint of brute force--the only se- xiv. to render a return to it unnecessary.
curity against the violence of the passions : In this respect, the French jurisprudence
it corresponds to the fear of punishment in has long been superior to all others.
a state of political society. Each step in the English jurisprudence is eminently durst-
administration of justice tends to diminish five upon this point. It knows nothing of
the force of the vindictive appetites, and to honour _ it has no means of estimating a
prevent acts of private animosity, corporal insult but by the size of the wound.

The interest principally in view, in legal It does not suppose that there can be any
redress, is that of the party injured. But the other evil in the loss of reputation, than the
offender himself finds his profit in this ar- loss of the money which may be the consa-
rangemeut. Leave a man to avenge himself, quence of it. It considers money as a re_
and his vengeance knows no limits. Grant medy for all evfls_a palliation for all al-
to him what you, in cool blood, consider as s fronts. He who does not possess it, possesses
sufficient satisfaction, and prohibit hxs seek- nothing : he who possesses it, can want for
ing for more: he will choose rather to accept nothing. It knows only pecuniary reparation.
what you give him, without running any ha- But the present generation ought not to be
zard, than expose himself to the judgment of reproached with the rudeness of the ages of
the taw, by endeavouring to take a greater barbarism. These laws were established when
satisfaction by himself. Here, then, is an ac- sentiments of honour had not been developed.
cessory benefit resulting from care to provide Questions of honour are now decided by the
judicial redress. Reprisals are prevented : tribunal of public opinion, and its decrees are
covered by the buckler of justice, the trans- pronounced with a power altogether peculiar.
gressor, aider his offence, finds himself in a However, it cannot be doubted but that
state of comparative security under the pro- the silence of the law has had a bad effect.
tection of the law. An Englishman cannot enter France without

It is sufficiently evident, that the more observing how much more the feeling of he-
completely legal redress is provided, the more hour, and the contempt of money, descends,
the motive will be diminished which might so to speak, among the inferior classes in
excite the party injured to procure it for him- France, than in England. This difference is
self. When every pain which a man is liable especially remarkable in the army. The sen-
to suffer from the conduct of another, shall timent of glory--the pride of disinterested-
be followed immediately by what shall, in his ness --are everywhere discovered among the
eyes, be an equivalent pleasure, the irascible common soldiers ; and they would consider a
appetite will no longer exist. The suppo- noble action as tarnished by estimating its
aition is evidently an exaggerated one; but, value in money : an honorary sword is the
exaggerated as it is, it includes enough of first of recompenses.
truth to show, that each amelioration which
is made in this branch of justice, tends to 3. To show indu_Tence to .Duelling
diminish the force of the vindictive passions. If the individual offended will not be con-

Hume ]_asobserved, in speaking of the bar- tented with the satisfaction offered by the
barous times of English history, that the laws, it is proper to be indulgent to duelling.
great difficulty was to engage the injured Poisoning and assassination are hardly heard
party to receive satisfaction; and that the of, where duelling is established. The ligl_t
laws which related to satisfaction were as evil which results from it, is like a premium
much intended to limit his resentment as to of assurance, whereby a nation guarantees it-
procure for him an enjoyment, self against the greater evil of other offences.

In addition to this, institute a legal pu- Duelling is a preservative of politeness and
nishment for an injury : you provide a place peace : the fear of being obliged to give or
for generosity -- you create a virtue. To receive a challenge, destroys quarrels in their
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germ. The Greeks and Romans, it will be poor; those who are willing to work that
said, were acquainted with glory, and khew they may five. 2. Idle mendicants; those
nothing of duelling. So much the worse for who prefer rather to depend upon the pre-
them : their sentiment of glory was not op- carious charity of passengers for subsistence,
posed either to poisoning or assassination than to labour for their subsistence. 3. Stu_

Among the political dissensions of the Athe- peered persons; those who, having been ar-
nians, one hal/of the citizens plotted the de- rested onancountdacrime, andset at fiberty
struction of the other. Compare what passes because of the insuflldency of proof, have
in England and Ireland with the dissensions remained with a stain upon their reputation,
of Greece and Rome. Ciodius and Mllo, which hinders their obtain_ employment.
according to our customs, would have fought 4. Criminals who have been confined for a

a duel : according to Roman customs, they time in prison, and have been set at liberty.
reciprocally sought to assassinate each other, These different classes ought not to be treated
and he who killed his adversary only fore- in the same manner, and in establishments
stalled him. for the poor, particular care ought to be

In the island of Malta, duelling had be- taken to separate the suspected from the
come a species of madness, and, so to speak, innocent classes. " One scabby sheep," says
of civil war. One of the Grand Masters made the proverb, " infects the flock."
such severe laws against it, and executed Every thing which the poor can be made
them so rigorously, that duelling ceased: but to .earn by their labour, is not only a profit
it was to give place to a crime which unites for the community, but also for themselves.
cowardice with cruelty. Assassination, be- Their time ought to be occupied as their lives
fore unknown among the knights, became so ought to be sustained. It is humanity which
common, that they soon regretted the loss of prescribes the findingoccup_tions for the deaf,
duelling, and at last expressly tolerated it the blind, the dumb, the lame, the impotent.
in a certain place, and at certain hours. Th, The wages of idleness are never so sweet as
result was such as had been expected. So the reward of toil
soon as a course of honourable revenge was If a man have been apprehended and se-
opened, the clandestine methods were ren- eused of a crune of indigence, even when he
dered infamous, is acquitted, he ought to be required to ren-

Duels are less common in Italy than in der an account of his means of subsistence a_
France and England : poisoning and assassi- least for the last six months. I£he be honest,
nations are much more so. this inquiry can do him no harm; if he be not,

In France, the laws against duelling were it is proper to act accordingly.
severe ; but methods were found for eluding Females, especially those a little above
them. Upon an agreement to fight, a pre- ordinary labour, have a peettllar disadvantage
tended quarrel was got up as a kind of prelude, in finding occupation. Men having more ac-

In England, the law confounds duelling and tivity, more liberty, and perhaps more alex-
murder : but the juries do not confound them ; terity, even take possession of those labours
they pardon it, or, what amounts to the same which belong more properly to the other sex,
thing, find it manslaughter (involuntary bo- and which are a_most indecent in the hands
mitotic.) The people are better graded by of men. Men are found selling toys for
their good sense, than the jurists have been children, keeping shops for fashions, &c. ;
by their science. Would it not be better to making shoes, stays, and dresses for women.
.place the remedy among the laws, rather than Men are found filling the function of mid-
m their subversion ? wives. I have o/_n doubted whether the in-

justice of the custom might not be redressed
SECTmN II. Let us turn to indigence : we by the law, and whether women ought no_

have here to consider the interests of the to be put in possess/onofthesemesnsofenb-
poor themselves and those of the community, slstence, to the exclusion of men. It would

A man deprived of the means ofsobsisteuee, be an indirect method of obviating prustiru-
is urged, by the most irresistible motives, to tion, by providing females with suitable era.
commit every crime by which he may pro- )ioyments.
vide for his wants. Where this stimulus Tbepractlceofemploylngmenasmidwlves,
exists, it is useless to combat it by the fear which has excited suctr lively reelama_ons,
of punishment, because there is scarcely one is not yet* generally adopted, except among
punishment which can be greater, and no one, the higher elasse_, where anxiety is greatest,
which, by reason of its uncertainty and its and in those cases when the danger appears
distance, can appear so great, as the dying of extreme. It would therefore be dangerous
hunger. The eifects of indigence can there- to establish a le_ exclusion of men, at least
fore only be guarded ag_nst, by providing he- m,til female pupils had been edumted, capable
cossaries for those who have them not. of replacing them.

The indigent may be distinguished in this
respect, into four cla_ses: i. The iodustrious • Written m 1762.
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With respect to the treatment of the poor, no obstacle which is not absolutely necessary
no universal measure can be proposed: it must in its way.
be determin,_d by local and national circum- With the same view, he ought to authorize
stances. In Scotland, with the exception of divorces under suitable restrictions. In place
some great towns, the government does not of a marriage broken in point of fact, and
interfere with the care of the poor. In Eng- subsisting only in appearance, divorce natu-
land, the tax raised for their support in 1831, rally leads to a real marriage. Separations
exceeded £8,000,000. Their condition is, permitted in a country where marriages are
however, better in Scothnd than in England : indissoluble, have the inconvenience either of
the object is better accomplished by the condemning the individuals to the privation
manners of the people, than by the laws. of celibacy, or leading them to form illicit
Notwithstanding the inconveniences of the connexions.
English system, it cannot be given up all at But if we would speak upon this delicate
once, otherwise the one half of the poor subject honestly, and with a freedom more
would perish, before the necessary habits of honest than an hypocritical reserve, we shall
benevolence and frugality have taken root. acknowledge at once, that there is an age at
In Scotland, the influence of the clergy is which man attains the developement of his
highly salutary: having only a moderate salary powers, before his mind is ripe for the conduct
and no tithes, the clergymen are known and of business and the government of a family.
respected by their parishioners. In England, This is especially true with regard to the su-
the clergy being rich and having tithes, the perior classes of society. Among the poor,
clergyman is often quarrelling with his flock, necessary labour diverts the desires from love,
and knows little of them. and retards their developement. A frugal

In Scotland, in Ireland, in France, the poor nourishment and simple kind o£ life maintains
are moderate in _heir wants. At Naples, the for a longer period a calm among the feelings
climate saves the expense of fuel, of lodging, and the imagination. Besides, the poor are
and almost of clothing. In the East Indies, unable to purchase the favours of the other
clothihg is hardly necessary, except for de- sex, except by the sacrifice of liberty.
eency. In Scotland, domesticeconomyis good Independently of the youth who are not
in all respects, except neatness. In Holland, yet marriageable in a moral respect, how
it is also as good as it can be in every respect, many men are there who are unable to under-
InEnglsnd, ontheonehand, wantsaregreater take the charge of a wife and family] on
than anywhere else, and economy is perhaps the one hand, domestic servants, soldiers.
upon a worse footing than in any country in sailors, living in a state of dependence, and
the world, often having no t_xed residence ; on the other

The most certain method of providing for hand, men of a more elevated rank, who ex-
the poor is, not to wait for indigence, but to pec_ a fortune or an establishment. Here is
prevent it. The greatest serwce which can a very numerous class deprived of marriage,
be rendered to the working classes, is the and reduced to a forced celibacy.
institution of savings banks, in which, by the The first method which presents itself for
attractions of security and profit, the poor mitigating this evil, would be the rendering
may be disposed to place their little savings, legitimate contracts for a limited time. This

method has great inconveniences ; stiU con-
SECTION III. We come now to that class cubinage really exists in all societies in which

of desires for which no neutral name is found, there is considerable disproportion in fortunes.
_no name which does not present some ac- In prohibiting these arrangements, they are
cessory idea of praise or of blame, but espe- not prevented ; they are only rendered cn-
cially of blame ; the reason of which is easily minal and degraded. Those who dare to ac-
discovered. Asceticism has sought to brand knowledge them, proclaim their contempt for
and criminalize the desires to which nature manners and laws ; those who conceal them
has confided the perpetuity of the species, are exposed to sailer from the moral sanction,
Poetry has protested against these nsurp_- in proportion to their sensibility.
tions, andhasembellishedtheimagesofvolup- In the ordinary course of thinking, the
tousness and love. Its object is praiseworthy, idea of virtue is associated with this contract
when good manners and decency arc respected, when its duration is indefinite, and the idea
We may observe, however, that these incli- of vice when it is limited for a time. Legis-
nations have sufficient natural strength, and lators have followed this opinion: prohibi-
do not require the excitements of exaggerated tion against making the contract for a year --
and seductive representations, permission to make it for life;--the same

Since this desire is satisfied in marriage, action, criminal in the first place, w_l be in-
not only without prejudice to society, but in nocent in the other. What can be said for
an advantageous manner, the first object of thisdifference ? The duration of the engage-
the legislator, in this zespect, should be to ment ?-- can it change black into white ?
f_cilltate marriage ; that is to say, to place But if marriage for a limited time is inno-
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cent in it.ll, it does not follow that it is so _he imagination. They are justly considered
honourable for the woman who contracts it : as the causes of those disorders of which they
she can never obtain the same respect as a are, at tile same time, the victims. There
wife for life. The first idea which presents is no need to mention the sentiments with
itself with respect to her is, " If tilts woman which they are re_,trded by modest females :
were of equal value with others, she would the mo_t virtuous pity them ; all agree in de-
have obtmued the same condition as others: splsing them. No one seeks to defend or to
this precarzou_ arrangement is a sign of m- uphohl them. It Is therefore natural that they
feriority, either in her conditiou or in her should be crushed by the weight ef opinion.
merit." They have themselves never been able to form

What, then, would be the ad vantage result- a society which could counterbalance this pub-
ins from tln_ kind of contract ? The law lic contempt : when they shall wish to form
which now fi_rbids it wouhl not be continually it, they will be unable. If the interest of a
broken aml despised. It would also protect common defence should unite them, rivalry
the female, who lend. herself to this arrange- I aml want would separate them. The person,

meat, flora a humihatlon which, after having as well as the name, of a prostitute, is an oh.
degraded her inher own eyes, almn_t always [ ject of hatred and disdain to all her fellows.
leads her to the lowest degree of debauchery. It is, perhaps, the only condition openly de-
It would, in fine, prove the birth of the chil- spised by the persons who publicly profess it.
dren, and secure to them paternal tale. In Self-love, by the most strikingineonsisteney,
Germany, marriages knowu under the name seeks to bliud itself to its own misfortune:
of le_-handedmarriaqe% were generally esta- it appears to forget what is is, or to make an
blished. The object was to conciliate domestic exception for itself, by severely treating its
happiness with family pride. The wmnauthus companions.
acquired some of the priv_lege_ of a wife, but Kept mistresses very nearly partake the
neither she nor her children took the name same infiuny with open prostitutes. The tea-
nor the rank of her husband. In the code sou for it kssimple : they are not yet in that
of Frederick they were prohibited ; the king class, but they seem always ready to fall into
still reserving to himself the right to grant it. tlowever, the longer the same person
p,trticular dispensations, has lived with the same man, the more she

Whilst an idea so contrary to received opt- is removed from the degraded condition_the
nlons is proposed, it may be observed that ]t more she approaches to the condition of a
is not proposed aq a good, but as an ameliora- modest woman. The greater the duration
tlon of an evil which exists. Where manners of the connexion, the more difficult it appears
are sufficiently smqfle, where furtuncs are suf- to be broken ; the greater the hope it presents
fioently equa'l not to require this expedient, of perpetuity.
it would be absurd to introduce it. It i_ not What is the result of these observations?
proposed as a rule, but as a remedy. It is, that the remedy, so far as a remedy can

Under a similar apology, a more welghly exl_t, is m the evll itself. The more this
disorder may be spoken of. It is an evil cumhtloa lsnaturally the object of contempt,
which particularly ex,-sts in great towns, the less necessary is it to add any legal di_.
which also arises fi'om the inequahty of tb[- St'we. It carries with it its natural punish-
tunes, and the concurrence of all the causes ment--pum_hmentwhwhisalreadytooheavy_
whmh increase cehbacy. Thlsewl l_ pro_ti- when every thing which _hould lead to com-
tution, miseratlon in favour ot this unibrtmmte clase

There are some countries where the laws ha_ helen considered--the vietimsofsocialin.
tolerate it; there areothers, as m England, equality, and always so near to despair. How
where it is strictly fi_rhidden - but though few of these females have embracod this con.
forbidden, it is as commonly and as publicly dition, fi'om choice, and knowing the eonse-
carried on as can be imagined, because the quencesl How few would continue in it, if
government dares not to punish it, and the they could qmt it--if they could leave this
public would not approve of this employment eir,.le of ignominy and misfortune _ if they
of authority. Pro._titutiou, prohibited _ It were not repulsed from every career which
i% is not less extended than if there were no they may try to open for themselves I How
law ; but it is much more mischievous, many have t_llen into it from the error of a

The int_my of prostitution is not solely the mmnent _ from the inexperience of youth_
work of the laws. There is always a degree from the corruption of their pacents_by the
of shame attached to this condition, even crime oftheseducer_from inexorable sere.
when the p_Jlitical sanction remains neuter, rity _ directed against • first fault _ahnod
The condition of courtezans is a condition of all from neglect and misery. If opinion be nn.
dependence and servitude : their resourct_ arc just and tyramdeal, ought the legislator t@
always precarious ; they are ahva_s on the exasperate this bljustice? qughthe to employ
borders of indigenee and hunger. Theirname this instrument oftyranny?
connects them with those evils which _tict I_esidcs, wh_ is the effect of these htws_
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It is to increase the corruption of which these dations. If they _eform some, they encourage
unhappy women are accused ;---it is to precl- others.. The hospital st Chelsea, is it not
pirate them into intemperance and excess in an encouragement for soldiers? and that at
the use of intoxicating liquors, that they may Gxcenwich, for sailors ?
find in them a momentary oblivion of their It would be desirable to institute annmties,
misery ;--it is to render theminsensibletothe commencing at a certain age: these annuities
restraint of shame, by directing 8gmnst their should be adapted to this sad condition, in
mi_orttme that opprobrium which ought to which the period of harvest is necessarily
be reserved for real crimes ;--it is, in fine, to short, but in which there are sometimes con-
prevent the precautions which might soften siderable profits.
the inconveniences of this disorder, if it were The spirit of economy springs up with
tolerated. All these evils, which the laws little encouragement, and always goes on in-
lavish without care, are a foolish price which creasing a sum too small to offer any resource,
the laws pay for an imaginary good, which is as actual capital may yield a considerable an-
not, and can never be obtained, nuity at a distant period.

The Empress-queen of Hungary undertook Upon points of morality, where there are
to extirpate this evil, and laboured with a contested questions, it is well to consult the
perseverance praiseworthy in its principles, laws of different nations. This is to the
and deserving of a better cause. What fol- mind a species of travelling. In the course
lowed ? Corruption extended itself in public of this exercise, whilst the usages of other
and private life : the conjugal bed was rio- nations pass in review before us, we become
lated ; the seat of justice was corrupted ; disengaged from local and national prejudices.
adultery gained all that was lost by prostitu-
tion: the ma_trates made a trade of their con-
nivance ; frand, prevarication, oppression, ex- CHAPTER VI.
tortion, spread themselves in the country, t_tO_LEM IXI.
and the evil which it was sought to destroy,
being obliged to hide itself, only became more To avoidfurnlshin 9 Encouragement to Crimes.
dangerous. To say that government ought not to reward

Among the Greeks, this profession was crimes--that it ought not to weaken the
tolerated, sometimes even encouraged ; but it moral sanction, or the religious sanction, in
was not allowed to parents to traffic in the those eases in which they are nsef_l, is a
honour of their daughters. Among the Ro- maxim which appears too simple to require
roans, in what are called the best times of proof. It is, however, often forgotten:
their republic, the laws were silent upon the striking examples of this forgetfulness will
subject. The saying of Cato, to the young he given; but the more striking they are, the
man whom he met on leaving a place of ill less will it be necessary to develope them :
name is a proof of it : Csto was not a man it will be more desirable to dwell upon those
to encourage the violation of the laws. cases in which this maxim is violated in a less

In the metropolis of the christian world, evident manner.
this vocation is openly exercised.* This was
without doubt one of the reasons for the ex- 1. Unjust Detention of Property, _e.
cessive rigour of the protestants. If the law suffer a man who unjustly detains

At Venice, the profession of a courtezan the property of another to make a profit by
was publicly authorized under the republic, delaying the payment, it becomes an aecom-

In the capita] of Holland, houses of this plice in the wrong. The eases in which the
nature receive a licence from the magistrate. English law is defective in this respect are

Retif de la Bretonne published an inge- innumerable. In many cases, a debtor has
mous work, entitled Pornographe, in which only to refuse payment till he die, in order to
he proposed to government to found an in- free himself from the principal of his debt :
stitution, subject to regulations, for the re- in many others, he may by his delays free
eeption and government of prostitutes, himself from the interest: in 811,he may retain

The toleration of this evil is useful in the capital, and obtain, so to speak, a forced
some respects in great towns: its prohlbi- loan at the ordin_-y rate of interest.
tion is useless; it has even particular incon- To put a stop to this source of iniqtfity, it
veniences, would be sufficient to establish--lst, That in

The hospitals established in London for matters of ciwl responsibility with regard to
repentant girls are good institutions : but lands, the death of one or other of the parties
those who regard prostitution with absolute should make no alteration; 2d, That interest
rigour are not consistent with themselves, should be payable from the commencement
when they approve of these charitable foun- ! of the obligation ; Bd, That the obligation

• Written 1782. This is not true st this _ should commence, not at the ascertaining the
1820. It remain8 to be seen if rids severity be amount of the damage, but at the time of the
ben_dal to good manner__Dumont, damage itself; 4th, That the interest arlmg
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from this obligation exceed the ordinary rate. minms than he pays in reimbursements. It
These methods are extremely simple: how is then a lucrative branch of commerce, and
does it happen that they remain yet to be pro- may be considered as a tax levied upon the
posed? Those who thus inquire, know little enemy.
of the effect of custom, indolence, indifference
to the public welfare, and the bigotry of the 4. Peculation.
law, without reckoning on the effect of per- In making a bargain with arekiteete and
sonal interest and party spirit, superintendents, it is common to give them a

per-cent_ge upon the amount of the expense.
2. Unlawful Destruction. This mode of payment, which appears suff_

When a man insures his goods against any ciently natu_l, opens adoor for peenlat_on--
calamity, iftbe value for which he insure ex- for peculation of the most destructive kind,
eced the value of the effects insured, he has in which, in order that the poeulator may
in a certain sense an interest in producing make a small prcflit, it is neeessm T that his
the event insured against--to set fire to his employer should suffer a large loss.
house, if he be insured against fire--to sink This danger is at its highest degree in pub-
his vessel, if he be insured against sea risks, llc works, in which no individual has a par.
The law which authorizes these contracts ticular interest in preventing profusion, and
may therefore be considered as furnishing each may find his interest in conniving at it.
a motive to the commission of these crimes. One of the means of remedying it is to fix
Does it follow that it ought to refuse them a sum in accordance with an estimate made,
its sanction ? By no means; but only that it and to say to the superintendent -- Thus far
ought to direct and suggest to the assurers you shall have so much per cent. ; above this
the precautions most likely to prevent these you shall have nothing. If you reduce the
abuses, without being so restrictive as to expense below the estimate, you shall have
hinder their operations. The taking preli- your profit as upon the whole sum.
minary informations--requiring certificates
of the real value of the goods insured-- 5. Abase of the Confidence of the Sonereicjn.
requiring, in cases of accident, the testimony If a statesman who has the power of cun-
of certain respectable persons, as to the cha- tributing to war or to peace, poesess an era-
racier and probity of the party who has been ployment of which the emoluments are larger
insured--submitting the effects insured to in time of war than in time of peace, an in-
examination, ineverystateofthecause, when terest is given to him to make use of his
the assurer has any doubts, &c. Such are a power in order to prolong or create a ttste
part of the measures to be taken, of war. If his emoluments increase in pro-

portion to the expense, an interest is given
3. Treason. him to conduct such war with the greatest

If it be permitted to insure the vessels of possible prodigality. The inverse reason
enemies, a state may be exposed to two dan- would be much better.

gers :--lst, The commerce of an inimical 6. Offtmces ofem_ kind.
nation, which is one of the sources of its
power, is facilitated. 2d, The assurer, in When a man lays a wage/" upon the atKr-
order to guarantee himself against a loss, may mative side regarding s future event, he ]ms
give secret intelligence to the enemy as to an interest proportioned to the yalue of the
the departure of the armaments and cruisers wager in the happening of the event. If the
of his own nation. With respect to the first event be among the number of those prohi-
inconvenience, it is only an evil in ease the bited by the laws, he has an interest in com.
enemy could not insure his vessels elsewhere, mitring an offence. He is even stim_
or that he could not employ his capital with by a double force, one part of which possesses
the same profit in any other branch of trade, the nature of reward, the other possesses
With respectto the second inconvenience, it the nature of punishment: the reward, whet
is absolutely nothing, unless the assurer be he w_ receive if the event happen ; the pu-
able to give to the enemy information that nishment, what he will have to pey in the
he could not obtain in any other manner for contrary case.. It is as if he were suborned
money, and that the facility of giving this in- by the promias of a sum of money on the
formation was so great as to lead him to dis- onehsnd, andthat hehad made an enp4_e-
regerdtheinfamyandtheriskoftreasun. Such meat under an explicit punishment on the
is the stgte of things as to its inconveniences, other."

On the other hand, its advantages for the If, then, all wagers, witho-t _,tinetion.
nation assuring is certain. In this spe__.esof "In the Adventures of It Guinea, a wager iS
trJdl;e, ithasbeen found that the halam_ of madebetwsenthewife_'s_, Mthe
profit inagiven time ison the sldeof the wifeofa ministe_ efstm_ tlad the _.
aame_rs ; that is to say, in t_ all the lmses wsuldnetbemadeal_wp. |tnmybegtteued
and _galns together, he receives more in pre- i which of the twe wins the bet.
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were re,_ognised as valid without restriction, of responsibility. In case of malversatien,
v, ,;allty of every khid would receive the the loss of this salary is a pmfishment from
s_mcfion of the law_ ]i_-rty would be which they cannot escape, even when they
t.nven to all the world to enrul accomplices can escape from all others. This method
ibr every kind of crime. On tSe other hand, is especially suitable in those employments
if-,llwagerswithoutrestrietionwereannulled, which give the management of the public
the insurances so advantageous to commerce, property. If you cannot otherwise secure the
so helpful against a multitude of calamities, probity of a cashier, make the amount of his
would have no place; for these insurances are appointments a little exceed the interest of
only a species of wager, the greatest sum which is entrusted to him.

The desirable medmm seems to be this: _ This excess of salary may be considered as s
In all cases when the wager may become the premium paid for an insurance against his dis-
instrument of mischief without answering honesty: he has more to lose by becoming a
any useful object, prohibit it absolutely: in rogue than by remaining an honest man.
those cases in which, as an insurance, it may Birth, honours, familyconnexions, religion,
become a means ofhalp, admit it ; but leave may also become so many sources of respon-
a discretion to the judge to make the neces- sibiiity-- so many pledges for the good con-
sary exceptions, when he finds that it has duct of individuals. There have been cases in
been made a cloak for subornation, which legislators would not trust bachelors :

theyhave regarded awife and children as bus-
7. Re_ective O_ences, or Offences rages given by the citizen to his country.

against One's self.

When a lucrative placehas been conferred
upon a man, the possession of which depends CHAPTER VIII.
upon his submission to certain rules of con- PROeLEMV.
duct, if these rules are such as Io be hurtful
to himself, without producing any benefit to To diminish Sensiln'lity witk reyard to
any other person, the creation of such an Temptat, on.
office has the effect of a law diametrically THEprecedingchapterreferredtoprecautions
opposed to the principle of utility--of a law against the improbity of an individual: the
which tends to angment the sum o[ pains, present chapter treats of the means of pre-
and to diminish that of pleasures, serving the probity of the honest man, by not

Such institutions are monasteries in ca- exposing him to the overpowering influence
tholie countries ; such also are the remains of seductive motives.
of the monastic spirit in the English univer- We shall first speak of salaries. Money,
sities, according to the manner in which it is era-

But it may be said, since no one engages ployed, may serve either as a poison or an
in such a eendition without his own consent antidote.
the evil is only imaginary. This answer would Without regard to the happiness of indivi-
be good, if the obligation ceased so soon as duals, the interest of the public service re-
the consent ceased : the misfortune is, that quires that public officers should be raised
the consent is the work of s moment, and the above want, in all employments which pre-
obligation is perpetual. There is another ease sent the means of acqmring money in a pre-
indeed, in which a transitory consent is ad- judicial manner. In Russia, the ga'eatest
mitted, as the ground of durable condition abuses, in allthe departments of government,
it is that of military enlistment. But the uti- have been found to arise from the insufficiency
lity of the rule, or, to speak more correctly, of salaries. When men, oppressed by want,
its necessity, is its justification. The state become avaricious extortioners and thieves,
could not exist without its army : and the the blame ought to be divided between them
arm_, could not exist, ff all who compose it and the government which has spread the
were at liberty to leave it whenever they snare for their probity. Placed between the
pleasecL nece_ty of riving, and the impossibility of

living honestly, they are led to eonslde_ ex-
tortion as a lawful supplement, tacitly antho.

CHAPTER VII rized by those who employ _hem.
_RO_t,_M iv. Will the supply of what is physically ne-

To au9meat the Responsibility of Individuals, necessary suffice to place them above want ?No : if there be not s certain proportion be,
in proportion as they are more exposed to tween the dignity with which a man is in-
temptation to do an-ore3. vested and his means of sustaining it, he is

THIs rule principally regards the public set- in a state of suffering and privation, beeatt_
rants. The more they have to lose in respect he cannot comply with what is expected of
of fort,me or honours, the more may be him ; and he is compelled to remain upon the
taken from them. Their salaries are a source verge of the class with whom he is called to
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associate. In a word, wants increase with produces all the good. It is proper to dimi-
honours, and relative necessity changes with nish the first, and to augment the second, as
condition. Place a man in an elevated rank, much as possible. Humanity consists in the
without givinghim the means of maintain- appearance of cruelty.
ing it, wha_ will be the result ? His dignity Speak to the eyes, if you would move the
will furnish a motive for eviLdoing, and his heart. This precept is as old as the age of
power will furnish him with the means of Horace, and the experience which dictated
evil-doing, it, as old as the first man: _every one has

Charles IL, when restricted by the eco- felt its force and endetvouredto protit byit;
nomy ofhls parliament, soldhimseifto Louis the actor, the rogue, the orator, the priest,
XIV., who offered to supply his profusion, allknowitspreveilingpower. Render, there.
The hope of relieving the embarrassments in fore, your punishments exemplary; give to the
which he was plunged, led him, llke an indivi- ceremonies which accompany them a mourn-
dual overwhelmed with debts, to the employ- ful pomp; call to your assistance all the imita-
meat of criminal resources. This miserable tire arts; and let the representation of these
economy cost the English two wars, and a important operations be among the first oh-
more disastrous peace. It is true, that it is jects which strike the eyes of childhood.
difficult to discover what sum would have A scaffold pednted black, the livery of
operated as an antiseptic with a prince thus grief--the officers of justice dressedin crape---
corrupted; but this example is sufficient to the executioner covered with a mask, which
show, that the civil list of the kings of Eng- would serve at once to augment the terror
laird, which appears exorbitant in the eyes of of his appearance, and to shield him from ill-
common calculators, is in the eyes ors states- founded indignatlon--emblems of his crime
man a measure of general security. Besides, placed above the head of the criminal, to the
from the intimate connexion which exists be- end that the witnesses of his sufferio_gs may
twcen wealth and power, every thing which know for what crimes he undergoes them :
increases the splendour of dignity increases these might form a part of the principal de.
its power; and royal pomp may, in this re. corations of these legal tragedies; whilst all
spect, be compared to those ornaments of the actors in this terrible drama might move
architecture, which serve, at the same time, in solemn procession--serious and religious
to support and bind the building together, music preparing the hearts of the spectators

This great rule of diminishing, as much as for the important lesson they were about to
possible, sensibility to temptation, has been receive. The judges need not consider it be-
singularly violated in the Catholic Church. neath their dignity to preside over this public
Imposing celibacy upon the priests, and con- scene, and its sombre dignity should be con-
tiding to them the most delicate functions-- secrated by the presence of the ministers of
the examination of consciences, mid the di- religion.
rection of families--was placing them in a Instruction should not be rejected when
trying situation, between the unhappiness of it is offered, even hy the most cruel enemy.
observing a useless law, and the opprobrium The Vehemic Council, the Inquisition, the
of its violation. Star-Chamber, may all be consulted, all their

When Gregory VII. directed, in a council methods exandnedand compared. A diamond
at Rome, that the married clergy, or those is worth preserving, thongh covered with mud.
who had concubines, should not say mass, If assassins employ pistols for the commission
he excited their cries of indignation: they ofmurder_ is this a reason why I should not
accused him of heresy, saying, according to use them in self-defence ?
the historian of the times, " If he persist, The emblematic dresses of the inquisition
we would rather renounce the priesthood might be usefully employed in criminal jus-
than our wives : he must seek for angels to tics: an incandi_ry under his cloak, lzdnted
govern the churches."-- (Histoire de Frasr_ with flames, would present to all eyes the
par l'Abbe Millot, tom i. Iiegne de Henri I.) image of his crime, and the indignation of the

In our days it has been proposed to allow spectator would be fixed upon the idea bf
the French priests to marry; but there were his crime.
no men found among them, they were all A system of punishments, accompanied
angels, with emblems appropriated as much as possi-

ble to each crime_ would possess an addition-
al advantage : it would furnish allusions for

CHAPTER IX. poetry," for eloquence, for dramatic authors,
rnOBLEM VL for ordinary conversation. The ideas derived

from them would, so to speak, be reverbe-
7'o stre_jtlwn tke Impression of Punisl_ents

swon the lmag/aat/on. • See in Juvenal, his allusion to the lmnish.
meat of parricides :-

IT is the real punishment which produces aU Cujus supplicio non debult una Ftrltri
the evil: it is the apparent punishment which Sisma hen serpens unus_ &c.
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rated by a thousand objects, am] disseminated a scene of popular cruelty--a game of chance,
on all sides, in which the sufferer is exposed to the cap-

The Catholic priests have known how'to rices of the multitude and the acridents of
derive from this source the greatest assist- the day. The severityofa whipping depends
ance for augmenting the effieefey of their re- upon the money given to the exemttioner.
llgions opinions. I recollect _aving seen, at Burning in the hand, according as the criminal
Gravelines, a striking exhibition: a priest and the executioner can agree, is performed
showed to the people a picture, in which either with a cold or a red-hot iron ; and if
was represented a miserable multitude in the it be with a hot iron, it is only a slice of ham
midst of flames, and one of them was making which is burnt : to complete the farce, the
a sign that he wanted a drop of water, by criminal screams, whilst it is only the fat
showing his burning tongue. It was a day which smokes and burns, and the knowing
appointed for public prayers, for drawing seuls spectators only laugh at this parody of justice.
out of purgatory. It is evident, that such an But it may be said, that every question has
exhibition would tend less to inspire a horror two sides -- that these real representations,
for crimes, than aherror of the poverty which these terrible scenes of penal justice, will
did not allow him to be redeemed. The ne- spread dismay among the people, and make
eessary consequence is, tlmt money for the pur- dangerous impressio, s. I do not believe it.
chase of masses must be obtained at any rate; If they present to dishonest persons the idea
for where every thingis to be expiated by too- of danger, they offer only an idea of security
nay, misery alone is the greatest of all crimes, to those who are honest. The threat of ter-
the only one which has no resource.* rible and eternal punishment for undefined

The ancients have not been more happy and indefinite crimes, working upon an active
than the moderns in the choice of punish- imagination, may have sometimes produced
manta: no design, no intention, no natural madness. But here no undefined threaten-
connexion between punishments and crimes, in_ are supposed : on the contrary, here is
can be discovered; every thing is the work a manifest crime proved--a crime which no
of caprice, one need commit; and consequently the dread

I shall not dwell upon a point which has of punishment can never rise to a dangerous
for a long time been familiar to all who are height. It would, however, always be de-
capable of reflection. The modes of punish- sirable to guard against producing false and
ment in England form a perfect contrast with hateful ideas.
every thing which inspires respect: A capital In the first edition of the Code Theresa,
execution has no solemnity. The pillory is the portrait of the empress was surrounded
sometimes a scene of buffoonery; sometimes with medallions, representing gibbets, racks,

fetters, and other instruments of punishment.
* At the commencement of the reigns of the What a blunder, to present the image of the

kings of Polan_ there existed a very singular sovereign surrounded by these hideous era-custom:

"A bishop of Cracow, murdered, by his king I blares I. This scandalous/¥ontispiece was sup-
in the eleventh century, cited to his tribunal, [ presses ; but the print, representing all the
.thatis, rathe chapel whereh.is blood ..was_.ed, [ instruments of torture, was allowed to remain.
me new _n_, as u ne n._ oeen _[u_ttyor me j A sad picture, which could not be considered
nusaeen, oonn repartee tmmcr on zoo_ ana re. I without _._. on _ sa..:_ _.__.:_.^_c ____. ___

wasr-_'atrocious._':_r-_that he wasi'"_n _-_'ocontof--':lt,......that he [ the. evils to which. I am .exp°sed' although
detested it, and in asking pardon for it, ira.plated [ innocent ! But ff an abridgment of the pc-
the prote_en of the holy martyr upon himself ( n_ case were ancompanieo wira prlnts re-
and his kinfd.cm... It is to be .w_ed, thatin all_ [ presenting the characteristic punishments set
states may had thus _pr_xvea me monuments of I anart for each crime it would form an im

_eem"_vi_ukle_n_,. "Hfl_'uwtt_oh_sfj"_,_o_'_ku m I _)s_g commentary'_' a sensible_d speaking
_, r-_A_ r_...._l--_ • . 1_ ............ ul | image of the law. Each one might say, That
*'_%'a'_in"j_ _" _'_ proves the great / is what I shall suffer, if I become guilty. It
skill of the clergy in seizing upon the _ [ is thus that, in matters of legislation, a slight
tion, and making an impression upon the minds [ difference sometimes separates what is good
of mere. How w_ll everything was ealcudated in ] from what is bad
this ceremony, to render the persen of a bishop ]
holy and asc_d in the eyes of the king and of |

the na_n ! This crime, which no time could I CHAP-ER XeFace--thisblcod_ whiehalways cried out--this [ T .
newkinf, who seemed to inherit the my_ledicti.on I PROBLEMVII
Of the m3_deed,until he had disavowed it--this
first act of his reign, a kind of hommrable fine, To facilitate the Discovery of Offences
f_. violence cammitted ages belated--hare is a committed.

solemnity well directed to its end ; Whilst, as to IN penal matters, the judge must be ac-
the wish of the Abbe Coyer_ it is without doubt qualnted with two things before he can ex-
good, but he ought to have taught us the means ercise his office : the fact of the offence, andof aeca_npllshing it.
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the person of the offender. These two things covered. 6. Numbers ought to be written
being known, his knowledge is complete, in words at length, especiailydetesandsums;
According to the difference of cases, obscu- except in matters of account, in which cue
rity spreads itself over these two points in it is sufficient to state the total in words at
ditrerent proportions. Sometimes it is great- length ; except also when the same date or
est upon the first, sometimes upon the se- the same sum frequently recurs in the same
con& Weshalltreat, in the following artieles, dee& The reason of this precaution is, that
of what relates to the feet of the offence, and figures, if they are not very carofully written,
of the means by which its discovery may be are liable to be taken the one for the other ;
facilitated, and besides that, they are easily altered, and

the slightest alteration may have considerable
AJ_T. I.- Require writtea 7_tle-Deeds. effects: 100 is easily converted into 1000.
It is only by writing, that evidence can be 7. The forms to be observed in the execution

rendered permanent and authentic. Verbal of a deed ought to be printed upon the mar-
transactions, atleast when not of the simplest gin of the sheets of paper or parchment on
kind, are subject to interminable disputes, which it is written.
Litera scrlpta manet. Mahomet himself has Ought these forms to be left to the dis-
recommended his followers to observe this cretion of individuals as a means of security
precaution. It is almost the only passage of required by prudence, or ought they to be
the Koran which has a grain of common sense, rendered obligatory ? Some ought to be made
(Chapter of the Cow.) obligatory ; others ought not. As to those

which ought to be made obligatory, it will be
AaT. IL--Cause tAe Names of tAe Witnesses proper to allow the judges latitude, that they

to be attested upon the Aead of Title.Deeds. may distinguish the cases in which it was not
It is one thing to require that there should possible to attend to them. It may be that

be witnesses to the execution of a deed: it a deed has been executed in a place where
is another point to require that their presence the prescribed paper could not be obtained ;
be notified, attested, enregistered at the head where a sufficient number of witnesses could
of the deed. A third circumstance is, to add not be found, &c. The deed might be pro-
to it those circumstances by which the wit- visionally declared valid, until it had been
nesses, i£ necessary, may be easily found, possible to attend to the forms required.

ln the attestation of deeds, it would be aseo Greater latitude ought to be eflowed in
ful to observe the following precautions :-- wills, than in deeds between living parties.

1. Prefer a great number of witnesses to a Death welts neither for lawyers nor witnesses,
small number. This diminishes the danger and men are accustomed to defer making
of prevarication, and increases the chance of them to a time when they have neither lei-
finding them, if necessary. 2. Prefer married sure nor time to correct and review. On the
to single persons ; heads of families to ser- other hand, these sorts of deeds are those
rants ; persons of public character to indi- which require the most preceutian, because
videals less distinguished ; young men in the they are most subject to imposture. In the
flower of their age to old and infirm persons ; case of a deed between living parties, the
persons who are known, to those who are party to whom it may be wished to attribute
unknown. 3. When a deed is composed of an engagement may chance to be living to
many sheets or pieces, each piece ought to contradict it. In the case of a will, this
be signed by the witnesses. If there be cot- chance no longer exists.
rections or erasures, a list of these should be It wou/d require many details to point out
made and attested; the lines ought to be the points to be established and the excep.
counted, and the number in each page indi- tions to be made. I only observe, that great
cared. 4. Each witness should add to his latitude must be left; that no formal/ty can
Christian smi surname, if it be required, his be found so simple, that its omiss/on ought to
quality, his remdence, his age, his condition, render s deed absolutely invalid.
whether tangle or married. 5. The time and I When such instructions as these shall have
place of the execution of the deed should be been published by government, even without
minutely specified; the time not only by the being rendered necosm/T, every body will
day, the month, the year, but also by the seek to observe them, bemuse each one will
hour; the place by the district, the parish, seek, in a deed honestly exeeuted, to obtain
even by the house, and by the name of him for himself all possible security. The emis.
who occupies it at the time. This circum- sion of these forms, therefore, would form a
stance is an exeeUent preservative against strong ground of suspicion of fraud, unlem
forgery. A hum will fear to embark in such such omission could dem4._ he sttnqmted to
an enterprise, when it is necessary to be se- the ignorm_ce of the parties, Or to
qnainted with so many details before he af- stances which rendered such omisdoa una-
fixes a m_pposititions date to a deed ; and if voidable.
he d_o attempt it, it will be more easily dis.
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third persons are interested--mortgages, mar-
ART. IIL --l_stitute Registers for the lure- riage-eontracts, ought to be public. Wills,

servation of Titles. during the life of the testator, ought to be
Why ought deeds to be registered ? What inviolably secret. Promissory deeds, appren-

deeds ought to be registered ? Ought the tiee indentures, marrlage-contracts which do
registers to be secret or public ? Ought re- not bind landed property, might bekept secret,
gistration to be optional, or ought its orals- reserving the right of communicating them to
aion to be liable to punishment ? persons who could present a special title to

Registers would be usefulas guurds--lst, examine them.
against the fabrication of forged deeds ; 2d, The office ought then to be divided into

against forgery by falsification; 3d, lagainst secret and public departments, free or obliga-
accidents-- the loss or destruction of the tory. Free registrations would be frequent,
original ; 4t/t, against double alienation of the if the charge were moderate. Prudence di-
same property to different persons, rects the preservation of copies against ac-

For the first and last of these objects, a cidente; but where could copies be better
simple memorial would be sufficient ; for the preserved than in a depot of this kind ?
second, an exact copy would be required ; The necessity of registering deeds by which
for the third, an extract would be sufficient, territorial property is charged, by way of
but a copy would be better, mort6,age , would be a species of restraint

Against forgery by fabrication, registration upon prodigality. A man could hardly, with-
would only be useful if it were obligatory ; out some degree of shame, borrow upon his
nullity in cases of omission, with latitude possessions to spend in pleasure. This con-
for accidental cases. The advantage which sideratiun, which ought to operate in favour
would result is, that after the period for re- of this measure, has been urged as an objec-
gistration was expired, the fabrication of a tion against it, and has prevented its esta-
deed which, according to its apparent date, blishment.
ought to be registered, would fail of itself. The jurisprudence of many countries has
The period in which a fraud of this kind adopted more or less of this mode of registra-
could be committed with probability of suc- tion. That of France appears to have hit the
cess would be limited to a short space, and happy medium.
that so near a time to that of the supposed In England, the law varies. In Middle-
deed, that the proofs of fraud could scarcely sex and the county of York, register-offices
be wanting, were established in the reign of Queen Anne,

It would also be necessary that registration whose principal object has been to prevent
should be obligatory under pain of nullity, if double alienations ; and the good effects have
it be designed to prevent double alienations, been such, that the value of land is higher
such as mortgages or marriage contracts, in these two counties than elsewhere.
Without this obligatory clause, registration Ireland enjoys this benefit, but registration
would scarcely take place, because neither is left to the free choice of individuals. It
party would have any interest in it. He who has been established in Scotland: wills ought
alienates, has even a contrary interest : an there to be registered before the death. In
honest man may dislike to have it known that the county of Middlesex, registration is only
he has sold or mortgaged his property ; a obligatory after the death of the testator.
rogue would desire the power of receiving its
value twice over. ART. IV. --2Wethod ofpreventlng Forged

Wills are the kind of deeds most liable to Deeds.
be fabricated. The most certain protection There is one expedient which might have
against a fraud of this nature is to require place as a species of registration. A parti-
their registration, under pain of nullity, du- colar kind of paper or parchment should be
ring the life of the testator. It may be ob- required for the deedin question : those who
jeered, that this would make him dependent sold it by retail should be prohibited from
on the merey of those who surround him in selling it without indorsing the day and year
_is last moments, since he would no longer of the sale, and the names of the seller and
be able to reward or punish them ; but this buyer. The distribution of this kind of paper
inconvenience might be obviated by allowing might be limited to a certain number of per-
a testator to dispose of a tenth of his pro- sons, of whom a list should be kept. Their
perry by a codicil, books being required to be correct registers,

What deeds ought to be registered ? All should, after their death, be deposited in arl
those in which a third person is interested, office. This precaution would hinder the fa-
and whose importance is sufficiently great to i bricatiou of all kinds of deeds pretending to
justify this precaution, a distant date.

Ofwhat deeds ought the registration to be It would be a further restraint if the paper
secret ? and of what public ? ouglit to be of the same date with the deed

Deeds between living persons, in which itsel£ Thedateoffl_e paper might be marked
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in the paper itself, in the same mariner as the parsley, and verdigris, which so speedily eol-
maker's name. In this case, no forged deed lects in copper vessels when the tinning is
could be made without the concurrence of a worn off', were not more often administered
peper-maker, by mistake than by design. In this case,

there is more to be hoped for than feared
ART. V.--I_titute Registers.for Events from the communication of knowledge, how

which serve to estabhsh Titles. dangerous soever it may be.
Much need not be said upon the evident

necessity of proving births and burials. Pro- 2. Against False Weights and Measures.
hibition to inter the dead, without the pre- Give instructions as to false weights, false
vious inspection of some officer of police, is measures, false standards of quality, andthe
a general precaution against assassination, methods of deception which may be used
It is singular, that, in England, marriages, in- when just weights and measures are employ-
stead of being by writing, were for a long time ed. To this head would be referred scales
left to the simple notoriety of a transitory ce- with unequal arms, measures with double
remony. The only reason which can be given bottoms, &c. Knowledge on these subjects
for it, is the simplicity of this contract, which cannot be too widely extended. Every shop
is the same for all, except in particular arrange- should have such instructions openly e_i-
ments relative to fortunes, hired, as a proof that there is no wish to

Happily, under the reign of William III., deceive.
these events, which serve as the foundation
of so many titles, presented themselves as 3. Against Frauds with respect to Money.
suitable objects for taxation; they were re- Give instructions showing how good may
quircd to be registered. The tax has been be distinguished from bad money. If a par.
suppressed, but the advantage remains, ticular kind of false coin appear, govern-

Even at the present time, the securityglven ment ought to give notice of this circumstance
to the rights which depend upon these events in a particular manner. At Vienna, the mint
is neither so certain nor so universal as it does not fail to notify the kinds of cotmter-
ought to be. There exists only one copy : felts it dJseovers ; but the coinage is upon so
the register of each parish ought to be tran- good a footing, that attempts of this kind are
scribed in a more general office. In the mar" rare.
tinge-act under George II., the advantage of
this regulation is refused to Quakers and Jews, 4. Against Cheating at Play.
either from intolerance or inadvertency. Give instructions with regard to false dice,

as to methods of cheating in dealing cards, by
ART. VI. -- Put the People on their guard making signs to associates, by having 8ccom-

agaznst dz_erent O_ences. prices among the spectators, &e. These in-
structions might be suspended in all places of

l. Against Poisoning. public resort, and presented in such a man-
Give instructions with regard to the dig- ner as to put youth upon its guard, and to

ferent poisonous substances, the methods exhibit vice as both ridiculous and hateful.
of detecting them, and their antidotes. If It would be proper also to offer a reward to
such instructions were indiscriminately spread those who detect the artifices of sharpers, in
amongthe multitude, they might do more hurt proportion as they invent new schemes.
than good. This is one of those cases in
which knowledge is more dangerous than use- 5. Against the Impostures of,Be_jgars.
ful. The methods of employing poison are Some, though in perfect health, counter°
more certain than the means of cure. The felt sickness; others cause It slight wound
suitable medium lies in limiting the circula- to assume the most disgusting appearances ;
tion of these instructions to the class of per- others relate false histories of shipwrecks and
sons who can make a good use of them, whilst fires ; others borrow or steal children, that
their situation, their character, and their edn- they may employ them as instruments, of
cation, would be guarantees agginst their their trade. It would be proper to aceom.
abuse. Such are the parochial clergy, and puny the instructions respecting these artl-
medical practitioners : with this view, the rices with an advertisement, for fear that the
instructions might be in Lstin_ which these knowledge of so many impostures should hat-
parties are reputed to understand, den the heart, and render it indifferent to real

But as to the knowledge of those poi- misery. In a country under s well re_tod
sons which present themselves without being police, an individual who presents
sought, and which ignorance may innocently under so unfortunatenn aspect onfht neither
administer, this ought to be rendered as fa- to be neglected nor _ to himself: the duty
miliar as possible. There must be a strange of the first person who meets him should be
deprivation in the character of a nation, if to consign him to the hands of public chary.
hemleck, which is so easily confounded with Instructions of this kind would form homilies
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for the people, more am.aln_ th_ controver- edvantagcons to suppress, if it could be done
•ial discourse_ without c_,_ greater evils.

Direct punishments being inadmissible,
6. Ayai_t _ffl, Cheating, and other meats indirect methods must be employed. Hap.

of obt_ Money under false pretences, pily, this is a species of offence of which the
Gi•e instructions which should develops evil is d_mlnished, rather than in,'eased, by

all the methods employed by thieves and the number of o_enders. What should the
cheats. There are many books upon this law do ? increase their number as much as
sub_ect, ofwhichthematerialsha•ebceni_r- possible. Is an article sold too dear ? isthe
v.ished by penitent malefactors, in the hopes profit gained by it exorbitant ? spread this
of deserving pardon. These compilations are_ information : the dealers in it will assemble
generally •ery bad, but useful extracts might from all quarters, and by the effect of their
be taken from them. One of the bes_/is, competition alone, will lower the price.
The Discoveries and Revelations of Poul- Usury may be ranked under the head of
tar, otl_erwise Baxter, which passed through mercantile extortion. To lend money, is to
sixteen editions in the space of twenty-six sell present money £or future money: the
years. Tide shows how wide a circulation an time of payment may be either determinate
anthentie book of this kind, published and or indeterminate; dependent, or not, upon
recommended by go•ernment, wmdd have. certain events; the amount returnable all at
The tone which might he given to these once, or by instalinents, &c. Prohibit usury:
works would make them excellent lessons in by rendering the tre_s_Y_ien secret, you in-
morality, as well as books of amusement,* c_'ease the price.

7. Against Religious Impostures. ART. VIII.--Publi.Jt an Account f_

Give instructions with regard to crimes O_cial It_9hts.
committed by means of superstitions, relating Almost e•erywhere, certahl rightsare an-
to the malice of spiritual agents. These nexed to the services of government offices :
crimes are too numerous; but they are a these rights form part of the l_y of the per-
light n_tter, in comparison with the legal sons employed. As an artisan sells his ma-
persecutions which have taken their rise in nufacture, a public officer sells his labour as
the same errors. There is scarcely a Chris- dear as possible. Competition, the facility
tisn nation which has not to reproach itself of going to another market, retains this dis-
with bloody tragedies occasioned by a belief position within due bounds as respects Grdi-
in sorcery, nary labour ; but by the establishment of an

The histories of the first class would fur- office, all competition is taken away ; the right
nish an instructive subject for homilies, which to sell this particular kind of service becomes
might be read in the churches ; but there is a monopoly in the hands of the person era-
no need to give a sad publicity to the second, ployed.
The suffrages of so many respectable and Leave the price to the discretion of the
upright judges, who ha•e been the miserable seller, and there will be no other limits than
dupes of this superstition, would rather serve those prescribed by the wants of the buyer.
to confirm the populace in their error, than The rights of officers ought therefore to be
to eure them. exactly determined by law, otherwise the ex-

The English statutes were the first which tortion which may take place, ought to be ira.
had the honour of expressly rejecting from the puted to the negligence ofthelegislator, rather
penal code the pretended crime of sorcery, than the rapacity o£ the person employed.
In the Code Theresa, though compiled in AnT. IX. _ Publish all Aceou, ts in which
1773, it occupies a considerable space, the Nation is interested.

AnT. VII_/_/ISA t_pr/ce of Merchandise, When accounts are rendered in a limited
in opposition to Merea_iIe Extortion. time, before a limited number of a.uditors,

If the exaction of an exorbitant price can- and these auditors, perhaps chosen or indu-
not properly be treated as an offence, and enced by the aceountant himself, and no one
subjected to ]mnlshment, it may at least be is afterwards called uponto controul them, the
looked upon as an evil, which it would be greatest errors may be passed without being

perceived, or without being noticed; but when
• The mint ancient work which I know upon accounts are published, there can be no want

this subject, is eatided Clavdl's Recantation. of witnesses, nor commentators, nor judges.
Tbesee_d_lltionisdated1628. It is in vene. Each item is examined. Wasthis article
Claveli was a man of family, who be_mea.hi_- necessary? did it arise from want, or was
w'aylatn: he obtained a pe_'d0e. It ISm_l In _, --......._._ t'^.,1..... _ .4" ero_t;._, ex.-

_...'_T_,_ ,h. _,_, _c_].L_ _ _ I pense? Is.not the public more dearlyser ed
_"em_--=Hl_n_en'_e_-_4--_'_ _f _ ] than individuals? has not a weferen_been
mud2Watm_# i_ High amt Low Lij_: b_ Parker. I given to a eontractm" at the public expem_ ?
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ties not a secret advantage been given to a show its utility. A measure of which an in.
favourite ? has nothing been granted to him dividual does not know the contents, is use-
upon false pretences ? Have no maneeuvres less. If the measures of two towns are not
been practised to prevent competition ? Is the same, either in name or quantity, the
there nothing concealed in the accounts? trade between the individuals cannot but be
There are a hundred questions of the same exposed to great mistakes or great difficulties.
kind, upon which it is impossible to secure These two places, in this respect, are swan-
complete explanations, if accounts are not gers one to another. If the nominal price of
rendered public. In a particular committee, the goods measured be the same, and the inca-
some may want integrity, others knowledge ; sures are different, the real price is different:
a mind slow in its operations will pass over continual attention is requisite, mtd distrust
what it does not understand, for fear of dis- mingles with the course of affairs ; errors
covering its inaptitude ; a lively spirit will glide into honest transactions, and fraud hides
not trouble itself with details; each will leave itself under deceptive denominations.
to others the fatigue of examination. But For the introduction of uniformity, there
every thing which is wanting in a small body, are two methods: --The first, to make stare-
will be found in the assembled public: in dards, which should have publicanthority; to
this heterogeneous and discordant mass, the send them into every district, and to forbid

-worst principles will lead to the desired end, the u_ of every other: the second, to make
as well as the best ; envy, hatred, malice, standards, and leave to general convenience
will assume the mask of public spirit ; and the case of their adeptiom The first method
these passions, because they are more active has been employed in England ; the second
and persevering, will scrutinize all the parties was practised w_th success by the Archduke
better, and make even a more scrupulous ex- Leopold, in Tuscany.
ammation. Hence those who have no other When a public standard has bee_ prodded,
restraint than the desire of human applause, a punishment may be imposed upon those
will be retained in the discharge of their duty who make weights and measure/_ not in con-
by the pride of integrity and the fear ofsbame, fortuity to the standards; and then all bar-

In seeking for excepii_ms, I have only ibnnd gains, which have not been made according to
two : the first regard_ the expenses of this these standards, might be declared null and
publication; the other re,_lrds the nature of void. But this last measure would hardly be
those services which onght to remain secret, necessary ; the two former would be suffi-
It might be uselc,s to publish the accounts cleat.
of a small pmish, because the books are ac- In different nations, the want of unifor-
cessible to all who arc interested in their ex- mity in this respect cannot produce so many
amlnatmn ; and the lmblieation of the sums mistakes--the difference of language alone,
destined to secret servme, could only be putting every one upon their guard. Much
thought of, under the pain of losing all the embarrassment, however, results from it to
infbrmation you might otherwise obtain re- cmnmeree; and fraud, favoured by mystery,
specting the designs of your enemies, may often avail itself of the ig_loranee of pro'-

chasers.
AaT. X. -- E_tablish _tandards of Quanti_y, An inconvenience of less extent, but which

tFe_yhts, and 3[easures. i_ not less important, is felt in medicine. If

Weights indicate the quantity of matter; the weights are not exactly the same, cape-
measures, the quantity of space. Their uti- dally with regard to substances of which
hty consists--first, iu satisi_ing each indivi- somll quantities are important, the pharmao
dual as to the quantity of any thing which he copceia of one country can with difficulty be
wants ; _condly, in terminating disputes ; employed in another, and may lead to fatal
thirdly, in preventing frauds, errors. It is also a considerable obstacle to

To establish uniformity in the same state the free communication of the sciences; an_
has been the object of many sovereigns, the same inconvenience is found in relation
To find a common and universal measure for to those arts, in which anccess depends upon
all people, has been the object of research the most delicate proportions.
with many philosophers, and latterly of the
French Government--a service truly honour- AaT. XL _ Establish Standards of Q_lith£.
able, since there is hardly any thing more It would require many details to state all
rare and noble, than to see a government that government would have to do, in order
labouring upon one of the essential bases of to establish the most suitable criteria of the
union among mankind, quality and value of a multitude of objects

Uniformity of weights and measures, un- which are susceptible of different proofs. The
der the same government, and among a people touchstone is an imperfect pro_.., of t_. ¢ltmo
who, in other respects, have the same lan- lityand value of metallic compomtmns mingted
gu_ge, is a point upon which it would seem with gold and silver : the hydvmneter is an
that there is no need of much re_oning to un£_iling proof, in so far as identity of
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llty relm]_ from the identity of specific gra- !

vity. CHAPTER XI.
The adulterations most important to be

known, are those which are hurtful to health; PROBLEMVHI.
such as the mixture of chalk and burnt bones Toprevent O_ences, by giving to many persons

th fl.our, in the making of bread; the use an interest in preventing them.

lead m taking off the acidity of wine, or I AN about to cite an example, which might
of arsenic in refining it. Chemistry presents have been re/erred to the preceding head as
the means of discovering all these adultera- well as to this, for it has prevented the of-

tiorm; but knowledge is required for their ap- fence--it may be, by inercastngthe difficultyplieation.
of hiding it-- it may be, by giving to more

The intervention of government in this persons an immediate interest in preventingregard, may be limited to three points:_

' The encouragement of the discovery of it. The carriage of post letters in England had
t e means of proof, in those cases in which always wanted diligence and exactness : the
they are still wanting; 2d, The dissemina- co_ould stop for their pleasure, or
tion of this knowledge among the people ; their profit : the innkeepers would not urge
3d, The prescription of their use by officers them forward. All these circumstances were
appointed for the purpose, so many little offences or violations of the

established rules. What ought the legisla-
ART. XIL _ Institute Stamps or Mar_s, to ture to do to remedy them ? Superintendenceattest the QuantiQI or Qualit_ of Articles

was fatiguing; punishment was gradually re-
which ought to be made according to a eer- laxed; informatiens, always regarded as odioustain Standard.

or embarrassing, became rare, and the abuse,
Such marks are declarations or certificates suspended fora moment, soon returned to its

in an abridged form. There are five points ordinary course.

to be considered in these documents : 1st, A very simple mode was hit upon, which
Their end; 2d, The person whose attestation required neither law, nor punishment, nor
they bear; 3d, The extent and the details of information, but which was better than all.
the infbrmation they contain ; 4th, The vi- This mode consisted in combining two es-
sibility, the intelligibility of the mark ; 5th, tabiishments, which had till that time been
Its permanence, its indestructibility, distinct : the carriage of letters and the con-

The utility of authentic attestations is veyance of passengers. The success was
not doubtful. They are successfully employed complete: the celerity of the post has been
ibr the following objects:__ doubled, and travellers have been better

I. To secure the rights of property. It may served. This deserves the trouble of an
be left to the prudence of individuals to use analysis.

this precaution in what concerns them ; but The travellers who accompany the post-
with respect to public property, and objects office servants, become so many inspectors of
in deposit, the employment of such marks their conduct ; they cannot escape from their
ought to be regulated by law. It is thus that, observation. At the same time that they are
in England, stores ibr"the use of the royal excited by their praises, and by the reward
navy bear a particular mark, which it is un- which they expect from them, they cannot
lawful to employ in the merchant service, be ignorant that if they lose their time, these
In the royal arsenals, an arrow is marked travellers have a naturalinterest in complain.
upon the timber used in building ; a white ing, and that they may become informers,
thread runs through the cordage, which pri- without being paid for the service, or fearing
rate persons are forbidden to use. the odmm attached to the character. Such

2. To secure the quality or quantity of are the advantages of this little combination.
commercial articles for the benefit of pur- Evidence secured respecting the slightest
chasers. Thus, by statute law in England, faults__ the motive of reward substituted for
marks are placed upon many articles; upon that of punishment_info_matiens and exa-
blocks of wood exposed to sale, upon leather, urinations spared __ occasions for punishment
bread, pewter, plate, money, woollen goods, rendered extremely rare, and the two servic_

stockings, &c. rendered by their union more commodious,3. To secure the payment of taxes. If more prompt, and more economical.

the article liable to the tax has not the mark This happy idea of Mr. Palmer is a study
in question, it is a proof that the tax has not ] n legislation. It is well to reflect on what
oeen paid. The examples are numberless. • ]le has successfully done in this respect, that

4.. To.secure obedience to the laws which [ we may learn to overtime other difficulties.

prohibit im_rtatian. - ....... / In seeking to develope the cause of this suc-
cess, we shall rise from particulars to general

Chocolate, tea, hops, letters, newspapers, ] principles.
card% alm_nacks, hackney.eoaehe% &c.
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The greatest of all is, that the indication
CHAPTER XII. arising from a name is vague; suspicion is

PROBLEMrx. divided among a multitude of persons ; and
the danger to which innocence is exposed,

To .facilitate tlw Recognition and the fiadiag becomes the security of crime.
of Ia&viduals. In providing a new nomenclature, it ought

THE greater number of offences would not to be so arranged, that, in a whole nation,
be committed, if the delinquents did not hope every individual should have a proper name,
to remain unknown. Every thing which in- which should belong to him alone. At the
cxeases the facility of recognising and finding present time, the embarrassment which would
individuals, adds to the general security, be produced by the change would perhaps

This is one reason why less is to be feared surpass its advantages; hut it might be use-
from those who have a fixed habitation, pro- ful to prevent this disorder in a new state.*
perry, or a f_mily. The danger arises from There is a common custom among English
those who, from their Indigence or their in- sailors, of printing their family and christian
dependence of all ties, can easily conceal their _ames upon their wrists, in well-formed and
movements from the eye of justice, indelible characters ; they do it that their

Tables of population, in which are inscribed bodies may be known in ease of shipwreck.
the dwelling-place, the age, the sex, the pro- If it were possible that this practice should
fession, the marriage or celibacy of individuals, become universal, it would be a new spring
are the first materials of a good police, for morality, a new source of power for the

It is proper that the magistrate should be laws, an almost infallible precaution against
able to demand an account from every sus- a multitude of offences, especially _alnst
pected person as to his means of living, and every kind of fraud in which confidence is
consign those to a place of security who have requisite for success. Who are you, with
neither an independent revenue, nor other whom I have to deal ? The answer to this
means of support, important question would no longer be liable

There are two things to be observed with to evasion.
regard to this object : That the police ought This means, by its own energy, would
not to be so minute or vexatious as to expose become favourable to personal liberty, by
the subjects to find themselves in fault, or permitting relaxations in the rigour of pro-
vexed by numerous and difficult regulations, eeedings. Imprisonment, having for its only
Precautions, which are necessary at certain object the detention of individuals, might
periods of danger and trouble, ought not to become rare, when they were held as it were
be continued in a period of quietness ; as the by an invisible chain.
regimen stilted to disease ought not to be fol- There are, however, plausible objections
lowed in a state of health. The second obser- to such a practice. In the course of the
ration is, that care should be taken not to French revolution, many persons owed their
shock the national spirit. One nation would safety to adisguise, which such a mark would
not bear what is borne by another. In the ca- have rendered unavailing. Public opinion,
pital of Japan, every one is obliged to have in its present state, opposes an insurmount-
his name upon his dress. This measure might able obstacle to such an institution ; but opt-
appear useful, indifferent, or tyrannical, ac- nion might be changed, by patiently guiding
cording to the current of public prejudiees, it with skill, and by beginning with great ex-

Characteristic dresses have a relation to amples. If it were the custom to imprint the
this end. Those which distinguish the dif- titles of the nobility upon their foreheads,
ferent sexes are a means of police as gentle these marks would become associated with
as salutary. Those which serve to distinguish the ideas of honour and power. In the islands
the army, the navy, the clergy, have more of the South Sea, the women submit to a
than one object; but the principal one !s painful operation, in tracing upon their skin
subordination. In the English umversl- certain figures, to which they annex the idea

ties, the pupils wear a particular dress, which of beauty. The impression is made by pune-
restrains them only when they wish to go turing the skin, and rubbing in coloured
beyond the prescribed bounds. In charity powders.
schools, the scholars wear not only a uniform
dress, but even a numbered plate. • The following is a Lketch of the general

It is to he regretted that the proper names plan. The whole name might ¢cotatn the foi.
of individuals are upon so irregular a footing, lowing parts :--1. The faraggyaame, essential for
Those distinctions, invented in the infancy the identification of the race*; 2. A single bap-

tismal name o_ p__namea ; & The _ .a_
of society, to provide for the wants of a ham- the date of birth, ThiJ t_mpgu__ deubmination
let, only imperfectly accomplish their object should be repeated in alllegal .affah_. Theme..
in a great nation. There are many incun- thod of ab_ it t_ mdinary u_ "t_um
veniences attached to this nominal confusion, depend upon the genial eC flw language,
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head--we there discover the original fen-
CHAPTER XIIL tures of justice, which we can hardly recog-

PItOeL_SMX. nine after they have been disfigured by men

To increase the Di_icalty of Escape for incapable of discerning, or interested in dis-
Delinquents. guisingthe truth. A good judge is only the

father of a family acting upon a larger scale.
THESE means depend much upon geographi- The methods which are good for the father of
eal dispositions--upon natural and artificial a family in hisseareh after truth, are equally
barriers. In Russia, the thinness of the good for the judge. This is the firsb model of
population, the asperity of the climate, the procedure ; it has been departed from, but it
dittienlty of the communications, give to ought never to have been discarded.
justice a foree which could hardly have been It is true, that a confidence may be accord-
believed to exist in so vast a country, ed to the father of a family, which cannot be

At Petersburgh and at Riga, a passport accorded to a judge, because the last has not
cannot be obtained till the intention to de_ the same motives of afl'ection to guide him,
part has been several times announced in the and may perhaps be led astray by a personal
Gazette. This precaution, taken against interest. But this only proves that it is
fraudulent debtors, has greatly increased corn- necessary to guard against the partiality or
mercml confidence, corruption of_che_udge, by precautmns which

Every thing which increases the commu- are not requisite in the domestic trlb,nal.
nication of intelligence with rapidity, may be This does not prove that the form_ of pro-
referred to this head. cedure, and rules of evidence, ought to be

Descriptions are very imperfect and doubt- different.
ful instruments of recognition; profiles, which English jurisprudence admits the followi_Jg
may be so easily multiplied at a low price, maxims :--
would be much better: they might be era- 1. That no one shall be witness in his own
ployed either for prisoners whose escape is cause.
feared, or for soldiers whose desertion is ap- 2. That no one shall accuse himself.
prehended, or for any suspected person who 3. That the testimony of a person inte-
may have been denounced to the magistrate, rested in the cause is not admissible.
and whom it is desirable to secure, without 4. That hearmy evidence is not admissible.
carrying restraint so far with regard to lnm 5. That no one shall be tried twice tbr the
as imprisonment, same offence.

It is not my intention here to discuss these
rules of evidence. In treating of procedure

CHAPTER XIV. in general, it will be proper to examine if
PROnLEMXI. English jurisprudence, superior in so many

respects to that of all other nations, owes
To diminish Uncertainty with regard to Pro- that superiority to these maxims, or whe-cedure and PunlsAment.

thertheyarenot the principalcauseofthat
IT is not my intentionhereto enterupon weaknessinthepowersofjustice,fromwhich
the vastsubjectof procedure: thiswillbe arisesthefeeblenessofthe policeinEngland,
the objectnotof a chapter,but ofa separate and the frequency,ofcrimes.
work. The presentchapterwillbe confined I shallonlyobserve,thatallprecautions
to two or threegeneralobservations, which are not absolutelynecessaryforthe

Has a crime been committed? it is the protectionof innocence,offera dangerous
interestofsocietythatthemagistratecharged protectionto crime. I know no maxim in
withitspunishmentshouldbe informedof it, proceduremore dangerousthan thatwhich
and informedin suchmanner asto authorizeplacesjusticein oppositionto itself--which
the inflictionof the punishment incurred,establishesa kindof incompatibilityamong
Is it alleged that a crime has been committed? its duties. W-hen it is said, for example, that
it is the interest of society that the truth it is better to allow one hundred guilty per-
or falsehood of this allegation should be made sons to escape, than to condemn one that is
evident. Hence, the rules of evidence, and innocent,- this supposes a dilemma which
the forms of prdcedure, ought to be such as, on does not exist. The security of the innocent
one side, to admit all true information, and, may be complete, without favouring the im-
on the other, to exclude all false information; punity of cri_.e : it can only be complete
that is to say, all that offers more chances upon that condition; for every offender who
of deceiving than enlightening, escapes, menaces the public safety; and to

Nature has placed before our eyes a model allow of this escape is not to protect in-
of procedure. When we regard what passes nocence, but to expose it to be the victim of
in the domestic trilmnal--wben we examine a new crime. To absolve a criminal, is to
the conduct of the father of a family among commit by his hands the crimes of which he
his children and servants, of whom he is the becomes the author.
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The difficultyof prosecutingcrimesisone of delayand discouragement? itis,thatthe
causeoftheirimpunity,and of weaknesson lawsarenot executed. When a man can at
the part of justice. When the law is clear-- once address the judge, and tell him what he
when the judge is appealed to immediately has seen, the expense of this proceeding is a
xfter the commission of the supposed crime, trifle. In proportion as he is obliged to pass
the function of accuser is almost confounded by a great number of intermediates, his ex-
with that of witness. When the offence is pensesinerease; whentothisisaddedtheloss
committed under the eyes of the judge, only of time, the disgust, the uncertainty of success,
two persons are necessary, so to speak, in the one is surprised that men are still found snffi-
drama-- the judge and the offender. It is eiently resolute to engage in such a pursuit.
distance which detaches the function of wit- There are but few, and there would be still
hess from that of judge. But it may happen, fewer, if those who adventure in this lottery
that all the witnesses to a fact cannot be knew as well as the lawyers what it would
collected together; or that the discovery of cost, and the number of adverse chances.
the offence may not be made till long after These difficulties would vanish on the
its commission ; or that the accused has to simple institution of a public accuser, clothed
allege in his defence, facts which can only be with the character of a magistrate, having the
verified in the place where they are said to conduct of the prosecution, and chargeable
have happened. All this may require delay, with the expenses. The informers who would
This delay may give rise to new incidents, require to be paid, need have only a small
which may require further delay. The pro- salary; and a hundred gratuitous informers
cedure of justice becomes complicated; and would present themselves, for one who re*
_norder to follow all this chain of operations, qnired to be paid.* Each law put into exe-
without eonihsion mid without neglect, it eution would exhibit its good or bad effects:
becomes requisite to place over these judicial the good grain would be preserved, and the
proceedings a person who shall have to con- chaff thrown into the fire. Informers, rod.
duct them. Hence arises another function, mated by public spirit, rejecting all pecuniary
that of accuser. The accuser may be either recompense, would be listened to with the
one of the witnesses, or a person interested respect and confidence which is their due.
in the affair, or an officer expressly appointed Delinquents would no longer be able to with-
forthisobject, draw themselvesfrom the punishmentthey
Judicial['unctionshave oftenbeen so di- had incurred,by treatingwiththosewho have

vialed,thatthe judgewho receivestheevi- undertakenthe prosecution,eitherby en-
deucewhilstitisrecent,hasno righttodecide gagingthem todesist,or by turningthem to
upon it,but must sendthe affairto another theirown favour.
judge,who willonlyhave lelsureto attend Itistrue,thatinEngland,in everyimpor-
toitwhen theproofsarehalfeffaced.There tautcase,theprosecutorisforbiddentomake
are beforehandestablished,in most states,a compromisewith the accusedwithout the
many uselessformalities,and ithasbeenne- permissionof the judge; but ifthisprohi-
cessaryto createofficersto followup these bitionwere universal,what effectwould it
formalities.The systemofprocedureisthus haveinthosecasesinwhichitisthe intexest
renderedso complicated,thatitbecomesan of bothpartiesto evadeit?
abstrusescience:he who would prosecutean
offenceisobligedto put itintothe handsof
an attorney, and the attorney himself cannot CHAPTER XV.
proceedwithouthaving anotherman oflaw, X'ROlJr_E_Xl_.

of a superior class, to direct him by his coun- To prohibit Accessory O_nces, in order to
sels, and to speak for him. prevent tl_ezr PrinczpaIs.To these disadvantages may be added two
others : -- THosE acts which have a eennexien with a

1. Legislators, without thinking that they pernicious event as its cause, may be eonsi-
have placed themselves in opposition to them-
selves, have often closed the approaches of eIkoowbyexpedence, ssysSirJchnFielding,
the tribunals to those who have most need that for oneinf_mation breught before me from

the desire of reward, I have received ten which
of them, by subjecting procedure to the most hadno other motive than the public good. P. 412.obj ectimmble taxes.

2. There is a public dislike attached to The smallest e_-pemm of a prosecution in anordinary court of justice, is £_8 sterling, a sum
all those wh_ employ themselv_ as public nearly equal to the subsistence of a common fa-
accusers in the execution of the laws. This tufty for a yemr. How can it be _ that a
prejudice is foolish and pernicious, yet ]egis- man, from public spiri_ should expoge_ himself toso conside_tble a secrHice? indep_q_ently of the
]stets have often had the weakness to encou- mnbarzasmnent of all kinds cob_q_l b/th it.
rage it, without having made the slightest With such a system of procedu_ it would be a
effort to overcome it. miracle if the laws bad tim efficacy of which they

What is the effect of 811this accumulation am susceptible, if these obstadm were remove_,
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dored as ace_m, d offences in relation to the after thepartyhaddeliveredhismoney, would
principal offerme, be guilty not only of useless cruelty, he would

The principal offence being well deter- disarm himself; instead of which, by reserv-
mined, there may be distinguished as many ing his fire, he preserves his means of defence.
accessory offences as there are acts whichmay He who employs a club or a sword, has not
serve either to prepare or to manifest a pro- the same motive for refraining to strike: the
jeeted crime. Now, the more these prelm- first blow becomes even a reason f?r a second,
ratory acts are distinguished, for the purpose that he may put his victim out of_a condition
of prohibiting them, the greater the chance to pursue him.
of preventing the execution of the principal Prohibition of the sale of poisons requires
crime itself. If the criminal be not stopped that a catalogue be made of poisonous sub-
at the first step of his career, he may be at stances; the sale of them cannot, however, be
the second, or the third. It is thus that a altogether forbidden ;t it can only be regu-
prudent legislator, like a skilful general, re- luted and subjected to precautions requiring
eonnoitres all the external pests of the enemy, that the seller should know the purchaser,
with the intention of stopping his enterprises, that he should have witnesses of the sale,
He places, in all the defiles, in all the wind- that he should register the sale in a separate
ings of his route, a chain of works, diversi- book, &c. These regulations, to be complete,
fled according to circumstances, but connected would require considerable details. Would
among themselves, in such manner that the the advantages compensa_te for the trouble ?
enemy finds in each, new dangers and new This will depend upon-the manners and ha-
obstacles, bits of the people. If poisoning be a frequent

If we rogard legislatora in their practice, we crime, it will be necessary to take indirect
shall not find one who has worked systema- precautions against it. T_ey wouldhave been
tically upon this plan, and not one who has proper in ancient Rome
not followed it to a certain point.* Accessory offences may be distinguished

Offences against the game-laws have been into four classes : -- The first class implies an
divided into many accessoryoffences, accord- intention formed to complete the principal
ing to the nature of the snare, according to offence. Offences of this class may be corn-
the kind of nets or other instruments neees- prised under the general name of attempts or
sary for taking the game, &c. Smuggling also preparations._
has been attacked, by prohibiting many pre- The second class does not suppose that the
paratory acts. Frauds, with regard to diffe- intention to commit the crime is actually
rent kinds of coin, have been combated in formed, but that the individual is placed in
the same manner, a situation in which he wilt form the deblgu

The following are other examples of what for the future. Gaming, prodig'_lity, idlenes_
may be done under the head of police :-- when joined with indigence, are offences of

this class. Cruelty towards animals is the road
Against Homicide and other Corporal to cruelty towards men, &c.

Injuries. The third implies no criminality, either ue-
Prohibition of purely offensive arms, wblch tual, intentional, or probable, but only possi*

are easily hidden. In Holland, it is said that ble, from accident. These kinds of offences
a kind of instrument, shaped like a needle, is are created, when police regulations are made
made, which is thrown from a tube, which which have for their object the prevention of
occasions a mortal wound. The manufac- calamities- when, for example, the sale of
ture, the sale, the possession of these instru- certain poisons, of gunpowder, &e. is forbid-
ments, might be prohibited as accessaries to den. The violation of these regulations,
murder, separate from all criminal intention, is an of-

Pocket-plstols, which highway robbers have fence of this third class.
made use of in England, ought they to be pro- The fourth class is composed of presumed
Itibited ? The utility of such a prohibition offences ; that is to say, of acts that arc consi-
is problematical Of all methods of robbery, dered as proofs of an offence (evidentiary of-
that which is carded on bymeansoftire-arms fences ;) acts hurtful or not hurtful in them-
is the least dangerous to the person attacked, selves, furnishing presumptions of an offence
In such a ease, the simple threat is commonly having been committed. By an English sta-

sufficient for the accomplishment of the oh- 1- Every active medicine, taken in a ccrtam
jeer. The robber who should pullhistrigger dese, is a " . . .

_ .+ .A s_d_ier_ in a review, puts a ball into his
• In the Code Theresa, under each head of musket; it is discovered before the order to fire

offence_ there isa head of _ Theseindica- is given : this may_be reganted as a preparatory
tions are distinguished into two classes: iadida act : if he had fired at a person or an assemblage
¢d e_turam; indicia ad torturam : those which of persons, this would have beem an attempt

toju_-_ an arrest; those which suffice to
was yet mitred the crime known under the name of be-

_ to_.u_--a which net ff 6e had killed any one, he would havemiclde.
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tute, a certain conduct on the part of a we. any special reason for regarding the indication
man was directed to be punished as mlwder, as mconelusive.
because it was supposed that such conduct If the punishment for an attempt, or pro-
was a sure proof of infanticide. By another liminary offence, be equal to that of the
statute, it is made a capital crime for bands crime, when completed, without making 8]-
of men to go about armed in disguise, be- lowance for the possibility of repentance or
cause this is considered a proof of a design to prudential desisting, the offender, seeing him-
commit murder, in protecting smugglers from self exposed to the same punishment for the
justice. By another statute, the possession simple attempt, will see at the same time
of "stolen goods, without being able to give that he is at liberty to complete it without
a satisfactory account of the manner in which incurring any more danger.
they were acquired, is made an offence, this
circumstance being considered a proof of
complicity. Again, by another statute, the CHAPTER XVI.
obliteration of the marks upon shipwrecked or THE CULTIVATIOnOr BENEVOLEnCe.
effects is made an offence, this being consi-
dered a proof of an intention to steal them. THa principle of benevolence is in itself dis-

These offences, founded upon these pro- tinct from the love of reputation. Each of
sumptinns, suppose two things :--1. Mistrust these may act without the other. The first
in the system of procedure ; 2. Mistrust in may be a fcelingof instinct, a gift of nature;
the wisdom of the judge. In England, the i but it is in great measure the produce of cui-
legislature has thought that juries, being too tivation, the fruit of education. For where
much disposed to pardon, would not see in will be found the greater measure of bone-
these circumstances a certain proofofa crime; volenee-- among the English or among the
and it has made the act itself, which fur- Iroqaniswin the infancy of society or at its
nishes the presumption, a separate offence-- maturity ? If the feeling of benevolence be
an offence independent of every ether. In a susceptible of augmentation, which cannot be
country in which the tribunals should possess doubted, it must be by the assistance of that
the entire confidence of the legislature, these otl-cz principle of the human heart, the love
acts would be placed under the head to which ,z reputation. When a moralist paints bone-
they belong, and would he considered as pro volence under the most amiable characters,
sumptions, the judge being allowed to draw and selfishness and hardness of heart in the
from them his conclusions, most hateful colours, what does he do ? He

With respect to accessory offences, it is seeks to unite to the purely social principle
essential that the legislator should possess of benevolence, the demi-persoual and demi-
three rules by way of _nemento : _ social principle of the love of reputation ; hc

1. For each principal offence which he seeks to combine them, and give them the
creates, he ought to extend his prohibition same directionwto arm the one by the other.
to the preparatory acts ; to simple attempts, If these efforts are successful, which of the
generally under the sanction of a less pumsh- two principles deserves the praise ? neither.
ment than is appointed for the principal of- i the one nor the other exclusively, but their
fence. This is the general rule, and the ex- reciprocal concurrence -- the love of bone.
ceptious ought to be founded upon particular volence as the immediate cause ; the love of
reasons, reputation as the remote cause. A man who

2. He ought, then, under the description of yields with pleasure to the soft accents of
the principal offence, to place all the acces- the social principle, neither knows, nor de-
sory, preliminary, and concomitant offences, sires to know, that it is a less noble principle
which are susceptible of a specific and precise which has given them their first tone. There
description, is a disdainful delicacy in the better element

3. In the description of accessory offences, of our nature, which wishes to owe its origin
he should take care not to impose too much only to itself, and blushes at all foreign as.
restraint--not to trespass upon the liberty of sociation.
individuals, so as to expose innocence to 1. To increase the force of the feelinga of
danger by his precipitate conclusions. The benevolence; 2. To regulate their s4)plica-
description of an offence of this kind is 81- tion according to the prim_ple of utility --
most always dangerous, ii it do not include such ought to be the two objects of the Le-
a clause allowing the judge to estimate the gislator.
degree of presumption which ought to be 1. Would he inspire the citizens with hue
drawn from it. In this case, to create an ac- inanity? heahouldsotthemthefirstexsmple;
cessory offence is almost the same thing as l_e should show not only the greatest respect
suggesting the fact in question to the judge, for human lige, but for all circumstances in-

by way of instruction, under the character of fluendng sensfldlity. Sanguin_y _w,an indicative circumstance, and not allowing a tendency to render _ erde_ either.
him to draw any conclusion from it, if he see fear, from imitation, ¢r from revenge ; taws
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dictated by a spirit of gentleness, humanize ! come incorporated with and mingled with the
a nation, and the spirit of the government conquered; animosities fonndodupon ancient
will be found m its families, injustice ; government factions, which rise

The legislator ought to interdict every with victory and fall upon defeat. In these

thing which nmy serve to lead to cruelty. I unfortunate states, hearts are more frequentlyThe barbarous spectacles of gladiators, in- united by the wants of hatred than of love.
trodueed at Rome during the latter times of To render them benevolent, it is necessary
the republic, without doubt contributed to to relieve them from fear and oppression.
give the Romans that ferocity which they dis. The de_tructien of those prejudices which
played in their civil wars. A people accus- render men enemies, is one of the greatest
tomed to despise human life in their games, services which can be rendered to morality.
could not be expected to respect it amid the The travels of Mungo Park in Africa have
fury of their passions, represented the negroes under the most in-

It is proper, for the same reason, to forbid teresting point of view: their simplicity, the
every kind of cruelty exercised towards ani- strength of their domestic affections, the pic-
reals, whether by way of amusement, or to lure of' their innocent manners, has increased
gratify gluttony. Cock-fights, bull-baiting, the public interest in their favour.
hunting hares and foxes, fishing and other Satirists weaken this sentiment. When any
amusements of the same kind, necessarily one has read Voltaire, does he feel dispc_sed
suppose either the absence of reflection, or a to favour the Jews ? Had he possessed m_e
fund of inhumanity, since they produce the benevolence with respect to them, by e_-
most acute sufferings to sensible beings, and posing the degradation in which they are held,
the most painful and lingering death of which he would have explained the less favourable
we can form any ides. It ought to be law- points of their character, and have exhibited
ful to kill animals, but not to torment them. the remedy by the side of the disease.
Death, by artificial means, may be made less The greatest attack upon benevolence has
painful than natural death : the methods of been made by religious exclusionists; by those
accomplishing this deserve to be studied and who have incommunicable rites ; by those
made an object of police. Why should the who breathe intolerance, and represent all
law refuse its protection to any sensitive unbelievers as infidels and enemies of God.
being ? The time will come, when humanity In England, the art of exciting benevolence
will extend its mantle over every thing which by the publicity given to its exhibition, is
breathes. We have begun by attending to better understood than anywhere basldes. Is
the condition of slaves; we shall finish by it desired to undertake any scheme of bene-
sot_ening that of all the animals which assist volence---s charity which requires the concur-
our labours or supply our wants, fence of numbers? a committee is formed of

I know not if the Chinese legislators, in _ts most active and distinguished supporters;
instituting their minute eeremoldal, designed the amount of the contributions is announced
to cultivate benevolence, or only to maintain in the public papers ; the names of the sub-
.peace and subordination. Pohteness in China seribers are printed there day by day. This
Is a sort of worship _ a ritual, which is the publication serves many purposes : its imme-
great object of education, and the principal diate object is to guarantee the receipt and
science. The exterior movements of this employment of the funds ; but it is a feast for
great people, always regulated, always pre- vanity, by which benevolence profits.
scribed by etiquette, are almost as unitorm as In these establishments of charity, the an-
those of a regiment which repeats its exer- nual subscribers are called governors ; the su-
else. This pantomine of benevolence may be perintendence which they exercise, the little
as destitute of reality, as a devotion charged state which they form, interests them in pro-
with trifling practices may be separated from moting their welfare; individuals like to trace
morality. So much restraint seems ill to ac- the good which has been done, to enjoy the
cordwiththemovementsofthehumanheart; power which is conferred; the benefactors
and these exhibitions at command, do not are brought near to the parties relieved, and
confer any obligation, because they possess these being placed in view, strengthen bene-
no merit, volence, which cools when its object is re-

There exist some principles of antipathy, moved to a distance, but is warmed by its
which are sometimes interwoven with the presence.

litical constitutions of states, which it is Thereare more of these _msociations of be-
eldt to extirpate. Such are religious en- nevoleneein London, than there Qre convents

mities, which excite their partisans to hate in Paris.
snd persecute each other; hereditary revenges Many of these charities have particular oh.
between powerful fmnilies ; privileged con- jects; the blind, the dumb, the lame, orphans,
ditions, which form insurmountable barriers widows, sailors, the children of the clergy,
smoogthecitizens--theconsequencceofcon- &c. Every individual is touched with one
qmmts; when the conquerors have ne,ee_ be,. "kind of misery, more than by anoth_;
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sympath_ is always _ffected by some personal one profitLng in a different manner, according
circumstalwe : there is art, therefore, in did to its natural means ; that nations are asso-
versifying these charities, in selmrating them elates and not rivals in the grand soci_ en,
into different branches which apply to every terprise.
kind oi sensibility, so that none ot them are
lost.

It is surprising that more draughts have CHAPTER XVH.

not been m'dMo upon this disposition from EMPLOYMI_NTOF THE MOTIVEOF HONOUIt_
among females, among whom the sentimew OE OP THE POPULARSANCTION.
ot p_.ty is stronger than among men. There
are two institutions in France, well adapted To increase the strength of this power--to
to this end : the Daughters of Charity, who regulate its application : suchare the two ob-
devote themselves to the service of the hos- jects to be accomplished.
pltals ; and the Maternal Society, formed by The strength of public opinion is in corn-
the ladies in Paris, who visit poor women in bined proportion to its extent and intensity:
the time of their confinement, and take care its extent is measured by the number of suf-
of the first days of infancy, frages; its intermty by the degree of its blame

2. The feelings of benevolence are liable or approbation.
to be led astray from the principle of general For increasing the power of opinion in ex-
utility. Thin can only be prevented by in- tent, there are many methods: the principal
struction : they cannot be commanded; they are, the liberty of the press, and the publicity
cannot be ibrccd : they can oMy be persuaded of all acts which interest the nation -- pub-
and enlightened. Men are brought by little licity of the tribunals, publicity of accounts,
and little to distlngish the different degrees and publicity of the debates upon state affairs,
ot utillry ; to proportion their benevolence to when secresy is not required by some patti-
the extent of its object. The finest model cular reason. The enlightened public--the
is drawn by Fenelon in that saying, in which depository ofthe laws and archives of honour,
he has so well pmnted his own heart:--" I the administrstorofthe moral sanction, forms
preier my family to myself, my country to a supreme tribunal which decides upon all
my family, and the hnman race to my coun° causes and all persons. By the publicity of
try." affairs, this tribmml is in a condition to col-

The objects sought in these public in- lect the proofs, and to judge--by the liberty
strnetmns should be, to direct the affections of the press, to pronounce and to execute its
of the citizens tothis object; to repress the judgment.
wanderings of benevolence ; to make them For increasing the power of opinion in in-
feel their own interest in the general interest; tensity, there are also a diversity of methods,
to make them ashamed of that spirit of fa- either by punishments which possess a certain
rally--of that esprit de corps which militates character of ignominy, or by rewards which
agai*tst the love of country-- of that unjust have for their principal object the investing
love of country which turn_ to hatred against with honour those who receive them.
other nations ; to divert them irom the ex- There is a secret art of governing opinion,
ercise of unfounded pity towards deserters, so that it shall not perceive, so to speak, the
smugglers, and other persons who offend manner in which it is led. It consists in
against the government ; to disabuse them so disposing matters, that the act to be pre-
of the false notion that there is humanity in vented cannot be performed, without a_o
favouring the escape of the gmlty_in pro- performing an act which popular opinion has
curing impunity for crime --in encouraging already condemned.
mendieity, to the prejudice of industry ; to Is a tax to be paid ? according to the cir.
seek to give to all these sentiments the pro- cumstances of the case, an oath, or a cor-
portion most advantageous for all, by show- tifieate, may be required, that it is correctly
ing the danger and littleness of the caprices, paid.
the antipathies, and momentary attachments To take a fldse oath, to fabricate a false
which turn the balance against general utility certificate, are offences which the public is

and permanent interests, prepared beforehand to mark with the seal of
The more we become enlightened, the more its condemnation, whenever there shall be

benevolent shaUwebecome; because we shall occasion for it. This, then, is a suremethod
see that the interests of men coincide upon of rendering infamous an offence, which,
more points than they oppose each other. In without its accossery, can never exist.*

commerce, ignorant nations have treated each " The tollowing anecdote is rehted oa g0odother as rivals, who could only rise upon the
ruins of one another. The work of Adam author ty, There was a riot at _a, .Charles IIL, occasioned by _ pro aibitlon
Smith is a treatise upon universal henevo- against wearing rotund _ _
lenee, because it has shown that commerce was not a matter ..or._ "_te mrge Jam
is eqmdly advantageous for all tmtimm---each slouched hats ptohild_cd, Krvcd, when a
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Sometimes a simple change in the name of passing gradually through all the gradations
the objects suffices to change the sentiments of the public service, taught his nobility to
of men. The Romans abhorred the name of bear the yoke of military subordination. Thus
]_ing, but they suffered those of dictator and Catherine IL surmounted the popular pre-
emperor. Cromwell would not have been able judice against inoculation, not by trying it
to place himself upon the throne of England upon some criminals, as was done in the
but he possessed, under the title of protector, reign of Queen Anne, but by submitting _o
an authority more unlimited than that of the it herself.
king. Peter L abdicated the title of despot
for himself, and he directed that the slaves of
the nobles should nnly be called subjects. CHAPTER XVIIL

If the people were philosophers, this ex- oF THE EMPLOYMENTOF THE RELIGIOUS
pedient would be worth nothing; but upon sAscxxo_¢.
this point, philosophers are only men. How
much deception is there in the words liberty THz cultivation of religion has two objects:
and equality ! What contradictions between to increase the force of this sanction ; to
that laxur 9 which all the world condemns, give to this force a suitable direction. If
and that prosperity which aU the world ad- this direction be bad, it is evident that the
mires [ less force this sanction possesses, the less

The legislator should take care not to evil it will do. With regard to religion, the
furnish arms to public opinion in those cases first thing, therefore, is to examine int_ this
in which he finds it opposed to the principle direction: the increase of its force is onl_ a
of utility. For this reason, he ought to secondary object.
efface from the laws all remains of the pre- Its direction ought to be conformable to
tended crimes of heresy and sorcery, that utility. As a sanction, it is composed of
there may be no legal foundation for these rewards and punishments. Its punishments
superstitious ideas. If he dare not wound an should be attached to actions hurtful to so-
error too widely extended, he ought at least ciety, and to these actions exclusively : its
not to give it a new sanction, rewards ought to be promised to actions

It is very difficult to employ the motive of whose tendency is advantageous to society.
honour in engaging the citizens in the service and to no others. Such is the fundamental
of the law against delinquents. Pecuniary dogma.
rewards granted for informations have failed The only method of judging of its direction
in their object : the desire of gain has been is to consider it solely with relation to the
opposed by that of shame ; the law, instead welfare of political society. Every thing be-
of gaining strength by offering a reward dis- sides this is indifferent ; and every thing in
approved by public opinion, has been weak- religious belief which is indifferent, is liable
ened. Individuals have been suspected of to become pernicious.
acting from a degrading motive. The ill. But every article of faith is necessarily
chosen reward, instead of attracting, has hurtful, so soon as the legislator, in order
repulsed, and deprived the law of more gra- to favour its adoption, employs coercive or
tuitous protectors, than it has procured for it penal motives. The persons whom he seeks
mercenary servants, to influence may be considered as forming

The most powerful method of producing three classes : those who already are of the
an important revolution in public opinion is same opinion with the legislator ; those who
to strike the mind of the people by some reject this opinion ; those who neither adopt
noble example. Thus Peter the Great, by nor reject it.

With regard to the conformists, the law is

was thrown over the shoulders, completely to not necessary: with regard to the nonconforo
conceal the person. Under this disguise, a thief mists, it is useless : by the supposition itself,
or an asma_n could strike his blow, and never it does not accomplish its object.
be rec%mised. The prohibition was therefore When a man has formed his opinion, is it
proper, pat no preparation had bsen made for it : in the power of punishment to make him
It wounded a general custom-- it appeared to be change it ? The question appears ridiculous.
an attae_. upon liberty. The people assembled
rounathe pala__;theguardswishedtorepulsePunishments tend ratherto an oppositere-
mem;ttmmmultbecameviolent;bloodwasshod;sult:theytendratherto confirmhim in his
thecourtwas intimidated,andleftMadrid,and opinion,thanto make him giveitup; partly
theMinisterwas obligedtogiveway. A short becausethe employment of forceisa tacit
time after this Vtiumph of die round hats, the avowal that reasons are wanting--partly be.
Count d'Aranda being made Minist_, he en- cause recourse to violent measures producesjoined all the exeeuticuvr_b in all the towns of
Spain, to wear round hats. In a fortnight, no aversion to the opinions which it is sought to
more round hats were secu. This is an example maintain in this manner. All that can be
el.inditer legislation, which may be refen_l to obtained by punishments is, not to engage a
th/s head. man to be2icve, but to dee/are thag he believes.
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Those who, from conviction or honour, the evil is less than in the two*former cases,
refuse to make this declaration, undergo the but does not cease to be an evil. It may
evll of the punishment--the persecution : for happen, but it does not always happen, that
what is called persecution, is an evil which is the judgment gives way entirely to the affee-
not cmnpensated for by any edvantage--an tions ; but even when that happens, that is to
evil in pure waste ; and this evil inflicted by say, when the persuasion is as strong as it
the hand of the magistrate is precisely the can be, ff fear form any part of the motives
same in kind, but much stronger in degree, of this persuasion, the mind is never perfectly
than if it had been _cted by an ordinary tranquil : what is believed to-day, it is feared
malefactor, may not be believed on the morrow. A clear

Those who, less strong or less noble, moral truth is never doubtful, but the belief
escape by a false declaration, give way to of a dogma is always more or less shifting.
the threats, to the danger which immediately Hence arises irritation against those who
presses upon them ; but the momentary pain attack it. Examination and discussion is
which is avoided, is converted, as to them, dreaded, because we do not feel ourselves
into pains of conscience, if they have any placed upon solid ground. It is not neces-
scruples, and into pains of contempt on the sary to pull down anything in a building
part of society, which charges with baseness which is firmly put together. The under-
these hypocritical recantations. In this state standing becomes weakened; the mind seeks
of things, what happens ? One part of the only complete repose in a kind of blind creo
citizens must accustom itself to despise the dulity; it seeks out all the errors which
opinions of the other, in order to be at peace possess affinity with its own ; it fears clearly
with themselves. They employ themselves to explain itself upon what is possible and
in making subtle distinctions between inno- impossible, and wishes to confound all boun-
cent and criminal falsehood; in establishing daries. It loves to entertain sophistry, and
privileged lies, because they serve as a pro- every thing which fetters the human mind,
tection against tyranny ; in establishing cus- every thing which would persuade it that it
tomary perjuries, false stlbscliptions, and cannot reason with entire certainty. It ae-
consider them as articles of peace. In the quires an unhappy dexterity in rejecting evi-
midst of these subtleties, regard for truth is dence--in giving force to half proofs--in
neglected, the limits of right and wrong are listening only to one side--in subtilizing
confounded, a train of less pardonable false- against reason. In a word, under this system,
hoods is introduced under favour of the first it is proper to put a bandage over the eyes,
--the tribunal of public opinion is divided : that they may not be woundedby the bright-
the judges who compose it are not guided by heSS of day.
the same laws ; they no longer know clearly Hence, every penal method employed for in.
what degree of dissimulation they ought to creasing the force of the rehgious sanction, acts
condemn, nor what they ought to excuse ; indirectly aga_st that essential part of good
its voice is drowned in contradictions; and manners, which consists in respect for truth,
the moral sanction, having no longer an uni- and respect for public opinion. All the en-
form regulator, is weakened and depraved, lightened friends of religion now think the
Thus the legislator, who requires declara- same. There are, however, but few nations.
tions of faith, becomes the corrupter of his which have acted upon this principle. Violent.
country. He sacrifices virtue to religion, persecutions have ceased, but there still exist
instead of making religion an auxiliary to secret persecutions, civil punishments, poli-
virtue, tical incapacities, threatening laws, a preea-

The third class to be examined is that of i rious toleration-- a humiliating situation for
those who, at the establishment of the penal classes of men who owe their tranquilllty only
law, had not yet formed any opinion either to a tacit indulgence, a continual pardon.
for or against. With respect to these, it is In order to obtain clear ideas as to the
probable that. the law will influence the for- advantage which the legislator may derive
marion of their opinion. Seeing danger on from increasing the force of the religious
one side, and security on the other, it is na- sanction, it is necessary to distinguish three
rural that they should regard the arguments cases : 1. Those in which it is entirely sub-
of the condemned opinion with a degree of ordinated to him ; 2. Thoseln which others
fear and aversion, which they will not feel for partake of this influence with him; 3. Those
the arguments of the favoured opinion. The in which it depends upon a stranger. In
arguments which they wish to find true, will latter case, the sovereignty is really divided
make a more lively impression then those between two magistrates--the spiritual (as it
which they wish to find false : and by this is commonly called) and the temporal The
means, a man may come to believe, or rather temporal magistrate will be in constant dan.
not to reject, not to misbeLieve, a proposition get of seeing his authority contested or d_
which he would not have adopted if his in- stroyed by that of his rival, and what he
clinatio._ bad been left free. In this last ease, should do for increasing the force of the re-
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ligious sanct_n, might prove a diminution Another observation, as tri_dal as the first,
of his own power : whilst as to the effc_ts and as weak as trivial, is, that it is unjust to
which might result from such a state of strife, argue against the use of any thing from its
they may be found on the tables of history, abuse, and that the best instruments are those
The temporal magistrate commands his sub- which do the most evil when they are mis-

jecta to perform one action ; the spiritual used. The futility of this argument is easily
magistrate prohibits it : whichever they obey, pointed out. The good effects of a thing are
they are punished by the one or the other; called its use, the bad effects are called its
proscribed or damned, they are placed between abuse. To say that you ought not to argue
the fear of the civil sword, and the fear of against the use from the abuse, is to say that
eternal fire. in making a just appreciation of the tendency

In Protestant countries, the clergy are of a cause, you ought only to regard the good
essentially subordinate to the political power: it occasions, and not to consider the evil. In-
their dogmas do not depend upon the prince; struments of good, ill employed, may often
but those who interpret them, depend upon become instruments of evil : this is true, but
him. But the right of interpreting these the principal character in the perfection of an
dogmas is little less than the same thing as instrument is, not to be liable to be ill era-
the right of making them. Hence, in Pro- ployed. The most efficacious ingredients in
testant countries, religion is more easily too- medicine are convertible into poisons, I al-
delladupontheplanofthepoliticalauthority, low; but those which are dangerous gre not
Married priests are more completely citizens ; so good upon the whole as those which r_der
they do not form a phalanx among them- the same service, if such there be, wlth_ut
selves, which can become formidable ; they beingliable to the same inconveniences : mer-
have neither the power of the confessional, eury and opium are very useful ; bread and
nor that of absolution, water are still more so.

But in considering facts alone, whether in I speak without circumlocution, and with
Protestant or Catholic countries, it must be entire freedom. I have elsewhere explained
acknowledged that religion has played too myself upon the utility of religion; but I
great a part in the miseries of nations. It must not omit to observe here, that it tends
appears to have been more often the enemy, more and more to disengage itself from futile
rather than the instrument of civil govern- and pernicious dogmas, and to coincide with
ment. The moral sanction has never more sound morality and sound policy. Irreligion,
force than when it accords with utility ; but, on the contrary, (I refuse to pronounce the
unfortunately, the religious sanction seems word atheism) has manifested itself in our
to have had most force in those cases in days under the most hideous forms of ab-
which it was most opposed to utility. The surdity, immorality, and persecution. This
inefficacy of religion, when applied to the experience is sufficient to show to all good
promotion of political good, is the constant minds in what direction they should exert
subject of the declamations of those who their efforts. But if government act too
have the greatest interest in exaggerating its openly in favour of this direction, it will fail
good effects. Too little powerful for the in its object. It is freedom of inquiry which
production of good, it has often been too has corrected the errors of the ages of igno-
powerful in the production of evil. It was ranee, and restored religion to its right direc-
the moral sanction which animated Codrus, tion : freedom of inquiry will continue still
Regulus, Russell, and Sidney : it was the to purify it, and to reconcile it with public
religious sanction which worked in Philip II. utility.
the scourge of the Low Countries ; in bloody This is not the place to examine all the
Mary of England ; and in Charles IX., the services which religion may render, either as
executioner of France. a source of consolation under the ills which

The ordinary solution of this difficulty is man is heir to ; or as a moral teaching, best
to attribute all the good to rellgion, and all adapted to the most numerous class of so-
the evil to superstition. But this distinc- ciety ; or as a means of exciting beneficence,*
tion, in this sense, is purely verbal. The and of producing useful acts of se_f-devotion,
thing itself is not changed, because the name which could not be obtained upon purely hu-
is changed, and it is called religion in the man motives.
one case, and spperstition in the other. The
motive which acts upon the mind, in both • Care ought to be taken not to en_
the cases, is precisely the same : it is always that spirit of foundations and alms, which
the fear of evil and the hope of good from an too frequently arisen from the vulgar notions of
Almighty Being, respecting whom different Christianity. Tbeyincrease the number of the

poor, more&an they relieve thel_ Such are the
ideas have been formed. Hence, in speaking couvants of the monks, and their daily distri-of the conduct of the same man on the same butions in Spain and Italy, _hle_h create anume-
oeca_on, some will attribute it to religion, rousclassoflbeggars_andaseequivalenttoalaw_
and others to _upcrstition. whereby industry is taxed in favour of idleness.
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The principal use of religion, in civil and God himself. Man ordains s pumshment,
penal legislation, is the giving a new degree and it is for the Supreme Judge to execute
of force to an oath -- another foundation for it : deny this position, and the religious force
confidence, of an oath vanishes.

An oath includes two different bonds-- It is very astonishing that in England,
the religious and the moral : the one obliga- among a nation otherwise prudent and re]]-
tory upon all ; the other only upon those who gious, this great security has been almost de-
think in a certain manner. The same for. stroyed by the trivial and indecent use which
mulary which professes to expose a man, in has been made of it.
case of perjury, to religious punishments, To show to what an extent habit may
exposes him in the same case to legal pu- deprave moral opinions in certain respocts, I
nishments and the contempt of men. The quote a passage extracted from Lord Kames,
religious bond is the most striking; but the a judge o! the Court of Session in Scotland,
greatest part of the force of an oath depends upon education:--"
upon the moral bond : the influence of the "Custom-house oaths now-a-days go for
first is partial ; that of the second is universal, nothing, not that the world grow more win-
It would be, therefore, highly imprudent to ked, but because no person lays any stress
employ the one, and neglect the other, upon them. The duty on French wine is the

There are some cases in which an oath is same in Scotland and in England. But as
of the greatest force : when it operates in we cannot afford to pay this high duty, the
concert with public opinion--when it has the permission underhand to pay Spanish duty
support of the popular sanction. There are for French wine, is found more beneficial to
cases in which it has no force at all : when the revenue, than the rigour of the law. The
public opinion acts in opposition to it, or only oath, however, must be taken, that the wine
does not second it. Such are custom-house we import is Spanish, to entitle us to the
oaths, and those which are required of the ease of the Spanish duty. Such oaths at
students in certain universities, first were highly criminal, because directly a

It is the interest of the legislator, no less fraud against the public : but now that the
than that of a mihtary chief, to know the oath is only exacted for form sake, without
true state of the forces under his command, any faith being intended to be given or re-
To shun the examination of a weak point, ceived, it becomes very little different from

because the appearance of this weak part will saying in the way of civility, ' Iaz_, sir, your
not yield satisfaction, would he pusillanimity, friend, or your obedient servant.' And, in
But if the weakness of the religious bond in fact, we every day see merchants dealing in
an oath has been thus laid open, it is the fault such oaths, whom no man scruples to rely
of the professors of religion : the abuse which upon in the most material affairs."
they have made of it by lavishing it without Who would believe that this is the language
measure, has robbed it of the efficacy which of a moralist and a judge ? The Quakers have
it possessed of itself, separated from the sane- raised their simple asseveration to the dignity
tion of honour, of an oath ; -- a magistrate degrades an oath

The force of an oath is necessarily weak- to the simple formula of a ceremony. The
ened when it turns upon matters of belief, oath implies neither faith given, nor faith re-
upon opinions : Why ? because it is impos, ceived. Why then require it ? why take it ?
sible to detect the perjury, and also because _vhy this farce ? Is religion, then, the last of
human reason, always fluctuating, always objects ? and if it be thus to be contemned,
subject to variation, cannot pledge itself for why should it be so dearly paid for ? How
the future. Can I be certain that my belief of great the absurdity of paying a religious

to-day will remain the same ten years hence ? blishment for preachin_ up the importance of
All such oaths are a monopoly bestowed upon an oath, and having judges and legislators

men with consciences of little scrup_osity, who amuse themselves with destroying it!t
in opposition to those who possess consciences
of more sensibility.

Oathsare degraded wbentheyregerd.trifles, CHAPTER XIX.
when they are employed upon cccastons an uses TO BE DRAWN FROM THB POWEg OF

which they will be violated by a kind of uni- _S_RUCTION.
versal convention ; and more especially when
they are required in cases in which justice IsaTRucTms does not form a separate
and humanity will make an excuse for, and but the above title is convenient as a cen-
almost a merit of, their violation.

The human mind, which always resists * Loose HintA on Education, 1_ S62.
+ B_an Act of William 1V., the '_ ma_

account of his perfections, cannot ratify fri- donotcomdderm_z_rymtn¢ ce_zcu_m .
volous or unjust laws. Indeed man, by ira- re_mu_ and to substitute d_darauor_ as to the
lpo_ng an oath, would exercise authority over acts in theix stead.
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tre, around which to collect sundry scattered dulous, by publishing their composition I--
ideas. How many mischievous opinions, how many

Government ought not to do every thing dangerous or absurd errors, might be stopped
by force: by this it can only move the bodies in their birth, by enlightening the public !
of men; by its wisdom it extends its empire When the folly of animal magnetism, after
over their minds: whenit commands, itgives having seduced the idle societies of Paris,
its subjects a factitious interest in obedience; began to spread throughout Europe, one re-
when it enlightens, it gives them an internal port of the Academy of Sciences, by the force
motive, which cannot be weakened. The of truth alone, precipitated Mesmer into the
best method of instruction is simply to pub- crowd of despicable charlatans, and left him
]ish fac_s; but it is sometimes proper to as- no other disciples than incurable fools, whose
sist the public in forming its judgment upon admiration served to complete his disgrace.
those facts. Would you cure an ignorant and superstitious

When we see government measures, which people ? send into their towns and villages, in
are excellent in themselves, fail from the op- quality of missionaries, jugglers, workers of
position of an ignorant people, we at first feel prodigies, who shall begin by astonishing the
irritated against the senseless multitude; but people, by producing the most singular phe-
when we come to reflect--when we observe nomena, and shall finish by explaining them.
that this opposition might have been easily The more we know of natural magic, the
foreseen, and that the government, in proud less shall we be the dupes of magicians._ It
exercise of authority, has taken no steps to were to be wished that, with certain prec_u-
prepare the minds of the people, to dissipate tions, the miracle of St. Januarius at Napes
their prejudices, to conciliate their confidence, were repeated in all public places, and thkt
--our indignation is transferred from the ig- it were made a toy for children.
norant and deceived people, to its disdainful The principal instruction which govern-
and despotic leaders, ments owe to the people, regards the know-

Experience has shown, contraryto general ledge of the laws. How can these be obeyed,
expectation, that newspapers are one of the if they are unknown ? how can they be known,
best means of directing opinion--of quieting if they are not published in the simplest
feverish movements--of causing the lies and form--iv such manner that each in_lividual
artificial rumours, by which the enemies of may find for himself what ought to regulate
the state may attempt to carry on their evil his conduct ?
designs, to vanish. In these public papers, The legislator might influence public opi-
instruction may descend from the govern- nion by composing a code of political morality
ment to the people, or ascend from the people analogous to the code of laws, and divided, i_
to the government : the greater the freedom the same manner, into a general and particular
allowed, the more correctly may a judgment code. The most delicate questions relative
be formed upon the course of opinlon--with to every profession might there be explained :
so much the greater certainty will it act. he need not confine himself to cold lessons,

Rightly to estimate their utility, it is ne- but by mingling with them well chosen his-
cessary to refer to the times when public toricaJ anecdotes, such a code might be made
papers did not exist, and consider the scenes a manual of amusement for all ages.
of imposture, both political and religious, To compose such codes would be, so to
which were played off with success in coun- speak, to dictate the judgments which public
tries where the people could not read. The opinion ought to pronounce upon the dif-
last of these grand impostors with a royal ferent questions of morals and politics. To
mantle, was Pngatcheff. Would it have been these codes might, with the same intention.
possible in our days to have supported _his be added a collection of Popular prejudices,
personage in France or in England ? The with the considerations which might serve as

" cheat would have been discovered as soon their antidotes.
as announced. These are crimes which are I If ever sovereign power showed itself with
not attempted among enlightened nations-- dignity among men, it was in the Instructions
the facility of detecting impostors prevent- which were published by Catherine II. for a
ink their birth, code of laws. When this unique example is

There are many other snares against which considered for a moment, and it is separated
mj_,ostverumentsmay guard tbe people by public from the recollection of an ambitions goveru-

ruction. How many are the frauds prac- ment, it is impossible to see, without ad-
tised in commerce, in the arts, in the price miration, a woman descend from the car of
and quality of goods, which it would be easy victory for the purpose of civilizing so many
to cause to cease by unveiling them ! How semi-barbarous nations, and of presenting to
many dangerous remedies, or rather real poi- them the nob]estm_txlms of philosophy, sane-
sons, are sold with impudence by empirics, tinned by the touch of the sceptre. Superior
as marvellous secrets, of which it would be to the vanity of herself composing this work,
easy to disabuse the minds of the most ere- she borrowed whatever was excellent from
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the writings of _the sages of the time ; but i mily knows individuals ; the legislator knows
by adding to their works the sanction of her only the species. The one proceeds upon
authority, she did more for them than they certainties, the other upon presumptions. A
had done for her. She seemed to say to her certain astronomer may perhaps be capable of
subjects--" You owe me so much the more solving the problem of the longitude : can the
confidence, since I have called to my coun- civil magistrate know this? ought he to di-
sels the noblest geniuses of my time. I fear rect him to solve it, and to punish him if he
not thus to associate with me these masters do not ? But the private tutor may know if
of truth and virtue, since they will make me his pupil understand an elementary problem
ashamed before the universe if I dare to dis- in geometrymthat obstinacy has put on the
grace them." She was seen, animated with mask of impotence. The tutor can scarcely
the same spirit, sharing with her courtiers the be deceived; the magistrate necessarily would
labours of legislation ; and if she were often be so.
found in contradiction to herself, like Tibe- In the same manner, there are many vices
rias, who was fatigued with the servitude of which the public magistrate cannot repress,
the senate, and would have punished a move- because it would require the establishmen_
ment of liberty, yet these solemn engage- of offices of detection in every family. The
ments, contracted in the face of the whole private magistrate, having under his eyes,
world, were as barriers which she had ira. under his hands, those whom he is charged to
posed upon her own power, and which she conduct, may stop in their origin those vices
rarely ventured to break, which the laws can only punish in their last

excess.
4. It is especially in the power of reward-

CHAPTER XX. ing, that these two governments differ. All
the wants, all the amusements of youth, may

USETOBEMADEOFTHEPOWEROFEDUC&TION.be clothed with a remuneratory character,
EDUeaTmN is 0nly government acting by according to the manner in which they are
means of the domestic magistrate, bestowed, upon certain conditions, after cer*

The analogies between a family and a king- rain work is done. In the island of MAnorea,
dom arc of a kind which are obvious at the the subsistence of the young boys is made
firstglance. The differences are less striking, dependent upon their skill with the bow.
but it is not less useful to indicate them : m The honour of sufferingin public was, among

l. Domestic government may be more ac- the Lacedemonians, one of the prizes for vir-
tive, more vigilant, more occupied with detalls, tue among the yonthful warriors. Thereisno
than civil government. Without continued government so rich as to do much by rewards :
attention, families could not subsist, there is no father so poor as not to possess

Civil authority has nothing better to trust an inexhaustible store of them.
to than a reliance upon the prudence of in- It is especially in youth, that season of
dividuals in the conduct of their personal livcly anddurable impressions, that the legis-
interests. But the head of a family must later ought to keep in view the directing of
continually supply the inexperience of those the course of the inclinations towards those
committed to his care. things which are most conformable to the

It is here that censorship may be exercised ; public interest.
a policy which we have condemned in civil In Russia, the young nobility have .been
governments. Domestic government may seen engaged in the public service by means
keep, from those subject to it, knowledge as powerful as they were well imagined.
which might become hurtful to them : it may There have arisen, perhaps, fewer good el-
watch over their connexious and their read- recta as respects military spirit, than as re°
lug ; it may accelerate or retard the progress spects civillife. They have been accustomed
of their knowledge, according to circum- to order, to vigilance, to subordination._ It
stances, has obliged them to leave their retreats, where

2. This continued exercise of power, which they exercised a corrupting domination over
would be subject to so many abuses in a state, slaves, and placed them upon a wider theatre,
is much less subject to them in the interior where they bare met with equals and supe-
of a family : indeed, the father or the mother riors. The necessity of association has given
have for their cl_ldren a natural affection, rise to the desire to please; the min g_ of
much stronger than that of the civil magis- different conditions has d!nrinished reciprocal
trate for the persons who are subordinate to prejudices; and the pride of birth has been
him. Indulgence is in them the most f_e- obligedtobowbeforethegradationsofserviee.

An unlimited despotism, as that of Russia was,
theqUentresultm°vementofreflexion.innature ; severity is only could not fail to gain by being converted into

3. Domestic government may employ pu- a military government, m which _ty has
ni_bment in many circumstances, in which its limits.
civil a_ahority could not. The head of a fa- Hence, in the given circumstances of that
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empire, it was difficult to discover a p_m of interest the pupils themselves in their labour,
general education which would answer more by paying them nearly the same as free la-
usei_x] objects, bourers, aid by forming for them a saving

But in regarding education as an indirect fund, to be given them when they leave the
mode of preventing offences, it requires an establishment.
essential reform. The most neglected class
must become the principal object of care.
The less parents are able to discharge this CHAPTER XXL
duty, the more necessary is it for government eENZ_ lqtECAUTIONSAGAINSTTHE A_USE
to fulfd it. It ought not only to watch over or AUTHOSITY.
orphans left in indigence, but also over the
children whose parents no longer deserve the I paocE_v to certain means that governments
confidence of the law with regard to this ira- may employ for the prevention of the abuse
portantcharge--overthosowbolmvealresdy of authority on the part of those to whom
committed crimes, or who, destitute of pro- they confide a portion of their power.
rectors and resources, are given up to all the Constitutional law has its direct and its
seduction of misery. These classes, abso- indirect legislation. Its direct legislation
lutely neglected in most states, become the consists in the establishment of offices among
hotbeds of crime, which all political power is divided; this is

A man of rare benevolence, Le Chevalier not considered in this work. Its indirect
Paulet, had formed an establishment at Par-is legislation consists in general precautions,
for more than two hundred children, whom which have for their object the prevention
he took from among the most indigent class of' the misconduct, the incapacity, or malver-
among the beggars. Every thing turned upon satien of those who administer these offices,
four principles :--To offer to the pupils many either in chief or in subordination.
objects of study and labour, and allow the A complete enumeration of these indirect
greatest possible latitude to their tastes ;--to methods will not be attempte& It is here
employ them in reciprocal instruction, by only intended to direct attention towards this
presenting to the pupil the honour of be- object, and perhaps to lessen the enthusiasm
coming master in his turn, as the greatest re- of certain political writers, who having caught
enmpense for his progress ;--to entrust all the a glimpse of one or other of these methods,
domestic service to them, in order to unite have flattered themselves that they have
the double advantage of their instruction and established a science of which they have not
economy ;--to govern them by themselves, even drawn the outline.
and to place each one under the inspection
of one older, in such manner as to render 1. Divide Power into di_erent Branches.
them securities for each other. In this estab- Every division of power is a refinement
lishment, every thing wore the appearance of suggested by experience. The most natural
liberty and happiness; there were no other plan, that which first presents itself, is that
punishments than forced idleness, and a which places power altogether in the hands
change of dress.* The more advanced pupils of a single individual. Command on the
were as interested in its success as its founder, one side, obedience on the other, is a species
and every thing advanced towards perfection, of contract, the terms of which are easily
when the revolution overwhelmed this little arranged when the governor has no associate.
colony amid its public disasters. Among all the nations of the east, the frame

Greater extent might be given to institu- of government has preserved thxs primitive
tions of this kind, and they might be ren- structure. The monarchial power descends
dered less expensive, either by multiplying without division from stage to stage, from
the number of workmen in them, or by the highest to the lowest, from the Great
keeping the pupils until the age of eighteen Mogul to the simple Havildar.
or twenty.one, that they might have time When the king of Siam heard the Dutch
to pay for the expense of their education, ambassador speak of an aristocratic govern-
and to contribute to that of those who were ment, he laughed at the idea as an absurdity.
younger. This principal method is only indicated

Schools upon this plan, instead of costing here: to examine into how many branches the
the state any thing, might become lucrative power of government may be divided, and
enterprises. But it would be necessary to which of all the possible divisions deserves

to be preferred, would be to write a treatise
s The two punishments employed were called, upon a political constitution. I only observe

one the _ _s_ the other the gre_ id/e. that this division ought not to form separate
_,e.m#. Nothing could be more ingenious than
_us giving to punishment itself the name and and independent powers : this would intro-
e_araeter of a vice : the salutary a_oeiatiou of duce anarchy into a state. An atrthority
ideas which reanlm f_(m_it_ is immediately per. must be recognised, superior to all others,
eeived, which receives no law, but only gives it, and
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which remains master even of the rules them- upon the others: it is done by all, it is ac-
selves which it imposes upon its manner of kunwledged by none. Does public censure
acting, rise against them? the more numerous the

body, the more it is fortified ag_nst external
2. Distribute tt_e particular Branches of opinion ; the more it tends to form a kingdom

Power, each among dz._erent copartners within a kingdom--a little public, having &
--Advantages and Disadvantages of
this policy, peculiar spirit, and which protects by its ap-plause those of its members who have in-

In the provinces of Russia, before the cuffed general disgrace.
regulations of Catherine IL, all the different Unity, in all cases in which it is po_dblo,
branches of power, military, fiscal, judicial, that is, in all cases which do not require the
were placed in a single body, a single council, combined knowledge and wills of many, as in
So far, the constitution of these subordinate a legislative body--unity, I say, is desirable,
governments sufficiently resembled the form because it makes the whole responsibility,
of oriental despotism ; but the power of the whether moral or political, to rest upon a sin-
governor was a little limited by the powers gie head. It divides with no one the honour
of the council ; and in this respect the form of its actions; it bears, at the same time, the
approached an aristocracy. At present, theju- i whole weight of the blame; it sees itself set
dicial\power is separated into many branches, against all, with no other support than into-
and e_ch branch is shared between many grityofconduct, no other defence than general
judge_ who exercise their functions conjoint- esteem. When the individual is not honest
ly. A law, of the nature of the habeas corpus from inclination, he becomes so in opposition
in England, has been established, for the pro- to hlmse[f, in virtue of the position in which
tectinn of individuals against arbitrary power, his interest is inseparable from his duty.
and the governor has no more right to injure Besides, unity in the subordinate person
than a governor of Jamaica or Barbadoes. . employed, is a certain means for enabling the

The advantages of this division are prin- sovereign to discover, in a short time, the
cipally these :-- real sapadty of individuals. A false and H-

I. It diminishes the danger of precipitation, mited mind may hide itself for a long time in
2. It diminishes the danger of ignorance, a numerous company; but if it act alone upon
3. It diminishes the danger from want of a public theatre, its insufficiency is soon un-

probity, masknd. Men of mediocrity or inefficiency,
This last advantage can only be the con. always ready to seek for places where they

stant result when the number of copartners may shelter themselves under the merit of
is large; that is to say, when it is such that others, will be afraid to expose themselves
it would be difficult to separate the interests in a dangerous career, in which they will be
of the majority from the interests of the reduced to their own value.
body of the people. But it is possible to unite, in certain cases,

The division of powers has also its disad- the advantages which result from combina-
vantages, because it causes delays and foments tiou, and those which necessarily belong to
quarrels, which may produce the dissolution the responsibility of an individual.
of the government. It is possible to obviate In subordinate councils, there is always an
the evll of these delays, by graduating the individual who presides, and upon whom the
division according as the functions to which principal reliance is placed. Associates are
it is applied admit of more or less of delibe- given to ldm, that he may profit by their ad-
ration. The legislative power and the mili- vice, and that there may be witnesses against
tary power form, in this respect, the two him when he neglects his duty. But it is not
extremes, the first admits the greatest deli- necessary, for the accomplishment of this ob-
beration, and the second requires the greatest ject, that they should be his equals in power,
celerity. Whilst, astothe dissolutiun of the i nor that they should have a right of voting;
government, it is only an evil on one or the all that is necessary is, that the chief should
other of these two suppositions :w 1st, That be obliged to communicate to them all tl_
the new government is worse than the old; he does, and that each one should _ke a
2d, T_at the passage from the one to the declaration in writing respecting each of
other is marked by calamities and civil wars. acts, testifying his approbation or blame.

The greatest danger in plurality, either in Such communication, in ordinary elmm, ought
a tribunal or an administrative council, is, to be made before an order is Siren; but in
that it dlm_ni_hes responsibility in many wsys. those which demand particular celerity, it
A numerous body may reckon upon a kind would he sufficient if made immedlately.after.
of deference on the part of the public, and This arrangement could not fidl in general
may ullowitself to perpetrste injuries which to obviate the danger of dissansious and
a single person would not dare to do. In a delay.*

confederation of many persons, the single in- • This is the plan adeptecl by the East Italia
dividuals may throw the odium of s measure Company. Formerly it was the Council ef Ms.
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3. P/ace thepower oJD_cing_ other hands more, if they offend a chief whom they have
titan tl_ power of Appointbuj. no hope to see changed for many years.This will be true, especially with regard

This idea is borrowed from an ingenious to offences which are more hurtful to the
pamphlet, published in America in 1778" by state than to individuals.
a deputy of the Convention, charged with The disadvmrtage of rapid changes is, that
examining the form of government proposed it removes a man from his employment when
for the State of Massachusetts. he has acquired knowledge and experience as

The pride of man is interested in not con- to its business. New men are liable to err
demning his own choice. Independently of through ignorance. This inconvenience will
all affection, a superior will be less disposed be palliated by the institution of a subordi-
to listen to complaints against one of his hate and permanent council, which would
own nominees, than he would be against an continue the progress and routine of affairs.
indifferent person, and will have a prejudice What you gain bythis means, is the diminu-
arising from self-love in his favour. This ti0n of s power that may be turned against
consideration serves in part to explain those you : what you risk, is the diminution of the
abuses of power so common in monarchies, degree of knowledge. There is no equality
when a subaltern is charged with great an- between these two dangers, when revolt is
thority, for which he has only to render an apprehended.
account to the same individual who appointed The arrangement ought to be permanent,
him to his office, to avoid giving umbrage to individuals. It

In popular elections, the part that each in- is proper to accustom the minds of men to
.dividual has in the nomination of a magistrate regard the change as fixed and necessary at
xs so small, that this kind of illusion hardly determinate periods. If it take place only
exists, in certain cases, it may serve to provoke the

In England, the choice of the ministers evil it is destined to prevent.
belongs to the king ; but the parliament can The danger of revolt on the part of gover-
effectively displace them, by forming a ma- nora, only exists in feeble and ill-constituted

jority against them. This, however, is only governments. In the Roman empire, from
an indirect application of this principle, the time of Caesar to Augustus, nothing else

4. S_'er not Governors to remain long in the is seen but governors and generals raising thestandard of independence. It was not that
same Districts. this means of which we speak was neglected:

This principle particularly applies to con- changes were frequent : but either they knew
siderable governments, in distant provinces, not how to make a good use of this preser-
especially when separated from the principal vative,or they wanted vigilance and firmness,
body of the empire, or, from other causes, they knew not how to

A governor armed with great power may, hinder the frequency of revolt.
if leisure be given him, seek to establish his The want of a permanent arrangement of
independence. The longer he remains in this nature is the most evident cause of the
place, the more he may strengthen himself, continual revotts to which the Turkish era-
by creating a party, or by uniting hlm_elf pire is subject, and nothing more completely
with a previously existing party. From op- proves the stupidity of this barbarous court.
pression towards some, and partixlity for Among the European governments which
others, though he may have no party, he may have stood in need of this policy, may be
render himself culpable by a thousand abuses mentioned Spain in her American colonies,
of authority, without any one daring or seek- and England in the East Indies.
ing to complain to the sovereign. The du- In the better civilized Christian states.
ration of his power gives birth to hopes or nothing is more uncommon than the revolt
fears, which are equally favourable to him. of a governor. That of prince Gagarln, the
He makes some _is creatures, who regard governor of Siberia, under Peter I., is, I be-
him as the sole distributor of favours ; whilst lieve, the ouly example which can be cited
those who suffer, fear lest they should suffer in the last two centuries ; and this happened

in an empire which has not even yet lust its
dras or Calcutta which decided every thing by a Asiatic character. The revolutions which
plumlityofvotes. Atpresent_theGovcrno_ought have burst forth, have owed their origin to
to consult the Council, and each member ought a more powerful and more reputable prino
to give his opinion in writlnjg; but they have no ciple-- the opinions, the sentiments of the
v.ote.--they are simply advmers : the Governor people, the love of h_oerty.
decid_ _ thing in the lset rssort. Conse.

]_o_UY' zt m n°t su.flicient for h'.nnto gain a hub 5. Renew the Governing Body by Rotation.j "el{ m the Corm_¢_ to elude the responsibility
w_ich rests alte_er upon him. The reasons for not allowing a governor

Re_ted m A/mos'# Remembraaco', No. to remain long in office, all apply, with still
more force, to a cotmeil or a body of directors.
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Render them permanent: if they agree among
themselves, with regard to the generality of 6. Admit Secret Informations.
their measures, it is probable that, among Every one knows, that at Venice secr_t in-
these measures, there are many whose object formations were received. Boxes were placed
is to serve themselves and their friends, at in different situations about the palace of St.
the expense even of the community which Mark, whose contents were regularly exa-
has confided its interests to them. If they mined by the inquisitors of state. According
divide, and are afterwards reconciled, it is to these anonymous accusations, it is pre-
highly probable that the price of their re- tended that certain persons have been seized,
union will still be at the expense of the corn- imprisoned, sent into exile, and even punished
munity. But, on the contrary, if you remove with death, without any ulterior proof. If
a certain number at a time, and there are this were true, there was nothing more salu-
abuses, you have a chance of seeing them re- tary and more reasonable than the first part
formed by the new-comers, whom their asso- of the institution--nothing more pernicious
elates will not have had time to corrupt. One and abominable than the second. The ar-
portion ought always to be left, to continue bitrary tribunal of the inquisitors has been a
the current of affairs without interruption : reasonable ground of reproach to the Ve_e-
ought this reserved part to be greater or less tian government, which must have been in
than the part renewed ? If it be greater, it other respects wise, since it maintained itself
is to be feared that the ancient system of for so long a period in a state of prosperity
corruption will maintain itself in vigour ; if and tranquiliity.
it be less, it is to be feared that a good sys- It is a great evil when a good institution
tern of administration may be overturned by has been connected with a bad one : alleyes
capricious innovations ; whichever it be, the are not able to use the prism which separates
simple right of removal will scarcely answer them. In what consists the evil of receiving
the end, especially if the power of replacing secret informations, even though anonymous
belongs to the body itself. This right should in the first instance ? Without doubt, it would
never be exercised but upon extraordinary not be right to hurt a hair upon a man's head
occasions, upon a secret information, not to give the

Those who have beenremoved, ought they slightest uneasiness to an individual ; but,
to be ineligible for ever, or only for a time ? with this restriction, why should the advan-
If they are ineligible for a time only_ it will tage which may result from them be lost ? The
happen in the end that they will be re-elected, magistrate considers if the object dcuounced
and that the spirit of federation will run its deserve his attention: if it do not deserve it,
course in the body. If they are ineligible he disregards the information; in the con.
for ever, the community will be deprived of trary case, he directs the informer personally
the talents and experience of its most skilful to appear. After examining the facts, if he
servants. Upon the whole, this species of find him in error, he dismisses him, praising
policy appears only an imperfect substitute his good intentions, and concealing his name ;
for other means which will be hereafter men- if he have made a malicious and perfidious
tioned, and especially for the publicity of alt accusation, his name and accusation ought to
proceedings and all accounts, be communicated to the party accused. But

This arrangement of rotation has been if his accusation has foundation, judicial pro-
adopted in England, in the great commercial ceedings commence, and the informer is ob-
companies ; and, for some years past, it has liged to appear and give ]Ms depositions in
been introduced into the direction of the East public.
India Company. Is it asked, upon what principle an institu-

This political view is not the only one tion of this kind may be advantagcous ? Pre-
wtdch has been taken of rotation. It has cisely upon the same principle that votes are

often been adopted ibr the simple object of collected by ballot. In the course of the
effecting a more equal distribution of the procedure, the defendant ought certainly to
privileges which belong to office, be informed who the witnesses are who de-

The great political work of Harriugton pose against him ; but where is the necessity
(Oceana) turns almost entirely upon a sys- that he should know them before the pro-
tern of rotation among the members of go- eess commences ? In this last ease, a witne, s
vernment. A man of wit, who does not see who may have any thing to t_r from a delin°
the full extent of a science, seizes a single quant, would not expose himself to a certtdn
idea, developes it, applies it to all cases, and inconvenience, for the chance of rendering s
sees nothing beside it. It is thus that, in me- doubtful service to the public. It is hence
dicine, tLe less the extent of the art is per- thatoffencesremainsofrequentlyunptmldtedo
ceived, the more are people inclined tobelieve because individuals will not make personal
in an elixir of life, a universal remedy, a mar- enemies to themselves, without being sure
vellons secret. Classification is useful, for the of serving the public.

This means has been considered under the
purposeofdirectingthe attention suocessively head of abuses of authority, became it is into all the means.
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opposition to official persons that its efficacy but, in fact, it is they who determine for him;
is most marked ; seeing that in this case, for to determine all the muses which a man
the pbwer of the supposed delinquent is one has for action, is to determine all his actions.
more weight in the scale of dissuasive too- He who can neither see nor hear, but as it
tires. In this kind of case, the superio_ pleases those who surround him, is subject
having received a warning which puts him to all the impulses which they may choose to
upon his guard, may pass by the first offence, give him.
and discover the guilty party in the commis- To place an unlimited confidence in mini.
sion of a second, stets, is to place an unlimited confidence in

The resolution to receive secret and even the hands of those who have the greatest in.
anonymous informations, would be good for terest in abusing it, and the greatest facility
nothing, unless publicly known: but once for so doing.
known, the dread of these informations will Whilst, as to a minister himself, the more
soon render the occasion of their occurrence upright he is, the less need will he have of
most rare, and thereby diminish their numo such confidence :and it may be atfwmed with°
bet. And whom will this fear affect ? only out a paradox, that the more he deserves it,
the guilty, and those who intend to become the less will he desire to possess it.
so ; for with publicity of procedure, the in- The sovereign who cannot read all these
nocent cannot be endangered, and malice will petitions, without sacrificing precious time,
be confounded and punished, may have recourse to different expedients for

relieving himself from dependence upon those
7. Introduce tile Lot, in requests addressed in whom he confides, and assuring himself

to tAe Sovereign. that they do not withdraw the most imporo
When informatiuns reach the Minister only, rant from him. He may take certain ones

they may have their use ; but to secure their at hazard; he may have them distributed un-
utility, they ought to come to the knowledge der different heads, and have them presented
of the Sovereign. without selection. The details of such an

Frederick the Great received directly the arrangement are neither sufficiently impor-
letters of the lowest of his subjects, and of- tant, nor sufficiently difficult to require a
ten wrote the answer to them himself. This particular developement. It is sufficient to
fact would be incredible, if it were not well have suggested the idea
attested.

It must not be concluded from this ex- 8. Liberty of the Press.
ample, that the same thing could be done Listen to all counsel : you may find your-
under all governments, self the better for it ; you run no risk of being

In Ev_land, every one has liberty to pre- the worse. This is what good sense says.
sent a petition to the King; but the destina- To establish the liberty of the press, is to
tiun of these petitions, delivered at the same admit the counsels of every body : it is true,
moment to a gentleman of the chamber, is that on many occasions the public judgment
proverbial : they furnish curl papers for the is not listened to before a measure is deter-
maids of honour. It may be believed after mined upon, but after it is executed. This
this, that such petitions are not frequently judgment, however, may always be useful,
presented; but they also are not very neces- either with reference to measures of legisla-
eary in a country in which the subject is pro- tion which may be reformed, or with respect
tocted by the laws, which do not depend for to those of administration which may have to
their execution upon the sovereign. There be repeated. The best advice given to a
are other means for the private man to obtain minister alone may be lost ; but good advice
imeormation ; there are other channels of in- given to the public, if it serve not upon one
formation for the prince, occasion, may serve upon another ; if it be

It is in absolute monarchies that it is es* not employed to-dey, it may be employed
sentialtokcepacoustantcommunicationopen in future ; if it be not offered in a suitable
between the subject and the monarch. It is form, it may receive from the hands of an-
necessary for the subject, that he may be sure other those ornaments which shall make it
of protection; it is necessary for the monarch, relished. Instruction is a seed, which, so to
that he may be sure of beihg free. speak, must be tried in a diversity of soils,

Though the people may be called caned//e, andcultivated with patience, because its fruits
populace, or what yon will, the prince who are often of slow growth.
refuses to _ to the lowest individual of This measure is far preferable to that of

populace, very far from increasing his )etitious, as a means of emancipating the so-
power by so doing, in reality diminishes it. vercign. Whatever may be his discernment
From this moment, be loses the faculty of in the choice of his ministers, he can only
governing by himself, and becomea an instru- take them _ a small number of eandi-
merit in the lumds of throe whom he calls his dates, whom the _ances of birth or fortune
serrants, He may inmghw that he does wlmt present to him. He may therefore reasonably
he likes _ thzt he determines fo_ himself: think tha_ there are other men more enligh_-
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ened than them ; and the wider he extends indispensable aecompanlment to the Hberty
his faculty of knowing and hearing, the more of the press. The one of these _tions
he extends his power and his liberty, is due to the people; the other is due to the

But insolence and drollery may mingle government. If the government disdain to
themselves with the manner of giving this inform the nation of its motives upon ira-
advice. In place of conflnln_ an examina- portant occasions, it thereby announces that
tion to measures, its criticisms may extend to it depends upon force, and counts the opinion
persons. And, indeed, how difficult is it to of its subjects for nothing.
keep these two operations properly separated I The partisan of arbitrary power does not
How can a measure be censured, without think thus : he does not wish that the people
attacking, in some degree, either the judg- should be enlightened, and he despises them
ment or the probity of its author ? There is because they are not enlightened. Yon are
the rock- Hence it is, that the liberty of the not able to judge, he says, because you are
press is as rare as its advantages are manifest, ignorant ; and you shall always be kept igno-
It has ranged against it all the fears of self- rant, that you may not be capable of judging.
love. Joseph IL and Frederick II., however, Such is the eternal circle in which he en-
had the magnanimity to establish it. It exists trenches himself. What is the consequenco
in Sweden ; it exists in England : it might of this vulgar policy ? General discontent
exist everywhere, with some modifications, is formed and increased by degrees, some-
which wou]d prevent its greatest abuses, times founded upon false and exaggerated

If, owing to the habits of the government, imputations, which are believed from want
or from particular circumstances, the sore- of discussion and examination. A minister
reign cannot permit the examination of the complains of the injustice of the public, with-
acts of his administration, he ought at least out thinking that he has not given them the
topermittheexaminationofthelaws: though means of being just, and that the false in-
he claim the privilege of infalhhility for him- terpretations given of his conduct are a
self, he need not claim it for his predecessors, necessary consequence of the mystery with
If he be so jealous of the supreme power as which it is covered. There are only two
to make everything respected which has been methods of acting with men, if it be desired
touched by the sceptre, he might leave open to be systematic and consistent : absolute
to discussion mere science, principles of right secresy, or entire freedom m completely to
procedure, and subordinate administration, exclude the people from the knowledge of

If the liberty of the press may have its a_airs, or to give them the greatest degree
inconveniences, arising from pamphlets and of knowledge possible--to prevent their
loose sheets being spread among the public, forming any judgment, or to put them in a
addressed to the ignorant as well as to the condition to form the most enlightened judg-
enlightened part of a natron, the same reason mentmto treat them as children, or to treat
need not be applied to serious works of greater them as men: a choice must be made between
length--to books which can only have a car- these two methods.
rain class of readers, and which cannot pro- The first of these plans has been followed
duee any immediate effect, but which allow by the priests of ancient Egypt, by the Bra-
time to prepare an antidote, rains in Indostan, by the Jesuits in Paraguay;

Under the ancient French regime, it was the second is practically established in F.aJg-
sufficient that a book of moral science had land ; it is established by law in the United
been printed at Paris, to raisc an unfavour- States of America only. The greater hum-
able prejudice against it. The instructions ber of European governments fluctuate contL
of the Empress of Russia to the assembly of nually between the one and the other system,
deputies were prohibited in France : the style without having the courage to attach them-
and the sentiments were too popular to be selves exclusively to either, and never cease
tolerated under the French monarchy, placing themselves in contradiction to them-

It is true, that in France, as elsewhere, i selves, by the desire of having industrious
negligenco and inconsistency palliated the and enlightened subjects, and the dread of
evils of despotism. A strange title served as encouraging a spirit of eTmninstion and dis-
a passport to genin_ The rigour of the een- eussion.
sorshlp serves only t_ drive the trade in books In many branches of_ it would
to other nations, and to render the satire be useless--it might be d_nt_eroas, to publish
which it seeks to supprem only the more beforehand the reasons which determine rues.

sureL It is reqqi_dto only to _ tile
severe, eases in which it is neeessary to enlighten
9. Publish the Reasons a_d the Facts which public opinion, to prevent its going eetrlty;

serve as the Foundation for the Laws but in matters oflefisla_on) thi.s p_c_ple is
and otlwr Acts of Government. always _pplieable. It may be laid down ass

This is a necessary link in the chain of a generalrule, dsatnolawougt_everto.oema_
generous s_l magnanimous policy, and an without a reama _ expreedy m_qp_t
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taeltly understood. For what is a good law, weakness of those who employ them. If you
if it be not a law for which good reasons can dared to hear that accused person, you would
be given ? There must always be a reason, not close his mouth ; if you keep him silent,
good or bad, for making a law, since there is it is because you fear him.*
no effect without a cause. But oblige a mi-
nister to assign his reasons, and he will be ll. Direct the Exercise of Power by Rules
ashamed not to have good ones: he wiU be and Forms.
ashamed to offer you base coin, when he is This is another head of police with regard
required to present yon with a touchstone to to subordinate offices, no less applicable to
ascertain its quality, absolute monarchies than to mixed gnvern-

It is a means whereby a sovereign may ments. If the sovereign consider himself
reign after his death. If the reasons for his interested in remaining independent of the
laws are good, he gives them support that laws, he is not interested in communicating
they can never lose. His successors will be this same independence to all his agents.
obliged to maintain them from a sentiment The laws which limit subordinate officers
of honour. Thus the more happiness he has in the exercise of their power, may be dis-
bestowed upon his people, the more happi- ting_ished into two classes : -- To the first
hess will he secure to his posterity, belong those which limit the causes with re-

gard to which they are permitted to exercise
10. Ex_l_de Arbitrary Power. certain powers ; to the second, those which

" Clotaire made a law," says Montesqnieu, determine the formalities with which they
" that an accused person should not be con- shall exercise them. These causes and these
domned without being heard: this proves formalities ought to be all specifically enu-
that a contrary practice prevailed in parti- merated in the body of the law: this being
eular cases, or among a barbarous people."-- done, the subjects ought to be informed that
.Esprit des Lois, chap. xii. these are the causes, and these the only causes,

Montesqnieu dared not speak out. Conid for which an attack can be legally made upon
he have written this passage without thinking their security, their property, their honour.
of lettres de cachet and the administration of Hence the first law with which a great code
the police, such as it was in his time ? A ought to be begun, should be a general law
lettre de cachet might be defined to be -- an of liberty -- a law which should restrain
order to punish without any proof for a fact delegated powers, and limit their exercise to
against which there is no law. certain particular occasions, for certain spe-

It was in France and at Venice that this cifie causes.
abuse reigned with the greatest violence. Such was the intention of Magna Char_a,
These two governments, in other respects and such would have been its effect, without
moderate, have calumniated themselves by that unfortunate indeterminate expressmn,
this foolery. They exposed themselves to " Lex terrae," kc. ; an imaginary law, which
imputations often false, and to the reaction spreads uncertainty over the whole ; because,
of terror ; for these precautions themselves, by unceasingly referring to the custom of
by inspiring alarm, created danger. Behave ancient times, examples and authorities have
yourself well, it is said, and the government _een sought among the abuses which it was
will not be your enemy. But how may I ntended to prevent.
assure myself of this ? I am hated by the
minister, or by his valet, or by his valet's 12. Establish the Right of Association ; that
valet. If I am not hated to-day, I may be is to say, of Assemblies of the Citizens
to-morrow, or some other day m _ I may for the expression of their sentiments
be taken for another person ; it is not upon and their wishes upon the public mea
my conduct that I depend, but upon the opi- sures of Government.
nion of men more powerful th_n me. Under Among the rights that a nation ought to
Louis XV., lettres de cachet were an article reserve to itself, when it institutes a govern-
of commerce. If this could happen under a ment, this is the principal, as being the found-
government which passed for gentle, what ation of every other. However, it is almost
would it be in countries where manners are useless expressly to mention it here : the
less eivillzed ? people who possess it, need not to be told to

In default of justice and humanity, it seems preserve it; and those who do not possess it,
to me that the pride of governments ought have little hope of obtaining it ; for what is
to suffice for the abolition of these rema_ there which can induce their chiefs to give
of barbarity. ] it them ?

Zettres de cachet may have been esta- [ At first sight, this right of association

at the present day, this pretence has lost its
m_ie. The first thought which presents it- / mmmmc_, similar to throe under which the
left to the mind is that of the incapacity tad ] land, with_known precautions.
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would appear incompatible with government; I curity in the country ; though this country,
and I allow, that to consider the right as a I halfcivilized, wastomby every possibla cause
means of repressing government would be of civil war.
absurd and contrad/er_ry : but the case is I even believe that _ons might be
very different. If the slightest act ofviolence permitted, and become one of the prindval
be committed by one or many of the members means of government, in the most absolute
of the association, punish them as if it had monarchies. These kinds of states are more
been committed by any other individual. If tormented than others by revolts and risings;
you find that you want the power to punish every thing is done by sudden movements :
them, it is a proof that the association has associations would prevent disorders. If the
made such progress as it could not have made subjects of the Roman empire had been in
without just cause ; indeed, that it is not an the habit of association, the empire and the
evil, or that it is a necessary evil. I suppose life of the emperor would not have been
that the government possess a public force, continually sold by auction by the pr_etori_
an organized authority, everywhere. If, then, guards.
these associations have become so strong as Associations, however, cannot be pvmdtted
to intimidate it in the midst of all its regular to slaves: too much injustice has been done
sources of power--if it have not formed as- them, not to afford reason to fear every evil
sociations on its own side, though it possess from their igoorance or their resentment. It
such superior means for establishing them, it is not in the West Indies, it is not in Mexleo,
is an infallible sign that the calm and re- that the people may be armed and permitted
fleeting judgment of the nation is in opposi- to associate ; but there are coontries in Eu-
tion to such government. This being settled, rope in which tlds streng and generous policy
what reason can be offered for continuing in might be set up.
the same state--for not satisfying the public It must also be acknowledged, that there
wish ? I cannot find any. Without doubt, a is a degree of ignorance which renders auoeia-
nation, being composed of men, is not infal- tions _ngerous: this proves that ignorance
lible : a nation, as well as its chiefs, may be is a great evil, and not that associations are
deceived as to its true interests ; nothing is not a great good. Besides, this measure itself
more certain : but if the great majority of a may serve as an antidote against itmill etfeete:
nation be found on one side, and its govern- [ in proportion as an association gains in en.
ment on the other, may it not be presumed, ] tent, being formed in security, all its bases
in the first instance, that this general discon-. _ are discovered; the public is enlightened; the
t_nt. is founded uuon real _Tievances _ [ government employs every meansin dissemi-
--F-ar from being-causes o°f insurrection, I I nating the knowledge of facts, _ddi.".uipatiag
consider associations a_ the most powerful errors; freedom and instruction join hand
means of preventing this evil. Insurrections in hand ; freedom facilitates the progre_ of
are the convulsions of weakness, which finds knowledge, and the progress of knowledge

strength in the moments of despair. They represses the wanderings of freedom.
are the efforts of men who have not been I know not how the establishment o_

permitted to express their fee]hlgs, or whose right can give uneasines_ to the government
projects could not have succeeded, had they There is noone whichdoes not fearthepew
been known -- of conspirators, who, being pie, which does not consider it neeem_, to
opposed to the general feelings of the people, consult their wishes, and to accommoeaw
can only succeed by surprise and violence, itself to their opinions: the most despetle
Those who frame them can therefore only are the most timid. What sultan is m quiet,
hope for success by means of force ; but those so secure in the exerelse of his power, as
who can believe that the people are on their the king of England ? The j_es sad
side--those who can flatter themselves with the populace make the seraglio tremble: ht
the hopes of triumph through the influence London, the voice of the people is hes_
of public opinion,--why should they employ in legitimate assembfies; in Co_mutineple,
violence? why should tbey expose themselves it speaks in outrages: in London, the'peo-
to manifest danger" without utility ? I am pie speak by petit/one; at Constantinople, by
therefore persuaded, that men who have full fires.
_y of associating, and who can do so The case of Poland may be [mmm__ .ca
under the protection of the laws, will never an objection, in which _ produeea
have reemtrse to insurrection, except in th.ose so many _: but this is deeeptlye;the
rare and unfortunate eases, in which rebellion _ were predueed by ma_..y, ana mu
is become neeemry. Whether useeiations not produce it. Besides, in speaking ez _m
are permitted or prohibited, rebellions will means as a restraint ul_n gov_ an
never break out sooner, established government is _-_-a me-

The a_iafione which were openly formed dicine, end not the daily food, m spo_ m.
in Ireland, in 1780, produced no evil, but I observe again, that even in the _tes'in
served rather to maintain tranquillity and se. which this right exi_.e, circumstances may
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arise, in which it will be proper, not entirely birth, are scarcely of s nature to be cured by
to suspend, but to regulate its exercise. An a pecuniary compensation : this remedy may
absolute and inflexible rule is not requisite in be applied, in certain cases, to seduction,
this respect. We have seen, in the course and even to conjugal ififidelity ; but it never
of the last war, the British Parliament re- cures that portion of the ev_ which consi_
straim'ng the right of assembling; not allow- in the attack upon the honour and peace of
ing political uniens, till the object had been families.
publicly unnunneed, and sanctioned by the It may be observed, that in opposition to
magistrates, who possessed the power of dis- other offences, whose evil effects are more
solving them; and these restrictions taking surely arrested the more completely they are
place at the same time that the dtizeus wcre published, the offeaceg of incontinence only
called upon to form milite..T bodies for the become hurtfid when made public. Thus a
defence of the state, and whilst the govern- good citizen, who would esteem it a duty to
meat mmonneed the noblest confidence in publish an act of fraud, would take care to
the general spirit of the nation. When these conceal a secret fault arising from love. To
restraints ceased, every thing remained in the leave a fi_ud undetected, is to become an
same condition: it might have been supposed accomplice in its success. To publish, in
that the restrictive law continued. It was open day, an unknown weakness, is to do an

becan_a people, secure of its rights, enjoys injury without compensation: since it lace-
them with moderation and tranquillity: if it rates the sensibility of those who are held
abuse them, it is because it is doubtful of up to shame, anal repairs nothing. I reckon
them: predpltation is the effect of fear. among the establishments which do honour

to the humanity of our age, the secret asy-
lums for accouchements, and hospitals for

CHAPTER XXIL foundlings, which have so often preventad

MZh.SV]tZS _0 _Z TXr_Z_ AOXZ_T TtIE ILL the evil effects of despair, by covering with
ErnCTS 01 as O_T_NeE aL_AVY COM- the shades of mystery the consequences of 8
MITTED_CONCLUI$IONO1 TH]_ SUBJECT. transient wandering. The rigour which rises

up against this indulgence is founded upon a
Tits general result of the principles which false principle.
have been lald down in relation to penal le. The crimes to which enmity gives birth
'._dt_n, presents happy prospect and well- are oi_ea such, that a compensation in money

hopes of reducing the number ot cannot be applied to them. Even this corn-
crimes, and mitigating punishments. This peasation, when it can be applied, is rarely
subject at first only presents to the mind complete: it cannot undo what is done ; it
sombre im_v_'_esof suffering and terror ; butt cannot restore a limb which is lost; it can-
in considering this class of evils, these doleful not restore a son to his father, a father to his
sentiments mon give place to gentle and con- family : but it may act upon the condition ot

eontiments, when it is discovered that the party injured: it may furnish him with a
the heart of man has not within it any original lot of good, in consideration of a lot of evil ;
and incurable perversity; that the multipli- and in balancing the account of his prospe-
city of offences arises only from errors in le- rity, place an item upon the favourable sidle,
gi_on, easy to be reformed; and that even to balance an/tern upon the disadvantageous
the ev_ which results from them is ceptble of side:
being repaired in many ways. The most essential observation with respect

The great problem in penal le_slatlon is--- to these offences is, that they are daily dimi-
1. To reduce as much as po_ble all the nishing, fromthe progressof civilization. It

evll of off'eaves to that which a peeunlary is wonderful to observe, among the greater
eomponeatinn will cure ; 2. To throw the number of European states, how few crimes
expense of this cure upon the authors of the are produced by the angry passions so hath-
evil, and, in their default, upon the public, ral to man, and so violent in the infancy of
What may be done in this respect goes far sodety. How noble an object of emulation
beyond what is imagined at the first glance, for those tardy governments, which have ._ot

The term cure is employed, the individual yet attained this degseeof pOlice, andamong
or eemmtmityinjured being condderedundor whom the sword of justice has not yet van-
the character of an invalid, who has suffered quished the stilettoes of revenge !
from a clime. The comparison is just, and But the inexhaustible source of crimes is
indicates the most suitable procedure, with- rapacity. Here is an enemy always active,

_e mingling with them popular passions, and always ready to seize all advantages--against• antipath_ which the ideas of erlme are whom it is necessary to wage continual war.

are three principal murcce of crime: principles have been much misunderstood.
ineontinence--enmity_rapacity. Be indulgent to this pmsion, _ long as lt

Tlm crimes to which ineoatinence gives eonfmes itself to attacking you by peaceful
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means ; attach yourself to taking away allthe point of perfection which ahonld be aimed ot,
unjust profit that it mskes; become severe though there may be no hope of
with regard to it, in proportion as it carries on it but by d_e_ and by continued efforts.
its enterprises openly--when it has recourse The goal m pointed out: the happinem of
to threats and violence. Still, however, re- reaching it will be the reward of an enlight-
serve means of additional severity, when it ened and persevering adminktmtlen.
gives way to atrocities, such as murder and During the insufficiency of this source, it
incendiarism. It is in the proper management is proper to draw compensation, either from
of these gradations, that the art of penal le- the public treasure or private insurances.
gitlatinn consists. The imperfection of our laws is very evi-

It must never be forgotten, that all penal dent, under this point of view. Has a crime
police consists in a choice of evils. The wise been committed ? those who have mg_ered

admlnlstratorofpunishmentswillalwayshave by it, either in their person or their fortune,
the balance in his hands; and in his zeal for are abandoned to thetr evil condition. The

the exclusion of small offences, will not ira- society which theybeve contributed tomain.
prudently give birth to greater ones. Death rain, and which ought to protect them, owes
is almost always a remedy which is not no- them, however, an indemnity, when its pro-
cessary, or which is inefficacious: it is not tectiun has not been effectual.
necessary with respect to those whom an When an individual has prosemtted a eft-
inferior punishment may deter from crime _ minal at his own expense, even in his own
whom simple imprisonment esu restrain from cause, he is no less a defender of the wtste
it : it is not efficacious with respect to those than he who fights against foreign enemies :
who precipitate themselves upon it, so to the losses he experiences in defending the
speak, as an asylum against despair. The state ought to be eompencated at the public
policy of the legislatorwho punishesevery expense.
thingwithdeath,resemblesthepusillanimity But when an innocentpersonhasmtfl'ered
of the childwho crushesthe insectwhich from an errorofthe tribonais--wbenhe has

he daresnot lookupon. But ifthecircum- been arrested,detained,renderedsuspected,
stancesofsociety_ifthefrequencyofagreat condemnedto alltheanxietiesof a trialand

crime,requirethe employment of thister- a longcaptivity,it isnot o_nl7 on his own
riblepunishment,dare,withoutaggravatingiaccount,but on accountof justiceitself,
the tormentsof deathitself,to 8_e to ita thathe ought to receivean indemnity. In-
more formidableaspectthanthatof nature; stitutedforthe redressofwrongs,isItdesi-
surrounditwith mournfulaccessaries--therablethatthewrongs theyperpetrateshould
emblems of crime,and the pomp of tragic be withoutredress?
ceremonies. Governmentshavenotprovidedforeither
Be hard,however,to be convincedof the of theseindemnities.In England mine vo-

necessityof puttingany one to death. By luntaryassociationshave been formed to
avoidingit as a punishment,you willalso supplythem. Iftheinstitutionofassurance"
preventitsoccurrenceas a crime. When a be good ina singlecase,itisgoodinall,un.
man isplacedbetween two crimes,itisira- derthe precautionsrequisiteforthe preven.
portanttogivehim a sensibleinterestnotto tionofnegligenceand fraud.
commit thegreater.Itisproper,ina word, The inconvenienceof fraudsis common
to convertthe assassinintoa pickpocket; toallfunds,publieand private.They may
that is to say, to give him a reason for pre- diminish the utility of assurances, without
letting the crime which can be repaired, to destroying it. Shall no fruit.trees be enlti.
that which cannot he repaired, rated, because the crop may be destroyed by

Everything which can be repaired is no-
thing. Everythingwhich may be compen- • Assuranceisg_ood, becausethe mmureris

Iprepared to sustain the less, and eonddem the
sated by a pecuniary forfeiture, is almost as premium he has received as the equivalent lot
non-existent as if it had never existed ; for if the vsk which he rum.
the injured individual always receive an eqni- But this remedyls imperfect in imelf, because
valent compensation, the alarm caused by the it k alwa_ ne_y to pay the premium, which
crime ceases entirely, or is reduced to its is a certain loss, in Order to guarantee one's selfagainst an uncertain lea. In this p94"ntof view,
lowest term. it is to be desired that all un/_ ]o_es whielt

The desirable object is, that the funds for can fall Ulmn individuals without their fault,
compensation on account of crimes should be were covered at the public exper_ T_,e ..Sy_tWr
drawn from the mass of delinquents them- the number of eontributee_ the leu senmble is
selves--either from the goods they have the loss fee each one.
quired, or from labour imposed ou them. a_ It must be _ on the other side, that a
this were the ease, security would be the in- public fuud is move expmed to fraud and w-_.*ethan the funds of individuslL Lames whic_
separable compenien ofirmocence, and sorrow fall directly upon individuals give the grcet_t
and angtdsh would onlybe the portien of the pmeible force to the motives to vig_L_,ee ar_t
disturbers of the social order. Such is the eemmmy.
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a thoummd accidents ? Banks of piety have first strike the ims_jinatlen : i_ is necesesry
succeeded in many countries. An establish- to meditate upon it, in order to perceive all
meat of this kind, formed in London in the its importance and solidity. The brilliant
middle of the past century, failed at its coin- society of the world cannot be interested by
mencement, from the unfaithfulness of its a formula almost arithme_cal: it is to states-
directors; and this robbery has left a preju- men that it is presented as a subject for
dice, which has hindered all other attempts consideration; and it belongs to them to
of this kind. According to the same logic, judge of it.
it might be proved that ships are bad war The science, whose foundations we have
machines, because the Royal George, whose explored, can only please those elevated
l_ort-holes were left open, sunk whilst at minds with whom the public good is a pas-
anehor, sion. This is not a subversive and shuming

Assurauces against crimes might have two policy, which prides itself upon clandestine
objects :--I. To create a fund for the indem- projects--which builds its glory upon misfor-
nification of parties injured, in ease the de- ttmes--which beholds the prosperity of one
linquent were unknown or insolvent; 2. To nation in the abasement of another, and mis-
defray, in the first instance, the expenses of takes the convulsions of government for the
judicial prosecution; and might even be ex- conceptions of genius. It has reference to
tended_ in favour of the poor, to causes purely the greatest interests of humsnity-- to the
civiL art of forming the manners and characters of

But the method of settling these indenmL nations -- to the means of insuring the high-
ties would be foreign to the present subject : est degree of security to individuals--and of
it has been treated of elsewhere. I confine deriving results equally advantageous from
myself here to an enunciation of the general different forms of government. Such is the
result of this work : It is, That by 9oodlaws object of this noble and generous political
almost all crimes may be reduced to acts wliicA science, which seeks only to be known--
may "be repaired by a simple pecunia_ corn- which desires nothing exclusive--and which
peasd6on ; and that, when this is the case, knows no more certain method of perpetu-
tAe evil arisi_ from crimes may be made a/- _ting its benefits, than sharing them among all
mQst _tirely to cease, the great family of nations.

This result, simply announced, does not at
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